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CPR Blitz Certifies 530 Students
Tim Kiser

Staff Writer

Saturday, September 12, ap-

proximately 530 students were

certified in CPR by the Ameri-

can Heart Association.

Dr. Patricia Cormier instituted

the CPR Blitz in memory of Dr.

David Breil, Professor of Biol-

ogy, as well as

Longwood
students Chris

DeBoer, Mary Jane

Parker and Mat-

thew Weist.

Dr. Nancy Haga,

Professor of

Speech and mem-
ber of the CPR
Blitz Task Force,

explained the ori-

gins of the program.

"After we lost those people,

the President looked at how to

improve safety on campus,"

said Haga
"Most of the staff was certi-

fied, and [the school] formed

the First Responders team/' said

Haga. "After all the make-ups,

about 530 students will have

been certified."

The President's office spent

$5000 purchasing a defibrilla-

tor, which revives the heart of a

CPR victim.

Maggie Hollister, a Long-

wood senior, and the student

chairman wkh members of the

First Response Team [in a

memo to the school] said, "We

are hoping to make Longwood

CoDege a safer place in getting

help to those who have heart at-

tacks."

Also involved in the program

were the Prince Edward Volun-

teer Rescue Squad, Southside

Community Hospital, Long-

wood Student Government,

Longwood First Responders,

The President's Office and the

ARAMARK.
Friday evening,

students attended a

lecture given by

Brian Butler, cap-

tain of the Prince

Edward Volunteer

Rescue Squad.

Saturday morn-

ing, instructors

helped schedule

groups of students

to practice CPR on dummies,

until they were ready to take the

test

Hillary Smith, a freshman who
attended the Blitz, said, "the ac-

tual test on Saturday was fun, but

the [lecture] in the gym on Fri-

day was pointless,"

Smith believes that after the

Blitz, she can make a difference

is saving someone's life, and that

the program was an overall suc-

cess.

"More people are aware of

how to correctly use CPRto save

a life," said Smith.

Dr. Haga pointed out that **by

training [the students], we have

also made the community a safer

place." Longwood was the first

college to hold a CPR Blitz in

the state of Virginia.

Strictly Business:

Where Technology Meets Tradition
Courtney J. Kappel

Assistant Editor

Thursday, September 17, the

School ofBusiness and Econom-

ics hosted an open house for the

Hiner Building.

The theme for the grand open-

ing was, "Where Technology

Meets Tradition,
H
a very appro-

priate title. The Stately Georgian

building from 1913 has a tradi-

tional look on the outside, but the

inside of the building makes up

one of Virginia's most techno-

logically advanced business

schools.

The grand opening started with

a traditional procession to the

podium from the north end of

Pine Street. Army ROTC led the

procession and the event's speak-

ers followed behind, From the

Coyner Building, members of

Delta Sigma Pi Professional

Business Fraternity marched to

theme song from the movie "Men

in Black." To emphasize the

technology aspect, the members

wore business attire and dark sun-

glasses.

The grand opening consisted

of many speakers from the

school, the community, and the

state of Virginia. Longwood's

President, Dr. Patricia Cormier,

opened the festive event with a

speech praising the newly reno-

vated Hiner and the future busi-

ness leaders it will produce.

Next, the Dean of the School

of Business and Economics, Dr,

Berkwood Farmer excitedly ac-

cepted the key from Longwood

Alumni Ann Baise, who is now

serving as the Rector of the Board

of Visitors.

Another highlight of the grand

opening included a speech from

the Honorable John H. Hager,

Virginia's Lieutenant Governor.

Pleased with the results of the

$6. 1 million dollar renovation Lt.

Gov. Hager expressed his enthu-

siasm for the new state-of-the-art

building.

'Today sees Longwood up with

the best of them, with a state-of-

the-art facility equal to any

institution's anywhere," Said Lt

Gov. Hager.

At 2 p.m., the members ofDelta

Sigma Pi performed

See BUSINESS p.4



Rotunda Editorial: A Letter From the Editor
Hello Everybody! Thanks for

picking up the first issue ofThe Ro-

tunda for this semester.

As many people already know,

this year is definately "the year of

changes" for Longwood. Fresh-

men were required to hiy comput-

ers, and Resident Technology Ad-

visors (R.T.A.'s), students trained

to know everything about comput-

ers, were added. Keeping up with

technology, the renovations of

Hiner were completed and many

people are very impressed with the

improvements to the building.

Like the new dining hall,

Longwood Seminar and S.A.I.L.

Week activities went "under con-

struction" with changes such as in-

cluding the alcohol program,

O.C.T.A.A., as a requirement for

freshmen. Freshmen students are

also now housed in cluster groups

according to their majors.

New and old students also had

to deal with cramped housing con-

ditions, which included convert-

ing study lounges and faculty of-

fices into dorm rooms. We all

know bynow that even afew lucky

students temporary lived in ho-

tels until rooms on campus were

availiablc,

Greek life saw some changes

with this semester's rush. HerRun

went away with Iler Field and So-

rority Walk was actually a walk,

as new members were told to walk,

not run to their new sisters.

By Oktoberfest, the Longwood

Bookstore will be Barnes &
Nobles and rumors have been fly-

ing about all of the changes (guess

we'll find out soon).
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Going along with all these

changes, The Rotunda is also full

of new ideas and new faces this

semester. Wenow have anew edi-

tor, anew advisor, anew layout de-

sign, and basically a whole new

staff. This year we will continue

to have CD and Movie Reviews,

highlights frombands and other en-

tertainment, the everpopular Props

and Drops, as well as news about

everything happening on campus.

Some new ideas that we are add-

ing include a double page feature

spread in every issue, a Greek Life

Column, and a Commuter Student

Comer. We are also going to start

Speak Out again, so more students

can express their views about what

is going on.

As always, ifyou have any ideas

about what you would like to see

in The Rotunda , just write to us at

Box 2901. Hope your semester is

off to a good start, don't stess out

too much, enjoy life atLongwood,

and READ THEROTUNDA !

See you later,

Deitra Nance

Editor-in-Chief

NOTICE : Due to a printing error,

you may have received a faulty

edition of The Rotunda on Octo-

ber 1. We apologize.

PRINCEPS%would like to recognize

The 1998 Orientation

Leaders & The Summer
Conference Staff

PRINCEPS, a secret society dedi-

cated to recognizing leadership,

wishes everyone the best of luck

during the 1998-1999 school year.

Throughout the year, we will be rec-

ognizing those who exemplify the

qualities of a leader. Remember the

quote, "To Lead is To Serve," and

try to apply it in the classroom and

in other aspects of the Longwood

Community.

§ you hwn> anyone who you think deserves

mcogmikmr pkasewrttetousaBax2949,

Your Letters

AreWe In College or

Kindergarten?

Dear Editor:

I am 18 years old, a legal adult.

Many of us here are close to that

or older. We came to this school

with the expectation that we
would be responsible and act like

mature adults. However, I feel

the question must be asked: are

we in college or kindergarten?

Recent events in the Tabb dorms

have angered many people. Yes,

we are only lowly freshmen, but

that does not mean we have to act

like children. I personally am
very tired ofthese childish pranks

some insist on pulling, as I am
sure many others are. Toothpaste

on doorknobs, shaving cream,

water balloons thrown at doors,

throwing food? I did those things

years ago.

It is about time we start acting

like the adults we were precon-

ceived to be. We are not in high

school anymore; this is a whole

other level we are at. Iknow only

few are doing these things, how-

ever they make everyone look

bad. So please, from now on, if

anyone has an issue to deal with,

do it maturely and in a reason-

able manner. No more trashing

hallways, water balloons thrown

at doors, food fights, or whatever

else seems "cute" at the time. For

everyone's sake, I say with the

utmost sincerity, to those of you

doing these things, grow up. Kin-

dergarten or college?

Jenna Archer

Music Major

Freshman

Write Us
The Rotunda encourages let-

ters to the editor. Send them to:

Box 2901

Fax 804-39.
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Speak Out: Are You Living In a

Rat-Infested Sauna?
o* Babble of the Sexes

Kevin Rock Ann Miller

?
Duane Coats

Staff Writer

If you live on campus, you

know the dorms are nothing com-

pared to the penthouse. With the

money that we're paying to stay

on campus, each room should be

a penthouse.

I live on the ninth floor of

Curry, which I think-has the worst

problem: mice! I wonder what

types ofproblems Longwood stu-

dents have with their dorms.

"I like it in here. I haven't had

any problems. I dealt with not

having air." Jenn Gambaccini,

Junior, Cox

"Our trash chute stays broken."

Tamakia Copeland, Junior, Curry

some repairs." Natasha Walker,

Junior, Frazier

"It's fine, but we need air-condi-

tioning." Monique Jenkins,

Freshman, Wheeler

"It's nice 'cause it has big rooms,

but it's about 200 degrees in

there." Cara Rolander, Fresh-

man, French

"They need air, all of them."

Katrina Thomas, Senior, Cox

"Personally, I like it a lot. I like

the environment. It's not as quiet

as people think." Cory

Stephenson, Sophomore, Arc

"Our power went out nine times

one night." Courtney Kappel,

Sophomore, South Cunningham

"The dorms are, for the most part, "It's hot as s* *t in here." Marcus

nice, but in some ways it needs Terry, Junior, Cunningham

om
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Staff Writer

A topic that can be very un-

nerving between the sexes is,

"Which sex lives an easier life

at Longwood?" Is it the males,

or is it the females? Well, there

is no doubt about it! It's the men

by far! Not that I need to explain

myself, but for the ladies' sake I

will. First of all, we look better.

If you really have to think about

it, then I'll prove it to you. If the

women really looked better then

why do they have to worry about

putting on make-up? They have

to use these colorful powders to

spruce up their looks. If they

naturally looked better then they

would not need that stuff. They

also spend too much time into

putting together little outfits.

That is just another way they try

to disguise their natural appear-

ance.

Also, why is it that men only

put on cologne every once in a

while, while women sometimes

apply it two to three times a day?

Is it because they naturally stink

and have to constantly worry

about what they smell like? I

would not want to worry about

that. Men just have less to worry

about which makes our lives

easier. That ratio of males to fe-

males, who cares? It just makes

it easier on our part to find a date

every Friday night!

Another thing, what is with the

big upset men in the classroom?

We all know that the women get

that special attention from the

professors. Don't you know
why? It is because they are infe-

rior to us and do not understand

that complicated stuff that comes

to us. That is why the men hold

the power seats in this country.

No one wants to make that fool-

ish mistake of giving a woman a

lot of power. The only way to

put it is that men truly live an

easier life here!

Staff Writer

A discussion among students

that can get some feathers ruffled

between the opposite sex is, do

males or females have it easier

on campus? Before I give you

some examples let me just say

that I do believe that females

have it easier. Why do I think

this? Well, for one thing the fe-

males dominate the males when

it comes down to the ratio be-

tween guys and gals. So, ladies

express that woman power!

Sometimes guys even think that

women are nothing but a pretty

face, and, well, we are. It's true;

we are cute and we can sure sweet

talk anyone. That's why when it

comes to arguing oar way out of

a situation, we come out on top!

Unlike guys, who just stutter

some meaningless words or

shrug blankly at professors, girls

can also use the aggressive ap-

proach, and when we do, you

men better watch out.

In the classroom, I definitely

think that the professors are more

lenient with the girls than with

the guys. Of course, professors

are a little more willing to listen

to women because we have our

powerful brains and with this as-

set, teachers listen, plus we are

just so darn cute. Most of the

time guys are in their "strong and

silent mood," so they don't speak

up, which sometimes gets them

into trouble.

Another example of why
Women have it easier is that if a

girl is assigned to a seat and a guy

is in her seat, all she has to do is

flash her irresistible smile and

immediately the guy will move
to another seat. It all comes down

to women being mentally stron-

ger and using their powerful

feminine ways; it is kind of like

having everyone under hypnosis.

Women do indeed have it better

on this college campus!
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"Listen to the Silence," Not a Laughing Matter
Meg Wooldridge

Staff Writer

Rape is something that happens

everyday on college campuses

across the nation. In order to pre-

vent it from happening at Long-

wood, the play "Listen to the Si-

lence" is performed annually for

freshmen during the first few

days of school, during S.A.I.L.

week. This year, however, the

play was interrupted by loud

noises and comments from some

freshmen. As "with any serious

topic, some people are not going

to take it seriously, but this year,

students' reactions seemed to be

less mature.

"I think it was a good play. It

was very informative," said

KristinaWalker, freshman, "but it

was childish when they [students]

started hooting and hollering. It

could happen to them and they

probably wouldn't know what to

do or say, because obviously they

weren't paying attention."

According to Valerie Jordan,

Director of the New Student Cen-

ter, the reaction of the freshman

students was more noticeable

than in past years.

"I think there are different re-

actions to situations like this one.

There are those who had been in

that situation and those who had

not. Some people showed their

reactions by giggling, acting ner-

vous or being very upset. Over-

all, mere were individual com-

National Banned Book Week
Nathan Hanger

Staff Writer

Once again, it is time to honor

those books that other people

have decided you are not allowed

to read.

National Banned Book Week is

from Saturday, September 26

through Saturday, October 3. The

goal is to educate

people about cen-

sorship and en-

courage them to

think for them-,

selves.

To encourage

Longwood stu-

dents to consider

free speech is-

sues, Lydia Will-

iams, the Long-

wood Library Ar-

chives and

Records Manager, and Dr. Chrys

Kahn-Egan, Assistant Professor

of the Journalism Program, cre-

ated a "Banned Book Display" in

the library. The display, open

from now until October 16, fea-

tures censored books that stu-

dents are likely to have read.

The display is located in the

first two cases in the library and

includes classic and children's

books, articles, lists of banned

books, and a copy of Bill of

Rights.

Dr. Kahn-Egan will also pro-

vide a list of "100 Books You
Won't Believe Were Banned"

that students probably have read

and may be surprised to discover

were censored.

For example,

"Charlie and the

Chocolate Fac-

tory" was
banned for its

"poor philoso-

phy of life";

"Oliver Twist"

banned due to its

"pro-Christian"

messages; and

the "Diary of

Anne Frank"

banned because

"It's a real downer."

The "100 Books" list comes

from a collection of nearly 1 ,000

titles that have been banned
world-wide. Students can e-mail

ckahn® longwood and request a

copy of the list.

Read a banned book and cel-

ebrate your freedom.

ments that were inappropriate.

But to make the assumption that

the entire freshman class made

comments is way too large of a

generalization."

"Some people are uncomfort-

able with situations and they have

to laugh it off," said Trevor

Alsbrooks, freshman.

"I hope people think it's just

freshmen being freshmen. I know

some people want an apology for

the actions, but I personally don't

have a problem with it," said

Robbie Winston, senior. Winston

portrayed a rapist in the play. "A
lot of people cover their feelings

and laugh, some people want to

laugh it off the first time, but the

second time the actual rape came

on, no one was laughing. When
students see it a second time

that's when they stop laughing."

The purpose of the play is to

distinguish sex from rape, what

is consensual and what is not. In

the play many characters were

portrayed, including one woman
who was raped by several guys,

a male raped by another male, a

rapist who didn't know he was

raping a girl, two females raped

by their boyfriends, a drunk male

raped by a female, and more ex-

amples were illustrated through-

out the play.

"You know when they [fresh-

man] come to school, guys have

hormones, girls have hormones,

and I mink sometimes they don't

realize what sex is," said Win-

ston. "This play is to make them

think, to really hit the facts hard

and make them think, 'I don't

know what sex is.'"

According to statistics, most

freshmen are sexually assaulted

within the first few weeks of

school, so having this play shown

to freshmen may be very benefi-

cial.

"It is extremely important that

we address this issue. It is a po-

tential incident waiting to hap-

pen, the awareness might not be

there," added Jordan.

After the play was shown,

freshmen and their orientation

groups talked with their orienta-

tion leaders in a discussion called

"Education 101," which talked

about and went over questions

and comments about the play. Ac-

cording to Jordan, the orientation

leaders did a goodjob of leading

discussions, allowing the leaders

to address individual reactions.

During the first survey for

freshman, mere was a question

about how valuable the discus-

sions were in the Education 101

class. Ed Smith, the director of

assessment, found that 70% of

the freshman class thought the*

discussion to be very informa-

tive, 24% said somewhat and 6%
said very little or none.

"I think it's healthy for people

to analyze the situation and go

with their instincts, because they

are not wrong. And to be care-

ful, because you never know
what's going to happen. Step

back and look at the situation,"

said Winston.

Listen to the silence.

BUSineSS Continued from p.l

the ribbon cutting ceremony.

Afterwards, a reception was
held on Lancaster Mall. The last

event of the grand opening was

an opportunity for guests to take

a tour of Hiner. The tour in-

cluded several mock classes dem-

onstrating the technology of the

traditional structure.

Dean Farmer best summed
up this wonderful event when he

described Hiner and the School

of Business and Economics as,

"a home where tradition meets

technology and a home that is

AACSB accredited."



A Big Problem With No Room To Spare NeW Twist tO Same '01
Jennifer Barnes & Jaime Livingston

Staff Writers

Take a drive though Longwood
and you're not likely to find an

empty parking space.

Beginning in late August, stu-

dents, faculty and staff have been

plagued by the lack of parking

due to the limited amount of

parking spots.

According to Laura Rice, Di-

rector of Campus Police, the

parking dilemma was created

when construction for the new
dining hall began.

The number of decals sold for

the 1998 academic year are as

follows; 21 freshmen, 351 sopho-

more, 750junior/senior, 525 fac-

ulty/staff and 18 food service.

The total comes to 2080 parking

decals sold.

The primary grief of the park- -

ing problem is being ticketed.

Due to the overflow of decals,

students are forced to park some-

where other than their designated

lots. For instance, the sophomore

class is beyonu occupancy for

parking. Therefore, sophmores

park in junior/senior lots, juniors

and seniors park in commuter and

faculty lots, then commuters and

faculty can't find spaces and ev-

eryone gets ticketed.

Campus Police writes two to

three hundred dollars in tickets

per week. Seventy-five percent

of the tickets are given to stu-

dents, but even faculty and staff

receive the occasion ticket.

The only leniency this semes-

ter is directed towards sopho-

mores because their cars greatly

outnumber the spaces available.

As for the juniors and seniors,

only 750 parking stickers were

sold for the 746 spaces allotted

to them.

Although improvements such

as paving the lots and the post-

ing ofnew signs were made over

the summer, this still does not

solve the parking dilemma for

this year.

As for what the future holds,

plans are to obtain land and cre-

ate lots. The down side is that

these lots will be even further

away and less convenient. More

than likely, the lots will require a

trip to campus by bus.

Orientation Week
Kristen Ingram

ThumbsDown On IlerRun
Melanie Barker

Staff Writer

Fraternity Rush blew in and out

on rumors and speculations. With

constructionunderway onDerFfeW,

many students-Greek and Non-

Greek-worried about the future of

the Ber Run tradition. As Septem-

ber 7, the slated date for the new

Wheeler Run drew closer, worries

were validated.

lbs buzz on mewarm September

air was that fraternities were boy-

cottingthe reformation ctfFraternity

Rush. Thenew location andanewry

adopted "no tackling" rule seemed

to be unappealing changes.

However, these changes were not

the reasons that keptnew associates

from running to their fraternity.

According to Damien Duchamp,

Head ofGreek Affairs, IPC voted to

caned Wheeler Run because of the

low number of rushees. With past

semesters* numbers totaling 50, this

semester's 12 was discouraging.

Duchamp hopes that numbers will

increasewith Spring Rushwhen sec-

ond semester freshmen and transfers

are allowed to rush.

By cancellingWheelerRun, the fra-

ternities hope the main focus will be

ot improving run for the future. Al-

though the plans for the run in the

spring are still in the making, the fra-

ternities intend to put a stop to the

tackling that has characterized fler

Run in the past

Duchamp said that IPC intends to

improve run by irnptemenung posi-

tive alternatives and focusing on the

success of sorority rush as a model.

Layout Manager

Freshman orientation week

kicked off on August 21, 1998,

only this year it was "new and

improved."

For the first time, new students

were grouped together by simi-

lar majors and put into the same

orientation/seminar groups. Each

person was

then placed

in a linked

course to suit

his or her se-

lected major.

The orienta-

tion groups

underwent
intense On
Campus
Talking
About

Alcohol
(O.C.T.A.A.)

training,
practiced
community
building,
sexual as-

sault awareness, and the tradi-

tional Honor Ceremony.

Also new for this year was the

mandate on Dell laptops. Each

freshman student was required to

purchase a laptop, or have an-

other unit approved by the

school. All halls were equipped

with Internet hook-ups, so every-

one is connected from his or her

room. This was a major techno-

logical step for Longwood.

Consequently, the technologi-

cal advancement has brought

about yet another change in the

seminar classes. Freshmen are re-

quired to complete homework as-

signments on the Internet in or-

der to pass seminar class.

In addition to the on-line home-

work are the computer sessions

required to be taken by all first

year students. These sessions will

ILongtooob'd

Class of

2002

be taught by a new organization,

Resident Technology Advisors

(RTAs).

Computer classes give students

a very basic run-down of the new
Longwood systems and how to

"get connected." Another feature

for all students is that the Long-

wood library is on-line. The sta-

tus ofbooks may be checked, ar-

ticles may be

printed, and

other exten-

sive func-

tions may be

completed
from the

comfort of

one's room.

Along with

the new
changes was

the occa-

sional "bump
in the road."

Some stu-

dents feel that

the extensive

O.C.T.A.A.

meetings
were unnecessary and too long.

'1 feel like the test was not rep-

resentative of the amount of

hours put into the class," .stated

Meg Wooldrige.

Another complaint by students

was the disorganization and lack

of communication between the

parents, the school, and the Dell

Corporation, in regards to the

laptops.

Freshman Heather Crower

summed up her experience by

saying, "The lack of communi-

cation caused students to suffer

because the professors were un-

aware that the laptops had not

been delivered, and were still as-

signing Internet homework."

Longwood incorporated many

new things in the progream and

most students felt that S.A.I.L.

week was successful.

" i" ' '
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We Ate It « We Rate It
SUBWAY

In today's health con-

science society, we strive to

eat healthier; however, few

fast food restaurants meet

this standard. Subway has

met this challenge by serv-

ing healthy, low calorie,

low fat sandwiches served

quickly and cheaply, The

Subway claim to fame is

"seven subs with six grams

of fat or less." Of course,

this does not include cheese

and condiments that we

all love so much!

My first trip to Subway

was very much less than

perfect. After being told

rudely that they were out of

chicken, meat balls, steak,

and ham, I departed for

elsewhere. I did however,

take into consideration that

it was an hour before clos-

ing, as well as freshmen

move-in day. With this in

mind, I generously decided

to give Subway a second

chance.

My second trip was much

more pleasant, considering

I actually got food this time.

The young man behind the

counter was not overly

friendly, but was efficient

The sandwiches were sur-

prisingly better than ex-

pected and overall very

good. The restaurant was as

clean as can be expected for

a fast foodjoint, yet I would

recommend using the

restrooms elsewhere.

Overall the service was

okay, the food was good,

and the cleanliness satis-

factory, proving that Sub-

way fixes sandwiches "The

WAY a Sandwich

Should Be." Kinda.

Review by Kristen

Ingram, Layout Manager.

McDonalds
All students get

sick of eating in the dining

hall and eventually end up

eating fast food before the

end of the first couple of

weeks.

The local McDonalds,

which can be seen through

the windows of Curry and

Frazer, is a popular choice.

Plus, it is open all day and

closes at 11:00 p.m., so

when students sleep

through breakfast, have a

class during lunch, or din-

ner just didn't fill them up,

McDonalds is a close op-

tion.

The building is very clean

and neat, which makes a

customer have a better atti-

tude as soon as they walk

in the door. When
walking

up to

along and I eventually was

one order away from the

register. There were four

guys in front ofme who de-

cided to flirt with the cash-

ier. She just stood there

talking to them about other

people instead of taking

their order. I began to wish

that I had gone somewhere

else. Finally after receiv-

ing a few comments from

the line, she began to take

their orders.

Ten minutes laterj got up

to the line. I expected rude

service, but she was very

nice and she had my food

ready fairly

der, an employee is smiling

and ready to take an order.

Once the order has been

placed, the service is very

quick. The food is still hot

when it gets to the hands of

the customer. Another

positive factor is that the

food at McDonalds is not

too greasy and it is well

cooked.

Overall, the trip to

McDonalds is a positive

one, and the customer

leaves satisfied.

Review by Renee

Taylor, Staff Writer.

WENDY'S
I really need to have a talk

with Dave Thomas. I went

to the Farmville Wendy's to

get a late bite to eat. Usu-

ally I don't have to wait

long to get my order, but it

was rather crowded that

night. The line moved

All of this washed away

most ofmy impatience. Fi-

nally, I sat down and had a

great pita. I really like

Wendy's food; it is one of

the very few places that I

will go to with a long line.

Review by Melissa

GUI, Staff Writer.

KFC
When the LC Dining Ser-

vicejust isn't enough, I find

it necessary to make a trip

offcampus to a nearby res-

taurant This week's res-

taurant of choke. . . Ken-

tucky Fried Chicken. Upon
walking in to KFC, I imme-

diately noticed the cleanli-

ness and lack of any funky

smells emanating from the

kitchen area. As I ap-

proached the counter , I was

greeted by a rather cheer-

ful young man (a little too

cheerful for an after school

job) who promptly tookmy
order, smiling all the time

as I fumbled over the menu.

Finally, I ordered a chicken

breast and leg combo,

crispy style, which arrived

too quickly for my curios-

ity. I wondered, "How
fresh can this possibly be if

it got here so quickly?"

Actually, it was steaming

hot and had just been

cooked. I returned toLWC
with a full stomach and in

good spirits, dreaming of

my next visit to KFC.

Review by Monique

Minnix, Staff Writer.

DOMINO'S
Domino's Pizza has been

given a bad reputation. If

one asks about ordering

from there, one gets a vari-

ety of stories. "I waited an

hour and a half, and then it

was cold," is just one ex-

ample. I decided to try it

out for myself. I ordered a

pizza on Thursday night at

10:55. My pizza arrived at

11:15. The delivery person

was nice, and didn't seem

to mind the not- so- great

tip I left him.

I took the pizza back to

my friends* room and we
shared. Though the pizza

wasn't cold, it wasn't hot

either. Like most other

pizza places, our Domino's

pizza was extremely

greasy, even after I tried to

mop up some of the grease

with a napkin. I also found

that the pizza sauce was

very sweet It was not the

most enjoyable pizza I have

ever had, but it worked.

Domino's is a reasonably

priced place and I would

recommend you eat there

on occasion.

Review by Mindie Witt,

Staff Writer.

\
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McDonald's

Big Mac

Wendy's

Big Baconl

Classic

580 cal.

30 g. fat
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You want fri

McDona
Large

Wendy's

Biggie
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We Hate It

Disest

I or fat food?

id's 530 cal.

: 28 g. fat

Burger

King's

Whopper

730 cal.

46 g. fat

Reports, December 1997

ic by C. Kahn-Egan

fries with that?

•onaldls 450 cat

arge 22 g. fat

Burger

King's

Large

470 cal.

25 g. fat

Veggin' Out: A Quest for Meatless Fast Food

ortt. December 1997

«yCi

Nichol Pagano

Staff Writen

In a culture where so

many individuals have cho-

sen to alter their diets and

exclude meat from their

daily regimens, is society

adhering to mis prevalent

change in American diet?

Studies show that many
Americans have become

vegetarians. What alterna-

tives do fast food franchises

offer the college vegetarian

on the move?

After questioning five

major fast food chains in

the Farmvilie area, I found

that the dietary options vary

greatly with each franchise.

According to the available

menu items and their cost I

ranked each operation in

veggie terms.

Wendy's by far offers the

most extensive and eco-

nomical options. From

their menu, vegetarians

may choose baked potatoes

either with sour cream and

chives (99 cent value

menu) or a broccoli and

cheese potato ($2.09). Cus-

tomers may also select a

small side salad off the

value menu or elect a de-

luxe garden salad for $ 1 .99.

In addition, Wendy's offers

two special vegetarian pita

wraps: the Greek Pita

which consists of a relish

mix (tomato, red onion, &
cucumber) and feta cheese

drizzled with a vinaigrette;

and a Veggie Wrap with rel-

ish, salsa, broccoli, slaw,

and a ranch dressing. Each

item can be purchased for

$1.99. Dave, not a bad

price for such a healthy and

enticing alternative!

Taco Bell also keeps the

vegetarian in mind with

their philosophy, "Any

meat can be substituted

with beans forno additional

price." This promise makes

virtually every menu item

accessible to vegetarians.

Taco Bell also boasts of

their veggie fajita, veggie

burrito, and bean tostada,

each costing you $2.50.

Although they offer the

best alternatives, will one

fajita be enough to fill a

hungry vegetarian up?

Have you ever heard of

the Colonel boast about his

fried vegetable value

bucket? KFC's vegetarian

choices are all found on the

side order menu and range

between eighty-nine and

ninety-nine cents. They

consist of mash potatoes

with gravy (but you might

not want the gravy because

it is made with chicken

stock), corn on the cob,

macaroni and cheese, po-

tato salad, cole slaw, and

potato wedges. Put three of

these selections with a but-

termilk biscuit for a hearty

veggie platter. But vegetar-

ians beware of the baked

beans and green beans be-

cause they both have bacon

in them!

Burger King is definitely

not **the king" of vegetar-

ians. They claim to offer a

vegetarian Whopper, but

that merely means they of-

fer the same sandwich

without the meat for the

same price. There is no

veggie patty, only a bun

with the usual accompani-

ments: cheese, lettuce, to-

mato, pickles, onions,

mayo, and ketchup. All this

for $1.59 or a Whopper
Junior for $1.39 (I guess

you get less pickles)! To
pair with your Vegetable

Whopper they offer a

ninety-nine cent side salad.

Vegetarians, apparently

do not dine under the

golden arches, because

McDonalds offers no side

or salad options. They can

do any of their sandwiches

without the meat for the

same price. Management

said, "We can do lettuce,

tomato, tartar sauce, what-

ever they'd like."



Meet "Music
Surf

Guest Writer

Back in the 1980s and early

1990s, Winston-Salem, NC was

home to a thriving canimunity of

bands. Almost anybody between

the ages of 14 and 3$ ivas either

in a band, dating somebody in a

band, or friends with somebody

in a band. Those of us who were

in the scene, especially after the

Seattle explosion in 1991, de-

cided that Winston would be-

come the next mecca for alterna-

tive and college music. Well...

We were wrong. And in the af-

termath of our failed effort, most

of the bands dried up and blew

away (or got married, or went to

college, or something). One of

the few bands to make it through

is the duo Life in General, who
had a show right here at Long-

wood on September 30 in Lancer

Cafe.

In fact, over the last few years,

Life in General has become
maybe the most successful band

Music Review

Artists of the Year," Life in General
ever to come out of Winston.

They were voted the "Contempo-

rary Music Artists of the Year"

by the National Association of

Campus Activities for 1996,

1997, and 1998. They were also

Campus Activities Today
Magazine's "Top Club Act" for

1 997. In the last couple of years,

LIG's tour schedule has taken

them to Maine, California, Colo-

rado, Washington (the state), and

just about everywhere in be-

tween. In the midst of their hec-

tic tour schedule, the band has

managed to release four CDs, the

most of recent of which, "No
Time to be Lonely," is a double-

live extravaganza that showcases

some of LIG's best work.

As good as LIG is on CD, their

live shows are what makes them

so successful. The music is a

mixture of pop, rock, folk, coun-

try, bluegrass and blues (try to

imagine male Indigo Girls mixed
with Toad the Wet Sprocket

mixed with Doc Watson mixed

with Matchbox 20). Between the

two members, Jerry and Jason,

they play acoustic guitars, elec-

tric guitars, a harmonica, a man-

dolin, bongos, and regular drums

(Jason plays the drums standing

up, which is a sight to behold).

They are likely to hand out all

kinds of percussion instruments

to the crowd—tambourines,

rainsticks, cowbells... Let's just

say these guys know how to put

on a show. And, oh yeah, they

can sing too.

So, for all ofyou who complain

that there's never anything fun to

do in Farmville, much less on a

Wednesday night, you missed

your chance.

Good music, great show, no

cost. What more could you ask

for?

Anti-Tanic: Get Over It, The Novelty Sank With The Boat
Loren Hatcher ages of the infamous Titanic ship

are on tee-shirts, hats, bookbags,Staff Writer

Several weeks ago, after return- dorm room walls. Lankford Stu-
ing from a two-hour library binge, dent Union didn't help the situa-

I heard some very disturbing tion by showing the film three

noises coming from almost all of weeks into the semester. RA's all

the rooms on my hall. Sounds of over cam-
crunching metal, splitting wood pus are
and ear-piercing screams of ter- turning
ror were everywhere. I stopped a TITANIC
tearful girl coming toward me and viewings
asked her what was going on. She into hall

shook her head, wiped her eyes programs,
and said, "TITANIC was released some of
on video today," and then after which stu-

blowing her nose, "Wanna come dents are

watch it?" required to attend. Cosmetic
I couldn't believe it To this day, products, phone companies and

I can't believe it Everywhere I breakfast cereals are offering free

go, there are images of Kate copies of the movie with the pur-
Winslet, Leonardo DiCaprio and chase of some TTTANIC-esque
that sleazy boyfriend whose name bonus package. So, if you're 400
no one seems to remember, hn- miles out at sea and it's so cold

you almost gouge your eyes out

with your Ebony Mist mascara

and then your mascara runs be-

cause you're crying (thanks so

much sleazy boyfriend ...what IS

your
name?),
do you
get a free

phone
card?

McGowan\

Fans of

the movie

use the

Academy
Awards as

some sort of rebuttal to the criti-

cism the movie has received. The
Oscars simply proved to the rest

of America that the Academy is

just as obsessed with tragedy as

the movie-going public. Yes, the

acting was impeccable and the

special effects were extremely

lifelike, however what happened
in James Cameron's "master-

piece" is still a far cry to what

people on the Titanic experi-

enced. Families were not only

split apart, they were annihilated.

Countless children became or-

phans and thousands of married

couples became widows and wid-

owers in the same amount of time

it took Cameron's TITANIC to

sink.

My concern does not involve

any marketing scheme or free

video offer. It is the new-found

obsession with an almost cen-

tury-old tragedy that bothers me
the most. The situation that is

upon us is much more serious

than a rain or hailstorm. It's about

the size of an iceberg off the coast

of Ireland.

*



Music Reviews
Don McLean Gives "Award-
Worthy Performance"

Longwood Alumni Pat McGee
Busts out the Cool T\mes

Staeey Shelton

Staff Writer

Don McLean, one of the

country's most recognized folk

singers, visited Jarman Audito-

rium on September 8 and regaled

the audeince with a performance

worthy of any awards show.

Some of the songs brillantly

performed by Don McLean in-

cluded "And I Love You,"

"Vincent," and "Castles in the

Air." Of course no Don McLean
performance would be complete

without his big hit "American

Pie."

True to folk singer tradition,

McLean relied on the power of

the people to sing "This Little

Light of Mine" with him. Al-

though the audience responded a

little bit less than boisterously,

McLean still praised the audience

for their efforts.

McLean himself established

positive rapport with the audi-

ence by telling anecdotes about

his young children and his life as

a folk singer. His onstage ban-

ter, complete with Qinton jokes

and reminisces of old pals Jim

Croce and Roy Orbison, was both

witty and interesting.

McLean is a quite respected

musician who has received

Courtney Kappel

Don McLean performed hh

famous "AmericanPie "a\

|
Longwood on September 8

twenty-five gold albums and 10

platinum albums for his work.

He was a guest at Garth Brooks'

concert in Central Park last year

(Brooks, by the way, cites

McLean as one of his influences).

Furthermore, McLean will be the

subject of a VH1 "Behind the

Music" special in the upcoming

months.

If we ever get VH1 here in

Farmville, we can all be sure to

tune in to learn more about the

life of this great entertainer who
gave an outstanding performance

right here at Longwood.

Assistant Editor
r Unless you were hiding in your

room with a thirty pack, or you

are oblivious to campus spon-

sored events; you most likely

noticed the acoustic sounds com-

ing from Wheeler Mall during the

Involvement

Fair.

Who was

the mastery

of music that

was busting

out some cool

tunes? Who
else but

Longwood's

very own Pat

McGee and

his band.

As students gathered on Pine

Street for the Involvement Fair

and picnic dinner, the band

opened with "Girl from Athens."

Other favorites played by the

band included; "Haven't Seen For

AWhile" and "Rebecca."

Unfortunately, Pat McGee
Band was not able to play their

second set because of an incom-

ing rainstorm. Many students

were disappointed that the storm

clouds escorted the band out of

town so early, but they shouldn't

worry because the former Long-

"It 's good to get

back [to Long-

wood] because it

is really chilled

out/ 9

said

McGee.

wood student plans to return with

his band soon.

In fact, McGee has bigger and

better plans for the spring. He is

hoping to have a show in Jarman

Auditorium. He wants the event

to be more like a concert and tar-

geted towards the students that

really want to

have a good

time at the

show.

In a recent

interview,

McGee
named New
York, Chicago

and Boston as

some of his

favorite
places to play,

but he said he still enjoys play-

ing in Farmville.

"It's good to get back [to Long-

wood] because it is really chilled

out," said McGee.

Pat McGee has recently

re-released the original version of

"From the Wood" that includes

bonus tracks. In December, the

band will be coming out with a

new album.

If you would like to find out

more about the Pat McGee Band,

check out their web site at

www.patmcgeeband.com.

IGj
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Citizen Leaders Workshop
Brings Out Longwood's Best

describing what leadership is

Deitra Nance _ about Participants £so had to
Editor-in-Chief

deyise ft ^^^ creed about

The Citizen Leader Workshop what leadership meant to them

was held on Sunday, September and what aspects they believe in.

6 in Lankford Student Union. One very popular group

Students from over 50

different campus
organizations were

invited to attend the

afternoon conference

to enrich ^ the

involvement efforts

and leadership skills of

their organizations.

Dr. Susan Komjves

from the University of

"Reflections

on New
Leadership

for New
Times"

activity dealt with

students expressing

their views about

campus issues such

the reduction of

binge and illegal

drinking, population

control, faculty and

student relations,

and student

involvement in

Maryland, College Park, was the decision making.

guest speaker for the conference. Concluding the program,

The conference began with students were asked to make

Komives speech entitled, personal action plans regarding

"Reflections on New Leadership goals for themselves, as well as

for New Times." This speech their student organizations. The

discussed the changes occuring in program was followed by a

leadership from having one dinner in the ballroom,

person in power to empowering The Citizen Leader

an entire community of leaders. Conference was planned by

One of Longwood goals is to Phyllis Mable, Vice-President of

build a community of leaders to Student Affairs and was
benefit the common good. sponsored by the Student

Students also participated in Government Association and

small group activities, such as an S.E.A.L. (Student Educators for

activity with post-it notes Active Leadership).

invocation Makes Graduation

!ecm LikeA Reality For Seniors
^itra Nance

tor-'m-Ch stuffed animals, signs, and

Longwood's annual pictures, to beer bottles and air

Convocation ceremony was held fresheners.

Thursday, September 10 at 1 p.m. "I've always looked forward to

2F~wFJT
in Jarman

Auditorium.

This
ceremony
marked the

of fie ial

"beginning*'

for the Class

of 1999.

Convocation

is a tradition

unique to

Longwood.

Each year,

seniors look

forward to this ceremony as the remarks from President Patricia

start of their senior year. The Cormier and guest speaker Dr.

most popular event of David Smith, Dean of the School

Convocation is the capping of Education and Human

ceremony. Before Convocation, Services. Chris Wegner,

seniors choose an underclassman President of the Class of 1999

or a fellow senior to be their also addressed the senior class

"capper." The capper's duty is with a speech about making each

to decorate the senior's moment of this year count,

motarboard with an elaborate "I really enjoyed Convocation

tassle that reflects the senior's and I thought it was a great way

memories of college life. Some to begin the year," remarked

tassles include everything from senior Tina Stiffler.

being capped as

a senior and that

part of the

Convocation
lived up to my
expectations, but

as a whole, it

seemed a little

unorganized,"

stated senior

Cali Adams

This year's

ceremony
featured
welcoming

Good Prescription? Take a Six HourOCTAA Class and Call Me in The Morning
George Lanum

Staff Writer

For the first time, Longwood
College mandated that all incom-

ing freshmen complete On Cam-
pus Talking about Alcohol, an in-

tensive two day six hour course

warning of the possible dangers

of alcohol.

O.C.T.A.A. is a nationally pre-

scribed course designed to help

students understand therisk levels

of alcohol. The course looks into

background and family history as

one method of determining risk.

Another way of determining

risk is by quantity frequency

choices, which is simply how
much one drinks and how often.

For example, one or two drinks

are not going to cause an alco-

hol problem; where as, getting

involved with parties every night

of the week is going to both in-

crease the frequency and the

quantity, therefore leading to a

problem.

One of the main goals of the

program is to phase out common
misconceptions about alcohol.

Alcoholism isn't a thing that

happens only to weak people;

anyone can develop a problem

with alcohol.

Keli Fisher, O.C.T.A.A. in-

structor, remarked "that anyone

can develop alcoholism. It isn't

a matter of the way you were

brought up, or how wealthy you

are, or how poor you are; it is a

matter of how much you drink

and how often you choose to

drink."

The message of is not that

people shouldn't drink, but that

if one should choose to drink, to

do it responsibly. If you're un-

der the age of 21, drinking is il-

legal in the state of Virginia.

"You can tell people that they

can't drink until age 21 , but they

are still going to do," commented

Fisher.

The course is offered every

month and is also a disciplinary

sanction prescribed for alcohol

violations. The course is taught

by 20 certified faculty and staff

members.

In addition, the course is

one recommendation of the Task

Force on Drinking by College

Students. The goal of the Task

Force is not only to prevent ille-

gal drinking but also strives to

change "campus culture that for

decades has accepted binge

drinking as a normal rite of pas-

sage." The Task Force developed

a four point strategy dubbed

F.R.E.E., which includes devel-

oping a Foundational plan, Re-

building campus culture, Educat-

ing students of the health risks,

and Enforcing Virginia's alcohol

laws.



Freshmen Plumets Longwood's Men's

Soccer Team With Skills
Rcnee Taylor

Staff Writer Longwood, he chose Longwood

One of the notable freshman because he liked the school when

members of the Longwood he came to visit and decided he

Men's soccer team is 6*1, would play soccer for the school

midfielder/forward Andy Plum as well,

from Nokesville, VA. "One difficult aspect of

Plum has

been play-

ing soccer

since he

was five

years old.

When he

reached
high
school, he

played Var-

sity all four

years. His

most
memorable

the beginning

he new sea-

on is that

here are

welve fresh-

n] trying to

et used to

ew players,"

aid Plum,

ho has

ored four

oals this sea-

son, two in

he game
against the

event from his high school ca- University of DC and one each

reer at Brentsville came during in the games against Barton and

his sophomore year, when his St. Andrew's,

team won the state champion- Although the team started their

ship game, in which he scored season with a 0-2 record when

three of the team's seven goals, they lost to Liberty and Barton,

Two other current Longwood they players are "really getting

players, Scott Hapson and better from the first two games

Corey McConville, were on that said Plum, and currently have a

championship team. record of 2-2.

When it came time to choose The next opponent for the

a college, Plum had a tough de- men's soccer team is Queens,

cision. Although he had been which is going to be "our tough-

accepted at Radford, St. est competetion, they are really

Andrew's, Robert Morris and good," said Plum.

Morris Receives VASFAA State

Scholarship
Press Release

Special to The Rotunds

Rodney Morris, a senior from

Rice, has recently received the

1998-99 Sue Deaton Ross

Scholarship from the Virginia

Association of Student

Financial Aid Administrators

(VASFAA).

The endowed $1,000 state

scholarship is given by the

immediate

past

president of

VASFAA to

a student on

his or her

campus.

Lisa Turner,

Longwood's

director of

Financial

Aid, was

president in

1996-97.

Established

in 1989 to

honor a

longtime member of the

Hollins College staff and

former VASFAA president, the

Ross Scholarship fund was

created by Virginia's lending

sector to provide scholarships

to needy Virginia residents

attending Virginia schools.

Morris, 23, a graduate of

Prince Edward County High

School, is majoring in business

management. He has worked

for four years at Southside

Community Hospital in the

material management

department, and

has wants to

pursue a career

in hospital

management or

administration.

On campus, he

is a supervisor

for campus

recreation and

officiates

several sports.

Morris, who
learned in late

August of last

year that he had

been selected

for the state scholarship, had

been nominated by his then-

supervisor in campus

recreation, Mr. Craig Woods.

Anyone interested in beingfeatured infuture Player Profiles, please

get in touch with Becky Taylor, Assistant Sports Editor at 01170.



TakeA Step In The Right _
Direction: Alzheimer's Walk

Thursday, October 1 Mortar Board will

sponsor the Alzheimer's Walk

Groups and individuals are both encour-

aged to join in the one mile walk around

campus,

Anyone interested in participating who

has not registered should do so outside

the dining hall before lunch today.

The walk will start at 5pm in front of

Lancaster and end at the fountain. Hard

Left will be providing musical entertain-

ment andARAMARK will be providing

sundaes.

I Declare Color War

Do you need to relieve some stress?

Would you like to act wild and crazy with

your peers?

Do you like to get messy? Come get

psyched for Oktoberfest at the ColorWars

on Friday, October 2 from 3:15 to 4:15

on Wheeler Mall.

Paint ball, relay races, and tug-of-war

will be played between classes so remem-

ber to wear your colors!

Sophomores and Seniors should be

ready to spread their colors: green and

white. Freshmen and juniors (and all of

you people on the five year plan) can

show your spirit with red and white.

Introducing The Members OfThe Geist Chapter OfMortar Board
Mortar Board is an honorary leadership society that recognizes three outstanding qualities in students: leadership, scholarship and service.

These qualities should be tempered with humility, integrity, and intellect Participation in the society challenges members to strive for the

beliefs and ideals that will strengthen the individual member, the honor society, and the College corrrmunity as a whole. Each year, Mortar

Board sponsors Oktoberfest

Oktoberfest began at Longwood in 1930. The Circus was sponsored by the Alpha Kappa Gamma fraternity. Oktoberfest is known for its

musical entertainment, clowns and parade. In 1966 Alpha Kappa Gamma became Geist and the Circus became known as Oktoberfest In

1993, the name was changed again and the Geist Chapter of Mortar Board was formed.

Cristina Manieri Nicole Setliff
Jimmy Bell

VP of Oktoberfest T-shirts
Secretary VP Service

3350 5053 4259 H* 1MO
PO Box 1523 PO Box 1939
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President
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Deitra Nance
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POBox 1259
dnance

Casey Pandy

Kids Games and Color Wars

392-9485

204 High St Apt2
cpandy

Farrah Sampson

Parade

3087

PO Box 1798

Nathan Rifenburg

Spirit Leaders

4115

PO Box 1812

nrifhebu

Tracy Stackpole
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tstackpo

June Weber
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Jocelyn Weidner
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Advisors:
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Ellen Moss 2356 Per
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Longwood Plans for 5000 Students by 2007
George Lanum
Features Editor

Longwood College plans to in-

crease enrollment from 3,340 stu-

dents to 5,000 by the year 2007

without building any new residence

halls. Currently Longwood has ap-

proximately 2500beds in residence

halls. Not including commuter stu-

dents there are 159 students living

in off-campus housing. For the

1999 fall semester, the college will

release another 125 students from

on-campus housing. The college

expects to have 240 students liv-

ing off campus.

With the increase in the number

of students living off campus, Ri-

chard Hurley, Vice President ofAd-

ministration and Finance, says "we

feel comfortable bringing in 850

freshman next year and keeping our

retention rate the same."

Two years ago the college was

more liberal with its off-campus re-

quirements because of overcrowd-

ing in me residence halls, but in the

last two years the regulations have

been tightened to keep the beds full.

There is currently an apartment

complex being built near Prince

Edward High School. The college

is being very open about its plans

to expand in hope that this open-

ness will spark interest in the free

market. Several groups have ex-

pressed interest in building student

housing, including (a group) that

wants to build 100 units for student

housing.

One of the biggest questions is

the effect of Longwood*s expan-

sion on the Longwood community.

"We don't feel that the Long-

wood community will be impacted

by that [the expansion].We will al-

ways have this core base of 2500

students living on campus which

represents 75-80% of the student

body right now, which is me sec-

ond highest in the state. Only VMI
has a higher percentage of students

living on campus. We think that

The college is trying to be very

sensitive about that [effects on the

town ofFarmville] recognizing that

we have some students, though a

minority, who have misbehaved

living off-campus and have dis-

rupted neighborhoods. I'm person-

ally pleased about the apartment

complex located by Prince Edward

High School, that it's not in a neigh-

borhood. If misbehavior occurs it

our numbers are such that it would

give us a greater critical mass for a

better institution," commented
Hurley.

Another concern involving ex-

pansion of the college is the effect

on me town ofFarmville. The town

sees Longwood's expansion as an

expansion of the off-campus par-

ties into surrounding neighbor-

hoods.

President Cormier, in an open fo-

rum for staff and faculty, stated that

"inappropriate behavior doesn't

have anything to do with growth."

is disrupting people in that complex

and not beyond that. We engaged

in the conversation with the town

of Farmville because they ex-

pressed concerns and they wit-

nessed what happened Oktoberfest

weekend with the mega parties off-

campus. They are worried that as

we grow there will be more of

mem. We're going to form a task

force and work together with the

town to see if there are things we
can do together to address the situ-

ation," answered Hurley.

m addition to the effect on the

community, one major problem

that faces expansion is the question

over parking. Even though the col-

lege adds parking space every year,

the supply cannot match the de-

mand. Aparking advisory commit-

tee is managing the problem, but

the biggest problem is the question

of land. Hurley said that the school

is adding a few spaces at the cor-

ner of Griffin Street. The college

is pushing resident student parking

further from campus while the

closer spaces are reserved for com-

muter students, who unlike resident

students do not have a room to go

to. Hurley said mat the college was

engaged in conversations with

property owner in hopes of build-

ing more surface lots with close

proximity to campus. "The push

is to avoid building a parking lot,

which according to figures based

on Mary Washington's proposed

parking deck plans, each space

would cost 13,000 dollars. This

would raise the cost of parking to

100 dollars a year. This would only

permit parking, not guarantee a

space."

With expansion comes growth of

the school. Many colleges in Vk-

ginia have become universities.

Mary Washington College recently

became Mary Washington Univer-

sity. Of the state public colleges,

the College of William and Mary,

Clinch Valley College (which are

currently engaged in talks of a

name change), and Longwood Col-

lege are the only three in the stale.

Sec GROWTH p 14



Is LongwoodReally
Deitra Nance

Editor-in-Chief

Longwood College is considered

as one of the safest campuses in Vir-

ginia, but sexual assaults still oc-

cur on campus. There are programs

geared toward sexual assualt aware-

ness on campus, but the number of

students participating in these pro-

grams have dropped significantly.

Take Back the Night is an pro-

gram sponsored by S.A.F.E. (Stu-

dents Advocating a Fearless Envi-

ronment). This is a nationwide pro-

gram that began at Longwood in

1994 after a group of students de-

cided that more work needed to be

done about sexual assault on cam-

pus. S.A.F.E. was also formed as an

organization that would continue

the effort of helping to educate stu-

dents about sexual assault preven-

tion. The purpose of S.A.F.E. has

grown to include informing stu-

Safe?
dents about hate and race crimes

and other serious violence prob-

lems occuring on campus.

Over the last two years, partici-

pation in many organizations has

declined. This is puzzling to many

people because sexual assault

crimes are occuring just as fre-

quently as in the past, yet mere is

less participation. During this

year's Listen to the Silence play,

some freshmen yelled and laughed

during the performance when one

of the actors is raped after a party.

Does this mean that students mink

of rape as ajoke now? This ques-

tion has yet to be answered.

Take Back the Night is scheduled

for Wednesday, October 28 at 8

p.m. in Lankford Ballroom. For

more information about this pro-

gram or S.A.F.E., please contact

Lisa Chcyne in the Wellness Cen-

ter at 395-2509.
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Your Letters

My Name is Dyke
To the Editor:

Nice to meet you, my name is

Dyke. Sure, it sounds like a strange

name but I know others that share

that name too. I'm not really sure

how I got mis name. At one time, I

was called something else. I didn't

even know my name had changed

until people would call out to me

as I walked by or said it under their

breath after I passed. I must be

pretty funny because some form of

laughter always accompanies my
name.

Apparently, my new name was

given to me because I have short

hair. I think this is because I re-

member having a real name before

I got my hair cut. Then I thought,

maybe it's the way I dress, though

I thought everyone wore clothes

and shoes.Then I thought I had it-

make-up. They changed my name

because I don't wear make-up.

I wish I could figure out the ex-

act reason why they changed my
name, but since they don't seem to

want to talk to me in friendly face

to face conversation, I probably

won't ever know. So I came to a

conclusion. There's really no good

reason for me to have this new
name. However, it always seems to

tighten the bond between those

who call me a dyke. I can tell by

the highfives, the interesting ges-

tures, and the look of amusement

in their eyes.

I just don't understand. It seems

that there's not much difference be-

tween me and the people that get

to keep their names. My true

friends still know my real name. It

feels good to hear my actual name

and know that some people realize

I haven't changed. I guess what I'm

saying is that you'll have to excuse

me for not answering to my new

name. Regardless ofwhy some felt

that it needed to be changed, the

people I care about know who I

really am.

Anyone

Any Major

Any Year

Paint In the Butt
George Lanum
Features Editor

I'm not sure how much time you

spend in the Cunninghams, for me
it is a lot—it is my home away from

home. I foronce care how my home
looks. Fm not sure how many of

you have noticed the new paint

peeling from the walls. This is the

face-lift that my home received

over the summer. Now not only is

the old discolored paint visible but

the sheeting of the new latex pain

adds an unsightly appearance to my
hall, reminiscent of a run down

apartment located in some ghetto

in a major metropolitan area.

Frankly, I'm quite upset—barring

the use of more offensive lan-

guage—by the whole matter. The

fact that I personally paid money

to have these walls painted and now

they look as they do is an insult; a

slap in the face. Not only was the

cheapest possible paint used, but

the job was done sloppily. Paint

was spilled across the, floors and

not cleaned up. Windows were

painted shut Electrical outlets were

painted over. The quality of the

work is appalling. Hopefully, the

problems are being addressed and

the mistakes of the past will be cor-

rected without further waste of our

money.

§11 Write Us &f
The Rotunda, the student

newspaper at Longwood College,

is published biweekly during the

academic year (except holidays

and exam periods) and is printed

in the offices of the FarmvilU

Herald, Farmville, VA. All

articles, advertisements, letters to

the editor, and pictures must be

received by five o'clock p.m. the

Sunday prior to the Wednesday

publication. All letters to the

editor must be typed, and include

name and telephone number.

Any person wishing to have his/

name not appear on the

blished letter must request so

writing. All letters are subject

o editing. The Rotunda is an

m\ opportunity employer



Jen Ballard

'The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that

suck. This is your chance to do something about societal evu\ instead of

just whinning about them So speak up and act up. Because ifyou're not

mod, you're notpaying attention. E-mail activism ideas to ckahn.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Ttansgendered

Tolerance Through Unity (Alliance)

Farmville? "Yes, it could happen. I

would love to say no, but the poten-

tial is always there," said Christine

Carr, vice president of Unity Alli-

ance. When students were made

aware oftoe horrifying crimes being

committed on campuses across the

country, many expressed fear and

aggravation. Junior Jeromy French

stated, "I don't want to see it happen.

There will always be hate crimes.

People fight about stupid things and

for stupid reasons."

When commenting on the prob-

ability of hate crimes coming to

Longwood, Steve Stratfon, President

of the Student Govemmnet Associa-

tion stated, "I dont want to see it hap-

pening on campus. Thanks to all the

work Unity Alliance has done, Long-

wood students are tolerant. I don't

know about the town of Farmville,

they don't seem as tolerant, but on

campus, I would never anticipate it"

Some members of Longwood's

faculty took steps to abolish hate

crimes. One-forth of faculty partici-

pated in the Faculty Hate-Free Zone

Project, which promotes awareness

and tolerance of gay, lesbian, bi-

sexual, and transgendered people on

campus, The project, entails display-

ing a Hate Free Zone outside the of-

fice of faculty and staff inorder to

show support for the gay, lesbian,

bisexual, and transgenderedcommu-

nity. Although participat-

SeeTOLERANCE p. 4

Business Manager

UnityAlliance is an on-campus stu-

dent group concerned with gay, les-

bian, bisexual, and transgendered is-

sues. Some of the members cel-

ebrated National Coming Out Day
on October 11, 1998. However, be-

cause National Coming OutDay fell

during Fall Break, Unity Alliance, as

a group, was unable to celebrate un-

til October 22nd. The program was

held in the C room of the Student

Union. Some of the issues discussed

were "coming out," aid and support

for others coming out, and hate

crimes.

Trie beating and killing of a homo-

sexualmale at the University ofWyo-

ming hindered the opportunity for

freedom mat National Coming Out

Day is supposed to give individuals.

On a day when homosexuals are sup-

posed to feel accepted and free, many

felt fear and societal uproar. In addi-

tion to Matt Shepard's murder, there

were several other anti-homosexual

incidents around the nation. Two gay

support groups received derogatory

e-mail staring 1 hope it [murder of

homosexuals] happens more often,"

a homecoming float at the Univer-

sity ofColorado mocked homosexu-

als, and a church group held an anti-

homosexual picket at Shepard's fu-

neral.

Could anti-homosexual incidences

like this happen at Longwood or in

1. To the completion of Hiner because every academic hallway

needs television sets running CNN financial news and stock

quotes all day. Rush, trade those Wal-Mart stocks!

2. To LCVA Center and the Art Department for putting on the Art

For Lunch series. Everyone needs a juicy apple and a little Rosa

Bonheur.

3. To Dining Services for all the outside picnics. They even

included vegetarian burgers!

4. To The Rotunda for publishing the first paper with no working

computer software, no scanner, little returning staff, and a new

editor and advisor.

5. To Barnes & Nobel for coming to Longwood. Hopefully, they

will bring good java and great reads!

6. To the Theater Department for putting on the humorous and

sexually explict The Country Wife

DRQO
1. To the an ti-environmental for not having paper recycling bins

around campus. »

2. To the Housing Office for providing newly arrived freshmen

with hotel accommodations at the beginning of the year.

3. To administration for canceling the traditional Oktoberfest

Biergarten and offering an OFF-campus alternative at Charleys.

4. To the new Dining Hall for continual crashing, smashing, and

"cat calls" from construction workers.

5. To Lancer Cafe for killing police regulated alcohol consump-

tion by students of age. Maybe ifTHREE legal id's had to be

presented they would have kept senior night!

And a Prop or Drop, depending on how you look at it . .

.

TO THE POWERS THAT BE FOR BRINGING AN
EARTHQUAKE TO FARMVILLE!

Send yoyi Props and Drops to npagano@longwood,lwc.edu.
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Babbling of the Unaware, Stereotypi-

cal, Totally Confused Sexes
Kristen Ingram assuming that they represent the

Layout Manager shallow, unrealistic percent of the

In regards to the Babble of the female population. My response to

Sexes column that was published you is, FINDAREALWOMAN,
in the last issue of The Rotunda, I Now, for Ms. Miller: the column

would Uke to give my most heart- that you wrote is a disgrace toALL
felt opinion. I will try to keep mis females. I resent being generalized

as brief as possible, but I would like with the percent ofwomen that fall

for it to be known that I could go into the "just a pretty face" cat-

on and on about the lack of aware- egory. I do not try to "sweet talk"

ness that both Kevin Rock andAnn anyone. If you have to do this then

Miller have for the opposite sex. I really do feel sorry for you, espe-

My first emotions after reading daily ifyou use this as a petty form

this column were of utter disbelief of communication towards males,

and amazement at how ignorant My response to you is, next time

each of the columns were. Then I speak for yourself,

took into account that the column Each of the columnists also at-

was entitled "Babble of the Sexes," tempted to hit on how professors

which is very fitting considering are more lenient towards females,

that that is exactly what each col- I do not know who your professors

umnist was doing, BABBLING

!

are, but I know that I earn each and

The issue being discussed was who every grade that I get and I do it

has it easier on campus, males or with my brain, not my irrestisible

females. In my opinion the issue smile.

was ignored and the columnists I sincerely hope that the columns

took this opportunity to take out written are not reflective of either

their aggressions on the opposite Ms Miller or Mr. Rock. As far as I

sex. am concerned, I do not care who
First to Mr. Rock; I do not know has it easier on this campus. I think

what type of females thai you have it is a rather trivial argument, but

been dating or are currently dat- had either of the columnists a co-

ing, but as to the perfume sprayed, herent view, I would not have felt

make-up laden, clothes freaks that inclined to write this poignant eom-
vou described in vour column. I am mentarv.

TOLERENCE lives and how to act out on his /her

Continued p. 3 feelings,

ingin this project does not mean that Steve Stratton, President of Student

any of the faculty is gay, lesbian, bi- Government Association said, "I

sexual, or transgendered, Having the don't see it happening on campus,

sign does mean that he or she is in- thanks to all work Unity Alliance has

formed about resources, respects con- done. Longwood students are toler-

fidentiality, is supportive ofconcerns, ant I dont know for the town of

and is willing to make referrals as Farmville, they dont seem as toler-

needed. Head Lacrosse coach, Janet ant, but on campus. "Yes, it is a

Grubbs said, "I feel it is very impor- possibiliy in the community,' unfor-

tant to all Sexual Minority youth to tunately, said Melissa Lumbard.

see that they are supported by those Unity is a private and confidential

'in charge.' The more people know support group for gays, lesbians, bi-

aboutanyowwrKDis'aifTerent'theless sexual s, transgendered and those

they wiU fear, hate, and physically people who are questioning. Unity

harmthem." is available for ail faculty, staff, and

Paul Moriarty, Philosophy profes- students of Longwood College and

sor, said he participated because, "It Hampden Sydney College.

is of fundamental importance to all To contact Unity Alliance, call

of us that we be able to make impor- 39S-2S52 or e-mail them at

tarn decisions about how to Uve our Unityall9longwood.lwc.edu

.

rf Babble of the Sexes Qvj Michael Young & Rebecca Taylor -|-

Spcrts <£ Advertising Editors
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Rebeccas I think long distance

relationships work because you

take into consideration the little

things. Each person realizes and

goes out of their way to send a

card, or write an e-mail, or

something like mat. They do

work, and I'm living proof.

Michael: Well, here is soma of

my reasoning for thinking long

distance does not work. You take

two people from Smalltown High

School who have been together

for x amount of years. They have

probably never been exposed to

what college life has to offer and

they have probably been with

each other for the majority of

their high school lives. They are

not used to anything or anyone

else. Throw them into a college

life-situation, co-ed dorms,

parties, etc. It doesn't take much

in the name of temptation from

someone of the opposite sex to

shatter dreams, Now, if both are

you admit it or not, you are going

to find one of your friends of the

opposite sex attractive and well,

who knows after that?

Rebecca; But if you have already

found the "right one" men there

is so need to look. I know I have

round the right one, and I'm only

18. We have a bond that is tighter

than any other I have ever experi-

enced before. My boyfriend and I

have been living in a long dis-

tance relationship for the first two

years of his college life, and the

beginning of mine. We always

take the tune to say "I love you,"

or send a card, or surprise the

other one with a little something

every now and then. It does work,

and if you know in your heart that

the person you are in the long

distance relationship with is the

"right one" then you are set for

life. You just have to have a little

faith, and trust, and hope)

Michael: How can you share a

COMPLETELY in love and there new experience with someone

is a ring on someone's finger, I

can see how it works, but no ring

no dice, the relationship fails,

Rebecca: But if the two people

are loyal and faithful to the other

person then co-ed dorms and

college life won't matter, Plus, if

they really have been together all

through highschool or whatever,

then they are more adapt to

who is NOT THERE? And don't

even get me started on the absti-

nence thing. If you and your

boyfriend are happy with the

distance and everything, I wish

you the best However, I will

stick with what I have now,

someone who is within walking

distance.

Rebecca: Ever heard of talking,

each other and what they enjoy or the telephone, e-mail? You see

dislike, and they have fallen in

love so it would be more difficult

just to go explore the field.

Michael: Oh, unenlightened one,

how wrong you are. I can under-

stand the love thing, but how can

someone be hi love until they

know what else is out there, I am
21 years-old JUSTNOW discov-

each other, but not at every

moment. Maybe since yours have

failed you need to evaluate the

people you choose to be in a long

distance relationship with. Maybe
the "long distance" thing is just

not for you, but for me and many
others it works just fine. Love is

knowing mat the other person

ering what love truly is. You need wUl be with you no matter what

life experience to know what love &e distance is. Even if there is

can do for you and to you. You
can not explore your feelings for

someone if they are not mere.

You explore your feelings for

who is there. Whether

distance a saying to live by is, if

it was meant to be it will be. We
shall leave it at that, no matter

how far apart you are, it depends

on how strong your hearts are! !!



Rape Drugs Cause Concerns on

College Campuses Nationwide
MoniqueMinnix

Staff Writer

lated it to make it as detectable as

possible, according to USA Today

KateJ
Loren Hatcher

SutfWrfar

i •

y II hi takesonARCand Stubbs
on organizing RAinservices and di-

"™
versity programs. She is also an

Rape awareness and concern is Online. The drug now releases a

rising on college campuses around bright blue dye when immersed in

the United States due to "rape liquid and is slow-dissolving. It

drugs" such as GHB and Rohypnol. will turn dark liquids murky and

OHB (Gamma Hydroxy will cause particles to float to the

Buterate) is a clear and odorless Uq- top of all drinks,

uid that has no taste when mixed Longwood Campus Police report

with a drink. Depending on the way that there have been no known

it was produced, since it is rela- cases of the use of "rape drugs" at

tively easy to make at home, it may LWC, but stress that caution still

have a salty aftertaste. GHB can be exhibited. Jeff Ames, reporter

cause a person to pass out within for Observer News in Cleveland,

minutes, and in large doses it can says to protect yourself against

be fatal.
t4
rape drugs," always keep an eye

Rohypnol (Flunitrazepam) was on your drink when at parties.

originally

created as

a treat-

ment for

severe
sleep dis-

orders,

but its

main use

now is as

a "rape

drug."
Rohypnol

( also

called

SexualAssaultAdvocates

will be available to assist

you ifyou call the beeper at

315-9648.

Neverunder

any circum-

stances ac-

cept an

opened
drink from

anyone but

the bar-

tender,
server, or

someone
you know
well and

trust. You

are also ad-

When asked how she became an advisor for Judicial Board, attends

REC, Myerstown, PA native Kate Hall Council meetings, and re-

Jenkins smiled and replied, "I fell cently served as a judge for the

into it." The Residence Education Oktoberfest parade.

Coordinator of ARC and Stubbs Jenkins said she's "having a good

graduated from Frostburg State time [at Longwood,]" and "[Long-

University with plans of becoming wood] serves as a good resource for

a counselor. The position at Long- students." She likes the students,

wood opened up and she took the and when asked about the overall

opportunity. The position of REC student body Jenkins stated, "Era-

is a far cry from a "slack job." dition is very inherent", referring

Jenkins* responsibilities include to Greek life as well as the cam-

taking care of resident's concerns, pus-wide school spirit displayed

writing reports to various throughout campus.

.

chairmans and deans, and supervis- Nathan Rifenburg, first year RA,

ing and meeting with ResidentAs- said the following, "We had a tran-

sistants. "Fifty percent of my job sition period at the beginning, but

is trouble-shooting and the other now we're getting into the swing

fifty percent consists of adminis- of things. Kate's brought more and

trative duties," said Jenkins, Along new ideas to Hall Council, mat

with these tasks, Jenkins also works we've never had before."

with Jon Wescott (REC of "Being an REC is not a nine to

Cunningham) and Lonnie Calhoun five job," said Jenkins, "it requires

(Director of Multi-Cultural Affairs) 24/7 attention."

CONGRATULATIONSTO OURNEW
WELLNESS ADVOCATES 1998

roachies, rope, roofies, and Mexi- vised to drink only from tamper-

can Valium) when dissolved is col- proof bottles or from cans, and to

orless, odorless, tasteless, and is ten insist that you open them yourself,

times as potent as Valium. Never ask someone to watch your

Bom OHB and Rohypnol are drink for you, they may be dis-

used by slipping a dose into the in- tracted, or may not be as trustwor-

tended victim's drink, alcoholic or thy as you would hope,

otherwise. The person's inhibitions If you believe you have been

disappear as time passes, and they drugged with a sedative such as

may appear simply drunk. The GHB or Rohypnol, or if you feel

morning after, the victim will prob- extremely drowsy, dazy, or expe-

ably remember very little after he Hence any other sudden unex-

or she took the drug. plained symptoms, get someone to

According to a study conducted drive you to Southside Community

by the Washington D.C. Rape Cri- Hospital immediately, your life

sis Center, it was discovered mat .may depend on it.

over half of reported rape victims If you believe you have been

had some type ofdrug in their body, sexually assaulted you need to eon-

Of the drugs, alcohol was the most tact campus police at x2091 or

common by far, followed by man- x26 1 2. Also, a Sexual Assault Ad-

juana, OHB and finally Rohypnol. vocate will be available to assist

Hon%umn-LaRoche, manufac- you if you call the beeper at 3 15-

turers of Rohypnol, have reformu- 9648. (Do not hesitate to call)

Jennifer Allen

DevonAmos
Cim Bradley

Sonya Brantley

tauaBeU

fennifer Bersch

viarissa Clark

3enii Grimsley

Cristen Hughes

^aurenJean

kth Johnson

Wellness Advocates is an

organizationpromoting

mental, physicakand spiritual

wellness among all students

onatLongwood. Lisa

Cheyne at the Wellness Cen-

ter serves as the advisoK For

more information on howyou

can help others, contact Usa

at 2509.

KristenMarr

Elizabeth Miller

Jenny Poznanski

laraSagedy

Erica Scott

Amanda Swift

ShaynaTignor

Kimberly Urann

Stephanie Walsh

Kathryn Vfeimer

Kristen Wilson

LONGWOOD COLLRE-
SAJlDi CHAPTER

INTEREST MEETING NOVEMBER 3, 1998

CURRYROOM 3 7-8 PM

For more information on how you can be-

come involved, contact Lisa Cheyne, advisoi

at2509 orAmber Giles at 3342.

as



Rush Into New Rules
Jennifer Barnes

Staff Writer

girls didn't get to see all of their

options because they weren't as-

If you attended Walk this signed to go to all of the open

semster, you probably took notice houses, just the ones they wanted

of the many differences and to go to," said Senior Tina Holland

changes. Ladies going through of Delta Zeta.

Rush were amongst the first to ex- Saturday, September 1 9, was the

perience the truly informal setting, day of the Walk when the rushees

In the past several years, Rush has ran to their chosen sorority. Based

taken place during a one week pro- on past behavior, tackling, and in-

cess. Several Rho Chis, or juries, Walk was modified with

deaffiliated advisors, were assigned more structure mis year. Risk man-

to small groups of rushees and each agement was greatly taken into ac-

small group attended different so- count in deciding how Walk was

rority chapter room functions each to be organized. Each sorority was

night. in their usual formation of a half

For Fall Rush this year, a great circle, however as the new mem-
emphasis was placed on Rush be- bers ran out none of the sisters were

New Curry REC, Skip Begley

ing absolutely informal. Damien
Douchamp, Coordinator of Greek

Affairs, stated mat "...informal was

definitely the word... the goal is to

move to one semester." The rea-

able to run to them. The issue of

tackling impacted the traditional

fraternity run this semester, too.

"Once again the administration

has placed outrageous rules upon

soning behind Rho Chis not assist- the fraternities, no more tackling at

ing with rushees this semester was Run. As a result, IFC agreed to

simply the informality. cancel Run.. .fraternity Rush will be

Replacing Rho Chis were two changed forever, ending a decade

"Rush Assistants" and the plus long tradition," said IFC Ex-

Panhellenic Executive Staff. Over ecutive Treasurer, Ryan May.
a two week period, sororities were Greek Affairs Coordinator,

assigned different time periods for Damien Douchamp further stated

open houses in which rushees were that the behavior, for example,

able to have the choice of attend- tackling "...wasn't painting the best

ing or not attending. picture for them"
Many members of sororites dis- Rush is an essential part of Greek

liked the modified Rush and felt Life. These new changes will take

confused. It was quite possible for some adjustment, especially for the

all of the ladies rushing to armed current members of the Greek so-

one open house in a very cramped, ciety. Many factors have impacted

hot non-air conditioned chaper Greek Life this semester and if not

room. already, Longwood's Greek system

"It wasn't really organized. The will be facing more changes in the

Rolfcighdon Books Upcoming Events and Signings
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Kevin Rock

Staff Writer

Skip Begley became the new

R.E.C. of Curry Hall at Long-

wood College in August 1998.

In May of 1998, he completed his

graduate degree from the Univer-

sity of South Carolina. He
worked for two years during his

masters program at Newberry

College as a

HaH Director.

Begley found

his way to

Longwood by

the aid of the

former Curry

R.E.C., Ms.

DeRagon,

who encour-

aged him to

apply here.

The fact that Longwood College

was a small school caught

Begley 's attention since he

favored the idea of working in

such an environment

Skip Begley 's determination in

acquiring this position was
evident from the very beginning

If it happens in

Curry, then Iam
in charge of it!" -

-Skip Begley

willing to go the extra mile to

make life in Curry better for all

residents.

His hobbies include going out

to play a round of golf and

reading is a popular activity

during his free time. Skip also

likes to fish. He also likes to just

hang out with his friends, a

popular pasttime around Long-

wood.

There is,

however, one

piece of infor-

mation that he

wants to set

straight about

the elevators.

There has been

talk about the

elevators being

fixed in the near

future. This is not entirely false.

There is now a contractor that has

agreed to rebuild the elevators.

The plans are being approved by

the various agencies that need to

review them The work will begin

at the start of winter break. They

will work on one elevator and

continue the project into theand explained why he is here at

Longwood today. His description spring semester until both have

of the job is simply, "If it happens been rebuilt. This means that

in Curry, then I am in charge of

it!" He is also in charge of

advising the wonderful Hall

Council crew. They set up for

family weekend, and had an

throughout much of the spring

semester there will only be one

elevator in use.

Don't forget, if you live in

Curry and if you need anything,

exciting booth in our Oktoberfest just remember that Skip is here

celebration. for you!

Skip is very excited and ener-

getic about his new job! He is



National Sexual Assault Awareness Month Will Longwood Be a Dry Campus?
George Lanum
Features Editor

October is National Sexual Assault

and Domestic Violence Awareness

month. During this month, Students

Advocating a Fearless Environment,

S.AJF.E. is organizing several events

to help educate against and hopefully

prevent sexual assault and domestic

violence.

The Clothesline Project and the an-

nual Take Back the Night presenta-

tion will both occur this month. The

Clothesline Project, a program in

Night has been an annual program

for the past four years.

In addition to the on-campus activi-

ties, Betty Brunett, who is on staff at

the library, is planning aforurri to take

place on a later date. The purpose of

this forum is to bring us issues in-

volving domestic violence both on

campus and in the community.

Betty Brunett said that she became

interested in this project "becausemy
mother-in-law was killed by my fa-

ther-in-law who then killed himself.

I just finished a paper about the day

ognize survivors of sexual assault,

will be on display in the ballroom

during Take Back the Night and at

the local YMCA until Friday, Octo-

ber 30.

At 8:00 PM Wednesday, October

28, the annual Take Back the Night

presentation will occur and will in-

clude songs, poetry, and stories from

sexual assault survivors, speaker

Rolland Hayes, and a candlelight

vigil around campus. Take Back the

supervisor's daughter had been killed

under similar circumstances. That's

when I decided to quit crying and try

to do something to help."

Students Advocating a Fearless En-

vironment, S.AJ\EM began in 1994

as an answer to some incidents of

sexual assaulton campus. It's purpose

is to orchestrate programs and edu-

cate about sexual assault S.A.F.E.

meetsMonday night in theNottaway

room in Lankford at 7:00 PM.

News Notes: Canned Food Sculpture Contest

On Saturday, October 3, 1998 the Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity held its an-

nual CannedFood Sculpture Contest atLongwood College. This year there

were eight participating orginizations includingAlphaPhi Onega. The other

orginizations were the Peer Helpers, the Longwood Athletic Trainer's Asso-

ciation, the Internaltional Studies Hall, the Wesley Foundation, the Kappa

Delta Sorority, the Delta Zeta Sorority and the Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity.

News Previews

Oct 28 - Take Back the Night: 8 p.m. Lankford Ballroom; a program

and rally which promotes sexual assault and domestic violence aware-

ness. This program includes speakers, poetry, songs and stories of

surviors. Sponsored by S.A.FJB. (Students Advocating a Fearless En-

vironment). S.A.F.E. meetings are held every Monday at 7 p.m. in

the Nottoway Room, Lankford.

Oct 29 - Flu Shots: 11:30-1:30 p.m., Nottoway Room, Lankford;

$5 fee for all students faculty, and staff.

Oct. 30 - Lancer Productions film: Scream 2, 8 and 10:30 p.m.,

Lankford Ballroom.

Oct 31 - Costume Party: featuring the band Groove Spot, 9 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom.

Nov. 2 - Advising and Registration for Spring 1999 begins (ends Nov.

13).

Nov. 5-7 - Musical: Big River. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,

8 p.m.; Nov 8, 2 p.m. Jarman Auditorium. Tickets are $7 for the

general public, $5 for faculty and staff, and free for Longwood Col-

lege students with an ID.
, ,

Erin Quigley

Staff Writer

"When I'm 21, if I want to en-

joy a beer, damn it I should be able

to have a beer," states nineteen year

old, Longwood sophomore Jessica

Little. If you ask around campus,

this attitude runs far and wide con-

cerning the prevalent new rumor

that someday Longwood might be

aDRY CAMPUS. Could this even-

tually be true? It certainly looks as

though our institution is heading in

this direction. However, perhaps

students should be more concerned

with the facts rather than their own

opinions and beliefs concerning

alcohol use.

Longwood College, as well as all

other Virginia Institutions, have

been urged by the United States

President and State Attorney Gen-

eral, Mark L. Earley, to make some

changes in illegal, underage, and

binge drinking. A Virginia task

force was formed this summer to

compile a list of 65 recommenda-

tions to cut back on alcohol related

incidents. From this list each Vir-

ginia institution must adopt and

submit foundational plans of ac-

tion, for approval during the 1998-

99 school year.

When questioned about the prob-

ability of Longwood becoming a

dry campus, Vice President of Stu-

dent Affairs, Phyllis Mable, re-

sponded, "there is no intent to make

it a dry campus, our intent is to fol-

low the law."

In response to the laws, Long-

wood College has, this semester,

put into action several of the task

force recommendations. Some of

the recommended improvements

include: the new six hour OCTAA,

(On Campus Talking About Alco-

hol), seminar for first year students,

involvement of parents in disci-

pline and education, installation of

a SADD (Students Against Drunk

Driving) chapter, and stronger on

and off campus enforcement by

Resident Assistants, campus and

town police.

Longwood's administration is

serious about the enforcement of

this proposition, however little has

been done to inform students of

these changes.

Sophomore Darcie Thie believes

that despite the efforts to prevent

illegal underage drinking, nothing

will ever change "because drink-

ing is a part of the social aspect of

college life." The question is who

says drinking has to define college

life? Can students still enjoy their

free time without drinking?

Longwood's SGA (Student Gov-

ernment Association) thinks so. As

stated in the foundational plans to

curb illegal drinking and its results,

SGA will take out $1250 a semes-

ter from the Student Activity Fund

in order to make available "alco-

hol tree activities on weekends." In

addition, Hall Councils and student

leaders will submit their ideas for

programming. The intent of these

activities is to promote student in-

volvement in the action against il-

legal and dangerous drinking.

Phyllis Mable expressed

Longwood's effort at involving stu-

dent leaders in this new, state-wide

plan saying, "we want to give stu-

dents every opportunity to be edu-

cated about alcohol."

Mable, along with administration

and student leaders, recently

backed Alcohol Awareness Week,

which sought to educate students

on alcohol related topics. During

the week of October 18-24, fliers

with interesting facts about alcohol

use and abuse among college stu-

dents were placed on tables in

Blackwell Dining Hall. Along with

other programs, such as OCTAA
and SADD, the changes in alcohol

awareness are starting to surface.

With any big change, comes

questioning and misunderstanding.

Phyllis Mable, Vice President of

Student Affairs, answers, "our aim

is to reduce illegal and binge drink-

ing, not to make Longwood a dry

campus." In addition, many ques-

tions may be answered at President

Cormier's forum, which will be

held on November 11th from 6-

8:30, concerning campus wide

changes for students.



Midway,A Chance for Everyone to Get a Pie in the Face
Loren Hatcher

Staff Writer

Midway was in full swing

during Saturday

afternoon's Oktoberfest

festivities. Mortar Board

had forty-six booths regis-

tered, which costed

twenty-five dollars each to

rent for the day.

Two pie-throwing booths

won top honors for Best

Booth. Tri-Sigma captured

first place and the

Longwood Society of Dra-

matic Artists took second

with their whipped cream-

filled booths. Contestants

for the booths included Dr.

Perkins from the Sociology

Department, Damien
DuChamp from Greek Af-

fairs, as well as members

from the individual organi-

zations.

Curry Hall Council won

third place for their tarot Sigma Alpha Iota ran a

card and fortune-telling ex- grilled cheese booth that

position. also proved to be popular.

Phi Kappa Tau had one of "At the beginning of my
the more interesting booths, shift, we ran out of bread

and, it proved to be quite

popular. Participants paid a

fee and then tossed ping

pong balls into plastic cups.

Golden cups were Fish

Cups, meaning a ball

in one of these won the

tosser a goldfish in a plas-

tic baggie.

and I ended up working

twice as long as I was sup-

posed to," said SAI sister

Lizzie Legrow. Alpha
Sigma Tau also ran a popu-

lar barbeque ribs and
chicken booth,and made
approximiatley two hun-

dred dollars.

The Longwood Alumni

booth was set up directly

across from the Mainstage.

Here, alumni could pur-

chase commemerative

Longwood items and regis-

ter to win a sweatshirt. The

Longwood Ambassadors

ran the table and enjoyed

talking with alumni about

past Oktoberfests.

"I talked to one family for

almost twenty minutes, it

made my shift go by a lot

faster," said Ambassador

Natalie Smith.

With nearly fifty booths

filled with food, games and

fun, Midway was definitely

a success. Mortar Board has

uncountable reasons to be

proud of this year's

Oktoberfest

For those of you in your

rooms drinking beer, you

sure missed some good pie.

W w w
Where Oh Where Did My Biergarten Go?
Heidi Hales

Staff Writer

Do you remember count-

ing the days down until

your 21st birthday? I re-

member throwing a party,

flashing my I.D. to every-

one, even when they didn't

ask for it, buying alcohol

and drinking my first legal

drink. For the freshman

who are unaware, there

used to be a beer garden at

Oktoberfest and Spring

Weekend and Tuesday/

Thursday cafe nights.

These were privileges to

those who were of legal

age. Every Oktoberfest

and Spring Weekend the

Lancer Cafe hosted a beer

garden. Here, students and

guests who were at least 2

1

years old were allowed to

partake in drinking alcohol.

This fall marked the first

time Longwood College

did not host the beer gar-

den. As far as students

know, the beer garden has

been discontinued forever.

Why? Longwood is creat-

ing programs that will

make students aware of re-

sponsible drinking such as

OCTAA (On Campus Talk-

ing About Alcohol) ancj

GAMMA (Greeks Advo-

cating Mature Management

of Alcohol)?

Well, I think it is safe to

say that the entire student

body knows and under-

stands the law and campus

regulations about the use of

alcohol. We all had to at-

tend and pass Freshman

Seminar, where this topic

was discussed, and every-

one received a hand book

when they arrived, which

also gives Longwood's
rules and regulations of al-

cohol use. If someone

wants to drink and they are

not 21 that is their

Derogative. They are most

likely aware of the risks and

consequences.

The Lancer Cafe used to

sponsor Tuesday/Thursday

beer nights in the cafe un-

til this semester. This was

a time when those who
were able to legally drink,

did so in the cafe. What
happened to these privi-

leges? Longwood was pro-

viding a responsible atmo-

sphere where students

could come together and

have a good time. You
don't always have to drink.

Sometimes it was just nice

to flash the I.D. or hang out

with your friends.

The beer garden and cafe

nights were something that

I looked forward to when I

was a freshman. I am glad

to say that I was able to take

part in these functions, but

only for one semester.

They were taken away at

the beginning of the next

school year. However, I

have plenty of friends who
just turned 2 1 and are up-

set that these functions no

longer exist.

I would like to give a big

thank you to Longwood
College for taking away
these safe environments

and taking away a good

time. And they wonder

why we party off campus.

Over twenty
Loren Hatcher *

Staff Writer

The beginning of

Saturday's Oktoberfest

ei

activities began with a

parade around campus,

accompanied by lots of

sunshine. There were

twenty-four entries in the

parade; including service

organizations, Greek Life,

and Residence Halls.

There was a contest for

the best-represented

organization that partici-

pated the parade. First

place went to hearapeutic

Recreation with their

wilderness float. Delta

Zeta took second place

with their display of pink

and green balloons and

turtle mascot. Third place

went to Tri-Sigma and

their spirit-filled float.

'T had no idea I was

going to be in the wheel-

chair," said Mariellen

Mory, a TR major. "We



ntnes in Oktoberfest Parade
,
kinda decided who went

where the morning of the

parade.,..! just knew I was

going to fall off!"

Big Siblings was a new

entry in the parade.

one-on-one attention.

Both Big and Little

siblings marched in the

parade, bearing the

organization's colorful

tee-shirts.

Other highlights of

the parade were the

Longwood Equestrian

Team and the Interna-

tional Studies Hall

entries. The Eques-

trian team camp with

two horses, complete

with blue spray-

painted hooves and

"excited"

personalities. ISH

Hall residents rode in

a brightly-decorated

pick-up truck, represent-

ing the only hall organi-

Longwood students serve

as mentors for Farmville

area children in need of a

positive role model or

zation in the parade.

Though there were no

marching bands or fire

trucks, the Oktoberfest

Parade was still fun to

watch, and to particiapte

in. Students seemed to

enjoy preparing for the

parade and their hard

work was noticed. Each

organization was well-

represnted; all exempli-

fied friendship and

Longwood spirit. This

made the parade enjoy-

able for participants as

well as the viewers.

What is one thing that you look forward to at

Ann Miller
Oktoberfest?

Staff Writer

"[It's a] weekend that everyone is here" Chris Marrow, senior

"Togetherness at Longwood" Celina Patton, junior

"Oktoberfest is something that LWC students can be proud of Ben Leigh, senior

"The spirit and excitement of the campus" Angela Cupp, sophomore

"Good to see organizations out having fun and raisingmoney" Jeremy Mclaughlin,

tWUMM

"A weekend no one goes home and has a lot of fun along with good food"

Melissa Kornblau, sophomore

"Having a band on campus" Susan Brognink, senior

"The music" Brian Almeida, sophomore

"Snow cones" Meredith Thompson, sophomore

"My birthday" Jennifer Geddes, sophmore
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Farrior Named To Four

Preseason Division II All-

America Basketball Teams
Manchester Graduate TappedBy Division II

Bulletin, The Sporting News, Blue Ribbon

ollege Basketball Yearbook, And Street And
Smith 's College Basketball

From Longwxxi Sports Information

"JT ongwood College men's basket-

i ball standout Lee Farrior/Ches-

JLVterfield, Va,-Manchester HS has

been selected to four preseasonNCAA
Division II All-America teams by na-

tional college basketball publications

for the upcoming 1 998-99 season. The

6*3" junior forward was picked as a

Super 16 All-American from the East

Region by the Division II Bulletin He
was also selected as a 2nd-team AU-

American by both The Sporting News

and Blue Ribbon College Basketball

Yearbook, while Street ft Smith's Col-

lege Basketball named Farrior as an

honorable mention All-American.

Farrior burst upon the collegiate

scene last season when he averaged

20.2 ppg., while scoring a Longwood

sophomore-record 566 points for the

Lancers— the sc;and-best season all-

time at the College. His 20.2 ppg. rank

third-best all-time for a season, while

his 117 free throws a year ago

equal the best all-time. Additionally,

Farrior scored in double-figures

during 26-28 games last season, in-

cluding 20 games with 20 or more
points, and two games with 30 or more

points. He added 6.0 rpg., 2.4 assists,

and 1.8 steals as the Lancers finished

13-15 overall, 9-9 intheCVAC— the

first time since joining the conference

in 1995 that LC has finished at

.500 or above in the league. Farrior

scored a season-and career-high 37

points against NCAA Division II

Tournament participant Queens (N.C.)

last Jan. 14th in Lancer Hall during

an 81-76 upset over the Royals.

Longwood will open the 1998-

99 campaign Nov. 13-14 with its par-

ticipation in a tournament hosted by

West Chester (PA). The Farrior-led

Lancers will play Shrppensburg (PA,)

to begin the season on the 13th. LC
will have its first home game on Nov.

17 as High Point (N.C.) visits for a

7:30 p.m. tip-off in Lancer Hall.

Name; Lee Farrior

Class: Junior

Height: 6 '3"

Weight: 200 lbs.

Hometown: Chesterfield, Virginia

High School: Manchester

1997-1998 Statistics: 20.2 points, 6.0 rebounds, 2.4 assists and 1.8

stealsper game

Achievements; Scored 566points in Sophomore season, second-

best all time at Longwood. Averaged 20,2 points per game last

ioson. His 11?free throws is the most ever in a season. Scored

career-high 37points in upset victory over Queens, Named
Preseason All-American by Division II Bulletin, The Sporting

News, Blue Ribbon College yearbook, and Street and Smith's

College Basketball

Freshman Golfers Take

Player Of The Week Honors
From Longwood Sports Information

I
ongwood College freshmen golf

ers Vicki Matkovich/Wheeling,

n» va .WhAPlinc °»«-t MS and
F W. Vo.-fl llCCllllJJ x tun *w 2""

Blair Shadday/ Madison, Ind.-Madison

Consolidated HS have been selected as

Longwood College/Domino's 'Players

ofthe Week' for the period October 14-

20. The Lancer honorees are chosen by

the College's office of sports informa-

tion each week.

Matkovich led Longwood to a

seventh-place finish at the prestigious

Eastern College Athletic Conference

(ECAC) Women's GolfChampionships

Oct 17-1 8. The first-year standout fired

a 36-hole score of 80-81-161 at the

Blue Fox Run Golf Course, a 5,800-

yard, par-72 layout located in Avon,

Conn. Matkovich's effort earned her a

tie for 16th individually among the

field of 106 collegiate golfers and

helped the Lancers to a 333-330-663

team total.

Through four tournaments this

fall and 162-holes of golf, Matkovich

is averaging 8 1 .00, second on the team,

with a low-round of 77. The Lancers

are averaging 329.11 as a team and will

conclude the fall season Oct. 24-25

at the James Madison Invitational, a 36-

hole event to be played at the

Staunton Country Club in Staunton, Va.

Vicki is the daughter of Matthew

and Rita Matkovich of Wheeling,

W.VA. and is majoring in business ad-

ministration at Longwood. The 1997

West Virginia Women's Amateur

Champion chose Longwood over Divi-

sion I programs at Ohio State, Indiana,

New Mexico, Furman, and Wake For-

est

Shadday, first-year standout, fired

bis collegiate-low 36-hole score of 73-

81-154 at the Chris Cothran Intercol-

legiate hosted by Radford Oct. 19-20 at

the Draper Valley GolfCourse, a 7,046-

yard, par-72 layout located in

Pulaski, VA. Shadday's effort earned

him a tie for 38th individually

among the field of75 collegiate golfers

and helped the Lancers to' a

season-low 294-3 19-613 team total and

1 lth-plaee among 1 5 teams.

Through the four tournaments

this fall and 1 44-hoIes of golf, Shadday

averaged 79.00, second on the team,

with a low-round of 73. The Lancers

averaged 3 13.75 as 8 team following the

conclusion of the fall season at

the Radford event.

Blair is the son of Kevin and

Becky Shadday ofMadison, Ind. and is

majoring in business finance at

Longwood. Shadday finished in a tie for

11th at the 1998 Indiana High School

Boy's Golf Championships after whi-

ning the regional with a 67.

1998-99 Lonewood ColUttVominc** 'Haven ofthe Weak*

As selected by the Longwood College Sports Information Department

September 1-8 MandyBeamer Women s Golf

Andy Plum Mens Soccer

September 9-15 Kim Iman FieldHockey

Jason Helling Men's.Soccer

September 16-22 Melodie Massey Women's Soccer

Scott Benninghqff Mens Soccer

September 23-29 Heather Kinstier FieldHockey

Jason Copeland Men s Golf

September 30-October 5 Elizabeth Mann FieldHockey

Jason Masi Men s Soccer

October 7-13 Erin Hirschi, Women s Soccer

Sham Robertson Mens Golf

October 14-20 Vicki Matkovich Women s Golf

Blair Shadday Men's Golf

mmm MM MM



#5 Lancers Keep Postseason Hopes Alive With Big Road
Victories At Philadelphia Textile and East Stroudsburg
From Longwood Sports Information Lmurwnnd^ Pfrif, jfrtffrf keqxr Kim ImanA^ink Beach, VA.- into the sudden-death extra period.

Zow«v4 *™« —__ At Textile, LC got two goals each Frank W. CoxHS (three saves) and fresh- Sciortino soared two goals in the first half
ongwooa wwi two important road from junior forward Elizabeth Mann/ man keeper Stephanie Potter/North asLC ted 3-2 at the break. Kinstkr scored
matchesdurmg the past week, de Richmond, VA-Open HS and freshman Kingajowft, R.I.-North Kingstown HS the otherLancer goal in the opening half,

&L

g
Pniladek*ia Tex-

tile 6-0 Oct. 24
and then East

Stroudsburg (PA.)

4-3 in overtime

Oct. 25. Coach
Nancy Joel's

squad is now 10-

5 this season with

one regular-sea-

son match re-

maining. The
Lancers, ranked

fifth in theNCAA
Division H South Region Coaches Poll, defender Ann Harmon/Burke, VA.-
areschedukd to play at Division I Davis Robinson Secondary HS, while sopho-

6 Ettrins (W.VA.)Oct 29. TheD&E con- more midfielder Heather KinstlerMr-
test will conclude the regular-season, but gmia Beach, VA.-Talhvood HS and fresh-

the two wins fa Pennsylvania helped to man forward Maria Sciortino/Vtrgmia Longwood 4. E, Stroudsburg 3 (OT)
keep ahvearrypcrt-seascnpossMmes for Beach, VA-Kempsville HS each added At Stroudsburg, LC scored the

the College — most-likely within the one goal. Sophomore midfielder Kris game-winning goal from senior forward

Eastern College Athletic Conference Denson/Fredericksburg, VA-Stafibrd HS and team captain Janelle Kern/

Longwood Field Hockey At-a-Glance

tlO-5 (Ranked 5th in Division tt South Region)

lost at Catawba (N.C.) 1-0 in overtime on Oct 1, defeated Lynchburg 1-9 on Oct 5, lost at #5 Eastern Mennonite 4-1, lost 2-1
overtime at Virginia Commonwealth on Oct. 13, defeated Southern Connecticut Slate 2-9 on Oct 17, lost 1-0 to Lock Haven (Pa.) on Oct
defeatedPhiladelphia Textile 6-9 on Oct 24, defe^aed East Strouasburg (Pa.) 4-3 on overtime on Oct 25.

October 29 - Longwood at Davis and EUUns (W.Va.)

_£ Through 15 matches, Heather Kinstler (8 goals, 4 assists, 1.33 points per game) and Maria Sciortino (9g 2a, 1.54) lead
the blue and white attack with 20points each They arefollowed by Elizabeth Mam (8g 3a) with 19points (1.27) andJanelle Kern (8g. 2a)
with 18points (1.20). Kim 1mm hasplayed 963:34 infivntofthe cage, allowing 17 goals (124 goals against average) with 130 saves (8.67

Mr game)for an .884 save % andfive shutouts.

(two saves) combined for the shutout in

front of

the cage— the team's fifth ofthe season.

(ECAQ— ifatalL

while senior sweeper Catherine Howard/

Virginia Beach, VA-Floyd E. Kdlarn HS
and junior midfielder Melissa Miranda/

Virginia Beach, Va.-Kempsville HS each

contributed assists. Iman made eight saves

to preserve the bog road victory for LC.

Longwood's 10 victories mark the

third consecutive year mat the program

contributed two assists, while junior Marysville, PA-Susquenita HS just 2:49 has reached the 10-win plateau.

Longwood Men's Soccer Now 8-8 After Victories Over Lees-McRae
And Anderson (S.C.); Take On Shippensburg, Limestone This Week

L
ongwood won two CVAC HS earned his first collegiate goal, Lonrwood 2. Lees-McRae 1 Fredericksburg, VA.-Chancellor HS
matches during the past week, and classmate midfielder Andy assisted on the first goal, while
defeating Anderson (S.C.) 2- Plum/Nokesville, VA.-Brentsville At LM, LC got the game-ty- Wheeler made 16 saves to preserve

Record:

Oat home Oct. 21

and then Lees-

McRae (N.C.) 2-1

on the road Oct.

24. Coach Todd
Dyer's squad is

now 8-8 overall,

6-4 in the CVAC.
The Lancers

were scheduled to

play at Lincoln

Memorial (Tenn.)

Oct. 26 before re-

turning home to

finish the reguiar-

season with

matches against

Shippensburg
(PA.) Oct. 28 and CVAC opponent

Limestone (S.C.) Oct. 31.

tir.

LongwoodMem 's SoccerAt-a-GUmce

8-8 overall, 6-4 CVAC
Results: defeated Coker 2-1 on Oct 5, lost 3-1 at Concord on Oct 7, defeated Ersktne 6-9 on Oct 19, lost 2-0 to Mount Olive on

Oct. 13, lost 4-2 at Queens on Oct 18, defeated Anderson 2-9 on Oct 21, defeated Lees-McRae 2-1 on Oct 24, lost at Lincoln Memorial 3-

I on Oct 26

I October 28 - Longwood vs. Shippensburg at 1st Ave. Field, October 31 - Longwood vs. Limestone at 1st Ave. Field

I Through 16 matches, Andy Pimm continues to lead the blue and white attack with 11 goals and two assistsfor 24 points
(1.60pointsper game). Phm was rankedftfthtest week in CVAC scoring Brian ZoUlnhofer (6 goals, 1 assist) follows Plum with 13 points

(0.87ppg). Zach Wheeler has startedfive ofnine matches played with 579:15 infront ofthe net, allowing 14 goals (2. 18per game) with 64
paves (7,11 per game)for an.821 save Hand two shutouts. Senior keeper Scott Benninghoff (Colonial Heights, VA,-Colonial Heights HS)
has started nine of10 matches played with 705:40 infront ofthe net, allowing 17 goals (2.17) with 56 saves (5.60)far a .767 save Hand
one shutout Benninghoffwas ranked sixth last week among CVAC goalkeeping leaders. Additionally, Berminghoffwas ranked in a tiefor
15th nationally as ofOct 11 in saves per game (6.50).

HS added his 1 lth tally this season.

Sophomore keeper Zach Wheeler/

Poquoson, VA.-Tabb HS made six

saves for his second shutout of the

season, while classmate midfielder

goals in the first half as freshman Jason Helling/Woodbridge, VA.- 10:03 remaining to secure the up-

midfielder Stew Gregory III/ Woodbridge-HS added an assist to set of the conference leaders. Fresh-

Deer fieId, N.H.-ManChester West the win. man midfielder Jason Masi/

ltf*twt*4 h 4*4*rm f
Against AC, LC scored both

ing goal from Gregory III with the triumph.

16:39 left, then junior forward and
team captain Brian Zollinhofer/

Charlottesville, VA. -Charlottesville

HS scored the game-winner with

Following this week,
Longwood will play a CVAC Tour-

nament quarterfinal match Nov. 4
— most-likely on the road —
against an opponent to be deter-

mined.

*

\
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Longwood Golfers Finish Fall Season With Tough

Luck in South Carolina and Radford Tournaments
J" ongwood participated in three

I tournaments during the put few

jLJweeks, finishing second among

10 teems it the Bluefleld College In-

vitational Sept. 28-29, placing 11th

in the annual Presbyterian (S.C.) tour-

nament and 1 1th in the Chrii Cothran

Intercollegiate Tournament at

Radford.

The Lancers shot a 36-hole team

score of 314-318-632 at the event

played on the 6,841 -yard, par-72

Qlade Springs Resort located near

Beckley, W.VA.. Coach Kevin

Fillman's squad ii now idle until the

Oct. 12-13 Preabyterian (S.C:) Inter-

collegiate in Clinton, S.C* 1 36-hole

event to be played at

the Mutgrove Mill Golf Course,

In West Virginia, LC was led by

junior Jason Copeland/Norfolk, VA.-

Oranby HS-Dodga City (Kan.) CC
who tied for second individually with

hit 79-73-154. Alio playing for the

Lanoart ware freshmen Myles Jones/

La Moye, England-Victoria College

HS (77-80- 157, 7th-plaee) and Blair

Shadday/Madlson, Ind.-Madiion

Consolidated HS (78-81-139, T-9th-

plsce), local Junior Toby Towler/

Dillwyn, VA.-Fuqua School (82-82-

164), and senior Jack Tsai/Hampton,

VA.-Hampton Roads Academy (80-

85-165). Concord (W.VA.) won with

its 304-323-627 total.

"Evan though we didn't play

well, we still had a chance to win the

tournament," said Fillman. "It (the

win) was there for us to take, but we

didn't do the things we had to do.

The fact that we posted the low score

on Tuesday shows how difficult the

golf course played,"

Longwood fired a 36-hole team

score of 322-320-642 to plaee llth

among IS teams at the annual Pres-

byterian (S.C.) Intercollegiate Men's

Golf Tournament Oct. 12-13. The

powerful event, featuring seven ofthe

top ten teams in NCAA Division II

men's golf this year, was won by

Francis Marion (S.C.) with a team

score of 297-300-597 team score.

In South Carolina, LC was led

by junior Jason Copeland/Norfolk,

VA.-Oranby HS-Dodge City (Kan.)

CC with a 77-79-157 at the 6,933-

yard, par-72 Musgrova Mill Golf

Club. Freshman Shaun Robertson/

Suffolk, VA.-Nansemond River HS

added an 80-77-157, followed by

classmates Blair Shadday/Madiaon,

Ind.-Madison Consolidated HS (79-

hm Longwood Sporta Information

Longwood Women 12-2-1 In Soccer

Action; Crush Anderson and Lees-McRae

The Longwood Women's Soc-

cer team took two more CVAC
games in recant action. Hie Lanc-

ers defeated both Anderson and

Lees-McRae by 5-1 scores.

Against AC, LC scored four

goals in the first half an route to

the triumph. The Lancers got two

goals each from sophomore for-

ward Colleen Bradley/Virginia

Beach, VA.-Tallwood HS and

freshman forward Melodle Maaaay/

Virginia Beech, VA. -Floyd E.

Kellam HS, while sophomore

midfielder Amanda Stombaugh/

Starling, VA.-Park View HS added

one goal. Bradley, senior captains

defender Stephanie Tucker/

Woodbridge, VA.-Oar-Fleld HS and

forward Kate Hrastar/Clifton, VA.-

Paul VI HS, along with sophomore

forward Erin Hirschl/Vlrginla

Beach, VA.-Salem HS each contrib-

uted aaiists. Sophomore keeper

Amy Kannedy/Crotat, VA.-Western

Albemarle HS made one save while

playing the first 74-minutes and al-

lowing no goals as the hosts took a

29-3 edge In shots.

LiMWtti J, LUiMtRu I

At LM, LC got two goals

from Hlrschi, while junior sweeper

Angela Snyder/Sterling, VA.-Park

View HS, along with freahmen

midfielders Irene Vlasidis/Rlch-

mond, VA. -James River HS and

Becky Taylor/ Jarrettsvllle, MD,-

North Harford HS each added one

goal. Maaaay contributed two as-

sists, while Bradley had one assist.

Kennedy made two saves to pre-

serve the victory.

Following this week,

Longwood will play a CVAC Tour-

nament quarterfinal match Nov, 3

at home on First Avenue Field

against an opponent to be deter-

mined.

85-164) and Myles Jones/La Moye,

England-Victoria College HS (89-79-

168), along with local junior Toby

Towler/Dillwyn, VA.-Fuqua School

(86-86-172).

Longwood fired a season-low

36-hole team score of294-3 19-613 to

finish llth among 15 teams at the

Chris Cothran Intercollegiate tourna-

ment hosted by Radford Oct. 19-20.

NCAA Division I Elon (N.C.) of the

Big South Conference won the event

with its 276-293-569. Coach Kevin

Fillman's squad has now completed

its foil schedule and will not play

again until the spring season opens

beginning March 8-9, 1999 at a tour-

nament hosted by Barton (N.C).

At the Chris Cothran tourney,

LC was led byjunior Jason Copeland/

Norfolk, Vi.-Oranby HS-Dodga City

(Kan.) CC with a 71-80-151 at the

7,046-yard, par-72 Draper Valley Oolf

Course in southwest Virginia.

Copeland tied for 25th in the field of

75 collegiate golfers. Senior Jack

Tsai/Hampton, VA.-Hampton Roads
nwauewy •uueu • # J t •- 1 ->> iu wo im

33rd, followed by freahmen Blair

Shadday/Madlson, Ind.-Madison

Consolidated HS (73-81-154, T 38th),

Shaun Robertson/ Suffolk, VA.-

Nansemond River HS (75-80-155, T-

40th), and focal golfer David Hite/

Kenbridge, VA.-CentraJ ofLunenburg

HS (79-91-170, 73rd).

The Lancers began the tourna-

ment with their low-round of the sea-

son (294) and entered the final round

In third place, earning an opportunity

to play in the final group of the day

with Elon and Radford. Unfortu-

nately, the last 18 holes did not agree

with the blue and white. After getting

five scores in the 70's on the first day,

LC carded just one score to the 70's

on the second day, adding three to-

tals In the 80% and one in the 90's.

Through the four foil tourna-

ments and 14 4- holes of golf,

Copeland led the way for LC with his

76,75 scoring average, Including a

low-round of 71. Copeland was fol-

lowed by Shadday (79.00, 73), Teal

(79.50, 75, four rounds), Robertson

(80,67, 75, six rounds), classmate

Mylea Jones/La Moye, England-

Victoria College HS (80.67, 76% six

rounds), local junior Toby Towler/

Dillwyn, Va.-Fuqua School (82.00,

76, six rounds), and Hite (85,00, 79,

two rounds). The Lancers averaged

3 1 3,75 as a team this mil, the beat av-

erage since Coach Fillman's arrival a

year ago.



IN LWG secret N«WSpap«r OF tHe S^Wf
Disclaimer: This section is purely satirical to accommodate those cynical Longwood students. While the "facts" of the stories are not literal, they

may reveal a greater
,t

truth," Get it? Got it? Good, -The Warden

BARKER PLOTS EURO- zen leader working for the common W? ^surP€r% BEHIND maybe spending too many nights

PEAN TAKE-OVER good," said Mable. SCHEDULE with Captain Morgan," stated one

Guadalope Fitzgerald After a thorough search of her Ouadalope Fitzgerald Sophomore. "Wait, can I say that?

StaffInmate Buffalo Street apartment, invest!- Stafflnmate Is it ok to mention something about

Administration confirmed ru- gators carried out boxes ofpossible "Dave, when is the first issue of alcohol in a Longwood publica-

mora today that Longwood Gradu- evidence. The Usurper coming out?" This is tion?"

ate Student, Melanie Barker, has "I don't need evidence. I knew a question being asked by many With Fall semester halfway over,

secret plans to take over the world, she was weird when she refused to throughout the Longwoodcommu- students anxiously anticipate an ap-

Unhappy with her current stud- hang out with faculty. She was al- nity. pearance (how's that for allitera-

ies at Longwood, Barker confessed ways hanging out with those stu- Restless cries have been heard in tion) ofthe magazine in the smoker,

to Undercover Administrator, dents. You know something's not the dorms and off-campus housing

Nichol Pagano, that she was drop- right with her. Now leave me from loyal Usurper followers. Next Edition:

ping out of school in order to carry alone. I have to finish The Wave" "I've seen advertisements for The 1. Students ProtestAgainstTown's

out her plans to conquer Europe. Pagano said. Gyre all over the place. If they "Party Patrol": Hold Drunken

"She's going to spread her mUi- Administration plans to bring have their first issues out before Demonstration Outside Farmville

Barker to the Judicial and Honor Dave, I'm going to lose all faith in Courthouse

Boards for justice. AUuisi and his staff." Said one irate 2. Construction Workers Sued for

"We'll make her write a paper on fan of The Usurper, Sexual Harassment

the significance of Longwood and The reasons behind the delay of 3. Old Bitty Faculty Member Fired

plans of Barker's take-over un- how once you're here, you'll never The Usurper are unknown. How- for Age Discrimination Against

folded. leave Farmville. You'll be here for- ever, because of David Alluisi's si- Younger Professor

"I can't believe it. I always ever and ever and ever," said Urn lence, many are speculating. 4. New RotundaAdvisor Censored

thought she was such a good citi- Pierson, Dean of Students. "I think he's a heroin addict, or for Radical Paper

tant-feminist philosophies through-

out the continent," said Pagano.

Phylis Mable, Vice-President of

Student Affairs was shocked as the

Huck and Jim Come to Longwood in Production ofBig River
Mi die Witt p'ay ^Mm im9°nmi n»«ung» "It director ofHackmatack Playhouse has been working as a dresser, cos

Staff Writer
deals with the issue of slavery, and in Maine and The Baker Theatre tume designer, scenic designer, per-

I think this show deals with it in a Center for the Arts in New Jersey, former, playwright, and director

The Longwood College theater very good way.

will be presenting Big River: The It's also a message

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn about going out

from November 5-8. The play, and being adven-

based on the book by William turous. That's real

Hauptman and adapted from the

novel by Mark Twain, stars Stevie

Journey as Huck and Blair

Lockarry as Jim.

Americana,"

Both Scalamoni

and his wife, Lauri

'It's also a message

about going out and

being adventurous.

That's real Ameri-

cana." said Scalamoni.

He has directed since sixteen, and is the fifth-gen-

si x premiers in eration performer.

The Theater-Stu- Tickets to see Big River are

dio, Inc., in New $5 for students and senior citizens

York City, and has and $7 for the general public.

Broadway credits Shows will be 8 p.m. November 5-

consisting of 7, and at 2 p.m. on November 8.

Cyrano the Musi- For more information please call

MacMUlan (guest costume direc- cal, Les Miserable*, and Pippin. He 395-2474.

Sam Scalamoni is the guest di- tor) have a lot of experience. Mr. also played on the daytime drama

rector ofBig River, and thinks the Scalamoni is the artistic/producing Another World. Ms. MacMUlan



Deep Thoughts Movie Review: Olean: The Fat Insoluble Laxitive
Kevin Rock

Staff Writer

1. A bus station is where a bus

stops.A train station is where a train

stops. . . On my desk I have a work

station.

2. I must always remember that

I'm unique, just like everyone else.

3. Can atheists get insurance for

acts of God?

4. Did you ever notice when you

blow in a

dog's
face he

gets mad
at you?

B u t

when
you take

him in a

car, he

sticks his

head out

the win-

dow!

5. If FEDEX and UPS were to

merge, would they call itFED UP?

6. Does fuzzy logic tickle?

7. If they arrest the Energizer

Bunny, would they charge it with

battery?

8. 1 think everyone has a photo-

graphic memory; it'sjust that some

of us don't have any film.

9. How come you never hear about

gruntled employees?

10. How much deeper would the

oceans be without sponges?

Just afew thingsforyou to

ponder over* Ifyou have any

Deep Thoughts ofyour own that

I might not have,fust E-mail me
whityour suggestions at

kmroek@longwood.lwc.edu .

One True Thing
Monique Minnix

Staff Writer

Ifyou looked up "chick-flick" in

the dictionary, you would s&e One
True Thing next to it. One True

Thing is about a daughter, Renee

Zelweger, who is forced to put her

career in journalism on hold to

come home and take care of her

sick
mother

played

b y
Meryl
Streep.

While
her
mother's

health

is ail-

ing,

Kristen Ingram

character trieds to hold the family

together. However, her father acts

as if nothing is wrong.

I thought this movie was a real

tear jerker because of how well

Meryl Streep portrayed the life of

a cancer victim. Surprisingly, my
mother any1 aunt did not shed a tear

throughout the movie.

You must see this movie with

yourmom or at least with the girls.

This is definitely not a date movie.

Leave the boys at home for this

one.

GROWTH
Continued p. 1

Hurley remarked that "The little

bit we have talked about it [a name
change], the more of us say lets not

change our name. Let's keep that

special image and niche for ourself.

The name Longwood University

conjures up something different

than what we are.We are not doing

that [expansion] with the goal of

becoming a university in mind. We
are doing it because the increase in

the number of students each year

give us a stronger financial basis

to do what we do better and give

the students a range of services mat

they would find at any other insti-

tution,'* commented Hurley.

Layout Manager

"I experienced such severe pain

that I went to the emergency room,

where I was given intravenous

morphine," said Regina McGrath.

Terri Crowder expressed her expe-

rience by saying, "I suffered wa-

tery diarrhea, and almost debilitat-

ing cramps." With comments like

these, one would expect some sort

of stomach virus. Surprisingly

enough, these women were expe-

riencing side effects of Olestra.

Many students trying to avoid the

"Freshman 15" and others just try-

ing to remain in good health are fa-

miliar with Olean, the brand name
for Olestra It is the main ingredi-

ent found in WOW products, Fat

Free
Pringles, and

other fat free

products.
Products
made with

Olestra not

only have no

fat, but the

calories have

been cut in

half. "Great"

you may say, but is it really?

Dr. Michael Jacobson, executive

director of the Center for Science

in the Public Interest (CSPI), has

taken a very poignant stand against

the "fat from hell." Outraged that

Proctor & Gamble calls Olean "a

little healthier" and the Frito-Lay

Company says that it makes snacks

"safe for everyone." Dr. Jacobson

proclaims that "Orwellian

doublespeak is raised to a new
level."

Olestra has been known as one

of the most highly tested products

of all time. Proctor and Gamble
began their quest to get Olestra ap-

proved in 1975. Just recently the

product has becomeFDA approved

and been placed on the market.

Many believe that if it is FDA ap-

proved then it is safe, but is it?

Dr. Jacobson feels that the prod-

uct is not safe and his main con-

cern is mat the chips are actually

"/ experienced such

severe pain that I went to

the emergency room,

where I was given intra-

venous morphine, " said

Regina McGrath,

NOT fat free. When tests were run

on a 5.5-ounce bag ofWOW chips

they yielded approximately nine

teaspoons of "fake" fat. The chips

are loaded with fat, it is just indi-

gestible.

According to CSPI, Olestra has

reportedly caused over 8,000 cases

of gastrointestinal symptoms, rang-

ing from stomach cramps to hav-

ing to be put on intravenous mor-

phine, since placed on the market.

These 8,000 cases were actually re-

ported cases; statistics show that as

many as 60% of the people eating

Olean products do not report their

symptoms and might be afTected if

they eat Olean chips on a regular

basis.

The Olestra inhibits the absorp-

tion of caro-

tenoids, which

are fat-soluble

nutrients. Caro-
'

tenoids are ac-

credited with the

protection
against heart

disease and can-

cer. Harvard

School of Public

Health director,

Dr. Walter Willett, estimates that if

consumers continue to buy these

products made with Olestra, then

it could cause several thousand

deaths annually.

We are still left to decide whether

the chips are safe and are worth eat-

ing. Longwood Freshman, Terri

Thomas, exclaimed "I love Olean

products! Not only do they taste

good, they have no fat in them ei-

ther!"

On the other hand, Dana Parker,

also a Longwood Freshman, firmly

stated, "I refuse to eat products

made with Olean, I think it is wrong

to allow them on the market be-

cause they have been proven detri-

mental to your health." Two out of

the four students surveyed said that

the Olean products caused them

abdominal cramps and diarrhea.

I guess it is ajudgement call, but

it is hard to look good when you

can not stay out of the bathroom.
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V&m ell have questions about the future of this school. We all Mar rumors
about what policies ere coming ckxun from tf>e admlnfeoaUon. UJe an say

tfia-t u*e uiarrt to be more involved In the decisions tn«t are being made. Moui
ts the time and noui Is your chance. If you h&m a pertinent Question to as*
Or. Cormier, come to this OPenpOrum. It is a chance to voice your opinion.

asK Questions and cMscuss the future €>f Longu>ood College.



Do You Believe in Longwood Ghosts?

I

Renee Taylor

Staff Writer

rocking, medical instruments being

dropped, and beds slamming into

the wall from 4th Wheeler, the at-

tic of Main Cunningham and 4th

floor French. Many Longwood

students say that they rest uneasy

A freshman hears lots of rumors

and ghost stories when they arrive

on campus. Upperclassmen,R.A.'s

and orientation leaders tell these

stories to new freshman hoping to at night hearing these strange

cause a few nights ofuneasy sleep, sounds as they lie in their beds.

All colleges have their stories, Most of the stories seem to hap-

Longwoodjust seems to have quite pen in the Cunninghams or the

a few more than normal. Colonnades, but mere is one story

Have you ever heard of the man that takes place in Curry. It is said

who walks around on first floor that a boy was killed in the base-

North Cunningham and stares at ment. If you ride the elevator

people as they sleep? It is said that straight down from the tenth floor

the residence hall is built on the site to the basement, when the doors

of an old house, which was ripped open you will hear a tricycle bell

down, and the man who lived there ring then a young boy scream,

now walks North Cunningham. Then the.

The problem is that when you wake doors
up and see him staring at you, you close
can only see him from the knees and and

up, because he is walking on the the el-

floorboards of his original house, e v a t o r

This story has been going around will go

the first floor, but not everyone be- back up

lieves it."Even if they aren't true to the

you get an errie feeling and you

can't help but think about it," fresh-

man Stephanie Stevens said.

If you have ever been in 333

Main Cunningham, you may have

f i f s tl

floor.

"Theyl
are just

out to scare freshman. No, I don't

gotten an eerie feeling. Rumor has believe them," freshman Melissa

it that a girl committed suicide in Goss said, despite the fact that

that room. Right before she killed many people have heard things,

herself, she took red lipstick and Even if most students do not be-

drew a line on the wall around the lieve these stories, there is one that

whole room, exactly six inches bothers most people: the story of

down from the ceiling. It is said Dr. Jarman, a past president of

that the line was painted over, but Longwood College. Most students

it seeps through the paint. The will agree that if you go to a the-

room has been painted year after atre production and sit quietly mat

year, but the line still returns. you can hear Dr. Jarman singing

Freshman Amy Rivenburg says and talking. Also, props will be

that she does not really believe missing for weeks before a show,

these stories, but adds "I don't like then on th« afternoon of the pro-

to mink about them either." duction, they will appear on stage

Sophomore Dorian Watson says, in their exact spots. Before every

**Some [ghost stories] are made up production, the theatre department

and others have some basis." places a rose on Dr. Jarman 's fa-

Another story pertains to the fact vorite seat and it always disappears,

that Longwood was an all girls* Next time there is a production

school. It is rumored to have had in the auditorium, pay close arten-

several secret abortion clinics, tion, because the person next to you

Many students say that they can may not be the peron that is really

hear babies crying, rocking chairs whispering in your ear.

I
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PARTYING DOWN IN THE LONGWOOD COMMUNITY SINCE 1 920 NOVEMBER 1 1, 1998

Totalitarian Farmville Town Government
Threatens To Jail And Fine Drunk Students
By GEORGE LANUM and

MELANIE BARKER
Section Editors

As Longwood continues to

restrict alcohol consumption

on campus and news of the

college's expected growth

makes its rounds, the town of

Farmville has become more

concerned with the increase of

off-campus parties, intending

to crack down on these 200 to

300 person parties. With rep-

resentatives in the newly

formed task force, both school

and town officials intend to

devise a solution to solve this

problem.

Gerald Spates, Town
Manager of Farmville, re-

marked, "The problem we are

faced with now is that we are

getting complaints from resi-

dents about the parties. It's

been building up with more

students moving off campus

and more houses becoming

available for rent in what are

primarily residential neighbor-

hoods. It's not an every night

or an every weekend thing, but

it's an occasion. We have sev-

eral places in town that have

been problems for some time.

We are taking the position that

we are going to address those

problem areas."

The first step in combat-

ing the problem is to begin

strict enforcement of the nui-

sance sections of the Virginia

State Code, a solution that is

concerning many students.

The ordinance specifies a cer-

tain decibel level by a certain

number of feet from the house.

Violation of this ordinance car-

ries a fine up to $2500 and up

to 12 months in jail.

Many students feel that

this policy is unfair. Current

senior E.G. Staton said that he

felt parties were much smaller

and tamer compared to visj

in 1 992 prior to his enrcj^f

in 1997.

"I think

has diminis

w t

Longwood Students
Back The Night At Ra

By MELISSA GOSS
Staff Writer

The "Take Back the

Night" rally was held October

28th in Lankford Student

Union. Many Longwood stu-

dents showed up to what

turned out to be a very power-

ful rally. No one in the audi-

ence uttered a word as true sto-

ries, facts, and poems were pre-

sented at the podium. Candle-

light glimmered at the front,

getting stronger every few

minutes as another candle was

lit, signifying that another per-

son was raped somewhere.

The rally started off with

statistics about rape, stating

facts such as that most rapes

are not reported, that drinking

can be a prominate factor, and

^fifejdflti^ ~4li^l^l m/ffENNIFER^m Teguan ipms.

tally Business M4§| Kath fchael King,

and Katl are all stu-

that the rq m on rape are 1 m.§ HurricaB fcfa dent teac eir majors.

creasing,^ MKled about soifl In- Bass anc ftoth major-

What re^y struck theM m many if notM ing in L ities NK-8,

dience were the true storfl ^Ble in the unH pS and Kui Health and

told by the victims themselvB ^ed not to cafl Physical major.

One person told of how tm "better them! Fa Eael tudents is

was almost ri*«?d. but fl Bf people in plH teaching peat school.

roommate came back just as"^Hfcffected bv <M pSj None oi PRUdent teachers

her assailant was pinning her hurricanes or oth^H

sasters, take the™ for

werehur rout their studente, the

SEE NIGHT, PAGE 5
granted. Longwood, unfortu- SEE HONDURAS,
nately, has three students m PAGE 6
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EDITORIAL
Recent Stories Spark Debate Over On-Campus Alcohol

Many students have

been upset over a re-

cent story published

in the FarmvilU Herald about

off-campus parties. The story

stated that the town was dis-

turbed by the large number of

students participating in these

parties and the "bad behavior"

of the students who were drink-

ing.

There are many reasons

why students go off-campus to

drink. Over the past year, the

college has done away with a

number of on-campus func-

tions that allowed the use of

alcohol including beer

nights in Lancer Cafe,

Oktoberfest's Biergarten,

and Senior Night These

activities occured on-

campus for students who
were 21 years or older.

They were safe ways for

students to get together

and have fun on-campus.

Lancer Cafe checked ID's

and also made sure that stu-

dents were drinking responsi-

bly. These events eliminated

drinking and driving and cut

Since the college is now
trying to promote more alco-

down on the number of drunk-

in-public incidents.
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nust be typed, and

ime not appear on

hol-free functions, students

who want to drink have to go

off-campus in order to do so.

This has increased the number

of students who drink and drive

because now students have to

drive to one of Farmville's

many bars (note the sarcasm)

or go to off-campus parties if

they want to have a beer.

I'm sorry to break the

news to some people, but col-

lege students do drink. I'm not

saying we are a campus full of

drunks, but limiting the ways

to get alcohol on-campus does

not limit the number of stu-

dents who will still drink. The

precautions that are being

made on-campus now are caus-

ing more problems than

progress.

ft'cliol %aoo, ngsistaot 3itor

Disclaimer. The opinions expressed in this colomn are not neces-

sarily the beliefs of The Rotunda, the column write, or the advisor.

The comments are a compilation of students' "rage and praise" and

should not always be taken seriously.

*9K3 #
1. To the Women's Soccer Team who are ranked nationally for the

first time ever - 25th in the NCAA Division H Women's Soccer

ranking.

2. To Bill Rege and the Forensics team for their recent fourth

place overall ranking against schools such as William & Mary,

Georgetown, and Penn State. This year, the team has also placed

second at Shepherd, West Virginia, and sixth at Bloomsburg, Penn-

sylvania, where they battled it out against schools such as Cornell

and University of Pennsylvania. Way to go, Forensics!

3. To BS9 for funking up the campus with their recent musical per-

formances.

4. To Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity for providing the FAB on Halloween
so students could have a safe alternative to drinking and driving.

5. To the Drama Department for bringing Broadway to Farmville in

the excellent production of Big River.

sm i$
1. To Phyllis Mable for embarrassing a student by throwing her out

ofa faculty/student parking forum She had every right to be there.

2. To The Rotunda, as stated by Ed BeU in the Housing Depart-

ment, for not 'Vesearching" student comments a«i opinions.

3. To tibe administration for cutting the award-winning Forensics

team,

4. lb Raymond Cormier fee slamming journalists and die profes-

sion ofjournalism, a comment The Rotunda sees as poor opinion.

5. To any student who does not attend President Cormier's open
forum Take Iuwgwood's nrture seriously.



Will New Exam Schedule Affect

Performances on Finals???

By JAYME WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

-
. . ..i

If you haven't checked

your exam schedule for this se-

mester, you might want to give

it a look. Without any formal

announcement or consultation

with any representative of the

student body or Student Body

Government, the academic af-

fairs council has decided to

eliminate students* reading day

for exam preparation, push the

schedule up a day, and sched-

ule the last final exam of the

semester at 8:00 am on Mon-

day morning, December 11th.

Students aware of the

change are not happy.

"Itjust doesn't make sense

to cut preparation time for

something as important as fi-

nal exams," said Stacey

Moutsatsos, a senior sociology

major. "Reducing preparation

time for exams Is not a good

characteristic of a sound aca-

demic institution."

The administration, how-

ever, justifies its decision as a

matter of practicality, not aca-

demic philosophy.

"The problem was if we

followed the traditional exam

schedule, we were not going to

get grades out before the holi-

days," said Dr. Norman
Bregman, Vice President of

Academic Affairs.

Furthermore, Bregman av-

idly denies that the decision

had anything to do with the fact

that some students may not

take advantage of reading day.

"That [the decision] has

nothing to do with any party-

ing in any way, shape, or

form," stated Bregman

But still the question re-

mains as to why the students

were not consulted in the deci-

sion, especially those elected to

represent the student body in

such matters.

"It happened late in the

Bregman."I mean, nobody

made a big deal of this." How-
ever, the lack of large scale

complaining could be the

direct result of the fact that no

formal announcement to stu-

dents has been made. Bregman

said that he was not aware of

any plan to announce the

change.

"I mean, we mailed this

schedule out to all the profes-

sor so all their syllabi should

reflect it," stated Bregman

The change is not a long

term move, Bregman stresses,

and reading day will be re-in-

stalled next semester. Still,

many students are not even

aware of the change, and those

that are, fear the consequences

of lost study time on their fi-

nal exam performance.

When asked about the lack

of study time and reading day,

Erica Hendrick said, "I think

Our Two Resident "Experts" Tackle

The Question Of Gender Equality

In Today's Sporting World

By MICHAEL P.H. YOUNG end REBECCA TAYLOR
Sports end Advertising Editors

year or else I probably would that everyone will have to

have done some consulting study harder how with less

with students," said preparation time."

Mike: I feel that males and fe-

males should be able to play

whatever sport they want.

Becky: But some sports are

just female sports and others

are just male sports. Like foot-

ball for instance. A girl would

be killed if she played that.

Mike: You see, it is people like

you that make equal rights look

hypocritical. I know of many
females who have played on

their high school football

teams. Most ofthe females that

I know of usually end up try-

ing out for the place-kicker

position. I think that they do

this for a simple reason, they

know that they could get seri-

ously injured if they tried out

for another position, but they

still would like to be a part of

the team. I don't think you are

DoiiT Time at longwood: The Newspaper of the Underground
Disclaimer; This section is purely satirical to accommodate

those cynical Longwood students or people with a sense of hu-

mor. While the "facts " of the stories are not literal, they may

reveal a greater "truth, " Get it? Got it? Good.— The Warden

Monkeys Always Look—Apes Always

Tell Them To, Recen t Survey Says
By SUPER-JOHNNY

StaffGimp

According to a recent survey conducted among inebriated

Longwood College students, 100% of everyone alive believe in

the timeless children's taunt that, "monkeys always look—and

apes always tell them to."

Despite the fact mat this statement ends in a preposition,

therefore making it grammatically unsound, people world-wide

continue to Jive by these words.

"In my opinion," said Oscar Oscar, some guy I found on the

street who burns the paper bap which he uses to carry his whis-

key in order to keep warm, "the 'Monkey-Ape Rule,' as I've

come to call it, is second in legend only to cracks in the side-

walk breaking your mother's back. Or giving her knee fungus."

What might the implications of the superstition signify?

1 think it's just an old wives tide," said Oscar. "If you

believe in it, you're a g n idiot"

Further inquiries were interrupted when Dr. Oscar removed

an imaginary berreta from bis coat pocket and proceeded to

threaten randan passersby with it unless they agreed to give

him their spare change.

giving females credit for their

common sense. Take for in-

stance, Katie Hnida from Colo-

rado. She is 23 for 23 on ex-

tra-points this year and has hit

a 37-yard field goal. Not only

that, but she was voted home-

coming queen at her school.

From what I understand, she is

being courted by Rick

Neuheisel of the University of

Colorado to be the place-lacker

for their team. Could you

imagine a Division-I football

team with a female place-

kicker? How cool would that

be?

Becky: Yeah for her! I mean

mat's great and all. But how
often do you actually hear

about that happening? There

was a girl on a neighboring

high school football team back

home and she broke her back

after one game of football.

No,no! It was her fault for even

atttempting a "guy's sport".

There are some things in this

world that just belong to males

(football), and some that just

belong to females (field

hockey). People just need to

learn to deal with it. The best

of luck to that girl, but I hope

it doesn't become another fa-

mous football injury! As for

field hockey, guys just aren't

flexible enough to play the

sport. It's just a fact!

Mike: I hope you are joking...

I think if a girl wants to play

football, then she should play.

She knows the risks associated

with the sport. Let her play! If

a guy wants to play field

hockey, again, let him play.

Look at the last Olympic

games. The United States

men's Field hockey squad lost

EVERY SINGLE match... I

don't think that they have won

a game in something like 10

years. Can you say: Men's Col-

lege Field Hockey? Another

point... WBNA, why not

SEE HE SAID, PAGE 12
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G.I.V.E. Office Sponsoring

Operation Turkey// •/

By MON1QUE MINNIX
Staff Writer

Again this November, the

G.I.V.E Office is sponsoring

Operation Turkey, a project

that supplies less fortunate

families with a Thanksgiving

dinner.

The G.LVE Office is ask-

ing Longwood students to

come together and collect din-

ner baskets. Operation Turkey

is a simple process. Call the

G.I.V.E Office to register and

bring donated items by the of-

fice by no later than 5 p.m.,

Friday, November 20th.

The average student can

help by asking theirRA or Hall

Council Representative to take

up a financial collection or

food contribution. The follow-

ing items are suggested (but

not limited to): canned veg-

etables, cornbread mix, a loaf

of bread, mashed potato mix,

stuffing mix, cranberry sauce,

pumpkin pie mix, and turkey

coupons (rather than frozen

turkeys).

Ellen Masters said, "Last

year over thirteen groups from

Longwood collected cans and

non-perishables. That is thir-

teen families that would not

have had a Thanksgiving din-

ner otherwise."

She added that a family that

was helped by Operation Tur-

key sent in a letter; "Dear

Longwood Students, I enjoyed

Thanksgiving dinner. The
stuffing was good. My chil-

dren liked the mashed pota-

toes. Thank you for the chips,

cookies, and string beans.

Thank you for such a gift."

The G.I.V.E Office needs

as many volunteers as it can

get, so please give a helping

hand and contribute to Opera-

tion Turkey.

Farmville Architecture

Book Now Available

S-LATE Gives Future Teachers

Practical Experience In Their Field

By ALLYSON BLAKE
Nexvs Editor

S-LATE, which began in

1993 by Dr. Jim Cope, mem-
ber and current President of

VATE (Virginia Association

of Teachers of English), is a

professional organization for

future teachers. It stands for

Students of Longwood Asso-

ciation of Teachers of En-

glish.

"I started S-LATE so that

Longwood students could get

involved with their profes-

sional organization before

they actually joined the

teaching profession. Also,

students who get involved

with professional organiza-

tions generally remain active

members when they become
teachers," Dr. Cope said.

The S-LATE organization

has done many things in the

past year, as well as this se-

mester. Last fall, the officers

attended the statewide VATE
conference, where they met
other teachers and learned

about new and better teach-

ing methods. However, the

highlight of the VATE confer-

ence for them was meeting

and befriending Chris

SEE S-LATE, PAGE 5

An illustrated booklet

documenting the architecture of

Farmville has been published by

the Longwood Center for the Vi-

sual Aits. The cost ofeach book-

let is $5.95 plus tax. Farmville

Architecture: An Illustrated

Tour Through 200 Years was

created by Longwood College

art students Kelly Booth, Brandy

Davis, Amy Embrcy, Amy
Hamilton, Hope Harding, David

Lewis, Andrea Mink, Pat Shaw,

and Jeremy Tassone under the

direction of Professor John S. J.

Burke. Mary Prevo provided ar-

chitectural notes for each build-

ing and Richard McClintock is

responsible for the design of the

booklet The publication repro-

duced the architectural drawings

in the History of Farmville Bi-

centennial Exhibit held at the

Longwood Center for the Visual

Arts this past summer.

The booklet covers 200

years of architecture and is a

great reference to the history of

Farmville. Each illustration has

a brief description about the ar-

chitectural elements ofthe build-

ing. Farmville Architecture: An
Illustrated Tour Through 200

Years is available for purchase

in the following locations:

RoUeighdon Books, 306-B Main

Street; Cheese& Company, 214

North Main Street; Barnes &
Noble, Longwood College; and

the Longwood Center for the Vi-

sualArts, 129Norm Main Street

For further information, please

call the LongwoodCenter for the

Visual Arts at 395-2206.

RoUeighdon Books
Upcoming Events and Signings

fax num mfvimatu*, colt 3t5SS75

SAm&dui}, MwemSwt 12 puun 1:30-3:30 Qxtington, Vfa
ginia teaident Janice 3kown fyime& uuU &ign nm w&tA (Z
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Farmville Town Government
continued from page 1

To Crack Down On Off-Campus Bashes

plaints in areas that we've
never had complaints before,"

commented Spates,

Sydnor C. Newman,
Mayor ofFarmville, appointed

Spates and Town Council

members, William Wall and

Otto Overton to the special task

force to represent the town.

Representatives from the col-

lege include James Huskey,

Chief of College Police and

Susan Monahan, Director of

Commuter Student Affairs.

One of the primary functions

of the task force is to combine

the rules ofthe state ofVirginia

and Town of Farmville and the

expectations of Longwood
College into something that is

enforceable.

One of the biggest ques-

tions facing the college," re-

marked Rick Hurley, Vice

President of Administration

and Finance,"is the extent to

which the college can extend

its arm off-campus."

Currently administration

intends to stand by the "Scope

of Authority" policy in the

handbook which states,

'Criminal activity by a student,

whether it takes place on or off

campus may be causes for dis-

ciplinary action if such activ-

ity impedes or affects the learn-

ing climate or normal opera-

tion of the College. This prin-

ciple also applies to other

forms of off-campus conduct

or behavior—especially in ar-

eas contiguous to the Col-

lege—that would have an ad-

verse effect on the institution

of its educational effort."

Tim Pierson, Dean of Stu-

dents, along with other admin-

istrators, believes that off-cam-

pus students should be treated

like Farmville residents, unless

these off-campus parties affect

the learning environment.

Pierson cited as an example the

incident that took place at Long

Shotz last spring where a fight

at the bar carried over on to

campus.

Patricia Cormier, President

of the college, also feels that

students should be treated as

town residents first, unless

their behavior affects the col-

lege environment.

S-LATE Gives Future English

Teachers Hands-On Experience
continued from page 4
Crutcher, a young adult nov- Suite," a place for teachers

elist who wrote Staying Fat

for Sara Burns and Running

Loose. He later spoke at the

S-LATE conference that was

held here at Longwood in the

spring. According to Presi-

dent Heather Swan, having

Chris Crutcher come speak at

the conference was probably

one of S-LATE's biggest ac-

complishments.

"It's not every day you

meet someone famous and

get to talk with them," Swan
said.

They have also done
some community projects as

well. They refurbished the

Buckingham School Butter-

fly Bus by painting it, and this

semester they plan on tutor-

ing in the nearby elementary

schools.

This October they at-

tended the statewide VATE
conference and were in

charge of the "Hospitality

and others to come rest and

get a snack and drink.

Their goals for the future

are to prepare people for stu-

dent teaching, bring in first

year teachers to share their

experiences, and set up a re-

source file which will be

available for students to go

into to get interesting teacher

resources.

The officers this year are

President-Heather Swan,
Vice President-Denitra Rose,

Treasurer-Kelly Tucker, Sec-

retary-Deitra Nance, Histo-

rian-Linda Eanes, Secondary

member at large-Julie Brown,

and Elementary member at

large-Sarah Jewell.

The S-LATE conference

for the spring will be held at

Longwood on April 10th.

The keynote speaker will be

Maureen Barbieri who will

perform poetry in a program

entitled "Poetry Alive."

"Students should be treated

like you would treat any other

citizen in this community,"

said Cormier.

Although administration

feels mat off-campus students

should be handled by the town,

they are expected to comply

with regulations created by the

college for off-campus dwell-

ers. These regulations include

no loud music, no shouting or

abusive language, and compli-

ance with Virginia's alcoholic

beverage laws. When prob-

lems involving these expecta-

tions arise, the college reserves

the right to revoke off-campus

privileges.

For the most part, Spates

believes that off-campus stu-

dents are responsible when it

comes to off-campus social

life.

It's not all college students,

because we have college stu-

dents that are good neighbors.

We consider ourselves lucky

that college students, as a

whole, are very well behaved

and the majority of them don't

cause any problems," com-
mented Spates.

LO od Students Take Back The Night
torn page 1

down, Tn mis case, the female

in me cod she won, and her

assailant spent time in jail and

will be on probation. Even a

does not hear much about a

man being raped, but it does

tappmOftemantoldhow he

was raped by Ms baby-sitter.

ToriAmes's song Afe and

a Guhi performed by Call

Adams filled the room as

well. The lyrics of the song

penetrated the silence. One
could tell that the message

wasiattixighome in the minds

ofthose who were present.

Even more powerful sto-

nes were told from the hps of

A professor from Longwood
shared her horrifym,g experi-

ence at a university before

there were any laws about

rape. She shared the

sympathy she received after

she was Brutally attacked.

The most dominating

presence was Rolland Hayes

from the Lynchburg Crisis

Center. He presented an exten-

sive talk about all aspects of

sexual assault One ofhis pow-

erful quotes was "Do we have

the right, or do we have the

might?** He was referring to

the men or women who choose

to force themselves upon an-

other person*

Myths were declared un-

tiue. The way one dresses does

not give the right for a man to

rape a woman. Rape does not

only happen to women. Rape

is not just rough sex.

Rape is a horrendous act

that leaves emotional scars and

sometimes physical scars. By
no means is rape a pleasant

experience to the victim. T^e
terrible event is burned into the

mind of me victim.

* The subject of rape was

changed by a story of marital

violence. The story of a

woman who was murdered

by her husband provided a

different twist to the rally.

The daughter-in-law of the

victim told the story. The
woman had wanted a divorce

and ended up losing her life.

Her husband shot her and

turned the gun on himself.

'All she wanted was a di-

vorce," stated the daughter-

in-law, Betty Brunett, as she

told the story.

The points of the rally

echoed loud and clear to the

those who attended. Rape is

real, and it happens to any-

body regardless of gender.

One needs to be informed of

the statistics and be aware of

the situation he or she is in

before it is much too late. If

it does happen, remember, it

is not your fault

K\VV\V\\\m\V\mmV<! mm
Is life weighing
you down?

DEPRESSION SCREENING DAY
10:00-2:00

Tuesday, Nov. 10
Blackball Dining Hall

—
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Longwood Student Teachers

Battling Against Nature in

Honduras
continued from front page

children they work wjth, were.

Many are without food, water,

and even shelter.

As ofright now King, Bass,

and Kunclrs are giving out the

food and the water that is avail-

able, Longwood is trying to

get them out of Honduras be-

cause of the bad conditions.

The college is also taking up

money for those families that

have lost everything. The
money will be distributed to

families at each of the schools;

it will be used for necessities.

If you are interested in donat-

ing money, please contact Dr.

Stephen Keith in the student

teaching office, Hull Building.

For students who are planning

to teach, there are practicums

available in the U.S., Hondu-

ras, England, and Ireland. This

may help future teachers to

expand their horizons.

SURVIVORS OF HURRICANE MITCH: These Longwood students are

student teaching in less than desirable conditions in Honduras. They have

had to endure hurricanes,famine and other natural disasters.

Colors of the

Clothesline
By MELISSA GOSS

Sttf Writer

The National Clothesline

Project made a stop at Long-

wood October 21, a week be-

fore the "Take Back the Night"

vigil.

The purpose of this project

was to bear witness to victims

as well as survivors of sexual

violence and sexual abuse.

The project was a tribute to

show the extent ofviolence and

provide a visual display simi-

lar to those projects such as the

AIDS quilt and the Vietnam

Wall.

The Clothesline project

provided an opportunity to

help with me hf^'ing process

associated with sexual vio-

lence; not only for survivors,

but those who have lost a loved

one from sexual violence. The

Longwood Clothesline was

open to all survivors of sexual

abuse, both male and female.

The shirts in the clothes-

line were color coded to depict

what kind of violence was ex-

perienced. White was for those

women and men who died

from violence committed

against them by their partners;

yellow or beige was for those

who had been battered or as-

saulted; red, pink, or orange

was for people who had been

SEE CLOTHESLINE,
PAGE 7

Cormier Gives Open Forum

for Faculty and Staff
By GEORGE C. LANUM, Iff

Features Editor

President Cormier gave a

forum for faculty and staff on

rhursday October 22nd during

which she addressed several

issues, ranging from a compre-

lensive public relation plan to

the predicted growth of the

college.

The forum began with

questions of Longwood's use

af adjuncts verses full time fac-

ulty. Cormier was quick to re-

spond that adjuncts make up

only 15-20% of the total fac-

ulty, which is relatively low

when compared to other insti-

tutions,

The prevailing topic ofdis-

cission was a new all-encom-

jassing public relations plan.

Cormier argued that Long-

wood is practually invisible.

When something does come
Dut, the colors and symbols are

not always the same. Begin-

ning immediately Longwood

will have a new look. The col-

ors are going to be standard-

ized. The blue will be classic

navy, while the white will ap-

pear as the same shade. The

standard seal will also be used

on everything. The goal ofthis

standardization is to hopefully

give Longwood amore unified

appearance,

Cormier went on to say that

she wants to raise this institu-

tion -"to notch it up. We are

losing the slightly higher qual-

ity student" to schools like

James Madison and the Uni-

versity of Virginia.

"The number one reason

people choose a college,"

Cormier said, "is on academic

reputation. We need to work

harder to keep the higher qual-

ity student. This is a process

that will take a lot ofwork and

sometime to complete.**

Another topic dealt with

international experience. In-

ternational experience is nec-

essary to be relative in today's

world.

"Not aU of that (interna

tional experience) can be done

through reading and discuss

ing-some of it has to be done

by experiencing," remarked

Cormier.

Another issue that was

raised was the impression that

alcohol was being pushed off

campus. Cormier stated mat

she was not attempting to make

Longwood a dry campus, but

what was happening was a sys

tematic attempt to prevent

binge drinking and underage

consumption of alcohol.

President Cormier re

marked briefly on the recent

problems with off-campus par-

ties. Inappropriate behavior

does not have anytiling to do

with growth. She said that the

college was working with the

town of Farmvilie to deal with

the problem.

Students Attend 14th Annual
Virginia Beach Leadership

Conference
BySTARSTOLTE

Stotf Writer

On Friday, November 6th,

over 50 students left Long-

wood College on their way to

the Virginia Beach Leadership

Conference to learn more
about the art of leadership. The

workshop technically began

after dinner on Friday night,

with a lecture from Dr. James

Jordan. He spoke about the

Native American culture and

what we as a nation can learn

from the lives of the Native

Americans. He told the group

of students and staff of the four

qualities of leadership that the

Native Americans believed in.

These qualities were: having

aa emotional attachment to

your home, possessing an

openness and uniqueness in

fife, harmony within yourself

and with those around you, and

the knowledge that everyone

has a communal responsibility

to each other.

After Dr. Jordan's speech,

the conference members met in

their assigned groups where

they were faced with an ethi-

cal dilemma, which they had

to present the next day. Each

group met for approximately

45 minutes, discussing their

dilemma, how to solve it, and

how to present it Dilemmas
ranged from copying rented

videos to recruiting new mem-
bers. Each group presented

their dilemma and solution in

a brief skit on either Saturday

night or Sunday morning. The
skits ranged from talk shows,

to devil vs. angel conscience

situations, and trials of the

Honor Board.

Once the groups were
through with their meetings.

they were free for the night,

until 8:00 a.m. on Saturday

morning, when each confer-

ence member met for breakfast

and a lecture from the keynote

speaker, Patty Holmes.

Holmes spoke to the confer-

ence attendees about living

with their own values and posi-

tive thinking. She told per-

sonal stories about friends and

how their personalities affected

her moods and her leadership

reasoning. With catchy say-

ings such as, "If I were any bet-

ter, you would have to tax me
as an amusement park", she in-

trigued and inspired many of

the people in the audience.

Lancer Productions repre-

sentative Kelly Humphries
stated that, "I was really in-

spired by Patty Holmes* speech

on leadership. She was so

SEE LEADERSHIP,
PAGE 7



Serve To Serve:

Focus on Alpha Phi Omega
ByMEGAN BLACK

Staff Writer

What do service, brother-

hood and women have in com-

mon? The answer may Dot be

as apparent as it may seem.

Alpha Phi Omega, a co-educa-

tional brotherhood makes ser-

vice its first priority on

Longwood's campus. The fra-

ternity is a group of students

who have come together with

a common aim, to serve. De-

spite the numerous service

projects preformed in our com-

munity, Alpha Phi Omega, or

"APO," as it is often called,

does not receive the recogni-

tion it deserves, and may be

one of Longwood's best kept

secrets.

To join the fraternity, a

prospective member must at-

tend Rush functions similar to

other Greek organizations on

campus. Bids are awarded, and

a pledge period follows. It is

not unusual for initiated soror-

ity and Fraternity members
who wish to increase their

community service involve-

ment to join.

APO differs from other

Greek organizations in the fact

that it was organized with the

sole intention ofproviding ser-

vice to others.

According to brother Eliza-

beth Williams, what this group

has in common is that "we all

want to help, and that's what

matters. From that grew genu-

ine friendships, We all have in

common more than any of us

imagined when we joined."

For her, the desire to make

a difference was given an op-

portunity to flourish through

her fraternity.

She explains, "I not only

became close to people who
had the same values as me, but

I was able to give my desire to

help others much more direc-

tion. Since I became a brother

I have accomplished things

that I never even imagined I

would, not only because of the

opportunities, but also because

of the support from die group

as a whole."

APO provides many ser-

vice projects to Longwood's

campus and community, such

as the Bloodmobile, collecting

old newspapers for the SPCA,

taping books for the blind,

Adopt-A-Highway, FACES,
an organization which distrib-

utes food to lower income

families, and campus clean-

ups. The list of the

organization's projects is as

endless as their devotion to

bettering the Longwood com-

munity.

As a group with such high

aims, it is surprising that they

have received so little attention

on our campus. The members'

interest lies on the betterment

of the community rather man
receiving recognition for then-

actions, although they deserve

great thanks from our campus

and community as a whole.

APO welcomes all inter-

ested students to attend their

Spring 1999 Rush. Ifyou have

a desire to help better the world

around you,APO may be what

you are looking for. Any ques-

tions may be directed to Nicole

Setliff, Vice President ofMem-
bership, at extension 4149.

VA Beach Leadership Conference, page 6

positive and upbeat that the rest

of my day Virginia Beach

Leadership Conference was

outstanding and running

smooth."

The rest of the day was

filled with "breakout sessions"

on many different subjects

concerning leadership. Some
examples of session topics

were unity and diversity, stress

management, conflict manage-

ment, managing priorities, and

the virtues of compassion, re-

sponsibility, and loyalty.

Each session brought on a

new perspective to its topic.

Each student was given the

choice to attend whichever of

the three sessions were hap-

pening at a time. Longwood

College staff and students ran

the sessions.

After dinner, Saturday

night, the group got back to-

gether where five of the eight

groups showed off their cre-

ative abilities while exuding

leadership virtues in their as-

signed ethical dilemma. These

demonstrations were contin-

ued over breakfast on Sunday,

which conluded the confer-

ence. After teh presentations,

the students and staff left the

hotel for their 3-hour trek back

to Longwood College.

Clothesline , page $

raped or sexually assaulted;

blue or green was for survivors

of incest or child sexual abuse;

and purple or lavender was for

people who were attacked be-

cause they were lesbian, gay,

or bisexual. Each shirt re-

flected the person's personal

experience including informa-

tion like dates, names, etc.

People who made shirts for

loved ones that died included

any personal information they

wished to share about the death

and what the person meant to

them. Personal photographs

were also an option.

The people who partici-

pated in the Clothesline Project

came to the A Room in

Lankford to paint their shirts.

The shirts depicted a variety of

messages about all kinds of

forms of abuse whether here at

Longwood, or in the area in

which the person came from.

Some shirts had pictures and

others had designs along with

messages. After the shuts were

created, they were displayed

for the public in the Common-
wealth Ballroom.

News Previews
Nov. 1 1 Master Dance Classes; African-American street danc-

ing and hip-hop dancing presented by Joey Middleton

and Ron Wood of Rennie Harris/Pure Movement in

the Lancer Dance Studio. Times at 10:30-11:20 a.m.

and, 12:30-1:20 pm Call Dr. Neal if you plan on at-

tending.

Nov. 11 Student Open Forum with Dr. Cormier, 6: 15-8: 15p.m.,

Commonwealth Ballroom

Nov. 13 LP Film: Deep Impact, 8 & 10:30 p.m., Common-
wealth Ballroom

Nov, 14 Family Houday Open Rouse: 1-4 p.m., LCVA

Nov,14 Jazz Poet Society: 8 p.m., Commonwealth Ballroom

Nov, 15 Senior Voice Recital: Michele Noel, 4 p.m., Wygal

Nov, 16 Performing Arts: Beehive, 8 p.m., Jarman Auditorium

Nov. 16 LP Film: Deep Impact, 9 p.m„ Commonwealth Ball-

room; 2 p.m. showing in the Commuter Lounge

Nov. 23 Longwood Jazz Ensemble, Fall Concert, 7:30 p.m.,

Jarman Auditorium

Nov. 27 Roy Clark Holiday Concerts, 3 & 8 p.m., Jarman Audi-

torium Ticket Prices: matinee and evening concert

front orchestra: $15 and $17

rear orchestra: $12 and $15

balcony seats: $10 and $12

Tickets are on sale in the Jarman Box Office, 3-5 p.m.,

Mon.-Fri.. Visa and Mastercard are accepted, Call (he

box office at x2474 for details.

Nov. 30 Vivian Jenkins, noted romance writer and educator of

Central Piedmont Community College in Charlotte,

N.C., will present hands-on workshop/seminar on how

to write a Harlequin Romance Novel, 6-9 p.m.,

Grainger 115.

Dec. 7 5.-00pa is the absolute deadline for Fall 1999 student

teaching applications, if there are questions, call x233 1

.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Board of Visitors approved the 1998-99 Foundational Plan

to Reduce Binge and Illegal Drinking during its Octo-

ber 10 meeting. The Plan, which focuses on education

and enforcement (including sanctions), supports the

recommendations by theAttorney General's Task Force

on Drinking by College Students.

SAFE (Students Advocating AFearless Environment) meets ev-

ery Monday at 7 p.m. in the Nottoway Room of

Lankford. Come out and support safety at Longwood

(topics include sexual assault and domestic violence

awareness). For more information, call Lisa Cheyne

at x2509, Wellness Center.



J.R. 'S BAR/LAUNDRYMAT/GAS STATION: Local hangoutfor college students and townies.

Photo by: Cindy Nichols

J.R.'s: College Students vs. Townies
By MELANIEBARKER

Opinion Editor

I heard a lot about J.R.'s last

semester. From the sounds of

conversations, J.R.'s seemed to

be the chosen Longwood party

locale for Spring 98. Apparently

I missed the pinnacle of J.R.'s

popularity, because when I first

set foot in the place over the sum-

mer, I was at a loss as to why
J.R.'s was the prime setting for

Thursday night gatherings.

J.R.'s is a combination of any

rural basement circa 1970 and,

according to Greg McCarney,

the local Skate-O-Rama. The

setting itself is enough to depress

anyone. And it gets worse with

the initial surveying the crowd.

Being that I grew up 20 minutes

from Farm vi He, J.R.*s proves to

be especially depressing for me.

It was definitely a constant re-

minder of what 1 could've been:

a high-haired woman in jeans

five sizes too small, hovering

over a pool table with the smoke

from dozens of Marlboro Reds,

sulking jealously behind my
man—the catch of Farmville-

who is, in reality, just like every

other male, Farmville local. It

was enough to make me want to

kill myself. Or at least drink

myself into a stupor.

Now that I think about it

though, perhaps the redneck,

townie atmosphere is a novelty

to J.R.'s college patrons. I, how-

ever, cannot handle the faux

wood paneling or the sight of

seeing the mothers of high

school friends attempting to pick

up men half their age (and some-

times succeeding, mind you).

EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY: Macados is a friendly enviornmentfor college
students to relax and eat.

Macados: Mmm... Mmm...Good!

ByJENNIFER BALLARD
Business Editor

Most, if not all Longwood,

and even Hampden Sydney stu-

dents have at one time or an-

other eaten at Macados,

What is so special about

Macados? I don't know. I ate

there, but I never figured out

what is so special. The service

was slow, the gazebo was
filthy, and the orders were not

even right. They had one pea-

nut butter cookie...one hard

peanut butter cookie...what is

up with that?!? That is nasty!

Macados is known for their

food. They have a large assort-

ment; sandwiches, salads,

quesadillas and lots of desserts.

Because I know that the food

is usually good, I ate there on

another occasion just' to see if

me service was any better. It

was clean and had a friendly at-

mosphere. The food was good

and the service was prompt. I

waited for about fifteen min-

utes for my food and the ice

cream sundae was great,

Since the second time was
much better I recommend that

you eat there. Some other stu-

dents have said it is good and

fast too, while a lot of others

say that the service is going

down the drain because of the

changes in staff.

Good Bye Long SI

By GUADALOUPEFITZGERALD

Staff Writer

Longwood students have

found the solution to the clos-

ing of Long Shotz, and the an-

swer is 205 Steak Club.

205 Steak Club is a local res-

taurant and bar located in the

old Farmville Creamery build-

ing on Virginia Street. It ha?

undergone many names and

changes over the years, but has

remained a favorite place for local

college students.

'It's a traditional Thursday night

hang-out, and it starts the weekend

off on a good note," stated junior

Susan Godsey.

One of the attractions to 205 is

the dance floor. Because Farmville

is such a small area, there are not

sissy places where students can go

to dance without traveling to Rich-

mond or Lynchburg.

Things to Do in WAL'MAR
NTER

ByMONIQUEMINNDC

Staff Writer

When faced with the task

of finding "fun" things to

do in Farmville, a few

things come to mind. You

might think Macados and

Landsharks, but what if it's

3 a.m. or 2 in the after-

noon? Then what? Your

answer . . . Walmart
Supercenter, baby!

When asked if she

thought Wal-Mart was fun,

"Sometimes, it depends on

my mood," was Staci

Vinson's reply.

Christina Layden said,

"You could easily spend

hours in Wal-Mart."

Not to sound like a com-

mercial, but Wal-Mart is

the one stop for all of your

shopping needs. With its many

departments, who could ask for

anything else? Wal-Mart

Supercenter has a grocery depart-

ment, a shoe department, jewelry,

toys, electronics, a pharmacy,

sporting goods, clothing,

houseware, a photo center, hair

salon, a Wachovia Bank, a por-

trait studio, an auto repair shop,

garden center, tool department,

and the list goes on.

"A girl in one of my classes

got her hair cut at Wal-Mart and

she was telling us all about it to-

day in class," says Joelle Sines.

But not everyone has such

great luck with Wal-Mart and its

various departments.

April Horsley and her siblings

had a portrait done in Wal-Mart's

portrait studio for their mother's

birthday. She said that Wal-Mart

ruined the pictures twice and

Friday with the anucip;

s hanging out with frier

Many students race out of their last class

are activities to do in Farmville. Whethe

something to do.

How do you have a good time in Farmville?

)!eman, junior

Bowman, seni

"I have non-alcoholic parties in my room,** Keasi

"I go out with my friends to have a good tunc

"205," Wendy Guyton, senior.

"We leave," Katfcfyn Blackweli sophomore,

*1 go to Sriannonan4 Jason's house to ntay Whiz," Katie WturodjL

*I Ifte to hang out on second flow-ARC wheremy ftieods art," Dae

"Two words: umder-water bas^wemw^," Ori§ McCarney, senior

"I go to a lot of OB-campus school related aetivftiea," Kim Bradley, J

"I hang out wim my friends in the dorms,** Mark BochtoW, sophomc
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>hotz...Hello 205

al "I go there because it's the only

club in Farmville and the only

ht fun place to dance. Farmville

id needs more clubs," said senior

or Dana Lewis.

One of the drawbacks for

is younger students U that 205 has

le a 21 years or older policy on

ot s<mre nights^cb^ilDW the

>o door.

b- "I don't like the 21 years or

older policy because it's unfair

for freshmen who want to go

somewhere to dance and have

a good time," said freshman

Avery Johnson.

Some students also do not

like the long waiting line that

sometimes greets mem at the

door. However. with

Fannville's limited entertain-

ment and Longwood's new al-

cohol policies, 205 is the place

to be.

When You Are Dead
iy therefore ruined their would-be

or birthday gift.

rt Christina Layden says, "The
1- only thing I hate is that you

y, can't walk away without spend-

y, ing at least $20."

g, If Wal-Mart's shopping fun

ir isn't enough, here are a few

r- oddball things to try:

p,
• Ride the electronic cars at the

it, front of the store.

• Walk up to an employee and

;s tell him seriously, "I think

d we've got a Code 3 in

)- Housewares," and see what

happens,

h • As the cashier runs your ptn
--

ts chase over the scanner, look

mesmerized and say, "Wow,
:> Magic!"

s • Put M&M's on layaway.

s • Look at the security camera,

rt and use it as a mirror while you

d pick your nose.

• Attempt to fit into very large

gym bags.

• Two words: Marco Polo.

When someone steps away

from his or her cart to look at

something, quickly take it

with it without saying a word.

• Make up nonsense products

and ask newly hired employ-

ees if there are any in stock,

• Get boxes of condoms and

randomly put them in

peoples' carts when they're

not looking.

If you've explored Wal-

Mart's numerous departments

and have tried some of

these alternative activities

and still don't find Wal-Mart

Supercenter to be the Mecca

of all stores, give up ... go

to Macados.

cipation of making plans for the weekend. Believe it or not, there

friendffor discovering the night life of Farmville, there is always

senior.

HARK
ater

SEE CARBON LEAF LIVE: Landsharks provides live entertainmentfor college students and
townies. Photo by: Becky Taylor

Landsharks: The Pleasing Alternative

By MELANIEBARKER

Opinion Editor

Each bar in Farmville definitely

attracts its own crowd. Long Shotz

appealed to the typical college stu-

dents, until it shut down and ev-

eryone flocked to 205. Macados

also seems to be the ideal spot for

students just starting off the

evening, or for those just turning

21. J.R.'s (from what I've wit-

nessed) attracts every truck driv-

ing. Confederate flag waving

townie that ever spit tobacco this

side of the Appomattox. How-
ever, Landsharks seems to ap-

peal to the 30 and over crowd,

at least until they go home to bed

around 10 p.m.

I can't say that I've partied at

Landsharks that often, but when
I have it's always been a good

time. They've got the best

Margarita shrimp there.

Landsharks is also where I sipped

the sweet nectar of Abita Purple

Haze (actually I can't find it any-

where else in Farmville). And
God knows I never miss a Car-

bon Leaf show. Being one of the

few places that hosts live bands,

Landsharks provides a pleasant

alternative to the overcrowded

205 Steak Club.

^

THE FANCYSIDE OF FARMVILLE: Charleys on the waterfront, provides goodfoodfor
tveryone. Photo by: Cindy Nichols

An Evening at Charleys Waterfront Cafe

ByMSHSSAGM,
Assistant LayoutManager

A few friends and I went to

Charleys originally to see a band

play, but decided later that we
were hungry. We sat down and

were served our drinks in a de-

cent amount of time. We arrived

a little early, so it wasn't that

crowded yet I ordered chicken

and french fries. My meal ar-

rived in a shorter time than I

expected and it was very good
and extremely filling. Our
server was very nice and kept

our drinks filled. Overall I was

pleased with the meal. We de-

cided to skip dessert and catch

the band. There was a band

from Lynchburg called The
Hot Chilli Brothers. They
played classic rock, but they

were not the ordinary rock

band, They had two guitarists,

a bassist, drummer, piano
player, and another guy that

played the mandolin, saxo-

phone (one or two at a time),

and die flute. They did origi-

nals as well as covers and re-

quests. Tbey were a definite

crowd pieaser. By the second

set, the crowd was dancing.

This was the pinnacle of ray

wonderful evening at Charleys.

mm
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Janet Jackson Offers Memorable
Virginia Beach Show

By LORENHATCHER
Sftf Writer

As Route 460 East seems

to fly beneath me, I con-

template what the night

will entail. Five Longwood stu-

dents, including myself, are trav-

eling to the VA Beach Ampi-

heatre to see N'Sync open up for

the mainstage performer, Janet

Jackson and her Velvet Rope

tour. The trip involved weeks of

planning, preparation and a lot

of caffeine for the drive.

N'Sync, an all-male pop

band, was the opening act We
had lawn seats, but their

brightly -colored pajama-like

outfits were more than visible.

They sang about five songs and

did a lot of dancing. Some parte

ofthe songs were barely audible,

due to the shrieking of adoles-

cent girls.

Sophomore Ashley Toney

said, "There were a bunch of

twelve year-old girls mere and I

felt like a teeny bopper, but I

didnt care. N'Sync rocks!"

After N'Sync left the stage,

the audience knew it was time

for the real show to begin. An

enormous purple curtain was

assembled on the stage and it

was obvious some very big

pieces of scenery were being

used. Motown music played the

entire set-up time, complete with

songs of the Jackson Five.

At approximately nine

o'clock, the massive curtain

opened. A pixie character

skipped onto the stage and

opened a large book in the cen-

ter of the stage. The book was

actually aTV screen and -ie VW-

vetRope symbol appeared on the

screen. Soon, the song Special

(from the CD The Velvet Rope)

started playing and Janet's danc-

ers came out on stage. Janet her-

selfappeared soon after, dressed

in her trademark feminine tux-

edo and hat

Crystal Reid said, "I saw

Janet in the 80's and she still

gives a great performance,"

After a crowd-ripping open-

ing song, Janet settled down a

bit and sang Again from the De-

sign ofa Decade CD. It was just

Janet and her guirtarist, seated

on stools and playing/singing

their hearts out It was done very

well and she even cried at the

end.

The highlight of the show

was a medley from Control

('86), Rythm Nation C89), and

janet ("93). The stage was now a

fantastical playroom, encom-

passing a bouncy slide, blocks,

oversized pillows, a dancing

clock, and a giant moon. The

dancers and Janet were all

dressed in colorful costumes that

fit the theme of the "room".

Pyrotechnics were also used

in this part ofthe show. Td never

seen anything like the playroom

scene at a concert before, it was

definitely different" said junior

John Thrasher.

Therbia Parker also com-

mented, "Janet Jackson was the

best concert I've seen since the

Indigo Girls. She's also the great-

est performer I've ever seen."

Janet closed with another

song from The Velvet Rope, Go
Deep. This number also in-

volved a lot of dancing, a scene

change, and costume changes

for everybody.At the close ofdie

concert, Janet introduced the

members of the oand, her danc-

ers, and choreograhper.

mwmmnim—1

Deep

TH°ugHts

By KEVINROCK
DPS Editor

1. If a tin whistle is made out of tin (and it is), then what is a

Foghorn made of?

2. If quitters never win, and winners never quit why do they

say, "Quit while you're ahead"?!

3. If vegetable oil comes from vegetables, where does baby oil

come from?

4. 1 believe the only time the world beats a path to my door is

when Fm in the bathroom.

5. What do they call a coffee break at die JJpton Tea Com-

pany?

6. What hair color do they put on the driver's license of a bald

man?

7. When it rains, why don't sheep shrink?

8. Why is the word abbreviation so long?

9. Don't sweat the petty things and don't pet the sweaty things.

10. Why is it yew never hear about people acting chalant when

they are nervous or upset about something? (compliments of Dr.

Paul Moriarty, Philosophy)

Just some more things to consider....

CfltumnisfS Note: I have already received one additon, thank

you PauL If you have any Deep Thoughts of your own that I

might not have, just e-mail me with your suggestions at

kmrock@longwood,lwc.edu.

mm



Zeta Tau Alpha Celebrates National Centennial

By JENNIFER BARNES
Staff Writer .

Longwood College is

honored to have four

Alpha Chapters. Zeta

Tau Alpha, founded in 1898,

was Longwood College's first

Chapter, and celebrated its

Centennial Anniversary this

year. Activities included a

clock dedication in front of the

library and dedication of a

plaque and a case for the 75m
anniversary mace. The plaque,

mace and its case are now on

display in the library foyer. A
historical marker for the

"Farmville Four" was also

placed in front of the Rotunda.

To top off die centennial

celebration, a time capsule

filled with memories was pre-

sented and will be buried at the

International Office in India-

napolis, Indiana. The contents

ZTA'S DONATE PLAQUE: Pictured left to right are Pres. Patricia Cormier, Pres. ofZTA
Longwood Chap. Emily Tripiett, andZTA national president, Alice McCaann Matthews.

will
be re-

vealed at

the bicen-

tennial in

2 098.
ZTA's
from all

over the

nation at-

tended the

centen-
nial cel-

ebration

as did the

Long-
wood
chapter.

The Na-

t i on a 1

President

presented

Zeta Tau

Alpha

with an engraved clock to

be placed in their chapter

room.

SeniorAmy Johnson, a sis-

ter ofZTA states, "We have so

much history on campus; to

think it will continue for many
years to come is incredible.

Nine young women started

Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority 100

years ago and it has continued

to grow to 227 chapters

internationally...to be a part of

it during our centennial had a

very special meaning to our

chapter."

At ZTA's international

convention in Richmond in late

June, ZTA presented a check

for $9,000 to Longwood Presi-

dent Patricia Cormier. The
money will be used in the

College's scholarship fund.

The sorority's national

philanthropy is the Susan G.

Koman Foundation for breast

cancer research and education.

Attention Student Organizations ng is i list of all the currently registered student organizations at Longwood

.-.'.,•
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Big Sibling Program
draws over 50 students

ByM/NDJEWTTT
General Manager

Remember how much fun

you used to have swinging dur-

ing recess? Or playing on the

jungle gym and seesaws? And
how about all those great cards

you used to make for family

members? You know, the ones

made out of construction pa-

per, glitter, and that soft crin-

kly paper? Want to do it

again?

In every American city

there are little boys and girls

who are in need of role mod-
els. The Big Sibling program

offers young adults the chance

to be a supportive, caring role

model for underprivileged

children.

Jodi Padgett has been a Big

Sister for two semesters. '1

think it's a wonderful program.

There are a lot of kids in this

area who need positive role

models. I really enjoy it,"

she said.

Part of being a Big Sib-

ling is the activities you plan,

and these can be very simple.

A Big Sibling's respon-

sibilities are very basic: be

there for the child or children,

listen to their concerns, and try

to answer questions. During

school, homework help is a

part of a Big Sibling's respon-

sibility. Try to help the little

brother or sister understand

what they are reading, writing,

or calculating. Be a positive

reinforcement by saying things

such as "Good job!"

Shavon Jackson, a return-

ing Little Sibling, said, "I like

having a Big Sister. I like go-

ing to the library and she

comes to eat with me at school.

It's fun."

It is also a good idea to

plan outings with the Little

Sibling, as long as you have the

parent's permission. A trip to

the park for some of these chil-

dren is like a trip to Disney

World. Trips away from home
give Big and Little Siblings

time to bond, and they also

give the parent(s) a sometimes

much-needed break.

According to Roma Morris of

theFarmville Social Services,

most parents are open to field

trips. "In many cases, a trip

will give Mom a chance to

catch up on her work at home,

take a nap, etc. They enjoy a

few minutes alone," Morris

stated.

Big Siblings are generally

left to make decisions concern-

ing their activities with the

parent(s) of the Little Siblings.

As a Big Brother or Sister

you decide on when, where,

and how often you will meet.

If you would like to start out

slowly, you may meet once a

week. Decide on a day and

time that is convenient for ev-

eryone. You and your sibling(s)

decide on activities that you

think will be both fun and en-

couraging.

Ellen Masters coordinates

the program at Longwood.
Though there are more than

fifty Big Siblings through the

Longwood program, there is a

shortage of male volunteers.

Masters said, "Sometimes guys

are intimidated because they

think they can't handle it,

mostly because they have to

watch what they say and do.

It's very easy though, and it

just comes naturally. Guys are

really looked up to by their

Little Brothers."

In order to alleviate some

of the fears one may have, Big

Siblings go through extensive,

continuous training. They
meet about once a month to

discuss ideas, listen to speak-

ers, and plan activities for all

the Siblings. Though the

commitment is immense, Ms.

Masters thinks it's worthwhile.

"If I left my job for any rea-

son, I'd miss this the most. The

kids are very special. We try

to do things with them that they

think are fun. They get the big-

gest kick out of the littlest

things. They're good kids who
don't take anything for

granted."

Being a Big Sibling can be

a lot of fun, and can mean a lot

for the child. If you are inter-

ested in being a Big Sibling,

contact Ellen Masters in the

G.I.V.E. office, x2397 or the

local Social Services at 392-

3113, The LWC program is

open to all students, exluding

first semester freshmen.

Movie Review:

^Senseless
By HEIDI HALES

Staff Writer

to pay his bills. He decit

become a part ofan experi

tal drug that enhance
The new release Senseless

s a comedy that will keep you

aughing throughout the

novie. Ifyou saw it in the the-

iter it would probably remind

fou of The Nutty Professor

lue to the similarities in the

>lots.

Damon Wayans plays

Darryl, a hard working college

itudent competing for ajunior

malystjob on Wall Street. The
>nly thing holding him back is senses 1 Ox and pays $3,000.
hat he is in dire need ofmoney David Spade plays the role of

the cocky rich kid who thinta

everything can be served on *

silver platter. As anyone car

foresee, this drug will heir.

Dairy1 win the competition foi

the junior analyst job. How-
ever, don't forget that thi;

movie has a typical happy end-

ing full of honest moral values

tons of humor and some
cheesiness here and there. Thh

is definitely a movie to rentfa

a good laugh, because that i«

exactly what you do through-

out the entire film. (Rated R
93 mins)

He Said, She Said: TheyAre Still Battling It Out
continued from page 3

WNFL? I could see it and it

would be very entertaining.

Don't discount women, there

are some really tough ones out

there.

Becky: Girls playing foot-

ball—there's a great idea!

There are a lot of stupid people

out in the world that need rules

to protec^ them. Girls should

never be allowed to play foot-

ball, because of the disastrous

WNBA. What's wrong with

the WNBA? Well, where do I

begin? Try to name two teams

off the top of your head. Bet-

ter yet, who won the Champi-

onship last year. Name three

players in the league. I couldn't

either. The WNBA is a flop. It

has turned into an embarrass-

ment. The teams have to give

away tickets just to get some
attendance at the games. The
only reason some games are

televised is that the networks

are still under contract with the

league. I can guarantee you
that when the contracts ran out,

we will no longer have to en-

dure the hell that is theWNBA.
The men's USA field hockey

team hasn't won a game yet,

well that proves that they

shouldn't be playing the sport.

I didn't even know they ex-

isted. Must be one great sport.

Mike. Did you wake up on the

wrong side of the cave this

morning? Name two WBNA
teams? I think I will try to

name them all. Washington

Mystics, Phoenix Mercury,

Sacramento Monarchs, Los

Angeles Sparks, New York

Liberty, Houston Comets,

Charlotte Sting, Cleveland

Rockers and Utah Starzzs and

there is an expansion franchise

going into Orlando next year.

Hram, that was easy. Houston

won the championship last

year 3-2 in a best-of-five series,

and name three players in the

league. Michelle Timms
(Phoenix), Sheryl Swoopes
(Houston), and Cynthia Coo-

per (Houston). Come on, you

have to do better than that. The

WNBA is nowhere near a flop.

The last time I checked, they

were selling out the same are-

nas that their brothers in the

NBA were failing to sell out.

The NBA has invested a lot of

time and money in mis league

and I cannot believe you would

dare call it a flop. At least those

ladies play and don't have

lockouts. The reason you never

hear about the USA men's field

hockey team is because unlike

every other sport, collegians

participate. I am not sure ofany

schools that have a men's field

hockey program. It is really

sad.

Becky: Ahhhhh......yes—

a

typical second rate school pa-

per sports editor. Of course you

would be the 0.0001% of the

population that actually can

name a few random useless

facts that will serve no purpose

in life. Ask any normal indi-

vidual and they will tell you

that they cringe at the sight of

a WNBA game on television.

Please provide hard evidence

to any claim you make. Tell me
a time when (other than the

current lockout situation) a

WNBA team sold out an arena

which an NBA team couldn't.

You tell me that and I will sur-

render. Also, it doesn't count

if they gave out over 50% of

the tickets to girl scouts and

other femi-nazi groups. As far

as Men's field hockey goes, I

remember a time when only

collegians played USA Men's

Basketball. ...guess what?
People cared about them. They
weren't running around in

skirts, and trying to play a

game that women have histori-

cally dominated. Just accept

the fact that women are exclu-

sively meant for some sports

and men are exclusively meant
for other sports. Of course,

there a few exceptions, such as

volleyball and soccer, but for

the most part people need to

accept their postion in the

sports world.

Mike: Wow I Someone has had

a few bad days in a row! The
fact remains women can do
whatever they want, whenever
they want If I am a general

manager of an NFL franchise

and I see a woman available in

the draft, I take her. You, how-
ever, will never be that woman!
Sorry. :-)



Body Art: One Woman's Personal Narrative

With Quotes and Ideas From Other People Too
By MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

I gotmy first tattoo in Sep-

tember. My mom signed and

said, "Oh Melanie" in that tone

she uses when I do something

stupid. My sister laughed. My
dad just hung up on me (Note:

I told them on the phone. It's

best to do it that way). How-
ever, I was (and still am) pretty

How trendy!" Say the

artsy-fartsy folk.

I can't say that it was done

because it was fashionable or

looked good. Like a lot of

those who flaunt piercings, I

had my own personal reasons

behind the 14 gauge hoop now
mounted on the orbit of my
eye.

The decision to get a tat-

too required more contempla-

tion than the piercing. Having

damn proud of the Phoenix vowed never to run out andjust

perched on the back of my get a tattoo, I had to find a de-

neck, and when it comes to tat- sign that appealed to me. Like

toos, that's all that really mat-

ters.

I've been fascinated by

body art for a while, but I just

began my stint as a human can-

vas about a year ago. Until

then I would listen to conser-

vative peers and those "elders"

discuss the repulsive nature of

tattooing and piercing, while

secretly lusting for a little self-

customization. One night last

October, compelled by unex-

plainable forces, I moved from

the "gate-way" earpiercings, to

an eyebrow piercing.

men who fall into your lap

when you least expect it,, the

design found me. Although

always aware of the signifi-

cance of the Phoenix (Tman
English major you know), it

never occurred to me that it

would be the perfect design

until after I saw a picture of the

against my back and the buzz

of the tattoo gun in my ear (by

the way, if you have no aver-

sion to taking your money out

of the local economy, give him

a call at (804) 295-7784. He

does excellent work). Within

an hour the Phoenix was fin-

ished and I was sent home to

nurse my slightly bleeding

flesh sacrifice.

I see more tattoos and

piercings in my future, much

to the dismay of the parents.

However, destined to enter mat

much-talked-about work force

soon, future art work will have

to remain hidden. But as it

serves as my own catharsis,

that's ok.

Like current sophomore

Elizabeth Laschalt said, "It's

liberating because it's all yours

and you can do anything you

want with it. No one else has

mythological bird rising from a say in what you do with your

the ashes. body."

At then end of September

I found myself sitting alone in

the Charlottesville branch of

The Red Dragon, with tattoo

artist Josh Brown, pressing

Movie Review:

Rush Hour
By MELISSA GILL

StaffWriter

Jackie Chan strikes again in

his latest

movie Rush

Hour. In the

movie, he is

hired to help a

Los Angeles

policeman
(played by

Chris Tucker)

to save an

ambassador's

daughter from

terrorists.

Jackie Chan is

well known
for doing his

own stunts, rather than hiring

a double. He carries them out

extremely well. This movie

followed the format of his

Jackie Chan
returns to

team up with

Chris Tucker

of Friday tame
In the Action/

Adventure Him
Rush Hour

other movies; comedy and a

ton of action. Chris Tucker and

Jackie Chan are perfect part-

ners in this movie. They are al-

ways arguing

and making

jokes.

One of my
favorite scenes

is when Chris

Tucker is trying

to teach Jackie

Chan how to

dance, and

Jackie Chan is

trying to teach

Chris Tucker

karate moves.

Although it is a

typical Jackie

Chan adventure movie, it is

definitely worth watching!

Guide to Selling Your

Textbooks

A Year in the Life ofa Text-

book—Current Edition Textbooks

Remain in Use on Our Campus
the Next Semester

We want to buy current edition

books that your professors have

ordered for use next term. As
soon as the faculty submit their

book orders, usually close to the

end of toe term, we have "de-

mand" for those books. We will

pay you 50% of the selling price

for hardcover and large-format

softoover textbooks In good con-

dition, if they have been ordered

by your professors for required

use next term and we are not

overstocked,

rejttooc* Sale Options—The
Supply and Demand Strategy

At times when we have bought

enough books from students to

fill a professor's order, we can

no longer pay 50% of the selling

price for that tttie. This is be-

cause we are fully stocked and
no longer need to increase our

inventory. However, we may be

able to recycle your text Into the

national used book distribution

market If we can do this, we
will pay you the current price the

market is paying tor that We,
Searching Coast-to-Coast—Om
Giant Bookshelf

If you have s current edition

eac

Barnes and

Noble

[please write to us at-Box 2949
lull nil/ - - f IT'' -Tlliwr - i -----

: - -

textbook that is not being used on

our campus next term, we check

the national market price list If

the book Is In demand" nationally,

it will be listed. We then can re-

cycle your book into the rational

market and pay you the current

price the market is paying for that

title.

Going National—Determining

Prices for Used Books

The price the national market

will pay you for your book is much
tower man toe price we can pay
you when we need toe title on our

own campus. This is because toe

warehouse that buys these books

must pay tor shipping them to a
central location, cataloging them,

and storing them tor montos of

years before reselling them.

Generation Text—When Titles Go
Out of Circulation

Publishers issue new editions of

textbooks frequently. They do this

partly as a result of changing infor-

mation, but also to discourage toe

saie of used books. When a new
edition of a title come (Hit, the pre-

vious edition loses its value. Old

edition textbooks are in surplus in

the national used book market,

and there is no demand for them.

They have no value and unfortu-

nately we cannot buy toem. You
may wish to keep these books for

your own Bbrery since they can

Disc, Tape, and Workbook
Packages

If your text was sold as part of

a package containing both the

book, and a computer disc, and
audio tape, or a workbook,

these items must be included

when you sell back the book.

However, due to concern about

toe potential for mishandled

discs or tapes, and the inability

to check these items at the •

buyback counter, decisions

about buying these packages

will be made by the store man-
ager on the title-by-title basis.

Timing Is Everytoing—»Nhen to

Sell Your Books
The best time to sen your

used books is during finals

week, at the end of a term. By
this time, we have received

book orders from most of the

faculty and the call for certain

titles is high. That means we
can pay you more for your used
bodes.

Check This Out—Remember to

Bring Your Student ID

For toe protection of ail the stu-

dents on our campus, we al-

ways require those setting

books to show current student

identification.

or you may wish to donate toem to

the charity of your choice.
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SPORTS
Women's Soccer Team Falls Short In CVAC
Tournament; Finishes Season With 16-4-1 Record
"W" ongwood won two of

i three matches in the

A-J CVAC Tournament dur-

ing die past week, de-

feating Coker (S.C.) 5-0

Nov. 3 and Queens
(N.C.) 2-1 Nov. 6 before

a season-ending 3-1 loss

to Belmont Abbey (N.C.)

Nov. 7. Coach Todd
Dyer's squad completed

the season at 16-4-1

overall, 8-1-1 in the

CVAC The 16 victories

are a new school-record

for seasonal wins, and

marks the fourth con-

secutive year that the

fifth-year program has

reached double-figures

in wins.

#2 Lonrwood 5. #7 Coker

Clifton, Va.-Paul VI HS scored

two goals, while junior de-

fender Christy Reynolds/Dale

There was one own-goal a semifinal match, LC got the more forward Erin Hirschi/Vir-

during the contest on a deflec- game-winning goal from se- ginia Beach, Va.-Salem HS.

tion off a Cobra defender, nior defender and team captain Kennedy made 11 saves as the

Royals took a 23-21 ad-

Lonewood Women's Soccer Season Recap

Record: 16-4-1, 8-1-1 in CVAC (CVAC Tournament Rurmer-Up)

Last Week's Results: defeated #7 seed Coker 5-0 in CVAC Quarterfinals, defeated #J seed Queens 2-1 at

Barton in CVAC semi-finals, lost to #1 Belmont Abbey 3-1 at Barton in CVAC tournamentfinals
Statistical Leaders: For the season, Kate Hrastar led the team in scoring with nine goals and a team-best

seven assistsfor 25 points (1.19 ppg.). Erin Hirschi (team-best 10 goals, 4 assists)followed Hrastar with

24 points (1.20 ppg.). Hirschi was ranked seventh in CVAC scoring last week. Amy Kennedy started every

contest with 1851:00 infrom ofthe net, allowing 17 goals (0.83) with 111 saves (5.29)for an .867 save %
and the eight shutouts. Kennedy was rankedfirst last week among CVAC goalkeeping leaders.

Additionally, Kennedy was ranked 16th nationally as ofOct. 25 in goals against average (0.69).

Team Statistics: The Lancers were ranked in a tiefor 13th nationally in winningpercentage (833*/Q, and
were 1 7th nationally in team defense (0. 73).

Against #1 seed and

14th-ranked Belmont
Abbey in the champion-

ship match, LC's lone

goal came from Hrastar

late in the first-half with

an assist from junior

midfielder Claudia Watt/

Virginia Beach, Va.-

Green Run HS to tie the

contest at 1-1 at the

City, Va.-C.D. Hylton HS and Sophomore keeper Amy Stephanie Tucker/Woodbridge, break. Kennedy made 10 saves

freshman defender Carrie Kennedy/Crozet, Va.-Western Va.-Gar-Field HS with just as the nationally-ranked Cru-

Albemarle HS made three 3:49 remaining with an assist saders scored two second-half

vantage in shots.

CVAC Finals: *1

Belmont Abbey 3, #2

O'Rourke/Ouilderland,
Against #7 seed Coker in a N.Y.-Ouilderland HS each

quarterfinal match, #2 seed LC added a goal as well. Sopho-

led 2-0 at die intermission be- more midfielders Amanda
fore adding three goals in the Stombaugh/Sterling, Va.-Park

second half to secure the View HS and Heather Ayres/

victory. Senior forward and Chesapeake, Va.-Indian River #2 Lonrwood 2. U3 Queens 1

saves while earning

her eighth shutout this season

as the hosts took a 26-6 advan-

tage in shots.

team captain Kate Hrastar/ HS each contributed assists. Against #3 seed Queens in HS with an assist from sopho-

from Reynolds. The match was goals, one during the final

tied 1-1 at the intermission as minute, to secure the win. It is

the Lancers got a first-half the second-straight year that

goal from freshman forward Longwood has finished as con-

Melodie Massey/Virginia ference tournament runners-

Beach, Va.-Floyd E. Kellam up.

Longwood Well Represented

In All-CVAC Soccer Picks
7 Players Named to CVACDream Teams; Andy Plum
Named 'Freshman ofthe Year*

Jf
unior sweeper Angela

Snyder/Sterling, Va.-Park

View HS leads the five

All-CVAC selections among
the Longwood women's team

as announced at the CVAC
Championships. Snyder, a

first-team honoree, started all

21 matches and was the anchor

of the team's defense. She

scored one goal on the year

and is a repeat pick on the All-

CVAC first-team.

Joining Snyder on die All-

CVAC teams are Erin Hirschi,

along with freshmen defender

Jennifer Qombo/Burke, Va.-

Lake Braddock HS and

midfielder Irene Vlasidis/Rich-

mond, Va.-James River HS on

the second-team; while

Kennedy earned honorable

mention honors. Hirschi was

an honorable mention

selection a year ago. Gombo
started 19 of 20 matches with

two goals totaling four points

(0.20 ppg.). VtaskHs started all

21 matches with five goals and

five assists for IS points (0.71

ppg.), fourth-best on the

team in scoring.

Andy Plum was named the

CVAC 'Freshman ofthe Year'

by the conference coaches as

All-CVAC selections were an-

nounced at the CVAC Cham-
pionships. Plum, a

first-team All-CVAC choice as

well, started 19 of20 matches,

and his 13 goals are the high-

est during a season for the

Lancers since 1989 (Roy

Jones, 14). Helling started 13

of 13 matches, scoring mree

goals along with a team-best

five assists for 1 1 points (0.91

PPg.)-

Longwood Falls In

Debut Match OF ECAC
Field Hockey Semifinals
Assumption Ends Lancers Season at 11-6

JT ongwood lost its final

/ match ofdie season last

-I—/week, falling 2-0 to As-

sumption (Mass.)Nov. 7 in mi

Eastern College Athletic Con-

ference (ECAC) semifinal

contest Coach Nancy Joel's

squad completed the season

with an 11-6 record. The
Lancers, ranked third in the

final NCAA Division II South

Region Coaches Poll, com-

peted to then* first-ever ECAC
Championships while making

their first post-season appear-

ance since 1975.

Against #2 seed Assump-

tion, #3 seed LC yielded a

goal during each half of

die match played in Waltham,

Mass.atBentleyCc41ege.Jun.

ior keeper and team captain

Kim Iman/Virginia Beach,

Vfc.-Frank W. Cox HS made

see Field Hockey, page 11

-



Field Hockey Falls to Assumption in ECAC
Championship Semifinals

continued from page 10

eight saves to keep the Lane- gameNov, 21 in Philadelphia,

ers close throughout the con- Pa. at the University ofPenn-

test.

"Kim had an outstanding

game," said Joel. "We didn't

play the turf particularly well

and we looked tired. We've
got some idea now of what

we've got to do in the next

year. We had a good season

and the team worked hard all

year."

Through the 17 matches,

senior forward and team cap-

tain Janelle Kern/Marysville,

Pa.-Susquenita HS led the

team in scoring with 10 goals

and three assists for 23 points

(1.35 ppg.). Kern and class-

mate midfielder Melissa

Miranda/Virginia Beach, Ya.-

sylvania — site of the 1998

Division I Field Hockey
Championships. Junior for-

ward Elizabeth

Mann/Richmond, Va.-Open

HS (8g, 4a) and sophomore

midfielder Heather Kinstler/

Virginia Beach, Va.-Tallwood

HS (8g, 4a), each followed

with 20 points (1.18 ppg.).

Iman played 1103:34 in front

ofthe cage, allowing 19 goals

(1.21) with 141 saves (8.29)

for an .881 save % and six

shutouts.

Longwood's 11 victories

mark the third consecutive

year that the program has

reached double-figures in

Kempsville HS (3g, 4a, lOp) wins. Additionally, the Lane-

have been selected to partici- ers attained their highest re-

pate in the 1 998 National gional ranking in school his-

Field Hockey Coaches Asso- tory when they were ranked

ciation (NFHCA) Division II first in the region during the

North/South Senior All-Star first coaches poll of the sea-

son.

Longwood Men Fall In CVAC
Soccer Semifinals; Finish 11-10

Jason Corey, Kate

Hrastar Named
Longwood Players Of
The Week
TT ongwood College soccer

/ standouts Kate Hrastar/

X-/Clifton, Va.-Paul VI HS
and Jason Corey/Burke, Va.-

Lake Braddock HS have been

selected as Longwood College/

Domino's 'Players of the

Week* for the period

October 28-November 3. The

Lancer honorees are chosen by

the College's office of sports

information each week.

Hrastar, a senior forward,

led Longwood to three victo-

ries during the past week. She

scored two goals during a 5-0

triumph past Coker (S.C.)

Nov. 3 in a CVAC Tournament

quarterfinal match at First Av-

enue Field. Hrastar also scored

the game-winning goal during

a 2-1 victory past visiting

Shippeosburg (Pa.) Oct. 28.

The Lancers also defeated

Limestone (S.C.) by a score of

2- 1 Oct 3 1 . Hrastar has started

14 of 19 matches this season

and is second on the team in

scoring with seven goals and

seven assists (leads team) to-

taling 21 points (1.11 ppg.).

Kate is the daughter of Gerald

and Mary Hrastar of Clifton,

Va. and is majoring in physi-

cal education at Longwood.

Corey, a sophomore

midfielder, led Longwood to a

pair ofvictories during the past

week. He scored two goals

while adding one assist during

a 5-2 win past visiting

Shippensburg (Pa.) Oct. 28 at

First Avenue Field. The Lanc-

ers also defeated Limestone

(S.C.) by a score of2-0 Oct 3 1

.

Corey has started three of 12

matches this season and is tied

for sixth on the team in scor-

ing with two goals and two as-

sise totaling six points (0.50

PP§-).

Jason is the son of Larry

and Lorraine Corey of Burke,

Va. and is majoring in business

administration at Longwood.

TT ongwood split two road

# matches in the CVAC
A-/Tournament during the

past week, defeating Queens

(N.C) 2-1 Nov. 4 before a sea-

son-ending 1-0 loss at Barton

(N.C.) Nov. 7. Coach Todd

Dyer's squad completed the

season at 11-10 overall, 7-4 in

the CVAC. The 11 victories

mark the second consecutive

year that the program has

reached double-figures in wins.

Longwood 2, Queens I

At #4 seed Queens in a

quarterfinal match, #5 seed LC
led 1-0 at the intermission as

junior defender Corey

McConville/ Gainesville, Va.-

Brentsville HS scored a first-

half goal at 32:56 with an as-

sist from sophomore midfielder

Jason Helling/Woodbridge,

Va.-Woodbridge HS. It was

McConville's first goal of the

season, and first tally of his

career.

Freshman midfielder Andy
Plum/ Nokesville, Va.-

Brentsville HS added what

proved to be the game-winning

goal in the second halfat 71 :36

to give LC a 2-0 advantage,

getting an assist from junior

forward and team captain

Brian Zollinhofer/

Charlottesville, Va.

Charlottesville HS. Sophomore

keeper Zach Wheeler
Yorktown, Va.-Tabb HS made

four saves as the visitors took

a 24-12 advantage in shots.

Queens had been the three-time

defending conference champi-

ons.

Barton 1. Longwood

At # 1 seed and tournament

host Barton in a semifinal

match, LC yielded a lone goal

midway through the first-half

that proved the difference.

Wheeler made six saves to keep

the Lancers close as the blue

and white outshot the Bulldogs

19-10.

Through the 21 matches,

Plum led the team in scoring

with a team-best 1 3 goals and

three assists for 29 points (1 .50

ppg.). Plum was ranked fifth

last week in CVAC scoring.

Zollinhofer (7g, 2a) followed

Plum with 16 points (0.88

ppg.). Wheeler started nine of

1 3 matches played with 939: 1

5

in front of the net, allowing 21

goals (2.01) with 9? saves

(7.46) for an .822 save % and

two shutouts. Senior keeper

Scott Benninghoff/Colonial

Heights, Va.-Colonial Heights

HS started 10 of 11 matches

played with 795:40 in front of

the net, allowing 17 goals

(1.92) with 64 saves (5.82)

for a .790 save% and two shut-

outs. Bennirtghoff was ranked

sixth last week among CVAC
goalkeeping leaders.

Soccer Player Profile: Junior Mark Markiewicz

NAME: Mark Thomas Markiewicz

YEAR: Junior

DORMITORY: Frazer

SPORT: Men s Soccer

MAJOR: Physical Education

HEIGHT: 5*11"

HAIR COLOR: brown

EYE COLOR: hazel

HOMETOWN: Montclair, Virginia

FAMILY: parents, Tom and GaU Markiewicz siblings, twin brother-Chris, and older sister

Jennifer

FAVORITE TYPE OFMUSIC: anything and everything

FAVORITE T. V. SHOW: Sportscenter

HOBBIES: golf, tennis

HIGHSCHOOL: CD. Hylton High School

AWARDS IN H.S.: team nationally ranked in high school all 4 years

POSITION:forward
# OF YEARS PLAYING: since he was 4 years old is now 21

MOSTMEMORABLESOCCER MOMENT: "When our team won states myjunior year in

high school, and then losing states my senior year.

"

*

STATS: 3 goals, 2 assists (as of 10-28-98)

HIS FUTURE PLANS: "I want to be a physical education teacher. I would like to hopefully

teach in my hometown. I would enjoy doing this at the high school level. I also want to coach

soccer at the high school where I teach.
"

WHATOTHERS SA Y: Jason Helling, roommate, "He s a leader on the soccerfield anda

loyalfriend,"

Scoa Hopson, teammate, "He's aflawless wonder on thefield and offthe field he s afriend

with a lot ofpoise and charisma.

"

Todd Dyer, coach, " Mark and I go way back He played club ballfor me with the U-17 P. W.S.I.

Cosmos. He s really grown as a player. The main difference that I see is that he wants to be the

guy to win gamesfor us. Sometimes hefails and sometimes he succeeds, but he always wants the

ball in crucial situations. You couldn't askfor abetter mentality in afbrward

Corey McConville, teammate, "He has a good work ethic on and offthefield
"

Stew Gregory, teammate, "Mark is very positive whether the situation is good or bad *



Time to Voice Your Opinion, Longwood!

Open Forum with Dr. Cormier - November

1 1th from 6:15-8:30 in Lankford Ballroom
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President's Forum, the Communication Breakdown
MEGAN BLACK

Staff Writer

An open forum for students

to voice their concerns to the

college administration was
held in the Lankford Ballroom

on Wednesday, November 11,

at 6:15 p.m.

The board of admin-
istrators was composed of

President Cormier, Rick

Hurley, Vice President of

Administration and Finance,

Ken Rockensies, Director of

Student Services, Norm
Bregman, Vice President of

Academic Affairs and Phyllis

Mable, Vice President of

Student Affairs. TLmPierson,

Dean of Students served as

the mediator. Student turnout

was high. Due to the high

attendence by students, mere

were not enough seats for

everyone at the forum.

The forum began with a

welcome address from Dr.

Cormier, and she assured the

audience mat the "college is

about the students," and the

purpose of the event was to

answer any questions that

students had.

Many students had con-

cerns to address to the admin-

istration, such as the removal

of the Forensics team, campus
safety, the proposal to stop

electing Judicial Board mem-
bers and a desired support of

the recycling program. At

one point the line of students

waiting for a chance to speak

extended to the front door of

the ballroom. Many issues

were brought to the attention

of the administration, as

students voiced their opinions

and concerns about their

campus.

The issue that was brought

up most frequently was the

communication between the

administration and students.

Many students announced
that they felt mat their voice

was not heard by admin-
istrators. One student ex-

pressed concern for what he

saw as a lack of an "upward
flow of information." He
stated that students hear of

the administration's de-

cisions, but it was much
harder for students' opinions

to reach the administration.

Dr. Bregman explained that

sometimes it was necessary to

make decisions without

students, and that the

administration had to make
decisions for the good of the

school, and explained, "you

pay us to look out for you."

Another student declared

that decisions were made and
students were notified

afterwards. She believed that

students should be involved

in the decision making
process from its first stages.

Dr. Cormier expressed her

concern with the issue and
promised to have a team of

students created to improve

the communication lines, and
stated that "...communication

is everyone's business.*

The use of The Rotunda to

bring issues to student's

attention was suggested, and
Steve Stratton, SGA President,

stated that the SGA has

already begun work on
creating a web page, as well

as student notification by e-

mail. Dr. Cormier also

promised that a copy of
Longwood's "Strategic Plan"

would be placed in the library

so that students would be

more informed about the

changes planned for our

college.

In response to the task force

organized by the state of

Virginia to curb underage and

President Cormier held an

open forum on November 11.

binge drinking Longwood
has begun to work closely

with the Town of Farmville

police to address the problem.

Students voiced concerns

with what they saw as

excessive rales about alcohol

consumption. Those of legal

drinking age felt that their

rights were being denied and

that by removing safe

drinking environments on
campus, students were being

placed in potentially dan-

gerous situations off campus.

One student stated mat rules

will not stop consumption of

alcohol, but destroy social

situations and increase binge

drinking.

Dr. Cormier agreed that

these were valid concerns,

stating "we all know what
prohibition did," and agreed

to look into reinstalling Senior

night at the Cafe, as well as the

Biergarten at Oktoberfest She

assured students that their

concerns did not go unheard,

and promised to "look at this

again and give some latitude

to those oflegal drinking age."

Students raised the question

ofhow the administration had

the right to dictate where
students may and may not go

off of campus. Ken Rock-

ensies explained that the

college had a "scope of

authority," and had a re-

sponsibility to protect Long-

wood's "learning environ-

ment." Dr. Cormier stated

that "certain off-campus sites

have notoriously been a

problem," and the college has

a responsibility tothe

community as well as its

students.

She explained that athletes

were unable to visit certain

locations because they have a

tremendous amount of rules

they must follow as

representatives of the college.

She summarized her view on

this topic and said, "you play,

you pay." She offered an

option to students who
disagreed with the decision

and declared, "the choice you
have is not to come here."

Another concern of students

was the suggestion by Ken
Rockensies, Director of

Student Services, that

elections for Judicial Board be
eliminated. His proposal was
that the previous Judicial

Board would select the one to

follow, as he felt that Judicial

Board elections were often

"popularity contests," and
that this proposed screening

process would enhance the

effectiveness of the board.

Students were distressed by
this, not only because they

were not involved in the

decision making; but that they

felt they had a right to choose

the people who would judge

them should they have to

come before the board.

A reoccurring concern was
the loss of tiie Forensics team.

Dr. Bregman explained that

the Forensics director, Bill

Fiege, was cut to make room
for another position in the

Theater Department, which is

a program that offers a degree

and is understaffed. Student

concerns were based on the

problems this would cause for

the team, which would be
made into a club. Forensics

achieved a national ranking,

and provided students with

valuable opportunities and
skills, as well as giving

positive publicity to the

college.

The members of the team

were also upset that they were

not included in the discussion

to end the team, however Dr.

Bregman insisted that the

"Institution was much better

served" by this change, and

that mis "was notnot a matter

to be brought to students."

Members of the team itself,

however, and many other

See BREAKDOWN p. 5

i
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EDITORIAL
Mixed Opinions About Forum Action in Recyclin

On November 1 1th, President Cormier hosted an open forum in Lankford Student Union for stu-

dents to express their concerns about issues surrounding Longwood. The

forum sponsored by the Student Government Association also included a number of other ad-

ministrators such as Norman Bregman, Vice-President ofAcademic Affairs; Phyllis Mable, Vice-Presi-

dent of Student Affairs; Rick Hurley, Vice-President of Administration and Finance; Ken Rockensies,

Director of Student Services; and Rob Key, Director of Facilities Management Many students did not

know that other administrators would also be answering their questions, and were surprised to see a

panel of people instead ofjust Dr. Cormier.

The forum was packed with students who were ready to voice their concerns about the Forensics

Team, on-campus parking problems, off-campus parties, and alcohol issues. Students brought up many

excellent questions, but became frustrated when some administrators began to avoid answering their

questions directly. It took several students to ask about the future of the Forensics team before the

answer that Bill Fiege, director of the program, would not be returning to teach next school year was

finally stated. This led some students to believe that they were wasting their time attending the forum

because their questions were not being fully answered by "the powers that be." Open forums are a good

idea to have, but the purpose of them should be to have honest, direct communication between trie

students and administrative staff. If students take the time to show up and speak at a forum about prob-

lems they are concerned about, the administration should take these concerns seriously and give the

students straight answers.
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Being a first year student I find

myself being at a disadvantage

when it comes to being informed

about clubs and organizations

that are on campus. I am very

fortunate that in the process of

gathering information for this

commentary, I was educated on

the recycling groups that are

found on campus.

In hopes of discovering more

information on recycling, I sent

e-mails to the people on campus

who are responsible for recy-

cling. Some of my leads were

dead-ends, while others proved

to be very helpful. Ed Bell was

able to give me the strategic plan

for the recycling of (he future. He

informed me of where the recy-

cling bins were located, who is

responsible for them, and how
they are collected. One piece of

information that I was unaware

of is that Longwood works with

the STEPS program ofFarmvflk,

STEPS is a work program forde-

velopmentally challenged indi-

viduals according to Bell. Long-

wood pays STEPS to process me
materials that we recycle.

My most interesting research

was done in a personal interview

with members of the Conserva-

tion Council. In talking with the

representatives, I revealed that I

was going to write a commentary

about how students need to be

more aware of the recycling

availability that exists on cam-

pus. At this point, one ofthe rep-

resentatives expressed his disap-

proval for my topic. I was
shocked that he did not like my
angle, until he explained that

awareness shows no direct ac-

tion. The more I thought acout

this, the more I realized that the

representative's insight was very

true.

I think it is far to say that we
are all aware ofconservation and

trie advantages that it offers to the

environment However, conser-

vation awareness does not mean
that people practice conservation,

I strongly believe that it is our

duty as inhabitants of the Earth

to not only treat her with respect,

but to put as much work into

keeping her clean for the inhab-

itants of the future. Recycling

takes as much effort as it takes

to toss an aluminum can into a

recycle bin. We can all help and

it only takes minimal effort to do

so. Other ways to conserve and

protect the natural environment

rangefrom using lemonjuice and

baking soda as cleaners instead

of Clorox bleach and cutting

back die amount of beef that you

eat in a week.

The Conservation Council's

mission statement is to promote

a comprehensive permanent re-

cycling program. This means

makingLongwood a campus that

we can be proud of, acampus that

has made an environmental com-

mitment But, to establish this

goal, it requires the participation

of the student body: the entire

student body! We all live on this

Earth awl that is the one thing that

each and every person has in

common. It seems hard to com-

prehend that every single person

in the world could have the ex-

act thing in common, but it is

very true. It makes conservation

all the more important, because

conservation will allow us to en-

joy having this in common.

A few minor tips to keep in

mind when recycling is to make

sure all liquids and food items

stay out of the recycling bins.

Any dung other than the recy-

clable product that goes into the

bins has to be handpicked out of

the bins. Even if you are not an

active recycler, please have re-

spect for those who are by not

discarding unnecessary items in

the specially marked recycling

containers.

The main goal for the future

should be to want conservation

to become a part of our everyday

lives. Members of the Conserva-

tion Council stress that students

participate in recycling, and also

remember that anyone that re-

cycles and conserves is a part of

this organization,

For more information on con-

servation and recycling you can

reach members of die Conserva-
tion Council at

conservationnet^juno.com

- -



"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck.

This is your chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whin-

ing about them. So speak up and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you *re not

paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to ckahn@longwoodlwceau.

Wal-Mart, the One Stop Monopoly
MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

I used to be a Wal-Mart

shopper. . . or Sprawl-Mart

shopper as some are beginning to

call it. . . until I realized the

negative impact that the Big Box

has on the community. I will be

the first to admit that I loath

Farmville, but I do respect the

small-town environment, which

Wal-Mart threatens every time it

constructs another generic, one-

stop buying store.

Many may dismiss the small-

town ideal as a thing of the past,

a worthwhile sacrifice to the

convenience and low prices of

Wally-World. I, however, would

like to hold on to the laid-back

way of life in which I've grown

up. Luckily, I'm not the only one

who feels this way.

As Wal-Mart continues to

grow, citizens of small and large

towns alike are growing uneasy

about the intimidating presence

of Wal-Mart and Super Wal-

Marts. With Wal-Mart setting out

to accomplish its goal of one

store every 40 miles, articles are

appearing in numerous
newspapers and magazines

discussing the crippling effect the

store has on the community.

Especially communities like

Farmville.

In the article, "Eight Ways to

Stop the Stove: Up Against Wal-

Mart," Albert Norman writes,

"The Arkansas mega-retailer has

emerged as the main threat to

Mais Street, U.S.A, Economic

impact studies in Iowa,

Massachusetts, and elsewhere

suggest that Wal-Mart's gains are

largely captured from other

WaJ-r

only know how to add. They

never talk about the jobs they

destroy, the vacant retail space

they create, or their impact on

commercial property values. .

.

Except for one high school

scholarship per year, Wal-Mart

gives very little back to the

community."

Ironically, Wal-Mart began

Ad by giovanni Alluisi

with small-town ideals in mind.

Sam Walton, who was known for

being a "regular guy," created

Wal-Mart with the idea of

maintaining the same small-town

values that kept him driving an

old truck and meeting with

friends in the local coffee shop.

AfterWalton's death in 1991, the

company began to change as

David Glass took over.

In the article, "The Wal-Mart

Annual Meeting: From Small-

Town America to a Global

Corporate Culture" Mary Jo

Schneider, a Wal-Mart

shareholder for the past 20 years,

writes, "Walton's successor,

David Glass, lacks Walton's

charisma. Glass is dry and

dispassionate, and not afraid of

change. Since Walton's death,

Glass has raised Wal-Mart's long

term debt from $1.7 billion to

$8.5 billion. He has closed

traditional Wal-Mart stores and

ambitiously expanded overseas,

even though the company's

International Division has yet to

prove profitable."

Written in Fall of 1998, the

article, which can be found in

Human Organization, depicts the

mutation of Sam Walton's

philosophies.

The strikes against Wal-Mart

extend beyond the destruction of

the small town community.

Despite the heavy environmental

campaign, Wal-Mart remains one

ofFarm villa's biggest polluters as

waste from the parking lot heads

into the Chesapeake Bay because

of an unfinished buffer wall.

Many conscientious citizens

were also upset that only 10 to

15 of Super Wal-Mart's 300+

employees were full time,

leaving the majority of the rest

to fish for second jobs in order

to support themselves and family.

However, because Farmville

is, well, Farmville, the idea of

damaging Main Street was the

main concernfor residents. Those

who have been around since

Super Wal-Mart's opening day

have noticed the changes in

storefronts since it came to town.

With Wal-Mart reigning as the #

1 store for students and townies

those who wish to preserve the

rand lifestyle hold their bream

hoping die damage to me small-

town community will be

minimal.

OTaodJ)r$E
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1. To WCLX for keeping the Happy Harry Hard-On

legacy in good judgment (except for theAKINYELLE
Put it in Your Mouth selection).

2. To Aramark and the Dining Hall student employ-

ees for an excellently done Thanksgiving dinner that

even included "real" mashed potatoes.

3. To Peer Helpers for the continued tradition of the

Christmas Angel Tree that allows students to give

something back to the community.

4. To the administration for actually having a Presi-

dential Forum for students to express their concerns.

5. To the Java Hut for opening student eyes to inter-

national opportunities through the Peace Corps.

i

mu>

1. To Norman bregman for his rhetorical inexacti-

tudes at President Cormier's Forum.

2. To professors who are scheduling exams and quizes

for the day before and after our Thanksgiving holi-

day.

3. To the Board of Administrators at the Presidential

Forum for sending the students in circles with their

responses, or lack of responses.

4. To Campus Police for the lack of safety lighting

and extenuating the feel of fear around campus.

5. To Facilities Management for the irregular regula-

tion of heating around campus.

Send your Props and Drops to

npagano@ longwood. Iwc. edu.
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NEWS
Health Center Gives HIV Tests

ALLYSON BLAKE
Newt Editor

During recent years students

have wondered why Student

Health did not have confidential

AIDS testing Now that confi-

dential testing is available, stu-

dents wonder at the change. Pam
Higgins, Director of Student

Health, says it was a matter of

privacy.

Higgins stated, "If we did the

testing here ourselves, it would

have to go on the Student Health

Record and we did not want to

put that on there. That is why we
asked die Health Department to

come and they came."

The Prince Edward County

Public Health Department visited

the campus and held two clinics,

one Tuesday, November 10th,

and one on Monday, November

16th. They were organized by

Carolyn Gills, R.N. of Student

Health, and Candy Dunn a nurse

from the Health Department.

Both clinics had high attendance

and were very successful.

"We had a total of 60 people

come to the testing and we are

now planning to have 3 or 4 clin-

ics next spring," Gills said, "Be-

sides the Prince Edward County

Public Health Department, there

are also many other testing sites

throughout Virginia that offer

confidential AIDS testing and

some even offer anonymous
AIDS testing."

The difference between the test-

ing is that anonymousAIDS test-

ing is when a person is given an

assigned number which is placed

on your blood. If the number is

lost, the test results will not be

given out. Confidential AIDS
testing is a little bit different be-

cause coded numbers are given

and people must give their names

and social security numbers to

the Health Department For most

students, the act of taking an

AIDS test is both threatening and

frightful. Although it is a shame

that Student Health can not ad-

minister confidential AIDS test-

ing, students were glad mat a safe

alternative was given.

Longwood Center for the

Visual Arts Activities
Press Release

Follow Up: Longwood to

Have 5,000 Students by 2007
JENNIFER SHEPPARD

Staff Writer

Longwood's plan to increase

enrollment from 3,340 students

to 5,000 by the year 2007 has

many students worried about the

effects on already limited

resources. President Cormier

plans for an additional 30

students to enroll next year; 50

the following year and so on for

the subsequent 10 years until

Longwood's enrollment peaks at

5000 students. As she stated in

this month's open forum, "...this

should not provide any dramatic

changes for the school."

This year, as many students

have noticed, 50 more freshmen

arrived in August than expected,

forcing many students into

temporary housing. As of

November, there were still

students living in temporary

housing.

"We don't have room for the

surplus freshman this year, how
are we supposed to have room for

30 more next year?" commented

Joelle Sines.

One remedy that has been

discussed is a change in the off-

campus housing policy. During

the 1999 fall semester, Long-

wood is allowing an additional

125 students to live off-campus,

bringing the total to 240.

Another issue students threw

at the panel of administrators

during the open forum was
parking. Students, as a whole,

agreed that the parking at

Longwood is inadequate and

ridiculous. The students were

concerned that with the

expansion of the college there

would be even less parking

spaces on campus. The panel

tried, unsuccessfully, to calm the

students by stating that a new
parking lot on the corner of

Griffin Street and School Street

would be added before students

returned from break in January.

With an increase ia enrollment

by 2007, President Cormier
assured students that there would

be many positive changes
occurring around campus. She

plans to have a renovation of

Jarman auditorium, new
acoustics in Wygal, and a new
science building.

One more question asked by

students was, "Will Longwood
College be renamed Longwood
University with the increase in

enrollment?" As cheers came
from the audience, the panel

reassured students that Long-

wood College would remain

Longwood College.

Although, there is still a large

gray area concerning the new
plans for Longwood College

when the enrollment is increased

to 5,000 students should rest

assured that President Cormier

and the administration have

nothing but positive changes for

the college when 2007 finally

rolls around.

Do you like to took at art? Do

you collect art? Did you know

that all Longwood students are

members of the Center for the

Visual Arts? Do you know where

the center is located? (On the

corner ofMain and Third Streets,

about a five minute walk from

campus.)

Even if you are not a collector

or are not familiar with art, you

should still drop by and become

acquainted with its exhibitions

and programs.

There are several interesting

exhibitions and activities going

on now through December. The

Made in Virginia Holiday Craft

Show will be on view through

January 16th, 1999 in the Bishop

Gallery. This show is a great

opportunity to purchase one-of-

a-kind Christmas gifts. Students

get a 10% discount on the items

purchased at Made in Virginia.

In the Sully Gallery,

photographs by O. Winston Link

are displayed. O. Winston Link

has been called the greatest of

railway photographers. His

photographs depict rural life in

western Virginia and the Norfolk

Soumern Line in the 1950's.

The Highbridge Railroad

Club also has a large and
interesting train display that

includes historic Farmville and

Prince Edward County sites.

The Moton Project is on

display through January 1999.

The Mourn Project is a collection

of artifacts from parents,

students, and friends from Moton

High School, the school is

famous for its part in the

landmark decision by the

Supreme Court case, Brown u the

Board ofEducation.

Ron Hill, a student intern, is

available most mornings to

answer questions and to provide

an orientation of the exhibitions.

LCVA also offers several

volunteer programs. One of die

two primary volunteer programs

is the Art for Children at Risk,

which provides elementary

school children who display

anger or violent behavior with a

structured art experience. The

program also helps in the

development ofthe child's social

skills, accurate observance, and

goal setting skills. Volunteers are

needed to attend the weekly

classes to work alongside the

children as mentors and role

models.

The second program, Art Print

Volunteer is a program that uses

large scale reproductions of work

to teach children how to look at

art Volunteers adopt a class in a

public school and visit it monthly,

directing the students. If you

have any questions, contact the

LCVA at 395-2206.



Time and Preparation Required for Graduate School
HEIDI HALES
Stuff Writer

Graduate school is the last

thing a freshman thinks about,

but according to Androrriki Fallis,

Director of the Career Center,

that is when die process begins.

This dees not necessarily mean

that you axe searching for a

school, but it is good to keep the

thought of graduate school in the

back ofyour mind. This way you

have the incentive to keep a well-

established grade point average

and begin to create relationships

with faculty and staff members.

However, when senior year

rolls around, you have a pretty

good idea if you want to attend

graduate school or enter corpo-

rate America. According to

Fallis, if one decides they want

to pursue graduate school, there

are certain questions that one

must ask. A few to begin with

are: Why do you want to go?

How would graduate school en-

hance your career profession?

Can you afford it?

Fallis suggests making a list of

all of die qualities you are look-

ing for in a graduate school.

Some examples are: cost, re-

quirements, location, size, school

reputation, and reputation ofthe

program. The list may vary ac-

cording to what you are looking

for, but it is easier if you priori-

tize the list starting with the fac-

tor that is most important to you.

After the list, a good thing to

do would be to chose a school.

One should make a list of about

10 schools and then narrow it

down to about 4 or 5 schools.

Write the schools for informa-

tion, then choose the top three to

apply to. When applying, it is a

smart idea to make a copy of all

of the information that needs to

be filled out This way one can

practice writing the application

and perfecting the essays.

As a freshman, it is important

to have started cultivating rela-

tionships with faculty. This way

when you need references for

your applications these profes-

sors can write gleaming refer-

ences because they know you.

Test scores are also important

Many (not all) universities take

the Graduate Record Examina-

tion (GRE) into account. This

exam tests the student's ability to

reason, draw conclusions, com-

prehend what they read, and how
they see relationships. These are

all qualities that graduate

schools look for in a program

candidate.

One needs to sit down and

evaluate the future. If you plan

to attend graduate school, it is

best for you to get on the ball,

start searching, and making lists.

Researching will always benefit

you and once you prioritize what

you want to do in your life, your

life will be a little easier.

students must park.

Rick Hurley responded to the

concerns and stated that the

lighting "Is not as bad as

students might think."

A request was also raised for

more emergency phones, and that

the school provide a blue light to

make the phones more visible.

Rick Hurley explained that the

blue lights were "...inexpensive

to put in," and that they were

working on installing more
phones around campus.

Another safety issue that was

raised was why students were not

informed of the three rapes mat

had happened this semester

involving Longwood students.

The administration assured the

audience that situations which

endanger students are reported to

the campus community. Students

questioned how rape was not

considered a dangerous situation,

and why the town police were

able to get reports of "drunk in

publics" to the college, while

ignoring rape charges. It was

assured that all police reports in

town involving students would

be faxed directly to the college.

Another student expressed

concern about the decision to

stop December graduation

wonoOTod why students wwc not

consulted, and wiry tne students

there were available spots. The who attended before thedecision

reached would not be able

with

BREAKDOWN
Continued p. 1

students, however, disagreed,

and felt that they had a right be

involved in the discussion, as

they were the ones affected by the

change.

Several students asked the

administration for support in the

recycling efforts on campus, and

asked for money for recycling

containers for different

materials.The ad-ministrators

expressed con-cern with the

interest of incoming freshman in

the program, and stated that they

had no way of telling if they

would feel as strongly about die

environment as present students.

Students explained that they felt

that as an institution of higher

learning, Longwood should set

an example by expecting stu-

dents to recycle.

Dr. Cormier personally

expressed a "Direct commit-

ment to address the recycling

program," and later asked

students to do their own part by

i in

flowerpots,

Parking, a common com-plaint

was also addressed. Students

asked how tickets could be

iituod, and cars towed, when the

college had oversold packing

the numbers were deceptive

often bought Dr. Bregmas replied that

.this was one where we did

Students also felt that the

parking sftiiatiom were unsafe

due to the location of the tots.

that die soph-otoore, junior and

senior class Presidents were

also declared that the

most students live in Virginia,

"...it was not a hardship to come

back in May."

Dr. Bregman announced that

the school cannot "have a

graduation for three to five

people," and that there is no way

to "meet every student's needs."

The open forum ended with Dr.

Cormier's assurance that the

student concerns were heard, and

that there would be an effort from

the administration to increase

communication with stu-dents.

Students hoped that this meant

that the administration was going

to change and allow student input

in decisions affecting their

everyday life, and that they saw

the consequences of not

respecting and attending to

student concerns. -

Dr. Cormier suggested another

forum in February to discuss the

progress made in addressing

students' con-cerns and

implementing change on our

campus.

Campus Crime Not

Reported
""

MELISSA GILL

Asst. Layout Manager

The November 7th issue of

The Farmville Herald reported

that on October 26, 1998, some-

one was robbed and beaten at

2:36 p.m. right in front of the

Lancaster building on Pine

Street Jewelry and money were

taken from the victim. The
victime is still recovering.

Two Prince Edward men were

charged in connection with the

robbery, an

campus in broad daylight that

should tell us something about

the security here. I think that

something needs to be (tone."

This incident along with the

rape situations that were brought

up at die forum have caused con-

cern over safety on the campus,

Jennifer Ballard, also a sopho-

more, was very concerned about

the safety of the campus. "How
safe am I supposed to feel know-

ing that a person has gotten

I't even been told about k,

stolen property in connection

wim the October 26th

could be lurking

especially in die dank shadowy

i on campus."

There was also

ai997chargeof October 26th. In the past sin-

H vjtk iiifnmi

beryls

not

these remote areas where pus are

over the rob-

of the campus. This brings up an

question Do we have to read The

FarmvUle Heroic
1

in order to get

commiting crimes on

Longwood
Crime
Statistics

ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor

There have been many
crimes committed on or around

Longwood College since the fall

semester began. Chief of Police

James Huskey supplied The Ro-

tunda with a detailed report of

the crimes committed. Names, of

course, were not released.

Crimes under investigation:

Vandalism on Redford St,

two incidents at the golf course,

Curry, Ruffner, larceny at Bris-

tow lot, and the Cunninghams,

Curry, Madison St., Blackwell

Dining Hall, harrassment in

Cunningham, hit-and-run in the

Frazer and Hull lots, threatening

or harrassing phone calls in Cox
and the Cunninghams.

Charges that have keen

cleared:

person from Curry,

conduct in Wheeler,

threatening bodily harm in

Wheeler, fire in French, sexual

battery in the Cunninghams, a

Crimes that have been

Five

(MPX
fluence (DUI), two

disorderly conduct in Lancer

Ida
St
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ByMELANIE BARKER
Opinion Editor

Don't be surprised if you see

some familiar faces when at-

tending a BS9 show. Five of

the six members of Hard Left

also play in BS9, which formed

in the spring of 1998 as Phi

Kappa Tau searched for a band

to play their annual Buzzfest

The search ended when frater-

nity brothers Rob Blankenship

and Preston Bousman decided

to put something of their own

together.

Blankenship and Bousman

quickly enlisted Jeff Kent,

Greg McCarney, Christopher

Dillon, Todd Naumann, Todd

Tinsley, Thomas Sisson, Andy

Brock, and Rick Neller to play

the April Buzzfest show.

Despite the success of

Buzzfest, BS9 played no more

shows during the Spring.

However, unwilling to drop the

idea of the band, Blankenship,

with the help of McCarney,

sent out newsletters to the band

members over the summer re-

minding them of what they

would be returning to. Among
the mailing of the summer
newsletters, Ben Tufts was

added to play bass. Neller

would eventually leave the

band, with Rob Romich taking

his place.

Fans of BS9 would definitely

describe the band as "fun," a

main goal of the members.

With covers of "Jungle

Boogie," "Down Under,"

"Jesse's Girl," and numerous

other familiar songs, BS9 re-

mains accessible to fans look-

ing for a good time. Fans,

however, aren't the only ones

enjoying the show. The ex-

pressions of the band members

during BS9 performances defi-

nitely add to the band's appeal.

"If Primus [an influence on

Tufts 's music] has taught me
not to take myself too seri-

ously, then BS9 has taught me
not to take myself seriously at

all," said Tufts.

Although BS9 performs

many covers from the 70s and

80s, they should not be dis-

missed as a mere cover band.

Each cover they perform has

some BS9 twist to it. For ex-

ample, Blankenship threw out

the keyboard parts in "Jesse's

Girl" and replaced them with

horn parts.

BS9 is not limited to cover

songs either. Currently they're

working on, and even perform-

ing a few originals like "Re-

member," and "The Twinkle

Experiment" (attend a show for

the explanation on this one).

With four shows out of the

way for this semester alone,

BS9 are destined to be around

for your enjoyment in the

spring.

Hard Left
ByMELAMEBARKER

Opinion Editor

Unless you're personal

friends with the band members,

you probably don't realize the

complex history of what is now
called Hard Left.

The beginnings of Hard Left

emerged in spring 1996 with

Ben Tufts, Preston Bousman,

and Matt Taylor, former mem-
bers of Kid Vibe, another band

delivered from the womb of

Longwood. As Kid Vibe dis-

solved with the absence of vo-

calist Korey Hubbard (he trans-

ferred), Tufts, Bousman, and

Taylor still had the urge to

play.

In fall of 1997, the three be-

gan searching for more band

members and more material.

Unable to imagine anyone else

singing vocals, the three de-

cided to take the instrumental

route. Tufts recruited Todd
Naumann, an old nigh school

friend and future Longwood
student, to play guitar for the

band, replacing Tufts, who
switched to vibraphones and

percussion. Taylor remained

with the bass with Bousman on

drums. Thomas Sisson was

added to tenor saxophone.

Shortly after the new mem-
bers came together in August

1997, Hard Left played their

first show during Oktoberfest

as the opener for Fighting

Gravity. After the success of

the Oktoberfest show, the band

played old school R&B, jazz,

funk, reggae, and fusion cov-

ers elsewhere throughout the

campus; however, more band

changes were quickly ap-

proaching.

Bousman left the band to

pursue other interests, leaving

Tufts to take Bousman's place

at the drums. To replace the

sounds of the vibraphone,

Christopher Dillon was added

in spring 1998 on keyboard.

These band changes led to

variations in the music. Hard

Left began playing more origi-

nal songs, a concept that sat

well with both fans and band

members.

"I've had the most fun play-

ing this semester. For some

reason I've really been aetti

/

into it The first few semesters

I worried a lot about doing the

covers justice," said Naumann.

Taylor, who had been with

the band from the beginning,

left Longwood in May of 1998

leaving Hard Left without a

bassist. Knowing that he

would not be able to find any-

one who could interpret and

play the bass lines like Taylor,

Tufts once again switched in-

struments. With no one left to

play drums, Bryan Sheetz was

recruited to fill the void. With

Sheetz came Rob Romich on

trumpet to add a contrast to

Sisson's tenor saxophone.

With the members finally in

place, Hard Left continued

with performances in Fall of

1998. Although no more per-

formances are scheduled, avid

Hard Left fans hope that they* 11

be able to hear more shows

next semester.

BS9 performs on Halloween, Photo by Melanie Barker.

Thomas Sisson Christopher Dillon

Bryan Sheetz Rob Romich

Ben Tufts. Photo by JuUe Mapp Todd Naumann, Photo by Julie Mapp



Tomato Love Apple

JO:mato Love Apple. Photo by Jamie Clark.

Brief History of Longwood Bands

MELANIE BARKER
Opinion Editor

Note: Ben Tufts sent this in-

formation to me, Definitely

interesting and relevant, I'm

passing on the information.

He-Goat
This is as far

back as Ben could

remember. Sound-

ing a lot like Jesus

Lizard, they broke

up before Tufts

started school

here.The members

names are un-

known. Knight & Bhula

Ben heard about

Knight & Bhula

soon after his arrival to

Longwood in 1994. At the

time Scott Knight and Nayan

played guitars, vox, and key- Bhula, who both played acous-

performed. Beginning in

1992, the group disbanded in

1995,

J'aunt

This band started around

1992 and ended in 1995. Ben,

who played drums in the band,

described J'aunt as

"a weird experimen-

tal prog/metal/jazz/

funk/anomaly."
odd Naumann

played guitar in the

band with T.L.

Smoot on bass.

Seven Chinese Brothers

This band was founded by

Kevin Donovan (Fu), who

board. SCB included Joe

Peterfesso (bass, calculus);

Ben Tufts (drums); and many

others. According to Ben there

were different people playing

in the band every time SCB

tic guitars and sang, were the

first two people to make an

effort to put live music in the

college community; Ben gives

Nayan the credit for starting

the music scene at Longwood.

ByMELISSA GILL

Assistant Layout Manager

I joined Tomato Love Apple in

1 996 when I was a senior in high

school. I bad replaced the previ-

ous bassist due to conflicts in the

band. This lineup consisted of

Brandon Atkinson, Zack Fielder,

and me. I had never played bass

before in my life until the first

night we had practice. We learned

a handful ofsongs in a few weeks.

By my third week in die band, we
had our first show in a bar in

Roanoke.

After playing a few more local

shows, we recorded and released

our first demo tided The Subtrac-

tion Faction which contained

four of our songs.

In January of this year Brian

Atkinson entered the band after

previous attempts to lure him in.

With die new sound from Brian,

the band began to play more

shows.

After a while, there was a mu-

tual feeling among the members

that the hometown (Lynchburg)

shows were not as welcoming as

they should be.

Brandon says it the best, '1 like

to play anywhere out oftown. Out

of town crowds are cool."

This is a result of the lack of

places to play in Lynchburg and

crowds who are often very un-

responsive to the music.

One place that we enjoy play-

ing is Norfolk. This is Zack's

favorite place to play. "It is a lot

of fun to play in Norfolk. The

crowd there is really cool. They

are actually there to listen to the

musk. They are way more re-

sponsive there,"

Personally, my favorite show

was our most recent show in

Boone, North Carolina. We
played at Appalachian State

with a band called Agent Ink.

The show was excellent and

both bands played great!

One of die main questions the

band is asked is: Where did the

name come from? It was actu-

ally conceived before die band.

Brandon explains it the best

"About 3 or 4 years ago , my
girlfriend Jennie wrote down
three Chinese characters from a

book which translated to tomato

love apple. I thought it was

cool."

Another question is: What do

you sound like? Brian gives the

best analogy on sound, "Put a

few influences (Toadies, Sonic

Youth, Smashing Pumpkins,

Pixies, and The Cure) into a blen-

der. Listen more to the hum ofthe

blender motor than to the music

inside." Brandon added, We play

melodious punk rock."

Currently, Tomato Love Apple

is finishing up their CD Aerody-

namical which will be released

sometime after Christmas (hope-

fully early January). If you want

information on the band, show
dates, pictures, or sound clips,

you can find our homepage at

www.angelfire.com/biz/
tomatoloveapple.

First Floor
By MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

The beginnings of college

bands prove the be a phenom-

enon equivalent to that of Stone

Henge or Spontaneous Com-
bustion. The beginning of First

Floor falls into this.

The history of the band seems

to revolve around

chance, making it

all the more inter-

esting.

Pestered by his

mother to attend ^^^^
college, Mike Jarvis

recounts how he

opened a book,

closed his eyes, and

randomly selected

Longwood as the school he

would attend to make his mom
happy. After selecting his

choice, he convinced high

school friend Scott Hopson to

attend as well.

Once at Longwood, Jarvis

andHopson met Marc Gregory

in a situation many men dream

about: singing and playing his

acoustic guitar while sur-

rounded by numerous women.

Realizing their competition,

Jarvis and Hopson attempted

to combine forces and suc-

ceeded.

With music being an obvi-

ous common interest, the three

began looking for a bass

player and drummer for the

band. They're

search, however,

was unsuccessful.

However,

^ chance once again

stepped in when
Jarvis, Hopson,
and Gregory sang

at a friend's birth-

day on the third

floor of Tabb,

where they met Mike Preston

who would become the bass

player for the band.

At another performance,

this tune at the Coffee House,

the four met Clay Wray, who
inquired about the status of a

drummer. After a successful

audition on a less than desir-

able drum kit, Wray was

brought in as drummer for First

Floor.

At the end of Spring 1998 the

five decided to continue with

the band. They began writing

better songs and collectively

purchased equipment necessary

for the band.

Unlike Hard Left, First Floor

define themselves as a vocal

band, and pride themselves on

the collective work they do
when writing their material, or

the band. -"We all have so much
input and freedom in the music.

& is all a group effort"
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LONGWOODADMINISTRATION USURPEDBYSTUDENTBODY
MELANIE BARKER

Recovering Herein Addict

All eyes turned from the

crisis in Iraq to Lancaster

Monday, November 23 as

members of the student body
overthrew the Longwood
administration.

"We've been silent and
apathetic long enough!"
Exclaimed junior, giovanni

Ailuisi. "Ifs time they start

listening to us."

Ailuisi, the mastermind
behind the coup (and The
Usurper, which is not out yet

because of the time he
invested in the planning
behind the attack on
Lancaster), assembled over
3,000 students on the Wheeler
and Lancaster lawns to

support the bloodless

revolution. The rally to

support the coup began with

speeches from student
representatives, followed by
live bands, and 19 kegs for

students of legal drinking age.

These students proudly
watched as Ailuisi and his

motley crew usurped Long-

wood's reigning admin-
istrative body.

"We're supporting him
[Ailuisi] because we just don't

feel like the administration is

listening to us. We pay the

tuition to go here. We're

paying their salary. We're

buying their underwear for

Christ's sake, and we're being

ignored!" yelled irate Ailuisi

supporter, Super-Johnny.

"Their forums aren't

enough. They've held diem
before and they just end up
running us around in circles,"

added Michael Young.

For a community that has

resided in complacency for

years, the spirit of revolution

has been quickly welcomed.

Former administrators are

surprised to find themselves

out of Lancaster. Students,

however, felt it coming.

"This is what happens when
you take away the rights of

the people," said political

analyst Frijole Jones.

Movie Review: He Got Game
EDEN MILLER
WebMaster

The opening scene of Spike

Lee's He Got Game consists of a

montage of elegant shots of

people playing basketball in

various locations,.from suburban

driveways to inner city parks. It's

a great beginning sequence, filled

with hope and beauty. However,

the movie fails to live up to the

promise of the its amazing
introduction.

The movie begins with an

imprisoned Jake Shuttleworth

(the always wonderful Denzel

Washington) playing basketball.

Jake, we find out

shortly, is the father of the

nation's top high school

basketball player, Jesus

Shuttkworth (Ray Allen, a real-

life basketball player).

As a senior, Jesas is being

courted by numerous
universities, including the

him out of his life sentence early.

He Got Game's largest

weakness is the fact it tries to be

too many things at once-a movie

about morality in the world of

sports, a serious movie about

In an obvious plot device, Jake

is offered a deal-hell have one

to get his son to chose Big

nd the Governor will 1m

the movie

shoukfve bees, about a family.

Instead, Spike Lee draws in

extraneous issues mat detract

from An true plot of die movie.

is told about me decadence that

ewaiu hini ia the world ofsports.

While weD directed, it

hat oo enmrrpimee on any of the

character's actions or even the

of die film. He Got

Game is scattered with these, and

they almost completely derail the

movie.

There is enough about He Got

Game that diverts the viewer's

interest from the failings of the

plot, however.. Its nonlinear

structure, consisting of

quick cuts to flashbacks and

related scenes, would normally

make a film frenzied and
confusing, but here, it works.

The performances from

Oscar-winner Washington and

newcomer Allen are believable,

and their interaction is intense.

Unfortunately, these are not

enough to make the movie, into

more than h is.

Ultimately, the only message

He Got Game projects is mat
Americans have lost sight of

re about the joy of

most everyone know? already,

and the conveyance of this

overshadows what U at the heart

at this film- the rebuilding of a

relationship between a father and

son, over basketball.

Next Issue:

The Usurper usurped by Johnny-Plant

Sororities Have Epiphany. "Oh My God! These Jumpers
Really Are Ugly!"

Band BS9 Attacked By Radical-Leftist Feminists

Greek Spotlight:

Alpha Sigma Tau
JENNIFER BARNES

StaffYfriter
and Renee Ryder to their 32nd

annual Convendon in AnnArbor,
Michigan.

Philanthropy is an essential

Alpha Sigma Tau was
founded at Michigan State Nor-

mal School in Ypilanti, Michi- aspect to sorority life. Alpha
gan, November 4, 1 899. The Al- SigmaTau's philanthropy is Pine
pha Sigma Tau chapter here at Mountain Settlement School for

Longwood College was begun underpriveledged children in

on May 18, 1935. The chapters Kentucky. Another way the sis-

in the United States

come to a total of

100t and three of

them are in Virginia.

They include

Longwood College,

Radford, and James

Madison Umversiry.

The national symbol

\J>

ters reach out to

others in need is

"The Swing-A-
nton" for Cystic

Fibrosis held in

front of ParBil's

each March. An es-

timated $600 is col-

is die anchor, the flower is the As far as vc^unteering and
vellow rose, and the jewel is the donating time. Alpha Sigma Tau
pearl. Emerald green and gold volunteers for the SPCA which
are the colon for Alpha Sigma is an animal shelter, visiting

«*• Weyanoke, the retirement home,
Longwood College's Alpha and painting drams leading to the

Sigma Tau chapter has 35 ini- Cbesepeake Bay. According to
tiates and seven new members Kelly Thompson, Chapter Presi-

this semester. This past June, dent. Alpha Sigma Tau had over
they sent four of their delegates, 300 volunteer hours of i

Chapter President Kelly Thomp- nity service for last

son, Wendy Bales, Kim Bases, Spring 199*.



CD Review: Humming By Duncan Sheik

Coffeehouse: The Nudes

EDEN MILLER
WebMaster

After the success of his 1996

self-titled debut album, Duncan

Sheik said he wanted to expand

his acoustic sound into some-

thing more. While it is not at all

a departure from his dreamily

melancholy music, his second

album, Humming, does shift its

focus to a more global view, both

musically and lyrically, some-

times with mixed results.

From the lush, melodic begin-

ning of the opening track In Be-

tween, Humming wants to be a

great album. Sheik's voice is

strong, and the song makes it ob-

vious that Sheik is going to take

his listeners down the path he

wants them on. "No use wonder-

ing what I mean," he sings.

"Cause I'm in between." The

song places him as a sometime

participant, sometime observer of

the events of the rest of the al-

bum.

However, the album begins to

veer slightly off this path with the

first single, Bite Your Tongue.

With lines like "Yes, I'll smile as

I burn the self-help section/Ofmy
local bookstore! !! "(complete

with the exclamation marks).

Sheik is obviously trying a bit too

hard.

Fortunately, Sheik's message

stays intact C^laybe it's good for

you/To hit the ground" he sings),

and saves what would otherwise

be a song worthy of skipping.

A few of the songs on Hum-
ming largely forgettable. Rubbed

Out and Everyone, Everywhere,

while both pleasant, don't leave

any sort of lasting impression.

Fortunately for the album, songs

such as these don't set the stan-

dard for the rest

The album's quieter, more el-

egant songs also prove to be its

most interesting. Varying De-

grees of Con-Artistry, (which

feels like a more personal, less

preachy version of Bite Your

Tongue) is a tale of the disap-

pointment of realizing the emp-

tiness mat fills modem society,

punctuated with sensitive orches-

tration. On House Full ofRiches

Sheik searches for truth in his

belongings, bis career, his love

life.

His trademark acoustic guitar

soars along with a string arrange-

ment. Humming also includes a

tribute to the musician Jeff

Buckley, who drowned last year,

with A Body Goes Down. "Even

his failures were favorite songs,"

Sheik laments.

Duncan Sheik also approaches

the subject of fame in two differ-

ent songs, from two different per-

spectives. In the first, Thai Says

It All, Sheik invokes his musical

idols and men wonders "They've

said it all, haven't theyr butmen
decides "But what I want, what I

want to say."

Then in his third person ac-

count of his rise to fame, Noth-

ing Special, Sheik tries to remind

himself of that very fact "You get

laid because you're 'arty'" he

tells himself, then concludes with

"and I am the snake who bites his

own tail."

But as many good songs mat

are on this album, the best one

isn't even listed in the liner notes.

This hidden track, nicknamed

Foreshadowing by fans, starts

playing about sevenminutes into

the last track, and is just Sheik

with his acoustic guitar. This

gracefully simple song brings the

album full circle. Once it fades

out it's clear, that for all of

Hwnming's missteps, it still turns

out to be a great album.

Third Eye Blind and Eve 6 play at

Radford University
mindiewitt
General Manager

JEN BALLARD
Business Manager

The Nudes performed at

Coffehouse Series cm Novem-
ber 18, 1998. The

group was

Waher(guitarist)

and Stephanie

(cellist), both from

New York.

They sounded

good together. The

musk was upbeat

peppy, and full of

energy and they

were moving the whole time

they played. They played songs

from each of me three CDs
mey have out Boomerang,

Velvet Sofa and a self -titled

album. They had a very unique

sound.

Clay Wray describes it as

"...folk music with a love for

the art." The group will be

splitting up soon so they can go

their separate ways but

Stephanie and Walter both will

continue on their

own and with other

groups. Stephanie

has been seen with

Paula Cole and Dar

Williams before and

Walter has his own
sob shows.

If you are inter-

ested in any of their

CDs or would like to

be on the mailing list for groups

they win be with you can write

GPO Box 8720 New York, NY
10116 or you can e-mail them

at nudesmusic9aoLcom. Each

CD is $ IS plus three dollars for

shipping. Thank you Lancer

Productions for another good

Coffeehouse.

Alternative rockers Third

Eye Blind and Eve 6 played in

the Radford University gym
Wednesday, November 18.

Eve 6 opened the show, sing-

ing nearly every song from their

album Inside Out including

Showerhead and Jesus Nhelite,

They ended their show in a posi-

tive note with Superhero Girl.

Liking their CD as much as I

do, I was prepared for disap-

pointment But I was not at all

disappointed. They sounded just

like the CD. They sang their

songs well and interacted with

the crowd (though at times a little

lewd for my taste).

Then came Third Eye Blind.

I had the opportunity to see the

band in Texas last year when
only Graduate was playing on

the air. ITiey were good then, one

of the best but now they are even

better. The past year has appar-

ently allowed them to mature as

a group and capitalize on some

of the potential that was visible

last year.

Opening the show with

Jumper, lead vocalist Steven

Jenkins told the crowd that the

song (about tolerance) could

only be understood by college

students because they (our el-

ders) did not understand any-

thing. His opinions throughout

the show, appealed to the major-

ity of the crowd.

The stage, set up as a bed-

room, fit the mood for the first

set of songs. The band went on

to play an acoustic set consist-

ing of Burning Man and a few

new songs that will probably be

recorded on the next album. Af-

ter the acoustic set the band had

two hanging risers set up on each

side of the stage, one with stu-

dents and the other with cheer-

leaders. The groups were danc-

ing to Semi-Charmed Life until

Jenkins grabbed one of the girls

and kissed her. He informed us

before playing the song that he

was pleased that we knew the

words to the song, but becase we
did, we were perverts.

The highlight of the show
came when Jenkins gave a

speech equating their 19 month

tour of colleges to college life.

'Touring is a lot like collge be-

cause you have to put up with an

enourmous amount of 8u ! !$#;*."

But he also spoke of the good

side, the positive energy that

flows from the college students

to the band. Jenkins also made
Radford students happy by tell-

ing them RU was his favorite

college stop. His reason? The

fact that students took 7,000 free

condoms from an MTV plug ear-

lier in the day.

Third Eye Blind was very

impressive. They have a new al-

bum coming out next year. It will

definately be well worth pur-

chasing.

"
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SPORTS
Longwood Wrestlers 3-1 After

Successful Anderson Match
Longwood placed second

among five teams at theAnder-

son (S.C.) Duals Nov.

22 in South Carolina. Coach

Brent Newell *s squad defeated

Cumberland (Ky.) 29-21,

Cumberland (Tenn.) 4 1 -3, and

Anderson's 'B' team 34-12,

while dropping a 32-9 decision

to Anderson's *A' team. The

Lancers will next compete Dec.

I, a dual-match at The Appren-

tice School in Newport News,

Va.. Anderson's 'A' team won
the competition with a 4-0

record.

At Anderson, LC was led by

the 3-1 efforts of junior Beau

Dickerson/Gloucester, Va.-

Gloucester HS (16S), along

with freshmen Larry Haynes/

Hopewell, Va.-Hopewell HS
(125), Darryl Graham
Gloucester, ^.-Gloucester HS
(141), Jeff Kepler/Haymarket,

Va.-Stonewall Jackson HS
(149), Dave Kaplan/

Woodbridge, Va.-Woodbridge

HS (157), David Anthes/

Spotsylvania, Va.-Spotsylvania

HS (174), and Omar McNeil/

Alexandria, W-Mount Vernon

HS (1S4). Junior Kris Lucas/

Walden, N.Y.-Valley Central

HS (Hwt) and freshman Chris

Steinecker/St, Mary's, Ohio-

Bruton HS (Hwt) each were 2-

1 during the day. Sophomore

Jon Tanaka/Yorktown, Va.-

Tabb HS (125), along with

freshmen Eddie Garcia/

Woodbridge, Va.-C.D. Hylton

HS (157) and Jaymes

Shackelfbrd/Vtrginia Beach,

Va.-Kempsville HS (1 74) were

each 1-1. Others competing

included freshmen Nick

Sardelis/ Winchester,
Va.-John Handley HS (125, 0-

1 ) and Matt Robinson/Mineral,

Va.-Louisa CountyHS (133, 1-

see WRESTLING, page 11

Beau Dickerson,

Mary Barron

Named Players Of
The Week

Three Longwood Hockey
Stars Named Ail-American
FARMVILLE, Va. —

Longwood College field

hockey standouts Janelle

Kern/Marysville, Pa.-

Susquenita HS, Kim Iman/Vir-

ginia Beach, Va.-Frank W.

Cox HS, and Catherine

Howard/Virginia Beach, Va.-

Floyd E. Kellam HS have

been recognized as 1998

AstroTurf/National Field

Hockey Coaches Association

(NFHCA) Division II All-

America selections. Kern and

Iman were each named to the

first-team, while Howard was

a second-team choice after

gaining first-team laurels a

year agofhis is the first time

that Longwood has

had three All-America selec-

tions, and die seventh consecu-

tive year mat the program has

had at least one All-American

(14 selections since 1992).

Kern, a senior forward,

started all 17 matches and ted

Longwood in scoring with 10

goals and three assists for 23

points (1.35 ppg.). Kern ranks

in career goals (27) and

assists (16) at the College.

Janelle is the daughter of

Nevin and Melinda Kern of

Marysville, Pennsylvania.

"Janelle is justly deserving

ofthis honor," said head coach

Nancy Joel. "She has been a

tremendous captain and leader

of our team this year."

Iman, a junior keeper,

started every match as well and

totaled 1 103:34 in front of the

cage, allowing 19 goals (1.21)

with 141 saves (8.29) for an

.88 1 save % and six shutouts.

Iman has 390 career saves and

16 career shutouts at the Col-

lege. Kim is the daughter of

Jim and Barbara Iman of
Virginia Beach.

"Kim is technically an ex-

ceptional goalkeeper, both in

her agility and in her defense,"

explained Joel.

Howard, a senior sweeper,

also started every match and

made a team-best 16 defensive

saves while adding two goals

with five assists for nine points

(0.53 ppg.) offensively. Howard

finished her career with 30 de-

fensive saves to rank second

all-time at the College, and

added 10 career goals and

11 career assists. Catherine is

the daughter of Brian and

Carol Howard of Virginia

Beach.

"Catherine has sustained

her playing ability this season

and has been recognized for it,"

commented Joel.

Longwood completed its

season with a record of 11-6,

the third consecutive year that

the program has reached

double-figures in wins. The
Lancers made their first post-

season appearance since 1975,

finishing as a semifinalist

in the 1998 Eastern College

Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Championships. Additionally,

Longwood attained its highest

regional ranking in school

history when may were ranked

first in the South Region dur-

ing the first coaches poll ofthe

— finishing in third

Longwood College senior

women's basketball standout

Mary Barron/Great Falls, Va.-

Paul VI HS andjunior wrestling

standout Beau Dickerson/

Gloucester, Va.-Gloucester HS
have been selected as

Uxigwood/Dommo's 'Players of

die Week' for the period Novem-

ber 18-24. The Lancer honorees

are chosen by the College's of-

fice of sports information each

week.

Barron, a 6-1 center, led

Longwood to a third-placeJin-

ish during the Shippensburg

(Pa.) women's basketball tourna-

ment Nov. 20-21 in

Pennsylvania. She had double-

double efforts during two games

in the tournament to emi selec-

tion to the AH-Tournament
Team. Barron scored a

game- and career-high 28 points

and grabbed 1 1 rebounds, add-

ing three steals and one assist as

the Lancers defeated the Univer-

sity of the District of Columbia

87-66 Nov. 21 in the tourney's

consolation game. She opened

the event with 1 1 points, 12 re-

bounds, two assists, two blocks,

and one steal as Longwood lost

a 70-57 decision to 1 7th-ranked

Virginia Union.

Through the first five games,

Brown is averaging a team-best

10.4 rpg., adding 12.6 ppg. (2nd

on teamX six steals, five assists,

and four blocks. She is shooting

43,l%(25-58) from the fiddand

54.2% (13-24) from the free

throw line. Longwood is cur-

rently 2-3 and will play again

Dec. 1, hosting Carolinas-W-

ginia Athletic Conference

(CVAC) opponent Barton

(N.C.).

Mary is the daughter of

Francis William and MaryArm
Barron ofGreat Falls, "Va. and is

majoring in biology and physi-

cal education with a minor in

athletic training at Longwood.

Dickerson, wrestling at 165,

led Longwood to a 3-1 record

and second-place at die Ander-

son (S.C.) DualsNov. 22. Hewas
3-1 for the Lancers, defeating his

opponents from Cumberland

(Ky.) 12-6, Cumberland (Tenn.)

6-3, and Anderson's 'B' team 4-

0, dropping his onlymatch to an

opponent from Anderson's 'A'

team 3-15.

Dickerson is currently a team

co-leader with a record of 7-2

this season for a Longwood
squad that is currently 3-1 in

dual-match competition.

Dickerson also placed third at

the Messiah (Pa.) Invitational

Nov. 7 to open the campaign. He
is currently 22-27 during his

Lancer career, including a run-

ner-up finish at last year's Vir-

ginia Division 1 1 -1 1 1 State

Tournament. Longwood will

next compete Dec 1 in a dual-

match at The Apprentice School

in Newport News, Va,.

Beau is meson ofHarold and

Mary Dickerson of Gloucester,

Va. and is majoring in political

science with a minor in educa-

tion at Longwood.

19f8-99 Longwood CoUegefiktmitw's 'Players ofAt Week*

Wov. 11-1

7

Kali Brawn Women s Basketball

LeeFamar Man's Basketball

tfov. 18-24 Mary Barrxm Women s Basketball

Beau Dickerson Wrestling



Following toeLinccm Memo-

rial (Term.) game, Longwood will

The Laooers trailed 32-19 it

!l9*4-*5 season (42- (CVAC) action Dee

38 toss to Liberty). Barton (N.C.) visits Lan

Through five games, Farrier is at 7:30 p.m.,

averaging 192 ppg. and 32 rpg,

Longwood 2-3 After Victory

Over District of Columbia

i as

Hall

Men's Basketball Record 2-3 After Shippensburg Tournament
Longwood won one of three HS contributed acareer-high 13 bounds, four assists, and three hartene»v¥ererieverck»erthanl3 foltowedtyFi&Cfcraklatl0.8ppg,

games bat week, defeating DM- points, including a big three-point steals. Junior 6-7 center Jon points in the second half (36-23, while shooting an impressive

sion I High Point (N.C.) 73-70 basket wim :56.9-seeonds left to Hughes/Valrico, Fla. 16:49), and trailed by as many as 69.4% (25-36) from the field.

Nov. 17 before idling 95-83 to the narrow the deficit to 70-69, Green HccrningdakHSfollowedwith 13 29 points late in the ugfy aflair. Green is averaging 8.6 ppg. and

College ofWest Virginia Nov. 20, scored all 13 ofhispointe afterme points and six rebounds, Green and senior 6-7 forward 6.6 rpg, foltowedbyLouden at 7.2

and 66-39 at Shippensburg (Pa.) intermission and added five re- FitzGerald had 12 points, and Chris Williams/' Elwood, Ind- ppg. and 4.8 rpg., and Hughes at

Nov. 21. Coach Ron Can's squad bounds, whileLouden grabbed six Green contributed his first coite- Elwood Community HS each 7.0 ppg. and 4.3 rpg. Jones is

is now 2-3 overall following the boards. Freshman 5-11 guard gatedouble-doublewith 10points stored nine points to lead the blue dishing out 3.4 assets per contest,

two games in Pennsylvania dur- AndyJonesChapd HOI,N.G-East and a game- and career-high 14 and white in scoring, while fresh- adding 4.0 rpg.. The Lancers are

ing a tournament hosted by Chapel HS added a game-high rebounds, addinga career-bjgh six man 64 forward Landa Martin/ shooting 44.4°/. (119-268) from

Shippensburg (Pa.). The Lancers seven assists to the winning effort assists as well. The Lancers shot Spencer, Va.-Magna Vista HS me field and673% (76- 11 3) at the

will n*tf play Saturday, Nov. 28, The Lancers shot a torrid 59.4% 522% (35-67) from the field dur- grabbed a career-high five re- free throw line,

hosting non-conference opponent (19-32) from the field during the ing the contest bounds forthe Lancers, Green was

Lincoln Memorial (Tenn.) at 2 final 20 minutes, and finished the Against Shippensburg, LC named to the All-Tournament

p.m. in Lancer Hall game shooting 492% (29-59) in struggled ofiensivery wim poor Team forhistwo-gameefibrts. The rernamathorrwtoarxnCarolinas-

AgwatHigh Pomi,LC trailed frortofanexcitedcruwdof457m shootagfromthefiekI(27J%,12- 39poBtswerethelowestbyanLC Vfrginia Athletic Conference

64-56 with 4:13 remaining before Lancer Hall 44)vvhitedroHmgmecansolation

rallying to take the kad at 71-70 1 thought Ben and Lee did a game ofthe tournament

wim airy :10.7-secoMis left on the great job during the tost 10-min-

dock as sophomore 6-3 forward lies in lifting us and playing more

Jay Louben/Williaoisburg, Va,- aggressive," explained Carr. "we

Bruton HS put-back an played a littte harder at the end of

offensive rebound for thewirming thegame."

score. AiB^amissedm»mrowby• The comeback win over a

the Panthers, junior 6-3 forward pretty good team will help our

Lee Famor/Chesterfield, Va.- young guys, and it's also impor-

ManchesterHS scored on a lay-up tant to win early at home." Longwood won one of three double of her own, totaling 17 homestanding Panthers. Junior 5-

justahead ofthe final buzzer to seal Against the College of West games last week, defeating the points and a game-high 14 re- lOguardVfonvardJfflYounce/west

tfwvk&iy. Farrier kidLC and was Virginia, an NA1A Division I pro- University of the District of Co- bounds in only 24 minutes of ac- Friendship, Md-Glendg HS led

the game's high scorer with 30 gram,LC fell behind 40-35 at half- kanbia 87-66Nov. 21 after Ming nan. Brown also had three assists the Lancers with a game-high 22

points, hitting 12-19 from the field, time before rallying to take a 51- 70-57 to 17th-ranked Virginia and three steals. Freshman 5-6 points, hdudmg five three-point

and6-10 at the free throw one. He 49 lead with 15:11 remaining in Union Nov. 20, and 79-65 at Di- guard Jill Maholte'Burke, Va.- field goals, while adding six re-

the first-round tournament game vtstonlHteh Point (N.C.) Nov. 17. Lake Braddock HS made her first bounds and three steak Younce.

The Cougars led just 71-68 with Coach Shirley Duncan's squad is collegiate start and came up big who missed the UDC game with

5:20 on the clock in the closely- now 2-3 overall following thetwo with a career-high 17 points, nine an ankle injury, was followed by

13:00 to play Freshman 6-5 for- played contest before the West games ki Pennsylvania during a rebounds, five assists, and Brown with 18 points, six re-

ward Brian FttzGerald/Chapel Virginians wore able to secure the tournament hosted by three steals. Longwood was soUd bounds, and six steak and Price

Hill, N.C-East Chapel Hill HS wmwim6-6freetiirowsandapair Shippensburg (Pa.). The Lancers with its shooting, making 452% with I ! points and six rebounds-

added a career-high 14 points, and of tftfee-pomt field goals over the will next play Dec. I. hosting (33-73) from the field and 64.3% Barron grabbed a game-high 13

sophomore 6-6 guard Ben Green' final 5:03. Farrier led the Lancers CVAC opponent Barton (N.C.) at (1 8-28) at the free throw line, in- rebounds for die Wue and white

Virginia Beach, Va.-FrankW. Cox with 23 points, adding four re- 5:30 pjn. in Lancer HalL eluding 78.9% (35-19) from the LC finished the contest shooting

Against the charity stripe in foe second half 39.4% (26-66) from the field and

scored 21 points in the second half

when the hosts rallied from as

many as 14-points down with

A Message from
Barnes and NeMe

$Ul h*cU **e>**t< look*(t

MONDAY, 12/7 - SATURDAY, 12/12

MONDAY, 12/14 - THURSDAY, 12/r7

9A.M.-5 P.M.

IN LWC BOOKSTORE

ALSO BUY BACK LOCATED IN

LANKFORD STUDENT UNION BY THE
CAFE'

TUESDAY, 12/8-SATURDAY, 12/12

10A.M.-4RM.

District of Cc-

hmba,LCled
44-33 athalfome

andnever looked

Against Virginia Union, LC 46.7% (7-15) atmefreefcrow line

fell behind 39-21 at halftime r— —
agair^tterjatknalJyMarJcedPan- WreStllftg
there before a second-halfrally fell

shot The Lancers trailed 46-21 gO€S tO 3~1back en route to

the lopsided vie- with 17:47 remaining before a 31-

tory.TheLancers 1 8 run brought them to within 64-

got a game- and 52 wim 3:3 5 left en tte clock. The

career-high 28 blue and white had naming left,

points from se- though, and could get no closer

nior 6-1 center down the stretch. Brown led LC
Mary Barron/ wim 18 pomts,sbc rebounds, four

Great Falls, Ml-

PaulVIHSwho

abo grabbed 11

rebounds for a

double-double,

adding three

steals as well.

Junior54 guard/

forward Kali

Brown/
Powhatan,
Va.-Powhatan At High Pont, LC trailed just

HS followed 35-33 at halfome but could not

with a double- sustain the effort against the

sophomore 6-1 center Denuetre

Price/Gladys, Va.-WUliam

Campbell HS each added douHe-

doubks of 11 points and 12 re-

bounds. The Lancers shot just

31.4% (22-71) from fee field, and

40.0% (11-26) at fee free throw

line. Barron was namedto the All-

Tournament Team for her two-

contimmdfrom page 10

3), sophomore Josh Rudolph/

Middletown, Va.-Sherando

HS (133, 0-1), junior Tony

Fradillada/Virginia Beach,

Va.-Olympic Heights (Fla.)

HS (165, i -2),and sophomore

Blake Shumate/Martinsville,

Va.-Martinsville HS (184,

197, 1-3).

Following the dual-match

at The Apprentice School,

Longwood will host a quad

match Dec 5 in Lancer Hall

beginning at 11 a.m„ Other

schools participating include

Division I George Mason,

Cumberland (Term.)* *nd

Surry (N.C.) Junior College.

mm
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ction
SGA PRESIDENT - NICHOLAS T. MILLS
SGA VICE-PRESIDENT - MATT RINKER
SGA TREASURER - ROBERT HAVEY

SGA SECRETARY - BRANDON WALTER
SENITORS-AT-LARGE
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THE SGA OF 1998 WOULD LIKE TO THANK
ALL THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE

FALL ELECTIONS PROCESS.
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President Cormier Gives Results of Open Forum
Note: This article by President

Cormier was writtenfor the stu-

dents to show whathas been done

around campus since the Open

Forum on November 11. It can

also be accessed on the Internet

at webJwc.edu/devetopment/

Icnews/forurruhtm

ft is my pleasure to present to

you this report on the progress we

are making on some of the major

issues of student concern. While

everything cannot be done at

once, I think you will agree that

we are making significant

progress.

COMMUNICATION
I have appointed a special com-

munication committee that is

co-chaired by Tim Pierson, Dean

of Students and Dennis

Sercombe, Director of Public

Relations; other members in-

clude Steve Stratton; Dick

Bratcber, VP of Information and

Instructional Technology Ser-

vices; Phyllis Mable,VP for Stu-

dentAffairs; andGreg Tsigaridas,

Systems Engineer, The commit-

tee is charged with creating a

comprehensive communication

plan for the college,

Steve Stratton has volunteered

to serve as a communication li-

aison with my office and other

administrators. Nest semester,

Steve will produce both an SGA
newsletter awl an SGA website

that will be a good information

source and will also provide an

avenue for feedback; target date:

February 15.

The public relations office has

contacted the editor of The Ro-

tunda and we plan to publish a

regular column on issues and

developments ofconcerns to stu-

dents.

SECURITY
We have conducted a campus

"walk-through" by senior admin-

istrators and security personnel

and identified lighting deficien-

cies in certain areas of the cam-

pus. Apian to correct those defi-

ciencies will be completed in

early January with implementa-

tion shortly thereafter. Emer-

Cox Hosts Rape Awareness Program
She pressed charges, but the rap-

hWDIEWnT
General Manager

ist was found "not responsible.
M

Czaja has found it hard to five

with the situation, but used the

story to illustrate how often it

On December 12, Cox Hall

Council held a Rape Awareness

program. Coordinated by Mary happens, and bow friends need to

Czaja and April Brooks, the pro- react. She pointed out things to

gram included guest speakers, die do when one is the friend of a

personal account of a rape victim rape victim, such as believing the

and the stories of friends of rape victim and supporting whatever

survivors. decision the victim makes.

Senior Longwood student and April Brooks also shared the

rape survivor Heather Hill snared moving story of her sister, who

her story with program attendees, was held and raped repeatedly

Having been repeatedly raped by over a 72 hour period. Brooks'

her boyfriend six years ago. Hill sister's assailant was a stranger,

has worked hard to overcome her

fear. She set up a support group

for rape survivors here at Long-

wood.

Hill said, "There's a difference

between a victim and a survivor.

I choose to be a survivor."

Mary Czaja gave an emotional

though usually one is raped by a

friend, acquaintance, or partner.

Lisa Cheyne from the Wellness

Center spoke next. She gave sta-

tistics about rape, citing how a

woman is raped every six min-

utes, and that 94% of rapes in-

volve alcohol or drugs used to

account of being the friend of a facilitate rape, including GHB,

rape victim. Last year her friend Rohypnol (roofies), and

was assaulted by another friend. Ketamine (Special K). The drug

Rohypnol is popular now and is

very cheap and easily obtainable.

Illegal in the United States,

Rohypnol is a strong sleeping pill

that takes effect about an hour

after ingestion. It is an odorless,

tasteless, easily dissolvable

amnesthetic, often allowing vic-

tims to not have any memory of

what has occurred.

Cheyne said the best defense

against date-rape drugs is to

"...get your own drinks, keep an

eye on mem, and discard them if

you leave them unattended."

Campus police officer Andy

Rhodes also spoke to attendees.

He informed the group that the

campus police officers are on-

duty 24 hours and day 365 days

a year, and that they are there to

help. He mentioned that the

littlest dungs, such as leaving

your bookbag lying sound in me
library, can lead to someone be-

See Rape p. 7

gency call boxes with blue lights

will be included in the plan.

Please remember, we do have an

escort service and you can call

our police department (2091) or

the Escort Service number (2870)

when you need an escort. Of
course, in an emergency dial 91 1.

Chief Jimmy Huskey will for-

ward crime statistics on a

monthly basis to The Rotunda

editor for publication. Any safety

issue or emergency alert will be

sent out immediately via e-mail

to students, faculty, and staff.

RECREATIONAL FACILI-
TIES
The new sofiball field will be

available for varsity softball in

the spring of 1999 and for intra-

mural sports in the fall of 1999.

The new soccer field will be

available for soccer in the fall of

1999 and for intramurals in the

spring of 2000.

The Barlow Field will be re-

graded and re-seeded in the

spring of 1999. The field will be

available for field hockey in the

fall of 1999 and for intramurals

in the spring of 2000.

RECYCLING
The college will hire a consult-

ant to analyze our current recy-

cling program and to make rec-

ommendations for future

See CORMIER Pg. 6

L.E.A.E Sponsors

Landfill on the Lawn
MELAN7E BARKER

Opinion Editor

On Saturday, October 21,

L.E.A.F (Longwood En-

vironmental Awareness Foun-

dation) sponsored Landfill on the

Lawn.

150 bags of trash were

delivered to the Waste Stream

Analysis. Of the 150 bags, 77

were opened and the trash was

sorted, classified as garbage or

recyclable, and rebagged.

The rebagging resulted in 44

recyclable bags, 57% of the

original 77 bags. The sample

used during the Landfill on the

Lawn showed how Longwood's

efforts to recycle should be

strengthened.

"We [Longwood] take 534 tons

of garbage to the landfill yearly.

If we recycled 60% of it we

could direct 305 tons away from

the landfill. That's $9,150 the

college could save through a

funded recycling program," said

Ben Leigh, President ofLJB.AF.

The college plans to

implement a pilot program in the

spring. Recycling bins will be

placed in ARC, the

Cunninghams, and Curry and

Frazer.

The support and turnout at the

Landfill on the Lawn serves as

an indication that a recycling

program will be well received.
u We had at least 12 to 1 5 people

helping out at all times," saic

Leigh. Their participation was

greatly appreciated."

If things run according to plan,

the pilot program will begin once

students return to the residence

halls in January.



EDITORIAL
Letter from the Editor
Hello Everyone!

- Thank goodness the end of the semester is finally hen! I don't know about everyone else, but this

semester has been insane for The Rotunda staff. This semester, we have made some big changes with

the paper, but from what I've heard, most people seem to like them, and if you don't like them, tell us

about it The purpose of The Rotunda is to create better communication between students, faculty, and

staff. If there are any issues you want to see covered, contact us and let us know what you want to see

more of. Open communication is the best way to solve problems.

The holidays are finally here and I am definately ready for a break! I love Longwood and all, but I

have to get out ofFarmvUle for a little while or I will go crazy (I'm sure a lot ofyou feel the exact same

way). Good luck with exams and don't stress out too much because it's just not worth it (or maybe it is

and I just have an extremely bad case of senior-ius ! Whoo-hoo !>

I have enjoyed being editor mis semester, but I will be stepping down due to student teaching in the

spring. Special thanks go out to The Rotunda staff for all of their hard work this semester and to Dr.

Chrys Kahn-Egan for all of her work with the paper. You guys are great Continue to read The Rotunda

and let us know what you mink about life at Longwood. Have fun this last week (life is too short to

waste!)
Rock on,

Deitra Nance, Editor-in-Chief
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Dear Editor.

I am a freshman transfer

student and I have a problem with

the parking situation. I came to

Longwood after having taken a

semester off. Naturally, I

acquired some bills along the

way, one of which is a computer

loan. Banks and other loan

agencies seldom, if ever, give

loan deferments, so I have to

have a job. As a waitress off-

campus, I can easily make twice

what I would make working here

in the Dining Hall. At the

beginning of the year I went to

Phyllis Mable and received

permission to have my car on

campus until Fall Break. She

instructed me to come back

before Fall Break and she would

extend my privileges. I did and

she extended my parking

permission until the end of the

semester. My loan will not be

paid off until August 1999, At the

end of the semester I have to

come back to see her again and

have my permission lengthened.

By that time I should have 23

credits, one short of being a

sophomore but still being in-

eligible for sophomore parking

privileges. Even the campus
police asked me why she had to

make things so difficult

As if this whole process wasn't

bad enough, the parking for

freshmen and sophomores is

horrendous. These students have

to park off-campus, in a caged

area. The lights constantly flicker

on and off. I know how scary it

is to walk alone at night,

especially for young women. As
most rape incidents happen to

women between die ages of 18

and 24, it doesn't make sense to

have us walk one-halfplus miles

back to our dorm late at night

Because of a bad relationship

that ended with my safety being

threatened, I was instructed by

campus police to always have an

escort walk with me after dark.

Not only is it inconvenient to

have to wait 15 to 20 minutes for

a Nightwalker to reach the

freshmen cage,! incur charges on

my cellular phone bill in order to

contact the police. If I park near

my building late at night, I get

ticketed before 9:00 a.m., yet a

car directly in front ofmine with

Hampden-Sydney stickers goes

unticketed.

Freshmen and sophomores,

including transfer students, are

still adults, yet in many respects

we are not treated as such. I

bought my car with my money;

money I earned working from the

time I was sixteen until the

presentday, I do not feel that this

college, or any college, has the

right to keep you from bringing

your personal property onto the

campus. As another point if any

part oftuition is used for parking,

then freshmen should not be

charged as much. If we don't

have the right to keep our cars on

campus, men they do not have die

right to charge us for anything

concerning parking or anything

remotely related to parking, such

as parking lot maitenance.

I went to the forum on

November 11, and had some
questions that were not add-

ressed, so I e-mailed our

president about them. She e-

mailed me back and was very

helpful. One of those questions

was a concern about the lighting

in the freshmen cage. A meeting

with Phyllis Mabel subsequently

followed. The minute I walked in

the door, Ms. Mabel asked me if

I had a car on campus and she

then asked me to explain why. I

explained to her that I had had

an off-campus job to pay my
bills, but that the restaurant

recently closed down and I was

looking for anotherjob. She then

informed me that as of Thanks-

giving, I could no longer have my
car on campus. When I asked her

how I was supposed to get

another job, she volunteered to

drive me wherever I needed to

go. Fine, I could deal with that,

but I also have two jobs in

Lynchburg, so I get to keep my
car. The conversation was going

well, though a little off track,

until Ms. Mabel informedme mat
I could call the police and the

Nightwalkers if I came back late

from my job, but that I had no
right to expect the police to help

meiflwas eominflh^lf

See LETTER pg. 5
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck, This isyour

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak

up and act up. Because if you're not mad, you're not paying attention. E-mail activist

ideas to ckahn@longwoodhvc.edu.

How Old Are We Anyway?
JAMIE LIVINGSTON

Staff Writer

I am beginning to wonder why
Longwood and the surrounding

town of Farmville find it neces-

sary to treat College students,

ranging in age from 18-22, like

they are five years old. The poli-

cies and rules are so ridiculous

that I'm beginning to wonder

where my 12:00 a,m. curfew is!

Maybe I should just have my
mother move in with me.

What I'm trying to get at is the

fact that since I was a freshman,

three and a half years ago, the

school and town have cracked

down on students so much that

I'm thankful mat I'll be leaving

in seven months.

Now you ask why I'm so dis-

turbed by all mis? Because it's

taking away from the whole col-

lege experience. College is a

time to explore new things and

discover one's self. This in-

cludes taking care of one's self

and the occasional party; how-

ever, both of these, along with

many other experiences, are be-

ing stolen from Longwood stu-

dents.

A couple of weeks ago a close

friend of mine was forced to

spend die night in jail for a Drunk

in Public. True, a drunk girl wan-

dering the streets, late at night by

herself, stumbling into the road

is endangering herself and pos-

sibly other drivers; however, mis

was not the case with my friend.

First of all, she was forced to

leave a parry on foot by campus

police. Secondly, she was in a

group of about ten other people.

She was not alone and she was

not stumbling into the road. On
the contrary, she

on the sidewalk and her friend

was right there to help her. The

police officers pulled my friend

and the other girl out of the group

and told the rest of the group to

keep walking. Knowing that both

the girls were intoxicated, they

arrested my friend and told the

other girl to walk home alone.

Not only was this unfair, it was

also dangerous for the second girl.

From the time we walk onto

Longwood's campus we are

served sermon after sermon about

rape and the dangers of walking

alone, not to mention that she too

was drunk! After spending the

night in jail, my friend tried to put

the incident behind her by just

paying the ticket and trying to for-

get the experience; however, she

was then brought up on charges

at Longwood. Did I mention that

this incident did not take place on

campus? Did I say that my friend

was not 18 or 19, mat she was 21?

Did I leave out that my friend had

a designated driver that she could

have called, but the police officer

at the party refused to let her call?

his impossible for me to under-

stand how these actions are justi-

fied. First of all, the circum-

stances of the arrest do not seem

vary fair to me. My friend was

forced to leave a party by police

who worked with the police that

picked her up. She was not alone,

in fact, she was surrounded by

people who were capable of tak-

ing care of her. Then the police

seemed to have no regard for the

safety and well being of the other

girl. Second of all, isn't it un-

constitutional for a person to be

charged and punished for the

same crime twice? I believe it's

called Double Jeopardy. My
friend has already paid her debt

to society, why should she have

to pay Longwood? Longwood

College seems insignificant in

the whole situation. If I go home

to my parent's bouse and get a

Drunk in Public, is Longwood

going to bring me up on charges?

Do you know what disturbs me
even more? The fact that Long-

wood has all these young adults

who are treated like elementary

school children. This worries me.

In seven months a whole new

bread of young adults will be

turned out into the real world

where they will be forced to take

care ofthemselves. How can they

possibly know how to do that

when they have been so con-

trolled here at Longwood? This

is only one example of a ridicu-

lous incident

Don't even get me started on

the attendance policy which says

that I can fail a class that I have

an A in if I don't make it to

enoagh classes! Longwood
needs to wake up and realize that

they are not dealing with chil-

dren. We are adults about to

embark on the real world and

Longwood needs to treat us that

way since everyone else will or

t likely already does.

TOaodJ)RD$

Nicriol ^gaDO, /\§sif3Dt Igitor

Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this column are not

necessarily the beliefs of The Rotunda, the column writer, or the

advisor. These comments are from the "rage and praise" of the

students and should not always be taken seriously.

mu
1. To all students for making it through another semester and the

wrath of academics.

2. To all faculty and staff for making it through another semester

and the wrath of students.

3. To die music department for another wonderful Christmas Con-

cert and for helping put Longwood in the holiday spirit

4. To the Peer Helpers for encouraging such huge campus partici-

pation in the final days of the Angel Tree.

5. To Lankford Student Union for providing students with "All

Night Study" and lots of delicious goodies.

6. To all students who are graduating in December. Congratula-

tions!

7. To the Camerata Singers and Dr. Don Trott who will be per-

forming at the White House during Christmas tours.

8. To President Cormier for her follow up on the Open Forum.

J>R0L5
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To the administration for canceling Reading Day!

2. To the administration for the new exam hours. Especially from

the people who have to commute home after their exam at 10: 30 at

night!

3. To die administration for scheduling four exams a day instead

of three. Like students and faculty aren't stressed out enough!

4. To the administration for having exams on Saturday. Are we

taking classes in Japan now?

BASICALLY, A HUGE DROPTO THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE
OFTHE NEW EXAM PERIOD!

5. To the Rotunda Cafeteria for constantly having a broken icecream

machine and carbonated water instead of drinks.

6. To the administration for blatantly overlooking very obvious

signs of hazing over die past week.

Send your Props and Efrops to rq»gano@k>ngwood]wc^dtL



EDITORIAL
Letters to the Editor: Honor Board Charges
The following essays were written by individuals found responsible by the Honor or Judicial

Boards for not completing sanctions administered by the Judicial or Honor Board. The Honor
System was created to educate all students, and in doing so it seems only appropriate to educate
those who violate the Honor Code as well as those who do not

Hello, I am a sophomore at

Longwood College. I have aGPA
of 1,4 and am in danger of being

suspended for this spring semes-

ter for not aquiring a 2.0. This

poor academic result can be

traced back to my first semester

as a freshman. When I first ar-

rived atLongwood, my mind was

set; I was going to party as much
as I could and treat my school-

work the same nonchalant way I

did in high school.

I lived in Curry my
firstsemester, I was disappointed

to learn that Curry is a non-alco-

holic dorm; however, knowing

how clever I was, I knew I could

pull off drinking every night. I

met lots of people and soon had

a group of close drinking bud-

dies. This was all fine and I en-

joyed it very much. One thing I

did notice was that all this drink-

ing was killing my bank account

and more importantly was caus-

ing me to miss a lot of classes.

During this time, all I wanted to

do was drink. My friends and I

even had a bet to see who could

drink sixty-nine days straight.

Finally, one Friday night all of

this drinking caught up with me.

We had all been drinking since

about 2:00 that afternoon. By
10:00 that night the remains of

our drinking that day was scat-

tered about my room. All being

really drunk by now, we decided

to go make our presence felt

around campus. It seemed like

we went just about everywhere.

I really don't remember much,

but I do know that, on the way

home, I was walking around in

my normal drunken sftipor when

a cop rolled by. He immediately

stopped, arrested one of my
friends and myself, and gave us

breathalysers. I had a 0.24 Blood

Alcohol Content

After being released to one of

my friends, I went back to my
dorm. To my surprise when I

came back to my room all ofmy
alcohol was gone. I didn't know
what to think except that maybe

my roommate cleaned it up.

Later I found out that I had been

busted by my RA. That was two
offenses in one night The com-

bination of that and my grades

slipping really gave me a

wake-up call

I continued to drink despite

the alarm going off in my head.

More charges would follow af-

ter that I finally realized that all

of this irresponsible drinking was

hurting me after my first semes-

ter grades came in. I had a 0.4

GPA.

Knowing that I could not con-

tinue this lifestyle any longer, I

decided to give up drinking irre-

sponsibly. This was probably

one of the best decisions that I

have made in my life. I am much

more focused on my schoolwork

and do not have to worry about

facing the judicial or honor
boards any longer...which believe

me is quite a relief.

The purpose of this essay is to

share my experience that resulted

from a detrimental decision that

I made while impaired from the

effects of excessive alcohol

consumption. Hopefully, sharing

the results ofmy decision to drive

while impaired may prevent

someone else from making the

same mistake.

It was a Thursday night and I

had decided to go with my
friends to a local bar. Throughout

the three hour time that I was

there, I probably consumed about

six drinks.

At 2 a.m., when everyone was

required to go home, a friend and

myself got into my car and I

proceeded to drive back to

campus. Let me not justify here,

but instead let you understandmy
altered mentality. I felt competent

and confident in my ability to

drive my car and justified this by

telling myself it was a short

distance to drive. I then drove to

the Par-Bill's convenience store

where we could by some snacks

and cross the street by Frazer to

find a parking space. We passed

the full lower lot, and app-

roached the stop sign at the upper

lot As we parked the car and left

to go to the dorm, two officers

approached and one detained me.

I had gotten caught because I

failed to stop at the stop sign.

After being subjected to a

breathalizer and various sobriety

tests, I was taken downtown.

There 1 was booked and taken to

Piedmont Jail which is not the

most desirable place to spend the

night. The mangled mattress,

wool blanket and fully exposed

toilet were less than comfortable.

This was one of the worst

experiences.

If jail was not enough, the

financial repercussions of my
actions are the most burdensome.

The following is my list of

financial burdens that I will face

as the result of my most-likely

conviction in court..

$50 OCTAA Class

$750 Lawyer Fee

@$300 Court Cost

$200 ASAP class

@$500 Insurance increase

The estimated total is $1800.

Along with these financial

drawbacks, there are also other

inconveniences. My license will

probably be restricted to going to

and from work. My freedom to

drive will be removed because I

chose to drive drunk. I will most

likely have to fulfill community

service hours as well as attend

more alcohol classes. If

convicted, this offense remains

on my driving record for five

years.

In conclusion, I pose the

obvious question to you that I ask

myselfdaily: Is taking the chance

of driving the distance of two

blocks after drinking worth

everything that I (or anyone else

guilty of this) will have to face?

This answer has become
painfully obvious to me. With

these burdens and distractions

occupying my time and thoughts,

it has become very difficult to

focus on my school work. By all

means, avoid sharing my
experience, just learn from it
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Time at (ncmC The Newspaper 9f the Underground
Disclaimer: This section is purely satirical to accommodate those cynical Longwood students or peoph

not literal, they may reveal a greater "truth." -The Warden

Marlboro Man to Visit Campus-Speculation

Rampant as to Sexual Orientation

>f humor. While the "facts" of the stories are

By; A moron who has yet to

grow opposable thumbs

The world-famous "Marlboro

Man," the swingin' cowboy who

loves to ride broncos o.i

billboards advertising Marlboro

cigarettes, will be visiting

Longwood College December

59-62 on a four day weekend tour

to support smoking.

As admirable as this message

of depleted lung capacity is, and

as appropriate as his salute to

smokes is during December,

well-known as National Tar

Appreciation Month, one must

put all of that really great stuff

aside and wonder if the guy is,

you know, pitching for the other

team.

I don'tknow about you, but I'm

not entirely certain that this

ageless icon of masculinity and

the American Way takes his

women on their backs instead of

in chat circles. I mean, take a

gander at one ofthose billboards

sometime; is it just me, or isn't

the wrist that's swinging that

cowboy hat through the air just

the slightest bit limp?

Also: observe the arch of the

bull's hind quarters when

bucking the Marlboro Man, and

the resultant expression on his

face. This kick, according to

DTTA's really smart

mathematicians (they have

protractors and everything),

positions Mr. Marlboro at the

optimum angle to receive anal

gratification from the thrust of

the animal. And he likes it! It's

un-American, foul, and [Note to

the Reader: the rest of this article

was not printed due to boredom

on the part of the editor. -gA]

The Real Meaning of Christmas
JEN BALLARD
Business Manager

As the CHRISTmas season

comes near, people run busily

around stores making sure to get

everyone a gift They plan their

CHRISTmas parties and their

CHRISTmas socials and often

forget the true meaning of

CHRISTmas.
The true meaning is in the

word...Christ. God sent his

son..Jesus Christ

The wise men brought the Baby

Jesus gifts. They did not get him

everything that they possibly

could, they each brought him

one thing. They did not decorate

a big tree or cook me biggest

most extravagant meal they

could.

Jesus is the reason for the sea-

son and many of us forget about

that. We make CHRISTmas so

material and commercializecUand

we forget why it even exists. This

CHRISTmas take time to re-

member why you celebrate

CHRISTmas. Enjoy the love and

kindness around you..Jesus did.

Wise men still seek him.

So don't spend the Christmas

season running around trying to

buy gifts and fight mall crowds.

Take the time to sit back and re-

lax. Think about what Christmas

time is really about

If everyone dod that over the

holidays, maybe the time of year

would not be so hectic.

Princeps Turns 7
The Seven Pilkrs

Princeps is celebrating its 7th

sirthday! During the past seven

r^ears, Princeps has gone through

some changes in order to better

he organization. It

las come to our at-

tention that some

students are con-

fused about Prin-

;eps. We hope to

:Iear up any misun-

Jerstanding.

Princeps is an hon-

orary organization whose pri-

mary purpose is promoting lead-

ership in Longwood students and

he college community. Princeps

-ecognizes that leadership is an

essential part in the development

af civility, and through leader-

ship, individuals can effectively

ievelop skills that will enhance

he progress of civilization.

tion from our purpose. We want

students to concentrate on our

mission: To Lead is to Serve.

Senior members of Princeps re-

veal themselves at graduation.

The symbol of Princeps is a

crown with seven

points and the num-

ber seven. This is

symbolic of the

seven key principles

of Princeps. Black

crowns can be seen

painted on various

sidewalks in various

places on campus.

Princeps continues to recog-

nize those members of the Long-

wood community who strive for

excellence and leadership. Prin-

ceps recognizes excellence in

academics by placing crowned

sevens on the doors of students

on the Dean's or President's List.

If you have any questions,

comments, or concerns aboutWe believe that secrecy must

>e a part of our work We do not Princeps, please let us know. You

*ant our personas to divert atten- can contact us at Box 2949.

Letter cont. page 2

from Wal-Mart She told me that

because having your car as a

freshman was a privilege, I

should only be using it for my
job. She basically told me that I

had more right to be raped and

murdered after a six o'clock trip

to Wal-Mart to buy tampons than

the right to be safely and politely

escorted to my room. I recall

buying a parking sticker, one that

was not exactly cheap for

someone with a ton of bills. I also

recall that parking sticker buying

me the same rights and privileges

as others on campus. I cannot

believe that the campus police

would defend Ms. Mabel on this

policy. There has to be a way to

solve this problem.

I'm just wondering what is

going to happen next year, when

ifeven one-half of the nearly nine

hundred freshmen Longwood

brought in for the 98-99 school

year bring their cars to campus.

-Mindie Witt

MH
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NEWS
The New and Improved Bookstore

ANN MILLER
Staff Writer

The Longwood Bookstore has

always been a popular place for

students and faculty to get school

supplies, gifts, clothes, and other

merchandise. Many students,

including myself, have wondered

why all of a sudden the book-

store changed companies.

I recently sat down with Jim

Simpson, Material Management
Director, who took part in decid-

ing to switch companies. For

those who did not know, the

bookstore was under a contract

with the Wallace company. The

contract has recently expired and

there was not a renewable one

with the company.

Jim Simpson explained to me
that the school had to go out on

the street for what is called a bid

for "Request for Proposals."

They advertised in local newspa-

pers and papers in Richmond re-

questing for a company to make
a deal with the school bookstore.

There was an evaluation commit-

tee after different companies pro-

posed their ideas to the commit-

tee.

After the committee evaluated

each one they picked the compa-

nies they liked the best Then

they evaluated each of those

separately and the companies

made another presentation. The
company that won the school

over was Barnes and Noble.

Barnes and Noble has been in

business since 1968. It operates

the largest seller for used text

books.

Hold on to your seats guys,

there will be some fantastic new
things happening with the book-

store now that it is with Barnes

and Noble. One new idea that

the company has introduced is or-

dering books over the internet.

Students can order their text-

books through a Barnes and
Nobles website, then go down to

the bookstore where they will

have them prepackaged for you,

saving you the hassle of crowds.

Unfortunately, the website is not

functional at this time; however,

the bookstore hopes to use this

prepackaged service in the future.

They also have said that if a

student sees a book for less than

the college bookstore, Barnes and

Noble will match the price.

Rumors have it that the book-

store will not buy back books, but

it is not true. Barnes and Noble

has set up a guarantee buy back

book program. Louise Lackey,

manager of the bookstore has

also mentioned some new prod-

ucts and ideas of the bookstore.

Lackey said there will be an im-

provement in the software of-

fered mere, clothing that is spe-

cially priced, bath and body prod-

ucts, author signings, and new
giftware.

Students are welcome to give

the bookstore any suggestions on
what they would like to see there.

Even though the bookstore is

under new management, students

will still find the friendly and
warm atmosphere of the book-

store.

CORMIER Cont Pg.l

cling programs. This study will

begin in January. A Recycling

Task Force of students, faculty,

and administrators is addressing

recycling issues. Student repre-

sentatives include Ben Leigh,

Chielo Zimmerman, and Celeste

Smith. This is an ongoing project

A waste stream analysis has

been done and a full report will

be submitted in January 1999.

ACADEMICS
An academic affairs advisory

committee to the Vice President

of Academic Affairs will be cre-

ated effective January 1999.

GJV.E. OFFICE
As part of the college's overall

strategic plan, we are requesting

a full-time GXV.E. Coordinator

beginning with the 1999-2000

academic year.

PROGRAMS FOR MINOR.
ITY STUDENTS
Lancer Productions is working

with the office of Multicultural

Affairs to offer programs that

meet the needs and interests of

minority students and to encour-

age diversity as part of the learn-

ing experience at Longwood The
Mulicieul tural Advisory Commit-

tee also reviews program needs

on a regular basis. The adminis-

tration feels that this is the best

way to ensure representation by

minority students in program

planning. Please feel free to con-

tact Lonnie Calhoun, director of

Multicultural Affairs in the Gra-

ham Building (Ext.2395) for

more information.

COLLEGE BUDGET/
STRATEGIC PLAN
The 1998 Longwood College

Operating Budget which shows

the overall total Education and

General budget as well as each

departmental budget is available

in the library at the reserve desk.

If you have specific questions

about this document please con-

tart Kathy Worster in the budget

office in Lancaster, Room 313,

(Ext 2282).

Although there will be some

minor revisions to the Strategic

Plan in the coming weeks, a com-
prehensive draft of the plan is

also available in the library at the

reserve desk. Once final revi-

sions are completed, we will post

the plan on the Longwood Col-

lege website.

ALCOHOL POLICIES
The 1998-99 Student Hand-

book has detailed information

about the college's alcohol poli-

cies on pp. 27-31. These policies

will be written in a more concise

format for the 1999-2000 aca-

demic year. The college encour-

ages practices of friendship and

fun without alcohol as the main

focus. As part of our plan to re-

duce binge and illegal drinking,

we are focusing on education and

enforcement with a goal ofmak-
ing a safer and healthier teaming

environment at Longwood We
must pursue mis goal not orjy be-

cause it makes good sense, but

because we are legally obligated

to do so. As a state institution,

Longwood must adhere to the

laws of the Commonwealth of

Virginia. Please refer to our

foundational plan available in the

Office of Student Affairs.

WLCXLONGWOOD RADIO
STATION
We have hired a consultant and

an attorney to represent the Col-

lege and to work with the Fed-

eral Communications Commis-
sion to change the college license

from a Class D to Class A li-

cense. Although this process

may take some time, it will en-

sure the continuance of our ra-

dio station and also expand our

broadcast coverage area.

PARKING
Last but certainly not least we

have the parking issue. A new
student parking lot with approxi-

mately 40 spaces will be avail-

able by January 15, 1999. This

parking lot is located at the cor-

ner ofRedford Street and Griffin

Boulevard across frarr Stubbs.

In regard to the "size" of cur-

rent parking spaces: spaces are

generally 8 feet wide but the

length will vary according to the

directional flow of the traffic

within a particular lot. The
length of the parking space de-

termines whether or not the space

is reserved for compact vehicles.

I have asked the Vice President

for Student Affairs, Phyllis

Mable, to prepare a long-range

parking plan for the future needs

of the college.

CONCLUSION
Finally, we will be holding an-

other StudentForum in February

and we win let you know the

exact date and location once it is

ccHmrmed. At that time, we hope

to present another update to you.

I wanted to be sure that you re-

ceived this communication from

me before the semester is over.

On behalf of the entire faculty

and staff at Longwood College,

I wish you a happy holiday

season.

Sincerely,

Patricia P. Cormier

President



Student Speaks

at Longwood

Press Release

Yared Fubusa, a Longwood

sophomore who represents the

Jane Goodall Institute and the

Gombe Stream Research Centre

in his native Tanzania, spoke re-

cently at Longwood to 150 area

Governor's School and Prince

Edward County Middle School

students.

Fubusa, an honors student

studying environmental econom-

ics in the School of Business and

Economics, is part of the Roots

and Shoots program established

by the Jane Goodall Institute in

199 1 . The organization provides

educational programs, instilling

in young people an understand-

ing of the importance of environ-

mental preservation.

Fubusa met Dr. Goodall in

1994 after starting a Roots and

Shoots program in Tanzania. "At

the time I had no idea that Dr.

Goodall was world famous," he

told his audience.

Dr. Goodall began her pio-

neering study ofTanzania's wild

chimnpanzees-the longest con-

tinuous field study of animals in

their natural habitat-in 1960 on

LakeTanganyika's eastern shore.

Even after more than 35 years of

RAPE Cont Pg. 1

ing the victim of a crime. He felt

that people need to take self-de-

fense programs before they are

needed and spoke ofRAD, a pro-

gram available through the col-

lege for $15.00. For more infor-

mation on the program, such as

availability, call x2091.

Nightwalkers Christy Crowder

and Bonnie Pancoast spoke, en-

couraging the use ofNightwalker

service. Pancoast and Crowder

said they were happy to escort

anyone, anywhere, and will

gladly show anyone where the

yellow phones are located on-

campus. They also mentioned

that they are looking for more

Nightwalkers, particularly fe-

males. Any interested person

may contact either of the two or

the Nightwalker service at x2870.

Rape is a very serious concern

for college, students, and for all

individuals in general. Informa-

tion packets are available in the

Wellness Center in Lancaster, or

atx2509.

Crime Stats
Crime Stars were provided by James A. Huskey, Chief of

Police.

Yared Fubusa speaks to students. Photo by Press Release.

research, she and her team continue

to contribute significant findings on

chimpanzee behavior and ecology,

and her methodology and profound

scientific discoveries have revolu-

tionized the field of primatology.

During school vacations from

1994-1996, Fubusa studied chim-

panzees and baboons with the

Goodall Institute, becoming one of

the youngest field assistants at the

Gombe Stream Research Center.

Today he represents Dr. Goodall in

speaking engagements at colleges

and other international conferences

around the world. Last year he won

the Dr. Jane Goodall Roots and

Shoots Achievement Award in

recogniton of his exceptional ac-

complishments in the areas of the

environment, animals, and the com-

munity.

"As a representative of the

Goodall Institute, be acts as a voice

for the chimpanzee populations that

are becoming more and more at

risk," said Dr. Melanie Marks, a

Longwood economist and Fubusa's

advisor.

One major area ofconeem to the

Goodall Institute is endangered spe-

cies, and Fubusa's presentation

sought to increase awareness ofen-

vironmental damage taking place in

Africa and around the globe. He
presented a slide-show illustrating

the diversity of wildlife inTanzania,

with special focus on the chim-

panzee.

"Chimps," he said, "have

many human characteristics and

express emotions such as laugh-

ter and sadness. And, contrary to

popular belief, chimpanzees

make tools to help them in daily

tasks, a trait formerly identified

only with humans."

He also discussed trends af-

fecting the chimp population as

well as other specks, such as de-

forestation, poaching, and die

capturing of young chimps for

sale abroad.

"Only the very best students

growing up in Tanzania are al-

lowed to progress to middle

school and high school," he told

the students. He was the only

student from among 171 stu-

dents at his elementary school

selected to go to middle school,

and he was one of only four,

from among 80 candidates, cho-

sen to attend high school.

After graduating from Long-

wood, he plans to pursue a doc-

torate in economics so that he

can return to Tanzania and help

solve environmental and eco-

nomic problems.

OFFENSE LOCATION DATE DISPOSITION
Threatening mail Tabb 11-10-98 Cleared

Vandalism Frazer 11-10-98 Pending

Larceny Library 11-11-98 Pending

Larceny Stevens 11-11-98 Pending

Vandalism East Ruff 11-11-98 Pending

Vandalism Stubbs 11-11-98 Pending

Larceny Wynne 11-12-98 Pending

Vandalism Curry 11-13-98 Pending

Larceny Library 11-16-98 Pending

Drug Possession Tabb 11-18-98 Cleared

Unlawful entry Curry 11-16-98 Cleared

Assault N. Cunn 11-18-98 Pending

Hit-n-Run Frazer lot 11-19-98 Pending

Drug Possession Curry 11-19-98 Cleared

Underage possession Lancer 11-21-98 Cleared

Vandalism Cox lot 11-21-98 Pending

Computer Trespass Wheeler 11-21-98 Cleared

Larceny Hull lot 11-22-98 Pending

Harassing calls M. Cunn 11-23-98 Pending

Larceny Lancer 11-24-98 Pending

Vandalism Frazer lot 11-23-98 Pending

Vandalism Curry 11-24-98 Pending

Larceny Lancer 11-24-98 Pending

Larceny Curry 12-02-98 Pending

Larceny Cox lot 12-03-98 Pending

OFFENSE 1LOCATION DATEDEPCSITION
Vandalism RedfordSt 10-1-98 Pending

Poss of drugs Main Cunn 10-3-98 Charged

Underage poss South Cunn 10-3-98 Charged

Sexual battery Main Cunn 10-3-98 Geared

DIP Pine St 10-4-98 Charged

DIP 4th St 10-4-98 Charged

DIP South Ruff 10-4-98 Charged

Dis. conduct Lancer Gym 10-2-98 Charged

Eluding police RedfordSt 10-2-98 Charged

fight Stubbs 10-3-98 Cleared

DUI RedfordSt 10-4-98 Charged

Fire French 10-7-98 Cleared

Poss of drugs French 10-7-98 Charged

Larceny North Cunn 10-8-98 Pending

Larceny Bristowlot 10-14-98 Pending

Larceny Curry 10-14-98 Pending

Larceny South Cunn 10-14-98 Pending

Vadalism Golf Course 10-15-98 Pending

DUI Pine St 10-18-911 Charged

DIP Putney St 10-19-98 Charged

Harassing calls Main Cunn 10-21-98 Pending

Vandalism Curry 10-20-98 Pending

Vandalism Curry 10-20-98 Pending

Underage poss Tabb 10-20-98 Charged

Missing person Chary 10-22-98 Cleared

Hit and run Hull lot 10-25-98 Pending

Harassment North Cunn 10-26-98 Pending

DIP Long. Ave. 10-31-98 Charged

Larceny Madison st 10-31-98 Pending

Vandalism Golf Course 11-1-98 Pending

Dis. conduct DerGym 11-1-98 Cleared

Vandalism Ruffner 11-3-98 Pending

Threaten bodily Wheeler 11-4-98 Cleared

harm

Hit and run Frazer lot 11-6-98 Pending

Larceny BlackweU hall 11-9-98 Pending

Threatening calls Cox 11-9-98 Pending



T'was the Night

T'was the night before finals,

And all through the college,

The students were praying

For last minute knowledge.

Most were quite sleepy,

But none touched their beds,

While visions of essays

Danced in their heads.

Out in the taverns,

A few were still drinking,

And hoping that liquor

Would loosen their dunking.

In my apartment,

I had been pacing,

And dreading exams

I soon would be facing.

My roommate was speechless,

His nose in his books.

And my comments to him
Drew unfriendly looks.

I drained all die coffee,

And brewed a new pot,

No longer caring

That my nerves were shot

I stared at my notes,

But my thoughts were muddy,

My eyes went ablur,

efore Finals

I just couldn't study.

"Some pizza might help,"

I said with a shiver,

But each place I called

Refused to deliver,

I'd nearly concluded

That life was too cruel,

With futures depending

On grades had in school.

When all of a sudden.

Our door opened wide,

And Patron Saint Put It Off

Ambled inside.

Her spirit was careless,

Her manner was mellow,

She started to bellow:

What kind of student

Would make such a fuss,

To toss back at teachers

What they tossed at us?"

On CUff Notes! On Crib Notes!

On Last Year's Exams!

On Wingit and Slingit,

And Last Minute Crams!"

Her message delivered,

She vanished from sight,

But we heard her laughing

Outside in the night.

"Your teachers havepegged you,

So just do your best

Happy Finals to All,

And to All, a good test"

No Money, No Problem:

Inexpensive Holiday Gift Ideas
DEITRA NANCE and CAREY SEERY
Editor-in-Chief Guest Writer

The holidays are creeping up on us, so now is definately the time to get all of your last minute

shopping done. In case you are at a loss about what to buy a friend, family member, or co-worker

(and you're low on cash) here are some suggestions for gifts that won't break your budget

1

.

Take someone out to eat or buy a gift certificate to a favorite resturant

2. If you are a good cook, make homemade cookies or pastries.

3. Arrange a night out to the movies and buy movie gift certificates.

4. Fill a decorative mug with holiday candy or buy a plain mug and decorate die mug with paint

markers or puffy paint

5. Dollar stores are always an excellent place to buy inexpensive presents (especially stocking

staffers).

6. Start a scrapbook for a friend and include pictures and quotes about things you have done together.

7. Photo albums, picture frames, and film are always a great gift idea for anyone.

8. Stationary and stamps are good gifts to send to long-distance friends, plus it encourages them to

write and keeps your mailbox full.

9. Buy friends meur favorite CD's (roommates tend to like this idea).

10. Magazine subscriptions are gifts mat "keep on giving" die whole year through (with all the
different titles out there, this gift should please just about anyone).



Have a Very Dysfunctional Christmas
DEITRA NANCE
Editor-in-Chief

My family is crazy.

I know that a lot of people say

this about their families, but in

my case it is true. My family is

nuts and the holidays just make

it worse. I'm not saying this is a

bad thing, but I had no idea just

how different we were from

other .amilies until I came to col-

lege. Before, I believed that we
were a little bizarre, but now I

see differently — we could be a

bad holiday movie.

My family can't do anything

"normal." We must take every-

thing to the extreme. To give you

an example, let me tell you a little

about Thanksgiving. My mom,

Brenda Momma, cooks for an

entire army of people. She be-

gins cooking the meal several

nights ahead of time, so every-

thing will be ready for the "big

meal." The turkey weighs about

thirty pounds, plus there's the

ham, sweet potatoes, three gal-

lons of gravy (because every-

thing's supposed to have gravy

on it), five pounds of butter (I lad

no idea they made containers so

big, but Momma found one),

mashed potatoes, stuffing, that

cranberry stuff, three kinds of

rolls, six different desserts, and

God only knows what else. Be-

fore the meal, we all gathered

around the table to sing "01 Tur-

key Bird" to the tune of "Ol

Christmas Tree." My older sis-

ter, Tiffany, thought this would

be a good way to tell the turkey

we were thankful for the meal.

Before we all sat down at the

table to eat, Daddy had put in the

movie, Babe, to watch. For

anyone who does not know, the

movie is about a Uttle pig who
can talk. Needless to say, I

could not eat any ham during

Thanksgiving.

Now Christmas is upon us

and everyone's trying to get ex-

cited despite the hot weather.

This is my Daddy's favorite

holiday, a time when his cre-

ative efforts can truely shine.

His favorite part of Christmas

is the Christmas tree. At one

point, we had sixteen trees, all

with individual themes ranging

from the toy tree in the den to

the blue tree in the bathroom

(Momma's going to kill me for

writing that).

Getting the Chritmas tree is

a defmate fun part of the holi-

days. When I was akid, Daddy

would pile the entire family

into the station wagon and go

"tree hunting." This meant,

"Hey we're going out into the

woods and to find the biggest

tree in the whole forest!"

Daddy would get out the

chainsaw, whack the tree down,

and strap it to the roof. It re-

minds me a lot like that open-

ing scene in National Lam-

poon's Christmas Vacation.

The tree would of course be a

little big for the house so Daddy

would end up cutting the top of

the tree off and "shaping the

tree to fit the room." During

this time, the rest ofthe familiy

was usually high on sugar from

all the desserts Momma was

cooking so we didn't really

notice how big the tree was.

We would just sing and throw

ornaments onto the tree, usually

hitting each other with decorations

in the process, thus creating a "he

hitme first" argument between my
brother and me.

My parents liked to invison us

as a Norman Rockwell type,

tradional family when we were

actually more like the Waltons on

crack

My parents love pictures. One

idea tbey thought would make a

cute picture would be having the

kids dress up in different holiday

outfits on Chritsmas morning.

My brother, sisters, and I suffered

through many Christmas mornings

forced to wear matching outfits,

usually depicting some type of

bear, snowman, or Santa (and they

were usually plaid). We would

have to stand at the top ofthe stairs

and "smile nice" while Daddy took

the perfect Christmas picture. Af-

ter the picture was taken, we would

push and fight each other to see

who could get down the stairs and

into the den first It's amazing that

someone didn't fly off the stairs

and die.

Now my brother, sisters, and I

are for the most part grown. Tif-

fany and Jason both have families

and even Heather, my younger sis-

ter has moved out of the house.

But some things don't change, we

will still be celebrating the holi-

days in the same spaztic, wacko

way as usual (Momma's planning

"the big meal" now). There are

more stories that I could tell, but

some things are better left unsaid

(like the 1970's disco Christmas,

don't ask).

I can't wait for Christmas. God

bless this nut house.

Speak Out: Winter Vacation

MONIQUEMMNDt
Staff Writer

*"

Exams are upon us, and with

them comes frayed hair, nail bit-

ing, late nights, coffee binges,

and everything else that accom-

panies stress. But, there is a light

at the end of the tunnel. That

light is better known as Christ-

mas break.

When asked what they like to

do most over the holidays, a va-

riety ofanswers came from these

students. *

"Most ofmy Christmas holiday

is spent with family. I enjoy the

season for its tradition and mean-

ing," said Megan Rouatree.

Russell Gibson from Liberty

University expresses, "My

family used to travel exten-

sively during the holidays, but

now, my siblings and I have

grown to such a size that cram-

ming all six of us in to one car

is kind of ridicu-

lous."

"Decorating the

Christmas tree.

Wrapping gifts.

Driving out and

looking at Christ-

mas lights. Hav-

ing no school or

classes or profes-

»ors for a whole

month!" These

were the words of Dana Wheeler

from James Madison University

Dennis Morris from Longwood

reveals, "I like to listen to Harry

Connick Jr's Christmas Album

while I open all of the big presents

that are for me. Then I like to go

back to sleep while

the rest of my fam-

ily opens thefr puny

little gifts."

"Shopping! Car-

oling with family

and friends. You

know, the stuffthey

do in movies."

ABsaBurfcett from

Salem College ex-

W^F citedly potrayed

mm
i- it

all about the action packed ex-

perience.

There ac«s always the comicai

tuts like B^0^tonel t and B,

These shows are about a little

{boy, Kevirt, who is ttyfeg to pro-

tect his house when he is left

alone at Chtistrffss, It is very

funny and amusing to people of

all ages.

nit the »ffiv, staring Arnold

family movia that are good for

i 'old eveiiiitjj when it's snow-

are all

gifts

holi-

day bring!joy to kids, teenagers,

and adults. These are all defi-

nitely the good time old classfci

that will never be forgotten

through time.

Ffir the younger crowd, and

rBaybe the younger aduite mere

are movies Kke The FUnstone's

Christmas* Christmas Eve on

Sesame Street, Beauty and the

Beast: The Enchanted Christ-

mas, and Christmas with the

Simpson's, The* are all almost

always comical, butthey still get

seros* ^m m&amng and excite-

ment of the Christmas hoBday,

As you can tell Christinas

movies bring thejoy and excite*

meat of Christinas along with all

the other ageless pastimes, So

fir0yoorselfa nice warm fee and

Ben Henderson from Virginia

Tech comments, "I enjoy going

to church, especially on Christ-

mas Eve for the midnight ser-

vice. Also singing carols and

hymns and reading the Christ-

mas story,
H

Brannon Addison from

Longwood said, "We get to-

gether with relatives and have

Christmas dinner."

Students aren't the only ones

that enjoy and are anxious for the

Christmas season. A few parents

look forward to it as well.

*A thing that begins a few

weeks before Christmas is plan-

ning for the annual church

Christmas program. This usu-

ally includes music, costumes,

props, and uncooperative chil-

dren. But [it] is something that I

look forward to every year" ex-

plains a Virginia Tech mom,
Cassie WoWford.

"Some favorite dungs at Christ-

mas include reading The Christ-

mas Story about the birth of Jesus

on Christmas Eve and then set-

ting out cookies and milk for

Santa," said Patti Culbreth, a Vir-

ginia Episcopal School educator

For the time being, just con-

centrate on yow exarns ami mak-

ing it through the first semester.

But keep in die back ofyour mind

winter vacation is ahead!
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Organization Spotlight:

The Martial Arts Club
MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

Founded a year ago by senior

ElliottAnderson, the Martial Aits

Club provides students with the

opportunity to learn Martial Arts

skills and self-defense

techniques.

Currently the club has around

15 members including beginners

and experienced students, with

some members holding black

belts in various styles of the

Martial Arts.

Anderson, who transferred to

Longwood last year, started the

club when he was looking for

other people to work out with.

The club began most of its

activities this year as members

attended the Nunchaker seminar

in Lynchburg, which was led by

Don Alley, who is ranked #1

Nationally by the NBL.

The Martial Arts club also

sponsored the campus-wide

Stress Relief Seminar, which was

hosted by Reiki Master Luxman

Jackson December 2 in the

Curry-Frazer Commons. In

addition to attending and

sponsoring seminars, the Martial

Arts Club members provide

Resident Assistants with hall

programs, where the members

instruct residents on basic self-

defense techniques.

"The goal of the club is to

provide an opportunity for

everyone to learn basic street

self-defense techniques for free,"

said Anderson, who has been

studying Martial Arts for eight

years.

The Martial Arts Club hopes to

provide students with more

programs in the spring by

possibly hosting an on-campus

seminar with Don Alley, as well

as a demonstration by Rick

Moneymaker on Internal Chi.

Anderson also hopes to have the

group participate in tournaments.

Currently he and Ashley Finneh

compete in various tournaments

such as the McGregor Fall Open

Tournament and the AAU.
For more information on the

Martial Arts Club please contact

Elliott Anderson at 395-3045.

Carbon Leaf Returns For

Annual Chri
MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

Tuesday's Reading Day may

have been shortened, but there

was still ample time for students

who attended the Carbon Leaf

Christmas party to recover from

the hours ofmusic, dancing, and

party-going that took place at

Landsharks Monday, December

7.

Where the Sidewalk Ends, a

local band from Hampden-

Sydney College, opened for

Carbon Leaf, beginning the

evening around 10 p.m.

Gathering in the middle of the

floor, the band's supporters

spent no time idle in their chairs.

Carbon Leafperformed songs

from Meander and Shadows in

the Banquet Hall, as well as

covers perfected with the Leafs

"ether electrified porch musk"

sound.

To the delight of Farmvillian's

everywhere, the band played the

always requested, "Take Me

Carbon Leaf Rocks Again! Photo by Chris Thompson

Home Country Road" while

adding a little of Lynard

Skynard's "Sweet Home
Alabama" into the mix (I never

thought anyone would actually

fulfill the "Play some Skynard!"

on demand).

There are a couple of things that

make Farmville bearable;

weekend binge drinking and the

almost-monthly Carbon Leaf

shows. With tinnitus serving as

a reminder of last night's show, I

feel I can survive in Farmville.

(At least until Friday).

The Richmond-based band

plays numerous shows

throughout the month. For show

dates and other information,

contact Carbon Leaf at P.O. Box

4224, Richmond, VA 23220;

cleaf@ erols.com ;http://

www.carbonleaf.com

A Brief History of Longwood Bands
MELANIE BARKER

Opinion Editor

Writer's Note: Part of this was

published in the last issue of The

Rotunda, but was edited because

of little available space. Since the

first printing of this story hardly

showed the extent ofLongwood"

s

musical history, we're running it

again in its entirety.

He-Goat

This is as far back as Ben could

remember. Sounding a lot like

Jesus Lizard, they broke up

before Tufts started school here.

The member names are

unknown.

Seven*

This band was founded by

Kevin Donovan (Fu), who
played guitars, vox, and

keyboard. SCB included Joe

Peterfesso (bass, calculus); Ben

Tufts (drums); and many others.

According to Ben there were

different people playing in the

band every time SCB performed.

Beginning in 1992, the group

disbanded around 1995. SCB
played originals and covers that

included punk versions of Take

Me Home, Country Road.

J'Mint

Like SCB, this band started

around 1992 and ended in 1995.

Ben, who played drums in the

band, described J'aunt as "a

weird experimental prog/metal/

jazz/funk/anomaly." Todd

Naumann played guitar in the

band with T.L. Smoot on bass.

Actually, this was Ben's high

school band, but he included it

to illustrate how long he and

Todd have been playing together.

Knight A
Ben heard about Knight &

Bhula soon after his arrival to

Longwood in 1994. At the time

Scott Knight and Nayan Bhula,

who both played acoustic guitars

and sang, were the first two

people to make an effort to put

live music in the college

community. Ben gives Nayan

the credit for starting the music

scene at Longwood.

Korey Habbnrd ft Ben Tufts

Korey and Ben met in Fall of

'95 and started playing with

Korey singing and on acoustic

guitar, while Ben also played the

acoustic guitar. The two

continued playing through spring

of *96, usually doing shows

about twice a month. During this

time Tiara Fisher revived the

Coffee House on the 4th floor of

the Cunninghams, a place that

has given many bands an outlet

and an audience. They also

played the coffee house that used

to be on Main Street

Blue Train had many

and not necessarily at the same

time. Estela Knott sang; Reuben

Skye Rose played guitar, (bass

player unknown); Clay Wray
played bass; David (last name
unknown) played drums; Ben

Tufts played drums; Andy Brock

played die alto saxophone; (other

alto sax player unknown). Blue

Train started playing about the

same time as Korey and Ben.

Blue Train started with Estela and

Reuben but eventually grew to a

full band.

Kid Vibe

Kid Vibe formed in fall of *96

and continued until Korey left the

following spring. Korey sang and

played the guitar; Ben played

guitar and vibraphone; Matt

Taylor played bass; and Preston

Bousman played drums.

GW
Gist consisted of two former

Longwood students, Nayan

Bhula who sang and played the

guitar, and Jennifer Moentmann

who played bass. Fred Burton,

who did not attend Longwood,

played drums. Gist currently

plays a lot of show in Northern

Virginia Ben describes their

music as "angry, happy, sad, ugly,

beautiful, rock and roll."

EnGuava
Jerry Meyersak ~ Vocals ; Clay

Wray - Guitar ; James (last name

unknown) — Guitar ; Robin (last

name unknown) -- Bass;

Jonathan Somers - Keyboards ;

Ben Tufts ~ Drums (he only

played one show with them).

Hi-Fi Dizxy Kids

This band consisted of Dennis

Morris (vocals, guitar); Josh

Adams (guitar, vocals); Julie

Mapp (bass, guitar, vocals); and

Jackson Harrara (drums). The

band played Baadfest 97, but

broke up a while ago.



KEVINROCK
Double Feature Editor

1. Where do forest rangers go "to get away from it ahT*

2. What do you do when you see an endangered animal
eating an endangered plant?

3. If a parsley farmer is sued, can they garnish his wages?

4. Would a fly without wings be called a walk?

5. Why do they lock gas station bathrooms? Are they afraid

someone will clean them?

6. If a turtle doesn't have a shell, is he homeless or naked?

7. Can vegetarians eat animal crackers?

8. If the police arrest a mime, do they tell him he has the

right to remain silent?

9. Why do they put Braille on the drive-through bank

machines?

10. How do they get the deer to cross at that yellow road

sign?

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of your

own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwoodJwc.edu

Movie Review: Blade
MELISSA GILL

Asst. Layout Manager

Wesley Snipes and Stephen

Dorff star in the action packed

vampire movie Blade. Snipes

plays Blade, a half man-half

vampire. His mother was at-

tacked by a vampire when she

was pregnant with him.

He possesses all of the

strengths of a vampire,

but none of the weak-

nesses. He does all that

he can to stop the vam-

pires from taking ova-.

He also wants to find

the vampire who killed

his mother. His mission is to de-

stroy all vampires.

Stephen Dorff plays Deacon

Irost, a vampire who is stirring

up the vampire community. He

considers humans as nothing

more than food and only wants

to dominate them. His mission is

to raise a blood god mat will give

him the power to take over in a

vampire apocalypse. Deacon

Frost is a very rebellious charac-

ter. He is more like the "vampire

of the 90*s" dressed in leather

pants (which isn't necessarily a

bad thing).

This movie is perfect for the ac-

tion lover. It is nonstop through-

out die entire movie. Blade scans

to be a darker version of Batman

with all ofthe extra weapons that

he carries. Just

when you think

he's in trouble, be

pulls out a new
weapon.

Along with the

action comes the

blood and gore.

This was not my
favorite by any means. This

movie contains a lot of violent,

gory death.

The beginning scenes of the

movie are very interesting. They

take place in a club type setting.

As I watched, I was very dis-

turbed with what was happening.

But overall, the movie was

great It was a lot darker than pre-

vious vampire movies, but it gave

another side of our picture of a

How to Deal With Stress
CAREY SEERY
Guest Writer

Stress.

The word college students hate

the most When the word stress

enters the vocabulary ofa college

student, it is usually followed by

curse words. This is the time of

every semester when stress is

high because papers are due, tests

are to be taken, and of course, fi-

nal exams.

You may experience times

when you are stressed out but do

not know how to help yourself.

Often times someone else may
notice that you are stressed, but

you yourself do not

Some signs of a highly stressed

individual are: general irritabil-

ity, impulsive behavior, an over-

powering urge to cry, fatigue,

anxiety, grinding of the teeth,

insomnia, migraine headaches,

pain in the lower back, decrease

or increase in appetite, night-

mares, and accident proneness.

There are ways to avoid stress.

Do not let stress get the best of

you. Just sit back and relax.

To Man
L Reduce

8. Take time for yourself dailv.

Know your iuaitatioos. Leant to s&i to

10. Don't

somewl

too soon., Everyone has a fVict* .-

Top 20 Albums of 1998
Taken from SPIN Magazine

4. Luciada WiffianB-Ccr Wheels on

5. Ak«Mcwi-Sa#BFi

6. Mateive Afiteck-JfeawJis*

7. Marilyn Mmsm-Mec/umimi
8. Billy Bragg and Wnco-MermaU

jottfmBiB

t o, Ksmvei tiot
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TRIPPIN' In Chicago

NICHOL PAGANO
Assistant Editor

Road trips are not what they

used to be, when people like Jack

Kerouac hit the road, the mission

was to find oneself in the obscure

and threatening world of

America.

For most, road trips have

evolved since the days when
Kerouac belted seventy-two

hours straight across the heart-

land to see his pals on the other

coast and Hunter S. Thompson

filled the backseat of his convert-

ible with grapefruits and turned

bis trunk into a grocery store of

drugs and alcohol while search-

ing for The American Dream.

As a part of America's youth

generation, we are drawn to these

roads; the roads that have already

been traveled and traversed. We
too are usually restless and seek-

ing some kind fulfillment or hop-

ing to fulfill a void at the end of

the asphalt

Road trips have become a

game, a way to get a quick fix

aside from reality and have some

uncalculated fun. Some cross

overAmerica's highways and by-

ways in search of all the cities

that end in "vUle" or rise with

skyscrapers and others seek late

night truck stop society and alien

encounters.

But for many of us who can

usually only sneak in a four day

escapade, the road becomes a

way for us to get our own quick

fix outside of college life, and

mainly outside of Farm ville.

A quick trip offers us a glimpse

into the heart of America.

Whether the weekend away

boasts big city architecture or

brings the quiet solitude of fish-

ing holes on the coast, the trip

always brings something new,

some kind of escape to the col-

lege mind.

Whether you will stuff your

own backpack or merely take a

backseat in my convertible, get

ready to fill the suitcases of your

mind this semester and replenish

your desire to discover as we to-

gether embark upon some of

America's greatest cities and

of America's lost colonies

in search of our own American

dreams

Chicago: A Big City Ride

"This is my kind of town, Chi-

cago is, my kindoftown, Chicago

is. My kindofpeople too, people

who smile atyou and each time I

roam Chicago, its calling me
home. Chicago is why Ijust grin

like a clown, its my land oftown

Chicago is.

"

Frank Sinatra said it perfect in

his 1964 ode to Chicago. When
entering the downtown arena of

Chicago, surrounded by the mag-

nanimity ofbuildings and bendy

coffee shops, you cannot escape

the ghost of what the city used to

be.

With my first step onto State

Street I was sucked into the mys-

tics of Chicago and transplanted

back to the days of mobs and

flappers, tenement housing and

bankers, and electric trolley lines

and industry workers. Today, the

city still exudes heritage. The

modern has not replaced the Old

Town Chicago, it has merely

grown through its mortar.

Ijke most big cities, everything

in Chicago has a hearty price tag,

but the true cheapskate (college

student) can see all of the Windy

City on ten bucks a day and a

good pair of tennis shoes. Ev-

eryone has seen the famous beach

side boardwalk in movies that

runs along the western side of

Lake Michigan.The concrete

pathway spans the entire shore-

line of Lake Side Drive where

Chicagoans bike and rollerblade,

lay idol in the sun, and even paint

landscapes of the golden skies

over Lake Michigan.

Lake Shore Drive can be fol-

lowed North right into the Chi-

cago River mat splits the down-

town area in two. On both sides

of the river lie the gems of the

Chicago skyline and the found-

ing businesses that brought the

city into its splendor. Before I

delved into the beat of the city I

thought I would take in some of

the local tourist traps.

Who can come to Chicago

without going to the observation

deck of the Sears Tower or shoot-

ing up the John Hancock Build-

ing?

According to a Chicago native,

the Sears Tower "STILL remains

the tallest building in the world

because the new towers in Ma-

After plunging back down to

the ground below the Tower, I

visited the distinguished Art In-

stitute of Chicago which show-

cased an exhibit on the French

artist Mary Cassatt, further gazed

upon the posh and richly adorned

laysia are not yet completed!"

From the top of 1,450 feet of

space and 110 stories a miracu-

lous view of the city is afforded

for only six dollars.

With the Chicago River to your

rear, you can look down upon the

bustling commercial center of

Michigan Avenue that houses

trendy and unaffortable stores

like Crate & Barrel, Marshall

Fields, and Neiman Marcus, out

to the sailboats and marinas that

line Lake Michigan, and the

Navy Pier where cruise ships

dock and families feast on cara-

mel apples atop the steel ferns

wheel.

As one of the greatest architec-

tural centers of the world, a visi-

tor must be weary not to give all

of their time to skyscrapers ami

monuments.

windows of Michigan Avenue,

and poked around the amazing

fortress of River City.

River City is a self-contained

urban complex built on the Chi-

cago River that consists of four

eighty-five feet towers and has

such a modern appearance that it

looks like something out of a

Jetsons' cartoon. The serpentine

concrete form holds two theaters,

health-care facilities, commercial

restaurants, and is topped by

seven circular parking lots fin-

ished off with the oblong living

quarters.

Aside from the main architec-

tural and historical tourist attrac-

tions, the true ethnographer will

elect to spend a good part of the

day resting on the sea-walls of the

Navy Pier which attract all slices

of life. The Navy Pier is both a

children's carnival and an adult's

beer garden. The pier boasts fa-

mous restaurants like Bubba
Gump's Shrimp Factory and for

the more thrifty, a McDonald's of

the Future.

Along the sides of the sea-

shore, die aesthetic eye can be

dazzled by modern art sculptures.

A fifty cent guide book walks you

through the local artist sculptures

that rang from a graffiti play-

house to a pregnant caged male

with one nipple.

Along the sides of the pier rest

the water taxis and dinner cruise

ships that courier you along Lake

Michigan, through the Chicago

River, and under the famous

tongue and groove bridges that

were spotlighted in last summer's

blockbuster My Best Friend's

Wedding.

While undulating along

Chicago's main bodies of water,

make sure you imbibe a dollar

draft and watch the history un-

fold as you cruise by the Wrigley

Building and the home of the

Chicago Tribune.

After strolling the sea sprayed

pier, the true jazz buff must take

his or her fill in the acclaimed

Jazz Mart. However, this store

is only for the true jazz enthusi-

astic because it holds such an

extensive collection of rare re-

cordings and releases that the

untrained eye would overlook.

The priceless pearl I took home
was a live recording of Miles

Davis at Birdland in 1950.

In public alcoves like the court-

yard outside of the Jazz Mart you

can really see the diversity of the

inhabitants of Chicago ranging

from the businesspersons of top

Chicago advertising agencies

like Foote Cone & Belding, the

young wind-breaker clad Cubs

fans, the vintage swingers who
are still reminiscent of Chicago's

early days, the news hungry that

ooze from the gates of North-

western University, and the deso-

late and dark that comb the streets

in search of a spare corner.

But when do you really see the

See CHICAGO Pg. 13



Movie Review:

Bride of Chucky

JEN BALLARD
Business Manager

The Chuck Man is back again

in bis fourth movie. His girlfriend

Tiffany summed bis spirit and he

returned to his Good Guy body.

Tiffany's spirit is also put into a

doll's body.

They ate out to be transformed

into younger more attractive bod-

ies. They followed two teenag-

ers and decided to use them.

While they were following the

teens they were killing

people.. .so it looked like the teen-

agers were doing it. At one point

in the movie Chucky says "if this

were a movie it would take three

or four sequels to explain it"

This movie was not as good as

the other three Child's Play mov-

ies. This definately proves not

all sequels are as good as the first

CD Review: Semisonic: Feeling

Strangely Fine

AlfcL/SSA GILL

Asst. Layout Manager

I had the pleasure of receiving

this album as a Christmas

present from one ofmy close

friends. I had only beard two

songs and I wasn't sure of what

to expect

The album opens with Closing

Tone, the first single from the

album. It's a nice little jingle

about last calls. It is however,

one of those songs that will slay

in your head for hours. After a

while, it is really irritating.

Another good song is Singing

in My Sleep. The guitars and the

song overall are very cheerful.

The album overall has a very

perky and happy tone to it

(sometimes to me point of

irritation). A lot of the songs

deal with love and happiness but

at the same time lonliness. Never

You Mind and Secret Smile were

two of the songs that I remember

listening to that were entirety to

cheerful for me.

But if I had to rate this album

on a scale of one to ten, I would

give it a seven. Although it is

often too cheery, it still sounds

great. Semisonic makes

wonderful music The sounds

blend well and the music will

make you listen again and again.

The Rotunda would
like to wish everyone

Happy Holidays. Have
a great break!

Binge Drinking: When is it Enough?
MEUSSA GOSS

Staff Writer

One always likes to appear

immortal, especially when it

comes to drinking. After all, we

are college students.

After reading about recent

deaths due to binge drinking, I

have to confess that I am singing

another tune. A majority of

college students have engaged in

binge drinking. I know you know

about the "isolated incidents" of

binge drinking deaths, but do you

know that you can die from it as

well?

Need I remind the "immortal

beings" that last year several

college students died from binge

drinking. It's not a fun activity.

It's a dangerous one. High

quantities of alcohol in a short

period oftime causes an overload

in your body. Your liver can only

process a half of an ounce of

alcohol in an hour; not the huge

amounts of alcohol involved in

binge drinking.

Consuming large amounts of

alcohol at one time can lead to

alcohol poisoning. I know a lot

of people laugh as they pick up a

drink. They think, "That only

happens to losers, you know,

ones who can't handle a drink."

Think again.

Drinking games are prolific at

parties. The games are supposed

to be fun and harmless, I would

like you to look between the

lines. Drinking games involve an

excessive amount of alcohol,

more than your body can handle.

Drinking games are a form of

binge drinking and can be deadly.

Drinking games are just one

example. I knew someone who
went to the University of Virginia

a few years back. She was a good

student and was getting close to

graduating from college. She

drank a little too much and passed

out. A fire broke out in her

apartment. She died in that fire.

She never got the chance to

graduate from college. She will

never live her dreams and have a

career. She lost her life because

of alcohol.

It may be just one isolated

incident of what happens when

you drink, but it shows that

anybody can die from drinking

too much. I want to show you

that binge drinking is not "the

thing to do." It is a dangerous

choice.

It you want to take the risk of

losing your life, then go ahead

and binge drink Just think about

all the risks involved before you

down that first shot

CHICAGO Cont Pg. 12

beasts that lie under these gilded

costumes? The real animals prey

in the nightlife ofChicago. From

nine o'clock until four in the

morning Division Street be-

comes a mirrored fun house for

the college imagination. No mat-

ter what the soul is craving, you

can find it somewhere in the di-

vision.

The road houses traditionally

rich Chicago style bars with oak

walks and steel radiator roofing

serving house ports and sherries

to Guiness pours in Chicago's

first Irish pub established in 1875

after The Great Fire. I made my
way down the street popping my
head in and out of this college

students dream looking for

THAT one Chicago night club

experience I craved.

Down a side street I entered

Liquid and dived into an era out-

side of my own. The nine piece

brass band was blowing away on

the stage and the crowd was

adorned in wing tips, zoot suits,

and knee length chenille skirts.

All sat sipping martinis and puff-

ing on cigars. I had entered

Fitzgerald's roaring twenties and

was about to embark upon the

world of Swing.

From the stage piped a rendi-

tion of Benny Goodmans
Orchestra's "Sing, Sing, Sing

(With a Swing)" as I watched

bodies jitter and jolt. I was mes-

merized by the rebirth of the art

of Swing that I thought dimin-

ished with the hop sock. As the

cats blew and I glided along the

wooden floors surrounded by red

velvet and dim lights I escaped

into a forgotten America.

With the next mornings dawn-

ing, back in modem America, I

relaced my tennis shoes and be-

gan to wander around exploring

the city all over again. Chicago,

like most big cities, is

Crevecoeur's melting pot of di-

versity. Its holds the faces of a

lost America. The past, the

people, the architecture, and the

culture of the America that we
search to discover. The city had

shown me this America, fed me

the change I needed, and shared

her secrets with me.

Chicago is a part of the

America that brings usjoy to dis-

cover and yet the America that

brings us more indecision and

confusion as we discover it, but

it is a city that lingers on our soul

as we continue to search for the

American dream.

"My kind of razz-ma-tazz and it

has all thatjazz, and each time I

leave Chicago its tugging my
sleeve, Chicago is .... its one

kind of town that won 't let you

down, it's my kind oftown.

Jason J, Ashby
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SPORTS
A Season ofTurnaround

Lancer Wrestlers Equal 1997-

98 Win Total With Dual Matcl

Victory over Apprentice
Longwood won its only

match during the past week,

defeating The Apprentice

School 24-22 Dec. 1 in New-
port News. Coach Brent

Newell's squad is now 4-1

in dual-match competition mis

season— already equalling the

entire win-total of a year ago

when the team finished 4-16

after the program went
2-7 the year before (1996-97).

The Lancers will next compete

Jan. 8-9 at the annual Virginia

Duals in Hampton, Va..

At the Apprentice School,

LC was sparked toward victory

by two crucial falls (pins) from

a pair of freshmen: David
Anthes/ Spotsylvania, Va.-

Spotsylvania HS and Omar

McNeil/Alexandria, Va. Mount

Vernon HS. Anthes earned his

pin In 2:06 at 174, while

McNeil got his pin in 2:38 at

184. Also gaining victories

against the Shipbuilders were

junior Beau Dickerson/

Gloucester, Va.-Gloucester HS
at 165 (5-4), along with fresh-

men Jeff Kepler/Haymarket,

Va.-Stonewall Jackson HS at

149 (forfeit) and Dave
Kaplan/ Woodbridge, Va.-

Woodbridge HS at 157 (16-9).

"Getting our first win over

Apprentice since I've been here

is a positive step for our pro-

gram," said Newell. "We have

progressed well this semester.

If we keep working hard, we

should continue to improve and

be successful."

Through five dual-matches

and one tournament, Dickerson

and Kaplan lead the Lancers

whn 8-2 records. They are fol-

lowed by Anthes (6-3), fresh-

man Darryl Graham
Gloucester, Va.-Gloucester HS
(141, 6-4), Kepler (5-2),

McNeil (5-3), junior Kris

Lucas/Walden, N.Y.-Valley

Central HS (Hwt, 5-3), and

freshman Larry Haynes/

Hopewell, Va.-Hopewell HS
(125,5-4).

Longwood will be very busy

when it returns to the mat dur-

ing the month of January with

six scheduled competitions.

Longwood Women
Golfers Ranked

Fourth In Nation

The Longwood College

women's golf team has been

ranked fourth in the NCAA
Division n MasterCard Colle-

giate Golf Rankings through

the fall season as voted upon

by a panel of collegiate

coaches. The College Golf

Foundation administers the

rankings. The next ranking

will be available in April dur

ing mid-season of the 1999

spring campaign.

Longwood and its 327.18

team scoring average through

the fall season was ranked be-

hind first-place Florida South-

ern, second-place Rollins

(Fla.), and third-place Lynn

(Fla.), while Mankato State

(Minn.) rounded out the

top five. The Lancers ofCoach

Cindy Ho, five-time Division

n National Champions, were

led during the fall campaign

by sophomore Mandy Beamer/

Burkeville, Va,-Nottoway HS.

Beamer averaged 80.00

through six rounds of compe-

tition, including a career-best

78-78-156 while taking med-

alist honors at the Tina Barrett

Invitational Sept. 5-6.

Longwood fired a 325-319-

644 en route to its team title

during the Tina Barrett Invi-

tational.

Longwood will open its

spring schedule with partici-

pation in the College of

Charleston (S.C.) Invitational

at Pinehurst (N.C.) #8 March
1-2, a 36-hole event in North

Carolina.

Longwood Splits CVAC Openers; Record Stands At 3-5
Longwood split its first two

Carolinas-Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC) games last

week, defeating Coker (S.C.)

42-40 Dec. 5 following a nar-

row 7 1 -69 bat to Barton (N.C.)

Dec. 1. Coach Ron Carr's

squad is now 3-5 overall, 1-1

in the CVAC. The Lancers

three wins have come a month

earlier man last season when

the blue and white did not

reach three wins until

Jan. 4. LC will now take time

off for final exams before con-

cluding first semester action

Dec 17 at CVAC opponent

Belmont Abbey (N.C).

At Coker, LC rallied from

a 27-10 halftime deficit to take

in South Carolina The Lanc-

ers got the game-winning bas-

ket from junior Jon Hughes/

Vafrico, Fla. Bloom'ngdale HS

on a 10-foot jumper. The host

Cobras missed an opportunity

to tie the game with a last-sec-

ond shot attempt. Junior Lee

Farrior/Chesterfield, Va.-

Manchester HS had given

Longwood a 40-38 lead at 1 :27

with a pair of free throws be-

fore Coker tied the contest at

40-40 with :59-seconds left to

set-up Hughes9
last-second he-

roics.

Longwood stormed back

from the 1 7-poin t deficit at die

intermission by outscoring

Coker 21-0 to start the second

half for a 3 1 -27 lead with 9:20

remaining. The low-scoring

contest remained close

throughout the remainder of

the game. Farrier ied the Lanc-

ers with 12 points, 10 coming

in the decisive second half, in-

chiding eight during the 21-0

blitz. Farrior also grabbed six

rebounds, while Hughes fin-

ished with 1 1 points and nine

rebounds. Freshman Zech
Boyd/Virginia Beach, Va.-

Tailwood HS also contributed

to the effort with seven second-

halfpoints in only six minutes

of action.

a
Against Barton, LC trailed

58-48 with 4:12 on the clock

before rallying to within the fi-

nal margin with 10-seconds

remaining. The Bulldogs

missed two free throws and

Longwood had the final shot

inside with two-seconds left

that missed among heavy traf-

fic in the lane. Lancer junior

Chris WiUiams/Elwood, tod-

Elwood Community HS had a

two-handed rim-rattling slam

dunk over two BC defenders to

pull LC within 7 1 -69 at the 1
0-

secondmark— setting up the

final sequence of mused free

throws by the visitors before the

last-second shot attempt by the

hosts. Barton secured its

victory by making 9-14 free

throws over the final 1:35.

Longwood was led by fresh-

man Brian FitzGerald/Chapel

HilL N.C.-East Chapel Hill HS
with a career-high 15 points,

while sophomore Jay Louden/

Williamsburg, Va.-Bruton HS
also scored 15 points for the

Lancers. Farrior was limited to

11 points but contributed five

rebounds, three assists, and

three steals.

Through eight games,

Farrior is averaging 1 7.S ppg,

and 3.6 rpg,, followed by

FitzGerald at 11.9 ppg. while

shooting an outstanding 66.7%

(36-54) from the field. Hughes

is averaging 8.0 ppg. and 52
rpg., while sophomore Ben
Green/Virginia Beach, Va.-

Frank W. CoxHS grabs a team-

best 5.4 rpg.. Freshman Andy
Jones/Chapel Hill, N.C.-East

Chapel Hill HS is dishing out

3.2 assists per contest. The
Lancers are shooting 43.4%
(191-440) from the field and

69.5% (114-164) at the free

throw line.

Farrior led the CVAC in

scoring (19.5 ppg.) through the

CVAC statistical report ofNov.

30. Others among the confer-

ence leaders include FitzGerald

in field goal percentage (T-3rd,

68.2%) and free throw percent-

age (6tfa, 88.9%), Hughes in

free throw percentage (5th,

90.0%) and blocked shots

(8th, 1 .25), and Jones in assists

(9th, 3.67).

Following die Belmont Ab-
bey (N.C.) contest, Lengwood
will open second semester ac-

tion Jan. 2-3 at a tournament

in Pennsylvania hosted by
(ra.).

M



Player Profile:

Wrestler Eddie Garcia
NAME: Eddie Garcia

YEAR: Freshman

LIVING: French

SPORT) wrestling

MAJOR: undecided

HEIGHT. S'5»

HAIR COLOR: brawn

EYE COLOR brawn

HOMETOWN: Woodbridge, Virginia

FAMILY: parents, Luis andSonia Garcia
siblings, young sister- Nadya; 15
FAVORITE TYPE OFMUSIC: anything and everything

FAVORITE TV. SHOW: Monday NightRaw and the

Simpsons

HOBBIES: hanging out withfiiends andplaying video

games

HIGHSCHOOL: CD. Hilton

AWARDSIN H.S.: wonfew tournaments, outstanding

wrestler award

AWARDS INCOLLEGE: wasfourth infirst tournament

hereatLWC
WORDS THATDESCRIBE HIM:
OFF THE MAT. laid-back

ON THE MAT: relaxed intensity

WEIGHTCLASS: 149 LBS.

# OF YEARS WRESTLING: Seven years

MOSTMEMORABLE WRESTLING MOMENT:
"My veryfirst match in college Ipinned the guy. He was

firm Gettsyburg. It was a greatfeeling.

"

HISFUTURE PLANS: "I have no clue. lam an undeclared

major, so thatpretty much leaves me open to anything that

comes up, that interests me ofcourse.

"

WHATOTHERS SAY: Chris Trahant, roommate, "Eddie is

cool. We get along realty weU. We never have stupidpetty

fights."

MattMorreau, roommate, "Eddie's a very hard working

student. He practices hard everyday. He's a good guy.

"

In Memory: Former Longwood
Assistant AD Thomas W. Bilello

Thomas W. Bilello, a

former assistant athletic direc-

tor at Longwood College from

1995-97, collapsed and died at

the wheel while driving home
from a football game in Florida

shy in Alabama. The Trojans people and was a key
had played at FloridaA&M last person in the development of

Saturday during the NCAA the Athletic Department," said

Division 1-AA Football Play- Longwood Director of Athlet-

offs. An autopsy performed ics Jack Williams, "All of us

Nov. 30 determined that Tom share in the griefofTom's sud-

den passing and send our

prayers and thoughts to his

family and loved ones."

Nov. 28. Tom, just 34-years- died from cardiac erythmea

old, had most recently been caused by a faulty heart valve.

employed as associate athletic "In his short time at

director at Troy State Univer- Longwood, Tom touched many

Lancers Sweep Through Three

Opponents; Record At 5-3

Longwood won three led by junior Kali Brown/ looked back. The Lancers had

games during the past week* Powhatan, Va,-Powhatan HS four players achieve double-

defeating CVAC opponents with a game-high 17 points, doubles, led by Barron with a

Coker (S.C.) 72^*7 Dec, 5 and adding 11 rebounds for a game-high 19 points and 11

double-double. Brown was fol- rebounds. Barron was followed

lowed in scoring by freshman by Brown with 17 points and

Jamie Beaie/Columbia, Md,- 12 rebounds, Price with a ca-

Oakland Mills HS with a ca- reer-high 15 points and 10 re-

reer-high 16 points and bounds, and Younce with 12

five assists, while junior Jill points and 1 1 rebounds. Beate

Younce/West Friendship, Md.- nearly had her own double-

Glenelg HS added 13 points doublewith 1! pointsandnine

and a career-high eight steals, assists.

Sophomore Demietre Price/ Through eight games,
Gladys, Vs.-William Campbell Brown is averaging 17.2 ppg,,

HS also had a double-double 9.6 rpg., 3.3 steals, and 2.8 as-

Barton (N.C.) 61-53 Dec. 1

around a non-conference tri-

umph past Saint Paul's 81-67

Dec. 3. Coach Shirley

Duncan's squad is now 5-3

overall, 2-0 in the CVAC with

four consecutive victories. The

Lancers were scheduled to

conclude first semester action

at non-conference opponent

Millersville (Pa!) Dec. 7.

Lonrwood72.Co**r47
At Coker, LC avenged

three losses to the Cobras a

year ago when the South

Carolina school finished as

CVAC Tournament and regu-

with 12 points and 13 re-

bounds, while senior Mary
Barron/Great Falls, Va.-Paul

VI HS contributed 12 re-

bounds. The Lancers havenow
won 52 of 58 CVAC contests

sists, followed by Barron at

12.9 ppg. and a team-best 10.6

rpg., while Younce is adding

11.7 ppg., 6.4 rpg., 3.7 steals,

and 3.0 assists. Price is aver-

aging 9.8 ppg. and 8.9 rpg.,

lar-season runners-up. The since formation of the league, while Beale is adding 5.4 ppg.

A Message from
Barnes and Noble

SM t&ck ypi#%> looked

MONDAY, 12/7 - SATURDAY, 12/12

MONDAY, 12/14 - THURSDAY, 12/17

9A.M.-5 P.M.

IN LWC BOOKSTORE

ALSO BUY BACK LOCATED IN

LANKFORD STUDENT UNION BY THE
CAFE'

TUESDAY, 12/8-SATURDAY, 12/12

10A.M.-4P.M.

™
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Lancers ex-

tended the de-

fensive clamps

in the second

half, limiting

the hosts to

a winning
.897%.

percentage of ami 2.5 assists. The Lancers are

shooting 37.6% (204-542)

from the field and 55.2% (1 23-

223) at the free throw line.

Brown led the CVAC in

steals (4.2) through the CVAC

Lonswood 61. Barton 53

Against Barton, LC trailed

44-34 with 1 1:52 on the clock

only 24.3% (9- before outscoringthe Bulldogs statistical report of Nov. 30.

37) shooting 27-9 during the remainder of Brown was also tied for mird

from the floor, the contest. Younce led the in scoring (18.4 ppg.) and was
including 0-13 rally with 11 of her 13 points, seventh in field goal percent-

f r o m including a trio of big three- age (54.2%). Others among the

three-point ter- point field goals over the final conference
ritory, to erase 6:13. The Lancers were led by leaders include Barron in re-

a 29-28 half- Barron with a game-high bounding (3rd, 10.4 rpg.) and

time deficit, double-double of 1 5 points and blocked shots

Longwood 10 rebounds, adding three

blocks, followed by Younce

who alsohad six rebounds, five

steals, three assists, and two

blocks, and Brown with 12

points and four rebounds.

outscored
Coker 44-18 in

the second half

en route to the

triumph.

The Lanc-

ers had four

players score in

double-

LobosULMJMIM
Against Saint Paul's, LC

led 43-23 at halftime and never

(T-4th, 0.8), Price in blocked

shots (T-4th, 0.8) and rebound-

ing (T-7th,

8.2 rpg.), and Younce in free

throw percentage (9th, 81.2%).

Following die Millersville

(Pa.) contest, Longwood will

open second

semester action Jan. 7 by host-

ing CVAC opponent Mount
dive (N.C).
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Juniors and Seniors Allowed to Move Off Cam
ALLYSON BLAKE

News Editor

JUNIOR OPTION
Due to tbe increase of fresh-

men, tiansfers, and continuing

students, the Housing Depart-

ment thinks it may be necessary

for more students to move off

campus.

To allow more students to

move off campus, they have

come up with the Junior Option.

The following are tbe require-

ments needed to be eligible for

the Junior Option.

Juniors volunteer for the option

if interested in moving off.

Current number of hours com-

pleted and registered for by end

of Spring '99 is the criteria for

establishing option rank.

Juniors with the highest num-

ber of credit hours would be let

off-campus first Students with

the same number of hours will be

randomly ordered.

A list of rank ordered juniors

will be established. All students

will be taken off the list in order.

If released, juniors must make

a commitment to moving off be-

fore room selection begins.

Students released due to excep-

tions to the residency require-

ment or Juniors with higher

hours may not pull out lower

numbered individuals as room-

mates.

However, if enough students

are released due to the residency

requirement for seniors and other

exceptions, then die Junior Op-

tion will not go into effect.

SENIOR PRIVILEGE
Students applying for release

with 89 or more hours are auto-

matically released.

Students applying for and ap-

proved for any of the other ex-

ceptions outlined in the Student

Handbook (age, living at home,

marriage, less than full-time both

semesters) and documented and

approved medical need will be

released.

If you have any questions,

please call the Housing Office at

39S-2O80, or e-mail Ed Bell at

ebell@lcmgwoodtwc.edu.

Jane Elliot Speaks about Prejudice to Longwood
JENBALURD
Business Manager

On Friday, January 18, 1999,

Longwood had the pleasure of

having Jane Elliot come and

speak to the students.

Her program, The Anatomy

ofPrejudice, began with Samuel

Williams opening in prayer fol-

lowed by Jacenda Wiley singing

Precious Lord Take Me On.

Elliot spoke about racism,

sexism, and on ageism.

Her opening statement was "I

am going to offend each and ev-

eryone in this audience and I

don't give a damn."

She mentioned sexual orien-

tation, saying that we should

mind our own business and leave

others alone. She said that if a

woman has a problem with abor-

tion, she shouldn't have one. If

men have a problem with it, they

shouldn't
contribute.

She used

two students

to prove that

color, gender

and even

height played

a role in our

everyday life.

Once she

pointed it

out, most

people real-

ized r.U

these things

were impor-

tant

Elliot
spoke for a

while on her

Blue Eyed/

Brown Eyed experiment in

which she selected the brown-

eyed children to be superior to

Jane EUiot speaks on campus. Photo by Judy

the blue-eyed children. The next

day she switched which group

was superior.

Elliot stated

that if she had

known all the

pain her family

was going to go

through she

never would
have done it

Her father,

one of the

founders of the

town she lived

in, went from

being important

to being iso-

lated and dying

with no one

around.

Elliot's chil-

dren were ridi-

culed and had
eynolds their posses-

sions taken, her husband lost all

of his friends and none of the

teachers she worked with would

have anything to do with her.

Then she explained one of

the experiments she conducted,

with a group of adults.

After EUiot was done with

the example, Dr. Carolyn Gabb

read a variety of poems includ-

ing one from Langston Hughes

and Maya Angelou.

The evening ended with

Jacenda Wiley singing Just A
PrayerAway dedicated to Long-

wood College students.

Mindie Witt said, "Jane

Elliot's presentation was very

enlightening. It was an amazing

program that forced many
people to examine their attitudes

and behaviors, though it is of-

ten hard for us to look in the

mirror and confront our own

shortcomings. She taught every-

one who saw her speak a lesson

in life,"

-jj-uni



EDITORIAL
Welcome back! We

hope that everyone

had a good break.

With the new semester comes

new changes for The Rotunda.

We will now be operating as a

weekly publication, as well as

incorporating new columns. In

our efforts to bring you an

accurate overall view of

Longwood life we ask that you,

as our reading community,

contribute to us ideas, knowledge

of new events, and stories of

human interest to us.

We encourage you to submit

any information you would like

to have published-photos, art,

stories, and letters to the editor.

We want to represent the student

body as accurately as possible, so

any feedback is helpful. The

Rotunda wants to become an

outlet for communication and

information to the Longwood
community.

Ifyou are interested in sending

us information our deadline for

stories is 5:00 p.m. on Sunday of

each week. Materials and

information may be sent to one

of the following:

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu,

P.O. Box 2901, fax number (804)

395-2237, or x2 120.

Good luck mis semester with

all of your endeavors! Do not

forget to send us your ideas, and

as always READ THE
ROTUNDAIU

Sincerely,

Melissa Gill & Kristen Ingram

Co-Editors-in-Chief

All Washed up
To the Editor:

I am furious. I am looking at a

pile of dirty laundry that I can not

wash because I have no quarters.

IfLongwood College is going

to make the washing machines

take quarters only then there

should be change machines pro-

vided in the buildings in order for

students to get quarters.

I have walked to Par-Bills,

hiked to my car, traveled to Wal-

Mart, lost my parking place (and

will probably get another $20

parking ticket), and still no one

can change my dollar bills. What

else are we supposed to do?

Mary Allen

Sophomore

Speech Pathology

tEfie JXotuttfcra

Box 2901
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Repent Sinners,
To the Editor:

Let us hope that this message

will reach all of the people of the

world so that they may be fore-

warned. The first of the four

horseman of the Apocalypse has

been riding for the last two de-

cades "as a conqueror bent on

conquest" (Rev. 6:2). A much-

acclaimed spiritual leader is

busily trying to form a one-world

religion under his leadership.

Once this leader completes or

ends his mission, the next three

horsemen will ride out in pain-

fully swift sequence and the ef-

fect of their missions will leave

fifteen hundred million people

dead or dying. Neither our reli-

gious, nor our civil leaders are

warning our people of these up-

coming tragedies of world war,

world famine, and world pesti-

lence, so that they will not be

caught by total surprise. The

Scripture reveals that 25% of the

earth's population will be killed

and this would mean that over

fifty million Americans will be

killed or die of starvation and dis-

ease. The war between the na-

tions is not the only war that is

looming in the near future, for

The End Is Near
when this spiritual leader com-

pletes his mission of a one world

religion, under his leadership, he

will bring those who oppose his

doctrines under persecution just

as the case during the Dark and

Middle Ages. He will also be

powerful enough to exercise a

high level ofcontrol over the one-

world government already exist-

ing - the United Nations. Since

the final countdown for our

Lord's return is obviously begin-

ning, I pray that those who are

following any leadership other

than Christ, the Scriptures, and

the Holy Spirit will burn the bil-

lions of books, magazines, ami

newspapers that keep them in

bondage to the "Synagogue of

Satan" (Rev. 2:9 & 3:9) and the

churches of those who are of the

spirit if the Antichrist. Please

contact the editor of your paper

who has printed this article and

thank him or her for they have

become one of the workers of the

final harvest (Mat 9:38).

Sincerely,

Bro. Raymont Senn

Pleasant Grove,AL

Punishment or Prevention

ATwo Part Series on Sex Offenders
Aisha Henderson

Asst. Ovinkm Editor

'To err is human, to forgive

—

divine." Generally, these have

been words to live by. However,

when it comes to sex offenders,

forgiveness is not the issue; pre-

vention is.

As logical as it seems, barely

anyone has even spoken of pre-

vention. Instead, the demand is

for harsher punishments and

more public information. Neither

has stopped sex offenders in the

past. In fact, sexual predators

have decided to fight back.

With the recent rise of federal

and state legislation to keep the

public informed of the existence

and whereabouts of convicted

sex offenders, more and more ac-

cusations of civil rights violations

are being made. Sex offenders

and their lawyers, along with a

percentage of the general popu-

lation feel that these public dis-

closure laws violate the equal

protection and double jeopardy

clauses in the Constitution.

This group of individuals feel

that convicted sex offenders have

paid their debt to society and that

being registered as a sex offender

is enough. However, they feel

that holding town meetings to

discuss local offenders with the

community and setting up special

Web sites with not only the

offender's names and addresses,

but their photographs as well, is

going too far. They feel that all

the public disclosures do is suc-

ceed in ostracizing the sex of-

fender in his community, instead

of preventing him from commit-

ting another crime.

Following their line of reason-

ing mat everyone is entitled to the

See PUNISHMENT p.3



'The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about ihenu So speak

up and act up. Because ifyou 're notmad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas

to ckahn@longwoodIwc.edu.
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Religious Fanaticism
TIMKISER

Asst. News Editor

I am a firm believer in die

freedoms of every individual.

"To each his own" is a very

important adage and I make an

effort to apply it

However, this belief can only

stretch to the limits of reality.

And the type of thinking that is

evident in this letter of the good

Brother Raymont Senn can be

severely frightening when
dwelled upon.

True, I snppose we must

acknowledge the fact that

perhaps a one in a million chance

exists that mere is a grain of truth

to this, but come on people!

To think that a man can be so

blind to anything but his own
constructed view of the world

To mink that he could be so brain

washed by "the opiate of the

masses," as Marx called it, to

concoct these ideas of some sort

ofarmageddon.

It is truly frightening to think

what he might do.

How is he "preparing" for this

apocalypse? Someone who is so

convinced ofthe unstoppable end

of the world might do anything.

The world is a truly unstable

place in the grand scheme of

things.

Some of you have probably

seen one of these books that talk

about secret codes in The Bible,

predicting JFK's assassination

and the end of the world.

While common sense just won't

allow one to believe these things,

it certainly sparks the

imagination. What if?

With people such as Saddam

Hussein, who have complete

power over a large quantity of

nuclear and biological weapons,

wejust aren't as safe as we would

like to believe.

The truth of it is that man has

one great fallacy, and I learned

this from a fiction novel, but it is

anything but fictitious. People

believe what they want to

believe.

A couple hundred years ago,

die people knew the world was

flat

The mind believes not what is

necessarily logical or rational,

but rather what nukes it feel

safer, happier, or just what comes

easier.

Now I'll bet you are asking

what, if that's the case, makes me
believe I am right? How do I

know that I am not deluded, or

oblivious to the bum?
Well, I don't know. And if I

ever do find out, it'll probably be

too late. But the only solution I

can offer to you is a simple one:

forget about it.

There are a million and one

things that are more important to

worry about than what may or

may not be.

It just doesn't help to fret over

it and look into it too deeply, and

besides, there is really nothing

you can do about it anyway.

So the next time you encounter

a far-fetched proclamation such

as this, do yourself a favor.

Throw it away . . . physically and

mentally.

1. To what seems to be a quick

construction of the new
dining hall.

2. To Lonnie Calhoun and the

Office of Multi-Cultural

Affairs for the great Jane Elliot

program put on last week.

3. To the students for reading

The Rotunda so much that the

need for it to be a weekly

paper was renewed. Thanks.

4. To all the new transfer

students, good luck in your

first semester here.

5. To NPC for surpassing the

National Greek GPA.

1. To the Longwood College

Bookstore for the high prices

. . . sure that's the average

price for those books . . . we
believe you!

2. To the construction crews

for the repulsive looks given

to the females of this

campus. . . at least you have

stopped hollering at them
(somewhat).

3. To all the new rules

regarding Rush (or the new
name "Recruitment Week")

this year . . . new GPA
guidelines and Midnight

Madness . . . hmmm big

changes, short notice.

Send vour Props and Drops to rrHinker@loogwoodlwc.edu.

Appeal Denied, But Why?
scotch-tape the sticker to my car

MINDIEWJTT
General Manager

m petwr
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'Peopl* who h«w to

hare alcohol to hate

a good time,*'

Marty Boone

Senior

Musk Ed

Ever try to appeal a parking

ticket? I did. Big mistake.

I received a parking ticket

because I had my parking sticker

sitting in the back window. This

was not acceptable to our cam-

pus police officers and they tick-

eted my car. I appealed it be-

cause my sticker was in my car,

and my car was parked where it

was supposed to be. I automati-

cally figured the appeals com-

mittee would be fair. Apparently

all they say was dollar signs.

The sticker was sitting in the

window because I already had

one sticker which I have to have

removed professionally because

it is stuck so soundly. Wanting

to avoid this costly repair again,

I stated in my appeal that I would

from now on.

My appeal was denied, but

not on the grounds of anything

logical. The appeals committee,

whoever they are, sentmy appeal

request back roughly ten weeks

after I received the ticket. At the

bottom of the paper is an expla-

nation. Mine says, and I quote,

"According to section lg-3, de-

cals must be secured with their

own adhesive. Please attach your

decal to the window properiy."

Did I mention that my car is

practically brand new? That it is

in good condition and that I have

to have another sticker expen-

sively professionally removed

already? And what in the world

is Section lg-3? I sincerely think

the good parking sticker pur-

chasing students deserve some

answers.

PREVENTION
Continued p.2

same rights, you can understand

their point No one should have

to spend the rest of their life liv-

ing like a pariah because of a

"mistake" made years before.

This is especially true when you

consider that some citizens have

deckled to abuse the disclosure

laws by becoming vigilantes.

In some instances, offenders

are literally run out of their town

or harassed to the point where

they want to leave. These actions

don't help the situation or prevent

future crimes. The sex offender

just moves on to another town or

city where he/she is not immedi-

ately known and starts over.

Sadly, it could be your town or

your city. He or she could be your

neighbor, your friend, or your

babysitter, but you wouldn't

know until it was too late. How-

ever it is never too late for a so-

lution. We need an alternative to

vigilantism and public disclo-

sure-two solutions that have not

worked yet, or the next town an

offender is driven to could be

yours.
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To Smoke/ or Not to Smoke-There Should be No Question
Ophelia Butts

Guest Writer

The dangers of smoking, as

well as the effects of second-

hand smoke have been public

knowledge for several years.

Police departments continue to

sponsor anti-smoking programs

at high schools and elementary

schools. Tobacco wars between

manufacturers and Congress have

been waging for months.

All of this being said, I don't

understand the droves of people

I see smoking on Longwood's

campus. Smokers are outside of

Grainger, on back steps of the

Colonaddes, around the Fountain,

and of course, around the bench

behind Jannan.

This brings up another obser-

vation I have made. A strangely

high amount of Theatre amd
Music students smoke. Actors,

instrumentalists, and vocalists

use their voices and vocal chords

(not to mention respiratory sys-

tems) as part of their day-to-day

lifestyles. Why jeopardize their

bodies (as well as other's) and

careers for the sake of a nasty

(and breakable) habit?

Smoking not only effects the

smokers, but also the people

around diem. It never fails that

every time I exit Grainger, large

billows of smoke are blown

into my face. If you're going to

smoke, at least do it politely.

And guys—we ladies are

NOT attracted to those of you

with smelly cothes, bad breath

and stained teeth. Get some gum,

whitening toothpaste and most

importantly, the Patch.

H of the Week
EMNCARROi

StuffWrittt-

1. Clinton offers details on the Education Fto

2.Chnton gives State-of-the Union address,

3. Clinton trial focuses on Judge's Lewinsky R

4. Showdown in Iraq: U.S. Planes bosh Iraqui

5. Quayle announces 2000 Presidential bid.

6. Virginia cannot punish landM/couaty to set

7. Lawmakers say state tobacco money won't g

t. Executive denies vowmg to "cut off' Netscaj

9, NBC polishes the Golden Globes

0. NBA officially opens for business

ROOM SELECTION 1999- 2000

Finding Your Space For the New Millennium

mam
Applications for the foHowtng wfl be available at

the Front Desks of the Residence Hate and at

the Housing Office beginning Monday, February
1, 1999, £1 applications are due by S p.m. on
Friday, February 19, 1999 to the Housing
Office, (Do htQI drop them off at the Front
Desks).

Senior Privilege

Residency Requirement Exceptions

Junior Option (new Bus year)

Graduate Student Housing
Changing from Commuter to

Resident Status

Single Room
ARC

mam

Applicants wttt receive notification of their status
by campus ma*. Those applying for the Junior
Option wiH be notified the week following Spring
Break in March. AB others will be notified the last

week of February. Further details of the Room
Selection Process wM be distributed through
campus maH.

Students wttfi medical need for arty special

housing arrangements must submit the*
requests to Scott Lissner in the Learning Center
(x2391) by March 6. 1999 for iiiliufcllieillli

Contact the Housing Office rf you rave any
questions at 2080
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CAMPUSandCOim
Thursday

28th

Friday

SEA Scholastic Book
Fair in Hid! 141

@ 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs.

Virginia Union

@ 7:30 p.m.

Greek Meets

Lankford

@ 8:00-10:00 p.m.

Midnight Madness

Lancer Hall

@ 11:30 p.m.

Afghan Dinner Night

located at

The Silk Road Resturant

$15.95 per person

@ 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.

Call 392-8351 for details.

By Reservation Only

LP Film: TBA in the

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Landsharks Drink

Specials: Call 392-9881

for details

Photography Exhibit and

Southside Jazz Quartet

Longwood Center for the

Visual Arts

@ 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs.

St. Andrews

@ 6:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball

vs.

St Andrews

@ 8:00 p.m.

Black History Month
Kick-off Party

in the ABC Room
@ 10:00 p.m.

SUPE
sur

Falcons

Flag

cm Bar

@3:00

Superb

Frenc

@6:

Sen<
The Rotunda

you would lik

computers, v<

anything! Fo

your needs!

Please send c

box 2901. Ch

wmm
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ALENDAR
Monday

1st

Tuesday

2nd
RBOWL
JDAY!

/s. Broncos

l-l-l-W

Football

low Field

5:00 p.m.

owl Party

h Lobby

00 p.m.

Leadership Conference

located in the

Prince Edward Room,
Teaching Resume Skills.

6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Rotunda Interest Meeting

in Rotunda Office

9:00 p.m.

Landsharks Special:

$9.95 gets you

1 lb. of shrimp

Wew Tr> '99
/ us your Classifieds!
proudly presents to you THE CLASSIFIEDS. If

e to advertise anything: your love, a room, books,

m name it, we'll advertise Ul Well,just ABOUT
r $3.00 you will get al"by 2" square to advertise

U classifieds through the maU with payment to

ecks should be made payable to The Rotunda.

Ground Hog's Day

SGA Meeting

held in the ABC Room
@ 3:30 p.m.

Graduate School

Preparation

in Lancaster Room 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

Chamber Music

Niethamer-Monahan

Duo.

Clarinet & Piano Haying

in the Wygal Auditorium

@ 7:30p.m.

Longwood Bookstore

Student Appreciation

Days

February 3-4

Landsharks Special;

$4.95 gets you

1 lb. of crab legs

44 99

Tffe^
JW Bff¥J

if YOU *** "iM ¥N* KNOW" *)fe

fUV* iMs«>* iltrOR*ATiOK TIUT
YOU WOUM> tifcw TO PUT I* turn

CAuwHnJM, e-mail v& AT:

*OTUMDA«hLOHGWOO©it.WCiM>U



FEATURES
Organization Spotlight: The Equestrian Team

LOREN HATCHER
Asst. Copy Editor

Around 1839, the Longwood

Equestrian team became the 1st

Varsity Sport in the College's

history.

According to Mandy Benedict,

the team's secretary and this

year's co-captain, the barn used

to be located at the President's

House, near President's Field.

The team now consists of a

twenty-member, co-ed group of

horse-lovers. The team rides at

Rose-Gate Farm about twenty

minutes outside of Farmville.

The facility and some horses are

owned by the teams' Professional

Hunt-Seat Equitation coach,

Eleanor Brands tater, however the

team care-leases some of the

horses every year for the

program.

Dues are $375 and this covers

the expense of lessons,

veterinarian fees, and 1HSA

(Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association) show fees.

The team competes in Region

4, Zone 7 of the ISHA and

competes against 14 other

schools including UVA, Sweet

Briar, Goucher College and the

Univeristy of Maryland. Juniors

W*
Kat Gearing and Matt Escobar

placed into Regional and Zone

competitions and Kat Gearing

successfully made it to Nationals

where she was ranked 8th in the

nation.

Regional competitor Matt

Escobar said, "The excitement of

realizing I was going to Zones

was a moment HI never forget.

Zones is a really high level of

competition and I was proud to

know I was going to be one of

the first people from Longwood

to make it mat far in a long time."

Secretary and co-captain

Mandy Benedict stressed the

team's involvement with such

programs like Big Siblings. Last

spring the Little Siblings came

out to the barn and rode horses

with the team.

The Equestrians also hold

various raffles during the

semester, prizes include free

lessons and dinner at Macado's.

The team's Oktoberfest booth

sold painted horseshoes as

momentos of the team's

participation in the Oktoberfest

parade. At a joint horse show

with the University ofRichmond,

the team had a concession stand.

Various other fundraisers are

planned for the future.

"I've gained so much from

being a part of the team,

including leadership skills and

team spirit. We're a group-

oriented team that interacts well

together. We've come together for

a common interest, but have

learned so much more about each

other beyond our love for horses

and riding."

Criteria necessary to be a

member of the team include

riding experience, agreeing to

serve on committees, taking

lessons, and of course paying

dues. The team holds one to two

interest meetings a semester and

there is no class requirement

If you're interested in joining

the team or want more

information, contact Mandy
Benedict at x3403. The

Equestrian's mailbox number is

2929.

Special thanks to team co-

captain Emily Roberts for

supplying helpful information in

A Message from Multicultural Affairs

The Hanukkah Menorah was stolen at the

beginning of the Spring Session and we need

replies and confidential comments as to its

return.

Please call the office of Multicultural Affairs at

Person of the Week:
Janet Leonard

WENDY KIRKPATRICK
Staff Writer

Meet Janet Leonard, one of the

the many support staff at

Longwood that go unrecognized

for their services. Janet is the

housekeeper for Cox and was

recognized as the Housekeeper of

the Year at Longwood.

In 11 years of working as a

housekeeper at Longwood, she

has seen a lot of changes and

thinks that the college is looking

better than it ever has before.

She attributes these changes to

Dr. Cormier, who has worked to

make sure that Longwood is

clean and tidy. Cox at one time

was one of the worst buildings

on campus, but Janet believes

that Dr. Cormier, as well as the

residence life staff have come
together with the housekeeping

staff to make life at Longwood

better.

Janet attributes her award as the

best housekeeper to the students,

who fill out evaluations on the

cleaning staff, and also to the

RA's and REC in Cox. The staff

and residents are happy to clean

up after themselves some, and

generally try to make Janet's job

easier.

She says that the best part of

her job is the students and be-

lieves that if "you respect them,

they'll respect you." They often

tell her that she is working too

hard and brighten her day with

many "Hello's" and smiles.

She is happy that students and

staff are taking a more active role

in keeping the buildings clean.

Her job begins around 7 a.m.

in the Registrar's Office and then

to Cox about an hour later. The

four residence floors, including

laundry and study areas can usu-

ally be cleaned in about four

hours, but her job does not end

mere. She also cleans the lobby,

REC area, stairwells, and outside

walkways

Janet works with the philoso-

phy passed on to her by her

mother, "Do it right the first tune,

and you won't have to do it

again."

From the Rafters
Pwmded &y
ED BELL

Helloooooo, Longwood! From

the Rafters is back for a second

year providing the Longwood

community with information,

updates, and commentary

primarily about the residence

halls but also about issues that

effect all ofus in some way. Your

eontiaued and active

participation in campus events

and programming makes a big,

big difference AND makes

continues.

The new year beg

to the rafters, and

fuller than full. S

started the year in

lounges, and Cast R

I can now report th

room to si

anticipate an increase m Aideno.
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now to deal with it. Seniors, did

you know there is a new set of

apartments in town? Juniors, look

for the New Junior Option we
will be offering-there is light at

the end of the tunnel.

As you may know by now,

feedback form last spring's RHA
sponsored February Forums has

resulted in a new laundry room

for the Cunninghams, increased

service in Cox, Wheeler, and

French hatta, and renovations of

most ofthe other laundry rooms

on campus. The RHA's October

Opinion forums offered even

more ideas as to how we cun

continues to be an important

issue. A contractor problem has

delayed the installation of the

rity screens but the project

is now complete. Lighting

around campus was assessed in

September and several changes

have been made already, but look

to even better lightingm the fall.

South Ruffner andTabb, you can

expect new card readers by

Sprint? Break

It has beer* an exciting year.

never a dull moment.
e to contact me if vou

Thei

the

*•-.' are u

and fee

caking up and getting involved, me students.

ings like this can be Racqu

complished," said RHA Challengers-!

Ground floor security



Cheap Eats at
The Best Restaurant

MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

Movie Review:

The Faculty
KRISTEN A. INGRAM

Efitor-in-Chief

Henington High, like many American high schools, had seen its

better days. By the actions of the students one would have thought it

to be a juvenile detention center rather than a school. The faculty

members, those not drunk, were burned out and unsupported by the

system.

So I know what you are thinking, this sounds like a good setting

for a Science-Fiction Thriller! WRONG! The idea to have aliens

plunge roving tentacles into each faculty members' ear did not help

the plot to develop into any sort of substantial story line.

So of course by mid-movie the entire school had been converted

into alien-ism and it was up to six unlikely, mis-paired students to

core the alien plague that the faculty members had implanted into

the students. But before our fearless heroes can save toe day, it is

necessary for each of them to prove that he or she had not been in-

fected, and how did they do this? By getting high of course! It all

made perfect sense that if the aliens thrived on water then die only

logical thing for them to do was to ingest the local druggie's home-

made magic dust, which would immediately dry out the alien's sys-

tem and loll its host (Logical, right?) The druggie (Josh Hartnettt)

ultimately saved die day, with help from the teen-angst Goto queen

(Clea DuVall), and the biology nerd (Can you believe it? Elijah

Wood???).

Overall the story was weak, die plot was anti-climactic, and the

acting was terrible. Basically, mis movie sucked. Save your cash,

don't pay for this flick when it hits the movie stores, you don't even

want to catch it on USA's Up All Night Marathon. Believe me, it was

THAT bad!

The Best Restaurant was a new
Farmville experience for me.

After attending Longwood
College for four years, I can't

believe I have never eaten there

before!

The atmosphere was surprising

at first. The lawn chairs and the

pawn shop connected to the

restaurant left me a little

concerned with the quality of the

food. I had a Philly Steak Sub,

which was not what I expected.

It was not the classic sub, but

instead had thinly sliced sirloin

beef with melted cheese, sauteed

onions and steak sauce. The
sandwich was actually very

good, and a nice change for the

usual Farmville sandwiches from

Macado's.

Once we had begun to eat and

enjoy the food, the mood
changed from a very unusual

experience to a small, family

owned and operated restaurant

Definitely the best part of my
meal was the service. Our
waitress was about twelve years

old, and in all honesty was a

better waitress than I am. She

rattled off all of toe ingredients

ofdifferent sandwiches, the types

of bread, (there are eight) as well

as the topping available for each.

Not only did she rattle off the lists

quickly and correctly, but she

remembered all of our orders

without writing anything down.

Everything was served as

ordered. I would definitely

recommend The Best Restaurant

tomy friends as a nice alternative

to the regular Farmville spots to

7TMKISEK
Asst. News Editor

The Best Restaurant is a great

place to visit ifyou miss the kind

of food your mom would make
for you, and if you are in the

mood for a good Iaugh.The good

thing about the place is that it is

so informal. The downside is that

the place is so informal. If you

are opposed to wood siding,

plastic lawn chairs, and an open

garage adjacent to the eating area,

then The Best')\isi isn't for you.

I enjoyed the atmosphere

myself. And despite the fact that

our waitress was approximately

twelve, she was good. Not one

foul-up. While the arrangement

is humorous, the food quality is

not. I had a delicious Megamelt

Sandwich, consisting of roast

beef, ham, Muenster cheese,

lettuce, and mayonaise on white

French bread, served on a paper

plate, no less. It was die finest

sandwich I have had in a long

time.

The best part about The Best

Restaurant is die selection. You
can choose anything, from
spaghetti and meatballs to

sandwiches, to burritos, to mac-

aroni and cheese, to soups, to a

banana sundae. They will have

just about anything you are

looking for. So for a good laugh

and really good food, I suggest

you try The Best

MATTRINKER
Staff Writer

The Peter Francisco Chapter of the Archeological Society of Virginia

will hold a meeting on a planned field study of historic foundries in the

Our quest to find good cheap

food in the Farmville area was
almost foiled, but alas The Best

Restaurant on Third Street in

downtown Farmville saved our

day.

We entered the laid back

atmosphere of The Best

wondering exactly how good

our meal would turn out.

I was surprised to find the

cheap prices, amazing services,

and quality food.

I ordered two Bean Burritos

and as they were served

(promptly may I add) I found that

they would be more than I could

ever manage to eat

An "all you can eat" offer also

applies for the burritos and

several other meals for just a

couple dollars more.

If you have a love of burritos

and the Tortilla Express at Lancer

Cafe just doesn't cut it for you,

then I suggest making the short

walk to The Best.

Despite the fact of not being

able to finish the meal, I did

order dessert. I am not a pig, just

wanted to have an accurate

sampling of food at The Best, The

banana split that I ordered filled

any empty spots I had left after

finishing tfK burritos. I left quite

a bit of it over.

In all, my bill did not break the

bank-my total came to just over

$10.00.

The only negative aspects of

The Best were the lawn chairs

that are used in die dining room,

and that the waitresses are

definitely under 14 years old-

maybe not out of middle school

Thursday, February 2, at 7 P.M.

in West Ruffner 228

All interested persons are welcome to attend. For more information,

please call Brian Bates at

395-2875



SPORTS
Lancer Wrestlers, 7-6

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Longwood men of the

wrestling team placed fourth in

the Washington and Lee Invi-

tational this past weekend, Sat-

urday, Janu-

ary 23.

Their record

now stands

at 7-6; over-

all. The

contest con-

sisted of

eight teams

total. LWC
was one

point behind

third place

totaling 62

points.
They had

runners-up in the following

weight classes; heavy weight,

174, 125, and 141. In the

heavyweight slot was junior

Kris Lucas from Valley Central,

in New York. From the 174

weight class was sophomore

representative Kamal Chantal;

Floyd County. Following him

in the 125 pound class was fel-

low classmate Jon Tanaka from

Tabb High School. The lone

freshman to be a runner-up was

Dairy! Graham; Glouchester

County. Graham is part of the

1998-99 recruiting class.

Longwood competed in the

East Region Duals in Pennsyl-

vania January 15-16 hosted by

Shippensburg University.

Coach Brent Newell's squad

dropped matches to Gardner-

Webb (NQ 25-17 and Gannon

(PA) 28-12 January 15, before

falling to West Liberty State

(WV) 38-3 and American Inter-

national (MASS) 31-13 Jan. 16.

The Lancers are now 7-6 in dual-

match com-

petition,
scheduled to

wrestle again

Saturday,
Jan. 23, at

the Washing-

ton& Lee In-

vitational.

Longwood

was led by

junior Lucas

(heavy-
weight),
sophomore
Doug Norris

(Chesapeake, 197), and fresh-

man standout Graham (141).

Lucas earned a huge win past the

#8 ranked heavyweight in Divi-

sion II when he defeated

Gannon's Don Caramell 2-1.

Others wrestling and winning

matches were junior Beau

Dickerson, (Gloucester, 165),

sophomores Blake Shumate,

(Martinsville, VA, 184) Josh

Rudolph, (Middletown, VA,

133), Tanaka (125), and Chantal,

(174). Freshman Jeff Kepler,

(Haymarket, VA, 149), also re-

corded a victory.

Through 13 dual-matches

and two tournaments, Graham

(13-8) and Dickerson (13-8) lead

the Longwood squad in victories,

followed by Kepler (11-7), and

Kris Lucas (10-9).

SUPERBOWL
SUNDAY: JANUARY 31

ATLANTA FALCONS
VERSUS DENVER
BRONCOS

Men's Basketball

Comes Close to

Beating The CVAC
Leader ; Pfieffer

JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

Longwood (6-10,overall; 4-

4.CVAC) lost a hard fought

men's basketball game to the

conference leader Pfeiffer (8-0,

CVAC) Thursday night. The

Lancers had a lot of fire in them

the first half going into the locker

rooms with a 39-28 halftime

lead. But at the start of the sec-

ond half, the Lancers just could

not prevail. The Falcons took the

final lead with 7:06 left in the

game and the fans all knew that

it was over.

Junior John Hughes led the

Lancers with 22 points. This is

a game-high. He was followed

by freshman Chris Issacs with 15

points (a career high). Junior Lee

Farrior totaled eight boards for

the evening.The Lancers trav-

eled to Erskine Saturday, Janu-

ary 23 with the ladies.

Longwood again fell short 70-64

after struggling to get back in the

game in the second half, Farrior

led the way with 19 points, 4 as-

sists and 3 steals. Sophomore

Jay Louden ended with 17 points

and 10 rebounds, which is a

double double. Hughes contrib-

uted 1 1 points and 8 rebounds to

round out the top three scorers.

The Lancers next home con-

test is against St Andrews, this

Saturday, January 30. They will

follow the Lady Lancers. The

game is scheduled to begin at

8:00 p.m.

Lady
Lancers

;

5-3 CVAC
Record

JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor

The Lady Lancers took a 72-

53 CVAC decision past Pfeiffer

(N.C.) Thursday night in Lancer

hall. This brings their record to

8-7 overall, and 5-3 in the con-

ference. The Ladies led at half-

time and never looked back en

route to their victory. Longwood

came out strong and did not let

up until the final buzzer sounded.

The Lancers were led by jun-

ior standout Mary Barron with

18 points. She also contributed

a game high and career high 17

ws^mm

rebounds. Freshman Jill

Maholtz added 12 points, fol-

lowed by junior Kali Brown and

sophomore Demeietre Price whn
1 1 points each. Junior Terri Wil-

liams grabbed a game-high 10

rebounds off the bench. Brown
also had six assists, which led the

team.

The ladies faced opponent

Erskine on Saturday, January 23.

The lady lancers led at halftime,

34-24, and that is the way it

stayed for most ofme game. The

final score was 83-69 in favor of

Longwood. Junior Jill Younce

led the team with 23 points.

Longwood will play again at

home this Saturday, January 30

against CVAC opponent St.

Andrews. Tip off time is 6:00

p.m.
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Strength & Conditioning by Newell
BECKYTAYLOR
Sports Editor

Brent Newell is in his third

year as head coach of the

Longwood College wrestling

program, and second year as the

College's strength and condition-

ing coach. Newell guided a

young Lancer squad to a Virginia

Division II-ED State Champion-

ship during 1997-98 season.

Newell returned to his alma

mater after coaching and teach-

ing for two years in the Prince

William (VA) County Public

Schools. He coached wrestling at

Woodbridge Senior High School,

assisting the varsity and junior

varsity teams to a combined two-

year record of 55-12-1. Newell

taught health and physical edu-

cation at Fred Lvnn Middle

School in Woodbridge, VA, dur-

ing this time.

As strength and conditioning

coach, Newell is responsible for

developing and implementing a

strength and conditioning pro-

gram for each of the College's 1

3

athletic teams.

During his wrestling days at

Longwood, Newell competed at

190 and heavyweight divisions

while finishing third at bom the

'93NCAA Division II Southeast

Regionals and the Virginia Di-

vision II-III State Champion-

ships, He was also state runner-

up at the college division cham-

pionships in 1989.

Newell is a native ofOakton,

VA, and a 1988 graduate of

Oakton High School where he

was a football and wrestling

standout.

Barron and Louden;
Players of the Week

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood senior Women's
basketball standout Mary
Barron, (Great Falls, VA) and

sophomore Men's basketball

standout Jay Louden,
(Williamsburg, VA) have been

selected as the Longwood/
Domino's Players of the Week.

They have been selected for the

time slot of January 13-19. This

is the second time this season

that both of them have received

this recognition.

Barron, a

6- 1 center,

posted 21

points, 21 re-

bounds, and
five steals dur-

ing two Caroli-

nas-Virginia

Athletic Con-
f e r e n c e

(CVAC) games

last week. She

had 12 points,

10 rebounds,

and a career-

high four steals

during an 82-75

loss to Anderson

(SC) January 16, then added nine

points, a game-high 11 rebounds,

and one steal during an 87-52

loss at defending CVAC cham-

pion Belmont Abbey (NC) Janu-

ary 18. Through 14 games,

Barron is averaging 12.9 ppg and

9.9 rpg, shooting 45% from the

floor and 52% at the line. She

leads the team with six double-

doubles this season in scoring

and rebounding, and has led the

Lancers in scoring four times

and in rebounding six times.

Barron has season-highs of 28

points and 13 rebounds. She is

tkuksd third in CVAC rebound-

field goal percentage and

blocked shots.

A little of Mary's basketball

talent comes from her parents

Francis William and Mary Ann
Barron of Great Falls, VA. She

is majoring in biology and physi-

cal education with a minor in

Athletic Training. She was pre-

viously Player of the Week dur-

ing the week of November 18,

before Winter Break.

Louden, a 6-3 forward,

posted a season-high 22 points,

a game- and career-high 17 re-

bounds, and

one steal dur-

ing a 78-71

CVAC tri-

umph over

Anderso n

(SQ January

1 6

Longwood
has won three

of its last four

games and is

currently 6-9

overall, 4-3 in

the CVAC.
Through

15 games,

Louden is av-

eraging 10.1 ppg and 5.9 rpg,

shooting 54% from the floor and

77% at the line. He leads the

team with two double-doubles

this season in scoring and re-

bounding and has led the Lanc-

ers in scoring three times and in

rebounding six times. Louden is

ranked fifth in CVAC free throw

percentage this week.

His parents, James and

Teresa Louden, Sr., also from

Williamsburg, VA, are contribu-

tors to Jay's accomplishments.

He is undecided on his major at

the present.

ing aa week, and is eighth in

YERS OFTHE WEEK SPONSORED BY
LONGWOOD/DOMINO'S PIZZA

Dec.. Ddnietre Price Women's basketball

Jon Hughes Men's basketball

'- "

: 2 Jay Louden Men's basketball

Dec. 30-h Zech Boyd Men's basketball

jWI 0-12 Terri Williams Women's basketball

Jeff Kepler Wrestling

JS31. 13- llf Mfiry BaiTOB Women's basketball

Jay Louden Men's basketball



So Much To Say About Dave
Matthews: Landmark Theatre

Smash or Trash: R.E.M. UP
EDENMH1ER
WebMaster

LOREN HATCHER
Staff Writer

28EC3S

November 19 brought

excitment, anticipation and for-

gotten tickets as two friends and

I cruised down to Richmond to

see my first-ever Dave Matthews

concert.

Matthews was giving an

acoustic concert with

guitarist and long-

time friend Tim
Reynolds who served

as the feature guitar-

ist on Under the Table

and Dreaming and

Crash. The two met at

Miller's, a drugstore-

turned-restaurant in

Charlottesville.

Reynolds played gui-

tar on the weekends

and Matthews bartended.

The acoustic duo sat on an

almost empty stage, except for

their guitars, two amps, some
chairs and a small table. The
stage was dimly lit to add to the

relaxed atmosphere, but bright

enough for both musicians to be

visible. Because of the earlier-

mentioned forgotton tickets. We
missed the first couple of songs

and walked in as Matthews was

beginning Rapunzel, from his

most recent (studio recorded)

CD, Befort These Crowded
Streets. Both artists seemed re-

laxed and at ease and this was

reflected in the audience's

laidback attitude. Matthews

played some less popular songs

such as Ml, Warehouse and Re-

cently, however, these weren't

unpopular to the night's crowd.

Almost every person knew the

words to every song and ener-

getically sang along.

"It was definitely the most

unique Dave Matthews concert

I've ever seen," said freshman

Jason Mraz.

Because Reynolds is such

an influence on Matthews' work,

Dave actually left the stage for a

few songs while he "jammed."

His songs were long and power-

ful and sent the crowd into an

uproar.

'Tim Reynolds* hands were

so fast.. Td compare him to Joe

Satriani and Roy Clark," said

junior Brian McFarland.

Matthews also played his

usual crowd pleasers, Crash, So

Much To Say, Too Much, and

Don't Drink the Water, among

others. His harmonic and some-

times high-pitched voice capti-

vated the crowd. Between songs

he was very subdued and joked

around with the audience. He
hoped everybody had a good

Christmas and even allowed a

group of slightly intoxicated
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gentlmen to sing him Happy
Birthday.

"Although you couldn't hear

him most of the time he was talk-

ing, everybody laughed any-

way," said die-hard Matthews

fan Ashley Toney, sophomore.

Junior John Thrasher said,

"l his concert Had a definite per-

sonal feel, I thought Dave and

Tun interacted well, as well as

with the audience." This was

John's seventh Dave Matthews'

concert.

After closing with Satellite

(my personal favorite), the Rich-

mond crowd cajoled Dave back

out on stage for an encore fea-

turing the songs Typical Situa-

tion and All Along the Watch-

tower. The entire auditorium was

on their feet, clapping and sing-

ing the words along with their

beloved Dave.

The same day of

the concert,

Matthews and

Reynolds released a

double-live CD, Live

at Luther College,

featuring many of the

same songs featured

on this tour.

"I've listened to

the CD and it's worth

buying," said con-

cert-goer T.J. Uccardi.

The music, people and over-

all atmosphere made this concert

one of the best I've attended.Fans

of Dave Matthews are intruiged

by his sense of style and personal

feeling he puts forth in every per-

formance.

Charlie Mingroni, junior,

said the following of his sixth

Dave Matthews concert, "It was

definitely laid back, but at the

same time, the most intense per-

formance I've ever seen."

Despite the loss of drummer

BUI Berry, RMM. proves they

can still create their trademark

sound. Bridging me differences

between their last two albums,

(the noisy Monster and the

dreamy New Adventures In Hi-

Fi,), Up has the most admirable

qualities ofbom; while polishing

the mistakes. Up is a competent

album, proclaiming that R.E.M.

is going to be around for awhile.

R.E.M. continues to experi-

ment with the diversity ofsounds

on "Up, The mostly synthesized

opening track, Airportman, with

hushed vocals and wavy guitar

provides a dreamy setting for the

album, which is promptly de-

stroyed by the weakest track on

the album, the screechingly te-

dious Lotus. However, the album

settles to build towards greatness.

With the eerily lush You 're In The

Air to the elee&onically intro-

spective final track Falls to

Climb.

Perhaps the most striking thing

about Up is the lyrics. Lead

singer Michael Stipe's lyrics

have been purposefully ambigu-

ous and oblique. While songs

like Walk Unafraid exemplify

Stipe's traditonal honest poetry.

The results are refreshing, and

even when the lyrics are awk-

ward, as in Diminished, a song

about the lack of justice in

America, the new feel is

interesting.Up is R.E.M.'s best

album since Automatic For the

People and hopefully, a sign of

things to come. ^aa
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The Sisters at Alpha

"Good Luck!"
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Rental Fair
Thursday, February 18

3:30-5:00 PM
Lankford Ballroom

Meet with property owners throughout the area and do one-

stop aparttneot shopping. Representatives from the utility

companies, legal aid, and the town offices will be on hand.

A roommate matching service will also be available.

Sponsored by the Office of Commuter

Student Affairs, Lankford 207, (804) 395-

2685.
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Answers to Safety on the Longwood CaC1111L/UL9
BONNIE PANCOAST

Guest Writer

Recently, there have been

some major uproars regarding

campus safety. Numerous com-

plaints have been made about

campus police activity, or lack

thereof according to some, and

honestly, many of the statements

made have been incorrect I hope

to clear up some confusion and

ease some worries of the student

body.

Longwood has a very active

Student Escort Service, as well

as campus police. Many have

complained about the Escort Ser-

vice and campus police. Com-
mon concerns have been state-

ments describing escorts neglect-

ing to show up, campus police

not coming to pick people up, no

emergency phones, no escort ser-

vice at all, and being forced to

walk alone late at night. Well,

you have been misinformed.

The Nightwalkers Escort

Service runs every night Sunday

through Thursday from dusk

(7p.m. or 8 p.m.) until midnight

and Friday and Saturday from

dusk until 2am. You can call

2091 from any campus phone at

anytime during these hours to

have an escort If you are off

campus, such as at a workplace,

just dial 395-2091 , and you can

request an escort from an on-

campus location. The yellow

emergency phones will auto-

matically dial x2091, and you

may request escorts from those

phones as well.

The Nightwalkers are com-

posed of both males and females,

and just to ease any concerns,

these people have had police

background checks. Females

work in pairs, so don't hesitate

to call because you don't want

another female to walk alone.

Escorts will have two forms

of identification. They are all

supplied with an escort ID, simi-

lar to the student IDs issued here.

Also, escorts will be wearing ei-

ther a Nightwalkers T-shirt, or an

Escort sweatshirt.

If someone approaches you

without these identifications, I

would not advise walking with

them, unless ofcourse, it is cam-

pus police. Escorts are con-

nected by two-way radios to

campus police and Farmville

dispatch as well. We will walk

with you anywhere on campus,

as well as to or from the parking

lots behind Little Caesar's and

the sophomore lot across from

Wynne.

The Nightwalkers do not es-

cort from off-campus locations

like the Castle, the Barn, or

Macado's. Our goal is to be at

your location within five minutes

of receiving the call from

Farmville dispatch.

Granted, this is not the case

sometimes. If an escort is not to

you within five or six minutes,

pick up the phone and call again.

Sometimes Farmville dispatch

can be flooded with phone calls

for various reasons and the es-

cort will not be dispatched. Try

again. Don't give up. Some-
times waiting time can feel like

an eternity, and in reality, only a

few seconds have passed. Please

give us an honest five minutes to

reach you. If an escort is unavail-

able, campus police will come

and pick you up. This may take

longer man a walking escort be-

cause often times campus police

is bombarded with other calls.

You may not realize it but cam-

pus police officers are the elec-

tricians, plumbers, and lock-

smiths in the off hours of Long-

wood College. They get called

to slim jim cars, fix broken toi-

lets, shut off fire alarms, and lock

campus doors for our safety. This

is why it takes so long. If a cam-

pus police officer is coming to

escort you, he or she will not

come in the building to get you.

You must watch for them.

Longwood College has 16

working emergency phones on

and off campus. The poles are

bright yellow and many have re-

flective tape on them. Phones

come in two types: regular and

push button. Regular phones

look like normal phones. All you

must do is pick up the receiver,

and it automatically rings x209 1

.

On push button phones (the

phone at the Library, the phone

at Hull, and the phone on the

back of French), open the box,

See SAFETYR4

SEA Bookfair a Success
MmDmWTTT
General Manager

The SEA
collaborated

with Kappa
Delta Pi to hold

the second an-

nual scholastic

book fair from

January 28 to

February 2. The

sale featured

children ' s

books for all

ages and teach-

ing books, all at

cheaper prices than are offered

in specialized bookstores.

There were children's books

for younger readers that included

Disney books, Dr. Seuss books,

books about starting school, rac-

ism, and others. For intermedi-

ate readers

there were

books by R.L.

Stine and the

popular Wish-

bone books.

Books for

teachers and

future teach-

ers, especially

science books,

were available

along with col-

oring books,

book marks, and posters.

Another book fair will be

held next year and is definitely

worm looking into.

SEA Book Fair. Photo by AUison
Beverky.



EDITORIAL
And we thought that

Wal-Mart was the

only monopoly in

Farm ville-well, hello Barnes and

Noble! One of the biggest

controversies on campus remains

to be the bookstore prices. Even

mis far into the semester, students

are still outraged at die prices.

As an example book, we chose

The Clan of the Cave Bear. The

original selling price of $4.95 is

printed on the front cover.A used

copy of this book is selling for

$6.00 in Barnes and Noble.

Simple math shows that there is

a $1.05 cushion. Hello! We are

college students, not multi-

millionaires. It is ridiculous that

a used book (that has probably

been used 3 or 4 times prior to

being purchased) has a price

increase.

We would like to thank the

business department for doing a

study on various book webpages

to show the price difference (see

page 1 for details). This shows

us that there are other ways to

buy books instead of our

bookstore. Another issue that was

brought to our attention is the

price of used books. Some of the

used books are barely any

cheaper than the new book
prices.

There is no need for this much
inflation and it is amazing that

the college is allowing this to

happen to its students. Barnes

and Noble is only hurting

themselves by this. Students are

already trying to find other

alternatives for books such as

internet ordering and selling

books to each other by word of

mouth.

The Rotunda will be publishing

classified ads in each issue. We
encourage all of you who want

to sell your books to others

(without the help of the

bookstore) to contact us for a

classified ad. And as always,

please send us any questions,

comments, or controversies that

you would like published.

We have received enormous

feedback about issues. Keep it up
everybody! We really appreciate

your feedback. Hope you all have

enjoyed the paper.

Until next time!

Melissa Gill and Kristin Ingram

Editors-in-Chief
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Women have been mistreated

in the past, and the problem was

alleviated.

Thirty-some years ago, Civil

Rights gave women the equal op-

portunities that they de'wrved.

The truth is, women in the

nineties are simply not satisfied

with equality. They are looking

for totalitarianism. I'm sorry

guys. I hate to say it, but we've

created a monster. So before we
confront the modern American

woman and her issues, let's look

at the simple facts at Longwood

College.

There are over twice as many
females here than males. There-

fore, I'm in the frame of mind

that it would be very hard for one

to find any bias or lack of jus-

tice towards females.

Now, about the Viagra ver-

sus birth control issue; there is a

simple and logical explanation.

Insurance companies simply be-

lieve in die sacred preciousness

of life. So, they support Viagra,

because it is an agent of procre-

ation. Birth control hinders pro-

creation; therefore die insurance

company, which only seeks to

preserve the sanctity of life,

would not provide for die immo-
rality that is birth control.

Ok, ok, .. so that's not as logi-

cal as I may have foreshadowed.

In all truth, women catch a
lot of mess from the not-so po-

litically-correct members of the

male gender; however, you have
to admit, there are plenty of
women who are interested in

getting mad and getting even.

Sure it isn't fair that birth

control isnt covered by insur-

ance. But you are putting the

issue into a very myopic perspec-

tive when you blame "nan" kind

for this one. Which is kind of
like cutting off the head to cure

the headache.

So, understand that guys are

not completely unsympathetic to

such a problem. We just don't

feel the need to blame someone
else for it and whine about it Be-
sides, ifyou bothered to find out,

the insurance company probably
has a good reason for it

MINDmYfTTT
General Manager

OK now that you have read

the neanderthal perspective, it's

time to hear a civilized woman's

view. Women are not looking for

totalitarianism, we simply want

equality. Yes, it is the '90*s, and

we are finally addressing the is-

sues of inequality leftover from

the Civil Rights Movement Our

male writer has informed every-

one that the men of the world

have created a monster. I' 11 agree

with that-they are the creators of

male superiority and gender in-

equality in the first place.

As for the Viagra/birth con-

trol issue, give me a break! Pro-

creation? Maybe. Birth control

has historically been looked

down upon because-oh, my
gosh-it meant that women were

having sex. Chances are pretty

good that the health insurance

companies originally refused to

pay for birth control because

they felt, as many people did, the

best way to avoid getting preg-

nant was to not have sex and, that

it was morally wrong for women
to have pre-marital sex.

Times have changed. Though
we still suffer stigmatisms about

sex that men do not, it is more
accepted now for us to have and

enjoy sex in and out of marriage

-

the same things men have been

doing since die dawn ofhumans.

Birth control also has many
health benefits. It eases men-
straul cramping and blood flow,

stabalizes the menstraul cycle,

and prevents women from hav-

ing children until they are ready.

On the other hand, Viagra allows

men to continue having sex once

an erectile dysfunction has pro-

hibited diem from doing so.

When was the last time
someone had sex for health rea-

sons? This is sexism, and ladies

and sympathetic men, we have
to do something about it.

As for the Longwood female

population-maybe you guys
need a reminder that it was pre-

viously ail female school, one of
the few since you "allowed" us

to become educated.

Or maybe we're just smarter

than some of you guys.



"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak

up andact up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas

to ckahn@longwoodhvc.edu.

Invasion of Privacy or Free Speech?
MEUSSA GILL

Editor- in- Chief

In case you haven't been keep-

ing up with the news lately, here

is one story that I am really mad
about.

There is a website called

Nuremberg Files, which was cre-

ated by Neal Horsley ofGeorgia.

It lists the names of doctors and

their offices that perform abor-

tions. The author calls for "jus-

tice to be brought to the baby

butchers in America." So basi-

cally it is a doctor hit list open to

all of the freaks that want to make

things right in this world.

From this list, people can not

only harass the doctors, but their

children and spouses as well.

They even have wanted posters

that they carry to their protests

charging doctors with murder.

Sometimes the page lists the

doctor's personal addresses,

spouse names, and children's

names. The author urges the

reader to send photographs of the

doctor, the doctor's car and/or

house, or anything of recent in-

terest to the page.

Let me remind you that there

have been seven abortion clinic

doctors and many clinic patients

murdered since 1993. Do we re-

ally need to encourage these

people to kill anymore? This

website even has those seven de-

ceased doctors listed, but with a

line through their name. That to

me is extremely disrespectful and

unneeded.

Doctors should not have to

wear a bulletproof vest to work

just because a group of extrem-

ists want to play God. If they say

that abortion is murder, does kill-

ing a doctor over it solve any-

thing? It seems hypocritical to me
that someone kills someone else

for killing someone.

In regards to the case, I think

that the Pro-Life people have ev-

ery right to protest something in

a PEACEFUL way. Killing and

name-calling is not peaceful. I

talked to a girl that had an abor-

tion in Richmond. She said that

die week before her appointment,

there were people protesting in

front of the clinic. They had chil-

dren holding pictures of aborted

babies and they were throwing

plastic babies at the cars leaving

the clinic.

I think that if Mr. Horsley

wants to have an anti-abortion

page, more power to him, he has

the freedom to do that However,

there is thin line between free-

dom of speech and invasion of

privacy. I can understand listing

the names of the clinics, but to

list personal items of the doctor

and the doctor's family is ex-

tremely unnecessary. I under-

stand that they consider abortion

murder and in some cases they

are right, but they shouldn't try

to force it on others.

I am not on either side of the

Pro-life or Pro-choice debate, I

am just angry about how people

are acting. I wonder how Mr.

Horsley in Georgia would feel if

be, his family, and home address

were listed on a pro-choice ex-

tremist hit list web page for all

to see. I am sure that he would

be just as worried as the doctors.

TO»iJ)R0©
1. To all of the students who
were initiated into Geist Chap-

ter of Mortar Board this week.

Your dedication to Longwood
College is to be commended.

Thanks for all you have done.

2. To IFC for a fun filled

hour at Midnight Madness.

3. To Joanna Ning and

All yson Goin for a highly an-

ticipated opening of art at

Bedford this week.

4. To The Board of Vistors

Rector, Ann Baise, for asking

the Board to eat breakfast with

the students to see what is hap-

pening with the student body.

1

.

To all the police patrol-

ling over this past weekend. It

was obvious that the Campus Po-

lice were looking to bust people.

2. To people who park their

mini-vans and trucks in the park-

ing lot behind Cox. The sign

says COMPACTCARS only .

and the last time we checked

trucks and vans were not COM
PACT!!

3. To people who go home
every weekend. Way to show

your school spirit.

4. To slow production of the

new parking lot behind Stubbs

At the rate they are going with

this lot, the new Dining hall will

be finished before the lot is

paved.

Send your Props and Drops to n¥irdcer@longwoodlwc.e(ki.

Your Letters

SGA: The Ingrown Clique
Dear Editor:

As a former advisor to the

Student Government Associa-

tion, I would recommend that

you inform your readers and per-

haps crusade for a change in

SGA's election rules.

Several years ago SGA
changed those rules so that only

members of the SGA Senate

could run for key positions in

theSGA executive committee. It

seemed on the surface to be a

reasonable change, ensuring that

the executive committee would

be staffed with experienced lead-

ers who were already acquainted

with college issues. What in fact

has happened though is to to

cause SGA to become an in-

grown clique, where elections to

the executive committee feature

unapposed candidates. This is a

perversion of democracy and a

denial of one of the oldest axi-

oms in American democracy,

"throw the rascals out!" the new
governor of Minnesota could

never have been elected under

our rules.

While experience SHOULD
be a major consideration in se-

lecting the SGA's officers, SGA
should trust its electorate to

make the right choice. Most of

the time experiecne is vital, but

sometimes change is even more

important. At the moment SGA
has become a narrow clique of

students who have perverted de-

mocracy.

Sincerely,

James W. Crowl

Dept. of History

Thanks to Chief Husky
Dear Editor:

I would like to thank Chief

Husky for his help with a per-

sonal problem earlier this year,

I was receiving threatening

phone calls from an off-campus

ex-boyfriend. I called the

Fannville police department

first, and the officer contacted

ChiefHuskey. Within thirty min-

utes both officers were there.

They both asked questions, took

notes, and encouraged me to take

some personal defense classes.

Later on, bom Chief Huskey and

the Farmville officer (I am sorry,

but I can't remember his name)

kept in touch, making sure ev-

erything was o.k.

Since then, the situation has

been absolved, and I hope Chief

Huskey reads this to see that I

appreciate his efforts to make my
life on campus easy and safe!

MindieWm
Liberal Studies

Freshman



NEWS
Midnight Madness

MEGAN BLACK
Opinions Editor

The Spring of 1999 offered one

of the most successful Inter-

Fraternity Council Recruitments

at Longwood in several years.

Fifty-seven men became pledged

members ofIFC's six fraternities,

and Chris Beach, the Vice

President of Rush for IFC, and a

brother of Tau Kappa Epsilon,

was greatly responsible for the

high turnout. Not only did he

plan the alternate Bid Day
activity, Her Run having been

canceled, but Beach completely

restructured the IFC recruitment

process.

In the past, men interested in

joining a Fraternity went to Open

Houses and were awarded bids.

The new system required that all

interested in joining a Fraternity

register and attend information

sessions, as well as visiting each

fraternity on campus. The more

organized process not only

brought more men into the

system, but allowed all

fraternities to accept their new

members at one time.

Midnight Madness was this

semester's alternative fraternity

bid acceptance celebration. It

replaced previous events such as

Her Run and "Dorm Storming"

which often resulted in injuries

of participants or property

damage. Although the turn out

was high, Midnight Madness has

already received criticism from

Longwood's faculty and

students.

Some students felt that

traditional fraternity activities

were taken away by the college

in an effort to further the break

up of the Greek system on

campus. Faculty members
voiced concerns that the event

was held at midnight during the

school week, and felt that it

persuaded students to consume

alcohol.

Different ideas to improve the

function have already been

discussed. The most likely to

occur are the changing of the

name from Midnight Madness to

"Bidnight Madness," which

would make it possible to hold

the event.Another change that

has also been considered was

changing the night from

Thursday to Friday, allowing

more students to attend

Locations of Campus Security Phones

Longwood Cabin

Hallway of Graham
Entrance to French

Tabb Circle

Outside Rotunda Market

Backside of the Cunninghams

Backside of Jarman

Cox Parking Lot

Between Stubbs and ARC
Outside Hull Building

Outside Wynne
Comer of Hooper and Pine

Freshman/Sophomore Lots

on Vernon Street

Main Street Lot

Outside Wygal

SAFETY Cont From F.l

push the button, and wait for

a response. The button automati-

cally rings x2091. Some phones

are close enough to the side of

the road to reach the phone from

your vehicle.A plan has been in-

stituted to put blue lights above

the phones in the near future.

Until then, look for yellow boxes

and poles for the emergency

phones. For freshmen and

sophomores parking in the lots

behind Little Caesar's, there are

phones located in both cages

near the entrance. There is also

a phone in the sophomore lot

across from the Small Business

Development Center on Main
Street.

As we all know, Longwood
students like to have a good time

when we are not in class. If for

some reason you become intoxi-

cated and plan to walk alone,

please reconsider. If you call an

escort while you are intoxicated,

we will walk you home and you

will not be criminally charged in

any way. As long as you are with

an escort, the police will not

press charges on you for intoxi-

cation, regardless of age. How-
ever, if any physical or verbal

abuse is inflicted upon the

Nightwalkers, appropriate

charges will be pressed The next

time you are at a party or enjoy-

ing beverages of the alcoholic

sort, please call an escort and do

not walk alone. If your friends

are intoxicated, call an escort for

them.

Ifyou call from a parking lot,

do not wait outside your vehicle.

Call from the security phone, or

call from an on-campus phone

before parking your car. Once

you have placed the call, return

to your vehicle and sit inside the

car. Lock your doors and rum on

your parking lights. Do not turn

your headlights all the way on,

for it appears to be more suspi-

cious than plain parking lights.

Walking escorts will see your

lights and know you have re-

quested the escort.

If you are interested in be-

coming a student escort, you

may contact the Nightwalkers

office at x2870, or send a request

to Box 2940. You must have a

2.0 GPA to participate. We have

weekly meetings and you will be

trained as well. If*you are still

unclear about campus safety,

don't hesitate to call the Escort

Service or campus police for an-

swers. Also, if you are interested

in taking a Night Walk, the Es-

cort Service will tour you arounc

campus, pointing out areas of

caution as well as emergency

phones. This is an excellent hall

program, so please contact us if

you're interested! Remember,

for a campus to be safe, the stu-

dents must support the efforts

being made. If you're unhappy,

DO something about it

The Official

Longwood
CoUege Ring

When: February 16-17

Time: 10am-4pm
Where: in the Smoker

You must have 56
credits to purchase a

ring!
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CAMPUSandCOMA
Thursday Friday Saturday Sui

4th 5th 6th
Landsharks Drink

Specials: Call 392-9881

for details

Women's Basketball

vs.

Coker

5:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball

vs.

Coker

7 :30 p.m.

Special Olympics,

Volunteers needed

to help set up

@ 6:00 p.m.

LP Film:

Enemy of the State

in the Lankford Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Carpenter Center for the

Performing Arts:

Virginia Opera

Orfeo & Euridice

$66 - $36 @ 8:00 p.m.

Call 225-9000 for more

information

The Janators,

a band playing

in Landsharks

Special Olympics,

Volunteers needed

to be a buddy

to a Participant

,

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Wrestling team

travels to

Apprentice School

in Newport News
for their invitational

9:30 a.m.

Comedy Club

with TBA Artist

in the Lankford Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

Solid Gold Fish Bowl
A band playing in

Percival's, Lynchburg

9:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

7i

Carpenter C

Perform

Virginia

Orfeo &
$56 - $26 ((

Call 225-90

infora

Go to chu

Time to cat<

lost sleep ft

week of
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{UNITYCALENDAR
way Monday Tuesday
th
enter for the

ingArts:

i Opera

Euridice

$ 2:30 p.m.

00 for more

ration

reh today

;h up on the

om the past

studying

8th 9th 10th
Leadership Institute:

The Importance ofEthics
in Leadership

Prince Edward Room
@ 6:00 * 7:30 p.m.

LP Film:

Enemy ofthe State

in the Lankford Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Learning to Love God
Bible study meets in

the Baptist Student Union

@ 9:00 p.m.

Landsharks Special:

$9.95 gets you

lib. of shrimp

Poster Display & Sale

in die Lankford Ballroom

@10:00a.m.- 6:00 p.m.

Interviewing Skills

Workshop

In Lancaster Room 139

@ 4:00 p.m.

Call 395-2063 for more

information

Art for Lunch:

Aboriginal Art of

Northern Australia

by: Sandra Breil

in LCVA
@ 12:00 p.m.

Poster Display & Sale

in the Lankford Ballroom

@10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

African American

History Dinner

in Blackwell

@ 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Hampden-Sydney 's

Guitar Club

Meeting in Winston Hall

@ 7:00 p.m.

LP Special Performance:

Bluesworks

in the Lancer CafiS

8:00 p.m.

Landsharks Special:

$4.95 gets you

1 lb. of crab legs
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FEATURES
Organization Spotlight: ROTC Coffeehouse: Kim Buchanan

LORENHATCHEK
Aasfc Copy Editor

On the day I went to observe the

Longwood ROTC Leadership Lab

class, I expected to see twenty guys

•round in camoflauge,

ofders, aad carrying M-
16's, ready logo off at any minute.

Instead, I was greeted by MS IV

(fourth year)Thomas Dickens in the

ROTC office in Miner. He served as

my main resource for the interview

and also added some personal

insight about the program,

ROTC (Reserve Officer Training

Corps) is an educational program

which combines college electives in

military science with practical

leadership training to prepare men
and women. When successfully

completing the program and uopn

graduating from either Longwood or

Hampden-Sydney (HS-C students

also participate in the program),

cadets receive theircommissions as

Second Lietenants in the Active
Army, Army Reserve, or Army
National Guard.

The Lab I observed was practicing

an ambush, MS TV and Longwood

seniorBen Tipton was playing the

role of the enemy or opposing

force. The XO*s or "officers-in-

charge" were MS TV's Dan Melton

(LWC, senior), Greg Foxx, and

Stacey Franklin <HS-C, seniors).

The MS IV's are in-charge of

instructing and running the Lab

classes. MS IVs are assigned rank

and therefore do not wear bars as

do the MS Fs, D's, and DTs.

Squad leaders provide another

leadership role in ROTC. Squad

leaders are chosen by MS IV's and

make sure their squads perform

well.

I was also pleased with the fact

that there are two female

participants in dieROTC program.

Jenn Cope, an MS II and Sheryl

Church and MS I were also at the

Leadership Lab.

It's bard sometimes (being a girl

in the program), because they have

to change the standards for me and

this separates me even more," said

Jenn Cope about being one of two

girts in ROTC.
"What a lot of the students

don't understand is that a major-

ity of these cadets will never see

combat Most will receive jobs

with intelligence or some sort of

technology branch ofthe military,"

said Sergeant David Peterson.

The purpose of the Lab is to

prepare the cadets for Bask Camp.

Camp consists of two and a half

weeks in the feild where every-

thing learned in lab is applied to

much more realistic situations.

"Lab is the training, camp is

the testing," said Dickens (HS-C

senior).

The ROTC program is run

out ofthe Military Science Depart-

ment on first floor Hiner. Contact

Captain Kevin Henderson or Ser-

geant Peterson in theROTC office

at x2134 to find out more infor-

mation about scholarships or the

program.

MS IV Greg Foxx said the

following about his ROTC expe-

rience, "ROTC enables college

students to acquaint themselves

with military training and to gain

a fuller understanding of what the

military entails."

Punxsutawney Phil

Predicts the Future
ALLYSOhl BLAKE

News Editor

Will there be six more weeks of winter or is spring around the

corner? This is the bunting question that only gets answered once a

year on February 2nd. Groundhog's Day has been celebrated in

America since 1887.

Every year, spectators come to a place called Gobbler's Knob, which

is located in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, to wait for the groundhog

to emerge from his burrow. When Punxsutawney Phil, the ground-

hog, comes out, the crowd patiently waits to see if he sees his shadow.

If he sees his shadow, we will have six more weeks of winter. If he

doesn't, spring is around the comer.

At approximately 7:35am on February 2nd, Phil came out of his

burrow and matte his prediction. Get rid of those heavy coats, spring

is around the corner!

GHje ftotunba would like to give a BK3
thanks to Steve Stratton!

THANK YOU!
thanis A

We appreciate all of your help!

with Greg Taylor
PRESS RELEASE that what I play or sing should be

Kim Buchanan's music belongs

to the new order of conitemporary

singer/songwriters that defies easy

stylistic classification. Her songs

have the spirit that is usually

associated with Kristen Hall and

Paula Cole. Her

voice is

powerful and

pleasing, es-

pousing lyrics

that speak to

the heart about

social issues

and human
relationships.

And, despite

her extensive

experience as a

performer, she

has a fresh voice, as a songwriter,

and as a singer.

Greg Taylor's approach to music

is to be very selective about what

is played, and then to play it with

"heart". "I believe that the song is

the thing people want to hear and

the sole purpose of prerating the

song in the best possible light"

Having performed in bands from

Miami Los Angeles to Northern

California, and being a songwriter

himself, Greg's energetic,

passionate, and concise playing

provide the

perfect
complement to

Kim song's.

Together,

Kim and Greg

have created a

new duet based

out of the

Triangle area of

North Carolina.

Their music is

original, yet

familiar,
painting landscapes that transport

the listener to serene and secluded

places. These seasoned musicians

utilize unusual chords and broad

dynamics to evoke sublime

emotions and suggest ancient

world sensibilities.

The Rotunda would like to

congratulate the following new
initiates to the Geist Chapter of

Mortar Board:

Carrie Armstrong

Mary Barron

Amy Bradley

Kim Bradley

Ruth Cornpo

Heather Duffy

Linda Eanes
Heather Fritchley

Amber Giles

Dave Gingras

Jennifer Graumann

Nikesha Houston

Rhianna Mathias

Mariellen Mory
Bonnie Pancoast

Loretta Parham
Jessica Sanchez
Tiffany Shelton

Kristina Sketton

Walter Webster Jr.

Jonathan Wood
Brian Zollinhofer
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KRISTEN INGRAM
Editor-in-Chief

CohtmmsVs Note: H you have any "Deep Thoughts'* of your

; i»ase e^ieaH them, to kmnKk^lungw-oodJwe.edi

Movie Review:

Psycho
SOLOMAN SINCLAIR

Guest Writer

Gus Van Sant, director ofPsycho was given the

task of making a modem rendition of the classic

Alfred Hitchcock film of the same title. Alfred Hitchcock was known
for his ability to create masterful suspense films. Gus Van Sant knew

mat remaking a classical film like Psycho would be a daunting task

in the shadow of its creator.

This modem version of Psycho is set in late 1998, and is placed in

several locations surrounding Los Angeles. Leading the cast is Vince

Vaughn, who plays Norman Bates. Van Sant was able to grab a de-

cent supporting cast that featured Anne Heche (Volcano; Six Days.

Seven Nights) as Marion Crane, the first victim. William H. Macy
plays a private investigator whom most people remember from the

1996 Academy Award winning Fargo. The plot of this film can be

summed up in about a sentence, so here I go: man kills woman, pri-

vate investigator looks for woman and is consequently killed by the

man, who is, if you haven't guessed it, a psycho who is eventually

caught and diagnosed as such by the proper authorities.

Van Sant's job was to create a Psycho mat could stand on its own,

free from the original version. He did that. In comparison to the clas-

sic film, this movie falk drastically short. It seems that the movie

tried to emulate the original too much. The suspenseful score that

accompanies several of the scenes was equally as poor and at times

resembled a squeaky hinge.Vince Vaughn delivered a lackluster per-

formance in a role that required brilliance. He often reminded me of

Dave Matthews in the video Don't Drink the Water, all of this would

have been fine if Vaughn had been pursuing a portrait in the Rock-

in-Roll Hall of Fame. If it weren't for the supporting cast, specifi-

cally Anne Heche, I would have been utterly disappointed. Sony

Gus, this movie scores a woeful 2 seats out of 5.

Upon entering Pino's Pizza it

is almost certain that the quaint

atmosphere will be prominent

Imaginative posters of Italy grace

the walls alongside two elegant

mirrors that decorate die entire

left wall. The tables were small

and marble topped and each had

a complete set of ice cream par-

lor chairs to complement them.

After seating myself I was

greeted by a very friendly wait-

ress. She gave me the menu and

took my drink order. Like I as-

sumed, the menu was filled with

all sorts of pastas and traditional

Italian cuisine along with sub

sandwiches and several seafood

plates. I chose the Vegetarian

Sub with mushrooms and onions

for my main course.

My sandwich was presented to

me within ten minutes of the time

I ordered and it was delicious.

Due to the utterly impressive ser-

vice my drink glass was never

empty and I left very happy and

very full! The entire evening was

flawless so it is definite that I rec-

ommend Pino's Pizza as your

next Farmville eating experience.

CINDY NICHOLS
Photo & Graphics Editor

Everyone should be aware of

the convenient Pino's of

Fannville. I had a very pleasant

experience dining there because

of several factors. The atmo-

sphere was very friendly with

Italian posters and mirrors on the

wall of the seat-yourself dining

area. The restaurant had a very

open feel to it because ofthe view

of the stove for cooking pizzas

and kitchen area. The service was

quick, friendly, efficient and wor-

thy ofa fair tip. Most importantly

the food was good. I had very

enjoyable cheese sticks for an

appetizer and a cheese steak sub

with lettuce and tomato for my
meal. The waitress was also

quick to give me a refill on my
soda. Lots of people were com-

ing in and out carrying take-out

food. There were a variety of

people including several families

as well as college students and

adults dining and having a good

time. Because of its* location, it

is within walking distance for ev-

eryone on campus, including me.

It was a successful meal and I

plan to dine there again!

HEATHER CROWDER
Guest Writer

Great Italian food. Cheap
prices agreeable to poor college

students. Family atmosphere. In

walking distance for those of us

with no cars at Longwood Col-

lege. All of these are characteris-

tics I would use to describe Pino 's

Pizzaand Italian Restaurant. Lo-

cated across from the infamous

highrise towers at 404 South

Main Street, this is a great place

to get away from the usual cam-

pus food.

As soon as I walked in the door,

I felt at home and at ease with

the employees as well as the other

customers. The employees were

friendly and eager to please; our

waitress reminded me of a sweet

aunt that dotes on her favorite

nieces and nephews.

The food was served in a rea-

sonable amount of time. I had

cheese sticks for a great appetizer

followed by an out of this world

sub accompanied by hot fries. Af-

ter finishing my cheap yet fulfill-

ing meal, I sat back and relaxed

and conversed with my friends. I

would definitely recommend this

restaurant to others.

//Smash or Trash" CD Reviews
EDEN MILLER
WebMaster

What does it mean when a

musician decides that Ik really

wants William Shatner to appear

on his album? It means you're

going to be hearing odd but

absolutely compelling music

from Ben Folds, lead singer of

Ben Folds Five, on his strange

project Fear of Pop: Volume I.

Throw out any ideas you have

about the man behind sweetly sad

ballads like Brick and biting

tirades like Underground-tbey'K

not here.

This isn't a Ben Folds Five

album, and doesn't claim to be.

Instead, this collection of

weirdness bears more relation to

playful electronical acts like

Propellerheads, noise pioneers

like Beck, and perhaps to the

sonic experimentations of Nine

Inch Nails.

Mixing spoken word, sound

effects, and instrumental music,

Ben Folds has created an eclectic

album that is funny and self-

conscious. Despite the fact he

executes this musk with a full-

force confidence, it's apparent

that Ben Folds isn't taking

himself too seriously in creating

tracks like the goofy car-chase

soundtrack Kops to the catchy,

garage-band posturing of / Paid

My Money.

On one of Fear of Pop's

standout tracks. In Love, William

Shatner plays "the unrequited

lover," ranting about his rejection

by a girlfriend while Ben Folds

sings sweetly in the background.

The whole effect is hilarious.

Unfortunately, there are a couple

of not-so-impressive tracks

thrown into the bunch. Rubber

Sled which starts out promising,

soon becomes tiresome, and goes

on too long. And Root To This,

which sounds like a lot of

standard drum-and-bass tracks, is

kind of fun, but feels slightly out

of place with the rest of the

album. However, both are

listenable and neither ruins the

album.

Ultimately, Fear of Pop:

Volume I is quite the album:

distinctively humorous, playfully

pretentious and incredibly cool.

It's great music to live by, even if

most of your friends will

probably question what it all

means. It's okay. I don't realty

understand most of Fear ofPop,

myself, but I know I like it And
like I said, it has William Shatner

on it

That's worth the $12.99 alone.

*£*
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SPORT
Lady Lancers

Prevail Over Lady
Knights

to Up Record to

13-8
JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

On Saturday night the Lady

Lancers took on St. Andrews

(NC) and added another victory

to their winning streak. This tri-

umph made the fifth consecutive

game in their season. Longwood

came out strong in the first half

with St Andrews following close

behind. The Lancers led 32-20

at halftime and never looked

back en-route to victory. The

Lady Lancers had the homecourt

advantage and a height advan-

tage over St. Andrews.

Longwood was led by junior

Terri Williams/Liberty-Bealton

HS with 18 points and nine re-

bounds, while sophomore
Demietre Price/William Camp-
bell HS added 14 points and a

game- and career-high 18 re-

bounds as LC took a command-
ing 55-36 edge on the boards.

Junior Jill Younce/Glenelg (MD)
HS contributed 1 1 points and a

game-high seven assists to the

effort.

Earlier in the week
Longwood hosted in-state rival

Virginia Union (11-8).

The Lancers trailed 26-24 at

halftime before rallying in the

second half to force the game

into overtime. The game was

tied 55-55 at the end of regula-

tion and the Lady Lancers were

determined not to give up. LC
outscored VU 15-12 in the OT
as sophomore Demietre Price/

William Campbell HS scored

nine of her career-high 24 points

during the final five minutes.

Longwood was led by the

career-night effort of Price who
finished with 24 points and

game-highs of 16 rebounds and

four blocked shots-all career-

highs for the second-year post

player. Junior Jill Younce/

Glenelg (MD) HS led the Lanc-

ers with a game-high 27 points,

including a game-and career-

high six 3-point field goals,

while senior Mary Barron/Paul

VI HS grabbed 14 rebounds for

LC who outrebounded the Pan-

thers 65-53. Freshman Jill

Mahohz/LakeBraddock HS con-

tributed a game- and career-high

10 assists to the Lancer victory.

Longwood will host Coker

(SC) (7-3 CVAC) (8-8 overall)

tonight, tip off time is 5:30 p.m.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
SPONSORED BY LONGWOOD/EKDMINO'S

PIZZA

Dec. 16- Dec. 22 Jay Louden Men's basketball

Dec. 30- Jan, 5 ZechBoyd Men's basketball

Jan. 6- Jan. 12 Terri Williams Women's basketball

Jeff Kepler Wrestling

Jan. 13-Jan. 19 Mary Barron Women's basketball

Jay Louden Men's basketball

Jan. 20-Jan. 26 Jill Younce Women's basketball

Jon Hughes Men's basketball

III

Younce and Hughes Repeat as

Basketball 'Players of the Week"
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood College basket-

ball standouts Jill Younce/West

Friendship, Md.-GIenelg HS and

Jon Hughes/Valrico, FL-

Bloomingdale HS have been se-

lected as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Players of the Week*

for the period January 20-26.

This is die second time this sea-

son that each has been recog-

nized. The Lancer honorees are

chosen by the College's office of

sports information each week.

Younce, a 5-10 junior for-

ward, posted 53 points (17,7), 19

rebounds (6.3), six assists, and

six steals during three Carolinas-

Virginia Athletic Conference

(CVAC) victories last week. She

scored 23 points during an 83-

69 triumph at Erslrine (SC) Janu-

ary 23, and had 21 points during

a 95-82 win at Lees-McRae
(N.C.) January 26.

For the past 16 games,

Younce has averaged 16.3 ppg.

and 5.6 rpg., including 45 three-

point field goals. She leads the

team with five 20-plus point

games this season. Younce has

season-highs of 29 points, 1 1 re-

bounds (twice), nine assists, and

eight steals She is ranked sixth

in CVAC steals this week, and is

YT~ ^|
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seventh in free throw percentage,

and eighth in scoring.

Jill is the daughter ofGeorge

and Judy Younce ofWest Friend-

ship, MD and is majoring in so-

ciology with a concentration in

criminal justice.

Hughes, a 6-7 junior center,

posted 65 points (21.7), 24 re-

bounds (8.0), and two blocks

during three CVAC games last

week. He scored a career-high

32 points during a 93-78 loss

at Lees-McRae (NC) Jan. 26,

and had 22 points during a 75-

70 loss to conference leader

Pfeiffer (NC) Jan. 21.

Longwood is currently 6-12

overall, 4-6 in the CVAC,
scheduled to host conference

opponent St. Andrews (NC)
January 30 at 8 p.m..

Through 16 games, Hughes
is averaging 13.9 ppg. and 6.9

rpg., shooting 54% from the

field and 80% at the line. He
leads the team with four 20-

plus point games this season.

Hughes has season-highs of 32

points, 13 rebounds, and five

blocks. He is ranked fourth in

CVAC field goal percentage

this week, and is seventh in re-

bounding, and ninth in blocks,

Jon is the son of Barbara

Hughes of Valrico, FL and is

majoring in marketing with a

minor in computer science.



Lacrosse Team Looking for

Strength Frc

men as well as Freshmen
DANIELLE RECAME

Staff Writer

Fast runners, quick stick

ivork, intelligence, and motiva-

ion are all words to descibe this

gear's Lancers lacrosse team,

rhe 1998 lax team finished 9th

ntheCVAC. Not only did the

adies flu-

sh the

season
with a

)ang, but

his year's

earn
v i she s

md hopes

or higher

esults.

"Ibel-

eve we
will be in the top 5 this year,"

aid Coach Grubbs. Grubbs is

n her 5th consecutive year of

coaching the lacrosse team here

rtLWC. With having many re-

urning players and four very

strong freshman, the Lancers

lope to sweep their way to the

op.

"From the help of the fresh-

nen, our skill level has increased

Irastically," replied Grubbs.

Wrestling Squad Cancels

eir Own Lancer
"The mental game of mis year's

team has proven to give us a
huge advantge over other CVAC
opponents.

With senior veterans and tri-

captains Melissa Miranda;
Laurie Hogan; and Dawn
Duboski, the team looks for

strong leadership to help out the

inexperi-

e n c e d

freshman.

Miranda,
playing de-

fense, has

one of the

best shots

on the

team.
Hogan has

the ability

to score for

all angles, and Duboski takes

control of most center draws.

They hope these factors will give

them an edge over their rivals.

All and all, This is the best

team ever," remarked Grubbs
Practices, though being long and

difficult, they will pay off fee this

year's team. Their first home
game is Friday, March 5. The
center draw will be taken at 4:00

p.m. at First Avenue field.

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood placed fourth

among eight teams at

the annual Washing-

ton and Lee Invita-

tional January 23 in

Lexington, VA. Coach

Brent Newell's squad

totaled 62 points to

finish behind Wash-

ington & Jefferson

(PA) (78.5), Davidson

(NC) (78), and

Scranton (PA) (63).

The Lancers remain

7-6 in dual-match

competition, and are

scheduled to wrestle

again Tuesday, Janu-

ary 26, at North Caro-

lina-Pembroke at 6

p.m..

At Washington & Lee, LC
was led by the runner-up finishes

of junior Kris Lucas/Waldo^
NY-Valley Central HS at heavy-

weight (2-1), sophomores Kamal

Chantal/Floyd, VA-Floyd
County HS at 174 (2-1) and Jon

Tanaka/Yorktown, VA-Tabb HS
at 125 (1-1), along with fresh-

man Darryl Graham/Gloucester,

VA-Gloucester HS at 141 (2-1).

Others wrestling and winning

matches were junior Beau
Dickerson/Gloucester, VA-
Gloucester HS (165, 3rd, 3-1),

sophomore Doug Norris/Chesa-

peake, VA-Deep CreekHS ( 197,

3rd, 1-1), along with freshmen

Jaymes Shackelford/Virginia

Beach, VA-Kempsville HS (1 84,

4th, 2-2) and Jeff Kepler/

Haymarket, VA-
Stonewalt Jackson

HS (149, 1-2).

Through two tour-

naments and 13 dual-

matches, Dickerson

(13-8) and Graham
(13-8) lead Long-
wood in victories, fol-

lowed by Kepler (11-

7), and Lucas (10-9).

Norris is 7-3 since be-

ginning to compete

this semester for the

Lancers. Following

the Pembroke match,

Longwood will host

the Lancer Invita-

tional Sunday, Janu-

ary 3 1 , in Lancer Hall

beginning at 9:30 a.m.. The
Lancers will be hosting Ander-

son (SC), The

Apprentice School (Newport

News), and North Carolina-Pem-

broke. The scheduled Lancer In-

vitational for this Sunday, Janu-

ary 31, in Lancer Hall has been

canceled.

SHIRLEY DUNCAN...LEADING WOMEN TO
THEIR 13-8 OVERALL RECORD

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Shirley Duncan is in her 16th

year at Longwood College as

head coach of the women's bas-

ketball program. She has guided

the Lancers to a combined record

of 85-3 1 over the past four sea-

sons, earning tfiree consecutive

NCAA Division II Tournament

appearances from 1994-97, and

two-straight Carolinas-Virginia

Athletic Conference (CVAC)
regular season tides from 1995-

97. Longwood was 17-11 over-

all a yea- ago, including 14-4 in

the CVAC. The Lancers have

won 50 of 56 conference games

since formation of the league.

Duncan is also the Senior

Woman Administrator at LC.

Duncan's career coaching

victory came in January of 1996

with a 75-63 victory over

Pfeiffer (NC), and her 200th win

at Longwood came during Feb-

ruary '97 with a 52-50 triumph

past Coker (SC). She was named
the 1996-97 Women's
Basketball Coaches As-

sociation (WBCA) Dis-

trict HI 'Coach of the

Year*, and the 1995-96

CVAC 'Coach of the Year* fol-

lowing a 22-7 campaign, includ-

ing a perfect 18-0 record during

the inaugural season of CVAC
competition. Duncan also served

as the District HI representative

for the 1995-96 WBCA "Coach

of die Year' committee. Addi-

tionally, she was named the 1995

Virginia Division H-UI Women's

Basketball State 'Coach of the

Year' in voting by the Virginia

Sports Information Directors

(VASID) after the Lancers

posted a 21-8 mark during 1994-

95.

Duncan is now 218-187

through 15 seasons at

DUNCAN TO LEAD
WOMEN TO CVAC TITLE

Longwood, while her overall

coaching record is 259-246

through 19 seasons. She was se-

lected an 'All-America' coach in

1985 and 1986 by the American

Women's Sports Federation. Her

"Winning Out-Of-Boundf Play"

was published in the February-

May, 1993 issue of Coaching

WnmM
'i fta^fffttnll ""f""*

In addition, she was selected as

Virginia's Division U-UI 'Coach

of the Year* by VASID after the

1983-84 season as well.

In 1990 she was named the

College's 'Female Coach of the

Year'. This past summer,
Duncan hosted the successful

Lady Lancer Basketball

Day Camp for the 13th

year. In years past,

Duncan has traveled to

New Jersey to conduct

clinics for the Jersey PoliceAm-
letic League coaches. She has

also served as Chair of the Divi-

sion II WBCA-Kodak «AI1-

America' committee,

A native of Lexington, KY,
she was head coach at Eastern

Kentucky University from 1975

to *79 and has led teams to a state

championship and runner-up

spot inAIAW Region II. Prior to

coaching at the collegiate level

Duncan coached at West Spring-

field (VA) High School where

her teams won four district and

two regional tides from 1972-75.

A 1956 graduate of the Uni-

versity of Kentucky, Duncan re-

ceived her master's degree in

Physical Education from Indiana

University in 1961. She has

chaired a national basketball of-

ficiating committee on principles

and techniques, served as rules

interpreter for three national

women's basketball champion-

ship tournaments and was the

first president of die Virginia

Association for Coaches of

Women's Sports.

Duncan is an instructor in the

HPERD department.
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President Cormier Addresses Longwood Students
PRESS RELEASE

It's good to see all of you

back and I am glad to report that

1999 is off to a great start.

As many of you know, the

Legislature is now in session and

we are working very hard to en-

sure that Longwood College will

receive the support we need to

move ahead.

In December, Governor
Gilmore unveiled his 1999 bud-

get amendments and, if approved

by the Legislature, Longwood

should receive increased funding

this year along with a tuition re-

duction forUndergraduates. Al-

though nothing is definite until

the legislative session concludes,

we are seeking the support of the

Legislature for several Long-

wood initiatives.

1. Planning for New Science

Complex

Governor Gilmore included

$860,000 in his budget amend-

ments for the planning of a new

science complex. We are asking

support of the Legislature to sus-

tain this request. The long-

range plan would be to convert

Stevens into dormitory space

and build a new science build-

ing at a different campus loca-

tion.

2. Jarman Renovation/Ad-

dition

We are requesting funds to

renovate the Jarman Building

and to build an addition that

will provide classroom and

studio space, as well as a 420-

seat auditorium for the Depart-

ment of Speech and Theatre.

Jarman was built in 1950 and

is long overdue for a renova-

tion and expansion. We feel this

project will help the college

meet its programmatic needs

and enhance our community

outreach.

3. Heating Plant Moderniza-

tion Planning Study.

This study ofourpower plant

(which was built in 1938) will

determine what changes are re-

ouired to make our facility more

energy efficient.

4. Ruffher Renovation-Bud

get Addition.

Thel998-2000 Biennium

Budget provides funds to reno-

vate the Bast, West, and Main

Ruffher Complex. We are re-

questing an additional

$512,000 to supplement the

original allocation. The reno-

vation should be completed

within 2 years.

We have also requested ad-

ditional funding of $750,000

for information technology and

an addition of $500,000 for

general operating support

Longwood is also request-

ing $538,325 to initiate the In-

stitute for Teaching Through

Technology and Innovative

Practices in Halifax County.

This program is designed to as-

sist the County in successfully

completing the Standards of

Learning, and will be based in the

Longwood Continuing Educa-

tion Center in South Boston.

We are working very hard to

ensure that the funding proposed

by Governor Gilmore remains in

the budget, as well as to obtain

additional funds for the College.

We will keep you posted on our

progress.

5 .Board of Visitors Update

The Board of Visitors was

convened on campus from Janu-

ary 28 through January 30 for a

meeting and Board retreat Sig-

nificant action items passed and

approved include:

1 . Approval of Parental/Le-

gal Guardian Notification Policy

for Alcohol/Other Drug Policy

Violations.This action is part of

the College's Foundational Plan

to Reduce Binge and Illegal

Drinking and was endorsed by

the Student Affairs Committee.

Authorization for this policy is

See CORMIER p. 5

Longwood College Hosts the Special Olympics
LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor

Saturday, February 6 brought

over 100 athletes to Lancer

Gym to participate in the 1 999

Special Olympics Basketball

Competition. Teams from

Mecklenburg, Roanoke, as well

as Prince Edward County

traveled to Longwood to

compete in the Individual

Skills, Full-Court and Half-

Court competitions.

The Therapeutic Recreation

Organization sponsored the

event, with the help of other on

and off-campus organizations.

Set-up took place Fftday night

before the games and lasted

t four acd a half hours. The

actual planning

began after

Oktoberfest.

The Opening

Ceremonies
included a

welcome, the

National
Anthem, the

Special
Olympics Oath,

and Words of

Encouragement

The Oath is

recited before

every Special

Olympics
event. Soon
after the games

began, Olympic Town was

Special Olympic*,

Photo By Lauren Jam

opened.

Olympic Town
consisted of

three class-

rooms that

were trans-

formed into a

Movie room,

Active Games
room and

Board Games/

Food room.

These areas

provided an

outlet for the

athletes while

they waited to

compete. The

Active Games room included

activities like roller dice, rug

walk and various other passive

games. The Board Games/Food

room provided athletes with a

McDonalds cheeseburger and a

drink, plus a water bottle

decorated and donated by

Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.

Special Olympics is ASA's

national philanthropy. Sisters

were on-hand throughout the

day to serve as buddies to the

athletes. They also decorated

the gym with colorful signs and

posters.

"This is my sixth year

working with Special

Olympics. It's so motivating

See OLYMPICS p.5



EDITORIAL
Hello All! I hope the

school stress hasn't

loaded everyone down
yet Before you know it, Spring

will be here, so hang in there.

In the spirit of the Valentine's

holiday (whether you accept it or

not) we decided to write a thank-

ful and happy editorial for all of

our supercool readers. But first,

there are some issues that need

to be addressed.

There have been some con-

cerns and anger over certain ar-

ticles that have been published in

the paper. The reading commu-
nity needs to be aware that if an

article is written in the Opinion

section then it is clearly the

writer's opinion, and not a re-

flection of The Rotunda. We be-

lieve that everyone is entitiled to

their own opinion and this is the

reason that we have an Opinion

section. The Constitution says

that we are most certainly al-

lowed to use this right.

.

Sometimes issues may be dis-

agreeable, but it is impossible to

please everyone. If there are ever

any concerns with an article,

please contact us at the office.

This also goes for corrections, if

you see something in an article

that is incorrect, please correct

us!

At the moment, things seem

quite chaotic in the office (which

has been very stressful). I was

originally going to say how nice

it was to have peace and quiet,

but unfortunateley, that is not the

case anymore.

We have had a few conflicts

amongst the ranks, a few people

are mad about some things pub-

lished. If you want an article to

run in the paper, tell us. If you do

not want it published, do not

send it. However, if it is JUST
an idea then it needs to be clearly

marked as JUST an idea. We
have no way of reading your

minds. Hopefully this will clear

up any misunderstandings.

If mere is a mishap, we will

do all we can to correct it, but

once it is printed we can only of-

fer a very sincere apology. We
will gladly publish the apology,

as well as offer our readers a

chance to have their letters pub-

lished. Another outlet for our

readers is The Activist column, if

you have a problem write about

it and send it to us.

Box 2901

Longwood College

FarmvilIe,VA 23909
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Some people find it necessary

to personally attack the paper and

its writers for easily fixable

things. If you are angry about an

article, call the office. One of the

editors will be happy to assist you

or to send you to someone who

can solve the problem. There is

no need for name-calling, yell-

ing, or excessive rudeness.

Things can be fixed.

On a belter note. The weekly

publication has been very suc-

cessful this semester. We are very

pleased with the results. We pub-

lish 800 copies every Thursday.

By Monday, there were no cop-

ies of the paper left in the Stu-

dent Union. We really appreciate

that! It makes us very happy that

so many of you are reading the

papers.

In this issue, we are celebrat-

ing (or hating) die ever present

Valentine's Day. We have some

excellent stories. We also have

the debut of President Cormier's

column which hopefully will pre-

pare everyone for the next Open

Forum.

In this issue we are also intro-

ducing our first advice column.

If you have a problem and need

an answer let Dr. Bitter help you

out!

We are also pleased to an-

nounce that through an over-

whelming number of ariteles and

feedback that we were able to

publish a sixteen page paper this

week! That is awesome! Thanks

for all of your feedback. Have a

great week, and as always READ
THE ROTUNDAUU

Your Letters to the Editor
Article Additions on ROTC

In the February 4th issue of

The Rotunda an article was
written on the R.O.T.C. program

at Longwood College. Some of

the information that was
collected was erroneous and this

letter is to correct some of the

mistaken information.

Within the R.O.T.C. program

there is a cadet chain of

command and a Regular Army
chain of command.

At LWC, the Army chain of

command consist ofCPT. Kevin

Henderson (Assistant Professor

of Military Science) who is the

officer in charge (OIC) and SFC
(Sergeant First Class) Peterson

who is the NCOIC (Non
Commisioned Officer in

Charge). They are ultimately

responsible for the R.O.T.C.

program

The cadet chain of command
consist of freshman (MSI's),

sophomores (MSII's), juniors

(MSBTs), and seniors (MSIVs).

Seniors are given soime of the

responsibility for training and

evaluatingjuniors for attendance

to Advanced Camp during the

summer of their junior year.

Camp is one month of training

at Ft. Lewis, Washington that

evaluates cadets' leadership

abilities by placing them in

positions ranging from Company
Commander all the way down to

squad leader.

They are also evaluated on

their proficiency on writing

Operations orders (a detailed

explanation of what the training

events are and how they will be

accomplished), land navigation,

the army physical fitness test,

battle drills (different scenarios

that could occur in combat), and

various other military skills

required to become a 2nd

lieutenant.

Two and a half weeks of this

time is spent in the field

evaluating land navigation skills

and battle drill proficiency. The

rest of the time is spent in

garrison i.e. out of the

See ROTC p.4

SGA Letter
The Letter to the Editor from

Dr. Crowl that ran last week
was intended to be a story

suggestion for The Rotunda,

not a Letter to the Editor.

Write Us
The Rotunda encourages

letters to the editor. Send

them to:

Box 2901m
Fax 804-395-2237B

/



"The Activist " is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak

up and act up. Because ifyou 're notmod, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas

to dcahn@longwoodlwc.eau.

Lonely Hearts Club Members Unite!

Valentine's Weekend Approaching
MELANIE BARKER

Staff Writer

I received the frantic call

from The Rotunda staffTuesday

evening. They needed an activ-

ist column and knew I would be

pissed about some-

thing. This time it

goes beyond Long-
wood and Farmville.

It even surpasses the

nefarious commercial

whore we all know as

Wal-Mart. This time

it's Valentine's Day.

Nothing says dis- .

crimination more than

a holiday that caters to

couples. For an un-

ceasing 24 ^purs those

without a significant other must

endure the glowing cheeks of

rose and balloon recipients, not

to mention the woosy- faced

plush animals that find their way

into the grips of those who have

managed to have their self-worth

bolstered by the wretched holi-

day.

Lonelyhearts Club members

rejoice! During a particularly

pathetic moment of self-pity it

was pointed out to me that I don't

have to invest $12 in a velvet,

heart-shaped box ofDove choco-

late truffles. However, the in-

vestment in vodka and Southern

Comfort will probably be three

times as much. But at least we'll

be having a good time. As you

go shot for shot with fellow

members take pleasure in the fact

that the remainder of the year

will be absolute bliss for you as

recipients of Valentine's gifts

will soon have to clean up dead

flowers and throw out

deflated, mylar bal-

loons. Take comfort

Lonelyheart! Al-

though you may sulk

over your President's

Choice Mac & Cheese

now, you will not have

to endure the pain and

endless repetition that

often accompanies re-

lationships, which by

their very nature in-

hibit wo/man's incli-

nation towards Free Will.

Take it easy Lonelyheart.

'Tis far better to be single than

involved in a miserable relation-

ship fueled solely by habit and

fear of the deplorable notion of

being alone.

Speak Out
\qmmnf

gh school

hifriend a

ae's Day. When I

t she had1 .

Brennea MuUenix

Theatre Perfomance

1. To The Diversity program

put on by Multi-Cultural Affairs

and Student Leadership

Offices.

2. To Longwood's liasion to the

State Council of Higher

Education, Mr. Goodman, for

sitting down and talking to

students about concerns and

benefits of Longwood College.

3. To Dr. Cormier for holding

another Open Forum with the

Administration later this

month.

4. To everyone who keeps

reading this column and

sending in Props & Drops.

5. To the Longwood
Ambassadors for providing

prospective students with a

great tour of Longwood this

past weekend.

1. To the new bags given out at

the Bookstore. Those stinking

bags either break or tear your

hands apart. Try carrying $500

worth of books in a cheap bag,

its not easy Barnes & Noble.

2. To this nasty illness that is

spreading across the campus
like wild fire. A little rumor that

we heard was that 3/5ths of the

student body is sick.

3. To the administration for not

giving us any NATIONAL
Holidays off.

4. To the Town ofFarmville for

not liking the students. If it

weren't for Longwood Students,

this town would have been a

ghost town 100 years ago.

And two ongoing drops...

To the construction crew of

the dining hall for being rude to

females on campus and to the

slow construction of the parking

lot behind Stubbs,

Send your Props and Drops to rra-inker@longwood.lwc.edu.

Sex Offenders Pt. 2
AISHA HENDERSON
Assistant Opinion Editor

""Knowledge is power" or is

it? If the knowledge you pos-

sess is incorrect, then it's trouble,

not power. This is the case con-

cerning the disclosure laws for

sex offenders. Although their

purpose is to inform the public,

sometimes the information given

is not correct

On many Web sites listing

sex offenders, said offenders are

classified together regardless of

the potential threat they pose to

society, or lack thereof. "An of-

fender who committed a minor

offense 10 years ago would be

listed next to a repeat offender

who had just committed another

offense the day before," says one

convicted child molester who is

fighting the laws.

Some methods of public dis-

closure are unfair to the offend-

ers, but is there such a thing as

going too far when your safety

and that of your loved ones is

concerned? These convicted of-

fenders are not petty car thieves

or embezzlers, but rapists, mo-

lesters, and sometimes even mur-

derers. In most cases, they are

also repeat offenders, several

times over. It is apparent that

neither prison nor banishment is

helping these offenders. If jail

is no alternative, then what can

a society be expected to do when

serial sex offenders are being

released back into the commu-

nity?

The real problem seems to

be a lack of preventive methods.

Some sex offenders have genu-

ine mental illnesses that cause

them to act out with deviant be-

havior. Therefore, some states

have instituted laws that enable

prosecutors and judges to have

an offender sent to mental insti-

tutions for evaluation. Only

those individuals that are found

to possess genuine mental ill-

nesses are retained for treatment.

All others are released back into

society. Unfortunately, all rap-

ists and molesters are not men-

tally Ul.

Sexually deviant behavior

can be looked at as an illness or

disease, like alcoholism. Of-

fenders usually don't stop of

their own accord, like many al-

coholics, they need treatment.

State legislatures implement

treatment programs and then

dismantle them soon after when

they are faced with public

See OFFENDERS p. 4
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NEWS &VIEWS

'SEND HELP" Your parents don't understand? Your roommates don't care? You just

need a new perspective? Let "Pr Bitter" SENP HELP! E-mail aU questions and
concerns to Rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu or write in to Box 2901. All entries are

confidential and real names are never used.

Dear Dr. Bitter,

I have begun to see a girl this

semester, or let's say just tried

to see her. I am very interested

in seeing this girl and I think

about her all the time but we
are constantly struck with the

problem of

schoolwork. Stress over tests,

quizzes, papers

and sleep(or lack

thereof) is a

serious
hinderance to

any couple trying

to start things off.

Please offer any

suggestions you

might have on

how to make this

work. Please-it's

the only thing

I've got going for

me!! Signed,

"OVERWORKED"

Dear OVER-
WORKED,

First of all I

would like to

commend you for

your dedication to school work.

It is all too easy to find a reason

not to put in 100% effort into

your classes (especially if she

has a pretty face). However,

just going to class and doing

homework all the time isn't any

way to spend four years of your

life. The total "college

experience" includes a healthy

social life, even your parents

would agree!

If the problem is with having

too much work to do I would

suggest studying together. Go
to the library and grab a study

room. This will give the two

of you some privacy- but not

too much! When schedules

don't allow for study sessions

try to meet up for stress breaks.

Get a bite to eat, refuel with

some coffe, or take turns giving

back massages (everyone likes

those!).

Don't worry too much. If she

is as intersested in you as you

are in her. You both will find

time to see each other. Even if

it just to walk back from class

together.

Dear Dr. Bitter,

Lately one of our roomates

has been very withdrawn. She

sleeps all the time and is

generally unhappy. When we
try to ask her what is wrong she

just gets mad at us. We are

worried she might be

depressed. How do we
approach her without pissing

her off? Signed, The Anti-

Depressants

Dear Anti-Depressants,

Everyone goes through

periods of unhappiness. Your

roommate might just be

overwhelmed with school and

pressure to do well. Depression

is much more serious than

having " the blues." Symptoms

of Clinical Depression include

feelings of isolation, constant

fatigue, loss of interest in

things that used to be

important, and feelings of

hopelessness. Sleeping is a

coping mechanism to escape

many of these problems. The

key factors in assessing your

roommates
condition are:

How long has

this been

going on?;

How severe

is the change

in her

personality?

This does not

mean you

should wait

until the end

of the sem-

ester to do

anything to

help. Since

her first re-

action to your

concerns was

anger, back

off a little.

Instead of confronting her with

your suspicion try to get her

involved in things you used to

do together. If she is suffering

from Clinical Depression, odds

are she isn't really aware of it.

She is probably just as

confused as you are about her

change in behavior. Don't gang

up on her! Instead of the two

of you talking to her, try one

on one. If your attempts to get

her back into the swing of

things don't work then suggest

that she talk to someone.

Longwood College offers free

counseling services to all

students. To set up an

appointment with a Longwood

counselor please call 395-2409,

ROTC
Continued, p. 2

field evaluating cadets on other

requirements.

Sophomores attend a similar

camp during the summer of their

sophomore year. Freshman and

sophomore cadets are en-

couraged to take advantage of all

the training that the juniors

receive to make the transition

from sophomore tojunior easier.

The main purpose of R.O.T.C.

is to prepare college students to

be effective leaders in the U.S.

Army (reserve or active com-

ponents) through the training

mentioned above. That is what

all training in and out of the class

room is geared toward.

Throughout their R.O.T.C.

careers, if the cadets meet the

requirements they are offered the

chance to attend military schools

such as Airborne, Air Assault,

and CTLT (Cadet Training

Leadership Training}. With the

exception of CTLT, cadets will

be trained with and treated as

regular soldiers.

As for the quote from cadet

Cope, with the exception of the

Army Physical Fitness Test

(APFT) female and male cadets

are required to meet the same

standards for all training.

Females are not treated any

differently than males. That is

the same in R.O.T.C. as it is in

the regular army.

The quote from SFC Peterson

was simply misquoted. What

was said is that the army has

changed and the cadets entering

the army today will be fighting

wars with state of the art

technology. Upon entering the

Army whether or not they see

combat depends on if a war

breaks out

Thank you for the chance to

explain a little about the

R.O.T.C. program. CPT.

Henderson or SFC. Peterson can

be contacted at x2 134 for ROTC
information

.

Cadet Captain Daniel Melton

Editor's Note:

We apologize for any
inconveniences caused. We
appreciate the response and

corrections. Thank youfor the

feedback

OFFENDERS
Continued p. 3

demands for harsher laws and

punishments. Punishments and

laws that are not always fair.

Although, disclosure laws

enable the public to be aware of

the danger in their communities

and therefore protect themselves,

they don't stop sex offenders

from going into other communi-

ties where they are not known
and commit crimes. Ultimately,

this is the real problem. It is un-

fair to all the victims, past,

present, and future to allow re«

peat sex offenders back into so-

ciety.

Society should push for

longer prison sentences and

more treatment program. A
convicted sex offender should

not be let out of jail without

having gone through an intense

treatment program success-

fully. Disclosure laws warn the

public, but treatment programs

and longer sentences would
prevent the crime. And in the

long run, prevention is what we
need, not revenge.

m
W§t ^otunfea recently received a

letter labeled "The Activist Zone." It

was about Greek organliations on
campus. We would love to publish this

letter and we can publish It

anonymously, but for legal purposes
we have to have your name on file. We
encourage you to get In touch with us

so that It may be published.

Box 2901 & X212Q



FSSW Adopts a

Room inYMCA
SGA Explains Election Rules
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CELESTE SMTTH
Guest Writer

The Federation of Student So-

cial Workers (FSSW) recently

adopted a room in the YMCA
Domestic Violence Prevention

Center in Lynchburg, Virginia. In

doing so, the members ofFSSW
have taken on the responsibility

of maintaining the room to in-

clude decorations and amenities.

Near the end of the Fall 1998 se-

mester, several members of the

FSSW plan to return mis semes-

ter and continue work on the

room, which will include

replastering the ceiling.

TheYMCA Domestic Violence

Prevention Center provides

emergency shelter, casework,

and referral services for women
and their children who are vic-

tims of domestic violence. Trie

first battered women's shelter in

the United States was founded

twenty years ago in St. Pauls,

h and

Minnesota. The shelter was

named Women's Advocates and

is still in existence today. Now,

there are more than 1,500 shel-

ters for battered women in the

United States.

Despite the fact that a Domes-

tic Violence Prevention center is

not currently available in the im-

mediate Farmville Area, a safe

house is being developed at Fort

Picket, and a Hot Line is in the

works. For information on work-

ing with either of these local ser-

vices for victims ofdomestic vio-

lence, please contact Ellen Mas-

ters at the G.I.VE. Office (395-

2397). To work with the YMCA
Domestic Violence Prevention

Center in Lynchburg, you can

contact an administrator at (804)

528-1041. To work with the

FSSW on this or other social jus-

tice projects contact Dr. Clark,

FSSW advisor at 395-2346.
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to thank everyone ivho made
this year's Special Olympics a

success. Way to go Longwood!

Headlines of the Week

MATTHEWRINKER
SGA Vice-President

There has been some
controversy over the SGA
election procedure. As the

Student Government Vice-

President, I am writing this letter

on behalf of the other executive

officers of the SGA.
Now to an explanation of the

Student Government Officer

Election Procedures. Several

years ago, The SGA changed the

way top officers were to be

elected. There are certain

guidelines for the SGA to follow

whenever our constitution is

changed, as in the case with our

election procedures. The Student

Senate must approve the change

by a two-thirds margin, then it

must be approved by a majority

vote of the student body during

our general election. In the case

of our election procedures, all of

the previous guidelines were

followed and the student body

voted to allow this change.

CORMIER
Continued p.l

included in The Higher Edu-

cation Reauthorization Act of

1998 which allows parents and

legal guardians to be informed

of alcohol/drug violations com-

mitted by college students under

21 years of age.

2. Approval of 1999-2000

Tuition and Fees. The Board ap-

proved a 1 .6% increase in total

costs for in-state residential stu-

dents and a 1.8% decrease for

out-of-state students.

Tuition for in-state residen-

tial students will remain the

same as last year. Please bear

in mind that the Governor's pro-

posed budget amendment rec-

ommendation 20% tuition and

fee rollback, dependent upon

legislative approval.

There were other items cov-

ered during the Board meeting,

including the approval of our

long range strategic plan, but I

felt that the preceding items

would be of most interest to you,

our students. I plan to submit a

future article to The Rotunda on

our Strategic Plan.

I will be attending the Open
Forum in Lankford on Febru-

ary 17 and will be happy to an-

swer any questions you may
have on these or other issues. I

look forward to seeing you then.

Patricia P. Cormier

President

So as it stands now, to run

for the top offices, a candidate

must have sat on the Senate

for at least one term.

We feel that experience is

vital. The President of the

SGA has many duties, such as

sitting on the Board of

Visitors, that an unqualified

officer would not be able to

handle. A Vice-President

fresh off of the street would

not be able to run the Student

Senate meetings. A Treasurer

who has never worked in the

SGA would be lost over the

year while giving out nearly

half-a-million dollars.

Experience is vital. Our
election procedure ensures

that experienced leaders are

elected. It has been criticized

that Student Elections (at any

school) are popularity

contests. In many cases this

can be true.

We do believe that nobody

should be elected unopposed.

Unfortunately, in this past

election three of the four top

offices were elected un-

opposed. This occurred

because of the nearly thirty

people (there are probably

more that we are unaware of)

only 5 decided to devote their

time to SGA. Of the 8 Senator-

At-Large positions, 5 are brand

new to the Senate.

The SGA is continually

trying to best serve the student

body. Our office, located in

Lankford Student Union, is

open Monday through Friday

9am to 5pm. Our phone
number is x2 1 1 1 . Our email

address is stugovt® longwood.

We welcome all to attend the

Student Senate Meetings on

Tuesdays at 3:30pm in theABC
Rooms of Lankford. The SGA
is run by the students, for the

students. We strive to remain

a voice and propone t of student

rights and concerns.

We would like to thank The

Rotunda for being a true model

of American media.

OLYMPICS
Continued pi..

and it's something I love to

do," said senior ASA sister

Gina Lester.

Longwood students were
prevalent throughout the gym
and Olympic Town. Students

served as buddies,

scorekeepers, timekeepers, and

Each participant received a

goodie bag and a trophy, as

recognition for competing in

the Olympics.

"The program is great and the

kids love it. "It's changed my
life," said Campbell County

coach John Blankenship about

his experience with Special

referees. Others manned games Olympics. Campbell County

and tables in the Olympics will be at Virginia Tech this

Town classrooms.

Volunteer Michele Rendon
said, "I cheered on the

Rustburg Cardinals. The girls

were so wonderful and I was so

proud when they came in first

place."

The games concluded at

approximately five o'clock

with an Awards Ceremony.

coming weekend for a similar

competition.

"Special Olympics was an

amazing experience. The
cooperation of everyone there

was inspirational," said

volunteer Kathryn Syarto.

As for the Special Olympics

at Longwood College,

everyone was a winner.

When: February 16-17

Time: 10am-4pm
Where: in the Smoker

The Official

Longwood
College Ring

Yon must have 56 credits to

purchase a ring!



TTENTION!!! I

STUDENT
Government

PRESENTS

en Foru
WithfDr. Patricia Cormier

Lankford Ballroom

VOICE YOUR OPINIONS AND COMMENTS
& GET YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY
THE PRESIDENT OF LONGWOOD ALONG

WITH OTHER ADMINISTRATORS.

FEBRUARY 17, 1999 - 6:15PM - 8:15PM

ALL MEMBERS OF THELONGWOOD
COMMUNITYARE WELCOME!

"Leading the Force for Positive Change."

l Meetings are every Tuesday a

3:30p.m. in the ABC Room



In accordance with school tradition of publishing Honor System case results the last few years, the Honor Board is releasing this year's cases. All names are
withheld and strict confidentiality is maintained at all times before, during, and after hearings. The purpose of publishing these cases and their resulting
decisions is to heighten the awareness of the Longwood Honor System and Board among the student body, faculty, and administration

Part m. Lying, Section 1. Falsifying Information: C.

Violating the Pledge ofHonor by giving or receiving help

on work, or being aware of a violation of any aspect of

the Honor Code and not reporting it to a College Official

and/or the Honor Board.

Verdict: Responsible The Board decided on the fol-

lowing sanction:

- 1 hours of community service,

-one semester Disciplinary Probation, effective imme-

diately,

-design (with a computer) and distribute a poster that

addresses the fact mat possessing or using a false ID is an

infraction of the Honor Code. One poster should be placed

at every Residence Hall front desk. Also, every floor

should receive a copy of this poster.

Honor Part HI. Lying, Section 1. Falsifying Informa-

tion: A. Giving false information to any student, staff

member, faculty member, or administrator with the in-

tent to lie, deceive, or conceal.

Verdict: Responsible

Judicial 17. Identification: Failing to identify one's self

when requested to do so by a College official. In such

cases, the College official will identify himself/herself

and state the source of authority.

Verdict: Responsible

Judicial 20. Obscene or Indecent Behavior: Commit-

ting obscene or indecent acts.

Verdict: Responsible

Judicial 27. Failure to Comply: b. Failure to comply

with the requests of a Longwood official when such re-

quests are deemed to be reasonable and consistent with

College policies, procedures, and regulations.

Verdict: Responsible

The Board decided on the following sanction:

-one year of disciplinary probation, effective immedi-

ately

-attend the Piedmont Alcohol Safety Action Program

(PASAP) (payment of a $50.00 fee is required).

-Write a letter for the benefit of Longwood athletic

coaches, based on how to deal with team dynamics in-

volving alcohol (ie: peer-pressure, etc.).

*Judicial Ha: Violating state law in regards to legal

age for consumption,purchase, or possession of alcohol.

Verdict: Responsible

Judicial 1 lc: Being drunk in public Verdict: Respon-

sible

Judicial 13b: Harassing or abusing any student, guest,

faculty, or staff member of the College community

Verdict: Not Responsible

Honor IH, 1, A: Giving false information to any stu-

dent, staffjnember,faculty member, or administrator with

the intent to lie, deceive, or conceal

Verdict: Not Responsible

Honor in, 2, B: Possessing or using another's identifi-

cation for the purpose of lying, deceiving, concealing, or

gaining unauthorized access to any College building

Verdict: Responsible

The Board decided on the following sanction:

-interview the managers of Charlie's Restaurant, Har-

ris Teeter, Wal-Mart,and the ABC store about underage

drinking and the use of fake IDs.

-write a 6 page paper on those interviews using appro-

priate college-level format.

-an apology letter addressed to John Doe that will not

be mailed. The letter should also discuss what the respon-

dent has learned.

-suspension for one calendar year starting January 1 999
and lasting through the Fall 2000 semester.

-complete a alcohol risk-assessment before being re-

admitted to Longwood.

Honof Part I, Cheating, Section 3, Non-Academic

Cheating, A: Failing to follow through or complete any

sanction given by a hearing board or officer.

Verdict: Responsible

The Board decided on the following sanction:

-the original 40 hours of community service assigned

by the Judicial Board on 2/17/98 is now due, in full, by

December 1, 1998.

-respondent is placed on deferred suspension, effec-

tive immediately, pending the completion of the 40 hours

community service due by December 1 , 1998. If the hours

not completed as of midnight, December 1, 1998, the re-

spondent will be suspended for the Spring 1999 semes-

ter. If the hours are completed, the deferred suspension

shall expire.

Honor Part HI Lying, Section 1 Falsifying Informa-

tion, A: Giving false information to any student, staff

member, faculty member, or administrator with the intent

to lie, deceive, or conceal.

Verdict: Responsible

The Board decided on the following sanction:

-Disciplinary Probation until October of 1999

-10 hours of community service to be spent checking

IDs for the Intramural Department (contact: Ellen Moss)

Honor Part I Cheating, Section 2 Plagiarism: B. Copy-

ing another's paper or work and handing it in as one's

own.

Verdict: Responsible

The Board decided on the following sanction:

-6 page paper on "Employer's Impressions of Students

with Honor Violations." The paper should include a mini-

mum of 3 references from business interviews.

Disciplinary Probation, effective immediately, until

graduation.

Honor Part I. Cheating, Section 3, Non-academic cheat-

ing, B: Interfering with the disciplinary process (e.g., en-

gaging in any activity which disrupts, unfairly influences,

r obstructs the disciplinary process) of the College.

Verdict: Not Responsible

Honor Part HI, Lying, Section 1, Falsifying Informa-

tion, A: Giving false information to any student, staff

member, faculty member, or administrator with the intent

lie, deceive, or conceal.

Verdkt: Not Responsible

Sanctioning was unnecessary
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The Career Center on

Work Experience:

Now That You Have

The Job...How Do
You Keep It?

Lancaster Room 139

3:30 p.m.

Landsharks Drink

Specials: Call 392-9881

for details

Senior Dinner in the

Rotunda Market . Free

prizes to the first 100

seniors, @ 5:00 p.m.

Alpha Psi Omega &
Underground Players

Persents No Exit

in Jarman Studio Theatre

8:00 p.m.

Dating Game in the

Commonwealth

Ballroom. Sponsored by

ABS @ 8:00 p.m.

LP Film:

Next Stop, Wonderland

in the Commonwealth
Ballroom @ 8:00 p.m.

First Floor is Playing at

Percivile's Isle

in Lynchburg

9:00 p.m.

Tomato Love Apple is

Playing at Spanky's

in Lynchburg

9:00 p.m.

Baseball vs. Stony Brook

12:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Kutztown

2:00 p.m.

Valentine Family

Workshop in LCVA
@ 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball

vs. Coker

2:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs. Queens

4:00 p.m.

Karaoke in Lancer Cafe

@ 9:00 p.m.

Party in Her Gym
sponsored by EMU
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Area 51 Presents Bio

Ritmo with special guest

Ages 2 1 and up

$7 per person

@ 10:00 p.m.

for info call: 643-8601
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. Kutztown

1 :00 am.

Stony Brook

K)p.m.

s vs. Averett

p.m.

ce Recital:

dderman

\ 4:00 p.m.

Beloved

monwealth

) 9:00 p.m.

inburg

y Men and

ir Concert

/ille United

t Church
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LP Film:

Next Stop, Wonderland

Commuter Lounge

@ 2:00 p.m.

The Career Center on

Challenge Mandatory

Meeting in Lankford

Room C @ 5:00 p.m.

Leadership Institute:

Assertiveness

the Prince Edward Room
@ 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Ambassador Telefund

Running nightly untill

March 26

@ 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Call x2032 for details

LP Film:

Next Stop, Wonderland

Commonwealth Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Learning to Love God
Bible study meets in

the Baptist Student Union

9:00 p.m.

Kevin Rock's Birthday!

Turning 20 today

Departmental Recital

in Wygal @3:30 p.m.

Challenge Job Fair

in Roanoke, VA
@ 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Student Forum

Commonwealth Ballroom

6:15- 8:15 p.m.

NAACP Birthday Party

NP Miller Room, Curry

Sponsored by NAACP
7:00 p.m.

Speaker:

Dr. Quincy Moore

in Hiner Auditorium

Sponsored by ABS
@ 8:00 p.m.

LP Coffee House with

Rockwell Church

in Lancer Cafe

9:00 p.m.

Landsharks Special:

$4.95 gets you

1 lb. of crab legs

TOO* BteTfteilfs, TO HffTiMQS, to o*r
CAMFUa *VirXTa. HF TOM TttA Ua, iT COIMlo

Cf FOMTfc UrCr. IF YOl) cOK'T Tm U,
Ww *OK«T KttOir ABOUT iT.

US iT: »OTW«ci«t.O«QWOOc.i.WC.K)li



FEATURES
Organization Spotlight: The Lancer Swim Club

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

Though the Swim club has

been active at Longwood since

1994, few people recongize it's

existence. Shannon Royster,

one of three current captains,

helped to the start the organiza-

tion with the help of athletic di-

rector Jack Wilson.

The club consists of 20
people, about 10 men and 10

women. Shannon, Erik Largen,

and Andre Lange are captains.

The club practices Monday
through Thursday in the eve-

nings for an hour and a half and

twice a week in the mornings.

The swim club's season begins

in August and runs the entire

year with 2 or 3 meets a semes-

ter.

In the coming week the swim

club will take part in a meet at

William and Mary College,

which is scheduled for Saturday

Feburary 12. Royster described

that meet as "a warmup" for the

one that is to follow on the week-

end of Feb 19. That meet is

called the Atlantic States Cham-

pionship which takes place at

Radford University. Most of the

Division II and clubs teams take

part in this meet

Last semester the club did

fairly well. Since most of the

schools that Longwood's club

swims against are bigger, it can

be very competitive at times.

"We've got lots of new people

and a lot of talent," said Royster.

"We're always looking for

people. I think the thing that

scares people is when they think

college swim team—they think

I'm not good enough to swim in

college," Royster said. "Being

that we are a club, it's a differ-

ent scale. We don't spend as

many hours in the pool or in the

Tae-Bo: New Workout Rage
DANIELLE RECAME

Staff Writer

Sweat dripping, arms pump-

ing, muscles aching, and heart

pounding are what

the "90's kick box-

ing" does. It is

called Tae-Bo, pro-

nounced Tie-Bow,

not Tie Boo.

"Tae-bo is the

latest fitness fab,"

said Ellen Moss, In-

terim Director of

Campus Recreation.

People have

seen the commer-

cials for Tae-Bo on

television, which

helps promote get-

ting the word out on

campus. Since Tae-

Bo has been of-

fered, there are never under 90

students sweating in Der Gym.
The office in Der is booming

with students signing up. Moss
has informed that the numbers

have "increased by 100" this se-

mester.

'Tae-Bo is so much fun. I

have never worked so hard in 60

minutes. I felt like I was going

to die," remarked Micelle Price,

a first time Tae-Bo tester.

Since Tae-Bo is hot on the

street, I had to try it out myself.

People are not lying. Liddy

Photo by Jullie Driscoll

Mann, Sheila Byrum, and Kristie

Rountree are'the aerobic instruc-

tors that teach the class, and they

teach it well. They are in-shape,

and will kick your butt.

"Tae-Bo is my favorite class

to teach because there is so much
energy from the entire class. It

is an intense work out and it is

something new," said Bryum.

Believe me, energy is a must in

this class.

Not only did the numbers in-

crease dramatically, but the gen-

der attendance has changed too.

"The main rea-

son of getting Tae-

Bo started was to

attract guys," said

Rountree. Tae-Bo

is the only class

that you will see a

gym full of

women and men
doing an aerobic

exercise together.

It is non-stop

for 60 minutes.

Your whole body

gets a work out.

Kicking, punch-

ing, sliding,

sweating,
screaming, and

grunting will be

involved; therefore, be prepared.

If you are interested in sign-

ing up for Tae-Bo, just go to the

Campus Recreation Office in Der

Gym. Tae-Bo classes are every

Tuesday and Thursday from 8-

9. It only costs $ 1 0.00 for the se-

mester and the price includes the

other fitness classes offered

throughout the week.

weight room. There's a lot of

flexibility" One of the good

things about being a club,

Royster said, is that many of the

big schools have clubs and we
get to swim against them. We
usually swim Division II teams

and many Division I schools,

such as UVA and UNC, which

have club teams.

One of the disadvantages we
have when we swim against

these Division I club teams, is

that most of the kids that are

good enough to swim Division

I, get scholarships," says

Royster. "When we beat these

teams, it gives us a big boast of

confidence."

One of the other requirement

of a club is community service.

The sWlTS Club has a good rela-

tionship with the FariSViilc'

YMCA. Some of the swim club

members are going to help some

of the younger kids involved

with the YMCA team.

The hopes of the club include

starting a varsity team, which

would bring with it many ben-

efits including increasing re-

sources and increased financial

support. The swim club has re-

ceived an invitation to join a Di-

vision II conference, Royster

said. As a club, SGA covers

travel and hotel expenses. With

varsity recongition would come

even more benefits including re-

cruiting and even more support

from the athletic department.
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Deep

rHougHts

i ting

.

f r nf die water?

2. Why don't they just make mouse-flavored cat foo«

3. Ifyou're sending someone some Styrofoam, what do you pack it

m?
4. 1 just got skylights put in my place. The people who live above
me are furious.

5. Do they have reserved parking for non-handicapped people at

fme Special Olympic

6. kit true that cannibals don't eat clowns because they taste funny?

7. Isn't Disney World a people trap operated by a mouse?
8. Since light travels faster than sound, is that why some people

appear bright until you hear them speak?

9. If it's zero degrees outside today and it's supposed to be twice as

cold tomorrow, how cold is it going to be?

10. How come when you buy ajar of preservatives, on the label it

says, "No ft*esei

Deep Thought number 10 is courtesy of Dr. Chrys Kahn-Egan.

Just afew thingsforyou toponder oven,.

Columnist's Nate; Ifyou have any t4Deep Tfaougfats" of your

own, please e*mafl them to kmrock@lorjgwood.Iwc.edu

Movie Review:

Varsity Blues

JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor

1 don't want your life," just by hearing this line come out of

James Van Der Beek's mouth with a country boy's accent kind of

steered me away from going to see his new movie Varsity Blues.

But once the lights went out and the movie began, I was quite im-

pressed. The opening was very exciting and grabbed my attention,

and kept it throughout the entire movie.

The story began with a bunch of football players getting ready

to go to school for a pep rally for their big game that night The

storyline continues with the football team struggling with an over-

bearing coach who pushes his team too far because all he wants to

do is win. The coacfae's desire to win even results to hurting one of

his players and costing that player his college football scholarship.

Continuing on in the story, during the final game of the season,

the team gets the courage to stand up to their coach at halftime and

goes on to finished the game without him. Naturally, all the football

players become heroes for standing up for what they believe in, and

they win the game.

This movie was very exciting and funny at the same time. It

made me want to go right out and watch a football game. So if you

want to see a great movie round up some cash and a group of friends

and go see \bnity Blues,

You won't be sorry you did!

Person of the Week:
Killer Millar

JAMIE TURNER
Asst. Copy Editor

Killer Millar. When stu-

dents hear this name they auto-

matically think of "a brain suck-

ing monster" that teaches his-

tory, but little do they know how
Dr. Millar of the History Dept.

received his

nickname.
When asked,

how or why he

got his nick-

name Dr. Millar

said that a

group of girls in

the 70's gave it

to him in an

aura of good
humor. How-
ever, he did say

that he takes his

job very seri-

ously and he demands a lot of

work and he made it quite clear

that he has a very low tolerance

for students who are lazy.

Dr. Millar has a unique phi-

losophy that he teaches by ev-

eryday. "It's my opinion that

since we are privileged at the

college level and it's up to us as

students and teachers to make

the opportunity everything we

can. We do not have the right

to go to college but the privi-

lege!"

Dr. Millar believes that,

"students study habits are in

need of revision. Students have

an unrealistic view on what is

needed to succeed academically."

He also said that for every hour

students spend in the classroom

they should be spending at least

two hours out of classroom.

Dr. Millar shared some of his

own personal ex-

perience when he

was in college.

He said that he

was actually

kicked out of

school because

he was having

too much fun and

was not concen-

trating on his

studies. This in-

cident cost him a

full scholarship

to graduate

school. However, Dr. Millar soon

got his priorities straight, started

working hard and still had fun

He says that we as students

need to learn to love our work and

our major. "I love my history! I

scarcely think of it as work. I get

so excited about what I'm doing.

It's a passion I am in love with,

not the students."

So as you can see we have a

very unique professor teaching

history classes. And if you only

take the chance to walk into his

classroom you will find out that

he does not live up to his name.

Cheap eato at~
Hong Kong

ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer

I found authentic Chinese food

at Hong Kong Kitchen in the

Longwood Village Shopping

Center when I went in for din-

ner. I approached the counter and

ordered a pint of Beef Pepper

Steak and the 12-ounce soft drink

of my choice.

There was a bit of confusion as

I waited to pay the bill. At Hong
Kong Kitchen, a customer pays

his or her bill once they receive

their meal. No one explained this

to me and I finally just sat down.

I was informed relatively quickly

that my meal was ready. I walked

to the counter to receive it on a

plastic tray with a styrofoam

plate and plastic utensils. Then

my order was rung up, costing

less than five dollars, but I re-

ceived no receipt.

My meal consisted of beef, on-

ions, and peppers lying on a bed

ofwhite rice. The food was won-

derful and the service was rela-

tively good as the workers grew

increasingly busy during my
visit. I strongly recommend
Hong Kong Kitchen to individu-

als searching for great food at

great prices.

//Smash or Trash" CD Reviews
EDEN MILLER

Stiff Write
I will be honest I never re-

ally liked Alanis Morissette. I

liked You Oughta Know when it

first came out, but once Hand
In My Pocket was released, I be-

gan to feel like she wasn't say-

ing anything and I lost interest

in her musk. But that was three

years ago, and a lot can change

in three years.

I decided to give Alanis an-

other chance and listen to Sup-

posed Former Infatuation

Junkie.

Front Row, the opening

track, shows promise for the al-

bum. It has a fun groove to it,

and the lyrics are on the mark

as she recounts her vulnerabili-

ties in an on-again, off-again

relationship. However after this

initial, interesting track, the al-

bum sinks for the next few songs

Baba, about the quest for en-

lightenment in the modern age,

feels forced, as does Sympathetic

Character, about an abusive re-

lationship. These songs are lack-

ing in passion, and no emotion is

communicated.

The album's high point is the

beautiful That I Would Be Good.

This quiet track is Morissette*s re-

flection that she'd still be fine

despite whatever misfortune life

brought her way. Unlike the

songs that precede it, Morissette

is obviously speaking from the

heart

Unfortunately, That I Would

Be Good is the sixth song out of

seventeen and should be sooner.

Supposed Former Infatuation

Junkie feels overdone. It's almost

as if Morissette included all the

songs she had been working on-

good or bad. The album

would've been greatiy improved

if the track list had been cut by a

few songs, making it much
tighter and coherent. As it is, my
interest began to wane around

the twelfth song, the slightly

awkward Would Not Come.

Still, in the end, Supposed

Former Infatuation Junkie isn't

a downright horrible album. I'm

coming away from listening to

this with a bit more respect for

Alanis Morissette, but at the

same time, I understand more

why I've never wanted to listen

toner.

Her songs miss the mark too

often, and this album leaves me
feeling unfulfilled. With the ex-

ception of That I Would Be

Good there's nothing here I need

to hear again.

** 1/2 stars
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52 Card Pick-Up: The Worst Pick-up Lines Ever
CUPID

Guest Writer

As the smoke eddies around

your head you see an ethereal

vision before you. Those legs,

those lips- they could only belong

to your one true love sent by

divine providence. Your heart

pounds louder than the booming

base as this cherub's hypnotic

eyes catch yours.

As your image of perfection

in-carnate saunters toward you,

you pinch yourself to see ifyou're

dreaming. Your platonic ideal

speaks, "Baby, would you be my
love buffet, so I can lay you out

on the table and take what I

want?"

In the card game of love, you've

just been dealt the joker. Face it,

love's a game, and although we'd

like to hold the King or Queen of

Hearts in our hands, sometimes

we're stuck with the Jerk of

Clubs.

Perhaps the biggest gamble of all

is the pick-up. It isn't easy for

most people (Bill Clinton

notwithstanding) to ask total

strangers for phone numbers or
illicit sex acts. So pick-up lines

are meant as a way for people to

ease their way into someone's

heart, wallet, or clothing.

But like a hand of cards, some

lines are winners and some

losers- the trick is knowing the

difference.

So just in time for valentine's

Four: If I told you had a

beautiful body, would you hold

it against me?

Five: Do you have a quarter,

because my mom said to call her

when I fall in love?

Six: Do you have a quarter so I

can call God and tell him I found

an angel?

Seven: (Looking at the tag in

someone's shirt) I thought you

were made in heaven.

Eight: Have you seen the new
"50 Most Beautiful People"

Magazine, because I think

you're in it?

Nine: I guess I can put away the

map, because I've found what Pm
looking for.

Ten: Your dad must be a thief,

because he stole the stars and put

them in your eyes.

Jack: I hope you know CPR,

because you take my breath

away,

SPADES
Spade
pick-ups

are like

getting

hit in the head with a shovel;

they're blunt.lousy, stupid, or

irritating.

Ace: You look familiar. Have

we met somewhere before?

Two: Since we're both redheads,

we've have ugly children. Wanna

go out?

Three: I'm the type of brother

that's looking for Ms. Right, not

Ms. Right Now.

Four: Where's your man? He
knows better than to let you out

by yourself.

Five: It's my birthday. Can I have

a kiss?

Six: I had a dream about you last

night. Wanna hear about it over

dinner?

* Use these pick-ups at your

own risk. Rotunda not re-

Day, the Journalism students, phone number) I believe you

without concern for their dropped this.

Seven: I couldn't help noticing

Queen: I hope you're a lifeguard, you noticing me from across the pocket, because I see myself in

because you have taken my room.

Eight: (Grabbing someone's tush)

Is this seat taken?

Nine: You melt the plastic in my
underwear.
Ten: There's a party in your

panties and I'm the guest of

honor.

Jack: Do you have any interesting

scars? Do you want any?

Queen: How about an evening

of pizza and sex? What, you

don't like pizza?

King: The word of the day is

"legs." Let's go back to my place

and spread the word.

in you? Would you like some? your pants?

Seven: Baby, your thighs look

better than a turkey leg on

Thanksgiving Day.

Eight: Let's go back to my place sponsible for slapped faces,

and do all the things I'll tell kicked shins, or bad re-

everyone we did anyway. lationships.

Nine: If you could be a bag of Of course you could always

chips would you be Frito-Lay just introduce yourself without

(free-to-lay)? reference to someone's genitalia

Ten: Excuse me, but do you know (We know, we're so old

karate?
Because
your body

is kicking.

Jack:
Your
name has

got to be

milk,
because you do my body good.

Queen: Guy: Baby, you are so

sweet I could sop you up with a Maid, Slap Jack, or the Five-card

biscuit Stud, don't make someone call

King: Is that a mirror in you your bluff.Ante up.

However
you play

the game,

let the

other
players
save face

b y

respecting one another.

Whether you want to be the Old

breath away.

King: I lost my phone number.

Can I have yours?

DIAMONDS
Diamonds
are flashy,

glitzy,
financial, or

arrogant

Ace: So . .

.

How am I doing?

Two: (Hand someone your

personal safety or

embarrassment, collected the

following list of pick-ups they

either heard or used.

The pick-ups are arranged by

suit with each line ranked from

mildest (Ace) to craziest (King).

Like the gambler, you gotta know

when to hold 'em, know when to

fold 'em, know when to walk

away, and know when to run.

HEARTS-
Heart pick-

ups are sweet

sappy,
romantic.and

typically
inoffensive.

Ace: Are your legs tired because

you've been running around my
head all night?

Two: Let's rearrange the

alphabet and put "U" and T
together.

Three: Can I have directions to

your heart?

Three: Can I have a quarter? I

want to call your mom and thank

her.

Four. Guy: Did it hurt?

Girl: Did what hurt?

Guy: Did it hurt when you

fell from the stars?

Five: Can I flirt with you?

Six: Is it hot in here, or is it just

ME?
Seven: My name's .

That's so you know what to

scream.

Eight: This is going to be an

expensive night I can tell you're

not cheap.

Nine: Should I buy you a drink

or do you just want the money?

Ten: Call me Hershey, because

I want to melt in your mouth.

Jack: Screw me if Pm wrong,

but don't you want to kiss me?

Queen: I like every muscle in

your body, especially mine.

King: Pve got the "F," the "C"

and the "K." AH I need U "U."

CLUBS-
Club pick-

ups are often

heard in most

nightclubs;

they're

obnoxious, sexual, and overly

flirtatious.

Ace: Do you have a boyfriend ?

You can still give me you number

so we can be friends.. I know

your man lets you have friends.

Two: Do you want some fries

with that shake?

Three: Hey baby, I like your

outfit. It'll look good on the floor

ofmy bedroom

Four: Guy; Do I know you from

somewhere?

Girl: Yeah, I'm the secretary

at your VD clink.

Five: Do you have a boyfriend?

Here's a quarter; call him and tell

him you're not coming home

tonight

Six: Do you have any German
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Stupid Cupid! Love Connections Straight from Hell
CUPID

Guest Writer

On February 14, as you agonize

over finding that perfect
Valentine, your soul-mate who
will consecrate fee sacrament of

pure, eternal love, remember mat
St Valentine's Day celebrates the

Catholic Church's unification of

ancient pagan fertility rites with

the beheading of a martyr. How
apropos!

During the 4th century B.C.,

those Holy Romans celebrated

the feast day of the god Lupercus
with an ancient version of the

blind date. "The names of
teenage women were placed in a

box and drawn at random by
adolescent men; thus, a man was

assigned a woman companion,

for their mutual entertainment

and pleasure (often sexual), for

the duration of the year, after

which another lottery was
staged" according to

Extraordinary Origins of

Everyday Things. When in

Rome...

Young Romans ceased doing

the toga tango in 270 A.D., when
the Catholic Church put an end

to the debauchery by replacing

the orgies with the holy day of

St Valentine. Valentine secretly

joined young lovers in holy

matrimony after Emperor
Claudius II had outlawed such

foolishness. As .a result,

Valentine was beaten, stoned, and

eventually beheaded. As luck

would have it many modern day

Valentines have experienced

dates from Hell rivaling the

excruciating experiences of St

Valentine himself.

CarTroubles

Let us take a look at Jill, who
scorned Mr. Bean Burrito and his

"Taco Bell Test." "He was tall,

dark, and handsome, smelling as

good as a summer breeze. When
Todd approached Jill at her part-

timejob, he couldn't have looked

better in his expensive suit and

his finely manicured hands. Jill,

impressed by his suave

mannerism, accepted his offer for

a night on the town, Todd picked

her up in his brand new BMW.
As he threw in a slowjam on the

first-class stereo system, Jill had

a good feeling about the date.

However, minutes later, Jill was

stunned as they pulled into Taco

Bell and went through the drive-

thru, where Todd did not have

enough money. After Jill gave

him the money he was short he

explained to her that she had

asked. Todd, in order to make

sure Jill was not using him for his

money, put her through the Taco

Bell Test' as he did with all his

dates. Disgusted, Jill asked that

Todd take her home. He still calls

her now and then." He no doubt

uses bis cellular phone while
cruising the Goodwill parking

lot.

Dates Missing in Action

Michael wishes he had been

missing in action during his date

from Hell. "If I knew about the

ensuing evening, I would have

probably locked myself in my
home and hidden under my bed

'til monung." I had asked this

certain girl out on many previous

occasions with no success. For

some strange reason, after the

final attempt she accepted. My
being the smooth guy that I am, I

decided to take her to an

expensive restaurant on the water

in FT. Lauderdale. Everything

was going surprisingly well:

good food, great conversation,

enormous bill."

"After dinner, things turned

ugly, horribly ugly. We stopped

off at a going away party for one

of my friends at a hotel on the

beach. We were only going to

stop by for a minute. Well,

minutes turned into hours and she

seemed to be having a good time.

I was mingling with some old

friends and so was she. I did not

worry because I am not the

jealous type, but, when it was

time to leave and I could not find

her, the night turned frightful."

1 searched for this girl and my
missing friend for about an hour.

After all of my Magnum P. I.

skills were exhausted, I decided

to grab mass quantities of

alcoholic beverages and head to

the pool to drown myself and

my sorrows in chlorinated

comfort. This is where I found

my date. No, she was not in the

pool; she was next to the pool in

the hot tub, next to her clothes,

next to my missing friend." Or

missing ex- friend, as the case

maybe.

The Gay '90s

Camille's date went something

like this: "I once went out with a

guy I did not know very well who

I met at a club. I was unsure of

the events of die evening, so I

dressed casually in an off-white

cotton dress. When I arrived, I

realized had made a wise choice

in attire because he was wearing

a nice button-down shirt and

khakis. I knew from that moment

the date would be a success; boy.

was I wrong." Of course she was

wrong; I saved the best, or worst

as the case may be, for last "He

asked me several times what I

would like to do on our date; he

suggested everything in the book:

a movie, dinner, miniature golf,

a party, a club, and the list went

on. I really did not care too much
about where we went, but I

wanted to know more about him

and talk. I finally told him to

decide what we would do. We got

into my car (be was driving) and

proceeded to drive to an

unknown destination." This

seems like a good way to have

your face plastered on a milk

carton.

"He informed me that we were

going to his house, and that his

brother was gay and wanted us

to go to a gay club with him and

his friends. I am a very open

person, and do not mind trying

new things and new places, so I

agreed."

"The club was OK and the

music was pretty good. Then I

began to look closely around and

saw couples of the same sex

groping each other. This was a

scene I could have done without

We stayed for a while, and I even

danced. We were having an

alright time, but my tolerance

wore off after about an hour, and

I was ready to go. As we walked

back to my car, I was told we

were going to another gay club

not too far away. I politely told

my acquaintance that he could go

and have a good time, but I was

going home. He persuaded me
not to go yet because the night

was early, and we had not had a

chance to get to know each

other."

"We had to go to the other club

to let his brother know we were

leaving, and then he promised I

could do whatever I liked. I

decided to wait in the car while

he went inside. I ended up

waiting almost an hour in a bad

part of town all alone; I finally

ventured inside to getmy license

from him so I could leave."

"The place was worse than

imaginable. There were lesbians

trying to pick me up and

transvestites all around me. All I

wanted to do was find him and

get out I checked the crowded

dance floor and found his brother.

While we were talking, I glanced

over and saw a girl (in reality a

guy) sticking money into

someone's undershorts. Out of

curiosity, I looked up at the nearly

naked guy's face, and it was my
date! I grabbed my license out of

his pants that were lying next to

him, and ran out of the club. I

would never go out on another

date without complete

knowledge and a background

check of the guy first"

You Gotta Have Heart

Even though Stupid Cupid shot

his arrows straight into these

lovers' hearts, they still are alive

today. Where they temporarily

lost their hearts, St. Valentine

permanently lost his head. That

is why he has his own holiday.

For every yin there is a yang;

for every soul there is a mate; for

every doughnut there is a hole;

for every cop there is a doughnut;

for every Hootie there is a

Blowfish; and for every single

reader there are Rotunda

Classifieds.

Senior Art Exhibits: Allyson Goin and Joanna Ning
ERIN CARROLL

Staff Writer

On February 2, 1999 at 7:00

p.m. a reception was held in the

Bedford Showcase Gallery. This

reception was held to honor the

artwork of Allyson Goin and

Joanna Ning. Several students

and faculty members were

present The reception was very

nice. Presented to all the guests

was a reception table with cake,

punch, and Chinese food.

As I looked at each piece ofst
I realized bow truly talented each

of the young ladies are. Upon

walking into the gallery I saw

AUyson's work first. Allyson

I her show "Constructions

of the Mind". In her artist's

statement Allyson wrote, "The

title of the show was a way to

describe the building of ideas it

took to finalize each piece and the

exhibition**.

I feel that Allyson's show was

well-named and her hard work

really shined through. Her talent

was evident throughout all of her

work, and she utilized different

types of media. Allyson stated,

"The media I chose for this show

consisted of ceramics, fabrics,

acrylic and silk paintings, stone

carvings, photography, and prints

done by carving and etching."

Allyson aspires to be an art

educator and intends to evoke

emotions by expressing

emotions. I felt that all of her

work captured the essence oftrue

art She has a gift for craft, which

I noticed in a beautiful quilt she

made. Allyson's photography is

for sale, with the prices listed at

the bottom of the photographs.

Photography and graphic

design pieces are being exhibited

by the Artist of the Month,

Joanna Ning. Joanna's strongest

artistic mediums are graphic

design and photography. While

the graphic designs were

beautiful, I was most interested

in her photography, where

Joanna chose to express her

inner-most feelinp. In her artist's

statement Joanna wrote, "The

photographs are class assignments

that convey my personal struggle

with my morals, religion, and

sexuality."

Joanna uses her incredible

artistic talent to express her

emotions in the hopes that she

may reach others struggling with

similar issues. The photography

contains mature subject matter

awl is a perfect representation of

emotion. Emotions are personal

and are difficult to convey. It

must have been difficult for

Joanna to place her work in the

public eye, however she remains

true to herself.

Joanna reveals her strength of

character by allowing others into

her personal feelings. Joanna

stated, "My photography has

been an expression encoded

completely with personal truth

and understanding of life." For

Joanna, art DOES imitate life.

Joanna's photography is also

available for purchase, with the

prices listed in the showcase

gallery.

Find your own personal truth

by going to experience the art of

these talented Longwood Senior

Art majors. Allyson Coin's and

Joanna Ning's art will remain in

the Bedford Showcase Gallery

until Februray 20.

*



SPORTS
Longwood Advances to Regionals

PRESS RELEASE

Intramural basketball teams

now have their own version of

"March Madness" as one team

advanced to one of eight 1998-

99 Schick Super Hoops Regional

Tournaments. Longwood Col-

lege will be battling up to 50

other schools for regional su-

premacy on February 20 at the

University of Maryland in the

15th anniversary of this popular

program.

The men's representative

will be the Farmville Mafia

Team consisting of Tony Perz,

Joe Koons, Colin Long, and

Elmer Gordon.

The winning team advanced

to the prestigious intercollegiate

regional tournament by emerg-

ing victorious against dozens of

other teams in a very competi-

tive on-campys Schick. Sype

Hoops tournament

Schick Super Hoops, the of-

ficial Collegiate 3-on-3 Basket-

ball Tournament of theNBA and

a part of the NIRSA (National In-

tramural Recreational Sports As-

sociation) sponsorship and en-

dorsement program, offers

nearly 200,000 students at 400

schools a competitive tourna-

ment with cool prizes and the

chance to compete against other

school champs.

As a special bonus .all carn-

pus champions are recognized in

an issure of Sport Magazine and

are posted on a special Schick

Super Hoops website,

www.NMGsports.com.

All Regional Champions and

runners-up receive a copy ofEA
Sports NBA Live '99.

Since 1984, Schick Super

Hoops has provided more than

2.5 million students the chance

to compete in an intramural 3-

on-3 basketball tournament that

breaks through school walls.

Schick is the Official Razors and

Blades of theNBA and sponsors

the Schick Rookie Game during

NBA All-Star Weekend as well

as the Schick Rookie of the Year

Award. Joining Schick in sup-

port of this great event are other

program sponsors including EA
Sports and Sport Magazine.

live on-campus scnic* super As a special oonus^aii cam-

Longwood Stops Coker (SO on
Hughes' Buzzer-Beater

JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

On February 4, 1999

Longwood hosted Coker(SQ in

Lancer Hall. Longwood came

out very strong in the first half

and stuck to Coker all night long.

The Lancers led 35-19 at

haifume before the Cobras ral-

lied in the second-half and tied

the game at 51-51 on a three-

point field goal with 29-seconds

remaining. Longwood got pos-

session of the ball and started

down the court to set up for a

quick shot The Lancers got the

game-winning basket from jun-

ior Jon Hughes/Bloomingdale

(FL) HS on a 10-foot hook-shot

in the lane at the buzzer for and

exciting 53-51 CVAC men's bas-

ketball triumph past visiting

Coker.

Hughes led Longwood with

a game-high 16 points, adding

five rebounds, while junior Lee

Farrior/Manchester HS added

eight points and five boards as

well.

Longwood traveled to North

Carolina on February 6 to face

CVAC opponent Mount Olive.

The Lancers trailed 28-20 at

halftime, and fell behind 53-34

midway through the second half

before a late rally fell short.

Longwood was able to close to

within 53-47 with a 1 3-0 run but

could get no closer. Longwood

fell 63-49 to Mount Olive.

Longwood was led by jun-

ior Jon Hughes/Bloomingdale

(FL) HS with game-highs of 25

points and eight rebounds, the

only Lancer to reach double-fig-

ure scoring.

Longwood will play again

February 13 at 2 p.m., followed

by the Lady Lancers against

CVAC opponent, the NC
Queens.

Longwood's Grubbs Leading
crosse Team to Victory
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Janet Grubbs is in her fifth

season as head coach of LC's

Women's Lacrosse team. Grubbs

is a previous 10-year veteran of

the United States Lacrosse Team,

on which she served as captain

in 1986 and faced such teams as

England and Australia, She has

also played in national tourna-

ments for the South and Phila-

delphia 25 times. She is a gradu-

ate of Ursinus (PA), and earned

hermaster's degree in outdoor

education from the University of

Northern Colorado.

Grubbs* coaching experience

began at Collegiate School in

Richmond where she initiated

the school's now powerhouse

program. From 1977-90 Grubbs

was instrumental in moving the

University of Richmond's pro-

gram fromNCAA Division JJ to

the NCAA Division I level.

While in Division n, the team

advanced to the final four three

See GRUBBS p. 15

Pierce and Issacs

Players of the Week
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood College basket-

ball standouts Demietre Price/

Gladys, VA-William Campbell

HS and Chris Isaacs/Fairfax,

VA-Robinson Secondary HS
have been selected as the

Longwood/Domino's 'Players of

the Week* for the period January

27-February 2. This is the sec-

ond time this season that Price

has been recognized as a 'Player

of the Week'. The Lancer hon-

orees are chosen by the College's

office of sports information each

week.

Price, a 6- 1 sophomore for-

ward-center, posted 40 points

(13.3), 38 rebounds (12.7), six

steals, and six blocks during two

wins in three games last week.

She scored a career-high 24

points, adding 16 rebounds and

four blocks during a 70-67 over-

time triumph past Virginia Union

January 28, and had 14 points,

along with career-highs of 18 re-

bounds and five steals during a

64-47 win over St. Andrews

(NC) January 30. Longwood is

currently 12-8 overall, 8-4 in the

CVAC. They are scheduled to

host CVAC opponent Coker

(SC) February 4 at 5:30 p.m. In

the past 20 games Price has av-

eraged 10.1 ppg. and 8.6 rpg.

She has six double-doubles this

season, and is ranked fourth in

CVAC rebounding this week.

Price is the daughter ofRev-

erend John and Doretha Price of

Gladys, VA and is majoring in

business administration with a

concentration in accounting at

Longwood.

Isaacs, a 6-7 freshman

guard-forward, posted 21 points

(10.5), 13 rebounds (6.5), and

seven assists during two games

last week. He equaled bis career-

high with 15 points during an

89-68 loss at Barton (NC) Feb-

ruary 1, and grabbed a career-

high nine rebounds during an 84-

74 loss to St. Andrews (NC)
January 30. Longwood is cur-

rently 6-14 overall, 4-8 in the

CVAC, scheduled to hostCVAC
opponent Coker (SC) February

4 at 7:30 p.m. In the past 20

games Isaacs has averaged 4.4

ppg. and 3.3 rpg., adding a team-

best 14 three-point field goals.

Issacs is the son of Willard

mid Karen Isaacs of Fairfax, VA
and is majoring in Business Ad-

ministration at Longwood.



Lady Lancers Win 74-

69 over Coker
JAMIE TURNER
ChkfCopy Editor

Longwood rallied for a 74-

69 CVAC women's college bas-

ketball victory over visiting

Coker (SC) February 4, 1999 in

Lancer Hall. The closely-played

game was tied 3S-3S at halftime

and the Lady Lancers trailed 62-

52 with 7:36 remaining before

rallying with a 22-7 run to close

the contest and earn the hard-

fought win.

Longwood was led by junior

Kali Brown/Powhatan HS with

a game-high 21 points, adding

eight assists and seven rebounds,

while sophomore Demietre

Price/William Campbell HS
added 20 points and a game-high

1 3 rebounds for a double-double.

On February 6, the Lady

Lancers traveled to North Caro-

lina to take on Mount Olive.

Longwood took an 80-7 1 CVAC
women's college basketball tri-

umph to make the seventh con-

secutive win for the Lady Lanc-

ers. Longwood led 39-36 at half-

time and prevented a late rally

by the Trojans en-route to vic-

tory.

Longwood was led by junior

Kali Brown/Powhatan HS with

a game-high 26 points, adding

eight rebounds and three steals.

Classmate Jill Younce/Glenelg

(MD) HS added 15 points, five

assists, and three steals, while se-

nior Mary Barron/Paul VI HS
had 14 points, seven rebounds,

and four steals. Sophomore

Demietre Price/William

Campbell HS contributed 12

points, eight rebounds, and a

game- and career-high five

blocked shots.

The Lady Lancers will play

Saturday afternoon in Lancer

hall immediately following the

Men against CVAC opponent

Queens (NC).

Wrestling Squad on Top of Season
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood placed fifth

among six teams at the Annual

Apprentice School Invita-

tional on February 6 in New-

port News, VA. Wrestling

Coach Brent Newell's squad

totaled 49.5 points to finish

behind Norm
Carolina-Pembroke

(8 1 J), Anderson (SC) (74.5),

Apprentice (65.5), and West-

ern Maryland (59.5). The Lanc-

ers remain 7-7 in dual-match

competition, and are scheduled

to wrestle next on February 13

at the prestigious Mid-South

Tournament hosted by regional

power Carson-Newman (TN).

At Apprentice, Longwood

was led by the first-place efforts

of freshmen Darryl Graham/

Gloucester, Va.-Gloucester HS at

141 (2-0) and Jeff Kepler/

Haymarket, VA-Stonewall Jack-

son HS at 149 (2-0). Junior Beau

Dickerson/Gloucester, VA-

Gloucester HS (165, 3-1) and

sophomore Blake Shumate/

Martinsville, VA-Martinsville

HS (184, 3-1) each placed third

for Longwood. Earning fourth-

place finishes were junior Kris

Lucas/Walden, NY-Valley Cen-

tral HS at heavyweight (2-2),

sophomore Jon Tanaka/

Yorktown, VArTabb HS at 125

(2-2), and freshman David

Anthes/Spotsylvania, VA-
Spotsylvania HS at 174 (2-2).

Others wresding and win-

ning matches were sopho-

more Josh Rudolph/

Middleton, VA-Sherando HS
(133, 1-2), and junior Clint

Touart/Manassas, VA-
Osbourh City HS (174, 1-2).

Throughout three tourna-

ments and 14 dual-matches,

Graham (16-8) and Dickerson

(16-10) have led Longwood in a

number of victories, followed by

Kepler (14-7), and Lucas (12-

J21
GRUBBS

ontinued p. 14

-C's tradition-

rich program, Grubbs expects

her players to perform to the best

of their abilities both on and off

the playing field. Academics is

a strong focus for the Lancer

sauad. and Grubbs sees the im-

portance of providing an aca-

demic and athletic atmosphere ir

which her players car

succeed.Her Lancer players fin

ished 8-6 last year and ranket

ninth in the final IWLCA Divi-

sion II Coaches Poll.

«—
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PAGE 16 CLASSIFIEDS
Valentine's Day Ads

To the greatest Rotunda

staff ever. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love,

Mindie

To Chris: A great friend and

roommate, for not giving

me any grief and no static.

Happy Valentine's Day
ZTA! I love you all.

Megan

FEBRUARY 11, 1999

Alpha Gamma Delta

Pledges: You are beautiful!

Love, Robyn

Maria, Karen, Lindsay,

Wendy, Farrah, Sara: I'm

going to miss you all ! Best

of luck student teaching!

Sigma love, Wendy Kirk

Get your copy of Tomato

Love Apple's - CD
Aerodynamical. Call the

Rotunda Office (x2120)

and ask Melissa for details

Chrys- Thanks for all your

hard work and support We
couldn't have done it

without you. Love, the

Rotunda Staff

Happy Valentines Day to

my favorite Zack. Love,

Luci

Fungal Geneticist seeking

Alternative Magazine Jour-

nalist to share room and

board. Must have 10 years

experience as a one-winged

angel.

Deitra Nance: Good luck

with student teaching.

We'll miss you here! Love,

Matt Rinker, Keli Miller,

and Katie Walrod

Congratulations Ruth

Compo. Rhianna Mathias,

Mariellen Mory, Carrie

Armstrong, and the other

Mortar Board members.

Good job. Matt Rinker and

Wendy Kirkpatrick

Doug: Happy Valentine's

Day! May God bless and

keep you. I love you very

much. Erin W.Carroll

Good luck student teachers.

You're in my prayers.

Love, Erin W. Carroll

Jacquii: Hope you have a

great Valentine's Day!

Sweetheart, Love ya*

much, George

Rotunda staff: Thanks for

being the most creative,

hardest working, caffeine-

guzzling students at

Longwood. You're the

best! Chrys Kahn-Egan

Rob: Happy Valentine's

Day to the one! I hope this

day brings you all the joy

in the world. Eternally

yours, Kristen

Mark: I love you with all

of my heart and soul.

Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetcheeks! Allison

Kristie Little: I promise

you'll get home this semes-

ter! Have a Happy
Valentine's Day! Love,

Wendy

Happy Valentine's Day to

all members and new mem-
bers ofAlphaGamma Delta

sorority. Alpha Gamma
Delta love and mine,

Danielle Recame

Happy Valentine's Day to

all the girls from the soccer

team. I hope we kick some

butt on Saturday! I love

y'all! Becky Taylor

To the most unconventional

boyfriend ever: Happy
(Anti) Valentine's Day!

Loren

I hope everyone has the

greatest Valentine's Day

ever! As if!

I wish a Happy Valentine's

Day to all my ^ris—Jamie

Turner, Jenny Showalter,

Allie Denison, Erin

McGowan, and Crystal

Bevins. I hope all of you

have a great V-Day week-

end. I love y'all! Becky

Taylor

Sisters of Sigma Sigma

Sigma: You are the best!

Have a great week. Love,

Your Sweetheart

Xi Class of Phi Kappa Tau:

Keep up the good work dur-

ing your associate period.

The Nu class

Good luck to all of

Longwood's student teach-

ers. We are so proud of

you!

To Giggles and the 3rd

South Crew: Thanks for the

best year ever! I'll miss

you! Love, the original

"Giggles Girl", Erin

Congratulations to all fra-

ternities and sororities on a

successful rush and good

luck to all new members!

*D0P5*
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President Cormier Holds Second Open Forum
MEUSSA GILL

Assl. Layout Manager

the President's Forum was

held Wednesday, February 17, in

Lank ford Ballroom from 6:15-

8:30. The arrangements were set

up quite different than the previ-

ous forum. Instead of a panel,

President Cormier spoke directly

to the crowd. The audience was

handed a microphone by an SGA
member to ask questions. Also,

there were ground rules set in the

beginning. The main rule was no

yelling.

One disappointment was the

turnout of about SO students.

There were not nearly as many

people at this forum as the last,

but that did not hinder the effec-

tiveness.

One other problem was that

President Cormier asked others

for help on questions, but they

did not announce their

names or positions. Almost

none of the students said

their name, so it was hard to

give anyone credit

Graduate housing

The speaker felt that the

graduate students were
slighted because they were

only guarnteed a certain

amount of living space on

campus. President Cormier

responded with the new
housing plan. One part of

the plan will bring Long-

wood a new science build-

ing. This would leave the

Stevens building open for

possible dorm space.

SGA's response to vot-

ing on Judicial Board appoint-

Nick Mills, the president of

SGA informed the audience of

the voting procedure that Judi-

Senior Dinner a Success
ROBYN FULLER

Staff Write?

The bi-annual Senior Dinner

took place in the Rotunda Mar-

ket on February 11th.

Many students turned out

for the event, which has

become a tradition. The

school's top administrators

served the delicious buf-

fet-style dinner of roast

beef, lemon chicken,

stuffed shells, corn,

mashed potatoes, rice, and

tossed salad. President

Cormier greeted students

at the door. Free gifts

were placed at each tank

setting and there were

many other chances for seniors

to win raffle prizes, ranging from

to gift certificates.

Guest speakers were Ellen

Masters of the G.I.V.E. office

and Bill Ftege of the Longwood

Department of Speech and The-

ater, Masters and Fiege both

urged seniors to participate in the

Senior Challenge, a program for

graduating students to make con-

tributions to the College. Also

speaking on behalf of the Senior

Challenge was Joyce

Colebum, Director ofAn-

nual Giving.

Niki Fallis also gave a

brief presentation on the

job world and how seniors

can utilize die resources in

the Career Center. Senior

Class President, Chris

Bear, announced the win-

ning raffle numbers and

opened and closed the din-

Heffcpresentation, The
Longwood College Senior

Dinner, the first of many

exciting graduation traditions,

was very successful mis semes-

ter.

cial Board would have to go

through in order to appoint

its members instead of vot-

ing them in. He also

encourged everyone to

voice their opinion on die is-

sues.

More Campus Cable

One very concerned stu-

dent wanted to know when

the college was getting more

cable stations. We were in-

formed that in about sixty

days, there will be eleven

new channels added. The

student's response was;

"Longwood would be a lot

happier if we had Comedy
Central!"

Parking

This issue was discussed

in a more calm tone than the pre-

vious forum. Mostly the current

Wynne situation was discussed.

Chief Huskey commented on the

parking and informed the audi-

ence that if they had concerns,

they could bring them to him.An
announcement was also made

about the Stubbs parking lot

which should open this week.

Renovation of the Rufihers

There was a student that was

concerned about where the

Ruffner classrooms would be

moved when the renovations

take place. President Cormier

said the classes in Ruffner would

be moved to the Wynne build-

ing as soon as the renovations

began. She said, "We will try to

make the renovations (plumbing,

wiring, roofing, and technology

improvements) as quick and in-

convenient as possible."

See FORUM Pg. 4

Fall Forum Report Card
PRESSRELEASE

This is the Report from the

last open Forum. It covers what

has been done since then.

1. Communication

We are submitting articles to

The Rotunda for publication.

Steve Stratton plans to put up the

SGA website; there is a newslet-

ter in progress. There is a new

Public Relations webpage called

"What's Happening.** There is

also a President's Webpage, The

Longwood Homepage has been

remodeled to be more user-

friendly.

Lighting deficiencies are be-

ing corrected on campus. Chief

Huskey is submitting Crime Stats

to The Rotunda. We are search-

ing for an alternative to the blue

lights on the phones due to the

high cost.

The new softball field is

ready. New soccer field will be

ready in Fall 1999. Barlow held

will be ready by next fall.

4.RecydJag

A recycling consultant vis-

ited the campus and submitted a

report in January. The waste

stream analysis project done by

students was delivered and in-

cluded in the consultant's report

An Academic Affairs advi-

sory committee with student rep-

resentation is being formed and

will report to Norm Bregmas.

& GIVE Office

The Vice President of Stu

See REPORT P 4
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EDITORIAL
Hi everybody. Hope

things are going

well. The Rotunda

office has been busy as usual as

we stress about the weekly pa-

per.

It is so hard to believe that

we are one-third of the way
through the semester! It seems

like I just got here. Personally, I

am so busy that I lose track of

time.

By the way, I am speaking in

the singular tone because my
partner in crime, Kristen, is cur-

rently sick. Therefore, I must

warn you about the randomness

that may pop up in this editorial.

First off, I will start with the

Open Forum. This is one of the

best ideas that this college has

come up with since my arrival

here in August Not saying that

the college is bad, Ijust think that

we were past due for a forum last

semester. The line to the micro-

phone was great proof that we
have many concerns about the

campus.

So what has been done since

the forum? If you read The Ro-

tunda, you have read the two

Presidential reports that have

been published since the forum.

If not, well...I guess you are in

the dark. In this issue, we have

all of the details of the second

forum, along with the details on

what has been done since the last

forum.

The only complaints I have

are basically the same ones. The

blue lights on the phones never

showed up. The new signs are

cool looking in the daytime, but

I can't comment on them at night

because I can't see mem. They

are supposed to reflect in the

dark, but you need sufficient

lighting for that. But overall, I

feel that things will get done

eventually.

Speaking of things getting

done (or not getting done), what

is up with that dining hall?! I live

in Frazer, so I have the "plea-

sure" ofwalking by the construc-

tion site multiple times everyday.

If I get one more comment, I am
going to climb over that fence.

Virginia Tech started build-

ing a new dining hall after we did

and theirs is done. I am not say-

ing that this is the school's fault,

but if the workers would spend

more time working than running

Wat &utunrja
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their mouths, maybe something

would get done. Here's an idea:

maybe we need to cover the sides

of their faces with blinders so

that they can't see around them.

I would like to eat in the new din-

ing hall sometime before I gradu-

ate, but I think the blinders are

the only way to get it done.

In this issue, we have a com-

ment form for all of you faithful

readers (or anyone else with

something to say). Please feel

free to fill it out and take it to

our box outside of the office.

Take care and try to stay as

stress free as possible,Thanks for

reading. See you next week.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters

Peer Helpers Send

Thanks and Useful

Information

The Peer Helpers would like

to thank everyone who partici-

pated in the Angel Tree project.

Approximately 350 angels were

given out this year.

We want to encourage people

to stop by our office at 155 East

Ruffner when our door is open.

The Peer Helpers offer many

programs, look for our flyers

around campus. Thanks again for

all of the help with the Angel

Tree. If there are any questions,

feel free to call us at x2657

tfHcJJaid She.sad<l
MARS

The Supreme Master ofMen
VENUS

The Goddess of Women

Sexism, male dominated so-

cieties, and the appetite of males

for sex has been so overly dis-

cussed within the American Cul-

ture that it makes one wonder

when Equal Rights turned into,

"Let women have what they

want no matter what the cost"

Now the topic is pitting geni-

tal versus genital. The topic of

male nudity in comparison to the

female nudity on television and

in movies is taking the country

by storm. Ckay maybe not the

country, but at least it's taking

this column of The Rotunda.

I ask you what is the big deal

of not having a man's penis flop-

ping around the big screen.

Women have been portrayed

nude in films for the longest

time.

As Venus says, its a new
trend to show full frontal nudity.

Actually the new trend is the

opposite, by showing male nu-

dity. Keanu Reeves and many
other actors ran around in Much
To Do About Nothing totally na-

ked and of course we all have

heard and seen Mark Walhberg's

package in Boogie Nights. (And

ladies let me inform you that the

penis was FAKE! !)

Men pay more for porn,

therefore more female nudity in

general films will help the sales.

As discussed in our last col-

umn, sexism is still a huge prob-

lem. The Viagra issue is impor-

tant, but so is the sexism we can

visually see in so many movies

made today.

At any given time, naked

women can be seen on screen. I

am not talking about upper-body

shots, either, I am talking about

the new trend of full-frontal nude

shots of women.

Now I ask you this, when

was the last time you saw full-

frontal male nudity? O.K., so

you can see Bruce Willis' penis

appear very briefly for about two

seconds in The Color of Night,

and then there is Mark
Walhberg's penis shot in Boogie

Nights (which I do know is fake),

but can you genuinely say

you've ever seen a totally nude

mate in a movie, aside from the

one shot of Kevin Bacon in Wild

Things!

This sexism is perpetuated

by a male-dominated movie in-

dustry and something needs to

change. I have a suggestion.

These movie producers can ei-

ther eradicate shots of naked

women, to whom I am not at-

tracted, or implement shots of

naked men (like Bruce Willis).

Sec SHE SAID p. 3
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This isyour

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak

up andact up. Because ifyou 're notmad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas

to ckahn@umgwoodlwc.edu.

The Real Greek Conformity
MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

We have all heard the com-

plaints, opinions and stereo-

types associated with the Greek

community on our campus.

Before 1 joined an organiza-

tion, I had formed my own views

about Greeks, little ofwhich was

positive or correct.

By getting to know members
of different Chapters, especially

my own, I realized that my opin-

ions were based on very little

knowledge of what Greek life

was really about, and had noth-

ing to do with what was really

going on.

Last week. The Rotunda re-

ceived an anonymous letter re-

garding the "masses of people

hiding their identities behind

color coordinated uniforms and

Greek letters."

To this anti-Greek crusader,

I have a few things to say. First,

I find it humorous that someone

who seems to be so adamant

about diversity and self-expres-

sion won't even sign their name
to their declaration of individu-

ality.

I would also like to address

the opinion that in order to be-

come Greek it is necessary to

conform to certain standards of

behavior. In my Chapter, as well

as most of the others, diversity

among members is expected and

appreciated.

To those on the outside, it

may look like Greeks join this

"cloning environment" because

they "need to identify with some-

thing so badly."

What most of those people

do not realize is that the major-

ity of Greek organizations were

founded about 100 years ago by

students who wanted to give a

firmer foundation to college

friendships. These men and

women joined together not to

wear the same outfits, but be-

cause they had the same values

and ideals.

It is amazing to me that these

young students were able to uni-

versalize their beliefs and aspi-

rations so effectively that they

are still followed, respected and

sought after a century later.

What non-Greeks don*t un-

derstand is that the principles

established by the Founders that

make each Fraternity and Soror-

ity different, are what attract

similar types of people to the in-

dividual organizations.

People are drawn to others

with the same philosophies as

them, Greek or non-Greek. It is

just that the Greek organizations

have written them down, and

made them a standard by which

to live.

So to all the anti-Greeks out

there, before you decide to trash

an entire system founded on

friendship and common beliefs,

why don't you examine your

own values and ideals? It seems

to me that anyone who is so both-

ered by the actions and identity

of others has some issues of their

own to work out.

SptatOwt
"Wat we thUg #wWm e&aigt abwt iH&mff

1

fte reapoflable, toga!

siaitstliey ae."

alloted to chaw down

drank teds adWW a

quality weight fook.**

Robyn Fuller

Senior

Sendyam Props and Drops to mrinker@longwoocLlwc.edu.

To the administration for holding another Open Forum,

To Lancer Productions, Multi-Cultural Affairs, and

ARAMark for trying to "spice up" African-American

History Month with a festive dinner in Blackwell for

everyone.

To anyone who was single this past weekend and

survived it without throwing up or being severely

depressed.
#

# To anyone who can come up with a Prop or Drop for the

next issue of The Rotunda.

$
# To the DJ at the African-American History Month din-

ner. Some people actually like to have conversation

while they eat.. .without having to yell.

To whoever is in charge with the up-keep of sidewalks

and roads on Campus. There is a patch of sidewalk next

to Coyner mat has been torn up for several months, and

there are two gravel spots on the roads surrounding

Coyner. FIX IT, it makes our campus look bad.

$
$ To whatever this illness is that is sweeping the campus.

To VALENTINES DAY.. .who would create a

holiday to punish single people by shoving cutsie

little hearts and candies everywhere.

And oar continuing DROPS:
To the construction workers of the new dining hall

fen- rude comments and strange looks directed at

the women on campus and to the VERY slow pro-

duction of the new parking lot behind Stubbs.

•
SHE SAID

Continued p. 2
Frankly, I am sick and tired

of seeing all of these naked

women, and only chest and butt

shots of these gorgeous men.

I have another theory about

why this sort of sexism occurs

aside from the obvious male-run

industry equals naked women

theory-male movie stars are very

afraid of having the "enhance-

ments" most would undoubtedly

require for nude male scenes.

After all, the movie industry has

always been a "size does count"

business.

How are we doing *
i

i

We want some feedback!!!

| Put your comments on the slip and stick it in the box

| in front of our office in the Student Union (near the mail-

| boxes) or e-mail us at rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu.

1

.

What is your favorite column in The Rotunda?

I

2. What is your least favorite column?

I

I

| 3. What would you like to see more of in The Ro-

tunda?

4. Any other comments?

i
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Tuition Rollback

A few items about the bud-

get were brought up. This even-

tually led to the

tuition rollback

bill. If this bill

goes into effect,

tuition could be

cut up to 20%
as early as next

year.

Minority
Activities

A lot of

concern was

raised about

minority affairs

on campus.
L o n n i e

Calhoun answered most of this

question. He felt that the only

problem was that "student par-

ticipation has dropped." Presi-

dent Cormier added, "Since I

have come here in 1996, 1 think

that the minority activities have

increased." She alsa said that the

campus had a 15% minority rate,

but she hoped that the rate would

increase to 20%.

Naming A.R.C.

A few students felt that the

"sterile" stereotype of A.R.C.

was a result of its name (or lack

ofa name). They even suggested

naming it Mable Hall.

December Graduations

A student also asked whether

or not there would be a Decem-
ber Commencement. She felt

that she shouldn't have to walk

with a seperate

class. Cormier

responded by

saying, "It is in

the best interest

of the college

not to have a

December
C o m
mencement. It

is very difficult

to have two

commence-
ments in the

same year."

One Stop
Shopping Concept

This concept will end the

constant running around that can

occur while trying to pay a bill

on campus.There is a task force

that is attempting to move every-

thing to a single building.

There were other issues

brought up including roommates

for R.A.s, Lancer Productions,

and the "Report Card" from the

last forum.

President Cormier closed by

thanking everyone for coming to

the forum and encouraged

feedback.from everyone.

REPORT
Cont, Page 1

dent Affairs has requested

that a full-time co-ordinator for

the GIVE office be hired for Fall

1999.

7. Programs For Minority

Students

Lancer Productions is con-

tinuing work with individual stu-

dents and groups to meet the

needs and interests of minority

students.

8. WLCX Longwood Radio

Station

We have hired a consultant

who has completed the engineer-

ing portion of the ClassA appli-

cation. The legal and administra-

tive portions of the applications

are underway. The process to

have FCC approval takes about

12-24 months.

9. Parking

Phyllis Mable is working on

a Long-Range Parking Plan.

10. Forensics

Bill Fiege has been hired as

Assistant Director ofAlumni Re-

lations effective July 1, 1999.

Additionally, he will be spend-

ing about 20%of his time work-

ing with the Forensics Club. The
Forensics Club will be receiving

support from SGA.

Crime Statistics

eadlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL

Staff Writer

1. The Senate Acquits President Clinton

2. Clinton Committs U.S. Forces to Kosovo

3. Jordan's King Hussein is Buried

4. Anti-Cancer Drug Enters New Phase

5. Colleges See SOL Test Frenzy Hurting Student Teachers

6. Microsoft Again Delays Windows 2000

7. Fast-Moving Storm Brings Colder Air

8. Rodman Will Play for Lakers

9. Oprah Winfrey May End Her TV. Show

10. World Relieved by Clinton Acquittal

"It didn't feel

like cold air when

it was 70 degrees

last week."

-Loren Hatcher

on the storm issue

ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor

The following is a list ofcrimes statistics in the Longwood Com-

munity for December 1998 and January 1999 that were provided by

Captain James Huskey.

December 1998

Offense Location tm Status

D.U.I. Pine St. 12/6 Cleared

D.U.I. Redford St. 12/6 Cleared

D.U.I. Underage South Main St. 12/6 Geared

Larceny Frazer 12/7 Pending

Vandalism Graham Lot 12/8 Pending

Vandalism Venable St 12/8 Pending

Vandalism GrahamLot 12/8 Pending

Larceny Bookstore 12/10 Cleared

Larceny Curry 12/10 Pending

D.I.P. Underage Frazer 12/13 Cleared

Vandalism Curry 12/13 Pending

D.I.P. Underage Frazer 12/13 Cleared

D.I.P. Underage Frazer 12/13 Cleared

Larceny Rotunda 12/14 Pending

Larceny Wygal 12/16 Pending

D.LP. High St

January 1999

12/19 Cleared

Offense Location Bate Status

Larceny M. Cunningham 1/8 Pending

Accident (auto) Race & Redford 1/11 Cleared

Larceny Frazer 1/11 Pending

Obscene calls Curry 1/13 Pending
Accident (auto) Bristow Lot 1/15 Cleared

Assault S. Cunningham 1/16 Cleared

Reckless Driving School St 1/17 Geared
Accident (auto) GrahamLot 1/18 Geared
Larceny Blackwell 1/18 Geared
Larceny Bookstore 1/19 Cleared

Larceny Wynne Lot 1/20 Pending
Harrassment Stubbs 1/22 Cleared

Altercation Curry 1/23 Geared
D.I.P. Underage Curry 1/23 Geared
Alcohol Poisoning VASt i/23 Cleared

Altercation Library 1/25 Pending
Obscene Calls M. Cunningham 1/26 Pending
Accident (auto) Chamber St. 1/28 Cleared

Larceny Lancer lf29 Pending
Larceny Lancer 1/29 Pending
Larceny Lancer 1/29 Pending
Underage Possession Spruce St 1/31 Cleared
D.I.P. Underage Tabb 1/31 Cleared
Underage Possession High St. 1/31 Geared

Thanks to Police Chief Huskey for contributing these statistics

to The Rotunda.

MM



Love ftoh/er^s7

As Dr. Bitter

our love expert

The Rotunda will begin pub-

lishing an advice column. If

you have any love problems or

questions, email Dr. Bitter

at rotunda@longwood.lwc. edu

Buy a Rotunda Classfied!

They weren't just for Valentine's

Day! Call The Office at x2 1 20 to

purchase an ad.

The price of an ad is $3 for a 2

inch by one inch section. See the

February 11th paper for examples.
-

Watch for inf

i

the Commence
March 3

\

ion about

tFair
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18th
AAUP Meeting

in the Tea Room Annex

@ 12:50 - 2:00 p.m.

Rental Fair in

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

Voices to be Heard in

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 7:30 p.m.

Sponsored by

ARC & Stubbs

Longwood Author Series:

Poetry Reading by

Vivian Shipley

inWygal

@ 8:00 p.m.

Landsharks Drink

Specials: Call 392-9881

for details

19th
LP Film:

Practical Magic

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Party in Lankford

in the ABC Room
@ 10:00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.

Sponsored by ABS

Don't Forget

If you hauen't picked

up your copy of

The Rotunda....

Pick It up at

Lankford

The library

-or-

Blackiuell

Saturday Sw
20th 21
Men's Rugby

vs.

University ofRichmond

on Presidents Field

@ 1 :00 p.m.

Fashion Show in Wygal

@ 2:00 p.m.

Sponsored by EMU

Men's Basketball

vs.

Belmont Abbey

@ 3:00 p.m.

Habitat for Humanity

7th Annual

Fundraiser Dinner

in Rotunda Market

@ 6:30 p.m.

Tickets cost $ 22 each

Women's Basketball

vs.

Belmont Abbey

I'M p.m.

Sofl

v

College of \

@1

Do you h$\

that youw
have on th

Email

rotunda@lon§

or call us w

x2

SOI

^Emer

Torm
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Monday Tuesday

1st 22nd 23rd th
tball LP Film: Job Search Skills Men's Tennis
s. Practical Magic by The Career Center vs.

test Virginia Commuter Lounge Lancaster 139 Hampden-Sydney
1:00 p.m. @ 2:00 p.m. @ 3:30 p.m. @ 2:30 p.m.

After College: Living in Speaker:

LP Film: the Real World Sal Williams

'e an activity Practical Magic by The Career Center in Wygal

3uld like to Commonwealth Ballroom Lancaster 139 @ 7:30 p.m.

3 calendar? @ 9:00 p.m. @ 4:30 p.m. Sponsored by EMU
us at, -

;woocLlwc.edu NAACP Appreciation Landsharks Special:

ith number, Learning to Love God Awards $4.95 gets you
120 Bible study meets in inNP Miller Room 1 lb. of crab legs

the Baptist Student Union @ 7:00 p.m. ^^^^^

@ 9:00 p.m.

JTHSIDE OPTICAL
gency Glasses Repair

er Frames
t, OAKLEY, and ARMANI FRAMES

HIGH WMJTY W/SES
Inducing the VARILUX

COMFORT LENS one of

tflO D0S?rlO mm DfTOCCMS

In the

Chamber Music:

Amadeus Trio

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

rso* MBTftoMfa, To ****fttOS; To or

r

CAMMIS W¥tiOt*. W YOtt Tful ttS# ft COlhLfi

fe r e?iMTfc> UcCf. w Tow »oj»*T Twa us,

Wff WOM*T KMOW llOttf iT.

US AT,« S©TWKt>A#tO*GWOO*>AWC.TOll
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Organization Spotlight:

Phi Mu Alpha
LOREN HATCHER

Staff Writer

For being the once-largest

Greek organization on Long-

wood's campus, Phi Mu Alpha is

still not recieving the attention

is deserves. Phi Mu Alpha is the

professional music fra-

ternity. Criteria for

membership includes

being in good academic

standing and having a

profound musical inter-

est.

"Everyone is musi-

cally involved," said President

Rob Blankenship.

The primary purpose of the

fraternity shall be to encourage

and actively promote the high-

est standards of creativity, per-

formance, education and re-

search in music in America.

These qualities are definitely

seen in Longwood's chapter of

PMA.
Longwood's chapter is

unique in many ways. It is made

up of Political Science, History,

Art, Biology, and of course Mu-

sic majors. Brothers usually

room together and are often seen

around campus together, just like

other social fraternities. How-
ever, there seems to be some-

thing different about PMA.
Brother John Westerhoff

j
Photo Taken By JulUe DriscolL

]

said, "Phi Mu Alpha is one of the

best professional fraternities and

has one of the closest brother-

hoods."

Last semester, the chapter

hosted a Province Workshop.

Eight other chapters-Old Do-

minion, James Madison, William

and Mary and Chrisopher New-
port University-attended. The

workshop included Alumni Re-

lations activities and Ritual Edu-

cation classes. It was held to in-

crease participation in the chap-

ter, as well as in other chapters.

This semester, PMA has al-

ready been busy. This past week-

end, they finished up

Valengrams, which are always a

huge success. Currently, the

group is planning their

spring Musical. The

Musical is put on en-

tirely by PM A and

Sigma Alpha Iota (the

professional women's

music fraternity). Per-

formances are put on

by soloists, ensembles and other

designated groups. On March 31,

PMA will celebrate it's 20th an-

niversary at Longwood College.

A celebration ofsome sort is also

planned for that date.

"Phi Mu Alpha is the tight-

est brotherhood because of our

good cause," said Brother Chris

Dillon.

Contact Rob Blankenship at

x4120 for more information.

Thanks to all the Brothers of

PMA for their help in gathering

information for this article.

From the Rafters
ED BELL

Guest Writer

Helloooooooo, Longwood.

What do you think about this

weather? Feel like a roller

coaster? Why can't the heat be

turned off, you may ask? This

question is dictated more by

Mother Nature then administra-

tors. We have steam heat in the

buildings. When the heat is

turned on it takes a bit to get a

"head of steam" up to warm the

place. Equally, when it is turned

off, it takes a bit to cool down.

It will be frustrating when try-

ing to get the temperature right

in the halls - this includes the

academic buildings. Suggestion:

wear a sweater if it gets cool and

turn the fan on if it gets warm.

We are negotiating with Mother

Nature on this one. Typically, the

heat is turned off mid-April.

Fire, Health and Safety in-

spections are coming. Four

times a year we inspect student

rooms for conditions which may
compromise the health and

safety of the residents the halls.

It takes all of us to make this the

safest place for everybody.

If you have not completed

your application for the various

on and off campus housing op-

tions for die fall, please do so

soon. The deadline for all appli-

cations is February 22nd. Also,

don't forget about the Off-Cam-

pus Rental Fair on Thursday,

February IS from 3:30pm -

5:00pm in the Lankford Ball-

room.

Have something on your

chest that you think Dr. Cormier

should know about? In conjunc-

tion with SGA, Dr. Cormier was

available to discuss issues impor-

tant to you on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 17 at 6:15p.m. in the

Lankford Ballroom. A progress

report on issues you brought to

her in the fall was presented. She

is listening and acting on what

you identify as your top priori-

ties. For more info see "Forum"

Pg-1-

Thank you for all of your

feedback on what you wanted to

see in your gathering spaces. I

think many of you have noticed

some significant changes with

many more to come. The Chal-

lenge stands at Ed: 25 ; Challeng-

ers,©,

Study Habits: Students Versus Professors

JEN BALLARD
Business Manager

Studying is an essential part

of college life and students have

different ideas of studying from

professors. I asked professors the

following questions:

1. How, do you think, stu-

dents should study? (Reading

over notes, flash cards or some-

thing else)

2. How long should students

study for your class?

3. Can you tell by a student's

grade on a quiz or test how well

he or she studied?

4. Is there anydung that you

think will help students while

they study?

In answer to my questions.

Dr. Arehart (Computer Science)

says that the subject you are

studying affects how you should

study. He says if you are study-

ing something like history or

psychology then you will need

to read, and while you are read-

ing, remember the things that

were brought up in lecture. Writ-

ing a short summary, in your own
words, is a good way to commit

what you have read to memory
and it is a good review for tests.

For subjects such as math

and computer science the only

way to learn the material is to

engage the material by working

with problems and writing lots

of programs in CS.

Dr. Gabb (Education) feels

that you should read before com-

ing to class and take notes on the

text as well as the lecture.

Dr. MillarCHistory) believes

that if you study effectively then

you wUl study well Hand writ-

ing your notes or even typing

your notes will help you to re-

member the material.

How long you should study,

received basically the same an-

swer for the most part: two hours

for every class period. However,

Dr. Jordan (Anthropology) says

that he would like to think that

his students study 24 hours a day.

Saying something interesting in

class could spark an idea that

keeps returning throughout the

day.

Some professors feel grades

reflect whether or not the student

has mastered the material and not

how they studied. Dr. Budd

(Spanish) says that only some of

the time will grades reflect how
well a student studied. Some stu-

dents get test anxiety and it af-

fects how he or she does. To al-

leviate this stress Dr. Budd tells

her students how the test is go-

ing to be so they can know what

they have to do before they come

into the test.

Some other things that pro-

fessors say might help are AL-
WAYS be in class, work in small

study groups, make a list ofques-

tions so you can ask in class or

to the professor (in person or

over e-mail.) Realize mat home-

work in the majority of cases is

not busy work; real learning hap-

pens as you work along with the

subject matter.

I asked a similar set of ques-

tions to students and here of

course, the answers differed.

1

.

How do you study? (Read-

ing your notes, flash cards or

something else)

2. How long do you study?

3. Do your grades reflect how
much you study?

The answers to the first ques-

tion I heard most frequently were

note cards and reading over one's

notes. It also depends on the

teacher. Reading over the mate-

rial in the book helps, too.

The biggest difference was

the length of time people study.

Students say that it depends on

the class and what the test is go-

ing to be like. The majority of

answers were from 1-4 hours and

an occasional amount for each

day. For example Erin Zerfass

(senior, Music Education) says

how long she studies depends on

the test, while Peter Moon
(freshman, Computer Science)

says he studies about 3 hours a

day. Some students say that they

study more right before a tost

All of the students said their

grades do reflect how much they

study and many wished they had

studied more.
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KEVIN ROCK
Cakndar Editor

1

.

Why do you pes* harder ©8 a remote-control when yoa
know the battery is dead?

2. SinceAmericans throw rice at weddmfs, do Asians throw

3 Why are they called 'Ixuldings" when they are already

finished? Shouldn't they be called "bttiltar

4. Why are they called "apartments" when they're all stuck
'?

5. Why do banks charge a "non-sufficient roods fee" on
money they already know you doa*t have?

6. If the universe is everything, and scientists say that the

universe is expanding, what is it expanding into?

7. If you get into a taxi and the driver started driving

backward, would Ae taxi driver end up owing you money?

S.What would a chair look tike if your knees beat the other

way?

9. If a free talis in the forest and no one is around to see it,

do the oder frees make tun of it?

lO.Why is a carrot more orange than an orange?

Columnist's Note; Bf yoa have any "Deep Thoughts" of your

M-

Movie Review:

She's All That
JOHN THRASHER

Guest Writer

Sex, style and poularity. No, I'm not talking

about another episode ofDawson 's Creek, but rather the movie She 's

All That. Complete with a cast of today's hottest teenage talent this

movie presents a funny and uplifting look at today's youth. Zack

(Freddie Prinze Jr.) is the senior class president, starjock, and straight

A student who gets dumped by his beautiful and equally popular

girlfriend Taylor (Jodie Lyn CKeefe). In an effort to shield his ego,

he makes a bet with his best friend that he can turn any girl into the

prom queen. His best friend chooses Laney (Rachel Leigh Cook) to

be the guinea pig in their cruel experiment. Laney is a wallflower at

this materialistic high school, being more concerned with art and

the environment than her looks. With just five weeks to turn her

into the prom queen, Zack has a lot of work to do. Little does he

know that he will learn more from Laney he ever could teach her.

HI be the Fust to admit that I wasn't really excited about seeing

this "teeny hopper" flick and that much of the movie was predict-

able. What I didn't expect was how funny this movie was and that I

would actually enjoy it

So if you're ever bored (not in Farmville!) and are in the mood

for a movie, this is definitely one worth seeing.

Coffeehouse: Bluesworks
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

Cheap
i

The acoustic blues trio Blues

Works put on a stellar perfor-

mance Wednesday night in

Lancer Cafe\

The event

was spon-

sored by the

Student
Union as

part of

Longwood's

African-
American
History
Celebra-
tion.

Blues

Works is

composed

ofPaul Watson, a native ofWash-

ington who is the harmonica and

mandolin player, singer, and

songwriter, Judy Luis-Watson, a

native of Tanzania and piano

player, singer, and songwriter;

and Mark Puryear, also a native

of Washington, as guitarist,

singer and songwriter.

Blues Works music can be de-

scribed as a mixture of urban and

traditional acoustic blues with a

sprinkling of both jazz and gos-

pel. The musk is topped off with

a perfect three-part harmony.

The combination comes together

to form a rich ami highly spirited

music that grabs at your soul

and leaves your toe tapping.

In additon

to perform-

ing, Watson

and Luis-

Watson
have con-

cieved and

put on two

very unique

educational

programs,

one being

the award

Photo byftobndL Fryman, 1997 Winning
multime-

dia pre-

sentation entitled Blues Connec-

tion: The Music, Stories, and Pic-

tures of Legendary Blues Artist

The other is an interactive pro-

gram for kids called Blues Songs

and Rhythms.

Blues Works was formed in

1991 when Paul and Judy Luis-

Watson met guitarist Mark
Puryear. Touring extensively,

Blues Works has appeared in

many blues and Jazz festivals and

other special events.

and
Company

DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer

Cheese and Company is the

place to go for a cheap lunch or

light dinner. It is situated in

downtown Farmville, about a

five minute walking distance

from campus. The menu had

your basic salad and
sandwhiches for under $3.50.

You order your food, give

your name, and then sit down at

small tables. I ordered a ham and

cheese croissant, chips, and a

drink for under $6.00. The sand-

wich was warm, delicious, and

quick, and the atmosphere was

very welcoming.

It is a great place to take your

visiting parents and at the same

time show your family "Farm
Vegas." I enjoyed Cheese and

Co. because it was not food from

the dining hall and there was a

warm, homey feeling. I would

recommend Cheese and Co. to

everyone.

Smash or Trash CD Reviews:

Belle & Sebastian
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

Belle and Sebastian is an in-

triguing band. Named after a

French novel (and later a tele-

vision show), the seven-piece

(sometimes eight) member
band began as a mere class

project.

Notoriously press-shy, in-

terviews with this Glasgow
band are rare, and photographs

of the band are even more rare.

The band members aren't even

named in the liner notes of their

CDs.

Everything about Belle and

Sebastian comes across as be-

ing a bit odd. Oddities aside,

their music is incredible.

On their third full-length al-

bum. The Boy With the Arab

Strap, Belle and Sebastian con-

tinue to explore the possibili-

ties of purposely pretentious at-

mospheric Brit-pop.

Mixing with ease everything

from cellos to electric guitars,

jazz-inspired rhythms to classi-

cal arrangements. Belle and

Sebastian deliver a deliciously

competent album.

There is nothing wrong with

*V^X$
this album. A strong statement,

perhaps, but if The Boy With the

Arab Strap isn't perfect, it's ex-

tremely close.

From the gently sarcastic

strains of // Could Have Been A
Brilliant Career to the sleepy

groove of The Rollercoaster

Ride, there are no mistakes made
on this album. Even when it de-

scends into uncharted territory,

such as on the spoken word A
Space Boy Dream, Belle and

Sebastian succeed in creating

elegantly crafted songs.

Belle and Sebastian's lyrics

are striking in that they tread the

thin line between being honest

and being uncomfortable, There

probably isn't any other song

about dirty dreams that is as

graceful as Dirty Dream Number

2, nor is mere any song that so

exquisitely criticizes modem life

as Sleep The Clock Around.

Even when the subject matter

isn't going to cause the listener

to question, the mood of the

songs invariably does. In less

than two minutes, Simple Things

builds more emotion than most

other songs do in twice the time.

So what if Belle and

Sebastian shy away from being

interviewed? So what if they

don't appear on the covers of

their releases? Their music is

flawless. All oftheir strangeness

is forgiven.
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Lady Lancers Third Going into

CVAC Tournament
JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

Longwood went 1-1 in

CVAC games last week, beating

Limestone (SC) 95-67 February

9th before dropping a disap-

pointing 85-80 decision to

Queens (NC) February 13.

Coach Shirley Duncan's squad in

15-9 overall, 1 1-5 in the CVAC-
-alone in 3rd-place in conference

standings through February 14.

The top eight schools will par-

ticipate in the CVAC Tourna-

ment February 24-27.

At Limestone, the Lady
Lancers led 45-27 at halftime

and never looked back en route

to victory. Jill Younce/West
Friendship, MD-Glenelg HS
scored a game-high 28 points,

including 22 in the first half.

Younce was 10-16 from the field,

including 4-7 on three-point field

goals, and 4-6 at the line, adding

five rebounds and three assists.

The third-year playernow has 70

treys on the season for the third-

highest seasonal total in school

history. The school record is 84

accomplished by Cassie Ensley

*95 during 1994-95. Younce had

plenty of help in South Carolina

as classmate Kali Brown/
Powhatan, VA.-Powhatan HS
added 14 points and six assists,

followed by sophomore
Demietre Price/Gladys, VA-Wil-
liam Campbell HS and freshman

Jamie Beale/Columbia, MD-
Oakland Mills HS with 10 points

each. Price added four steals and

three assists, while junior Terri

Williams/Sumerduck VA-Lib-

erty HS contributed 1 1 rebounds

and eight points.

On Saturday afternoon

Longwood hosted CVAC oppo-

nent Queens (NC). LC took a

49-31 halftime advantage as

Younce scored 17 first-half

points and Price grabbed 18 first-

half rebounds. The Lancers in-

creased the margin to 62-41 with

14:21 remaining. The Royals

went on a 20-2 run to close to

within 64-61 with 7:29 left and

the battle was on. The hosts took

their last lead at 74-73 with 2:57

left as Younce made two free

throws. The visitors would
outscore Longwood 12-6 down
the stretch as Queens finished the

game with 44-18 run over the

final 13:07 for the win 85-80.

The Lady Lancers close their

regular season on Saturday

Februrary 20th, against Belmont

Abbey. This will be a double

header with the men.

Men's B-Ball Tied For Eighth
JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

On Saturday afternoon the

Lancers hosted CVAC opponent

Queens (NC). IX jumped to an

early 11-2 advantage as junior

Jon Hughes/Bloomingdale

(FL) HS scored seven quick

points. Longwood took their

largest lead of the contest at

17-6 with 1 2: 1 8 left in the first-

half on a basket from sopho-

more Ben Green/Virginia

Beach, VA-Frank W. Cox HS.

The Royals, however, went on

a 17-2 run to lead 23- 19 at the

6: 1 1 mark en-route to holding

a 31-26 halftime advantage.

Queens took its largest lead of

the game at 44-33 with 15:16

remaining before the Lancers

began another second-half

comeback attempt. A 1 5-6 run

by LC capped by a highlight-

reel baseline slam dunk by jun-

ior Lee Farrior/Chesterfield, VA-

Manchester HS pulled the hosts

to within 50-48 at 8:54. The visi-

tors finally took over, on the free

throw line hitting 6-7 to escape

with the victory 67-63.

Hughes led Longwood with

18 points and eight rebounds,

followed by Farrior and fresh-

man Andy Jones/Chapel Hill,

NC-East Chapel Hill HS with 10

points each. Jones' point total

was a career-high to go along

with a seven assists to equal his

career-high, adding three steals

as well.

On February 9, a balanced

soring attack led to LC. to the

important road-win at Lime-

stone. Playing aggressively at

both ends of the floor, the Lanc-

ers led 32-15 a halftime and

cruised to victory. Sophomore

Jay Louden/Williamsburg,

VA-Bruton HS led four play-

ers in double-figures with 15

points, adding five rebounds.

Classmate Ben Green/Virginia

Beach, VA-Frank W. Cox HS
and freshman Chris Issacs/

Farifax, VA-Robinson HS each

scored 13 points, and junior

Jon Hughes/Valerico, FL-

Bloorningdale HS managed 12

points despite being double-

and sometimes triple-teamed

every time be touched the ball.

Green, who equaled his career-

high in points, also grabbed

seven rebounds, while Hughes

grabbed six boards and Issacs

added five caroms. The final

score was 66-51. Coach Ron

Can's squad is 8-16 overall, 6-

10 in the CVAC.

Brown and Graham;

Players of the Week for

February 3-9

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood College women's

basketball standout Kali Brown/

Powhatan, VA-Powhatan HS and

wrestling standout Darryl Gra-

ham/Gloucester, VA-Gloucester

HS have been selected as the

Longwood/Domino's Players of

the Week for the week of Febru-

ary 3-9. This is the second time

this season that Brown has been

recognized as a "Player of the

Week." The Lancer honorees are

chosen by the College's Office of

Sports Information each week.

Brown, a 5-8 junior guard-

forward, posted 61 points (20.3),

18 assists (6.0), 17 rebounds

(5.7), and six steals during three

wins in three games last week.

She scored a career-high 26

points, adding eight rebounds

and our assists during an 80-71

triumph at Mount Olive (NC)

February 6 to highlight her

week. Longwood is currently

15-8 overall, 1 1-4 in the CVAC,
hosted CVAC rival Queens (NC)

February 13. Through 23 games,

Brown is averaging 14.8 ppg.,

7.0 rpg„ 3.9 assists, and 2.2

steals. She has five double-

doubles this season, and is

ranked in a tie for sixth in CVAC
steals this week. Additionally,

Brown is seventh in CVAC as-

sists, eighth in field goal percent-

age, and tenth in scoring.

Kali is the daughter of

Randall and Helen Mitchum-

Brown of Powhatan, VA and is

majoring in Physical Education

with a minor in Business.

Graham, wrestling at 141

pounds, won his weight-class at

the annual Apprentice School In-

vitational February 6. He de-

feated his opponents from West-

ern Maryland (4-0) and Ander-

son (4-2) en-route to his indi-

vidual title. The first-year

standout's efforts helped

Longwood place fifth in the tour-

nament with 49.5 points. Gra-

ham leads the Lancers, 7-7 over-

all and participated in the presti-

gious Mid-South Tournament

February 13 at Carson-Newman

(TN), with his 16-8 record indi-

vidually.

Darryl is the son ofAlan and

Sherry Graham of Gloucester,

VA and is majoring in Econom-

ics.

Players Of TheWeek From
December 2 -February 9

Dec. 2-8 Demietre Price Women's Basketball

: Jon Hughes Men's Basketball

Dec. 16-22 Jay Louden Men's Basketball

Dec, 30-Jan. 5 Zech Boyd Men's Basketball

Jan. 6-12 Terri Williams Women's Basketball

Jeff Kepler Wrestling

Jan. 13-19 Mary Barron Women's Basketball

Jay Louden Men's Basketball

Jan. 20-24 Jill Younce Women's Basketball

Jon Hughes IWSD 5 rtHBXfWm

Jan. 27-Feb. 2 Demietre Price Women's Basketball

Chris Issacs Men's Basketball

Feb. 3-9 KaliBrowB Women's Basketball

Darryl Graham Wrestling

mm
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Baseball Victorious

to Kick Off Season

BECKY TAYLOR
$**t$ Editor

Longwood opened the 1999

campaign with a three-game

sweep of non-conference oppo-

nent Stony Brook (NY) Febru-

ary 13-14, winning by scores of

12-6, 9-6, and S4. Coach Buddy
Bolding's squad is 3-0 overall, 0-

in be CVAC. This week, the

Lancets open CVAC competi-

tion with a three-game series at

conference opponent St.

Andrews (NC) February 20-21.

Against Stony Brook, LC
was led offensively by senior

Tim Buffkm/Prince George, VA-
Prince George HS who hit .545

(6- II ) with five runs and an RBI
during the three contests.

Sophomore Travis Pfitzner/

Woodbridge, VA-Garfield HS bit

.444 with five RBI, followed by

classmate Ryan Costa/Swoope,

VA-Bufifalo Gap HS (.429, six

RBI), freshman Adrian WatJcms/

Woodbridge, VA-Garfield HS
(.333, fear rum). Senior AH-

America candidate Shawn
Torian/Scottsburg, VA-HaJifax

County HS opened with two

home tuns, scoring six runs with

five RBI. Impressive on the

mound was senior Mike Lewis/

South Boston, VA-Halifax

County HS with three appear-

ances covering 4.1 innings-al-

lowing just two hits with four

sftrikeouts with no runs scored.

Lewis got die win in game two.

Classmate Robey Caldwell/

Roanoke, VA-Cave Spring HS
had two appearances and earned

two wtas-going 5.2 innings with

eight strikeouts. Sophomore
Mike Sulhvan/Woodbridge, VA-

Garfield HS pitched six innings

in game three with 10 strikeouts.

Softball Sweeps First

Three Games of 1999
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood opened the 1999

campaign with a three-game

sweep of non-conference oppo-

nent Kutztown (PA) February

13-14, winning by scores of 2-

1, 2-1, and 8-7.

Coach Kathy Riley's squad is

3-0 overall, 0-0 in the CVAC.
Against

Kutztown,

Longwood
was led of-

fensively

by sopho-

m o r e

D e n i s e

W a c k /

Chesa-
peake, VA-

Great
Bridge HS
who hit

.429 with

two runs

and an RBI.

Wack was followed by fresh-

man Colleen Cooney Fred-

ericksburg, VA-Stafford HS

(.400, three RBI), senior Libby

Gough/Amelia, VA-Amelia
County HS (.375, four RBI), and

freshman Ellen Hutt/Haymarket,

VA-Stonewall Jackson HS (.375,

two RBI). Wack (1.00 ERA) was

also impressive on the mound
with a complete-game victory in

game two. Graduate student

Stacey Rose/Thomas Jefferson

HS (3.00 ERA) earned the other

two

lege of West Virginia. Game
time is scheduled to begin at one

o'clock p.m. This is not a

double header with the men's

team.

Men's Tennis at 4-0 With Victory
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood (4-0) took a 4-3

decision past visiting Averett

College Sunday at the Lancer

Hall Tennis Courts. The Lanc-

ers got wins from junior James

Pettinelli/Robinson HS (6-0, 6-

0), Philhpe Pilard (6- 1 , 6-0), and

freshman Dave Helfrich/

Brookville HS (6-0, 6-0) in

singles. Longwood doubles

wins came from Pettinelli and

sophomore and clasraate Danny

Baty-Brookville HS (8-0).

Longwood will play again

Saturday, February 20, at CVAC
opponent Erskine (SC) at 9:00

am., and then at conference op-

ponent Anderson (SC) at 2:30

p.m. The women's tennis team

will play this Saturday alongside

the men.

Baseball Led By Charles

Bolding's Experience and
Knowledge In 21st Season

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Charles "Buddy" Bolding is

in his 21st season as head coach

of the Longwood College base-

ball program, and has lead the

Lancers to 20 consecutive win-

ning seasons. Coach Bolding has

an outstanding overall record of

558-225-3 (.712%) since taking

over the program during the fall

of 1978. Longwood finished the

1998 campaign at 28-10 overall,

16-5 in the Carolinas-Virginia

Athletic Conference (CVAC),

runners- up during the CVAC
regular-season.

Bolding's tenure at

Longwood is highlighted by six

appearances in the NCAA Divi-

sion II Tournament, and two trips

to the Division II College World

Series. Bolding's 1982 team was

the first team to reach the na-

tional championship with a 31-

10-1 record. More recently, the

1991 squad completed a school-

record 41-8 campaign while ad-

vancing to the final four of the

national championship.

Longwood was third in the

North Atlantic Region Tourna-

ment in 1993 after winning seven

games in a row at season's end,

finishing 26-9- 1 . Bolding's team

have also notched third-place

finishes in the North Atlantic in

1992 and the South Atlantic Re-

gion Tournament in 1984 and

1987. Bolding reached the 400-

victory milestone in 1993 after

gaining number 300 in 1990.

Overall Coaching

Record of 558-225-3

Bolding ranks among the top

seven active Division II coaches

in winning percentage (.712%),

and is among the top 25 in vic-

tories.

Four of Bolding's players

have been chosen in the Major

League Baseball Draft since

1988. Kansas City chose Lanc-

ers Frankie Watson and Kelvin

Davis in 1988, and in 1992 the

Royals drafted Longwood short-

stop Michael Tucker and catcher

Scott AbelL Now an Atlanta

Brave, Tucker was the 10th pick

in the draft and played on the

U.S. Olympic team that summer.

Bolding is a member of the na-

tional committee of the Ameri-

can Baseball Coaches Associa-

tion (ABCA) and an area repre-

sentative for the North Atlantic

Region of the ABCA. One of

eight representatives nationwide,

Bolding serves as a liaison be-

tween the regional coaches and

the ABCA advisory committee.

Highly regarded by his peers,

Bolding has served on NCAA
regional selection committees

nine times. In 1983 he was a

member of the Olympic baseball

tryout staff for Virginia. He was

voted South Atlantic Region

Coach of the Year in 1991 and

1982, and Virginia College Di-

vision Coach of the Year in 1997,

1993, 1991, and 1984. Bolding

holds the record for Longwood

College Male Coach of the Year

after being chosen seven times.

The Hardy, VA native has

built the program at Longwood

by recruiting mostly in-state

players. An estimated 20 former

Lancer baseball players are now

involved in coaching on the high

school or college level, the ma-

jority in Virginia.

Bolding served as a medic in

Vietnam for one year, then re-

ceived his B.S. in Health, Physi-

cal Education and Recreation

from Milligan College (TN) in

1973, and his M.S. from the Uni-

versity of Tennessee in 1974. He
and his wife Andi have three

children: Lauren, Suzanne, and

Brad.

The Men Of The
Longwood Rugby
Team Defeated Old Do-

minion This PastWeek-

end 12-10.
.
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"Leading the Force for Positive Change."

SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at

3:30p.m. in the ABC Rooms
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Longwood College Hosts Rental Fair in Lankford
LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor

Thursday February 18

brought approximately ten ex-

hibitors to the Lankford Ball-

room for the Housing
Department's first Rental Fair.

Real estate representatives,

power companies, and housing

representatives were on-hand to

answer students' questions about

off-campus housing facilities.

Each apartment owner or

representative had pictures of

their housing facility, a rental/

lease application, and informa-

tion regarding rent, utili-

ties, dimensions, and lo-

cation. Kenneth

Brumfield Rental Prop-

erties, Poplar Forest

Apartments, Stanley

Park Apartments, and

County Wide Rentals

were four of the housing

companies represented.

Virginia Power also

had a table to answer any

question about billing

and fees, and for students

to sign up for installa-

tion.
Rental Fair Photo fey Allison Beverley,

Parking Problems Arise in Wynne
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief
and

ALLISON BEVERLEY
StaffPhotographer

Many Longwood sopho-

mores parking in Wynne were

ticketed last week, causing much

surprise and anger among stu-

dents. Every sophomore car in

the Wynne parking lot had a

ticket on it

At the Fall

Open Forum there

was concern about

parking due to the

overselling of de-

cals. Because of

this, the Wynne Lot

was opened to all

students as an over-

flow lot to solve

the problem. Even-

tually, the overflow

stopped and park-

ing was not a prob-

After February 1, sopho-

mores began being ticketed be-

cause Wynne is a junior/senior

lot Shortly after the ticketing, an

e-mail was sent out to students

stating that Wynne was closed to

sophomores. The fact that the e-

Soahomore Tidettins m the Wvtme Lot. Photo Bv Ailuon Beverley

lem, closing the

Wynne lot to sophomores start- mail was sent after the ticketing

ing Spring Semester, but no no- upset many students. Sophomore

tice was sent out because it was Jen Ballard commented, "It

assumed that the students would makes me very angry to know

park in the open sophomore that students can get ticketed

spaces instead of at Wynne. without reason, to his or her

knowledge and then find out the

next day why they got the

ticket"

The e-mail also stated that if

students arrived too late on cam-

pus and the lots were locked,

they could park in Wynne, but

must call campus police (at

x2660) and leave a message (in-

cluding name and li-

cense tag number)

saying that they were

parked there. The
rules stipulate that

the car must be

moved to die appro-

priate parking lot the

next morning. The

lots are not as full

now, and Campus
Police estimated that

there were around 70

spaces open in the lot

behind Little Cae-

sars.

If a student doesn't feel

comfortable walking alone, an

escort is encouraged (x2091). If

you have any questions, do not

hesitate to call Campus Polk*.

The Stanley Park

Apartments have yet to be

built They will be con-

structed across the street

from the downtown train

station starting at the be-

ginning of this week.

The apartments will be

designed as duplexes and

should be completed by

August. There will be

ample parking, so that

each resident of the du-

plex will have a parking

space.

Ed Bell, Director of Hous-

ing was another resource at the

Fair. His table was equipped with

Senior Privilege, Junior Option,

.

as well as various other housing-

related forms.

He noted that only a small

number of Junior Option forms

had been received. He also stated

that in order to apply for the Jun-

ior Option, one must be a rising

junior, having between 56 and 89

credit hours.

Rachel Hartwill from Susan

See RENTAL p. 6

Disability Services at

Longwood College
WENDY JORKPATRfCK

Staff Writer

Each year a number of stu-

dents with disabilities enter as

part of Longwood's freshman

class. These students may use

the services at the Learning Cen-

ter to participate in campus ac-

tivities and classes.

The Learning Center is ca-

pable of assisting with a multi-

tude of disabilities, from mild

dyslexia andADD to hearing im-

pairments and cerebral palsy.

Under the Americans with

Disabilities Act and other such

laws, Longwood U required to

provide equal access to students

with disabilities. The Learning

Center offers many accommoda-

tions for students, including soft-

ware that reads documents aloud

with enlarged print and voice-

activated software.

Other adaptations are more

low-tech, such as books on tape

and extended testing time. Spe-

cial software is available on a

workstation in all campus com-

puter labs.

Additional services can be

obtained in die Learning Center,

and most faculty are very recep-

tive to accommodating students

who have special needs.

Students needing accommo-

dations can set up a plan with

Scott Lissner, Director of Aca-

demic and Disability Support

Services, in the Learning Center.

Accommodations are tai-

lored to each student to meet

their learning needs without

changing the fundamental goals

of the class or the College. Most

students identify themselves as

having a disability before they

enroll, although there are a num-

ber who wait until classes are

underway and they find them-

selves in academic trouble.

The extent of disabilities

ranges greatly. Some conditions

See SERVICES p. 6
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EDITORIAL
Brr! I hope the frost

bite hasn't gotten to

everyone yet! It is

absolutely freezing outside! I am
beginning to wonder whether or

not the word snow even exists

in Farmville's vocabulary. I went

to Lynchburg and it was snow-

ing away. I come back here and

there isn't a cloud in the sky. Oh,

well.

I hope all is well with all of

you Rotunda readers. But if all

else fails, just remember that

Spring Break is NEXT WEEK!
This week, we have a 16

page paper for everyone. We
have had so much response

lately that we couldn't possibly

have put it all in 12 pages. This

makes us very happy. Response

is good. Thanks!

My partner in crime is still

recovering from the sick that

caught her last week. I'm sure

she has enough make-up work
to keep an army busy, so I must
warn the reader about the pos-

sible randomness of this edito-

rial.

There hasn't been much to

write about until this week. Well,

except parking (I couldn't resist).

I was one of the fortunate

souls to get a ticket in the Wynne
parking lot. I wasn't sure why I

got it because I had parked there

all year. The next day I was
greeted with an e-mail telling me
(and the many others ticketed)

that no sophomores were sup-

posed to park in Wynne anymore

because the parking overflow

was gone. Okay, am I the only

one that ices a problem with

this?

We got an e-mail after die

ticket telling us not to park there.

We were told that Wynne was

only open to sophomores Fall

semester. Okay, that is fine, but

an e-mail telling us that might

have made a little more sense.

This is why Longwood College

always makes me mad. Things

here make no sense sometimes.

But back to parking. We were

told to park in the other lots.

Okay fine, I knew that all year.

Then we were told that there

were over 70 spaces in the lot

behind Little Caesars.

They must have counted
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them on a Saturday night be-

cause when I parked my car dure

on Tuesday night, I counted 23

spaces. I know their point was

to tell us that there were spaces

open (and I agree to that), but

there is a big difference between

70 and 23.

On a happier note, I talked to

Chief Huskey at the Forum about

this and he was very nice to me
about it He listened to what I had

to say, and instead of making

excuses or giving me a run-

around (which is common here)

he heard me out and told me I

was more than welcome to come
talk to him about it. This one act

tamed some of my irritation.

Okay, next issue, the arctic

tundra we call Farmville. What

is up with this weather!? I was

getting used to that lovely 70

degree stuff when all of the sud-

den, WHAM, Jack Frost enters

with a vengeance. He must have

heard my complaints about all of

the stores that put bathing suits

out for sale in late January. Is it

really necessary to own new
shorts and tank tops in the middle

of winter? I think not.

Well, before I fill all sixteen

pages with my thoughts, I will

close. Hang in there for the one

more week that we have. Next

week we will publish The Ro-

tunda on Wednesday so you can

get the Spring Break Edition be-

fore you leave. Take care and

keep reading The Rotundal

Melissa Gill, Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Greek Article Appreciated

Dear Editor,

I wanted to write and tell you
how impressed I am with your

printing ofMegan Black's article

on Greek Conformity. It has

come to my attention that over

the past few years here at Long-

wood, anti-Greek sentiment has

become greater and greater.

She hit the nail on the head

with her comments about how
we join not to become one ho-

mogenous group of clones,

but rather to celebrate our differ-

ences while experiencing an al-

most marriage between the indi-

vidual and the Chapter.

What must be realized is that

this marriage is not only with the

members of each separate chap-

ter at each separate school, but

rather, a bond that allows me to

go to any school where we have

a Chapter and know that I will

have a group of people to sup-

port me.
I want these Greek dissent-

ers to understand that the choice

to become greek is a tough one.

We must weigh the financial ob-

ligations, time constraints, and

the people in the chapter to find

the suitable balance.

I joined, as Megan said, for

the common beliefs that my
brothers and I share about broth-

erhood and friendship. I will be

bound to these people for life

because of the time that we spent

together and the many years that

we spent in college cultivating

our friendship.

Thank you for you time and

good luck with the paper the rest

of the semester.

Jake Milne

Senior

Sociology

J

Proofreading
Dear Editor,

I'm not sure ifyou already have

someone to do this , but, if you
do not, I would like to volunteer

to proofread for typos, etc. Even
if you already have someone, it

never hurts to look over some-
thing twice.

Anonymous

Editors Note: We do have

Editors in charge ofproof-read-
ing (as listed on page 2 ofevery

issue). Help is always appreci-

ated. We have meetings every

Monday night at 9p.m.for ANY-
ONE that u interested No one

is required to do anything, it is

aU volunteer stuff. Any proof-

reading volunteers can come by

the office Mondays through

Wednesdays or call the office at

x2l20. Thanks!
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"The Activist " is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about mem. So speak

up and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas

to ckahn@longwoodhvc.eau.

The Seventh Ward: How I Have

Come to Love the High-Rises in Spite of

the Mold Monster
CHRIS STANTON

Guest Writer

Ok, maybe we are nuts. Af-

ter living on the ass end of cam-

pus, away from all the lively ac-

tivities, for more than a year or

so, one learns what pain really

is. No longer do we have a short-

cut to the dining facilities. Now
we have to walk around the new

dining hall. Once open though,

we will be close enough.

Right now, the fact remains

we live in one of two high-rises.

This means we get to walk to

class, or in the event that you are

late, run. If you are truly late,

bullet trains have nothing over

you in speed. I know. . . why
complain about a little extra

walk? After our shortcut through

Her Lake (which earned its name

from the effect ofFarmviUe rain)

was cut off, we were told to hike

up a hill, across a deadly con-

struction zone (women love

this), and through a maze equal

to the layout of Washington,

D.C. streets.

If you have ever tried the

walk after dark, thanks to those

in charge, the absolutely perfect

lighting conditions make one

grateful for the right to bare arms

(knives, axes, a sword, maybe a

9mm handgun, etc.). It is nice to

see cop cars every so often, but

one must ask where they are

when a Frat is making enough

noise to wake the dead, a car is

screeching down the road or the

drunken populous is staggering

in from the fire drill.

Back to the high-rises, start-

ing with the elevators. After

walking through a s lide- card-

here-and-pray- for-en try door,

providing your card is registered

there, the strip is good, the door-

lock-ttungy reads it and the door

unlocks, one is greeted by the el-

evator.

The elevators in Frazer are

semi-efficient. That is, until they

both quit working after a fire drill

and you have to climb the steps

to the 7th floor (twice if you or-

dered pizza and it gets there 5

minutes after you just got back

to your room). Either they both

quit working, as in the previous

case, or one stops, allowing you

time to have tea and read the pa-

per while waiting for the one re-

maining elevator to move off the

first floor. At this time you are

doing all right, provided you are

in Frazer.

The Curry elevators on the

other hand, scare the hell out of

most people. First, they are dingy

and dark. Second, they rattle,

whine, whir, whiz, wobble,

shake, screech, and make awful

noises. Now that the doors have

SpealM
"What partaofi pfuraffer ar* van iutt M*?1

"Speed Racer,

because lea

pretty fast when I

want totP

Bryson Minnix

Junior

English

**Ibuamy from

Rugrats, because

I'm always getting

into trouble."

Sara Miles

Sophomore

Liberal Studies

because I talk fast

and have so much

Kim Warner

"Cathy, because I

always get suekered

into shoe sales at the

mati/*

Jeaai Blake

Therapuac Rec.
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PROPS:
-To Lancer Cafe for reopening Cafe Nights. And also for

allowing under 21 in on Cafe Nights.

-To President Cormier for the Open Forum. It was really "cozy'
!

and despite lower numbers, many good topics were covered.

To the Association of Black Students for putting on a great

lecture with Dr. Quincy Moore for African-American History

Month.

-To The Student Activity Fees Committee for approving a good

budget for The Rotunda.

DROPS:
-To Facilities Management for making that new parking lot

behind Stubbs a gravel parking lot and not paved.

•To the campus because we have so many unnamed buildings.

ARC, The Library, and the new Dining hall all need real names.

To Campus Police for giving tickets to Sophomores parked at

Wynne. It had been announced several times that Wynne was

undesignated parking. Then Campus Police decided to ticket

those cars...THEN send an e-mail saying you can't park there.

We think those tickets should be dropped.

Send yourProps and Drops to mrinker@kmgvraxUwc.edu.

shut, the elevator ascends, mak-

ing even more noises, some of

which resemble the screams of

the damned. In those set of el-

evators one must go through a

ritual to get to some of the floors.

It has been discovered that you

must hold in the button of the

floor you want, put your right

hand on blue, your left foot on

green, dance a jig, pray to which-

ever God you believe in (if athe-

ist, just hope) and then remem-

ber it is easier to get out one floor

above and take the stairs.

The Frazer elevators are dirty

after 5 p.m. and all weekend

long. After taking into consider-

ation your long hike to the other

end of campus across Her Lake,

your shoes are muddy, which

contributes to the elevator's

over-all filth.

The weekend is a different

story. During this time, usually

from Thursday night to Wednes-

day morning, anything may be

found in the elevator, ANY-
THING. I have seen beer cans,

with what is hoped to be beer

(though I never check), food,

and stains from God knows
what. Personally learning the

lesson the hard way, it is neces-

sary to look before stepping into

the elevator. Also, it is wise not

to lean on the walls. People are

known to project masses of who
knows what onto the walls,

which becomes disturbing to the

senses.

You make it to your floor, if

all goes well. The people are

cool, the mood is lax, and life is

good. Well, as long as your door

trim isn't being painted to cover

some symbol that probably

brought a demon into the area or

to cover the names and numbers

of those less moral people on

campus. The smell of the oil-

based paint overriding your

senses after stepping off a puke-

ridden elevator is memorable.

The air-conditioners in the

rooms have a tendency to be wa-

ter collectors, waiting for that

perfect moment when you are

gone to dump buckets of

See MOLD Pg. 4

pernors?
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MOLD
Continued p. 3

ice water onto the floor, letting

the mold grow while you are

away. So instead of running the

air. you decide, "I'll run the fan.

No biggie." See where this is go-

ing?

Power surges are a constant

danger to the cleanliness of the

room. One minute you are won-

dering why the fan is straining to

run, the next you are being

sucked in by a nuclear powered

intake system that is dismember-

ing your arm. The chunky bits

left over are being distributed

into the room if the fan blows in,

or all over the people walking

below if the fan blows the hot air

out, along with all the dust that

gathered during the winter break.

In winter, one does not need to

worfy about the intake system

because the heat is projected into

the rooms to keep one warm dur-

ing the night. Otherwise, there'

are three settings on the heating

system: Hot, Hell's Inferno, and

Park Your Ass Next to Satan. If

you try to use a blanket, you will

wake up the next morning with

all your clothes, blankets, sheets

and any persons that might be liv-

ing in your bed with you, on the

floor..

And forget studying. The book

pages burst into flames in front

of you. This may tell you some-

thing about where you are cur-

rently residing. After drowning in

pools of sweat, a shower would

feel nice. This is good in terms

of an idea, as long as your friend

up in Alaska never flushes the

toilet, gets a drink from the foun-

tain or waters his or her garden.

Speaking of mold from wa-

tery pools of sludge; the monster

formed from the mold you
haven't cleaned in weeks has

started to move towards you. The

toilet is best left untouched with-

out proper protection. A level 5

Biohazard suit, found at your

local Center for Disease Control

branch, would be good. The

cleansers, mixed with the mon-

ster, might just form an uncon-

trollable creature, like those seen

in most films involving Japan or

New York, and God help those

people with monsters that have

adapted to bleach. So, after

brushing off layers of now burnt

skin* you get dressed, and

realize...IT IS STARTING ALL
OVER AGAIN.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL

Staff Writer

1. Clinton, Pope among Nobel Nominees

2. Iraq Threatens to Attack U.S. Bases

3. Watergate Figure Ehrlichman Dead at 73

4. First Trial Opens in Dragging Death

5. Clinton Enters Post-Impeachment Renewal Phase

6. ABC Wants Lewinsky on by March 3

7. Higher Pay is Urged for New Teachers

8. OJ.'s Heisman Sold for $255,500

9. DMV Asks People to Donate Organs

10. Dave Matthews Honored in Virginia

"The Government officials

don't realize mat if it weren't

for teachers, they wouldn't be

whew they are today."

Amy Hundley, Junior, English

Travel Safety For Students Going Abroad
PRESS RELEASE

As the time approaches for

Spring or Summer Breaks, many
college students are getting

ready for that much anticipated

trip abroad. Most will have a

safe and enjoyable adventure,

but for some, that trip will be-

come a nightmare. Most ru-

ined vacations arc caused by

one or more of the following:

drugs, alcohol, and disorderly

behavior.

Each year, more than

2,500 American citizens are

arrested abroad-about half on

drug related charges, includ-

ing possession of very small

amounts of these substances. A
drug that may be legal in one

country may not be legal in a

neighboring nation. Some young

people are victimized, because

they are unaware of the laws,

customs, or standards of the

country they are visiting.

Besides drugs, alcohol can

get U.S. citizens in trouble

abroad. Many have been arrested

for being intoxicated in public

areas, and for drunk driving.

Some young Americans go

abroad assuming local authori-

ties will overlook such conduct

Many believe they are immune

from prosecution in foreign

lands because they are American

citizens. The truth is, Americans

DONT LETYOUR TRIP
ABROAD BECOME A

NIGHTMARE
Become familiar with a country

f
s

laws and custom/ before you go

travel there.

are expected to obey all laws,

and those who break foreign

laws sometimes face severe pen-

alties.

Disorderly and reckless be-

havior should also be avoided. In

many countries, conduct that

would not result in arrest in the

U.S. will violate local law. It is

crucial that young Americans are

aware of this risk as they enjoy

their time abroad.

Being arrested is not the only

thing that can happen on a for-

eign vacation. Young Americans

have been killed in automobile

accidents, drownings, and falls

because of heavy drinking and

drug use. Sadly, others have been

raped or robbed because they

have found themselves in un-

familiar locales and incapable

of exercising prudent judge-

ment
Remember: reckless be-

havior while in another coun-

try can do more than ruin your

vacation; it can land you in a

foreign prison or worse! To

have a safe trip, avoid risky

behavior and become familiar

with the basic laws and customs

of the country you plan to visit

before you travel.

To obtain more information

about traveling abroad, check the

Department of State Internet

website for the latest informa-

tion. You can also visit the Bu-

reau of Counselor Affairs Office

of Public Affairs website at

http://www.travel.state.gov.

Frustrated?
"SEND HELP" Your parents don't understand? Your roommates don't care? You just

need a new perspective? Let "Dr. Bitter" SEND HELP! E-mail all questions and
concerns to rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu or write in to Box 2901. All entries are

confidential and real names are never used.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*
Dear Dr. Bitter,

Last semester I slept with this

guy a couple of times and once

we didn't use protection. Over

Christmas break he called to tell

me he tested positive for HPVH
I totally lost it on the phone. I was

so upset I couldn't even ask him

what that was.

I called the hospital to ask

some questions and got abso-

lutely no help. I don't have a

regular gynecologist and I can't

tell my mom. I don't even know
bow long I have to wait to test

positive if I was infected. I am
very concerned, what can I do?

"Unprotected"

Dear Unprotected,

You are right to be concerned

about this. Even if it was only one

time without a condom unfortu-

nately that is all it takes. The

SexuallyTransmitted Disease

Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
can cause cervical cancer in

women and genital warts. I

would recommend seeing a doc-

tor immediately. You can go to

the Student Health Center or the

local health clinic. Both are rela-

tively inexpensive and confiden-

tial.

Having a pap smear can

identify early signs of cell abnor-

malities and precancerous con-

ditions caused by HPV. You also

need to be extremely observant

about your body's changes. The

genital warts caused by HPV are

generally painless and easily

overlooked Look for any bumps
or slight raises in the skin around

your vagina. The bumps could be

white, yellow or flesh colored.

Ifyou notice any bumps like this

go immediately to the doctor.

Doing a biopsy on me bump
while it is there will be the only

way to test for the virus.

In the meantime, behave re-

sponsibly! Using condoms con-

sistently will reduce your risk of

contracting STDs and will pro-

tect your partner if you are posi-

tive for HPV.
For more information on

HPV/STDs call the CDC Na-
tional STD Hotline ® 800-227-

8922.

See bitter p . 12



New in '99

tanley Park Apartments
Great Rental Homes—Reasonable Rates

*Avail^le August 1999; New 2-story duplexes designed specifically for Longwood

Students-just a short walk or bike ride from campus.

*Each unit will contain 4 bedrooms upstairs with walk-in closets, providing privacy

for each occupant. Each bedroom will be adjacent to a semi-private bath.

*The downstairs area will feature a large living room and a large dining/kitchen area

with modern appliances. Technology friendly with extra phone jacks for computer

modems.

Call 392-6566 or 392-6197

for more information
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The Challenge Job Fair More Students Move Off-Campus
ROBYN FULLER

Staff Writer

The annual Challenge Job

Fair was held Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 17th at the Roanoke Air-

port Marriot. It consisted of over

100 potential employers who
conducted interviews and ac-

cepted resumes from an esti-

mated 400 students from all ova-

Virginia.

Challenge was sponsored by

nine participating schools:

Hampden-Sydney College,

Lynchburg College, Roanoke
College, Mary Baldwin College,

Sweet Briar College, Virginia

Military Institute, Randolph
Macon Women's

t
College,

Hollins College, and Longwood
College. According to Niki

Fallis, Longwood had the best

turnout with approximately 100

in attendance.

Students who registered prior

SERVICES
Continued p. 1

such as mild ADD or dyslexia

may require only a note taker,

books on tape, or extended time

on assignments and tests. More

severe impairments like blind-

ness and multiple sclerosis re-

quire alternative learning mate-

rials and teaching methods such

as special software and instruc-

tional equipment or an inter-

preter.

Lissner estimates that there

is a higher proportion of stu-

dents with disabilities at Long

wood than at other public col-

leges in Virginia.

About 8% of incoming fresh-

men in recent years are identi-

fied by the Learning Center as

having a disability. All disabil-

ity related information is kept

confidential by the Learning

Center. Students are responsible

for identifying themselves to

their professors as having a dis-

ability Students who dunk thai

they may have a disability and

need accommodations should

contact Scott Lissner in the

Learning Center.

In addition, me Learning

Center offers free tutoring and a

writing lab to aid any students

who wish to improve their skills.

to the deadline were able to be

pre-selected by the employers of

their choice for interviews the

day of thejob fair. Other students

were able to participate in an in-

formation sharing session with

the numerous employers, ask

questions, and schedule inter-

views. Most ofLongwood's stu-

dents had at least two interviews;

some had as many as five.

Workshops were also held

between interview sessions on

topics such as how to find a great

job and how to exhibit excellent

interviewing skills.

Challenge Job Fair is held

specifically for seniors preparing

to enter the job market or jun-

iors looking for internship oppor-

tunities. It was also an excellent

opportunity for students to get

real-world interview experiences

and hopefully get ajump start on

their respective careers.

ALLYSON BIAKE
News Editor

According to a recent article

in The Farmville Herald, ap-

proximately 630 undergraduate

students will be living off cam-

pus by fall of 2002. This is in

addition to the fact that Long-

wood is still looking to have

5,000 students enrolled by the

year 2007.

At present, 160 students live

off campus. To accommodate

the additional 470 students that

will live off campus, there is a

96-unit duplex planned offGrace

Street as well as using the Pop-

lar Forest Apartments which

were constructed close to Prince

Edward High School off Route

628.

According to Richard

Hurley, Longwood's Vice-Presi-

dent for Administration and Fi-

nance, as quoted in The

Farmville Herald, " The need for

this apartment complex is be-

coming more apparent with each

passing day. There is no ques-

tion in our minds that the com-

munity is going to need to ab-

sorb 120 additional students (off-

campus) next fall. There is a

push. We do have a need."

Farmville town manager

Gerald Spates says that the com-

munity is willing to work with

Longwood, but that they have a

few concerns.

"We're going to work with

them the best we can but I think

we need to address a couple of

these big issues before it gets into

a more critical problem," he

smd, as quoted in The Farmville

Herald.

Dr. Cormier responded by

saying that Longwood was very

willing to work with the commu-

nity.

"We will work very closely

with the town...We*re not one of

those isolated colleges that sit

out apart from our community,"

she said, as quoted in The

Farmville Herald.

RENTAL
Continued p. 1

Monahan's office provided stu-

dents wim a Roommate Match-

ing Service. This consisted of a

form asking questions dealing

with steep prefences, study hab-

its, daily seMutetCte.

Students could also register

for drawings and door prizes.

"After attending the Rental

Fair, I've decided to defintety

move off-camptis,
,,

said junior

MeRae Rogers.

bo you Love, aud wor.smp

Ooz£&au_?
Show your love for the great sport by

entering to design this year's official

Oozeball T-Shirt!

Applications available starting Monday,

February 15th at all Front Desks and the

Ambassador Office. Applications due

March 15th.

Controversy of the

V v <*P k

Rumor has it that over 30
people (primarily sopho-

mores) were ticketed last

week for parking in Wynne.

The next day, an e-mail was

sent out telling them they

coudn't park there. Does any-

one else see the backwardness

of this situation?

Photo fey Allmm Bewrtey
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Employment
pportunities

SEWS & VIEWS

JENBAI1ARD
Business/Ad Manager

Residence Halls*

Desk Aides
Federal Work-Study
Contact REC or Housing
x2060

Library*

Security Asst/ Shelf Reader Elementary Schools

Natural Sciences

Department
Office/Lab Assistant

Federal Work-Study
Contact Betty Woodie,

x2571

Longwood/ Partners Read
Program
Reading Tutors for

Federal Work-Study
Contact Frances Hellmuth
X2507

ARAMARK Food Services*

Federal/College Work-
Study

Contact Margaret Dawson
Lancer Cafe, x2121 or

Wanda Bishop

Blackwell Dining Hall,

x2072

Disability Services/

Learning Center

Research and Tutoring

College Work-Study
Contact Scott Lissner, x2392

Central Stores/ Purchasing

Delivery Person-Clerk

Federal/College Work-
Study

*must have valid driver's

license

Contact Jay Sheeler, x2313

Athletics

Evening Gym Supervisor

Federal Work-Study
Contact Dan Prescott, x2041

Office of Commuter
Student Affairs and
Programs Clerical (various

duties; computer skills

required) Federal Work-
Study

Contact Susan Monahan,

Continuing Education and
Economic Development
Clerical Support

reoerai F*orx-otuay

Contact Patricia Davis,

x217D

Training Provided;

Education Majors Preferred

Federal Work-Study
Contact Nadine Garrett,

x2211 or

Dr. Horace Rice, x2698

Important Work
Experience Info

-You must have a 2.0 GPA to

work on campus.
-You must be enrolled in at

least half-time. (6 credits)

-Students are paid $5.15/hr.

-Avg. #of hours a week 8-12

(15 maximum)
-Students are paid once a

month around the 20th.

-Paychecks can be found in

Cashiering (3rd Floor

Lancaster)

There are two types of work
study, College and Federal.

College WS-all students

may apply for«.it is not

based on financial need.

Federal WS-based on
financial need, part of

financial aid packet

For more information or

assistance contact Nadine
Garrett x22U or in the

Career Center

Muslim Students Assoc
Learn About Jesus in the

religion of Islam.

Monday, March 1st

7:00pm AB rooms
Questions call x3S45or

X3795

Student

Voriersl

Don't forget

to fill out

and sign

time cards.

Do you want a classified?

1x2 inches $3

Mail it to us at Box 2901

Deadlines are Mondays
©5

n
M(B®\Ft

Corner of 2nd and Main Streets

Historical Downtown Farmvitle

392-6305

Hallmark Cards

Dept 56-SnowBabiesDickens Village

SnowBunnies-North Pole

Colonial Williamsburg Houses

Homemade Fudge

Longwood Flags and others

Yankee Candle

Cars Meow
Cherrished Teddies

Boyd's Bears

Lang Graphics

Harbor Lights-Coming Soon

({)ates to q^ememfeer

April 4-10

April 6

National Student

Employment Week

Student Employee

Appreciation Dinner

pcrmmom
RetoeNter yon toast o»tv or reapptv to work on
taftpusl Start wefchlns for apptfca+ior) a*4 Jt>t>

•peninss ?n March ami April! Refttefeter He Mnjt
lis*e4 tetew(especia{(v IF you want a Jofr tut 4©n't
fcnow where or what!

How to Find a Job on Campus . .

.

1

.

Go to the Career Center (First Floor Lancaster)
2. Review the Job Vacancy Notebook
3. Complete an Interview/Skills Assessment form and verify

eligibility for work-study
Contact prospective employers and schedule interviews

Be sure to have documents required for the hiring process

4

You Joe Ustirm at Hl^/Z^.^.+du/aofcum^^
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Thursday Friday Saturday Su
25t 26th 27th

n

2t
ACNC Meeting

in the Prince Edward

Room
@ 12:30- 1:30 p.m.

Men's Tennis

vs.

Barton

@ 1:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis

vs.

Barton

@ 1:30 p.m.

Theatre:

William Shakespeare's

Measurefor Measure

in Jarman

8:00 p.m.

Alpha Phi Alpha

Presents

Black & Gold Quiz Bow
in tiie

Commonwealth Ballroom

7:00 p.m.

Theatre:

William Shakespeare's

Measurefor Measure

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Carpenter Center

Gospel Play

Love the One You With

Prices $23.50 -$19.50

@ 8:00 p.m.

Solid Gold Fish Bowl
Playing in Lynchburg

in PercivaFs

Women's Tennis

vs.

Averett

1 1 :00 a.m.

Softball

vs.

Bloomsburg

1 :00 p.m.

Carpenter Center

Gospel Play

Love the One You With

Prices $25.00 - $25.50

3:00 & 8:00 p.m.

LP Comedy Club
Featuring Mitch Fatel

in the

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Theatre:

William Shakespeare's

Measurefor Measure
in Jarman

8:00 p.m.

S

Bio

@1

Tl

William

Measure

in

@:

Carpet

Broa<

Jolson -

@2
$4

@1
$40.5

&

R(

@3

Senior P

Ang€

in

@4
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rftball

vs.

omsburg

:00 p.m.

leatre:

Shakespeafe's

"for Measure

Jarman

1:00 p.m.

iter Center

Iway Play

The Musical

;:00 p.m.

6 -$36

or

:30 p.m.

0- $31.50

>ftball

vs.

>anoke

:00 p.m.

iano Recital:

la Powell

Wygal

:00 p.m.

Muslim Students

Association

Meeting

in AB Rooms in Lankford

7:00 p.m.

Rotunda Editorial Staff

Meeting

in Rotunda Office

@ 9:00 p.m.

Remember:

&li Some

snorting ebente

are free!

Tuesday Wednescty

2nd 3rd
Softball

vs.

Mary Washington

College

@ 2:30 p.m.

Purim:

a Jewish festival

celebrated on the 14th

day of the month ofAdar

in commemoration ofthe

deliverance of the Jews

in Persia from

destruction by Haman

Baseball

vs.

St. Paul

@ 1:00 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse

vs.

Gannon (PA)

in Duke (NC)

5:00 p.m.

rfiOM SiGTWdA*$ f TO NrrTiHGS, TO OFF
CAMMIS tV^MTS. IF tOU Tvu* US, IT CQIhL©

•» MM*T«> fte**. IF YOU ©OK*T TttJL US,

Wr WO*?T KNOW ABOUT iT.

mi us at: «oTuflf>*#t.oMewooe.t/irc.rou
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Organization Spotlight: The Rotunda Newspaper

TAB LLOYD
Guest Writer

Her weary, blood-shot eyes

strain at the minuscule blurs of

type as she desperately searches

for that missing comma in

tomorrow's news copy ...

He sporadically twitches

with a razor blade in one hand

and his seventh can of caffeine-

riddled Mountain Lightning in

the other as he attempts to cut

fine lines ofcopy with the preci-

sion of a surgeon . .

.

We curse, unplug, replug,

and eventually kick various

pieces of equipment that taunt us

by breaking at the worst possible

moment and always after the

Help Desk and RTA hours are

long over ...

It's 4:30 a.m.' We'll be back

at 8 a.m. .

.

The sun has come up; the

computers have gone down . . . dard-size traditional to tabloid-

Wejust put the paper to bed; size liberal. Previous editors

now, it's our turn ..

.

have been fired (even though
Welcome to Wednesday they're not even paid) for inci-

night/Thurs-

day morning

at The Ro-

Since
1920, dedi-

c a t e d

Longwood
students
have worked

day and

night (and

night and.

day) to pro-

duce various

incarnations

of our cam-

pus paper. Both visually and dents such as the expose on
philosophically, the newspaper drugs in Prince Edward County
has been everything from stan- schools and for inserting

The staffhard tt work. Photo by Melissa GUI.

condoms into every issue of the

paper. There were papers listing

the salaries of the faculty, as well

as page headings with the names

of genitals spelled

backwards. For a

trip down mem-
ory lane, visit The

Rotunda office

and stroll through

our morgue of

past issues.

As for the cur-

rent Rotunda,

we're a staff of

about 20 fiercely

dedicated people

who need a cre-

ative outlet to

keep us off the

streets at night.

Each week, we assign stories,

write, edit, shoot and develop

photos, design layouts, proof-

read, prep pages, deal with print-

ing companies, wrangle with ad-

vertisers, manage finances, dis-

tribute papers, and attempt to

balance the needs of administra-

tors, faculty, students, and future

journalists. And in between, we
get punchy from sleep deprava-

tion and an overabundance of

creative energy mixed with too

much caffeine. That's when the

real fun begins (we have the staff

photos to prove it).

Now you have the montage

view ofwho we are and what we
do to bring you The Rotunda. If

you think you have a budding

journalist in you that's yearning

to be free, come join us Monday
nights at 9 p.m. for our weekly

staff meetings. B.Y.O.M.L.
(Bring your own Mountain
Lightning).

Organization Spotlight:

SATISFACTION Hall

Organization Spotlight: Mortar Board

LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor

One of the several special

interest halls on Longwood's
campus is the SATISFACTION
Hall. Located on 2nd floor Cox,

the hall has been in existence

since 1997. The primary purpose

of the hall is to provide upper-

classmen with a substance-free

community and service oriented

living environment.

The hall was created in the

Spring of 1997, by former RA
and Longwood graduate, Steven

Jacobsen. Jacobsen created an

anagram by stating, Striving All

Together In Supporting Favor-

able Activities, Connections,

Talents, and Interests Of Neigh-

bors, thus SATISFACTION.
The hall's main focus are

their hall programs. Anyone can

plan a program. There are pro-

graming committee meetings

every other week, in which a rep-

resentative from each suite must

. Some programs from last

included a Rape Aware-

ness program, working the

Oktoberfest booth, going to die

Tea Room, and going to see the

Tom Deluca show.

Attending programs are a re-

quirement for living on the hall.

SATISFACTION Hall resi-

dents also work with closely with

the Cox Hall Council. This

weekend, residents are volun-

teering at the ASPCA. Plans to

go hiking, ice skating and tak-

ing a trip to the ropes course are

also in the works.

This hall is a definite asset

to the residence hall association,

as well as to Longwood's cam-

pus. We've received feedback

about the hall from other

schools, outside of Virginia,"

said hall president Michelle

Rendon.

Rendon's goal for this semes-

ter is to allow incoming fresh-

men to live on the hall.

Second-year resident Heath-

er Davis stated, The hall is such

a positive environment for up-

perclassmen to live in. Everyone

is remarkably close and we all

get along fairly well."

Interest meetings are being

tchedntod for March for those

interested in living oa the SAT-

ISFACTION Han.

BONNIE PANCOAST
Guest Writer

Mortar Board is a national

honor society recognizing se-

niors who have demonstrated

leadership, scholarship, and ser-

vice to the college. It also pro-

vides leadership and service op-

portunities to its members. Na-

tionwide, there are more than

200 chapters and
over 200,000 mem-
bers. The week of

February 15-21 is

National Mortar
Board week. So,

you're saying to

yourself, T think

that's the people who
do Oktoberfest, but

what else do they do?"

Here at Longwood, the Geist

Chapter of Mortar Board is re-

sponsible for our yearly

Oktoberfest celebration. Every-

thing from the T-shirts and pa-

rade to the main stage activities

and color wars is organized by

Mortar Board, but Oktoberfest is

not the only Geist Chapter activ-

uy. vie sponsor a service project

every Spring. For example, the

1991 Mortar Board sponsored a

book drive for Prince Edward

lookout for the 1 999 project! We
will be doing a project which in-

volves the student body. It will

be sometime in March, so look

for flyers and advertisements on

how you can participate.

We also sponsor scholarships

each year. Eligible students in-

clude rising sophomores, juniors,

seniors, and graduate students

who display leadership and in-

volvement on the Longwood
campus. Individuals must have

a cumulative GPA of 3.0. Appli-

cations are available at all resi-

dence halls, the Financial Aid
Office, and the Lankford Student

Union Information Desk. The
applications are due by March 5

to box 2237. If you have any

questions, please call Kristina

Skeltonatx4151.

The 1999 MortarBoard is off

to a great start Keep an eye out

for Mortar Board

projects and scholarships!!

Listed below are the mem-
bers of the 1999 Mortar Board

and the offices they hold. Sch-

olars. ..chosen for leader-

ship, ..united to serve.

Carrie Armstrong, Midway;
Bill Fiege, Advisor; Mary
Barron, T-shirts; Susan Mon-
ahan, Advisor, Amy Bradley,

Spirit Leaders; Kim

^^^ B r a d 1 e y , V P

,. Oktoberfest; Ruth
Compo, Main Stage;

Heather Duffy, Parade;

Linda Eanes, Main
Stage; Heather

Fritchky, Historian /

Web Page; Amber
Giles, Kids Games/

Color Wars; Dave Gingras, VP
Service; Jennifer Graumann,
Special Projects; Nikesha Hous-

ton, President; Rhianna Mathias,

Kick-off; Mariellen Mory, Mid-
way; Bonnie Pancoast, Publicity;

Loretta Parham, Secretary;
Jessica Sanchez, Alumni Rela-

tions; Tiffany Shelton, Parade/

Membership-. Kristina Skelton,

Scholarship; Eddie Webster,

KJowas; Jonathan Wood, Spe-
cial Projects; Brian ZoUiabofer,

: .'
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i&VlNROCK
Calendar Editor

1. When two airplanes almost collide why do they call it a

"near truss?" It sounds like a ^near hit" to me.

2. Do fish get cramps after eating?

3. Why are there 5 syllables in the word "monosyllabic"?

4. Why do they call it the Department of the Interior when

they are in charge of everything outdoors ?

5. Why do scientists call it research when looking for some-

thing new?

6. When I erase a word with a pencil, where does it go?

7. Why is it when a door is open it's "ajar", but when a jar

is open it's not "adoor"?

8. Tell a man that there are 400 biUiera stars and he'll

believe you. Tell him a bench has wet paint and he has to

touch it

9. How come Superman could stop bullets with bis cheat

but always ducked when someone threw a gun at him?

10. Why does Sea World have a seafood restaurant?

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of

your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@iongwood.Iwc.edu

Movie Review:
A Civil Action

ROBYN FULLER
Staff Writer

In the midst of the teenybop-

per, high school, Varsity Blues-

esque films currently in theaters,

A Civil Action was a refreshing

real world change.

Imagine a PBS documentary

crossed with a really good epi-

sode of Law and Order, star-

ring John Travolta and Robert

Duvall and you get this film.

Based cm a true story, A Civil

Action is about an environmen-

tal trauma that actually took

place in Woburn, Massachusetts

in the late 1970s.

Residents of this small town

had long been suspicious of the

bad taste and smell of their wa-

ter. Upon investigation it was

discovered that water supplies

were polluted wim toxins that re-

sulted from a local tannery,

owned awl operated by the large

corporations Beatrice Foods, Inc.

and W.R. Grace and Company.

Coincidentally, eight chil-

dren had been diagnosed with

leukemia around the same time,

causing area residents to draw

their own con-

clusions on the

cause of the

disease.

When one

mother (Kathleen Quinlan) of a

deceased child contacted per-

sonal-injury lawyer Jon

Schlichtmann (Travolta), the

stakes were raised.

Through the course of the

film, we see a Jerry Maguire-Yike

transition in Travolta's character

as he realizes that this case is not

just about a large financial settle-

ment. A twist in the ending

leaves the viewer feeling sur-

prised yet satisfied when the ap-

proximately two-hour flick ends.

Produced by acclaimed actor

Robert Redford, A Civil Action

provides real entertainment with-

out the peppy acting, hit

soundtracks, and sugar coating

of most current new releases. If

you are looking for a movie that

is packed wim factual, historical,

true-to-life info or for a film that

will definitely make you think,

A Civil Action is for yew.

Movie Review:

SOLOMON SINCLAIR
Guest Writer

77(Pi) is an independent film

by first time writer/director

Darren Aronofsky. This film won
Best Picture at the Sundance

Film Festival in 1998. Eric

Watson, who also helped de-

velop the screenplay, produced

the film. Tl (Pi) was in theaters

last year, and has been out on

video for a couple of months. If

you have not heard of this movie,

you are probably not alone; 77

(Pi) was not a box office hit In

fact, it was made on a budget of

about sixty thousand dollars, in

stark contrast to last years block-

busters Armageddon and Deep

Impact. Aronofsky was able to

get the capital to produce this

film from family and friends.

Sean Gullette plays Max
Cohen, a brilliant mathematician

who is in search of a numerical

sequence that can unlock the se-

crets of the universe. Max be-

lieves that the essence and com-

plexity of life can be seen in the

simplicity of the Slock Market.

The search for this numerical se-

quence slowly

drives Max
insane, and he

exhibits signs

of delusional paranoia. Max is

pursued by a Wall Street firm

driven to take over the Stock

Market, and a sect of Hasidic

Jews that believe that the nu-

merical sequence can unlock the

secrets of the Torah and reveal

the true name of God.

[J (Pi) is a sci-fi thriller that

is incredibly suspenseful. It

couples The Twilight Zone with

Alfred Hitchcock's vertigo. The

movie is shot in black and white

and shows deep contrasts of light

and dark; this makes the cinema-

tography mere like a work ofart

Sean Gullette delivered a mar-

velous performance. Aron-

ofsky 's directing may have been

the most amazing aspect of this

film. He was able to create an

intense film on a budget equal to

the price of a new luxury sports

utility vehicle. 77 (Pi) is simply

a great movie and it is for this

reason that it scores an almost

unfathomable 5 seats out of 5.

From the Rafters
ED BELL

Director ofHousing

HellooooooLongwood. Ku-

dos go out to Susan Monahan of

the Commuter Affairs Office for

organizing a very successful

First Annual Renter's Fair. Over

100 students participated and

gathered information concerning

rentals available off campus.

Looks like a winner of an annual

program that can only get better.

Speaking of off-campus, 181

students applied to move off for

the 1999-2000 academic year.

For the first time Juniors had the

opportunity to apply for the Jun-

ior Option and 78 students took

us up on die offer. Students ap-

plying for the Exceptions to the

Residency Requirement totalled

another 107 for a grand total of

181 students asking to be re-

leased to Hve off-campus.

The good news is that most,

if not all, of these folks will be

released to live off next year.

NOTE: Do not sign a lease until

you have your personal letter of

release in hand. The other news

is mat we really need to release

a few more juniors and seniors

to make room for die incoming

and continuing classes.

Uuuummm, 181. That seems

like a low number of students

interested in moving off. Last

year we had 179 students apply

without having the Junior option.

At a minimum, there were 1107

students eligible to apply to be

released. That means only 16%

of the students eligible applied

to move off. What's up with

mat? I want to hear from you!

What are you thinking? What

needs to happen for there to be

more interest in moving off?

How can we help answer your

needs? What are the key issues

you feel need to be addressed in

the Farmville area to make liv-

ing off-campus more desirable?

On another note, Spring Break

is coming up. What a great

American college student

tradition! But, it's a scary world

cut mere. Be sale as you travel.

We hope to see you in one healthy

piece when you get tack.

No change in the racquetball

challenge: Ed 25; Challengers 0.

Cheap Eats
at~

The ffitdvln

Post

LOREN HATCHER
Assistant Copy Editor

I'll admit, I've heard some

rather disturbing rumors about

The Hitch-In Post. But when my
suitemates and I ventured there

last Wednesday night, I was thor-

oughly pleased with the food,

service, and atmosphere.

We were immediately seated

and given menus, and our drink

orders were also taken. As I

scanned the menu, I was pleased

to see a variety of appetizers and

entrees, including my room-

mate's favorite-onion rings.

There was also a seafood

menu and a light menu. I ordered

a philly steak and cheese sand-

wich, with lettuce, tomato, and

mayonnaise. This is also when

the waitress brought our drinks.

The drink glasses had to be forty

ounces and they were filled to the

brim.

Our appetizer arrived about

ten minutes after we ordered.

There was a heaping amount of

onion rings in a basket, which

were served hot and soft.

The rest of our meal arrived

about fifteen minutes later.

French fries came with my sand-

wich and they were seasoned dif-

ferently from any others I have

ever tasted. They were warm and

soft and had a tangy-spicy taste.

4 The sandwich was good,

though I would have preferred

less grease (I don't know what I

expected, I ordered a philly). My
drink was prompdy refilled even

though I had only finished half

of die glass.

Overall I had a very enjoy-

able meal. The atmosphere was

very "down home." The only

negative thing was that the wait-

ress was slow to bring the check,

but it was busy, and as a sum-

mertime waitress, I could sym-

pathize.

So if you are in the need for

some good food in a relaxed en-

vironment, try The Hitch-In

Post!

I
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You Oughta Know: Alanis Rocked the Landmark

JOHN THRASHER
Guest Writer

Two friends and I recently

made the trip to the newly reno-

vated Landmark Theatre in Rich-

mond to see Alanis Morissette

and special guest Liz Phair. We
remembered our tickets and sub-

sequently weren't late, so the

night started out better than my
other recent concert experiences.

Morissette is touring to pro-

mote her much anticipated

sophomore album Supposed

Former Infatuation Junkie, the

follow up to her 25 million sell-

ing debut album Jagged Little

Pill.

Phair burst back onto the

music scene with her new album

Whitechocolatespaceegg and a

headlining spot on the success-

ful Lilith Fair tour.

Phair, who took the music

scene by storm with her hard hit-

ting album Exile in Guyville, is

credited with paving the way for

Wygal Presents

Chamber Music
Concert

AISHA HENDERSON
Asst. Opinion Editor

The Chamber Music Series

presented the Niethamer-Walter

Duo in concert in Wygal audito-

rium. Clarinetist, David

Niethamer and *

pianist, John

Walter, gave a

sterling perfor- I

mance that the

audience
seemed to thor-

oughly enjoy.

Mr.Nie-
thamer's and Mr. Walter's pro-

gram was a mixture of late 19th

century and 20th century com-

posers, such as Camilla Saint

Saens and David Baker. Mr.

Niethamer gave a brief introduc-

tion to the composer before per-

forming each segment

Neither Mr. Niethamer nor

Mr. Walter are new at this. David

current female rockers like and did an excellent job of mix- and added in some of her lesser

Morissette. She has a strong and ing both old and new material known but equally as good
* ._ n

honest voice

that compli-

ments her abil-

ity as a

songwriter,
making her one

of today's pre-

miere musi-

cians.

She per-

formed her hit

song Supernova

and her current

single Polyester

Bride, but it was

when she sang

about brash

sexuality in

songs like

Johnny Feel-

good and Flower that she really

brought down the house.

Morissette opened her two-

hour performance with the rock-

ing Baba from her new album

Niethamer teaches clarinet at the

University of Richmond and was

appointed to the position of Prin-

cipal Clarinetist in the Richmond

Symphony.

John Walter currently teaches

mathematics

at the Gov-

ernor's School

for Govern-

ment and In-

ternational

Studies in

Richmond,
but is a regu-

lar guest artist with the Rich-

mond Symphony. Their profes-

sionalism was apparent in their

performance.

If you like clarinet and piano

duos, then you would enjoy the

Niethamer-Walter Duo. The

music was well-played and en-

tertaining. I recommend seeing

them ifever you have the chance.

songs.

Morissette

performed
her hits You

Learn, Hand

In My Pocket,

and You

Oughta
Know, some

less popular

ballads like

Perfect and

Are You Still

Mad; and

some new

cutting edge

songs like

Joining You

and Can't Not

before clos-

throughout the night. ing with her Grammy nominated

Sophomore Ashley Toney single Uninvited from the Cify of

said, "Alanis put on a better Angels soundtrack.

show than I expected because In response to the roars from

she played everyone's favorites the crowd she came back out for

Longwood students enjoy an Alanis Morissette concert. Photo by Loren Hatcher.

two encores and performed

Ironic, Thank U, and her current

single Unsent.

Morissette was an excellent

entertainer, dancing and whirling

across the stage and talking to

the crowd throughout the con-

cert.

The stage and lighting added

greatly to the atmosphere during

her set.

Toney added, "The stage dur-

ing Alanis' performance was in-

credible, it wasn't simply your

typical oriental rugs, but a highly

intricate painted floor design."

Morissette and Phair are both

women who first drew attention

to themselves by singing frankly

about relationships, sex, and get-

ting back at old boyfriends. Each

then spent several years getting

in touch with their inner feel-

ings and returned with CDs that

showed they had matured as art-

ists. These are two ladies who

really know how to rock.

BITTER
Continued p. 6

Dear Dr. Bitter,

Should I tell my roommate

that I know his girlfriend is be-

ing unfaithful?

"Loose Lips" (the ship

sinker)

Dear Loose Lips,

Unless you are very certain

she has been unfaithful you may

do more harm than good by

opening your mouth. You need

to take into consideration how

long your roommate has been

with her, and exactly what con-

stitutes "unfaithful" in their re-

lationship. Your roommate may
think you are being nosy or

"bad-mouthing" his girlfriend.

However, ifyou feel certain

your roommate would want to

know, than be deserves to hear

the truth. If you have any kind

of a relationship with his girl-

friend, try talking to her. Tell

her in no uncertain terms what

you know. Let her know that

you plan to tell your roommate

but would rather it come from

her. Give her some time to tell

him herself.

If she still doesn't tell him

(and I don't mean wait until the

end of the semester) then tell him

yourself.

Don't think of yourself as "a

ship sinker", you didn't create the

situation. You simply want to

help out a friend.

Dear Dr. Bitter,

I have recently discovered

that I am in love with my
boyfriend's roommate. He has

everything my boyfriend is lack-

ing. He's funny, sweet, sensitive,

andjust plain wonderful. He has

even done things for me mat a

boyfriend should do. He has

brought me dinner and even

painted my toe nails I am re-

ally starting to fall for him. What

should I do about my boyfriend?

"In Love W/Two"

Dear W/Two,

I think you need to exam-

ine your idea of love. Infatua-

tion is a better word to describe

it. You make your boyfriend

out to be a loser because his

roommate is charming.

Don't overlook the fact that

he is crossing the boundaries of

what is appropriate to do for

another man's girlfriend (paint-

ing your toe nails?? haven't you

seen Pulp Fiction?).

If he was so "wonderful" he

would have more respect for

your relationship with his

roommate! Besides, it is much

easier for him to took perfect

when he doesn't have any obli-

gations to you.

You aren't giving yow boy-

friend enough credit, I might

not be so "funny, sweet and sen-

sitive" if ray girlfriend was

throwing herself at ray room-

mate! You need to think about

what you're doing. The fart that

you think you are falling for

someone else is a good sign you

don't need to be in a relation-

ship You should do yow boy-

friend a favor and leave them

BOTH
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"Smash or Trash" CD Reviews
Joydrop: Metasexual **l/2

EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer

There's nothing that is en-

tirely striking about Joydrop's

Metasexual.

Yes, lead singer Tara Slone

has a beautiful voice, but an-

gelic-voiced female singers are

pretty easy to come by these

days.

The mix of the traditional

bass-drum-guitar setup with

electronic elements have made

some critics compare them to

Garbage, but Joydrop lacks

Garbage's attitude and finesse.

They are a much simpler band

than that.

But Joydrop does have the

ability to create dark-edged rock

songs that may not be entirely

memorable but entertaining

nonetheless.

The songs never rise above

being anything other than they

seem, which isn't necessarily

bad, but doesn't make a lasting

impression.

In its quiet moments,

Joydrop's Metasexual ap-

proaches beauty. Beautiful about

obsessive admiration, starts out

wistful and calm.

Unfortunately, Joydrop has

a tendency to want to do every-

thing they possibly can in a song,

so on each chorus, they start in

with vocal distortion and clangy

guitars. It doesn't ruin the song,

but prevents it from being all that

it could have been. Fortunately,

the dreamy Strawberry Marigold

proves to be the most even and

thoughtful track on the album.

There is the appropriate re-

straint in allowing the lyrics

Hole: Celebrity Skin ***
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Courtney Love and company

are back with their latest

albumCelebrity Skin.

There were many changes

during this album. Patty

Scheme!, the drummer for eight

years suddenly left. The pro-

ducer at first was the Smashing

'umpkin's singer, Billy Corgan.

But he later left after having the

usual conflicts with Love.

Hole seems to have a com-

jletely different sound from

their last album Live Through

This. The sound has a more

>oppy cotton candy sound. Love

las polished the rough edges off

of her voice.

The album is a lot softer, but

still rocks pretty hard. It can be

jest described as sprung, high-

impact music.

In the opener, Celebrity

Skin,Lo\c declares herself a

"Walking study in demonology."

This set the tone of the album. It

seems that Love is releasing

some more of her own personal

demons. It is a track full of en-

ergy that seems to explode the

malaise that has surrounded

Love since Kurt Cobain's death.

Another example of this is in

my favorite song, Malibu. This

is a very catchy, soft song that

isn't afraid of rocking out In this

Love declares "Down by the sea

is where you drown your scars."

about lovers parting ways to

speak for themselves.

-However, what Joydrop

does best is rock. The blend of

heavy guitar work, loud drums

and capable vocals on songs

suchas Spiders create a slightly

creepy atmosphere that is just

enough to be interesting.

Joydrop's greatest strength as

a band lies in their ability to craft

emotional music that still re-

mains completely enjoyable.

Still, all in all, Joydrop

doesn't say much as a band.

Their music is pleasant and fun

in the way that it doesn't need to

be considered. It's just sort of

there. Metasexual is the sort of

CD that serves as fantastic back-

ground music, but really isn't

good for much else.

I am not the biggest Hole fan,

but this is definitely an album

worth buying. After I bought it,

I had the songs swimming in my
head for a week.

RATING
SCALE:

****

Great CD. A must have; you

must go buy mis now!

***

Good CD. You need to own

this at some point

**

Okay. You should be a mu-

sic fan to go buy this.

Waste of a CD. Don't bother

with it

\i there o OD you wont lo

/ee reviewed?

Bring it by the office or e-

mail us the title.

Local Band Spotlight

Tomato Love Apple

Aerodynamical ***

/EN BALLARD
Business/Ad Manager

Aerodynamical is the first CD
for Tomato Love Apple, a local

band. Part of the band comes

from Longwood while the other

part is from Lynchburg. I have

seen this

group live on

many oc-

casions and

the music is so

alive and full

ofenergy. The

band had a

demo tape,

TheSubtrac-

tion Faction

and it is still

in existence, somewhere. The

music is good. Each song has it's

own feeling and idea. I can listen

to the CD all the way through

and not get bored of it.

fOMAlOtOyt iPHl

!erodqnamical

. The thing about TLA is that

either you like them or you don't.

There is no, well they are ok,

but..

The group has a true love for

music that you can sense as you

listen to it They put their all into

the songs each

and every time

they play. I

recommend
that you get

the CD and if

you aren't

interested in

buying it, at

least borrow it

from someone

else. If you

would like a copy call x3977 and

ask for Melissa. You can check

out the website at

www.angelfire.com/biz/tomato

love apple.

Snake Forcefield

/ Hope I Didn 't Disturb

MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Snake Forcefield 's album /

Hope I Didn't Disturb You defi-

nitely lives up to its name...there

is nothing dis-

turbing about

any of its 14

tracks.

As I was

listening, I

was lulled into

a nice state of

peace by the

songs. The
music is soft

in some places

and harder in

others.

Commercials on the Air-

waves is one ofmy favorites.The

vocals on this song are very

beautiful, I think that is what

caught me on the song. Life-

guard, with it's echoing guitar

riffs seemed to put me right in

the ocean floating on the warm

water (wishful thinking in this

weather). Misfit and Orange

Counterfeit Sky Watchman were

two very catchy songs that

stayed with me most of the day.

They were two that you could

easily hum (or sing) along to.

Vocals play a large part on

this album.

There are

many differ-

ent vocal

parts in each

song. The

best part is

that they

sound so

great to-

gether. The

music behind

the voice also

does its part. When you combine

the two together, you get about

40 minutes of great musk!

If you want to get a copy of

this CD, you can go to a live

Snake Forcefield show (I see

Snake Forcefield in Lynchburg

a lot) or you can go to the Out-

side Records site at

www.angelfire.com/biz/
CHitsiderecords/index.html

.
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Lancers Lady Lancers Suffer Men's Basketball
Win Two Tough Loss Falls in Over Time

Press Release
JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

Longwood (5-0) toe* a col-

lege softball victory double-

header past the College of West

Virginia (0-2) Saturday, Febru-

ary 20. The Lady Lancers were

led in the opener by Senior Ubby
Gough, Amelia County HS who
was 2-3 with a double, two runs,

and three RBI, while Stacey

Rose, Thomas Jefferson HS (3-

0) pitched a one-hitter with four

strikeouts to earn the mound
win.

Freshman Jodi Wolff-

Coussoulos, Fauquier HS was
2-2 with a double and two runs

to spark the Lancers, while

Sophomore Deni.se Wack, Cheat

Bridge HS (2-0) scattered seven

hits with three strikeouts for die

pitching win.

Longwood will play again

February 27, Saturday, hosting

Blooms-burg (PA) in a 1 p.m.

doubleheader at Lancer Field.

Longwood hosted CVAC
opponent Belmont Abbey (NC)
Saturday in Lancer Hall for the

final game in the regular season.

The Lady Lancers struggled

hard in the first half and could

not catch up to me Crusaders as

they took over. The Crusaders,

CVAC regular-season champi-

ons, led 48-35 at halfume and

never looked back for the win.

The final score was 88-72.

Longwood was led by jun-

ior Kali Brown/Powhatan HS
with 14 points, five assists, and

five steals, while senior Mary
Barron/Paul VI HS, sophomore

Demietre Prince/William

Campbell HS, and freshman Jill

Maholts/Lake Braddock HS
each contributed 12 points.

Barron also grabbed a game-
high 1 1 rebounds.

Senior Mary Barron was

recognized before the start of the

game for hercontributions to the

Longwood Women's Basketball

program for four years. Mary
has led Longwood this season in

rebounding with a 9,3 rpg., and

anll.4ppg.

Longwood the number
three seed in the CVAC, tourna-

ment hosted the number six seed

Lees-McRae on Wednesday,

February 18, with the final score

of 74-77.

The Lancers hung with the

Cats up until the final buzzer.

Though the point margin never

got below ten until the fourth

quarter, Longwood exhibited an

excellent effort

Longwood Athletic Trainer

Amy Price stated. "Sometimes

Lees-McRae would be ahead by

ten points or more. Our girls

hung tight and narrowed die gap

to about three or four points."

The crowd was assisted by

almost the entire sorority popu-

lation which added spirit and

intensity.

JAMIE TURNER
ChiefCopy Editor

Longwood hosted Belmont
Abbey (NC) on Saturday Febru-

ary 20th to end the regular sea-

son in Lancer Hall.

The Lancers took an

early lead and kept it

until the final 2:44.

The Crusaders rallied

from a 10-point defi-

cit to tie the game at

65-65 through regula-

tion play, then

outscored the Lancers

23-16 in the extra pe-

riod for the win. Longwood
started off strong and played

very aggresively and rough with

the Crusaders after their coach

was ejected from the game after

LC was led by junior Jon

Hughes/Bloomingdale (FL) HS
with game-highs of30 poins and

12 rebounds, while sophomore

Jay Louden/Bruton HS added 19

points and seven boards.

Before the final

game started

Longwood recognized

senior Chris Williams/

ewood(lND)EIwood

Community HS for his

four years of contribu-

tions to the Longwood

Basketball program.

Chris was out most of

the season due to a

broken wrist Chris finished the

season with 11 rpg. in rebound-

ing and 24 ppg.

Longwood has the eighth

seed going into the tournament

and played the number one seed

'W'i

halftime. Without a coach,

Longwood gained some momen- Queens (NC) on Wednesday,
turn but not enough to last The winner of this game moves
throughout the second half. The on to the next contest and the

final score of Saturday's brutal next level in the tournament,

contest was 88-81.

Riley Likely to Lead Team to CVAC Title Averett
Press Release

Kathy Riley is in her second

year as head coach of the

Longwood College softball pro-

1Coach of the Year' honors in one national ranking while gar-

that sport in 1994. Prior to her tiering first-team 'All-America'

time at Mount Olive, Riley honors,

coached basketball and softball Riley later played on the gold

at Ooldsboro(NC) High School medal-winning team at the 1990

Riley previously coached at

fellow Carolinas-Virginia Ath-

letic Conference (CVAC) mem-
ber Mount Olive (NC) from
1993-97, gaining conference

'Coach of die Year' accolades in

1997 and 1995. She led Mount
Olive to a 31-23 record in *97,

tying for the CVAC regular sca-

aon tide. The Lancers were 22-

18 overall a year ago, finishing

10-8 in the CVAC for third-place

during both the regular-season

and the CVAC Tournament,

Riley was 85-79 during four

seasons at Mount Olive, gaining

57 victories during the past two
campaigns. She also coached
lwMeyball at the Norm Carolina

school and garnered conference

for a year fol-

lowing eight

years of work-

ing with the

Houston
(Texas) Flames

AAU women's

basketball
team which

won two Na-

Oiympic Sports

Festival. She

has also played

on five national

champion soft-

ball teams dur-

ing die summer

months, gaining

'All-America*

status seven
Uonai AAU Championships. times.

Success is nothing new to In basketball, she was a
Riley, a native of Dayton, Ohio. Street & Smith magazine pre-

In addition to her coaching

accommptishments mentioned

earlier, Riley has enjoyed quite

a remarkable individual athletic

past. She was the 1981

Brodenck Cup National Softball

'Playerofthe Year* at East Caro-

lina, leading ECU to a number

season 'All-American' and
Norm Carolina 'Athlete of the

Year" in *81. ECU was a top

twenty team that year, advanc-

ing to the NCAA
Tournament. Riley, who

scored over 1,800 career points

white at ECU and Middle Ten-

nessee State, earned tryouts for

the 1980 United States Olympic
Women's Basketball Team and

the 1978 Pan American Games
team. She was a finalist for the

Olympic team in *80, and later

played professionally with the

Houston Shamrocks of the

Women's American Basketball

Association during 1983-84.

Riley earned her B.S. in

physical education from East

Carolina in 1981 after transfer-

ring from Middle Tennessee in

1979. She then received herME
in physical education: psychol-

ogy/sociology from Norm Texas

State in 1982. Riley is currently

a member of the National

Fastpitch Coaches Association

(NFCA). Riley is hoping to lead

her team to a CVAC tide. This

team is already headed in the

right direction with a victory this

past weekend. They are looking

forward to their game Saturday.

Defeated
Press Release

Longwood Lancers(4-0)

took a 4-3 decision past visiting

Danville's Averett College Sun-

day at the Lancer Hall Tennis

Courts, The Lancers got wins

from junior James Pettinelli/

Robinson HS (6-0, 6-0), Pbillipe

Pilard (6-1, 6-0), and freshman

Dave Helfrich/Brookville HS
(6-0) had wins come from
Pettinelli and sophomore Igor

Bilaiagic/AIbert Einstein (Ger-

many) (8-6) and Helfrich and
classmate Danny Baty/
Brookville HS (8-0).

Longwood will play again

Saturday, Feb. 20, at CVAC op-

ponent Erskine (SC) at 9 a.m.,

and men at conference opponent

Anderson (SC) at 230 p.ra..
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Longwood Golf
Men's Golf Women's Golf
March:
8-9 at Barton Invitational

13-14 atTusculum Invit.

20-21 at Concord Invit.

26-28 at Camp Lejeune Invit

April;

5-6 at UNC-Pembroke Invit.

11-13 ar CVAC Champions.

May:
3-5 at NCAA North Regional

18-21 at NCAA Champions.

March:
8-9 at Rollins Invitational

11-12 at N. Hionois Invit

27-28 at William & Mary

April:

10-13 at Penn State Invitat

May;
12-15 at NCAA Champions.

Co Team!

Longwood Tennis
Men's Tennis Women's Tennis

February:
25 Barton

March:
5 at Coker (SQ
6-11 at Hilton Head Island

19 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
20 at Mt Olive (NQ
20 at Pfeiffer (NC)

23 Virginia State

27 Lees-McRae

28 Limestone

29 at Hampden-Sydney

April:

7 at Ferrum (VA)

10 at Queens (NC)

15-17 CVAC Championship

February:

25 Barton

27 Averett

March:
5 at Coker (SQ
6-11 at Hilton Head Island

12 at St. Andrews (NQ
19 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
20 at Mt Olive (NQ
20 at Pfeiffer (NQ
23 Virginia State

27 Lees-McRae

28 Limestone

April:

7 at Ferrum (VA)

10 at Queens (NQ
15-17 CVAC Championship

Lacrosse
March:
3 vs. Gannon at Duke
5 Lynchburg

13 at Limestone (SQ
14 at Pfeiffer (NQ
18 Shenandoah
20 atMillersvilfc(PA)

24 at Bridgewater (VA)

27 Shippensburg

28 Bloomsburg

31 Howard

April:

I at Randolph-Macon
7 Villa Julie

II at Marymount (VA)

14 at Guilford (NQ
17 Lancer Tournament

Longwood Baseball
a

February.

27 at Coker (NQ
28 at Coker (NQ
March:
3 Saint Pauls

Hampden-Sydney
at Limestone (SQ
at Limestone (SQ
at Newberry (SQ

11 AMerson-Broaddus
12 at Lynchburg (VA)

13 Barton

14 Barton

17 at Ferrum (VA)

18 Virginia State

20 at Mount Olive (NQ

March:
21 at Mount Olive (NQ
23 at Virginia State (VA)

24 Ferrum

26 at Erskine (SQ
27 at Erskine (SQ
30 Lynchburg

April:

2 Pfeiffer

3 Pfeiffer

6 Saint Parous

10 Anderson

11 Anderson

14 at Randolph-Macon (VA
17 Belmont Abbey
18 Belmont Abbey

23-26 CVAC Championship

Longwood Lancer Softball
February!

27 Bloomsburg

28 Bloomsburg

28 Roanoke

March:
2 Mary Washington

4 at Liberty

6-13 at Rebel Springs Games
6 vs Mount Olive (NQ

vs Barry (Fla)

vs Stonehill (MA)
vs American InL (MA)
vs Indianapolis (IN)

vs Ferris State (MD

March:
6-13 at Rebel Springs Games
10 vs Shippensburg (PA)

10 vs Wayne State (NE)

12 vs Bloomsburg (PA)

12 vs St Cloud State(MI)

13 vs Kutztown (PA)

13 vs South Dakota

18 St Andrews
20 Erskine

21 at Belmont Abbey (NQ
22 at Queens (NQ
24 at Coker (SQ
26-27 at Sports Plus Invitat

March:
29 Pfeiffer

31 Mount Olive

April:

6 Barton

9 Limestone

10 at Lees-McRae (NQ
11 at Anderson (SQ
16-17 CVAC Championship

Save This Page of

The Rotunda so you can

support the Lancers at

Home games!

The Longwood rugby team defeated the University of Richmond this

past Saturday. The final score was 57-14. The men will compete again

on Saturday, February 27. They play against Blackwater at 1:00.

Lancers Fall to St.

Andrews, Record 3-3
Press Release

Longwood (3-3, 0-3 CVAQ
lost a 6-5 CVAC baseball deci-

sion at St, Andrews (NC) Sun-

day, February 21. The Lancers

rallied to tie the game in the top

of the ninth inning only to have

the host Knights comeback and

capture the victory on their home

ground. Senior Mike Lewis,

Halifax County HS (1-1) took

the pitching loss in relief.

The men of the baseball team

also lost their Saturday game in

North Carolina- LC was led on

the day by sophomore Ryan

Costa, Buffalo Gap HS who hit

a two-run tome run in the eighth

inning to tie the nightcap, and

senior Shawn Torian, Halifax

County HS who added a solo

homer in the fourth inning of the

second game. Senior Robey
Caldwell, Cave Spring HS (2- 1)

took the pitching loss in the

opener, while classmate Brad

Simpson, Clover Hill HS (0-1)

had the loss in the nightcap.

Longwood will play again

February 27-28 in another three-

game CVAC series at Coker
(SQ.

In 1920 The Rotunda was
created to report the
truth to its readers.
Nearly eighty years
later, the current

staff is still
committed to this goal.



ATTENTION!!!
I

Student Government Assoc.
Annual Scholarship Awarded

On Financial Need And
Excellent Leadership Skills

March 1st, 1999
5:00pm

Lankford Student
Union LRC

All Applications Due In The
SGA Office By:

All Students Eligible.

Applications Available in

Residence Halls and the

SGA Office Located In Ti

SGA Meetings are everi

CR
II
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Longwood Holds a Birthday

Tribute to Dr. Seuss
DANIELLE RECAME

Staff Writer

Tuesday, March 2, 1999

wonderful deed was done for

the Longwood College Big

and Little Sibling Program.

The G.I.V.E. office, Ellen

Masters, and Alpha~Gamma
Delta gathered together in or-

der to pay tribute to Dr. Seuss,

as well as to do something

special for Farmville. Jocelyn

Weidner, Alpha Gamma Delta

Philanthropy Coordinator,

thought it would be a great to

cook spaghetti for the sibling pro-

gram in honor of the children and

Dr. Seuss' birthday.

"Alpha Gamma Delta has

done this in the past and I want to

continue the tradition. It is a fun

it is something new and different

for the sibling program," com-

mented Weidner.

Not only was a delicious din-

Photo by Cindy Nichols.

ner served, but a celebration in

honor of the author known as Dr.

Seuss was held. Dr. Seuss books

were read with a smile to the kids.

First through sixth graders

were shining when they got to eat

way to spend time with kids and a scrumptious meal and had en-

tertaining books read to them.

Books such as Horton Hatches

the Egg, On Beyond Zebra, and

IfI ran the Zoo were read, but the

I famous Green Eggs andHam
seemed to be the most popu-

lar choice among the kids.

The dinner was a perfect

way to volunteer time to the

community and the reading

was educational. AGD mem-
bers and about 50 students

from Longwood and Prince

Edward County, had a joyous

time talking, eating, and hang-

ing out.

If you are interested in volun-

teering for any service, you can

contact Ellen Masters in the

G.I.V.E office at x2397. Masters

always has a list of helpful things

to do on Longwood *s campus and

in Farmville.

The Changing Face of Longwood 's Web Page
GEORGE C LANUM

Features Editor

As everything must grow and

change or risk extinction, so must

Longwood 's web page. The col-

lege has recently hired Jennifer

Bowman, the webmaster for

Ferrom College, as a web special-

ist.

Her responsibilities will be to

design and maintain the page as

well as keep it current She is a

graduate of Mary Washington

College and has a "strong back-

ground in both the technical and

creative facets of web design and

maintenance," said Dennis

Sercombe, Director of Public Re-

lations.

Dennis Sercombe went into

the purposes and functions of the

web page, and its recent overhaul.

The purpose or function of the

web page has been under evalua-

tion. We embarked in an intensive

study conducted by the Arts and

Science Group."

Mr. Sercombe said mat one of

their recommendations was to pri-

oritize our web site and to recog-

nize that it is one of our most im-

portant tools in terms of recruit-

ment

The web page "may well be

the primary channel of commu-

nication for prospective students.

As this (the page) evolves, we

may find that it is one of the most

important tools in regards to re-

cruitment," said Dennis Ser-

combe.

The web page was recently

overhauled to make it more user-

friendly and easier to navigate. In

terms of hits, the growth of the

page is expediential.

Mr. Sercombe talked about

the different requests from the

departments.

For example, the library re-

quested more direct access to their

page via the main page. As a re-

sult the new page is more logical

and easier to navigate due to the

revised menu bar. Soon, the en-

tire college catalog will be on-

line, making it easier to keep track

of changes and updates. In the

near future, prospective students

will be able to apply to the col-

lege via the web page.

One of the most important

changes in the web page is its ap-

pearance. The logos and seals are

the same. The colors are the same.

This helps the page to better rep-

resent the college and allows Ok
school to put its best foot forward.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL

Staff Writer

1. Allied Forces Bomb Iraqi Radar Sites

2. King Gets Death Penalty in Dragging Death

3. Hate Groups Increasing in U.S.

4. Lewinsky Apologizes to Nation for Ordeal

5. larty Retirement Bill for Teachers Passed

6. Clinton Accuser "Jane Doe #5" Tells Story

7. Film Critic Gene Siskel Dead at 53

8. NBA Picks Nine for 2000 Ofeympics

9. It Was Ladies Night at tine Grammy Awards

10. Snow Predictions Fizzle to Flurries

" I was really disappointed with die

Grammy Awards because &ey really

overplayed the 'women ' thing."

Kim Malikian

March 1999 Housing Calendar
5th Confirmation of moving off campus, moving on, and accept-

ing singie room offer to housing office

- 12th Housing Office processes confirmation to move off-

campus and determines number of Juniors to offer exceptions

to the residency requirement; Juniors selected; Letters prepared

15th Letters in box for Juniors selected to move off-campus;

Deposit Bills Due to Cashiering

19th Juniors selected to move off-campus must confirm

decision to move off; Housing Office orders Room Selection Cards

22nd Room Selection Cards processed in Housing Office removing

all students approved and confirmed to move off-campus; Failure

to confirm moving off or staying on will result in student's card

removed from selection card pool; Student will be required to move

24th Housing Office mails room selection cards to all returning

students who will live on-campus Fall 99
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Spring Break is finally

here! We hope that every

one enjoys it! No classes,

no homework, and no Farmville!

What more could you ask for?

We here in the office are glad

to have a break from the constant

deadlines. Every week since

January, there has been a dead-

line. We would like to thank the

dedicated staff foi everything that

they have done.

In this issue, we went back to

eight pages because of lack of ar-

ticles and late or not turned in ar-

ticles.

We almost didn't get the pre-

vious paper out on time. On
Wednesday night (deadline night)

everything that could have possi-

bly broken did break. The print-

ers decided not to print, the scan-

ner would scan, but the printer

wouldn't print the pictures, and

the computer stopped recognizing

certain fonts. All in one evening.

But enough about last week,
here are the issues of this week.

Of course in no special order.

These are just a few things that

came to mind this past week. En-
joy!

Not long ago, some heathen

took it upon himself (or herself)

to deface our "Hate Free Zone"
sign. We are very offended at this

act of ignorance. It is a very im-

mature and uncalled for act of stu-

pidity.

We think we forget, please re-

mind us...How old are we? We
thought that stuff was left behind

when we graduated from high

school. We would like to quote

one of our fellow staff members
by saying, "Act your age, not your
I.Q."

Procrastination is another is-

sue. It's one thing to wait on

something because other work
has kept you too busy to get some-

thing done. It is entirely different

to wait because you just HAD to

go to that party last night. This

irritates us to no end. Ifs not our

fault that your slack ass waited

until 3 a.m. to do your work,

therefore, don't complain to us

because you are tired. Some of us

know how to manage our time.

MAN!
As Black History month

comes to an end and Women's
History month begins we can not

help but feel that these celebra-

tions are unethical. Do these mi-

nority groups only deserve one
month? After totally analyzing

this situation we strongly feel that

assigning a month to these events

and celebrations is in itself a form
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The United States has always

prided itself on the "melting pot"

philosophy. The words of Jane

Elliot echo in my mind the poi-

gnant view that we should see

ourselves as a "salad bowl,"

where each person retains its own

quality, yet everyone is unified.

Wouldn't it make more sense to

celebrate the accomplishments of

minority groups all year, not just

once a year for a month?

As far as this is concerned,

even the meanings behind holi-

days have become commercial-

ized and overrated. Christians

should celebrate the birth, life,

and death of Jesus Christ all year

round and lovers should not wait

until Valentine's Day to express

their feelings for one another. We
need to accept the changes in time

and give all individuals the re-

spect and recognition that they de-

serve.

Speaking of holidays, we re-

ally think that there should be

more vacation days in the spring

semester. We seem to get robbed.

In Fall we have Fall Break,

Thanksgiving Break, and Winter

Break. This is very nice. But in

the Spring all we have is that one

special week and a massive hope

for a snow day or two (which

seems to be out of the question

these days).

We suppose mat is all for now,

we hope everyone has a great,

fun-filled, and of course safe

Spring Break. If you have any

cool stories to tell us, bring them

in when we come back! As usual,

thanks for all of the feedback,

KEEP READING, and have a

great break!

Melissa Gill and Kristen Ingram

Editors-in-Chief

Your Letters
To be Greek or Not to be Greek?

I recently picked up The Ro-

tunda in which Megan Black

wrote an article called "The Real

Greek Conformity."

I understand that you may
have been upset because of the

anonymous letter that was sent,

but don't you think your article

was just as harsh on that person

as the letter he/she wrote?

It seemed like you let an aw-

ful lot of personal opinion play

into effect instead ofbeing objec-

tive. People have opinions, and

sometimes there is nothing any of

us can do or say unless something

happens to make these people

change there minds.

I am not personally in a so-

rority, but I don ' t carry those same

beliefs as the person who wrote

that anonymous letter.

Sororities are not bad. They

just aren't for everyone. All I'm

trying to say is that your article

made you sound just as rash as

the letter you received.

Objectively, I fed you didn't

add to the positive sides of sorori-

ties, but rather stooped down to

the letter's level and bashed
someone else's opinion.

Laura Neaves

Junior

...that is the question
In response to the above Let- what the Greek community stands

ter to the Editor, I would tike to

know if Ms. Neaves noticed that

Megan Black's letter concerning

Greeks was placed on the EDI-
TORIAL page.

Editorial, at least in the jour

for, very weU.

If the original letter had been

published, it would be as obvious

to everyone else as it is to The Ro-
tunda staff that Megan's response

was nowhere near as opinionated,
nahsrn business, denotes people's ignorant, or harsh as the anony-
opinions. Opinion is what makes mous letter,

it an editorial.

I am proud to admit that I am Wendy Kirkpatrick

Greek, but I too realize mat Greek Junior

life is not for everyone. I was
somewhat offended, but defi-

nitely amused by the uninformed

views sotted in the unsigned let-

ter. I fell that Megan did a good

job of refuting the points that the

original letter made aad defended

Correction fromFebrmry 25,

1999: The Rental Fair was spon-

sored by the Office of Com-
muter Student Affairs, not the

Housing Office. We apologize
for any inconveniences
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"The Activist*' is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjust whining about them. So Speak Up

and act up, Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention E-mail activist ideas to

dcahn@longwoodkvc.edu.

Were You Raised in a Barn?
ERIN CARROLL

Sutff Writer

After a Fall semester of fast

food, I decided that I would

choose a less ex-pensive alterna-

tive, The Rotunda Market. Since

my conversion, I have come to

realize that a great many members

of my student body are rude.

While in the Rotunda Mar-

ket, I witnessed cursing,

people reaching across other

people (No "Excuse me"),

standing too close to others,

cutting in line, screaming, and

leaving disgusting messes for

the Dining Hall Staff to clean.

Each of the scenarios, in

varying degrees, are rude.

Webster's New World Dictio-

nary defines rude as "Unrefined;

uncouth."

As Longwood College Stu-

dents, our goal should be to be-

come capable, respectful, and

well-rounded adults. As students

of Longwood, we are a direct re-

flection of die college as a whole.

Personally, I would not want

administration, faculty, staff, or

parents to regard students as im-

mature and rude.

Longwood is a college noted

for graduating wonderful teach-

ers and having Education majors

working with children on cam-

pus. As adults, we need to pro-

vide the children with positive

role models.

When in the dining hall,

please act like an adult There is

only one chance to create a first

impression. You never know who
may be watching you-it could be

me.

Have you ever heard the ex-

pression, "You can catch more

bees with honey than with vin-

egar?"

Being courteous to others

goes a great deal further than

rudeness does. I urge you to have

respect for yourself, for your fel-

low students (many ofthem clean

your messes), and for the other

dining hall staff.

Would you want to remove

gelatin cubes from the floor

after you have worked hard all

day? I didn't dunk so.

J

The Dining Hall should be

serving responsible individu-

als. Ifyou are going to act like

an animal, go to the SPCA.

I expect as much responsi-

bility for actions in the dining

hall to be taken as I do when
students discuss actions en-

gaged in while drinking alcohol.

What was that? You left your

mom at home? Precisely, make
her proud by demonstrating quali-

ties ofa responsible adult through

courteous actions.

Please remember, "Cleanli-

ness is next to Godliness" and

rude is next to ruffian.

iprav vi||

"What it Vow Worn $5rii£ Rmfr FiMriMM"

"My friends and I

got lost driving to

Myrtle Beach and

ended up in

Bailey

Freshman

**l got sunborn on

my chest from

being in the Hot

Tab an day.**

Christopher Williams ErinQuigfey

Senior

and threw up out of the

car window and it

landed on ray mom in

die back i
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PROPS:

-TO SPRING BREAK FINALLY BEING HERE!

-To WLCX... for paving the way to becoming a Class A station.

-To Ellen Moss...for keeping Campus Recreation not only going,

but growing, with even less to work with.

-To The Rotunda fee having the paper out on time every

deadline, no matter what happened to break along the way.

-To RTA Paul Roach and the extraordinary HELP Desk
Employee Bill... who have become regulars in The Rotunda

office. Without their computer genius, we would have no

working printers.

DROPS:

-To the Pi Kappa Phi Intramural B -league basketball team

"Bacchus"...for taking the sportsmanship and fun out of

Intramurals.

-To the people who decided to paint Stevens while the students

get to suffer the consequences of inhaling paint fumes during

their classes.

-To our favorite (still going) drop...the construction crew at the

new dining hall for their rude comments and slow work.

-The elevators in the high rises,. .they can't seem to weak for

more than a week if they work at all.

-To the extremely rude person who defaced The Rotunda's Hate-*

Free Zone sign (on our second office door). This was stupid,

immature, and completely ignorant How old are we supposed to

be?

Send ysur. Props and Drops to rnriiu^@tofigvvoodh¥c.edu.

1. Computer operating

system

2. The work you used to

do manually is

electronically

it.

WWWtr » mmtt l|»l|l i »»»M»» — n n i



New in '99

Stanley Park Apartment
Great Rental Homes—Reasonable Rates

*Available August 1999: New 2-story duplexes designed specifically for Longwood

Students-just a short walk or bike ride from campus.

*Each unit will contain 4 bedrooms upstairs with wa e closets, providing privacy

for each occupant, Each bedroom will be adjacent to a semi-private bath.

*The downstairs area will feature a large living room and a large dining/kitchen area

with modern appliances. Technology friendly with extra phone jacks for computer

modems.

Call 392-6566 or 392-6197

for more information
* i

-
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CALENDAR& SPORTS

PAGES

Thursday

4th
Commencement Fair;

inLankford ,

® 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Softball

vs.

Liberty

@ 2:00 p.m.

Faculty Piano

Recital:

Joel Schoenhals

- in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Baseball

vs.

Hampden Sydney

@ 3:00 p.m.

Friday

5th
Men's Tennis

vs.

Coker

@ 1:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis

vs.

Coker

@ 1:00 p.m.

Lacrosse

vs.

Lynchburg

@ 4:00 p.m.

Residence Halls Close

@ 6:00 p.m.

Last Meal:

BlackweU Dinner

—i^^l

Saturday

6th
Men's Tennis

vs.

Slippery Rock

@ 8:00 a.m.

Women's Tennis

vs.

Slippery Rock

@ 8:00 a.m.

Softball

vs.

Mount Ouve (NC)

@ 9:00 a.m.

Softball

vs.

Barry (FL)

@ 12:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis

vs.

Carson-Newman

@ 4:00 p.m.

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

$600 -$800 every weekENVELOPE STUFFING
Free Detail*: SASE to

International Inc.

1375 Coney (eland Ave.

Brooklyn, New York 11230

Classifieds*

*Unity Alliance Meeting

Thursday March 4 @4:00 pan.

Nottaway Room. Any questions,

call x2552. Meetings every

Thurs. after.

*The Rotunda is looking for a

cartoonist if you are interested

let us know, x2 1 20

Ooutnside Optical
(-Va\aux Comfoxt - no line bifocals

Ch3nging? *Gmeigency 3iepai\ and SCtaKinc Judes

; GlO_RGIO ARMANI

Oakley, dl'tmani, ana -Tommy 3iilfige\

\olht\ fiame styles as wtll)

i5i t West ^FkixJiSl, SFaimwUe, Wa. 392-2232

Wrestling Finished

at 7-8, Graham Led
the Wav at 19-11

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood concluded the

1998-99 campaign with a sev-

enth-place effort at the NCAA
Division II Southeast Regional

Tournament hosted by Ashland

(Ohio) University February 27.

Coach Brent Newell's squad to-

talled 14 points in the event won

by the host Eagles (168.5), fol-

lowed by West Liberty State

(W.VA.) (136), Carson-Newman

(Tenn.) (132.5), Indianapolis

(Ind.) (V6.5), North Carolina-

Pembroke (50.5), and Gardner-

Webb (N.C.) (28). The Lancers

finished the season with a dual-

match record of 7-8, the most

wins by the program since 1993-

94(7-12).

At Ashland, the Lancers

was led by the third-place effort

of freshman Dave Kaplan,

Woodbridge HS, at 1 57 with a 3-

1 record during the competition.

Kaplan lost his first match to a

wrestler from Pembroke by a 10-

4 decision before taking thxee-in-

a-row for third-place. He defeated

his opponents from Gardner

Webb (pin, 1:22), West Liberty

(15-5), and a re-match with his

Pembroke foe (5-4) in the conso-

lation. Unfortunately, Kaplan's

effort was not enough to earn a

berth into the National Champi-

onships.

Others wrestling at the

regionals included sophomores

Jon Tanaka, Tabb HS (125, 0-2)

and Josh Rudolph, Sherando HS
(133,0-2), freshmen Darryl Gra-

ham, Gloucester HS (141, 0-2)

and Jeff K«£r, StC^S^ Jack-

son HS (149, 0-2), junior Beau

Dickerson, Gloucester HS (165,

0-2), freshman David Anthes,

Spotsylvania HS (174, 0-2),

sophomore Blake Shumate,

Martinsville HS (184, 0-2), and

junior Kris Lucas, Valley Central

HS (heavyweight, 0-2).

To round out the season,

Graham was the leader with a 19-

1 1 record, followed by Dickerson

(18-14). After them were Kepler

(17-11), Lucas (15-17), Kaplan

( 1 2-6), Anmes ( 1 1 - 1 2), and fresh-

man Jaymes Shackelford,

KeropsvilleHS (10-11).

Spring Sports Bring

New Players

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood College softball

standout Jamie Englehart and bas-

ketball standout Jon Hughes have

been selected as the Longwood/

Domino's 'Players of the Week'

for the period February 17-23.

This is the diird time this season

flutf Hughes has been recognized

as a 'Player of the Week'.

Englehart, a freshman

catcher, posted a 4-6 effort it the

plate during a doubleheader

sweep of the College of West

Virginia, She was 3-3 with a home

run, double, four runs, and four

RBI's during a 15-0 triumph in

the opener against CWV.

Englehart was 1-3 with a run

scored and a run-producing sac-

rifice fly. Seeing her first action,

last weekend, Englehart is hitting

.667.

Hughes, a 6-7, 250-pound

junior center, posted 30 points and

12 rebounds for a double-double

during an 88-81 overtime loss to

Belmont Abbey. Hughes was 12-

1 8 from the field, including 3-3

on three-point field goals.

Through 26 games, Hughes is

averaging a team-best 15.6 ppg.

and 6.8 rpg., shooting 51% from

the Field and 79% at die line. He

leads the team with six 20-plus

point games this season, two 30-

p!us point games, and three

double-doubles.
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Deep

T*HoUaHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

1. If "con** is the opposite of "pro," what is the opposite of

progress?

2. Why does lemon juice contain mostly artificial ingredients

but dishwashing liquid contains real lemons?

3. Why buy a product that takes 2000 flushes to get rid of?

4. Why do we wait until a pig is dead to "cure" it?

5. Why do we wash bath towels? Aren't we clean when we use

them?

6. Why do we put suite in a garment bag and put garments in a

suitcase?

7. Why doesn't glue stick to the inside of the bottle?

8. Do Roman paramedics refer to IV's as "4*s?"

9. What do little birdies see when they get knocked

unconscious?

1 0. Why doesn't Tarzan have a beard?

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of
---^ «wn. please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu

Longwood Theatre Per-

forms Measurefor Measure
WENDY KIRKMTRICK

Staff Writer

The Longwood Theatre put

on a spectacular production of

William Shakespeare's Measure

for Measure, directed by Bruce

Speas, last week.

Dylan E. Noebels and

Rebecca Smouse shined in their

lead roles as Vincentio, the Duke

of Vienna, and

Isabella, respec-

tively. Their per-

formances were

supported by an

excellent cast,

and opening

night was a suc-

cess.

The story

is set in Vienna,

a city corrupted by prostitution

and unscrupulous residents are

left in the ruthless hands of

Angelo, the Duke's Deputy,

played by Mike Lassen.

The Duke has unbeknownst

to everyone, gone undercover as

a friar to observe Angelo's rule

over the city. Angelo's enforce-

ment of laws that are questionable

in nature, provide the bulk of the

story.

Having never seen or read

the play I was pleased win the

easy to follow storyline and the

performances of the cast I was

also pleasantly surprised at the

happy ending that I don't usually

encounter in Shakespeare plays.

This was my first experi-

ence attending a Longwood The-

atre Production, and I look for-

ward to their next one.

There were a few minor

problems with

this otherwise

great play. At

some points the

actors were

speaking so

quickly that their

words ran to-

gether, making it

diffcult to under-

stand them.

Also, some of the costumes

and accessories were obviously

out-of-date with dw time period

of the play.

Other than that, the Thurs-

day night performance was won-

derful, and the audience seemed

to thoroughly enjoy themselves.

Measure for Measure ran

Thursday through Saturday at

8p.m., with a matinee on Sunday

at 2p.m„ in Jarman Auditorium,

If you didn't see it, you

Mitch Fatel Performs at

Comedy Night
GEORGELANUM
Features Editor

I entered Lankford Ball-

room thinking I was late. Tm go-

ing to be the straggler that gets

cordially invited to join the show
by the come-

dian, himself."

To my relief,

the lights were

still up and

Mitch Fatel

had not yet

taken the

stage.

As he

took the stage

and began his

routine, to my
surprise the

lights were not

lowered. The

performance

with the lights on created a very

informal atmosphere, which I

think made the audience a little

uneasy and the comedian work a

little harder.

Mitch Fatel came on

dressed in ripped jeans and a

sweatshirt His short stature and

limited stage presence didn't ex-

actly demand my attention. By the

end of the show, he had earned it

His routine focused on one

thing: sex-the true focus of every

man's life, whether admitted or

not.

He also included members

of the audience in his perfor-

mance including harassing a

woman sitting in the front row

nearly to death over her cough

and solicit-

ing sex from

a woman sit-

ting off to

the right He
eventually

rubbed one

guy the

wrong way
and received

the infa-

mous bird.

In his

whole show

he was

funny, a nice

break from

the norm and not a bad way to

spend an hour. At moments, I

felt like I was laughing because I

felt sorry lGf rum.

More so, Mitch Fatel's

brutal honesty on issues that

many fear to mention was hys-

terical. At times it seemed like

he was struggling, but he recov-

ered well. The Longwood au-

dience generally isn't an easy

audience to please, but I walked

away entertained.

Cheap Eate
at-

Shoney's

MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

I must say that Shoney's

has a most excellent breakfast bar.

I went there one morning on the

way to the beach with 2 friends.

We were greeted, seated, and had

our drinks in less than 5 minutes.

We all ordered breakfast

buffetAH you can eat baby ! I had

scrambled eggs, bacon, biscuits,

and pineapples.

The scrambled eggs were a

little rubbery (nothing a little salt

couldn't fix). The rest of the food

was hot and fresh. Our drinks

were promptly refilled every time.

Th€ Sffvk? '-as average.

We,got our refills, but that is about

all. Our server never took away

our plates or asked us if we
needed anything. It took a while

to get the check, but finally we
were on the way.

If you love breakfast,

Shoney's is definitely the place to

go for real food!

mash or Trash" CD Reviews

Sven Vath: Fusion ***
EDEN MILLER
StaffWruer

out on great entertainment.

Electroruca was built up to

be the "next big thing" in musk,

but it never happened. And it

probably never will happen.

As many people have

pointed out, on its own,
ekctronica is too faceless and

detached to sell to the main-

stream. While it may be easy

to dance to, there's no life in it

It's too unemotional to remain

for long.

But fortunately, there are

musicians like Sven V&h to

prove that theory wrong. Sven

Vith is on the cutting edge of

music and sound, and takes

electronka to higher levels.

With Fusion, he brings a

passion and energy to electronica

is too often missing.

From the joyful tide track

to the laid-back Bine

VaA explores new territories in

sound, taking the Iktener along

for me ride.

Combining ttmiK^-iaducing

beats with real-world instruments

and computer-generated noses,

Fusion is full of songs mat will

fill a room even when being

played through the smallest

It is as if Sven Vim's mu-

sk is coming from aH around and

this magically draws tile listener

hi* realm of.

The ethereal Sensual En-

joyments Uvea up to its name. It

is not a piece of musk that is

merely heard but Ml on a deep

level. Tripfpy Moonshinemam to

begeneratingevenwhenyom ba-

ton to k with headphones, and

plays like a soundtrack for to-

morrow.

The appropriately titled

Sounds Control Your Mind
proves that they can, at teas*

when Sven Vith is making mem.
Fusion k unique and dar-

ing* and ultimately simply in-

credible. Ifs completely infec-

tious and wont bodge from any

CD player it enters for a very long

time.

If all ekcfronica sounded

like this, then it would definitely

become a force to contend whit

Sven Vlts reminds us that

electronica can have a spoil and

vitality mat it too often lacks.

mm
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Lancer Equestrians Place at

Numerous Competitions
LAUREN WADE
Guest Writer

The Longwood College
Equestrian Team has been travel-

ling throughout Virginia and parts

of Maryland competing with

other schools in Zone IV, Region

1. Saturday, February 6, the

riding team was at the hosting

college of Mary Washington.

Saturday, February 20, they rode

at the University of Virginia.

The Mary Washington show
brought back a number of vic-

tories to Longwood including

Mandy Benedict's 1 st place ride

in beginner walk-trot. This win-

ning ride will send Benedict to

Regionals next month along with

teammates Katherine Gearing and

Rachael Franks, who pointed out

of their divisions earlier in the

semester.

Other strong rides at Mary
Washington included: Kim Tydell

(5th), and Erica Seaberg (5th)-

beginner walk-trot, Kaylee Evans

(3rd)-beginning walk-trot-canter,

Nancy Dixon (5th) and Rachael

Franks (4th)-novice on the flat,

Rachael Franks (6th)-novice over

fences, Katherine Gearing(lst)-

open on the flat, and 6th in the

open over fences category.

At the University of Virginia

show, each school was allowed to

select one rider in each division

to represent their school. From

Longwood there was: Katherine

Gearing-open over fences and on

the flat; Matt Escobar-intermedi-

ate over fences; Rachael Franks-

novice over fences and on me flat;

Lauren Wade-advanced walk-

trot-canter; Kim Tydell-beginner

walk-trot.

Making Longwood proud,

was the ride of Katherine Gear-

ing. Gearing received a 4th

place on the flat and over fences,

making her the fourth ranked

rider in the open division in

Zone IV, Region 1.

With only one show remain-

ing and Regionals to go, the

Longwood Equestrian Team has

had a monumental year, due to

the training of Coach Eleanor

Leonard. Erica Seaberg sums up

her feelings about the team by

stating, "Working with Eleanor

has been one of the best things for

my riding...now I can show...and

the college shows have some of

the best experiences for me at

Longwood."

Longwood Finishes

Season with Heart
JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor

Longwood traveled to North

Carolina on February 24th to go

head to head in the CVAC
quarterfinals against Queens Col-

lege. Longwood came out strong

in the first half and went into the

locker room at halftime up by

two, 37-35.

However, the second half was

quite a turn around. Queens came

back in the second half fired up.

Longwood put up a strong fight

but it was hard for the Lancers to

keep their head up when the fans

of Queens College were chasing

LC up and down the court.

Longwood kept their focus but

just had too many things against

them to keep them from coming

out on top.

The fans ofQueens were very

rude and distracting to the Lanc-

ers, and the officiating seemed to

be a problem as well. With 12:24

left in the second half Longwood

had two starters on the bench with

four fouls, and LC's center Jon

Hughes was ejected from the

game for disagreeing with an

official's call. This game caused

seven technical fouls to be called

including, a tech on Coach Ron
Can andAndy Jones. Queens had

a total of three technical fouls

called, but the officials seemed to

be on their side.

With the lack of good sports-

manship and bad officiating

Longwood walked out of the

locker room as the real winner of

the game with a lot of heart and

pride to finish their season.

Longwood was led by sopho-

more Ben Green/Frank W Cox

HS with a career-high 17 points

including five three-point field

goals, while junior Jon Hughes/

Bloomingdale (FL) added 15

points and nine rebounds.

Longwood completed the season

8-19 overall

Women's Tennis Defeats Averett
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood (6-0) defeated

Averett 8-1 in non-conference

women's tennis action Saturday

at the Lancer Tennis Courts.

The Lancers got singles wins

from junior Bonnie Maholchic at

#1 (6-3, 6-3), sophomore Whitney

Shaw at #2 (6-1, 6-1), freshman

Laura Veazey at #3 (6-1, 6-4),

sophomores Jen Morton at #4 (6-

4, 6-2) and Tricia Ramsey at #5

(6-1, 6-4), and junior Carrie v^p*^
Armstrong at #6 (6-2, 6-3).

Longwood will next compete

March 5 at Coker (S.C.) in a

CVAC match in South Carolina.

Longwood Baseball

Drops 7-3 CVAC De-

cision At Coker

Women's Basketball

Finishes Out Season

with Strong Stats
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood (4-5, 1-5 CVAC)
lost a 7-3 collegiate baseball de-

cision at CVAC opponent Coker

(S.C.) (9-3, 4-2 CVAC) Sunday

in South Carolina.

The Lancers were led by

sophomore Travis Pfitzner/

Garfield HS who was 4-5 at the

plate, while sophomore David

Robinson/Midlothian HS added a

solo home run for LC in the ninth

inning. Classmate Mike Sullivan/

Garfield HS took the pitching toss

for the Lancers while hurling the

first six inninp.

Longwood split a collegiate

baseball douWefaeader at CVAC
opponent Coker (S.C.) Saturday

in South Carolina, winning the

nightcap 5- 1 following a 5-0 no-

hit loss in the opener.

The Lancers were led in die

second-game by freshman Adrian

Watkins/Garfield HS who was 3-

4 with two RBL while senior Greg

Edmonds/Midlothian HS (1-0)

tossed a two-hit shutout for the

pitching win.

Classmate Mike Lewis/

Halifax County HS ( 1 -2) took die

mound loss in the first game, al-

lowing six hits.

Longwood will next play

Wednesday, March 3, hosting

non-conference opponent Saint

Paul's for a 1 p.m. doubleheader

at Lancer Stadium in Farmville.

STATS FOR THE
SEASON
POINTS PER GAME
Younce- 16.0

Brown -14.6

Barton- 11.8

Price- 10.9.

REBOUNDS PER GAME
Barron 1 9.5 rpg., Price- 8.7

ASSISTS PER GAME
Brown- 4.2

STEALS PER GAME
Barron- 2.4

Price had a team-best 26

blocks.

Ail CVAC HONORS Brown,

Younce garner 2nd-Team All-

CVAC Honors

Brown, a 5-8 guard-forward,

shot 45.2% from the field and led

LC in scoring 10 times and in re-

bounding six times this season.

She had a team-best 21 games in

double-figure scoring, including

four games of 20 or more points

with a personal career-high of 26

points, at Mount Olive.

Younce, a 5-10 forward, led

LC with a team-best 75 three-

point field goals, adding 5.5 rpg.,

88 assists (3.4), and 55 steals

(2.1). The third-year player led

the Lancers in scoring 10 times

this season, and had 20 games in

double-figure scoring, including

a team-best eight games of 20 or

more points with a team season

and personal career-high of 32

points, against Queens.

Softball

Upsets #5

Blooms-

burg in DH.
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood (7-1) upset fifth-

ranked Bloomsburg (Pa.) (2-1) 3-

2 in the second-game ofa double-

header Saturday at Lancer Field,

dropping the first-game 7-1 and

defeating Roanoke (0-2) 3-2 as

well. The Lancers got a two-out,

three-run double from freshman

Ellen Hutt/Stonewall Jackson HS
in die sixth inning for the upset

past the #5 team in NCAA Divi-

sion II — a squad that finished

39-9 a year ago. Sophomore
Denise Wack/Great Bridge HS (3-

0) got the mound win, scattering

six hits with three strikeouts.

Against Roanoke, LC again ral-

lied late as freshman Jaime

Donivan/Prince George HS hit a

two-out, game-winning, two-run

double in the last inning for the

triumph. Graduate student Stacey

Rose/Thomas Jefferson HS (4-1)

earned the pitching win, allowing

seven hits wim two strikeouts.

Longwood will next play

Tuesday, March 2, hosting Mary

Washington in a non-conference

doubleheader at Lancer Field.
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Longwood Students Share Alternative Break with Eastern Shore
ERIN CARROLL

Staff Writer

Spring Break, for many

Longwood students, was a time

of relaxation in vacation spots like

the Bahamas or Cancun, Mexico.

However, for Ellen Masters (Co-

ordinator of Volunteer, Service

Learning, G.I.V.E.), Laura Stott

(Assistant Director of Student

Union and Activities), and a four-

girl student team, Alternative

Spring Break consisted of volun-

teer community service projects.

The four-girl student team con-

sisted of Melanie Barker,

Antoinette Bradshaw, Jaime

Greenwood, and Theresa Gre-

gory. This enthusiastic group

completed these projects during

the week of March 7 through

March 1 3. Ellen Masters praised

this team by saying, "I could not

have asked for a better group of

students to go."

These Alter-

native Spring

Breakers trav-

eled to

Northampton
County, Vir-

ginia to contrib-

ute to the better-

ment efforts of

communi ty

members and

Virginia Eastern

Shore Eco-

nomic Empow-
erment and

Housing Corpo-

ration
(VESEEHC). This group of vol-

unteers was the first to work

within this area since 1992. Work-

ing within the third poorest

Photo Provided by: Ellen Masters

county in Virginia, Ellen Masters

reflected on its current state by

saying, "We just touched the sur-

face of what needs to be done and

can be done there." The team was

deeply commit-

ted to making a

difference in the

community.
From their daily

inspirational

quotations to

their theme of

the week, "Do

something," this

group was moti-

vated to help

those in need.

The week's

projects con-

sisted of clear-

ing land, paint-

ing homes, tearing things down,

rebuilding, and roadside cleanup.

However, Alternative Spring

Break was not all work without

play. Beginning as strangers, the

team bonded quickly through

playing games, sharing journals

inspired by their work, and the

knowledge that they were mak-

ing a difference for people in the

community. Although he was un-

able to participate in Alternative

Spring Break, the team is grate-

ful to Student Program Director

Steve Johnson for all of this help

in planning the trip. The G.I.V.E.

office and S.G.A. sponsor this

long-standing Longwood tradi-

tion that gives back to communi-

ties. Ellen Masters described the

giving spirit associated with Al-

ternative Spring Break by saying,

"Great things happen when

people come together."

Dr. Jane Goodall to Lecture in Jarman Auditorium
GEORGE LANUM

Arts A Entertainment Editor

Dr. Jane Goodall, having gained

fame through her work with

chimpanzees, will be appearing at

Jarman Theatre Tuesday, April 13

at 7:00 pm.

In addition to her work with

chimps, Goodall also heads a hu-

manitarian effort through the Jane

Goodall Institute or JGI. Founded

in 1977 in California, the mission

of the Jane Goodall Institute is to

advance the power of individuals

into taking informed and compas-

sionate action to improve the en-

vironment of all living things.

Some of the many objectives, in-

creasing primate habitat conser-

vation, increasing awareness of

our relationship with each other,

the environment, and other ani-

mals, and promoting the well be-

ing of chimpanzees, other pri-

mates and animals are the primary

objectives of the institute. The JGI

has branch offices around the

world to do just that.

Several programs have been

developed to help the institute

accomplish its missions. These in-

clude programs like the

setting up of sanctuaries,

establishing and operat-

ing the ChimpanZoo, pro-

moting humanitarian ef-

forts like Roots and

Shoots and TACARE.
Because the number of

chimpanzees have de-

pleted, one of the primary

tasks of the institute is to

set up sanctuaries in Af-

rica. There is no easy an-

swer to the illegal selling

and hunting ofchimps.but sanc-

tuaries have been set up across Af-

rica to provide homes for ophaned

chimps. In turn, these sanctuaries

provide employment and contrib-

ute to the local economies. The

aim of this program and the insti-

tute is to involve as many people

as possible and, by doing so, the

JGI can hopefully change atti-

tudes and educate people of the

value of wildlife conservation.

In addition to sanctuaries, the

institute runs a chimpanzee zoo

consisting of approximately 1 30

chimps, known as the

ChimpanZoo. The goals of this

program are to increase public

awareness about chimps, assist

zoos in their efforts to improve

habitats, aid in the exchange of

information, and compile behav-

ioral data on the animals. The

results of this ongoing project are

the focus of an annual

week-long ChimpanZoo

conference.

The JGI is also in-

volved in environmental

and humanitarian efforts

throughprograms like

Roots and Shoots and

TACARE. Roots and

Shoots is intended for

young people ranging

from kindergarten to the

university level. It's an

agenda of activities that

will benefit the environment, ani-

mals, and the human community.

TACARE is a three-phase pro-

gram designed to ensure the fu-

ture of Gombe in Africa. The

purpose of Phase One is to arrest

deforestation and improve the

lives of the villagers. Palm oil

tree seedlings are distributed and

planted in an effort to support for-

est growth.

In addition, sustainable farm

practices are taught to help reduce

soil erosion and increase produc-

tivity. Phase Two includes in-

creasing education opportunities

among women in the form of do-

nations to ensure that women can

attend secondary school. The

purpose of Phrase Three is to

change attitudes and practices by

conducting family planning

classes, distributing contracep-

tives and providing loans to vil-

lagers.

Through these varied programs,

the Jane Goodall Institute not only

improves the lives and living con-

dition of chimpanzees, but also

helps to ensure the survival and

improve the lives of people liv-

ing in many African communities.
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EDITORIAL
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Welcome back from

Spring Break! I

hope that everyone is

ready for the remainder of the se-

mester.

An issue that I have been strag-

gling with for quite a while now
is how this nation determines pay

for the working class. Why is it

that some professions are paid

millions while others are scrimp-

ing from pay check to pay check?

This is an arguemen t in which

many of Longwood students will

relate, since many have chosen

the noble teaching career. Teach-

ers are needed everywhere for

every type of learning class, yet

they are being paid enough to

barely make it.

Teachers are the people respon-

sible for sculpting the minds of

our future, and how do we return

the favor? Low wages, over-

crowded classrooms, and no

funding for educational resources.

We need a reality check because

these are the people we trust to

guide our children for the future.

For all of the problems mat teach-

ers face on a daily basis they

should be making well over

$60,000 a year. Yet, we pay

atheletes and entertainers mill ions

of dollars a year to simply enter-

tain us, We pay ridiculous

amounts ofmoney to watch them

perform, and in doing so we en-

sure that they are living to the full-

est extent of luxury. We are a self-

ish society that chooses our own

satisfaction over the importance

of building a future generation

that will be able to function on the

level that is now being expected.

If the money that we spend

monthly on movies, sports, and

concerts was contributed to edu-

cation, can you imagine the dif-

ference it would make overtime?

We see another example of this

with nurses that spend hours on

end relentessly working to keep

us alive and healthy are paid

much less than that of the actors

and actresses that grace our

screens for nothing less than our

pleasure.

Don't get me wrong, I am not

saying that we should never go to

the movies and never participate

in sports, I am a firm believer in

supporting the arts. I am simply

using this as a tool to exaggerate

how little we pay those who play

the critical roles in making our

society one that functions in an

international sense.

-Kristen Ingram
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Hello Everyone! After

much chaos, I am glad

to finally return to the

office. I hope everyone's Spring

Break went well. It is now time

for me to vent my never-ending

issues.

Fust off, we have class regis-

tration. The new conflict is the

fact that sophomores can not reg-

ister on the phone. I understand

not allowing freshmen to register,

because the first year can be a

little overwhelming.

I can't speak for the entire

sophomore class, but I feel that I

am competent enough to push

numbers on the telephone. That

is not a difficult task. I feel com-

fortable enough with my brain to

choose my own classes. (All by

myself!)

Another problem is finding an

advisor. It is so much easier to

punch a few buttons than to hunt

down the advisor, make an ap-

pointment, and schedule classes.

I register already knowing what

I want to take. If I decide what to

take, that is it Someone sitting

beside me is not going to change

my mind. If the freshmen were

advised and the others registered

over the phone, it would be easier

for us arid the advisors.

But I guess my theory would

never work because it makes en-

tirely too much sense. It seems to

be the Longwood way to make

things as difficult as possible. It

took me a bit to realize this, but

MAN it is so irritating!

Well this is aU for now. Enjoy

the warmer weather and watch

out for spring fever!

-Melissa Gill

Your Letters
Goal Classes Consume too Much Time
Dear Editors,

Would you like to know what

plucks on my nerves? Gen. Ed.

Classes. I am a sophomore and I

am trying to finish up my goal

classes, as well as take some of-

my major classes. What I think is

disgusting is how I do lots of te-

dious work in my goal classes and

it leaves me less time to do work

and study in my major classes.

I know about time management

but the majority of the time goal

work takes a lot longer than my
major work does. Is there some-

Credit Card Vendors T&ke Up too

Much Room in the Student Union

thing wrong with this picture?

Half of the General Education

material I will never remember

and I don't see the importance of

it* For example, what does PE

have to do with History?

Not that I am saying all goal

classes are bad, I just don't think

I should have twice as much work

in those classes as I do in the

classes that I will need to shape

my career.

Nerve Plucked

Dear Editors,

I enjoy checking my mail ev-

eryday in the hopes of getting let-

ters aside from bills. Yet, I have

recently found myself battling an

obstacle course to get to the mail-

boxes. Credit Card vendors are

cluttering up our slender halls

prohibiting me from enjoying my
daily visit to the Post Office.

Recently, many colleges and

universities have banned vendors

from soliciting on campus. I

would like to appeal to the Long-

wood College Administration to

add Longwood to that list.

Jocelyn Weidner

Editors Note:

We agree totally! The halls are

small enough withouta huge table

in the way. If they are to solicit

here, maybe a more spacious area

would be appropriate.

Another irritation is thefact that

you can 't even walk by without

getting a "bargain " yelled out by

the solicitor. We feel that if we
wanted a credit card, we would

apply ourselves. We don i need a

loud person or no space for en-

couragement.

We strongly suggest that you

talk with the administration ifyou

feel this way. Try talking to the

Student Union people with this

problem.
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chance to do something about societal evUs, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

ckahn@longwoodhvc.edu.

The Curry Elevator Conspiracy
ALLYSON BLAKE

News Editor

Ever since the beginning of the

2nd semester, there have been

numerous problems with the

Curry elevators. We have gone

from having two elevators to hav-

ing one elevator (so that the work-

ers could replace the elevator) to

having no elevator at all. We are

now back to having one elevator.

Basically, this elevator situation

is getting OLD fast!

Before break, we were in-

formed that our elevators were

going to be replaced, but that they

were going to do it one elevator

at a time. I thought, okay, we will

still have one elevator that will

work, so this should not be too

bad. But, boy, was I wrong!

It seems like it was no time be-

fore the one working elevator

started having problems. It started

with getting stuck between the

floors, then it moved onto getting

stuck on floors which resulted in

people having to pry the doors

open to get out, and eventually it

just decided to stop working at all.

Normally, if this happened once

or twice and then it was corrected,

it would be no big deal. But, these

occurrences have happened sev-

eral times. I have actually lost

track ofhow many times I was in

an elevator that had to be pried

open or how many times I had to

walk up ten flights of steps since

I live on the tenth floor.

At this point, some of you read-

ing this are probably thinking so

you had to walk up ten flights of

steps, big deal, get over it

Well, I have one simple ques-

tion, or actually two in one.

Would you like it if you had to

walk up ten flights of steps after

an 8am class when you are barely

alive as it is or when you come

back from a weekend at home and

have to carry all of your stuff up

ten flights? I would certainly

think not

Anyway, back to the subject at

hand-those darn elevators. It was

getting to the point that I was

wondering what these workers

were doing all day since they ob-

viously were not fixing the eleva-

tors.

Then something happened. I

guess the workers figured out the

CHI Secret Still Contemplated: Part 1
Note: This is a two-part article re-

printed from the April 25, 1989

Rotunda by James Boston

With the CHI burning closely

approaching, great anticipation is

sparked in many Longwood stu-

dents. CHI is one of the many tra-

ditions which are interwoven with

the spirit of Longwood.

Although many of us think that

we know and understand CHI,

there is very little that we actu-

ally know.

CHI is an organization whose

real purpose remains known only

to its members. Sure, we see the

external glimpses ofCHI through

their late night walks, their chants,

their banners, their dolls, their

Christmas balls, and then burn-

ing, but is this what CHI is all

about?

Every year the questions arise,

Who is in CHI? What do they do?

The students are ever seeking to

Find the identity of those friends

who call themselves a member of

this organization.

CHI is a word that brings ex-

citement and wonder to Long-

wood College students. But

WHY? Let us look into the mys-

tery ofCHI and see what we find.

It all began in the fall of 1900

(October 1 5 to be exact). A group

of girls who were considered to

be influential leaders in various

circles were chosen to become

members of a newly formed or-

ganization to be called 'CHI-THE

NEW ORDER." Their plan was

to work in coordination with the

honor system trying to prevent

breach of rules.

These individuals were very

different from the CHI we see to-

day, as they were feared by all.

These girls worked in all ways to

preserve high standards in the

college. Undercover, they warned

those girls whose conduct had

been disloval to the ideals of the

school. They were clad in white

robes and brewed well to the tune

of "Chloe." Occasionally, they

took late night walks. Their sym-

bol was that of a skull and two

cross bones.

A quote from the 1949 yearbook

says the following, "We donned

our robes over our skeleton

frames and took a walk on the

colonnade one night. It was rain-

ing, so they say, but we were un-

aware because as you know, no

discomfort could ever dismay

CHI-
CHI was said to "hear all, see

all, and know all." As time and

CHI progressed, many positive

things began to develop. CHI
gave the cornerstones to the Edith

Stevens Hall as well as to Jarman.

It was also responsible for the

landscaping of the dell at Long-

wood Estate, the floor in the "old

rec," and the directional finder

that was behind the old library.

# OOGaiJftG
PROPS:
-To RHA for putting on a great pre-St. Patrick's Day party with

an Irish band.

-To Facilities Management for finally getting the parking lot

behind Stubbs finished.

-To the Registrar's Office for getting the course schedule up on

the internet weeks before registration.

-To all the new members of the Greek society

-To Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia for being selected as the host chapter

for the Hampton University initiation.

DROPS:
-To whomever scheduled Jane Goodall to speak in Jarman

Auditorium (seats approx. 1 130) and not in Lancer Gym (seats

approx. 3100).

-To the poor plumbing in many of the buildings

-To the many loud and drunk people on St. Patrick's Day.

-To only having four classes for Speech minors to select in next

semester'i courses

-To the lack of quality cable of stations in this town (When are

they coming?!?!?!?!).

Send vourPreys and Drops to mrinker@langwxxLlwc.edu.

reason they were working in

Curry because for the first time

in a while, the elevator was work-

ing without a problem. Well, with

the exception of the occasional

floor skipping, but that is beside

the point

Now onto my main issue at this

point in the second semester-the

one elevator. First of all, I, like a

lot of students, like to be on time

for my classes. The ONE, take an

eternity elevator does not help.

Also, since the elevator takes for-

ever to go up and down, there can

be as many as 20 people in the

elevator at one time because they

know if they don't get on the first

time, it will be a while before they

can get on again. I repeat: the

ONE, take an eternity does not

help.

I admit I don't know much
about replacing an elevator, but I

don't think it is supposed to take

two months to replace one.

In conclusion, I would like to

ask the workers to please speed

up. Having two working elevators

would make the lives of the stu-

dents in Curry a lot easier.

Dr. Goodall Ticket

Shortage Causes Anger
WENDY KIRKMTRICK

Staff Writer

I'd like to bring up an issue that

I've heard a lot of students com-

plaining about recently, and I've

been one of them.

Many people were very un-

happy to learn mat tickets to Jane

Goodall's upcoming lecture in

Jarman Auditorium had gone on

sale after they had already sold

out.

Dates for ticket sales were ap-

parently never publicized on cam-

pus because nobody I've talked

to knew about them. Even the fac-

ulty couldn't get tickets because

they didn't know they were for,

sale.

The few faculty members who

did know about it, apparently

didn't bother to tell anyone. It's

also rumored that Dr. Cormier

sent tickets to people outside of

the Longwood community.

Jane Goodall's lecture is for

Longwood students and faculty.

We are the ones hosting her visit

and we should have the opportu-

nity to attend her lecture.

I was also upset by the table in

front of the Dining Hall display-

ing examples of her work. Is that

supposed to be a teaser? Look

here everyone, 'This is what you

are going to miss because you

don't have tickets!"

So, I would just like to say

Thanks to whatever brilliant ad-

ministrator that planned Jane

Goodall's visit, but wasn't plan-

ning on letting the faculty and stu-

dents attend.

v*
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NEWS& VIEWS
Mr. & Ms. Fitness of Longwood Pump You up

DANIELLE RECAME
Opinion Editor

On Thursday March 25,

there is going to be a Mr. and Ms.

Fitness ofLongwood competition

held in Lancer Gym at 7:30 p.m.

It costs $1 .00 or one can of food

to get in. The contributions will

be donated to the Ronald
McDonald Housem Richmond.

Junior Jennifer Grauman will be

running the show. T^bis function

is for one ofher major classes, Or-

ganization and Administration

that is taught by Dr. Betty Harris,

"The purpose of this fun

competition is to promote fitness

on campus and that fitness can be

fun," said Grauman.

The pre-testing competition

is being based on the Five Com-
ponents of Fitness: Cardiovascu-

lar Endurance, Muscular

Strength, Muscular Endurance,

Body Composition, and Flexibil-

ity. Each participant will have met

with Grauman for the pre-testing

before Thursday's final test.

The final test will be on the

top five males and the top five

females of the original 30 com-

petitors from the pre-testing of the

Five Components of Fitness. The

final test will be an obstacle

course for the skill related com-

ponents such as Speed, Balance,

3SuLftKjUijgrJg/9BWHtf3g-?jj^

BB8riZHKSSS £&£3£&£fcB$p£2&&«S3

$10

206) 1

jdiionafStudent Cimpfoument ls)eek

Jlpri(4-10

Jneme: "-Preparing C7or Uomorrow 's GAaffenqes "

Winners of"Student Gmpfoyee andSupervisor ofiAe "year"

wiffBe announcedat Appreciation 'Dinner on C%pri/6.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL

StaffWriter

1. Albanians Sign Kosovo Accord; Serbs Refuse

2. House Passes Missile Defense Bill

3. Federal Court Allows Justice Dept To Investigate Starr

4. Military Struggles to Keep Women Soldiers

5. Colleges Seek to Improve Teaching

6. Trial to Start in Gay Student Murder

7. New Compact Car Powered by Fuel Cefls

8. B. Labonte Injured in Practice Run

9. Nearly 200 College Students Stranded in Mexico

10. Late Winter Storm Sweeps Across East

Coordination, Reaction Time,

Power, and Agility. Judges will

determine at the end of the

evening on Thursday who will

win the honor ofbeing announced

"Mr. Fitness of Longwood," and

"Ms. Fitness ofLongwood" from

all the testing that has been done

throughout the week.

Remember:

What: Mr. and Ms. Fitness

of Longwood

When : Thursday, March
25, 1999 at 7:30 p.m.

Where : Lancer Gym
Why : To have fun and sup-

port the Ronald McDonald House

and your fellow classmates.

How : Bring $1.00 or one

canned food product.

Crime Stats
OFFENSE
Trespass

Missing person

Grand Larceny

Larceny

Trespass

Trespass

D.I.P. under 21

Damage

D.I.P.

Vandalism

Grand Larceny

Accident

Grand Larceny

D.I.P. under 21

D.I.P.

Harassment

LOCATION
Lankford

ARC
Lankford

Dining Hall

Lancer

Lankford

Graham lot

French

RedfordSt

Ruffner

Lankford

Tabb circle

French

High St

Wheeler lot

Her

DATE
1-30-99

2-1-99

2-3-99

2-3-99

2-4-99

2-4-99

2-6-99

2-6-99

2-7-99

2-8-99

2-12-99

2-13-99

2-14-99

2-15-99

2-16-99

2-17-99

Larceny Dining hall 2-18-99

Larceny Frazer 2-20-99

Larceny Lankford 2-22-99

D.I.P. under 21 Redford St 2-23-99

Trespass Curry 2-24-99

Larceny Dining Hall 2-25-99

Possession Tabb 2-26-99

Obscene Calls Her 2-27-99

Trespass Stubbs 2-28-99

Harassing Calls Frazer 2-26-99

Destruction Frazer 2-27-99

D.I.P. Stubbs 2-28-99

Possession Cunningham 2-24-99

Larceny Madison St 2-28-99

DISPOSITION

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Geared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Virginia Citizenship in Search

of Longwood Students
PRESSRELEASE

san Institute is looking forward to

a class comprised of motivated

service in Virginia;

-develop the practical skills nec-

The Virginia Citizenship Insti- participants from across the po- essary to affect change,

tute is in search of public-minded litical spectrum with a variety of Werkheiser added that regular

Longwood College students to personal and professional inter-

participate in its prestigious 1999 ests.

Summer Program. The Institute Participants will explore an in-

was established to engage young tensive curriculum comprised of

Virginians in the civic affairs and one part policy, one part philoso-

political life of the Common- phy, and one part practice,

wealth. According to Summer Program

The Summer Program features Faculty ChairDr. Frederick Hess,

a unique curriculum designed to of die Curry School of Education

prepare a select group of college at UVA, the program will pursue

students for their roles as the

Commonwealth's leading citizens

in the 21st century. This year's

program will run from May 24 -

June 19 at the University of Vir-

ginia in Charlottesville.

"We are very excited to offer

mis experience to Virginia's next

generation of political, business,

and community leaders," an-

nounced VCI Executive director

Greg Werkheiser. The nonparti-

a five-pronged approach fostering

civic involvement in Virginia:

-establish a foundation in Vir-

ginia politics and government;

-investigate the policy chal-

lenges facing the Commonwealth
now and in the 21st century;

-disect the formal and informal

political processes that drive

policy formation in the state;

-explore the values that are the

foundation of modern public .

events outside of the classroom

will expose participants to

present leaders in Virginia poli-

tics, business, and academia. "Our
goal is to provide a dynamic
learning environment in which
current and future leaders work
together to create more effective

models of civic engagement for

Vkginia."

Werkheiser expressed his hope
that the Institute's aims will ben-

efit all Virginians in the long run:

"Ifwe are successful, we will lay

a foundation for an improved pub-

lic life for everyone,"

The Institute welcomes applica-

tions from Longwood juniors and

seniors. Applications are due by

March 3 1 , and are available at

www.virginialeadership.com/

VCI or by calling (804) 979-466 1

.
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CAMPUS andCOMb
Thursday Friday Saturday Sun

25th 26th 27th
ACNC Meeting

in Prince Edward Room
12:30-1:30 p.m.

Theater Department

Senior Showcase

In Wygal

7:00 p.m.

Income Tax Assistance

in Hiner G20

6:00-9:00 p.m.

LP Film: Simon Birch

in the Lankford Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

For Batter or for

Worse: The Dynamics
ofWife Abuse

Speaker: Dr. Lee Bidwell

in Hiner Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Casino Night

in Her Gym
8:00p.m.-12:00a.m.

Sponsored by

Alpha Phi Omega

HAVE YOU HEARD?
...ABOUT POPLAR FOREST

APARTMENT5,..FARMVILLE
,

S

NEWEST APARTMENT

COMMUNITY..JUST LOOK

AT SOME OF WHAT WE
OFFER...

Two full Bathrooms in each apartment

Washer and drytr h each apartment

Dishwasher and garbage disposer

Private patio or balcony

CaWe connection in each bedroom and IMngroom
Multiplex wiring for fax/modem connection

Wired for computer network access to Longwood
Only minutes from campus 6 has bus service -

Quiet, wooded setrfng,..and morei

STUDENTS WELCOME! RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT

NOW FOR THE FALL!

CALL 392-53OO FOR MORE REFORMATION!

POPLAR FOREST APARTMENTS

Income Tax Assistance

in Hiner G20
9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Lacrosse

vs.

Shippensburg

@ 1 :00 p.m.

Men's Tennis

vs.

Lees-McRae

2:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis

vs.

Lees-McRae

2:00 p.m.

Richmond Symphony
In Concert with

Conductor Geraldo

Edeistein &
Soloist Neal Gary
in Jarman Theater

@ 8:00 p.m.

28
Palm Si

Men's 1

*7C

Limes

@11:0(

Women's

vs.

Limes

@11:0(

Lacrc

vs.

Blooms

@ 1:00

3rd Annual

Sclerosis Wa
Beginning at

Registr

begins @ 1

1 and 5 mi

begins @ 2

Senior Pian

Angela 1

in W>

@4:00

Fundra

Student/I

Volleyball Tc

in Stubbs sa

@ 1:30

-*m **
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fUNFTYCALENDAR
'day Monday Tuesday Wednes&y
th 29th 30th 31st
mday!

"ennis

tone

)a.m.

Tennis

tone

) a.m.

me

;burg

p.m.

Multiple

Ik-A-Thon

Lancaster

ation

:00 p.m.

le walks

:00 p.m.

o Recital:

'owell

gal

p.m.

ising

acuity

urnament

fid courts

p.m.

Softball

vs.

Pfieffer

2:00 p.m.

Choral Concert

in Wygal

7:30 p.m.

LP Film; Simon Birch

in the Lankford Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Campus Elections

Information Night

9:00pm-l 1:00pm in the

ABC Rooms. Come
discuss the obligations of

running for campus office

Classified Ads
In the Refijnda* April let

ieeue, we will be having

clae&Hed adel They are

$3. Ifyouareintereated

in one of these

ada-pleaee let ue know.

Bend ue your ad at box

2091- NO LATER THAN
MONDAY 3-29 BY 5£>0

Our Debt to the

Grandmothers: Indian

Women and Surviving

American History

By: Dr. Deborah Welch

in Prince Edward Room
12:30-1:30 p.m.

Baseball

vs.

Lynchburg

@ 3:00 p.m.

Job Search

in Career Center

@ 4:00 p.m.

Softball

vs.

Mount Olive

@ 2:00 p.m.

Lacrosse

vs.

Howard

@ 4:00 p.m.

Junior Voice Recital

in Wygal

7:30 p.m.

TheatreVirginia

Presents: Hay Fever

in the Virginia Museum
of Fine Arts, Richmond

Runs: Mar. 31 -Apr. 24

Call 353-6161 for details

&o, tofjafg tlje sfcoop? WW precious?

information bo pou fenoto?

Anything from birthdays, to meetings,

to off campus events*..if you know
about something, let us know.
Send it to: rotunda@lonqwood.lwc.edu

mm
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ganization Spotlight:Lambda Iota Tau
LOREN HATCHER
Asst, Copy Editor

LIT. No, I'm not talking about

a highly-concentrated alcoholic

beverage. In 1935, a group of

Longwood students formed the

first honor society for literature at

the College. In March of 1967,

this organization merged with

Lambda Iota Tau, the interna-

tional honor society for literature,

modern languages, and philoso-

phy majors to form the Eta Theta

chapter of UT.
LITs membership consists of

undergraduate, graduate, and

associate members. There are

more than thirty active members,

which include students, as well as

faculty.

Criteria for membership in-

cludes having a 3.0 GPA in either

English or a Modem Lanaguage.

Students must also have at least

six credits at a 300 level in their

specified "literary" major.

LIT sponsors several activities

on campus. Book drives, mem-

bership activities and a Spring

Weekend booth are a few events

the group participates in. The

group also sponsors a "Quote-of-

the-Week" on the bulletin boards

in Grainger. Plans are also in the

works for a Teacher-of-the-Year

Award in the English and Mod-
ern Language Department.

Treasurer Stacey Shelton stated

the following about future plans

for Lambda Iota Tau. "We want

to make the campus more aware

of LIT and we also want to be-

come more active." Other offic-

ers include President Tiffany

Park, Vice PresidentAmber Fain,

and Secretary Julie Brown.

"LIT is a wonderful way for the

department's majors to interact

together and to use their talents

for the benefit of others," said

advisor Cam Tinnell.

To receive more information

about Lambda Iota Tau contact

any officer or the English and

Modem Language Department.

r=

IFTOUTBOLKjHT college was expensive,
try putting yourself through retirement,

Think about supporting yourself

for twenty-five, thirty years or

longer in retirement. It might be the

greatest financial test you'll ever face.

Fortunately, you have two valuable

assets in your favor time and tax deferral.

The key m to begin saving now.

Delaying your decision for even ayear or

two can have a big impact on the amount

of income youU have when you retire.

What's the simplest way to get started?

Save in pretax dollars and make the I

of tax deferral. There's simply no mo
painless or powerful way to build a

comfortable and secure tomorrow.

SJLAm and IRA* makes it easy.

SRAs — tax-deferred annuities from

TIAA-CREF- and our range of IRAs

offer smart and easy ways to build the

extra income your pension and Social

Security benefits may not cover. They're

backed fay the same exclusive investment

choices, low expenses, and personal

sendee that have made TIAA-CREF the

retirement plan of choice among Americas

education and research communities

Call 1 800 842-2775 and find out for

yourself how easy it k to put yourself

through retirement when you have nme
and TIAA-CREF on your side.

.lisa-eref-org

for theme who shape it,"

N= ^

From the Rafters
ED BELL

Director ofHousing

Helloooooo Longwood. We are

still accepting applications for

moving off-campus for the 1999

-2000 academic year from stu-

dents who qualify for the excep-

tions including the Junior Option.

We will process the forms as we

get them on a first come first

served basis. Individuals who

have already received an excep-

tion to the residency requirement

were to confirm they are moving

off-campus by Friday, March

19th. Students who have not re-

turned the confirmation card are

now considered off-campus stu-

dents.

If you are still looking for a

place off-campus, the new apart-

ments north of the train tracks

(specifically designed for

Longwood students and opening

in early August) are underway ami

should begin framing this week.

More information will be avail-

able about diem in the Commuter

Student Affairs Office later this

month.

Room selection for those you

living in residence halls next year

begins when you pay your 1999-

00 deposit The deadline for pay-

ment was March 15. Payment is

required to register for classes and

to reserve a room for die Fall. If

you have not paid it, please do so

now. You will not be able to par-

ticipate in room selection nor will

you be able to register for classes.

If you do not pay, you loose

your right to make some choices.

If you are currently living in a

room you like and would like to

have it next year (sorry, this does

not apply to freshmen housing),

you will be able to choose to

"squat" your room (stay in the

your room) for next year. If you

live in a building you like, but

want a different room, you will

have the opportunity to choose the

new room before anybody else

can move into the building.

People wishing to change build-

ings (including all freshmen hous-

ing) may choose their new build-

ing as space is available.We guar-

antee a bed for everybody re-

quired to live on campus. To get

the best choices, there is a catch.

You must have paid your deposit

AND you must choose a room-

mate. More information is forth-

coming, but without a Room Se-

lection Card (indicating a paid

deposit) and a roommate, the

choices may be made for you.

I've been placed on the injured

reserve list - no change in the rac-

quetball challenge.

Jazz Ensemble Concert—
- included a solo from tenor saxo-

phone Thomas Sisson. Senior
LOREN HATCHER
Asst. Copy Editor

Jarman Auditorium hosted the

Longwood Jazz Ensemble's con-

cert March 16 at 7:30 p.m. The

Jazz Lab Band opened up with a

Miles Davis number, Milestones.

This included a trumpet solo by

Greg McCarney, as well as alto

saxophone player Michael

Shetley. Their repertoire consisted

ofGame Plan by Sammy Nestico

and Cajun Cookin' by Denis

DiBlasio which Director Dr.

Charles Kinzer described as hav-

ing "a popular rythmic beat

prominent in Louisana."

Next up was the Longwood

Jazz Ensemble, The Way You

Look Tonight (which some may

remember fromMy Best Friend's

Wedding Soundtrack) featured

trumpet Rob Romich, along with

the saxophone section. Margurite,

which had a distinct Latin sound

trombone player, Todd Tinsley

was spotlighted in Spring Can

Realty Hang You Up The Most.

The closer, Channel One Suite,

was composed in 1969 and is

what Kinzer called & "jazz odys-

sey." The three divisions told of

three different stories; all very

powerful and soulful.

Solos in the piece were pro-

vided by Thomas Sisson, Rob
Blankensbip, drummer Bryan

Sbeetz as well as others.

Dr. Kinzer also mentioned that

the Richmond Symphony will be

giving a performance Saturday,

March 27th in Jarman Audito-

rium. Tickets are five dollars for

Longwood students and twelve

(sixteen for reserved seats) dol-

lars for the general public. A por-

tion of the proceeds will go to

benefit the instrumentalists of the

Music Department.
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Deep

KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

1. S^MildyoudrustastocldMt^who'si^niedtoatraveia^nt?
2. Is boneless chicken considered to be an invertebrate?

3. Do married people live longer than single people or does it

just SEEM longer?

4. I went to a bookstore and asked the sales woman "Where's the
self-help section?" She said if she told me, it would defeat the
purpose,

5. If all mese psychics know me winning lottery numbers, why
are they all still working?

6. Isn't the best way to save face to keep the lower part shut?
7. War doesn't determine who's right, just who's left.

8. The main reason Santa is so jolly is because he knows where
all tibe bad girls live.

9. Why don't they make mouse flavored cat food?
10. How do blind people know when they are done "wiping?"

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of
your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu

Movie Review:
Cruel Intentions

ERIN CARROLL
Staff Writer

Director Roger Kumble delivers a fun, sexy, and
wicked screen adaptation ofLes Liaisons Dangersuses.
Pierre Lados first published the novel in 1782 and since men it has
been adapted into several films. Cruel Intentions tells the story of
charming, manipulative, and promiscuous Sebastian Valmont (Ryan
PhilUppe). Sebastian is bored with his incredible ability to have just
about any woman he wants. He is seeking his greatest challenge. He
decides he has found what will be his greatest conquest while thumb-
ing through a Seventeen magazine. In the magazine is an abstinence
manifesto written by Annette Hargrove (Reese Witherspoon).
Sebastian offers stepsister Kathryn Merteuil (Sarah Michelle Gellar)

to make a friendly wager with him. She agrees to the wager basing it

on her own terms. The deal is that if Sebastian succeeds in deflower-
ing Annette, as she will be staying with his aunt for the summer then

• Sebastian can fulfill his fantasies of being intimate with Kathryn as
well. However, if he fails then Kathryn becomes the new owner of
Sebastian's 1957 Jaguar Roadster.

However, there is a sub-plot at work within the film as well. Kathryn
coaxes Sebastian into helping her settle a personal vendetta with na-
ive Cecil Caldwell (Selma Blair). Kathryn lost her boyfriend, Court
to the sweet, innocent Cecil and now she is out to destroy her. With
Sebastian's help Kathryn endeavors to return Cecil to Court as dam-
aged goods.

This film contains drug usage, sexual situations, and strong lan-

guage. It is a hue look inside the things that teenagers struggle with
today. Phillippe and Gellar give award-worthy performances reveal-

ing their true acting talents. Joshua Jackson {Dawson 's Creek) reveals

his versatility as an actor with a priceless cameo performance.
The ending of the film is completely unexpected, but it shows that

sometimes "you have to be cruel to be kind." I strongly recommend
this film, but take some soap because it gets dirty.

An Seinnteoiri Visits

for St Patricks's Day
MATTRINKER
Staff Writer

It was the night before Saint

Patrick's Day but you would
never have been able to guess it

by the amount of celebrating that

was occurring in Lankford that

night Courtesy of Residence Hall

Association, and several Hall

Councils, the Irish band An
Seinnteoiri preformed for a

modest crowd. The band, whose

members all hail from the

Farmvi lie Area, played songs that

the crowd knew.

For first time concert goers, the

band was an unexpected treat, and

for consistant fans of the band, it

was an opportunity to sing along

and dance a jig.

RHA President Katie Walrod

said "I was very happy to see such

a good turn-out for the event. This

holiday can sometimes be over-

looked but it's always fun to get

out there and have some fun."

Refreshments for the party

included green punch to get all of

the participants ready for the big

Irish day the day after.

The highlight of die night was

when the lead singer dressed up

in a nun's outfit as the band played

a song about a nun gone bad.

RHA officers played trivia with

the audience during the break,

quizzing them on Irish culture and

customs.

The prizes, like mugs and

speciality soaps, for the winners

of the trivia were donated by

Barnes & Noble Bookstore.

WLCX To Hold Date Auction
MATTRINKER
Staff Writer

It's no April Fool. WLCX
will be holding a Date Auction

on April 1st in the Lancer Cafe.

The Longwood College Radio

Station will auction off many of

its DJs in order to raise addi-

tional funds for the station's 7th

Annual Bandfest, which will be

held on April 24th.

Some of the members being

auctioned off include Seth

Ewing, Matt Burton, Drew
Walker, and many more.

The autioning will begin at

8pm in the Cafe, and parts will

be broadcasted over WLCX
90.1FM.

Minimum bids are expected

to start out at five dollars and

there is no limit to how high the

bids will get, because these

dates are going to be hot and

lots of fun. The dates will pay
for the date so the winner will

make their money back

For information concerning

the auction, contact the WLCX
office at extension 2792.

Pork n
More
MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

I must admit that although I love

barbecue, my desire to eat at the

Pork 'n More next to Wal-Mart

has never been very strong. I did,

however, put aside my scepticism

of the often steamed-up restau-

rant, and went in for a quick Sat-

urday night dinner with my boy-

friend.

I ordered the medium pork

sandwich plate, which came with

coleslaw and potato chips; a side

order of potato salad, a drink and

peach cobbler for less than eight

dollars. The food was definitely

worth the price, as we both had

food to take home.

I love spicy food, so I probably

should have ordered the hot rather

than the medium pork, but after a

lot of Texas Pete, my sandwich

was really good. The potato salad

was mixed with egg salad - it was
not at all what I was used to. My
favorite part of the meal was the

peach cobbler. It was really good,

and was the perfect desert for a

southern meal.

Smash or Trash CD Reviews:

U2: The Best of 1980-1990
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

-|- Long before

JPp1
the electronical

^M infused POP
HA & and before the

^P* media-assault^* of the Zoo TV
tour, U2 was

considered to be an honest band

from Dublin making sincerely

moving music. In the 90s, U2 has

been disregarded as many things:

pretentious, egotistical, and arro-

gant, just to name a few. The es-

sence of U2 has been lost in many
eyes. The band that was singing

"Sunday Bloody Sunday" fifteen

years ago now seems nonexistent

to many.

With their new collection. The
Best of 1980-1990," U2 provides

a quiet reminder that they are still

the band everyone came to love.

Everything here is classic U2,

from the simple, poetic cover art

to the 14 songs chosen. All the fa-

vorites are here: "With Or With-

out You," "I Still Haven't Found
What I'm Looking For," "Where
the Streets Have No Name" and

"Sunday Bloody Sunday," as well

as a few of the songs that are of-

ten forgotten, such as "New
Year's Day," "Desire," "I Will

Follow" and "All I Want Is You."

The only "new" song in the

batch is the resurrected B-side

"The Sweetest Thing." Discarded

during the recording of "The
Joshua Tree," it has been re-re-

corded specifically for this collec-

tion. The inclusion of this song

brings U2 full circle, melding the

past with their present flawlessly.

As a bonus, a limited edition of

"The Best of 1980-1990" in-

cludes a disc of IS B-sides.

While this 2-disc set was sup-

posedly only available during

the first week of sale, copies of

it are still out there. Among the

songs included are the original

version of "The Sweetest

Tiling," the haunting "Love
Comes Tumbling" and U2's pas-

sionate cover of "Unchained
Melody.** It's worth looking for.

U2 is still the same band they

began as. Even through the spec-

tacle of the PopMart tour, they

were still there, making the same
music they have been for almost

twenty years now. "The Best of

1980-1990" is a testament to

that. This is U2's first "Best or
collection, but it's not going to

be their last
hfc^sfc
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Men's Golf

Hits Three Top Ten

BECKYTAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Lancer Men's golf team

finished third this pest weekend,

March 20-21, against twelve

other teams. This was the Con-
cord Invitational held in West
Virginia, which is a 36-hole

course. There total team score

was 305-310-615.

The team was led by senior

Jack Tsai with his score of 74-

77-151. He placed second out

of 62 golfers in the individual

competition. Junior Toby
Towler scored 77-76-153 to tie

for seventh place in die indi-

vidual. Teammate and class-

mate Jason Copeland scored a

78-77-155 He tied for tenth

place. Blair Shaddy scored 76-

80-156 and Myles Jones had a

86-82-168, These marks gave

these two both placements in die

individual competition.

The team will next travel to

North Carolina for the Camp
Lejeune Intercollegiate. This a

54-hole course to take place

March 26-28, this weekend.

Dave Wolden to

Set Tennis Players

as Champs
PRESSRELEASE

Dave Wolden is in his second

year as head coach of the

Longwood College men's and

women's tennis programs.

Wolden was previously an assis-

tant coach for men's and
women's tennis at Wooster (OH)
from 1995-97, additionally serv-

ing as the head tennis profes-

sional at the Wooster Country

Club since 1996. The Lancer

women were 8-9 overall, 4-5 in

die Carolinas-Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC) last year,

while the Lancer men were 7- 13,

3-6 in the CVAC last year.

Wolden helped turn the

Wooster men's program around

from a 6-17 record to consecu-

tive seasons of 18-7 and 16-7

while qualifying an individual to

the NCAA Division III Men's
Tennis Championship. The
Wooster women improved from

7-14 to 16-6 while establishing

a school-record few wins.

A member of the United

States Professional Tennis Asso-

ciation (USPTA), Wolden
earned his MA. in physical edu-

cation from Ohio University

('95) after receiving his B.S. in

physical education from the

University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse C93).

The St Paul, MN native is

also a member of the United

States Tennis Association

(USTA). Wolden was a standout

tennis player at UW-La Crosse

for four years, gaining All-Con-

ference honors while winning an

individual conference champi-

onship as well as helping UW-
L to a team conference tide.

Baseball

at 14-12

Already

This

Season
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (14-12) dropped

a 3-2 collegiate baseball deci-

sion at Virginia State (6-9) Tues-

day. The Lancers had just two

hits against the Trojans who de-

feated LC for the first time since

1990 (a 3-2 score also). It was

only the fourth victory ever by

VSU over Longwood in 56

meetings all-time since 1982.

The Lancers*did not go without

a struggle as senior Fred Stoots/

Clover Hill HS (1-2, RBI)
singled in sophomore Travis

Pntzner/Gar-Field HS (0-2, 2

walks, 2 runs) with the go-ahead

run in the top of the 9th-mning,

only to have the Trojans score

two runs in the bottom erf" the in-

ning for the wia Senior Mike

Lewis/Halifax County HS (2-5)

took the pitching loss in relief

with the final 2.2-innings, al-

lowing two runs on four hits

with three strikeouts,

Longwood is scheduled to

host non-conference opponent

Ferrum Wednesday, March 24,

a 3 p.m. game at Lancer Sta-

dium. But their next game will

be March 26, at Erskine. This

game will begin at 3:00 p.m.

Softball and Men's

Golf Standouts

Honored
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College Softball

standout Stacey Rose/Spring-

field, VA-Thomas Jefferson HS
and men's golf standout Jack

Tsai/Hampton, VA-Hampton
Roads Academy have been se-

lected as the Longwood/

Domino's 'Players of the Week*

for the period March 17-23. The

Lancer honorees are chosen by

the College's office of sports in-

formation each week.

Rose, a graduate student and

pitcher, helped LC to a 6-0 week

as the Lancers swept CVAC
doubleheaders from St Andrews

(N.C.) March 18, Erskine (SC)

March 20, and Queens (NC)
March 22. The highlight of the

week for Rose was a no-hitter

she tossed at Queens during a 6-

win-just the fifth seven-inning

no-hitter in school history. For

the week, Rose was 2-0 and

pitched 18.0 innings while al-

lowing just three earned runs for

a 1.17 ERA with seven

strikeouts. She leads LC with her

12-3 record this spring, includ-

ing a 1.73 ERA and 54

strikeouts. Longwood is 24-6

overall, 6-0 in the CVAC, as the

Lancers have established a new
school-record for wins (24), and

currently has a school-record

nine-game winning streak as

well.

Stacey is the daughter of

Marshall and Linda Rose and is

working toward her graduate

degree in community and college

counseling at Longwood.

Tsai, a senior, led LC to a

third-place team finish at the

Concord (WV) Invitational

March 20-21. Tsai fired rounds

of74 and 77 totaling 151 during

the 36-hole tournament played at

the Pipestem State Park, a 6,884-

yard, par-72 layout. He finished

in a tie for second-place among

the 62-player field in the 1 2-team

event in West Virginia. Tsai's

efforts helped the Lancers score

rounds of 305 and 310 totaling

615. The fourth-year golfer is

second on the team with his

78.63 stroke-average through

eight competitive rounds this

year.

Jack is the son of C.K. and

Shiau-Mei Tsai and is majoring

in business administration at

Longwood.

Longwood College/Domino s Players of
the Week—Spring

Feb. 10-16

Feb. 17-23

Feb. 24-March 2

March 3-9

March 10-16

March 17-23

Jill Younee Women's basketball

Mike Lewis

Jamie Englehart

Jon Hughes

Tricia Ramsey

Greg Edmonds

Natalie Smith

Igor Bilalagic

Libby Gough

Shawn Torian

Stacey Rose

Jack Tsai

Baseball

Softball

Men's basketball

Women's Tennis

Baseball

Lacrosse

Men's Tennis

Softball

Baseball

Softball

Men's Golf
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Lady
Lancer's

Lacrosse

Team at

5-1
DANIELLERECAME

Staff Writer

The Lancer's Lacrosse Team
is still strong after winning
Thursday, March 14 hosting

Shenandoah (17-3), and defeat-

ing Millersville (PA) (14-9) Sat-

urday, March 20. Longwoodhas
won the last five games
(Lynchburg 10-8, Limestone
(SC) 11-10, PfeifTerfNC) 17-3,

Shenandoah, and Millersville)

which, puts them with a 5-1

record.

Longwood dominated the

entire game when they hosted

Shenandoah University. The top

scorer was sophomore Natalie

Smith/' Albemarle HS with seven

goals and two assists. Follow-

ing right behind her was senior

Laurie Hogan/ Albemarle HS
who had three goals. Other

strong players for the game were

freshman Nichol Miller/

Edgewood HS (2g), senior Dawn
Duboksi/ Cherokee (NJ) HS
(2g), junior Tina Whitaker/

Floyd E Kellam HS (lg, 3a),

junior Heather Wentzel/

Kemps ville HS (lg, la), and

freshmanAnn Harmon Robinson

HS(lg).

After Longwood's away
game at Millersville, the Lanc-

ers continue to come home with

their heads high Hogan led the

lancers with six goals.

Following her was Smith

with four goals and three assists.

Other key players for the game

were senior Melissa Miranda/

Kempsville HS (lg), and

Duboski (lg), sophomore Kris

Denson/ Stafford HS (lg, la),

and freshman Beth Hadrys/

Joppatowne (MD) HS (lg, 3a).

Whitaker also came home with

one assist, and sophomore

Rachel Bunn/ Northeast (MD)

HS lead die defense with eleven

saves.

The Lancer's next scheduled

game will be at Bridgewater on

Wednesday, March 25 at 4 p.m.

The men's rugby team of Longwood
defeated Bueknell on Saturday,, March

20. The score was 28-20. The lancers

will charge to Philadelphia this week-

end to play in a tournament Their first

contest is against Salisbury State (MD).

Pitching Strikes

for Lancer Women-
Softball

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (24-6, 6-0

CVAC) established a new
school-record for wins in a sea-

son with a collegiate softball

doubleheader sweep at CVAC
opponent Queens (NC) Monday
in North Carolina. The Lancers

extended their winning streak to

nine-straight-a new school-

record as welL-with a 6-0 win in

game one and a 2-1 victory in

game two. LC won die opener

behind the no-hit pitching of

graduate student Stacey Rose/

Thomas Jefferson HS (12-3),

only the fiftii 7-inning no-hitter

in school history. Senior Libby

Gough/Amelia County HS pro-

vided all the offense necessary

with a 2-2 effort at die plate, in-

cluding a solo home run and a

double for two RBI. Rose was

also 2-4 at the plate. In die night-

cap, Gough. along with freshmen

Jamie Englehart/Brentsville HS
andColleen Cooney/Stafford HS
were each 1-3 with Cooney scor-

ing two runs. Sophomore Denise

Wack/Oreat Bridge HS (12-3)

tossed a complete-game three-

hitter for the mound win.

Longwood is scheduled to

play another doubleheader at

conference opponent Belmont

Abbey (NC) Tuesday, March 23,

before playing a twtnbill at

CVAC foe and nationally-ranked

#7 Coker (SC) Wednesday,

March 24.

Libby Gough and Stacey

Rose were awarded aCVAC
Player of the Week honor,

for the week of March 23.

They are softball players at

Longwood. Shawn Torian

and Greg Edmonds were

also awarded this honor, for

the week of March 17.

They are both baseball play-

ers at LWC.

Tennis Teams
Looking Strong

DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer

Last week the Women's Ten-

nis Team defeated Scared Heart

(CT) and Wooster (OH) in Hilton

Head Island, S.C. Over spring

break, the Lancers finished with

a 9-1 record beating Coker (SC),

Slippery Rock (PA),

and Carson-

Newman (TN), but

after winning their

two matches in SC,

this puts Longwood

ina 11-1 record and

overall 3-0 CVAC
rank.

In last weeks

game, sophomore

Jen Morton/ Clover Hill HS and

Tricia Ramsey/ Halifax County

HS won their two matches along

with winning their doubles

match. Ramsey and Morton are

strong with a 7-0 record and 3-0

CVAC in doubles which, puts

them at #3. Other players that

wen their matches were junior

Bonnie Maholchic/ India River

HS, senior Catherin Roe/ Patrick

Henry- Roanoke HS,junior Car-

rie Armstrong/ Colonial Heights

HA. sophomore Kristin

Lichtenfelc/ Stafford HS, and

Whitney Shaw/ Prince George

HS. Maholchic and Veazey now

inclide a 7-1 record, 3-0 CVAC
which, slides them into #2 posi-

tion.

Ramsey is in the lead with

her singles record of 14-2, 3-0

CVAC, and following her is

Shaw (9-3, 3-0), Maholchic (9-

4, 3-0), Morton (8-1, 1-0), Roe

(8-3, 1-0),Arm-strong (6-1, 1-0),

and freshman Laura Veazey/

Prince George's HS (6-7, 1 2).

The men's

team on the other

hand has had it's

share of good

and bad luck

these days.The

men won 6-3

over Mount Ol-

ive, hut only 5-4

over Pfieffer.

Each team had

improved their records to 9-7

overall, men while they are only

2-4 in the CVAC. While

competiting in these matches

freshman Mirza Hjazovic at #3

and Dave Helfrich led the -way

with two victories. Also gaining

wins were Igor Biialagic, #1;

brother Gorjan Biialagic, #2 and

Phillips Pilard, #5.

In the next week, the men's

and women's tennis teams will

take on Lees McRae, from North

Carolina, March 27. at 2 p.m.

Women's Golf

Places Eighth,

Twenty-three

Teams Competed
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Longwood women's
golf team placed eighth at the

Snowbird Invitational in Florida

over spring break The ladies

had a total score of322-3 19-641

.

This competition carried 23

teams. Freshman standout Vicki

Matkovich led the lancers with

a score of 76-79-155. With this

score Matkovich was able to

place ninth in the individual

competition out of 129 golfers

This contest took place at Uk

Pebblecreek Country Club neai

Tampa, Florida To round out th<

top five in the team competiuor

were Jessica Fernandez (83-78

161), Rachel Abbott (81-81

162), Katie Soule (82-82-164)

and Mandy Beamer (88-8 1 - 1 69)

Longwood will travel to Wil-

liam and Mary College fa- then

next competition. This will bet

36-boie course This match takes

place March 27-28,



ATTENTION!!!
y LONCWOOD COLLEG

The Student Government Association of

Longwood College will be holding Cam-

pus Elections from April 5th - 8th, 1999 In

the New Smoker Lounge just outside of

Blackweil Dining Hall during the lunch

and dinner hours. The following positions

are open for election:

Sophomore Class Officers

Junior Class Officers

Senior Class Officers

Judicial Board Justices

Honor Board Justices

Applications are due by Friday, April 2nd

at 5:00pm in the SGA Office Located in the

Leadership Resource Center in the

Lankford Student Union.

"Leading the Force For Positive

Change."

SGA Meetings are every Ti

:30p.m. in the ABC R(
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Rotunda Newspaper Editors Jailed for Hostage Situation
PRESSRELEASE

Early Wednesday morning, the

editors of The Rotunda were ar-

rested for numerous offenses.

Melissa Gill, a sophomore, was

arrested for drug smuggling, at-

tempting to murder the newspa-

per staff, and for her role in the

violent protest to the campus po-

lice about the overflow of park-

ing tickets.

Kristen Ingram, a freshman,

was arrested for possession and

distribution of narcotics, assault

and battery on the newspaper

staff, and malicious wounding.

The two were arrested inside

The Rotunda office on Wednes-

day evening. The two had taken

the newspaper staff hostage as a

result of their late work and gos-

sip.

Many staff members had been

complaining of forced labor and

all-nighters in the office with no

food, drinks, or breaks. Some say

that sometime in

the middle of the

day, the two had

just snapped un-

der the pressure

ofthe deadlines.

The women
locked the staff in

the office. There

was a call to the

Farmville Police

from the women
demanding
Mountain Dew,
pizza, and working computers.

When the items were delivered,

the staff would go home un-

harmed.

When their plan failed, they at-

tempted to escape through the of-

fice window. They had already set

up a trap outside to distract po-

Sex, Lies, and Clinton:

How These Relate to

Longwood College
DANIELLE RECAME

Clinton,

Clinton is coming to Farmville

!

Yes, you are reading correctly.

President Clinton is coming to

little old Longwood College on

Friday, April 2, 1999, at 8 p.m. in

Jarman.

Clinton is going to speak to stu-

dents about how to twist words

around when trying to get out of

an assignment, how important it

is to do laundry when your clothes

are dirty, how to B.S. your way

through or lie on a test, where to

get your cigars and how to use

them, and why Diet Coke is the

beverage of choice after a sexual

experience.

Poetry books and ties will be on

sale in the lobby for the student's

pleasure.

On Saturday, April 3, Clinton

and Ken Starr are going to play

golf (which is open to any student

that wishes to join).

For those that are not golf fans,

Monica Lewinsky and Hillary

Clinton will be in the Cafe from

11-2 to answer any questions that

Clinton did not cover-up the night

before.

Lewinsk will demonstrate how

to clean your knees after they get

dirty and which hats to wear for

certain occasions.

This is going to be a very infor-

mative lecture that no one will

want to miss.

Ike.

Apparently, the two almost es-

caped when they put up a huge

donut outside as a distraction to

the Farmville police, An onlooker

stated, "I thought for sure that

they were gonna outsmart the

cops with the giant donut! Had it

not been for the

FBI, they would

have easily got-

ten away."

Gill had been

in the watchful

eye of the cam-

pus police ever

since her role in

the earlier protest

about the

"Wynne inci-

dent." Many po-

lice say she is

also responsible for uncovering

the scandals and secrets of

Longwood College that got many

higher-ups fired. As she was

forced into the police car, she was

screaming, "It's all a huge con-

spiracy! I must uncover it before

they get me too!"

Ingram was a suspect in the

wounding of all members of an

off-campus fraternity. Ingram

snuck in after a frat party and tat-

tooed the letter "K" onto the

men's foreheads and all over the

walls of the house.

When asked why she did such

a thing, she commented, "K is of-

fensive!! You must watch out for

K! It is the evil letter! It must be

removed!"

No one was hurt in the incident.

Both women are pleading tempo-

rary insanity to the charges.

The question still remains, will

The Rotunda ever be the same?

ig Hall Construction Workers to

Lecture on Sexual Harassment
MELISSA GILL
Rotunda Junkie

In a rare show of gentlemanly

behavior, the dining hall construc-

tion workers are holding a lecture

called How to Cope with

Sexual Harassment, •

The lecture is open to all

Longwood students and

will be held in the Hull Au-

ditorium on April 7, 1999

at 8 pro.

The lecture was put to-

gether due to the harass-

ment the workers have got-

ten from many Longwood

women.

Last week, many sorority

pledges were sent to the adminis-

tration for harassing the construc-

tion workers. Many stood by the

gate yelling and whistling at the

men as they speedily worked on

our dining hall.

One upset construction worker

commented, "It really hurts us

when people yell crude things at

us. We are not pieces of meat to

Photo by Allison Beverly,

be gawked at We have feelings

just like every other human be-

ing."

In an ironic twist, the women
of Longwood College attempted

to say that the construction work-

ers were harassing them. Some
women claimed that every time

they walked by the site, the work-

ers gawked, whistled, and made

rode comments to them. The

Rotunda even dropped the

workers numerous times in

the Props and Drops col-

umn.

But after a brief investi-

gation by the campus police,

it was determined that the

women were not being ha-

rassed by the men. It was

exactly the opposite, the

women were harassing the

men.

The women should be ashamed

of themselves! Harassing innicent

men who are just doing there job!

Truly, this has been a dark year

for Longwod College.
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©DiToBiak
hi EVERYONE, i AM

WRITING YOU FROM
THE PETERSBURG

MENTAL HOSPITAL. aS YOU
CAN SEE FROM THE FRONT
PAGE, I GOT MYSELF A
LITTLE BIT ARRESTED. hEY,

IT WASN'T MY FAULT THAT
THE STAFF DIDN'T DO
THEIR WORKANDANYWAY,
THE VOICES TOLD ME THAT
IT WAS OKAY.

i HAVE BEEN DOING A
LOT OF THINKING LATELY, I

HAVE DECIDED WHAT I AM
GOING TO DO AS SOON AS I

GETOUTOFTHE SLAMMER,
i HAVE LEARNED MANY

HELPFULTHINGS WHILE AT-

TENDINGMY FIRSTYEARAT
LONGWOOD. fJRST, I LEARN-
ED EXACTLY HOW MUCH 2

PEOPLE CAN CRAM INTO A
ROOM THE SIZE OF A BATH-
ROOM, i HAVE LEARNED

HOW EASILY MOLD GROWS
ON AN AIR CON-DITIONING
VENT, i HAVE LEARNED
THAT IN ORDER TO PASS A
CLASS, ALLI HAVE TO DO IS

KISS BUTT, REGURGITATE
INFOR-MATION,AND PROVE
TO MY PROFESSOR THAT I

DIDMYHOMEOWRK i ALSO
LEARN-ED (FROM RUMORS)
NOT TO TALK BAD ABOUT
ANY HIGHER UPS IF I WANT
TOGRADUATE.mANY
PEOPLE HAVE FORWARNED
ME ABOUT THE WRATH I

WOULD RECEIVE IF I SHOT
OFFMYMOUTH TOO MUCH.
SOAS LONGAS IAMAGOOD
LITTLE GIRL, I SHALL BE
FINE.

i ALSO HAVE LEARN-ED
HOWTO DECIPHER COMPLI-
CATED SENTENCES. OFTEN
STUDENTS ARE GIVEN SO
MANY RUN-AROUNDS BY

HIGHER UPS THAT WE OF-

TEN NEED A TRANSLATOR.
10NGWOOD IS ALSO A

VERY HEALTHY PLACE. I

GET PLENTY OF EXERCISE
WALKING THE TEN MIN-
UTES TO MYCAR (WHICH IS

WAY OFF CAMPUS), i GET
EVEN MORE EXERCISE
WHEN I HAVE TO PAY A
TICKET, BILL, ETC. nOT
ONLY DO I GET A GOOD
TOUR OF THE CAMPUS EV-
ERYDAY, I GET A GREAT
WALK GOING IN AND OUT
OF BUILDINGS TRYING TO
GET ONE THING ACCOM-
PLISHED.

kEEPING ALL OF THIS IN
MIND, i HAVE DECIDED
THAT I AM GOING TO TAKE
OVER LONGWOOD COL-
LEGE WHEN I ESCAPE.
melissa "i am tortuga" gill-dicta-

tor of longwood

{Ehe&otunba
Box 2901

Longwood College

Farmville.VA 23909

Intems-in-Training

The REAL Sporty Spice

Frat Boy Defease Lawyer

Elevator Crusader

Assistant to J.C. Chasez

Phish Roadie

Purple People Eater

Jane Goodall Stalker

Staff Jock

Staff Punching Bag
Sex and Violence Editor

Embezzlement Manager

Richard Gere's Mistress

Staff Dirty Whose

Crack Supplier

Photo: 804-395-2120

Fax: 804-395-2237

rotunda@longwcKxi.lwc.edu

Melissa GUI and Kristen Ingram

Jarnie Turner

Loren Hatcher

AJlyson Blake

Erin Carroll

Megan Black

Wendy Kirkpatrick

George Laaum

Becky Taylor

Kevin Rock

Cindy Nichols

MattRinker

Dr. Chrys

Damefle 'KkiJboxJng Queen" Recame, Eden "Give me $$"

t3eatus Bartholomew" Beverley, Tera *X3ue* my
HCAn

Koa,Aaft« H16A

'Ha

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the aca-

demic year (except holidays and exam periods) and is printed in the offices of the FarmvMe Herald,
Faravilk, VA.

Afl ankles, advertisements, letters to me editor, and pictures must be received by five o'clock p.m.
me Sunday prior to the Thursday publication. All letters to die editor must be typed, and include

aameandtetephooemmAer. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear on the published
letter must request so in writing. All letters arc subject to editing

The Rotunda a m equal opportunity employer.

I
jus wanna take this

oportunety to thank

Longwud Colege for the

exelent edukashun that I have

done got this year. I am so glad

to be. And becuz I have done got-

ten me a good edukashun I done

becom the edditor of the scool

newspaper.

I have lerned that this ain't the

place for no dummies and I sure

ain't dum. I represint the smartest

group of peepul on kampus an I

know that Dr.Koremea is so hapy

to have me refeckt the scool's

emage.

I done got so smart that they

wantme to live in that place called

ARK. (I think its suposetobe a re-

ligious place you know like Noah

an the rest of them holy peepul).

1 nem Longwud peepul are so

grate. I am so thankfull that they

let me in this place. Exspeshally

since I didn't have me no deploma

from hi scool.

It sure wuz awfuly nice for them

to let me in.

Me an the other edditor jus

wanna incourage peepul to git

envolved in Longwud. A good

oportunety that you should take

is to go see some of the bands.

Their is this vegetable band,

Apples Love Tomatos, you can

call Melisa about that one. An
their is this frat boy band I think

they are sumthing like TS-5 and

Loren Hatcher knows all about

that I think that their is also one

called 5th Floor, they are

suposedtobe really good too!

Well, thank you folks fer lettin

me tell ya all my opinons an stuff!

christien ingram-docter of

editoroal.

NOTE: In case you forgot, the

Rofimda is an April Fools issue,

so please don't kill us over our

superfreaky articles.

Your Letters

Nightwalkers Clear up Intoxication

Misconceptions for Students
Dear Editor,

This is in regards to the article

written about Nightwalkers and

campus safety.

I would like to rephrase some
of my article's ideas. I gave the

impression that no matter what

the circumstances, if you are in-

toxicated, the police will sot be

informed.

I want to correct that idea. If

you are intoxicated, it is the dis-

cretion of the Nightwalkers
whether or not the police will be

notified.

If you are intoxicated to the

point that mere may be a serious

threat to your health, the escort

may inform the police.

This is in order to ensure your

safety. We do not want to risk tak-

ing you home, only to leave you

with potential health problems be-

cause of the alcohol.

Also, as we stated before, if

physical harm to an escort occurs,

charges will be pressed. I do not

want to discourage the use of the

student escort services, but I do

want to prevent misuse.

If you would like an escort,

please call x2091 between dusk

and midnight Sunday through

Thursday, and dusk and 2 a.m.

Friday and Saturday,

Bonnie Pancoast

Alcohol Policy is Great for Students
I would like to thank Longwood

College for passing the new al-

cohol policy that allows the

school to call my parents (if I am
under 21) if lam intoxicated.

I really enjoy being treated like

a kid again! I turned into an adult

at age 18, so I was so indepen-

dent from my parents mat I for-

got how it felt to be hawked over

by an adult

Just when I thought I was grown

up again, Longwood takes over

the parental role.

But I really enjoy feeling 5

again. I was thinking about break-

ing out all ofmy toys too. Maybe
we should start sending report

cards home every 6 weeks to the

parents so that they are sure that

their little darlings are doing a

good job at nursery school-oh, i

mean college.

ANONYMOUS
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"27te Activist " is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your chance to

do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up and act up.

Because if you're not mad, you're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

ckahn@longwood.hvc.edu. (Even though this is the issue of The Rofunda, mis is a true story mat was
researchedand expressed out thoughtfully.

Football, Lacrosse, and Title IX, Oh My!
KEVINROCK
Sexist Altar Boy

I've got two words for you-Title

DC Has anyone really taken the

time to realize that the number of

sporting teams is slightly unbal-

anced? Come on now, the stu-

dents are not that dumb. We men
are entitled to another team here.

Title EX was originally created to

assist women so that there would

be an equal opportunity in activi-

ties between the sexes. During the

years after it's creation, it worked
solely for the sake of the females.

Well, what most people don't re-

alize is that it works both ways.

Athletics just happens to fall

under the category of "activities."

The exact Title DC states^ "No
person in the U.S. shall, on the

basis of sex be excluded from

participation in, or denied the ben-

efits of, or be subjected to dis-

crimination under any educa-

tional program or activity receiv-

ing federal aid." This does not

mean that an equal number of ath-

letic teams are necessary, but the

number of athletes participating

must be relatively even.

If we decide to compare the

sports here at Longwood, this is

what you would find: women's

baskctball-golf-soccer-tennis-

softball vs. men's basketball-golf-

soccer-tennis-baseball. All of

these sports have a relatively even

number of athletes on their ros-

ters. So what's left, but women's

field hockey and lacrosse, and

men's wrestling. The roster for

men's wrestling does not even

come close to matching the num-

ber ofplayers on the field hockey

team and lacrosse team com-

bined. This leaves plenty of room

to add another men's team here

at Longwood.

It just doesn't match up in the

end, which is exactly why the

men deserve another team. In or-

der to get another team by Title

DC requirements, there are three

things that must be fulfilled. The

first thing is, does the ratio of ath-

letes by gender mirror the under-

graduate population? In Long-

wood's case, yes. If the first is no

(which in this case it is), is there

a history of expansion for the

underrepresented sex? Also a yes

because Longwood only became

coed in 1976, therefore Long-
wood has been adding teams. But

by the third requirement, shows

that Longwood should be ready

for another men's team which is,

has there been a measure to meet

the interest of the underrepre-

sented sex? In this case, it is a big

fat "NO." There has been an in-

terest in both students and

coaches to add a higher profile

sport to the athletics program. A
higher profile sport would help

attract more interest from students

that live out of the state. Two
sports that seem to be of interest

by the Longwood students and

staff is men's football and men's

lacrosse.

Let's look at this from a ratio-

nal point of view. Let's say that

Longwood added a football team.

The roster for football includes

about 100+ players, which would

then upset the balance of the total

number of athletes and then re-

quire another women's team to be

added. Lacrosse on the other hand

only has about 20+ players, which

would equal out the number of

teams, and athletes. This means

that adding a lacrosse team would

be more rational than another

sport like football, also because

of three primary reasons. First is

the size of the team is more prac-

tical. Thus making the teams list

on a more equal level than cur-

rently. The second reason is be-

cause there is more of an interest

for a lacrosse team. If a lacrosse

team was added then there would

be a higher level of competition

then a football team. It would be

easier to try to fill 20+ strong seats

than 100+. Finally, there is al-

ready the facilities to host a men's

lacrosse team. There is a field, a

scoreboard, and goals with nets.

No matter the team, there would

be uniforms to purchase.

Which of these two sports

would most likely get to the point

of becoming a team here? Let's

take another point of view, or

rather a question. How many Di-

vision II football teams can you

name in the CVAC (Carolinas

Virginia Athletic Conference)

which we are participants in? Not

many, huh? That's because there

are none. Now, what about la-

crosse? Oh, where shall I begin?

In the CVAC there are currently

three schools that have a men's

lacrosse team. The other schools

are Limestone, Pfeiffer, and Lees-

McRae. The only thing is that they

have to play in the Deep South

Conference. This is because it

takes only four schools in a con-

ference to recognize a sport in the

conference. IfLongwood were to

add a men's lacrosse team to it's

athletic program then lacrosse

would be a conference affiliated

sport in the CVAC.
So what's the bottom line, equal

opportunity in athletics. What's

that spell, Title K, Where am I

going with this you ask? Long-

wood is ready for another men's

sport here. If we were to add la-

crosse here, we already have some

division ranked students that

would love to get involved, and

are just waiting for the go-ahead.

$ J)RK5 wi -PRO© •
DROPS:
-To Faculty that move student bookbags from dining hall tables

so that they don't have to eat upstairs. Hey, have a little respect

-To Cashiering for not cashing checks. We know you have

money.

-Administration for putting rusted aluminum coffee cans by the

"smoking spots." They are uglier than the trash.

-The Spanish Department for scheduling only one section for

upper level Spanish courses.

-To Longwood for causing all of the Faculty to leave.

-To Cormier for firing Ron Carr.

-To Longwood for only having one cool guy to fix Macs for us.

-To the Navy for taking away all of the hottie men.

-To the phantom in the newspaper office that breaks all of our

equipment every Wednesday night

-To the administration for giving us a Reading Day. MAN! Like

we really wanted a day off!

-To the construction workers for being so quiet.

To Kevin Rock...it's not your calendar!

-To Marilyn Manson for refusing to play in Jarman.

•To Rinky Dink for losing his balls! (Tennis, that is...)

Send your Props and Drops to magill@longwcxxllwc.edu.

Sneafr Out
What is your favorite memory while jrou

were at Longwootf

"When I came out of the closet

I was able to keep my dignity

and my purse!"

-Tinky Winky

"Streaking at a Women's Field

Hockey game."

-David

"Walking into Stubbs and

seeing not one, but 50 some

girls in blue dresses."

-Bill Clinton

'Karioke in the Cafe.'

-Pope John Paul II
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news % views
Chi Secret Part 2
Note: This is a reprintfrom James

Boston 's April 1989 CHI article.

On many occasions, the CHI
banner watched over the crowd in

the College Shop ami on the ath-

letic field. Bright red skulls be-

gan to appear around campus on

the sidewalks. This staunch group

of girl s was held fast by undying

loyalty, strong bonds of friend-

ship, and a firm purpose.

The year ended with what was

termed a "coming out party." This

was a bonfire which was said to

cast its glow to reveal the identi-

ties of the CHI members. Over

die years, it became customary at

this ritual for the members to

circle this bonfire and commend
those whose spirit and loyalty to

the college was felt by all.

In the 70's, a new group was

formed as a takeoffon CHI. This

group was composed of campus
clowns and "fun troublemakers"

who called themselves "Ca-

hoots." They did a comical ver-

sion of CHI which included a

mock walk. The group died out

sometime during the late 70's -

early 80*s.

CHI of 1970 presented a Blue

and White songbook, which was

a collection of class, color, and

college songs, as a reminder of

CHI's essential purpose. This

purpose was said to be "not in-

scribed on paper, but could be

found only in the hearts and

minds of those who sought it

Today, with a new symbol, that

of the Rotunda, CHI WALKS
ON, AND THE SPIRIT OF
LONGWOOD WALKS WTTH
IT!!! Its activities have changed

over the years, but its aim to up-

hold the spirit of Longwood has

remained constant.

Students still get chills when

they read letters to the student

body encouraging support ofcol-

lege functions and academic ex-

cellence. They still look forward

to the CHI burning, where recog-

nition is given to students, faculty,

and administrators who have

made outstanding contributions to

the college community.

As for die question "exactly

how does one get into CHI?"- that

will probably never be known for

sure. We do know that they are

chosen for their outstanding con-

tributions to Longwood College.

The important thing to know
and understand about CHI is that

it maintains the spirit and tradi-

tions of this fine institute. With-

out spirit, CHI would have no rea-

son for being. Realizing that the

spirit depends on each student,

CHI strives to kindle the flame

and keep it burning in the hearts

of all.

Longwood Celebrates Women's History

Month with Lectures and Activities
WENDY tURKPATRlCK
Asst. Opinion Editor

In celebration of Women's
History Month, Longwood**s

Women's Studies Program under

the direction of Or. Candis

LaPrade, has been hosting a se-

ries of lectures and discussions

focusing on women's issues.

Some recent programs have

highlighted such topics as

women in politics, the four

sororites founded at Longwood,

and American Indian women.

On March 23, Longwood's

Woodrow Wilson Fellow, Tanya

Metich, held a lunch discussion

on the role of women in politics.

Melich is involved in an organi-

zation called The White House

Project. Its' purpose is to help

female candidates campaign for

the Presidency. She talked about

various female politicians and

their chances of winning a Presi-

dential election.

Headlines of the Week
ERiNCARROLL
Am. to JC Chase*

1. NATO Bombings Under Way in Kosovo

2. Kevorkian Convicted ofMurder
- -":

3. 2 Jurors Dismissed in Sfcepard Trial

4. Jackson Not Joining 2000 Race

5AOL, Disney Set Sites on Anti-Drug Vibe

6. Yanks Will Honor DiMaggio en April 25

7. Oscar Voters Love 'Shakespeare'

t. UCom. Date Advncc k> TWe Game

Ml»iillHl ll l1^»IH^I.rTl iifte.l»p^

a—*..*-..™...—

Dr. LaPrade brought together

the four Alpha chapter sororities

on campus on March 29 in Hull.

The ""Farmville Four" are Al-

pha Sigma Alpha, Kappa Delta,

Sigma Sigma Sigma, and ZetaTau

Alpha. Each made a short presen-

tation on their sorority's history,

their national philanthropy, and

other activities.

Damien DuChamp, Greek

Affiairs Coordinator, was also in

attendance. He raised questions

about campus locations that are

special to these sororities, such as

die Ruffner buildings and the Col-

onnades, where their founders

originally held their meetings.

Dr. Deborah Welch, Professor

of History, gave a lecture on

March 30 called Our Debt to Our

Grandmothers. The presentation

focused on American Indians
striving to hold on to their culture

despite the history of conflict be-

tween Indians and Anglos

CUNNINGHAMS' HALL COUNCIL

PRESENTS:

BS9
and

Hard Left

Playing in the Java Hut, 4th Floor Cunninghams*

9:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Tomato lore Apple
^ BS9

First Floor

Saturday, April 3

8:00 p.m. in the
Curry Commons

Sponsored by Frazer
Hall Council

The women, according to Dr.

Welch, were able to maintain their

role in Native American tribes in

the 19th century when the U.S.

government confined tribes to

reservations.

Men lost their societal roles

when traditional activities, such

as hunting, were no longer al-

lowed. Women, on the other hand,

whose role had always been to

raise the children, still had this re-

sponsibility and were therefore

able to pass on traditions and keep

their culture alive.

Dr. Welch concluded by read-

ing excerpts of poetry by Native

American authors, and then an-

swered questions about Native

American history and problems

that this minority now face in try-

ing to hold onto that culture.

Dr. LaPrade emphasized the

importance of women's contribu-

tions to society, throughout this

month's programs and hopes that

more people will begin to take an

interest in women's studies.

Mr. and Mrs.

Fitness

Announced
DANIELLE RECAME

Staff Writer

Jason Helling, a soccer player,

and Beth Hadrys, a women's la-

crosse player were winners in the

Mr. and Mrs. Fitness contest

About ISO people came to sup-

port their fellow classmates and

team players. The purpose of the

contest was to show that fitness

can be fun and to donate some of

the proceeds to charity. A good

amount of funds were collected

and contributed to the Ronald

McDonald House in Richmond.

Other competitors were Kris

Denson, Whitney Shaw, Tera

Borgna, Liddy Man, Bonnie
Malholchic, Sarah Jones, Angela

Snyder, James Dame, James
Johnson, Tim Lucas, and Bruce

Morgan.

Jennifer Graumann's

challenge was a succei

it was not only organized, but the

athletes had fun as well



Emergency Eyeglass Repair

*Armani, Oakley, and Hilfiger frames

(other frame styles available as well)

*Varilux Comfort - no line bifocals

1511 West Third St. Farmville, Va. 392-2232

unfortunately; TfflS is where people are
PUTTING TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a

huge mistake on their taxes.

They wind up sending Uncle Sam
money they could be saving for

retirement. *

Fortunately, that's a mistake you

can avoid with SRAs—tax-deferred

annuities from TIAA-CREF. SRAs not

only ease your current tax bite, they

offer an easy way to build retirement

income—especially for the "extras"

that your pension and Social Security

benefits may not cover. Because your

contributions are made in pretax

dollars, you pay less in taxes now. And
since earnings on your SRAs are tax

deferred, your money works even

harder for you.

Today, we offer other before- and

after-tax financial solutions, including

IRAs and mutual funds. They're

backed by die same investment exper-

tise, low expenses, and personal

service that have made TIAA-CREF
the choice of Americas educational and

research community.

Why write off the chance for a

more rewarding retirement? Stop by

your benefits office or call us at

1 800 842-2776 and find out how

TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy

happier returns.

www.tiaa-cref.org

EnsuHnc the

for those who shape it."

IT'S COMING!

OOZEBALL '99

MEN'S
WOMEN '

S

CO-ED

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT
ANY FRONT DESK!

J

Classifieds
Wanted: Abusive, arrogant, ille-

gal drug dependent Ryan
Phillippe look-alike to share ter-

rible relationship. Must have ar-

rest record and cruel intentions.

Wanted: Married man of non-

caucasian race to impregnate

SWF w/illegitimate child so

grandparents will quit speaking to

me. Must be an ex-con going to

jail on drug charges.

Wanted: White House Intern.

Must have strong oral communi-

cation skills.

Wanted: Nonabusive editor that

doesn't kick, punch, poke, call

names, and doesn't consider all

testosterone to be sexist. Call

Kevin at x2 120,

Lost: car, sexy man, a record con-

tract, and my Hawaiian island. If

found, all answer to the name of

"wishful thinking."

Lost: My virginity. Reward if

found.

Lost: My mind. Last seen in The

Rotunda office on 3/31.

Wanted: The very rare "real

man." Previous applicants need

not apply. Call x2 1 20 for criteria.

Willing to scrub your bathroom

with my toothbrush. Cost: 2 Jane

Goodall tickets.

Petite, brunette sorority girl seek-

ing Italian Stallion for date to for-

mal dance and possible relation-

ship.

Looking for a good tune? Wanna

get down and dirty? Call Bambi

atx6969.

Rotunda Midget Toss Fund-
raiser. Throw Dr. Chrys Kahn-

Egan 6 feet and win a prize! Only

$1 to play.

LOitfa Fair held by the PHED De-

partment. If interested call 1-800-

INDGOGRL.
Found: Marilyn Manson hiding

and lost in the Frazer Rec Lounge.

Scared of light, water, and men.

Please call x6666 for information.

Reward for whoever can catch

the newspaper phantom that

breaks the printers.

TlAA-CREftaiviA-i.*!!

am

Important Housing Dates in April

1st: Squatters, ARC, Single Room sign up and turn in card

to appropriate REC.
2nd: Greek and Special Interest housing cards due to REC's
from Housing Chairs.

6-7th: Within building moves take place in REC's office.

12th: Between building sign-up takes place in Lancaster.

14th: Late housing sign-up begins in the Housing Office.
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sui

1st 2nd 3rd 4
April Fool's Day!

All Night Crack Party

in Tech hall-

bring your own pipe

@ 11:00 p.m.

Private Ben Affleck

Strip Show
in Kristen Ingram's room

@ Midnight

BlackweU

actually decided to serve

edible food all day, but

only for a one day spe-

cial, so get it while you

can.

President Bill Clinton:

Guest Speaker

in Jarman Auditorium

6:00 p.m.

Rugrats Movie

in the Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

Hard Left & BS9
in die Java Hut

(Cunninghams)

9:30 p.m.

o o

•cracK *m°UNta«N iigHteN^Ng

'Weapons *aLcoHOL

*poSt-«t Notes *UVe bat

wm evm got mors than

Comedy Club:

Harry Basil

In the Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

BS9, First Floor,

& Tomato Love Apple

in the Curry Commons

@ 8:00 p.m.

Presented by

Frazer Hall Council

Longwo<

Virgii

@Hij

Blac

will be p*

Frazer

]

Curry Hal

Get your 1

com*

HAVE YOU HEAR
...ABOUT POPLAR FOREST

APARTMENTS...FARMVILLI

NEWEST APARTMENT

COMMUNITY..JUST LOOI

AT SOME Of WHAT WE
OFFER...

Two full Bathrooms in each apartment
Washer and dryer in each apartment

Dishwasher and garbage disposer

Private patio or balcony

Cable connection in each bedroom and Irvine

Multiplex wiring for fax/modem connection'

Wired for computer network access to Longv

Only minutes from campus 6 has bus servic

Quiet, wooded setttng.„and more!

STUDENTS WELCOME! RESERVE YOUR APARTf^

NOW FOR THE FAUJ

CAL1 392-5300 FOR MORE NFORMATfC

POPLAR FOREST APARTMENT
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Monday Tuesday Wbdnesdw

5th
4 Kegger Party

in Phyllis Mable's Office

@ 8:00 a.m. SHARP

Lecture-Recital

by Lisa Kinzer

inWygal

@ 7:30 PM.

Mud wrestling

in Lankford Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Rugrats Movie

in the Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Happy
April fool/

Dciy!

from The

Rotunda

Staff

6th
Melissa Gill's

20th Birthday!!

One more year before

the real fun starts

Margarita Night

2nd Floor Cox
All invited,

the more the merrier!

10:00 p.m.

7th
National Buff Men

Shirtless Day
Ifyou are a buff man, go

shirtless today.

Forum in Hull:

Construction Crew

speaks about Sexual

Harassment

8:00 p.m.

N'Sync

performing

in Erin Carroll's room

inARC

@ 10:00 p.m.

33>o, uiljiUsJ tlj£ scoop? fi?!)at precious

information bo pou fenoto?

Any1±iing fran birthdays , to meetings

,

to off cairpus events ... if you knew

about southing, let us know.

Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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FaaTUBeS
NASA Reveals S s '*

KR1STEN INGRAM
Intem-in-Training

NASA. We all think that this

represents the National Aeronau-

tic and Space Association, but this

week they have revealed them-

selves as the Necrophiliacs

Against Saving Anyone.

They have decided to reveal

themselves in order to support the

work of Dr. Jack Kevorkian, as

well as to encourage others to fol-

low in his footsteps.

An unidentified NASA em-
ployee exclaimed, "I love being

an ass-tronaut! The dead human
body is such a beautiful thing."

This employee also cleared

up some confusion by explaining

that space probes are actually real,

they just have a different purpose

than perceived by the general

public.

f^
The last big experiment for this

organization took place on John

Glenn's most recent flight. The

original mission entailed that

John Glenn would die of heart

failure during the blast off. The

remaining ass-tronauts would

finish out the mission by putting

Purpose
the space probes into good use.

Unfortunately for them, this

mission did not go as planned. A
spokesman forNASA announced

that this mission was not a total

waste. When Glenn nodded off

the ass-tronauts thought that he

had passed on and did begin the

experiment. About half way
through, to the ass-tronauts sur-

prise, Glenn awoke and the ex-

periment had to be terminated.

NASA is hoping to receive

more funding now mat they have

rocketed out of the closet They

hope that the general public is just

dying to visit their new and im-

proved headquarters. For more

information call 1-800-DEAD

GUY or visit NASA's web site at

www.lovethedead.com.

From the Rafters
EDBELL

King ofHoming

Hellooooooo Longwood
and Spring! Gotta love the flow-

ers on a sunny day!

Spring break is past and fi-

nals are right around the corner.

It will soon be time to pack it all

up and head home. But first, you

need to select your room for next

year.

Room Selection Informa-

tion and Room Selection Cards

have been mailed to all students

who have paid deposits or re-

ceived a waiver. Students who
have not received a card, need to

check their status with the

Cashiering Office or go there to

pay. You must have a Room Se-

lection Card to participate in the

room selection process.

You must also have a room-

mate. The Housing Office has a

roommate matching service ifyou

have not found a roommate yet.

Drop by and check it out If you

do not have a roommate you will

not be able to pick a room until

April 14th. Late housing sign-up

is conducted in the Housing Of-

AJ1 ARC and single room

applicants should have received

confirmation of their status al-

ready. ARC sign-up is going on

now and is a separate process

from regular room selection pro-

cess. We are no longer accepting

ARC or single room applications.

Room selection for student

moving to another building will

take place on April 12 in

Lancaster Hall starting at 8:00

pm. If you are going to squat your

room or move within your build-

ing (freshmen can not squat their

rooms), you must see your REC
during their office hours on the

dates listed in the Room Selection

Information newsletter.

Current students who want

a specific transfer student or re-

admit as a roommate must sub-

mit this request in writing (email

works) to the Housing

Office by Friday, April 2nd.

The transfer or readmit must have

active paperwork with the Admis-

sions Office to be eligible for a

mutual roommate request.

Good luck with the room

selection process. Remember you

picked your roommate this time

around.

If you have questions, feel

free to contact your REC, the

Housing Office at x-2080, or me
at ebell. I'm still on injured re-

serve. No racquetball update.

Art Department Announces Artists

of the Month
1st Place

Mary Phillips

Title: A walk in the park

Media: Photograph

2ml Place

Dominic Farley

Title: Dreams
Media: Stained Glass

Third Place

Barry Stephens

Untitled

Airbrush

and

Genevieve Frederick

Red Room
Paste! on Linen

Dp yoii lite to write/

Come join the Rotunda Staff/

MeefoNgS are eyerjj

RotUNda oF«ce
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Great Truths About Life ThatLMe Children ikeve Learned
1 No matter how hard you try, you can't baptize cats.

2. When item is mad at your Dad, don't let her bra* your hair.

3. If your siater hits you, don't hit her Sack. They always catch the

4. You san't trust dogs to watch yourfood.
5. Don't sneeze when someone is cutting your
6. Puppies sfifi have had breath even after eating a tic-tac.

7. Never hold a dustbuster and a cat at the same time.

8. You canH hide a oiece of broccoli in a glass of milk
9. Don't wear polka-dot underwear under wis

Great Truths Atom Ltfe That Adults Have Learned
1 . Raising teenagers a like trying to nail JellO to a ore.

2 Wnnkies don't hurt

3. The heat way to keep kids at home is to make the home a
pleasant atmosphere.,.and let the air out of their tires.

4. Families are like fudge...mostly sweet with a tew nuts.

5. Middle age is when you choose cereal for me fiber, not the toy.

6. The more you complain, toe longer God kite you Hve.

7. If you can remain calm, you don't have all the facts.

8. You know you're getting old when yon stoop to tie your shoes

and wonder what else you can do while you're down there.
1

Movie Review : ANTZ
SOLOMON SINCLAIR

Guest Writer

Spring break. For college students, this is die time to refuel and

prepare for the journey into exam time. When we get home, we usu-

ally crack open our textbooks and begin to study for exams in May. I

am aware of the fact mat we all will be working hard in our homes
over break; therefore, I have dug up a home video that will surprise

you.

Let's take a look at Antz. This movie is the work of DreamWorks
(Deep Impact, The Prince ofEgypt). You may not have been aware

of it, but earlier mis year there was a race between DreamWorks and

Disney to debut an animated movie starring bugs. DreamWorks was

able to get Ann out first, but Disney was able to grab greater box

office attention with their movie, A Bug 's Life. Antz fell into the shad-

ows, and is now on home video, where it wi 11 do much better.

The movie features an all star cast of voices such as. Woody Allen,

Sharon Stone, Gene Hackman, Dan Aykroyd, Jennifer Lopez and

Danny Glover to mention a few. Woody Allen does the voice for Z,

the main character.

Z is a worker ant that dreams of a better life, yet is cynical and

clever with his speech. Z acts much like MTV's Daria, but with in-

creased wimness. In the movie, Z switches places with an army

ant (Sylvester Stallone) to win the heart of the princess (Sharon Stone).

During Z's journey to enlightenment and happiness, he fights in a war

against termites and visits a place called "Insectopia".

Antz is not a movie for young children. It has a PG rating, but the

symbolism and satire inherent in the film is too sophisticated for young

viewers. This movie attacks our own social structure much in the way

that Jonathan Swift was able to do in his satirical work, Gulliver's

Travels. In addition to this, the antagonist in Antz has characteristics

of Adolf Hitler. This point creates a struggle between good and evil in

the mkfct of a society of followers. One of the final statements by Z is

a one sentence synopsis of the film, "Well there you have it Your

average boy meets girl, boy likes girl, boy changes underlying social

This movie is very well put together. The animation is well done

and the cast of voices is excellent I have to take some points off

because it's not really for children, but it still scores 3 teats out of 5.

Speech and Theatre De-

partments Hold Senior

Showcase inWygal
tion, or something that had mean-WRENHATCHER

Asst. Copy Editor

On Friday March 26, the

Speech and Theatre Department's

Senior Seminar class put on its'

annual Senior Showcase in Wygal all the people I grew up with per

in the Molnar Recital Hall and in form, because they're gradual

ing to the individual actor or ac-

tress.

Performance major Robbie

Fuhrman said, "It was sad to see

the Haga Room. The Showcase

gives senior Theatre majors a

chance to display their creations

and talents. Technical Theatre

ing.

Speas stressed the fact that Se-

nior Seminar 461 was the

"student's course." It was up to die

majors had their portfolios on dis- students what would be taught

play, which included pictures, and discussed in the class. At the

sketches, and their professional beginning of the semester Speas

resumes.

A computer was also set-up on

an overhead projector which dis-

played the student's homepages.

"The homepage was a require-

ment for the course. Theatre 461.

deemed the class to be "whatever

it structures to be."

The Showcase benefitted se-

niors and underclassmen, show-

ing off their abilities and getting

them ready for the real world. It

With today's society, a homepage benefitted the underclassmen by

serves as a business card," said showing them their potential,"

instructor Bruce Speas.

After milling around the port-

folios and homepages, Bruce

Speas announced the beginning of

the performance aspect of the

Showcase.

It was now the Performance

majors turn to shine. Actors and

actresses performed 2-3 mono-

logues and three actresses sang

songs. Pieces included selections

from Measure for Measure,

Quitters, Burn This, and The

House ofBlue Leaves.

Each performer chose their per-

said Technical Theatre major Jen

Howard. «
After the performances, people

could view the portfolios again

and talk to the performers. Dr.

Gene Muto, head of the Speech

and Theatre Department was on-

hand, as well as the Dean of Lib-

eral Arts and Sciences, Dr. Cordle.

Performance major Josh Nowak
said, "The Showcase was a great

way for Theatre majors to show
what they've accomplished. It was

informal, so there weren't a lot of

nerves. It was more of a family

formance piece, usually from a thing, rather than a school thing."

past Longwood Theatre produc-

Cheap Cats
at-

BlacKweU
ROTUNDA STAFF

Yes, we are all college journalists!

We paused to read the menu
outside of the Rotunda.lt con-

sisted of calzones, veal parmesan

and fish sandwiches. Groaning,

we trudged upstairs praying our

cards would swipe successfully.

We proceeded to get our silver-

ware and trays, skimming the

water off of the trays and inspect-

ing the silverware for foreign ob-

jects.

Unlike my literary colleagues,

I chose to pick up some brown

green beans, a brownie, and then

made my way to the salad bar.

After scraping the crumbs from

my plate I placed on it some yel-

lowed salad greens, along with

some molded cheese, congealed

green peppers and stale croutons.

Scooping into the ranch dressing,

I pulled an orange concoction, ap-

pearing to be a mixture of vari-

ous other dressings. I think a

crusted over fingernail was also

in the dressing, so I quickly re-

placed the ladle and decided on a

dry salad. I went to get some soup.

They were serving Longwood's

specialty, Salt Soup. Despite the

label—its all salt soup!

After a twenty minute wait in

the Beverage Hut I was shoved

into the massive tower of four

ounce cups. I took six and filled

each with the finest of all bever-

age, Farm ville Sparkling Mineral

Water.

"Smash or Trash" CD Reviews
Madonna: Like a Virgin

EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer

Madonna, who made an impact

with her self-titled debut returns

with a more mature Kid thought-

ful second album Like A Virgin,

In this collection of songs. Ma-
donna continues to challenge lis-

teners with sexy lyrics and beau-

tiful vocals against the backdrop

of hip and modern instrumenta-

tion.

The first song, Material Girl is

the playful ode to modern mate-

rialistic values. "Only boys who
save their pennies make my rainy

day," Madonna sings about her

never-ending quest for a finan-

cially secure nun to love.

While the tone is comical, it

money-driven culture.

Despite the toughness she

projects on songs such as Over

and Over mat feature lyrics such

as "You're never gonna tee me
standin' still/ Tm never gonna stop

till I get my fill," Madonna is not

afraid to reveal her sure vulner-

able side on songs like Love Don 't

Live Here Anymore, a ballad

about being abandoned by a lover

Here, Madonna's vocal range

shines, and she makes the listener

feel what she is singing.

However, die true focus of this

album is me style of dance music

Madonna introduced on her de-

but From the sexual tide track

Like a virgin to the ultra cool Pre-

tender, Madonna is at her best. At

once intelligently streetwise ud
sweetly honest. Madonna is be-

comes her listeners all-knowing,

hip oft^ fndiQ.

LikeA Virgin is a competent and

entertaining album, and with

hope, Madonna will go far and

i to expand her own bori-

.

r*
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SPeBtS
Tennis Teams
Keeping Up with

Coaches' Wishes
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Longwood tennis team

defeated Hampden-Sydney 4-3

this weekend. This brings their

record to 12-7. Throughout the

season G. Bilaiagic leads

Longwood with his single record

of 11-7, 3-3 CVAC. He is fol-

lowed by brother I, Bilaiagic, 9-

10, 2-4CVAC. To round out the

top five Iljazovic (8-10, 2-4),

Petunelli (8-10, 0-6), Helfrich

(5-8, 3-3). The leaders of the

double teams are O. Bilaiagic

and Iljazovic, with their record

of 7-10, 1-5. Longwood will

host CVAC opponent Lees-

McRae (NC) Thursday, April 1,

at 1 p.m. on the Lancer Courts.

On the other hand the

women's tennis team is 13-2, 5-

1 CVAC. Ramsey leads the way
with her record of 15-3, 4-1

CVAC in singles. Morton and

Ramsey are still keeping their

perfect doubles record of 10-0,

6-0. This week, LC will host

CVAC opponent Lees-McRae

(NC) April^l at the Lancer

Courts beginning at 2 p.m.

LC Softball Splits

Doubleheader
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (29-9, 7-3

CVAC) split a collegiate softball

doubleheader with visiting

CVAC opponent Pfeiffer (N.C.)

(12-14, 1-9 CVAC) Monday at

Lancer Field, winning the night-

cap 3-2 after dropping the

opener 54. The Lancers won the

second game as senior Libby

Gough/Amelia County HS (2-3,

2 RBI) hit a dramatic game-win-

ning, two-out, two-run single

down the third base line for the

come-from-behind triumph.

Freshman Sarah Lavinus/Uoyd

C. Bird HS was also 2-3 at the

plate with a sacrifice hit, stolen

base, and a run, while sopho-

more Denise Wack/Great Bridge

HS (14-4) earned the pitching

win with a complete-game effort

- allowing eight tuts and two

runs in seven innings with one

strikeout In the first game, LC
was led by Oougfa (2-3, RBI, sto-

len base) at the plate, while

graduate student Stacey Rose/

Thomas Jefferson HS (15-5)

took the pitching loss - allow-

ing seven hits and five runs in

five innings with three

strikeouts. The Falcons scored

the winning run in the sixth in-

ning after Longwood had rallied

froma4-l deficit to tie the game
at 4-4 through five innings.

Baseball Fails at Erskine 12-11

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (14-16, 4-13

CVAC) dropped a 12-11 colle-

giate baseball decision at CVAC
opponent Erskine Monday. The

Lancers weer led by freshman

Adrian Watkins/Garfield HS (3-

3) and senior Fred Stoots/Clover

Hill HS who hit a solo home run,

his fifth mis season, in the fifth

inning. Longwood (15-16) took

a 9-3 collegiate baseball triumph

past visiting Lynchburg (5-11)

Tuesday at Lancer Stadium in

Farmville. The Lancers rallied

from a 2-1 deficit with three runs

in the 4th-inning, and four more

runs in the 5th-inning to secure

the victory which snapped a

seven-game losing skid. Senior

Brad Simpson/Clover Hill HS
(2-3, HR, 2B, 1 run, 3 RBI) pro-

vided the big blow with a pinch-

hit, two-run home run in the 4th-

inning, then added a run-scoring

double in the 5th-inning. Junior

Doug Kenney/Cave Spring HS
(2-1) pitched a complete-game

for the win, yielding eight hits

and three runs with three

strikeouts. Kenney was also 2-3

at the plate with a double, stolen

base, two runs, and two RBI. Se-

nior Fred Stoots/Clover Hill HS
(2-5, 1 run) also collected two

hits for LC.

Longwood will host CVAC
opponent Barton (NC) Thursday,

April 1, at 3 p.m. at Lancer Sta-

dium in a contest re-scheduled

from two earlier postponements

due to rain.

Longwood College presents

Wrestle War 99
Friday, April 99 1999

Longwood College Gym • Farmville, VA
Bell Time - 8:00 pm

Main Event

(WWF SUPERSTAR)

TATANKA
(WWF SUPERSTAR)

TYPHOON
World Tag Team Championship

(NWA SUPERSTARS)

THE
ROCK-N-ROLL
EXPRESS

(WWF SUPERSTARS)

D.O.A.
"DISCIPLES OF
APOCALYPSE*1

Mid-Atlantic Heavyweight Championship
(WWF SUPERSTAR)

GREG
"THE HAMMER"
VALENTINE

(WCW SUPERSTAR)

BUNKHOUSE
BUCK

United States Tag Team Championship
(WWF SUPERSTARS)

DOUBLE
DOINKS

(RUSSIAN SUPERSTARS)

IVAN KOLOFF &
NIKOLAI VOLKOV

United States Heavyweight Championship
(WWF SUPERSTAR)

DEMOLITION AX
(WWF SUPERSTAR)

DAVID JERICHO
Ticket Prices:
$12 advance 51

Advance Tickets On Sale Now
Longwood College Bon Oft i

by phom
Info: 80« 395

.''"'"' ...,..
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LWC Lax Ranked
#7 with 7-3 Record

DANIELLERECAME
Kick-boxing Queen

Coach Janet Gnibbs brings

home a 13-6 sweet victory over

Bridgewater on Wednesday,
March 24. Sophomore Natalie

Smith led the team with their

three goals and two assists.

Other dominating players were

senior Laurie Hogan (3g, la),

senior Dawn Duboksi (2g, la),

freshman Nichol Miller (2g),

junior Tina Whi taker (2g), fresh-

man Beth Hadrys (lg, la), and

one assist each from freshman

Jess Colletta and sophomore
Kris Denson. Keeper sopho-

more Rachel Bunn brought home
nine saves which gives LWC
their sixth winning streak, but

after this past weekend, the

Lancers gained a 6-3 record.

Longwood hosted

Shippensburg (PA) on Saturday,

March 27 and Bloorasburg (PA)

on Sunday, March 28.

Saturday's game was not in fa-

vor of the Lancers. The final

score was 11-8, Shippensburg.

Top scorers were Hadrys who
had 3 goals, and Hogan who had

two goals and one assist Fol-

lowed by Miller (lg, la),

Duboksi (lg), and freshman

Melanie Downie (la). Bunn con-

tributed 17 saves in the contest

LWC dropped 6- 12 ro visitng

Bloomsburg, Sunday at First

Avenue Field. The Lancer's

ranked #7 in this week's IWLCA
Poll, were led by Hogan with

two goals, and Bunnhad 22
saves. Other scoring lancers

were Downie (lg), senior Mel-

issa Miranda (lg), Smith (lg),

Duboski (lg), Whitaker (la),

andDenison(la).

LWC continues to be in full

force, winning 13-4 over

Howard University (DC) March
31. This puts them with a 7-3

record. Smith was the outstand-

ing player with three goals and

one assist

Smith continues to lead

Longwood with her 26 goals and

16 assists, for 42 points. She is

followed by Hogan (27g, 4a, 3

1

points), Hadrys (lOg, 7a, 17

points), Whitaker (8g,8a, 16

points), and Miller ( 11 g, 2a, 13

points). Bunn has 102 saves on

the season. She has allowed 77
goals for a save percentage of

.570%.

Longwood will travel to

Ashland to play Randolph-Ma-

con, today, April 1st

Home Run Derby
Set for April 8

PRESSRELEASE

On Thursday, April 8 at 9

p.m. Longwood College Stu-

dents will be able to enter a

Home Run Derby, under the

Lights, at the new Lancer Field.

Both men and women win

able to cry for a Home Run
they get two pitches for $2.00.

Bach contestant will need to sup-

ply their own pitcher. The
^ongwood Softbeil and Base-

jail teams will be in the field

fly balls.

There will be popcorn and

Pepsi for ail students who attend

and festivities and cheer on their

fellow students. Each home run

will win aprize and qualify for the

finals and the grand prize.

It should be a good time for

all," stated Director ofAthemes

Jack Williams. "We want to

showcase our new softball field

that is being used by our softball

team this Spring and wUl be uti-

lized by Intamurals next Fall."

All Longwood College stu-

dents are eligible to participate.

Each contestant (with their

pitcher) must sign up at the field

and have $2.00 for two pitches.

Bats will be available or you can

bring your own. Plan to be at

Lancer Field on April 8,

Longwood Rugby Team
Looking Highly Competitive

BECKYTAYLOR
StaffJock

The Rugby team traveled to

Philadelphia this past weekend

to compete in a tournament

against teams all across the coast

Longwood competed in the Mid-

Atlantic East Coast conference.

They had their first game
against Salisbury State, MD.
They were defeated by the Mary-

land school, 24-0. They were

ranked third in the nation last

season though.

Franklin and Marshal was
the next competor for LWC.
LWC had it's one victory against

this squad, 28-21. Free

Wintermantel, James Dame
Lewis, and Jason Fletcher scores

for the Lancers.

The next game for the mer

will be against neighboring

school, Hampden Sydney. Thii

game will be on Thursday, Apri

8. Then they will have at

Alumni game during Spring

Weekend, April 17.

Men's Golf Still

Hittine It Up5
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood
Football

Wins Again

Longwood shot a 36-hole

team score of 305-310-615 to

place third among 12 teams at

the Concord (W.Va.) Invitational

in West Virginia March

20-21.

Host Concord won
the tournament with its

606 team total, fol-

lowed by Bfuefield

with a 608. Coach
Kevin Hitman's squad

is scheduled to com-

pete at the annual 54-

hoie Camp Lejeune In-

tercollegiate March
26-28 in North Caro-

lina.

In West Virginia, LC was led

by senior Jack Tsai/Hampton

Roads Academy with his 74-77-

151 to tie for 2nd-ptace individu-

ally in the field of 62,golfere at

the 6,884-yard, par-72 Pipes tern

State Park. Also finishing among
the top ten individually were lo-

cal junior Toby Towler/Fuqua

School with his 77-76-153 to tie

Coach Needed for

Men's Basketball Team

for 7th-place, and classmate Ja-

son Copeland/Oranby HS with

his 78-77-155 to tie for 10th-

place Also playing were fresh-

men Blair Shadday/Madison

(Ind.) Consolidated

HS (76-80-156) and

Myles Jones/Victoria

College (England) HS
(86-82-168).

Copeland contin-

ues to lead Longwood
with his consistent

77.33 stroke-average

through 12 rounds of

competition this year,

including a low-round

of 71.

Copeland is fol-

lowed by Tsai (78.63, 74),

Shadday (79.33, 73). Jones

(81.50, 76), freshman Shaun

Robertson/Nansemond River

HS (81.00, 75), Towler (82.10,

76), and local freshman David

Hite/Centrai of Lunenburg HS
(85.00, 79). The Lancers are av-

eraging 31433 as a team with a

low-round of 294.

KEVIN ROCK
Staff Slave

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College has an-

nounced that head mens basket-

ball coach Roe Carr will not be

retained for the 1999-2000 aca-

demic year. Carr led the NCAA
Division II Lancers to a nine-

year record of 127-124, includ-

ing back-to-back NCAA Tourna-

ment appearances during 1993-

94 and 1994-95. Longwood fin-

ished 8- 19 during 1998-99. Can-

was the fifth head coach in

Longwoocrs 23-year history of

men's basketball. He has

coached basketball for 15 years,

previously serving as an assis-

tant coach at Division I Virginia

Tech and at fellow CVAC
ber Belmont Abbey (NC).

Longwood and William &
Mary (W&M) were battling it

out on the scoreboard by back

and forth touchdowns through-

out the game. This went on until

late in the fourth quarter when

W&M's Trent Reznor (halfback)

blocked Jeff Osgood's extra

point attempt to tie the game at

21 each.

With the Lancers down 20-

21 Longwood's Erik Roy (wide

receiver) gets an interception

which gives the Lancers a one

last chance to win the game. Roy
suffered a mild ankle sprain,

which took him out of the game.

W&M held off the Lancers

into a fourthdown on the 39-yard

line. With less than a minute to

go, coach Cay decided to attempt

a field goal.

The Lancers rallied after

Osgood kicked a 49-yard field

goal with 48 seconds left to go

in the fourth quarter. The
Lancer's yelled during the rest of

the fourth quarter fending off

W&M's offence to come up with

the 23-21 win.

Coach Cay of Longwood
said after the game, 1 thought

that William & Mary had that

game after we missed that extra

point in the fourth quarter, but

my players brought it together

and came out on top in the end."

The Lancer's next game is sched-

uled here on Sunday at hiah noon

on the First Avenue Field, hope

to tee you there.



Student

The Student Government Association of

Longwood College will be holding Cam-

pus Elections from April 5th - 8th, 1999 in

the New Smoker Lounge just outside of

Blackwett Dining Hall during the lunch

and dinner hours. The following positions

are open for election:

Sophomore Class Officers

Junior Class Officers

Senior Class Officers

Judicial Board Justices

Honor Board Justices

Applications are due by Friday, April 2nd

at 5:00pm in the SGA Office Located in the

Leadership Resource Center in the

Lankford Student Union.

«. the Force For Positive

Change."

SGA Meetings are every Tuesda
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Local Ties Bring Jane Goodall to Longwood College
GEORGELANUM
Features Editor

Through the work of seven

former Prince Edward County

High School students and their

teacher Catherine Cottrell, who
encouraged them to take the ulti-

mate field trip to the Gombe
Stream Research Centre, Yared

Fubusa had the opportunity to at-

tend college in die United States.

While in Tanzania, they met

Fubusa, now a Longwood Col-

lege student, but then a high

school student assisting Dr. Jane

Goodall in her research with

chimpanzees and baboons.

Fubusa was one of the youngest

field assistants at the Gombe
Strewn Research Centre. Through

two years, he has worked to get

Longwood on his friend, Dr.

Goodail's itinerary.

In addition to Goodall and

Fubusa's work with chimps, he is

one of 11 or 12 people who sit on

the central committee of the Roots

and Shoots program for the Jane

Goodall Institution. This program

is deep in the heart ofFubusa and

at die core of what Jane Goodall

represents.

Developed in February of

1991, Roots and Shoots was con-

ceived by the Jane Goodall Insti-

tution as an environmental edu-

cation and humanitarian program

for youth ranging from pre-school

to college levels.

Roots and Shoots is a non-

profit organization of young

people who are committed to en-

vironmental preservation and ani-

mal care. Its purpose is to reach

young people and teach diem re-

spect for the world and all of its

unique mhabttants. It began when

a group of 16 secondary school

students from eight different

schools gathered on the veranda

of Dr. Goodali'i house in Dar es

Salaam, Tanzania It's goals in-

clude empowering young people.

Roots and Shoots believes

strongly in three fundamental ar-

eas: the environment, animals,

and the human community.

The goals of Roots and Shoots

include implementing positive

change through learning about,

caring for and interacting with the

environment, demonstrating care

and concern for all non-human

animals, encouraging the youth to

plan and take action to help oth-

ers in their community, to en-

hance the understandingbetween

individuals of different cultures,

ethnic groups, religions, socio-

economic levels and nations

through our global communica-

tion network, ami to help young

people develop self-respect, con-

fidence in themselves, and hope

for the future.

It was meant to reach young

people in Africa and give them a

profound respect for the world

and all its unique inhabitants, but

it turned out to be that the idea

was caught by so many other

people in other countries includ-

ing VS.," said Fubusa.

The organization, which be-

gan with one group, has grown at

an exorbitant rate and now con-

sists of 1 ,000 registered groups in

SO countries. Roots and Shoots

groups ire in over 38 U.S. states.

The idea behind Roots and

Shoots is to empower the youth

and united people behind die is-

sues and together solve them,

changing die work].

"That's the general idea how

a simple passion, a simple thing,

can manage to overcome the

problem. When you say that roots

creep underground everywhere

and make a firm foundation. You

have to make a firm foundation.

You have to creep around first

before you can make a firm foun- Roots and Shoots chapter at his

dation. Then shoots can break high school in Tabora. At that

open great big walls and establish

themselves," remarked Fubusa. In

his last year of high school in Tan-

zania, Fubusa helped to start a

time, Roots and Shoots was only

in two states, one in Das es Sa-

laam, where it began and one in

Segoma, which is Fubusa's home.

I asked Fubusa if he felt that

Dr. Goodall was responsible for

him being able to attend college

in the states.

"There no doubt about it. The

trend began years and years ago

with Louis Leakey who sent Dr.

Goodall to study chimpanzees in

Gombe, Tanzania, and it hap-

pened that I was born near Gombe

National Park, where Dr. Goodall

was able to hear about me and see

my talents. She accepted me to

become part of her team and to

study chimpanzees in Gombe and

act in Root and Shoots. I was also

even allowed to sleep in her room

because most of the time she's not

there. So I eat her food and I live

her life. And then one day before

the Christmas of 1995, 1 get a tele-

phone call, a fax from Dr.

See ROOTS p.6

Will the Y2K Bug Affect Longwood?
mmWE DUDLEY

GmilWrUer

As the year 2000 rolls around,

predicted mainframe problems

have computer specialists all

worked up. This is due to what

many refer to as the millennium

bug, a glitch in computer systems

which will cause them to read the

year 1000 as 1900. During the

years of computer development,

programmers inserted the last two

digits of a year when entering

time-sensitive data. This em-

ployed shortcut now serves as a

potential catastrophe for society

as we know h.

When Longwood students

were asked about what they

thought of die Millenium bug re-

actions were varied, 1 can't stop

it, but I am concerned," says

Longwood student Mary ABen. tf

e correct, then many

more Longwood students should

be concerned.

For the many systems that are

highly dependent on dates, bank-

ing, mortgage, and insurance, the

bug could cause an outbreak of

consequences that could affect

students greatly. After die year

2000, the banking industry's

schedules of loans and mortgages

could be erroneously updated,

which means all those student

accounts would be wiped out.

And credit cards with tibe expira-

tion date of 2000 could become

useless to shoppers, and yes, that

includes Longwood students.

Intensive efforts are underway

in the government and die private

sectors to reprogram systems to

be Y2K compliant But due to die

millions of new codes that need

to be edited before the end of the

century, and die lack of guaran-

tee mat it wiU work, die outlook

isn't a good one. When
Longwood College technician

Paul Roach was asked what he

thought about the efforts put forth

to fix die problem, his reply was

a grim one. "By the year 2000,

the FAA will only have about

75% of then computers ready,"

says Roach. "Bad things are go-

ing to happen, but it's not like so-

ciety is going to stop." But not

only is time an issue, so is the lack

of programmers able to fix the

problem. There are approxi-

mately 500,000 mainframe pro-

grammers in the United States.

Another 500,000 to 700,000 ex-

penenced computer programmers

we needed to make die repairs.

While intensive efforts are

being made to stop this expensive

calamity before it even starts.

to if only time will tell.

M
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Csincidence or con

spiracy? Is it just me or

does it seem like all ma-

jor tests and big projects are all

due at the same time?

Since we have all taken on the

responsibilities of college stu-

dents we have to comply with the

stipulations that come with the

territory, but is it really necessary

for everything to be assigned and

due all at once?

This topic does not make me
angry, it is just perplexing. I can

assume that since the material that

needs to be covered is done so in

during the same time span and

therefore all professors give tests

at the same time. It would be lu-

dicrous for students to expect pro-

fessors to consult each other in

order not to schedule all tests dur-

ing the same week, but is there

any other way to avoid the

crunch?

The other possibility behind

this tuneless saga is that all pro-

fessors plan to schedule tests dur-

ing the same week. It is a deviant

ploy that is designed to make or

break the student Is this how the

test scheduling works?

Either way you look at it, the

fact is that all tests and major

projects will be held during the

same week and there is nothing

that you the student can do about

it. Another sad truth is that pro-

fessors have no way of realizing

that a student has five tests, seven

papers, and a theatre project all

assigned and due at the same time.

As a student you must learn

to accept this cardinal rule and

live with it

.

Kristen Ingram

Editor-in-Chief

After the craziness of

The Rofunda, I have

decided to discuss

something a little more serious.

There have been a lot of things

going on in the world lately that

all have to do with some kind of

discrimination. This bothers me
because not only is it terrible, but

there is no reason for it.

For example, the refugees in

Kosovo are being killed off in a

type of genocide (ethnic cleans-

ing) because their enemies do not

agree with their beliefs. People

are being killed in massive num-
bers for doing absolutely nothing

wrong. They are being killed for

being themselves.

Another thing that hits more close

to home, are the hate crimes in the

U.S. There have been way too

many hate crimes lately (one hate

crime is too many). It is hard for
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me to understand how someone

could brutally kill another person

just because they lead a different

lifestyle.

In Richmond last month, a man

was killed and beheaded. The kill-

ers dumped his body in the James

River and walked half of a mile

to place his head on a bridge to

use as an "example" to all others.

The man died just because an-

other man didn't like his lifestyle.

Some people can't handle people

who aren't like them. People are

afraid of people who don't fit the

"norm" of society. Does that

mean that we should start killing

off the majority of the population

because they aren't "normal?"

Pardon me if I'm wrong, but isn't

every human being different? We
are not a society of clones or ro-

bots. Each person is unique. No
one has the same exact ideas, be-

liefs, religion, or culture as an-

other, so why are so many dying?

I believe in God. Does that make

it okay for a Hindu to kill me?

I know that nobody is perfect, but

the thought of someone actually

wanting to brutally murder an-

other human is a very haunting

subject that I will never fully un-

derstand.

I hope things are well with the

Longwood population. After this

paper, we only have 2 more left

this year! We have received mas-

sive feedback on the paper and we
very much appreciate it! We were

out of the last issue in 3 days!

Thank you all for reading and take

care!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters

Rofunda''s Misuse ofHumor
While I enjoy light-hearted

satirical journalism, I find The

Rofunda's obsession with crack

both disturbing and distasteful.

Crack is a devastating and highly

addictive drug which wreaks

havoc on the life of the unfortu-

nate addict and those that care

about them.

No one aspires to be an ad-

dict; it begins innocently enough

through social use. Words cannot

adequately describe the hell an

addict suffers; drug abuse thera-

pies are only successful halfof the

time.

I realize that the staff of The

Rotunda did not mean to endorse

such illegal and destructive be-

havior. However, such topics such

as AIDS, hate crimes, and drug

abuse are so serious that they do

not lend themselves to satirical

humor.

Peggy Ward

English, Philosophy, and

Modern Language Department

Secretary

Editors Note: We hada lot ofsat-

ire on our calendar, but we meant

no harm in it. We agree with your

Utters issues, but we did have

some conflicts.

Crack is definitely a very se-

rious drug, but it is in no way an

innocent drug. Anyperson is well

aware ofthe effects ofdrugs so it

is impossibleforme to see how it

can be innocent. People know
what they an getting themselves

into long before the social use.

Thank you very much for your

comments.

Melissa GUI
Editor-in-Chief

Is the STOA Lab for Students?
I'm a little upset (mat's put-

ting it nicely), because almost

every time I go to use the com-

puter lab in the STOA, it's closed

because a class is in there. At least

once a week, there is a class in

that lab for three hours.

This lab is the best lab on

campus, as well as the most
convienient for me. However, I

find it inconvienent when I make
a trip to the lab because I have

some work that I have to get done

and it is always closed for classes.

I pay as much money to use those

computers as the students in those

classes, and I should be able to

use them whenever I need to. I

don't appreciate having to plan

my time around classes meeting

intheSTOAlab.

Wendy Kirkpatriek

Junior

Note:Ifthem is a labproblem, you
can e-mail labs@ longwood..

with your topic or problem.
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. Sospeakup

and act up. Because ifyou're not mad, you're not paying attention. E-mail activist^Uieas to

ckahn@longwoodlwc.edu.

Longwood's Drinking Policy
WENDY KIRKMTRICK
AssL Opinion Editor

College students have been

consuming alcohol since the be-

ginning of time. They would get

drunk and stumble around some,

but no one thought anything of it

until now. Recently, student

drinking has become a concern of

many adults who apparently don't

remember what they were like in

college. Drinking didn't became

a problem until a few years ago

when students began dying from

alcohol poisoning after binge

drinking.

Now many states, including

Virginia, have enacted new laws

that impose harsher punishments

for students caught drinking. Par-

ents can be informed by phone or

letter now if their child has been

found guilty of underage drink-

ing and students are suspended

more frequently for first or sec-

ond offenses. The rationale be-

hind such parental notification

measures is that parents have the

right to know every move their

child makes because as parents,

they are footing die bill for a col-

lege education. However, if you

want to follow that line of dunk-

ing, I, along with many other stu-

dents, should be exempt from this

policy because our parents don't

pay a cent ofmy own college edu-

cation.

At Longwood, the administra-

tion has not only implemented

this policy, but have taken things

even further. In an effort to curb

binge drinking, Longwood and

the Town of Farmville have

joined together to catch students

in the act. Local bars and party

spots have been closed, students

who are walking home from par-

ties drunk, are being picked up by

police and put in jail, or arrested

for drunk driving if they decide

to drive from parties. One Long-

wood student, who had been

drinking but was not stumbling,

was walking a very drunk friend

home from a party and both were

arrested for Drunk in Public and

forced to spend a night in jail. The

student learned her lesson; she is

no longer willing to walk with

drunk friends to make sure they

get home safely and does not ask

anyone to do the same for her.

Does this sound like a policy that

is really benefiting students?

Lately some of Longwood's

brillant administrators have been

wondering why the number of

DIP and DUI arrests have in-

creased. The answer isn't hard to

figure out, the bars and hangouts

that were near campus and safe

for students to walk to have been

closed so, walking or driving to

parties is the only option left. Col-

lege students are going to drink

no matter what kind of rules there

are, so they will take risks. Driv-

ing is better for many because

they do not feel safe walking

around campus at night, and stu-

dents have realized that there is a

greater chance that they will be

arrested for Drunk in Public rather

than Driving Under the Influence,

so they risk driving or letting

someone drive them. The College

administration has apparently

never made the connection. Stu-

dents are willing to take risks to

have fun, and having fun does not

always mean being stumbling

drunk or passed out For many

students, it means a few beers cm

the weekend. Certainly nothing

worth calling home about.

Situations like this are hap-

pening all over the country. Stu-

dents are running into the same

dilemmas caused by school offi-

cials that do not think through

their plans to curb binge drinking.

More often than not, it is not the

binge drinkers that are affected by

the crackdown. It is the occa-

sional, social drinkers that are hurt

by these new rules and informing

the parents of such students is not

achieving the desired results.

Many parents realize that their

children are going to experiment

with alcohol when they go to col-

lege. These parents do not want

their time wasted by administra-

tors calling their home to inform

them about something that they

already know. On the other hand,

there are the parents who are

shocked to think that their child

would ever drink underage. Upon

hearing such news, they overre-

act and pull their child from

school, under the assumption that

their child is not ready for die re-

sponsibilities of college. Granted,

these are the extreme ends of the

spectrum. Most parents are con-

cerned about the activities of their

college age children, but not so

much so that they support drastic

measures by colleges that end up

putting their child at more risk.

They would like their children to

be able to make mistakes and

learn from them without an adult

leaning over their shoulder. Is

what college is all about?

As for us students, we just

want to be able to enjoy social

drinking with our friends safely

without fearing arrest, college ju-

dicial charges, car accidents, etc.

Either way, we are not going to

stop going to parties and drink-

ing, but would rather not worry

about the consequences of poli-

cies designed to stop the minor-

ity of students who binge drink.

Longwood students do not want

to be treated like ten-year olds.

We don't need to be followed

around by someone waiting for us

to do something illegal.

# ®BaodJ)R0Q
Props

- To the administration for not getting too bent out of shape

over our April Fool's issue The Rotunda

- To Aramark for allowing students to tour our new dining

hall, and also to allowing student input as to what feature/

stores will be in the new dining hall.

- To the registration phone system for giving detailed course

schedules over the phone.

- To the RTAs that come down every Wednesday night very

late to fix some computer glitch that could potentially

HAULT production of our weekly paper.

Drops:
- To the lack of student involvement in SGA elections,

several of the offices were unopposed or vacant.

- To the group of young men that came to the last CHI walk

drunk and began yelling obscenities as people were leaving.

• To the crunch-time at the end of the semester that is finally

upon us all.

Send vour Props andDrops to mrinkCT@longwoodlvvc^du.

A Letter to The Rotunda
I am a freshman here at Long-

wood College, and like many

freshmen at this school, I have

made my fair share of bad deci-

sions. When I came to school in

August, I was overwhelmed by

the amount of responsibility I was

given. I had endless hours to do

what I wanted, and no one was

going to tell me otherwise, except

for the RA's, REC, Judicial

Board, and Honor Board to name

a few.

I was drinking in a friend's

room when the RA of that floor

approached us. One thing led to

another, and a few weeks later I

was explaining myself to the Ju-

dicial Board. While there, I was

asked the question that I would

hear over and over again for the

next month. "What where you

thinking?" Well that's a hard

question to answer and I suppose

the only response I had was "I

wasn't"

My lack of thinking resulted

in a $50 fee for an alcohol aware-

ness class, the 8 hour long alco-

hol class,my writing this article,

and an advertisement for the pa-

per. My goal in writing this ar-

ticle is to curb omer students from

drinking and suffering theconse-

quences that I did. Curry and the

Colonnades are non-akoholic

buildings; we as students need to

realize that we are not permitted

to drink in these buildings and

what the punishments are.

In our first days of Sail Week

we were all required to attend an

OCTAA class. In this class we

learned all about how much liquor

it takes to get a woman drunk

compared to a man, and little bits

of information about beer and

drinking at college. In this class,

which was completely focused on

alcohol, we never learned about

the consequences, or what rights

we had in certain situations. Ifwe

had been lectured in this as well,

it might have deterred certain stu-

dents from making unwise deci-

sions.

As freshmen, we came to col-

lege with an unreal amount of op-

portunities and responsibilities.

We were allowed to attend par-

ties at our own discretion, and act

how we saw fit. Looking back, I

found myself thinking about con-

sequences while I was already in

the process of doing things. My
own major enlightenment result-

ing from my freshman year would

have to be to think about things

before I do them, review the con-

sequences and then decide

whether or not it is a good idea.

Alcohol is not only illegal, but

it is hazardous to your health. The

number one Judicial Board infrac-

tion is alcohol. So when you are

looking for something to do on a

Friday or Saturday night, check

out your options. The Student

Union and Lancer Productions

offer plenty of non-akoholic al-

ternatives, as well as Draap pro-

ductions and plays put onoy the

Theater Department. Use your

resources, and realize what the

consequences are for drinking in

a non-alcoholic building.

mm
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NEWS& VIEWS
Headlines of the Week

miNCAMMOLL
SttfWrior

Volunteers Wanted to Aid in Movers
and Shakers for Fall Move-In

1 NATO Presses Attacks om Serbs

2. Refugees Stream Out of Kosovo

5. Germany to Accept Kosovo Refugees

4 Prayers for Peace at Easter

5. Glutton Demands Soldiers Released He Asks for Patience
During Bombing, Thanks Makary

6. "MELISSA" Suspect to Plead Innocent

7. Assisted Suicide Backers: Cause Wffl Go On

8. Bewer Child Abuse/Neglect Cases Reported

9. Fabio's Coaster Ride Buds m Bloodshed

tO. Spring Forward: DayUght Savings Time is Here

EDBELL
Director ofHousing

The incoming freshmen class

needs your help! Remember your

move-in day? Wasn't it hectic,

with people all over the place, and

you didn't know where to go?
Well, the "Movers and Shakers"

can make it less hectic.

The "Movers and Shakers" are

volunteers from student organiza-

tions on campus sponsored by the

Housing office, who assist new
students (and their parents) on
move-in day. This is great for the

new students because they meet
new people and the parents will

be relieved to have some help.

This is a great opportunity to wel-

come them with enthusiam and to

show them what Longwood is all

about.

There are also benefits for you.

As a "Mover and Shaker", you are

allowed to move-in early on

Wednesday, August 25th, the day

before freshmen move-in. There

are also beenfits for your organi-

zation. You will receive free pub-

licity and a chance to get to know
the people that may join your or-

ganization in the future.

Move-in day will be divided

into two, four-hour shifts: one in

the morning and one in the after-

noon. Volunteers will be expected

to assist in either die morning or

afternoon shift Groups will be

stationed at each residence hall.

We'll need about ISO movers

throughout the course of the day.

It'll be a tot of work, but it'll be

fun to meet members of the in-

coming class and answer their

questions about Longwood, and

your organization! We ask that if

you would like to participate that

you please fill out a sign-up sheet

with all of the requested informa-

tion. Please return the sign-up

sheets to die Housing Office by

April 23rd. Longwood is proud of

its student body and of the accom-

plishments of all its student orga-

nizations. We would be proud if

you would serve as volunteer rep-

resentatives.

For information, contact Ed
Bell in the Housing Office at ex-

tension 2080.

THIS MONTH IS SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS
MONTH ANH CHILD ABUSE AWARENESS MONTH.
SILENCE IS NOT GOLDEN-A SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS PROGRAM WILL BE HELD IN 3

PARTS IN APRIL.

1st part

2ndpart

Srdpart

April 7, 1999

April 14, 1999

April 21, 1999

Introduction ofProgram
Video

Open Discussion

ALL OF THESE MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN THE
SPICE RACK ON THE 1ST FLOOR OF CURRY!

SPUING WEEKEND IS COMING

SO If YOU AAEN'T If,

THY TO HAVE
SOME SOBEA FUft7

WRESTLE
WAR '99
FEATURING WCW * WW SUPERSTARS:

Tatanka, Typhoon, The Rock-N-Roll express.
Disciples off Apocalypse, Greg "The Hammer"
Valentine, Bunkhousc Buck, Double Doinks,
Ivan Koloff * Nikolai Volkov, Demolition Ax,
David Jericho, Colt Steel, Morgus the Maniac,
Champagne, and The Wild Man Billy Gibbsf !!

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

According to the Longwood Student handbook,
Alcoholic beverages must not be consumed within
freshman residence halls; alcohol-free buildings or
other floors that choose not to have alcohol present
in their living environment.

I Admission: $10 advance/Si2 at
Ringside Seats: $19 advance/$1 5 at door

For Tickets and Other Information:
804-395-2474 or 804-395-2118

FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 1999
BELL TIME AT 8:00PM

Longwood College - Lancer Gym - Farmviltc, VA



Entry Blanks Due
Thursday, April 8th

Tournament Begins
Saturday, April 10th

www.insideedge.com

°n* Flag
FOOtball i COME BY ILER & m

Men's and Women's Divisions • Exciting Prizes from EDGE* I **m#%1vI * TS\rtM%SI
Winners advance to Regional Championships 1 SIGN UP TODAY

!

come visit us at^^ ::;"!!::
,

" £s saifig»s5^ -

J
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CAMPUS andCOMk
Thursday Friday

8th 9th
Car Maintenance

Workshop

Pine & Madison St.

@ 3:30 -5:00 p.m.

Game Night

in the Ballroom

@ 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

School of Business and

Economics Senior

Banquet

Virginia Room &
Rotunda Market

6:00 p.m.

Faculty Colloquium

Dr. David Stein

in Hull Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Widespread Panic

Hampden-Sydney

Admission $15.00

WLCX Date Auction

in Lancer Cafe

@ 8:00 p.m.

Phi Kappa Tau

Brother Auction

in Chapter Room
@ 9:00 p.m.

Founder's Day
Weekend

Lunch in Lankford:

Michael Gulesian

Lankford Patio

11:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.

Softball

vs.

Limestone

2:00 p.m.

WWF Wrestle War <99

in Lancer

Doors open @ 6:00 p.m.

First Bell @ 8:00 p.m.

LP Film:

Meet Joe Black

in Lankford Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Commuter Dance

ABC Room
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

Cafe Friday

in Lancer Cafe

@ 8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Founder's Day
Weekend

Virgina Invitational «99:

Virginia Sculpture

Bishop & Sully Galleries

ofLCVA
Today through May 22

Baseball

vs.

Anderson

@ 1 :00 p.m.

Base

V!

Anck

@12:C

Commute

Fun

3:00-

Camerata

!

TechC
in Farmvi

Methodis

@4:0<

Don't

forget!

we have

classi-

fied ads
for $3.

Dead-

line is

Mon. by

5pm.

Send it

to box

2901!

zi* eh
i

(other ;tyl<

*VariUx Cor«fo\f

VA
The comb

1511 k/ert TUird
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WNITYCALENDAR
Monday Tuesday

12th
ball

>.

;rson

>0 p.m.

jr Family

Day

5:00 p.m.

dingers/VA
oncert

lie United

t Church

3 p.m.

LP Film:

Meet Joe Black
in Commuter Lounge

@ 2:00 p.m.

LP Film:

Meet Joe Black
in Lankford Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

EyecjLatf Repair

, a*d Hil/i^er frizes

?; available alfo)

t NO LINE bifocaU

RILUX'
xt of better wswff"

ltreet%
FarrVill* 111-1131

13tfi
Art for Lunch

Georgia Coppersmith

in LCVA
12:00 p.m.

Camerata Singers/Jazz

Quintet

irt Lancer

TBA

Departmental Recital

in Wygal

3:30 p.m.

Alcohol Screening Day
in Blackwell Dining

Hall Lobby

11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Jane Goodall Lecture

in Jarman Theatre

7:00 p.m.

Coffee House Rock
Nelntown Still

in Lankford Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Do you like to
write? The Ro-

tunda wants you!
And we AIN1 yo

Uncle Sam!

^o, tofjat'st tlje gcoop? Wfyat pre-

ctousf information fco pou bnoto?

Anything from birthdays, to meetings,

to off campus events..M you know
about something, let us know.
Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

HH
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FEATURES
Longwood Company of Dancers:

Organization Spotlight
LOREN HATCHER
Asst. Copy Editor

The Longwood Company of

Dancers has existed for

approximatley twenty-one years

and has made an impressive re-

surgence within

the past few years.

Under the direc-

tion of Rodney
Williams, the

Company is excit-

edly preparing for

their Spring Con-

cert set for April

22 at 11:00 am
and the 23, & 24

in Jarman Audito-

rium at 8:00 pm.

"Our goal is to

pack Jarman-

standing room
only," said sopho-

more dancer Megan Connor.

The Company meets as a

group three times a week to learn

dances, choreograph and re-

hearse. This time does not include

the time needed to learn and re-

hearse student-choreographed

pieces which are featured during

the Spring Concert.

Williams conducts the re-

hearsals with a firm, but encour-

aging attitude. After running

through an intense routine cho-

reographed to Deborah Cox's

How Did You Get Here Williams

smiled and said, "I want this to

be hot. Sizzle!"

The criteria for membership

into the Company includes pre-

ROOTS
——

—

Continued p. 1

Goodall, she was in the UK.

She said that a group of students

from the USA that are in high

school, just as you are in Tanza-

nia, are coming to visit Gombe
National Park for one or two

weeks. Will you please make sure

that you take care of mem. And I

said okay," remarked Fubusa.

This group of students were

the group of high school students

from Prince Edward High School,

who along with then- teacher Mrs.

Cottrell and Dr. Jordan,

Longwood Professor of Anthro-

pology, came to visit the Gombe

vious dance experience and an

audition. One must also be will-

ing to schedule in rehearsal time

necessary to produce student-cho-

reographed work.

Since the Company is, partly

Photo by JulUe DriscoU

funded by SGA, they are required

to elect officers. These include

President, Kate Anderson, Secre-

tary, Katherine Harding, Trea-

surer, Christie Williams, Histo-

rian, Heather Fritchley, Rehearsal

Directress, Stephanie Morris, and

Costume Mistress, Brooke

McCurdy.

I was informed by the mem-
ber of the Company that the

Spring Concert was the "show-

case for student choreography."

Nine out of the fourteen dances

are student-choreographed. The

choreographer is responsible for

every aspect of the piece, includ-

ing selecting music, costumes,

lighting, and the individual danc-

ers that match the choreographer's

"writing".

"Choreographing is peat; it's

hard to create.because you have a

set image in your head and if

you're a perfectionist like I am, it

sometimes
proves to be

physically im-

possible," said

senior dancer

and choreogra-

pher Stephanie

Morris.

The Com-
pany relies a

great deal on the

soul of the orga-

nization-the

dancers them-

selves. There is a

definite' sense of

comradery
among the group where even out-

side newspaper reporters are

made to feel welcome.

Sophomore Christie Williams

stated, "The culminating point-the

Concert-is when everything

you've been working for comes

together. That's the greatest re-

ward of being a part of this com-

pany."

When asked what kinds of

things they've learned or what

they plan to take with them, the

dancers smiled through their

sweaty faces and replied,

"Perserverance and the ability to

teach."

From the Rafters
ED BELL

Director ofHousing

HeHooooo Longwood. How
about that women's softball team!

They have truely christened the

new softball field in fine order.

Congratulations on a great season

and best of tuck in the post-sea-

son ! All of us wantabes can't wait

until next fall when the fields will

open to intramural sports. It wiU

be about time that there are some

open fields for everybody to en-

joy.

Speaking of intramurals, the

Intramurals and Campus Recre-

ation Office is getting a new look

through personnel changes. Ellen

Moss, Interim Director, has taken

a position with the Athletic De-

partment. She did a GREAT job

expanding the program even

without the benefit ofopen sports

fields. Congratulation and good

luck in the new position!

Jeff Smith has been hired as

the new Director of Intramurals

and Campus Recreation. He is

settling in and learning the cam-

pus. He will have a good founda-

tion from which to expand the

program. Look for more of the

same energy Ellen brought to the

position with a splash of new

ideas and an open ear to your

needs. Feel free to let him know
what you think we need from the

JM Office.

On the Housing side, room se-

lection is in full swing with stu-

dents selecting rooms within then-

current buildings this week. Be-

tween building sign-up takes

place on April 12 beginning at

8:30 pm in Lancaster Hall. It will

be fim-come-first-served by class

rank beginning wife Seniors. All

upperclass halls still have open-

ing including Cox, the

Cunninghams, Curry (2nd & 3rd

Floors), Frazer, and Wheeler.

Freshmen are eligible to move to

all upperclass halls. ARC and

Stubbs require special permission

and have already been assigned.

The semester is coming to a

close quickly. There is less then

three weeks of classes left (in-

cluding weekends). If you intend

to go home again before the end

of the semester, please start tak-

ing your belongings with you.

If you have questions, feel

free to contact your REC, the

Housing Office at X-20SG, or me
at ebell. I'm still on inhired re-

serve. No racquetball update

-j

Attention Sane Goodall Tans!
Ticket holders for the Jane Goodall lecture on April 13

will be admitted for priority seating in Jarman from 6 pm to

6:45 pm.

At 6:45 pm, any remaining open seats will be provided

to non-ticket holders on a first-come, first serve basis. A line

will be formed outside of Jarman for non-ticket holders.

Research Centre.

Fubusa described Catherine

Cottrell as being like a mother to

him. "She is now like my mom.
She worked so hard for this to

happen. And of course, they did

a lot of things to publicize me and

to help with my acceptance here.

So I ended up coming here (to

Longwood College).

"

Fubusa said thai it had been a

dream of his since he was 12 years

old to attend college overseas.

These people, along with Dr. Jane

Goodall, helped to make his

dream possible

Fubusa said the he hopes that

people won't take for granted Dr.

Goodall's appearance at Long-

wood. He reminded me that

where ever this woman goes,

people tine up to see her. She is

in fact one of the most respected

people in the world.

"I don't want to take a lot of

credit," said Fubusa. "She is com-

ing to say thanks to all the people

for what they have been doing for

me. These are the people who pay

a lot of money for my schooling.

They are taking a risk that they

never knew what kind of person I

was. They've been doing a lot of

thing to support me for my cru-

sade for Roots and Shoots.

They're the ones who have be-

come like my parents; like my
brothers and sisters and to whom
Dr. Jane is so proud. She is visit-

ing to say thank you."

Knowing the value of educa-

tion to him, I ask Fubusa what he

intended to do with it

"When I was 17, it was my
dream to have my Ph.D. I knew I

wanted to do economics and I

wanted to do something about the

environment. And I'm hoping to

go and take environmental eco-

nomics. After mat I will be work-

ing for the Jane Goodall Institute,

if I like or helping out countries

to improve their economies as

well as to improve their environ-

ments. Africa is my hope, my
dream."

Fubusa concluded by saying,

"The idea of Roots and Shoots is

to empower young people all over

the world to start thinking about

tomorrow. Because of one thing:

we are like the fertile ground, that

once seeds are sown, they can

grow. Our rninds can change

more easily. So when thousands

and hundreds of young people all

over the world work together, we
can save the world."
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Calendar Editor

1
.
How do they get the deer to cross at that road

2. Is it true thai caanibais don't eat clowns because they

taste funny?

3. What was the best thing before sliced bread?

4. I'm not schizophrenic. You only think we a»,

5. If you throw a cat out of a car window, does it

become kitty Utter?

6. If there is ao God, who pops up fte next

7. How did a fool and his money GET
8. If nothing sticks to Teflon, how do fteyget Teflon to

stick to the pan?

9. Why is there an expiration date on my sour cream

container?

10. How do you know when it's toe to tune your bag

pipes?

sNote: tf you lure uy "Deep Thoagbte" ofyovr

them to kmrock <own,

Movie Review:
Ten Things I

Hate About You
KRISTENINGRAM

Editor-in-Chief

From the moment I saw the preview for this movie, I did not

want to see it I thought that it was going to be another high school

flick, just not staring the usual Dawson 's Creek or Party ofFive casts.

So, when my friend asked me to go, I was hesitant but since there was

nothing else to do-I went

I was all settled in with my Diet Coke and ready for an abso-

lutely terrible movie, when to my surprise, it was actually pretty good.

When I heard the name Padua High School, I wondered where I

had heard the name before and then it hit me, that was the city in

which The Taming of the Shrew took place.

From that point on I was bombarded with Shakespearean under-

tones. (Even the title rhymed. Ten Things IHate About You, Taming of

the ShrewY) The high school movie that I had intended on took on a

deeper parallel and I was surprised at the twist mat was given to this

teenybopper flick

I can not say that the acting was terrific, but the performances of

Julia Stiles as Kat Stratford and Heath Ledger as Patrick Verona liter-

ally stole the show. These two newcomers did an excellent job and

gave the movie the extra flair that was needed.

For fear of ruining the movie I will keep the synopsis brief, read

TheTammg ofthe Shrew before you go and you will be surprised that

such a movie was able to successfully parallel one of Shakespeare's

greatest

By no means am I talking award winning, but fa- a movie that

has been generally perceived as a "high school" flick, it was pretty

good. Don't pass this one up, you will enjoy it!

Philanthropy ofAI"A
— the Alpha Gam's. The cost is $5

DANIELLE RECAME
Staff Writer

Alpha Gamma Delta Frater-

nity is having their annual skate-

a-thon on Saturday, April 24 from

2-6 p.m. in Richmond at the

SkateNation ice skating rink off

Midlothian Turnpike, and they

want YOU to skate with them.

"Diabetes is a chronic, geneti-

cally determined, debilitating dis-

ease affecting every organ sys-

tem" (Internet) and because of

this deadly disease, AGD is rais-

ing money for their philanthropy,

The Alpha Gamma Delta Foun-

dation for Diabetes.

Donations are appreciated as

well as any student or faculty

member who would like to join

dollars which includes skate rent-

als and proceeds to The Founda-

tion that is devoted to finding a

cure.

Diabetes, according to the

Internet "kills one American ev-

ery three minutes," and "sixteen

million Americans have the dis-

ease; of these, 5.4 million are un-

diagnosed." Therefore; four

hours of your time can make one

American's lifetime.

If you are interested in skat-

ing or would like to make contri-

butions, you can contact AGD
Philanthropy Coordinator,

Jocelyn Weidner, at #3 1 16 Or you

can e-mail her at jweidner

@ longwood.lwc.edu if you have

any questions.

GKeap Eate
at-

Domino's
Buffet

MELISSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief

A Lighter View of Life:

Characteristics of Dogs & Cats
* Dogs come when you call

them. Cats take a message and

get back to you when they are

good and ready.

Dogs let you give them a bath

without taking out a contract on

your life.

* Dogs will bark to wake you up
if the house is on fire. Cats will

quietly sneak out the back door.

* Dogs will bring you your

slippers or the evening newspa-

per. Cats might bring you a dead

mouse.

* Dogs play Frisbee with you all

afternoon. Cats take a 3-hour

nap.

* Dogs will sit on the car seat

next to vou. Cats have to have

their own private box or they

will not go at all.

* Dogs will greet you and Uck

your face when you come home

from work. Cats will be mad
that you went to work at all.

*. Dogs will sit, lie down, and

heel on command. Cats will

smirk and walk away.

*. Dogs tilt their heads and

listen when you talk. Cats yawn
and close their eyes.

*. Dogs give you unconditional

love forever. Cats make you pay

for every mistake you've ever

made since the day you were

born

-Hampton Roads Daily Press

Being the pizza freak that I

am, I was all to happy to go to

lunch at the Domino's buffet For

$3.99 plus a drink, you got as

much pizza and salad as your

stomach could hold.

Since it was a buffet,we had

no server to do anything for us,

which was fine because every-

thing was already there.

The food was warm, but the

variety was cold. There were like

3 kinds of pizza available for us.

Two of them were covered with

massive vegetables. So, I had

some pepperoni pizza. It was

kinda chewy.

But the salad was very

yummy. It was fresh and good. I

was thinking about just having

salad. The one thing that disap-

pointed me the most was the fact

that there were no breadsticks, but

I survived. The food was okay, but

Pizza Hut would put them to

shame with their buffet. But for

the price, it really wasn't bad.

"Smash or Trash CD Reviews:

Placebo: Without You I'm Nothing
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

Like it or not, androgyny has

been a large element of popular

musk. From David Bowie and the

glam rock of the 70's to Boy
George and the synthpop of the

80's, bands have been blurring the

lines between the genders with

their music. However, in the 90*s,

pop music has been more dedi-

cated to re-establishing the dis-

tinctions between male and fe-

male while the glamour of an-

drogyny has been fading.

In midst of this, UK band Pla-

cebo has released their second al-

bum, Without You I'm Nothing,

With sexually ambiguous vocals

and lyrics, Placebo's dark-tinged

music falls somewhere between

the edgy electronics of modern-

day Depeche Mode and the

dreamy atmospherics of the early

work ofThe Cure. But rather than

being a throwback to the work of

these well-established bands,

Without You I'm Nothing stands

independently as an intriguingly

exceptional album.

Soaring between powerfully

driving songs to wistfully touch-

ing ballads, Placebo is unafraid of

the obvious pretentiousness of

their music. With songs such as

You Don i Care About Us and the

album's title track, Without You

I'm Nothing the band mocks typi-

cal rock star pain while convey-

ing it sincerely.

With sexually-driven tracks like

Allergic (To Thoughts ofMother

Earth) and Every You Every Me
lead singer and lyricist Brian

Moiko seems to relish in letting

you question his sexuality.

His lyrics come across purpose-

fully vague, allowing everyone,

male and female, gay and

straight, to relate to his words.

However, some of the album's

best moments occur in the eerily

tender quieter songs. Ask For
Answers and "The Crawl are hyp-

notically haunting, building a

mixture of emotions-from fear to

passion, sorrow to love. The ef-

fect is incredible, although per-

haps a bit worrisome.

Without You I'm Nothing fills

the vacancy in music for the

strange beauty of androgynous

rock. Placebo's appeal is oddly

universal and their music stands

out as something create! for ev-

eryone in a time when differences

are sought. Placebo is a welcome

addition to the realm of musk.

***l/2Stan
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SPORTS
Men's Golf Placed

Third in NC
Tournament

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood shot a two-day

earn total of 306-307-613 to

>lace third among 20 teams at

he Lacey Oanc Memorial men's

©If tournament hosted by North

Carolina-Pembroke Monday
md Tuesday. Fellow CVAC
nember Pfeiffcr (NC) won the

&~hoJe event with its 302-305-

i07 score at the 6,758-yard, par

72 Pinecrest Country Club in

Pembroke, NC. LC was led by

unior Jason Copeland/Granby

IS with his 75-76-151 to tie for

ird-piace individually in the

field of 100 collegiate golfers,

followed by local junior Toby

Towler/Fuqua School with his

77-76-153 to tie for lOth-placc,

and freshman Myles Jones/

Victoria College (England) HS
with his 74-80-154 to tie for

14th-place. Also playing were

freshman Blair Shadday/Madi-

son Consolidated (Ind.) HS (80-

76-156) and senior Jack Tsai/

Hampton Roads Academy (82-

79-161).

Longwood will next com-

pete April 11-13 in the CVAC
Men's Golf Championships, a

54-hole event to be played in

FortMilLSC.

LWC Softball

Sweeps Barton

Bulldogs, 17-15; 9-7

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (32-10, 10-4

CVAC) swept a collegiate soft-

ball doublebeader from visiting

CVAC opponent Barton (NC)

(17-15, 9-7 CVAC) Tuesday at

Lancer Field, winning by scores

of4-0and 8-0. In the opener, LC
was led by senior Li boy Oough/

Amelia County HS who was 2-

2 with two runs, an RBI, and a

stolen base, while graduate stu-

dent Stacey Rose/Thomas
Jefferson HS (16-5) earned die

pitching win with a complete-

:, five-hit shutout with four

strikeouts. In the nightcap, LC
was led byjunior Emily Brown/

Fluvanna CountyHS (2-2, 1 run,

RBI, stolen base), freshman Col-

leen Cooney/Stafford HS (2-3,

RBI, stolen base), junior Mary
Walton/Powhatan HS (2-3,

triple, 1 run), and freshman Jodi

Wolfr-Coussoulos/Fauquier HS
(2-4, 1 run, 2 stolen bases) with

two hits each. Sophomore
Deruse Wack/Great Bridge HS
(16-5) got the pitching win with

a complete-game, four-hit shut-

out with one strikeout

Longwood increased its new
school-record for wins to32 and

will next play Limestone at

home on April 9.

Baseball

Reaches

20 Wins
On The
Season

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood (20-16) swept a

collegiate baseball doublebeader

from visiting Saint Paul's Tues-

day at Lancer Stadium, winning

by scores of 8-2 and 8-6-mark-

ing the 19th-straight year that the

Lancers have reached 20-wins in

a season. In the opener, LC was

led by seniors Fred Stoots/Cto-

ver Hill HS (2-4, 1 run, 2 RBI)

and Shawn Torian/Halifax

County HS (3-4, 2 runs, RBI,

stolen base), along with sopho-

moreAdam Williams/Albemarle

HS (2-2, 2 RBI, stolen base).

Freshman Kenny Houchens/

Charlottesville HS (3-0) earned

the pitching win with die first 4-

innmgs, allowing six bats and no

runs with six strikeouts. In the

nightcap, LC got a solo home run

from freshman Cory Jonke/St

Edward (OH) HS (2-3, HR, 1

run, RBI)-his collegiate first-

while seniors Tim Buffkin/

Prince George HS (1-3, double,

1 run, 2 RBI, stolen base) and

Brad Simpson/Clover Hill HS
(1-4, 2 RBI) each added a pair

of RBI. Senior Robey Caldwell/

Cave Spring HS (4-3) got the

pitching win with 3-innings of

middle relief, allowing three hits

and one run with two strikeouts.

Longwood will next play this

weekend, April 10-11, baiting

CVAC opponent Anderson

(S.C.) for a three-game confer-

series at Lancer Stadium.

Lacrosse and Golf

Selected for this

Past Week, April 6

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College women's

lacrosse standout Laurie Hogan/

Charlottesville, VA-Albemarle

HS and men's gorf standout Ja-

son Copeland/Norfolk, VA-
Granby HS have been selected

as the Longwood/Domino's
Players of the Week* for the pe-

riod March 31-April 6, The

Lancer honorees are chosen by

the College's office of sports in-

formation.

Hogan, a senior, scored three

goals to lead LC to a 13-4 tri-

umph past NCAA Division I

Howard (DC) March 31. She

has led the team in scoring dur-

ing two matches this spring, and

leads the Lancers in goals with

30 (3.00). Hogan is second on

the squad in scoring with 30
goals and four assists for 34
points (3.40). Longwood is cur-

rendy 7-3 and ranked 7ft in this

week's IWLCA Division II Poll.

Hogan is the daughter of Ray

and Betty Hogan Jr. of

Charlottesville and is majoring

in Psychology.

Copeland, a junior, fired a

36-hole score of 75*76-151 to

leadLC to a third-place team fin-

ish among 20 teams at the Lacey

Oane Memorial tournament

heated by North Carolina-Pem-

broke April 5-6. His 151 total

tied for third individually in the

Held of 98 collegiate golfers.

Copeland has been consistent all

year in lading the Lancers with

his 76,88 stroke-average through

17 rounds of competition with a

low-round of 71.

Longwood averages 311.94

as a team this year with four top

five team finishes in eight tour-

naments, including a low-round

of 294 accomplished twice.

Copeland is the son of Ms.

Myron Copeland of Norfolk and

is majoring in Business Market-

ing at Longwood. He is a trans-

fer student-athlete from Dodge
City (KN) Community College,

SPRING ATHLETES- 1999

March 3-9

March 10-16

March 17-23

March 24-30

March 31 -April 6

Natalie Smith, Igor Bilaiagic

Lacrosse, Men's Tennis

Libby Oough, Shawn Torian

Softball, Baseball

Stacey Rose, Jack Tsai

Softball, Men's Golf

Vicki Matkovich, Gorjan Bilaiagic

Women's Golf, Men's Tennis

Laurie Hogan, Jason Copeland

Lacrosse, Men's Golf
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FARMVILLE MINI STORAGE
Low Monthly Rentals

• Clean & Well Lighted • Your Lock Your Key

• Many Sizes 5x5 Thru 10x30 • Insulated Units

TO A88URE AVAILABILITY, RESERVE YOUR UNIT NOW

392-6163

"TIAA-CREF sets the

standard in the

financial services industry."

—Momingstar*

"-.America^
Top Pension Fund."
—Money Magazine, January 1993

AAA
—S&P and Moody's

rating for TtAA"
"ESS"*

-Wfliam Ravdin, TIAA-CREF Participant

\ \ / c take a lot of pride in gaining

V V High marks from the major rating

service*. But the fact is, we're equally

proud of the ratings we get every day from

our participants. Because at TIAA-CREF,

ensuring the financial futures of the educa-

tion and research community is something

that goes beyond stars and numbers.

We became the world s largest retire-

ment organization by offering people a

wide range of sound investments, a

commitment to superior service, and

operating expenses that are among the

lowest in the insurance and mutual fund

industries.***

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the right

choices— and the dedication— to help you

achieve a lifetime of financial goals. The

leading experts agree. So does Bill.

TIAA-CREF can help you build a com-

fortable, financially secure tomorrow, with

tax-deferred annuities, mutual funds, IRAs,

insurance and more.

To find out more, call us at 1 800 842-2776.

•iiaa-cref.org

for tfwmf who

In 'tkm

.oucr.
J l' »•-) I -- *1' *

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEYMAGAZINE AND BILL.

**=

Home Games Left at

LWC for Spring Season
'99

Lacrosse- April 17...Tournamnet

Baseball- April 10, ll...Anderson

April 17, 18...Belmont
Abbey

Softball-April 9...Limestone

Current Records of All

Spring Teams
Lacrosse- 8-3;

Ranked #7 in the

IWLCA Poll

Baseball- 20-16; 7-13 CVAC
Softball- 32-10; 10-4 CVAC

(New school record for

wins in a season)

Men's Tennis- 12-7; 3-4 CVAC
Women's Tennis- 15-2; 6-1 CVAC

IT'S COMING!

00ZEBALL '99

&
MEN'S

WOMEN'S
CO-ED

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE AT
ANY FRONT DESK!
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ATTENTION

Attention Student Organizations:

THE SGA WOULD LIKE TO
REMIND ALL STUDENT

ORGANIZATIONS THAT COMMUNITY
SERVICE HOURS ARE DUE TO THE

G.LV.E. OFFICE BY APRIL 15

For questions contact Ellen Masters in the

G.I.V.E. Office at x2397

^^—

SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in
the ABC rooms of the Lankford Student Union

mm
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Jane Goodall Speaks at Longwood Greek (Unity) Week
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

In 1 960, a young Jane Goodall

arrived at the Gombe Stream Re-

serve and in 1999 on April 1 3 she

walked on to Jarman stage to give

the only lecture this spring on the

EastCoast Her moving

address centered on

work with chimpanzees

over the past four de-

cades, but its meaning

struck a far deeper cord.

In her lecture, Dr.

Goodall spoke at length

about her chimps. One
of the most astounding

dungs was how she felt

about the chimps. She

loves them like family, -

referring by not only by *a»

name but also calling

them little people.

Dr. GoodaU's lecture was ac-

companied by a breath taking

slide show which led the audience

into the world of chimpanzees. At

times the slides depicted cute im-

ages of baby chimpanzees with

their mothers and at other times

the slides showed scenes of

chimps in captivity or dressed in

silly clothes, forced to perform

silly tricks. With her images, she

created wonderfully gripping ac-

counts of the lives of many of the

chimpanzees. Her words were el-

egantly put, but yet in a humble

Photo provided by Ken Regan

manner. As she spoke of the

chimps, the passion and sincerity

of her mission became clear.

She began her mission to re-

search chimpanzees and it has

advanced gready in recent years..

The study of chimps has raised

the consciousness of many. It has

shown the importance of every

human and non-human creature

on this earth. Her primary mission

is to raise people's awareness-not

only about the plight of the

chimps, but about the plight of the

entire planet.

Goodall sited

waste as one of the

primary problems.

She said she was
shocked by all the

waste. "We don't need

all this stuff." She

mentioned in particu-

lar the excess of plas-

v: tic bags. All of this ex-

cess stuff is what is

destroying the planet.

Those that say the

planet is doomed-thai

mankind has de-

stroyed the planet

passed the point of repair have not

dimmed the hope of Dr. Goodall.

She talked extensively about her

reasons for continued hope in this

world.

She listed as the number one

reason, die human brain. Humans

See GOODALL P. 8

Education Tax Benefits Available
KRJSTENA. INGRAM

Edaor-ln~Chief

Many students received

TeleFile tax packages from the In-

ternal Revenue Service that ex-

plained how people paying for

higher education costs for either

themselves or their family mem-
bers could file their returns via die

telephone. Information recenUy

released from the IRS further in-

forms that people wishing to

claim any of the new education

tax credits will not be able to file

by using the telephone.

People choosing to take ad-

vantage of the new tax credits

must file either Form 1040A or

Form 1040 and may do so elec-

tronically through a computer or

a tax professional.

Only college students is

school in 1998 are eligible to

claim the new credit and they

must fall under the list of criteria

which includes: qualifying to

claim the student loan deduction,

qualifying to claim one of the edu-

cation credits (the Hope Credit or

Lifetime Learning Credit), quali-

fying to claim child tax credit,

qualifying to exclude interest

from series EE US Savings bonds

issued after 1989, qualifying to

exclude interest on deposits that

you could not withdraw because

of the bankruptcy or insolvency

of the financial institution, or

qualifying to file head of house-

hold.

These credits are explained

through Publication 970, Tax

Benefits for Higher Education,

and the IRS web site www.
irs.ustreas.go. More information

can be received by calling the IRS

ton-free at 1-800-829-3676. The

IRS also has a helpline that is

available 24-hours a day, seven

days a week, and will answer tax

questions at 1-800-829-1040.

MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

Longwood's annual Greek

Week was held April 5-10. Al-

though the event is a campus tra-

dition, many changes were made
with the goal of improving Greek

unity on campus.

The week was sponsored and

planned by members of Order of

Omega, Longwood's Greek lead-

ership and honor society.

Monday night began the cel-

ebration with an All-Greek din-

ner held in Blackwell Dining

Hall.

Tuesday night. Order of

Omega sponsored a game night

open to all Longwood students.

Free bowling and pool were of-

fered in the Student Union. Many
students came to play Spades,

Jenga, and video games on the

big-screen television.

The turn out was very high,

and students from different cam-

pus organizations had an oppor-

tunity to join for a night of fun.

Wednesday night, an All-

Greek karoke night was held to

raise money for charity. The phi-

lanthropy to which the proceeds

will be donated will be announced

at the Greek Awards ceremony on

April 20.

Sixteen WWF and WCW
wrestlers came to Longwood for

Wresde War '99, which was co-

sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity

Council. The event was held Fri-

day night in Lancer Gym. Mem-
bers of Alpha Gamma Delta Fra-

ternity made a contribution by.

selling a large number of tickets

to the community.

Saturday morning, members

from each organization came to-

gether to participate in a campus

clean-up.

Dinner was served Saturday

evening on Stubbs lawn. Two
bands, Pink Salmon and Blue

Beat Review played during the

picnic.

With the new focus of the

week, Longwood's Greeks were

able to come together. Relations

between chapters were strength-

ened, and organizations were able

to show the campus and local

community what Greek life is re-

ally about.

Ifyou were a college student in 1998, the

new education credits and deductions

may be able to reduce your tax IF:

• You qualify to claim the student loan interest

deduction

• You qualify to claim one of the education credits,

the Hope Credit or the Lifetime Learning Credit

• You qualify to claim child tax credit

• You quattfy to exclude interest from series EE US
Savings bonds Issued after 1989

• You qualify to exclude interest on deposits that

you could not withdraw because of the bank-

ruptcy or insolvency of the financial institution

• You qualify to file as head of I
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EDITORIAL
Hello all. Hope every

one is doing okay. Just

think, we are almost

finished whh the year! Thank
goodness.

Well, here come my issues.

Unless you have been hiding in a

cage for about a month or so, you

know that Jane Goodall was here.

Unfortunately, I was unable to

attend, but I am sure that every-

one was thrilled to see her. It both-

ers me that she wasn't in a bigger

place than she was though. I heard

that originally, the school was
going to put her in Wygal Audi-

torium because they didn't think

the students would be interested.

If this is true, all I have to say is

HELLO!!? EARTH TO LONG-
WOOD! CAN YOU READ US?
That is nothing but 100% pure

miscommunication if I ever saw

it Luckily they put Jarman to use,

but it would have made much
more sense to put her in the gym.

But I did like the idea of hav-

ing non-ticket holder times, stand-

ing room only, and the viewing

in Hi ner Auditorium. I would like

to take this time to applaud that

idea. Everyone take care!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Ihad the distinct pleasure to be

one of the few to see Dr. Jane

Goodall's lecture on April 13.

In the words of Maya Angelou

Dr. Goodall is truely a Phenom-

enal Woman.

This woman has dedicated

her entire life to helping people,

animals, and the environment.

She has given and lived unself-

ishly and done so, not for herself,

but for die future of all creations.

What disturbs me most is that

so few do their part to aid in this

noble quest for global preserva-

tion. I do make a conscience ef-

fort to do my part for others, as

well as the environment, yet I still

fall short of the standards of Dr.

Goodall. If we are all honest I

think that this is true of many of

us. When was the last time that

we gave, unselfishly to those less

fortuante? What is the real reason

for helping, are we genuiely try-

ing to help others or are we try-

ing to get good marks on our

slates?

I would like to challenge stu-

dents and faculty to give as un-

selfishly as Dr. Goodall. She rep-

resents, what I believe, for which

God wants us to strive. Keep in

mind that everyone need kindness

to smile upon them.

Kristen A. Ingram

Editor-in-Chief

€Jje 3&rjtunrja
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Farmvilte,VA 23909
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Your Letters
Art Classes Need the STOA Lab
Dear Editors,

I am writing this letter in re-

sponse to a letter written by

Wendy Kirkpatrick in the April 8

issue. In her letter she was ex-

pressing her disapproval of how

the STOA lab is being used. She

complained that whenever she

goes into the lab, there is a class

in session and she feels she pays

just as much money to use those

computers as the students that are

in the class.

I would first like to say that I

am a graphic design student and

am probably one ofthose students

using the computers. The reason

that the STOA lab always has

classes in it because it is the only

lab on this campus that is

equipped for graphic design ma-

jors on the campus.

I would just like to say that

there are several other labs on

A Thank You to Students

campus that students can use if

one lab is closed. I pay to go to

school at Longwood for an edu-

cation and without the STOA lab,

I would not be getting the educa-

tion that I am paying for.

So for those that feel that they

have a right to be in die lab any-

time, just remember mat the stu-

dents in those classes are there to

get an education and there are

more than enough computer labs

on this campus to choose from.

So put them to use.

Jennifer Ward

Graphic Design

Editor's Note: There are labs all

around campusfor student use.

There are computer labs in

Hiner, Curry, Ruffher, as well as

the Mobile Lab. These are open

everyday (including weekends)

far student use.

Dear Editors,

Several college sponsored

activities this past weekend re-

minded me anew of all the ways

the college and its students con-

tribute to the community.

Like others in the commu-

nity, my family and I benefited

from these activities ami particu-

larly wanted to thank those in-

volved.

One group deserving thanks

is the Physical Education

Majors's club sponsored by

Charlotte Guynes and Bob
Beaudet. Members of the club

have spent their last four Satur-

day mornings providing sports

activities for local children from

ages 6 to 12 through their "Gym
and Swim" program.

Their professional skill and

enthusiasm made the program so

much fun that die children, in-

cluding my daughter, were hard

to pull away at the end.

Also last Saturday, white the

Phys Ed majors were providing

activities for kids and another

Longwood group was cleaning up

the Appomatox River, the Long-

wood chapter of the Virginia En-

glish Teachers Association

(SLATE) produced its annual

conference for teachers and pro-

spective teachers.

Sponsored by Jim Cope and

led by its very" able President

Heather Swan, the group sched-

uled and chaired about ten pro-

fessional workshop sessions, in-

cluding presentations by die na-

tionally known "Poetry Alive"

group and the author Mureeen

Barbieri. Attendance was sparser

than it should have been, but the

quality was high and I learned

more than I have at much larger

conferences.

Thanks to everyone involved

for their hard work and the qual-

ity of what it produced.

Ellery Sedgwick

English, Philosophy, and Modem
Languages

: The Rotunda re-

cendy recieved a letter to the edi-

tor about Rush Rules. The writer

was discussing the "ridiculous"

Rush rules that were set by Loag-

wood officials.

We had planned to run the i

but we felt that we had to j

one mm that seems to be eon-

the article for mat
wood College has

with this. AJJ

tame rote for
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JAMIETURNER
Chief Copy Editor

"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and tilings that suck. This is your

chance to do something aboutsocietal evUs, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're notmad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

ckahn@longwoodlwc.edu.

Coach Carr Illegitimately Fired
pulled together and how Coach

Can brought them there. Coach

Carr told the team exactly what

to do and how to do it and every-

thing worked. After that game I

realized that I had made the right

choice in joining the basketball

program here at Longwood be-

cause I felt right at home. The sea-

son continued and we had a few

bumps along the way, as will ev-

ery basketball team, but we had a

good season overall. It could

have been a lot worse.

Last week one of the players

stopped me to tell me that Head

Coach Ron Carr had been fired.

I was shocked and angered by the

news.The player that had told me
felt the same and was very con-

cerned. He told me to make sure

that I went to see Coach Carr.

Once I was informed as to why
he was fired I became even more

enraged. I think that firing a coach

for illegitimate reasons is just

plain stupid. This team was defi-

nitely going to go places within

the next year, however that will

all change without Coach Carr.

In making my decision on

whether I was going to come to

Longwood or not, one factor

played an important role in my
decision, and that was receiving

the opportunity to work with the

Men's Basketball Team and Head

Coach Ron Carr. I played basket-

ball for five years in High School

and was also the manager for the

Varsity Boy's Team.

In managing for the Boy's

Team I was able to work with

Coach Bill Dickson, who, in turn

was one of Ron Carr's coaches

when he played basketball. When
Coach Dickson heard mat I was

considering Longwood as one of

my choices he told me that he

could get me a job with the bas-

ketball program here at Long-

wood. I was still a little undecided

but thought that I would give it a

shot and so I did a little research

on the basketball program here at

LC After reading about Ron Carr

and his program I decided that this

was a wonderful opportunity. So

I decided to come to Longwood.

When I arrived in August, one of

the first places I went was to Ron
Carr's office. I have never been

greeted with such enthusiasm

than when I met Head Coach Ron
Carr. He told me about his pro-

gram and what I would be doing

and he also expressed that if I ever

needed anything at all not to hesi-

tate to ask him. I was very im-

pressed with him and could not

wait for the season to start in Oc-

tober.

In October, I started to go to

practices to help run the clocks.

Being a manager for Bill Dickson

and having played for five years

I was curious as to how practice

would be run and how Carr would

coach. To my surprise, practice

was strictly business and Carr

coached like his old coach, Bill

Dickson. I was very excited for

the season to get started.

At the first game against High

Point (NQ, I got to see the team

in action as well as Coach Carr.

The game was a close one and

turned out in LC's favor.

Towards the end of the first

game I realized how the team

PROPS:
-To all me new class offcers, Judicial Board and Honor Board
justices. Thank you for being Citizen Leaders

- To SPRING WEEKEND finally being here.

- To the fact that there are ONLY 2 weeks left in this semester.

- To the fact that we have Cafe Nights and can buy beer.

- To the late beginning of the Fall Semester. We don't start

classes until around the last days ofAugust. This will be a long

and much needed break for all of us.

DROPS:
- To the stress levels for every student increasing,. ..yes kids it's

the END of the world as we know it..or at least the semester.

- To the planners of the Jane Goodall lecture, who wants to be in

satellite audiences. Longwood doesn't get big name performers

that often, a larger venue should have been chosen.

- To the organizers of Greek Week, Poor planning for the

Wrestler Wars, and also the band might have been a cause for

low turnouts.

- To Blackwell Dining Hall for being closed to the general eating

public, for little groups to be served.

Send your Props and Drops to mrinker@longwood.lwc.edu.

Censorship in College
AISHA HENDERSON

Staff Writer

See COACH P. 5

Speair Out
Whit vhI yw rcinHfitr Bfit 49111 btiifi m LA«/

"Every day is an adven-

ture. My hall is like one

big soap opera."

-Jeromy French

"At staff meetings, the

RA's get giggle attacks."

-Amy Chaffins

"At our Christmas Party,

the Fourth Floor was so hot

that my residents were

wearing bathing suits."

-Melissa Lumbard

Finally! You're in college and

on your own. According to the

Virginia State law, your driver's

license, the cashier that cards you

every weekend, and the overall

general consensus, you're, offi-

cially an adult. You do whatever

you want, you wear whatever you

want, and most importantly, you

SAY whatever you want. . .Or so

you thought until you opened up

your big, fat mouth to express

your opinion in the campus news-

paper and The-Powers-That-Be

slapped a big, fatCENSOR stamp

over it!

If you are like most college

journalists, your first response is

total disbelief. You and yourjour-

nalistic partners-in-crime are

adults and semi-professionals.

You're no longer in high-school

where every single move you

make is carefully regulated by

mommy, daddy, and the District

School Board, and where wear-

ing shorts, hats, or sunglasses is

considered "disruptive to the

learning process".

You may not have that all-

powerful Richmond Times-Dis-

patch freedom of speech, but the

First Amendment still applies to

you! Wrong. Sorry, but according

to the Federal Supreme Court,

college administrations has the

right to censor collegiate media

if and when they can show "sig-

nificant and imminent physical

disruption of the campus will re-

sult from the publication's con-

tent".

As vague as this sounds, I be-

lieve it was done intentionally to

give college officials leeway with

censorship. I mean can you seri-

ously think of anything I or any-

one else can write that would

cause a "significant and imminent

physical disruption of the cam-

pus"? The entire campus?

Wow. Who knew that little ole

me had that much power of

speech and persuasion. Just think,

if I could only get my act together

I could one day rule all of

Farmville after conquering the

campus. A dream come true, I as-

sure you.

Now, back in reality where

most of us live, it's obvious that

these people are overestimating

the average college student's ca-

pacity to "disrupt".

I understand they want to

keep the campus running

smoothly and to keep religious

fanatics and racist idiots from

gaining a forum. They have that

right However, since we're not

guests, but paying customers we

deserve to be allowed to be heard.

More and more colleges and

universities are exercising their

right to censor the school media

for minor infractions which by no

stretch of the imagination could

be considered "disruptive". Ar-

ticles with subject matter such as

abortion, sexuality, and criticism

of school policies awl officials are

See CENSOR P. 5
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NEWS& VIEWS
Have a Sore Throat? Get | FARMVILLE MINI STOkAC

E

a Pregnancy Test From
Student Health: Part 1

KRISTIE U7TLE
Guest Writer

With the close quarters that

college students must live in, ill-

nesses such as the flu, bronchitis,

mononucleosis, and even the

common cold can spread like

wildfire through a college cam-
pus. Longwood College is no ex-

ception. To prove my theory, I am
typing this story with a tempera-

ture of 102.2 and I am severely

delirious. I caught bronchitis

from someone, who got it from

someone, who got it from some-

body else. I have been sick for

four days and when I called Stu-

dent Health they gave me an ap-

pointment for three days from

now. I could be dead by then, but

at least I have an appointment.

Which, sadly enough, is more
than I can say for most of my
friends. All of the people on my
hall are sick; in fact, we probably

passed our germs back and forth

to each other. Many of us have

called Student Health to get ap-

pointments, but by the time the

appointments roll around we have

gotten over our illnesses and have

been suffering for days, waiting

for our turn to come. Some people

might say, "You're better, so what

difference does it make now?"
The problem with this rationale is

that by the time I am better, I have

suffered for days without medi-

cine and have missed two com-
plete days of classes. This, to me,

is a very pricey situation. It has

wasted my parent's money, my
precious time, and my opportunity

for an education.

Let's say, however, you do get

an appointment with student

health. You're in the clear, right?

Well, that is of course if you have

strep throat or are pregnant. I have

heard many stories about going to

Student Health and that preg-

nancy and strep throat are all they

know how to diagnose, basically

because these are the only types

of tests they have available. This
story continues to float around

like a virus; it's funny when you

hear it, but ceases being so when
you find out that it's true. How-,
ever, there are larger problems at

stake if Student Health continues

to be as unprofessional and under-

staffed as it has been in the past.

The students of Longwood Col-

lege are going to continue to pass

viruses to each other.

Headlines of the Week
AssL News E&tor

1, Says Mission to Free UJ. Soldiers Failed

2. Gay Attack Suspect Faces Death Penalty

3. China, U.S.A. Fail to close Trade DwU

4. Churches Use Net to Reach Faithful

5. Dote Crate Strategy to Close Gender Gap

6. Scandal Costs VS. Olympic Panel $IM

7. Niger's President Assassinated During Coop

8. Catfish Held Contaminated/ VA, MD Officials Plan to Issue

Potomac River

9. A-Ust Aett Ftock to Woodstock -99

10. Virginia Tech and Longwood Choirs to Present Combined

Low Monthly Rentals
Clean & Well Lighted * Your Lock Your Key

• Many Sizes 5x5 Thru 10x30 • Insulated Units

TO ASSURE AVAILABILITY, RESERVE YOUR UNIT NOW

392-6163
\ \ I V.C, l IONS I R () M i I \ \ - l R I

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Think about supporting yourself
for twenty-five, thirty years or

longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest financial test you'll ever face.

Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favon time and tax deferral.

The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even a year or
two can have a big impact on the amount
of income you'll have when you retire.

What's the simplest way to get started?

Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral. There's simply no more
painless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

SRAs and IRAs makes it easy,

SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF- and our range of IRAs
ofFer smart and easy ways to build the
extra income your pension and Social
Security benefits may not cover. They're
backed by the same exclusive investment
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TIAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America s

education and research communities.
Call 1 800 842-2776 and find out for

yourself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Ensuring the

for those who btpert,-

TI4A-CMMF/wbvW u> /»

1 1mnum. aaat^Hhr-r—- fl«rf rf— iy^ i,/,
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CENSOR
Continued P. 3

being pulled. In one court case,

the university involved refused to

allow the school's newpaper as

well as the yearbook to be distrib-

uted Several staffmemebers sued

the school claiming that they were

censored to"quell anything nega-

tive in the publications" regard-

ing their school.

In another case, the

publication's advisor was fired for

standing up for the students* rights

and not censoring the publication.

It's ridiculous that such ac-

tions should be taken. If the local

newspaper wrote a "negative" ar-

ticle about a school, the school's

officals couldn't fire, sue, or cen-

sor anyone. They could demand

a retraction if the article was false

or write an letter to the editor ex-

plaining their point of view

Why can't this be done with

college media? The only thing

worse than being muzzled with a

censor stamp is being muzzled

with a pacifer.

College journalists are not

children and it is offensive to treat

us as such. We are mature enough

to correct mistakes, if any are

made.

All we need is a chance.

Muzzling will not teach us to be

better, more responsible journal-

ists. It will only make things

worse. Depriving hard-working

journalists of their first amend-

ment rights doesn't solve any-

thing. However, working together

does make a difference.

Let's try that for a while and

see how it goes and leave the

muzzles at home..

COACH
Continued P. 3

He is one of the classiest men

I have ever met and one of the best

coaches I have been fortunate

with which to associate. He did*

great things to the basketball pro-

gram here at Longwood. I learned

more by going to practices and

watching him coach than I did

throughoutmy five years of play-

ing. Believe me I have met many

coaches in my lifetime. I went

through four coaches in High

School, so I know what this is

going to do the Men's Basketball

program. It takes a lot of time for

the players to adjust to a new

coach especially if you are a new

member of the team.This transi-

tion will take a significant amount

of time. Since there are so many

other changes going on at Long-

wood this is one that was not nec-

essary. This mistake will only cost

in the end, maybe a bad season

next year and definitely a loss in

faculty and one of the best

coaches that Longwood will ever

have had! It amazes me that

Longwood would make another

stupid mistake like this.

Crime Stats for March 1999

OFFENSE LOCATION DATE

DIP
LARCENY
DIP
VANDALISM
VANDALISM
LARCENY
LARCENY
VANDALISM
UNDERAGE POSS
ASSAULT
UNDERAGE POSS
LARCENY
LARCENY .

LARCENY

BSULOT
LANCER
ARC MALL
FRAZER
SCUNN
BLACKWELL.
GOLF COURSE
FRAZER LOT
FRAZER
WYNNE
HINER
CURRY
JARMAN
LANCER

ATTMPTD SUICIDE FRAZER
LARCENY
LARCENY
UNDERAGE POSS
DRUG POSS
TRESPASS
TRESPASS
DRUG VIOLATION

LANCER
BLACKWELL
TABB CIRCLE
TABB
FRAZER
LANCER
WHEELER

INDCNT EXPOSURE COX

3-3-99

3-4-99

3-5-99

3-5-99

3-16-99

3-18-99

3-18-99

3-19-99

3-20-99

3-20-99

3-21-99

3-22-99

3-22-99

3-23-99

3-24-99

3-25-99

3-25-99

3-26-99

3-29-99

3-29-99

3-30-99

3-31-99

3-31-99

DISPOSITION

CLEARED
PENDING
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED

• CLEARED
CLEARED

LGBT Holds Day Of Silence
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

Wednesday, April 7, 1999

was the National Day of Silence

to raise awareness for the silence

. faced by the lesbian, gay, bi-

sexual, and transgender commu-

nity (often shortened to theLGBT
community). At over 200 colleges

from around the country, partici-

pants wore rainbow ribbons and

took a 9 hour vow of silence from

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

I participated in this event

because of my personal experi-

ences with the LGBT community.

During my junior year of high

school, three of my close friends

all came out to me, and suddenly,

I found myself in the rather un-

likely position of being the soli-

,\ tary straight person in our group.

We were all very comfortable

with it when we were outside of

school, but as soon as we went

inside, everything changed. We
all had to watch what we said,

when we said it, and to whom we
said it. It was hard for me, and so

I can imagine what it was like for

them to be constantly hiding an

essential part of themselves.

Sadly, I know they will face this

for the rest of their lives. Sud-

denly, not speaking for nine hours

did not seem like much of a sac-

rifice.

Wearing my rainbow ribbon

and carrying around a card with

an explanation of the event, I went

about the day in silence. Partici-

pants were still allowed to speak

in class, but any sort of social con-

versation was forbidden. Finding

alternative methods ofcommuni-

cation was a challenge, especially

with those who were also partici-

pating (1 quickly became very

thankful forAOL Instant Messen-

ger). Siill, I was frightened how

quickly not speaking became a

habit, and I came to see how the

LGBT community must feel all

the time.

When the clock turned 5 pjn.,

I was overjoyed to start speaking

again, but with that, I kept in mind

thai there was no magic time for

the LGBT community to also start

speaking out. So while I had

hoped to raise awareness of si-

lence they faced from other

people, I actually raised my own

awareness at the same time. Par-

ticipating in The Day of Silence

became a valuable experience.
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Thursday Friday

15th
AAUP Meeting

in the Tea Room Annex

@ 12:50 -2:00 p.m.

The Wellness Fair

on Lancaster Mall

@ 3:30- 5:00p.m.

Senior Piano Recital:

David Fanning

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Quitters Folk Musical

by Longwood Theatre

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Best Man on Campus
in Lancer Gym
@ 9:00 p.m

16th

Sun
18

Spring Weekend

Lunch @ Lankford:

Bennie Dodd Duo
Lankford Patio

@ 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.

Oozeball (early rounds)

Stubbs Volleyball Court

@ 3 p.m.

Quitters Folk Musical

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Outdoor Film

Patch Adams
on Lankford Mall

8:00 p.m.

Violent Femmes
w/ Pat McGee

University of Richmond

@ 8:00 p.m.

(804)262-8100

Go-Go Party

in Lancer Gym
9:00 p.m.

NPHC Dance Party

in Her Gym

@ 10:00 p.m.

Spring Weekend

Oozeball Tournament

Stubbs Volleyball Court

10:00 a.m.

Lacrosse

Lancer Tournament

11:00 a.m.

. Mainstage

Man Mountain Jr.

@ 12:00 p.m.

2 Skinnee J's

1 :00 p.m.

Baseball

vs.

Belmont Abbey

1 :00 p.m.

Gospelfest

in Lancer Gym
2:00 p.m.

Step Show
in Lancer Gym

8:00 p. m.

Quilters Folk Musical

in Jarman

8:00 p.m.

Quilters Fo

in Jar

@2:0C

Base!

vs

Belmont

@2:0C

Senior Pian

Greg An

inW)

@4:00

^>re
.

n

* Et*m
*Oakl

(othe

*Varilux<

1 51 1 West
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UNITYCALENDAR
'lay Monday Tuesday Wahesday
ft 19th
c Musical

mn
p.m.

all

^bbey

p.m.

Recital:

ersoit

jal

).m.

Band & Jazz

Ensemble Concert

in Jarman

7:30 p.m.

Only one week of

classes left to go!

?r>cy Eveslass Repair

y, Armani, and Hilfiger

frames

styles available also)

omfort NO LINE bifocals

i
VARJLWc ^

hird Street Farmville 392-2232

20th 21st
Student Composers

in Wygal

3:30 p.m.

Coffeehouse

in Lancer Cafe

@ 9:00 p.m.

Isn't this a good night

to relax and order

out some pizza? COUntdOWfl:

7 More Days
Till Exams

Start

Do you like to
write? The

Rotunda wants
you! And we
AIN'Tyo Uncle

Sam!

&o, totjat's tfje gcoop? Wtyat

precious information bo pou know?

Anything from birthdays to meetings,
to off campus events...if you know
about something, let us know.
Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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Person of the Week: Dr. Peden

t

ANNA PORTER
Guest Writer

If you've ever spent anytime

on the third floor of Grainger you

can't miss him. He's over six feet

tall, has big curly reddish- brown

hair, glasses and walks with a

limp and his cane. His name is Dr.

Jeffery H. Peden and he is an As-

sociate Professor of Computer

Science for Longwood College.

Born "sometime during 1957

in Durham, NC," Peden was

adopted six months later and

raised near Jackson, Mississippi

by a Methodist minister and his

family. Peden did his undergradu-

ate work at Millsaps College in

Jackson, Mississippi, and re-

ceived his Masters and Ph.D.

from the University of Virginia.

Now that we have the boring

history and background part out

• of the way, it is time for you to

meet the real Dr. Peden.

Being a senior Computer Sci-

ence major, I have basically taken

every class that Dr. Peden offers

(every class that is except Queu-

ing Theory, which everyone

avoids like the plague). Dr. Peden

has a style and personality ail his

own. If you look on his web page

(http://web.lwc.edu/staff/jpeden/

home) you see a slight example

of his sense of humor in the de-

scription of where he lives, "in the

country (find nowhere and locate

the middle)."

Peden 's students often expe-

rience first-hand stories of his es-

capades of tending to his many
pets. He probably has as many
stories about his sheep as most

people do of their children. He has

four (Jamie, Zoi, Demon, and

Jack) that live with him and his

wife in "the middle of nowhere."

One of Dr. Peden 's favorite

stories involves sheep shearing.

Every year he comes to class with

an even more noticeable limp.

Apparently, one of his sheep does

not particularly like shearing

time, and has the habit of butting

Peden as he tries to shear him.

Along with his farm talents,

Peden also went through a pause

(that blurry haze of the late 70*s)

when he personally experienced

the American rock-n-roll dream.

Instead ofdoing the college thing

right after he graduated from high

school in 1975, he divided his

education up. He spent about

three, to four years as a profes-

sional musician.

Yep, our very own resident

computer geek (which he calls

himself and all computer scien-

tists), was in several bands. His

talents vary from playing the key-

boards and bass to singing backup

and lead vocals. The stories about

his life with the band is an article

in itself. They would probably

need to be censored for a maga-

zine, but ifyou want to hear them

then you need to take one of his

classes.

Another hobby of Dr. Peden's

is collecting pig stuff, which is

evident by the pig belt buckle and

the t-shirts with pig cartoons that

he frequently wears. I guess when

you live wim a bunch of sheep,

that pig memorabilia is a pretty

logical thing to collect.

Among Dr. Peden's many
quirks are his pet peeves. When I

asked him what his biggest, he

simply answered, ideology. He
says, "ideology is for people who
can't handle reality." Anyone who
has ever had a class with Dr.

Peden will definitely confirm mis

pet peeve for you.

Other than that, Dr. Peden is

pretty easy to get along with. His

students spend many hours in his

office, where instead of answer-

ing all of their questions, he sim-

ply points his students in the di-

rection of finding the answers

themselves. This is one of the

many qualities that makes him the

mentor that he has become to his

students.

Dr. Peden has made a differ-

ence in many student's lives. Per-

sonally, he was the professor that

encouraged me to major in com-

puter science. When I was a fresh-

man and took his CMSC 204
class, he made one comment to

me that helped me decide on my
major.

I was a quiet freshman in

class, (of course after three years

in Dr. Peden's classes, that is far

from what I am now) and he made

the effort to comment that I was

doing well in the class and he

foresaw a successful college ca-

reer as a CS major. He probably

doesn't have a clue that this had

such an impact on me, but the fact

that a professor had noticed me
and my work in his class, despite

all my efforts to blend in, had a

big impact on my life.

Dr. Peden takes the time to

know his students, their abilities

and their performances. He
pushes them to find the best in

their own work, ajob that is never

ending.

I leave you with a quote, as

his advice to students. "Do your

own work, and don't worry about

your competition. You'll always

have competition, but if you try

to get rid of it, you'll be too busy

to get your own work done.**

Wellness Fair- Thursday 4- 1 5 from 3-5 pm
Chalk Day- wilt write names off people who have died because of domestic vHolence

April 27

Looking for volunteers to help fix up a shelter in Blackstone (during weekends)
Looking for Hotline volunteers

Tera Fitzer speaking about hotline on Monday 19 at 3*00 at Piedmont Crisis Center

Blue Ribbions Silence No More-to stand against violence
mfli

ED BELL
Director

Helloooooo Longwood.
Don't blink. Ifyou do, you'll find

yourself in finals without know-

ing how you got there. There are

only 7 class days left.Wow ! Now
is the time to really turn it on for

the final stretch, Not&at you need

any more to think about, but this

is also the time to think about

packing up. If you are beading

home for either of the final two

weekends we have left, you may
want to take as much with you as

possible. It will make the burden

of closing all that much lighter for

you.

Information concerning the

process and expectations for

checking out of your room will

be in your box on Monday, April

19. The first step in this process

is to sign up for a checkout time

with your RA. When you check

out, you will find out what, if any,

damage charges will be assessed

against your room. If you would

like to appeal the charges, you

may request a review of the

charges on the spot. Another staff

person will come and hear your

appeal. If you do not appeal it at

that time, you win forfeit your

right to appeal. The Housing Of-

fice will inform you over the sum-

mer what the common area don-

age is and of the status of your

damage deposit

If you do hot want to check-

out wiujt yow RA, you may "Ex-

press Checkout**. This is the abil-

ity to check out of your room at

the end of the year without check-

ing out win an RA. It involves

cleaning your room and placing

your keys in an Express Check-

out envelope and signing the

statement on the envelop. You

then place the envelop in the des-

ignated spot and leave. It is that

simple. The catch is that we will

then inspect your room when you

are not there. You will be respon-

sible for all damages that are

found and you will NOT be able

to appeal mem. It's your choice.

Room selection for the fall is

just about complete for most stu-

dents. If you have not received a

room by now, we will assign you

a room and contact you early this

summer. Returning students will

not be placed in hotels or in

overassigned rooms. I am inter-

ested in your feedback on die new
Room Selection Process we used

this year. Please feel free to let me
know what you thought by

emailing me at ebefl or x2080.

GOODALL Continued P. 1

have the ability to do anything

when they put there mind to it. If

100 years ago, someone had said

that there would be 747 planes

that could carry lots ofpeople into

the sky, that person would be dis-

missed. If people everywhere

work together and put theirminds

together, anything is possible.

One of the most important

points of her presentation was the

inherent similarity between man
and man's closest relative, the

chimpanzee. They, like humans,

have ability to rationalize, to

learn, to use tools, among other

things.

"I believe that the study of

chimpanzees, while it has taught

us a great deal about the place of

chimpanzees in nature, has taught

us an equal amount about humans'

place in nature," remarked Dr.

Goodall, The recognition of this

fact leads us to a new respect for

all the other amazing non-human

beings with which we share the

planet, she said. Mentioned was

the abuse often suffered by
chimps. This idea that chimpan-

zees are to frequently at the end

of abuse would be unimaginable

if it wasn't all too real. Though it

is possible to train chimps by re-

ward, this does not produce the

result at the speed required by
chimp trainers.

Often the chimps are beat re-

peated with sturdy clubs. Many
chimps in laboratory experiments

spend much of their lives, which

can be up to 60 years, in a cage

not much bigger than five feet by

five feet

The year 2000 marks the 40th

consecutive year of research at

Gombe National Park, Tanzania.

This is the longest continual study

of any species ever.

To learn more about Dr. Jane

Goodall and The Jane Goodall

Institution, visit her on the web
at http://www.jane goodall.org.

I
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Person of the Week: Dr. Peden

ANNA PORTER
Guest Writer

If you've ever spent anytime

on the third floor ofGrainger you

can't miss him. He's over six feet

tall, has big curly reddish- brown

hair, glasses and walks with a

limp and his cane. His name is Dr.

Jeffery H. Peden and he is an As-

sociate Professor of Computer

Science for Longwood College.

Born "sometime during 1957

in Durham, NC," Peden was
adopted six months later and

raised near Jackson, Mississippi

by a Methodist minister and his

family. Peden did his undergradu-

ate work at Millsaps College in

Jackson, Mississippi, and re-

ceived his Masters and Ph.D.

from the University of Virginia.

Now that we have the boring

history and background part out

, of the way, it is time for you to

meet the real Dr. Peden.

Being a senior Computer Sci-

ence major, I have basically taken

every class that Dr. Peden offers

(every class that is except Queu-

ing Theory, which everyone

avoids like the plague). Dr. Peden

has a style and personality all his

own. If you look on his web page

(httpV/web.lwc.edu/stafT/jpeden/

home) you see a slight example

of his sense of humor in the de-

scription ofwhere he lives, "in the

country (find nowhere and locate

the middle)."

Peden 's students often expe-

rience first-hand stories of his es-

capades of tending to his many
pets. He probably has as many
stories about his sheep as most

people do of their children. He has

four. (Jamie, Zoi, Demon, and

Jack) that live with him and his

wife in "the middle of nowhere."

One of Dr. Peden s favorite

stories involves sheep shearing.

Every year be comes to class with

an even more noticeable limp.

Apparently, one of his sheep does

not particularly like shearing

time, and has the habit of butting

Peden as he tries to shear him.

Along with his farm talents,

Peden also went through a pause

(that blurry haze of the late 70's)

when he personally experienced

the American rock-n- roll dream.

Instead of doing the college thing

right after he graduated from high

school in 1975, he divided his

education up. He spent about

three, to four years as a profes-

sional musician.

Yep, our very own resident

computer geek (which he calls

himself and all computer scien-

tists), was in several bands. His

talents vary from playing the key-

boards and bass to singing backup

and lead vocals. The stories about

his life with the band is an article

in itself. They would probably

need to be censored for a maga-

zine, but ifyou want to hear them

then you need to take one of his

classes.

Another hobby of Dr. Peden 's

is collecting pig stuff, which is

evident by the pig belt buckle and

the t-shirts with pig cartoons that

he frequently wears. I guess when

you live with a bunch of sheep,

that pig memorabilia is a pretty

logical thing to collect

Among Dr. Pederi's many
quirks are his pet peeves. When I

asked him what his biggest, he

simply answered, ideology. He
says, "ideology is for people who
can't handle reality."Anyone who
has ever had a class with Dr.

Peden will definitely confirm this

pet peeve for you.

Other than that, Dr. Peden is

pretty easy to get along with. His

students spend many hours in his

office, where instead of answer-

ing all of their questions, he sim-

ply points his students in the di-

rection of finding the answers

themselves. This is one of the

many qualities that makes him the

mentor that he has become to his

students.

Dr. Peden has made a differ-

ence in many student's lives. Per-

sonally, he was the professor that

encouraged me to major in com-

puter science. When I was a fresh-

man and took his CMSC 204

class, he made one comment to

me that helped me decide on my
major.

I was a quiet freshman in

class, (of course after three years

in Dr. Peden's classes, that is far

from what I am now) and he made

the effort to comment that I was

doing well in the class and he

foresaw a successful college ca-

reer as a CS major. He probably

doesn't have a clue that this had

such an impact on me, but the fact

that a professor had noticed me
and my work in his class, despite

all my efforts to blend in, had a

big impact on my life.

Dr. Peden takes the time to

know his students, their abilities

and their performances. He
pushes them to find the best in

their own work, ajob that is never

ending.

I leave you with a quote, as

his advice to students. "Do your

own work, and don't worry about

your competition. You'll always

have competition, but if you try

to get rid of it, you'll be too busy

to get your own work done."

Wellness Fair- Thursday 4- 1 5 from 3-5 pm
Chalk Day- will write names of people who have died because of domestic viiolence

April 27

Looking for volunteers to help fix up a shelter in Biackstone (during weekends)

Looking for Hotline volunteers

Tera Rtzer speaking about hotline on Monday 1 9 at 3:00 at Piedmont Crisis Center

Blue Ribbions = Silence No More-to stand against violence

From the Rafters
ED BELL

Director ofHousing

Helloooooo Longwood.
Don't blink. Ifyou do, you'll find

yourself in finals without know-

ing how you got there. There are

only 7 class days left. Wow! Now
is the time to really turn it on for

the final stretch. Not that you need

any more to mink about, but this

is also the time to think about

packing up. If you are beading

home for either of the final two

weekends we have left, you may
want to take as much with you as

possible. It win make the burden

of closing all that much lighter for

you.

Information concerning the

process and expectations for

checking out of your room win

be in your box on Monday, April

19. The first step in this process

is to sign up for a checkout time

with your RA. When you check

out, you will find out what, if any,

damage charges win be assessed

against your room, tf you would

like to appeal the charges, you

may request a review of the

charges on the' spot Another staff

person will come and hear your

appeal. If you do not appeal it at

that time, you will forfeit your

right to appeal. The Housing Of-

fice win inform you over the sum-

mer what the common area dam-

age is and of the status of your

damage deposit

If you do hot want to check-

out with your RA, you may "Ex-

press Checkout". This is die abfl-

ity to check out of your room at

the end of the year without check-

ing out with an RA. It involves

cleaning your room and placing

your keys in an Express Check-

out envelope and signing the

statement on the envelop. You

then place the envelop in the des-

ignated spot and leave. It is that

simple. The catch is that we will

then inspect your room when you

are not mere. You will be respon-

sible for all damages that are

found and you will NOT be able

to appeal them. It's your choke.

Room selection for the fall is

just about complete for most stu-

dents. If you have not received a

room by now, we will assign you

a room and contact you early this

summer. Returning students wiU

not be placed in hotels or in

overassigned rooms. I am inter-

ested in your feedback on the new

Room Selection Process we used

this year. Please fed free to let me
know what you thought by

emailing me at ebeli or x2080,

GOODALL Continued P. 1

have the ability to do anything

when they put there mind to it If

100 years ago, someone had said

that there would be 747 planes

that could carry lots ofpeople into

the sky, that person would be dis-

missed. If people everywhere

work together and put their minds

together, anything is possible.

One of the most important

points of her presentation was the

inherent similarity between man
and man's closest relative, the

chimpanzee. They, like humans,

have ability to rationalize, to

learn, to use tools, among other

things.

"I believe that the study of

chimpanzees, while it has taught

us a great deal about the place of

chimpanzees in nature, has taught

us an equal amount about humans*

place in nature," remarked Dr.

Goodall. The recognition of this

fact leads us to a new respect for

all the other amazing non-human

beings with which we share the

planet, she said. Mentioned was

the abuse often suffered by

chimps. This idea that chimpan-

zees are to frequently at the end

of abuse would be unimaginable

if it wasn't all too real. Though it

is possible to train chimps by re-

ward, this does not produce the

result at the speed required by

chimp trainers.

Often the chimps are beat re-

peated with sturdy clubs. Many
chimps in laboratory experiments

spend much of their lives, which

can be up to 60 years, in a cage

not much bigger than five feet by

five feet.

The year 2000 marks the 40th

consecutive year of research at

Gombe National Park, Tanzania

This is the longest continual study

of any species ever.

To learn more about Dr. Jane

Goodall and The Jane Goodall

Institution, visit her on the web
at http://www.jane goodall.org.
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KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

1
.
Does 'virgin wool* come from sheep the shepherd
hasn't caught yet?

When yon choke a Smurf, what color does it torn?
Do Eskimos have seeing-eye sled dogs?
Why do they call it a TV set when you only get
one?

Do radioactive cats have 18 half-lives?

If you shoot a mime, should you use a silencer?

7. What does Geranamo say when he jumps out of a
plane?

Why do we drive on parkways, and park on drive

ways?

How come cargo is transported by ship, and when
you ship something, it goes by car?

10. If vegetarians eat vegetables, what do
humanitarians eat?

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of your
own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.Jwc.edu

2.

5,

*,

5,

6,

8.

9_

Movie Review:
American Werewolf

in Paris

j

MICHELE THOMPSON
Guest Writer

Many movies have been

made about die lore of vampires,

but few have gone into the inner

workings of the life of a

werewolf. This is

one movie that

does.

Tom Everett

Scott plays Andy a

young man in

search of adventure

with two friends in

Paris. They decide

to bungeejump off

(he Eiffel Tower at

night There they

meet a woman
named Serafiae,

(Julia Delphy) who is intent on

killing herself. They soon team

why.

Andy and Serafine embark on

a quest to find a cure for

"werewolfism". The movie fol-

lows them in their travels and in-

cludes many amusing moments.

There is also the inevitable blos-

soming romance between Andy
and Serafine. This film is a unique

one full of twists and turns you

would never expect.

It has a creative and interest-

ing plot, plus lots

of blood and gore

for you horror film

fans. For those of

you turned off by

horror films this is

not quite classifi-

able. Sure it has

mass murders and

all, but it is also a

comedy/mystery/

romance/adven-

ture film too.

For anyone

who wants something different to

watch, rent American Werewolf

in Paris, its sure to have some-

thing you love, even if its just tied

up, buff men.

*For an added touch stop by

The Rotunda office and get Mel-

issa to howl for you*

Camerata Singers Perform Cheap Eats

with VTMeistersingers
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

combined choral performance

this weekend. The first taking

place at Virginia Tech on Satur-

day, April 10. The Cameratas ar-

Longwood's Camerata Sing-

ers gave a combined choral per-

formance with the Virginia Tech rived back on campus at 1:30

Meistersingers, April 11 at the Sunday morning, only to perform
United Methodist Church in at the church service later that

Farmville. morning and again with
Marching out in grand style, Meistersingers in the afternoon,

the singers from both schools The Cameratas' busy sched-

walked down the aisles heading ule usually takes them away from
towards the back of the church campus. Having the opportunity

facing the balcony. They sang a to see them at home and with a
response to a select group ofcho- group as talented as Virginia
ral members placed in the bal- Tech's Meistersingers was highly

cony. This being only the prelude, enjoyable. The performance was
the singers concluded and then co-conducted by Dr. Kevin
took their places on the altar and Fenton, assistant professor at Vir-

began the performance. ginia Tech since 1994 and
The performance consisted of Longwood's Dr. Donald Trott.

rousing solos and incredible har-

monies that gave life and soul to

the pieces performed. While the

The Meistersingers is a highly

select choral ensemble composed

of undergraduates who include

first two parts of the performance both those majoring in music and
consisted of more traditional other degree programs,
pieces, the third and final portion Longwood's counterpart, the

included many well known spiri-

tuals and folk songs, including

Shenandoah, and Danny Boy, and

Ride On, King Jesus.

This event was the second

Camerata Singers is an auditioned

choir performing traditional con-

certs on campus as well as many
performances off campus.

Smash or Trash CD
Reviews: Barenaked

Ladies Stunt
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

We've all heard Barenaked

Ladies' One Week and some of us

are probably trying to forget we
have. The song was played con-

stantly last summer into fall, and

the trippy, stream-of-conscious

lyrics filled with slightly too cute,

pop-culture references over a way
too catchy melody pegged

Barenaked Ladies as your tradi-

tional novelty pop act. However,

some after awhile, such as the

overly sexual story of teenage sex

(and lack thereof) in In the Car.

Interspersed between the

songs that aspire for meaning are

the playful songs such as the ode

to drinking, Alcohol. While it's

funny on first listen, it doesn't

hold up and quickly becomes

wearisome. However, Never is

Enough is an impressively effec-

tive tale of the lack of value hard

work has in the band's eyes.

There's enough to like on thisBarenaked Ladies rise above this

status, for the most part, on their album to keep it together, but

latest album Stunt. overall, it proves to be a bit dis-

One Week is, fortunately, out connected, and ultimately, it tries

at.
The Golden

Palace

of the way early (it's the first

song) and Barenaked Ladies

quickly settle down in their at-

tempt to achieve the gentle folk-

rock lyricism of bands like Toad

the Wet Sprocket Surprisingly,

with sweetly likeable songs such

as Leave and Call and Answer,

they almost make it Unfortu-

nately, their penchant for a little

too clever lyrics becomes tire-

too hard to prove itself to the lis-

tener. But the appropriately re-

strained When You Dream is

enough to make anyone forget

about One Week and that's quite

a feat.

Stunt is a good attempt at

proving Barenaked Ladies are not

the novelty act that they're per-

ceived to be.

*** 1/2 stars

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

*^^*^^^mF*F* »

Being a fan of Chinese, I feel

that I know what to expect from

your typical Chinese restaurant. I

took my good friend Amy and we
set out to investigate and evalu-

ate The Golden Palace.

Pulling up to the establish-

ment, we found an unobtrusive

building nestled between Roses

and Harris Teeter. I was surprised

to find the restaurant not only very

clean, but also nicely decorated.

We waited only briefly and

then were seated. We made our

drink selections and it was off to

the buffet. The staff kept the bar

area clean and well stocked. As I

approached the bar, grabbing a

plate, I hardly knew where to

start.

The measure of any Chinese

restaurant is to be judged by the

quality of their egg rolls. Mov-
ing around, my partner in critique

and I loaded down our plates,

sampling some of everything. In

my opinion, the chicken products

ranked highly. They had General

Tso's chicken, which are chicken

pieces covered in a sauce. There

was also sweet and sow chicken

and sauce to dip it in. Beyond the

chicken, the pork-fried rice and

the green peppers and onions

woe delicious.

Returning to the bar one final

time, it was time to get dessert

One ofmy favorite items was die

apple dessert that was covered in

some kind of pastry breading.

These were very tasty—a very

nice dessert At the conclusion of

our lunch, our server brought us

our bill.

The only let down of the en-

tire meal was the fortunes, they

were exactly the same: You have

an active mind and a keen imagi-

nation. In total the meal came to

$12.95 in addition to the tipThis
was a meal well worth the money

for anyone who loves Chinese.

The Golden Palace U located

at the South Gate Shopping Cen-

ter. The phone number is 392-

9567.
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No Class, No Big Problem
CHRIS WILLIAMS

Guest Writer

Allen Iverson, "thug for

life", bought a $60,000 watch

while his friends are busted for

selling drugs out of his $90,000

Mercedes. Is he stupid? Of
course he is, but he can play ball.

There's a thousand idiots wast-

ing millions as fast as they make
them, but they're great athletes

that deserve every bit of it.

People fail to see the talent be-

hind the mug.

Today's sports stories, like

most other news, seem to be sur-

rounded by conflict and crime.

Most athletes in the sport's spot-

light seem to be running from the

police rather than a defender. A
Mike Tyson rape conviction or

a frequent Dallas Cowboy drug

charge will destroy the reputa-

tion of professional sports and

leave a die-hard sports fan ask-

ing, "I wonder what else went

on?"

Throughout these troubled

times, controversy can over-

shadow talent and give a bad

name to good players. People

sometimes fail to see what a

player can do between the lines

because of nontraditional acts

done outside the lines. It's up to

the athletes to decide if these acts

will hinder their performance.

For a second though, let's look

through the rough exterior and

see the true athletes.

The king of controversy in

the athletic world has to be Den-

nis Rodman. This guy has

enough tattoos to completely

cover a small elephant and more

body piercing than every mem-
ber of Green Day combined.

He's made public appearances in

women's clothing, including a

wedding gown. He was married

toBaywatch star Carmen EJektra

for all of one day. He colors his

hair, has impure thoughts about

men, and wears mascara during

every game of his NBA season.

But if you peel away this

tainted facade, you can find the

best rebounder in NBA history

and one of its hardest workers.

Night in and night out, he puts

his body on the line, not for the

reckoning, but for the love of the

game. He has won seven con-

secutive rebounding titles, the

longest streak in NBA history.

He is a two-timeNBA Defensive

Player of the Year and has been

named to the NBA's All-Defen-

sive team seven times. He holds

five championship rings: three

with the Chicago Bulls and two

with the Detroit Pistons pro-

claiming him as the only player

in NBA history to win back-to-

back championships with two

different teams. The man is a

great athlete. He's just covered

by a sketchy appearance and car-

ries a rough history of trouble

with authority.

Another wild character in the

sports world is Ricky Williams,

tailback for the Texas Long-

horns. People look at him and

see Bob Marley in a football uni-

form rather than the leading

rusher in college football history.

He is a very intelligent young

man with a 3.8 OPA and is a hu-

manitarian interested in history.

However, critics see his

dreadlocks and tongue ring,

passing quick judgement on a

great runningback, labeling him

as a rebel. This rebel started as a

freshman and rushed for 990

yards. This past season he broke

Tony Dorsett's NCAA career

rushing record. He can play

ball!

Controversial athletes are

not limited to just team sports.

The boxing world's newest

star, Prince Naseem Hamed has

been named, pound-for-pound,

the best fighter in the ring to-

day. Critics say that his pre-

sumptuous demeanor may
cloud his future in boxing with

sbould-be wins.

He is a very arrogant per-

son who claims that he can

never be beaten. He has made

a major prediction about his fu-

ture. It goes like so, "I will hold

the titles in three different

classes before I'm done. I am
the greatest I'm afraid of no-

body, and nobody can beat

me."

This has labeled him as a

Clown Prince and a spoiled

brat Critics forget to mention

all of his accomplishments in

the ring. He holds an untar-

nished record of 3 1-0. His lat-

est victim, Wayne McCullough

was to be the greatest test.

Naseem Hamed predicted a

third-round knockout, but won
by decision after twelve. His

theatrics within the ring were

said to be the reason for his

near-loss.

These are all elite athletes

who have worked all their lives

to produce what fans see. Their

personal lives should stay be-

hind the scenes. They should

not be judged as athletes by

their bodily features or habits.

These are some of the greatest

athletes whose talent will not

be enjoyed by some that can't

look past a savage front

C0KGRATULATI0KS
To the Graduate Students
who passed their final test.

From The Rotunda & S.G.A.

Softball Keeps
Record Moving

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood won seven of 10

games last week, sweeping

Anderson (SC) (8-0, 7-6),

BelmontAbbey(NC)(l-0, 11-2),

and Barton (NC) (4-0, 8-0), split-

ting with Lees-McRae (NC) (13-

3, 2-8), and drop-

ping a pair to Lime-

stone (SC) (1-5,3-

11). Coach Kathy

Riley's squad has

completed the regu-

lar-season with a

record of 37-13

overall, 15-7 in the

CVAC, increasing

the new school-record for season

wins to 37. Lonewood will have

the opportunity to reach the magi-

cal '40* win campaign with its par-

ticipation in the CVAC Softball

Championship this weekend,

April 16-17, at the Freedom Flo-

rence Softball Complex in Flo-

rence, SC. The Lancers will en-

ter the conference tournament as

either the number three or four

seed in the eight-team event Pair-

ings will be announced later this

week.

At Anderson in the opener,

LC was led by the five-hit shut-

out pitching of graduate student

Stacey Rose/Thomas Jefferson

HS (20-6), and a 3-3 effort at the

plate from senior Libby Gough/

Amelia County HS who scored a

run and had an RBI. Adding two

hits each for the Lancers were

freshmen Jaime Doruvan/Prince

George HS (2-2, 2 runs, RBI),

Jodi Wolff-Coussoulos/Fauquier

HS (2-3, 2B, 1 run, 2 RBI), and

Sarah Lavinus/Lloyd C. Bird HS
(2-3, 3B, 2B, 2 runs, RBI). In the

nightcap, LC won in the extra 8th-

inning via the international tie-

breaker. Gough (2-4, HR, 2 runs,

2 RBI) and junior Emily Brown/

Fluvanna County HS (3-4, HR, 2
runs, 2 RBI) each slammed solo

home runs- Cough's homer her

school-record 9th this season-to

lead the Lancers. Rose earned the

mound win in relief with the fi-

nal 2-intungs, allowing one hit

and no runs after the Trojans man-

aged to tie the contest at 6-6 in

the 7th-inning off sophomore

starter Denise Wack/Great Bridge

HS(17-7).

At Lees-McRae in the first

game, LC was led byjunior Mary

Walton/Powhatan

HS who was 3-4 with
3 RBI, and freshman

Jamie Englehart/

Brentsville HS who
slammed her 8th

home run mis spring.

Rose earned the

pitching win. In the

second game, LC
was led by Gough who hit her 8th

home run this spring, finishing 1-

3 with a run and two RBI, while

Walton was 2-3 with a double.

Wack took the mound loss against

the Bobcats.

Against Limestone in the

opener, LC was led by Donivan

(2-3, 2B), Englehait (2-4), and

Wolff-Coussoulos (2-4, 1 run)

each with two hits, while Gough

had the lone RBI-scoring Wolff-

Coussoulos in the 5th-inning.

Rose took die mound loss, allow-

ing 12 hits with six strikeouts. In

the nightcap, LC got two hits each

from Walton (2-3) and freshman

Colleen Cooney/Stafford HS (2-

3), while Lavinus finished 1-3

with a triple, one run, and an RBI.

Wack took the pitching loss with

the first 5.2-innings, allowing

nine hits and 11 runs with three

strikeouts.

Gough leads Longwood with

her .490 batting average, includ-

ing nine home runs and 60 RBI-

the RBI total a new school-record

as well, followed by Englehart

(.390, 8 HR, 35 RBI), freshman

Ellen Hutt/Stonewall Jackson HS
(.318), and Wolff-Coussoulos

(312, school-record 36 stolen

bases). On the mound. Rose
sports a 2.05 ERA through 171

innings with 107 strikeouts-ties

the school-record, followed by

Wack ( 1.91 ERA, 154 innings, 58

strikeouts).
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Baseball Has 22-17 Record Thus Far, 9-14 CVAC
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood woo four of five

home games last week, sweep-

ing Saint Paul's 8-2 and 8-6

April 6, defeating CVAC oppo-

nent Barton (NC) 6-3 April 9,

and splitting with conference foe

Anderson (SC)-winning 14-3

and falling 11-4-April 10. Coach

Buddy Boiding's squad is 22-17

overall, 9-14 in the CVAC. LC
was scheduled to hostAnderson

April 12 for two team's series fi-

nale that was postponed from

April 11, play a non-conference

game at Randolph-Macon April

14, and host CVAC opponent

Belmont Abbey (NC) April 17-

18

Against Saint Paul's in the

opener, LC was led by seniors

Fred Stoots/Clover Hill HS (2-

4, 1 run, 2 RBI) and Shawn
Toriao/Halifax County HS (3-4,

2 runs, RBI, stolen base), along

with sophomoreAdam Williams/

Albemarle HS (2-2, 2 RBI, sto-

len base). Freshman Kenny
Houchens/Charlottesville HS (3-

0) earned the pitching win with

the first 4-innings, allowing six

hits and no runs with six

strikeouts. In the nightcap, LC
got a solo home run from fresh-

man Cory Jonke/St. Edward
(OH) HS (2-3, HR, 1 run, RBI)-

his collegiate first-while seniors

Tim BufTkin/Prince George HS
(1-3, double, 1 run, 2 RBI, sto-

len base) and Brad Simpson/Clo-

ver HiU HS (1-4, 2 RBI) each

added a pair of RBI. Senior

Robey Caldwell/Cave Spring HS
(4-3) got the pitching win with 3

innings of middle relief, allow-

ing three hits and one run with

two strikeouts.

Against BC, LC finally was

able to complete a three-game

CVAC series with the Bulldogs

mat originally began March 13

with a doubieheader sweep by

the Lancers (S4, 6-2). Simpson

led the way in the finale by belt-

ing solo home runs in both the

2nd and 8th-innings, finishing 2-

4 with two runs and two RBI.

Torian (3-4, 1 run) collected

three hits to lead the attack, while

sophomore Mike Sullivan/Oar-

Field HS (4-2) pitched a com-

plete game-allowing 12 hits and

three runs with 10 strikeouts for

the mound win.

Against AC, LC was led to

the second-game triumph by

Stoots (1-2, HR, 1 run, 3 RBI,

stolen base) and Simpson (1-4,

HR, 1 run, RBI) who each

slammed home runs-Stoots* a 3

run blast in the Sth-inning after

Simpson's solo shot in the 2nd-

inning-his third homer in two

days. Caldwell (5-3) pitched a

Golf Keeping Their

Fingers Crossed
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood shot a 36-hole

team score of 306-307-613 to

place third among 20 teams at

the Lacey Oane Memorial

hosted by North Carolina-Pem-

broke April 5-6. Fellow CVAC
member Pfeiffer (NC) won the

event with its 302-305-607 to-

tal at the 6,758-yard, par 72

Pinecrest Country Club in Pem-

broke, NC. Coach Kevin

Rllman's squad was scheduled

to compete at the 54-hole CVAC
Men's Golf Championship in

Fort MUl.SC April 11-13.

In North Carolina, LC was

led by junior Jason Copeland/

Granby HS with his 75-76-151

to tie for third place individually

in the field of98 collegiate golf-

ers, followed by local junior

TobyTowter/Fuqua School with

his 77-76-153 to tie for 12th-

place, while freshman Myles

Jones/Victoria College (En-

gland) HS ued for 18th-place

with his 74-80-154. Also play-

ing were freshman Blair

Shadday/Madison Consolidated

(Ind.) HS (80-76-156) and se-

nior Jack Tsai/Hampton Roads

Academy (82-79- 161).

Copeland continues to lead

Longwood with his consistent

76.88 stroke-average through 17

rounds of competition this year,

including a low-round of 71.

Copeland is followed by Shadday

(78.76, 73), Tsai (79.23, 74),

Jones (79.62, 73), and Towler

(80.27, 75). The Lancers are av-

eraging 311.94 as a team with a

low-round of 294, accomplished

twice this year.

Following the CVAC Men's

Golf Championship, Longwood

will look for a fourth consecutive

invitation to compete in the

NCAA Division II North Re-

gional tournament May 3-5 in

West Virginia.

Longwood shot a 54-hole

team score of 326-315-340-981

to place seventh among 16 teams

at the Nittany Lion Invitational

hosted byNCAA Division I Peun

Stale April I0-J1 in Pennsylva-

nia. The host Nittany Lions won

their own tournament with a 941

team total la the field that in-

cluded 14 Division I programs.

Coach Cindy Ho's squad com-

pleted its regular-season with the

participation in the PSU event

At Perm State, LC was led by

junior Jessica Fernandez/

Patapsco (MD) HS with her 79-

77-82-238 for 10th place indi-

vidually in the field of 97 colle-

giate golfers, followed by local

sophomore Mandy Beamer/

NottowayHS with her79-82-83-

244 to tie for lSth-place, Also

playing were freshman Vicki

Matkovich/Wheeling (W.Va.)

Park HS (82-77-87-246, 21st),

senior Rachel Abbott/Boyertown

(Pa.) HS (86-86-88-260,T51st),

and junior Katie Soule/Franklin

HS (87-79-94-260, T-51st). The

Lancers were fourth in the tour-

ney after 36-holes with a 641

total before slipping to seventh

on the final day.

Matkovich led Longwood

this year with her 80.59 stroke-

average through 22 rounds of

competition this year, including

a low-round of 76 accomplished

twice in Florida March 8 and

March 11. Matkovich was fol-

lowed by Fernandez (81 .60, 73),

Beamer (83.29, 77), Abbott

(84.41, 80), and Soule (86.40,

79). The Lancers averaged

328.64 as a team this year with a

low-round of 3 15.

Longwood still hopes to

qualify for the NCAA Division

II-III Women's Golf Champion-

ships May 12 15, either as a

team, or with an individual or

two qualifying for the post-sea-

son event in Florida. Selections

to the National Championships

will take place on May 3.

complete-game for the mound
win, allowing just five hits with

eight strikeouts. In the first

game, LC was led by sophomore

David Robinson/Midlothian HS
(2-2, HR, 1 run, 2 RBI) who hit

a 2-run homer in the 2nd-inning

to help the Lancers to a 4-0 ad-

vantage early in the contest.

Simpson (2-4, 1 run, RBI) also

contributed, while senior Greg

Edmonds/Midlothian HS (3-4)

took the pitching loss-going the

first 4.2-innings and allowing

five hits and six runs with six

strikeouts. The loss in the opener

to the Trojans was the first loss

at home mis season by the Lanc-

ers, now 18-1 in LancerStadium

in 1999.

Torian leads Longwood with

his .397 batting average along

with a team-best eight home runs

and 31 RBI. Torian is followed

by Stoots (.357, 6 HR, 30 RBI),

freshman Adrian WaUrins/Gar-

Field HS (.325, 13 SB), sopho-

mores Ryan Costa/Buffalo Gap
HS (.325, 4 HR, 25 RBI) and

Travis Pfitzner/Gar-Field HS
(.313), along with Buffkin

(.301). On the mound, senior

Mike Lewis/Halifax County HS
sports a team-low 2.48 ERA
with a 2-5 record, one save, and

29 strikeouts through 29 in-

nings. Lewis is followed by

Edmonds (3.60, 58 K, 60 IP),

and Houchens (3.72, 3-0, 29 K,

29 IP).

Longwood's three-game

CVAC series with Belmont Ab-

bey is the final regular season

home action of the year as the

Abbey visits for a doubieheader

Saturday, April 17, at 1 p.m., and

a single game Sunday, April 18.

Lacrosse With Big

Win Over Villa

Julie (MD), 13-10
DANIELLE RECAME

Sports Writer

Longwood, ranked seventh

n this week's IWLCA Division

i Poll, won its only match last

veek, defeating Villa Julie (Md)
3-10 April 7. Coach Janet

3rubbs' squad is 8-3. A sched-

iled, contest at Marymount on

\pnl 11 was postponed until

tpril 12 due to rain.

Against Villa Julie, LC was

ed by senior Laurie Hogan/

Mbemarle HS with three goals

md two assists. Hogan was fol-

owed by sophomoreAH-Ameri-

an Natalie Smith/Albemarle HS
4g), senior Dawn Duboski/

:herokee (NJ) HS (lg, 3a).

reshmen Beth Hadrys/

oppatowne (MD) HS (3g) and

slichoi MUler/Edgewood (MD)
-IS (2g, la), while junior

-kaUwWentzel/KempsvilleHS

md sophomore Kris Denson/

Stafford HS each had one assist

Sophomore keeper Rachel

Sunn/Northeast (MD) HS had

9 fantastic saves.

Smith continues to lead

jangwood with her33 goals and

17 assists for 50 points, followed

jy Hogan (33g, 6a, 39 points).

and Hadrys ( 14g, 7a, 21 points).

Bunn has 13 1 saves while allow-

ing 91 goals (8.27) for a save

percentage of .590%.

Through the NCAA Divi-

sion II statistics report of April

4, Longwood is among the na-

tional leaders as a team and in-

dividually with Smith, Bunn,

and Hogan. Smith ranked ninth

in points per game (4,60), and

was 7th in assists per game

(1.70). Additionally, Smith has

two of the top five scoring

games with her nine points each

versus Pfeiffer and Shenandoah

this spring, while her seven

goals against SU equal the fifth-

highest output nationally, and

her four assists against PU tie

among the most nationally this

spring. Bunn ranked sixth in

save % (.580) and goals against

average (8 10). Hogan was 10th

in goals per game (3.00). As a

team, the Lancers ranked eighth

in scoring (11.50), fifth in win-

ning% (.700), and sixth in scor-

ing margin (+3.40) and scoring

defense (8.10). Lady Lancers

will host the tournament this

weekend, April 16-17, begin-

ning at 11:00am. -

,
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Longwood Hosts Wellness Fair
LOREN HATCHER
Asst. Copy Editor

Due to inclement weather, the

Wellness Fair on April 15 was

moved from the Lancaster back

lawn to the ground floor of

Lancaster.

Over twenty organizations'

participated in the annual event,

all displaying information dealing

with some aspect of wellness.

Sponsored by the Wellness Advo-

cates, this year's fair can be

deemed nothing but a success.

The Big Siblings sponsored a

food pyramid booth. Participants

at this booth tossed a hackey sack

at an enlarged cardboard food

pyramid. If your toss landed on

the fruits and vegetables category,

you received an apple and infor-

mation concering your diet and

nutrition.

UNITY Alliance had a "safe-

sex" booth. UNITY members
were handing out Hate-Free Zone

signs, condoms and information

regarding the practice of safe sex.

The sponsoring organization,

the Wellness Advocates, dis-

played an overall wellness booth.

Their activity was a penny toss

which represented every aspect of

the Wellness Will, including men-

tal, social, and physical wellness.

SAFE, Students Advocating a

Fearless Environment, was also

represented by a booth with an

ample amount of information.

They handed out homemade
stress balls and fliers with tips on

ways to reduce stress. Vice Presi-

dent Susanne Thomas said,

"We're here to promote safety on

the Longwood campus, as well as

in die surrounding community."

A sexual-assault counseling

group, the Piedmont Crisis Cen-

ter, supplied information on vio-

lence prevention. This organiza-

tion serves Amelia, Buckingham,

Charlotte, Cumberland,
Lunenburg, Nottoway ami Prince

Edward counties. The Crisis Cen-

ter is run out of the Southside

Center for Violence Prevention,

whose primary goal is to "battle

sexual assault and domestic vio-

lence."

Therapeutic Recreation Orga-

nization sponsored a display fea-

turing the LDB, or Leisure Diag-

nostic Battery. This battery of

tests consisted of an assessment

of a person's leisurely lifestyles.

Therapeutic Recreation professor

Dustin Morris was on-hand, as

well as TR majors Angie Wash-

ington and Mariellen Mory.

At the end of the fair, Lisa

Cheyne, Director ofWellness an-

nounced the various awards for

the participating booths. The
Most Educational booth was the

1st Responders, Most Interactive

went to Giltz Chiropractic and the

Student Health Center received

the Most Creative boom. Winning

booths received a certificate and

twenty-five dollars.

2 SKINNEE J'S Performedfar Longwood this weekend

during Spring Weekend They were one ofthe many events

that occured including Oozebatt, Organization Booths, and

the ChUi Cookoff. Photo by Michael Schwartz.

Business Statistics Class Reports on Barnes & Noble
ERIN CARROLL
Asst. News Editor

Earlier in the semester The Ro-

tunda introduced the idea that Dr.

Wayne McWee's Business Statis-

tics class was conducting a re-

search project comparing
Longwood's bookstore prices to

those of on-line book stores. This

research was being conducted to

discover whether or not the book-

store was charging reasonable

prices for books. The students

compared Longwood's Barnes &
Nobte bookstore to amazon.com.,

barnesandnoble.com., and

varsitybooks.com. The students

compiled all data using Microsoft

Excel. The work that we done

was very thorough, developing

practical skills for these business

students. It was previously be-

lieved that the students would be

presenting their results to Dr.

Norman Bregman (VPAA). He
will at the very least receive a

copy of the results in the event the

class in unable to present the re-

sults. The fact that this was a class

project prevented McWee from

moving beyond the class' pace.

This is tile reason that the results

were not available by mid-

March, as previously believed.

This project dominated the Busi-

ness Statistics class for die semes-

ter. In overall appraisal of this

project, Dr. McWee said "I mink

it's been a good teaching tool."

The students surveyed a total of

one hundred and thirty books. In

comparing prices of on-line book

stares to Longwood's bookstore

the students considered only new

books and did not take shipping

and handling costs into account

The students first compared book

prices at Longwood to those of

the popular on-line bookstore,

amazon.com. Out of the oik hun-

dred thirty surveyed books,

amazon.com. had one hundred

twenty-two of the books avail-

able for shipment that day. Fifty-

six of the surveyed books were

more expensive at Longwood
bookstore. Eighteen of the books

were exactly the same price.

Forty-eight books were less ex-

pensive at Longwood's book-

store. Being a popular full-service

bookstore, the reseachers were

surprised by the results.

BarnesaMlnoble.com is a full-

service on-line bookstore. The

importance of wing this on-line

bookstore is due to the fact, that

Longwood's bookstore is owned

by Barnes & Noble. Of the one

hundred thirty books sampled,

one hundred twenty-eight books

were available for shipment that

day. Eighty-five books were less

expensive with the on-line ser-

vice. Twenty-four of the books

cost exactly die same amount as

the bookstore. Nineteen of the

books were less expensive at

Longwood's bookstore.

The final on-line service book-

store surveyed was
vwsitybooks.com. This company

deals primarily in college text

books. Out of the books sampled,

one hundred eighteen books were

available, one hundred of the

books were less expensive than

Longwood's bookstore. Seven of

he books were exactly the same

price. Nine books were less ex-

pensive at the bookstore. On an

average, a student with fifteen

credit hours can save up to fifteen

percent doing business with

varsitybooks.com.

Within the research, the rel-

evance of it has also been con-

sidered. Many students may be

concerned with whether or not

anything may be gained by buy-

ing books through on-line book

stores as opposed to Longwood

College's bookstore. There are

many advantages to purchasing

books at Longwood's bookstore

described by McWee as a "bricks

and mortar" establishment. Con-

venience is the major factor to

consider in deciding whether or

SccBOOKSp.il
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EDITORIAL
We are down to the

final two weeks of

school and I. as many
of you, are very aware of the

strange people that are reappear-

ing in our classes. Who are these

people? We think that we faintly

remember seeing them back in

January when class first began,

but since then they have been

MIA!
The same is true of many stu-

dents who have had class syllabi

for the entire semester, yet they

have still waited until the last

minute to get the work done.

The ever-poplular procrastina-

tion has enveloped the campus

and the rush is on to get the work

done. Yes, I am guilty as well,

but up until recently I have never

been effected by people not get-

ting the job done.

There will never be a cure for

procrastination, but hopefully

people will start realizing that

they are actually causing more
work for others by putting things

off.

I hope everyone finishes their

final projects! Have a great sum-

mer and always remember, when
next semester rolls around, read

THE ROTUNDA!
Kristen A. Ingram

Editor-in-Chief

Hello All! Hope things are

well. I am happy to say

that this is the final issue

of The Rotundal I have enjoyed

writing these for everyone!

I went to CHI walk last night

To me that is something that

should at least be respected. There

were these irritating people there

(who I mistook for children) who
kept yelling out stuff like *1 know
who you are!" and making threats

to trip the members. Yeah, okay,

GROW the freak UP! Ifyou don't

want to be there to support CHI,

go home. It irritated me that

people were being so lame. But

in any case, I had a great time and

I will defmately be there on the

27th for die burning!

In a completely devastating

note, I came to the T.V. yesterday

to find out about the school shoot-

ing near Denver. It tears me up to

think about what these people are

going through. I also found some

stats. In the past 3 years there have

been at least 15 school shootings.

What I want to know is, what is

going on? What is the cause of

this? I only hope that things will

get better.

Thanks for reading all these

issues. Sec you next year!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters

Student Health Retaliates
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Dear Editor,

The April 15 article about

Student Health calls for my re-

sponse. There are several con-

cerns to which the article refers. I

think it is unfair for students who
might believe ALL of the infor-

mation in the article to be correct.

I was not contacted to verify ac-

curacy of the contents.

First, I need to clarify the ap-

pointment system. Many students

remember the "walk-in" method

of seeing students. This method

ofseeing students is less efficient

and has been phased out of all ac-

credited health centers which we
surveyed before making the

change last year. This year has

been an important time to evalu-

ate and educate, and we take pride

in being able to offer appoint-

ments the same day or the next

morning for ACUTE health con-

cerns. During the FLU season

Friday/late day requests became
a concern and a solution was
found in the system to allow for

acute referrals inside or outside

the center when necessary. As di-

rector, I have worked with indi-

vidual concerns regarding the,

new system and always welcome
an appointment or e-mail to re-

view a suggestion or complaint

In reference to appointments

which are requested, there is no

documented evidence of a 3 day

appointment delay since the

newly revised scheduling proce-

dures effective Januey 22. This

excludes appointments concern-

ing wellness and preventive

health.

The second concern is regard-

ing the "only types of tests" ref-

erence regarding strep and preg-

nancy testing. This can be clari

tied very easily. These are recur-

rent misconceptions made by col-

lege students. I keep information

concerning these issues for edu-

cation and resource management
In a record of visits year-to-date

(7/1-2/26799), 5039 visits were
evaluated and the following lab

data were reported: 667 Coronary
Risk Panels, 470 strep teste, 173

mono tests, 30 pregnancy tests,

126 chlamydia tests, 110 pap
smears, 107 urine cultures, and
79 HTV tests. I think this should

serve as the best clarification for

students who may have heard

many stories about going to Stu-

dent Health. I hope students will

know that the information re-

ported to be "funny" is SIMPLY
NOT TRUE.

This leads to the final concern

I can address at this time regard-

ing the professionalism and staff-

ing ofStudent Health. When I talk

to incoming freshman and fami-

lies every summer, I educate

about a Nurse-Directed health

center which is staffed with certi-

fied college health nurse

practioners and consulting MDs.

There is an RN in student health,

who is an alum ofLongwood and

MCV, certified in college health

nursing by the American Nurses

Association Credentialing Center.

Another RN, managing the lab,

piloted the innovative and col-

laborative HTV testing clinic with

the Piedmont Health District This

program set a precedent in new
health service delivery and is now
recognized to be the first success-

ful cooperative HTV clinic of its

kind in the state. These clinics

were developed to directly re-

spond to student requests for HTV
testing on site and demonstrated

the primary role of health educa-

tion and prevention in college

health.

My golden rule in the past 11

years here is to treat and have ray

co-workers treatEACH student as

I or they would want a son or

daughter treated in college. (In

fact, my daughter is a senior at

Longwood). Our committment to

quality health care is why we are

applying to be the first accredited

COLLEGE health service in Vir-

ginia.

Pam Higgins,

Director- Student Health

Editors Note: Thank you very

muchforsending your Utter, This

way, everyone can get both sides.

The writer meant no harm in the

article. But even if the informa-

tion isn't accurate, it is what is

being circulatedon campus, Iper-

sonally have heardmany students

giving their "stones" on visits.

Hopefully, your letter will clear

things up.

Melissa GiU

More Letters on Page 3
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"77ie* Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about mem. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

ckahn@kmgwoodhvc.edu.

Have A Sore Throat? Get a Pregnancy

Test From Student Health: Part 2
KRISTIEUTTLE
Guest Writer

To try to terminate some of

these virus-like rumors, I called

Student Health to try to answer

some of my questions. However,

they couldn't tell me anything,

because it is the weekend and they

are not open, (surprise, surprise).

So, I decided to check out their

web page. According to the page,

the mission of the Student Health

Service is to provide quality

health care which helps to keep

students in the classroom when-

ever possible. If Student Health

really felt that way then maybe

they would try to treat students

sooner and more accurately.

Some suggestions from students

at Longwood are for Student

Health to have weekend hours,

have a doctor there everyday, not

just on Wednesdays, prescribe

real antibiotics instead of

Robitussin and two aspirins ev-

ery two hours, and provide refer-

rals when asked. These are basic

tools of the health care trade and

not too much to be asked for by

students. Student Health has a fee

automatically included in the

comprehensive fee collected with

your tuition. What are these fees

for? Their web pag states that

these fees included nursing vis-

its, nurse practitioner visits, and

physician appointments, and the

tests they have available are al-

lergy injections, tetanus shots,

Depo-Provera shots, as well as

urinalyses, urine cultures, preg-

nancy tests, pap smears, and

chlamydia tests. Essentially, if

you have a common cold, bron-

chitis, or the flu, you have to suf-

fer because Student Health can

not help you.

One of the most outrageous

statements on the web page is that

the Southside Emergency Room
can be utilized when Student

Health can not provide care. First

of all, Southside is scary, but that

is even beside the point. When
you go to the Emergency Room
your bill is about eight times

higher than if you had gone to a

regular doctor, even if you have

insurance. The insurance compa-

nies coverless of the claim when

you visit the Emergency Room.

Trust me, I had to find out the hard

way. Student Health should be the

only source of healthcare we
need, besides, we pay for it.

Of course, I saved the best

complaint for last Student Health

no longer writes notes for missed

classes. Professors still ask for

notes when we are sick and visit

Student Health, so they should

still provide them. Students who
are legitimately sick are marked

unexcused because of Student

®SaodJ)RB©0
PROPS:
-To Lancer Productions and the Student Union. Two Skinnee J's

was probably the best band that has come to campus in a long

time. The whole Spring Weekend was a great success.

-To the housekeeping crews in each of the residence halls. The
mud from Oozeball was a mess, and these men and women kept

Longwood presentable to our guests.

-To the staff of The Rotunda. It was an awesome semester and

they made a weekly paper happen despite techincal difficulties and

high amounts of stress. Good job you all.

-To our new cable stations. In case you haven't heard or seen we
have over 40 stations. Comedy Central, VH1, CMT, and the

Cartoon Network are just a few of the stations!

DROPS:
-To the people who vandalized buildings over Spring Weekend.

Smoke Alarms were tom off the walls, and other damage was

done all over campus. Maturity is something that is proven.

-To the real lack of parking near Cox and Stubbs, where many
Juniors and Seniors live.

-To anyone who went home over the most exciting weekend of the

year.

-To exam times. Hello! 8 a.m. on Saturday and until 10 p.m. at

night! We need study and sleep time!

Columnist's Note: Last week I "dropped" the organizers of the

Jane Goodall lecture. Dennis Sercombe, of the Public Relations

Department, wrote to me and explained the situation. He stated

"In keeping with the requirements of our contract with the Jane

Goodall Institute, ,, .Jarman Theatre was the only acceptable

venue for this event. Because of the poor acoustical environment

and technical requirements. Lancer Gym was out of the question.

It should also be noted that there were over 40 empty seats in the

balcony of Jarman during this event. Anyone who did not have

one of the free tickets, but was sincerely interested in attending,

could have found a seat." I was able to attend and it should be

noted that there were more non-students than students.

Health's new note policy. Like I

have repeatedly said, we pay for

this service, it needs to work for

us, not against us!

Changes need to be made in

Student Health. The students of

Longwood deserve better health

care. I guess until I can get to my

doctor at home I will just take my
Robitussin and two aspirins and

try to get a few hours of sleep be-

fore I trudge back to classes to

make up my missed work. That

is, of course, ifmy professors will

let me, because I have no note.

We're Gonna Drink, Let Us Do It Safely!
ALCOHOL
Guest Writer

It seems that a big concern at

Monday nights' meeting related

to alcohol was the saftey of stu-

dents. The speakers, along with

Dr. Cormier, expressed their con-

cern with students drunk driving

and walking drunk at night to get

home from parties. One student

expressed his dismay with the fact

that some students find them-

selves in trouble when they try to

make the right decision by not

driving but walking and getting

picked up for being drunk in pub-

Ik.

One solution posed by a stu-

dent was the possibility of getting

a designated driver service stated

on campus. This seems like a

good idea.

It seems to me that the admin-

istration could nip this problem in

the bud by allowing more parties

to take place on campus. There

would be no need for students to

drive or walk around drunk in at-

tempt to get home.

It seems to me that doing this

would save trouble, stress, and

possibly lives. One interesting

point raised by a student was that

fraternity chapter room parties are

hardly ever in occurance anymore

because Dr. Cormier's new rules

make the parties more trouble

than they are worth.

Dr. Cormier did not agree. She

told all in attendance about one

of her first visits here during

which she saw one of the chapter

rooms. She described how dis-

gusted she was by the filthiness

of the room, and how she decided

that under her administration this

would not go on. She raised the

issue of the chapter rooms being

paid for by taxpayers and how she

had to make sure they were not

destroyed Well, Dr. Cormier, it's

about tax time now, and I know
for a fact that a good percentage

of students here pay taxes, too.

Not to mention the eight thousand

dollars per year in tuition. We are

the tax payers who are going to

see or spend any time in these

rooms, and perhaps we want to

party in them.

I agree that if a room is dam-

aged the fraternity who hosted the

party shoud be responsible for

repairs. And by the way, Dr.

Cormier, those rooms aren't clean

now either. As long as a bunch of

fraternity guys have access to

them, they will never be clean.

The point is, trying to discour-

age parties on campus does more

harm than good. It encourages

students to go off campus, which

leads to disturbances in town,

drunk driving, people walking

alone at night, and so on.

A fraternity chapter room that

smells like flowers (yeah right) is

not worth all of those draw backs.

In closing, I will just say, that

we are going to party. If people

want so badly for us to do it

safely, let us. Encourage us to do

it responsibly, yes, absolutely, but

don't make it worse.

Your Letters

Jazz Band Thanks

The Rotunda
Dear Editors,

Thank you for the recent cov-

erage you gave the Longwood

Jazz Ensemble and the Jazz Lab

Band with the review of our

Spring Concert in Jarman Theatre.

That article was the first time in

six years that I can remember our

instrumental music groups receiv-

ing any recognition in the news-

paper, and we do appreciate it A
little spot in the paper can give our

students a noticeable boost in

morale. It helps us feel more con-

nected to the community, and if it

makes any of your readers more

curious about die art of jazz, so

much the better!

\jt. cnaries ranzer

Music
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NEWS& MEWS
Longwood College

Average Salaries

(Means) 1998-1999
This is the annual report on faculty and administrative salaries

at Longwood College, prepared by the Longwood Chapter if the

American Association of University Professors.

Number Average Salary
All Faculty 165 $48,068

Professors 40 $60,878

Associates 61 $49,552

Assistants 47 $41,036

Instructors 16 $31,922

Lecturer 1 $34,000

Auxiliary Enterprise 37 $29,729

Athletic 15 $32,890

T&R Student Service 22 $27,573(33,700)

E &G Administrators 41 $44,936 (54,922)

Librarians 6 $41,141 (50,284)

T&R Administrators 35 $45,587(55,718)

By School

Business and Economics 20 $62,333

Education/Human Services 42 $45,375

Liberal Arts/Science 103 $46,397

All salaries are as of December 1, 1998. They include promo-

tion increases and stipends. All salary figures are for 9/10 months,

except those in parenthesis which are for 12 months.

Auxiliary Enterprise personnel hold faculty rank but are not paid

from state funds. E&G stands for Educational and General. T&R
stands for Teaching and Research. Both are state classifications.

Headlines of theW
ERIN CARKOLL
Asst, News Editor

1. Germany Offers Kosovo Peace Plan

2. Conditions Worsen for Refugees

3.POWTradeUnlikery

4. Oklahoma City Marks Bomb Anniversary

5. 1999 Pulitzer Prizes Announced

6. Court Denies Bid to Form Bible-Based Town

7. Lotteries Face Economic, Political Squeeze

8. Evidence of New Solar System Found

9. Divas Unite to Save the Musk

10. Gretzky Ready to End Legendary Career

MOVING TO
RICHMOND?

• SO( I CALL

townl!

THE APARTMENT
LOCATOR

RICHMOND'S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE

Call for Information and your Free Map

(804) 329-6666
In Virginia (800) 542-3276

Nationwide (800) 368-7669

Fax (804) 329-6698 g social

programs • clubhouses •price • townhouse '•^a+'den • tree

social programs •.schools

Mall Abductions, Organ Thieves, and
HIV Needles: Truth or Hoax?

AISHA HENDERSON
Staff Writer

Recently, an urgent warning

has been circulating through the

electronic mail system. Sent by

friends or family members, this

message warns of the rise of new
and creative scams to abduct

women. These include a well-

dressed man approaching women
in malls with promises of being

in commercials or a frantic man
begging for help for his baby

who's stopped breathing. They are

both false.

Although, one or two such in-

cidents might have actually

occured over die years, they have

been no reports of a rash of mall

abductions.

In the few abduction cases

that have actually taken place, the

method of choice has been force,

not guile as implied in the mes-

sage.

Three weeks ago a new e-mail

warning sprang up. This one

warns of HIV infected needles

cleverly hidden in movie theater

seats. Although, it quotes reports

from the Center for Disease Con-

trol in Atlanta, there is no conclu-

sive proof that has happened even

once.

However, die recipients of the

message accept die warning, not

realizing its inaccuracy, just as the

recipients before them who for-

warded die message.

This type of e-mail hoax is not

new. For years, warnings have

been sent out from "concerned",

but anonymous citizens warning

of the dangers of malls for lone,

young women, and of organ

thieves to traveling, businessmen.

These messages usually ap-

pear legitimate. They quote spe-

cific incidents and well-known

television shows like Inside Edi-

tion, that have supposedly pro-

filed these cases.

Despite the frequency of e-

mafl hoaxes, there is very littie

truth in them, if any at all. The

best thing to do ifyou receive one

of these messages is to ignore it

and inform whoever sent it to you

that it is most likely a hoax.

Since all warnings and mes-

sages sent over e-mail are not

false it might be a good idea to

check the news or the web to find

out if your message is a hoax or

not There are several websites

dedicated to profiling hoaxes.

It is always wise to practice

caution wherever you are, but

there is no need to walk in con-

stant fear that you will be lured

out of a mall and kidnapped, of

being drugged so that your kid-

neys can be harvested, or of in-

tentionally being infected with

HIV.
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Longwood College Citizen Leader Awards
Compassion Responsibility Loyalty^

Freshmen Leadership

Awards
Abigail Evans

David Helfirich

David McWee
Amy Mogetz

Conine Richardson

Kristi Thomas

Honor Awards
Alicia Bennett

Susan Borgrink

Joseph Diamond

Elizabeth Edgemon
Bonnie Pancoast

Cory Stevenson

Brandon Walker

Jonathan Wood

Civility Awards
Charles Anderson

Heather Frichley

Robert Havey, IU

Christy Hayes

Tricia Ivey

Melissa Lumbard

Andrea Mink

John Nastelli, II

Shannon O'Learv

Loretta Parham

Nathan Rifenburg

Farrah Sampson

Kristina Skelton

Tracy Stackpole

Dorian Watson

Steven Dean Jacobson

Achievement Awards
Lalisha Ficett

Nikesha Houston

Freshmen Longwood
Dining Awards
Gerald Anthony

Sherry Gwaltney

Sarah Mattox

John Pelter

Kristen Zanta

Upperclassmen

Longwood Dining

Awards
Torrae Brown

Alison Godsey

Benjamin Koontz

Tina Stiffler

Volunteer/Effort Com-
munity Service Awards

Sarah Diegelmann

Heather Duffy

Leslie Kelpec

Lindsay Kuhl.amm

Sarah McGann
Michael West

Wellness

Dania Bell

Amber Giles

Contributions to Com-
muter Life

Christopher Jones

Jocklyn Webb

Fred O. Wygal Scholarship

Amir S. Abbassy

Rotunda Awards for

Community Building

Sarah Blackburn

Amy Bradley

John Carbonneau

Whitney Colegrove

{Catherine Gilliam

Jeromy French

Christina Hedman
Thomas Radzio

Jason Stiffler

Walter Webster. Jr.

Ragan Wright

Citizen Leader Awards
Mary Barron

Jennifer Bersch

Ruth Compo
Carmen Frasier

Jennifer Gallagher

David Gingras

Jamie Jackson

Amy Johnson

Rodney Jones

Jesse Jordan

Rhianna Mathias

Mariellen Mory

Kathryn Ryan

Carey Seery

Linda Redd

JoanofArcAward§.for

Visionary Leadership

Umar Bowers

Kinberly Bradley

Dana Daniels

Jennifer Graumann

Brian Jalbe rt

Benjamin Leigh

Tracey Setliff

Steven Stratum

Katherine Walrod

Outstanding Woman
Student Leader Award

Deitra Nance

Outstanding Student

Contributions to

Longwood
Tara Borgna

Erica Bowman
William Flint

Stella Gyapong

Margaret Hollister

Angela Iacovacci

Shannon Lavinus

Jessica Sanchez

Jocelyn Weidner

President's Award
Christopher Bear

Kathern Wooldridge

Most Promising New
Commuters
Dereth Drake

Amanda Trivette

Student Organization Awards

Civility

Association of Black Students

Forensics

Judicial Board

Most Effective Commu-
nication

Students Advocating for a

Fearless Environment (SAFE)

Best Publicity

Ambassadors

Most Improved Organiza-

tions

Alpha Chi Rho

The Rotunda

Citizen Leadership

Commuter Student Association

Ebony Men"United
Residence Hall Association

Students Educating for Active

Leadership (SEAL)

Best New Student Orga-

nizations

First Responders

Martial Arts

Track Club

Most Creative Organiza-

tions

Delta Sigma Pi

Longwood Company of Dancers

Volunteer Effort

Alpha PhiOmega

Big Siblings

Most Spirited

Mortar Board

Outstanding Community
Building

Pan-Hellenic Council

Panhellenic Council

Deans' Awards for Aca-

demic Involvement

Kappa Delta Pi

Therapeutic Recreation Organi-

zation

Student Organization

Advisors

James R. Cope

Susan E. Lynch

Susan A. Monahan

Students Recognized for Contributions to

Student Organizations

Rachel Abbott

Alicia Bennett

Megan Black

Kamisha Brown

Jessica Bumette

Matthew Burton

Linda Eanes

Amy Embrey

DavidGingras

Alryson Goin

Kathryn Hall

Brian Jaibert

Lynnea Kinlein

Lindsay KuhJmann

Breanoh LaFayette

Steven Ledlow

Maria Makowka
Rhianna Mathias

Ryan May
Gregory McCarney

Mariellen Mory
Loretta Parham

Danielle Recame

Linda Redd

Bevin Rice

Bryant Roque

Kathryn Ryan

Jessica Sanchez

Tiffany Shelton

Dorothy Smith

Tina Stiffler

Katherine Walrod

Amy Wyatt

Farmville Mini Storage
Low Monthly Rates

* Your Lock Your Key
* Insulated Units * Clean & Well Lit

* Many Sizes 5x5 Through 10x30

To Assure Availability, Reservr Your Unit Now

392-6163 Vltfd Pntl+i Lot
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A Day with Patricia Cormier
LORENHATCHER
Assl Copy Editor

On April 6, 1999, I had the

honor to spend the day with one

of the most influential ladies in

South Central Virginia and the

President of Longwood College,

Dr. Patricia Cormier.

Our day started at approxi-

mately 7:30 a.m., with a trip to

South Boston to the South Bos-

ton NASCAR Racetrack, the lo-

cation of a day-long meeting

about business and technology in

South Central Virginia. It is also

the location ofone ofLongwood's

satellite campus. I had the oppor-

tunity to meet Delegate Ted
Bennett as well as the organizers

of the event, Jerry Hill and
Beverly Lucas. We spent a couple

of hours mingling and handing

out information with about thirty

other business persons, adminis-

trators and a select group of

CEO's from northern Virginia.

Ward Burton, a NASCAR stock

car driver spoke about the impor-

tance of business and technology

in that area of Virginia. After this,

we were on the road back to

Farmville for a luncheon.

On our haif-a-block jaunt

from the President's Office in

Lancaster to Blackwell, Brenda

Atkins, Dr. Cormier's Legislative

Assistant, briefed Dr. Cormier on

events that would be going on

later that evening at the Capitol,

concerning money for

Longwood.

The luncheon was held in the

Prince Edward Room, with

Lonnie Calhoun, Phyllis Mable

and a group of student represen-

tatives from Multicultural Affairs.

Students from UNITY Alliance,

Alpha Phi Alpha, Muslim Student

Association, Association of Black

Students and the NAACP ques-

tioned the President about the

curriculum, Campus Police, and

issues regarding faculty. Dr.

Cormier presented several of the

students' concerns to Dr. Norman
Bregman later that afternoon.

Before^ the meeting, Dr.

Cormier made two phone calls to

George Mason University and

James Madison University con-

cerning faculty issues. She put

one of the calls on speaker phone,

which I found very interesting. I

found it odd and somewhat amus-

ing that the President has to

schedule time into her already-

hectic day to make two phone

calls.Now it was time to meet

with Dr. Norman Bregnuui, Vice

President of Academic Affairs.

Dr. Cormier brought up the issues

by the Mulucultual Affairs stu-

dents and Dr. Bregman said he's

made sure he'd looks into it

At this meeting, everything

from faculty recruitment to re-

search methods, changes in the

English Department to Interna-

tional Studies was discussecLTbe

duration of this meeting lasted

about an hour and a half. Some
private issues were also dis-

cussed, which gave me a break to

collect my thoughts, and my
breath. My back and feet were

killing me and it was then I re-

membered that earlier, the Presi-

dent described this day as being

"quiet, compared to most others."

It was now on to Hiner Audi-

torium for an RA Inservice. Dr.

Cormier was giving a lecture on

a conference she attended this

past summer, sponsored by the

NCAA called the Betty Ford Cen-

ter/NCAA/Professional in Resi-

dence program. This was a 3 and

a half day conference that offers

participants a comprehensive

combination of education and

participation with alcohol and

drug addicts. Problems with alco-

hol on Longwood's campus were

discussed and the president ad-

dressed these issues. The atmo-

sphere was vey laid back and re-

laxed. Students interacted with

the President as they would with

their peers.

Dr. Cormier and her staff

make sure that Longwood gets the

money it needs and deserves. If it

wasn't for her Longwood would

be left in the dust

From the Rafters
EDBELL

Director ofHousing

HeUoooooo Longwood. Only

a couple of class days toft in the

semester - do you know where

your projects are? I truly wish

all of you the best of luck as you

wrap up the semester.

The room selection process

for the 1999 - 2000 academic yea-

is just about complete for return-

ing students. Confirmation cards

for room assignments will be

mailed to all returning students

around the middle of June. (The

deadline for withdrawing from

the College without losing your

deposit is June 1, 1999).

For students who have not yet

received a room assignment,

please be assured that they will

receive a College housing assign-

ment that is NOT a lounge, hotel,

or overassigned room. By mis

time, they should have completed

a yellow Housing Preference

Card and turned in a Room Se-

lection Card indicating which

meal plan they would like. Every

effort will be made to keep room-

mate pairs together and to honor

at least one of the designated

building preferences.

Assignments will be mailed

around mid-June. Students who
have registered for classes but

have not signed up for housing

must do so by May 3, 1999. AH

students who have not been re-

lease from the residency require-

ment or wimdraw officially from

the College will be billed for

housing regardless if they have

registered or not. This also ap-

plies to students who have applied

to move off-campus, but have not

been officially released from the

residency requirement Addition-

ally, students who have signed up

for housing but have not regis-

tered for any classes, may lose

their housing assignment

RAs should be posting the

sign-up sheets for scheduling

check-out rimes. I strongly sug-

gest that you encourage room-

mates to check-out together. I

also suggest mat the first person

express check-out and the last

person check-out with the RA.

This way the last person check-

ing out can appeal all charges for

all of the residents of the room.

I wish all of the graduates the

best of luck. Congratulations on

a very grand acheiveraent. Be
sure to visit often. HAVE A
GREAT SUMMER!

As always, if you have ques-

tions, please contact me in the

Housing Officeat x-2080 or by

email at ebell. The racquetoafl

challenge ends with me still on

injured reserve. Ed - 23; Chal-

lengers - 0.

Person of the Week: Q & A with Greg Tstearidas
Q: What is your official tide at

LWC? What the hell does mat

mean? What do you actually do
here?

A: My official title is Systems En-

gineer. What that basically means

is that I plan for and install new
computer systems, ensure that

those systems and resources are

available for our users, and imple-

ment any necessary enhance-

ments or upgrades. The servers

matPm primarily responsible for

are e-mail, library, tele-manage-

ment an administrative, and an

academic lab server. Anybody
want a job? Please?

Q: How long have you worked

at LWC? Did you go to school

A: I've seen both sides of

Longwood since I attended col-

lege here as a MIS major from 90-

94. I guess they thought I'd go

away after Graduation, but I

started working as a Support

Technician and the rest is his-

tory...

Q: How should technology play

a rote in the college?

A* I think technology is vital in

any environment, and especially

in an educational institution. It

wasn't long ago that only a few

students here had e-mail and we
got hooked up to the Internet.

Now we have 3,000 students on

e-mail, network connections in

every dorm room, and every

bringing a computer to

campus! It's wild to look back

and see how much we've grown

in just a few years. We've got

some great resources here for the

Longwood community, and they

keep us busy!

Q: What's the stupidest technol-

ogy question anyone has ever

asked you?

A: "Can you work late Friday

night?" Bwaah-ha-ha-haaa!!

Q: What is your typical work day

like? What are the best and worst

parts of your job?

A; It depends on which day of the

week it is! It seems like there's

always an emergency ofsome sort

on Monday mornings—even

computers hate Mondays! I start

typical days by checking all my
systems to make sure any jobs

completed and everything looks

normal. After that it's anything

from working on assigned

projects to testing new installa-

tions and upgrades. Oh, and don't

forget lunch at the Dining Hall

('The Best Deal in Town"). The

best part of my job is getting to

work with new technology. The
worst part? Pulling all-nighters

when upgrading a system.

Q; What is there to do in

Farmville? Can you explain your

"flow chart theory of Farmville

night life?" Do your computer

networking skills help prepare

you for "networking* at 205 and

JR's?

There's lots to do in Farmville

—

not as much diversity as a city but

it's still a fun time. As far as my
Flowchart Theory of Farmville

Night Life(tm)...welL that's still

classified information, but maybe
there will be a full diagram in a

future edition! I *can» say that

the starting point is always
Macado's. From there, the day

of the week usually determines

whether it's a 205 or JR's night

Networking skills are always a

bonus in social situations—just

don't ask me to fix your com-
puter!
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Deep

THOUgHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

What happens when you get scared half to death twice?

Does your train of thought have a caboose?

Ifa really stupid person becomes senile, how can you tell?

Why is there a suicide wateh on certain death row prisoners?

Would you care if amm you're planning to km, kills himself?

Does it spoil the fun?

What clinic did Betty Ford go to?

What year did Jesus think it was?

Why do they report power outages on TV?

Is it possible to be totally partial?

10. Why do people who know the least know it the loudest?

11. Why isn't phonetic spelled the way ft sounds?

12. How does the guy who drives the snowplow get to work in me
morning?

13. If you're in a vehicle going the speed of light, what happens

when you turn on the headlights?

14. How come people offer a penny for your thoughts, when

everyone wants to put their two cents in?

15. Doesn't reckless and reckful mean the same thing?

16. 1 don't get it, I saw a bumper sticker mat said "Honk ifyou

love peace and quiet".

1 7, If the Super Bowl cut the commercials, would people Will

watch?

IS. When sign makers go on strike, would they even have signs?

19. When you open a bag of cotton balls, is the top one meant to

be thrown away?

20. Instead of talking to your plants, ifyou yelled at them would

they still grow? Only to be troubled and insecure?

Movie Review: JUf
Forces ofNature /J\

mindie wnr
General Manager

I recendy went to see Forces of Nature with Ben Affleck and

Sandra Bullock. Being a huge fan of both (but loving Ben the way I

do), I just knew it was going to be good. It was, sort of. I'll try to

explain, but I can't tell you too much or Til give everything away!

The movie starts with Ben and Sandra heading south on an air-

plane. Naturally enough, the two are seated together. Ben is going to

get married and Sandra is headed (town for some financial/marital

circumstances with some family concerns thrown in.

As Ben struggles to write his wedding vows (he struggles with

this throughout the whole movie), Sandra reads over his shoulder

and they decide they don't like each other. The two then experience

several disasters, starting with a plane crash of sorts, a really bad car

ride, a bus ride that also ends badly, finally finishing with a car the

pah* buy with money earned from Ben stripping in a gay bar and all

the while the biggest hurricane in years is brewing and threatening

to hit, of course, the very town the two are headed for.

Along the way, Ben begins to have feelings for Sandra that he

simply can't explain. He feels as if he is falling in love with his com-

plete opposite. Sandra is a wild woman with three marriages behind

her and a child she hasn't seen in years. Ben decides he is in love

with Sandra and not his fiancee, or rather, thai he can't marry his

fiancee because he doesn't think it will work out He arrives at mis

wedding just as the hurricane hits and several wonderfully beautiful

things happen. It ends with a twist of reality.

Forces ofNature is a funny, touching, very realistic-but-not-re-

ally type of movie. I would definitely recommend that you go see it,

however, wait until it comes out on video.

Smash or Trash

CD Reviews:

The Robert Cray Band

Fish Tree Water Blues
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

As Earth Day approaches

(April 22), it seems that the topic

of global conversation has taken

a backseat to other important is-

sues. To a group of musicians in-

cluding John Lee Hooker, Ani

DiFranco, Robert Cray, Bob
Weir, Etta James, Branford

Marsalis, Mavis Staples, and

many others, this issue is very

important

They have contributed their

time and talent to a CD entitled

Fish Tree Water Blues to benefit

Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund.

Proceeds from the CD will sup-

port the Earthjustice Fish-Trees-

Water campaign to safeguard and

restore the Great Northwest.

Fish Tree Water Blues is an

enhanced CD that contains pre-

viously unreleased tracks includ-

ing Stone River, a song written

by JJ. Cale as well as new record-

ing by Mavis Staples, Alvin

Youngblood Hart, Robert Cray,

and Al Green's classic Take Me
To The River performed by Bob

Weir's Ratdog.

This CD proceeds a concert

to be held by The Robert Cray

Band on Earth Day at the legend-

ary Fillmore.

The Fish-Trees-Water Organi-

zation-emphasizes how the health

of fish, trees, and water are linked

and essential for maintaining

economies and the quality of life

in the Pacific Northwest.

We are so honored by the par-

ticipation of all these musical

icons in support ofAmerica's en-

vironment, said Buck Parker,

President of Earthjustice Legal

Defense Fund.

Buying this CD helps protect

endangered species, ancient for-

ests, and clean water by provid-

ing free legal services to hundreds

of grassroots organizations.

Reknown blues musician

Robert Cray remarked, "I basi-

cally grew up in the Pacific North-

west and know that forest man-

agement is in need of serious

help-

Clear cutting is very ugly and

indiscriminate. It harms water,

fish, forests, animals, and people

as well.

Gheap Eats
at~
Golden
Corral-

MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Previously, I had heard a few

nasty rumors about the buffet at

Golden Corral, so I decided to

give it a try myself.

I got in line, ordered my drink,

and seated myself by the window.

Then I was off to the buffet!

The food was hot and yummy.

I had potatoes, macaroni and

cheese, rice, chicken, and as many

rolls as my plate could hold!

Our server was very nice. She

kept our table clean, left us plenty

of plates, and kept our drinks

filled.

For dessert, I had some of my
friend's cheesecake squares and

a piece of peanut butter pie (too

yummy for its own good).

My bill was under $10 and I

left Golden Corral very full and

very happy!

Smash or Trash CD Reviews:

Jonathan Elias The Prayer Cycle
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

In a world that is filled with

violence and fear, it has become

a challenge to find solace. Com-

poser Jonathan Elias found, that

when faced with this reality, what

he turned to was prayer. In what

he has dubbed a "choral sym-

phony in nine movements," Elias

has created the lush, heartfelt The

Prayer Cycle. With a gathering of

musicians that includes Alanis

Morissette, Parry Farrell. James

Taylor, Linda Ronstadt, as well as

the American Boy's Choir and

Nusrat Fateh All Khan (before his

death in 1997), Elias produces

music that transcends musical,

cultural, and religious boundaries

and is universally beautiful.

Each of the nine parts are

named after a different virtue,

from the opening introduction of

Mercy to the sweeping Compas-

sion to the gentle Innocence.

Elias builds radiantly complete

compositions that all compliment

each other as well as being able

to stand

alone in

their
beauty.

Emo-
tional and

soaring, The Prayer Cycle be-

comes sacred musk for the mod-

ern world. The mistakes Elias

makes with The Prayer Cycle are

Utile ones, but they still remain

slightly disconcerting, laJjrace,

James Taylor sings his passage in

English, which feels out of place

wim the world vision of the al-

bum-language isn't necessary to

convey a message. However, af-

ter the initial shock has passed, the

piece remains as beautiful as the

rest Taken individually, each of

the nine movements have a ten-

dency to drag, but when listened

to in the form Elias intended, all

together, The Prayer Cycle is glo-

riously moving and whole.

While The Prayer Cycle is

most likely going to be too tran-

quil for some, its ability to sepa-

rate the listener from the outside

world into a place of peace is in-

credible. Ifs much more than a

symphony, much more than be-

ing about prayer. It's about the

trust all of us put in humanity and

its capability to evoke that is un-

surpassed. The Prayer Cycle is a

i ofemotion and hope.

*••*
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22nd
Earth Day 499

Celebrate Your World

23rd 24th
Homecoming Weekend

Board of Visitor's Board of Visitor's

Longwood College &
Hampden-Sydney
College Psychology

Research Symposium
in the Virginia Room

3:30 - 5:00 p.m.

Committee Meeting:

in the Amelia Room
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Lunch at Lankford:

Justin

on Lankford Patio

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

LPFiIm:TBA
in the Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Longwood Company of

Dancers: Spring

Concert

tonight and Saturday

free admission

in Jarman

B 8:00 p.m.

Regular Meeting

in Lancaster 215

9:00 a.m.

Community Arts

Awards Ceremony
in LCVA
@ 6:00 p.m.

Senior Voice Recital:

Nathan Rifenburg

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Karaoke

in Lancer Cafe

@ 9:00 p.m.

Piedmont Crisis Centerwould like to
thank Dr. Bidwell, Dr. Clark, Dr. J. Hodgson,
The Rotunda, Hotline helpers, and all ofthe
other valuable people who are too numer-
ous to mention. We appreciate voul

JUi

HighS

Visit i
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MUNITYCALENDAR
onday Tuesday Wahesfy
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Rejoice and be glad Reading Day
today is the All day this time!!
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CHI Burning

in Wygal Parking Lot
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At The Rotunda

Wish You Good
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Do Opposltes Attract? The Unanswered Question

SONYA BRANTLEY
Guest Writer

Can someone who enjoys ac-

tion-packed entertainment and

someone who likes soap operas

click as a couple? Does he like

fast food while you enjoy good

oP home cooking? Are you all

business and he's a laid back

rebel?

Jaime, a freshman at Ran-

dolph Macon Women's College,

dated Tom, also a freshman at

Randolph Macon College. He
was the star football player as well

as captain of the baseball team,

and she was a well-respected ath-

lete. They were both focused on

their academic success and were

tied for the same class rank in

school. They both listened to

country music and loved roman-

tic movies. Jaime and Tom's simi-

larities caused the relationship to

become boring and repetitious.

Jaime started to wonder what it

would be like to go out with a re-

bellious guy.

Wayne was quite different

from the other guys that caught

Jaime's eye. He listened to

Metallica, drove too fast, and

came to school when he felt like

it. Jaime was a cautious driver

and had not missed a day of

school since the third grade. She

enjoyed the adventure he brought

to her everyday rituals, and he

admired the sensibility that she

brought to his chaotic life. Jaime

started making plans for the fu-

ture and Wayne had no longing

for direction,

Ellen, a sophomore at Long-

wood College, dated Gary, a first

year community college student,

who was similar to her in many
ways. They were both loving,

compassionate, outgoing spirits.

"He gave me butterflies every

time I saw him, and still does,"

Ellen says. There was equilib-

rium present in this relationship.

They were both curious, friendly,

and athletic, yet they were unique

in the social department. They

wanted different qualities in

friends. Ellen wanted someone to

listen to her and shoulders to cry

on, while Gary wanted someone

to party, hang, and joke with.

"Sometimes it isn't the differ-

ence that attracts or repels you to

one another," she states, "some-

times, you just date for a while

and you want to find out who else

is out there."

Ellen calls it the biggest mis-

take of her life. She would love

to date Gary, again. So I guess

this brings on a new light. Maybe

the medium is where relationships

are best kept.

Thus far, none of the people I

have talked with have answered

the question.

I did manage to find one

couple who was different in some

respects but alike in others.

Megan, a sophomore at

Longwood College, and Whitley,

a freshman at Clemson Univer-

sity, have been dating for about

two months. Whitley listens to al-

ternative music, is a laid back,

shaggy-haired, comic relief type

of guy. Megan is a sensible, open-

minded, worry wort type of girl.

Megan says, 'To my worries he

brings relief, to my frowns,

smiles, and spontaneity to my all

too organized life."

She cares about what people

think; he could care less. Megan
worries about grades and what the

future will hold. Whitley takes life

one day at a time. If his work gets

done he is happy; if it doesn't he

knows there is always tomorrow.

Differences for some people can

cause arguments and distance, but

this doesn't seem to be the case

with this couple. While most

couples experience their first fight

within the first month, Megan and

Whitley have yet to quarrel. This

leads me to believe that their re-

lationship is solid and will most

likely last.

So do these couple's experi-

ences answer the question? It

seems that it does. People need to

be alike, but they need to be dif-

ferent from their partner in some

way. That's what keeps the love

strong and fresh.When people are

too much alike, they tend not to

have to search for anything. They

know what type of person their

partner is and how to please them.

There is no mystery in this.

People in relationships need

that quivering feeling in their

stomach, not knowing if their

mate is going to like the place the

other chose for dinner or the

movie they rented to watch on a

Friday night. There are some
things that need to be found

through experience and chances

taken.Tbe rest may find their way

to love, but they will never find

forever.

Can You Go the Distance?
KATIEDEAN
Guest Writer

Long distance relationships

are full of stress and worry for

some couples, but for others, the

relationship is pure bliss. Being

successful in a long distance re-

lationship doesn't just depend on

one person. As with any relation-

ship, it depends on both people

giving 1 00%. When there is dis-

tance, couples may feel that be-

cause they are far apart, they don't

have to.

A long distance relationship is

typical of college students, as

many leave their significant oth-

ers at home when they first ven-

ture off to college. Some college

students' relationships have be-

come long distance because their

partners are in the service. I have

interviewed Starr Stolte and

Brooke Powers, who have been

involved in long distance relation-

ships, but one has failed and the

other one has become an engage-

mem.

Starr's relationship with her

boyfriend Rick began 20 months

ago. Starr and Rick became more

comfortable and trusting of each

other and fell in love. In the time

of their relationship, she made a

huge transition in her life. That

transition was coming to

Longwood, making new friends,

and, probably the hardest one of

all, leaving Rick at home.

Brooke has been with her

fiance\ Tim, for 23 months.

Brooke had always admired Tim
In her senior year in high school

they began dating and fell in love.

Tim is in die Marine Corps,

so he and Brooke spend long pe-

riods of time without seeing each

other. Distance made Brooke and

Tim's relationship stronger.

Brooke also recently had to deal

with making the transition to col-

lege. She says, "It was easier to

make the transition because Tim

wasn't with me. Tim had to leave

for the Marines before I had to go

to college. Making transitions is

hard to do, whether it is making

the transition to college or mak-

ing a change in a relationship."

Personality plays a key role in

all alliances. Over time, a person

discovers personality strengths

and weaknesses of their signifi-

cant other.

In Starr's and Rick's case,

they both had personality flaws.

Those flaws were the lack of abil-

ity to trust someone and the lack

of ability to show emotion, re-

spectively. Tune is not the only

way to discover fault in a person,

sometimes fault is found through

distance.

Commitment is another key to

a well-rounded couple. It is es-

pecially important in long dis-

tance relationships because a

couple needs to know that neither

will cheat. Brooke and Starr both

agreed that it was "not hard to be

committed."

Brooke said, "Of course, I've

noticed other guys around, but

Tim is the one I want to be with,

so I don't find it hard to be faith-

ful."

Brooke and Tim have quite an

extraordinary relationship for be-

ing so far apart

Distance or no distance,

breaking up is hard to do. Stan-

commented on her breakup,

"Some things in life will work

out, white some ofthem will not"

First Floor: An Inner

Look at an LC Band
JACLYN O'LAUGHUN

Guest Writer

The band First Floor consists

of five cool guys who wake up in

die morning and live and breathe

music. They are so involved with

their music, it would inspire any-

one who is music illiterate to pick

up an instrument and try and learn

how to play. The five members of

the band are lead guitarist and

vocalist Lenny Jarvis, lead vocal-

ist and rhythm guitar player Marc
Gergory, bass player Michael

Preston, keyboardist and congo

player Scott Hopson, and drum-

mer Clay Wray.

The first week Scott and

Lenny were at college they met

Marc who was sitting outside

their dorm on a bench singing and

playing the guitar. A few months

later they found day, who was

looking for a band to drum in.

While the band was playing at a

friend's birthday party, they met

Michael, the final addition to die

band.

Now, the band lives in Frazer

and will next year also. One of

their rooms is the practice room

and is set up with high tech speak-

ers and other equipment Their

other room is devoted entirely to

their studies and steep. Surpris-

ingly, tiiey do not get many noise

complaints from neighbors. Ac-

tually, the girls who live above

them lowered a note down their

window saying how much they

loved their musk. The band was

really flattered.

A lot of Longwood students

love their music, which really can

not be defined, but it has its own
funky, original groove going on.

It is obvious the band has fans,

especially when First Floor

played at the Lancer Cafe to help

gather a crowd for die recycling

rally.

They have played at

Perceville's Isle in Lynchburg,

Virginia, a coffeehouse in

Warrenton, Virginia, and are cur-

rently looking for areas to play in

Richmond
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Anorexia: Do you
Know a Victim?

ASHLEYBROWN
Guest Writer

a bit too skinny. I told her she

looked good, not realizing the

problem yet She acted differently

Anorexia is a bigger problem towards us. She seemed sad,
among girls than some realize, which was very unusual for her
especially at Longwood College, because she always seemed to be
No one knows why, but whatever the one cracking jokes.

Symptoms ofAnorexia
Rapid Weight Loss

Fatigue

Depression or Sadness

Thinning Hair

Lack of Strength

Change in Eating Habits

the reason, it

needs to be

stopped.

General

statistics

show that

anorexia af-

fects one in

every hun-

dred young
women. I believe that the prob-

lem is worse at Longwood.

One of my friends who used

to suffer from anorexia made an

uninformed, disturbing comment
to me. "I think that every girl has

an earing disorder at some point

in her life." It is not at all normal

to have an eating disorder.

Onmy first day at Longwood,

I met Anne. Anne was shy and

self-conscious. Every time she

looked in the mirror, she com-
plained ofhow fat she was. In ac-

tuality, she was an average-sized

girl. The whole year I listened to

her talk about how disgusting she

was and how she was going to

lose weight over the summer.

August came and it was time

head back to school. Anne was in

her room when I arrived, and I

was shocked at the sight of her.

My guess was that she had lost

twenty pounds! I gave her a hug

and felt her much too bony body relieved that she was finally go-

in my arms. At this point, she did ing to get help,

not look too bad. She just looked

BOOKS
Continued p. 1

not to deal with on-line services

or the bookstore on campus. In

the event that a student with-

draws from a class Longwood

will not refund a book that was

not purchased from them. A stu-

dent may return a book to an on-

line book store, but must cover

the shipping cost to do so.

Longwood's bookstore also pro-

vides various service and mer-

chandise, aside from textbooks

and college services.

Therefore, Longwood's book-

store has many positive qualities

to be seen, when compared to on-

line book services. It must be re-

membered, when discussing

book prices that Barnes & Noble

Every-

day Jessica

and I went

to meals to-

gether with-

out Anne.

She would

not eat a

morsel of

food until

dinnertime everyday. At dinner

she would have a salad and maybe

a bagel. Then, every night after

dinner, she would either go run-

ning or go to aerobics class. Her

hair was thinning, and her eyes

were surrounded with dark circles

causing her to look sickly.

She slept all the time because

she had no energy. By the end of

the semester, Jessica had to help

Anne into the top bunk because

she had no strength.

We confronted her more than

once telling her we believed that

she was anorexic. After a few

talks, she agreed that she needed

help, I don't think it was the talks

that made her realize it though. I

think she realized that she could

barely stand up without a great

deal of effort. Over Christmas

break, Anne informed us that she

was not coming back to school

this semester. Jessica and I were

on campus is required to pay rent

to the college. During the course

of Dr. McWee's class' research,

the bookstore was extremely

helpful. The employees assisted

the researchers by verifying

books and book prices. Dr.

McWee explained the value of

the bookstore's help to his class's

research. Dr. McWee praised the

bookstore by saying, "They were

just very cooperative and they

didn't have to be." The Business

Statistics class research project

concerning the bookstore prices

proved beneficial to the class,

students, and was a chance to

reveal ti» bookstore staff as

helpful individuals concerned

with the education of those they

service.

Surviving Without a Car
CHRISTIE D. WILLIAMS

Guest Writer

Transportation. Some of us

have a mode of it »nd some of us

do not I am sad to say that I find

myself in the category of those

who do not. Not having a car at

school has become a problem all

too familiar to me. I thought that

wherever the Farmville Area Bus

(FAB) couldn't take me I could

easily find a ride or walk to. Boy,

was I wrong!

I have ridden the FAB many
times and it is a hassle trying to

be at the bus stop at the right time

with the FAB running on some
type of pseudo-schedule that is

really unpredictable. One day in

particular I remember really need-

ing something from Wal-Mart. So

I decided to take the FAB. I got

to the bus stop at one of the sched-

uled times and waited, and

waited, and continued to wait

some more. After 40 minutes of

waiting I just decided to give up.

As I turned and started walking

back to my dorm I heard the roar

of the bus. I started running back

to the bus stop and waved my
hand to signal that I wanted the

bus driver to stop. Instead of

slowing down the bus kept mov-

ing right past me. I was so upset

That day soured my FAB riding

experiences for a while.

Finding rides around town is

no piece of cake either. I have to

basically throw myself at the

mercy ofmy friends with cars, or

invest in a pair of sturdy walking

shoes. It always seems like when

I ask a friend for a ride to a party

or the store they have already

promised four other people a ride

as well. On the night of a really

big party I asked my friend for a

ride and she told me she would

take me. Little did I know it would

be the most uncomfortable ride of

my life. When she pulled up I

noticed that her compact Sedan

had six people already inside. She

rolled down her window and said

hop in. I then proceeded to

squeeze myself in the back seat

I was sitting on the laps of two

complete strangers. My arms

were around their necks while my
face was stuck to the window like

some kind of suction cupped

Garfield.

Then, if I want to go home and

no one is able to come pick me
up I face another dilemma. There

are only three possible solutions

to that problem. I either: Ask

around frantically if anyone is

going to my area. Put a bulletin

on the ride board, stay in

Farmville.

On one occasion I was abso-

lutely desperate to go home for

the weekend and decided to post

a request on the ride board. I

stuck my sign on the board Tues-

day and waited to. hear from

someone. At around 10:30 Thurs-

day night, the phone rang. I

picked up and an unfamiliar voice

spoke my name. I said hello and

she explained that she saw my re-

quest on the ride board and could

give me a ride home Friday after-

noon. I was ecstatic. We worked

out all the details and hung up. By
the time Friday afternoon rolled

around I couldnft have been hap-

pier. I waited outside my dorm for

my ride to pull up. She showed

up 20 minutes later than she said

and didn't offer an apology or

anything. There was no space in

her trunk so she walked up to me
without even a word and started

picking up my bags and shoving

them in the back seat We sat in

silence throughout the entire

three-hour trip while she smoked

a whole pack of cigarettes and lis-

tened to some whiny country

singer. I practically ran to my door

when she dropped me off. Need-

less to say, it was not the most

pleasant trip.

I think it's obvious that I have

suffered enough, and that is why
I am purchasing a car this sum-

mer. That's right-No more wait-

ing at the bus stop or begging for

rides.

I'll be able to come and go as

I please. It will make getting

mound somuch more convenient.

1 consider this to be a victory for

students without cars everywhere.

Piedmont Crisis Center
TERAFmER
Staff Writer

Sexual assault and domestic

violence are two subjects we don't

like to hear about. For most of

us, that is the kind of thing that

happens to "other people." But

the fact is it happens everyday.

Many people have been victim-

ized and not known what to do.

That is the motivation behind

the Piedmont Crisis Center, The

Center, which is based in

Farmville serves die counties of

Amelia, Buckingham, Charlotte,

Cumberland, Lunenburg, Nott-

oway and Prince Edward.

It has only been open since

February 7th of this year and has

more than proved its necessity.

When I met with Eileen

Preston-Dolson, the Outreach

Coordinator, and Susie Poore, the

Executive Director of the Pied-

mont Crisis Center, I received a

serious reality check. These two

women are the heart soul, and

backbone of the Center.

Both women have been par-

ticipants in violence prevention in

one way or another for many
years. Their sincere concern for

the well being of others was over-

whelming. They took time out of

their hectic schedule to talk with

me in order to spread the word

about the Center.

The past six weeks at Pied-

mont Crisis Center have been

very stressful for Eileen and

Susie. So far they only have thir-

teen volunleeers to run the 24

hour hotline.

They told me 1,132 hours

have been spent on the phone

dealing with over 30 crimes.

Seven rapes, four attempted rapes

(no penetration), four aggravated

sexual batteries, four incest and

twelve sodomy cases have been

reported. The most disturbing fact

is that 19 of the victims were un-

der the age of 12.

When I beard these statistics,

I had to ask how they found the

motivation to do this type of

work. For Susie Poore. "it is the

anger at injustice" that keeps her

going through tough cases.

Eileen says it is taking a bad

situation and instead of reacting

she becomes pro-active. She asks

herself "What can I do to make

someone's life more liveable?"

That statement sums up what

the Piedmont Crisis Center does.

It offers a 24 Hoar Hotline,

Refferals, Victim Advocacy and

Education and Medical Aceom-

panyment The main objective is

to let victims know they have op-

tions.

Victims of sexual assault or

domestic violence should call the

Hotline <B 1-888-819-2929.

If you would like to volunteer

to be a counselor for die Center

please call 804-315-5765,

------
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The Information Technology

Helpdesk is preparing to answer

questions submitted by students

your questions via email to the

helpdesk@longwood.lwc.edu.

Your name does not have to be

printed and no question is too ba-

sic or too complex. They hope to

answer questions that many may
have. This column is for you and

it will only work with your help.

Due to an increase in student

requests, next semester, Long-

wood will be switching from the

current digital phone system to

analog system like the phones in

your house.

This service will enable stu-

dents to bring to campus their

telephone of choice and also uti-

lize devices such as answering

machines, fax machines, etc. The
Information & Instructional Tech-

nology Department does recom-

mend that you purchase a tele-

phone that is FCC #68 compliant

(This number is stamped on the

bottom of the telephone you pur-

chase. It needs to be #68 compli-

ant in order to use the # and *

keys.) The FCC #68 compliant

phone will also allow for the use

of handicapped features. Resi-

dential students should add

TELEPHONES to their "what to

bring list" for fall 1999. Discuss

with your roommate(s) as to who
will bring a phone next year.

(Those living on campus for any

of the Summer "99 Sessions will

also need to bring their own
phones).

As stated above, you may
bring an answering machine or

utilize Longwood College's cur-

rent voicemail system. The DTS
department recommends the use

ofLongwood College's system to

allow the use of integrated mes-

saging.

It is suggested that you not

bring cordless phones. The close

proximity to others with cordless

phones may cause lines to cross.

This may allow others to hear

your conversations and vice

versa. The DTS department rec-

ommends phones utilizing the

900MHz frequency.

Started this semester with

hopes that it will blossom, DTS

has set up a web trading post and

a community announcements

web board.

The Department of Informa-

tion and Instruction Technology

is pleased to announce the addi-

tion of two new bulletin board

services for the Longwood com-

munity, the Longwood Trading

Post and Community Announce-

ments. These new services will

help foster communication within

the Longwood community and

provide a proper forum for post-

ing community information. The
Longwood Trading Post will en-

able faculty, staff, and students to

post information about personal

items they want to make available

to other members of the

Longwood community. Commu-
nity Announcements is an area

designated for posting upcoming

events, happenings, and informa-

tion of interest to faculty, staff,

and students. Additional services

will be added at a later date.

Phone Drop Off Dates

April 27th & 28th

April 29th

April 30th, May 3rd-4th

May 5th, 6th and 7th

May 8th Saturday

2PM - 4PM
1PM -4:30PM
9AM - 4:30PM
2PM - 4PM
11AM -3PM
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SPORTS
Baseball Ends
Season at 25-19

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood swept a three-

game CVAC series from
Belmont Abbey (NC) April 17-

18, outscoring the Crusaders

during the three contests 43-12

(19-0, 6-5, 18-7). Coach Buddy
Bolding's squad has concluded

the regular-season at 25- 19 over-

all, 12-15 in the CVAC, and will

enter the 1999 CVAC Baseball

Championship as the

tournament's #7 seed. The Lanc-

ers will face #2 seed St Andrews
(NC) in the first-round of the

conference championship Fri-

day, April 23, at 12 p.m. in Wil-

son, N.C. at Barton Held. The
double-elimination tournament

will run through Monday, April

26.

In the first game, LC got a

no-hitter from senior Greg
Ednionds/Midtothian HS (4-4)

who struck out 10 Crusaders en

route to just

the 7th no-hit-

ter in school

history, and

first since

1992. At the

plate, seniors

ShawnTorian/

Halifax
County HS (3-

4, 2 HR, 3

RBI) and Fred

Stoots/Clover

Hill HS (2-4,

2B, 5 RBI)

provided the

offense-Torian smashing two
home runs.

In the second game, LC
scored two runs in the 6th-iuning

for the triumph after losing a 4-

1 advantage. Stoots (2-4,3 RBI)

led the attack with a pair of

doubles, while senior Brad

Simpaon/Clover Hill HS (1-2,

HR, RBI) added a solo home run

in the 2nd-iiming, and classmate

Tim Buffkin/Prince George HS
(2-2, 2 runs) added two hits for

the Lancers. Senior Robey
Caldweli/Cave Spring HS (6-3)

earned the pitching win with a

complete-game effort, allowing

eight hits with nine strikeouts.

The LC attack was led by

Kenncy (5-6, 2 HRs, 3 runs, 7
RBI) who hit two home runs in

me 7th inning, a solo shot to lead-

off the inning, and then a grand

slam later in the same inning.

Kenney tied a school-record for

hits in a game (5), and his 7 RBI
equal the 2nd-best RBI effort in

a game at LC.

Also hitting home runs in the

final regular-season contest were

Torian (2-4, HR, 2 runs, 3 RBI),

Stoots (l^t, HR, 2 runs, 2 RBI),

and Simpson (1-5, HR, 1 run,

RBI). Torian's homer was his

team and CVAC-leading 12th

home run this season, and third

in two days-giving the senior 36
in his career-third all-time at

Longwood. Senior Mike Lewis/

Halifax County HS (3-5) got the

pitching win with the first six-

innings, allowing

seven tuts and five

/^ runs with 11

fey strikeouts, while

sophomore Mike
Stdli van/Gar-Field

HS (4-3, 1 save)

earned a save with

the final three-in-

nings.

Torian leads

Longwood with his

.407 batting average

along with the 12

home runs and

team-best 44 RBI.

Torian is followed by Stoots

(366, 8 HR, 43 RBI), Kenney

(341, 4 HR, 30 RBI), Pfitzner

(.329), Buffkin (.328)and ,

sophomore Ryan Costa/Buffalo

Gap HS (322, 4 HR, 26 RBI),

On the mound. Edmonds sports

a team-low 3.28 ERA with a

team-best 69 strikeouts through

a team-high 68.2 innings. Lewis

has a 3.57 ERA with 45
strikeouts through 40. 1 innings.

Longwood has won at least

25 games in a season for the

ninth-straight time during the

1990s (269-106-1, .715 %).

NCAA
Awaits

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood shot a 54-hole

team total of 308-3 17 310-935

to finish third among 10 teams

at the 1999 CVAC Men's Golf

Championship played at the

Regent Park Golf Club in Fort

Mill. SC April 11-13, Belmont

Abbey (NC) won the confer-

ence championship with its

308-306-308-922 at the 6,848-

yard, par-72 Regent Park

course, while Pfeiffers Peter

Astrom took medalist honors

for the second-straight year

with his 76-75-76-227 score.

Longwood will next compete

in the 1999 NCAA Division II

North Regional Championship

May 3-5.

At the Championship, the

Lancers were led by junior Ja-

son Copdand/Granby HS with

his 77-76-77 230 to place

fourth individually in the field

of 50 golfers, followed closely

by freshman Blair Shadday/

Madison (IN) Consolidated HS
with a 73-79-79-231 for fifth-

place. They both earned CVAC
honors.

Players of the

Week, April 7-13
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College women's

tennis standout Laura Veazey/

Carson, VA-Prince George HS
and baseball standout Doug
Kenney/Roanoke, VA-Cave
Spring HS have been selected as

the Longwood/Dominos Players

of the Week' for the period April

7-13. The Lancer honorees are

chosen by the College's office of

sports information.

Veazey, a freshman who plays

#3 singles and #2 doubles, was 4-

in singles and 3-1 in doubles

during the week as Longwood
went 3-1 with wins over Ferrum

April 7, and CVAC opponents

Barton (NC) April 13 and Queens

(NC) April 10-while losing to

Lees-McRae (NC) April 12.

Veazey defeated her singles op-

ponents from Ferrum (#1 , 7-6, 6-

1 ), Barton (6-1,3-6, 7-6), Queens

(7-5, 7-5), and Lees-McRae (6-3,

6-4). The first-year player is 13-9

overall this season, 6-4 in the

CVAC. Longwood will take a

record of 18-3, 8-2 CVAC-the #3

seed-into this weekends CVAC
Championship in Wilson, NC.

Laura is the daughter of

Rebecca Voorhees of Carson and

is majoring in elementary educa-

tion at Longwood.

Kenney, a junior who plays

third base and pitches, hit .583

during a 2-2 week for Longwood
as the Lancers defeated CVAC
opponents Barton (NC) (6-3) and

Anderson (SC) ( 14-3)-also drop-

ping a pai r to the Trojans of South

Carolina (11-4, 12-11). Kenney
was 7-12 at the plate with three

doubles, five runs, and three RBI.

The effort raised the batting av-

erage of the third-year starter to

.304, including nine doubles, one

triple, 31 runs, and 18 RBI.

Longwood is currently 22-18, 9-

15 in the CVAC, including an

overall record of 18-2 at home in

Lancer Stadium this season.

Doug is the son of Harold and

Carol Kenney of Roanoke and is

majoring in business manage-

ment with a minor in economics

at Longwood

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Feb. 24-March 2

March 3-9

March 10-16

March 17-23

March 24-30

March 31 -April 6

April 7-13

Tricia Ramsey

Greg Edmonds

Natalie Smith

Igor Bilalagic

Libby Gough

ShawnTorian

StaceyRose

JackTsai

Vicki Matkovich

Gorjan Bilalagic

Laurie Hogan

Jason Copeland

Laura Veazey

Doug Kenney

Women's Tennis

Baseball

Lacrosse

Mens Tennis

Softball

Baseball

Softball

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

Men's Tennis

Men's Golf

Women's Tennis

Baseball

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
SEASON ATHLETES
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Tennis Teams Fin-

ish Strong, New
School Records

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood completed the

season with its participation in

the 1999 CVAC Tennis Cham-

pionships hosted by Barton

(NC) April 16, Coach Dave

Wolden's men were 0-1 at the

championships after finishing

the regular-season tied for sixth-

place in the CVAC. The Lanc-

ers completed the year at 13-11

overall, 3-7 in the CVAC, a new
school-record for wins at the

College.

At the CVAC Champion-

ships, LC, seeded #7, got a

doubles wins against #2 Barton

from junior James Pettinelli/

Robinson HS and sophomore

Phillipe Pilard/Extemat (France)

HS at #3 (8-3), while Pi lard also

won at #5 singles (6-1, 6-0).

Also in doubles, freshmen

Gorjan Bilalagic/J. R. TuckerHS
and Mirza lljazovic/Prince

George HS lost at #1 (1-8), and

sophomore Igor Bilalagic/

Albert Einstein (Germany) HS
and freshman Dave Helfrich/

Brookville HS fell at

#2(28). In singles, I.

Bilalagic lost at #1 (0-

6, 6-3, 1-6), G.

Bilalagic lost at #2(0-

6, 0-6), and Iljazovic

lost at #3 singles (2-6,

2-6).

Longwood was led by G.

Bilalagic who finished the year

15-11, followed by Iljazovic

(13-13), I. Bilalagic (12-15),

Pettinelli (10-14), Helfrich (8-

ll),andPilard(7-7). In doubles,

G. Bilalagic and Iljazovic were

10-15, followed by I. Bilalagic

and Helfrich (54), and Pettinelli

andPilard(3-3). For his efforts,

Igor Bilalagic was selected to

the All-CVAC honorable men-

tion team in a vote of conference

Longwood completed the

with its participation in

the 1999 CVAC Tennis Cham-

pionships hosted by Barton

(N.C)AprU 16-17. Coach Dave

Wblden's women were l-2atthe

championships to place fourth

after finishing the regular-sea-

son tied for third-place in the

CVAC. The Lancers completed

the year at 19-5 overall, 8-2 in

the CVAC, the second-highest

win total in school history.

LC, seeded #3, opened with

a 5-0 triumph past host #6 Barton

following the tournament format

that ends a match when one team

reaches five points-playing

doubles first The Lancers got

wins in doubles from sopho-

mores Whitney Shaw/Prince

George HS and Kristin

Lichtenfels/Stafford HS at #1 (8-

6), junior Bonnie Maholehic/In-

dian River HS and freshman

Laura Veazey/Prince George HS
at #2 (8-4), and the sophomore

duo of Jen Morton/Clover Hill

HS and Tricia Ramsey/Halifax

County HS at #3 (8-0). In

singles, Ramsey at #5 (6-2, 6 3),

and junior Carrie Armstrong/Co-

lonial Heights HS (forfeit) earned

wins to complete the shutout

Playing #2 Lees-McRae in

the semifinals, LC could only get

a doubles wins at #3 by Morton

and Ramsey (9-7), as Shaw and

Uchtenfels fell at #1 (8-9), and

Maholchic and Veazey lost at #2

(6-8). In singles,

Maholchic lost at #1 (3-

6, 5-7), Ramsey lost at

#5 (6-3, 3-6, 2-6), and

Armstrong lost at #6 (1-

6,3-6).

Against #4 Pfeiffer

in the third-place match,

LC received a doubles win from

Morton and Ramsey at #3 (8-3),

and a singles wins by Morton at

#4 (6-2, 6-1). Falling at #1

doubles were Shaw and

Lichtenfels (5-8). While

Maholchic lost at #1 singles (1-

6, 0-6), Shaw lost at #2 (1-6, 1-

6).

Longwood was led by

Ramsey who finished the year

20-5, followed by Shaw (16-5),

Armstrong (15-3), Morton (14-

4), Veazey (13-10), and

Maholchic (1 Ml). In doubles,

Morton and Ramsey were a per-

fect 19-0, followed by Maholchic

and Veazey ( 14-4), and Shaw and

Uchtenfels (6-14). For her ef-

forts this season, Maholchic was

selected to the All-CVAC 1st-

team in a vote of conference

coaches, while Shaw earned All-

CVAC

SPORTS PAGE4

All CVAC Listings; Softball,

Men's and Women's Tennis
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College placed

four players on the 1999 AH-
Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Con-

ference Softball Team, led by the

first-team selection of senior

Libby Gough/Amelia, VA-
Amelia County HS. Gough made

the 1st-team at third base, and

was runner-up in voting for con-

ference player of the year hon-

ors which went to four-time

CVAC 'Player of the Year1 Missy

Paterson of Coker (SC). Join-

ing Gough on the All-CVAC
squad were Lancer graduate stu-

dent and pitcher Stacey Rose/

Springfield, VA-Thomas
Jefferson HS (2nd-team), sopho-

more pitcher Denise Wack/

Chesapeake, VA-Great Bridge

HS (2nd-team), and freshman

outfielder Ellen Hutt/

Haymarket, VA-Stonewall Jack-

son HS (honorable mention).

Longwood is participating in the

1999CVAC Softball Champion-

ship in Florence, SC this week-

end, April 17-18.

Gough has led Longwood to

a school-record 37-13 mark this

spring, hitting 493 with school-

records of nine home runs and

60 RBI, adding 12 doubles, 34

runs, a .792 slugging %, 24

walks, a .559 on-base %, and 12-

14 stolen bases. She was twice

selected as the conference's

'Player of the Week' during the

regular-season in which the

Lancers were 15-7 for third-

place in the CVAC. Gough holds

1 1 school-records for softball at

Longwood.

Rose was the ace of the

pitching staff for the Lancers,

compiling an impressive 20-6

record on the mound with a 2,04

ERA through 171.1 innings with

a school-record-tying 107

strikeouts. Rose tossed two no-

hitters during the regular-season,

and had nine shutouts this

spring. She was twice selected

as the conference's "Pitcherofthe

Week' during the regular-season.

Wack followed close behind

Rose with a 17-7 record on the

mound, including a 2.09 ERA
through 154 innings with 58

strikeouts, Wack had three shut-

outs during the regular season.

Hutt has hit 318 with three

doubles, 13 runs, 26 RBI, 14

walks, and six stolen bases.

Longwood Tennis Lands

Three On 1999 All-CVAC
Team(s).

Longwood College placed

three players on the respective

men's and women's 1999 All-

Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Con-

ference Tennis Team(s), led by

the first-team women's selection

of junior Bonnie Maholchic/

Chesapeake, VA-Indian River

HS. Gaining second-team All-

CVAC for the women's team was

sophomore Whitney Shaw/For-

est, VA-Prince George HS,

while earning honorable men-

tion selection to the men's team

was sophomore Igor Bilalagic/

Glen Allen, VA-AJbert Einstein

(Germany) HS.

Longwood is participating in

the 1999 CVAC Men's &
Women's Tennis Champion-

ships in Wilson, NC this week-

end, April 16-17.

Maholchic has led the

Longwood women to a record

of 18-3 this spring, the second-

best mark in school history.

Maholchic compiled a singles

record of 11-9 overall while

playing at #1 for the Lancers, 8-

2 for third-place in the CVAC
during the regular-season. She

is 17-5 in doubles action-mostiy

playing at #2 (13-2).

Shaw has compiled a singles

record of 16-4 overall, 9-1

CVAC, while playing at #2 for

the Lancers. She is 10-15 in

doubles action, playing at #1.

Bilalagic has led the

Longwood men to a school-

record 13-10 mark this spring

Bilalagic compiled a singles

record of 12-14 overall while

playing at #1 for die Lancers, 3-

7 for seventh-place in the CVAC
during die regular-season. He
is 12-12 in doubles action-

mosUy playing at #2 (9-10).

IMMi I
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Women In Today's Sports World, Rising or Decreasing
TIFFANYPARK

Guest Writer

Women have never been rec-

ognized as equals in the sports

world. They have been made out

to be delicate, vulnerable, and in-

capable for centuries, and few

people believed thatwomen could

be athletes. Scattered throughout

the unsuccessful past ofwomen's

sports are some exceptional ath-

letes who have fought for a right

to have a field of their own and to

have equal playing time and rec-

ognition for their abilities.

Though the struggle for equality

has been full of successful proof

that women can indeed compete

with men, women today can still

only compete in a handful of

sports professionally. Thanks to

courageous women like

Katherine Switzer, another door

was shoved open permanently to

allow female athletes an oppor-

tunity to prove themselves to the

world as equals.

Katherine Switzer helped

pave the way for women in sports

when she decided to enter the

Boston Marathon in 1967 as

"K. V. Switzer," using her initials

on the entry form so that no one

would know she was a woman.

She wanted to run amidst some

of the best male runners of her

generation. Switzer never in-

tended to make history by break-

ing the rules, she just wanted to

run the Boston Marathon to prove

that she could complete the race.

Switzer was not the only

woman to make an attempt to run

the Marathon before it was legal

for women to compete. In 1966

Roberta Gibb completed the race

running alongside the men as

though she were out for an early

afternoon run. Though she "un-

officially" completed the Mam-
mon, she went virtually unno-

ticed. Though Roberta Gibb had

already *hmofficially" completed

the Marathon in 1966, she went

virtually unnoticed. Switzer, on

the otherhandjrying not to cause

any trouble, made Marathon his-

tory because she did not allow the

rules to intimidate her. The Bos-

ton Marathon did not accept

women runners at the time be-

cause they felt that women were

incapable of finishing the 26.2

mile course and therefore should

not bother to enter. Both Gibb and

Switzer proved them wrong, but

Switzer had to go through hell to

doit.

On a chilly April afternoon in

Hopkinton, Massachusetts,

Switzer lined up with her coach,

A rnie Briggs, and boyfriend,Tom
Miller, at noon in what would

become one of the most famous

of all the Boston Marathons. The

runners scattered into sparse

packs and everyone had just

enough time to find their groove

when trouble arose just one half-

tour into the race. Somewhere

around Ashland on the way into

Boston, a man on the Marathon

press bus nudged John Semple,

the assistant to the race director

and said, "Hey isn't that a

WOMAN?" Switzer had been

spotted amongst the pack of run-

ners in her area not only because

she was female, but because she

had on an official racing bib from

the Marathon, winch meant some-

one had broken the rules to get

her the bib. The Race Director,

Will Cloney, ordered the bus to

stop so that he could see if there

really was a woman running with

an official race bib, because he

was under the impression that no

women would have even tried to

enter the race because they

weren't allowed to run it Before

Cloney had the chance to get off

the bus, Johnnie Semple,

Cloney's assistant, busted

through the bus door and headed

straight for number 261. Semple,

in his fit of rage, did not simply

ask Switzer how she got a num-

ber, he proceeded to tackle her

and tried to physically remove her

from the race. Switzer's shot-

putter boyfriend, Tom Miller,

took matters into his own hands

and put and end to Semple* s at-

tack on Switzer by knocking him

off balance and making sure she

was out of harm's way.

Semple didn' t have the speed

to keep up with her, so her coach

Lax Keeps The Ball Moving
DANIELLE REGAME

StaffWriter

On April 20, LC Women's La-

crosse Team played its final

match defeating Randolph Ma-

con. Coach Janet Grubb's squad

finished the season with a 11-4

record and is ranked #7 in this

week's 1WLCA Poll. Longwood

played its last two home matches

April 17, defeating Marymount

13-2 after an 8-7 loss to Lime-

stone (SQ.

Against Randolph-Macon,

Longwood brought home a 8-7

victory. Sophomore All Ameri-

can Natalie Srmtiy Albemarle HS
was on top with three goals and

one assist. Other outstadning

players were senior Dawn
Duboski/ Cherokee (NJ) HS
(lg.la), senior Melissa Miranda/

KempsvilleHS(lg), junior Tina

Whitaker/ Hoyd E. Keliam HS
(Ig), sophomore Kris Denson/

Stafford HS (lg), and freshman

Beth Hadrys/ Joppatowne (MD)
HS(lg).

Against Limestone, the Lanc-

ers were in the lead at the half

with a 6-4 advantage, but then

Limestone came back for the win.

Smith led LC with two goals and

one assist Smith was followed

by senior Laurie Hogan/
Albemarle HS(2g), Hadrys (2g),

Miranda ( 1 g), Whitaker ( la), and

freshmanAnn Harmon/Robinson

HS (la). Sophomore keeper

Rachel Bimn/Northeast (MD) HS
finished with 15 saves.

Against Marymount, at rite

half the Lancers were leading by

a 6-0 margin and continued to

dominate the game en route to the

13-2 victory. Hogan led the

with four goals and one assist

Other leading players were Smith

(3g£a),Demon (2g,la), Duboski

(2g), Hadrys (lg,la), Miranda

(lg), Whitaker (la), and junior

Heather Branson/ Salem- Virginia

Beach HS (la), while Bunn had

11 save. Prior to the match, the

three Longwood seniors: Hogan,

Miranda, and Duboski—along

with their parents were recog-

nized for their excellent commit-

ment and leadership during the

four years on the team.

Smith finished the season by

leading Longwood with her 49

goals and 21 assists for 63 points,

followed by Hogan (41g, 8a, 49

points), and Hadrys (21g, 9a, 30

points). Bunn has 191 save while

allowing 114 goals (7.60) for a

save percentage of .626%.

and boyfriend told her to "run like

hell," and she did. Though
Switzer was unable to fully re-

cover from her attack, she man-

aged to finish the Boston Mara-

thon in 4 hours, 20 minutes, com-

ing in well after Gibb, who had

finished her second Marathon,

again virtually unnoticed and

without an official number, in 3

hours, 27 minutes, 17 seconds.

Gibb may have been faster, but

she did not have her moment of

glory that brisk April morning

because Switzer attracted the

media even with her slower time,

because she had more to navigate

than just the road.

Katherine Switzer's contro-

versial run in the Marathon ech-

oed around the world as report-

ers found out that Switzer had

encountered such a violent at-

tempt to snuff her out of the race.

Her efforts were the catalyst for

changing the Marathon rule-

books, and in 1972, women were

officially allowed to enter and run

the famous Boston Marathon.

Since then, many women have

followed in her footsteps and bro-

ken new ground in every sport, so

that women could have a chance

to show what they are made of in

Boston and around the world.

More than 30 years have gone

by since Switzer first braved the

streets of Boston to make a

change in the way many compe-

titions excluded women from par-

ticipating in the same sports with

men. Switzer has gone on to race

in 35 more marathons, to include

Boston, and countless other races

and continues her efforts to en-

courage women to participate in

sports through motivational

speaking.

Along with being a success-

ful athlete, broadcaster, author,

and businesswoman, Switzer pio-

neered the corporate sponsorship

of „women's running events

through Avon Cosmetics. Along

with being theAvon Running Pro-

gram Director, she also runs her

own firm in New York City and

works with various companies on

the technology of their sports

products.

Switzercontinues to be a hero

to many, both as a motivational

speaker and athlete, She was re-

cently named "Runner of the De-

cade" by Runner's World Maga-

zine and has previously been

named "Runner of the Year" by

the Road Runner's Club of

America. Ho* famous run on that

fateful Patriots' Day in Boston

was just a stepping stone for her

dream to gain rights for all female

athletes. Her efforts may seem

like one small step forwoman, but

they were truly part of a giant

leap, as the face of sports has now

forever changed because of her

courage and endurance, both on

the road and off.

38-15 Softball Season

Comes ToA Close i

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood completed its

record-braking season April 17

at the 1999CVAC Softball Cham-

pionship in Florence, SC Coach

Kathy Riley's squad went 1-2 in

Hie tournament, defeating PfeuTer

(NC) 4-1, while falling to Mount

Olive (NC) 4-2 and to Limestone

(SC) 7-5. The Lancers finished

the season with a record of 38- 15

overall, 1 5-7 in the CVAC, estab-

lishing a new school-record for

season wins, while also setting 30

new team and individual school-

records as well.

Longwood was led by senior

Ubby Gough/Amelta County HS
who hit .462 with school-records

of nine home runs and 60 RBI.

Gough was followed by Englehart

at .384 with eight homers and 35

RBI, Wolff Coussoulos (.319,

school-record 36 stolen bases).

Walton (.312), freshman Ellen

HuuYStonewall Jackson HS (309,

26 RBI), and Lavinus (.300).

Rose finished the year 21-8 to tie

the school-record forseason wins,

adding a school-record 119

strikeouts to her 2.06 JERA
through 187 innings. For |er ef-

forts, Gough was selected to the

All-CVAC lst-team, whiwRose

and sophomore Denise Wack/

Great Bridge HS (17-7^2.03

ERA, 158.1 innings,* 58

strikeouts) were each picked to

theAll-CVAC 2nd-teara, aratHutt

garnered All-CVAC honorable

mention.
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Longwood's Newest Ingredient
REBECCA SHIELDS

Staff Writer

On January 17, 2000, the

recipe will be completed for the

new dining hall,, which is located

on Pine Street across from
Lankford Student Union. The first

construction
phase for the

enormous
60,000-square-

foot facility be-

gan during the

spring of 1998.

Initially,

the new main

dining hall will

be located on the

second floor

with a seating

capacity of

2,000.

This new

edition to

Longwood College is the first

building on campus which will

utilize the ground as a heat ex-

change system. This system will

control the building temperature

as the seasonal climate changes.

The new climate-control

system involved drilling 300

wells which will allow the ground

surrounding the building to ab-

sorb and release heat as the cli-

mate and temperature change.

Photo by Allison Beverley.

Some of the highlights for

the new dining hall will include

three catering rooms and meals to

go by the entrance. There will also

be new equipment such as tables,

chairs, china, and, believe it or

not, full-size glasses. There will

also be a large variety of food sec-

tions including a state of the art

food court with all major con-

cepts: Grill works, Deli (Hot and

Cold), Omelets to order, Break-

fast Bar,

"Wellness Cor-

ner" with veg-

etarian and

healthy options,

a huge salad bar,

Pasta Station,

soft serve and

hand-dipped ice

cream, and fro-

zen yogurt.

Space has also

been reserved

for future devel-

opment ofa cash

dining hall on

the order of the

Student Union.

With all this nearing

completion, the dining hall should

be a welcome addition for hun-

gry Longwood students.

Longwood Increases

Student Enrollment
KELLYWOOD
Staff Writer

The population in

Farmville is expanding rapidly.

According to the Longwood
homepage, 3.600 students en-

rolled for classes this semester.

This is an increase of four percent

over previous years.

This small school, priding

itself on undersized classes, is

now reaching new heights with

the student increases. According

to an article in The Farmville Her-

ald. Longwood projects that by

2007 there will be approximately

5000 students attending.

To increase living space on

campus, juniors and seniors are

encouraged to consider off-cam-

pus housing. In the past, seniors

were the only students that had

this option, and the housing off

campus was limited.

Even with more students

residing off campus, there is still

overcrowding in the Longwood

dormitories.

Students have differing

opinions on this increase of popu-

lation. Eryn Stanley, a senior at

Longwocjd, stated "I chose to at-

tend Longwood because of the

small student body and campus

size. In the four years mat I have

been here, I have noticed an in-

crease. My class size has ex-

panded by almost a third. If I had

the choice now, I would consider

a smaller school than Longwood."

Amy Pack agreed with

Eryn. She stated, "I came to

Longwood specifically because it

is a small school, and now I feel

that my reasoning is being de-

feated."

Regardless of both positive

and negative opinions on the in-

crease, Longwood is growing and

evidendy will continue to do so.

Longwood CoUege is preparing

for this increase and in the next

few years, Farmville just may be-

come a larger town.

The Help Desk Answers Technology Questions for Students
GEORGE LANUM

Assl. Features Editor

As the face of technology

continues to change, Longwood

and the Information Technology

Department continue to change as

well. When many of these

changes occur, people are often

unaware of them. The Informa-

tion Technology Help Desk and

The Rotunda newspaper are team-

ing up to answer your technol-

ogy-based questions and keep you

informed of changes involving

technology.

As many know, the RTA
(Resident Technology Associate)

program, now in its second year.

was set up in order provide tech-

nical support to students in their

rooms. There are currently 15

RTA's who support various build-

ings. The on-call hours of RTAs
are 6p.m. to midnight Monday
through Thursday, Saturday

2:00p.m. to 9:00p.m, and Sun-

day 2:00p.m. to 12:00a.m. Please

contact the RTA that supports

your building. Please call only

one RTA at his room before pag-

ing him.

Longwood is currently in

its second year of offering Dell

Laptops to students. With any

piece of technology, problems can

arise. When calling Dell, be sure

to document the call. Record the

name of the technician you spoke

with and record your service call

order number. If your computer

requires a visit to Longwood from

a Banktec or Wang technician,

please call the Help Desk at 4357

and they will process a work or-

der. Then you can take your

laptop to our Student Network

Group located in the Graham

building behind the police station.

The RTA's recently com-

pleted the freshman laptop care

and feeding classes. This is a class

that introduces you to your laptop.

Based on the survey from those

participating in these classes, a

large percentage of students have

requested an additional class. The

RTA's and the Help Desk are

pleased to offer a class that will

focus on Eudora and the Internet.

The class will be offered Wednes-

day September 29, from 6:00-

7:30p.m.; Thursday, September

30, from 3:30-5:OOp.m.; and

Tuesday, October 5, from 6:00-

7:30p.m. All classes will take

place in Hiner 207.

Starting this semester , IITS

has set up a web trading post and

a community announcements

web board hoping these additions

will help. The Longwood Trad-

ing Post will enable faculty, staff.

and students to post information

about personal items they want to

make available to other members

of the Longwood community.

Community Announcements is an

area designated for posting up-

coming events, happenings, and

information of interest to faculty,

staff, and students. In addition, the

Help Desk web board will aid in

technical support.

If you have a computer

question or a question involving

technology in general, feel free to

post. An RTA, will research and

post the answers to these ques-

Sce TECHNOLOGY p. 5
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EDITORIAL
i_rello everyone! Welcome

back to Longwood! I

. hope the summer break

went well for everyone. I am sure

(as usual) it was not long enough.

But now it is back to the grind.

There have been many
changes in Farmville since we left

for summer break. Did anyone

notice that the new dining hall

actually looks like a building

now? I was very impressed. Also,

there have been a handful of new
businesses opening in town: Six

Shooters, Revolutions CDs, and

Illusions, just to name a few.

Speaking ofIllusions, I never

thought that I'd see the day when
Farmville had a lingerie store. I

almost fell out ofmy seat when I

found out.

The Rotunda has also had

some changes since last year. We
have a new staff and a new advi-

sor Hoke Currie. The paper will

still be published weekly.

Of course, not everything has

changed since we left. There is

still the typical mass confusion

associated with the first week
back at school. For the record, I

am sorry to be so random in my
issues, but there is so much to dis-

cuss and so little space.

The parking dilemma still

lives on. At this point I have al-

most given up on ever seeing that

work out I was one ofthose lucky

few people that was ONE credit

away from being a junior. So I am
in sophomore parking again. I'd

say after two full years of classes,

one year living at Longwood, and

two semesters ofparking in those

ever so convenient in-the-woods

parking areas, I would get a break.

But nope, that's not how it works.

But at least it is only for a semes-

ter.

Another thing I do not under-

stand is that Longwood charges

people $30 a night to move in

early. HELLO! This seems like it

would make the normal move in

day easier; why charge people for

it? I am sure that the money goes

to something helpful, but it seems

like another way for Longwood
to get money.

Speaking of money, I will say

that I was pleasantly surprised at

my total book cost. I figured that

I'd have to sell my soul to pay for

tEhe aaotunrja
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my books, but it wasn't that bad.

It wasn't exactly cheap either, but

hey, it's college.

I am sorry to say that I am also

quite disturbed about a few Greek

issues. Now, before I start, 1 am
not a Greek type, but I am not

anti-Greek either. There are just

things that I don't understand. So

please, no hate mail. I heard that

Rush was changed to recruitment.

What is up with that? What dif-

ference does it make? It just

seems like a bigger word for the

same thing.

And I recently discovered that

sororities don't allow members to

talk to others during rush (oops,

recruitment). Okay people, what

is the point of this? What good

does this do? Maybe some of you

faithful readers can fill me in be-

cause quite frankly, I don't get it.

But on to happy things. I

would personally like to thank

Longwood College for giving us

the day off. It was a beautiful day

for us. And even though it didn't

really do anything, I appreciated

the caution that the administration

took in the matter.

In closing, I would like to

send a belated thanks to Ed Bell

for all of his articles (From the

Rafters). The Rotunda staffwould

all tike to say: Gooooodbye Ed!

And good luck.

I hope that you all have an

excellent week. Keep reading The

Rotunda. See you next week.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Welcome Back from the Dining Hall

On behalf of the entire Long-

wood Dining Hall staff, I would

like to welcome all new freshmen

and transfers as well as the return-

ing students back to Longwood.

We at the Dining Hall hope to

have a very productive year. We
are looking foward to the move
next semester to the new Dining

Hall. Upon the return of students

from winter break, the new Din-

talk to one of the Dining Hall su-

pervisors. We want to do our best

to serve the needs of the student

body and see that all of our cus-

tomers are satisfied.

Also, at this time we would

like to recognize the employees

of die week for the week ending

September 10. Matt Jarasa and

Jon Owings are both great em-
ployees and have done a wonder-

ing Hall should be up and ready fill job sincejoining our crew this

fee use. Until then we will con- semester. Congratulations!

tinue to offer our services in If any students are interested,

Blackwell and the Rotunda Mar- there are plenty ofopenings at the

ket - Cafe. No experience is needed
If students have any ques- and you can start immediately. If

tions, concerns, or suggestions for interested, please see one of the
the Dining Services, please feel supervisors at the Cafe or call

free to use the suggestion box or x2121.

-Ben Koontz

£o Vou Like \A/rri-/no
p

The Rotunda has
general meetings every
Monday night at 9p.m.

in our office.m
(In the Student Union to the right of the mailboxes)
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Ifjw re not m4ypu re not paying attention

"77i€ Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda®kmgwood.Ufc.edu.

College Work Study vs. Federal

Work Study: Where's theWork?
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

As the school year begins

again and students are looking for

jobs, the positions available on

campus are quickly taken. The
majority of these jobs are only

offered to the students in the Fed-

eral Work Study Program.

Those in the Federal Work
Study Program are students who
have financial aid and/or student

loans. Students without financial

aid or student loans are put in the

College Work Study program.

This is where the problem lies.

Most of the Federal Work
Studyjobs are funded by the gov-

ernment This means mat the col-

lege does not have to pay for them

to work. The college does have

to pay students who work for

College Work Study, which
causes the positions to be limited.

Just because some students*

tuition can be paid in full by their

parents or some other generous

benefactor does not mean that

they are showered with cash for

bills and spending money. It is

wrong for the school and the gov-

ernment to assume this because

it is not always true.

One Longwood junior who
lives off campus has her tuition

taken care ofby her parents; how-

ever, she still has a monthly rent

bill of $200, plus all other bills

and groceries. This adds up to at

least $400 a month, which neces-

sitates of a job.

An on-campus job would

be ideal for her because the em-

ployers are very flexible with stu-

dents' schedules, but since she is

in the College Work Study Pro-

gram, there are very few positions

open to her.

Working the front desk, the

information desk, and other desk

jobs in small offices are all Fed-

eral Work Study jobs. There are

few jobs open to both types of

work study: Dining Hall jobs in

Lankford Cafe, and the Academic

Computing Labs. But ifyou have

some kind of aversion to work-

ing with food and/or are computer

illiterate, you may be out of luck

and out of an on-campus job.

For more information about

campus job opportunities, you

can check out the Longwood Col-

lege Homepage, contact Nadine

Garrett, or go by the Housing Of-

fice in Lancaster.

# tMwi&mb
m®
* To the progress of the new dining hall. Maybe a spring opening

date isn't too unrealistic.Also, we like the greenery outside.

*To Longwood for cancelling classes for bad weather. It was a

much needed break for everyone.

*Are those blue lights we see on the emergency phones?

Very nice.

* Dr. Patricia Cormier for superbly representing Longwood
during the Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on Higher

Education.

$m
People in charge of parking and the parking decals. It is a

little crowded around here.

"The lack of variety and supplies in the Dining Hall. The

runny ranch dressing and nacho cheese and the decreasing

amount of yummy dessert

THE WEATHER! Is it summer? Is it fall? Is it monsoon
season? What is the deal?

The cold that is passing around campus like a plague. It is

too early to be sick!

People who are already slacking off this early in the

semester.

To Campus Police for being ticket happy the first week of

school.

Send your Props and Drops to

rotunda@longvvoodJwcedu.

SPEAK OUT

wasywr biggest fear (hiring the Hurricane Warning /

That the Dining Hall

wouldn't be openr
AU*»y Adams

"I'm reading a choose-

your-own-adventure book,

and, uh, I've gotten to

page 95, out of 115, and 1

was scared I'd never get to

finish it.**

-Frank Perkins

"That all the teees would

fall down on my ear!**

-Cathleen Suddarth

"My biggest fear? I didn't

really have one. Uh...

(cough) I just hoped the

place didn't flood."

^Seth Thomas

'That I'd get blown away

and no one would ever

find me again!"

-Tray Nickels

"I'm from Virginia Beach,

so I was just concerned

about my house back

home.**

-Marcus Stanley

'That the lights would go

out and my flashlight

batteries would be dead...

I'm afraid of the dark."

-I -attire PffffigTPW

"I wasn't scared at all."

-Caca Roiander
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Listen to the Silence Revised After Freshman Incident
EDEN MILLER

Staff Writer

It's been a rite of passage

for the incoming freshmen for

several years now. They are ush-

ered into Jarman Auditorium dur-

ing orientation to watch Listen to

the Silence, Longwood's play to

raise awareness about how to pre-

vent date rape.

Last year, however, the

freshmen class gave the show a

disrespectful and rude reception,

laughing inappropriately and

heckling throughout. Upset by

this sort of behavior, the students

and faculty ofLongwood's theater

department knew something

needed to be changed.

Listen to the Silence was

originally written by T.C. Clarke,

a Longwood student, and Susie

Bruce, the head of the Wellness

Center. Up until this year, the only

update that had occurred with the

| script was to change the statistics.

However, after the contro-

versy surrounding the crowd's re-

action to the play last year, senior

Samantha Wootten found herself

in die position of reworking the

play as well as directing it. "I in-

nocently asked who was direct-

ing it and the next thing I knew, I

was sitting in front of my com-

puter crying," Wootten said ex-

plaining how she came to be cho-

sen for this task

While she is an English ma-

jor, Wootten has been actively in-

volved in theater since her fresh-

man year, and she was able to

draw on her experiences in both

in undertaking this project

Wootten's first step in this

process was to talk to the actors

and audience to sec what they did

and didn't like. For most people,

the comedy that was in the play

seemed false.

Terry Jachimiak, who was

stage manager last year for Lis-

ten to the Silence, and had the

daunting task ofbeing lighting de-

signer as well as acting in the

show said, "The major problem

we had was that the incoming

freshmen found the subject of

Is Longwood Ready
for Y2K?

JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor

With the new millenium

approaching many of you have

probably heard about all of the

Y2K mumbo jumbo. Everyone

has made such a big deal about it

and at this point you don't want

to hear anymore about it. Well,

students may want to take notice

a little and become informed of

some of the things that could hap-

pen at Longwood with the turn of

the century.

First of all, one needs a little

background information on ex-

actly what Y2K is. Computers

were designed with a fatal flaw.

Instead of using four digits to rep-

resent the year, they were de-

signed to use two. As the

millenium gets closer, many com-
rters and computerized devices

will Become confused and shut-

down or produce incorrect data.

These problems can be found in

mainframe computers, desktops,

and in some systems that used

micro-chip based "embedded sys-

tems."

Longwood has been prepar-

ing for Y2K for the past three

years. Every system has been

tested to see if it is Y2K compli-

ant. They tested all of the systems

and equipment by setting die date

for January 1, 2000, and they did

not have any problems.

In preparation forY2K, stu-

dents who own a PC other than a

Dell are advised to run a series of

tests on their computer to make
sure that they areY2K compliant

These tests can be downloaded

from a Y2K site on the internet.

As for Longwood in gen-

eral, its major concerns are things

the college cannot control, such

as Virginia power and telephone

company vendors. Longwood
seems to be relatively well pre-

pared and just waiting now to see

what the turn of die century will

bring.

rape comical. The biggest change

Wootten made was making rape

more serious." She was able to

do this by cutting a lot of the ex-

cess humor from the play and

shortening it from 45 minutes to

a half-hour.

"Gene [Muto, the head of

Longwood's Theatre Department]

had his own ideas that he wanted

incorporated," she says, "such as

making certain scenes more real-

istic. The Angel/Devil scene was

reworked into the Mike/Jock/

Nice Guy scene."

By changing this scene, a

lot of the unrealistic humor that

had existed was turned into a

light-hearted scene that still had

a powerful message. "College

students are beyond the

cartoonish Angel on right shoul-

der, Devil on left, comedy. The

audience needed a break from the

intensity of the rape scenes, but

they didn't need to be conde-

scended to either."

For her cast, Wootten chose

newcomer Elizabeth Yorns for the

lead role of Kate. Yorns originally

went to the audition because she

wanted to get involved in the

Longwood Theatre since she had

been very active in her high

school's theatre department. "Ev-

eryone was really nice and made

me feel welcomed." Despite be-

ing an unknown, Wootten says of

Yorns, "In terms of acting, I had

no worries."

Perhaps the most signifi-

cant part of this year's production

of Listen to the Silence was the

move away from focusing on be-

ing a victim of rape towards be-

ing a survivor of rape. "I don't

think it started out being a con-

scious decision, in all truth,"

Wootten says of this move, "but

the more I worked with it, the

more I saw the importance of

moving away from the victim

mentality."

Wootten did make a con-

scious effort to have the play

speak more directly towards

women. "I was concerned that I

was making the male species ap-

pear evil or effeminate, but I also

realized that I had a primarily fe-

male audience as well," she says.

"There seemed to be a lot of

mixed signals going on [in last

year's production] and I wanted

to avoid that as much as possible."

The changes made to Lis-

ten to the Silence seem to have

worked.This year's freshmen

class did not react inappropriately

to any scenes, and laughed only

when the play intended them to.

"I was more relieved that we

didn't get the same reaction from

the year before more than any-

thing," Wootten says to the recep-

tion the play received. While she's

unsure if her version of the script

will be used in the future,

Samantha hopes that "if revisions

are made to the script that the

intent and focus are kept" How-

ever, she says that working on

Listen to the Silence was "a posi-

tive experience that I hope made

an impact on the audience."

Longwood's New Financial Aid Director
LAURA EYNON

Staff Writer

Just about every year, new

.

faculty and staff are brought into

the Longwood community. This

year one of those is new Finan-

cial Aid Director, Jeff Scofield.

Scofield came to work at

Longwood College after being the

Financial Aid Director for six

years at Our Lady of the Lake

University in San Antonio.

This private university was

roughly the same size as

Longwood, which Scofield liked,

but he did not enjoy the two-hour

commute to work and back.

In order to spend more time

raising his two young children,

Scofield searched for a similar-

sized school in a small commu-
nity.

Scofield was attracted to

Farmville and Longwood because

of the size of the college and com-

munity, but more importantly be-

cause of the friendliness of the

people in and around the school.

When he came during the

summer for his interviews, he was

impressed by the positive attitude

he felt from the administrators

working together for the students'

best interests.

Although he doesn't see

any problem areas with the Finan-

cial Aid program, Scofield says

there is always room for improve-

ment He wants to keep up with

advancing technology, possibly

using email and websites to help

inform students.

His motto is to make it

"easier, better and faster for the

student." He lived in a dorm for

ten years, working in a REC-type

job, so he understands what the

students need and what is happen-

ing to them.

He doesn't want laundry to

go unwashed because money
can't be scrounged up. One of his

top priorities now is finding more

money for student scholarships.

So, in the future, keep an

eye out for improvements to the

Financial Aid Department and

then thank Jeff Scofield for mak-
ing the process "easier, tetter, and

faster."

Take a Shot at Six Shooters
ER1KA MURPHEY

Staff Writer

Last year, it was common
knowledge that for most students,

the weekend was Thursday

through Saturday nijrfit This year,

the nightlife on Thursday nights

has suffered considerably upon

the closing of the 205 Steakhouse.

Now everyone seems to be ask-

ing the same question: Where do
we go? If you are over 21, Six

Shooters is the answer.

Six Shooters is die newest

bar in Farmville. It offers much
more than drinks. The music is al-

ways playing at Six Shooters. The
sounds range from country mu-

sic to rock and roll. During the

week there is a D.J. and on week
ends there is usually a band and a

D.J, to play during the breaks.

Alongside the full bar is a dance

floor. If you are not interested in

the nighdife, you can come for

See SHOOTERS p 5
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Battle Wages Within Library

J1LDA KEY
Guest Writer

While students were away

during the summer, the library

staff prepared for the first annual

"Battle of the Books." This con-

test is successfully proving that

the library is not just a source for

mundane journals, criticisms, and

books by haughty experts.

The "Battle of the Books,"

which began Monday, September

6, is a contest developed by the

library staff to increase reading

among students and community

members.

As contest books fly out the

doors, patrons are learning that

the library holds numerous works

of fiction which are enjoyable

titles to be devoured in between

classes and after work.

"I believe that the book

contest is a great idea. It really

gets all the patrons and staff in-

volved in reading," said Angie

Moore from Circulation/Reserve.

Each member of the library

staff selected 15 books that they

thought students and community

members would like to read. Se-

lections range from works of fic-

tion to cookbooks and include

titles and authors like LA. Noir

by James Elroy, life After God by
Douglas Coupland, Hot Sex: How
To Do It by Tracy Cox, Little Al-

ters Everywhere by Rebecca

Wells, and Death by Chocolate by

Marcel Desaulnier. Because of the

contest's success, the library staff

has selected an additional ten

books, which will be placed on

the contest book shelves (located

in front of the Circulation/Re-

serve desk) within the next

couple of weeks.

Patrons can expand their

role in the contest beyond that of

the reader. After finishing a book,

patrons are encouraged to fill out

a comment card Gocated with the

contest books and at the Circula-

tion/Reserve desk). They include

their name, phone number, title of

the book, and a brief review.

At the end of the year, a

card will be drawn and the win-

ner will receive a prize (previ-

ously unannounced). The more

books a patron reads and reviews,

the greater the chances for win-

ning. Just weeks into the contest,

the shelves are thinning out,

which proves there is a growing

interest in reading.
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tions. The helpdesk web

board address is http://

bulletin.lwc.edu/-heilpdesk. This

column is for you, and it will only

work with your help.

To take advantage of these

new services, simply point your

web browser to http://

uuii'wiin. 1wt . Cull/ "".Lion h nvooo.

Click the new user button. Fill in

the appropriate information and

click the create button. Your user

name and temporary password

will be e-mailed to you. After you

have received your user name and

password through e mail, ^mpfy

return to http://bulletin.lwc.edu/

-Longwood and enter your login

information. Once you enter the

board, you may select a confer-

ence and read messages or post

new messages.

Additional help can be

found on-line at http://

www.lwc.edu/webboard/
index .html. The web board policy

can be found at http://

www.lwc.edu/iits/infosec/

builetinboard.htm. Please contact

die Help Desk with any questions

or comments you may have.

RTA Contact List

Name
Asteway Gattew

Chad Harvel

Krisshorna Walker

Jonathan Beales

Jonathan Short

Susan Borgrink

Jacqueline Moss
James Cowart

George Lanum
Trevor Alsbrook

Paul Roach

Thomas Potts

Michael Novak
Billy Shonts

David McWee

Supported Dorm

Axc/Stubbs

Wheeler

Colonnades

Colonnades

Colonaades

Cox
Cox

Ctmarngharns

Cunninghams

Frazer

Fraaw

Carry

Curry

Frazer

Dorm Number
4110

4684

3222

3630

3629

3404

3371

3278

336!

3471

3916

3978

3705

3824

1

Beeper

315-9746

315-9756

315-9753

315-9751

315-9745

315-0574

315-9755

315-9749

315-9750

315-9748

315-9747

315-9752

315-0571

315-9754

315-0586

Credit Cards and Students
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

"Undergraduate stu-

dents ages 18-24 showed an av-

erage credit card debt of $1,843

in 1999..." reports the Nellie Mae
Corporation in a recent report.

Nellie Mae is a national student

loan provider that works to edu-

cate students about the risks of

high borrowing.

Most of us don't even have

a hundred dollars to our names at

any one time, let alone $1,843

lying around to pay off a nagging,

ever-increasing debt

So, how can we manage our

money so that we won't be pay-

ing off debts for the rest of our

lives? In a letter to the editor the

. President of the United States Stu-

dent Association (USSA), An-

thony Samu listed a few helpful

hints. Most importantly, "If you

don't have enough money to

cover your expenses, do not be-

gin making charges on your credit

card to make up the difference.

Something has to go," says Samu.

So, how do Longwood stu-

dents and parents feel about credit

cards? One Longwood parent,

Deborah Montgomery, suggests,

"Credit cards only encourage stu-

dents to live beyond their means.

Only when they can pay off their

monthly debts, should they own

a credit card."

Longwood junior Sarah

Menkes agrees, "Students and

credit cards don't mix." Ofcourse

there are students out there that

manage to keep their credit card

debts under control.

In a credit card survey, the

Institute for Higher Education

Policy reports that 59% of :ollege

students pay their monthly credit

card bill in full. If we as students

learn how to improve our money

management, Anthony Samu
hopes, "we will erase the notion

that adult college students are na-

ive and irresponsible."

Photo by Allison Beverley

SHOOTERS Cont. p. 4

lunch, they offer a full

lunch menu. The lunch hours are

daily from 11a.m. through 2p.m.

The bar hours are Wednesday 5

p.m.-12 a.m., Thursday 5 p.m.-l

a.m., and Friday 5 p.m. through 2

a.nh __^_

One Six Shooters employee

said that there are a mix of col-

lege students as well a* locals that

come by. Six Shooters is work-

ing to start a college night On col-

lege night, those 18 and over will

be admitted with a driver's license

IP- '
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Thursday

3rd
Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 8:00 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

ttiiiiiiM

24th
Lunch at Lankford

with Brian Hall

Lankford Student

Union Mall

11:30 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 8:00 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

&o, toJjatfc tJ>e sfcoop? ^Jjat preciou*

information bo pou knoto?

Anything from birthdays, to meetings,
to off-campus events.iff you know
abort toum Ihinifc let us know!
Send H to: rotundaeiouqwood.

Forensics Tournment

in

Bloomsburg, PA

Men's Tennis

vs.

Liberty

1 :00 p.m.

Dorothy Gillespie:

Selected Works from

the Radford University

Collection

Opens at the LCVA
Opening Reception

@ 3:00 -5:00 p.m.

Runs till 6 Nov.

Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 5 & 9 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

Alum

Tour of I

@2:00

Go to ch

Time to cai

lost sleep i

week oi

I
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ni Event

'oplar Forest

- 4:00 p.m.

lurch today

tch up on the

rom the past

'studying

iday Monday Tuesday Wkkvscky

27th
CrossRoads Meeting

in Amelia Room
7:30 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper

Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

@ 9:00 p.m.

££«&&

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous patties, holds & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

28th 29th
Department Recital

in Wygal

4:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Cabaret in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Runs till 2 Oct.

but a 3:00 p.m. showing

on 3 Oct.

Info call x2474

Women's Tennis

vs.

Randolph-Macon

@ 3:30 p.m.

Sigma Sigma Sigma

would like to wish you good luck

with recruitment and throughout the

semester "
f*
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Wanted: Students to

G.I.V.E. to the Community
KRISTIE UTTLE

Writer

The Groups and Individu-

ils Volunteering Efforts, or

G.I.V.E. office is off to another

un- filled year of giving back to

he Longwood and Fannville

communities.This year Ellen

Masters, the coordinator of the

3.I.V.E. office, and Jennifer

Waugh, an AmeriCorp represen-

ati ve, are hoping to get more stu-

dents to donate time to commu-
nity service.

Jennifer Waugh graduated

from Virginia Tech in May with a

degree in Studio Art. She is the

first member from AmeriCorp to

come to Longwood and her posi-

tion is being funded by a grant

from the Corporation for National

Service. Jennifer must complete

1 700 hours ofcommunity service

over eleven months. She must do

four hours of direct service and

35 hours in the O.I.V.E. office

each week.

Some of her direct service

will be spent at the Longwood

Center for the Visual Arts provid-

ing art therapy for at-risk children

in Prince Edward County.

Ellen and Jennifer would

like to get more Longwood stu-

dents to help out this year. They

hope that more groups and indi-

viduals will register at the

G.I.VE. office to do community

service.

There is always room for

advancement through G.I.V.E.

Volunteering can get students rec-

ommendations, internships, and a

sense of giving back to the com-

munities around them. The office

also encourages faculty to use ser-

vice projects to enhance their cur-

riculum.

Community Service is the

kind of challenging experience

that will change the lives ofthose

you help, as well as your own.

If any individuals or groups

are interested in becoming a part

of this rewarding experience,

please call Ellen Masters or Jen-

nifer Waugh in the G.I.V.E office

atx2397.

LC to Welcome Cabaret
PRESSRELEASE

Longwood Theatre opens

its millennial season on Septem-

ber 29 with the hit Broadway

musical Cabaret, Performances

are at 8 p.m. on September 29

through October 2, with a 3 p.m.

matinee on Sunday, October 3.

Set against the backdrop of

the gathering storm of the Nazi

political movement in Germany,

the story of Cabaret is about

Clifford Bradshaw, an aspiring

American writer who is roaming

Europe in an increasingly frantic

search for inspiration for his new
novel. He is soon attracted to an

enticing nightspot-the Kit Kat

Klub-with its bohemian (and

sometimes shady) clientele. The

cabaret lures Cliff from his type-

writer and into the clutches of the

Berlin underground nightlife. He
is immediately enamored of Sally

Bowles, and in a very short while

(and much to the chagrin of his

landlady), she leaves her present

lover and moves in with Cliff,

only to complicate his life, and in

the end, break his heart.

Equity actress Jan Guarino

appears in the leading role of

Sally Bowles. "The Toast of

Mayfair," Longwood alumnus

Stevie Journey returns to campus

to create the role of the Emcee,

and Theatre and Music faculty

members Pamela Arkin and Tho-

mas A. Williams play the roles of

Fraulein Schneider and Herr

Schultz.

The production is under the

direction of Gene Muto, Donald

Trott is musical director, and fac-

ulty/alumna Erin Thomas is serv-

ing as choreographer. The scen-

ery is by Tony Hardin and cos-

tumes are by Patt Ness. Tickets

are available at the door or by call-

ing the Jarman Auditorium Box
Office at extension 2474. If you

need to speak with a real live per-

son. Box Office hours are Tues-

day-Friday, 3-5 p.m. Season tick-

ets are also available for the

Longwood Theatre Millennial

Season. This production is for ma-

ture audiences only.

Tom Deluca Comes Back to Longwood
GEORGE LANUM

Asst. Features Editor

Tom Deluca returned to

rouse Longwood with his "The-

atre of Imagination" Thursday,

September 9, in Jarman. Deluca

has brought his show to

Longwood for the past six years,

and this year's performance

packed the excitement and en-

ergy into two nearly sold-out

shows.

Deluca, working in the

field as a hypnotist, had a strong

desire to transfer his skills and

apply them to the entertainment

industry. He said that he had a

certain desire to succeed in this

unusual vocation. He feels that

he has a natural knack and
reparte with people, which gives

him the ability to get into their

heads.

Marketing himself to col-

leges and corporations almost

solely, Deluca is constantly busy.

He plays an average of 150 col-

leges a year. During the college

off time, Deluca performs for

corporations. Between perfor-

mances, he spends a lot of time

on the phone and honing his act.

"One of the hardest things

about the shows is taking people

to a point and keeping them
there," said Deluca. "You have to

be there; you just can't walk

through a show. There is no auto-

pilot"

Deluca's show appeals to a

large number of people because

he always delivers a tastefully

spellbinding performance. There

is something about Deluca's show

that everyone will understand. He

has the ability to expose the com-

mon traits innate in everyone.

Drew Walker, one of

Deluca's victims, said, "It was

kind of embarrassing, hearing

what people said. It was cool, I'd

recommend it." Drew has been

on stage twice before, but this

was the first time that it actually

worked.

Kasey Stout, one of the

spotters with Lancer Produc-

tions, said, "I was skepticial to

begin with, but afterwords I to-

tally believed. I thought he was

amazing."

Deluca has been on the

college circuit since 1979. He
has won National Association of

Campus Activities Campus Enter-

tainer of the Year four times.

Tom Deluca is currently

nominated for the 1999 NACA
Entertainer of the Year Award, as

well as the 1999 National Asso-

ciation of Campus Activities Va-

riety Entertainer of the Year

Award.

CD Review: A Place in the Sun
M1CHELE THOMPSON

Asst. Copy Editor

Every CD has one; it's that

song that is overplayed to the

point you'd like to hit yourself re-

peatedly with a frying pan.

In Tim McGraw's new al-

bum A Place In the Sim it is

"Please Remember Me." This

song is truly beautiful and

haunting, but after hearing it 12

times a day, you lose apprecia-

tion for it. Maybe if I pull it out

6 months from now I will fall

in love with it all over again.

One of the best songs on

the CD is "Something Like

That " It's about first love and

how it's never forgotten even if

you run into each other years

later. It's a faster song and a lot

of fun, not a ballad, as you might

expect It tells how many details

you can remember about the im-

portant moments in your life.

Then there's the song about

an age we all remember, "Seven-

teen. " This song is about what we

were like way back then. I was

thinking it sounded a lot like be-

ing in college "standing on the

edge of everything."

Another sweet ballad is

"Somebody Must Be Prayin' For

Me." It's about the good fortune

in our lives. Is it luck or is some-

one praying for us?

And of course there is the

inevitable drinking song "Seno-

rita Margarita." It's about a man

who needs the comfort of a few

margaritas to ease the pain before

trying to win back the woman that

he loves. He "just can't be alone

tonight"

A beautiful song about

just making it is "Carry On."

This song is about doing what

we have to and not "running

scared." We should look on the

optimistic side of things and just

pick ourselves up and get on
with the business of life, which

is all we can do sometimes.

A Place In the Sun is an

excellent CD with a variety of

music, not just the same tune

with different words. It tells

about the search for meaning

and our place in the world. I

like every song on this CD,
which is a rarity for me, though I

do like some better than others.

If you are a Tun McGraw
fan or if you're just looking for

some good music, pick up A
Place In the Sun. ****stars

......
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Deep

KEmimCK
Calendar EdUor

What's another word for thesaurus?

I believe five out of four people have trouble with fractions,

I was thinking that women should put pictures of missing

husbands on beer cans.

I was Clinking about how people seem to read the Bible a

whole lot mote as they get older, then H dawned on me, they

were cramming for their finals,

I thought about how mothers feed tiheir babies wife Mttle tiny

spoons and forks, so I wonder what Chinese mothers use.

Perhaps toothpicks?

Why do tfwy put pictures of criminals up in the Pott Office?

What are we supposed to do...write to these men? Why don't

they just put their pictures on the postage stamps so the

mailmen could look for them while they delivered the mail?

Never agree to plastic surgery if the doctor's office is full of

portraits by Picasso.

Why not modern Latin: VENI, VIDI, VISA - 1 came, I saw, I

shopped.

If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are

the OTHERS here for?

STRESSED spelled backwards is DESSERTS.

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts'* of

your own, please e-mail them to kanrock@lottgwoodjwc.edu

Movie Review:
Stigmata

KIM URAN

N

Asst. News Editor

The only frigthening thing

about the new movie, Stigmata,

is how much it makes you think.

Previews for the film made many

believe it was more of an Exor-

cist for the millenium. Well, the

Exorcist this is not. Compared to

the classic horror flick, Stigmata

falls short. It's an adventurous

romp, though, testing the bound-

aries of faith, science and love.

Patricia Arquette plays

Frankie, a "heathen" who is sud-

denly inflicted with what seems

to be stigmata-the wounds of

Christ. Add on to that the fact that

she is also possessed by a dead

priest, and you know the poor

girl's in for some serious trouble.

Gabriel Byrne portrays Fa-

ther Andrew, a scientist turned

priest who studies cases like

Frankie's all over the world. His

search for tibe truth becomes par-

alleled by his desire to keep

Frankie alive.

What he discovers over the

course of the movie is an intricate

plot by the Church to cover up a

message. This message, accord-

ing to the higher-ups of the

Vatican, would knock Christian-

ity right off it's feet If it is dis-

covered, that is.

The acting is done well, and

the story line is based on some-

thing that might really have hap-

pened. All in all, this movie war-

rants at least a viewing, but not

necessarily at the movie theater.

Choosing the Right

Retirement Company
Makes All the Difference

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has

been the leading retirement company

on America's campuses. But experience is

just one reason why so many smart

investors trust us with their financial

future. Here are a few more:

Superior strength

With over $250 billion in assets under man-

agement, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest

retirement organization - and among the

most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the

standard in the financial services industry." 1

Solid, long-term
performance

We seek out long-term opportunities that

other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,

often miss. Though past performance can't

guarantee future results, this patient philos-

ophy has proven extremely rewarding.

>«~V* fntt liftft.gft 63M9. Z&aiW dTm 1

.
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Surprisingly low expenses

TIAA-CREF s operating costs are among

the lowest in the insurance and mutual

fund industries.2 So more ofyour money

goes where it should - toward ensuring

your future.

Easy diversification

We offer a wide variety of expertly

managed investment options to help build

your assets. We make it simple, too, with

stock, bond, money market, real estate,

and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled service

We believe that our service distinguishes

us from every other retirement company.

In die most recent Dalbar survey,

TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation

satisfaction.3

Call today to find out how TIAA-

CREF can help you build the financial

future you -want and deserve.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

' ' ' '
i
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Field Hockey At 5-2, Number
5 in NFHCA Division 2

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood continued its

winning streak September 18

with a 4-1 defeat of NCAA Di-

vision I Davis & Amp; Elkins,

West Virginia.The Lancers,

ranked #5 in last week's National

Field Hockey Coaches Associa-

tion (NFHCA) Division II Poll,

are now 5-2 with four consecu-

tive victories. LC was scheduled

to play at Randolph-Macon Sep-

tembcr 21 before traveling

Shippensburg, Pennsylvania on

September 30.

Sophomore Cheryl

Andrukonis (Fairfax, VA-W.T.
Woodson HS) led the scoring at-

tack with two goals, while senior

Elizabeth Mann (Richmond, VA-
Open HS) and junior Heather

Kinstler (Virginia Beach, VA-
Tallwood HS) contributed one

goal each for the Lancers.

Kinstler, along with junior Kris

Denson (Fredericksburg, VA-
Stafford HS) and senier Melanie

Panza (Virginia Beach, VA-
Ocean Lakes HS) each contrib-

uted an assist

In goal, senior Kim Iman

(Virginia Beach, VA-Frank W.

Cox HS) had eight saves and
zero goals against, while sopho-

more Stephanie Potter (North

Kingstown, R.I.-North

Kingstown HS) earned one save.

LC outshot Elkins 33-1 1 during

the match at Barlow Field.

"We kept our heads to-

Kinstler with seven goals and

three assists for 1 7 points ( 1 .00),

followed by Mann (6g, la,

13pts., .86), and Andrukonis (5g,

la, 11 pts., .71). Iman has ac-

quired 62 saves, eight goals

against for a 1.31 average, and

an .886 save % for 429 minutes.

Soccer Players

Named as Players

Of the Week,

September 15-21

gether," said Head Coach Nancy

Joel. It was a good game and one

of the toughest physically for the

season."

Through seven matches,

Longwood is led in scoring by

Due to inclement weather

last week from Hurricane Floyd,

the game at Lynchburg College

has been rescheduled for Octo-

ber 5, at 3:30 p.m. in Lynchburg.

Longwood Women's Golf Has
Total, 637 at First Tournament

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood shot a 321-316-

637 team score to place seventh

at the Radford Invitational. The

College ofCharleston finished in

first-place with a 299-301-600

team score at the par 72, 5,806-

yard Draper Valley Golf Course.

Sophomore All-American Vicki

Matkovich (Wheeling, W.Va-

Wheeling Park HS) led the Lanc-

ers with a 77-75-152 tying for

ninth place individually.

Matkovich was only seven

shots behind Christine Gau! of

Charleston who finished first

with 71-74-145.

Other Lancer scores include

junior Mandy Beamer
(Burkeville, Va.-Nottoway HS)
82-74-156, senior Katie Soule

(Suffolk, Va.-Franklin HS) 82-

80-162, freshmen Kacia Shwe
(Rock Springs, WY) 80-87-167

and Brandy Hussey (Norfolk,

Va.-Granby HS) 98-92-190.

Longwood will next compete

October 1-3 at the Penn State In-

vitational at the Penn State Golf

Course.

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood College soccer

standouts Claudia Watt (Virginia

Beach, VA-Green Run HS) and

Andy Plum (NokesviBe, VA-
Breatsvifle HS) have been se-

lected as the Longwood/
Domino's Players of the Week'

for the period September 15-21.

The Lancer honorees are chosen

by the College's Sports Informa-

tion Office.

Watt, a senior captain and

midfielder, scored a career-best

three goals for her first collegiate

"hat-trick' to lead LC past Con-

cord (W.VA.) 10-0 Sept 15 at

First Avenue Field The 10 goat

by the Lancers equal a school-

record. Watt tallied aB three of

her goals during the first half as

LC built a 6-0 advantage.

Through five matches, Watt i*

tied for second on the team in

scoring with six points (1.20).

She is currently tied tor fourth.

in career goals at LC with 13, and

ranks fifth in career assists with

eight. Longwood is currently 3-

1-1 overall, 1-OiatfeeCaroIrnas-

Virginia Athletic Conference

(CVAC).

Claudia is the daughter of

John and Jeaaafer Watt of Vir-

ginia Beach, VA. and is major-

ing in Liberal Studies.

Plum, a *0priomore mid-

fielder, led the Lancers to a pair

of victories in teee matches last

week. He scored two first-half

goals during a 3-2 triumph past

Millersvifle (PA.) September 18

to follow a one^goal, one-assist

effort during a 5- 1 victory over

Concord (W.VA.) Sept. 15 --

both matches at First Avenue
Field.

Through six matches, Plum

leads LC in scoring with four

goals and one assist for nine

points ( 1 .80). Longwood is cur-

rently 3-3 overall, 0-1 in the

CVAC. For his efforts last week.

Plum has also been recognized

as the CVAC THayerofthe Week
1

for men's soccer.

Andy is the son of Rick and

Joanne Plum of Nokesville, VA.

and is undecided on his major.

Additionally, Plum was the 1998

CVAC Freshman of the Year*,

earning All-Region, All-State,

and All-CVAC accolades as well.

IPHA¥IEIE§ ©IF T2AI WI1K
AUGUST 31-SEFTEMBER 7:

AMY KENNEDY, W. SOCCER
SEPTEMBER 8-14:

KATIE SOULE, W. GOLF
MARK MARKIEWICZ, M.SOCCER

SEPTEMBER 15-21:

CLAUDIA WATT, W. SOCCER
ANDY PLUM, M. SOCCER
CONGRATULATIONS!

•>
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Longwood Men and Women Soccer Teams
Heading Off to An Outstanding Start
Men: 3-3 Overall, 0-1 CVAC: Women: 3-1-1 Overall, 2-0 CVAC

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Longwood men and
women's soccer teams have be-

gun the season with respectable

starts. Both teams are looking

toward a CVAC conference title

this year, Longwood won a pair

of matches last week at home,

defeating Concord (WV) 5-1

September 15, and Millersville

(PA) 3-2 September 18. The
Lancers improved to 3-2 overall

with the two victories, remain-

ing 0-1 in the Carolinas-Virginia

Athletic Conference (CVAC).

Against Concord, senior

midfielder Juan Bernedo (Jr/Al-

exandria, VA-Hayfield HS) led

the attack with two goals and two

assists as all of the scoring took

place during the first half. The

goals by Bernedo, Jr. were the

first two of his LC career follow-

ing a transfer to Longwood Col-

lege a year ago by the 30-year-

old, non-traditional student-ath-

lete. The match was played dur-

ing a steady rainfall in Farmville

from Hurricane Floyd. Also scor-

ing goals were sophomore mid-

fielder Andy Plum (Nokesville,

VA-Brentsville HS), senior for-

ward Mark Markiewicz
(Montclair, VA-C.D. Hylton

HS), and junior midfielder Scott

Hopson (Gainesville, VA-Brent-

sville HS.). Contributing assists

were Plum and junior defender

Jason Helling(Woodbridge, VA-

Woodbridge HS). Freshman

Men's Golf Opens
Fall Season in

Eighth Place
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood opened its 1999

fall campaign with an eighth-

place effort among 10 teams at

the Mountain Air Classic hosted

by Mars Hill (NC) September

13-14. The Lancers shot a 36-

hole total of 313-3 10-623 at the

6,425-yard, par 7 1 Mountain Air

Cotmtty Club in Bumsville, NC
Presbyterian (SC) won me event

with its 303-292-595, while

Clayton Peterson of Catawba

(NC) took individual medalist

honors with a 78-67- 1 45 playoff

finish. The Lancers will next

compete at the Tom O'Briant

Memorial tournament hosted by

Guilford (NC) in Mt. Airy, NC,
a 36-hole event scheduled for

September 27-28.

At the Mountain Air Classic,

junior transfer student-athlete

Niklas Jansson (Balsta, Sweden-

Westerltmdska HS-Dodge City,

Kan.) CC earned a top 10 indi-

vidual finish with his 76-73-149

effort—his first tournament with

the Lancers. His second-day 73

was the fiftij-best tour of the

mountain course by any of the

50 golfers participating as the

mterafltional player tied for lOuV

place in the field. Following

Jansson were sophomore Blair

Shadday (Madison, IN-Madison

Consolidated HS) (77-78-155, T-

23rd), freshman Chris Pugh

(Roanoke, VA-Cave Spring HS)
(80-79-159, T-33rd), senior cap-

tain Jason Copeland (Norfolk,

VA-Granby HS-Dodge City,

HA) CC (81 80-161, 40th), and

sophomore Myles Jones (La

Moye, England-Victoria College

HS) (80-83-163, T-4 1st).

Through the firsttournament,

Jansson leads LC with his 74.50

stroke-average. Jansson is fol-

lowed by Shadday (77.50), Pugh

(79.50), Copeland (80.50), and

Jones (81.50). The Lancers are

averaging 3 1 1 .50 as a team after

36-holes of competition.

Following the Guilford tour-

nament, Longwood is idle until

October 15-16 when the Lanc-

ers travel to Ohio for the 36-hole

Powerade Intercollegiate event

at the River Greens Golf Club in

West Lafayette, Ohio.

keeper Whit Morris (Richmond,

VA-Douglas Freeman HS) who
allowed one goal in 70 minutes,

and sopho-

more keeper

John Kenn-
edy (Norfolk,

VA-Catholic

HS) who had

two saves in

20 minutes,

combined in

goal for LC.

The Lancers

dominated the

action with a

21-3 advan-

tage in shots

during the

soggy contest

on the First

Avenue Field.

In the

game Against

Millersville,

Plum scored two first-half goals

en route to a 2- 1 halftime advan-

tage as LC was never threatened

in the match. Sophomore for-

ward Jason Masi
(Fredericksburg, VA-Chancellor

HS) added an insurance goal in

the second half, while Helling

and freshman defender Scott

Spilman (Cincinnati, OH-Oak
Hills HS) contributed an assist

each. It was Spilman's first col-

legiate point. Morris made four

saves to preserve the victory in

front of a large crowd on a beau-

tiful sunny day. The Lancers

again controlled the action with

a 24-6 advantage in shots.

Through five matches, Plum

leads LC in scoring with four

goals and one assist for nine

points (1.80). Plum is followed

by Markiewicz (4g, 8p, 1.60),

Bernedo Jr. (2g, 2a, 6p, 1.20),

and Masi ( 1 g, 1 a, 3p, 0.75). Mor-

ris has played 442:37 in goal

while allowing 10 goals (2.03)

with 28 saves (5.60) for a .737

save percentage.

Longwood took a 10-0 tri-

umph over visiting Concord

(WV) September 15. The Lanc-

ers, who tied a school-record

with the 10 goals, improved to

3-1-1 overall with the lopsided

victory, remaining 1-0 in the

Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Con-

ference (CVAC). The blue and

white were ranked #7 in last

week's National Soccer Coaches

Association of American

HS), sophomores defender Jen-

nifer Gombo (Burke, VA-Lake

Braddock HS) and forward

(NSCAA) Southeast Region

Poll.

In the women's game against

Concord, senior midfielder and

captain Claudia Watt (Virginia

Beach, VA-Green Run HS) tal-

lied a career-best three goals for

a rare hat-trick to lead the rain-

shortened triumph. Watt's trio of

goals came in the first half as LC
built a 6-0 advantage by the in-

termission. The second half was

shortened to 25 minutes as a

steady rain was falling on First

Avenue Field from Hurricane

Floyd.

Also scoring goals were jun-

iors midfielders Amina Bayou

(Annandale, VA-W.T. Woodson

HS) and Heather Ayres (Chesa-

peake, VA-Indian River HS), for-

ward Erin Hirschi (Virginia

Beach, VA-Salem HS, and for-

ward/keeper Amy Kennedy
(Crozet, VA-Western Albemarle

Melodie Massey (Virginia

Beach, VA-Floyd E. Kellam

HS), along with freshman

midfielder Mia Capps (Virginia

Beach, VA-Kempsville HS). The

goals by Kennedy and Capps

were their respective collegiate

firsts. Contributing assists were

Bayou, Hirschi, junior

midfielder Amanda Stombaugh

(Sterling, VA-Park View HS),

sophomore midfielders Jessie

Lynn (Charlottesville, VA-Char-

lottesville HS) and Becky Tay-

lor (Jarrettsville, MD-North
Harford HS). Kennedy (45 min-

utes) and freshman keeper Chris-

tine Sazon( Virginia Beach, VA-
Salem HS)had one save in 25

minutes, combined for the shut-

out in goal.

Through five matches,

Hirschi continues to lead LC in

scoring with four goals and one

assist for nine points (1.80).

Hirschi leads at LC with 24 and

is followed by Watt (3g, 6p,

1.20), and Massey (2g, 2a, 6p,

1.20). Kennedy has played 435

minutes in goal while allowing

just four goals (0.83) with 22

saves (4.40) for an .846 save per-

centage and three shutouts.

Both teams travel to Lime-

stone (SC), this weekend for a

match at 2 p.m. (women) and 4

p.m. (men).
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Longwood's Newest Ingredient
REBECCA SHIELDS

Staff Writer

On January 17, 2000, the

recipe will be completed for the

new dining hall,, which is located

on Pine Street across from
Lankford Student Union, The first

construction
phase for the

enormous
60,000- square-

foot facility be-

gan during the

spring of 1998.

Initially,

the new main
dining hall will

be located on the

second floor

with a seating

capacity of

2,000.

This new
edition to

Longwood College is the first

building on campus which will

utilize the ground as a heat ex-

change system. This system will

control the building temperature

as the seasonal climate changes.

The new climate-control

system involved drilling 300

wells which will allow the ground

surrounding the building to ab-

sorb and release heat as the cli-

mate and temperature change.

Photo by Allison Beverley.

Some of the highlights for

the new dining hall will include

three catering rooms and meals to

go by the entrance. There will also

be new equipment such as tables,

chairs, china, and, believe it or

not, full-size glasses. There will

also be a large variety of food sec-

tions including a state of the art

food court with all major con-

cepts: Grill works, Deli (Hot and

Cold), Omelets to order, Break-

fast Bar,

"Wellness Cor-

ner" with veg-

etarian and

healthy options,

a huge salad bar,

Pasta Station,

soft serve and

hand-dipped ice

cream, and fro-

zen yogurt.

Space has also

been reserved

for future devel-

opment of a cash

dining hall on

the order of the

Student Union.

With all this nearing

completion, the dining hall should

be a welcome addition for hun-

gry Longwood students.

Longwood Increases

Student Enrollment
KELLY WOOD
SttffWrUer

The population in

Fannville is expanding rapidly.

According to the Longwood
homepage, 3,600 students en-

rolled for classes this semester.

This is an increase of four percent

over previous years.

This small school, priding

itself on undersized classes, is

now reaching new heights with

the student increases. According

to an article in The FarmviUe Her-

ald. Longwood projects that by

2007 there will be approximately

5000 students attending.

To increase living space on

campus, juniors and seniors are

encouraged to consider off-cam-

pus housing. In the past, seniors

were the only students that had

this option, and the housing off

campus was limited.

Even with more students

residing off campus, there is still

overcrowding in the Longwood

dormitories.

Students have differing

opinions on this increase ofpopu-

lation. Eryn Stanley, a senior at

Longwoqd, stated "I chose to at-

tend Longwood because of the

small student body and campus

size. In the four years that I have

been here, I have noticed an in-

crease. My class size has ex-

panded by almost a third. If I had

the choice now, I would consider

a smaller school than Longwood."

Amy Pack agreed with

Eryn. She stated, "I came to

Longwood specifically because it

is a small school, and now I feel

that my reasoning is being de-

feated."

Regardless of both positive

and negative opinions on the in-

crease, Longwood is growing and

evidently will continue to do so.

Longwood College is preparing

for this increase and in the next

few years, FarmviUejust may be-

come a larger town.

The Help Desk Answers Technology Questions for Students
GEORGE LANUM

Asst. Features Editor

As the face of technology

continues to change, Longwood

and the Information Technology

Department continue to change as

well. When many of these

changes occur, people are often

unaware of them. The Informa-

tion Technology Help Desk and

The Rotunda newspaper are team-

mg up to answer your technol-

ogy-based questions and keep you

informed of changes involving

technology.

As many know, the RTA
(Resident Technology Associate)

program, now in its second year,

was set up in order provide tech-

nical support to students in their

rooms. There are currently 15

RTA's who support various build-

ings. The on-call hours of RTAs
are 6p.m. to midnight Monday
through Thursday, Saturday

2:00p.m. to 9:00p.m, and Sun-

day 2:00p.m. to 12:00a.m. Please

contact the RTA that supports

your building. Please call only

one RTA at his room before pag-

ing him.

Longwood is currently in

its second year of offering Dell

Laptops to students. With any

piece of technology, problems can

arise. When calling Dell, be sure

to document the call. Record the

name of the technician you spoke

with and record your service call

order number. If your computer

requires a visit to Longwood from

a Banktec or Wang technician,

please call the Help Desk at 4357

and they will process a work or-

der. Then you can take your

laptop to our Student Network

Group located in the Graham
building behind the police station.

The RTA's recently com-

pleted the freshman laptop care

and feeding classes. This is a class

thai introduces you to your laptop.

Based on the survey from those

participating in these classes, a

large percentage of students have

requested an additional class. The

RTA's and the Help Desk are

pleased to offer a class that will

focus on Eudora and the Internet.

The class will be offered Wednes-

day September 29, from 6:00-

7:30p.m.; Thursday, September

30, from 3:30-5:00p.m.; and

Tuesday, October 5, from 6:00-

7:30p.m. All classes will take

place in Hiner 207.

Starting this semester , UTS
has set up a web trading post and

a community announcements

web board hoping these additions

will help. The Longwood Trad-

ing Post will enable faculty, staff,

and students to post information

about personal items they want to

make available to other members

of the Longwood community.

Community Announcements is an

area designated for posting up-

coming events, happenings, and

information of interest to faculty,

staff, and students. In addition, the

Help Desk web board will aid in

technical support

If you have a computer

question or a question involving

technology in general, feel free to

post. An RTA, will research and

post the answers to these ques-

See TECHNOLOGY p. 5
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EDITORIAL
Hello everyone! Welcome

back to Longwood! I

hope the summer break

went well for everyone. I am sure

(as usual) it was not long enough.

But now it is back to the grind.

There have been many
changes in Farmville since we left

for summer break. Did anyone

notice that the new dining hall

actually looks like a building

now? I was very impressed. Also,

there have been a handful of new
businesses opening in town: Six

Shooters, Revolutions CDs, and

Illusions, just to name a few.

Speaking of Illusions, I never

thought that I'd see the day when

Farmville had a lingerie store. I

almost fell out of my seat when I

found out.

The Rotunda has also had

some changes since last year. We
have a new staff and a new advi-

sor Hoke Currie. The paper will

still be published weekly.

Of course, not everything has

changed since we left. There is

still the typical mass confusion

associated with the first week
back at school. For the record, I

am sorry to be so random in my
issues, but there is so much to dis-

cuss and so little space.

The parking dilemma still

lives on. At this point I have al-

most given up on ever seeing that

work out I was one of those lucky

few people that was ONE credit

away from being ajunior. So I am
in sophomore parking again. I'd

say after two full years of classes,

one year living at Longwood, and

two semesters ofparking in those

ever so convenient in-the-woods

parking areas, I would get a break.

But nope, that's nothow it works.

But at least it is only for a semes-

ter.

Another thing I do not under-

stand is that Longwood charges

people $30 a night to move in

early. HELLO! This seems like it

would make the normal move in

day easier; why charge people for

it? I am sure that the money goes

to something helpful, but it seems

like another way for Longwood
to get money.

Speaking ofmoney, I will say

that I was pleasantly surprised at

my total book cost. I figured that

I'd have to sell my soul to pay for
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my books, but it wasn't that bad.

It wasn't exacdy cheap either, but

hey, it's college.

I am sorry to say that I am also

quite disturbed about a few Greek

issues. Now, before I start, I am
not a Greek type, but I am not

anti-Greek either. There are just

things that I don't understand. So

please, no hate mail. I heard that

Rush was changed to recruitment.

What is up with that? What dif-

ference does it make? It just

seems like a bigger word for the

same thing.

And I recently discovered that

sororities don't allow members to

talk to others during rush (oops,

recruitment). Okay people, what

is the point of this? What good

does this do? Maybe some of you

faithful readers can fill me in be-

cause quite frankly, I don't get it

But on to happy things. I

would personally like to thank

Longwood College for giving us

the day off. It was a beautiful day

for us. And even though it didn't

really do anything, I appreciated

the caution that the administration

took in die matter.

In closing, I would like to

send a belated thanks to Ed Bell

for all of his articles (From the

Rafters). The Rotunda staffwould

all like to say: Gooooodbye Ed!

And good luck.

I hope that you all have an

excellent week. Keep reading The

Rotunda. See you next week.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Welcome Back from the Dining Hall

On behalf of the entire Long-

wood Dining Hall staff, I would

like to welcome all new freshmen

and transfers as well as the return-

ing students back to Longwood.

We at the Dining Hall hope to

have a very productive year. We
are looking foward to the move
next semester to the new Dining

Hall. Upon the return of students

from winter break, the new Din-

ing Hall should be up and ready

for use. Until then we will con-

tinue to offer our services in

Blackwell and the Rotunda Mar-

ket

If students have any ques-

tions, concerns, or suggestions for

the Dining Services, please feel

free to use the suggestion box or

talk to one of the Dining Hall su-

pervisors. We want to do our best

to serve the needs of the student

body and see that all of our cus-

tomers are satisfied.

Also, at this time we would

like to recognize die employees

of the week for the week ending

September 10. Matt Jarasa and

Jon Owings are both great em-

ployees and have done a wonder-

ful job sincejoining our crew this

semester. Congratulations!

If any students are interested,

there are plenty of openings at the

Cafe. No experience is needed

and you can start immediately. If

interested, please see one of the

supervisors at the Cafe or call

x2121.

-Ben Koontz

Do Vou LiKe. vJrrhinq7

The Rotunda has
general meetings every
Monday night at 9p.m.

in our office.

y^N)
(In the Student Union to the right of the mailboxes)
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things 1hat suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rvtunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

College Work Study vs. Federal

Work Study: Where's theWork?

PAGE
3]

ASHLEYBROWN
Asst. Opinion Editor

As the school year begins

again and students are looking for

jobs, the positions available on

campus are quickly taken. The
majority of these jobs are only

offered to the students in the Fed-

eral Work Study Program.

Those in the Federal Work
Study Program are students who
have financial aid and/or student

loans. Students without financial

aid or student loans arc put in the

College Work Study program.

This is where the problem lies.

Most of the Federal Work
Study jobs are funded by the gov-

ernment This means mat the col-

lege does not have to pay for them

to work. The college does have

to pay students who work for

College Work Study, which
causes the positions to be limited.

Just because some students'

tuition can be paid in full by their

parents or some other generous

benefactor does not mean that

they are showered with cash for

bills and spending money. It is

wrong for the school and the gov-

ernment to assume this because

it is not always true.

One Longwood junior who
lives off campus has her tuition

taken care ofby her parents; how-

ever, she still has a monthly rent

bill of $200, plus all other bills

and groceries. This adds up to at

least $400 a month, which neces-

sitates of a job.

An on-campus job would

be ideal for her because the em-

ployers are very flexible with stu-

dents' schedules, but since she is

in the College Work Study Pro-

gram, there are very few positions

open to her.

Working the front desk, the

information desk, and other desk

jobs in small offices are all Fed-

eral Work Study jobs. There are

few jobs open to both types of

work study: Dining Hall jobs in

Lankford Cafe, and the Academic

Computing Labs. But ifyou have

some kind of aversion to work-

ing with food and/or are computer

illiterate, you may be out of luck

and out of an on-campus job.

For more information about

campus job opportunities, you

can check out the Longwood Col-

lege Homepage, contact Nadine

Garrett, or go by the Housing Of-

fice in Lancaster.

# W»li>R0e<l>
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* To the progress of the new dining hall. Maybe a spring opening

date isn't too unrealistic.Also, we like the greenery outside.

To Longwood for cancelling classes for bad weather. It was a

much needed break for everyone.

Are those blue lights we see on the emergency phones?

Very nice.

* Dr. Patricia Cormier for superbly representing Longwood

during the Governor's Blue Ribbon Commission on Higher

Education.

Dm
People in charge of parking and the parking decals. It is a

little crowded around here.

The lack of variety and supplies in the Dining Hall. The

runny ranch dressing and nacho cheese and the decreasing

amount of yummy dessert

THE WEATHER! Is it summer? Is it fall? Is it monsoon

season? What is the deal?

The cold that is passing around campus like a plague. It is

too early to be sick!

People who are already slacking off this early in the

semester.

To Campus Police for being ticket happy the first week of

school.

Send your Props and Drops to

rotunda@kmgwoodJwcxdu.

SPEAK OUT

at was your biggest fear (hiring the Hurricane Warning?

That the Dining Hall

wouldn't be open!"

'Alley Adams

"I'm reading a choose-

your-own-adventure book,

and, uh, I've gotten to

page 95, out of 1 15, and I

was scared I'd never get to

finish it"

-Frank Perkins

"That all the trees would

fall down on my ear!"

-Cathieen Suddarth

"My biggest fear? I didn't

really have one. Uh.„

(cough) I just hoped the

place didn't flood."

-Seth Thomas

*That I'd get blown away

and no one would ever

find me again!"

-Tray Nickels

"I'm from Virginia Beach,

so I was just concerned

about my house back

home."

-Marcus Stanley

*That the lights would go

out and my flashlight

batteries would be dead...

I'm afraid of the dark,"

-T dtfrinf, Pr»higrf,w

"I wasn't scared at all.*

-Cara Rolander
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Listen to the Silence Revised After Freshman Incident

EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer

It's been a rite of passage

for the incoming freshmen for

several years now. They are ush-

ered into Jarman Auditorium dur-

ing orientation to watch Listen to

the Silence, Longwood's play to

raise awareness about how to pre-

vent date rape.

Last year, however, the

freshmen class gave the show a

disrespectful and rude reception,

laughing inappropriately and

heckling throughout. Upset by

this sort of behavior, the students

and faculty ofLongwood's theater

department knew something

needed to be changed.

Listen to the Silence was

originally written by T.C. Clarke,

a Longwood student, and Susie

Bruce, the head of the Wellness

Center. Up until this year, the only

update that had occurred with the

| script was to change the statistics.

However, after the contro-

versy surrounding the crowd's re-

action to the play last year, senior

Samantha Wootten found herself

in the position of reworking the

play as well as directing it. "I in-

nocently asked who was direct-

ing it and the next thing I knew, I

was sitting in front of my com-

puter crying," Wootten said ex-

plaining how she came to be cho-

sen for this task.

While she is an English ma-

jor, Wootten has been actively in-

volved in theater since her fresh-

man year, and she was able to

draw on her experiences in both

in undertaking this project.

Wootten's first step in this

process was to talk to the actors

and audience to see what they did

and didn't like. For most people,

the comedy that was in the play

seemed false.

Terry Jachimiak, who was

stage manager last year for Lis-

ten to the Silence, and had the

daunting task of being lighting de-

signer as well as acting in the

show said, "The major problem

we had was that the incoming

freshmen found the subject of

Is Longwood Ready

for Y2K?
JAMIE TURNER

Copy Editor

With the new millenium

approaching many of you have

probably heard about all of die

Y2K mumbo jumbo. Everyone

has made such a big deal about it

and at this point you don't want

to hear anymore about it Well,

students may want to take notice

a little and become informed of

some of the things that could hap-

pen at Longwood with the turn of

the century.

First of all, one needs a little

background information on ex-

actly what Y2K is. Computers

were designed with a fatal flaw.

Instead of using four digits to rep-

resent the year, they were de-

signed to use two. As the

millenium gets closer, many corn*

outers and computerized devices

will Become confused and shut-

down or produce incorrect data.

These problems can be found in

computers, desktops.

and in some systems that used

micro-chip based "embedded sys-

tems."

Longwood has been prepar-

ing for Y2K for the past three

years. Every system has been

tested to see if it is Y2K compli-

ant. They tested all of the systems

and equipment by setting the date

for January 1, 2000, and they did

not have any problems.

In preparation for Y2K, stu-

dents who own a PC other than a

Dell are advised to run a series of

tests on their computer to make

sure that they areY2K compliant.

These tests can be downloaded

from a Y2K site on the internet.

As for Longwood in gen-

eral, its major concerns are things

the college cannot control, such

as Virginia power and telephone

company vendors. Longwood

seems to be relatively well pre-

pared and just waiting now to see

what the turn of the century will

bring.

rape comical. The biggest change

Wootten made was making rape

more serious." She was able to

do this by cutting a lot of the ex-

cess humor from the play and

shortening it from 45 minutes to

a half-hour.

"Gene [Muto, the head of

Longwood's Theatre Department]

had his own ideas that he wanted

incorporated," she says, "such as

making certain scenes more real-

istic. The Angel/Devil scene was

reworked into the Mike/Jock/

Nice Guy scene."

By changing this scene, a

lot of die unrealistic humor that

had existed was turned into a

light-hearted scene that still had

a powerful message. "College

students are beyond the

cartoonish Angel on right shoul-

der, Devil on left, comedy. The

audience needed a break from the

intensity of the rape scenes, but

they didn't need to be conde-

scended to either."

For her cast, Wootten chose

newcomer Elizabeth Yorns for the

lead role of Kate. Yorns originally

went to the audition because she

wanted to get involved in the

Longwood Theatre since she had

been very active in her high

school's theatre department "Ev-

eryone was really nice and made

me feel welcomed" Despite be-

ing an unknown, Wootten says of

Yorns, "In terms of acting, I had

no worries."

Perhaps the most signifi-

cant part of this year's production

of Listen to the Silence was the

move away from focusing on be-

ing a victim of rape towards be-

ing a survivor of rape. "I don't

think it started out being a con-

scious decision, in all truth,"

Wootten says of this move, "but

the more I worked with it, the

more I saw the importance of

moving away from the victim

mentality."

Wootten did make a con-

scious effort to have the play

speak more directly towards

women. "I was concerned that I

was making the male species ap-

pear evil or effeminate, but I also

realized that I had a primarily fe-

male audience as well," she says.

"There seemed to be a lot of

mixed signals going on [in last

year's production] and I wanted

to avoid that as much as possible."

The changes made to Lis-

ten to the Silence seem to have

worked.This year's freshmen

class did not react inappropriately

to any scenes, and laughed only

when the play intended them to.

"I was more relieved that we

didn't get the same reaction from

the year before more than any-

thing," Wootten says to the recep-

tion the play received. While she's

unsure if her version of the script

will be used in the future,

Samantha hopes that "if revisions

are made to the script, that the

intent and focus are kept." How-

ever, she says that working on

Listen to the Silence was "a posi-

tive experience that I hope made

an impact on the audience."

Longwood 's New Financial Aid Director
LAURA EYNON

Staff Writer

Just about every year, new

.

faculty and staff are brought into

the Longwood community. This

year one of those is new Finan-

cial Aid Director, Jeff Scofield.

Scofield came to work at

Longwood College after being the

Financial Aid Director for six

years at Our Lady of the Lake

University in San Antonio.

This private university was

roughly the same size as

Longwood, which Scofield liked,

but he did not enjoy the two-hour

commute to work and back.

In order to spend more time

raising his two young children,

Scofield searched for a similar-

sized School in a small commu-
nity.

Scofield was attracted to

Farmville and Longwood because

of the size of the college and com-

munity, but more importantly be-

cause of die friendliness of the

people in and around the school.

When he came during the

summer for his interviews, he was

impressed by the positive attitude

he felt from the administrators

working together for die students'

best interests.

Although he doesn't see

any problem areas with the Finan-

cial Aid program, Scofield says

there is always room for improve-

ment He wants to keep up with

advancing technology, possibly

using email and websites to help

inform students.

His motto is to make it

"easier, better and faster for the

student." He lived in a dorm for

ten years, working in a REC-type

job, so he understands what the

students need and what is happen-

ing to them.

He doesn't want laundry to

go unwashed because money
can't be scrounged up. One of his

top priorities now is finding more

money for student scholarships.

So, in the future, keep an

eye out for improvements to the

Financial Aid Department, and

then thank Jeff Scofield for mak-
ing the process "easier, better, and

faster."

Take a Shot at Six Shooters
ERIKA MURPHEY

Staff Writer

Last year, it was common
knowledge that for most students,

the weekend was Thursday

through Saturday night This year,

the nightlife on Thursday nights

has suffered considerably upon

the closing of the 205 Steakhouse.

Now everyone seems to be ask-

ing the same question: Where do

we go? If you are over 21, Six

Shooters is the answer.

Six Shooters is the newest

bar in Farmville. It offers much
more than drinks. The music is al-

ways playing at Six Shooters. The

sounds range from country mu-

sic to rock and rolL During the

week there is a DJ. and on week-
ends there is usually a band and a

D.J. to play during the breaks.

Alongside the full bar is a dance

floor. If you are not interested in

the nighdife, you can come for

See SHOOTERS p. 5
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Battle Wages Within Library

JILDA KEY
Guest Writer

While students were away
during the summer, the library

staff prepared for the first annual

"Battle of the Books," This con-

test is successfully proving that

the library is not just a source for

mundane journals, criticisms, and

books by haughty experts.

The "Battle of the Books,"

which began Monday, September

6, is a contest developed by the

library staff to increase reading

among students and community
members.

As contest books fly out the

doors, patrons are learning that

the library holds numerous works

of fiction which are enjoyable

titles to be devoured in between

classes and after work.

"I believe that the book

contest is a great idea. It really

gets all the patrons and staff in-

volved in reading," said Angie

Moore from Circulation/Reserve.

Each member ofthe library

staff selected 15 books that they

thought students and community

members would like to read. Se-

lections range from works of fic-

tion to cookbooks and include

titles and authors like LA. Noir

by James Elroy, Life After God by

Douglas Coupland, Hot Sex: How
To Do It by Tracy Cox, Little Al-

ters Everywhere by Rebecca

Wells, and Death by Chocolate by

Marcel Desaulnier, Because of the

contest's success, the library staff

has selected an additional ten

books, which will be placed on

the contest book shelves (located

in front of the Circulation/Re-

serve desk) within the next

couple of weeks.

Patrons can expand their

role in the contest beyond that of

the reader. After finishing a book,

patrons are encouraged to fill out

a comment card (located with the

contest books and at the Circula-

tion/Reserve desk). They include

their name, phone number, tide of

the book, and a brief review.

At the end of the year, a

card will be drawn and the win-

ner will receive a prize (previ-

ously unannounced). The more

books a patron reads and reviews,

the greater the chances for win-

ning. Just weeks into the contest,

the shelves are thinning out,

which proves there is a growing

interest in reading.
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TECHNOLOGY Cont. p. 1

tions. The helpdesk web

board address is http://

bulletin.Iwc.edu/-helpdesk. This

column is for you, and it will only

work with your help.

To take advantage of these

new services, simply point your

web browser to http://

Click the new user button. Fill in

the appropriate information and

click the create button. Your user

name and temporary password

will be e-mailed to you. After you

havereceived your user name and

passwordTa^pre^raSlOmipIy

return to http://bulietin.lwc.edu/

-Longwood and enter your login

information. Once you enter the

board, you may select a confer-

ence and read messages or post

new messages.

Additional help can be

found on-line at http://

www.lwc.edu/webboard/
index .html. The web board policy

can be found at http://

www.lwc.edu/iits/infosec/

bulletinboardJitm. Please contact

the Help Desk with any questions

or comments you may have.

RTA Contact List

Name
Asteway Gattew

Chad Harvel

Krisshorna Walker

Jonathan Beales

Jonathan Short

Susan Borgrink

Jacqueline Moss

James Cowart
George Lanum
Trevor Alsbrook

Paul Roach

Thomas Potts

Michael Novak
Billy Shonts

David McWee

Supported Dorm
Arc

Aic/Stubbs

Wheeler

Colonnades

Colonnades

Colonnades

Cm
Cox

Cunninghams

Qinninghams

Frazer

Frazer

Curry

Curry

Dorm Number

4110

4084

3222

3630

3629

3404

3371

3278

3361

3471

3986

3978

3705

3824

3991

Beeper

315-9746

315-9756

315-9753

315-9751

315-9745

315-0574

315-9755

315-9749

315-9750

315-974S

315-9747

315-9752

315-0571

315-9754

315-0586

Credit Cards and Students
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

"Undergraduate stu-

dents ages 18-24 showed an av-

erage credit card debt of $1,843

in 1999..." reports the Nellie Mae
Corporation in a recent report.

Nellie Mae is a national student

loan provider that works to edu-

cate students about the risks of

high borrowing.

Most of us don't even have

a hundred dollars to our names at

any one time, let alone $1,843

lying around to pay off a nagging,

ever-increasing debt.

So, how can we manage our

money so that we won't be pay-

ing off debts for the rest of our

lives? In a letter to the editor the

. President of the United States Stu-

dent Association (USSA), An-

thony Samu listed a few helpful

hints. Most importantly, "If you

don't have enough money to

cover your expenses, do not be-

gin making charges on your credit

card to make up the difference.

Something has to go," says Samu.

So, how do Longwood stu-

dents and parents feel about credit

cards? One Longwood parent,

Deborah Montgomery, suggests,

"Credit cards only encourage stu-

dents to live beyond their means.

Only when they can pay off their

monthly debts, should they own

a credit card."

Longwood junior Sarah

Menkes agrees, "Students and

credit cards don't mix." Ofcourse

there are students out there that

manage to keep their credit card

debts under control.

In a credit card survey, the

Institute for Higher Education

Policy reports that 59% of college

students pay their monthly credit

card bill in full. If we as students

learn how to improve our money

management, Anthony Samu
hopes, "we will erase the notion

that adult college students are na-

ive and irresponsible."

:v
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lUson Beverley

SHOOTERS Cont. p. 4

lunch, they offer a full

lunch menu. The lunch hours are

daily from 11a.m. through 2p.m.

The bar hours are Wednesday 5

p.m.- 12 a.m., Thursday 5 p.m.-l

a.m., and Friday 5 p.m. through 2

a.m.

One Six Shooters employee

said that there are a mix of col-

lege students as well as locals that

come by. Six Shooters is work-

ing to start a college night. On col-

lege night, those 1 8 and over will

be admitted with a driver's license

and student LP. [
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CAMPUS andCOMA

23rd
Friday

4th
Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 8:00 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

Lunch at Lankford

with Brian Hall

Lankford Student

Union Mall

@ 11:30 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 8:00 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

^o, tofjatfc Uie sfcoop? ^at prttitmi

information bo pou knoto?

Anything from birthdays to meetings,
to off-campus events.„if you know
about something, let us know!

Htm
I

Forensics Tournment

in

Bloomsburg, PA

Men's Tennis

vs.

Liberty

@ 1 :00 p.m.

Dorothy Gillespie:

Selected Works from

the Radford University

Collection

Opens at the LCVA
Opening Reception

@ 3:00 -5:00 p.m.

Runs till 6 Nov.

Red Beans And Rice

At the Carpenter Center

@ 5 & 9 p.m.

call 225-9000 for

more details

Alum
Tour of I

@2:00

Go to ch

Time to cai

lost sleep i

week ol



lUNFTY CALENDAR

>th
ni Event

>oplar Forest

- 4:00 p.m.

lurch today

iday Monday Tuesday Wedmky

tch up on the

rom the past

'studying

27th
CrossRoads Meeting

in Amelia Room
7:30 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper

Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

9:00 p.m.

Browse iqX.com for Springbreak

**2000."ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

28th 29th
Department Recital

in Wygal

@ 4:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Cabaret in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Runs till 2 Oct.

but a 3:00 p.m. showing

on 3 Oct.

Info call x2474

Women's Tennis

vs.

Randolph-Macon

3:30 p.m.

Sigma Sigma Sigma

would like to wish you good luck

with recruitment and throughout the

semester f\
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Wanted: Students to

G.I.V.E. to the Community
KRISTIEUTTLE

Staff Writer

The Groups and Individu-

ls Volunteering Efforts, or

G.I.V.E. office is off to another

un-filled year of giving back to

the Longwood and Fannville

communities.This year Ellen

Masters, the coordinator of the

G.I.V.E, office, and Jennifer

Waugh, an AmeriCorp represen-

ative, are hoping to get more stu-

lents to donate time to commu-

nity service.

Jennifer Waugh graduated

from Virginia Tech in May with a

degree in Studio Art. She is the

first member from AmeriCorp to

come to Longwood and her posi-

tion is being funded by a grant

from the Corporation for National

Service. Jennifer must complete

1700 hours ofcommunity service

over eleven months. She must do

four hours of direct service and

35 hours in the G.I.V.E. office

each week.

Some of her direct service

will be spent at the Longwood

Center for the Visual Arts provid-

ing art therapy for at-risk children

in Prince Edward County.

Ellen and Jennifer would

like to get more Longwood stu-

dents to help out this year. They

hope that more groups and indi-

viduals will register at the

G.I.VE. office to do community

service.

There is always room for

advancement through G.I.VE.

Volunteering can get students rec-

ommendations, internships, and a

sense of giving back to the com-

munities around them. The office

also encourages faculty to use ser-

vice projects to enhance their cur-

riculum.

Community Service is the

kind of challenging experience

that will change the lives ofthose

you help, as well as your own.

If any individuals or groups

are interested in becoming a part

of this rewarding experience,

please call Ellen Masters or Jen-

nifer Waugh in the G.I.V.E office

at x2397.

LC to Welcome Cabaret
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood Theatre opens

its millennial season on Septem-

ber 29 with the hit Broadway

musical Cabaret. Performances

are at 8 p.m. on September 29

through October 2, with a 3 p.m.

matinee on Sunday, October 3.

Set against the backdrop of

the gathering storm of the Nazi

political movement in Germany,

the story of Cabaret is about

Clifford Bradshaw, an aspiring

American writer who is roaming

Europe in an increasingly frantic

search for inspiration for his new

novel. He is soon attracted to an

enticing nightspot-the Kit Kat

Klub-with its bohemian (and

sometimes shady) clientele. The

cabaret lures Cliff from his type-

writer and into the clutches of the

Berlin underground nightlife. He

is immediately enamored of Sally

Bowles, and in a very short while

(and much to the chagrin of his

landlady), she leaves her present

lover and moves in with Cliff,

only to complicate his life, and in

the end, break his heart.

Equity actress Jan Guarino

appears in the leading role of

Sally Bowles. "The Toast of

Mayfair," Longwood alumnus

Stevie Journey returns to campus

to create the role of the Emcee,

and Theatre and Music faculty

members Pamela Arkin and Tho-

mas A. Williams play the roles of

Fraulein Schneider and Herr

Schultz.

The production is under the

direction of Gene Muto, Donald

Trott is musical director, and fac-

ulty/alumna Erin Thomas is serv-

ing as choreographer. The scen-

ery is by Tony Hardin and cos-

tumes are by Patt Ness. Tickets

are available at the door or by call-

ing the Jarman Auditorium Box

Office at extension 2474. If you

need to speak with a real live per-

son, Box Office hours are Tues-

day-Friday, 3-5 p.m. Season tick-

ets are also available for the

Longwood Theatre Millennial

Season. This production is for ma-

ture audiences only.

Tom Deluca Comes Back to Longwood
GEORGELANUM

Asst. Features Editor

Tom Deluca returned to

rouse Longwood with his "The-

atre of Imagination" Thursday,

September 9, in Jarman. Deluca

has brought his show to

Longwood for the past six years,

and this year's performance

packed the excitement and en-

ergy into two nearly sold-out

shows.

Deluca, working in the

field as a hypnotist, had a strong

desire to transfer his skills and

apply them to the entertainment

industry. He said that he had a

certain desire to succeed in this

unusual vocation. He feels that

he has a natural knack and

reparte with people, which gives

him the ability to get into their

heads.

Marketing himself to col-

leges and corporations almost

solely, Deluca is constantly busy.

He plays an average of 150 col-

leges a year. During the college

off time, Deluca performs for

corporations. Between perfor-

mances, he spends a lot of time

on the phone and honing his act.

"One of the hardest things

about the shows is taking people

to a point and keeping them

there," said Deluca. "You have to

be there; you just can't walk

through a show. There is no auto-

pilot"

Deluca's show appeals to a

large number of people because

he always delivers a tastefully

spellbinding performance. There

is something about Deluca's show

that everyone will understand. He

has the ability to expose the com-

mon traits innate in everyone.

Drew Walker, one of

Deluca's victims, said, "It was

kind of embarrassing, hearing

what people said. It was cool, I'd

recommend it." Drew has been

on stage twice before, but this

was the first time that it actually

worked.

Kasey Stout, one of the

spotters with Lancer Produc-

tions, said, "I was skepticial to

begin with, but afterwords I to-

tally believed. I thought he was

amazing."

Deluca has been on the

college circuit since 1979. He

has won National Association of

Campus Activities Campus Enter-

tainer of the Year four times.

Tom Deluca is currently

nominated for the 1999 NACA
Entertainer of the Year Award, as

well as the 1999 National Asso-

ciation of Campus Activities Va-

riety Entertainer of the Year

Award.

CD Review: A Place in the Sun
MICHELE THOMPSON

Asst. Copy Editor

Every CD has one; it's that

song that is overplayed to the

point you'd like to hit yourself re-

peatedly with a frying pan.

In Tim McGraw's new al-

bum A Place In the Sun it is

"Please Remember Me." This

song is truly beautiful and

haunting, but after hearing it 12

times a day, you lose apprecia-

tion for it. Maybe if I pull it out

6 months from now I will fall

in love with it all over again.

One of the best songs on

the CD is "Something Like

That. " It's about first love and

how it's never forgotten even if

you run into each ottwr years

later. It's a faster song and a lot

of fun, not a ballad, as you might

expect. It tells how many details

you can remember about the im-

portant moments in your life.

Then there's the song about

an age we all remember, "Seven-

teen.
** This song is about what we

were like way back then. I was

thinking it sounded a lot like be-

ing in college "standing on the

edge of everything."

Another sweet ballad is

"Somebody Must Be Prayin' For

Me." It's about the good fortune

in our lives. Is it luck or is some-

one praying for us?

And of course there is the

inevitable drinking song "Seno-

rita Margarita." It's about a man

who needs the comfort of a few

margaritas to ease the pain before

trying to win back the woman that

he loves. He "just can't be alone

tonight."

A beautiful song about

just making it is "Carry On."

This song is about doing what

we have to and not "running

scared." We should look on the

optimistic side of things and just

pick ourselves up and get on

with the business of life, which

is all we can do sometimes.

A Place In the Sun is an

excellent CD with a variety of

music, not just the same tune

with different words. It tells

about the search for meaning

and our place in the world. I

like every song on this CD,
which is a rarity for me, though I

do like some better than others.

If you are a Tun McGraw
fan or if you're just looking for

some good music, pick up A
Place In the Sun. ****stars
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Deep

THoagHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

What's another word for thesaurus?

I believe five out of four people have trouble with fractions.

I was thinking that women should pet pictures of missing

husbands on beer cans.

I was thinking about how people seem to read the Bible a

whole lot more as they get older, then it dawned on me, they

were cramming for their finals.

I thought about how mothers feed their babies with little tiny

spoons and forks, so I wonder what Chinese mothers use.

Perhaps toothpicks?

Why do tiiey put pictures of criminals up in the Post Office?

Whit are we supposed to do...write to these men? Why don't

they just put their pictures on die postage stamps so the

mailmen could look for them while they delivered the mail?

Never agree to plastic surgery if the doctor's office is full of

portraits by Picasso.

Why not modern Latin: VENI, VIDI, VISA - 1 came, I saw, I

shopped.

If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are

the OTHERS here for?

STRESSED spelled backwards is DESSERTS.

Columnist's Note; ff you have any "Deep Thoughts" of

your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwoodjwc.edu

Movie Review:
Stigmata

KIM URANN
Asst. News Editor

The only frigthening thing

about the new movie, Stigmata,

is how much it makes you think.

Previews for the film made many

believe it was more of an Exor-

cist for the millenium. Well, the

Exorcist this is not. Compared to

the classic horror flick, Stigmata

falls short. It's an adventurous

romp, though, testing the bound-

aries of faith, science and love.

Patricia Arquette plays

Frankie, a "heathen" who is sud-

denly inflicted with what seems

to be stigmata-the wounds of

Christ. Add on to that the fact that

she is also possessed by a dead

priest, and you know the poor

girl's in for some serious trouble.

Gabriel Byrne portrays Fa-

ther Andrew, a scientist turned

priest who studies cases like

Frankie's all over the world. His

search for the truth becomes par-

alleled by his desire to keep

Frankie alive.

What he discovers over the

course of the movie is an intricate

plot by the Church to cover up a

message. This message, accord-

ing to the higher-ups of the

Vatican, would knock Christian-

ity right off it's feet. If it is dis-

covered, that is.

The acting is done well, and

the story line is based on some-

thing that might really have hap-

pened. All in all, this movie war-

rants at least a viewing, but not

necessarily at the movie theater.

Choosing the Right

Retirement Company
Makes AH the Difference

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has

been the leading retirement company

on Americas campuses. But experience is

just one reason why so many smart

investors trust us with their financial

future. Here are a few more:

Superior strength

With over $250 billion in assets under man-

agement, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest

retirement organization - and among the

most solid. It's one of the reasons why

Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the

standard in the financial services industry." 1

Solid, long-term
performance

We seek out long-term opportunities that

other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,

often miss. Though past performance can't

guarantee future results, this patient philos-

ophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

Surprisingly low expenses

TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among

the lowest in the insurance and mutual

fund industries.2 So more ofyour money

goes where it should - toward ensuring

your future.

Easy diversification

We offer a wide variety of expertry

managed investment options to help build

your assets. We make it simple, too, with

stock, bond, money market, real estate,

and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled service

We believe that our service distinguishes

us from every other retirement company.

In die most recent Dalbar survey,

TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation

satisfaction.3

Call today to find out how TIAA-

CREF can help you build the financial

future you want and deserve.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
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Field Hockey At 5-2, Number
5 in NFHCA Division 2

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood continued its

winning streak September 18

with a 4-1 defeat of NCAA Di-

vision I Davis & Amp; Elkins,

West Virginia.The Lancers,

ranked #5 in last week's National

Field Hockey Coaches Associa-

tion (NFHCA) Division II Poll,

are now 5-2 with four consecu-

tive victories. LC was scheduled

to play at Randolph-Macon Sep-

tember 21 before traveling

Shippensburg, Pennsylvania on

September 30.

Sophomore Cheryl
Andrukonis (Fairfax, VA-W.T.
Woodson HS) led the scoring at-

tack with two goals, while senior

Elizabeth Mann (Richmond, VA-
Open HS) and junior Heather

Kinstier (Virginia Beach, VA-
Tallwood HS) contributed one

goal each for the Lancers.

Kinstier, along with junior Kris

Denson (Fredericksburg, VA-
Stafford HS) and seniar Melanie

Panza (Virginia Beach, VA-
Ocean Lakes HS) each contrib-

uted an assist

In goal, senior Kim Iman

(Virginia Beach, VA-Frank W.

Cox HS) had eight saves and

zero goals against, while sopho-

more Stephanie Potter (North

Kingstown, R.I. -North

Kingstown HS) earned one save.

LC outshot Elkins 33- 1 1 during

the match at Barlow Field.

"We kept our heads to-

Kinstler with seven goals and

three assists for 1 7 points ( 1 .00),

followed by Mann (6g, la,

13pts„ .86), and Andrukonis'(5g,

la, 11 pts., .71). Iman has ac-

quired 62 saves, eight goals

against for a 1.31 average, and

an .886 save % for 429 minutes.

gether," said Head Coach Nancy Due to inclement weather

Joel. It was a good game and one last week from Hurricane Floyd,

of the toughest physically for the the game at Lynchburg College

season." has been rescheduled for Octo-

Through seven matches, ber 5, at 3:30 p.m. in Lynchburg.

Longwood is led in scoring by

Longwood Women's Golf Has
Total, 637 at First Tournament

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood shot a 321-316-

637 team score to place seventh

at the Radford Invitational. The

College ofCharleston finished in

first-place with a 299-301-600

team score at the par 72, 5,806-

yard Draper Valley Golf Course.

Sophomore All -American Vicki

Matkovich (Wheeling, W.Va.-

Wheeling Park HS) led the Lanc-

ers with a 77-75-152 tying for

ninth place individually.

Matkovich was only seven

shots behind Christine Gaul of

Charleston who finished first

with 71-74-145.

Other Lancer scores include

junior Mandy Beamer
(Burkeville, Va.-Nottoway HS)

82-74-156, senior Katie Soule

(Suffolk, Va.-Franklin HS) 82-

80-162, freshmen Kacia Shwe
(Rock Springs, WY) 80-87-167

and Brandy Hussey (Norfolk,

Va.-Granby HS) 98-92-190.

Longwood will next compete

October 1-3 at the Penn State In-

vitational at the Penn State Golf

Course.

Soccer Players

Named as Players

Of the Week,

September 15-21

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood College soccer

standouts Claudia Watt (Virginia

Beach, VA-Green Run HS) and

Andy Plum (Nokesville, VA-

Brentsville HS) have been se-

lected as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Players of the Week'

for the period September 15-21

.

The Lancer honorees are chosen

by die College's Sports Informa-

tion Office.

Watt a senior captain and

midfielder, scored a

three goals for her first i

•hat-trick' to lead LC past Con-

cord (WVA.) 10-0 Sept. 15 at

FirstAvenue Field. The 10 goals

by the Lancers equal a school-

record Watt tallied all tee of

her goals during die first half as

LC built a 6-0 advantage.

Throttgh five matches, W«8 II

tied for second on die team in

scoring with six points (1.20).

She is currently tied for fourth

in career goals at LCwifii 13, and

ranks fifth in career assists with

eight. Longwood is currently 3-

1-1 overall, I-OintheCarounas-

Virginia Athletic Conference

(CVAC).

Claudia is the daughter of

John and Jennifer Watt of Vir-

ginia Beach, VA. and is major-

ing in Libera) Studies.

Plum, a sophomore mid-

fielder, led the Lancers to a pair

of victories in tfiree matches last

week. He scored two first-half

goals during a 3-2 friumph past

Miliersville (PA.) September 18

to follow a one-goal, one-assist

effort during a 5-1 victory over

Concord (W.VA.) Sept. 15 --

both matches at First Avenue
Field.

Through six matches, Phun

leads LC in scoring with four

goals and one assist for nine

points ( 1 .80). Longwood is cur-

rently 3-3 overall, 0-1 in the

CVAC. For his efforts last week,

Plum has also ben recognized

as the CVAC *Fl»yer ofthe Week-

for men's soccer,

Andy is the son of Kick and

Joanne Runs of Nokesville, VA,
asd is undecided an his major.

Additionally, Fftan wasd» 1998

CVAC 'Freshman of the Year',

earning A&Rogion, AB-Staite,

andAU-CVAC accolades as weH.

Il®NGW®©D/D®MIIM©*§
IPILAlfllS ©IF TMB WIIK
AUGUST 31SEPTEMBER 7:

AMY KENNEDY, W. SOCCER
SEPTEMBER 8-14:

KATLE SOULE, W. GOLF
MARK MARKIEWICZ, M.SOCCER

SEPTEMBER 15-21:

CLAUDIA WATT, W. SOCCER
ANDY PLUM, M. SOCCER
CONGRATULATIONS!
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Longwood Men and Women Soccer Teams
Heading Off to An Outstanding Start
Men: 3-3 Overall, 0-1 CVAC: Women: 3-1-1 Overall, 2-0 CVAC

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The Longwood men and
women's soccer teams have be-

gun the season with respectable

starts. Both teams are looking

toward a CVAC conference title

this year. Longwood won a pair

of matches last week at home,
defeating Concord (WV) 5-1

September 15, and Millersville

(PA) 3-2 September 18. The
Lancers improved to 3-2 overall

with the two victories, remain-

ing 0- 1 in the Carolinas-Virginia

Athletic Conference (CVAC).
Against Concord, senior

midfielder Juan Bernedo (IrJM-

exandria, VA-Hayfield HS) led

the attack with two goals and two

assists as all of the scoring took

place during the first half. The

goals by Bernedo, Jr. were the

first two of his LC career follow-

ing a transfer to Longwood Col-

lege a year ago by the 30-year-

old, non-traditional student-ath-

lete. The match was played dur-

ing a steady rainfall in Farm ville

from Hurricane Floyd. Also scor-

ing goals were sophomore mid-

fielder Andy Plum (Nokesville,

VA-Brentsville HS), senior for-

ward Mark Markiewicz
(Montclair, VA-C.D. Hylton

HS), and junior midfielder Scott

Hopson (Gainesville, VA-Brent-

sville HS.). Contributing assists

were Plum and junior defender

Jason Helling(Woodbridge, VA-
Woodbridge HS). Freshman

Men's Golf Opens
Fall Season in

Eighth Place
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood opened its 1999

fall campaign with an eighth-

place effort among 10 teams at

the Mountain Air Classic hosted

by Mars Hill (NC) September

13-14. The Lancers shot a 36-

hole total of 313-310-623 at the

6,425-yard, par 71 Mountain Air

Country Club in Burnsville, NC.
Presbyterian (SC) won the event

with its 303-292-595, while

Clayton Peterson of Catawba

(NC) took individual medalist

honors with a 78-67- 145 playoff

finish. The Lancers will next

compete at the Tom O'Briant

Memorial- tournament hosted by

Guilford (NC) in Mt. Airy, NC,
a 36-hole event scheduled for

September 27-28.

At theMountain Air Classic,

junior transfer student-athlete

Niklas Jansson (Balsia, Sweden-

Westertundska HS-Dodge City,

Kan.) CC earned a top 10 indi-

vidual finish with his 76-73-149

effort—bis first tournament with

the Lancers. His second-day 73

was tl» fifth-best tour of the

mountain course by any of the

50 goffers participating as the

international player tied for lOhV

place in the field. Following

Jansson were sophomore Blair

Shadday (Madison, IN-Madison

Consolidated HS) (77-78-155, T-

23rd), freshman Chris Pugh
(Roanoke, VA-Cave Spring HS)
(80-79- 1 59, T-33rd), senior cap-

tain Jason Copeland (Norfolk,

VA-Granby HS-Dodge City,

KA) CC (81-80-161, 40th), and

sophomore Myles Jones (La

Moye, England-Victoria College

HS) (80-83-163, T-41st).

Through the first tournament,

Jansson leads LC with his 74.50

stroke-average. Jansson is fol-

lowed by Shadday (77.50), Pugh

(79.50), Copeland (80.50), and

Jones (81.50). The Lancers are

averaging 3 1 1 .50 as a team after

36-holes of compefitiofi.

Following the Guilford tour-

nament, Longwood is idle until

October 15-16 when the Lanc-

ers travel to Ohio for the 36-hole

Powerade Intercollegiate event

at the River Greens Golf Club in

West Lafayette, Obio.

keeper Whit Morris (Richmond,

VA-Douglas Freeman HS) who
allowed one goal in 70 minutes,

and sopho-

more keeper

John Kenn-

edy (Norfolk,

VA-Catholic

HS) who had

two saves in

20 minutes,

combined in

goal for LC.

The Lancers

dominated the

action with a

21-3 advan-

tage in shots

during the

soggy contest

on the First

Avenue Field.

In the

game Against

Millersville,

Plum scored two first-half goals

en route to a 2- 1 halfUme advan-

tage as LC was never threatened

in the match. Sophomore for-

ward Jason Masi

(Fredericksburg, VA-Chancellor

HS) added an insurance goal in

the second half, while Helling

and freshman defender Scott

Spilman (Cincinnati, OH-Oak
Hills HS) contributed an assist

each. It was Spilman's first col-

legiate point Morris made four

saves to preserve the victory in

front of a large crowd on a beau-

tiful sunny day. The Lancers

again controlled the action with

a 24-6 advantage in shots.

Through five matches, Plum

leads LC in scoring with four

goals and one assist for nine

points (1.80). Plum is followed

by Markiewicz (4g, 8p, 1.60),

Bernedo Jr. (2g, 2a, 6p, 1.20),

and Masi ( 1 g, 1 a, 3p, 0.75). Mor-

ris has played 442:37 in goal

while allowing 10 goals (2.03)

with 28 saves (5.60) for a .737

save percentage.

Longwood took a 10-0 tri-

umph over visiting Concord
(WV) September 15. The Lanc-

ers, who tied a school-record

with the 10 goals, improved to

3-1-1 overall with the lopsided

victory, remaining 1-0 in the

Carolinas-Virginia Athletic Con-

ference (CVAC). The blue and

white were ranked #7 in last

week's National Soccer Coaches

Association of American

HS), sophomores defender Jen-

nifer Gombo (Burke, VA-Lake
Braddock HS) and forward

(NSCAA) Southeast Region
Poll.

In the women's game against

Concord, senior midfielder and

captain Claudia Watt (Virginia

Beach, VA-Green Run HS) tal-

lied a career-best three goals for

a rare hat-trick to lead the rain-

shortened triumph. Watt's trio of

goals came in the first half as LC
built a 6-0 advantage by the in-

termission. The second half was

shortened to 25 minutes as a

steady rain was falling on First

Avenue Field from Hurricane

Floyd.

Also scoring goals were jun-

iors midfielders Amina Bayou

(Annandale, VA-WT. Woodson

HS) and Heather Ayres (Chesa-

peake, VA-Indian River HS), for-

ward Erin Hirschi (Virginia

Beach, VA-Salem HS, and for-

ward/keeper Amy Kennedy
(Crozet, VA-Western Albemarle

Melodie Massey (Virginia

Beach, VA-Floyd E. Kellam

HS), along with freshman
midfielder Mia Capps (Virginia

Beach, VA-Kempsville HS). The

goals by Kennedy and Capps
were their respective collegiate

firsts. Contributing assists were

Bayou, Hirschi, junior

midfielder Amanda Stombaugh

(Sterling, VA-Park View HS),

sophomore midfielders Jessie

Lynn (Charlottesville, VA-Char-

lottesville HS) and Becky Tay-

lor (Jarrettsville, MD-North
Harford HS). Kennedy (45 min-

utes) and freshman keeper Chris-

tine Sazon(Virginia Beach, VA-
Salem HS)had one save in 25

minutes, combined for the shut-

out in goal.

Through five matches,

Hirschi continues to lead LC in

scoring with four goals and one

assist for nine points (1.80).

Hirschi leads at LC with 24 and

is followed by Watt (3g, 6p,

1.20), and Massey (2g, 2a, 6p,

1.20). Kennedy has played 435

minutes in goal while allowing

just four goals (0.83) with 22

saves (4.40) for an .846 save per-

centage and three shutouts.

Both teams travel to Lime-

stone (SC), this weekend for a

match at 2 p.m. (women) and 4

p.m. (men).
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, TO WISH ALL STUDENTS THE VERY BEST IN THEIR

ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL ENDEAVORS THIS FALL!

Illliilllllillllilllllilllllllllll

SGA MEETINGS HELD EVERY TUESDAY @ 3;30PM

LANKFORD STUDENT UNION ABC ROOMS

CAMPUS QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS?!?

Open forum with

Dr. Patricia Cormier
coming in October!

Prepare your
questions and
comments for a
direct Q &. A
with the

President of

Longwood.

PHONE: 804-395-21 11
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ongwood Still Growing
AMBER GILES

Staff Writer

Recently, the buzz around

campus by students has been fo-

cused on President Cormier's plan

to increase enrollment at

Longwood College to 5,000 by

the year 2007.

Many students have mixed

reactions to this plan and wonder

if it will change the student ori-

ented atmosphere Longwood has

acquired and kept for many years.

In the past two years, Longwood

College has been experiencing

rapid growth in the areas of en-

rollment, technolo^f, and housing

facilities.

Due to this growth parking

has become an increasing prob-

lem and the green grass around

campus is gradually being re-

placed by new construction

projects.

But, along with some un-

pleasant changes, new aid excit-

ing ones have been introduced to

the students of Longwood.

Last year, Longwood Col-

lege was proud to unveil a nation-

ally accredited School of Busi-

ness and Economics with the

opening of the newly renovated

Hiner building. There was also

an additional parking lot added

behind the Stubbs Residence Hall

to increase junior/senior parking

spaces.

Last fall, Longwood had

Please see GROWTH p. 5

New Communications Major

Possibly Coming in the Fall

DAVEBROWN
Staff Writer

There will soon be a new

major available to Longwood stu-

dents. Pending approval of the

State Council of Higher Educa-

tion for Virginia (S.C.H.E.V.),

Longwood will be offering a de-

gree in Communication Studies,

likely beginning next fall.

The program will be gen-

eral in nature , although decidedly

comprehensive. Unlike programs

schools, where Commu-
majon must choose a

specific track (such as journalism

or telecommunications), the

Longwood program will offer

courses in a broad range of areas.

Students can look forward to

courses in gender, intereuitural,

interpersonal, and small group

communications, among omers.

Currently, Longwood of-

fers a minor in Communications

through the English Departaient.

The lack of a Communications

major, however, has put

Longwood behind the times in

mat many colleges and universi-

ties, both in Virginia and around

the country, have state-of-the-art

Communications programs.

This new program, which

will be offered through the De-

partment of Speech and Theatre,

will put Longwood on the cutting

edge of communication technol-

ogy and education. It will empha-

size computer skills in relation to

Communication Studies through

such courses as Communication

Technology, a class designed to

teach students variety of soft-

ware and computer technologies

Please see MAJOR p. 5
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Oktoberfest is Here Again
JESSICA PAYNE

StaffWriter

Mortar Board has spent the

past six months preparing for this

year's Oktoberfest, so get un-

tangled from your computer cords

and tangle yourselves up in blue.

Mortar Board, is an honor-

ary organization for seniors who

are recognized for their leader-

ship, their scholarship and their

service to Longwood College.

Since seniors are the onlv mem-

following Spring Break and has

been running with it ever since

then.The group has two weekly

meetings, one in the morning and

one in the evening to work on die

plans for Oktoberfest, which

takes place the first and second

of October.

Mortar Board members
had two goals in mind when plan-

ning the events this year. One
goal was to promote diversity and

the other was to increase school

spirit"There is a great deal of his-

Friday with color wars at 4:30

p.m. Following color wars, there

is a picnic on Lankford Lawn with

the band First Floor providing mu-

sic. At 6:00 p.m, there wffl be the

National Pan-Hellenic Council

Unity Steppe followed by the

soulful blend of jazz, blues and

R&B music performed by the

Midnight Movers. To top the

evening off, there is the NAACP/
Association of Black Students

Ball which is open to the public

running from 9 p.m. -2 a.m.

bers in this organization,

Oktoberfest is under new leader-

ship each year. Kyrn Bradley,

Vice President of Oktoberfest,

finds mis to be a challenge since

the members ill came in without

any prior experience of running

the Oktoberfest festivities. She

also finds the leadership turnover

to be good since they have bo

limitations when they are plan-

ning the Spirit Week and

Oktoberfest events.

Mortar Board began work-

ing on Oktoberfest the Sunday

Fkotofby Allison Beverley

lory os our campus that we (the

students) tend to take for

granted," said Bradfey.*ita time

for all of us to recognize our his-

tory and embrace our traditions."

The theme for this years

festivities is Tangled Up In Blue.

"Since blue is Long-wood's

color, our theme represents all as-

pects of Longwood College be-

ing enveloped mto our basic sym-

bol of blue," said Bradley.

The Mortar Board mem-
bers are very excited about the

events, which will kick off on

On Saturday, bagpipes will

be played during the parade to ex-

press the Scottish roots of

Longwood College. According to

Long-wood history, Longwood

House was once owned by a Scot-

tish family and the bouse was

called "Lockewood."

As for other events, Mid-

way will be open from 12-5, with

events being announced by the

ringing of the 1800 ft Longwood

BeU.

Please see MORTAR p. 5
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EDITORIAL
Do Longwood College

students have rights? If

you asked any student

or administrator if they did, you

would quickly be assured that stu-

dents have rights just like every-

one else. Do we? What do you

think? Let me explain.

It has come to my attention

that a banner was put up on the

3rd floor of the Cunninghams this

week. It said something like, "It's

not too late: Don't go Greek." It

was basically the opposite of the

"It's not too late to go Greek"

signs on campus. It was not of-

fensive (in a profane way). It sim-

ply stated someone's opinion. We
are allowed to express our opin-

ions, right?

Apparently, some higher ups

felt the need to take down the sign

in the Cunninghams, which leads

me to write this.

Let me clear a few things up

before I begin. First off, I am nei-

ther for or against Greeks.

Granted the sign was somewhat

non-Greek, but there was still no

reason to take it down. A student

expressed their opinion in a non-

violent and non-profane way and

for someone to force the removal

of the sign was very ignorant and

one-sided.

Who has the right to say that

a Greek organization can put up

a flyer trying to "recruit" new

members, but a non-Greek can't?

Excuse me, but that is a bit unfair

don't you think? Aren't there

some articles in this nice docu-

ment called the Constitution that

say we have the freedom of

speech and press? I believe so. I

feel certain that they apply to

Longwood students. Whoever
was in charge of this clearly broke

that rule.

I would have understood this

better if the sign had some ob-

scenity or was not appropriate.

You can't just tear something

down because you don't like it! I

may not agree with some things,

but I understand that my beliefs

are not the same as others. I would

think that in a school of over

3,000 people, Longwood would

be more sensitive to this. Well,

apparently not.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Qflhe 3ftrjtunba
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He said. . .She said

What do Men and

Women Really Want?
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Women, can there be a

more difficult topic to deal with?

You think you know what they

want, or what they're thinking, but

you can't. It's too difficult, I gave

up trying. You would have a bet-

ter chance of finding the pot of

gold at the end of the rainbow

then figuring out exactly what

they want. Especially when they

say something and mean some-

thing else. What are we Psychic?!

How are we to know what you are

thinking?

There is also those impossible

questions that we can't answer but

they always want us to.They are:

What are you thinking about? Do
you love me? Do I look fat? Do
you think she is prettier than me?

What would you do if I died?

They want to go to the movies for

a chick flick or dinner and flow-

ers, and just get pamperd. Come
on ladies, it gets old after a while.

No need for the flowers or cud-

dling or little talk, just go out and

have ihc fun. Go out, get naked,

have fun, live once to the fullest!

So what do guys want? It is

hard to tell really since they are

not exactly the most communica-

tive sex. Men say women are hard

to figure out, sure they are, but

you have to use your brain to be

with us. I know it is hard, since

most men think from their pe-

ruses, but hey, it could happen. As

I see it, men are like blenders, you

need them, but you aren't sure

why.

It takes a very ignorant man

to assume that all women are the

same in what they want. One of

the main reasons that the two

sexes can't get along is because

of their inability to get over the

stereotypes. For example, I along

with the majority of women do

not worry about how fat I am or

if my man really loves me. I am
far beyond that. Not all women
are these indecisive, bitch one

minute sweetheart the next types

that wish to be pampered and

cuddled all of the time. Until men
realize this, we are never going

to get out of the situation.

Emit f?5T*»1eSK»®*H.,CcH OlWlWdHtwuM - STr*t--1 o * k (
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Que«t cartoonist it Rick Stromo«ki. WUey will return June 22nd.
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunaa@longwoodhvc.edu.

The Non-Greek View
KIM URANN

Asst. News Editor

First of all, let me state that

I am not against organizations of

any kind. Now, with that out of

the way, I would like to spend a

few moments ranting about the

one week of the year when the

differences between us non-con-

formists and those who choose to

conform become more obvious:

Recruitment Week.

It's bad enough that we are

subjected to mindless hordes of

people walking around looking

exactly the same just about once

a week, be it with T-shirts or fif-

ties-style pregnancy jumpers.

Now, we must be excluded by

people who are among those

ranks.

Without naming names, I

went through an experience that

caused many problems with a few

of my friends. A good friend of

mine is involved in a sorority, and

some higher power told her it was

wrong to go to lunch with me be-

cause I am a non-Greek female.

I have no problem with

people feeling that they must pay

for their friends or with people

who like to look like everyone

else they hang out with. It be-

comes a problem when my
friends are not allowed to be my
friends because I chose not to

pledge or because they chose to

pledge. I have no intention of

pledging a social sorority of any

kind for any reason. It seems

pointless to me in all that they rep-

resent. But, hey, if that is what

you want to do, then by all means.

I just know that I have enough of

a personality to choose my own
friends. I do not restrict myself

from being friends with those who
choose to be in a sorority, but I

loathe someone telling my friends

they cannot talk to me. That's not

right.

And maybe the Greeks

have their reasons for doing that.

I still believe it is childish. I wish

some of the sisters would launch

a protest against this foolishness.

I understand that they will not,

though, if only just because it

would be unfaithful to the same

people who are trying to put a

wedge even further between the

Greeks and non-Greeks.

The Greek View
WENDY KJRKBiTRICK

Opinion Editor

First of all, please let me
make it clear that we don't like

wearing thejumpers. It's just one

of those hole traditions that we

don't want to break. Now I'll get

down to my once-a-semester ex-

planation of why Greeks can't

talk to non-Greeks during Rush

(oops! Sorry Damien, I meant

Recruitment).

None of us like Strict Si-

lence. We don't like feeling like

stuck up snobs, but there is a good

reason that keeps us from actively

protesting it Our restriction on

talking to non-Greeks is for the

benefit of the Rush, . .Prospective

Members (oops again!). The idea

is to keep Greek women from in-

fluencing non-Greeks outside of

Recruitment parties. The term is

Dirty Rushing ( 1 guess mat would

be Dirty Recruitment now). It

may seem stupid and we hate it

as much, if not more, than you do

but it is necessary. Not only that,

no matter what campus you go to,

if there are Greeks, that same rule

will apply during Recruitment.

The rules are established by the

National Panhellenic Council, not

anyone at Longwood College.

Now it's my turn to rant I

don't mind constantly explaining

to the less educated about how
Recruitment works, but I do mind

being insulted. I do not pay for

my friends. I pay to support a tra-

dition and a beautiful ritual that I

hold dear. My dues every semes-

ter support our National Office

and our local activities, both so-

cial and service related.

We dress alike on some
days because we are proud of our

letters and want everyone to know

it and the jumpers, although not

exactly attractive, are surprisingly

comfortable. I realize that not ev-

eryone wants to be Greek, but

please understand that it's so

much more than matching out-

fits and Recruitment parties. For

me, it built self confidence, of-

fered leadership opportunities,

and introduced me to a group of

women that would do anything

for me and I for them, and I am
proud to call mem my sisters.

Strict silence is probably

every Greek's least favorite part

of the semester, but we know that

it has to be done to make Recruit-

ment fair for both the Prospective

Members and the Sisters. We
don't like not being able to eat and

socialize with non-Greek room-

mates and friends for a week or

more. Our goal is most certainly

NOT to drive a wedge between

Greeks and non-Greeks. But if

you have such a close-minded, ig-

norant view of Greek We, men
nothing anyone can say, Greek or

not will be able to change your

opinion.

®©«|J)RK5

®M
*To the warmer weather.

*To the new Housing Director for proving that there can be

both timeliness and fairness at the College.

* To Oktoberfest being on the way!

*To all Greeks for a successful Rush (OOPS) Recruitment.

Congratulations

*To the approaching Fall Break!

sm
The person in charge of removing the Non-Greek Banner in

the Cunninghams. This is not cool.

*The rude people at the CHI walk. Have some respect! If you

can't handle the tradition, then go back to your room.

To being the only public school in VA not to include sexual

orientation in the anti-discrimination clause.

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda@tongwood.lwc.edu.

Picture of The Week
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Big Siblings Give and Receive
KIMBERLY URANN
Asst. News Editor

Longwood College is full

of people who would make great

role models. Some of these people

take personal time and effort to

volunteer with the G.I.V.E. office

and, more specifically, the Big

Sibling program. This program

offers students the chance to help

out in the community.

Being involved in the Big

Sibling program is as rewarding

for the Big Sibling as it is for the

Little Sibling. It is not overly

stressful work, but it requires

dedication.

This semester's new Big
Siblings were chosen just a week
ago, and most met their Little Sib-

ling for the first time on Thurs-

day or Friday. It can be a hard

thing to meet someone new and

adjust to the fact that they are now
your little sister or brother.

One student, Marissa Clark,

found this to be an exciting expe-

rience. "The kids were all so cute,

but my Little Sibling seemed kind

of shy. I know she will become
more outgoing though, and I can't

wait till we can spend more time

together," she said afterwards.

A lot of the reasons a child

becomes a Little Sibling has to do
with their home environment.

Many come from backgrounds

different from what we at

Longwood are accustomed to.

^5ome are from broken homes or

little money. Most of them lack

sufficient role models to guide

them through life and growing up.

This is where Longwood
students come in. As a Big Sib-

ling, it is important to show the

child what is expected of him or

her in society. That is not all that

we do, though. We spend time

with the child, and we let them
know that they are worthy and re-

spectable.

For some of the children, a

Big Sibling is the only stable thing

they can hold on to. There are

never enough Big Siblings, either,

and the program needs your help.

Although it is too late this

semester, the G.I.V.E. office will

accept applications at the begin-

ning of next semester for new Big

Siblings. It is open to students

from second semester freshmen to

senior status. Ifyou have the time

and energy to devote to a child

who desperately needs someone
to look up to, you are encouraged

to apply.

The Big and Little Siblings

will be marching together in the

Oktoberfest parade on Saturday,

and are looking forward to com-
ing together to show other stu-

dents the faces of the children that

are being helped. They hope to

persuade others to volunteer for

this program

WLCX Will Return!

THE ORIGINAL
COMFORT SHOE

Arizona

IRKENSTOCK
GERMAN ENGINEERING FOR YOUR FEET

C»W tJlSI i

GEORGEIANVM
Assi. Features Editor

Where's WLCX? If you
have despairingly tuned to 90,1

on your FM dial only to hear

static, fear not. Longwood col-

lege radio will be back on the air

this week.

During the summer, the

transmitter, which sat high upon

the roof of Jarman Auditorium,

was for some unknown reason

turned off. When the transmitter

was tamed back on, it was not

It has been out for repairs

for the past four weeks. I was
returned to campus and rein-

stalled on Friday, However, it was
not connected to the tower, hence

no WLCX yet "One of the big-

gest problems is communication,"

said general manager Matt Bur-

ton, At the first meeting, over

sixty people turned out, but atten-

dance has gone down since,

"Attendance has gene
down due to problems." Burton

remarked, "I dank we are getting

a raw deal. We got things to-

er, but I guess wejust ran into

some bad luck.**

in addition, WLCX wffl be

moving from class D to class A
in me next semester, Before the

end of spring semester, WLCX
will have a new frequency and a

new broadcasting range, reaching

from Keysville to Cumberland.

Wt* mese changes, WLCX will

have a new face and a renewed

voice.

If you are interested in be-

coming a DJ, WLCX has meet-

ings on Sunday night at 8:00 in

Hrner207.

Jarman Gets a Facelift
FRANCES HAZELWOOD

Staff Writer

i r-Ml H»U*0

Initial plans are underway

by the Richmond, VA., architec-

tural firm of Clark Nexsen to cre-

ate schematics for the renovation

and new construction of

Longwood Colleges Jarman Au-
ditorium.

The Virginia State Legisla-

ture has allocated $100,000 that

will allow schematics to be drawn
for what will eventually be a $5.8

million construction/renovation.

Built in 1951, Jarman Au-
ditorium is "worn out," said cur-

rent Longwood Theatre Depart-

ment Chair Gene Muto. "The
building needs not only mechani-

cal and electrical updating, but

also cosmetic repairs."

Even with the numerous
theatre classes now being taught,

and the number of theatre students

having risen from six to sixty in

the past thirteen years, Jarman
contains only one classroom.

The new construction will

provide additional and much-
needed classrooms, as well as stu-

dent-oriented labs and a snwll the-

atre, which will provide a more
intimate setting for theatre classes

and productions than the current

1 1 50-seat auditorium.

Also, Jarman Auditorium is

a "shared space." The commu-
nity uses it for fund-raising and

public education events, concerts,

commencements, and touring

groups, none of which are theatre-

based events.

In the past, there have been

numerous scheduling conflicts;

however, the addition of a small

theatre should alleviate many of

these problems.The addition to

Jarman will occur off the west

wing.

Or. Muto also stated that the

renovation will consider the "ar-

chitectural integrity of the other

buildings on campus, as well as

concern for the aesthetics of the

community."

Also being considered is an

access road for arriving and de-

parting buses, which will allevi-

ate traffic congestion and assist in

the safety of those boarding and
departing from these buses.

The schematic phase will

continue through the end of the

year and by July 1, 2000,
Longwood hopes to secure fund-

ing for the actual construction.

According to a recent ar-

ticle in The FarmvUU Herald, if

the state provides planning
money, construction funding will

follow.
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New Basketball Coach Sparks

Enthusiasm in 2000

JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor

Hard work, dedication and

high expectations are a few

choice words of what the new
head coach of the men's basket-

ball team is expecting out of his

players this season.

Coach Mark Leeder plans

on making the entire basketball

program at Longwood a whole

new ball game. He is trying to

change the mindset and give the

team a winning mentality with a

lot of enthusiasm. In the future

he plans to recruit players who
were on winning teams and who
are already used to these atti-

tudes.

Coach Leeder is used to

winning. He comes to

Longwood fresh from winning

the NCAA Division II Champi-

onship at Kentucky Wesleyan

last year as one of the associate

head coaches.

Coach Leeder has been

coaching basketball since he was

22 years old and he said that the

one thing he comes into every sea-

son thinking is "To work hard ev-

ery day!"

Leeder wants to get the stu-

dents and faculty to come out and

support theteam as well as the com-

munity. "The whole program is

going to be different so the guys

should be fun to watch," said

Leeder about the team.

As for this season, Leeder

says that he wants to raise the

team's expectations and keep them

raised all the time. Playing hard

and adjusting to the new changes

will be the team's goals for the sea-

son. They are all really good kids.

They just need to work harder,"

said Leeder about the team.

He and his wife Jodie, have

a two-year-old son, Michael.

Leeder is a Coral Springs, Florida

Native and a graduate of Florida

State University.

"I'm very excited about the

opportunity to be the head coach

at Longwood," commented
Leeder. The College administra-

tion, campus community, and fa-

cilities are in a place to enable us

to be successful. I look forward

to turning this program around

and taking it to the championship-

caliber level of competition that I

was fortunate to experience this

past year."

Coach Leeder also re-

cruited a new assistant coach as

well, Marc Hostetter. Hostetter is

a 1998 graduate of the University

of Southern Indiana where he

served as an assistant coach dur-

ing the past two seasons follow-

ing an outstanding four-year play-

ing career with the Screaming

Eagles. So come out and support

them for their first game, Novem-

ber 23.

GROWTH Cont. p. 1

classes ever that ranked

igh with competitive SAT
scores, GPA and other evidence

of students' readiness for col-

lege.

According to Ed Smith,

the director of assessment and

institutional research, in one year

the enrollment grew 4% with a
projected student population of

3600 this fall.

With returning students

exceeding 80%, Longwood sur-

passes the national average for

high retention rates. What's go-

ing on at Longwood to cause so

many students to want to come
back after the first year? Dean
of Students, Tim Pierson com-
ments, "It doesn't happen by ac-

cident"

The combination of

Longwood seminar, orientation

and a sense ofcommunity within

the residence halls is what keeps

students here.

Many students fear the

growth at Longwood will deter

future students from previewing

the school because it will lose its

student-oriented, community at-

mosphere. It's small size seems

to be the overriding reason why
most students pick Longwood as

their first choice.

In response to that concern

JPierson comments, "Planned ami

nanaged growth will be positive

[for Longwood. Longwood Col-

lege will continue to hire faculty

that are committed to students and

the profession."

Many positive effects can be

gathered from this growth now and

in die future.

The new Director of Hous-

ing, Mike Clements, points out.

The fact that Longwood College

has embraced technology is a huge

step forward. We have one of the

top, if not the top, business depart-

ments in terms of technology. The
value of your degree on the open

market for jobs will increase."

Clements adds, as Longwood
explands in the areas of technol-

ogy, enrollment, and off campus
housing, its reputation will grow
as well.

Another concern of students

around campus is housing.There is

limited available space left on cam-

pus to build new residence halls.

This question was posed to several

administrators and asked ifjuniors

and seniors would ever be forced

to live offcampus like many other

larger colleges and universities?

The resounding answer from sev-

eral administrators was "No".

New contractors and devel-

opers are looking at the Farmville

area, and more townhouses simi-

lar to me Longwood leased Stanley

Park Townhouses will most likely

be built in the future. A higher

percentage of upper classmen will

be encouraged to move off cam-

pus, but there will still be a place

for juniors and seniors who wish

to remain on campus for the hub

of the action.

Many students may be

wondering about the new Stanley

Park Townhouses. Approximately

six-tenths of a mile from the cam-

pus, a 24-unit townbouse com-
plex was completed this summer
and leased to Longwood College

for students to reside in during the

year.

This year, the townhouses

were available to juniors and se-

niors to encompass Phyllis

Mable's theme of "Longwood
Tradition and Transition." As a

resident, you also have your own
parking spot!

In keeping with this new
theme, Mable wants the college

to be "well known for custom-stu-

dent service and a place where our

alumni can be proud of

Longwood."

Even though this recent

growth at Longwood will take a

little getting used to for much of

the campus, remember one thing

that was well said by our new Di-

rector of Housing, Mike
Clements: "Sit down, reflect and

try to see me broader picture. Stu-

dents may not see immediate sat-

isfaction from the growth at

Longwood, however in terms of

their experience and degree, the

benefits will be long term and sig-

nificant,"

MAJOR Cont p. 1

that they will need to mas-

ter for a career in Communica-

Dr. Gene Muto, chair ofthe

Speech and Theatre Department,

offered this preview as to what the

program will be like. "Out Com-
munication Studies program has

a core of twenty-one credit hours

strictly in Communication Stud-

ies, but then students may select

up to twelve elective hours in

other areas such as English, Tech-

nical Writing, Business, etc. So it

is really interdisciplinary in the

very best sense of the word."

The fact mat the program

has not been officially approved

by the S.C.H.E.V. has prevented

it from being advertised to pro-

spective students. Once it is ap-

proved, students can expect to

hear plenty.

Students interested in

learning more about the program

can contact Dr. Muto for details.

1

MORTAR Cont p. 1

The bell will be moved

from its space in the library for

the festivities.

The spirit leaders will

dance their little jig at 1 p.m. and

the musk of Earth to Andy, Zion

Wave, Submerge, and BS-9 will

follow. (For exact times please

consult the Oktoberfest Sched-

ule.)

The Bier Garten is back

mis year at Lancer Cafe" from 2-6

p.m. All people are welcome to

enter the eafe\ those individuals

who are 21 will be given a wrist

band and will have to pay a dol-

lar cover charge and $2.25 a beer.

The cafe will also be selling pret-

zels and sub sandwiches.

"Oktoberfest has been an ex-

treme amount of hard work, but

it has all been worth it because

we know that we are doing it for

Longwood," said Bradley.

"Keeping our past, enjoying the

present, and setting new traditions

for our future."

RTAs Hold Computer
Classes for Students

GEORGELANUM
Asst. Features Editor

You requested and you got.

UTS is proud to offer the second

installment ofcomputer classes to

be taught by RTAs.

This class will pick up
where the Laptop care and feed-

ing class left off. It will focus on

e-mail and the Internet. The class

will be taught in Hiner 207 and

will take place on October 5th at

6:00.

These classes will teach

what the internet actually is and

bow to use FTP login. They will

also teach about browsers and the

different kinds of errors that are

often encountered.

It will also include down-
loading files and the potential for

viruses. The e-mail portion of the

class will focus on the different

e-mail clients.

The class will include at-

taching files. It will also include

organizing Eudora and creating

filters and folders in which to

store your e-mail.

It will also talk about the

hazards on e-mail including

spam, fake e-mails and viruses'. If

you are interested in these classes,

please sign up at the Help Desk.

Check out the help desk web
page.

Do jjotf uj(e WPtiNg?
The Rotunda has gen-
eral meetings every
Monday night at 9p.m.
in our office (in the
student Union by the
Post Office)

.
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sun
30th 1st 2nd

Spirit Day:Color Day
Don't forget your colors!

Alzheimer's Walk
front of Lancaster

5:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

CABARET
Jarman Auditorium

@ 8:00 p.m.

Movie: The Mommy
Showing in the

Lankford Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Spirit Day: Oktoberfest

T-Shirt Day
Wear it proudly!

Color Wars:

Reds vs. Greens

on the ARC Lawn

@ 4:30 p.m.

Picnic Dinner

on Lankford Mall

Oktoberfest Kickoff

Bands: 1
st Floor &

Midnite Movers

6:30 p.m.

NAACP/ABS Ball

in the LankfordBallroom/

ABC Rooms

@ 9:00 p.m.

i£>o, toljat'g tlje itoopl Wtyat ptetiaui

information bo pou fenoto?

Anything from birthdays, to meetings, to

off-campus events... if you know about

something, let us know!

Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Men's Golf

in Dick Williamson

Alumni Match

Men's Soccer

vs.

Alumni Match

10:00 a.m.

Field Hockey

vs.

Alumnae Match

10:30 a.m.

Oktoberfest Parade

@ 11:00 a.m.

Midway Open

@ 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Mainstage Acts

Bands and more!

@ 1:00 -7:00 p.m.

Picnic Dinner

Step Show
in Lancer Gym

@ 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.

NPHC Dance
in Lancer Gym

@ 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.nL

3i
Listen to

Now on thi

Cabs

Matinee ii

@3:00

Sunday Nigl

Have a pa

somefr

Browse icpt.cora

"2000." ALL dest

TY^> Participants,

Campus Sales

Fabulous parties,

Call Intcr-Campu
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OJNITYCALENDAR
day Monday Tuesday
d
WLCX
: air daily

ri

\>

ret

Jarman

p.m.

it Football

rty with

tends

r

orSpringbreak

nations offered.

Student Orgs A
teps wanted,

wiels & prices.

800-327-6013

4th
Happy Birthday

Trina!

From The Rotunda Staff

CrossRoads Meeting

in Amelia Room
7:30 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper
Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

9:00 p.m.

Movie: The Mommy
Showing in the

Lankford Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

5th
Running Club

Interest Meeting

in ner Gym
4:00 p.m.

Chamber Music Series:

Kandinsky Trio

in Wygal Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

The Shadow of

Hate:the History of

Hate in America

in the "C" Room
@ 8:00 p.m.

x2395 for details

Unity Alliance Meeting

in the "C" Room
@ 9:00 p.m.

Field Hockey

vs.

Eastern Mennonite

@ 4:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer

vs.

Belmont Abbey (NC)

@ 4:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs.

Belmont Abbey (NC)

@ 5:00 p.m.

30 DAT
MWKYBACK!
OUARAmBBH

Natural Herbs

Metabolife
Dietary Supplement 3 5 6 th

Herbal Fonraila To Enhance

Your DIET and Provide ENERGY
Contact;

INDEPENDENT DISTTUBUTOR
Georgia Ludgate 804-392-7226

N47741 11599
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S.A.D.D. Joins Longwood

AMBER C. GILES

Staff Writer

Many students around cam-

pus are familiar with the organi-

zation S.A.D.D. from h»jh

school, but have never seen it on

college campuses.

In October 1998, Amber
Giles, a senior, and Lisa Cheyne,

former Wellness Coordinator,

started S.A.D.D. at Longwood
College.

In the beginning, the orga-

nization was going to be known
by its original name, Students

Against Drunk Driving, but after

a little research was conducted it

was discovered that the national

office had changed the name to

Students Against Destructive De-

cisions to encompass any activ-

ity or substance that would be

harmful to an individual's body.

Since being launched at

Longwood, S.A.D.D. has been

many places. It had a booth ai

Spring Weekend, several interest

tables in the Blackwell Foyer, and

contracts for students to sign

promising they will drink respon-

sibly.

This semester S.A.D.D.

plans to have a booth at

Oktoberfest where students can

win lots of prizes from different

businesses around town.

In November, the organiza-

tion is planning to host an "All

Night Party Jam" in the Lankford

Student Union.

This program will feature

non-alcoholic mocktails, a DJ, a

comedian, and possibly a casino.

In the spring, S.A.D.D.

hopes to have a booth at Spring

Weekend and host a variety of

educational programs around

campus.

Meetings are held twice a

month on Monday nights at 8:30

p.m. in the Lankford Student

Union-Charlotte Room. Come
out and see what they are all

about.

Spotlight on Jan Guarino
FRANCES HAZELWOOD

Staff Writer

Talented professional

actress Jan Guarino, who is well

known to central Virginia theatre-

goers, will be playing the lead in

Cabaret, being presented by
Longwood Theatre, September

29-October 3.

Guarino

has performed

in over twenty-

five productions

in the past, play-

ing such well-

known charac-

ters as Adelaide

in Guys and
Dolls, Nellie

Forbush in

South Pacific,

and Charity in

Sweet Charity.

Jan's most re-

cent role, which she says was a

"favorite," was the Wicked Witch

of the West in The Wizard of Oz,

a Theatre IV production.

Jan is also active in radio

and television commercials, radio

voice-overs, and training videos.

She has been performing on

stage since high school. Follow-

ing graduation from Huguenot

High, she worked as a singer and

dancer in the chorus at Swift

Creek Mill Playhouse.

Deciding to give the Big

Apple a fry, Jan was off to New
York City where she worked as a

waitress and in

several off-off-

off Broadway

productions.

Realiz-

ing that she

would be more

successful lo-

cally, she re-

turned to her

hometown of

Richmond and

was hired by

Theatre of Vir-

ginia.

Jan di-

vides her free time between her

family and theatre. Her hobbies

include dance (she has studied

jazz, tap, and ballet) and singing.

This will be her first ap-

pearance on the Jarman Stage,

and she says she looks forward to

being a part of Cabaret.

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN

AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT SYSTEM:

-CREE

When it comes to planning a

comfortable future, America'a

best and brightest turn to the expert:

TIAA-GREF. With over $260 trillion in

assets under management, we're the

world's largest retirement system, the

nations leader in customer satisfaction,*

and the overwhelming choice of people

in education, research, and related fields.

Expertise You Can
Count On

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-

duced intelligent solutions to America's

long-term planning needs. We pioneered the

portable pension, invented the variable

annuity, and popularized the very concept

of stock investing for retirement In fact, we

manage the largest stock account in the

world (based on assets under management).

Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

achieve even more ofyour financial goals.

With TIAA-CREF you'll find the

flexibility and choice you need, backed by

a proven history of performance,

remarkably low expenses, and peerless

commitment to personal service.

Find Out for Yourself

To learn more about th* world's premier

retirement organization, talk to one of our

retirement planning experts, or better still,

speak to one ofyour colleagues. Find out

why, when it comes to planning for tomor-

row, great minds think alike.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

ior niosc

the future

who shape it"

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-crcf.org
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KEVLNROCK
Calendar Editor

You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive.

Qxmm are people two.

Go ahead and take risks, jwt be sure feat everything will tarn
out okay.

Strange! No one ever says, "Ifs only a game," when their team
is wmning.

As I said before, I never repeat myself!

If yon cant be kind, at least have the decency to be vagm

Ever wonder what the speed of lightning would be if it dtdnt
zigzag?

Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.

Think "Honk" if you're telepamie.

Why is there no butter in buttermilk, no egg in eggplant, no
grapes in a grapefruit, neither peas or nuts in peanuts and no
ham in a hamburger?

I!

Columnist's Note: Ifyou have any "Deep Thoughts" of
our own, phase e-mail them to kmrock@hngwo0d.lwc.edu

Movie Review:
Blue Streak

KIMURANN
Asst. News Editor

Martin Lawrence steals the

show, once again. This time,

however, he is given

what he deserves-a

movie to show his co-

medic ability without

having to fight for

scenes with an equally

adept co-star.

This is a differ-

ent Lawrence than we
know. His character

has qualities from his TV show,

Martin, and his most popular

movie, Bad Boys, but it is better

than how we have seen him be-

fore.

It is a funny movie, even

for those who do not necessarily

enjoy Lawrence. His usually ob-

noxious characteristics are not

prevalent here.

Maybe this is because he

has the ability to carry the whole

movie, and he knows it Not to

say that he is that different in Blue

Streak. He just does not need to

scream ovtrcostars in order to get

a laugh. And he gets

laughs galore.

The plot centers

around Lawrence as a

jewel thiefwho stashes

a diamond in a con-

struction area while

dodging police. He is

sent to jail and when
released, he discovers

that the site is the new LAPD.
The rest of it is pretty obvi-

ous: he does whatever he can to

retrieve this huge diamond. Blue

Streak doesn't lose its appeal,

though. It never becomes dumb
or slap-sticky (like I figured it

would).

All in all, it seems someone

has successfully made a movie

worthy of Lawrence's talents.

Farmville Full of New Illusions
KATRINA STEVENS

Staff Writer

For business partners

Kristel Chapman and Jeffree-Fue

Hudson, opening Illusions this

past July was a dream come true.

Illusions is a lingerie store

that offers a wide variety of items.

From hippie-style skirts and tops

to leather teddies, there is some-

thing to appeal to everyone.

Illusions is a cross between

Victoria's Secret aid Fredrick's of

Hollywood (class+trash). The at-

mosphere is classy and intimate.

When I went to visit,

Chapman was friendly and
knowledgeable. She showed me
the matching bras and underwear,

which they carry in all sizes, and

most can be special ordered if

needed. One can easily find lin-

gerie for themselves or that spe-

cial person.

So the men don't feel left

out, there is a section for them as

well. From silky boxers to

"naughty" underwear (Check out

the frog and elephants).

Students get a 10% dis-

count with their student I.D.

Checks are welcomed and gift

certificates are available as well.

You can also choose to put it on
layaway.

Illusions is located in the

building behind Macado's.

Cope More Than "Copes" with ROTC
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

Jennifer Cope is a junior at

Longwood College. She is a

starter for the field hockey team,

the only contracted female in the

Reserves Officer Training Corp
(ROTC), and she maintains a

GPA above a 3.0 as a Biology ma-
jor.

Every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, Cope goes to physi-

cal training (PT) for ROTC at

6:00 a.m. This hour typically in-

cludes sit-ups, push-ups and long

distance running. On Mondays
and Wednesdays following PT
she goes to weightlifting for field

hockey from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00

a,m. She then showers, goes to

breakfast and starts her day of

classes.

Tuesdays and Thursdays

Cope says she gets to "sleep in"

until 6:30 for an 8:00 class. In the

afternoons, Cope attends hockey

Photo by Ashley Brown.

practice from 3:30 to 6:30 every-

day. The team gets one day off a

week, usually the day after a

game.

When asked how she man-

ages such a busy schedule, Cope
says, "I just always have to be

thinking ahead. I write out my day

hour by hour every morning, and

I'm always running from one

place to the next."

Cope has received a full

scholarship through ROTC this

semester. She will repay the or-

ganization after she graduates by

serving as an officer in the Army
for four years.

Though it is hard work,

Cope says, "ROTC is a really

good opportunity because you
build leadership skills, have an

assured job out of college, and

you're a part of something impor-

tant."

Music: Red Hot Chili Peppers

Return With Californication
MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

I love the Red Hot Chili

Peppers. They have been around

so long, but they still manage to

make excellent music. I have al-

ways liked their high en-

ergy style. I remember first

bearing "Breaking the

Girl " a very long time ago

and knowing that this band

was indeed supercool.

Their newest release,

Californication, does not

disappoint. This album
marks the rettirn of former

guitarist John Frusciante

the band. His influence is

definitely obvious on the

songs.

The Chili Peppers

are notorious for switching gui-

tarists. It seems that in each re-

cording process, there is a con-

flict of sorts. Be it a drug prob- This is a beautiful song. I can lis-

lem, an inter band conflict, etc. ten to it over and over again and
they still manage to produce a still have that mushy feeling in my
great album from all of the chaos, stomach. The music is beautiful,

There are a wide variety of the vocals are beautiful, it is just

songs on this album ranging from a great song. But that pretty feel-

ing does not last long. As
soon as you get used to it,

you get punched in the face

with songs such as "Paral-

lel Universe" and

"Californication."

There is nothing in-

credibly different about this

CD. There is a great bal-^ ance of pretty songs, funky

| songs, and rocking songs.

The Chili Peppers do not

disappoint by any means.

To me, it follows the same

Chili Pepper style. I really

funk to rock to pretty. My pet- enjoyed it and I hope you will too.

sonal favorite (also the first single

from the album) is "Scar Tissue". •*** STARS
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Field Hockey Halts

Winning Streak, With
2-0 Loss to Macon

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood had its winning

streak snapped with a 2-0 loss at

Randolph-Macon September 21.

LC is now 5-3 on the season and

remains ranked fifth in the most

recent National Field Hockey

Coaches Association (NFHCA)
Division II Poll. The Lancers

will travel to Shippensburg Sep-

tember 30 for a 3:30 p.m. match.

At Macon, senior captain and

keeper Kim Iman/Virginia

Beach, VA-Frank W. Cox HS
had nine saves. The Lancers

outshot Randolph-Macon 22- 1

1

during the match. The Yellow

Jackets were ranked #13 -in the

NFHCA Division III Poll last

week.

Through eight matches,

Longwood is led in scoring by

junior Heather Kinstler/Virgiriia

Beach, VA-Tallwood HS with

seven goals and three assists for

17 points (0.88), followed by

senior Elizabeth Mann/Rich-

mond, VA-Open HS (6g, la,

13pts., 0.75), and sophomore

Cheryl Andrukonis/Fairfax, VA-

W.T. Woodson HS (5g, la, 11

pts.,0.63). Iman has acquired 71

saves, 10 goals against for a 1.40

average, and .877 save percent-

age for 499 minutes.

There will be an alumnae

game on October 2, at 10:30 a.m.

on Barlow Field. Following the

Shippensburg match however,

Longwood will travel to Lynch- j^e Utngwood Softball team prepares for the spring season. The

burg October 5 for a rescheduled ^^ fa^ played afew fall saeson games thus far. Photo by

contest before hosting Eastern Lorien MacAuley.
Mennonite October. 6.

Women's Golf Scores Seventh Place
KIMBERLY KUPEC

Sports Writer

Longwood shot a 321-316-

637 team score to place seventh

among 12 teams at the Radford

Invitational women's golf tour-

nament September 20-21. The

College of Charleston (SC) won

the event with a 299-301-600

team score at the par 72, 5,806-

yard Draper Valley Golf Course

in Pulaski, VA. The Lancers will

next compete October 1 -3 at the

Penn State Invitational in State

College, PA.

At the Radford tournament,

sophomore All-American Vicki

Matkovich/Wheeling, WV-
WheeUng Park HS led the Lanc-

ers with a 77-75-152, tying for

ninth-place individually.

Matkovich was only seven shots

behind Christine Gaul of

Charleston (SC) who finished

first with a 71-74-145. Other

Longwood scores included lo-

cal junior Mandy Beamer/

Burkeville, VA-Nottoway HS
(82-74- 1 56), senior Katie Soule/

Suffolk, VA-Franklin HS (82-80-

162), along with freshmen Kacia

Shwen/Rock Springs, Wyoming

(80-87-167) and Brandy Hussey/

Norfolk, VA-Granby HS (98-92-

190).

Through two tournaments

and four rounds of golf,

Matkovich leads Longwood with

her 77.75 stroke-average, includ-

ing a low-round of 75.

Matkovich is followed by

Beamer (79.75, 74), Soule

(80.25, 76), Shwen (86.75, 80),

and Hussey (95.75, 92). The

Lancers are averaging 324.50 as

a team this season.

Following the Penn State In-

vitational, Longwood will travel

to the College ofCharleston (SC)

Invitational October 11-12.

Male
Golfers

Traveling

to Ohio
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood finished with a

3 10-304-614 team score to place

fifth at the 17-team Tom
O'Briant Memorial men's golf

tournament hosted by Guilford

College Monday and Tuesday in

Mt. Airy, North Carolina.

The Lancers were led by the

top ten finish of junior Niklas

Jansson/Balsta, Sweden with his

75-74-149, tying for sixth-place

at the par-72, 6,924-yard Cross

Creek Country Club. Greens-

boro (NC) College won the event

with its 582 team score, while

The Pride's David Home was the

individual medalist at 69-71-

14$
Other LC scores included

junior Jason Copeland/Norfolk,

VA-Granby HS (77-79-156, T-

29th), sophomore Jimmy Martin/

Leesburg, VA-Loudoun County

HS (82-78-160, T-47th), fresh-

man Chris Pugh/Roanoke, VA-

Cave Spring HS (85-76-161, T-

52nd), along with sophomores

Myles Jones/La Moye, England

(76-88-164, T-61st) and Blair

Shadday/Madison, Indianna-

Madison Consolidated HS (95-

76-171, T-87th).

Longwood will next compete

at the Powerade Intercollegiate

Tournament October 15-16 in

West Lafayette, OH.

HOMES GAMES THIS

WEEK, OCTOBER 1-7

Field Hockey: October 6 Eastern Mennonite at 4:00

M. Soccer: October 2 Lees-McRae at 2:00

October 6 Belmont Abbey at 6:00

W. Soccer: October 2 LeegMcRae at 12:00

Octobers Belmont Abbey at 4:00

OKTOBERFEST ATHLETIC ALUMNI EVENTS
Longwood Athletics, in conjunction with the College's annual Oktoberfest Celebration, is spon

soring several alumni and alumnae aftletic contests Saturday, October 2, AdmiseiOii is FREE to al

athletic alumni and alumnae events. Below is the schedule with the locations for each competition.

8:30 a,m.» Dick Williamson Alumni Men's Go/fTournament,

at Longwood Golf Course

9 a.m., Alumni Men 's Soccer Match at Lancer Field

10:30 am, Ammnae Field Hockey Match at Barlow WeM
12 p.m., Alumni Baseball Game, at Lancer Stadium

3 p.m., Alumnae Women 's Basketball Ga«, at Laacer Mall
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Women Capitalize 3-1 Win, Men Fall To 4-1 Defeat
Soccer Teams at Longwood Coached by Todd Dyer

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood men have
dropped their last three matches,

two being in the CVAC confer-

ence. They were a 4- 1 defeat at

Pfeiffer (NC), a 2-1 desicion at

Limestone (SC) following a 2-

loss at NCAA Division I Lib-

erty University. The Lancers are

now 3-5 overall, 0-3 in the

CVAC.
In the mucky rained Field the

Lancers did not quite have what
it took to beat CVAC opponent

Pfeiffer, Tuesday. The men lost

the contest 4- 1 . The Lancers got

their lone goal from freshman

defender Scott Spilman/Cincin-

nati, Ohio-Oak Hills HS. LC
junior keeper Zach Wheeler/

Yorktown, VA-Tabb HS made 10

saves in goal.

At Limestone, LC battled to

a scoreless first half before se-

nior forward Mark Markiewicz/

Montclair, VA-C.D. Hylton HS
put the Lancers ahead 1-0 early

in the second half with a goal at

the 46-minute mark. Junior de-

fender Jason Helling/

Woodbridge.VA-Woodbridge

Keeper/Forward Amy Kennedy goes to goal during a match
against Concord, The ladies won 10-0. Photo by Lorien

MacAuley.

HS assisted Markiewicz. The
blue and white were unable to

maintain the advantage, how-
ever, as the Saints were able to

score twice during the final 35

minutes to take the victory.

Freshman keeper Whit Morris/

Richmond, VA-Douglas Free-

man HS made five saves during

the contest as LC outshot Lime-

stone 14-7.

At Liberty, the Lancers

battled to a scoreless tie during

the first balf against the Big

South Conference member
Flames before the hosts scored

two goals in the final 26 minutes

of the contest. Morris kept LC
close with 1 5 saves as LU took a

19-3 advantage in shots. Senior

captain and midfielder Dan
Rogers/Poquoson, VA-Poquoson

HS had two of the blue and white

shot attempts.

"We played extremely hard

in the match and got to halftime

scoreless," explained headcoach

Todd Dyer '93. "Their first goal

came on a corner kick and after

that we had to step out and at-

tack more, allowing them to get

the second goal."

Through seven matches,

Markiewicz leads the Lancers in

scoring with five goals for 10

points (1.43). Markiewicz is fol-

lowed by sophomore midfielder

and last week's CVAC 'Player of

the Week' Andy Plum/

Hirschi and Jansson Selected

For September 22-28

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood College women's

soccer standout Erin Hirschi/Vir-

ginia Beach, VA-Salem HS and

men's golf standout Niklas

Jansson/Balsta, Sweden-

Westerlundska HS-Dodge City,

Kansas have been selected as the

Longwood/Domino's 'Players of

the Week' for the period Septem-

ber 22-28.

Hirschi, a junior forward,

scored her team-leading fifth

goal of the season during a 3-1

triumph at CVAC opponent

Pfeiffer (NC) September 28. It

was a milestone goal for Hirschi

as the third-year player now to-

tals a new school-record 25 ca-

reer goals at the College, sur-

passing the 24 goals tallied by

Kieley Munnikhuysen. Through

seven matches, Hirschi has five

goals and one assist for 1 1 points

(1 .83). The Lancers are currently

5-1-1 overall, 3-0 in the CVAC,
and ranked sixth in this week's

NSCAA Southeast Region Poll.

Erin is the daughter of Larry

and Diana Hirschi of Virginia

Beach, VA and is majoring in

history.

Jansson, ajunior transfer stu-

dent-amlete, led Longwood to a

fifth-place finish at the Tom
O'Briant Memorial men's golf

tournament hosted by Guilford

September 27-28, Jansson tied

for sixth-place with his 75-74-

149 among 101 golfers at the

par-72, 6,924-yard Cross Creek

Country Club in Mt. Airy, North

Carolina. The Lancers shot 3 10-

304-614 as a team in the event.

Through two tournaments and

four rounds of golf, Jansson is

leading the squad with his 74.50

stroke-average with a low round

of 73. Additionally, he has two

top ten individual finishes for the

Lancers who are averaging

309.25 as a team.

Niklas is the son of Jan-Olov

and Kerstin Jansson of Balsta,

Sweden. Jansson is majoring in

business.

Nokesville, VA-Brentsville HS
(4g, la, 9p, 1.29), senior

midfielder Juan Bernedo Jr7Al-

exandria, VA-Hayfield HS (2g,

2a, 6p, 0.86), Helling (3a, 3p,

0.50), and sophomore forward

Jason Masi/Fredericksburg, VA-
ChancellorHS (lg, la. 3p,0.50).

Morris has played 622:37 in

front of the net, allowing 14

goals (2.02) while making 48

saves (6.86) for a J74 save per-

centage.

The women of the Long-
wood soccer program are how-

ever a different story. They are

now 5-1-1 overall, and 3-0 in

CVAC play. The ladies had two

wins this past week, Pfeiffer 3-

1

and Limsestone 1-0. They are

ranked #6 in the latest National

Soccer Coaches Association of

America (NSCAA) Southeast

Region Poll.

Longwood took a 3-1 deci-

sion at CVAC opponent Pfeiffer

(N.C.) Tuesday. The Lancers got

goals from senior sweeper An-

gela Snyder/Sterling, VA-Park

View HS, junior forward Erin

Hirschi/Virginia Beach, VA-Sa-

lem HS, and freshman
midfielder Tricia Root/Alexan-

dria, VA-Bishop Ireton HS. LC
junior keeper Amy Kennedy/

Crozet, VA-Western Albemarle

HS made four saves.

At Limestone, LC earned its

lone goal in the first half as

sophomore forward Melodie

Massey/Virginia Beach, VA-
Floyd E. KeUam HS tallied at the

31:36 mark.

Freshman midfielder Mia
Capps/Virginia Beach, VA-
Kempsville HS assisted Massey.

Neither team managed a score

thereafter as junior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Crozet, VA-Western
Albemarle HS made two saves

during the contest as LC outshot

Limestone 15-2. The shutout was

Kennedy's fourth this season.

Through seven matches, jun-

ior forward Erin Hirechi/Virginia

Beach, VA-Salem HS leads the

Lancers in scoring with five

goals and one assist for eleven

points . Hirschi is followed by

Massey (3g, 2a, 8p, 1.33), senior

midfielder Claudia Watt/Virginia

Beach, VA-Green Run HS (3g,

6p, 1.00), and sophomore de-

fender Jennifer Gombo/Burke,
VA-Lake Braddock HS (2g, la,

5p, 0.83). Kennedy has played

525:00 in front of the net, allow-

ing just four goals (0.69) while

making 24 saves (4.00) for an

.857 save percentage along with

the four shutouts. The goal by

Hirshi, against Pfeiffer gives the

third-year player a school-record

25 career goals, while Root
scored her collegiate first.

Both the men and women re-

turn home to play its first match

at the new Lancer Field October

2 against Lees-McRae (N.C.)

during the College's annual

Oktoberfest Celebration. The
ladies play at 12 and the men
follow them at 2.

The tennis team sets high hopes on their upcoming season. They
will play afew matches this fail, but their main focus is during
spring semester. Photo by Lorien MacAuley.
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"What Is the -future of Logwood College?"

What ismmmhe Aeevrme issues

THATAFFE€T0V* *AliyUVESf

You got questions, concerns or comments? Bring them,

You'll get answers clirectly from the President of

Longwood College, Dr. Patricia Cormier

Wvti Jk P*muu (!»^ OtUU 13, 1W

WE ALL HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THIS SCHOOL. WE ALL HEAR

RUMORS ABOUT WHAT POLICIES ARE COMING DOWN FROM THE

ADMINISTRATION. WE ALL SAY THAT WE WANT TO BE MORE INVOLVED IN THE

DECISIONS THATARE BEING MADE. NOW IS THE TIME AND NOW IS YOUR CHANCE.

IF YOU HAVEA PERTINENT QUESTION TO ASK PR. CORMIER, COME TO THIS OPEN

FORUM. IT IS A CHANCE TO VOICE YOUR OPtNlON, ASKQUESTIONS AND DISCUSS

THE ISSUES THATAFFECT THE FUTURE OF LONGWOOD COLLEGE.

TW$ event sponsored by the Longwood College Student Government Association
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New Honors Director Coming to Longwood Next Fall
KIM URANN

Asst. News Editor

For students in Longwood's

Honors Program, a major change

is about to occur. Susan Bagby,

an English professor and Direc-

tor of the Honors Program, will

be replaced by a new director dur-

ing the summer or the start of the

t semester.

This came as a shock to

many of the Honors Students.

Most of them would not be in the

program if it were not for the ef-

forts of Bagby.

Dr. Norman Bregman,
ke President for Academic Af-

fairs, called a meeting of all the

Honors Students lastWednesday,

September 29. He discussed with

the students his reasoning behind

changing directors.

"I don't want you to think

in any way, shape, or form that I

think she hasn't done a first-rate

job," he said about Bagby.

He called himself a major

supporter of what she has done

with the limited resources given.

Last year, an outside source

reviewed Longwood's Honor Pro-

gram and came up with some
ideas that would help to improve

and enhance the system.

The consultant said a new
director would help tremen-

dously. He explained in his re-

view that the first tiling contribu-

tors notice when looking over a

program to donate to is the direc-

tor.

They check the status to see

if he or she is fuU time or part

time. They check to see if the di-

rector is on staff or not

Bregman and Longwood
President Patricia Cormier hope

that bringing in a new director

will bring in more money for the

program. $2 million more to be

exact. More money means more

scholarships; more scholarships

mean more students.

The new director will not

be some random individual, ei-

ther.

The two major require-

ments are being at the associate

or professor level and having a

terminal degree, which is simply

the highest degree offered in bis

or her field of study.

Jonathan Birdsong Lectures on

Pollution in Virginia

KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

Last Thursday evening at 7

p.m., Jonathan Birdsong deliv-

ered a very informative lecture in

Jeffers Auditorium. Birdsong is

the Southeast regional represen-

tative for the Izaak Walton League

ofAmerica. The lecture was open

to all interested students and fac-

ulty.

Hk lecture began promptly,

and he began to discuss many in-

teresting things about Virginia.

His overall objective was getting

Virginias air much cleaner. He
explained that the acid deposits in

Virgina's mountains are among

die highest in the country. The

ozone smog concentrations in

Virginia are also in the nation's

top rankings. There are places in

the Shenandoah Valley where

visibility used to be over 85 miles.

Now, on many days, it is only

seven miles.

Birdsong explained that

one of the major factors in the

depletion of the air quality is the

coal burning plants. There are

five of these plants in Virginia,

each of these can produce over

212,000 tons of sulfur dioxide a

year. Birdsong explained that if

we can get the money to update

these plants, the pollution that is

produced could be reduced by up

to 75 percent.

This pollution does notjust

affect the air, but humus and ani-

mals as well. Due to the pollution,

trout populations in the streams

have been cut in half. This pollu-

tion can also cause sickness in the

elderly and the young by getting

into their lungs and often causing

a hospital visit. If the pollution is

too extreme, it can cause illness

in even the most healthy person.

Birdsong's lecture had the

audience's attention the entire

time. After he concluded, he held

an intensive question and answer

session. Almost everyone in atten-

dance had a question for him. The

session lasted over 20 minutes.

Birdsong answered a wide vari-

ety of questions on all aspects of

pollution and the

They want someone who
can devote full time to the Hon-

ors Program but will be able to

be on staff as well.

Bagby will still be a part of

the program, but Bregman would

not comment on what part she

will play saying that would "con-

strain" the new director.

The selection process be-

gins shortly, as well. A national

advertisement will be sent out

within the next three or four

weeks, and the administration

hopes to begin interviewing in the

beginning of the spring semester.

Honors students are going

to be directly involved in this pro-

cess.

There will be designated

time set aside to meet with pro-

spective directors, and Bregman

hopes for an Open Forum for the

students to voice concerns and ask

questions.

The Honors Committee
will be tine most immersed in the

selection process.

Two Honors students serve

on this committee to provide the

feedback of the other students.

Bregman assured the stu-

dents that this had nothing to do

with Bagby's performance in the

past.

It is the desire of most of

the administration to enhance the

Honors Program and keep it mov-

ing forward.

A full time director, with

the criteria listed above, will

hopefully be able to do just that.

Longwood to Hold

Career Information Fair

PRESSRELEASE

Have you ever wanted to

know what employers really look

for in job candidates? So you

want to find out about internship

opportunities? Find out for your-

self at the Career Information

Fair, sponsored by the Career

Center and the School ofBusiness

and Economies, on Thursday, Oc-

tober 14, from 3:30 p.m. until

5:30 pm.
The Career information

Fair will provide the opportunity

for students to interact with rep-

resentatives from companies such

a* Capital One, America Online,

One Stop Cellular, 7-1 1 Corpora-

tion, Burlington Industries, IBM,

Wesco, and many i

what makes potential candidates

stand out and get hired.

While this fair will only

provide information about the

companies, keep in mind that you

will learn about career opportu-

nities, and may very well find a

contact who will keep you in-

formed about future openings

within the company

There is no registration pro-

cess or fees necessary for atten-

dance. This fan- is open to all stu-

dents regardless of class and ma-

jor.

We hope to see you in the

Lankford Building on Thursday

October 14 at 3:30 p.m. If you

have any questions, call the Ca-

reer Center at x2063.
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EDITORIAL
Hello everyone! I hope

that you all enjoyed

Oktoberfest! It turned

out to be quite a nice weekend.

Well, after the banner inci-

dent, I thought that all of the bad

things would be over with, but I

found out otherwise. It seems that

Longwood is one of the few

schools in Virginia that does not

have sexual orientation in the dis-

crimination policy (EEOC). This

was brought up at the Board of

Visitors Meeting by President

Cormier and President of SGA,

Nick Mills. Once brought up the

change was quickly dropped by

the board.

Granted, not everyone be-

lieves the same thing or lives the

same way, but it is still wrong to

discriminate against someone be-

cause of their beliefs.

Longwood College prides it-

self on being such a great school.

(I am not saying that Longwood

is a bad school). But would a good

school discriminate in any way

against any person? Longwood

may not even be discriminating

against anyone, but it is not right

to omit anyone from this policy.

In a group of roughly 3,600

people it is safe to say that beliefs,

cultures and ideas are very differ-

ent. Who are we (or the Board of

Visitors) to decide v, hat is right

or wrong to believe. Is there one

" normal" lifestyle? Ofcourse not

So how could we pick just one?

I would like to take this time

to thank those that questioned this

policy. It was my understanding

that Nick Mills and President

Cormier brought this policy up at

the Board of Visitors Meeting.

This act is greatly appreciated. I

was very happy to see people sup-

porting the cause. What I don't

understand is how a Board has au-

thority over die whole college.We
live, work and attend classes here.

We give money to this school. We
should decide or have a hand in

these matters as well.

I am very against any form of

discrimination be it by race, gen-

der, religious belief or sexual ori-

entation. It is illegal and ignorant

to do this and I hope that the cur-

rent state of affairs will change.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief
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Dear Editor:

I recently picked up a copy of

the October 1 issue of The

Rotunda. I started reading it then

I came across the article tided:

"The Non-Greek View". The au-

thor, Kim Urann, started off by

writing the following: "First of

all, let me state that I am not

against organizations of any

kind." What is that supposed to

mean? Does she have nothing but

good things to say about any or-

ganization she hears of? How
about the Nazi party, or the KKK?
Those are organizations too. I

would hope that she would have

something against hate organiza-

tions.

In several places in the paper

there are references to the anti-

greek sign hanging outside of the

Cunninghams. The person re-

sponsible for the removal of the

sign was never identified. The

people who mack the sign were

not quoted (did you even talk to

them?). For all I know from read-

ing the article the people who
made the sign removed it them-

selves, or may have been asked

to remove it because the college

prohibits hanging objects outside

of a donn window. The point is, I

have no idea why the sign was

removed, just that Melissa Gill

armed herself with as little

knowledge as she could, a lot of

rumors, and then attempted to

write an article.

Please attempt to make the

next issue a little more profes-

sional. People expect better writ-

ing from college students.

Patrick O'Neal

Editor's Note: Thank youfor
all of the input. First, we would

like to clear a few things up. In

K'un Urann s article, it seemed a

bit harsh to use the Nazi party as

an organization example. Kim
was merely trying to express that

her criticism was towards the

ways ofthe organization and not

the organization itself (or the

people involved). Melissa Gill's

article was an opinion article, not

a news article. It just dealt with

the opinion on the incident. How-
ever, there were some unclear

points. As for the College pro-

hibiting things from being hung

outside the dorm window, take a

look at Stubbs. Nonetheless, we

all can learn from criticism. We

all make mistakes.

We appreciate all suggestions

regarding the paper. We also en-

courage anyone who wants to see

something done in the paper to

come by one ofour staffmeetings.

We hold them everyMonday night

at 9 p.m. in our office in the Stu-

dent Union.

Longwood is

Y2K Ready
Dear Editor

I have just read the article in

the current issue entitled "Is

Longwood Ready for Y2KT I

thought readers might be inter-

ested to know that Longwood

College has successfully tested its

Y2K readiness with the United

States Department of Education

financial aid computer systems. In

fact we have been added to the

Department ofEducation "Honor

Roll" as one of the few schools

in the nation that has successfully

completed Y2K testing. Earlier

this month, Longwood was one

of only three schools in Virginia

to be certified as ready for the year

2000!

JeffR. Scofield

Director of Financial Aid

Alzheimers

Walk a Success
Dear Editor:

The Alzheimers Walk sup-

ported Longwood's real

committment to the common
good as students and members of

the community engaged in the

spirit of service and stewardship.

The walk suggested the meaning

of comfort and challenges as stu-

dents walked to show support.

The amount of contributions col-

lected was $2943.01.

Heartfelt thoughts to Mortar

Board. Thanks to David Gingras

who provided leadership,

Phyllis Mable

V.P. for Student Affairs
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PUSEVENTS
Cabaret a Success

JAMIE TURNER
Copy editor

The hot broadway musical

Cabaret was performed at

Longwood last week to Fill the

Jarman auditorium.

Cabaret opened very

strong with a chorus line that in-

cluded most of the cast ThenAct

One began with the very talented

Emcee played by Stevie Journey.

Journey did an outstanding job

and completely Tilled the role.

As the storyline unfolded,

the musical just seemed to get

better. Its numbers were full of

entertainment and action, caus-

ing laughter from the audience.

The story unfolded as a

man named Cliff Bradshaw,

played by Joel Mazmanian,
moved to Berlin to write a novel,

just as the Nazi's are attempting

to take over the countryOnce he

gets settled in he meets a woman
named Sally Bowles, played by

Jan Guano from Richmond, who
changes his life completely and

writing his novel becomes his last

priority. However, Sally gets preg-

nant and decides that she does not

want the baby and has an abortion

without consulting Cliff first This

puts things in perspective for Cliff

and he returns to America,

Act Two opened with a

number from the "Kit Kat Girls,"

which seemed to draw the audi-

ence back to their seats after the

intermission, just to see what
would happen next. The play

ended with a bang, leaving the

audience in awe. It finished strong

and left the audience with some-

thing to think about

So if you missed Cabaret

last week, I must say that you re-

ally missed out!

Thorwlay, October 7
Student Workshop with Dorothy Gillespie 10 a.m. -12 pan. ,1-3

p.m. in Bedford

Joel Schoenhals Recital 7:30 p.m. in Wygal
Stnchkunau 7:30 p.m. Commonwealm Ballroom

Dororay Gillespie Lecture 7:30 pj&. in Bedford

Friday, October 8
LCVAAdvisory Board Meeting 10:30a.m. at LCVA
Cafe Night 10 p,m. Lancer Cafe

Saturday, October 9

Women's Soccer vs. Goker, 1 p,m.

Mai's Soccer vs. Coter 3 pjn.

Act II Variety Show 7p.m. Jarman Auditorium

Comedy Night wrm Greg Carey and Oui Be Negros, 9 puu in

Commonwealth Ballroom.

Monday, October 11

Rotunda Newspaper Imerest Meeting 9 p.nt in the Student Union

Tuesday, October 12
Held Hockey vs. Rerrum 4 p,tn»

Teaching Abroad Interest meeting in Hull 109 at 6 pun.

199?CoUege Bowl 7:30 p.m. in Commonweal Ballroom

Wednesday, October 13
Student Open Forum with Dr. Cormier &30-8 p.m, in Common-
wcaJth Bailroom.

Wbmens Soccer vs. liberty, 7 p.m.

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MINDS IN

AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT SYSTEM:

TIAA-CREF.

When it comes to planning a

comfortable future, America's

best and brightest turn to the expert:

TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in

assets under management, we're the

world 's largest retirement system, the

nation's leader in customer satisfaction,*

and the overwhelming choice of people

in education, research, and related fields.

Expertise You Can
Count On

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-

duced intelligent solutions to America's

long-term planning needs. We pioneered the

portable pension, invented the variable

annuity, and popularized the very concept

of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

manage the largest stock account in the

world (based on assets under management).

Today, TIAA-CREF can helpy*tt«*<

achieve even more ofyour financial goals.

With TIAA-CREF you'll find the

flexibility and choice you need, backed by

a proven history of performance,

remarkably low expenses, and peerless

commitment to personal service.

Find Out for Yourself

To learn more about the world's premier

retirement organization, talk to one of our

retirement planning experts, or better still,

speak to one ofyour colleagues. Find out

why, when it comes to planning for tomor-

row, great minds think alike.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

tot*

toe ilium
those who shape itT

•DALBAJ*, loc,

SMPVJMMf t&C,

TIAA-CRE*

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

rank*. TIAA-CREF IbAvhW ad Inttftttuat)

fNmoBkl I&v^utoro Sjtv^pw, luc* t

Browse icptcom for Springbreak

"2000. BALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels A prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-<5013
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Left: Food and drinks were a popular item as always during Oktoberfest.

Photo by Julie Driscoll

Below: Face Painting proved to be a popular booth at Oktoberfest.

Photo by Julie Driscoll

:. :.-f»M—Jfe, ;

Above: The pie in theface contest caused many smiles

at Oktoberfest. Photo by Julie Driscoll
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Left: Alpha Sigma Alpha takes a ride in the parade.

Photo by Amber Giles.

Below.The Oktoberfest Klowns posefor a picture in

front ofStubfys. Photo by Julie Driscoll

Above: (jetting uizz.y- rtujio oy June urisci

Left: The Peer Helpers Booth. Photo by Julie Driscoll.
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Commuting: It's Not a Free Ride
DAVEBROWN

Staff Writer

Precisely how long does it

take to get to class? Every college

student seeks to answer this ques-

tion. Some even try to calculate

it to the exact second, trying to

squeeze in every last bit of sleep

or studying.

But for some students, this

question is impossible to answer.

There is no way to anticipate ev-

ery stoplight or slow-driving se-

nior citizen. And how long it will

take to find a parking spot on

campus is anyone's guess. Such

is the plight ofLongwood's week-

day population-the commuters.

It is easy to take some
things for granted-walking to

class, "all you can eat" meals in

the dining hall, or going across the

hall to hang out with friends. For

commuters, especially students

who have moved off campus af-

ter years ofdorm life, these are

nothing more than fond memories

and wishful thinking. Strange as

it may seem, some students actu-

ally miss noisy, overcrowded

dorms, and long lines for dinner

at Blackwell.

Julie Skalsky, a graduate

student living off campus for the

first time this semester, described

the transition to commuter life

like this; "It's kind of bitter sweet

It's great not having an R.A. look-

ing over my shoulder all the time,

and I enjoy having a place of my
own to get away from things

sometimes. I like the feeling of

independence."

But Julie also added that

there were definitely some things

she missed about on-campus life,

"It's a different experience when

you live on campus. You are right

in the middle of everything-

there's always something to do or

someone to talk to. Before, I could

walk to class or go to dinner with

my friends. Now, I have to drive

twenty minutes just to get to

Farmville."

Several students also

pointed out something that many

people forget while they are liv-

ing on campus. Life in the real

world is expensive. All of the

things that seem so basic in a

dorm (electricity, water, cable and

telephones) all cost money.

But before students can

have any of those things, they

have to find a place to live. Some
people still live at home with their

parents, but many choose to get

their own house or apartment.

Finding a place off campus usu-

ally comes down to what students

can afford which is usually not

much. This translates into a lot of

people living in one place, usu-

ally sharing less than top quality

accomodations.

Many students quickly find

out that the tilings they moved out

of the dorm to avoid such as noisy

neighbors, lack of privacy and

crowded living quarters, occur

just as much off campus.

Despite the difficulties,

most commuters (particularily off

campus seniors) say they are

happy with their decision to

forego dorm life. Many find that

after having lived off campus for

several months, they actually en-

joy being less involved with cam-

pus life because it makes the time

they do spend on campus more

meaningful.

In the words of one com-

muter, "I never realized how
much just having dinner with my
friends meant to me until I could

only do it once a week."

Music Review: Santana

Supernatural
KM URANN

Asst. News Editor

Santana is back and has a

few well-known names to help

him out. An eclectic group of

people many would never be-

lieve could be on one album

turns up here.

From Wyclef Jean to

Eric Clapton, Santana com-

piled a group of songs that are

as different as the people who
sing them in his newest al-

bum, Supernatural

Everlast lakes a turn

with the song "Put Your
ights On." This song is an

tie combo ofEverlast's bass

ith the strings of Carlos

antana. It isasongofnotloiirig
ope and holding on to the Ugfit

your soul.

"Love of My Life" is an

unlikely ballad from Dave
Matthews. Just judging by the

title, you can probably guess what

the song is about Matthews voice

mixed with the smooth guitar

strings of Santana makes this a

great lullaby, too.

Lauryn Hill takes a turn at

the mike, as well. Her song, "Do
You Like the Way" is a different

pace from normal Santana tunes.

She mixes her personal style with

the jazzy sound of the band

to form an odd mixture that

is not unpleasant, just unex-

pected.

And we all know Rob
Thomas (from Matchbox 20)

singing with Santana in

"Smooth." This song makes

me personally want to go out

and learn how to salsa.

So many great things

could be said about this re-

cording that there isn't

enough time or space to con-

tinue. When there isn't an-

other person accompanying the

band, you can see the reason that

Santana is still alive after all these

years.

KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

If the plural of tooth is teeth, shouldn't the plusd of booth be

beeth?P
One goose, two geese, sooae moose two meese?

II people ring a bell today and rang a bell yesterday, way don't we

say tbey flang the ball?

If a firefighter fights fire*, what does a freedom fighter fight?

If pro and con are opposites, is Congress the opposite of

progress?

How can your house simultaneously bum up and burn down?

How can you fill out a form by filling it in, or add up a column of

figures by adding them down?

How come your nose runs and your feet smell?

Why is it that a slim chance and a fat chance can mean the same
tfu'ng, while a wise man and a wise guy are opposites?

Why is it called a hot water heater? Who heats hot water?

Columnist's Note: Ifyou have any **De«p Thoughts" of
your own, please e-mailthem to kmr0ck@longwoad.lwc.edu

Student Health Information
PRESS RELEASE

To keep our students "in the

know" regarding our most recent

changes in the provision of your

health care, we have summarized

the following information:

Family Planning will now
be provided by the local Prince

Edward County Health Depart-

ment. Students interested in

scheduling an appointment

should contact our nursing staff

at Student Health Services, 395-

2102, for further information.

Beginning this fall, stu-

dents will be given appointments

directly with a nurse practitione*

when scheduling a health care

visit for an acute, non-emergent

medical problem. A registered

nurse will also be available to dis-

cuss any student's health concerns

or questions either by phone or

walk-in.

Flu shots will be given on

October 21, 28, and November 4

from 12-1:30 p.m. in Lancaster

319. The cost wiU be $10. You
will pay in Cashiering first then

go to Lancaster 319 for your shot.

Please call Student Health Ser-

vices wirh any questions.

Confidential HTV testing

will be offered by the Prince Ed-

ward County Health Department

at Student Health Services on No-
vember 1 and 3 from 4 p.m. to 7

p.m. Please call Student Health

Services at 395-2102 to set up an

appointment

Students interested in vol-

unteering for Stude»t Health Ser-

vice Partners/Advisory Commit-
tee should contact Pam Higgins,

Director of Student Health
Services at 395-2102, or Email

pfugginsQUmgwood twc. edu.
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Field Men Successfully Accomplish Two
Hockey: Wins This Week, While Women Go 1-1

Prothero

Scores

Game
Winner

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood's field hockey
team defeated Lynchburg 2-1,

October 5. After a scoreless first

half, senior Elizabeth Mann/
Richmond, VA-Open HS beat

Lynchburg's keeper and put

Longwood on the board with a

goal in the 40th-minute. Later

freshman Emily Prothero/Vir-

ginia Beach, VA-Princess Anne
HS scored on an assist fromjun-

ior Heather Kinstler/Virginia

Beach, VA-Tallwood HS in the

55th-minute.

In goal the first half, senior

Kim Iman/Virginia Beach, VA-
Cox HS had two saves, while

sophomore keeper Stephanie

Potter/North Kingstown, R.I.-

North Kingstown acquired nine

saves and one goal against in the

second half. Longwood remains

ranked sixth in the National Field

Hockey Coaches Association

(NFHCA) Division Et poll this

week and fifth in the NCAA Di-

vision II South Region poll.

The ladies will next play at

VCU, this Saturday, October 9

at 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday night, October 6,

on the slick fast Lancer field both

the men and the women of the

Longwood soccer teams faced

Belmont Abbey. The men played

first to start off the evening.

The men were pumped up

and ready to roll, especially af-

ter there win against Mt. Olive

on Monday, October 4, 3-2. The

Lancers fought hard to find the

net in the first half getting one

result Sophomore Jason Fargo

led the way giving the Lancers

the lead with 15 minutes left to

play in the first half. His goal

was assisted by Junior Jason

Helling. But Blemont Abbey
came back and scored one to tie

it at the half, 1-1. Freshman

keeeper Whit Morris played

through a head injury the first

half. But was releived by Sopho-

more John Kennedy who fin-

ished out the second half, allow-

ing no goals to pass. He was able

to accomplish this with the out-

standing play of the defense in

front of him. These males were

Vicki Matkovich, Ail-

American Women's
Golfer Pushes Team
Score Forward to 970

KIMBERLYKUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood shot a 324-325-

321-970 team score to finish

16tfa at the Penn State Invita-

tional women's golf tournament

Sunday. Oregon won with a 300-

286-299-885 team score at the

par 70, 5,918-yard Penn State

White Golf Course. Sophomore

AH-American Vicki Matkovich/

Wheeling, WVA-Wheeling Park
HS led the Lancers with a 77-73-

74-224, tying for 12A-place in-

dividually. Other Lancer scores

include junior Mandy Beamer/

BurkeviBe, VA-Nottoway HS
(73-86-77-236), senior Katie

Soule/Suffoft, VA-Franklin HS
(83-83-86-252), along with

freshmen Kaeia Shwen/Rock

Springs, Wyoming (91-83-84-

258) and Brandy Hussey/Nor-

folk, VA Granby HS (92-95-92-

279).

Longwood will next compete

October 1 1- 1 2 at the Charleston

(South Carolina) Invitational at

Patriots Point Golf links.

HOME GAMES THIS WEEK
Field Hockev: October 12 Berrum 4:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer: October 9 Coker 3:00 p.m.

October 12 Queens 7:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer; October 9 Coker 1:00 p.m.

October 13 Liberty 7:00 p.m.

Sophomore Nick Barber, Sopho-

more Stew Gregory III, and

Freshman Marcus Stanley.

Helling capatilized on a Lancer

opportunity late in the second

half to give the Lancers the ad-

vantage, 2-1. The men held on

to the lead to finsh out the game
on top.

There previous win of the

week came from CVAC oppo-

nent Mt. Olive, 3-2. This led the

men to snap a four-match

winless streak. The Lancers got

a pair of goals from sophomore

forward Jason Masi, including

the game-winner with 1 7:45 re-

maining. Gregory III added a

goal as well, while senior for-

ward Mark Markiewicz, junior

midfielder Jason Corey and

sophomore defender Barber each

contributed an assist. LC junior

keeper Zach Wheeler (injured

midway through the second half)

made seven saves. The men are

now 5-6 overall. They will face

Coker on Saturday, October 9 at

3 pm, following the ladies.

Against Belmont Abbey af-

ter the boys, when it was colder

and the field was even faster the

ladies did not have the same re-

sult. As anyone walked across

campus they could hear the la-

dies because they were so

"ready" for this game. Both

teams however came out strong

fighting for every ball, in the air

and in tackles.

Belmont Abbey scored first

though, after a scoreless first

half. Junior keeper Amy
Kennedy had not let any goals

by at the point of the score. But

Longwood came back and

fought even harder, to try and get

one. The magic was there when

Freshman Brooke Cooper slid

the ball by the keeper for the

opposing team. This goal was off

an assist from fellow Freshman

Mia Capps. At the end of the

game the score was still tied at

one a piece. The decision was to

have two overtime periods, with

a golden goal rule. The first to

score was going to win, unfortu-

nately that was Belmont Abbey.

The final score was 2-1 in favor

of the visitors.

Kennedy came up big several

times in the closing minutes, but

the Lancers just could not pull

through. The defense in front of

Kennedy was led by Senior An-

gela Snyder, Sophomore Jen

Gombo, and Senior Amy
Honeycutt.

However on a winning note,

the ladies had a vitcory on

Moday, October 4 against Mt.

Olive 3-0. LC got a pair of goals

from junior midfielder Amanda
Stombaugh, while senior captain

midfielder Claudia Watt had one

goal and one assist. Junior for-

ward Erin Hirschi and freshman

forward Rigel Lockett each con-

tributed one assist as well.

Keeper Kennedy made two
saves for her sixth shutout this

season.

Longwood is now ranked #5

(7-2-1) in the NSCAA Southeast

Region. They play again on Sat-

urday, October 9 against Coker

at 1pm.

TTs

Coming...

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS
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Longwood Professor

Speaks on Diversity
PRESSRELEASE

Dr. Mitchell Adrian, assis-

tant professor of management,

will speak October 21, at 7:30

p.m. in Hiner Au-

ditorium on Per-

ceptions of Diver-

sity: Demograph-

ics versus Values.

In the Fac-

ulty Colloquium

Lecture, Dr.

Adrian, whose re-

search efforts fo-

cus on organiza-

tional culture, will

report the results

of his research into workplace di-

versity.

The congruence of values

and culture has a greater influence

on workplace relationships than

the congruence of demographic

charachteristic$,
M
he said. The

findings provide limited support

to a preference for demographic

congruence, namely race. Re-

search is leading

to the conclusion

that we use an ad-

ditional variable,

that of percieved

of socioeconomic

status, to classify

ourselves.''

Dr. Adrian

has taught at

Longwood since

1996, is a gradu-

ate of McNeese

State University, has a Master's

egree from Midwestern State Uni-

versity and a doctorate from Mis-

sissippi State University.

Technology Update
GEORGELANUM

Asst, Features Editor

This week's article will in-

clude information about how to

download Microsoft's Office

2000 for free, the upcoming tech-

nology classes to be offered by the

RTAs, and a general information

statement about the Information

Technology Helpdesk.

Office 2000 Professional

and Front Page 2000 are now
available to download from the

following web site: hup;//

web . 1wc .edu/helpdesk/lancerne t

To download the software, go to

the above mentioned page and

click on Microsoft Campus
Agreement. You will need your

social security number and your

Lancernet default password to

perform this download. In addi-

tion, you will need to download

the software with Microsoft's

Internet Explorer (IE). You will

not be able to use Netscape to

download tins software package.

If you have Windows 98,

you already have Internet Ex-

plorer installed. If you do not

have IE, a link to download it will

be provided. The minimum hard-

ware requirement to download

and run Office 2000 is a Pentium

©166 with 32 MB ofram and 600

MB of free bard drive space.

Please print out the instruc-

tions or thoroughly read through

them before downloading the

See TECH p.4

Maynard Ferguson Orchestra

Coming to Longwood College
PRESSRELEASE

Straight from New York

City, legendary jazz trumpeter

Maynard Ferguson and his Big

Bop Nouveau band wind up their

1999 East Coast tour at

Longwood College, on Saturday,

October 23, at 8 p.m. in Jarman

Auditorium.

One of the most influential

figures in jazz in the last quarter

of the 20th century, Ferguson pro-

motes young talent, and his group

is filled with the jazz stars of to-

morrow. His alumni include

Chuck Mangione, Chick Corea,

Bill Chase, Bob james and Peter

Erskine.

Born in Montreal in 1928,

Maynard Ferguson was a child

prodigy on piano, violin and

trumpet.

He moved to the U.S. in

1949, and performed through the

early 1950's with the Big bands

of Jimmy Dorsey, Charlie Barnet

and Stan kenton. With Kenton he

was reknowned for dazzling so-

los and high-note pyrotechnics.

Ferguson formed his own

band in 19S6 and has gone on to

achieve lasting fame as a leader.

In the 1970's he pioneered

the integration of jazz and rock.

Among his hit recordings of that

time are MacArthur Park and

Gonna Fly Now, theme from the

The Shadow of Hate
KIM VRANN

Asst. News Editor

Bigotry abounds in

America, and it probably always

will, but this movie presentation

on Tuesday, October 5, showed

just how bad it used to be.

Using actual tales of intol-

erance towards others made the

impact much greater. The pictures

were graphic and emotional, and

no one left the room thinking

America was the land of golden

oppurtunity.

The film talked about hate

towards Jewish-Americans, Afri-

can-Americans, Mexican-Ameri-

cans and Chinese-Americans. It

used examples of things that have

happened to individual people to

emphasize.

After the presentation, lead-

ers of groups on campus spoke to

the audience. The representative

of the religion of Islam discussed

the problem with religious intol-

erance.

The college's NAACP
chapter president spoke about the

things they hope to accomplish

and said that the NAACP was not

just about African-Americans but

included all minorities.

The Unity Alliance's repre-

sentative talked of her organiza-

tion and what they do to make

sure that the Longwood campus

shows fairness to people of all

sexual orientation.

The overall desire of the

presentation was to tell people

mat prejudice of any kind-be it

religious, racial or sexual-is un-

acceptable. We are all still hu-

mans, no matter what.

motion picture Rocky.

During the 1980's, he di-

rected the popular fusion band-

High Voltage.

Recently he came full circle

to his swing roots with the forma-

tion of his little big band, Big Bop
Nouveau.

This concert is sponsored

by the Longwood Department of

Music and is underwritten in

memory of, and through the gen-

erosity of, Dr. Rosemary Sprague,

a longtime professor of English.

Tickets are available

through the Jarman Box Office

(804-395-2474) and are $15 for

general admission, $12 for LC
faculty/staffand $ 1 for students.

President

Cormier

Holds Open
Forum

PRESSRELEASE

President Cormier held an-

other Opne Forum in the Com-
monwealth Ballroom on Wednes-

day evening. There was an aver-

age attendance. The night started

rather slow, but after a few min-

utes, everyone began discussing

their issues.

Some of the items dis-

cussed were minorities on cam-

pus, the freshman visitation

policy, parking, the rumored

switch to Division I, as well as

the new science building. For

more details on the forum, look

in the October 28 Issue of Tht

Rotunda for full coverage.
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Hello! I hope you all are

well! I am happy

to say that this is the last

issue of The Rotunda before our

Fall Break! I am very much look-

ing forward to this as I am sure

that everyone else is as well!

I have a large number of is-

sues to discuss this week. I am
currently reading from bulletins

and campus information. It

amazes me how much goes on

that we (the students) do not have

a say in. For example, there are a

few changes in tuition that were

noted. One of which is the Enroll-

ment Fee from $250 to $400.

Okay, Longwood has been so

happy about increased enroll-

ment, so they raised the enroll-

ment fee? What sense does that

make? The $250 fee was ridicu-

lous enough, but now $400?

Right. That's a good idea (take

note of the sarcasm).

Also, over the summer, there

was a decision concerning

Longwood's switch to Division I.

Although students as well as fac-

ulty protested this, it was done

anyway. Not only that, it was done

over the summer (how conve-

nient) when most are gone home.

Sure, Division I is a great idea,

but, WE DON'T HAVE ROOM!
Where are they going to put the

5,000 students? Hey! I have an

idea! The Rotunda Office could

hold at least 4 people comfortably

(we even have a couch!). Lets

move people everywhere!

Being in Division I also re-

quires a football team.

Hmmm...why don't they just

knock out that already over-

crowded sophomore lot behind

McDonalds and make it a foot-

ball field! Great! Of course if this

actually happened, students

wouldn't find out until after the

plans were already drawn up.

Did you all know that there

are already plans to put a new sci-

ence building in the ARC lawn?

The Stevens building will then be

a residence area. WOW! We can

begin our life in the concrete

jungle! But at least we'll have a

few well mowed squares of grass

around campus. I have just been

realizing how unaware some stu-

dents are of these changes. I have

been spreading the word and most

people are very angry with the

misinformation that is occurring.

Hopefully this will lead to a very

crowded Open Forum. I am dis-

appointed to say that (in my opin-

ion) since the last forum, commu-
nication betwen the administra-

tion and students has not im-

proved.

Please be safe over break!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief
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Your Letters
Alumni Concerns Addressed

Dear Editor.

I am sure I am not die only

Longwood alumnus who has re-

acted negatively to all of the

changes that Cormier and Co.

have been implementing. I am
also well aware that change for

any institution is inevitable. How-

ever, I feel the need to voice my
opinion.

Like alumni of colleges and

universities around the world, I

become alarmed at the thought of

drastic changes concerning my
alma mater, especially when the

alterations have been sloppy and

dubious. Through friends still at-

tending Longwood, I heard of the

proposed student increase and

was told stories about the conver-

sion of study lounges into dorm

rooms and the housing of students

in old East Ruffner offices. With

Longwood bursting at the seams,

these new students will never

know the advantages ofattending

the "small, southern school.*'

I have sat silendy by as Long-

wood administration talked of

external issues concerning the

college. However, it is the latest

decision by the college that has

infuriated me. I am saddened by

the decision to replace Susan

Bagby, the Director of the Hon-

ors Program and a woman who

has given so much of her time and

self to the Honors Program and

the college. I am well aware that

this college is a business, and

seeks every penny it can get, but

something sickens me about the

idea of relieving Bagby of her

position in order to obtain some-

one with surface qualifications.

Perhaps I am too idealistic.

My respect for Longwood has

faded.

Madison Howells

Additions to the Activist

Dear Editor

I enjoyed the point-counter-

point format ofThe Activist Zone

immensely, but I feel that Ms.

Kirkpatnck may have neglected

a point or two in her defense of

Greek life, and I would like to

take the opportunity to respond to

Ms. Urann's expressed views.

To begin with, I must note

that I am not affiliated with any

Greek organization, nor would I

ever choose to be. However, my
roomate is a member of a Greek

organization, and so are some
very dear friends of mine. Thus,

although I can hardly say that I

am wholly impartial, I can (like

Ms. Urann and Ms. Kirkpatnck)

at least list my various biases up

front, permitting the reader to de-

duce what he or she will.

I am wary of generalizations,

as I feel that they make it easier

to dehumanize individuals who
happen to be affiliated with the

group in question. Thus, I don't

care to hear that all members of

Greek organizations are "mind-

less hordes," "childish-

See ACTIVIST p. 3

Greek/Non Greeks Should

Work Together on Campus
Dear Editor:

I must say that I couldn't

agree with you more. While I may
be Greek I think that the person/

persons who put the sign up had

every right in the world to put up
a banner promoting Indepen-

dence. We have to realize that not

everyone on this campus wants to

go Greek and that that is ok. Many
people come to college feeling

that they have to go Greek when

in actuality there are many things

to do other than go Greek. And,

sorry Damien, but there are places

to go in Farmville other than go-

ing Greek.

When I speak to friends who
attend other schools they tell me
of a Non-Greek club they have. I

know for fact on the campus of

Illinois Wesleyan, a campus
smaller than Longwood, there is

See GREEK p. 3
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"The Activist " is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjustwhining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunaa@kmgwoodhvc.edu.

Non-Greek Opinions Not Allowed
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

Article 3, Section 2 of the

Longwood Handbook assures stu-

dents die freedom ofassembly, or-

ganization, speech and the press,

and our United States Constitu-

tion includes a similar statement

in the First Amendment. I believe

that these rights were violated

here at Longwood a couple of

weeks ago.

Around noon on Friday,

September 24, Longwood seniors

T.J. Ucciardi and Patrick

McCloskey hung a sign from their

third floor window in South

Cunninghams. It stated simply,

"It's not too late. Don't go Greek."

They put on some music and were

just hanging out ready to enjoy the

upcoming weekend after a long

week of classes. Some friends

stopped by, both Greek and Non-

Greek, and all thought the sign

was cool or even funny.

Around 4 p.m. , the head of

the Inter-Fraternity Council came

to Ucciardi's door with four other

people. They complained about

the sign, saying their Greek life

was important to them, and they

did not appreciate their behavior

regarding the sign. I guess Non-

Greek's lives aren't important

though, because there were fly-

ers all over campus put up by the

Greeks saying, "Go Greek, there's

nowhere else to go in Farmville."

The guys agreed to take the sign

down by 5:45 that evening be-

cause sorority walk was sched-

uled for 6:00 right beneath the

window displaying the sign. Of
course, if Non-Greeks like T.J.

and Pat are participating in some

kind of activity such as Ultimate

Frisbee on the field in front of

Stubbs, they don't ask the sorori-

ties to take down their signs. "I

don't have a problem with them

expressing their opinions, why

should they have a problem with

me expressing mine," said

McCloskey.

After the IPC representa-

tives came by, McCloskey de-

cided to go outside with a video

camera and get some people's

opinions about the sign. "Mostly

everyone thought it was funny.

The people that didn't like it

thought that we were saying we

dont like Greeks, and that's not

true at all," said McCloskey. The

most interesting opinion

McCloskey caught on tape was

Damien Duchamp's, Coordinator

of Greek Affairs, who said to

McCloskey, "You better watch

your boys." Seems a little imma-

ture of a statement for someone

in a position of such authority to

be making, but it's all on tape so

we can't argue with the accuracy

of the statement. "When I heard

Damien say that, I felt very threat-

ened and intimidated, and I don't

think anyone has a right to

threaten me, especially over a sign

simply expressing my opinion,"

said Ucciardi.

Soon after Duchamp's

statement, the REC of The

Cunninghams, John Wescott,

came up to Ucciardi's room and

said he had recieved complaints

from Duchamp and made them

take the sign down. So the sign

came down around 5:30 p.m.

Should it have come down at all

though? Personally I don't think

so, if we as students are actually

assured certain rights. As a last

thought, Ucciardi added, "Ifs still

not too late. Don't go Greek."

Oktoberfest Attraction Lacks Decency
DAVEBROWN
StttfWriter

Oktoberfest weekend. For

many, it is the highlight of the fall

semester. This year's incarnation

of the hallowed Longwood tradi-

tion was, by most accounts, an

enjoyable occasion. Amongst the

revelry, however, I came across

something that struck me as

rather tacky-an inflatable version

of a sinking Titanic. For those of

you who were too hung over to

make it outside Saturday, a big

plastic blow-up version of the Ti-

tanic was placed outside on

Lankford Mall near the library.

The idea behind this was for thrill

seekers to climb up the side and

then slide down. Okay, that

sounds harmless, but let's exam-

ine this a little more.

Flash back to April 15,

1912. In the early morning hours,

over 1500 people died when the

Titanic sank. That doesnt sound

too bad, huh? Just some people

drowning out in the middle of the

ocean. And it was 87 years ago,

too-so why not make a carnival

ride out of the whole incident?

Most people are under the

impression that a majority of the

1,553 people that died that night

drowned In reality, many of them

died from hypothermia. The wa-

ter temperature in the portion of

the Atlantic Ocean where the Ti-

tanic sank that night was 28 de-

grees. Water that is 28 degrees

would be bad enough on the skin-

but imagine it in your nice, warm

lungs. Assuming the people re-

covered from this nice shock, they

See TITANIC p. 5
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PROPS:

+ To Mortar Board for producing an outstanding Oktoberfest spirit.

+ To all the letters and emails people have sent The Rotunda this

week! We appreciate the input!

+ To President Cormier for holding another Open Forum.

DROPS:

- To people who attack what they don't take the time to under

stand If you don't know, ask and be open-minded!

- To the BAP. What was that all about? We couldn't even eat it!

- To whoever pulls the fire alarm in Cox all the time. Get a life!

Send your Props and Drops to rr^unda@longwoodJwc£chi.

GREEK Cont. p. 2
an Independents Club. Yes

going Greek is one way to go, but

it's not the only way to go. The

Greek population is only about

30% or so I've been told, but

many times it feels as if the Greek

population is more like 80% es-

pecially when you look around

your class and are surrounded by

different colored jumpers and

identical shim. It can make you

feel trapped at times. While I un-

derstand the importance of look-

ing like a clone to promote "sis-

terhood" or "brotherhood" I do

not understand why we cannot

allow others to express their opin-

ions. I fully support the person

who had the guts to stand up to

the ever growing Greek popula-

tion, and think their banner should

be displayed in the dining hall.

Like you stated earlier, "you can't

just tear something down because

you don't like it" In this country

we have been fighting for years

to assure our rights offreedom of

speech. Our ignorance shows

when we trample upon the rights

of others. I would think that as

college students we would have

enough maturity to respect the

rights of others. As Greeks we are

constantly soliciting and express-

ing our views about going Greek

and about our own organization.

While I do feci that we must do a

certain amount of soliciting and

we must have pride in our orga-

nizations we also have to recog-

nize that there are differing opin-

ions on our system as a whole.

Once again I commend the per-

son/persons who put the effort

into making a Non-Greek banner.

IAnonymous

ACTIVIST Cont. p. 2
"those who choose to con-

form" or "people [who feel] that

they must pay for their friends,"

It is this sort of thinking that al-

lows one to dunk of a person as a

member ofa group, a being with-

out personality, rather man a hu-

man being with feelings and prin-

ciples. Most college students are

over 1 8 and therefore qualify as

adults; to that end, they are free

to choose any affiliation that

strikes their fancy while here, re-

gardless of that organization's

relative merit.

Their traditions, although

perhaps vexing during Recruit-

ment Week, are their own. I refer,

of course, to the policy of strict

silence. If this tradition causes

frustration to non-Greeks, reflect

upon how stressful it must be for

Greeks who must forego commu-

nication with friends for an entire

week, knowing that it will doubt-

less be percieved as snobbery.

Worse, imagine not being able to

change such a policy, regardless

ofhow much you ought reseat it.

I don't mean to sound

overly harsh, but on a campus as

diverse as this one, a campus

whose numbers swell every year,

it is paramount that we learn to

look beyond superficial differ-

ences and focus upon the similan-

ties that unite us. The wedge that

is being driven between Greeks

and Non-Greeks is only as tan-

gible as we wish it to be; the same

might be said for the wedge be-

tween befievea and non-betiev-

ers, homosexuals and heterosexu-

als and people of all races.

w
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NEWS& VIEWS
Good Nutrition on the Go:

Easy Meal Ideas for You
DUSTIN MORRIS

Guest Writer

If you're like me, you find

yourself going in all different di-

rections trying to keep up with

your busy schedule.

For many of us, the last

thing we have time to think about

is healthy eating. It doesn't have

to be that way! Here are some

suggestions for people on the go.

Breakfast

Breakfast is a relatively

easy meal to prepare, usually tak-

ing less than 10 minutes. Try the

following alternatives for a quick

and easy breakfast:

*A bowl of whole grain ce-

real topped with fresh fruit& non-

fat milk is an excellent choice!

* Breakfast on the go. Pack

a bran muffin, a whole-wheat ba-

gel, or a breakfast bar. You can

spread ricotta cheese on the ba-

gel (made with part skim milk) in-

stead of cream cheese. Pack a

carton of skim milk, juice, and a

piece of fresh fruit.

Lunch

If you eat out, you can of-

ten find healthy lunch specials.

* Restaurants that serve a

luncheon special of broiled fish

with rice or baked potatoes,

steamed veggies, and a side salad.

* For fast food restaurants,

choose a lunch salad, a trip to the

salad bar or a chicken sandwich

with a side salad.Use low-fat

salad dressing, avoid French fries,

and choose juice or water over

soda. Packing your lunch is a

good way to ensure healthy eat-

ing.

* Pack a turkey, chicken or

tuna sandwich. Use whole wheat

bread, pita bread or bagels.

* If you pack a luncheon

salad, use red leafor romaine let-

tuce or spinach. On top of the

greens, use veggies like carrots,

tomatoes, celery, broccoli, and

cauliflower. For protein, add kid-

ney beans, garbanzo beans, tur-

key or tuna. Make sure and use

low-calorie dressing!

Dinner

The following dinner ideas

take IS minutes orless to prepare!

* Prepare a taco salad. Use

corn tortillas (warm in a broiler

or microwave), refried beans, let-

tuce, tomatoes, a sauce of your

choice, and a little bit of cheese.

* For quick mini-pizzas,

split a pita bread in two. Spread

pizza sauce over the top, use some

part-skim mozzarella cheese,

diced green peppers, onions,

mushrooms or your favorite

veggies. Place under a broiler

until the cheese has melted.

For more information on

healthy eating, contact the

Wellness Center at 2509, or send

Email to mdmorrisQlong-
wood.lwc.edu

TITANIC Cont. p. 3

would have been left float-

ing in the frigid water, shivering

uncontrollably from the instant

they entered it. Incidentally, the

human body cools 25 times faster

in cold water than in air.

After a few minutes in the

water, their limbs would have

stiffened, having gone numb from

the cold. The shivering would

have become very violent to the

point where some of them would

experience their teeth shattering

from the force of the convulsions.

Gradually, the shivering would

cease. As their body temperatures

dropped, blood flow would be cut

off from their extremeties in an

attempt to conserve heat for the

vital organs. At this point, when

their body temperature was ap-

proaching around 88 degrees, ra-

tional thought processes would

have broken down and many of

them would have been delirious.

Also, their skin would have

started to become blue and puffy.

When their body tempera-

tures reached 83 degrees, they

would have been, for all intents

an purposes, immobile. In cases

ofextreme hypothermia, total in-

capacitation almost always occurs

before unconciousness. Imagine

floating in the water, unable to

swim because your arms and legs

have ceased to function. At that

moment, many people were prob-

ably hoping for death.

Just before the end, when

their bodies dropped well below

80 degrees, even the strongest,

most determined survivors would

have finally fallen into

unconciousness. Cardiac fibrilla-

tion would have set in, and pul-

monary edema would have

caused a foamy, white discharge

from their lungs. Mercifully,

death would follow shortly there-

after.

Sadly enough, many of

those people didn't have to die.

Lifeboats, some less than halfway

filled, were near enough to save

many of them. The people in

them, however, refused to come

back, afraid of being swamped by

those in the water. A good num-

ber of the people that died that

night had lifeboats close enough

to them to hear die voices of the

people in them. Imagine what it

must have been like to slowly

freeze to death knowing that a

boat was close enough to swim

to, yet your frozen arms and legs

prevented you from doing any-

thing but sinking into the cold,

black water.

Perhaps now you can un-

derstand why I think that an in-

flatable model of the sinking Ti-

tanic was such a grievous spec-

tacle. The scary thing is, the little

kids that were playing on it had

no idea what happened that night

back in 1 9 12.They probably think

sliding down the broken deck of

that ship into the water was fun

for those people. What kind of

society are we going to have in

die future if children, not to men-

tion us, don't have any respect or

reverence for the past?

Are our grandchildren go-

ing to go to carnivals that feature

inflatable replicas of the bombed-

out remains of the Oklahoma City

Federal Building? Will there be a

Holocaust theme park, complete

with gas chambers that shoot silly

string? I sure hope not, but that's

how an inflatable Titanic ride

might have sounded to people a

couple of generations ago.

Kraft Wins Dos Passos
Press Release

Novelist Eric Kraft will re-

turn to Longwood College on

October 26 to accept the John

Dos Passos Prize for Literature at

8 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium.

President Dr. Patricia Cormier

will present the cash award and

medal, presented each year since

1980 to recognize a writer whose

work shows an intense and origi-

nal exploration of American

themes, an experimental quality

and a wide range of literary

forms. These characteristics

made John Dos Passos (1896-

1970) one of the greatest twenti-

eth century American authors.

Longwood and Kraft have

a history that began with Dr.

Michael Lund, professor of En-

glish. Lund has taught serialized

novels and written a book on die

process. He "discovered" Kraft's

serial novels in 1987 and wrote

turn a letter praising them. Lund

then convinced his colleagues at

Longwood to teach the books to

all sections of freshman English.

Later in 1987, Lund ar-

ranged a personal visit by Kraft

to Longwood and an electronic

"virtual" visit with students in

1988. At the time of his first visit,

Kraft said, "You so seldom get to

see any ofyour readers. Here, I've

been surrounded by them." He

admitted he was thrilled to see his

books appeal to young people.

Kraft's body of work and

bis reputation as a novelist have

grown since his last visit. His nov

els include Herb andLorna; What

a Piece of Work I am; Reserva-

tions Recommended; At Home
with the Gtynns; and Leaving

Small's Hotel.

The jury for this year's

award consisted of David Wise of

the National Endowment for the

Humanities, free-lance writer and

editor Bernard Edelman, and

Longwood professor of English

Dr. Michael Lund.

The medal accompanying

this award symbolizes the heri-

tage, culture, and inspiration

found in the work of "Mr. Jack",

as Dos Passos was known in his

later years in the Northern Neck

of Virginia. Columns suggest the

tradition of Jeffersonian architec-

ture and specifically the Rotunda

at Longwood, with an American

eagle above and a self-consuming

serpent, ancient symbol ofcreativ-

ity and birth.

Kraft will read from his

work in addition to accepting the

award. The public is invited.

TECH Cont. p. 1

software. This will help

avoid any unexpected problems.

If you have any problems

with the download or installation,

please call the help desk at 4357

between the hours of 8:15 a.m.

and 5 p.m.

For assistance after 6 p.m.,

you may call the RTA in your resi-

dence hall. There is a list ofRTAs
and their telephone numbers at the

front desk in each dorm.

Do you have to make a

power point presentation for class

and don't have a clue as to where

to begin? Are you interested in

power point and learning how to

make a superior presentation? If

so, then UTS and the RTAs have

a class for you.

There will be a class offered

to teach power point. This class

will be offered twice on October

26, once at 6 p.m. till 7 p.m. and

then again from 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.

The class will be offered again on

October 28 from 6:30 p.m. - 7:30

p.m. If you are interested, you

must go to the helpdesk and sign

up.

This class is a good oppor-

tunity to get ahead of the compe-

tition by increasing your skills

with power point.

There will be one more of-

fering of the Eudora / Internet

class. This class focuses on the

options and features of Eudora

and various Internet tactics. This

class will be offered Tuesday,

October 26 from 3:30 p.m. till

4:30 p.m.

If you are interested in any

of these classes, go down to the

help desk in the basement of

Coyner and sign-up. If you have

a class idea, let the help desk

know.

Until next week, that is it

for me. Happy computing and

safe surfing.

Hi
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Crime Statistics
Submitted by

JAMES HVSKEY
ChtefofPoUct

9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)

9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)

9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)

9-3-99 Redford St - underage possession (cleared)

9-4-99 Frazer - medical emergency (pending)

9-5-99 Library - harassment (cleared)

9-5-99 Pine St - hit & run (pending)

9-5-99 Stubbs - fire (cleared)

9-7-99 Curry - underage possession (cleared)

9-7-99 Book store - larceny (cleared)

9-7-99 Stubbs lot - hit & run (pending)

9-7-99 Lancer - indecent exposure (pending)

9-8-99 Pine St - larceny (pending)

9-8-99 Race St - hit & run (pending)

9-9-99 Wheeler lounge - D I P (cleared)

9-9-99 Wheeler - Fake I D (cleared)

9-9-99 Jarman lot - larceny (pending)

9-9-99 Barlow field - underage possession (cleared)

9-1 1-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9-1 1-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9-1 1-99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)

9-1 1-99 Curry - harassment (cleared)

9-1 1-99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)

9-12-99 Madison St - underage possession (cleared)

9-10-99 Tabb - drug possession (cleared)

9-13-99 Jarman lot - vehicle accident (cleared)

9-13-99 Wynne lot - larceny (pending)

9-13-99 Lankford - larceny (cleared)

9-13-99 Spruce St - larceny (pending)

9-13-99 Lancer pool - larceny (cleared)

9-14-99 Vernon - larceny (pending)

9-15-99 Cox - underage possession (cleared)

9-16-99 Frazer -assault (cleared)

9-15-99 Cox - trespassing (cleared)

9-19-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9-17-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

9- 1 8-99 Spruce St - underage possession (cleared)

9-19-99 Redford St-DU I (cleared)

9-19-99 Frazer - grand larceny (pending)

9-19-99 Pine st - habitual offender (cleared)

9-20-99 Hooper St - larceny (pending)

9-21-99 Frazer - larceny (pending)

9-24-99 Stubbs - obscene calls (pending)

9-24-99 Arc - admin info (cleared)

9-25-99 S. Rufrner - health concern (cleared)

9-26-99 BlackweU - solicitation (cleared)

9-27-99 Lankford - larceny (pending)

9-27-99 Lankford - larceny (pending)

9-29-99 S. Cunningham - vandalism (pending)

9-29-99 Pine St - vehicle accident (cleared)

9-29-99 Race St - destruction of prop (cleared)

9-30-99 Lancer cafe - larceny (pending)

9-30-99 Virginia St - underage possession (cleared)

LET TIAA-CREF HELP
YOU BUILD A SECURE
FINANCIAL FUTURE'I

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has

been the leading retirement company

on America's campuses. But experience is

just one reason why so many smart

investors trust us with their financial

future. Here are a few more:

Superior strength

With over $250 billion in assets under man-

agement, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest

retirement organization — and among the

most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the

standard in the financial services industry." 1

Solid, long-term
performance

We seek out long-term opportunities that

other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,

often miss. Though past performance can't

guarantee future results, this patient philos-

ophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Surprisingly low expenses

TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among

the lowest in the insurance and mutual

fund industries.2 So more ofyour money

goes where it should — toward ensuring

your future.

Easy diversification

We offer a wide variety of expertly

managed investment options to help build

your assets. We make it simple, too, with

stock, bond, money market, real estate,

and guaranteed options.

Unrivaled service

We believe that our service distinguishes

us from every other retirement company.

In the most recent Dalbar survey,

TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation

satisfaction.3

Call today to find out how TIAA-

CREF can help you build the financial

future you want and deserve.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
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HOW DOES S800/WEEK EXTRA INCOME
sound to you?

Amazingly, profitable opportunity.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

GROUPFIVE
6547 N. Aeadewy Btv<L, PMB-N
Colorado Spring*, CO 80918

^
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Thursday Friday

14th 15th

Sun
17

Faculty Senate Meeting Alumni Event

Lankford Anelia Roan Renegades Heme Opener

@3:30- 5:00p.m.

Rm with Tasty and

(AU Majors)

inlarikford

3:30 -5:30 p.m.

Midnight Madnes

in Lancer Gym

10:30p.m. -1:00 a.m.

in the Virginia Roam

§ 11:00 a.m.

Midnight Madness

in Lancer G^m

8 10:30 -1:00 a.m.

s sooosc

Barten

@ 1:00 p.m.

Vfcmen/s Soccer

yjeons

@ 6:00 p.m.

Whats the hottest info that you have?

Please let us know!

Anything from birthdays, to meetings, to off-

campus events. ..if you know about some-

thing, let us know!

Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

30DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

Natural Herbs

Metabolife
Dietary Supplement 3 5 6 tm

Herbal Formula To Enhance

Your DIET and Provide ENERGY
Contact:

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR
Georgia Ludgate 804-392-7226

N4774 111599

—

.
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fcW/TYCALENDAR
day Monday Tuesday Wkbmkiy
th

A*
Adwrtued

OnlUdio!

2&/i 5W*

Italia

Art Par iAinch:

"The Black Madonna

hy: JackieV&H
in the SbllyGallery

@ 12:00 p.m.

Deadline far signing \jq far the Mxithly E^rteit

Plan for the Spring 2000 Semester is 25 Qotcter

1999. implications maybe obtained fran the

StudaifcAxcunts Office (3rd Floor Lancaster-
*

Roan 346).

Efeny parents and students have foundpaying

school oqpenses en artrnthlybasis an attractive

alternative, Ihefflaiasarai1rh1etoaystud3±

enrolled fix the fell or spring gamesters.

3xuMyxihavearyqjestd.aTsaibou^ call

the Sfcu3=nt Accounts Office at (804) 395-2268.

20th
Rcy dark Hdkets
go en sale at tiie

Jarman Box Office

Might

with Than Lewis

in the Lanoer C&fe

| 9:00 p.m.

Gi Thursday

210ctcfeer *99

The Longwood Dead

Rimers Society

isharinganirteest

meeting in Her Q^n

@ 4:00 p.m.

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
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Longwood Children's Theatre Opens
FRANCES HAZELWOOD

Staff Writer

On October 12 and 13

Jarman Auditorium will again be

filled with the voices of young

people as students in grades PreK

through eight from Prince Edward

County and five surrounding

counties converge on the

Longwood Campus for the

opening of the Children's The-

atre Season. The first event in

the series is award-winning

singer and musician, Eve
Watters who will present two

shows each day at 9:30 a.m. and

noon.

Ms. Watters has been

praised for her "creativity of

sharing music and stories"

through Virginia, 1 S other states,

Britain and Australia with her

performance entitled "Virginia

Fireside." Her work showcases

the folklife of Virginia. Songs,

tales and tunes, riddles, melodies,

rhymes, and lore are brought to

light and to life in her delightful

performance. Among her presen-

tations will be Celtic harp music,

old Virginia frontier ballads and

even a lullaby.

As Ms. Watters' fingers

deftly strum and pluck the strings

of her harp, one can understand

why the harp is often associated

The Radinsky Trio

with angels. According to Ms.

Watters, *The harp is an instru-

ment you not only can hear, but

you can feel it, too." She has per-

formed at uiuseum events, galler-

ies, schools, social gatherings and

weddings. Her goal is to make

themusic a memorable part of the

festivities.

According to one patron of

Ms. Watters, her "boundless en-

thusiasm, musical talent and

unique storytelling abilities were

a joy to watch. It was totally

amazing how she captivated

nearly 400 children for almost

one hour."

AU of Ms. Watters' per-

formances are sold out, but

Longwood students may attend

the remaining productions in

Longwood Theatre's Millennial

Children's Season:

December 1 and 2 The

Second Shepherd's Play (a mu-

sical adaptation presented by

Longwood Theatre. January 25

The Magic of Hans Christian

Andersen (puppetry,

storytelling, music and masks pre-

sented by Applause Unlimited

March 21, The Treasure of
Craggy Mountain

For further information,

contact the Jarman Box Office at

x2474.

Student Health Gives Advice on Colds
PRESSRELEASE

Student Health Services

The "common cold" is

caused by any of 200 or more vi-

ruses. These viruses attack and

multiply in the cells that line the

nose and throat. It will usually

start as a sore throat and progress

to a runny/stuffy nose with thick

yellow-green mucus, pressure in

your ears, sinus pain and pressure,

body aches, fever, headaches, and

cough. These symptoms will usu-

ally last anywhere from 7- 14 days

with your worst symptoms occur-

ring on the first 4-5 days.

Colds are spread by hand-

to-hand contact. For example, if

you touch the hand of a person

that has a cold and then touch

your eyes, nose, or mouth you

will more than likely infect your-

self with the cold virus. You can

also infect yourself by touching a

doorknob, telephone, or other

objects after someone with a cold.

Colds are not primarily spread by

hair, or from a sudden drop in

temperature.

It is estimated that Ameri-

cans spend more than $550 mil-

lion each year on cold medica-

tions. Since antibiotics only kill

bacteria they are not an effective

treatment for a viral cold infec-

tion. Your body's immune system

is capable of fighting the viruses

and treatment should be focused

on reducing the symptoms and

supporting your immune system.

Some treatment do's and

don'ts are as follows: rest, drink

plenty of fluids, gargle with warm

salt water, take hot steamy show-

ers, do not smoke, use a decon-

gestant to relieve nasal congestion

and sinus pressure/pain, use

ibuprofen or acetaminophen to

help with body aches, fever, and

headaches, do not use aspirin, use

cough suppressants (anything that

ends with DM like Robitussin

DM) to help reduce cough, use an

expectorant (Robitussin) to help

loosen congestion.

The best medicine for a

cold is prevention. You cannot

completely avoid catching colds,

but you can reduce your chances.

Wash your hands often and try to

keep them away from your face.

Eat a balanced diet, get at least 6-

8 hours of sleep a night, keep your

stress level down, exercise, and

get a flu shot.

Most often a cold will go

away without any complications;

however, if you develop any of

the following symptoms you

should seek medical advice:

A temperature over 101 de-

grees for more than 48 hours,

painful breathing, wheezing, or

shortness of breath, persistent

sore throat especially without na-

sal congestion, severe headache

with fever, pain in ears or de-

crease in hearing.

If you have any questions

about a cold or what to do please

call Student Health Services at

x2102.

JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor

The Radinsky Trio per-

formed at Longwood last Tuesday

in Wygal. The trio was part of

the Chamber Music series that is

going on at Longwood this se-

mester.

The Radinsky Trio is one of

America's foremost chamber en-

sembles. The trio has performed

in many cities all over the U.S.

They are known for their work

with students of all ages. They

will also be releasing their first

recording on the d'Note label in

1999. Currently, the trio serves

as Ensemble in Residence at his-

toric Roanoke College.

The trio played three

pieces. The first was "Kakadu"

variations, which is a trio in G

major, written by Ludwig Van

Beethoven. This piece had a long

dramatic introduction. It was a

combination of 10 variations.

The second piece was

called "Trio: Four Combinations

for Three Instruments," written by

Henry Cowell. The first three

movements are duets, while the

last movement brings all three

instruments together. The second

movement. Largo, combines ba-

roque harmonies with chord clus-

ters and cross rhythms. The third

movement combines elements of

all the preceding movements.

The trio played with a great

passion and emotion for their

music. Every piece had a climax

and a grand finale. The Radinsky

Trio was definitely something to

see.

Music Review:
Type O Negative

BRIAN JONES
Guest Writer

Type O Negative just re-

leased their follow up album to

1 996's phenomena] album, Octo-

ber Rust. Released on September

21, the new al-

bum, entitled

World Coming

Down, is pur-

posely less

commercial
and returns to

TON's earlier

style of music,

which was

heavier and less

lusciously pro-

duced. The new

release deals with the grief of lost

family members and agonizing

personal struggles.

They pay sonic homage to

their principle influences, the

Doors, Black Sabbath and the

Beatles, as the thirteenth track on

the album is a medley of the

Beatles' tunes Day Tripper, If I

Needed Someone and I Want You

(She's So Heavy).

Type O Negative, formed in

Brooklyn, NY, in 1989, gained

recognition when their 1993 al-

bum. Bloody Kisses, gained Gold

certified status with the help of

songs such as Christian Woman
and Black No. 1. Led by six foot

seven inch lead singer/songwriter/

bassist, Peter Steele, many com-

pare their sound to that of a darker

Pink Floyd. Pro-

ducer and band

key-boardist,

losh Silver, is

the man overall

responsible for

TON's deep, in-

tense, dark, yet

romantic atmo-

sphere, as his

sampling and ef-

fects are what

makes this band

sound so different

Songs that stand out on the

new album include White Slavery,

which deals with the agonies of

addiction, Everyone I Love Is

Dead, World Coming Down and

Everything Dies. This album is

very atmospheric and with Peter's

low testosterone, baritone vocal

contributions, it adds a charis-

matic, yet spine chilling feel to the

material. A great selection for

Halloween!

i- • < Kf*** *#<*-»•! tl%*\ 1
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Deep

THoUgHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

1. Who called it daylight savings time when not a single second

of daylight is saved?

2. Why do we call it a freeway when it costs over a million

dollars a mile?

3. Why is it called rush hour when nobody's going anywhere?

4. Why is it that a non-stop flight eventually stops?

5. One nice thing about egotists: they don't talk about other

people.

6. To be intoxicated is to feel sophisticated, but not to be able to

say it

7. Never underestimate tine power of stupid people in large

groups.

8. The older you get, the better you realize you were.

9. Age is a very high price to pay for maturity.

10. Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday.

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of

your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@toagwoodJlwc.edu

Movie Review:
Double Jeopardy

KIM URANN
Asst. News Editor

Libby Parsons didnt mur-

der her husband and now she

wants revenge for being framed

and having her child stolen while

she sat in jail.

Sounds like a

good premise, and

indeed it is. Ashley

Judd plays Libby the

same way she plays

most of her roles:

with as much muster

as she can manage

with what she has to

work with.

Judd is a tal-

ented actress, and it was refresh-

ing to see that she did not end up

sleeping with Tommy Lee Jones

(her parole officer). Jones is al-

ways a good person to throw into

any movie, but bis role here seems

way too similar to his role in The

Fugitive.

While Libby is in prison,

she discovers that her husband

faked his death for the insurance

money. She also learns about the

Constitution and doublejeopardy

from an inmate who, conve-

niently used to be a lawyer.

So, Libby decides to really

kill her husband when she gets out

of jail.

Jones is the

only problem she

seems to face.He
seems to find it his

own personal mis-

sion to track Libby

down and stop her.

You'd think he'd be

a little more sympa-

thetic, though, when

you find out what happened with

his own daughter.

This is a fairly predictable

movie, but it's good for a few

hours of entertainment. It's the

kind of movie to take your mind

off of the rest of the world, but

it's definetely forgettable as soon

as you leave the theater.

Sinchucuna comes to Longwood
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

Sinchucuna, a musical

group performing indigenous

South American music, per-

formed in Lankford Ballroom,

Thursday, October 7, in honor of

the Hispanic Heritage Month cel-

ebration. This is the group's third

performance at Longwood.

Sinchucuna is group con-

sisting of various percussion and

string instruments, many ofwhich

are native in origin. They are a

touring group, traveling across the

country, Europe, and South

America. Their purpose is to

stress their cultural message.

The band works with the

Highland Support Project to raise

funds for social justice projects

relating to indigenous rights

groups in the Americas.

The members of the band

are all members of families that

are heavily involved in the

struggle for human rights.

Sinchucuna draws their

roots from traditional festivals

and rituals of the highlands in

Ecuador. The music has evolved

through changes in social and

political areas. The music embod-

ies the character of the people re-

flecting their rich ancestry, the

array of influence from invading

cultures, and the survival of their

own disappearing culture.

Louis Muenala explains die

origins of the group, "One grows

up playing in our communities.

We all play together during festi-

vals. We are not as much a mu-

sic group as a community of

people who play music. It is wo-

ven into our culture. Music is part

of our courtships, marriages, fes-

tivals, and funerals. We are the

soundtrack of our community

life."

The band doesn't use their

individual names. They see their

identity as a group, not as indi-

viduals. They feel that the music

comes from the community, not

from themselves.

MflCX 90.1

Show's and DJ's

fm

Format

SUNDAYS
2pm-4pm WOOD RADIO w/ Brother Matt Alternative

4pm-6pm THE GOLDEN ROAD w/ Jacki Paper Live Music

6pm-8pm ELECTRIC WAVES w/ Maizy Folk, Acoustic, World

8pm- 10pm PH BALANCED RADIO w/ DJ Cartman Freeform

10pm-12ain KILLING MUSIC w/ Cory Stevenson Hardcore, Metal

12am-2am DADDY UNLOVE w/ Elliott Anderson Freeform

MONDAYS
10am-12noon THE K-SLICE CONNECTION Freeform

4pm-6-pro Amanda Irvin & Katie O'N'eil Freeform

6pm-8pm ABSOLUTELY KICKIN' TUNES w/ Cate ft Kristi Classic Rock, 80's

8pm- 1 Opm HEMP RADIO w/ Envy Reggae

10pm-12am THE TURTLE ft MATT SHOW Music For Idiots

12am-2am TICKLE MY FANCY w/ Becky Barnes Freeform

TUESDAYS
2pm-4pm Dustin Lowe ft Brandon Bishop

4pm-opm THE GERALD ft KAT SHOW Pop, RftB, 80's

6pm-8pm HAPPY HOUR w/ K-Licious and Naughty Nikki Freeform

8pm-10pm BJ's FOR DJ's w/ Spike and Tom Freestyle

I0pm-I2am THE BEDTIME GROOVE w/ DJ Matt Rock Dance

I2am-2am MIDNIGHT MIX w/ Jama! ft Mike D. Hip-Hop .

2am-4am PUTRID PANDEMONIUM w/ Leslie Hartzog Metal

WEDNESDAYS
4pro-6pra THE REAL McCOY W Dr. "Bones" McCoy Rock, Punk, Metal

6pm-8pm TOO UGLY FOR TV. w/ John ft Ashley Top 40, Pop

8pm- 1Opm STRANGE BREW w/ Ryan ft Jeremy Freeform

I0pm-I2am THE ED LOVER EXPERIENCE Freeform Request

12am-2am THE J-SPOT w/ Josh Nowak Freeform

THURSDAYS
7:30am-9am MARTIAN ROCK w/ DJ Martian Wi ft Todays Hits

!2noon-2pm Kevin Tschai ft Patricia Smith Freeform

4pm-6pro THUMP AROUND THURSDAY w/ DJ Thumper Rock. Alternative

6pm-8pm THE MIKE ft MATT SHOW Dance, Rap, Techno

8pm- 1Opm THE PIMP SESSION w/ James ft Drew Pre- Party Jamz

I0pm-12am MIKE AT NIGHT Hip Hop, RAB
12am-2am JOHNNY FASCIST ft THE COMMIE PINKO SHOW Ska, Hip-Hop, Rock

FRIDAYS
12D00O-2pm THE FALLOUT SHELTER w/ Coyote ftCottoaaail Rabbit Classic ft New Rock

2pm-4pm JonOwiags

<f 6|HII MAD COW HOUR w/ Sweet-T ft Tullulah Freeform

6pra-8pm THE GLUE OF THE WORLD w/ Anna ft Arimaa Ffocluf in

8pm- 1Opm AUDIO ASSAULT w/ DJ Nathan Hardrock, Metal

I0om-I2am FARMVILLE FUNHOUSE W DJ N-Tek SO-i, Club, Techno

IT— Tain THE STANLEY ft CURTIS HOUR Hardcore, Metal

T«n 1am THE REALLY LATE LATE LATE SHOW w/ Josh ft Loan Industrial

•••The WLCX Request Law is x2475***»

••••WLCX is always looking for new DJ's so

t are every Sunday % lorn m the Hiner x3052
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Men's Soccer Takes Off With Four Straight Wins
Junior Jason Helling Scoring Game Winner in Two of The Four

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood won four

straight CVAC matches last

week, winning at Mount Olive

3-2 October 4, before defeating

Belmont Abbey 2- 1 October 6,

Coker 6-2 October 9, and

Queens 3-2 OT October 12. The

Lancers have evened their record

at 7-6 overall, and are now 4-4

in the CVAC.
Longwood's most recent

victory came from upsetting

CVAC opponent and nationally

ranked #20 Queens 3-2 in over-

time at Lancer Field. Junior Ja-

son Helling/Woodbridge-

Woodbridge HS scored the

game-winner early in the sud-

den-death extra period at 94:27,

unassisted on a breakaway while

beating the Queens goalie. The

Royals (9-3, 4-2 CVAC) led 1-0

at the intermission before Lancer

sophomore Andy Plum/

Nokesville-Brentsville HS tied

the match at 1-1 with a goal at

49:46, assisted by classmate

Stew Gregory Ill/Deerfield, New
Hampshire-Manchester West

HS. LC took a 2-1 advantage at

62:28 when senior Dan Rogers/

Poquoson-Poquoson HS scored

off an assist from sophomore Jay

Yount/Montclair-C.D. Hylton

HS. The visitors had scored at

82:29 to force the overtime ac-

tion before Helling's heroics.

Against Coker, LC led 4- 1 at

the intermission en route to the

home triumph as sophomore

Plum and senior Mark
Markiewicz/Montclair-C.D.

Hylton HS set the tone early with

a goal each during the first five

minutes of the contest. The

Lancer attack got two goals from

junior Helling, while adding a

goal and an assist each were se-

nior captain Rogers and Plum.

Also scoring goals were

Markiewicz and sophomore Ja-

son Fargo/Ruckersville-William

Monroe HS. Others with an as-

sist included junior Jason Corey/

Burke-Lake Braddock HS and

sophomore Nick Barber/Rich-

mond-Mills Godwin HS. Sopho-

more keeper John Kennedy/Nor-

folk-Catholic HS, making his

first career start, made three

saves.

Against the Abbey, LC took

a hard- fought decision with the

game-winning goal from Helling

with just 13:26 remaining. Fargo

put the Lancers in front 1-0 in

the first half with a goal at 35:33

before the Crusaders were able

Women's Soccer Hits First

Loss In CVAC To Abbey 2-1

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood won one of three

matches last week, winning

against Coker 9-0 October 9,

while falling to Belmont Abbey

2-1 in overtime October 6 and

Liberty 1-0 October 13. The

Lancers are now 8-3-1 overall,

6-1 in the CVAC.
The women hosted Division

I school Liberty last night, Oc-

tober 1 3 . This game was a heart-

breaker for the Lancers because

they lost 1-0 in die final minute

of play. Although Junior Erin

Hisrchi tried to lie the game up

with 30 seconds on the clock, but

it just didn't work out.

Against Coker, LC led 4-0 at

the intermission en route to the

lopsided conference victory

while bouncing back from the

tough loss to Belmont Abbey.

Freshmen Brandi Barfield/Ster-

ling-Potomac Falls HS and Ri-

gel Lockett Stafford-North

Stafford HS each scored two

goals to lead the attack, with

Barfield adding an assist as well.

Others scoring goals were senior

Amy Honeycutt/Stafford-North

Stafford HS, sophomore Becky

Taylor/Jarrettsville, MD-North

Harford HS, along with fresh-

men Mia Capps/Virginia Beach

Kempsville HS, Brooke Cooper/

Virginia Beach-Norfolk Colle-

giate HS, and Tricia Root/Alex-

andria-Bishop Ireton HS. Cooper

contributed an assist, as did jun-

iors Heather Ayres/Chesapeake-

Indian River HS, Amina Bayou

Annandale-W.T. Woodson HS,

HirscruTVirginia Beach-Salem

HS, and Amanda Stombaugh/

Sterling-Park View HS. Keeper

Amy Kennedy/Crozet-Western

Albemarle HS made two saves

during the first half, with fresh-

man Christine Sazon/Virginia

Beach-Salem HS playing the

second half for the team's sev-

enth shutout thus far.

Against Abbey, LC got a

goal from Cooper with 16:00 left

in regulation to tie the closely-

played match at 1- 1 after a score-

less first half. Cooper, who was

assisted by Capps, just missed on

another scoring op portunity late

in regulation before the re

gionally-ranked #4 Crusaders

netted the game-winnerjust 4:45

into the extra period. Kennedy

made nine saves.

"We played well enough to

win the match," said head coach

Todd Dyer '93. "Unfortunately,

they managed to score the quick

goal in overtime. I'm proud of

the way we hung tough, and 1

feel this will help us before the

season is over."

The women host Queens this

Saturday, October 16 at 6:00

p.m. Longwood will then travel

with the men for CVAC matches

at Erskine and at Anderson.

to tie the match 1-1 at the inter-

mission. Helling assisted on

Fargo's opening goal, while

freshman keeper Whit Morris/

Richmond-Douglas Freeman HS
(four saves) and Kennedy (five

saves) combined in goal for the

Lancers, playing the first half

and second half, respectively.

"We played very hard and

well together as a team," com-

mented head coach Todd Dyer.

"It started with our match at

Mount Olive, and continued

against Belmont Abbey." Our se-

nior captain, Dan Rogers, has

really stepped up as a team leader

as well."

Through 13 matches,

Markiewicz continues to lead the

Lancers in scoring with seven

goals and one assist for 15 points

(1.25) to rank ninth in CVAC

scoring. Markiewicz is followed

by Plum (5g, 2a, 12p, 1.00), and

Helling (4g, 4a, 12p, 0.91). Mor-

ris has played 719:52 in front of

the net, allowing 18 goals (2.25)

while making 58 saves (5.80) for

a .763 save percentage to rank

eighth among conference goal-

ies. Wheeler has played 214:45,

allowing seven goals (2.94)

while making 23 saves (7.67) for

a .767 save percentage. Kennedy

has played 158:00, allowing two

goals (114) while making 10

saves (2.50) for an .833 save per-

centage.

Longwood hosts Barton,

Saturday, October 16 at 1:00

p.m. Then they will travel to

South Carolina for CVAC
matches at Erskine October 23

and at Anderson October 24 with

the women's soccer team.

Thanks to all the FANS who have come out and supported the

soccer teams this semester! They sure do appreciate it!

The women's soccer team is warming up on October 9. They

were preparing for their contest against CVAC opponent Belmont

Abbey. Photo by Amber Giles.
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Basketball Season 1
11-0 Slaughter Against

Opens With
idnight Madness

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood CoHege is hosting

'Midnight Madness* for the first

time ever Thursday nigttt, Octo-

ber 14, beginning at 10:30 pjn.

in Lawaa- HaH. The event wiH
mark the beginning ofpreseason

practice for the Lancer men's and

women's basketball teams as the

two LC squads w il 1 bit the hard-

wood at 12.-01 a.m. October 15.

There ismmADMISSION far

everyone!

The evening will have vari-

ous contests with prizes prior to

the debut of the basketball teams

after midnight, highlighted by

four separate $2,500 shootoufcs.

Two of the $2,500 shootoutswM

take place before

the arrival of the basketbal

teams in the building, and fh<

other two $2,500 shootouts wil

take place during and following

the basketball activities afte

The two Longwood basket

ball teams will take to the Lance)

Hall court at 12:0! a,m., and wil

be introduced following a five

minute warm-up period The tw(

squads will then proceed to al-

ternate in two five-minute scrirr

mages ( 1 0-minutes total for eact

teao). A three-point shootou

between the two LC teams (three

players each) will follow the

scrimmages before a slam-dunk

cosiest among the Lancer met

concludes die night.

Midnight Madness Schedule

10:15 p.m., Doors Open
10:30 p.m. until 11:55 p.m., Various contests, raffles,

two (2) $2,500 Shootouts

12:01 cLtn., Longwood Basketball Teams Debut

12:05 m.m., Team Introductions

12:10 a.m, until 12:30 mom.* Team Scrimmages (Two

@5-mtnutes each, alternating for

1 0-minutes total)

12:35 o.m., Three-Poirjt Shootout (Men & Women)
12:50 a.m., Slam-Dunk Contest

12:01 a.m. until 1:15 a,m. t two (2) $2,500 Shootouts

Women's Golf Dealing

With Tough Fall Season

PRESS RELEASE

Longwood shot a 330-316-

322-968 team score to place 15th

at the Charleston Invitational

women's golf tournament Octo-

ber 11-12. Charleston Southern

finished in first place with a 300-

290-299-889 team score at the

par 72, 5,939-yard Patriots Point

Golf Links. Sophomore Ail-

American Vicki Matkovich/

Wheeling, West Virginia-Wheel-

ing Park HS led the Lancers with

a 79-72-79-230, tying for 25th-

place individually.

Patricia Martinson of

Charleston Southern finished in

first-place with a 70-73-70-213.

Other Lancer scores included

junior Mandy Beamer/

Burkeville-Nottoway HS (81-

79-76-246), senior Katie Soule/

Suffolk-Franklin HS (84-79-81-

244), along with freshmen Kacia

Shwen/Rock Springs, Wyoming
(86-86-86-258) and Brandy

Hussey/Norfolk-Granby HS (88-

92-87-267). Longwood will

compete again October 23-24 at

the Eastern Collegiate Athletic

Conference (ECAC) Champion-

ships at Bucknell University in

Lewisburg, PA.

Ferrum October 11
Field Hockey at 8-5, Moving Forward

KJMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

Longwood won two
matches last week on the road,

one at Lynchburg 2-1 October 5

and the other atNCAA Division

I Virginia Commonwealth 2-1

October 9. Longwood is now 8-

5 on the season and remains

ranked seventh in the most recent

National Field Hockey Coaches

Association (NFHCA) Division

II Poll, and fourth in the most re-

cent NCAA Division II South

Region Poll.

Longwood defeated Ferrum

1 1-0 in collegiate field hockey

Tuesday at Barlow Field.

Sophomore Cheryl Andurkonis/

Fairfax-W.T. Woodson HS put

the first goal on the board in the

sixth-minute. The Lancers kept

the momentum going with two

goals from senior Elizabeth

Mann/Richmond-Open HS
(17:50, 32:06 ), and one goal

each from freshmen Sarah

Grossi/Burke-Robinson Second-

ary HS (23:38) and Emily

Prothero/Virginia Beach-Prin-

cess Anne HS (34:59) to close

out the scoring in the first half.

Andrukonis scored her sec-

ond goal of the game in the 35th-

minute to continue the Lancers

scoring attack in the second half.

Junior Headier Kinstler/Virginia

Beach-Tallwood HS contributed

one goal in the 41st-minute, as

well as a game-high four assists.

Grossi scored her second goal of

the game in the 61 st-minute. Jun-

ior Claire Reyes/Virginia Beach-

Tallwood HS (43:49), sopho-

more Ann Harmon/Burke-

Robinson Secondary HS (57:49),

and junior Kim Broadhurst/

Stafford-North Stafford HS each

put one up on the board for the

Lancers.

At VCU, LC got on the board

first on a penalty-corner play as

junior Heather Kinstler/Virginia

Beach-Tallwood HS scored the

only goal of the first half with

assistance from classmate Claire

Reyes/Virginia Beach-Tallwood

HS and sophomore Melissa

Lewis/Fairfax-Fairfax HS in the

22nd-minute. In the second half,

VCU scored in the 42nd-minute

to tie the score at 1-1. Sopho-

more Cheryl Andrukonis/

Fairfax,-W.T. Woodson HS
scored the game-winning goal on

an as sist from Kins tier in the

62nd-minute. Senior keeper Kim
Iman/Virginia Beach-Frank W.

Cox HS made 12 stops to pre-

serve the victory past the Rams.

"I am very pleased with the

way we played," said head coach

Nancy Joel. "The first half was

very good. The second half, we
defended exceptionally well. We
got the goal that was needed and

hung on."

At Lynchburg, following a

scoreless first half, LC senior

Elizabeth Mann/Richmond-
Open HS scored on an assist

from Andrukonis to put Long-

wood on the board in the 40th-

minute. Later, freshman Emily

Prothero/Virginia Beach-Prin-

cess Anne HS scored on an as-

sist from Kinstler in the 55th-

minute for the game-winning

goal. Iman had two saves in the

first half, while sophomore
keeper Stephanie Potter/North

Kingstown, R.I. -North
Kingstown HS had nine saves

and one goal against in the sec-

ond half.

Through 13 matches, Long-

wood is led in scoring by

Kinstler with nine goals and five

assists for 23 points (0.75), fol-

lowed by Mann (8g, la, 17p,

0.67), and Andrukonis (7g, 7a,

17p, 0.65). Iman has acquired

114 saves, 16 goals against for

a 1 .50 average.

Longwood will travel to

Philadelphia University October

15, before continuing to South-

ern Connecticut State, October

16-18.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK BY
LONGWOOD & DOMINO'S
Aug. 31- Sept. 7 Amy Kennedy Women's Soccer

Sept. 8-14 Katie Soule Women's Golf

Mark Markiewicz Men's Soccer

Sept. 15-21 Claudia Watt Women's Soccer

Andy Plum Men's Soccer

Sept. 22-28 ErinHirschi Women's Soccer

Niklas Jansson Men's Golf

Sept. 29-Oct. 5 Vicki Matkovich Women's Golf

Jason Masi Men's Soccer

Oct. 6-13 Heather Kinstler Field Hockey

Jason Helling Men's Soccer

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WINNERS!



The Rotunda
would like to wish
everyone a safe

and happy Fall

Break!

We will hold our first interest

meeting after the break on Monday
October 25 at 9p.m. in our office.

We are always looking for writers,

photographers, copy readers, and
page designers. Call x2120 for more

information.

mm* mm
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Open Forum Passes Quietly
MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

President Cormier held the

Open Forum recently for students

to discuss their campus issues.

The group was a little slow in

starting conversation, but eventu-

ally the pace picked up and the

discussion began.

One of the first issues dis-

cussed was the possible closing

of the fraternity chapter rooms

and moving fraiermiiies into a

single dorm, Jeromy French, a

Resident Assistant and a Phi

Kappa Tau member commented,

"I think it would be bad for all

concerned to section off the

Greeks into two buildings—it's

kind of like sweeping them un-

der the rug. The fraternities fear

the inevitable conflicts, and many

are afraid that another chapter will

lose its charter. Most disturbing is

that this is being done with little

input from the fraternities, and

certainly against the fraternities'

will. Also, moving the fraternities

into one building does not 'fix' or

address any problem— if it aint

broke, why fix it?"

Conflicts over the new

freshmen visitation policy (which

does not allow any overnight visi-

tors to freshmen dorms) was dis-

cussed. The administration fell

mat the freshmen parents were

paying for their child to get an edu-

cation. They felt that the freshmen

might be distracted by having visi-

tors stay overnight.

Other concerns were that

there were not enough minority

(academic) programs on campus,

parking, paying money for theatre

programs, and the administra-

tion/student lack of communica-

tion. The sexual orientation

clause was brought up again and

discussed. President Cormier

was one of the people that actu-

ally brought this motion up to the

Board of Visitors, so she spent

some time informing the students

about what went on at the meet-

ing.

The student increase, and

Stevens as a dorm were all top-

ics brought up, as well as

Longwood's change to Division

I. Longwood has decided to go

to Division I, but there is a part

of it that does not require a foot-

ball team. President Cormier was

very clear about this when she

stated, "I will not have a football

team! I did not come here to build

a football stadium!"

Longwood Honors Author Kraft
KIM URANN

Asst. News Editor

On Tuesday, October 26,

the 19th presentation of the

John Dos Passos Award was

bestowed upon Eric Kraft

Kraft wrote seven re-

lated short novels on the life

of the fictional character Peter

Leroy. Each novella tells of a

certain event in Peter's life, and

there will be more to come than

what is already published.

Kraft had many inspira-

tions through his life. Jane

Austen, Charles Dickens,

Marcell Pruce and John Dos

Passos each contributed some-

thing to Kraft's desire to write.

He began reading Dos

Passos when be was 17 and

working as a surveyor during

the summers. He kept a tattered

pocket.

"What attracted me power-

fully [to Dos Passos' work] were

nba D

the characters and the form... the

copy of whichever novel he was people who toad ordinary Uves,"

reading at the time in his back said Kraft

Dr. Michael Lund was the

host for the evening's ceremony,

and he talked about Kraft's

achievements and style. "I am

not going to try to fit Kraft

into one category," he said.

Kraft read from his

new, unpublished novel,

Ella'sLunch Launch. It is the

eighth installment of the Pe-

ter Leroy series.

After the reading, Lund

and Longwood President

Patricia Cormier honored

Kraft with a check and a me-

dallion they hung around his

neck.

A short speech fol-

lowed, and Kraft made a point

to thank his wife, Madeline,

who was in the audience.The

college further celebrated

Kraft's victory with a recep-

tion at the Alumni House that the

audience was invited to attend.

Longwood's Newest

Publication
FRANCES HAZELWOOD

StaffWriler

For the first time in over fif-

teen years, Longwood College

has its own full color professional

quality magazine. According to

Public Relations Director and

Longwood magazine editor Den-

nis Sereombe, the magazine has

been on Ae college's "wish list"

for quite a while. During the last

six months, with the help of

Sercombe's staff, the magazine

came to fruition. It became a pri-

ority as part ofthe college's over-

all marketing strategy when mon-

ies were appropriated by the

Longwood College Foundation.

With mis appropriation, the

Public Relations staff of David

Whaley, Kent BooQr, and Judy

McReynolds, along with Dennis

Sereombe, began working on the

magazine's concept. It was de-

cided that since there m already

an alumnae newsletter. The
Cotonade," (which will be mated

a few months after the new maga-

zine) the Longwood magazine

would not include class notes, as

tins would be too costly.

The plans for future copies

of the Longwood magazine in-

clude two feature articles and

other planned submissions to

equal approximately the same 28

pages as the initial issue, Ideas

bdn^ considered are me new din-

ing hall, as well as possible ar-

ticles ou the Civil War 1

The Public Retefiw De-

partment is open to ideas and suf-

MtwMu twit af*it»i art L If it will be

limited to PR Stan mexnhets. At

time*, articles will be solicited

and may include student testimo-

nials or special experiences.

Sereombe stated, tJaest writers

will also be invited to participate

to reach out beyond the Public

Relations Department."

There is also current! y un-

der construction a special website

that will be available for com-

ments and suggestions. At
present an edited version of the

is being put online,

esponscs about tine

magazine are positive, and the

public relations department is

"very satisfied" with this new

Longwood publication.

According to Sereombe,

there has been "good feedback

from constituents, both internal

and external. The President has

received some nice notes, and the

feature article about HUBS Pea-

nuts will be used as part ofBUBS
future marketing plan,"

Also making the first issue

a success is the linkage between

world-renown Dr. Jane Goodall

and Yared Fubusa, fee Longwood

student who was instrumental in

bringing Dr, Jane, as she is

known, to Longwood College test

spring.

The Longwood Magazine

has a publication of approxi-

mately 27,000 copies which wffl

be received by Longwood faculty

and staff, alumnae, friends of the

college, donors, and parents of

rillbepub-

a year with a third

devoted to the college's an-

tmal report. Anyone who has not

but wouW like

doss

X2020
_
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EDITORIAL
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H
ello everyone! Welcome

back! I am glad that you

all enjoyed your Fall

Break! I hope you are not freez-

ing to death in the cold weather.

Hey, at least someone FINALLY
turned the heat on in this place!

Wow, I have so many issues

and so little space. First off, I

need to clear something up from

my previous editorial. I was men-

tioning that Longwood was going

to Division I. At the Open Forum,

we learned that Longwood was

going Division I, but President

Cormier specifically said that she

was not going to have a football

team. I had written something

about that and since it was false,

I meant to replace it, but I did not.

Now I will move to the ever

growing PARKING problem.

Yes, Longwood, we still have a

parking problem. First, I would

like to discuss the mass inconsis-

tency of parking.

Some people park in the

wrong zone for weeks and still

have not gotten a ticket, while

others park in the wrong spot (in

the same parking lot) for an hour

and get ticketed. Not only that,

there are still students with no

decals that haven't gotten tick-

eted!

In one situation, a student

parked in the wrong zone and was

ticketed; a few hours later, his car

was towed. A few hours later?

Come now, not everyone goes to

his car that much. On the other

hand, there is another student that

has multiple tickets and his car is

still on campus. Is it just me, or

is there some inconsistency there?

Another mildly irritating

thing (although minor) is in the

junior/senior lot by the highrises.

Over Fall Break, a curb was
changed from junior/senior to

commuter. That is not a problem,

but where was the notice? We
would like to know when things

change. This place is notorious for

sending notices after tickets are

administered, so I don't know
what I expected.

Speaking of the lack of no-

tices, I am extremely disappointed

in our crime notices (maybe I
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should say the lack of them). In

reading our September Crime Sta-

tistics, reading The Farmville

Herald, and general news, I have

noticed a large number of crimes

and activities occur on this cam-

pus without students knowing

about them. Earlier in the year, for

example, a convict escaped in a

nearby remote area. There have

also been quite a few thefts and

assaults (physical, sexual, etc...)

that are conveniently not reported

to students.

Granted, every activity on

this campus cannot be reported to

students, but if someone is as-

saulted, raped, robbed, or what-

ever, we have the right to know!

Even if crimes are just attempted,

Longwood cannot sweep this

information) under the rug. Every

school has crime. Avoiding the

media and not telling students

about it is just an ignorant way to

make this place look safe when

in all reality, it isn't always. It

stuns me to find out what is hid-

den.

On the better side of things,

Halloween is coming! I am ex-

cited. I hope you all are too! We
have a few Halloween surprises

in this issue for you. Keep in mind

that we are in WEEK 9 of the se-

mester already. Before you know

it, we will be taking exams ! I hope

you all have a safe and Happy

Halloween Weekend!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

I, like Melissa, have a few

things that I would like to discuss.

First of all, WHATWAS UP
WITH THE FOUNTAIN? Was I

the only one on campus who no-

ticed the putrid, nasty, discolora-

tion of the

water? There

is no telling

what was in

that thing.

Thankfully it

has now been

cleaned out,

but it was still

a huge nasty

eyesore.

It is hard

for me to be-

lieve that the

fountain was

allowed to get

that dirty be-

fore any ac-

tion was

taken to clean

it out. What is even harder to be-

lieve is that nobody had it cleaned

out for the Open House that was

held on campus last weekend I

am sure the prospective students

were really impressed with the

unusual brownish-greenish-yel-

low color that was exploding out

of the fountain.

Instead of people calling it

the "great meeting place," it was
being known as the "great pollu-

tion place!"

Bui in all seriousness, I am
glad to see that it was finally

cleaned out and we are no longer

forced to hold out noses when we
walk by the fountain!

Photo by Kevin Tschai

Ok, I was really confused

about some of the crime statistics

that were published in the last is-

sue.

When I saw that all of the

charges had been cleared, I as-

sumed that

meant that

nobody had

been ar-

rested for

any of the

crimes
listed. I

found it re-

ally hard to

believe that

nobody was

being
charged for

any crimes,

so I called

Chief
Huskey and

be straight-

ened things

out for me. He explained that

when a charge is pending that

means that they just don't have

enough information to make any

arrests. When the charge is

cleared, that could mean a num-
ber of different things. It could

mean that the person who filed the

charges cancelled them, the per-

son had been found and arrested

for the crime, or that the charges

were unfounded. I am very glad

that he explained the differences

to me because I was curious as to

why the reports only showed as

pending and cleared.

Kristen Ingram

Assistant Editor
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"77i€ Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. The views stated in this

article do not necessarily represent the views ofThe Rotunda or the staff. E-mail activist ideas to

rotimda@longwoodlwc.edu.

Double Standards for "Citizen Leaders"

Anonymous Writer

In a time at Longwood Col-

lege where this "Citizen Leader"

hoopla runs rampant, I find it truly

disheartening to see those who
hold leadership positions acting

in ways that are not only disre-

spectful, but completely con-

trary to what they preach.

The whole "Citizen

Leader" crecdo screams about

responsible leadership and pro-

moting stewardship, yet those

who are considered to be these

outstanding "leaders" on our

campus do no such thing.

As a very involved stu-

dent at Longwood and as one who

holds her leadership positions

very dear to her heart, I am in-

censed by the actions of those oth-

ers on this campus who claim to

be responsible leaders committed

to die common good of this cam-

pus. I have known of ResidentAs-

sistants who violate visitation

policies and drink underage, only

to turn around and file judicial

charges against their residents

who do the same tiling.

There are Judicial Board

Justices (not to mention the Chair)

who violate the Code of Conduct

Standards here and then sit on

cases on Tuesday and Wednesday

nights and sanction respondents

who do the EXACT same thing

they did the weekend before.

Prominent student leaders on this

campus purchase alcohol for oth-

ers who are underage. I am whole-

heartedly outraged by these

people!

Am I the only one who sees

the double standard here? Since

when are student leaders exempt

from the rules and regulations of

this institution? I think it is com-

pletely unjust that there are per-

sons in very high leadership

positions on this campus, the

same persons who violate the

Judicial and Honor Codes we

live by, who have influence on

the future of fellow students.

My advice to these

people who hold leadership po-

sitions is this: Wake up! You are

no better than the rest of the stu-

dent body at Longwood Col-

lege. Get over yourself, and

start acting like a true leader. A
true leader is one who seeks fair-

ness, justice and service to those

they lead without the promotion

of his/herself. Please think before

you act; you are role models here.

If you want respect, respect oth-

ers.

Speak Out
4
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Liberal Studies

Cindy Nichols

Sophomore

Liberal Studies

"The dark because I

up m The TWUight

2om" trying to kiss me.

Jasoc EH Natale

Liberal Studies
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PROPS:

+To Lancer Productions for entertaining us so well!

+To the Tea Room staff for the stellar food and excellent

service.

+To the staff of the Longwood Library for providing the

students with information and help with a smile!

+To the Lankford Student Union Director for letting us (the

Rotunda Staff) stay in the office after midnight!

+To the WCLX DJ's for a job well done!

DROPS:
-To the Dining Hall staff for taking down food and desserts

at 6:30 when they close at 7.

-To having every event on this campus scheduled on Wednes-

day nights, so I can never go!

-To the nasty, dirty fountain ! Did it look that way for the Open

House weekend?!

-To the ever-changing parking regulations! We need some

consisitency.

-To all these rumors flying around! Someone please tell us

the TRUTH.

Send your Props and Drops to rouurKia@longwcKxUwc.e(hi.

Your Letters

Wanna Win Lip Sync?

Just Get Naked!

Dear Editor.

I know readers are tired of

people complaining about the

Greek system on campus; how-

ever, that is not exactly what I,

personally, am doing. This article

is about Lip Sync. I was one of

the many people in attendance,

and I was not pleased with the

outcome of such a fun event, or

the way many of the groups

handled themselves.

First off, I hope the judges

who voted for the winning soror-

ity realize what they did was ba-

sically support cheating local

businesses and nakedness. Yes,

the act was good, it was well re-

hearsed and very well put to-

gether. However, the girls who

were changing behind the banner

often weren't really behind the

banner. I know that many of the

males in attendance were very

happy. I .however, was not I do

not personally like seeing other

women undress in front of a huge

crowd, or anywhere for that mat-

ter. It is disrespectful to audience

members and to the girls them-

selves.

And how about those tags

left on the matching outfits? Like

we all didn't know that those

clothes were going back to Wal-

Mart or wherever the next day. I

was actually embarrassed for the

school. The judges should have

known better than to give the

award to a group of girls cheat-

ing businesses, prancing around

naked and dancing that provoca-

tively.

We are college students,

and yes, we want to have fun, but

we do not need to take off our

clothes in front of large groups of

people in order to do so. There

were other acts that were well put

together and well rehearsed as

well. They were ignored, seem-

ingly because they hadn't spent

tons of money on outfits, hadn't

had an extreme amount of time

to practice and didn't take their

clothes off in front of everyone.

Come on, girls, we can do better

for ourselves.

As for the fraternities, I

give a huge prop to the Sigma Phi

Epsilon pledge for having enough

courage to go in front of that

many people and perform ALL
BY HIMSELF! Good job.

I sincerely hope that at the

next Lip Sync sororities and fra-

ternities have a little more respect

for themselves. It can be fun wiA-

out being vulgar.

Anonymous
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Lecture to Examine

"Uneven Playing Field

PRESSRELEASE

The Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement ofTeaching

calls tier "one of the world's pre-

eminent scholars in the field of

literacy."

Shirley Brice Heath will

lecture at Longwood College in

Hiner Auditorium on November
10 at 7:30 p.m. A reception in the

Virginia Room of Blackwell Din-

ing Hall will follow.

Heath, a professor of En-

glish, linguistics, anthropology

and education at Stanford Univer-

sity, will talk about "Literacy,

Culture and the Uneven Playing

Field."

She contends that cultural

and social factors shape literacy

learning. When schools ignore

these influences, many students

face overwhelming gaps between

their own "ways with words" and

those that are required for school

success.

Heath will discuss ways to

identify such gaps and use this

information to level the playing

field for students.

The recipient of both a

MacArthur "genius grant" and a

Guggenheim Fellowship, Heath

has studied literacy learning all

over the world.

Her landmark book Ways

with Words is a study oftwo Caro-

lina Piedmont cultural groups

whose literacy patterns varied

widely from one another and from

the "mainstream" patterns that

were expected in school.

She has authored and co-

authored books and articles on

many subjects.

Her recent work includes a

documentary film called ArtShow

about the impact of the arts on

youth and community develop-

ment.

She received a B.A. from

Lynchburg College in 1962.

Heath's lecture is part of the

Simkins Lecture Series whose
purpose is to bring eminent schol-

ars to Longwood College for the

enrichment of the community.

Archaeology Report
PRESSRELEASE

Brian Bates, Director of the

Longwood College Archaeology

Field School, will present a slide

show aad display of artifacts in

aa annual report to the general

public on Wednesday, November

3, at 7:30 p.m. in Hiner Audito-

rium.

Students in the field school

conducted excavations at two

sites during the summer of

1999—at Staunton River Battle-

field State Park in Charlotte and

Halifax Counties and on the is-

land of Tortola in the British Vir-

gin Islands.

At the Staunton River site,

1000-year-old

of a Native American

s. The skeleton, resting in a

semi-flexed burial position and

wearing ornaments and rattles,

indicates a person of high rank.

These remains were re-

corded, photographed, sketched

and covered back up in accor-

dance with Virginia state law.

The remains of this prehis-

toric man, who would have mea-

sured over six feet tall, and the

nearby remains of three adults and

one child indicate a robust tribe

of people.

Bates identifies these

people as probable members of

the Saponi tribe of the

Ocaneechee Indians. Artifacts,

slides and results of analysis will

highlight these discoveries.

Students along with Dr.

Bates spent the second summer
session collaborating with the

University of London at the

Tortola dig, the only full-scale

excavation ever in the British Vir-

gin Islands. An update of this

project will be presented as well.

This presentation is spon-

sored by the Peter Francisco

Chapter of theArchaeological So-

ciety of Virginia and the

Longwood College Archaeology

Field School.

AT TIAA-CREF,

LOW EXPENSES ARE
A HIGH PRIORITY.

All financial companies charge

operating fees and expenses -

some more than others. Of course, the

lower the expenses you pay, the better.

That way, more ofyour money goes

where it should - toward building a

comfortable future.

As the largest retirement system in

the world, we have among the lowest

expenses in the insurance and mutual

fund industries.2

In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.35% average

fund expenses are a fraction of the

expense charges of comparable funds.3

It's one reason why Morningstar says,

"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the

financial services industry."

A focus on your future

Of course, expenses are only one factor

to consider when you make an invest-

ment decision. Morningstar also noted

our commitment to "consumer education,

service" and "solid investment perfor-

mance." Because that can make a differ-

ence in the long run, too.

At TIAA-CREF, we believe people

would like to spend more in retirement,

not on their retirement company. Today,

over two million people count on that

approach to help them build financial

security. So can you.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

(f
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HOW DOES S800/WEEKEXTRA INCOME
sound to you?

Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to-

GROUP FIVE
*547 N. Academy Bh-d, PMB-N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
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OTA-101
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

NTRODUCINGtheaunew
in

Starting under $10,000 — About $12,000 well equipped.

THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG\..very thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 106 horeepower

any time you want it. And best of all, Echo starts atjust $9,995f
.

New | B thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited

credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

r® TOYOTA r»ol values, everyday.n WWW.gettOyOta.COm
*EPA estimated 32/39 City/Hwy automatic, 34/41 City/Hwy manual. Tiase MSRP excluding transportation, tax, tags and regionally required equipment.

Dr. Evil & Dixie Chicks

Invade Lip Sync

KRISTIEUTTLE The Greeks performed to

Staff Writer many different types of songs.

Although some got repeated, like

Lip Sync, put on each se- Shania Twain's "That Don't Im-

mester by press Me
Panhellenic , ^». Much," Dixie

Council, was B Chicks "Wide

held on Open Spaces,"

Wednesday, P and Lou Bega's

October 13. M "Mambo No.

The admission ' 5."

was two dollars The win-

or one dollar M ners, Alpha

and a canned ^1 ffc. > ift # Sigma Alpha

food item.

Thisf
and Tau Kappa

Epsilon, were

semester's I JH able to set the

event included «Mtfl crowd, as well

members and
•JhH as the judges,

pledges of Al-
- on fire. The

pha Delta Pi, women ofASA
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha dressed as genies and threw glit-

Sigma Alpha, Alpha Sigma Phi, ter for their lip sync to "Genie in

Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Pi a Bottle" by Christina Aguilera.

Kappa Phi, Sigma Kappa, Sigma While TKE did "Just the Two of

Phi Epsilon, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Us" by Dr. Evil and Mini Me
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Phi Kappa dressed as the two popular char-

Tau, and Zeta Tau Alpha. acters of Austin Powers fame.
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Flu Shots

in Lancaster 319

$10 Fee

@ 12:00 -1:30 p.m.

Carolina Baroque

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Movie: The Blair

Witch Project

& Cafe Night

in Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.

Take Back the Night

on Lankford Lawn
@ 8:00 p.m.

Whats the hottest
info that you have?
Please let us know!

Anything from birthdays , to meet-
ings, to off-carrpus events. . .if you

know about something, let us know!

Snail: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

30th 31st
Women's Soccer

vs.

Barton

@ 12:00 p.m.

Ghost Stories

Commonwealth Bal

@ 9:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs.

William & Mary

in Williamsburg

@ 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Halloween Party

Commonwealth Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Happy Hallowe

from The Rotum

*mm
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CrossRoads Meeting

in Amelia Room
@ 7:30 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper
Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

@ 9:00 p.m.

Muslim Student

Association

"Discover Islam"

Amelia Room
@ 7:30 p.m.

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Ofs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

2nd rd
Unity Alliance Meeting

in the Nottoway Room
@ 9:00 p.m.

Grand Opening

of the newly renovated

Longwood Small

Business Center

@ 2:00 p.m.

The Spenser Magic

and Illusion Show
in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

If you have any interest in
working for The

Rotunda, then come to our
general meetings on Monday

nights at 9 p.m. No experi-
ence is

necessary, just a desire to
be a part of this
great organization

Looking for staff
writers, photographers, col-

umnists, and much more!

J

««(

t
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Movie Review:
The Blair Witch Project

Person of the Week: Melissa Gill
JEROMY FRENCH

Guest Writer

STEPHANIE NELSON
Guest Writer

Those of you who love hor-

ror movies or thrillers have prob-

ably seen The Blair Witch Project

by now.

For those of you

who have not seen the

movie, it's about three

college students who go

on a search for the al-

leged "Blair Witch."

Not only are you

seeing everything

through the lens of their camera

which gives you an understand-

ing of their fear, you are left to

your own imagination as to what

the witch is, and what is going to

happen to them.

That is perhaps what makes

this movie so thrilling. There is

nothing more terrifying than what

you conjure in your own
mind.

This movie gets in

your head and makes you

think. What is going to

happen next? Who or what

is out there? What are those

cries in the night?

Unlike your typical

horror movie you never get the

answers to these questions. It is

all left to your imagination.

I recommend it to anyone

who has a high threshold for psy-

chological fear.

The Rotunda's person of

the week sits cross-legged on

the floor of her suitemate's

room, coloring pictures and

exchanging jokes with friends

as person after person comes

and goes from the room.

Her smile and cheerful-

ness are comforting to those

who know her, and her ever-

positive attitude puts people at

ease. Yet beneath the pleasant

exterior lies a keen mind, and

a heart made of gold.

The Person of the Week,

Melissa Gill, is just that type of

person you want as your RA or

roommate or best friend or even

your Editor-in-Chief, and for that

the Rotunda staff wished to rec-

ognize her.

Who' s Who iin LWC Graduate Studies Word
Search
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M C S C E A 1 F A G L M G L

M C L P K N D R T E L G U N E

A P I S Z R Z W 1 H T J T Y

L A R P T I G A B B H N G W H

1 K w E S D A L M A S W M U A

M X T F A R C H T I M S Q V

U G T J Q Y G J D Y U P F R F

T T W R N B L V P G T M C R T

R U J G J P L R M E E S E

L T W F M Y E J G M P G B O

U U T D T F R U K L U Z L S

AMOSS
CORDLE
DALTON
HARRIS

KIRK

MEESE
SMITH

APPERSON
CRAFT
GABB
HELLMUTE
KNOX
Mirro

WELLS

i

BANTON
DALMAS
OOETZ
HOWE
LAMMERTS
PERKINS

WHITFIELD
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Melissa Gill arrived on

Longwood's campus in August of

1998 and she hasn't rested since.

Melissa quickly became in-

volved with the newspaper staff

and Frazer Hall Council, worked

as a computer lab aide and still

found time to travel to and

from Lynchburg once a week

to practice with her band 'To-

mato Love Apple."

It was easy for those

who are just meeting her for

the first time to see her work

ethic could rival that of John

Henry, but she also possessed

the grace and pleasantness of

Jacqueline Kennedy.

It is these qualities that

have endeared her to countless

friends. As Allison Beverley

puts it "when I first met her I

could tell she was outgoing

and not afraid to speak her mind.

She makes everyone feel comfort-

able and she's well rounded.

She'll drop everything for a

friend."

Julie's Diner Makes
for a Pleasant Surprise

JIWA KEY
Guest Writer

A trip down West Third

Street offers up an eclectic mix of

Farmville Businesses. As one

passes the

Southside Com-

munity Hospi-

tal, a vast array

of buildings

tumble out onto

the stretch of

highway. Struc-

tures like J&R
Recycling Cen-

ter, Noah's Last

Stop Pet Store,

the Farmville

Amusement Center, Sister

Virginia's Psychic Palm Reader

and the Trad'N Post Auto Deal-

ership dot the road that carries the

driver to Route 15. Tucked into

the cornucopia of businesses is

Julie's Diner, an ideal eatery for

the college student on a budget

and in search of a good meal.

Several elements of Julie's

Diner make it a choke eating es-

tablishment. The staff t-shirts, bar,

and floor tiling evoke a somewhat

nostalgic feel, while the eating

area, jukebox (full of country

songs), and ABC bar exude that

unique Farmville feel. In addition,

the service is unbeatable. Unlike

other cut-throat establishments in

the area, the wait staff are not run-

ning in and

out of the

kitchen at

hurried paces,

but take the

time to tend

mindfully to

customers.

Most impor-

tantly, the

Julie's Diner

fare, reminis-

cent of that of

the 360 Truck Stop, is hot, delec-

table, and plentiful. A patron

. could easily purchase a hot sand-

wich, french fries, and a soft drink

for under $4.00.

Those who have lived in

Farmville long enough, or have

resided in rural areas, know that

the out-of-the-way places are the

treasures. Julie's Diner, located

amungst the plethora of West

Third Street business', are no ex-

ception. Open from 6 a,m. to 9

p.m., this diner is worthy of a visit

from anyone seeking a delicious

meal..
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Deep

r»oU3HtS
KEVINROCK .

Calendar Editor

- Women like silent men; they think they're listening.

- Men are from Earth; women are from Earth. Deal with
it.

- Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach him
how to fish, and he will sit in a boat and drink beer all

day.

- Before they invented drawing boards, what did they go
back to?

- Were hot dogs ever made of dogs?
- How do astronauts use the bathroom in space?
- What's so French about French fries?

- If God dropped acid, would he see people?
- If you take an Oriental person and spinMm around
several times, does he become disoriented?

- ff people from Poland-are eatied "Poles," why aren't

people from Holland eafied, "Hotesr

Columnist's Note: B yen have any "Deep Thoughts" of

year own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu

CD Review: ToriAmos, To

Venus and Back
JOHN THRASHER

Guest Writer

In 1998, Tori Amos's CD
From The Choirgirl Hotel,

showed her taking a step in a new
direction by adding rock interac-

tion to her trademark piano ar-

rangements. This CD left many
wondering where she would go

with her next CD. On 7b Venus

and Back, that question is an-

swered.

To Venus and Back is a

double album comprised of a new
studio recorded CD and a live CD
recorded on her recent tour. The

new studio recording, entitled

Orbiting, picks up where From

the Choirgirl Hotel left off. Her

stark piano arrangements are still

there, as is the rock interaction,

but now Amos has added in a mix

of electronic effects. The first

single "Bliss," whose lyrics be-

gin "Father I killed my monkey/I

let it out to taste the sweet of

spring," is classic Tori symbolism,

but accompanied by a rich mix of

hypnotizing synthesizers. On
"Concertina" Amos' voice is ac-

companied by swirling synths and

in "The Glory of the 80s," she

picks up a melodic beat. "Lust"

sounds more like it belongs on an

earlier CD and on "Josephine,"

where her voice once again takes

main-stage, she tells a haunting

story of regret. However, it is

"1,000 Oceans," the last song on

the CD, that reassures me that Tori

is indeed a talented lyric writer.

The song is a beautiful ballad that

expresses a tender and gentle side

to the songstress. It begins "These

tears I've cried, I've cried 1,000

oceans" and later adds "...so I will

cry 1 ,000 more if that's what it

takes to sail you home." Whether

you are in love or not, you can

only appreciate the symbolism

she uses to describe the deep feel-

ings she has for that special some-

one in her life.

The collection of live re-

cordings, entided Live Still Orbit-

ing, is a long overdue glimpse into

the incredible experience that is

a live concert by Tori Amos. This

collection includes all-time favor-

ites such as "Cornflake Girl,"

"Cruel," and "Little Earth-

quakes," as well as the never re-

corded song "Cooling." Amos is

one of those rare artists whose live

material sounds as good as, if not

better than, her studio recordings.

The CD, To Venus and
Back, is an essential for any Tori

fan and is a showcase of her pro-

gression as an artist. Listening to

the older, live material makes you

realize why she is so critically

acclaimed and the new material

shows her ability to evolve as a

musician. All in all, To Venus and
Back is just a reassurance that Tori

Amos will be around for a while.

Longwood's New Lab Manager: Joanne Worsham
KEVIN TSCHAl
Guest Writer

Longwood College stu-

dents and faculty are familiar with

the computer labs on campus.

They consist of (finer, Hull, Stoa,

Curry and Mobile labs.

Whether typing up a paper,

checking foreign language gram-

mar, printing something, or par-

ticipating in a class that uses com-

puters, it is more than likely that

you have visited the labs.

Unfortunately, computers

are not perfect, sometimes they

break down. When there is noth-

ing that can be done, and no one

wants to deal with the stress, one

person dedicated to solving the

problem is Joanne Worsham.

Worsham, our new lab

manager, began her work at

Longwood College on May 18 af-

ter spring classes ended and has

been handling everything from

work orders to software upgrades

ever since.

She first became interested

in computers in high school. Sit-

ting in front ofa brawl new Tandy

computer with no hard drive and

a 5.25 driver, Worsham remem-

bers her decision to work on com-

puters and taking the initiative

and time to teach herself.

Her interests were pursued

at Radford University and the

Braxton School of Business in

Richmond, where she was edu-

cated with the skills needed for

her success.

Following graduation, she

worked as a network administra-

tor for the Piedmont Hospital, a

psycho-geriat-

ric hospital in

Burkeville,

Virginia, and

10 years there-

after, was pro-

moted to MIS
(Management

Information

Systems) Di-

rector.

Having
six years MIS
experience,

she took a con-

sulting job in

Richmond
with Whitehall

Robins, a pres-

tlgious com-
pany that

manufactures

Robitussin. She worked for 12

months developing project plans

for the Y2K compliance.

As die Network Mainframe

Operator, Worsham gained expe-

rience while in Richmond that

would later help her with the

Longwood mainframes.

"The mainframe experi-

ence I have was with an HP MPE-
ix operating system which is

somewhat similar to the Unix en-

vironment here at Longwood."

Worsham recalls.

She believes that in the long

est in multimedia technology."

Though she is dedicated in

her field, she enjoys many other

activities outside of her work en-

vironment.

These include softball,

bowling, country line dancing and

trying to keep

1 up with her

kids' extracur-

i ricular activi-

*£?Jjj ties.

; 'Jhs** Her 3-

: ^^1 y e a r- o I d

1 —, daughter,

hr Courtney, en-

joys horseback

riding, and her

12-year-old

son, Sean, is

on a traveling

baseball team.

Worsham
g||pijjj||! hopes to spend

-: ;
-:;;;

i

more time

with her fam-

ily and has an

optimistic out-

Advil and run we will always need computer

labs. Worsham also stresses the

importance of die electronic class-

rooms and how effective they

have become.

"The Labs are fairly new,"

Worsham says, "The Stoa Lab

contains the largest investment in

technology equipped with the lat-

look for die future.

She is currendy working on

her Microsoft certification and

emphasizes that one cannot have

enough certification in his spe-

cialty.

In the future, Worsham
hopes to be established with the

state and possibly become an en-

trepreneur in the computer and

landscaping industry.

"I have always wanted to

have a landscaping business on

the side. I would like to design

landscapes [using computers]."

Other aspirations include continu-

ing with her studies, attaining a

PHD, and teaching classes.

"Understand that there is an

open forum if there are ever any

constructive suggestions as far as

the technology in the labs," says

Worsham.

If you have suggestions or

comments, the Longwood Col-

lege web site has an anonymous

suggestion box for the Academic

computing labs.

The lab manager gives die

students at Longwood a piece of

advice when attending the labs.

"Behave yourself," Worsham
laughs. "We are providing the

technology, and the students are

our number-one customers, and

we want to provide what students

need in order for diem to fulfill

their academic needs."

We at Longwood appreci-

ate all that she does for us and

hope she continues her outstand-

ing work,
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Men Split 1-1, While Women Go 2-0 This Past

Weekend, October 22-24 in South Carolina
Mark Markiewicz, Brooke Cooper Contribute Game Winners

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood men split a pair of

CVAC road matches over the

weekend, defeating Anderson 2-

1 October 24 after a 3-2 over-

time loss at Erskine October 23.

Both contests were played in

South Carolina. The Lancers are

now 9-7 overall, completing the

CVAC regular-season at 6-5.

At- Anderson, LC got goals

from senior Mark Markiewicz

and sophomore Jason Masi,

while Markiewicz and freshman

Scott Spilman each contributed

an assist. Freshman keeper Whit

Morris made two saves as the

Lancers gained victory after a

scoreless first half of action.

There were eleven cards (three

red, and eight yellow) distributed

in the match.

At Erskine, LC led 1 -0 at the

intermission on a goal from

Markiewicz, building the advan-

tage to 2-0 early in the second

half on a goal from Masi. Sopho-

more Andy Plum and junior Ja-

son Helling each had assists for

the Lancers. The Flying Fleet

managed to tie the match late

with the aid of an own-goal be-

fore getting the game-winner in

the extra period. Morris made 10

saves during the loss that halted

the five-match winning streak by

LC.

Through 16 matches,

Markiewicz leads the Lancers in

scoring with nine goals and two

assists for 20 points (1.25).

Markiewicz is followed by Plum
(6g,4a, 16p, 1.00), Helling (5g,

5a, 15p, 1.00), and Masi (6g, la.

13p, 0.87). Morris has played

1039:19 in front of the net, al-

lowing 24 goals (2.08) while

making 78 saves (5.57) for a .765

save percentage.

The women however had

two victories this weekend on the

road. The ladies swept a pair of

CVAC opponents in South Caro-

lina, October 23 and 24. The

girls defeated Erskine 3-0 and

Anderson 3-2 in overtime .

The Lancers, ranked #4 in the

NSCAA Division II Southeast

Region, improved to 11-3-1

overall, 9-1 in the CVAC.
At Erskine, LC got goals

from juniors Erin Hirschi and

Amanda Stombaugh, who also

had an assist, along with fresh-

man Brooke Cooper, while class-

mate Brandi Barfield contributed

two assists. Junior keeper Amy
Kennedy played the first half in

goal and made two saves, while

freshman Christine Sazon played

the second half in front of the net

with eight saves to preserve LC's

ninth shutout this season.

At Anderson, LC got the

game-winning goal from Coo-

per, assisted by Barfield, on a cor

ner-kick play just 3:48 into the

extra period. Also scoring goals

for LC were Barfield and fresh-

man Rigel Lockett, while

Hirschi and Stombaugh each

contributed an assist. Kennedy

made two saves as the Lancers

rallied from a 2-0 second-half

deficit for the road triumph.

Through 15 matches, Hirschi

continues to lead the Lancers in

scoring with eight goals and four

assists for 20 points (1.43).

Hirschi is followed by Cooper

(6g, 6a, 18p, 1.29), Stombaugh

(5g, 6a, 16p, 1.07), and Barfield

(3g, 4a, 10p,0.71). Kennedy has

played 1233:33 in front of the

net, allowingjust 10 goals (0.73)

while making 71 saves (4.73) for

an .877 save percentage along

with the nine shutouts.

The women will conclude

the regular-season with two

home contests at Lancer Field

this week, hosting non-confer-

ence opponent Lincoln Memo-
rial (Tenn.) last night and CVAC
opponent Barton (N.C.) Oct. 30,

at 12 p.m..

The men however will con-

clude the overall regular-season

with two non-conference con-

tests this week, hosting Lincoln

Memorial (Tenn.) last night , at

7 p.m. under the lights at Lancer

Field &sky; the final home
match of the year for the LC men
— before playing at NCAA Di-

vision I opponent William

&Mary October 30, also at 7

p.m..

The ladies will then host the

CVAC Tournament quarterfinal

match at Lancer Field on Tues-

day, November 2, the opponent

and time to be determined. While

the men will travel on the road

Wednesday to compete in their

quarterfinal match up. This op-

ponent is yet to be determined as

well.

The conference semifinals

ami championship will be played

November 5-7, the 1999AT&T
Wireless-CVAC Soccer Cbampi-

onships hosted by Belmont Ab-

bey College.

Equestrain Team
Keeps Roster of 9

LAUREN WADE
Sports Writer

Sunday, October 10 the

Longwood Equestrian Team
loaded up the vans to compete

in the Virginia Polytechnical In-

stitute competition. Ten schools

were represented, and Long-

wood, despite the rain and clouds

was in it's pride.

Veteran Longwood riders

were Rachel Kling, Lauren

Wade, Emily Roberts, Mandy
Bendict, Nancy Dixon, Heather

Duffy, and Kim Tyndell. Two
new additions to the roster were

freshman riders AJly Chewing

and Hillary Lantz. The final re-

sults for the day were: Chewning

(open over fences) reserve rib-

bon; Lantz (intermediate over

fences) third, (intermediate flat)

second; Kling (novice flat) sec-

ond; Wade (novice over fences)

fifth; Roberts (advanced w/t/c)

sixth; Benedict (advanced w/t/c)

third; Dixon (advanced w/t/c)

fourth; Duffy (walk/trot) third;

and Tyndell (walk/trot) fourth.

The equestrain team com-

petes next on December 4. This

is scheduled to be hosted by

Randolph-Macon. Hopefully,

the riding team will continue its

success.

Records to W#
Recognized For

Fall Season

-Men's Tennis
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Golf Teams Finish out Fall Season with a

Strong Showing and Capitalizing Scores

Men, 300-301-601; Women, 347-338-585

PRESS RELEASE
KIMBERLY KUPEC

Sports Writer

Longwood finished with a

300-301-601 team score to tie for

eighth among 1 5 teams at the 36-

hole Chris Cothran Intercolle-

giate men's golftournament The
tournament was hosted by
NCAA Division I Big South

Conference member Radford

University October 18-19. Fel-

low BSC member Elon College

(North Carolina) won the event

played at the 7,046-yard, par 72

Draper Valley Golf Club in

Pulaski, VA with its 288-283-

571, while Kenny Doerrer of

Winthrop University(South

Carolina), yet another member
institution of the BSC, was the

individual medalist at 68-72-

140.

Field Hockey Goes
2-0 in Final

Weekend of Play,

ECAC Last Games
KIMBERLY KUPEC

Sports Writer

Longwood went 2-0 at home
this past weekend, defeating

Millersville (Penn.) 3-1 October

23 and East Stroudsburg (Penn.)

2-0 October 24 at Barlow Field.

X is 12-7 to close out the regu-

ar-season and is eighth in the

nost recent National Field

hockey Coaches Association

[NFHCA) Division II Poll, and

tied for fourth in me most recent

^JCAA DivisioBH South Region
3
oll. Hie Lancers will find out

November 1 if they will be se-

eded to compete, for the sec-

ond-straight year, in (fee Eastern

College Athletic Conference

[ECAC) Championships No-

vember 6-7.

Against last Stroudsburg,

junior Heather Kaatlei/Virginia

Jeach-Tallwood 88 pot the

Lancers* first goal on the beard

n the first halfon an assist from

freshman Emily Prothero/Vtr-

ginia Beach-PaneesAnne HS in

the 24th-raii^. Lsngwood's

ieeond goal was seored by jun-

or Kris Dewoi/Ftedteidtsfewj

-

Stafford HS on an assist from

Cheryl Aadrukonis/

-W.T. Woodson HS in the

57tn-minute, Senior goalkeeper

Kim Iman/Virginia Beach-Frank

W. Cox HS earned the shutout

and hadlO saves.

Against Millersville,

Andrukonis scored die first goal

for the Lancers with an assat

from Denson in the sixth-minute.

Kinstler, assisted by senior

Melanie Pania/Virginia Beach-

Ocean Lakes HS scored LC*s

second goal (10:27) to close out

the scoring in the first half.

Freshman Sarah Grossi/Burke-

Robinson Secondary HS scored

an unassisted goal for the Lanc-

ers in the 53rd-minute to close-

out the scoring in the second

half.

Through 19 matches, Long-

wood is led in scoring by
Kinstler with 13 goals and 11 as-

sists for 37 points, followed by

Andrukonis (12g, 6a, 30p), and

senior Blizabe& Maan/Rich-

mond-Open HS (12g, 2a, 26p).

Iman has acquired 155 saves, 20

goals against for a 1.32 average,

mree shutouts, .116 save per-

centage for 1,062 minutes,

Keep an eye open for the

BCAC tournament bids for the

lady Lancers of die field hockey

»am. They wUl ttmvel to New
York for this tournament if diey

are nominated.

At Radford's tourney, LC
was led by sophomore Blair

Shadday/Madison, Indianna-

Madison Consolidated HSwith

his 72-75-147 for a 16th-place tie

individually among 75 golfers.

The 147 total is a new career-best

for 36-holes by Shadday. Other

LC scores included junior Niklas

Jansson/Balsta, Sweden-

Westerlundska HS-Dodge City,

Kan. CC (76-73-149, T-22nd),

freshman Chris Pugh/Roanoke-

Cave Spring HS (75-76-151, T-

27th), along with seniors Jason

Copeland/Norfolk-Granby HS-

Dodge City, Kan. CC (77-77-

154, T-39th) and local standout

Toby Towler/Dillwyn-Fuqua

School (77-83-160, T-53rd).

Pugh's score is also a new 36-

hole career-best for the first-year

player from Roanoke.

Through four tournaments

and nine rounds of golf, Jansson

continues to lead LC with his

75.44 stroke-average and a low

round of 72. Jansson is followed

by Shadday (77.44, 70),

Copeland (78.33, 75), Pugh

(79.44, 75), sophomores Jimmy

Marti n/Leesburg-Loudoun

County HS (80.00, 78) and

David Hite/Kenbridge-Central

of Lunenburg HS (80.33, 77),

Towler (81.00, 77), and sopho-

moreMyles Jones/La Moye, En-

gland-Victoria College HS
(81.75, 76). The Lancers are av-

eraging 306.89 as a team.

Longwood will enter the fall-

ending North Shore event in

Sneads Ferry, N.C. with a 306.89

team average, on pace to estab-

lish a new school-record for team

stroke-average.

Longwood shot a 347-338-

685 team score to place ninth

among 22 teams at the Eastern

College Athletic Conference

(ECAC) Women's Golf Cham-

pionships, October 23-24 in

Pennsylvania. NCAA Division I

Penn State won the event with a

312-308-620 team score at the

par 72, Bucknell University Golf

Course in Lewisburg, Pennsyl-

vania Longwood finished out its

fal! season at the ECAC tourna-

ment.

At the ECAC tournament,

sophomore All-American Vicki

Matkovich/Wheeling, WVA-
Wheeling Park HSled the Lanc-

ers with a 86-78-164, tying for

20th-place individually. Other

Lancer scores included local jun-

ior Mandy Beamer/Burkeville-

Nottoway HS(85-83-168, tie-

32nd), senior Katie Soule/Suf-

folk-Franklin HS (86-88-174,

tie-46th), along with freshmen

Kacia Shwen/Rock Springs,

Wyoming (90-89-179, tie-58th)

and Brandy Hussey/Norfolk-

Granby HS (104-107-211, tie-

104th).

Through the five fall tourna-

ments and 12 rounds of golf,

Matkovich led Longwood with

her career-low 77.42 stroke-av-

erage, including a career low-

round of 72. Matkovich was fol-

lowed by Beamer (79.92, 73),

Soule (82.58, 76), Shwen (86.83,

80), and Hussey (95.00, 87). The

Lancers averaged 326.75 as a

team during the fall season.

The Lancer men will con-

clude their fall campaign with

participation in the North Shore

Intercollegiate hosted by Pfeiffer

November 13-14. While the

women will not compete again

until the spring. February 28-29

at the Carolinas Invitational in

Pinehurst, North Carolina will be

their opening invitational.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK BY
LONGWOOD & DOMINO'S
Aug. 31- Sept. 7

Sept. 8-14

Sept. 15-21

Sept. 22-28

Sept. 29-Oct. 5

Oct. 6-13

Oct. 13-19

Oct. 20-26

Amy Kennedy
Katie Soule

Mark Markiewicz

Claudia Watt

Andy Plum
ErmHirschi

Niklas Jansson

Vicki Matkovich

Jason Masi

Heather Kinstler

Jason Helling

Cheryl Andrukonis

Blair Shadday

Brandi Barfield

Mark Markiewicz

Women's Soccer

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's Soccer

Field Hockey •

Men's Golf

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer



LONGWOOD> COLLEGE

Student

Government

Association

The Student Government Association of

Longwood College will be holding Cam-

pus Elections from November 15th- 18th

in the Residence Hall lobbies. The follow-

ing positions are open for election:

SGA President

SGA Vice-President

SGA Treasurer

SGA Secretary

(8) SGA Senators

RHA President

SGA Publicity Chair and Historian

Honor Board Justices

Judicial Board Justices

Applications are due by Thursday,

November 11th, 1999 at 5:00pm in the

SGA Office located in the Leadership Re-

source Center on the second floor of the

Lankford Student Union.

"Leading the Force For Positive

Change."
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Help Offered Through Bravery
KIM URANN

AssL News Editor

It takes a brave woman to

survive rape and be able to move

on with her life. It takes an even

braver woman to discuss some-

thing as traumatic as rape with a

group of unknown people. On
Thursday, October 28, three

women did just that.

Take Back the Night is a

program dedicated to helping

women get through sexual assault

and share their stories with oth-

ers. It was an emotional time for

all who were there.

Hearing the tales the

women told was not easy, but it

must have been even harder for

those who went through it. T-

shirts made by victims and those

who knew victims hung all over

the Ballroom, and red candles

lined a table on the stage. Each

candle represented a woman who

spoke and had been raped or

sexually assaulted.

Many of the speakers

found it difficult to discuss, and

more than one were reduced to

tears. The audience appeared just

as affected as those talking. Many

people wiped away tears, but

some tried hard not to cry. The

pain on their faces said enough.

S.A.F.E. presented the pro-

gram, and they ended it by tell-

ing those in attendance about

what can be done in cases of rape

or sexual assault. If you, or some-

one who confides in you, has

been raped, there are places in

Farmville that can help. Follow-

ing this article is a detailed list of

where you can turn for help.

It is never the victim's

fault. The presentation's main

goal was to tell everyone this.

There is help, and there are things

you can do.

Victims of sexual assault

can call the Piedmont Crisis

Center's 24 hour hotline at 1-888-

819-2926. This number also di-

rects you to Madeline's House,

which extends a helping hand to

all people in the surrounding area.

The Virginia Family Vio-

lence and Sexual Assault Hotline

is 1-800-838-8238, which is also

a 24 hour hotline.

The Counseling Center at

Longwood College also offers

support and confidentiality. It is

located in Suite 126 in Lancaster,

or you can call at 395-2409, Mon-

day through Friday, from 8:30 to

5:00.

Alcohol Awareness Week
PRESS RELEASE

In conjunction with Na-

tional Collegiate Alcohol Aware-

ness Week (October 17-23), the

Virginia Department ofAlcoholic

Beverage Control (ABC) has an-

nounced the results of its first

comprehensive, state-wide behav-

ioral survey of college alcohol and

other drug use.

The Core Akohol and Drug

Survey, funded by a grant from

Governor Jim Gihnore's Office on

Safe and Drug Free schools, in-

cluded 18 public and private col-

leges and universities and nearly

8,500 respondeab.

ABC expects to repeat this

survey during die next few years,

and the results from this initial

survey will serve as baseline data

to determine what programs are

most effective in reducing danger-

ous drinking behaviors by college

students.

"Previously, we did not

have data that could show us the

extent of alcohol and drug use

statewide," said Craig Vander-

land, Director of Management

Services and Public Affairs,

which oversees ABC's education

programs. "We relied on indi-

vidual schools' reporting to as-

sess the scope of underage and

dangerous drinking on college

campuses. This survey gives us

the tool we need to evaluate the

effectiveness of alcohol educa-

tion and prevention programs

across the Commonwealth."

The survey revealed good

and bad news about student

drinking behavior. Colleges who

implemented social marketing

propams this fall will be able to

use the survey results in their

campaigns.

Social marketing is a

method used to educate students

about the reality of alcohol use at

their school.

Research has shown that

most students' perceptions of al-

cohol use are higher than the ac-

tual reported use, and that stu-

dents tend to modify their behav-

ior toward the perceived norm.

Once students learn that fewer of

their peers drink excessively than

they once believed, it is believed

that they will modify their behav-

ior.

Last year, ABC awarded

two-year social marketing grants

to five Virginia colleges. In keep-

ing with ABCs mission of pub-

he safety, the agency has a long

history of offering programs de-

signed to help Virginia's schools

with alcohol prevention and edu-

cation, and will continue to pro-

vide research grants and othe«-

assistance for colleges.

Longwood and Japanese

University Sign Agreement

PRESS RELEASE

Students from Chubu Uni-

versity in Japan may eventually

attend Longwood College in a

dual- degree program, as a result

of a recent visit by a nine-mem-

ber delegation from the Japanese

university.

Dr. Patricia Cormier,

Longwood's president and Kazuo

Yamada, Chubu's chancellor,

signed a "Memorandum of Un-

derstanding" October 7 that ex-

pands the general agreement

signed at Longwood in 1993. The

two institutions agreed to negoti-

ate further in curriculum matters,

then sign a formal agreement.

Officials at both campuses

are seeking to develop a program

in which Chubu students attend

mat institution for two years and

then Longwood for two years,

earning a bachelor's degree from

each. The exchange would be pri-

marily in business, although it

would be open to students from

any field. The program eventually

might involve Longwood stu-

dents studying there, but the ini-

tial focus would be largely on

Chubu students transferring to

Longwood.

Originally an engineering

school, Chubu is a private univer-

sity near Nagoya. Dr. William

Dorrill, men Longwood's presi-

dent, visited Chubu in 1993, and

Mr. Yamada, then Chubu's presi-

dent, came to Longwood that

September. Dr. John Reynolds,

until recently the director of

Longwood's International Stud-

ies Program, attended Chubu's

30th anniversary celebration in

1995.

The recent delegation to

Longwood included the

university's superintendent (fi-

nancial administrator) , director

of international studies, U.S. rep-

resentative, and several business-

men from the Chubu area who are

financial supporters.

Longwood President Patricia Cormier and Kazuo Yamada,

chancellor of Chubu University, sign an agreement expanding the

relationship between tfu two institutions.

-.
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Hello everyone! I hope the

week has treated you

well. I am surprised to

say that it is already November!

Before you know it,Thanksgiving

will be here, then exams, and then

winter break! Wow! It is hard to

believe that it has gone by so fast.

I have noticed the extreme

amount of stress that has taken

over on campus. Everyone seems

over burdened and extremely

flustered. This is not healthy. I

personally have been a little on

edge lately. I encourage anyone

who is having the same problem

to take a break. If the stress is be-

coming too much, please go talk

to someone about it! We have a

Counseling Center (that your stu-

dent fees pay for) located in

Lancaster that I am sure will be

more than willing to help you deal

with any stress.

On a different note, Kristen

Ingram and I went to meet with

Tim Pierson the Dean of Students

and Chief Huskey about our

safety concerns. We are attempt-

ing to solve the student notice

messages. Overall, I feel that we
will begin to clear things up. I was

assured that if there were crimes

on campus that would endanger

the students, notices would defi-

nitely be sent out to students. That

was reassuring to me.

In the near future, The Ro-

tunda will hopefully begin a ru-

mors column in which we will get

answers about all of the rumors

that tend to fly around campus.

Well, that is all for now. Keep

counting down the days until

Thanksgiving and it will eventu-

ally get here.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Recently, Melissa Gill

and I had a conference

withTim Pierson, Dean

of Students, and Chief Huskey,

Campus Police. We basically dis-

cussed last week's editorials and

the issue ofon-campus crime. The

discussion was centered around

deciding what information needs

to be published and what infor-

mation should be kept from the

press, basically what readers

should know and what they

should not know.

Melissa Gill and I feel that

our main objective is to inform

our readers about what is going

on around campus. We are not in-

terested in publishing names and

faces because we highly believe

in confidentiality. Never at any

point do we want to interfere with

investigations that are being con-

ducted, we just feel that the stu-

dents have a right to know about
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on-campus crimes.

Tim Pierson and Chief

Huskey shared with us that they

have this same concern, but there

are times when it is not appropri-

ate to release information about

certain situations, yet once the

time is right, information will be

released to the public.

and a we have some ideas about

how to handle some of these sen-

sitive issues and we will devise a

better way to inform our readers

about the on-campus crimes.

Another issue that I am con-

cerned with is the decision of no

Junior Option for next year. In the

flier that was sent to everyone, the

Many times students and ad- Junior Option was referred to as

ministrative personnel have the a "temporary solution" to a "tem-

mentality of "us" and "them." porary problem." So does that

Students see the administration as

a group that plots against them,

and in the same respect adminis-

tration will sometimes look at the

student body in the same light If

we can break down these barriers

and work as a team then maybe

we will begin to see eye-to-eye

on some situations. We all share

the same goal of making Long-

wood a better place.

I think that we calked about

some good things in our meeting

mean that we have no more hous-

ing problems?

If so, then next fall we should

not see any freshmen living in

study lounges, nor should we hear

about students having to live in

hotels. Hopefully, the Housing

Department will give us more in-

formation on the "temporary

problem" that mysteriously no

longer exists.

Kristen Ingram

Assistant Editor

The Wonderful Gift of

Having a Great Teacher
As with all great teachers, China, writing six-figure federal

what is in the syllabus is the least

of what she teaches. From her lec-

tures, we didn't just learn a sub-

ject, we learned how to live at

close quarters with life's great

mysteries—in her classes we
learned how to be.

So it was with deep sadness

and a profound sense of loss that

I read last week's Rotunda article

revealing Longwood Administra-

tors' plans to demote Susan Bagby

and hire a new Honors Program

director.

One of the administrators

quoted in the article seemed to

feel the first thing donors notice

when looking over an Honors

Program to contribute to is the

status of the director. It is remark-

able how over the years, Long-

wood administrators have mas-

tered double-speak and spin con-

trol, perhaps its offered as a ma-

jor now. True status is built over

years of hard work, not glossed

up credential factory plaudits. If

there is a stronger advocate for

excellence in higher education

than Susan Bagby, I have not en-

countered that person. Single-

handedly, she has overseen and

directed over 600 Honors students

to successful post-collegiate ca-

reers. Former Longwood Honors

students can be found teaching in

grant proposals, and employed at

the Smithsonian Museum. What

Bagby brings to this institution is

energy, leadership and a level of

expertise that she continuously

infuses into the Honors curricu-

lum. She began a mentoring pro-

gram for Honor students long be-

fore it was fashionable to do so.

Indeed, as the article stated, most

of us would not have been in the

program if not for her efforts.

Longwood's Honors Program

is well known and highly re-

garded throughout The Common-
wealth and beyond. Faculty and

staff from such institutions as

Randolph-Macon, William and

Mary, and the University ofTexas

are familiar with Longwood's

Honors Program. Most of that

recognition is due to the efforts

of the students in thcHonors Col-

lege, but none of it would be pos-

sible without the extraordinary

endeavors or the hard work and

determination of Susan H. Bagby.

Last year, Farmville cel-

ebrated its bicentennial, and the

movement to renovate the R.R.

Moton school was completed, so

the eyes of the world are once

again focused

See TEACH p. 3
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Hie fiptiwst Zone
"If jfw're notm4 you're not paying f

"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. E-mail activist ideas to roUmaa@longwoodlwc.edu.

Student Leadership on Campus
JEROMY FRENCH

Guest Writer

I have had the absolute

privilege of attending Longwood

since August of 1996, and I love

it with all my heart. In my time

here I have learned many things

and have been blessed with many

opportunities. Much ofmy learn-

ing and opportunity has centered

around our concept of Citizen

Leadership and, though I do not

want to be mistaken for art expert

on the subject, I think I've come

to understand a few things about

it It is with the aid of this under-

standing that I want to address the

comments of an anonymous
writer in last week's Activist

Zone.

It seems to me the main

point of that article was to shame

the Judicial Board into "behav-

ing." Whereas I can empathize

with the writer's concern over the

behavior of some student "lead-

ers" on our campus, I found many

things about the article to be un-

pleasant, to say the least.

First of all, and I'm speak-

ing as the Chairman of the Honor

Board on this point, the Justices

who serve on the Honor and Ju-

dicial Boards have an outstand-

ing obligation which we
digilently carry out over many

emotionally-taxing hours every

week.However, there is more to

being a Justice than just hearing

cases. As your elected represen-

tatives, it is our obligation to es-

tablish what is acceptable and

unacceptable. We are given a role

in formulating the policies of the

college. Unfortunately, and here

I go back to speaking only my
personal beliefs, not all the poli-

cies in our handbook are accept-

able for young, independent, sov-

ereign adults. It is in these in-

stances where it is possible to

break a rule without doing any-

thing inherently wrong. For ex-

ample, it is against our judicial

codes to have a waterbed, burn

incense or candles, or break the

visi titation policy, but I would not

describe these things as wrong.

I was very surprised to see

the Chairman of the Judicial

Board, Tom Potts, called out

about his behavior. I am very sur-

prised about this for many rea-

sons, not the least of which is that

he is my resident on 7th floor

Frazer and has been since last

year. Let me take this opportunity

to assure our student body that

Tom is a man of high character

and good intentions. Last week's

article insinuated thatTom breaks

the policies he spends hours en-

forcing and defending; there was

specific insinuation that he drinks

underage. Mr. Potts is of the le-

gal age to drink.Any other insinu-

ations are baseless, to me, due to

Tom's committment and dedica-

tion to such worthy organizations

as Alpha Phi Omega (community

service fraternity), Nightwalkers,

and the RTA program.

The second issue I have a

problem with concerns being a

self-proclaimed leader. It is my
opinion that the term leadership

is abused on this mmpus. I think

we have low standards for what

truly constitutes leadership. A
person is not a leader because they

have titles, or awards, or recog-

nition. I can't agree with the

writer's contention that they are

a leader. Writing under a veil of

anonymity is not leadership, it's

cowardice. Compromising the

integrity and image of a group of

student leaders such as the Judi-

cial Board by accusing them

across the board as being hypo-

crites does not inspire them to im-

prove, nor was it just.

Spat Out
"What dp y<mtW abwtw Awpt Optiw for nwt yw.*"

something that is only

going to be for one

year!"

Tract Dempsey

Sophomore

Liberal Studies

to not let juniors move, I don't see the difference in I sophomores this year

they are old enough and I juniors and seniors, seniors I
because they got to see this

rnarure enough! |just have mare credits! |
year's juniors move.

Mary Allen Heather Crowder

\

Mary Allen

Junior

I Communication Disorders I

Heather Crowder

Sophomore

SPED

Jennifer Howe
Junior

Art

# to aodmm
PROPS:

*To the library for publicizing a variety of books that people will

enjoy reading.

*To the clean fountain!

*To the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity for putting the entire student

body on their Halloween party guest list!

*To Lancer Productions for putting on a kickin* Halloween

celebration!

DROPS:
*To Housing for taking back the Junior Option for off-campus

housing. Stanley Park is no longer available? Where are you

planning to put all these people?

*To Cox and Wheeler for not passing out Halloween candy to the

Farmville ghosts and goblins.

To whoever came up with the plan to combine room selections

and class registration, but not if you have any hold flap. Class

sign-ups are one thing, but room selections are not something the

administration should be messing with!

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda@kmgwood.lwc.edu.

I'm impressed by the

writer's concern over the climate

of responsibility on campus, but

I am very disappointed that she

wouldn't stand behind her beliefs.

It is my belief that our Judicial

Board is made.up of some of the

finest people I've ever met, even

if they aren't saints. I think the

membership is appropriately rep-

resentative of the attitudes and

beliefs of our student body, and I

wouldn't have it any other way.

TEACH Cont. p. 2

on this small southside Vir-

ginia county. In Bagby, Long-

wood has one of the most emi-

nent scholars on the region's his-

tory (and instructor of the nation-

ally renowned "Civil Rights of

Prince Edward County" Honors

course). In the years to come,

Bagby is going to continue to be

a sought after lecturer and a phe-

nomenal spokesperson for the

Longwood community. While the

call of other universities and her

long-range plans to author several

books are strong reasons for her

to think about life away from

Longwood, her job here is unfin-

ished and her vision for the Hon-

ors Program is not yet complete.

Being Director of the Honors Pro-

gram has not been a part time af-

terthought for Bagby, it is her aca-

demic life's project. For her, as-

suming the position of

Longwood's Honor Program di-

rector remains at its core an act

of conscience-at a time when

Longwood is concerned with in-

terdisciplinary learning, she has

created a curriculum that reaches

across disciplines and forces stu-

dents to assume an agony of de-

cision making so intense, we can

only escape it by thinking.

Graduating from Long-

wood's Honors Program last year

was one of the most meaningful

accomplishments of my life, but

I looked forward to returning to

Longwood several years in the

future to present Bagby and

Longwood's Honor Program with

an endowment and to confirm her

efforts and the educational oppor-

tunities the Honors College pro-

vides. Now, unless the college

reverses its decision (and you can

always count on Longwood ad-

ministrators to do the right thing,

after they have exhausted all other

possibilities), the legacy I hoped

to honor is more personal. Some

people go through you, and they

forever change the colors of your

mind. Susan Bagby has changed

the colors of my mind.

Because she has helped so

many, because she has taken time

to help her students build and

dream, I can do it for my students.

Her efforts will reach people she

has never met. I hope she thinks

of that those times when she feels

she did her best and it may not

have been enough. I hope she

knows she has given me the gift

of a great teacher. I know, and my
life will never be the same.

Steven Turner

Class of 98'

(Longwood College)

Class of 00"

(Boston University)
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NEWS& VIEWS
Ballet Hispanico Visits Longwood

GEORGE LANUM
Asst. Features Editor

Ballet Hispanico, a dance

company consisting entirely of

Hispanic people, performed in

Jarman auditorium Tuesday at 8

p.m. The company performed

three acts, each having a differ-

ent meaning and taking a distinct

tone.

The first of the three acts

was entitled "Guajira." This work

was set among the Guajiro people

of Cuba. It pays homage to the

choreographer, Pedro Ruiz's

homeland, his heritage and to the

Guajiro people who still live and

work off the land.

The dancers gave a tribute

to the women of the Guajira. The
ballet featured a combination of

Guajira, a combination of con-

temporary Spanish music, and

African Yoruba rhythms.

The second act was called

"Good Night Paradise." Sensuous

Spanish and Catalan music set the

tone for this depiction of seven

people enclosed in a confined

space. Whether the attempt was

to keep others out or to hold each

other in was not determined. The
songs expressed a tone of lost love

and betrayal.

The third act was called

"SomethhV From Nothin'." This

act deals with the creation ofjoy.

As the slave learned to create joy

in the midst of unutterable an-

guish, this relates the celebration

of our own people through dance

to make their own joy, even when
their lives hold pain and sorrow.

Ballet Hispanico is cel-

ebrating 30 years under the artis-

tic direction ofTina Ramirez. The

company has performed world-

wide for over 2 million people in

at least 43 states, Europe and

South America.

In addition to a dance com-

pany, the Ballet Hispanico offers

an award winning education pro-

gram entitled Primeros Pasos,

First Steps.The company began

with the enrollment of 75 students

and currently provides over 600

young people with training in

classical ballet, traditional Span-

ish dance and modern dance.

The company is committed

to the development of new and

original work. They conduct bi-

annual choreographer's work-

shops. Their commissions create

a theatrical, contemporary vision

ofdance that appeals to audiences

everywhere.

100 Years ofAST

Board of Visitors Honors Dr.

Carolyn Wells with Award
PRESSRELEASE

Dr. Carolyn Wells, the se-

nior member of me Longwood
faculty, has become the fifth per-

son to be named a Board of Visi-

tors* Distinguished Professor.

The Board of Visitors ap-

proved the honor for Dr. Wells

on September 25. Wells is a bi-

ologist who chairs the Depart-

ment of Natural Sciences and is

retiring at the end of the aca-

demic year.

One must be nominated by

a group of faculty colleagues

from one or more departments;

the nomination must then be ap-

proved by the chair of the Fac-

ulty Senate, the Vice President

for Academic Affairs, the Presi-

dent, and finally the Board of

Visitors.

Dr. Wells has taught at

Longwood for 39 years, served in

academic administration for 12

years (including a six year stint

as Vice President for Academic
Affairs), and was one of the

founders of the student organiza-

tion Geist.

|
Dr. Wells was hired by

Longwood in the summer of 1 960

after doing a two-year post doc-

toral research fellowship at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in

Tennessee. The Atlanta native, a

graduate of Agnes Scott College

who has master's and doctoral de-

grees from Emory University,

comes from a long line of educa-

tors.

Along with the Dean of

Women and Assistant Dean of

Women, Dr. Wells in 1966 helped

organize the honorary student

leadership society Geist, which

had been formed earner as Alpha

Kappa Gamma. The organization,

which sponsors Oktoberfest, later

became Mortar Board.

Asked about changes

she's seen on campus, Dr. Wells

said "Longwood now offers a

broader curriculum and a

broaderrange of extracurricular

activities, and mere's a growing

emphasis on international edu-

cation, which is a welcome aad

very positive change."

She initiated Longwood's

summer program in ornithology,

a cornerstone of Longwood's

master's program in Environ-

mental Studies.

When asked about her re-

tirement plans, Dr. Wells

laughed and said, "I plan to put

my feet up and rest"

She also was asked bow she

would like to be remembered. "If

I have helped to increase the

awareness on campus ofenviron-

mental sustainability, mat's how
I'd like to be remembered. That's

the most important contribution I

can make to the college."

MELISSA BROADUS
Guest Writer

On November 4, 1899, in

Ypsilani, Michigan, Alpha Sigma

Tau was

founded at the

Michigan
State Normal

School.

The
Zeta Tau

chapter ofAl- .

pha Sigma
Tau appeared i

on Long- Jj

woods campus in 1935.

This year we are proudly

celebrating one hundred years of

sisterhood. Through the past one

hundred years, the sisters ofAST
have been living under our open

motto of Active, Self-reliant and

Trustworthy. We hold dear to us

our colors of emerald and gold,

ourjewel the pearl, and our flower

the yellow rose. We proudly wear

our letters, which show our bonds

of friendship and of sisterhood.

This
year we are

looking for-

ward to the

return of

many alum-

nae to cel-

ebrate our

centennial

with us. Our

celebration

begins Thursday November 4 and

will end on Sunday November 7.

The sisters of Longwood's

Zeta Tau chapter ofAlpha Sigma

Tau willbe proudly wearing their

letters and have many activities

planned to celebrate this special

occasion.

Technology Update

From The Help Desk
GEORGELANUM

Asst. Features Editor

Hello from behind the com-

puter terminal, it is time for the

weekly technology update. As al-

ways, things are constantly

changing and evolving, and I'm

here to help you out.

First and foremost, I need

to correct one thing from the pre-

vious technology update. If you

want to download Office 2000

Professional, you will need to use

Netscape Navigator, not Explorer.

This is a change which took place

after publication. The software is

available for download from the

following web site: http://

web.lwc.edu/helpdesk/lancernet.

To download the software, go to

the above mentioned page and

click on Microsoft Campus
Agreement. You will still need

your Social Security number and

the Lancernet default password.

If you have any problems, call the

Help Desk during normal busi-

ness hours or call your RTA.

The actual function of the

Help Desk has been questioned

by many. The Help Desk provides

technical support for the

Longwood College community

(faculty] staff, students, and re-

tired faculty and staff). This in-

cludes support for computers,

software, telecommunications,

and the computer network.

This support is multtfac-

eted, and includes the Help Desk

itself (located in the basement of

the Coyner building), telephone

support via the Help Desk
(x4357), the Resident Technology

Associate program, the Help

Desk web site (http://

web.lwc.edu/helpdesk), and the

Help Desk web board.

The Help Desk handles

questions and issues relating to

nearly any computer or telecom-

munication technology. The Help

Desk does NOT, however, handle

problems such as electrical prob-

lems, plumbing problems, and

bunk beds. These problems

should be directed to your Resi-

dent Assistant.

Look for classes on web

page design to be offered in the

near future. Check back later for

more information. Until then,

happy surfing.
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LP Holds Successful

Halloween Weekend
Submitted By

LANCER PRODUCTIONS

Goblins, ghosts, and ghouls

were ready to party all weekend

long! The weekend ofOctober 29

through Oqfober 31 was the first

theme weekend sponsored by

Lancer Productions this semester.

Halloween Weekend was

an attempt to provide a large scale

programmed event for the

Longwood College community; it

also provided something to do on

the weekend.

The entire weekend con-

sisted of activities and opportu-

nities for students to enjoy free

food, live music, and possibly win

some prizes.

Halloween Weekend kick-

ed off with a premiere showing

of the movie The Blair Witch

Project at 8pm Friday in the

Union Ballroom.

At 10pm, the Friday night

activities continued with the re-

turn of False Dmitri, a band fea-

turing Longwoods own Alan

Franklin. "False Dmitri was quite

popular with the students here in

the late 80*s, and we were happy

to have them back to kick off our

first theme weekend," reported

Kristyn Bell, a Lancer Produc-

Science and the

Legal System

uons chairperson. As an added

bonus, ARA gave each student

that showed up at the Cafe Night

in full costume a free soda.

On Saturday, there was a

Halloween Costume Ball in the

Union Ballroom featuring the DJ

talents of Sweet T, a featured DJ
on WLCX (a co-sponsor for this

weekend). This costume party in-

cluded prizes for Most Original

Costume, Scariest Costume, Fun-

niest Costume, and Best Overall

Costume. The prizes awarded in-

cluded video tapes and a VCR.
Finally, Halloween Week-

end concluded on Sunday with

Ghost Tours. This is a program

that was started by Jeromy French

(an RA in Frazer Hall). It was a

perfect ending to a great week-

end. All students met in the Union

Ballroom at 9 pm and then hay

rides around campus were pro-

vided by Wayne McWee, Chair of

Schoolof Business and Econom-

ics. During the ride, students were

entertained with Longwood Col-

lege ghost stories told by various

Longwood College community

members. Cider, hot chocolate,

and donuts were provided in the

Ballroom afterwards.

KIM URANN
Asst. News Editor

Technology is more than

necessary in today's world, and it

helps in more ways than just get-

ting online to find research or

send e-mails.

The De-

partment of

Criminal Jus-

tice has a Divi-

sion of Foren-

sic Science that

aids in examin-

ing evidence,

and in training

and consulta-

tion. Dan
Grinnan is the

training scientist for the Division

ofForensic Science, and he came

to visit Longwood on Wednesday,

October 27.

The Biology Department

asked him to come and speak

with students about the needs and

requirements for forensics. He

discussed the procedures and the

reasons that forensics is used in

Virginia and across the United

States.

Forensics is the application

of science to the legal system so

judges and ju-

ries can under-

stand a specific

case.

In order

to work in one

of the Forensic

Departments in

the state, a per-

son must have

an undergradu-

ate degree in

Biology or

Chemistry and a masters in Foren-

sic Science (preferably) or any

discipline of science.

For more information on

the Department, and Forensics in

general, see their website:

www.dcjs.state.va.us/forensic.

MILLIONS OF
THE BEST MMDS IN

AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST

RETIREMENT SYSTEM:

IAA-CREE

When it comes to planning a

comfortable future, America's

best and brightest turn to the expert:

TIAA-CREF. With over $250 billion in

assets under management, we're the

world's largest retirement system, the

nation's leader in customer satisfaction,*

and the overwhelming choice of people

in education, research, and related fields.

Expertise Ton Can
Count On

For over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro-

duced intelligent solutions to America's

long-term planning needs. We pioneered the

portable pension, invented the variable

annuity, and popularized the very concept

of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we

manage the largest stock account in the

world (based on assets under management).

Today, TIAA-CREF can help you

achieve even more ofyour financial goals.

With TIAA-CREF you'll find the

flexibility and choice you need, backed by

a proven history of performance,

remarkably low expenses, and peerless

commitment to personal service.

Find Out for Yourself

To learn more about the world's premier

retirement organization, talk to one of our

retirement planning experts, or better still,

speak to one ofyour colleagues. Find out

why, when it comes to planning for tomor-

row, great minds think alike.

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

•DALBAR. Inc., 1997ftlW Cmtrdeium ExaUota Aariaev. Past performance u no guarantee of future results. TIAA-CREF Individual and la

Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachen Personal Investor* Services, lac. dsrtribusss the

TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information, i~lmt^a; rhirgei and expenses, pls»l> call for prospectuses. Read then carefully bass*e

you invest or send money. To request prospectuses, call 1 800 M2-275S, ext. 5609. Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable aitneaaai

are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal
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CAMPUSandCOMA
Thursday

4th
Friday

5th

Saturday Sun

6th 7i

Schoenhals / Stern

Duo Recital

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Rachel's Moving Out!

Watch NBC
@8:00

Virginia Beach

Leadership Conference

Tinsley Trombone
Senior Recital

in Wygal Auditorium

@ 7:30 p.m.

Virginia Beach Virgini

Leadership Conference Leadership

Hampden-Sydney Blank

Final home football Senior Clar

game of the season Wy

Fulton Field @ 4:0

@ 1:00 p.m.

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

French Film: My
Father f

s Glory

Commonwealth

Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night

with Junction

in Lancer Cafe

10:00 p.m.

Do You like

The Rotunda is looking

photographers. Email roti

@longwood.lwc.edu for r

information.

Taking Pioliw
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iday Monday Tuesday MM*/.*tik

th 8th
a Beach

Conference

enship

inet Recital

gal

p.m.

for

inda

nore

?/?

Rotunda Newspaper
Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

9:00 p.m.

French Film: My
Mother 's Castle

with discussion led by

Dr. Raymond Cormier

Commonwealth Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Monday Night Football

Damon's in Innsbrook

in Richmond

9:00 p.m.

9th 10th
Institutional

Advancement Coffee

Break/Open House

Lancaster Gallery

9:30 - 10:30 a.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway Room
@ 8:00 -9:00 p.m.

Band Concert

Jarman Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Sex Rules Lecture

with Maria Falzone

Commonwealth Ballroom

8:30 p.m.

Whats the hottest info

that you have?
Please let us know!

Anything from birthdays , to meet-

ings, to off-carrpus events. . .if you

know about something, let us know!

Email: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

i

m
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Wellness Corner: Depression
DUSTIN MORRIS

Guest Writer

People say college is sup-

posed to be great, but many stu-

dents feel like they are just out of

it, disconnected and alone. They

feel sad, trapped by inertia, hope-

less, and not "up to the challenge"

of college.

If you feel this way and

can't shake yourself out of it no

mattter what you do, you might

be suffering from clinical depres-

sion. Depression is more than just

a bad day, the result of a bad

grade, or a little future anxiety.

It is a treatable disorder that

can leave you feeling so bad that

you forget how it feels to feel

good. Symptoms of clinical de-

pression include: persistent, sad,

anxious, or "empty" mood, feel-

ings of hopelessness, pessimism,

guilt, helplessness, and worthless-

ness, loss of interest or pleasure

in usual activity, sleeping too

much or too little, change in ap-

petite, decreased energy, fatigue,

and feeling "slowed down",

FAILING, FEELING LOW?
GET HELP ON
LONGWOOD

COLLEGE DEPRESSION
SCREENING DAY
NOVEMBER 9, 1999

thoughts of death or suicide; sui-

cide attempts, increased restless-

ness and irritability, difficulty in

concentrating, remembering, or

making decisions, physical symp-

toms-such as headaches, digestive

disorders, and chronic pain that

don't respond to medical treat-

ment

On November 9, the coun-

seling center will be offering free,

confidential screenings for de-

pression where you can fill out a

quick self-test and talk with a

counselor about your personal

situation. Even if you don't have

depression and are just going

through a couple of bad days, you

are invited to come take advan-

tage of the program and learn

about what services are available.

You may learn something that

might help you, a friend, or a

roommate in the future.

The screenings will be held

on November 9 at the Blackwell

Dining Hall Lobby from 10:00

a.m.-2:00 p.m. Please call the

Counseling Center at 395-2409

for more information.

Hayride Continues the Ghost

Story Tradition at Longwood
GEORGE LANUM

Asst. Features Editor

Being a college with over a

hundred and fifty years of history,

Longwood College has its share

of ghost stories. In the spirit of an

annual tradition, the stories of

Longwood 's ghosts are revealed

on Halloween.

This year the stories were

told both in groups on foot and

from the back of a hay wagon.

Choosing to ride the wagon for

the sheer novelty, I was not let

down. Finding a place in the

wagon in near riotous conditions

proved as difficult as were some

of the stories to fathom. Atten-

dance far exceeded expectations

and last minute accomodations

had to be made based solely on

the fact that the hay wagon and

truck seated over forty, while four

or five times that many were ea-

gerly waited. Many, choosing not

to wait, opted to venture out in

groups on foot

As the masses made for a

place in the cart, I grabbed my
seat, my legs bent in ways unnatu-

ral. The truck started out pulling

a wobbling cart. I felt as though

the wagon had a flat ore and many

jokingly remarked that the head-

line would read, "Students Killed

in Hayride Accident."

The close quarters and am-

biance of the hay wagon made the

ride even more enjoyable. We
rounded the corner by Frazer and

our narrator Jeromy French told

us the story of the child who fell

from the elevator shaft in Curry.

Our ride progressed; round-

ing the corner, I thought I was go-

ing to fall out. As we passed

Lankford, it felt like we were in a

parade as we rode passed those

waiting to go on our ride.

Stopping by Cunninghams,

he told us the stories of house and

graveyard and the red line ofroom

333. Next, the story of the ghost

of Stevens, followed by the ghost

of the girl who lost her life in

Wheeler. We stopped at Jarman,

for the story on Dr. Jarman and

the rose. Concluding our tour at

French, Jeromy told us of the

abortion clinic in Tabb, of the

ghosts of the Tabb fire victims, of

the lady who jumped from the

window in the Ruffners, and of

the tragedy in the tunnels.

In all, the trip was short, but

the ride on the hay wagon made

it enjoyable. The stories were

nicely read. We could have used

the unique styling of Dr. Jordan

to help convey the depth and

meaning behind the stories. The

Longwood College ghost story

hayride was an enjoyable way to

close out an enjoyable weekend.
|

CD Review: No. 4

Stone Temple Pilots
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Finally, after all of the

drugs, jail and rehab, Stone

Temple Pilots have returned to the

scene with their fourth album con-

veniently titled N&. 4.

The band

has not collec-

tively worked
on an album to-

gether since the

somewhat dis-

appointing al-

bum Tiny

Music. ..Songs

from the Vatican

Gift Shop. After

that, singer Scott Weiland began

to get into drug trouble. At this

time, STP split into two parts. The

guitarist, drummer, and bassist

formed Talk Show which was

basically Stone Temple Pilots

without Weiland. Scott Weiland

later did a solo album.

Finally, they got back to-

gether and began the recording

process. No. 4's sound is the typi-

cal STP rock, but the songs seem

a lot more powerful than before.

It seems that time has strength-

ened their sound.

There are many good songs

on this album. I especially en-

joyed the open-

ing song

"Down." Fol-

lowing that is

another great

rocker "Heaven

& Hot Rods." It

is a very heavy

hard rocking

song that got my
attention as soon

as it started. The majority of the

album is very heavy, but there are

also a few quieter songs that

sound great.

No. 4 is one of the better

albums I have heard. It has a great

balance and sound. Whether or

not you are an STP fan, this al-

bum is definitely essential to your

collection. ****

Macado's Restaurant
REBECCA SHIELDS

Staff Writer

Everyone has their share of

down trodden luck when it comes

to choosing a restaurant. But what

if there was a restaurant which ap-

pealed to the sensual side of your

appetizing plea-

sure?

Macado's (\ '

restaurant, lo-

cated in the heart

of the town of

Farmville, is just

this type of

restaurant.The
outside of the res-

taurant with its brick facade, para-

sol umbrellas, and wide open out-

door deck gives an impression of

social and relaxation possibilities

to the over stressed college stu-

dent.

The inside of Macado's

widely contrasts with me outside.

With its rustic wood paneling and

paraphernalia of actors, actresses,

and sports legends spread

throughout the restaurant, it be-

comes a definite draw for drama

enthusiasts and sports fans of all

ages.

But wait, the fun of

Macado's does not appeal to just

college students or sports fans.

Four things which draw the older

generations to

Macado's are: the

dimly lit atmo-

sphere, the

wooden benches

and tables, which

are in close prox-

imity to one an-

other, the sports

bar with compli-

mentary television for all sports

viewers, and the no music policy.

Last, but not least, favorite

among all generations of diners

is the sensual pleasure of eating

one ofMacado's mouth watering

sandwiches and scrumptious ap-

petizers.

Whether you are young or

old, Macado's is a dining experi-

ence that you will never forget
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THoUBHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

Ifyou mixed vodka with orangejuice and milk ofmagnesia, would
you get a Phillip's Screwdriver?

If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled?

Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?

Why do croutons come in airtight packages? It's just stale bread to

begin with.

Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist, but a person
who drives a race car not called a racist?

Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things?

If horrific means to make horrible, doesn't terrific mean to make
terrible?

Why isn't 11 pronounced onety one?

"I am" is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English

language. Could it be that "I Do" is the longest sentence?

life is sexually transmitted.

Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of

your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwoodJwc.edn
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Movie Review:

American Beauty
KIM URANN

Asst. News Editor

A dark, twisted comedy the

likes of which you may have

never seen takes place

in American Beauty,

starring Kevin Spacey

and Annette Bening.

This movie de-

tails the suburban life

of the two stars, both

of whom are disillu-

sioned.

Spacey plays

his role of the impas-

sive husband with relish, and his

character experiences new facets

of living after fantasizing about a

friend of his daughter's.

Bening portrays his frigid

wife, who tries way too hard to

make her unhappy existence seem

picture perfect.

Both of them find more

wonder in being alive after their

spirits are unleashed through the

passions they find with others.

They argue with each other

and with their

daughter, who also

finds out what it re-

ally takes to exist

Loss and re-

demption are the

two themes that run

through this movie.

Each character loses

something during

the course of the film but then

finds something else which can

replace it.

It ends violently, but on a

surprisingly good note. The mes-

sage conveyed is one of experi-

encing life, not just living it, and

what it takes to find out who you

really are.

Person of the Week: Mr. Bill
FRANCES HAZELWOOD

Staff Writer
'

William Lynn is a man of

many talents. Known affection-

ately as "Mr. Bill," William has

been a familiar face to Longwood

faculty and students for over a

decade. Even if you don't know
William by sight, you instantly

recognize his mellow deep voice.

William is the Manager of

Longwood College's Jarman Au-

ditorium; however, this is not

what be foresaw in his future as

he was growing up.

What did you plan to do as

a career?

After serving in the Coast

Guard I returned to Farmville to

follow in my father's footsteps as

a piano tuner. All my life I had

been trained in they:raft of piano

tuning and I even became a part-

ner in my father's piano tuning

business. This is what I had been

trained for all my life, being self-

employed as a piano tuner.

Why did you give that up?

The most difficult decision

I have had to make to the deci-

sion to accept a job at Longwood
College. Piano tuning requires

agility with the arms and in 1987,

I discovered I had chronic bursi-

tis in my shoulders which would

prevent me from continuing this

line of work full time. With the

offer of the job at Longwood, it

seemed the right time to change

careers, plus Longwood offered

job security not found in self-em-

ployment.

What were your first re-

sponsibilities at Longwood?

I began as part-time under

Moffatt Evans, but became full

time in 1989. I worked with all

events in Jarman that required

sound, lighting, etc., plus, because

there were so few meatre majors

at that time, frequently I would

help build sets, paint, and take

care of whatever anyone needed

in preparing for a theatre produc-

tion.

What are your current re-

sponsibilities?

I provide sound and fre-

quendy announcing for any cam-

pus event requiring a sound sys-

tem. Some of the larger events are

graduations and Board of Visitors

functions, I also coordinate with

the Music Department for events

in Wygal and with Brenda
Ferguson on any special events on

campus. Frequently someone
will need something recorded or

someone to provide background

music for an event such as a pic-

nic. I am also the piano tuner for

all pianos on the Longwood cam-

pus.

Do you still have your out-

side piano tuning business?

Yes, but time doesn't permit

too much outside work. I also

have a piano in my workshop at

home that I hope to have the time

one day to rebuild.

What is a typical day on the

jobfor you?

There really is no typical

day on the job. That's one of the

things I like about my job. Every

day is different. I begin by check-

ing with Cecelia (Cecelia Culler,

Secretary of the Speech and The-

atre Department) to see what she

needs done during the day. Then

I check my e-mail and voice mail

for messages. After that, I check

my calendar to see who needs me
and may have forgotten to tell me.

There is an event to clean up af-

ter and another one for which to

prepare.

What is it about your job

that motivates you to return each

day?

The students!! Working
with them and seeing the light-

bulb come on when something ,

clicks makes the job worthwhile.

How do you measure your

own success?

By the thank-you's I get

from people. That's what it all

boils down to.

One last question, on a
more personal note - Why have

you never married?

I have never found a

woman who would put up with

me. I don't have time for a rela-

tionship so I guess I am meant to

be a bachelor. Really, I am mar-

ried to Longwood College.

As one can see, William

Lynn is a great asset to Longwood
College and the Farmville com-

munity. He is quiet, kind, and

hardworking- a treasure to have

as a friend.

Longwood College's Presi-

dent Dr. Patricia Cormier summa-

rized William's value: "William

Lynn is a tremendous asset to this

College. His talent and skills are

indispensable, but his dedication

and commitment exemplify the

character ofWilliam. It seems his

day has no end and no beginning.

He is always there - every play,

every lecture, every special event,

every meeting, - wherever there

is light and sound, there is Will-

iam. Longwood College is truly

blessed to have this man in our

midst."

1
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Men's Soccer Team Ends 1999

Season Falling to Lees-McRae
PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Through the windy snow and
cold mountainous air of North

Carolina the boys soccer team

could not pull off a check mark

in the W column. The boys,

though the weather conditions

evened out the game lost to

Lecs-McRae. The final score of

the quarter final match of the

CVAC tournament was 4-2.

Sophomores Jason Masi and

Andy Plum scored a goal a

piece despite the ending of die

1999 men soccer season. This

puts the men's final record at

9-10 overall and 6-6 in CVAC

Longwood dropped a pair of

•- non-conference matches last

week, falling 5-0 at NCAA Di-

vision I William & Mary Octo-

ber 30, after a 3-2 loss to Lin-

coln Memorial (Tenn.) October

27. The Lancers have concluded

the regular season at 9-9 over-

all, 6-5 in the CVAC.
At William & Mary, the Tribe

of the Colonial Athletic Associa-

tion (CAA) led 3-0 at the inter-

mission en route to their home-

coming victory. Freshman
keeper Whit Morris made nine

saves for LC as the hosts took a

19-3 advantage in shots during

the match. The 5-0 score was

identical to the final tally when
the two teams last met in 1983,

and the Williamsburg school has

now won all three meetings

against the Lancers.

Against Lincoln Memorial,

LC led 1-0 at the intermission

before the Railsplitters got three

second-half goals for the vic-

tory. The Lancers got goals

from senior Mark Markiewicz

and sophomore Masi, while

freshmen Marcus Stanley and

Matt Zollinhofer each had an

assist Morris made three saves.

Through/ 18 matches,

Markiewicz continues to lead

Longwood in scoring with 10

goals and two assists for 22

points (122), Markiewicz is

followed by sophomore Plum

(7g, 4a, 18p, 0.89), Masi (8g,

la, 17p, 0.88), and junior Jason

Helling (5g, 5a, 15p, 0.88). Mor-
ris has played 1224:48 in front

of the net, allowing 32 goals

(2.35) while making 90 saves

(5.63) for a .738 save percentage.

The men will play a spring

season, but for the fall semester

they are finished.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
LONGWOOD/ DOMINOE'S

Aug. 31-Sept. 7

Sept. 8-14

Sept. 15-21

Sept. 22-28

Sept. 29- Oct 5

Oct 6-13

Oct 14-19

Oct 20-26

let 27-Nov. 2

Amy Kennedy
Katie Soule

Mark Markiewicz

Claudia Watt

Andy Plum
Erin Hirschi

Niklas Jansson

Vicki Matkovich

Jason Masi
Heather Kinstler

Jason Helling

Cheryl Andrukonis
Blair Shadday
Brandi Barfield

Mark Markiewicz
Erin Hirschi

Women's Soccer

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's Golf

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Intramural Sports

x2356

DISC GOLF:
Entry Blanks Due Nov. 4

Captain's Meeting Nov. 7

INDOOR SOCCER:
Entry Blanks Due Nov. 10

Captains's Meeting Nov. 11

FLOOR HOCKEY:
Entry Blanks Due
Captain's Meeting

ARM WRESTLING;
Entry Blanks Due
Captain's Meeting

Nov. 10

Nov. 11

Nov. 29

Nov. 30

Field Hockey Earns

Top Seed in ECAC
Tournament

KIMBERLY KUPEC
Sports Writer

J

Longwood College has

earned the #1 seed for the 1999

Eastern College Athletic Confer-

ence (ECAC) Division II Field

Hockey
Champion-
ship. The
four- team
championship

will take place

November 6-7

in East

Stroudsburg,

Pa., hosted byEast
Stroudsburg

University.

The ladies

have com-

pleted their

regular-season at 12-7. This puts

them ranked #6 in the NFHCA
Division II Poll, and tied for #3

in the NCAA South Region.

Longwood, selected to the

championship for the second-

straight year, is the top seed in

the tournament with a record of

12-7, followed by #2 seed As-

sumption (Mass.) (15-4), #3 seed

and host East

Stroudsburg

(12-8), along

with #4 seed

St. Michael's

(Vt.) (11-5).

The Lancers

will play St.

Michael's Sat-

urday, No-
vember 6, at

11 a.m., fol-

lowed by the

Assumption-

E a s t

Stroudsburg
match at 2 p.m.. The ECAC
Championship match will take

place at 1 1 a.m„ This game will

be on Sunday, November 7.
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Women's Soccer Team Advances to Tournament
Semi-Finals This Weekend to Face Pfeiffer

warn

PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Through the wind, rain and
sunshine of November 2 the

women's soccer team managed
to pull off a 5-0 victory against

the Erskine Flying Fleet. This
was the quarter final match up
of the CVAC tournament Jun-

ior Erin Hirschi put in three goals

to accomplish what is known as

a "hat trick". Freshamn Brandi

Barfield and Riguel Lockett each

contributed the other two. Assists

were credited to Juniors Amina
Bayou, (two) and Hirschi, (one).

While Sophomore Melodie
Massey had the final one.

Longwood swept a pair of

matches against regionally-

ranked opponents last week, de-

feating CVAC member Barton 3-

1 October 30, and Lincoln Me-
morial 7-0 October 27. The
Lancers, with five-straight vic-

tories, conclude the regular-sea-

son at 13-3-1 overall, 10-1 in the

CVAC.
Against Barton, LC led 3-0

midway through the opening half

en route to the home victory

against the Bulldogs, ranked #7

in the Southeast Region. Angela

Snyder scored two unassisted

goals, while Claudia Watt added

one goal. Freshman Mia Capps

contributed an assist on Watt's

tally. Amy Kennedy made four

saves as the Lancers outshot

Barton 22-6.

The contest at home against

Lincoln Memorial, LC led 4-0 at

the intermission en route to the

surprisingly-easy home triumph

against the Railsplitters, ranked

#4 in the South Region. The
Lancers got two goals from

Hirschi, while senior captain

Watt, junior Heather Ayres,

sophomore Massey, along with

freshmen Brooke Cooper and

Lockett, each contributed one

goal. Massey and Cooper, along

with senior Snyder and freshman

Barfield each added assists. Jun-

ior keeper Kennedy (six saves)

and freshman keeper Christine

Sazon combined in front of the

net for the Lancers 10th shutout

this season. LC outshotLMU 2 1 -

6 during the contest.

"I thought we played an out-

standing match," said head coach

Todd Dyer '93. "Everything just

went our way this time. They

(Lincoln Memorial) had beat us

1-0 last year at their place."

Through 18 matches, Hirschi

continues to lead Longwood in

scoring with 13 goals and five

assists for 31 points. Hirschi is

followed by Cooper (7g, 7a,

21p, 1.31), junior Amanda
Stombaugh (5g, 6a, 16p, 0.94),

Watt (6g, la, 13p, 0.76), and

Snyder (5g, 2a, 12p, 0.71).

Kennedy has played 1383:33 in

front of the net, allowing just 1

1

goals (0.72) while making 81

saves (4.76) for an .880 save per-

centage along with 10 shutouts.

A.K. ranks 18th nationally in

NCAA Division II goals against

average (0.72).

Longwood, ranked #5 in the

NSCAA Division II Southeast

Region and seeded #2 for the

CVAC Tournament will travel to

to the conference semifinals on

November 5-6. The ladies will

face Pfeiffer in this contest. This

game will be played at 1 : 30 p.m.

at Belmont Abbey College. If the

ladies should win they will then

play on Saturday, November 7

for the championship. The Lanc-

ers have finished as conference

tournament runners-up for each

of the past two seasons.

«.

Angela Snyder #20

Soccer Teams Honor The
Seniors of '99 Rosters
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

The Longwood
College soccer teams

have a traditon of

honoring their seniors

during one game of

the year. During this

process the players

are announced, and

their accomplish-

ments are recognized.

The women honored

were senior captains

Claudia Watt, Angela

Snyder andAmy Honeycutt. The
men seniors that were recog-

nized were captains Dan Rogers,

and Mark Markiewicz.

Watt starts at the central

midfield position and has been

with the team for four years.

Snyder is the defensive block-

ade. She has also played all four

years she has been at Longwood.

Finally Honeycutt is a defense

marking back for the ladies. Her

career has consisted offour years

as well.

Rogers is the only senior this

year who has been on

the team for four

years. He plays the

central midfield

position .While
Markiewicz plays in

the forward spot.

Mark has only played

at Longwood for two

years, because he is a

transfer student.

All of these se-

niors deserve special

attention. They will be

greatly missed. Claudia Watt #5

Dan Rogers #5 Amy Honeycutt #9 Mark Markiewicz #1*
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Help Offered Through Bravpr
KIM URANN

Asst. News Editor

It takes a brave woman to

survive rape and be able to move
on with her life. It takes an even

braver woman to discuss some-

thing as traumatic as rape with a

group of unknown people. On
Thursday, October 28, three

women did just that.

Take Back the Night is a

program dedicated to helping

women get through sexual assault

and share their stories with oth-

ers. It was an emotional time for

all who were there.

Hearing the tales the

women told was not easy, but it

must have been even harder for

those who went through it. T-

shirts made by victims and those

who knew victims hung ail over

the Ballroom, and red candles

lined a table on the stage. Each

candle represented a woman who
spoke and had been raped or

sexually assaulted.

Many of the speakers

found it difficult to discuss, and

more than one were reduced to

tears. The audience appeared just

as affected as those talking. Many
people wiped away tears, but

some tried hard not to cry. The

pain on their faces said enough.

S.AJF.E. presented the pro-

gram, and they ended it by tell-

ing those in attendance about

what can be done in cases of rape

or sexual assault. If you, or some-

one who confides in you, has

been raped, there are places in

Farmville mat can help. Follow-

ing this article is a detailed list of

where you can turn for help.

It is never the victim's

fault. The presentation's main

goal was to tell everyone this.

There is help, and there are things

you can do.

Victims of sexual assault

can call the Piedmont Crisis

Center's 24 hour hotline at 1-888-

819-2926. This number also di-

rects you to Madeline's House,

which extends a helping hand to

all people in the surrounding area.

The Virginia Family Vio-

lence and Sexual Assault Hotline

is 1-800-838-8238, which is also

a 24 hour hotline.

The Counseling Center at

Longwood College also offers

support and confidentiality. It is

located in Suite 1 26 in Lancaster,

or you can call at 395-2409, Mon-

day through Friday, from 8:30 to

5:00.

Alcohol Awareness Week
PRESS RELEASE

In conjunction with Na-

tional Collegiate Alcohol Aware-

ness Week (October 17-23), the

Virginia Department ofAlcoholic

Beverage Control (ABC) has an-

nounced the results of its first

comprehensive, state-wide behav-

ioral survey of college alcohol and

other drug use.

The Core Alcohol and Drug

Survey, funded by a grant from

Governor Jim Gitaore's Office on

Safe and Drug Free schools, in-

cluded 18 public and private col-

leges and universities and nearly

8,500 respondeats.

ABC expects to repeat this

survey during fte next few years,

and the results from this initial

survey will serve as baseline data

to determine what programs are

most effective in reducing danger-

ous drinking behaviors by college

students.

"Previously, we did not

have data that could show us the

extent of alcohol and drug use

statewide," said Craig Vander-

laad, Director of Management

Services and Public Affairs,

which overseesABC's education

programs. "We relied on indi-

vidual schools* reporting to as-

sess the scope of underage and

dangerous drinking on college

campuses, This survey gives us

the tool we need to evaluate the

effectiveness of alcohol educa-

tion and prevention programs

across the Commonwealth,"

The survey revealed good

and bad news about student

drinking behavior. Colleges who

implemented social marketing

programs this fall will be able to

use the survey results in their

campaigns.

Social marketing is a

method used to educate students

about the reality of alcohol use at

their school.

Research has shown that

most students' perceptions of al-

cohol use are higher than the ac-

tual reported use, and that stu-

dents tend to modify their behav-

ior toward the perceived norm.

Once students learn that fewer of

their peers drink excessively than

they once believed, it is believed

that they will modify their behav-

ior.

Last year, ABC awarded

two-year social marketing grants

to five Virginia colleges. In keep-

ing with ABCs mission of pub-

Ik safety, the agency has a long

history of offering programs de-

signed to help Virginia's schools

with alcohol prevention and edu-

cation, and will continue to pro-

vide research grants and other

assistance for colleges.

Longwood and Japanese

University Sign Agreement

PRESS RELEASE

Students from Chubu Uni-

versity in Japan may eventually

attend. Longwood College in a

dual- degree program, as a result

of a recent visit by a nine-mem-

ber delegation from the Japanese

university.

Dr. Patricia Cormier,

Longwood's president, and Kazuo

Yamada, Chubu's chancellor,

signed a "Memorandum of Un-

derstanding" October 7 that ex-

pands the general agreement

signed at Longwood in 1993. The

two institutions agreed to negoti-

ate further in curriculum matters,

then sign a formal agreement

Officials at both campuses

are seeking to develop a program

in which Chubu students attend

that institution for two years and

then Longwood for two years,

earning a bachelor's degree from

each. The exchange would be pri-

marily in business, although it

would be open to students from

any field. The program eventually

might involve Longwood stu

dents studying there, but the ini-

tial focus would be largely on

Chubu students transferring to

Longwood.

Originally an engineering

school, Chubu is a private univer-

sity near Nagoya. Dr. William

Dorrill, men Longwood's presi-

dent, visited Chubu in 1993, and

Mr. Yamada, then Chubu's presi-

dent, came to Longwood that

September. Dr. John Reynolds,

until recently the director of

Longwood's International Stud-

ies Program, attended Chubu's

30th anniversary celebration in

199S.

The recent delegation to

Longwood included the

university's superintendent (fi

nancial administrator) , director

of international studies, U.S. rep-

resentative, and several business-

men from the Chubu area who are

financial supporters.

Longwood President Patricio Cormier an4 Kazuo Yamada,

chancellor of Chubu University, sign an agreement expanding the

relationship between Ae two institutions.
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irginia Beach Leadership Confer
MARISSA CLARK

Steffwriter

WENDY KIRKFATRICK

Opinion Editor

This past weekend found

approximately 100 Longwood

students and faculty heading to

Virginia Beach for the Fifteenth

Annual Virginia Beach Leader-

Sponsored by the Office of

Programs, the

several me-

and plenty of

toWp sttdents develop

their leadership skills. The entire

and run by

or Susan

Monahan aad members of

S.E.A.L.

Friday night began with a

presentation about Joan of Are,

Longwoodrs patron saint, by Dt
James Jordan, professor of An-

thropology. In his presentation,

Jordan discussed Joan of Arc's

leadership and dedication to her

native Prance. She ted in the fight

England in the fifteenth

and helped to drive 4e
out, only to be captured,

while being born! at the

Joan of Arc never let her

spirit sag, showing her true dedi-

cation to her cause.

early %

Afterwards, students broke

into groups and attended Break-

Out Sessions, according to then-

own individual interests. Stu-

dents were able to attend five dif-

ferent sessions, one per time slot

Presenters included faculty and

dressing students wearing table-

cloths as dresses and human foun-

tains that sprayed water all over

anyone within a two foot radius,

and even a 90s version of Mr.

Roger's Neighborhood.

Sunday rniff-ning, after nu-

merous wake up calis as a result

of a power failure earlier that

morning, students and faculty

Segley, J.I, Manley, Damico gathered in the conference room

DuOinp, BUea Masters, Susan toK^entoTonyD'Ang^rto.amo-

Monahan, Mike Clements, Susan tivatioruU speaker from "a

Sullivan, and students Amy Bra-

dley, ftym Bradley, Rob Havey,

Nick Mills and Jeromy French.

These sessions included topics

such as the basics of leadership,

communication, time manage

meat, team building activities,

volunteering in the community,

and overcoming discrimination

within a group. The presentations

used creative activities and audi-

ence p»tieipation to demonstate

qualities of good leaders and im-

prove on leadership skills.

After dinner, students garn-

ered together for ptwj presenta-

tions, most of which took the

form of shot skis. Each group ,

lead by a member of S.E.A.L.

was asked Is develop the speci-

ally recognized educational firm

called Empower X! , toe".

Using creative methods at)

a lot ofhumor to get everyone in-

volved, D'Angelo sent out a mes-

sage to the students on fee power

of personal vision. He compared

personal vision to d»e ocean's ho-

rizon, seen through die window

of the conference room. He said,

"Pretend your vision is die hori-

zon. Although it is impossible to

reach the horizon, you should al-

ways be striving for it because

whatever your mind can conceive

and yew heart can believe, you

lied aspect of leadership in a

a cup of coffee and a unique way and had to Me sev-

en leadership by Vtr- era! props, Many of mese skits

gmia State Senator Norment of added much laughter to the room,

The conference was a huge

success. New friendships were

made and ties within the

Longwood Community were

made stronger. Students as well

as faculty members gamed new

insight about how to be leaders

district. especially when faced with cross in their organizations.

j^aQpfeaj. i 3l* i t

Longwood to Add
BA in Communications

MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Starting in the fall 2000 se-

mester, Longwood will be offer-

ing a Bachelor of Arts in Com-
munication Studies. Not to be

confused with Communication

Disorders, this major will special-

ize in many areas including

graphic arts, marketing, advertis-

ing public relations, and commu-

nications theory. It will also in-

clude study in mass media, jour-

nalism, and technical writing.

The program is designed to

meet the needs of employers who

have stated that, more and more,

they require workers who are

highly articulate in all types of

communications, including elec-

tronic, oral, written, multi-media

and graphics; and to meet a grow-

ing interest among students.

Assessing the demand for

this program, Dr. David Cordle,

Dean of the Longwood School of

Liberal Arts and Sciences, said,

"With this degree program,

Longwood's School of Liberal

Arts and Sciences is responding

to a strong demand for training in

communication. Job opportuni-

ties in areas such as public rela-

tions, broadcast media and tech-

nical writing are growing rapidly

in the Commonwealth and else-

where. As a general communica-

tion program with a strong liberal

arts foundation, this major will

provide graduates with the versa-

tility they need to succeed in a

wide variety of settings."

Dr. Gene Muto, the Chair

of the Communications study

program, said.'The purpose of

this program is to give the stu-

dents a cohesive body of knowl-

edge. We want to prepare them for

this by giving them experience

which will help them to secure a

place in the professional world

and by giving theoretical and

practical applications."

There was a campus rumor

that suggested that this major was

only open to freshmen. But this

is certainly not the case. The

Communications major is open to

all students who are interested in

the field. If interested. Dr. Muto

suggested that before the fall se-

mester, current students should

attempt to work on General Edu-

cation requirements and take the

two requirements to start the ma-

jor which are English 101 and

Speech 101 ( offered this spring).

For more information on

this major, contact Dr. Muto at

x2761 or by email at

gmuto@longwood.lwc.edu.

Frazer Evacuated
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

On Monday, Frazer Resi-

dence Hall had to be evacuated .

Apparently, a sprinkler was set cfT

on the sixth floor and flooded

parts of the building. The leakage

from this eventually seeped down

to the lower floors causing the

evacuation.

As a result of this, Frazer

residents had to sit outside until

the building was eleaned.Sinee

the water contained sulphur, the

residents were also left with a

strong smell for the remainder of

the day.

4
to
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EDITORIAL
Last Wednesday I received

the news that one of my
high school friends, Ryan

Strickland, had been killed in a

car accident My immediate reac-

tion was that of disbelief, fol-

lowed by the flood of tears.

Already this yearwe have lost

two of our own Longwood stu-

dents. Something is wrong.

After hearing about the deaths

Chad McConnack, friend of the

deceased, expressed, "If I were

seventy years-old then I could un-

derstand this a little better, but I

am twenty, I don't understand at

all."

At Ryan's funeral a young

man walked up to the casket,

looked at Ryan and then as he

turned he shook his head. This

single action conveyed a message

that everyone was feeling, but

could not find die words to ex-

press. I think many feel this way
about the loses that we have ex-

perienced on campus this year.

Everyone you come in con-

tact with affects your life in some
way or another, whether it is posi-

tive or negative. Ryan had an ab-

solutely wonderful affect on my
life, this is how I remember him.

I went through a bunch ofmy
old things and found letters, pic-

tures, and even oldjournal entries

about Ryan. Things that I had for-

gotten about, things that made me
remember, things that made me
smile. I cherish these memories,

now more than ever.

I try to find the good in this

tragedy and it is overwhelmingly

hard. I cannot erase the sadness,

I cannot make the hurt go away,

and I most assuredly cannot offer

any positive reasons as to why
these tilings happen.

I can see that the time we

have is short and we should try

with all of our ability to make the

best of it We should notjust live

life, but experience it—feel it.

Live life passionately-and allow

your passion for life to flow into

every emotion that you feel- love,

hate, happiness, sadness, etc.

Ryan experienced life in ev-

ery aspect of the meaning. I find

comfort in knowing this, I find

comfort in my memories of him

and I am honored that he shared

a brief part of his life with me.

For all of you that have ex

perienced such a loss, I hope that

you also take the memories that

you have and hold them dear to

your heart As for the present

treasure each moment of life that

you are given.

KristenA. Ingram

Assistant Editor
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Your Letters

Sisters Are Forever...Right?

Dear Editor:

*Note: I have no hardfeel-

ings towards the girls in my so-

rority, infact Iam still close with

many of the girls. Those sisters

who had nothing to do with it or

were unwilling participants in

what nationals demanded don't

deserve people being rude to them

or snubbing them and sofor their

sake, I have asked to remain

anonymous.

The worst week of my life is

slowly coming to an end. I have

manic depression, I easily stress

out and I very easily overcom-

mit myself to people and things.

However I wasn't worried when I

was accepted and initiated with

my sorority last semester because

I honestly felt like I was joining a

group of girls that would be by

my side whenever I needed them

and be in all senses "real" sisters.

I was awed at our initiation cer-

emony by all the amazing history

and traditions that were now my

legacy as I pledged to love and

treasure my sorority my whole

life. I have never been as proud

of anything in my whole life as I

was that day of my sorority.

Now it is a semester later and

I have found out that all those

wonderful ideas can so easily be

lost and forgotten in today's mod-

ern world, I have found that it is

possible to have the people you

love abandon you when you need

them most I have seen those very

sisters I thought would support

me in who I am cast me aside for

See SISTER p. 5

Where Are We
Dear Editor:

In response to the Activist

Zone article in the November 4

issue, we would like to make a

comment towards all the hypo-

crites on campus.

We were disturbed by the

statement made by the Chair of

the Honor Board that "it is pos-

sible to break a rule without do-

ing anything inherendy wrong."

It seems to us that the very people

who areenforcing the rules on this

campus don't believe in them. If

these so-called Citizen Leaders

don't practice what they preach,

how can they expect people to

follow the codes of conduct?

The policies of this campus

gLed?
were implemented for a reason

and even if that reason is no

longer valid, it is not up to an in-

dividual to decide that they should

no longer be followed. One of the

specific judicial codes mentioned

was that of burning candles,

which was proven to be danger-

ous earlier this semester. By stat-

ing that burning candles is not

wrong, Jeromy French is giving

permission to the entire student

body to break this particular rule

among others. It is an enigma to

us how people of such promi-

nence on this campus can bla-

tantly disregard every

See LEADER p. 3

Rules Should Apply to All
Dear Editor.

While I certainly appreciate

the sentiment behind the most re-

cent Activist letter, I must say that

I think it's incorrectly addressed.

Instead of attempting to shame
our deviant "citizen leaders" into

correct behavior, I think it would

be more beneficial to encourage

the student body at large to report

all infractions of die Code ofCon-

duct they feel should be reported,

regardless of who commits the

infraction. As a third year RA, I

expect to be the complainant in

more than a few hearings, but I'm

also prepared to be the respondent

if I were to commit any violation.

Every RA on this campus should

know that they are no more above

the system than the residents they

oversee. One does not need to be

an RA to file Judicial or Honor

Board charges, yet we seem to be

the vast majority ofcomplainants

even though I'm certain we aren't

the only ones who see violations.

In a college setting, it is largely

up to the student body to

See RULES p. 3
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining abo\4 them. Sospeakup

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

roUinaa@longwoodlwc.edu.

Lip Sync: The Best Seats in the House?

$ TOaodJ)RQg<$

ANONYMOUS JUDGE

And to think, I thought the

judges had the best seat*. Say

what you want about die Greeks

and their props and drops. I've

been here many years and have

seen them at their best and worst

You can say that the music

was too loud or not put together

well. The last time I checked this

was an amateur production and all

involved'did the best they could

with the time and talent available.

You can say that some may
not have known a single word to

the songs they tried to sing. Some
wen better rehearsed than others.

All of that is a matter of opinion,

all of which could be true, de-

pending on personal likes and dis-

likes. That's why they had impar-

tial judges. It was obvious, from

my participation as a judge, that

all was done for fun and as a

means to raise funds and gather

food for the needy. Ask a recipi-

ent of a bag of these groceries if

it made a difference what condi-

tions made those foods available.

As far as the judges sup-

porting the cheating of area busi-

nesses, had your favorites won
maybe mis letter would not have

been written. Sure I saw the tags,

what makes you think they were

borrowed? Maybe the girls were

part of a gang whose initiation

was to rip off Cato's. They would

be hard to identify since they were

all dressed alike. Come on, get

real! People return clothes for all

kinds of reasons. Ever stood in a

return line after Christmas?

Support nakedness? Well

that is a thought. However my
wife, who was also present, would

have probably raised a few knots

on my head had I become too in-

terested. I don't know from which

rafter you hung, but from behind

the table where I sat, only God
and Superman could have seen

through those curtains. Besides, I

guess your boos were drowned

out by that thunderous cheering

sound. I was asked to be a lip sync

judge, not a judge of morals,

charachter or what is or isn't la-

dylike. I wish all of the groups had

put the time and effort in rehears-

ing and preparation that the win-

ners and runners up had done. My
job as a judge would have been

much harder.

Prancing around naked and

provocatively was not a category

that I had on my sheet, if it were I

would have donemy best tojudge

them on that also. Maybe I paid

too much attention to their lips

and not their hips. See what you

miss when you are doing what

you're supposed to?

I cannot speak for the other

judges on any of the above ob-

servations, I can, however, say as

one of the group, that I was hon-

ored to be a judge and would not

hesitate to be one in the future. It

was good fun, for good students

and for a great cause. Rock on!

And while you're traveling down

that yellow brick road of life, re-

member what the wizard said,

"Pay no attention to that man be-

hind the curtain."

The Anonymous Judge

.
Vi

SpeatOnt

feel safe 91 campus?

'1 feci pretty safe. I

always tty to walk

wift my friends and

"Overall, I fed safe,

although I probably

should take sore

"I feel Idout "Safe enough mat if I

by am alone I run So avoid

Chttyl CHjoa

PROPS;

+To Susan, Monahan and S.E.A.L. for planning an incredible VA.

Beach Leadership Conference!

+To the staff and students at VA Beach both presenting and
participating for making the weekend a fun learning experience!

+To The Rotunda for finally giving Mr.Bill some much deserved

credit

+To only having five more weeks of school left this semester!

DROPS:

-To the Student Union Cafe for having a big screen TV that doesn*

even get clear cable reception, much less premium channels.

-To whomever keeps messing with the fountain. Leave it alone!

To whatever is making people stress out so easily this semester.

-To the attendance policy for making everyone stressed the last

few weeks of school.

Send Y2UT Props and Drops to rotunda@longwoocUwc.edu.

RULES Com. p. 2

regulate itself, both RA's

and residents. I am under no illu-

sion that either the campus RA
staff or the Judicial/Honor Board

Justices comply with all the regu-

lations at all times. However, I can

also say that 1 have never been in

a situation in which I could have

filed charges against those people.

When I am confronted with

Code ofConduct violations, I con-

front them, no matter who com-

mits them, I expect the same from

my staff members and other stu-

dents across campus, but also rec-

ognize that no one is perfect And
for those many people that sim-

ply don't feel comfortable con-

fronting a situation in that way, I

assure you, an anonymous letter

to a supervisor will at least put the

issue on the table. I know that all

die REC's would appreciate infor-

mation regarding Judicial or

Honor Code violations by their

staffmembers. Likewise, I'm sure

that Ken Rockensies would appre-

ciate the same regarding the jus-

tices. I'd like to thank you for your

letter and I think we both hope this

continuing dialog results in posi-

tive change for our campus. It is

regrettable that our students must

tolerate the hypocritical behavior

of those in trusted positions, but

at the same time it is the students'

responsibility to address that be-

havior and correct it so these

members of our community are

aware of the importance of our

trust Longwood's grand vision is

of a student body that is entirely

composed of citizen leaders. This

will never be accomplished until

every student sees themselves

having an important role in devel-

oping and uprM^idmg the standards

of our community,

Greg Garrison

LEADER Cont. p. 2

thing they say they stand

for. We are not saying that we
agree with every word written in

the student handbook, but if

people fed strongly enough about

the rules to ignore them, then per-

haps they should try to do some-

thing about them. Some of the

leaders on this campus are

plagued with apathy, but instead

of sitting idly by and complain-

ing about the rules, we need to re*

alize dial we are not powerless

and that if we speak somebody

will listen.

True leaders take it upon

themselves to pave die way for

positive chance

We too are tired of hypo-

crites on this campus and wouk
like to make a challenge to every-

one out there who is complaining

about anything. We encourag<

you to take a stand and try tc

change those things that you be-

lieve might be ailing this campus,

Part of the education one receives

from Longwood is directed to-

wards becoming a good crlTZlar*

LEADER. In 1776, a group o

Americans decided that they

didn't like the way things wen
being done, and they took it upon

themselves to make a change

Good things happen when people

take action.

Tiffany Shetton

Beth Edgwnon
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NEWS& VIEWS
Longwood Center for the

Visual Arts to hold Open House
PRESSRELEASE

The Longwood Center for

the Visual Arts (LCVA) will host

a Family Open House on Novem-
ber 20. Musical performances by

Jon Garner and Spencer Hayden,

holiday demonstrations, and

workshops for children by Marion

Alden, Spencer Hayden, Julie

Shields and others, refreshments,

and openings of the "Made in Vir-

ginia" crafts sales exhibition, plus

'

the historic Farmville train exhi-

bition are scheduled.

The fifth annual "Made in

Virginia" sales exhibition will run

November 20 through January 6

with works by more than 30
craftspersons. Visitors can choose

from wooden bowls, wine stop-

pers and painted angels, glass

candle holders and decorative

pieces, functional and sculptural

pottery,jewelry in metal and day,

notecards, pillows, baskets, and

other gift objects.

Sales galleries are open 1

1

am-5 pm Monday through Satur-

day and until 6 pm on Fridays in

December.

The train exhibition fea-

tures important landmarks such as

the kyanite mine, historic High

Bridge, the Crewe train yards,

downtown Farmville landmark

buildings, and the Appomattox
River. A project of the High
Bridge Train Club will stay in the

front window of the Center
through January 6.

Also a part of me Novem-
ber 20 open house, local writer

Francis Eugene Wood will sign

his new book. The Angel Carver,

from 2 to 3 pm.

The Longwood Center for

the Visual Arts is an educational

outreach program of Longwood
College operated without state ap-

propriations.

The Center combines art

education, exhibitions, and com-

munity-based events in an 1 1,000

square-foot facility located on the

corner of Main and Third Streets

in Farmville. The Center will be

celebrating its sixth anniversary

this spring with an exhibition of

ancient Egyptian art, "Life and

Afterlife," organized by die Vir-

ginia Museum of Fine Arts.

For any information on

LCVA call 804-395-2206.

Camerata Singers to

Perform in Roanoke
PRESSRELEASE

The Camerata Singers of

Longwood College will perform

"Requiem" by Gabriel Faure with

the Roanoke Symphony Orches-

tra on Monday, November 15, at

8:00 pm. in the Roanoke Civic

Center Auditorium.

The Singers will be joining

choirs from Radford University

and Liberty University in a per-

formance conducted by Maestro

David Wiley, conductor of the

Roanoke Symphony Orchestra.

They perform at die invitation of

Dr. John Hugo, Chorus Master for

die Orchestra.

According to Dr. Donald

Trott, choral director for the

Cameratas, "Performing the large

choral/orchestral repertoire with

a professional orchestra and so-

loists takes a singer to the pin-

nacle of choral performance. I am
thrilled for my students to have

this professional opportunity."

Soloists for the perfor-

mance are soprano Marianne

Sandborg, and baritone Michael

Butterman. This performance is

part of the Roanoke Symphony

Orchestra's Millennium Master-

works Series.

Any person interested in

attending this performance can

obtain tickets by calling the

Roanoke Civic Center box office

at 540-343-9127.

Ticket prices range from

$20 to $26 for regular tickets and

$ 10 to $ 1 3 for student tickets.

®TOYOTA

T0Y0TA-1O1
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW

TOY
Starting under ^0,000— About $12,000 well equipped.
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks or\ the outside, great room or\ the inside,

Cruise the highway at 40 MP<3\..very thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve D0CH enqme with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 106 horsepower
any time you want it. And best of all, Echo starts atjust $9,995+

.

New thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a r\&H Echo or CeUca. See dealer -for details.

r^TOYOTA foivqtu—.•vrydqy.n www.gettqyota.com
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Fall Concert Unveils Talent
PRESSRELEASE

Two choral ensembles, the

Concert Choir and Chamber
Singers of Longwood College,

will perform November 11 at

7:30 pm in Wygal Auditorium.

A fifty voice choir made up

of students from all majors on

campus, the Concert Choir will

sing five selections: "Rhythm of

Life" arranged by Richard

Barnes, "Ma Bella Bimba" ar-

ranged by Donald Moore, "An-

tiphonal Alleluia" by John

Leavitt, "Jubilate Deo" by Jay

Althouse and "Heaven's Gate" by

Carl Strommen. Ms. Carole

Harper, staff accompanist at

Longwood College, will accom-

pany the choir.

The Chamber Singers, an

ensemble of nine singers, will

perform seven selections to in-

clude "Rejoice in the Lord Al-

ways" by an anonymous com-

poser, "Jesus, I Adore Thee" and

"Within These Walls" by Stephen

Caracciolo, "Oh My Love's Like

A Red, Red Rose" by Rene
Clausen, "Ave Maria" by Javier

Bus to, "Tangueando" by Oscar

Escalada and "Shenandoah" ar-

ranged by James Erb.

The nine singers are Rob-

ert Blankenship, Martin Boone,

Jessica Burnette, Owen Compher,

Sara Dufour, Ben Lewis, Mandy
Minter and Chuck Mottley.

Accompanist for the Cham-
ber Singers will be Ms. Lisa

Kinzer, Assistant Professor of

Music at Longwood College.

Both of the choirs are con-

ducted by Donald Trott, Director

of Choral Activities at Longwood
College. This concert is free and

open to the public.

Anthropology Dig Successful
MARISSA CLARK

SttgWrjter

The weekend of Thursday,

October 28th found Dr. James

Jordan and bis 1 8 Honors Anthro-

wsearcnof an

Itkh century slave cabin. The

cabin is supposed to be that of

Dadda Gumby, a well respected

slave on the Carter Plantation.

Jordan has brought students

hare to dig in previous years, and

each separate dig has added a little

more credibility to the claim that

this was indeed the location of

Dadda Gumby's house.

PWlip Vickers Fithian,

school teacher on the plantation

for almost two years, wrote about

Dadda Gumby and the general

location of has cabin in ttis jour-

nal, which has since been pub-

lished under the title Philip

Viet*n Fithkm: Northern Tutor

on a Southern Plantation, by

By piecing together all of

Fithian's comments about the lo-

cation of Dadda Gumby's cabin,

Jordan and students are almost

positive they are in me right place.

When digging ended late in

the morning on Satarday the 30th,

students had found

that led to the conclusion that

mere was inoecv a tlmctme mere

at one time. Some of the most

popular finds were: brickbats

(small fragments of brick most

likely used ia chimneys),

window pane glass, and possible

gun flint.

Some of die

finds included bunt French wine

bottle glass, Kaolin pipe bowl

fragment, and lamp chimney
glass. Each of these

to the conclusion that

indeed a cabin, possibly that of

Dadda Gumby. located

SISTER Cont. p. 2

that very distinction that

makes me unique. How can the

very sisters or brothers who chose

you because of who you were

then decide that you love that

other "thing" too much (i.e. psy-

chology, movies, science, history,

sociology, or whatever)?How can

they let a group of outsiders tell

them someone has to leave and

then accept it so easily? I know
the reasons and yet part of me
screams at die cruelty of it and

still wonders how any of this

could happen.

Please, (ALL) Greeks,

think what you are doing before

you blindly make or accept rules

that may hurt people you know

and love that don't fit into the

rules or the nice Greek box the

way they should. Encourage each

member's outside interests as

much as you encourage their love

and interest in the sorority or fra-

ternity. Let each member be the

individual they need to be in or-

der to be a whole person, and

please NEVER cast them aside

for outside interests. To the non-

Greeks, encourage the Greeks to

show an interest in your student

group or organization. Let them

know how much we need them

in things other than just their fra-

ternity or sorority. Let's work to-

gether to bring these groups back

to the ideals of their founders.

This letter began as a forced

resignation letter, but became
much more. It is also a plea to all

Greeks and especially my former

sisters: please let's get back to the

original ideals of sisterhood and

brotherhood that our founders had

when they began our organiza-

tions.

~A Former Member-

ATTENTION!
All GROUPS doing Volunteer Service

**A representative rrom your organization MUST complete a Group Information Form
ASAP at the G.I.V.E. Offece.

**Ir your organization is SGA funded, be SURE to nave a representative come by the

G.I.V.E. Office and till out a Group Information Form.

***Hours are due no later than April 15, 2000

Questions? Call X-2888 or email jwaugk

Crime Statistics

October 1999
Submitted by

JAMES HUSKEY
ChiefofPotice

»«*»

•Jr $ #

10-2-99

10-2-99

10-3-99

10-2-99

10-2-99

10-2-99

10-2-99

10-3-99

10-3-99

10-2-99

10-3-99

10-3-99

10-3-99

10-2-99

10-2-99

10-5-99

10-6-99

10-10-99

10-4-99

10-13-99

10-13-99

10-14-99

10-14-99

10-15-99

10-18-99

10-22-99

10-23-99

10-24-99

10-24-99

10-24-99

10-23-99

10-24-99

10-25-99

10-26-99

10-27-99

10-30-99

10-30-99

10-30-99

10-30-99

10-30-99

10-31-99

10-30-99

10-31-99

10-29-99

10-31-99

10-31-99

10-31-99

DIP

DIP

DIP

Underage Poss

Underage Poss

Larceny

ABC Violation

Underage Poss

Underage Poss

Underage Poss

DIP

Underage Poss

Medical Call

Drug use

Threaten Harm
Underage Poss

Attempt Larceny

Attempt Suicide

Larceny

Accident

Larceny

Underage Poss

Larceny

Hit-and-Run

Sexual Assault

Grand Larceny

Threaten Harm
DIP

Fail to Obey

DIP

Accident

Stalking

Larceny

Accident

Harrassing Calls

DIP

DIP

DUI
DIP
Underage Poss

Underage Poss

DIP

DIP

Assault

Larceny

Attempted Assault

Disturbance

N. Cunn Cleared

Spruce St Cleared

4th St Cleared

Pine St Cleared

Pine St Cleared

Curry Pending

Johnson St Cleared

Virginia St Cleared

Putney St Cleared

Spruce St Cleared

Putney St Cleared

Virginia St Cleared

Cox Cleared

Curry Cleared

Bridge St Cleared

Spruce St Cleared

Wynne Lot Pending

M. Cunn Cleared

Redford St Pending

High St Cleared

M. Cunn Pending

Cox Cleared

Stubbs Mall Pending

Race St Pending

Cox Pending

Cox Lot Pending

ARC Cleared

Pine St Cleared

Redford St Cleared

Redford St Cleared

Cox Lot Cleared

Wheeler Cleared

Curry Pending

Tabb Circle Cleared

Curry Cleared

4TH Street Cleared

4TH Street Cleared

PineSt Cleared

Graham Lot Cleared

Graham Lot Cleared

Graham Bldg Cleared

Redford St Cleared

Curry Cleared

N, Cunn Cleared

Curry Pending

Farmville Shopping Pending

N.Cunn Cleared

******* *********************

There will be a Safety on Campus
Forum open to all students on

November 1 6 in the

Student Union Ballroom.



CAMPUSandCOMI\
Thursday Friday Saturday Sut

11th 12th 13th U
Faculty Senate Meeting

in Prince Edward Room
@ 3:30 -5:00 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship

in Wynne

@ 7:30 p.m.

Carbon LeafCD
Release Party

Charley's

(ongntuhtionitttheitptmter

VOLUNTEERS OF THE MONTH

Dennis And Sharon Scroombe!

Dennis and his wife Sharon
have volunteered for friends

of the Appomattox River

removing utter from the river

and its banks.

The G.I.V.E. Office

CONGRATULATES AND COMMENDS
THEM FOR THEIR DEDICATION AND

CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

AND community!

CONGRATULATIONS
A ^

DuPour Senior

Piano Recital

Wygal Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

LP Film: Netting Hill

Commonwealth Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

80*s Dance Party

Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.

Karaoke Night

Lancer Cafe

@ 9:00 p.m.

Alumr

Tour ofAb

Virginia Mi
@2:(

RingC
Commonwe;
w/reception

ABC Roc

@2:C

Eli

AnOra
Felix Mei

perfon

Commonwe
in the F;

Presbyteri

@4:0

LET US iN OU THr
©fTAILS GOlMGm

VrAPIVU«S • •

If you know of anything froi

birthdays, to meetings, to o
campus events...anythinq ui

sun, let us know! Email us:

rotunda@lonqwood.lwc.edM
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iday Monday Tuesday Wkkiesckjy

tth 15th 16thi 17th
ii Event:

icient Egypt

iseum ofArts

K)p.m.

eremony

ilth Ballroom

to follow in

ms, RSVP
»0 p.m.

jah

torio by

idelssohn

ned by

alth Chorale

irmville

an Church

3 p.m.

Hot

11

ff-

ider the

i

Web Page Workshop
call x2063 for location

@ 3:00 -5:00 p.m.

LP Film: Notting Hill

Commonwealth Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper

Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

@ 9:00 p.m.

Art for Lunch:

Mary Prevo on 1913

The Armory Show
LCVA

@ 12:00 p.m.

Department Recital

Wygal Auditorium

@ 3:30 p.m.

AA Meeting

Nottoway Room
in Lankford

@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Lecture: Magic Tricks,

Card Shuffling,

and Dynamic
Computer Memory

with Dr. S. Brent Morris

Hiner 207

@ 4:00 p.m.

Browse iqrt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

The Gyre: Lotigwoafg Original Magazine

ft it Running. Your Submission tare welcome

Send them to: Chris Stanton <cs yBnOfl^aTuC .JQflCS=COtfl^

Via: P.O Box 2649

or through Creig Chaliender

«ct«Uen«toflfwaxi.lwcedu>

C«jestxw: Call x3980 or e-mail one of us...!!!

ATTENTION!
All INDIVIDUALS doing Volunteer Service

"Be sure that you are registered and kave completed an Individual Information Form at

tke G.I.V.E. Office! . . « . .

Questiona? Call x2888 or Email jwaugh jf^ - jf~ jp'

i

I
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FEATURES
Spencers Magic and Illusion Show

KIM URAN

N

Asst. News Editor

A night of fun was in store

for anyone who ventured out to

see die Spencers: Magic and Illu-

sion Show on Wednes-

day, November 3, in

Jarman Auditorium.

The Spencers

are a husband and wife

duo who tour all over

the United States. They

have been performing

their act together since

college, traveling also

to Mexico, Canada,

Australia and New
Zealand.

They are two of the few

magicians to hold the Performing

Arts Entertainers of the Year

award, and judging from the per-

formance they provided, it is not

hard to see why.

The pair mixed magic, hu-

mor, music and audience partici-

hi SPENQSS . -- ;.

(I»5.( »MI) IllUSION —

-T + +4f^C^aTC• •

PR*--
Photo by Allison Beverley

pation to the delight of the crowd

gathered to watch them. The show

provided a great escape from the

stress of college life.

While they were perform-

ing, the only thing you had to

think about was/'How'd they do

thatr

The Spencers

offered a positive

message at the end of

the show as well.

They talked of how
hard it was to get

people to take them

seriously, but that

they knew they had to

try.

That was the

one thing they wanted

to share more than the

art of die magic: the art of never

giving up your dreams.

Going Back to the 80's

KASEYSTOUT
Gmst Writer

The weekend ofNovember

12 through the 13 is the Big 80's

weekend, brought to you by

Lancer Productions. It all kicks

off Friday night with die bands

BS9 and Gonzo's Nose in the

ballroom starting at 10 p.m. and

running until 1 a.m. The bands

will be performing all 80's mu-

Be sure to come out and

grab some free snacks andjam to

die bands. Two contests wiE be

going on as well. One is aa 80's

trivia contest Your ILA. has the

questions; die floor that has the

most correct answers will be

given a free tee cream party for

everyone on the hall! The other

contesta a crazy tO's look-a-like

theme, $100 in cash will go to the

person(s) who look most like

Madonna, Michael Jackson or

Boy George. So find your silver

glove and be sure and try to win

the money!

Saturday night, die 13, is

the big 80's karaoke in the cafe.

This starts at 10 p.m. and ends at

1a.m. Come out and sing and win

some 80*s CDs while you're at it.

It is going to he a great weekend

so come to all die events and

bring an your menus.

Longwood Says Goodbye to Dr. Rowe
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

Dr. Rowe of the Business

Department has been at

Longwood College for seven

years. This May she will retire.

She looks toward to her retire-

ment but is going to miss keep-

ing in touch with her students and

watching them grow. She will

also miss keeping up with tech-

nology.

Dr. Rowe is a native Virgin-

ian. She has also been a profes-

sor at Virginia Commonwealth

University and Virginia State.

What she likes the most about

Longwood is the small class size

and the small school setting in

general. "I like to get to know my
students," she says. She plans to

give her students her new email

address, so that she does not lose

touch with them. What she does

not like about Longwood is the

increasing class sizes and the

promise of continuing growth in

the school.

There is no doubt Dr. Rowe
is going to enjoy her well de-

served retirement. She plans to

play a lot of tennis and golf at the

beach in North Carolina.

Longwood thanks her for her

many years of service. We will

miss her smiling face.

an

* Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center +

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

4 To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment

Counseling Center * Counseling Center <•

'*

Do you liSre to write /

The Rotunda holds interest

meetings every Monday night at

9pm in our office!

Questions/ Call x2l2t

m

Interested in becoming a

Student Program Director
For Longwood s Alternative Spring Break?

For more information call Ellen Masters at the

G.LV.E. Office @ x2397

v*-aA>

:***.
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Kids in the back seat i

seat cause fads.

T*e preWiifrwiis the gene poo!m that tore is no

;

U't hard » mate acomeback when you haven't been asy-

buttt< a free trip

KGod
on my

me to touch ay toes, be would have put

:onl riagtbei (he

Music Reviews:

Bush ?7ig Science of Things

Lead me not into

When you're finaBy

slse decide to play chess?

If you're living on the edge, make sure you're yew

life seriously. Nobody gets out alive anyway.

Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of

your own, pleas* e-mail then to kmrock@I«tfwoodJwc^slu

Movie Review: The

House on Haunted Hill
MICHELE THOMPSON

Assi. Copy Editor

I just got back from seeing

one of the most disturbing mov-

ies I have ever seen. The House

on Haunted Hill was everything

The Haunting should have been

and more. It was different from

other scary movies in that the

monster it created was not some

ghoulish, supernatural fiend; it

was the real human evil that hap-

pens every day.

It begins with the history,

an insane asylum run by a doctor

just as mad as his patients. They

were his helpless victims, and one

night, they sought vengeance.

Then switch to modern day Cali-

fornia, Steven Price (Geoffrey

Rush), an amusement park owner

whose theme was terror and his

beautiful, greedy wife, Evelyn

(Famke Janssen). She's having a

birthday, and she wants her party

in the house on Haunted Hill.

The night of the party

brings the twisted couple together

with five strangers, Sara (Ali

Larter), Eddie (Taye Diggs), Me-

lissa (Bridgette Wilson), Dr.

Blackburn (Peter Gallagher) and

Watson Pritehett (Chris Kattan).

Price offers the guests $1,000,000

if they can survive the night He
thinks he has everything under

control until he realizes he's got

more to fear than his scheming

wife.

Everyone has different re-

actions to the events that occur,

some want to get drunk, and some

just want to get out. Without giv-

ing anything away, my favorite

line in the whole movie is, "It

doesn't have any morals, its a

fiMM* house!" Who invited the

guests?Why are people dying left

and right? This movie keeps you

guessing because almost every-

one has a secret. The atmosphere

is literally insane and just a bit

gory. All in all its a roller coaster

ride from start to finish. I highly

recommend this movie, but not

for the faint of heart. ****

MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief
tor, it is still a very rocking album, pretty much the pattern for the

The opening song "Warm whole album. There are heavy

songs and then a few quiet, pretty

songs to add to the balance.

One of the things about this

album that annoyed me was the

fact that some of the opening sec-

tions of the songs can easily be

confused with a few of their older

songs. At times, I felt that I was

listening to another album.

But overall, this album did

not disappoint me. The songs

agree totally. However, I am a bit Machine" has beautiful guitar flow well, and the music sounds

partial to Gavin Rossdale's sing- riffs one minute and goes right very good,

ing and such, but without that fac- iato a distorted mess. This is

Bush returns again with the

follow up to Razorblade Suitcase

which is conveniently titled, The

Science of Things. This is basi-

cally a typical Bush album, but it

is a little more extreme and des-

perate in sound. It is a little pret-

tier in the slow songs and a little

rougher in the rock songs.

Rolling Stone calls it "sexy,

high-sheen rock & roll" and I

LWC Graduate Studies Concentrations
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SPORTS
Men's Basketball Opens
with Exhibition Game
Tonight, November 11

SPORTS INFORMTION

Longwood College will host

the Charleston (WV) Bombers

for a men's basketball exhibition

game Thursday night, November

1 1, at 7:30 p.m. in Lancer Hall.

The NCAA Division II Lancers

of first-year head coach Mike
Leeder will welcome a squad of

former college standouts that

feature four players with profes-

sional experience, including one

who has played in the National

Basketball Association (NBA).

The preseason exhibition contest

will be open to the public with

free admission.

The Bombers feature Greg

Dennis, a 6- 1 1 forward from East

Tennessee State University, who
has played in the NBA with Min-

nesota, Atlanta, and Utah. Addi-

tionally, the touring West Vir-

ginia team includes Dwayne
Price (6-8, 230) who has Euro-

pean experience, Wayne Casey

(6-3, 195) who has played in the

CBA and Europe, and Tony Gor-

don (3-11, 180) who has CBA
experience.

The Lancers return three

starters from a year ago, includ-

ing explosive 6-3 senior forward

Lee Farrior/Chesterfield-Man-

chester HS (12.1 ppg.), big 6-8,

274-pound senior center Jon

Hughes/Vairico, FL-Blooming-

dale HS (15.6 ppg., 6.9 rpg.), and

6-3 junior forward Jay Louden/

WUriamsburg-Bruton HS (10.3

PPf)-
Longwood will open the

regular-season November 19 at

non-conference opponent Lin-

coln Memorial (TN), and the

first home game is November 23

when non-conference opponent

West Virginia Tech visits Lancer

Hall for a 7:30 p.m. tip-off.

Men's Soccer Faces

Tough Ending to a

9-10 Season
SPORTS INFORMATION

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood dropped a 4-2 de-

cision at defending CVAC Tour-

nament Champion Lees-McRae

(NC) during a CVAC Tourna-

ment Quarterfinal match No-
vember 3. The Lancers conclude

the season at 9- 1 overall after a

6-5 finish during the CVAC
regular-season.

At #3 seed Lees-McRae, #6

seed Longwood trailed just 2-1

at the intermission against the

Bobcats en route to the season-

ending loss. The Lancers got

goals from sophomores Jason

Masi and Andy Plum. Freshman

Scott Spilman awl senior Mark

Markiewicz each contributed an

assist. Freshman keeper Whit

Morris made seven saves.

Through 19 matches,

Markiewicz led Longwood in

scoring with his 23 points.

Markiewicz was followed by

Plum (18 points), Masi (8g, la,

1 7p, 0.94), and Jason Helling (15

points). Morris played 1314:48

in front of the net, allowing 36

goals (2.46) while making 102

saves (6.00) for a .739 save per-

centage.

Longwood could return as

many as 22 players to next year's

squad, as the Lancers only

graduate two players from this

year's team.

Winter Sports Preview
Wrestling

November 12-13 @ UNC Pembrook Classic

1998-99 Record 7-8

#7 NCAA SouthEast Region

Roster consists of 16 freshman, 10

sophomores, 6 juniors, and 3 seniors

Men's Basketball

November 19 @ Lincoln Memorial (TN)

1998-99 Record 8-19, 6-12 CVAC
All-CVAC 2nd Team: Jon Hughes .

Roster consists of 2 freshman, 3 sophomores,

5 juniors, and 3 seniors

Women's Basketball

November 19-20 @ LWC
November 19: Southern VA
November 20: Cons. & Champ.

1998-99 Record 16-11, 12-6 CVAC
All-CVAC 2nd Team: Kali Brown

Jill Younce
Roster consists of 5 freshman, 4 sophomores,

1 junior, and 3 seniors

otals onors far Fall Sports in 1999
l (13-8) 1CAC Runner's Up

#6 in NFHCA Div. II

#3 in NCAA Div, II South Region
.<9-10, 6-5 CVAC)

All CVAC Selections;

Isfc Andy Ham, Jason Helling

2nd: Dan Rogers

H. Mention: Mark Markiewicz
(14-4-1, 10-1 CVAC)

mm NSCAA SouthEast Region
mKAC Seed

AC Selections:

life Angela Snyder

2nd; Inn Hirschi

H, Mention: Amy Kennedy
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Field Hockey Earns

Runner-Up Finish

inE(r»A
KIMBERLY KUPEC

Sports Writer

Longwood earned a runner-

up finish this past weekend at the

Eastern College Athletic Confer-

ence (ECAC) Field Hockey
Championships in East

Stroudsburg, PA, defeating Saint

Michael's 1-0 November 6 in

the semifinals before dropping a

3-1 decision to Assumption

(MA) November 7 in die finals.

LC finished the season 13-8,

ranked sixth in the final NFHCA
Division II Poll, and tied for third

in the final NCAA Division II

South Region Poll.

In the ECAC final against

Assumption (MA), junior Kris

Denson fired a shot past the As-

sumption goalie to put the Lanc-

ers on the board in the first

minute of the first half of the

match. The Greyhounds came

back and scored in the 25th and

28th-minutes of the match to put

them ahead of the Lancers 2-

1

going into the second half.

Longwood went scoreless in the

ourney
second half, while Assumption

scored its third and final goal of

the game in the 37th-minute. Se-

nior goalkeeper Kim Iman had

12 saves.

In the ECAC semifinal

against Saint Michael's, senior

Melanie Panza scored her first

goal of the season and the game-

winning goal on an assist from

junior Heather Kinstler in the

sixth-minute of the match, Iman

earned the shutout victory and

had eight saves. Iman set a new

school-record for saves in a sea-

son with 175. The old record

was held by Stacy Marrs (1995),

and Sara Hogan ( 1 994) with 174.

Through 21 matches, Long-

wood was led in scoring by

Kinstler with 13 goals and 11 as-

sists for 38 points, followed by

sophomore Cheryl Andrukonis

(1 2g, 6a, 30p), and senior Eliza-

beth Mann (1 2g, 2a, 26p). Iman

had 175 saves, 23 goals against

for a 1 .34 average, four shutouts,

and an .884 save percentage for

1,202 minutes.

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
LONGWOOD/ DOMINO'S

Aug. 31-Sept. 7

Sept. 8-14

Sept. 15-21

Sept. 22-28

Sept. 29- Oct. 5

Oct. 6-13

Oct. 14-19

Oct. 20-26

Oct. 27-Nov. 2

Nov. 3-9

Amy Kennedy
Katie Soule

Mark Markiewicz

Claudia Watt

Andy Plum
ErinHirschi

Niklas Jansson

Vicki Matkovich

Jason Masi

Heather Kinstler

Jason Helling

Cheryl Andrukonis

Blair Shadday

Brandi Barfield

Mark Markiewicz

ErinHirschi

Kim Iman

Women's Soccer

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's Golf

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Field Hockey

GOOD LUCK WINTERATHLETES IN

YOUR COMPETITIONS !

!

Women's Soccer Team
Season into ECAC To

Extends

urnament
PRESS RELEASE
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood (14-4-1) has

earned an invitatioa to compete

for the 1999 Bastora College

Athletic Canfweace (ECAC)

Division H Womea's Soccer

hs second con-

BCACop-
The Lancers are die *l

wffi play at#4 seed As-

fMA) Ttasday, No-

li, at 1:3ft pJfi. The

wUl take place November 13-14,

at tournament #1 seed StoneWS

(MA) (17-3), I

nent ia a semifinal

November 13, at 10:30 a.m., if

they wia Thursday. Other

schools panicmatias ia the tour-

iaciude #2 seed

, NY (12-5-1), n

seed Southern Connecticut State

(14-4-1), and #6 seed American

Internationa? (MA) (12-7-1),

TheBCAC Champiooship match

will he played Sunday, Novem-

ber 14, at 1:30 p.m.

"It's

nity for our]

coach Todd Dyer *93. "We were

disappointed with our toss dur-

ing the CVAC semifinal but now

we have the chance to play again.

The team is*

forward to i

LoBfwood

lar-ceasoa ruaners-ap <MH)
the CaroHnas-Vajtato

Conference (CVAC) \

before falling 1-0 to

(NQ in overtime daringaCVAC
Tournament

bw5.TheLaacerss»W%ya
trioofAll-CVAC

eluding senior sweeper and team

captain Snyder (I si-team, 5g,

2a), junior forward and team

leading scorer Hirschi (2nd-

team, 1 3g, 5a), and junior keeper

Kennedy (honorable mention,

0,69 gaa. 1 1 shutouts), ranked

18th-iiatioiiaUyingoals-ag*inst-

average LC has outscored its

opposition 63- 12 this season, in-

cluding a 36-2 margin during the

first half of action. The Lascars

the ECAC Chaa^oaship

having woa six of their final

seven matches this fall.

TheBCAC, founded hi 193S,

is the nation's largest collegiate

with 305

to

North Carolina in NCAA Div!-

I,rt«i*dQL TheBCAC has

1983.

CVAC Semi-Final

Loss Breaks Hearts

of Women's Soccer

Team Members
SPORTS INFORMATION

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood lost in the semi-

final match against #3 seed

Pfeiffer 1-0 ia aa overtime con-

test on November 5. The Lanc-

ers conclude the regular season

at 14-4-1.

Against #3 seed Pfeiffer, LC
battled the Falcons scoreless

before Pfeiffer got the

winner oa a peaaHy-kkk 4:29

into the overtime period.

Kennedy made two saves as the

Lancers took aa IMadvaatage

ia shots during the closely-

played coatost. Additionally,

Snyder and Hirschi were also

selected to the 1999 AT&TWire-

less-CVAC Soccer Champion-

ships All-Tournament Team.

Through 19 matches, Hirschi

continues to lead the Lancers in

scoring with her 31 points,

Hirschi is followed by freshman

forward Brooke Cooper (7g, 7a,

21p, 1.17), junior midfielder

Amanda Stombaugh (5g, 6a,

1 6p, 0.84), and senior midfielder

Claudia Watt (6g, la, 13p,0.76).

Kennedy remains ranked 18th-

oationaDy in NCAA Division D
goals against average. Loag-

wood has outscored its oppo-

63-12 during the

- —

~
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The Student Government Association of

Longwood Coliege will be holding Cam-

pus Elections from November 15th - 18th

in the Residence Hall lobbies. The follow-

ing positions are open for election:

SGA President

SGA Vice-President

SGA Treasurer

SGA Secretary

(8) SGA Senators

RHA President

SGA Publicity Chair and Historian

Honor Board Justices

Judicial Board Justices

Applications are due by Thursday,

November 11th, 1999 at 5:00pm in the

SGA Office located in the Leadership Re-

source Center on the second floor of the

Lankford Student Union.

"Leading the Force For Positive

Change."

Student

Government

Association
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Delta Tau Chi Members
Removed from SGA Ballot

MELISSA GllL

Editor-in-Chief

Four Delta Tau Chi

members were taken off the

SGA election ballots Monday

by Phyllis Mable and President

Patricia Cormier. The elections

were to take place November

15-18. The members claim to

have been notified November

1 6 (after the elections started)

that their names had been re-

moved from the ballot.

Apparently, the men
were supposed to be sent a let-

ter in the mail before the elec-

tions stating that their names

had been removed. The men

did not get letters mailed, they had

to go by Phyllis Mable's office to

pick them up. Also, the letters

Photo by Anthony Cotucci

were dated November 1 6. Since

the elections started November 1

5

(which was after the election be-

gan) no one had enough time

to react.

The requirements to run

for an office are a GPA of 2.0

or better, and to be in "good

standing" with the college.

None of the men have been

charged with anything. They

pay their tuition just Kke ev-

eryone else. The question still

remains as to why the men

were removed from the ballot

without any reason or any no-

tification to the men before the

elections began. SGA is going

to hold re-elections after

Thanksgiving break.

Longwood Students Get a Sex

Lesson from Maria Falzone
the sex talk you might have got-

ten from your parents!

Some of the topics covered

MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

10 to give us the very important

sex rules.

This program was def-

Ifyou walked by

the Lankford Ballroom

Wednesday night, you

might have been a bit

shocked at what you

heard. A passerby

could have easily mis-

taken die large crowd

of people packed in the

ballroom as insane. At

any one time, you

could have heard about

oral sex, vibrators or

heard the huge crowd

screaming "Masturba- jf

tion!"

Maria Falzone, a

comedian and self pro-

claimed sexpert, made a visit to

Longwood College on November

Photo by Christa Abbott

inately not for the shy or weak-

hearted. And it was by no means

included how to have great

(and safe) sex, birth control

methods, how to properly

use a condom, the effects of

alcohol, how to know your

body and yourself and how

no means no. There was

quite a bit of reaction to the

no means no principle.

Falzone was describing

how to fend off a man that

can't get the hint.

One of the highlights

was when Falzone chose a

young man named Micheal

-to come up on stage. To

prove thai no man was too

big for a condom, she

stretched one out and placed it

over See SEX p. 4

Student Government

Takes Stand on

Student's Rights
STUDENTGOVERNMENT

ASSOCIATION

Student Government Asso-

ciation Elections were being held

this week for positions on the Stu-

dent Senate, Judicial Board and

Honor Board. On Monday, an ad-

ministrative decision was made to

have four students removed from

the ballot. This decision was not

made by Student Government of-

ficials, but by Longwood College

administration. The names of the

four students were eliminated

from the ballot as voting began

on Monday.

On Tuesday, those four stu-

dents were notified by College

administrators of the decision.

The reasoning behind removing

the four names was that they were

each members of a group that is

not recognized by the College.

During the Student Senate meet-

ing on Tuesday, members of the

Senate voiced their concerns over

the possible violation of Student's

Rights.

On Wednesday, November

1 7, members of the Student Gov-

ernment Association Student

Senate met with President Patricia

Cormier to discuss recent actions

taken by administration concern-

ing student elections.

Cormier informed the stu-

dents that she made the decision

to remove the four students from

the ballot in the best interest of

the college. Cormier told the SGA
that ultimately the decision to

rehold elections was up to the

SGA. and she would support it's

decision. The Senate members in

attendance told the President that

they appreciated and admired her

for entrusting the SGA with this

decision.

After meeting with

Cormier, the members that were

present discussed the options re-

garding the student elections.

Since an official Senate meeting

could not be held, an Executive

SGA meeting was convened. Af-

ter hearing the views of the mem-

bers, the Executive members of

SGA voted to rehold the elections

replacing the four previously re-

moved names on the new ballot.

Unfortunately, voting had already

taken place in most of the resi-

dence hairs. The ballots that were

cast already will be destroyed, and

voting will be reheld the week

after Thanksgiving Break,

Students will have the op:

portunity to vote Monday, No-

vember 29 through Thursday,

December 2 at various locations

around campus. SGA encourages

all students to take an active role

in their Student Government, As

always, students are welcome to

voice their concerns during Sen-

ate meetings, which are held ev-

ery Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. Lb tt»

ABC Rooms of the Student

Union.

Student's Rights have and

always will be the primary con-

cern of the Student Government.

As elected representatives of the

student body, SGA will not toler-

ate any form of discrimination,

and will advocate for equal stu-

dent rights.
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The Ineffectiveness of the Blame Game
As you all have noticed, there

have been an extreme amount of

letters to the editor singling out

other people. This is fine, but

what good will the blaming do? I

completely agree with Greg Gar-

rison on the fact that no one

should be above the rules.

During the past few weeks,

many people in leadership posi-

tions have been challenged be-

cause of their supposed rule

breaking. Fine, everyone breaks

rules (not saying this is right) but

let he/she who is perfect cast the

first stone. Everyone makes mis-

takes and everyone breaks rules.

Singling out people for this is one

of the worst possible ways to

solve the problem.

For instance, Jeromy French

wrote an Activist on rules and

regulations. He was mentioning

that certain rules can be broken

without the actions being wrong.

I feel certain that Mr. French did

not mean that the rules are all

dumb, so go break them. The

point was to show mat some of

the most petty rules are there to

protect the students' well-being.

A no candle policy may seem

lame to some, but if you are on

the seventh floor of Frazer, you

appreciate the fact that some idiot

won't burn you and your build-

ing down.

Keep in mind, I do appreci-

ate the letters to the editor, but that

is all they are. Writing me a letter

will raise awareness and make

some people mad, but it will not

solve the problem. The students

on campus need to work together

while here, to make Longwood a

great place. If someone is break-

ing laws, there are plenty of

people who would love to hear

about it . Blaming and name-call-

ing will get you nowhere.

On another very recent issue,

I would like to voice my protest

about Patricia Cormier and

Phyllis Mable's decision to re-

move four Delta members from

the SGA ballot. All were capable

of running and met the criteria.

By the way, I think these were stu-

dent elections, not administration

elections. That's why it's called a

vote. Things like this cause the

student/administration gap to

widen even more. I hope that

something is done about this.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief
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Your Letters:
Lack of Handicap Access in

Grainger is Illegal

Dear Editor:

I want to address what I feel

is a problem with the construction

going on in Ruffner. I have no-

ticed that there is no handicapped

access to the upper floors of

Grainger because of the construc-

tion. There are only two elevators

in the Colonnades. One is near the

South Ruffner residence hall. The

other one is on the Ruffner side

of the door separating the build-

ings. Both of them are currently

blocked off, though only the one

near South Ruffner was working

at all when the semester started.

That was bad enough.

But now that Ruffner has

been closed off, there isn't any

elevator access to the upper floors

of Grainger at all.

With the construction sched-

uled to last at least two years,

Longwood has presented the dis-

abled people on this campus with

a problem that isn*t going away

any time soon. I don't know of

anyone who hasn't had a class in

Grainger at one time or another,

so even if there aren't any dis-

abled people with classes in

Grainger, the odds are there will

be some time in the near future.

Also, I believe that having no

handicapped access to a building

is illegal in Virginia. But even if

it isn't illegal, it's not fair to the

disabled students on campus.

Sabrina D. Loizides

Tired of Greek Battles

Dear Editor:

As the Opinion Editor of this

paper, I have seen many letters

concerning Greeks cross my eyes

this semester. Just about all of it

has been published because I be-

lieve that everyone has a right to

state their opinion (as long as they

are presented with taste and tact)

and what better place to do that

than the editorial section of the

campus newspaper. Let me say

now that I am also Greek and a

member of Panhellenk Council

Cabinet among other campus or-

ganizations. Having said that, I

would like to express my disap-

pointment in what I see as an ever

growing rift between the Greek

Community and tile larger Long-

wood campus.

Almost every week, die pa-

per has published letters or Ac-

tivists from someone either com-

plaining about what Greeks do or

what non-Greeks can't do.

Frankly, I'm sick of it. This is

starting to look tike a war between

the Greek and non-Greek mem-
bers of the student body. It's like

we are pitted against each other,

and that is not what I nor any other

Greeks, especially the Greek gov-

erning bodies, (IFC, NPC and

NPHC) are trying to do. Our goal

is not just to recruit men and

women into our chapters, but to

be active in the Longwood Com-
munity and build relationships

with those outside of the Greek

world. Believe me when I say that

no one in the Greek community

wants to be in conflict with each

other or those who do not choose

to be Greek for whatever reason.

I do not like all this Greek vs. non-

Greek stuff. This is not the idea

that leaders in the Greek commu-
nity are working toward. We are

working hard to make stronger

ties to Longwood, not break them

by pitting ourselves against non-

Greeks.

My point is not to discourage

anyone's opinions, but simply to

express my concern that the

Greeks vs. non-Greeks war of

words is getting out of hand.

While I intend to keep publish-

ing all opinions, as long as they

are written tastefully, I would like

everyone to think next time they

want to say something that in-

volves the words "those non-

Greeks" or "those Greeks." Think

about what you are saying and

realize that we don't need con-

flicts on this campus, we need a

community.

Wendy Kirkpatrick

Opinion Editor
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"If ysHi're not mad,jw/re not payingattinf

"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda@bngwoodhvc.edu.

From Democracy To Tyranny
ity. Futhermore, taking this action to the campus and disband their

WENDY KtRKBiTRICK
Opinion Editor

I would like to consider this

a letter of complaint to Dr.

Cormier and Phyllis Mable con-

cerning my disgust at their recent

actions. As I'm sure most people

have already heard, Dr. Cormier

and Ms. Mable took it upon them-

selves to prohibit young men from

running for positions on the stu-

dent government. Let me say that

again- STUDENT government.

Meaning a governing body for

this college, run by and for the

benefit of the students.

Not only does the adminis-

tration have no right to make de-

cisions concerning the SGA, they

have no right to infringe upon the

legal, Constitutionally protected

rights of law abiding individuals

to participate in student govern-

ment or any other college activ-

aftcr voting had already started

made SGA scramble to produce

all new ballots and made SGA
look like the bad guys. Instead of

Dr. Cormier receiving hostility

from angered students, it was

those on SGA, who devoted their

time and energy to serving the stu-

dent body, that were attacked with

questions and accusations.

Dr. Cormier, I would like to

tell you that what you did was

absolutely one of the most fla-

grant violations of our civil rights,

and I am thoroughly disgusted.

No, I do not like the rumors that I

hear about the activities of the

Deltas, but does that mean that I

want to see them, or anyone else,

prohibited from participating in

this college community? NO!
They pay tuition and student ac-

tivity fees just like I do. They have

the same rights as I do. You want

the Deltas to stop being a threat

^ SpeakOut
what cwctris jw nest about

about walking back

from the parking lots

because of all of the

rape rumors going

around."

Kim MeConn
Sophomore

Business

"N*rrowmindedne«s-

because we are such a

small school. We are ia

the middle of the bible-

belt and a lot of people

tend to be close-minded.*

Caroline Head

Sophomore

English

organization. Let me tell you that

this isn't the way to do that. You

have now given them credibilty

in two ways. One, by saying that

individuals can not participate in

SGA because of their affilation

with an unofficial, "unrecog-

nized" organization, you are rec-

ognizing that organization. These

men's affiliation with an unrec-

ognized group, as far as I am con-

cerned, gives them no affiliation

at all. End of story. End of prob-

lem. However you have now
stated your recognition. Two, you

have given them massive support.

Many students, including myself,

who have heard the rumors for

many years and have never been

overly fond of the Deltas, are now
rallying for their individual rights.

I don't know anyone on this cam-

pus who supports infringing on

any students rights when the stu-

dents have not been proven to

Note:
Wendy Kirkpatrick wrote

this editorial before Dr.

Cormier andSGA made the

decision to postpone the

elections. The meeting did

not take place until Wednes-

day November 17,1999 af-

ter the official The Rotunda

deadline. The new date for

elections has been changed

to November 29, 1999. We
encourage all students to

participate in the voting

process.

TOaodJ)ROg
PROPS:
+To Longwood (or Tim Pierson???) for holding the safety

forum.

+To the upcoming Thanksgiving Break!

4-To Lancer Productions for entertaining us on weekdays and
weekends!

fTo the yummy upcoming Thanksgiving dinner.

DROPS:
-To the bubble-sludge thing that used to be a beautiful foun

tain.

-To President Cormier for disproving her statement "We do
NOT discriminate at Longwood College."

•To having forums on Tuesday and Wednesday nights and not

allowing members of the Judicial board to have the night off

so they can attend.

•To campus police for not responding to a flooding problem

on Sunday. I know it's the weekend, but what are we sup

posed to do, float away?

Send your Props ami Drops to roturKla@longwoodlwc.edu.

have broken any laws or violated

our student handbook.

If I was a registered, card-

carrying member of a neo-Nazi

group, does that mean that I can't

serve on SGA or Judicial Board

or Panhellenic Council, or that

you can stop me from doing so?

No. You have no right. You can't

tell me that because I wear a cer-

tain symbol or other insignia that

designates my membership in a

group that may promote activities

and ideas that you don't agree
t

with, that I am a bad person and

not capable of effectively repre-

senting my peers. Our govern-

ment, both federal and school, is

not a tyranny. It is a democracy,

which, in case you didn't take

government in school, means that

everyone has the right to voice

their opinion and express their

ideas. Read the Constitution.

There's this little section in it la-

beled the First Amendment. I'd

also suggest that you read some

of the ancient philosophers that I

have been forced to read in po-

litical philosophy this semester.

Just this week we were discuss-

ing persecution of groups and in-

dividuals and who has the right

to decide who should be perse-

cuted and the justness ofdoing so.

May 1 suggest that you make a trip

the library for a copy of St. Au-

gustine.

See SGA p. 9

Enjoy the Good Times
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

Does anyone else feel like

this whole semester was only like

a week long? It seems every se-

mester closer to graduation goes

faster and faster. College is the

place where you should realize

that life is precious and you

should cherish every moment.

It feels like I was a fresh-

man just a few months ago. In

actuality it was two years ago.

Two years used to seem like an

eternity to me, but now I realize

that two years can go by in the

blink of an eye. So what's the

point of all of this? I just want ev-

eryone to live up their days here

at Longwood. Spend as much
time as possible with your friends.

Work is important too obviously.

That is what you are here for af-

ter all, but cherish the times spent

hanging out with friends or sitting

outside on a nice day. You don't

know when the next time will

come that you will have all of

your time to yourself, and you can

decide what to do with it.

For those of you who are

graduating, in the midst of all the

stress you are experiencing, try to

stop and realize that even though

you have been saying that you are

dying to get out of here, some of

the best times of your life were in

college. Be thankful for those

times. To everyone else, live it up

!
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NEWS& VIEWS
Tis the Weekend

PRESSRELEASE

On December 4, the 2nd

Annual Snow Ball semi-formal

dance will take place from 10

p.m. -2 a.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. This event is a collabo-

rative effort with co-sponsorship

being provided by Lancer Produc-

tions and the Hall Councils of

Curry, Frazer, Cunninghams, Col-

onnades, Cox and Wheeler.

The event will feature a

Video Disc Jockey provided by I

Am 4 Fun entertainment, playing

all your favorite music and vid-

eos. Free appetizers and drinks,

will be provided.

Students will also be able

to help out local children and have

a chance to win fabulous prizes.

By purchasing a raffle ticket ($5/

one, $15/four), each student will

be entered to win a DVD player,

CD player, VCR, Sony

Playstation, and a Color TV,

among other items. All the money
raised will be used to purchase

toys for local children's charities.

The Snow Ball is part of the

'Tis The Season Weekend being

sponsored by Lancer Productions.

The weekend starts on Friday,

December 3 with Junction, BS9,

and 1st Floor providing musical

entertainment All students are be-

ing asked to bring $ 1 or a canned

food item to be given to the

F.A.CJE.S. food pantry.

There will also be a Casino

Night on Friday night in theABC
rooms from 10 p.m.- 1 a.m. spon-

sored by S.A.D.D. The weekend

will end on Sunday with a gift

wrapping party from 3 p.m.- 5

p.m. in the Student Union Ball-

room. This will be an opportunity

for students and staff to get to-

gether and help wrap the gifts for

local charities. Food, drink and

holiday music will be provided.

Tis The Season is the last

of three Theme Weekends
planned for the fall semester," JJ

Manley, Assistant Director of the

Student Union, said. "We have

had a great success at all of these

and hope to do more in the

spring."

SEX Coot. p. 1

Mieheal's head to just

above his upper lip. After it was

in place, she had him breathe in

through his mouth and out

through bis nose. After a few

breaths, the condom began to in-

flate until there was a giant bubble

above Mieheal's head. After mis,

Falzone commented, "Girls, if

you know a guy that is bigger than

this...RUN!"

Sex Rules was a very fun

and light way to talk about rela-

tionships, sex, and contraception

issues among other things. She

even stayed afterwards to answer

any questions that students may
have had. This was a very fun and

educational event. If you didn't

see H, you definitely missed out!

The Blame Game
MIND1E WITT

Staff Writer

I realize that this paper is

full of articles about the Safety

Forum and die Deltas, but please,

bear with me. I was at the forum,

and frankly 1 was incredibly dis-

appointed that no ideas for solu-

tions were discussed.. All I saw

there was a lot of "It's their fault"

and "No, it's them."

We are college students and

adminstrators, yet nothing was

solved. I am still afraid to walk

from the Student Union to Cox
late at night; I won't walk from

Cox to Frazer, and here's the

thing- it has nothing to do with

the Deltas.

I'm not going to sit here and

tell you that I am friends with the

Deltas because I am not. I've

heard the rumors and truthfully,

I'm a little intimidated. Walking

by my building is occasionally

scary, but it's daylight and my big-

gest fear is being hut with a foot-

ball.

I am no more afraid ofdiem

than I am of anyone else. The

Deltas have become Longwood's

"Blame Game Toy." Enough is

enough. The Deltas are not the

only group of guy's on campus

who have harrassed women. Any-

one remember the construction

workers? And, really, when was

the last time you went to a party

where someone didn't hit on you?

Safety Forum Held in Ballroom
WENDY K1RKPATRICK

Opinion Editor

The Campus Safety Forum

was held Tuesday night in

the Lankford Ballroom at

6:30 p.m. Dr. Tun Pierson

led the discussion, which

was prompted by the rising

concerns of sexual harass-

ment on campus.

The forum was
scheduled after a group dis-

cussion at the Virginia

Beach Leadership Confer-

ence a few weeks ago be-

came heated over the issue

of recent allegations of

sexual harassment by men
affiliated with the unrecog-

nized organization, Delta

TauChi.

These concerns were

mentioned at Tuesday's fo-

rum, but other issues domi-

nated the discussion. Many
students were upset that crimes,

namely rape, were not reported to

the student body. Pierson ex-

plained that rapes that involved

acquaintances were not reported

because the individuals were

known and it was not necessary

for the forum argument, and a de-

finitive solution was never

reached

Other issues that surfaced

were making freshmen more

aware of the dangers of rape and

other forms of assault on college

campuses. Many felt that incom-

Photo by Anthony Colucci

ing freshmen were not presented

with real, hard-hitting facts about

rape. While College faculty and

staff took steps to make the fo-

rum a success, including arrang-

ing the chairs in a large circle and

providing paper and pencils for

students to submit their questions

and concerns anonymously if they

felt uncomfortable, the discussion

seemed ineffective. The prevail-

ing attitude of students in atten-

dance was that while there was a

lot of finger pointing and many

problems with safety were pre-

sented, no solutions were

offered. Many times ques-

tions and concerns were

voiced but never addressed

by college officials. Often,

conversation seemed to go

in circles and nothing was

accomplished. One student

made a well-received com-

ment that the administrators

who make the decisions

about campus safety do not

live on campus and do not

have to deal with these is-

sues face to face everyday.

The forum concluded

with Dustin Morris,

Wellness Center Director,

offering tips on improving

personal safety. His advice

included locking room and

suite doors, not leaving personal

belongings that have identifying

information where they might be

seen or taken, staying sober, and

taking self-defense classes. He
along with many RECs stressed

the importance of not propping

doors and being vigilant about

visitors signing in with the front

desks of residence halls.

First Response Team
KRISTINE DVDLEY

Guest Writer

Imagine that it is a cold,

winter night, and you are headed

back to your dorm after a long

meeting across campus. All of a

sudden you slip on a patch of ice.

You have sprained your ankle and

are unable to continue on with-

out medical attention.

Visions of loud sirens, a

flashing ambulance and a crew of

Prince Edward's medical techni-

cians working on your sprain fear-

ful ly race through your mind.

Fear no more, this is the kind of

medical emergency that

Longwood's First Response Team

is trained to handle.

First Response consists of

about thirty on campus students

who are qualified in CPR and

First Aid and provide emergency

care to the students, faculty and

residents of Longwood College.

The First Response pro-

gram was started two years ago

by team President and Longwood
student Bryan Jalbert, and has

since gained the support of fac-

ulty members including Dr.

Nancy Haga as Advisor, and Dr.

Gordan Van Ness as Associate

Advisor.

According to Response'

Secretary Andrew Gray, the team

has made considerable progress

since its start. "We really started

getting off the ground last fall,"

said Gray.

Gray goes on to add that

First Response golf carts can now
be seen stationed all over campus;

that there is also a fully trained

Emergency Medical Technician

in every Longwood dorm, and the

start of a new school year brought

12 new freshmen to the list of

team members.

The program is set up to

respond to all medical emergen-

cies on the Longwood campus,

both big and small; Prince Ed-

ward Emergency Technicians are

always on call.

As the team continues to

grow, new improvements could

include a 24-hour call service and

pagers for all First Response

Medical Technicians.

Do Longwood students feel

safer knowing there is a fully

trained emergency team on cam-

pus?

"I do," said student Nichole

Looney, "I know members of the

First Response Team, and I know
they take their jobs very seri-

ously."
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Lancer Productions Holds 80's Weekend
MICHELE THOMPSON

Asst. Copy Editor

This past weekend was
Lancer Production's 80's week-

end. It was a celebration of die

culture of our youth and an ex-

cuse for a fuinweekend.

It began with trivia ques-

tions that could be aquired from

your R.A. The floor that got the

most questions correct won an ice

cream party. The winner, third

floor Wheeler, was announced at

Cafe Night, which took place on

Friday night in the Lankford Ball-

room.

Cafe Night featured the

bands BS9, an on campus band,

with lead singers Rob
Blankenship and Marty Boone;

as well as Gonzo's Nose, a band

based in D.C. This was GN's first

visit to Longwood. Both bands

Photo by Anthony Colucci

played 80's cover songs along

with an occasional 90's song and

a few originals.

Students went back and

forth between the dance floor and

the refreshment table which sent

a number of pungent aromas

floating my way. One young
woman said, "This music makes

me HAPPY!" Some of the songs

played were PourSome Sugar On
Me, Livin ' on a Prayer, Hurt So

Good and Brown-eyed Girl.

The next event of the week-

end was 80's karaoke. It ended up

featuring more than just 80's mu-

sic, but the singers were excellent

and the other students helped out

by dancing on tables and chairs.

One memorable moment in the

night was when Greg Garrison, a

member of the Curry residence

life staff, was slow dancing with

himself, when suddenly another

young man jumped up and

grabbed hold of him and they be-

gan dancing together.

Throughout the night there

were many chances to win 80's

CD's by answering trivia ques-

tions such as "Who sang

Ghostbusters?" and "Which
White Snake song reached #1?"

Some students sang alone, others

in groups. Sabrina Loizides sang

Madonna's Like a Prayer, Cheryl

Olson sang Billie Myers' Kiss the

Rain, a group of four girls, includ-

ing one of the Lancer Cafe work-

ers, sang Sir Mix-a-Lot*s Baby

Got Back and two members of

Lancer Pro-

ductions sang

the inevitable

B52's Love
Shack.

N o t

many people

dressed up in

the spirit of

the weekend,

not even with

the $100
prizes to en-

tice them. In

fact, only two

students
dressed in

80's wear,

and the other

one was Cafe worker Jenessa

Decker.

The weekend was great,

and it gave students the chance to

remember why the 80*s were so

much fun (music that gave you

the uncontrollable urge to dance)

and also why we left them behind

(the makeup was so dark it took

hours to remove).

Photo by Anthony Colucci

® TOYOTA

T0Y0TA-1O1
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCING™ ALL NEW

TOYOTA B
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Starting under *10,000— About $12,000 well equipped.

THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks or\ the outside, great room or\ the \r\e\de.

Cruise the highway at 40 MP<3*...very thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve POCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 106 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all. Echo starts atjust $9,995*.

Naw fl B thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited

credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

r®TOYOTA r«olvqlu»«.«vrydqy.1 wWW.gettOyOta.COm
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CAMPUSandCOMA
Thursday Friday Saturday Sun
18th 19th

Mr. Cox
in the ABC Rooms

$1 or $0.50+1 canned

food item

@ 8:00 p.m.

w

Browse iqjt.com for Springbreak

"2000." ALL destinations offered.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted

Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

C & L Lancer

Invitational

Millersville vs.

Virginia Union

6:00 p.m.

&
Longwood vs.

Southern Virginia

8:00 p.m.

Play: Love Letters

Jarman Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

LP Film: Life

Commonwealth Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night

with Bill Krauss

in Lancer Cafe

10:00 p.m.

20th
Late Fall Open House

Opening Reception:

Made in

Virginia Holiday

Sales Exhibition

Bishop Gallery

@ 1:00 -4:00 p.m.

Book signing:

The Angel Carver

by Francis Eugene Wood
2:00 - 3:00 p.m.

C & L Lancer

Invitational:

Consolation &
Championshis

2:00 & 4:00 p.m.

Play: Love Letters

Jarman Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

DJ Dance Party

Commonwealth Ballroom

10:00 p.m.

21
Play: Lo\

Jarman A
@3:0
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IUNITYCALENDAR

i

st 22nd 3rd
Wubwkn
24th

ve Letters

uditorium

p.m.

Longwood Jazz

Ensembles Concert

Jarman Theater

7:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball

vs.

West Virginia Tech

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Film: Life

Commonwealth Ballroom

9:00 p.m.

Rotunda Newspaper

Meeting

Anyone interested?

Meet in the office, across

from the Post Office

9:00 p.m.

Oka/ tvery**e. \

Qo5("c,naW Dr.>«r

AA Meeting

Nottoway Room
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Calling all

Organiza-

tions !

!

Do you want more

people to come to your

meetings? Then e-

mail us the

information of when

and where you meet,

and we'll put it in our

calendar! Just e-mail:

rotunda®

longwood.lwc.edu

jj
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FEATURES
To Lead is to Serve

PRINCEPS

A true leader has the con-

fidence to stand alone, the cour-

age to make tough decisions and

the compassion to listen to the

needs of others. He does not set

out to be a leader, but he becomes

one by the quality of his actions

and the integrity of his intent.

Princeps believes the prin-

ciple force in the development of

civilization is progress. The key

to progress is leadership. Through

the dynamics of leadership,

progress becomes a reality.

Created in the fall of 1992,

Princeps is a secret society, which

strives to promote leadership

within the Longwood commu-
nity. The members recognize

Longwood students and organi-

zations for their outstanding lead-

ership and commitment to the

college. The black crowns on the

sidewalks around campus are a

symbol of good luck and rein-

force our presence in daily cam-

pus life.

Princeps commends stu-

dents at large who exemplify the

characteristics of our purpose by

sending them wooden sevens or

crowns. The members of the or-

ganization are a select group who
demonstrate leadership through

their involvement in co-curricular

activities within the Longwood
community.

Secrecy is a key element of

membership. Members of Prin-

ceps are not revealed until gradu-

ation where they can be identified

by wearing a red sash with a gold

seven embroidered upon them.

The members of Princeps

would like to commend
Collonades Hall Council and Dr.

David Carkenord for their out-

standing devotion and commit-

ment to our campus. Your char-

acter and devotion parallel our

mission at Longwood College.

Please send any comments

or questions to the Princeps cam-

pus mailbox #2949.

We Remain, 7

To lead is to Serve.

Book Review: Jimmy Buffett

Where 's Joe Merchant?
JASONNORMAN

Staff Writer

What do Frank Bamma, a

down on his luck sea pilot; Trevor

Cane, a lost soul searching for

herself; Joe Merchant, a dead rock

star; Desdemona, a crazy 'ole hip-

pie; Colonel Adrian Cairo, a de-

mented war ren-

egade and Charlie

Fabian, a mysterious

man who no one

knows, all have in

common? They act

out a crazy tale of ad-

venture, lies and love

in Jimmy Buffett's

novel Where is Joe

Merchant?, his

strangest tale to date.

You will go on a wild ride

throughout the Caribbean with

those characters and others if you

read this book.

The basic plot of the tale is

that Trevor Cane comes back to

Key West after many years of liv-

ing in New Orleans. She reunites

with her old lover Frank Bama.

but there is more to the story than

what is revealed. Trevor Cane's

mother mysteriously commits

suicide the same way her brother,

Joe Merchant, did. Trevor comes

back to the Caribbean to find out

what is happening to her family.

What happens next is a

roller coaster ride. Throughout the

tale there are jumps

from one setting to

\ the next, leaving the

reader to wonder,

when and where is

this tale going to

come together?

--) Buffett does a

wonderful job of

keeping the reader

guessing at what is

going to happen next. He builds

the plot throughout the novel and

does an excellent job of building

the characters' personalities. One
actually believes that he or she is

on the seaplane flying over the

Caribbean with Frank Bama, in a

secret Caribbean jungle with

Colonel Adrian Cairo or on the

Cosmic Muffin with Desdemona.

Bill Fiege Speaks His Mind
JASONNORMAN

Staff Writer

For those ofyou who do not

know who Bill Fiege is, you

should be ashamed of yourselves.

No, I'm just kidding, this college

is big and knowing everyone is

impossible. However, everyone

should try to get to know who Bill

Fiege is.

To start off, Bill Fiege is a

graduate of Longwood College

class of '94. He is the forensics

coach and director. Under the

leadership of Bill Fiege,

Longwood's forensics team won
many awards and put fear into the

hearts of its opponents. Up until

this year, he also taught public

speaking classes herer

This year Bill Fiege has a

new job here at Longwood. He is

the Assistant Director ofAlumni

Relations. When I interviewed

him on Thursday, we talked about

his new job. Fiege said he loves

his new job. He does many things

with alumni relations such as plan

regional events and work with

travel programs.

Don't worry troubled stu-

dents, although Fiege has taken a

new job and new responsibilities,

he still works with Mortar Board,

and Ambassadors and he still

coaches the forensics team.

We also talked about

Longwood itself and where the

school was headed. Fiege said he

believes that Longwood is headed

in the right direction.

"Longwood's core values are still

the same as they were when I was

here," Fiege says. He believes that

Longwood is still the school of

opportunity if one takes advan-

tage of it.

I asked Fiege what he

thinks about the expanded growth

expected for Longwood. He likes

it; even with expanded growth

Longwood will still be small, in-

timate environments withprofes-

sors will still exist and Longwood

will still have opportunity for

those who are willing to take it.

Interview with Dr. James Jordan
KR/STINE DUDLEY

Staff Writer

My search for an individual

well-versed in the history of

Longwood College led me to Dr.

James Jordan. In his many years

as a professor ofAnthropology at

the college, Jordan has carried out

numerous programs of field re-

search at historic sites within

Farmville. While he is making it

a goal to help both Longwood and

Farmville residents remember the

past few centuries of the place

they call home, Jordan explains

in this interview why remember-

ing the past is so important.

Q. How long have you been

teaching at Longwood College?

A. I was hired on April

Fool's Day of 1978, and began

teaching on August 23, the first

day of classes.

Q. What are some of the

most important changes that you

have observed since you first be-

gan teaching at Longwood?

A. It hasn't changed all that

much since 1978, maybe a few

new computers, new buildings

and more faculty. The spirit, the

heart and the gut are still the same.

Q. What are some of the

most important aspects of

Longwood's history that you think

students should know about?

A. That Longwood was the

first college in the Common-
wealth of Virginia for the train-

ing and education of females. For

many years this place was the

heart and soul for teachers to be-

come teachers. Farmville has

reached out and affected all of

Virginia. Longwood has been able

to exert an influence on who Vir-

ginians are that we just don't ap-

preciate, and I wish people would

say it more often.

Q. What kinds ofprograms

do you hold for the students and

faculty on Longwood's history?

A. For the 150th anniver-

sary of Farmville I did a lecture

"They All Called It Home" on the

last 8,000 years of Farmville, VA,

but it's the students themselves

who are really interested. They
brought in artifacts that have a lot

of history with the college.

Q. Why do you think that

Longwood's history is so impor-

tant?

A. So that we don't have the

chance to easily assume that we
did it all ourselves, and so that we
don't lose sight of those who did

their bit. They were the bridge

builders. Knowing the history re-

moves the feeling that the past is

over and done with, it's still alive

and well inside us.

Q. What kinds ofprograms

are available for Longwood stu-

dents to become involved in its

history?

A. Students interested

should get involved through the

Archeology Field School.

Q. What sorts of things

have remained the same since the

school first opened in 1839, if

any?

A. Well, the college and the

town have always gotten along.

After the Civil War, the families

couldn't afford the costs of room

and board, so the townsfolk took

the daughters in to send to

Longwood. It began in 1839 that

the town and kids got along. Even

today Longwood organizations

do things for the town of

Farmville, at most other colleges

that doesn't go on.

Q. What kinds of historical

programs would you like to see

added to the Longwood curricu-

lum?

A. No programs in a class-

room, when ifs not forced on you,

it grows on you, You see it your-

self. My wish is that every stu-

dent would accidentally come
into contact with the past.

Q. What are some of the

changes that you can foresee hap-

pening to Longwood College and

what do you think about them?

A. The student increase to

5,500, that's going to be a remark-

able change. Longwood is still the

right size. I'm able to see every-

one just about every day. When
that changes, we're not a hunting

and gathering band anymore.

We're no longer a community, a

family. We're a bigger group, and

something irretrievable has been

lost.
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Deep

rifougHtS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

•How does the person who drives the snowplow get to work in
the morning?

If you're in a vehicle going the speed of light, what happens
when you turn on the headlights?

•An unbreakable toy is useful for breaking other toys.

•A closed mouth gathers no feet.

•Good health is merely the slowest possible rate at which one can
die.

•It's not hard to meet expenses...they're everywhere.
Definition of Jury: Twelve people who determine which client

has the better attorney.

The only difference between a rut and a grave is the depth.

•I don't have an attitude problem. You have a perception

problem.

•I love deadlines. I especially like the whooshing sound they

make as they go flying by.

Columnist's Note: If yon have any "Deep Thoughts" of
your own, please e-mail them to kmrock@longwood.Iwc.edu

Movie Review:

The Blair Witch Project

JAMIE TURNER
Copy Editor

By now everyone has prob-

ably heard of The Blair Witch

Project or seen the so-called

movie. I, on the other hand wish

that I hadn't. I walked into the

movie theater thinking it was go-

ing to be a scary movie. Boy, was

I wrong.

Once the movie began and

I figured out that the entire movie

was on a stupid camcorder I just

wanted to walk out of the theatre

and say,"what a joke". But the

story kept going and going and

just got stupider by the minute.

First of all who would go

and chase some stupid witch?

And who would throw away the

only source of direction that they

had? Who would believe such a

stupid legend? The whole movie

was just a joke!

The characters were noth-

ing but annoying and aggravating.

They just didn't make sense. The

whole movie made no sense. So

in my opinion, don't waste your

money; save it for a real movie

that's worth your time and is ac-

tually interesting.

SGA Com. p. 3

You might learn someming.

To the individuals who in-

voluntarily had their names re-

moved from the SGA ballots, I

would like to apologize to you,

although I had nothing to do with

this decision. You have been

treated unfairly and your rights

have been violated, and if I were

you, I'd get a lawyer.

To Dr. Pierson, I'd like to

ask you to stop telling that same

old story about Dr. Cormier miss-

ing a VA Tech football game to

put sprinklers in the high rises.

That's wonderful, and we all

agree that Dr. Cormier and other

administrators have done wonder-

ful things for this college. How-

ever, this decision was the worst

I've seen in my four years here.

So please stop tooting her horn

because that lovely little anecdote

will not change our minds about

the injustice she just did to the

students who pay her salary. It

would be nice if you would re-

member that you are not getting

paid to promote Dr. Cormier. Your

job title is Dean of Students and

that means you are here to defend

us and our rights.

Music Review: 311 Returns

With Soundsystem
SUSAN STEFFENHAGEN

Guest Writer

With 6 albums and over 5

million records sold, 3 1 1 has been

a smash hit with

people across the

United States since

the band was

formed in 1991.

This Nebraska na-

tive band, com-
prised of 5 members

(Nick Hexum—vo-

cals and guitar, Tim

Mahoney—guitar,

SA Martinez—vo-

cals and turntables,

Chad Sexton

—

drums and P-Nut

—

bass), took the US
by storm with their

first tour in 1993

with the release of

their first album
Music. This began

the loyal following

of 311 fans that

would soon increase the band's

popularity. In 1 996, their fan base

exploded tremendously with the

release of their self-tided album

311. The First single off the album,

"Down," skyrocketed to # 1 on the

Billboard Modern Rock Radio

Chart and "All Mixed Up" was

soon to follow when it reached

#2. This album has been their

most successful, having gone

triple-platinum and sold over 3

million copies. After a year of

hard work and determination,

3 1 1 , on October 1 2, 1 999, released

their newest album Soundsystem.

This album is a collection of new
songs that have basically the same

styles as their pre-

vious albums but

are more geared to-

wards the hard rock

aspect of music

than any other.

I have re-

cently listened to

the album and love

it. The single

"Come Original,"

that can be heard on

the radio now,

keeps up with the

31 1 sound along

with a few added

twists along the

way. And with such

songs as "Livin* &
Rockin" and "Evo-

lution;" this band

will probably see

another several

million record sales in the future.

All I have to say is about that is,

keep up the good work, boys,

cause you are on a roll.

Allison Beasley: RA Extraordinaire
JASON NORMAN

Guest Writer

Allison Beasley is a Resi-

dent Advisor on third floor Curry.

We talked about being an R.A.

and what that entails in our inter-

view.

Beasley is a junior, an edu-

cation major, and a member of

Alpha Delta Pi. Her hometown is

Suffolk, Virginia. We talked in

depth about what is involved in

being an R.A. She told me that

her freshman R.A. influenced her

in her decision to become an R.A.

The freshman transition

period is hard on freshmen; my
R.A. helped me out and I want to

do that for others."

"Being an R.A. offered

many opportunities in the school

that would not have been there if

I were not an R.A. It offers lead-

ership opportunities; I take an ac-

tive role in residence life and I am
on committees that try to make

residence life easier." Beasley

likes to share in the Longwood

experience and make an impact

on the lives of her residents.

Throughout the process of

becoming an R.A., Beasley took

the process in stride. In order to

become an R.A., one has to go

through many interviews with

REC's and other R.A.'s. "The

whole process is very open. The

people interviewing me made me
feel very comfortable."

Then there is the difficult

part of confronting people under

the influence. Even though this is

her first year, she has already had

to confront students. Beasley says

the main thing to do is to stay

calm. She also said that the other

R.A.'s are more than willing to

help out when certain situations

occur.

Beasley 's sorority has also

helped her in learning the ropes

of being an R.A. "My sisters are

very understanding. Because

there are many sisters in my so-

rority; they understand that my
job comes first, and they don't put

me in any awkward situations."

Being an R.A. has its nega-

tives though. It takes up a lot of

Beasley *s time. "Being an R.A.

takes a lot of dedication and sac-

rifice. R.A.'s have a social repu-

tation to uphold and we have to

live up to the standards other stu-

dents set for us."

There are many more posi-

tives to being an R.A., though.

"Being an R.A. puts me in the

Longwood experience which out-

weighs any bad thing about be-

ing an R.A. After people gradu-

ate they can remember that I was

one of the first people that helped

freshmen get involved in

Longwood."

Beasley also loves getting

to know others. "The students liv-

ing on my hall are great people. I

was a little scared when I learned

that my first year I would have

fraternity guys living on my hall,

but they turned out to be great

guys."

Being an R.A. has also pre-

pared Beasley for life after she

graduates. "Being an R.A. has

taught me social skills, how to

build communities, leadership

skills and how to confront people.

It has also taught me how to build

bulletin boards for my education

major."
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Basketball Team Has High Hopes for '99 Season
SPORTS INFORMATION

The 1999-2000 Longwood
College women's basketball

team will enter this season with

four out of five returning start-

ers from last year's squad, one

that finished 16-11 overall, and

12-6 in the NCAA Division II

Carolinas- Virginia Athletic Con-

ference (CVAC). The '98-'99

squad finished third during the

CVAC regular season and earned

a spot in the CVAC Tournament

Quarterfinals. Veteran head

coach Shirley Duncan and her

squad completed their sixth con-

secutive winning season (117-

53) and have won 65 of 77

CVAC contests since formation

of the conference in 1995.

The returning starters con-

sist of two seniors, one junior,

and one sophomore. The seniors

include Kali Brown and Jill

Younce. Brown, a 5-8 guard/for-

ward, started all 27 games last

year, averaged 14.6 ppg. and 6.9

rpg. and led the team in assists

with 113 and steals with 65.

Younce, a 5-10 guard/forward,

started 26 games last season and

led the Lancers in scoring with

16.0 ppg. and three-point field

goals with 75. Brown and

Younce each earned 2nd-team

All-CVAC honors last season.

Additionally, Younce was named

to the Virginia Sports Informa-

tion Directors (VaSID) College

Division II All-State Ist-team,

while Brown earned 2nd-team

honors.

"Kali and Jill are expected

to lead this team," said Duncan.

"Kali is a tremendous competi-

tor who plays with a lot of heart.

Jill is a highly-skilled player who
can score almost at will."

The Lancers other twp re-

turning starters are junior

Demietre Price, and sophomore

Jill Maholtz. Price, a 6-1 center,

started all 27 games and aver-

aged 10.9 ppg. and 8.7 rpg. Price

led the team in blocks with 26.

Maholtz, a 5-6 guard, started 16

of 27 games last season and av-

eraged 4.5 ppg., and 2.0 rpg.

"Demietre has really blos-

somed," said Duncan. If she can

go 100%, she can establish her-

self as a major force in the con-

ference. Jill posseses excellent

passing skills. We want to uti-

lize those skills more this sea-

son.

Other returning players in-

clude senior Terri Williams,

sophomores Jamie Beale,

Lindsey Peavey, and Jessica

Roy-Harrison, along with

redshirt freshman Dana Brittle.

Williams, a 5-10 forward/

center, played in 17 games last

season averaging 8.1 ppg. and

1 .6 rpg. Beale, a 5-2 guard, par-

ticipated in all 27 games last sea-

son, started in seven games and

contributed 4.9 ppg. and 1 .6 rpg.

Peavey, a 5-9 guard/forward,

played in 26 games and added

1.7 ppg. and 1.3 rpg., while fel-

low teammate Roy-Harrison, a

6-1 center, contributed 2.0 ppg.

Senior Jill Younce

Senior Kali Brown

and 1 .6 rpg. in 20 games. Brittle,

a 5-5 guard, received a medical

redshirt and sat out last season

due to a leg injury.

The freshman class has a lot

of talent. "This class is really

exciting," said Duncan. "This is

assistant coach Craig Woods'

first recruiting class and I feel he

has done an outstanding job with

this class. Some of these players

were recruited by Division I

schools and we're very fortunate

to get them here."

The newcomers include

Leigh Farmer, Angel Johnson,

Tia Richardson, and Natalie

Turner.

Farmer, a 6-2 center, is a

force inside and has great touch

on the ball, according to Duncan.

Johnson, a 5-10 guard/forward,

led her high school team to a

District Championship her se-

nior year. "Angel is a wonder-

ful athlete that loves to play de-

fense," said Duncan. "She runs

the floor well and will make her

mark not only on the team, but

also in the conference."

Richardson, 5-9 center, is a

great all-around athlete who
helped lead Centennial HS in

Maryland to a County Champi-

onship title as a senior and a

State Championship appearance

as a sophomore. "Tia is a major

force inside," said Duncan. "She

is a wonderful rebounder and a

ferocious defender." Turner, a 5-

6 guard, is a very versatile ath-

lete according to Duncan.

"Natalie does a great job pass-

ing and is an excellent outside

scorer," added the coach.

According to Duncan, "De-

fense is critical for all of these

freshmen. They have to play

good defense to get minutes on

the court."

"We are a very young team,"

explained Duncan. "However, I

think we'll be a stronger team

than last year."

Longwood will take on a

tough non-conference schedule

again that includes Division I

High Point (NC), Pennsylvania

State Athletic Conference

(PSAC) teams Millersville (PA),

Shippensburg (PA), and West

Chester (PA). High Point, a

former CVAC member, is now a

member of the Big South Con-

ference, while Shippensburg de-

feated CVAC member Belmont

Abbey (NC) and reached the

Division U Sweet Sixteen fast

year. Millersville and West

Chester are always strong from

the PSAC. The Pennsylvania

schools are all in the East Region

along with the Lancers.

Longwood will open its sea-

son hosting the eighth annual

C&L/Lancer Invitational tourna-

ment in Lancer Hall November
19-20. Millersville and Virginia

Union will start the tournament

off at 6 p.m. The Lancers open

their season against Southern

Virginia at 8 p.m. The consola-

tion round will start at 2 p.m. and

championship will be played at

4 p.m. on November 20.

Women's Soccer Team Ends Season in Massachusets
SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood dropped a 3-2 de-

cision at Assumption (MA) No-

vember 1 1 during a first-round

match of the 1999 ECAC Divi-

sion II Women's Soccer Cham-
pionship. The Lancers with head

coach Todd Dyer '93 have con-

cluded their season with a final

record of 1 4-5- 1 , including a run-

ner-up finish during the CVAC
regular-season, while making
their second-straight post-season

appearance in the prestigious

ECAC Championship. Long-

wood is 30-10-2 over the past

two seasons, a winning percent-

age of .738%.

At Assumption, the #5 seed

Lancers and the #4 seed Grey-

hounds battled to a scoreless first

half before the hosts took the

narrow 3-2 victory. LC got sec-

ond-half goals from freshmen

midfielder Brooke Cooper and

forward Rigel Lockett. Adding

assists for the Lancers were jun-

ior forward Erin Hirschi and

sophomore forward Melodie

Massey, while junior keeper

Amy Kennedy made 10 saves

during the closely-played con-

test.

Hirschi led Longwood in

scoring this season with 1 3 goals

and six assists for 32 points

(1.68). Hirschi was followed by

Cooper (8g, 7a, 23p, 1.21),

Lockett (6g, la, 13p, 0.81), jun-

ior midfielder Amanda
Stombaugh (5g, 6a, 16p, 0.80),

senior midfielder Claudia Watt

(6g, la, 13p, 0.72), freshman

defender Brandi Barfield (4g, 5a,

1 3p, 0.68), Massey (4g, 5a, 13p,

0.65), and senior sweeper Angela

Snyder (5g, 2a, 12p, 0.60). The

Lancers outscored their oppo-

nents 65-15 this year, including

an incredible 36-2 margin dur-

ing the opening half.

Longwood established or

tied 10 team and individual

school-records this season. Indi-

vidually, Hirschi became the

school's new career scoring

leader with a record 33 goals and

1 1 assists for 77 career points.

Stombaugh equaled the record

for career assists with 15 total,

including six this fall. Kennedy

has lowered the career goals

against average record to 0.94

with a record 25 career shutouts,

including a record 11 this season,

adding a career record 306 saves.

The Lancers scored a record 65

goals during '99, tying records

with 10 goals against Concord

and 1 1 season shutouts.

Longwood could return as

many as 16 players to next year's

squad as the Lancers only gradu-

ate four players from the team.
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Men's Basketball Looks for Strong Leadership

from New Head Coach Mike Leeder
SPORTS INFORMATION

JAMIE TURNER
Sports Writer

Longwood College enters its

1999-2000 NCAA Division U
men's basketball campaign with

a new coaching staff that has in-

fused a renewed work ethic and

attitude, along with an accompa-

nying sense of excitement to the

program. First-year Lancer head

coach Mike Leeder, and first-

year assistant coach Marc
Hostetter, each have Division II

National Championship experi-

ence on their respective resumes.

They'll try to utilize that experi-

ence to help turn around a team

that Finished 8-19 overall a year

ago, including a 6-12 record in

the Carolinas-Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC), with six

returning lettermen and seven

talented newcomers.

"A main reason in this

year's success is going to be

Head Coach, Mike Leeder. One
word to describe him DY-
NAMIC! Pre-season condition-

ing was a hardcore workout for

the team every single day.

Within the first minute of their

workout every player on the

team had mounds of sweat

streaming down their faces.

Leeder gave them encourage-

ment, enthusiasm, and a will to

work harder not only for the

team but also for themselves.

This season is definitely going

to be quite a turn around. "We

work hard every day in practice,

but every team has their ups and

downs," said forward Issac

Lantry.

The men's basketball team

has been practicing six days a

week to prepare for the new sea-

son. They have been working

hard on their offensive and de-

fensive skills and concentrating

mainly on their "help" defense.

At each practice every member
of the team puts forth a great ef-

fort and pushes their teammates

as well. The scrimage and the

exhibiton game helped the men
find out what their weaknesses

were, so that in practice they

could work on them to prepare

for the first contest.

Coach Leeder has made such

an impact on the team. He
pushes them hard to concentrate

on their game and to do their

best. He is also very encourag-

ing. He provides such a burst of

enthusiasm at each practice. If

Senior Jay Louden
anyone has talked with one of die

members of the team, I'm sure

that you have noticed the posi-

tive feeling that each one has

about the season and how the

basketball program has changed.

"I have noticed a big change in

the men this year. They always

have something positive to say

Wrestling Squad

SPORTS INFORMTAION

Longwood traveled to the

North Carolina-Pembroke Clas-

sic November 12-13 and brought

home first, third, and fourth-

place medals. The Lancers will

open their dual-meet season

when they travel to me Ander-

son (SC) Duals November 21.

LC will lake on host Anderson

(SC), Carson-Newman (TN),

Cumberland (KY), and

Cumberland (TN). Action begins

at 1 p.m.

At the North Carolina-Pem-

broke Classic, junior Aaron Bra-

dley (5-0), while wrestling un-

attached, earned a lst-place fin-

ish by defeating Brett Owen of

Shippensburg 1-0 in the 1491b

final. Bradley is just the second

Lancer wrestler to win a title at

Pembroke. At 174 pounds, fresh-

man Ben Summerlin (7-1) was

the only wrestler in the tourna-

ment to successfully wrestle

back and win seven consectutive

matches, winning 19-8 for 3rd-

and they are much more enthu-

siastic man before," said soccer

player Becky Taylor.

They've been working and

practicing very, very hard," said

Leeder. "We're going to try to

play up-and-down the floor and

get a lot of people involved. I

think we'll be exciting to watch

this year."

Among the returning play-

ers, LC features a pair of tal-

ented senior starters in big 6-8,

274-pound center Jon Hughes,

a second-team AU-CVAC selec-

tion a year ago when he aver-

aged a team-best 15.6 ppg. and

6.9 rpg., and explosive 6-3 for-

ward Lee Farrior. Farrior, a pre-

season Ail-American last year,

had a disappointing campaign

during 1998-99 with averages

of 12.1 ppg. and 3.9 rpg.

"They both want to be part

of a winning situation," ex-

plained Leeder. "They have

each worked extremely hard

during preseason. They want to

improve and they want to leave

here knowing that they've

helped turn this program

around."

Two juniors return in start-

ing high-flying 6-3 forward Jay

Louden and 6-1 guard Umar
Bowers. Louden enjoyed his

finest seasonal effort as a

Lancer with numbers of 10.3

ppg. and 5.4 rpg. a year ago,

while Bowers provided depth at

the guard position.

"I think you'll see some re-

ally nice things out of both Jay

and Umar this year," said

Leeder.

Also back are sophomores

Zech Boyd, a 6-6, 23 1 -pound cen-

ter, and Landa Martin/Spencer-

Magna Vista HS, a 6-4, 204-

pound forward. Leeder says

Boyd pushes Hughes everyday in

practice and has a really bright fu-

ture, while Martin is one of the

most athletic players on the team.

The newcomers include se-

nior 5-8 guard Germaine Will-

iams, juniors 6-2 guard B.J.

Buford, 6-5 forward Isaac Lartey,

and 6-4 forward Kawaune
Rawiings, sophomore 6-2 guard

Mitch Mathis, along with fresh-

men 5- 1 1 guard Tim Gardiner and

6-3 guard Jay Patrick. Buford, a

transfer student from Kentucky

State, and Lartey, who is rejoin-

ing the program following a year

away from school, become eli-

gible after the first semester.

Senior Lee Farrior

Lartey averaged 10.4 ppg. and 5.0

rpg. during the 1997-98 season.

Mathis joins the team from

Seward (KS) County Junior Col-

lege, Gardiner was an All-Region

and District 'Player of the Year'

at Herndon High in northern Vir-

ginia last year, while Williams,

Rawiings, and Patrick are each

walk-on additions to the team.

"Tim has a chance to con-

tribute right away as a freshman

and that's pretty special," ex-

plained Leeder. "Mitch is a

physical guard who should be a

good defender and rebounder for

us."

Leeder says he is really

looking forward to getting

Buford and Lartey eligible at

Christmas. They'll add some

needed depth as Lartey can play

inside or out, and is a very skilled

player who just knows how to

play the game. Buford is another

physical guard, a good ball han-

dler who can defend and shoot it

really well.

The coach adds that Patrick

has been a pleasant surprise and

should contribute right away,

while Williams and Rawiings

each earned their way onto the

team and will provide depth

throughout the season.

Longwood was picked to

finish seventh in the 12 team

CVAC, according to the pre-

season coaches poll. "1 like to

think we're better than that (sev-

enth)," said Leeder. "I want us

to be the hardest-working team

in the league and I think that

we'll overcome some deficien-

cies we might have in talent.

One thing Leeder and

Hostetter will guarantee, how-

ever, is that the Lancers will play

hard for 40 minutes each time

out. The rest, they hope, will

take care of itself. The first home

game of the Lancers is Novem-

ber 23, against West Virginia

Tech. Tip off time is 7:30 p.m.

with Four Medals in First Tourney
place. Summerlin's only loss

was his first match to the #1

seed and eventual champion.

Junior Shawn Hutchison (3-1)

earned a 4th-place medal at 197.

Hutchison won a hard-fought 7-

6 victory in the wrestleback

semifinal before forfeiting the

third-place final due to an in-

jury.

Others who participated at

UNC-Pembroke includedjunior

Jon Tanaka (2-2), and sopho-

more Larry Haynes (3-2) at 133,

freshman Barry Brewton (2-2)

at 14 1 , freshman Dave Fuqua (2-

2) at 157, freshmen Zane

Harshman (3-2), Justin Miller (0-

2), and Craig Spruill (3-2) at 165,

freshman Justin Hoffman ( I -2) at

184, senior Kris Lucas (1-2) and

freshman Todd Leek (3-2) at

heavey weight.

Following the Anderson

(SC) Duals, Longwood will host

its first home dual meet of the

season against Anderson (SC) and

Cumberland (TN) on Saturday,

December 4. Action begins at 12

p.m.

SENIOR BEAU
DICKERSON
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Love Letters Coming to Longwood
PRESSRELEASE

" Will you help me go down

and get the milk and cookies dur-

ing recess?"

"I will ifyou don r ask me
to marry you again.

"

In this age of computerized

voice mail, email and faxes, we
sometimes forget the special qual-

ity of an old-fashioned letter

—

something that is hand written and

that can be cherished for years.

Nevertheless, the hand-

written letter is an endangered

species. The anticipation of wait-

ing at the mailbox for a letter is

something that has now become

a part of our heritage rather than

our custom.

Longwood Theatre will

present Love Letters, by A.R.

Gumey, in Jarman Auditorium or

November 19 and 20, at 8 p.m.

and on November 21, at 3 p.m.

The play is the story of the

relationship and romance ofAn-

drew Makepeace Ladd and his

sweetheart from childhood, Mel-

issa Gardener. Their lifelong cor-

respondence begins with birthday

party thank you notes and sum-

mer camp postcards and contin-

ues through boarding school, col-

lege years and married life.

As Andrew and Melissa

read their letters, what is created

is an evocative, touching, funny

and always telling pah" of charac-

ter studies. What is implied is of-

ten more revealing and meaning-

ful than what is actually written.

The Longwood Theatre

production of Love Letters fea-

tures Bruce Speas as Andrew and

Cathy Easton as Melissa. Tony

Hardin is scenic designer, cos-

tumes are by Part Ness and the

play is directed by Gene Muto.

Tickets may be purchased

in advance or at the door. For

more information, call the Jarman

Box Office at 395-2474 on Tues-

days through Fridays, between 3

and 5 p.m. This production is rec-

ommended for mature audiences.

Discrimination on Campus?
MELISSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief

"This Letter is to advise

and inform you that given your af-

filiation with the Delta group—not

recognized by Longwood and by

the national group—it is not

posssiblefor yom to run or serve

as a Student Government leader

and officer. Membership in this

unrecognized group eliminates

youfrom serving in an official and

recognized Longwood College

capacity.

As you realize, the College

in no way supports the Delta

group. Therefore, the College

cannot have students who choose

to be a part ofthe Deltas running

for SGA offices. The Deltas are

not an official part ofLongwood

and individual membership and

campus service cannot be and is

not recognized *

This is the tetter that four

Deltas (Bruce Morgan, Jonathan

Tanaka, Jerico Slavin, and Jason

Davis) received from Phyllis

Mabk, the Vice President for Stu-

dent Affair's, informing them as to

why they were not allowed to run

for offices.

First of all, if the Deltas are

not recognized as a group, why
are they stall called the Deltas in

this letter? By naming them that,

it pretty much calls them an or-

ganization. Bruce Morgan made

an interesting statement, "We are

not recognized as a group until

someone wants to punish us; then

we are suddenly considered a

group."

Second, if an individual

wants to run for office, it

shouldn't matter what clubs they

are part of. You are voting for an

individual, not their organization.

It is wrong to discriminate against

someone because of an organiza-

tion. How does being a Delta au-

tomatically deny one to run for an

office? Deltas are tuition-paying

students, just like the rest of us.

Does this mean that ifLongwood

doesn't agree with any particular

organization, they will refuse

them the right to run for office?

Granted, there was a decision to

let the men vote, but it still does

not correct what happened.

I understand that the Del-

tas at the very least have a "bad

boy" reputation on this campus.

This does not mean that an indi-

vidual represents the group's be-

liefs. Jonathan Tanaka gave his

perspective on this issue. "There

are always the bad people in an

organization, but that does not

mean that the whole group is

bad."

When running for office,

the individual is supposed to be

looked at, not the group. We are

students before anything else. I

think that these men were treated

unfairly by the administration and

that they deserve a huge apology.

Each person has a right to

run for office and vote for offic-

ers. This is a basic constitutional

right that applies to EVERYONE
not just a select few.

I sat down with Bruce

Morgan, Jonathan Tanaka, Jason

Davis, and Jerico Slavin to dis-

cuss the election and many of the

issues that they have had to deal

with over the past few days. I was

very surprised at what I found.

First of all, they were very polite

and I was very impressed by how
they carried themselves. I had

only heard the negative things

about the Deltas, but there are also

many negative things that happen

to them.

For instance, when a man
joins the Deltas, a letter is sent

home to his parents (even though

he is a legal adult) telling them

that their son is a part of a "ren-

egade" of "gang" group that is not

recognized by the campus. I find

this to be ridiculous. This is just

one of the things that can happen

simply from being a part of the

group.

I also asked the four if they

felt that they were discriminated

against. Their answers were

mixed, but the general thought

was that it depended on the per-

son. For a place that prides itself

on being anti-discriminatory, to

refuse someone the right to run

for office is as close to discrimi-

nation as ok can get. I think it is

terrible that mserirnination is even

considered an option in any place.

I hope that this situation teaches

us all something.

UN Conference at ASU
JUSTIN A. FREEMAN

Guest Writer

Longwood 's Political Sci-

ence Club attended Appalachian

State University's annual Model

United Nations Conference on

November 6 and 7. The club won

two awards at the two-day con-

ference, including Best Delega-

tion and an Honorable Mention.

Model United Nations,

which was founded in 1989, pro-

vides students with "high-quality

and professionally run simula-

tions" of United Nations sessions.

The Political Science

club represented The Gambia, the

United States, and Canada at the

simulated session of the Security

Council. The topics of discussion

included the Kashmir border dis-

pute between Pakistan and India,

and the nuclear capability of

North Korea.

The conference was con-

cluded by an awards ceremony

where Jeremy Barrington, Justin

Freeman, and Sam Wood took

home the best delegation award

for their representation ofCanada.

Caleb Dobbs, Dominic Farley,

and Bryce Stonikinis received an

honorable mention for their por-

trayal of The Gambia.

Picture of the Week:

Vandalism on

Campus

Photo by Lorien MacAuley

Lorien MacAuley 's car was vandalized last week. Someone
felt the need to put many cut up and extremely rotten fish on

MacAuley's car. She received a call from Campus Police telling her

to remove the flab.

No official reason was given nor was the person found.

MacAuley believes that someone put the fish on the car because she

is the president ofThe Unity Alliance. There have also been multiple

reports of other types of vandalism on campus.

Bikes in front of the highrises had their wheels bent up. There

is also the continuing (and immature) comments that people place

on flyers all over campus.
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New Dining Hall Set to Open in January
WENDY KIRKPATRICK

Opinion Edior

Longwood's new dining

hall will be ready for business at

the start of next semester, A tour

given by Mike

L y s a g h t ,

showed some
work left to be

done, but he is

adamant that the

new building

will be open be-

fore classes start

in January.

The new
$7.9 million fa-

cility will fea-

ture two lines

into the serving

area with a card

scanner at each

entry to provide

for quick, easy access. A large

servery will provide many
choices, such as a pasta bar, grill

works, deli, a bar that will feature

vegetarian, vegan, and Treat Your-

self Right cuisine, and the usual

hot meals typical in Blackwell.

Perhaps the best feature is the new

dining hall hours. Doors will day.

open at 7: 1 5 a.m. and will remain

open until 7 p.m. Lysaght is not

sure how many of the serving bars

will remain open the entire day,

however areas like the grill and .

Photo by Allison Beverley

deli, and also the cereal and salad

bars will probably be included.

Having such a variety of foods

all in the same location will cause

the hot meal menu to be modi-

fied. It will include new items be-

cause foods such as hamburgers

and pizza will be offered every-

Seating will also be differ-

ent. Students can sit in the Arcade,

which is the curved area at the

back of the building, at smaller,

more intimate tables. This area is

intended to be less

formal than

Blackwell and

will have televi-

sions that will

braodcast the Col-

lege Television

Network as well

as student organi-

zations ' an-

nouncements.
Banners will also

be hung on the

walls in mis area.

A more formal

area is also avail-

able for students

who prefer not to

watch TV while they eat Faculty

and staff will have a separate room

downstairs to eat in, if they

choose. The room seats 60, and

will be open Monday- Friday for

lunch.

See DINING p. 4

Cox Jox Defeat Faculty Team
ANGELA CLARK

Guest Writer

ing the faculty team!

This event, held as a ben-

On December 2nd

Delta Psi Kappa, the hon-

orary fraternity for

HPERD, sponsored a Vol-

leyball War that placed 10

student teams against 22

faculty and staff members.

For most of the nigjk& the

faculty proved that they

were able to hold their own,

defeating student teams

with scores as high as 15-

0,15-2, and 1 5-4. However,

in the end the students proved vic-

torious wim the Cox Jox defeat-

efit for F.A.C.E.S. (Farmville

Area Community Emergency

Services), proved to be a success.

Along with all involved having a

good time, almost 50 items

of food were collected in

addition to enough money

to purchase almost 500

pounds of food. This food

wUl go a long way in pro-

viding food for those in

need.

Delta Psi Kappa
would like to thank all of

those who participated. We
have received such good

responses from the partici-

pants that this could turn into an

event!

Summer Courses to

Offer Study Abroad in

England and France
GEORGE LANUM

Assl. Features Editor

Are you interested in tak-

ing a wonderful trip to England

and France and getting college

Credit for it? Do you have an in-

terest in the Legend of King

Arthur and the Knights of the

Round Table? If so, we have the

experience for you.

During the second summer
session 2000, Dr. Carolyn Craft,

Professor of English, and Dr.

Raymond Cormier, Visiting Pro-

fessor of French, will be co-in-

structing English 431/531 and

French 495/520.

The class enrollment is lim-

ited to 24 students. This class is a

course in Arthurian Literature and

will count for three credits.

The course content wUl in-

clude early medieval Arthurian

legends and myths, readings, dis-

cussions and films, as well as a

daily "Round Table" luncheon in

Longwood's sew dining hall.

The didactk phase will be-

gin on June 19 and continue

through June 28. English students

will focus on Malory and one

modern Arthurian work and

French students will read three

principle books on the subject in

English and two more in modern

French.

On June 29, the class will

depart for London on a 12-day

or of sites linked to Arthurian

Legends. The class will visit Win-

the Round Table; Glastonbury to

see the tomb of Arthur and

Guenevere, Cadbury, the place

which most authorities believe

was Camelot, and Brittany,

France, among others.

Longwood requires a $5.00

registration fee, coupled with

$252 for to-State undergraduate

Tuition ($933 for Out-of-State

Tuition). There are addJtktaal fees

including $112 for 34 n*als and

$138 for 1 1 nights lodging, in ad-

dition to a $500 study abroad fee.

The price of the tour Is $2528 for

a group of 20-24 people. The price

of the tour is slightly higher for a

smaller group.

The price of the tour in-

cludes round trip airfare, hotel

accommodations, continental

breakfast and dinner throughout,

transportation to and from

sightseeing locations, all excur-

sion and admission fees, and a

fuH-time tour guide.

Space on this remarkable

excursion to the realms of King

Arthur is limited. In order to take

part, a deposit of $500, payable

to Longwood College, must be

made by January 14, 2000

If you have any further

questions, please call Dr. Craft at

395-2162 or contact her by email

at ccraft01ongwood.lwc.edu or

you may contact Dr. Cormier at

395-2857 or email him at

rcormier@longwood.lwc.edu.

Dr. Craft has offered a

course on Arthurian literature at

Longwood more than 12

lar class with a French focus

era! times and has published sev-

eral articles on the Celtic ana-

to
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EDITORIAL
I

just walked out of my
Residence Hall and was

serenaded by Billy Joel's

We Didn i Start the Fire. Although

this was quite funny to me, I

couldn't ignore the message or the

lingering smell of smoke.

Since our Thanksgiving Is-

sue, many things have been oc-

curring. One of the most signifi-

cant (to me) being the Farm ville

Fires. It severely bothers me that

a person (or persons) felt the need

to try to burn down buildings (es-

pecially a residence hall). There

was an obvious attempt to harm

people by doing this. I have tried

repeatedly to understand the point

of this with no avail.

This event was one of the

many unusual things that have

been going on since August.

Maybe I am blowing this out of

proportion, but it seems that

things like this have been happen-

ing all semester. The general

mood of the campus (as I see it)

has been rather unruly for quite a

while.

These things have not been

limited to our campus alone.

Many recent news reports have

been centered around campuses

across the country that have been

dealing with fires and death. One

of the more recent events is the

collapse of the bonfire at Texas

A&M. So what is going on?

Has it always been like this?

I don't think so. There have been

so many tragedies like this. It

made me very thankful that no

one was hurt in our fires. In a

building as full as Curry, I think

we all were extremely lucky to

have such minimal damage.

Moving on...I am happy (and

sad) to say that this is the last is-

sue of the semester for The Ro-

tunda. Winter Break and Exams
are upon us! I hope everyone is

making it alright amidst all of this.

I would like to take this time

to wish you all a happy holiday

season and a safe and wonderful

winter break. Good luck to all of

you on your exams. Enjoy the rest

of this year, decade, century, and

millenium while it is here. Be

careful and see you soon!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief
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$ TO a* DRK5 <t
PROPS:
+To the new SGA exec officers and Senators, and Judicial and

Honor Board justices. Congratulations!

+To the December graduates and Spring student teachers.

Good luck and we'll miss you!

+To the end of the semester.

DROPS:
-To Reading Day being on a Saturday this semester and classes

next semester starting on Monday. What is going on?

-To whoever keeps setting the fire alarms off in the buildings.

-To exams, just because.

-To the Farmville Arsonist. Get a life!

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda®longwood.lwc.edu.

Picture of the Week
The Farmville Fires

Photo by Allison Beverley

Our picture of the week is

what remained of some furniture

in Curry after the fire broke out.

So far, no suspect has been linked

to the three fires that took place

in Curry, the Lumber Yard, and

Mottley Construction. There is an

$11, 000 reward offered,

Tim Pierson, Dean of Stu-

dents, suggested that students be

on the lookout for suspicious per-

sons and report any suspicious ac-

tivity to Campus Police.
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NEWS& VIEWS
1 rime Stats
November 1999

SUBMITTED BYJAMES HUSKEY
OmfofPotice

11-01-99

11-03-99

11-03-99

11-04-99

11-06-99

11-06-99

11-10-99

11-07-99

11-11-99

11-08-99

11-07-99

11-09-99

11-09-99

11-10-99

11-10-99

11-11-99

11-11-99

11-11-99

11-12-99

11-13-99

11-13-99

11-14-99

11-14-99

11-16-99

11-17-99

il-17-99

11-17-99

11-18-99

11-1S-99

11-19-99

11 -20-99

11-20-99

11-21-99

11-22-99

11-22-99

11-22-99

11-23-99

11-25-99

11-26-99

11-29-99

11-29-99

11-29-99

11-20*99

11-30*99

11-30-99

ii-:

Harassing e-mail

Vandalism

Suspecious persons

Underage pass

Vandalism

Vandalism

Vandalism

Underage Poss

Vandalism

Harassing Calls

Vehicle accident

Broken windshield

Harassing Calls

Larceny

Harassing letters

Medical call

Obscene Calls

Harassment

Trespassing

Harassment

Domestic dispute

Strange Call

Larceny

Harassing calls

Trespassing

Larceny

Vandalism

Vehicle Accident

Vandalism

Harassing calls

Vandalism

Arson

Underage Poss

"Vandalism

Threatening e-mail

Vandalism

Underage Poss

D.U.I.

Unauthorized use

Arson

Obscene Calls

Vandalism

Calls

Obscene Calls

labs

NCunn
1st Ave

Curry

Curry

Curry

Hooper St

Putney St

Stubbs

SCunn
Redford St

Madison St

SCunn
Library

SCunn

Curry

Curry

Curry

SCunn
SCunn
ARC
Cox lot

French

Curry

Blackwell

Bedford

Cox lot

SCunn
Frazer

Lankford

Curry

Stubbs

Bedford

Tabb

Chambers St

Spruce St

SMam
Frazer

Curry

Stubbs

Curry

lot

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending
Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Stubbs

Curry

Longwood's School of Business and

Economics Helps the Community
BLAIR LOCKAMY

Guest Writer

WHITNEY COLEGROVE
Guest Writer

Students, faculty, and

friends of Longwood College's

School of Business and Econom-

ics assisted two families in the

Farm vi lie area to defray the cost

of holiday expenses during Op-

eration Turkey. Every year, the

G.I.V.E. Office at Longwood Col-

lege coordinates the event The

school made two baskets consist-

ing of traditional Thanksgiving

items and a gift certificate to pur-

chase a turkey form the local

Kroger.

The student-run Dean's

Advisory Board (DAB) prepared

the baskets and took donations

from peers and faculty members.

These donations totaled near

$200. "This is just one good ex-

ample of how the Business

School supports the community,"

said Berkwood Farmer, Dean of

the School of Business.

The Board has also planned

a morning social to ring in the

holidays. Students will be able to

enjoy a warm cup of cider and

cookies before and after classes.

The DAB also recognizes seniors

in the spring by a sit-down din-

ner banquet.

The board would like to

thank all of those in the

Longwood Community who par-

ticipated in Operation Turkey.

They would especially like to

thank Ellen Masters, the Coordi-

nator of Volunteer Services, who

works diligently every year to as-

sure that the project is a success.

DINING Cont. p. 1

This room will be open

Wednesday and Thursday eve-

nings for students as the Tea

Room. Also downstairs are two

catering rooms for groups to re-

serve for special events as well as

the kitchens, storage rooms, and

staff offices.

Students can enter the

building on the lower level as well

and meet in a common area to be

called the Octagon Lobby be-

cause of its shape. Joany on the

Stoney will be housed there until

the renovations of the Rotunda are

completed. The walkway at the

back of the building and the field

will be open and Lysaght hopes

to use the area for picnics, and he

said that the area may be used in

future yean for Commencement.

Another new feature of the

new dining hall is a new system

for Meals to Go. Not only is there

a separate line, but now students

will be able to grab a box and

choose what kind of sandwich,

soda, snack, and fruit they want

in it, or there will also be items

from the day's hot bar (such as

fried chicken or soup) available.

Although, from the outside,

the building may look far from

ready for use, inside is a different

story. All the walls are up and

lighting is done. Electrical work

is mostly finished and ceiling tiles

will be put in soon. A final paint

job will then be done and new

tables and chairs will be put in

place. Hew china and glasses (real

glasses) arrived a few days ago

and are being unpacked.

Lysaght is eager to see the

culmination of years of planning

to create an eating area that pro-

vides maximum convenience to

the students. While he plans on

keeping the construction workers

around until about Febuary as a

precaution, he is ready to move

in. He and his staff will have a

shorter holiday break than usual

in order to be moved into the new

building by the time classes be-

gin in January. Flow charts will

be provided to students for the

first few days to cut down on con-

fusion while everyone gets used

to where things are. He encour-

ages anyone with questions or

concerns to email him at

mlysaght@longwood.lwc.edu.,

although from the looks of things,

he and the dining staff have taken

great care to meet every students'

needs and wants in planning this

new dining hall.



At prices s too bad
we don't sell cars

Moybe one day we will sell cors, food and everything eke you need. But right now, ifs great deals on textbooks every day. You can save up to 40% and you'll get your books

in 1 to 3 days. Not that you would, but don't sweat using a credit card. VarsityBooks.com is 1 00% guaranteed secure. Try saying that about a new SUV.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

HMMbSHBBHIBbBMS nam
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FEATURES
All They Want is a Little Respect

KATRINA STEVENS
Guest Writer

After the demise of the

New Kids on the Block in the late

1980's, pop boy bands were

blackballed. No one knows this

better then the "boy bands" of to-

day.

Even though they are riding

struments and dance at the same hard-core fans can even pick in-

time. So the Beatles can't be put dividual member's voices out of

in the same category as the boy a particular group.

No matter how hard these

boy bands try to prove the critics

wrong, the critics always come up
with something else to pick on.

Itjust goes to show that the

old adage is right You can please

some of the people some of the

ovie Review:

End ofDays
MKftMJB THOMPSON

Am, Cepy&ditor

"...ami with y«f last

breath, you shall bear witness to

be end ofd*5»." So says Qatoiel

mm, better known as Satan,

Lucifer, etc, ia the

movie End of Days.

Byrne makes

to market themselves. They need

to "sell themselves" to the pub-

lic' When these boy bands sing,

girls cry and go into a frenzy.

This phenomenon sounds

like the Beatles. However, the

Beatles have more respect then

the boy bands of today. Why are

had the Backstreet Boys sing a

duet with her on a TV special.

Gloria Estefan sang the hit, "Mu-
sic of my heart" with NSYNC.
Most recently, Mariah Carey

teamed up with 98 degrees to

sing, "I thank God that I found

you."

Will the boy bands ever be

given the chance to grow up and

have the status of Boys to Men?

groups. Most of the boys of the

groups do individually play in-

struments and now many of the

groups are trying their hand at

writing.

Some of the boy bands in-

clude the Backstreet Boys,
high on their successes, they are NSYNC, and 98 degrees. More time, but you can never please all

not given credit for it Sure, the boy bands pop up everyday, the people all of the time,

boys are marketable to These bands sing sappy romantic Other musicians are bank-
teenyboppers, but does mis fact ballads about love and angst. But ing on the success of the boy
overshadow their singing abili- they also sing snappy upbeat bands. Last year, Shania Twain
ties? danceable rhythms as well.

If any musician or band is These boy bands feel like

going to be successful, they need they have something to prove to

the rest of the music industry, so

in many of their concerts, they

sing acappella. Like barbershop

quartets of old, these boys each

utilize their talents to harmonize

and make one rich sound.

Critics of these boy bands

state that they all sound alike. To
they so different? As one father any avid listener of pop music. Will they gain the respect of the

put U, the Beatles wrote, sang, and there is a difference. Each per- music world? Time will be the

played their own music. He had son has a distinct voice, so the judge of this. Longevity is the

to admit that it is hard to play in- groups do sound different Some name of the entertainment game.

Interesting (and Cheap) Day Trips from Farmville

is unbelievable, as is

C's
utter cruelty. He

b chosen a body

and is back o& earth

having fan, wreak-

ing havoc and look-

ing for has "wife", Christine Yark,

played by Robin Tunney.

Meanwhile a depressed

Jericho Caw, played by Arnold

Schwarzenegger, is hired to be

Satan's bodyguard. In the process

of chasing an assassin who made

an attempt on Ms client's life, he

stumbles onto an ancient proph-

ecy and Christine York. He vows

to protect her from me evil that is

obviously chasing her, but he

must first accept that

.... the evil cannot be

defeated with

manmade weapons.

This movie

would have been

if Jcncho had

n played by

someone else.

Arnold is just not be-

lievable when he's

"crying". In spile of that fact the

movie was excellent. It had great

special effects, inttigue, mystery,

Gabriel Byrne, who could ask for

anything more? It was a little

gory, but I've seen worse.

DAVE BROWN
Stttf Writer

Farmville is the most bor-

ing place on earth.

While that statement may
not be completely true, it is the

perception that many Longwood

students have about the town.

That leaves many looking for en-

tertainment in places outside of

Farmville.

Thankfully, Farmville is

located -between three major cit
:

ies- Richmond, Lynchburg, and

Charlottesville, But these places

are not the only source offun and

relaxation that can be found in a

day trip from Farmville. Several

worthwhile destinations are rela-

tively close, yet not too many
people know about them. Three

such places are the Blue Ridge

Parkway, Natural Bridge, and

Petersburg National Battlefield.

Of the mree, the Blue Ridge

Parkway is probably the most

well-known to Longwood stu-

dents. Most people have heard

about it even if they've never

seen it. But hearing about it is no

comparison for the breathtaking

views one can experience in the

course of a leisurely drive on the

parkway. The scenery is beauti-

ful, even spectacular, as the park-

way offers several mountainside

vantage points into the valleys

below.

In addition, there are a

number of scenic overlooks

where travelers can pull off of the

road and get out of their cars for

a better.look, Many of these ar-

eas also have picnic tables, hik-

ing trails, and signs with informa-

tion about the area.

The Blue Ridge Parkway is

about an hour and a half from

Farmville. To get there, take

Route 1 5 North to Route 60 West

For more information about the

Blue Ridge Parkway, check out

the official website at http://

www.blueridgeparkway.org.

In terms of overall enter-

tainment, it would be tough to

plan a day trip with a wider range

of options than one to Natural

Bridge. Located in the

Shenandoah Valley, Natural

Bridge is a 90 foot long bridge of

rock spanning a gorge that is over

200 feet deep.

A trail leads down into the

ravine so that visitors can see the

structure from below, affording a

view that is well worth the hike.

In addition to the bridge itself, the

Natural Bridge Caverns and a

wax museum are within walking

distance. The Natural Bridge gift

shop is also worth checking out-

ttiey have a snack bar, ice cream

shop, and tons of souvenirs.

There's even a miniature golf

course in the basement!

But perhaps die most excit-

ing part ofa trip to Natural Bridge

is watching the show they put on

called "The Drama of Creation."

Performed nightly for most of the

year, the program uses multi-col-

ored lights, music, and dialogue

to tell the Biblical story of the

seven days of creation. As impres-

sive as the bridge is during the

day, it is much more awe inspir-

ing when it is illuminated at night

It is about an hour and forty-five

minutes from Farmville. Take

Route 60 West and follow the

signs. For more information visit

http://www.naturalbridgeva.cam.

For those who enjoy visit-

ing historical places, Petersburg

National Battlefield is a great

place togo. This is the sight of an

1864 Civil War Battle that re-

sulted in a nine and a half month

siege of Petersburg. Today the

battlefield is a rich collection of

Civil War History. In addition to

a museum, mere are guided tours,

hands-on exhibits, and reenact-

ments of a number of Civil War
activities, including cannon fir-

ings, cavalry rides, and powder

rifle demonstrations.

The Battlefield is located

about ninety minutes from

Farmville. To get there, take

Route 460 East to Petersburg. In

order to learn more about the His-

tory of Petersburg National

Battlefield as well as to explore

the resources that are available

there, visit their homepage on the

National Park Service web site at

http://www.nps.gov/pete/
pe_info.htm.

Farmville isn't the worst

place you can spend the day, but

it's not the most exciting one ei-

ther. If you have transportation, a

little extra cash (all 3 places are

either under $10 or free), and a

sense of adventure, get away for

a day and go somewhere new. You
never know what kinds of things

you'll find!

The Rotunda would
like to wish you all a

safe and
happy break!
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1. When an agnostic dies, does he go to the "great perhaps?"

2. Do you think Houdini ever locked his keys in his car?

3. Why is there aroad sign that tays "Braille Institute, Next

Exit?**

4. If procrastinators had a club would they ever have a meeting?

5. Have you ever wondered why just one tetter makes all fee

difference between here and there?

6. When you go into a hotel you always see reception. Why do you
never just tee ception?

7. If time heals all wounds, how come die belly button stays the

same?

%. If a lawyer and an IRS agent were both drowning, and you

could only save one oftem, would you go to lunch or read the

paper?

9. Isn't it strange that the same people who laugh at gypsy

fortunetellers take economists seriously? •

10. If genetic scientists crossed a chicken with a zebra would they

get a four-legged chicken with its own barcode?

Columnist's Note; H you have any "Deep
own, please e-mail them to oodJwc.edu

Movie Review:

Sleepy Hollow
MELISSA GILL

Editor-m-Chuf

Hold on to your hats and

your heads, here conies the head-

less horseman.

Johnny Depp
and Christina Ricci

star in Sleepy Hol-

low, the legend of the

headless horseman.

This is a very

enjoyable movie.

Depp plays Ichabod,

an officer sent to the

town of Sleepy Hol-

low to investigate die

recent decapitations. He meets

Ricci and they begin to investi-

The movie somewhat criss-

crosses between s comedy and a

horror flick. The comedy focuses

on khabod's extreme fear of ev-

erything. The horror definately

conies from the horseman and the

decapitating (which is very gory).

The horror is spread out in the

movie, but it is very intense when

it pops up.

The legend of where the

horseman came from was told. He
was supposedly a very vicious

warrior (played by Christopher

Walkin, a frequent in horror mov-

ies). The warrior even filed his

teeth into fangs. He was eventu-

ally killed and decapitated. With

his head stolen, he

comes out decapi-

tating people until

his own head is

found. Of course

there is a twist to die

plot, but you must

see the movie to

find out

Depp and

Ricci make a good

partnership in this movie. Many
Ricci critics even admitted that

her acting was very well done nr

the movie. I enjoyed every aspect

of the movie.

I think die one dang that

bothered me was the extreme

only be so pretty, but I think some

things could have been *^p*f*
Bin I suppose that all of die gore

added to the monster effect of the

horseman. I would definitely give

this movie four stars. Very good.

However, it is not for die weak-

Where's a Graduate Assistant

When You Need One?

R Y M A R T I N T Z L R D R S

H E K O O R B M I T A E E E N

E L F Y R E A T T R V L L T A

H T E O D P E P S A 1 T A A V

S N E I H M A c W N U C L E

C A H M N N U I H H U B R S N

E R G A O T I G I C S S U J N

O B G O C S V L L S B S Z T N

N A W G R W w A L A R o X E N

P Z C C D D D E 1 O S R H R L

c u I Y O V F J N H z C R U R

P G S C V J E O G F T F D K V

D E D F P L S P L I V T A P K

K G N C c C M u K Q D S H S K

Y A L L E P K V P U N D R W

BUTLER
DOUGLAS
LAVTNUS
PAGANO
SLATER

CROSS
EVANS
MARTIN
SCHILLING

TIMBROOK

BRANTLEY
DELACRUZ
KITCHEN
NEWSOME
SCHWARTZ
ZOLUNHOFER

This word search is dedicated, with humor, to ail graduate
assistants who contribute much to the LWC Graduate Studies.

Technology News and Updates
GEORGELANUM

Asst Features Editor

Hello, Longwood from the

tech guy. As the holidays ap-

proach, you are probably asking

yourself what Longwood is going

to get you for Christmas. Okay,

probably not.

However, the Help Desk

does havea great deal for you. As
you are preparing for the Y2K,
why not upgrade Microsoft Of-

fice. The Hen? Desk will be pro-

viding copies of Office 2000 to

students for the amazing price of

three dollars.

The cost of the software

will be billed to your PBN, or

phone number on campus. Be-

cause this is still software and we
have to follow Microsoft campus

agreement, only one copy may be

purchased per student.

To buy your own copy, you

will need to go tote Help Desk

in the basement of the Coyoer

Building. You will need a student

ED and you must sign a 1

After completing these

simple things, you too will be an

owner of Office 2008. The Help

Desk wiH have copies available

forsate during the week ofexams.

If you are interested, go check it

out

In addition, it is time to get

your feedback. The RTA program

needs to know what you Hke and

what you feel could be changed.

The evaluation page is linked off

the Help Desk web page: Goto
the Help Desk page and click on

the RTA program hnk. At the top

will be a link that reads TCIA Sat-

isfaction Survey." The site ad-

dress is: http://web.lwc.edu/

inquisite/deployed/ita/rta_

feedbackJbrmhtml.

Well, that does it for the se-

mester, the year, century, and the

Good luck in the future.

Provided the work! doesn't fall

apart with Y2K problems, I'll talk

to you next i



CAMPUSandCOMh
Thursday Friday

9th 10th
Christmas Dinner

in Blackwell

Longwood Wrestling

vs.

Apprentice School

6:00 p.m.

Theatre Department:

How I Got That Story

Jarman Studio Theatre

@ 8:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

Location: TBA
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Thumping Thursday

afternoons

with

Thumper & Nacho

@ 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Dress for sale. Floor length velvet, dark

purple, only worn once, perfect for

Christmas, New Years, Formals. $50,

size "small" (4-6). Call x3977 and ask

forLoren.

LAST DAY OF
CLASSES!

Exhibition

Architecture: Winthrop

and Associates

on display till today

in Bedford Gallery

African & Modern
Dance Workshop

in Lancer Dance Studio

5:00 - 6:30 p.m.

African Dance Troupe

in Lancer Dance Studio

@ 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Theatre Department:

How I Got That Story

Jarman Studio Theatre

@ 8:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
Ex Professor of Psychology taking

individual smokers for hypnosis for

die purpose of stopping a smoking

habit. Excellent results. \%ry inexpen-

sive. Call 392-3011

Reading Day

Children's Holiday

Luncheon

Blackwell Dining Hall

9:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.

Jazz Dance Workship

in Lancer Dance Studio

9:30- 11:00 a.m.

Dance Concert

in Lancer Dance Studio

12:00- 1:00 p.m.

Theatre Department:

How I Got That Story

Jarman Studio Theatre

@ 8:00 p.m.

Special Olympics Basketball Compe-
tition. Lancer Gym, January 29, 2000
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED!!!
If interested call LAUREN x 3297
Paid for by TRO.

President'

Open]

featuring tc

new dini

inLan

Creative ft

Work
in Lancer Dj

9:30 -

1

Dance (

in Lancer D;

12:00-

Theatre De

How I Got

Jarman Stuc

@3:0(

Campus C;

Chrisi

Farmvilk

Methodisi

@9:0C

Midnight 1

in Blackwell

@ 11:15 p.m.
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tUNFTYCALENDAR
day Monday Tuesday Wdnesday

th 13th 14th 15th
s Holiday

louse

mrsofthe

ing hall

kford

lovement

shop

mce Studio

1:00 a.m.

"oncert

ince Studio

1:00 p.m.

partment:

That Story

lio Theatre

)*p.m.

indlelight

tmas

; United

Church

•p.m.

breakfast

Dining Hall

f 1:00 a.m.

t

Exams begun today.

Free snacks in the Cafe!

Exam Period

Art for Lunch:

Elisabeth Flynn-

Chapman
on Architectural

Photography

in LCVA
@ 12:00 p.m.

AwwcJtr eevtatmetrr 6*s#€iATie*

0rmkU Herns

O^ĵ &of^t ZUgu jfi tk 2000 - 2001 SMU Vu*#xh*u7k
UUt+4 Q********* Offa +* Ufa iU* FiU^^r,2000^x%t00f^

Aay or tk« budget

via email to

be directed to the SGA ttHllor

i
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The Longwood Wellness Center Exercise Essentials
DUSTON MORRIS

Guest Writer

Just what exactly is the

Wellness Center? This seems to

be a question that I have been an-

swering a lot this year. If you'll

give me a few minutes of your

time, I think I can explain what

the Wellness Center is all about,

the happenings of the Wellness

Center, and what the center is

planning for the future.

The Wellness Center's

overall goal is to get students

thinking about lifetime health and

wellness, and how the choices

you make today impact your lives

tomorrow. The Wellness Center is

designed to help students educate

themselves, so they can make in-

formed, self-determined, healthy

choices. It is not into telling stu-

dents how to live, but can provide

you with information regarding

the benefits of a healthy lifestyle.

Currently the Wellness

Center is undergoing a facelift.

We are restructuring the type of

programs and events offered by

the Wellness Center, and want to

make the wellness office more

visible to the students of

Longwood. This semester the

Wellness Center co-sponsored

activities like "Take Back the

Night", "Sex Rules!" and "Casino

Night" at the Tis' the Season

party.

In the past, the Wellness

Center's primary focus has been

on alcohol and drug education and

sexual assault These continue to

be important issues that the cen-

ter will address, however we will

be expanding its focus in order to

have a more holistic approach.

Future happenings of the

Wellness Center will include a Fit

Shop Program, an Individual Fit-

ness Program, Health Challenge

Programs, Stress Manangement

Programs and a Nutritional

Analysis Program, just to name a

few.

In addition to campus-
based programs we will continue

to bring in speakers and perform-

ers that are entertaining, but have

a valuable message. The Wellness

Center office also has a number

of resources covering a wide va-

riety of health and wellness top-

ics. This information is free to all

Longwood students.

Well, I hope this helps clear

up some of the questions about

the Wellness Center. We are lo-

cated in 125 Lancaster, and are

there most days of the week At

Longwood, the goal of wellness

is to not onfy expand life, but even

more importantly impove the

quality of life.

For more information on

wellness, wellness programs, or

the Longwood College Wellness

Center, contact Duston Morris at

x2509.

ARTICLE FROM
Ace: Fitness Matters

Recently, 36,000 ACE
(American
Council on Ex-

ercise) certified

professionals

were asked to

name their

most single im-

portant exer-

cise items.

While some of

their answers

were obvious,

some were more abstract. Here

are their top 12 exercise essen-

tials: Good shoes, Fun or appro-

priate music, Enough time, a

workout partner, Free weights,

Comfortable clothing, Lots of

water. Weight-

training gloves,

a positive atti-

tude, a support-

ive sports bra,

Safe, well-made

equipment.and

Fresh, clean air

and/or sunshine

Article
adapted from,

Ace: Fitness

Matters, Vol. 5, Issue 6, Nov/Dec.

1999

Holiday Depression
From THE NATIONALMENTAL

HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Although the holidays are

supposed to be a time ofjoy, good

cheer, and optimistic hopes for a

new year, many people experi-

ence seasonal "blues." The holi-

day season is a time of parties and

family gatherings, but for many
people, it is also a time of self-

evaluation, loneliness, reflection

on past "failures" and anxiety

about an uncertain future.

The "holiday blues" can be

caused by many factors: increased

stress and fatigue, unrealistic ex-

pectations, over-commercializa-

tion and the inability to be with

one's family. The increased de-

mands of shopping, parties, fam-

ily reunions and house guests also

contribute to these feelings of ten-

sion. Even people who do not

become depressed can develop

other stress reactions during the

holidays such as headaches, ex-

cessive drinking, over-eating and

difficulty sleeping.

Although many people be-

come depressed during die holi-

day season, even more respond to

the excessive stress and anxiety

once the holidays have passed,

This post-holiday let down after

January 1 can be the result of

emotional disappointments expe-

rienced during the preceding

months, as well as the physical

reactions caused by excess fatigue

and stress.

Below are several ways to

identify potential sources of holi-

day depression that can help in-

dividuals cope with the seasonal

"blues":

Keep expectations for the

holiday season manageable by not

trying to make the holiday "the

best ever." Try to set realistice

goals for yourself. Pace yourself.

Organize your time. Make a list

and prioritize the most important

activities. Be realistic about what

you can and cannot do. Do not

spend too much time preparing

for just one day (Christmas).

Remember that the holiday

season does not automatically

banish reason for feeling sad or

lonely; there is room for these

feelings to be present, even if the

person chooses not to express

diem.

Let go of the past! Don't be

disappointed if your holidays are

not like they used to be. Life

brings changes. Each hoiday sea-

son is different and can be en-

joys) in its own way. You set

yourself up for sadness if every-

thing has to be just like the "good

eld days." Look toward die future.

Do something for someone

else. Ii is an old remedy, but it can

help Try volunteering some time

to help others.

Enjoy holiday activities

that are free, such as driving

around to look at Christmas deco-

rations. Go window shopping

without buying anything.

See STRESS p. 1

1
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Ask a Personal Trainer
DUSTONMORRIS

Guest Writer

mid sets, you start with light

weight, work your way up to a

heavy weight, and then work your

way back down to a lighter

weight. The whole process is

done over die course of five sets.

Here are some of the most
frequently asked questions train-

ers regarding exercise and fitness,

What's the difference be-

tween high-rep workouts and Using a dumbbell-press set as an
low-rep workouts? Which give example, warm-up properly and
better results? Doing a mixture follow the pyramid system: l*set:

ofhigh reps with Ught weight and 301b for 10 reps, 2- set: 451b
low reps with heavier weight is a for 8 reps, 3* set: 601b for 6 reps,

great way to stimulate response 4* set 40 lb for 10 reps, and 5*

in your muscles. It is necessary set 25 lbs for 12 reps,

to concentrate on using proper What is a compound set?

form in both options. Doing low A compound set is thesame thing

reps using heavier weight helps as a "super set," using light or

build and strengthen muscle, but heavy weight, depending on your
be very careful, it can be detri- goal. Super/compound sets are

mental to your tendons and liga- done by performing three to four

ments if the weight is too heavy different exercises for the same
and proper form is not used. The body part with no rests between

key to success without injury is the sets. These sets usually begin

to keep the reps no lower than six with an overall muscle movement
per set Doing high reps with light

weight helps to firm and condi-

tion the muscles and is best when
trying to lose excess body fat.

The higher-rep sets should be in

the range of 15-25 reps per set

You can use both kinds of work-

outs at specific times to achieve

your goals.

What does it mean to do a

pyramid set? Pyramid sets are an-

other great way to mix up your

training and continue getting

good results. When you do pyra-

and end with an exercise mat tar-

gets a specific part of the muscle.

Here's a sample super set for your

biceps: Start with set of barbell

curls, 10-15 reps, followed imme-

diately by a set ofdumbbell ham-

mer curls, 10-15 reps, and finish

with a set of lying-down cable

curls, going to failure. Do two to

three super sets with a minute rest

between each super set

Duston Morris is an ACE-
certified personal trainer and the

Wellness Center Coordinator.

STRESS Cont. p. 10

Don't drink too much. Ex-

cessive drinking will only make

you more depressed. Don't be

afraid to try something new. Cel-

ebrate the holidays in a way you

have not done before.

Spend time with people

who are supportive and care about

you. Make new friends if you are

alone during special times. Con-

tact someone you have lost touch

with. Find time for yourself!

Don't spend all your time provid-

ing activities for your family and

friends.

Recent studies have shown

that there are also environmental

factors which can contribute to

feelings of depression around the

holidays. Some people suffer

from Seasonal Affective Disorder

(SAD) which can result from

fewer hours of sunlight as the

days grow shorter during the win-

ter months. Researchers have

found, however, that photo-

therapy, a treatment involving a

few hours of exposure to intense

light is effective in relieving de-

pressive symptoms in patients

with SAD.

Seven Guidelines for Healthy Eating Habits
Takenjrom

HEALTHWISEHANDBOOK

There are so many foods, so

many articles, in so many differ-

ent magazines. . .always trying to

tell you what is healthy, and how
to eat healthy. However, the

USDA puts the most reliable ami

effective eating guidelines to-

gether. Most of us know about

the USDA Food Guide Pyramid,

but few of us use it. Here are

seven simple guidelines based on

information from the Food Guide

Pyramid that can help you create

a healthier diet

1. Eat a variety of foods.

By eating a variety of foods from

the different food groups, you are

more likely to get the nutrients

you need to maintain a healthy

diet

2. Balance the food you

eat with physical activity. Com-
bining physical activity with a

healthy diet is the best way to

maintain a healthy body weight than 2 drinks (a drink = 12oz beer,

3. Include plenty ofgrain 4 oz of wine, 1 oz of distilled spir-

products, vegetables, and fruits its) a day for men and no more

in your diet These foods pro- than 1 drink a day for women.
vide vitamins, minerals, and fiber,

as well as other non-nutrients that

some research suggests protects

you against heart disease, cancer,

and high blood pressure.

4. Choose a diet low in

fat, saturated fat, and choles-

terol. This will help you reduce

die risk of heart disease, cancer,

and high blood pressure.

5. Limit the sugars in

your diet Added sugars have no

other nutrients, and when con-

sumed in excess, they crowd
healthier foods out of your diet.

6. Ifyou are salt sensitive,

moderate salt (sodium). This

can help reduce the risk of high

blood pressure.

7. If yon drink alcoholic

beverages, do so in moderation.

Moderation is defined as no more

Moderation is also influenced in-

dividual guidelines based on your

family history, tolerance level,

and individual differences (gen-

der, size, medication etc.) Alco-

hol supplies calories, but few or

no nutrients. Drinking alcohol is

the cause of many health prob-

lems and accidents and can lead

to addiction. Women who are

pregnant should avoid alcohol

beverages all together, to reduce

the risks of premature births and

birth defects,

Article adapted from,

Healthwise Handbook; A Self

Care Guide For You. Healthwise

Publications, 1999. For more in-

formation on healthy eating hab-

its, contact the Wellness Center at

395-2509

Food Guide Pyramid

A Guide to Daily Food Choices

Fats, Oils, & Sweets

USE SPARINGLY

KEY
OF*! (natursiy occumg Sugare

These symbol* show t!*tM mti added
SUyVS GQfflv mQvoy from TVS, OOT, no
SWSOtS, but csft be pert of Ofeddid to

tt» ottw tood group* «s *•*

Milk, Yogurt,

& Cheese

Group

2-3 SERVINGS

V6Q6t3Di6

Group

3-5 SERVINGS

Meat, Pouftry, Fish,

Dry Beans, Eggs,

& Nuts Group

2-3 SERVINGS

Fruit

Group

2-4 SERVINGS

Use the Food Guide Pyramid to help you eat better

every day the Dietary GukJetinee way. Start with

plenty of Breads, Cereals, Rice, and Pasta; Ve

and Fruits. Add two to thrae servings fnom the Mitk

group and two to three servings from me Meat group.

Each of these food groups provides some, but not si,

of the nutnents you need. No one food group ts more

important than another — for good heatt you need

them ail Go any on fata, eaa, and sweets, the foods 1

the small tip of the Pvramid.
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Ten Steps to Effective Career Planning
It's April of your senior

year. Graduation is looming. You
break out in a cold sweat as you

realize that soon you will be ex-

pected to get a job. How can this

be happening? Senior year went

by so fast! In fact, you think to

yourself that the last years seem

like a blur. You start to ask your-

self a million questions at once,

"How do I find a job?" "What do
I want to do?" "What should a

good resume look like?" "What

if I can't find a job?" Where in

the world is the Career Center?"

It's normal and perfectly

understandable to feel anxiety at

the thought of leaving college and

entering the job world on a full-

time basis. However, with proper

planning, your stress level will be

much less severe and you will be

more successful in your search

and your new professional posi-

tion. Remember, career planning

is a lifelong process. Learn the

skills you need to be successful

throughout your professional life.

If you conduct the career

planning process from a "step-by-

step" approach, the experience

will be less overwhelming and the

result will be increased effective-

ness.

STEP ONE: Find the Ca-

reer Center. The Career Center is

located in Lancaster 139. Visit

and leam about the many services

offered such as career exploration

software, mock interviews, indi-

vidual appointments, resume

writing, assistance with intern-

ships, etc. Don't forget to check

out the homepage at

www.lwc.edu . then click on "Stu-

dent Life" and "Career Center."

STEP TWO: Do well in

your classes. Take a variety of

courses and decide what you en-

joy most. Examine how you could

combine your skills and interests

in a career.

STEP THREE: Get
involved.(Volunteer, Externships,

Part-time work) These are "prac-

tice sessions" for the full-time

work world. This experience will

help you narrow your interests

and values, which should help in

the job search process.

STEP FOUR: Do some
self-assessment and continue ca-

reer exploration. Go to a work-

shop, use the career exploration

software programs, and do some
reading on your field of interest.

STEP FIVE: Visit the Ca-

reer Library and pick up some
handouts on topics that interest

you.

STEP SIX: Interview pro-

fessionals in your field of inter-

est This is called "informational"

interviewing. Find out what it's

like to work in a particular field

by discussing it with someone
who experiences it every day. For

more information on how to con-

duct an informational interview,

stop by the Career Center today!

STEP SEVEN: Begin draft-

ing your resume. Obtain a "Guide

to Resume Writing" from the Ca-

reer Center Library. Design your

resume and make an appointment

to have it reviewed.

STEP EIGHT: Participate

in a mock interview. You will be

more confident in the "real" in-

terview once you have had this

experience.

STEP NINE: Begin re-

searching employers. Register on

JOBTRAK, read trade journals,

look at company web sites, talk

with professors. Employers ex-

pect you to know something

about them. You can gain access

to information listed in step nine

by visiting the Career Library or

logging onto the Career Center

homepage.

STEP TEN. Attend inter-

views, job fairs and talk with on-

campus recruiters. Look at the

Career Center homepage for a list

of events.
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Sacred Sleep
Anklefi&m

ACE: FFIWESS MATTERS

Wim tfa holidays and finals

bearing down on us like a loaded

freight train, stress can become an

everyday occurrence, ffwe don't

manage it property, ft could sever

nerves afready frayed from over-

work, bring about firings like

MeDiets and sleep deprivations.

Although many of us exercise

regularly, a workout is not always

enough to keep us balanced and

stave off anxiety and late after-

noon enfropy. teny Conti andMs
Art Bernadueci have an

way to help with such

a problem. It's called, "Yogie

Maharishi Brzee intro-

duced Conti and Bernadueci to

Yogic Sleep. Brzee, who is an

Indian spiritual leader and reli-

gious scholar, states that Yogic

Sleep is a way of relaxing bom
body and mind and replenishing

energy siphoned off by the daily

demands of work. Brzee has been

refining Yogic Steep over tiw past

20 years. He synthesized it from

15 different ancient heahng tech-

niques and adapted it for Western

consumption. Brzee claims that

it has a 98 percent success rate.

How does it work? Well,

according to Bernadueci and

Conti, the mind is a revved- up

perpetual thought machine, cease-

lessly churning out trivial, repeti-

tive and/or negative moughts, and

keeping many of us awake at

nightand often zombified fey day.

The bottom line, according to

Bernadueci, "is that yon can't

have peace ofmind as long as the

mind is present." hi other words,

you can only fully relax when

your mind is out to lunch.

That's where Yogic Steep

comes in. Conti asserts that with

20 to 40 minutes of Yogic Steep,

you can experience 8 hoars of

standard snoozing. However, it

is also mentioned that Yogic Sleep

is net a replacement for conven-

tional steep. Yogic Sleep heals

both the physical and mental ail-

ments. According to Conti, "deep

rest is the only thing mat really

cures the body." In order tor you

to have success with Yogk Steep,

Bernadueci and Conti prescribe

the following: One dark, noise

free room, a candle and some in-

cense., Lte ©a your back, palms

down, arms and tegs spread apart,

and head facing north, a short

chant, "Om Shanti" (a phrase fa-

miliar to yoga students every-

where.), Focus attention on each

body part over a period of 3CMG

SeeSLEEPp, 13

Across

1. God Rest Ye Gentleman

3. O come, O come, Emmanuel

:d

D

7. We
9.

kings of
are.

10. We wish you a Merry

11. to the world

12. Go tell it on the

15. O come all ye

16. Little boy

Down

1. Away in a

2. O little town of

4. It came upon a clear

5. Jingle

6. Angels from the realms of

8. we have heard on high

13. First

14. night, holy night
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We Just Thought You'd
Want to Know...

Over the past two years the five drinks everyday.

Wellness Center has been inves-

tigating alcohol consumption on
the Longwood campus. Just like

many other campuses across the

country, drinking is a focal point

at many of the parties on and off-

campus. During the 1998-1999

school year, the Core Alcohol and
Drug Survey was administered to

a random sample of 196

Of the students who re-

ported having "unwanted sexual

intercourse", 100 percent ofthem

said that alcohol was involved.

Over half (74. 1 %) of Longwood
students have refused an offer of

alcohol or drugs. Most (62.8 %)
Longwood students have five or

fewer drinks per week.

Eighty-seven percent of the
Longwood students. This survey female respondents reported that

was developed to measure alco- drinking does not make men
hoi and other drug usage, atti- sexier and 79.8% of the male re-

tudes, and per-

c e p t i o n s

among college

students at two

and four-year

institutions.

Results of the

survey indi-

cated that

Longwood stu-

dents reported

significantly

higher levels

of alcohol consumption than stu-

dents in a comparison group from

other Virginia colleges (rates of

binge drinking were not signifi-

cantly different). According to the

results of the survey, the average

number of drinks consumed per

week (6.4 drinks) at Longwood
is slighdy higher than the national

average 5.2 drinks (based on a

sample of 93,679).

Despite the alarming fig-

ures, when broken down, not as

many students are drinking as

much as you may think. The data

collected over the past two years

indicates that while most students

(66%) have one or fewer drinks

per week, higher use by a minor-

ity of students inflates these col-

lege wide data.

These findings are repre-

sentative of national findings.

National research indicates that

90 percent of all the alcohol con-

sumed in the United States is con-

sumed by 30 percent of the people

who drink, while the other 70 per-

cent of the people who drink only

consume 10 percent of the alco-

hol.

Some of the key findings at

Longwood College include: 97,4 t-shirts, and educational pro-

percent of Longwood students grams will be me primary ways

spondents re-

ported that

drinking does

not make
women
sexier. 89.2

percent of

Longwood
students
stated that the

campus is

concerned
about the pre-

vention of alcohol and drug

abuse. Nearly every (90.1%)

Longwood student agrees that

having five or more drinks in one

sitting involves numerous health

risks. 95.9 percent of the students

surveyed believe that the average

students uses alcohol once a week

or more, while in actuality, less

than 50 percent ofLongwood stu-

dents use alcohol once a week or

more.

In an effort to increase stu-

dents' awareness about how
many people are really drinking

on campus and to provide more

alcohol-free programs and activi-

ties, the Wellness Center applied

for an alcohol education grant

through the Virginia ABC. The

grant was awarded to the college

during the 1998-1999 school

year. This money is being used

to get the word out about what's

happening in regards to alcohol

consumption and Longwood stu-

dents.

Most of the information

will be disseminated through the

Social Marketing Campaign,

"Just Thought You'd Want To

Know." Posters, cups, napkins,

said they were aware of campus

alcohol and drug policies. 62,2

percent of Longwood students

said they would disapprove of

their friends taking one or two

drinks everyday, white 87.6 per-

cent would disapprove of four or

in which the information will

reach the students. The overall

goal is to educate students about

the effects of alcohol and to get

them to make better decisions

about drinking.

eview:

Drinking:A Love Story

By Caroline Knapp
WffNECTBMEN

Guest Writer

Caroline Knapp is an intel-

ligent and talented woman who
honestly and painfully tells us slow, insidious "becoming;

about her twenty-year love affair drinking for her became as au

some indefinable tide has turned

forever and you can't get back.

You need it; it's a central part of

who you are." Alcoholism is a

with alcohol. Drinking reveals to

us what alcoholism is like for one

of its victims. Her story would be

a pure tragedy if she hadn't been

able to disentangle herself from

her relationship with alcohol.

Caroline writes,

"It happened

this way: I fell

in love and then,

because the love

was ruining ev-

erything I cared

about, I had to

fall out." Drink-

ing describes a

long and relent-

less disintegra-

tion of her life;

she writes about

her story, "It's

about passion,

sensual pleasure, deep pulh, lusts,

fears, yearning hungers. It's about

needs so strong they're crippling.

It's about saying good-bye to

something you cant fathom liv-

ing without."

She had tar first drink at

age 12. By fourteen she was peri-

odically getting drunk. She dis-

tomatic as breathing. She writes,

"Trying to describe the process

of becoming an alcoholic is like

trying to describe air."

Caroline lived a double

life. She became a "high-func-

tioning alco-

holic," hiding

behind the fa-

cade of vitality

and accom-

plishment.
She main-

tained the illu-

sion that ev-

erything was

under control

when her life

was extremely

chaotic. Be-

neath the fa-

cade was ago-

nizing self-doubt and fear of 1 ife.

She became trapped in a life of

compulsive drinking that was

dominated by physiological de-

pendence and psychological de-

fenses. Her personal potentials

were constantly being eroded.

She reached a point where she

could never have enough alco-

covered that alcohol can change hoi and feared the possibility of

howyou feel; it became a constant being without it. She concludes.

part of her social life. She drank

through her college years, and

through a successful career as an

editor and columnist. Through it

all she was able to "maintain ap-

pearances" ofbeing a responsible

student, daughter, and profes-

sional white secretly drinking her-

" ..alcohol makes everything

better until it makes everything

worse."

She began to plan her en-

tire life around her drinking.

Then, she experienced whatAA
calls a "gift of desperation;"

while intoxicated she almost ac-

self into oblivion. Her relationship cidentally killed her friend's two

with alcohol became "the single daughters. Reality began to blow

most important relationship in her

life." Every encounter ended with

intoxication. Because love is of-

ten blind, she overlooked the

flaws in the relationship. With

clear hindsight, Caroline exposes

away the clouds of denial. She

consented to go into rehab. She

teamed that being an alcoholic

is like being on an elevator go-

ing down; you can decide when
to get off or you can stay on un-

the secrecy, the passion, the pain, til it "hits bottom" or you die.

the betrayal, the desire, the Drinking is an insightful

fraudulence, the family myths, book about an alcoholic's life

and the destruction that comes from the first drink through the

with alcoholism. struggles with recovery. This is

What happened? Caroline a story of hope. Caroline was
finds that mere is no simple an- able to take control of her life,

swer to this question. She recalls, She continuei to live with her al-

you wake up one morning and cohotittn one day at a time.

Dietary Tips
Trying to control body fat

and stay lean? Eating an adequate

amount of fiber from carbohy-

drate foods may help you achieve

just that.

According to Susan

Kleiner, Ph.D., R.D., and Maggie

Greenwood-Robinson, Ph.D.

( 1998), consuming fiber is an ef-

fective way to achieve weight loss

for many reasons. For starters,

high-fiber foods take longer to

eat, creating a feeling of fullness.

They also lower levels of insulin,

a hormone that stimulates appe-

tite, and cause the body to bum
more calories during digestion

and absorption. Some good
sources of soluble and insoluble

fiber for people who want to get

and stay lean are wheat bran,

whole-wheat foods, whole-grain

cereals, brown rice, oats, corn,

broccoli, carrots, asparagus, rasp-

berries, dried apricots and pears.

Note: If you haven't been

eating high-fiber foods, it's best

to increase your intake slowly.

Article adapted from,

Kleiner and Greenwood-
Robinson, ( 1 998). Power Eating:

Build Muscle, Gain Energy, Lose

Fat. Human Kinetics. For more

information regarding a healthy

diet contact the Wellness Center

at 395-2509.

SLEEPCont.p. 12

minutes, simply acknowl-

edge thoughts, but then let them

go-

According to Bernaducci,

gradually you will relax to the

point where you will disregard

sniffles, an itch on your arm, or

discomfort in your lower back.

After 30-40 minutes of Yogic

Sleep, the authors claim that you

will feel rested, have more energy,

and greater focus... all of the

things needed for the hustle ami

bustle of college life.

Article adapted from, ACE:
Fitness Matters, \fol 5, Issue 6,

Nov/Dec, 1999. For more infor-

mation about Yogic Sleep or to

order an audiotape, call (732)

295-5316
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Men's Basketball Achieves First Win, 93-90 OT;

Women Basketball Now 3-3 after Loss to Barton
SPORTS INFORMATION

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood (1-4) took an ex-

citing 93-90 men's college bas-

ketball decision in overtime at

Shepherd (West Virginia) (3-3)

Monday night. This was the first

victory of the season for new
head coach Mike Leader and the

Lancers. LC trailed 78-68 with

just 3:49 left in regulation before

a 10-0 run enabled the Lancers

to tie the contest at 78-78 with

1 :00 remaining as junior Umar
Bowers hit a leaner in the paint.

Following two free throws at

:33 by the Rams, freshman Tim
Gardiner made his only basket of

the night, a 12-foot floater in the

lane with 14-seconds left, to

force the OT at 80-80. Senior

Lee Farrior scored six of his

game and season-high 34 points

in the extra period as the Lanc-

ers escaped with their first tri-

umph of the season, and Coach

Leeder's first with the program.

Farrior finished with his

highest scoring total in over a

year, connecting on 12-21 from

the field and 10-11 at the free

throw line, scoring 23 of his

points after the intermission.

Farrior was followed by sopho-

more Landa Martin and Bowers

with career-high scoring efforts

of 14 points and 13 points, re-

spectively. The Lancers finished

the contest shooting 48.3% (29-

60) from the field and 77.8%

(35-45) at the free throw line.

The men however did drop

an 83-58 decision at NCAA Di-

vision I High Point University

December 2 in North Carolina.

At High Point (4-1), LC could

not overcome a 40-22 halftime

deficit and cold-shooting

throughout the contest (36.2%,

25-69) en route to the road loss.

The Lancers were led by fresh-

man guard Tim Gardiner with a

career-high 14 points, including

a pair of three-point field goals,

while senior center Jon Hughes

added 12 points. Gardiner also

grabbed a career-high six re-

bounds, as did Hughes, to lead

LC in rebounding. 6- 1 1 Austra-

lia native Geordie Cullen, with

a game-high 24 points among
four Panthers in double-figures,

led High Point Cullen was 14-

16 at the free throw line as the

Big South Conference school

took a 27-5 advantage at the free

throw line during the contest.

"We played hard and we
showed improvement from the

last game that we played, and

that's all that I can ask," said first-

year Longwood head coach

Mike Leeder.

Through four games, Hughes

is leading Longwood in scoring

with his 11.8 ppg., followed by

Gardiner (9.0) and senior for-

ward Farrior (9.0). Hughes also

leads in rebounding at 7.2 rpg.,

followed by junior forward Jay

Louden (5.2).

Longwood is now 2-2 after

coming back from Thanksgiving

break. They have had victories

against Saint Paul's 68-59 De-

cember 1, but then they dropped

a 93-79 decision to

Shippensburg (Pennsylvania)

December 3 in the first round of

the West Chester Alumni Asso-

ciation Tournament. The Lanc-

ers came back from their loss and

defeated C.W. Post (New York)

76-50 in the consolation. Then
just this past week, the ladies lost

an 83-78 OTmatch to CVAC op-

ponent Barton. LC is now 3-3,0-

1 in CVAC play.

Against their most recent

loss, CVAC opponent Barton,

LC trailed 37-23 at halftime be-

fore rallying from a 10-point

deficit in the final 7:10 to force

the extra period, tied 7 1 -7 1 at the

end of regulation. The Bulldogs,

however, outscored LC 1 2-7 dur-

ing the OT.

The Lancers were led by se-

nior Jill Younce with a game-
high 24 points, adding eight re-

bounds, six assists, and five

steals, while classmate Kali

Brown, sophomore Jessica Roy-

Harrison, and freshman Tia

Richardson each contributed 13

points. Brown surpassed the

1 ,000 career point mark for LC,
and now totals 1,008 career

points at the College - only the

14th player in school history to

reach the magical plateau.

Richardson's 13 points equal a

career-best, while she also

grabbed a game and career-high

11 rebounds.

Against C.W. Post, the Lanc-

ers were ahead of the Pioneers

44-25 at halftime and never lost

the lead. Younce led LC with a

game-high 17 points, five re-

bounds, and six assists.

Richardson contributed a career-

high 1 3 points, grabbed five re-

bounds, and six steals, while

sophomore Jamie Beale added

11 points for the Lancers.

Brown, who contributed 35

points and 10 rebounds at the

tournament for the Lancers,

earned All-Tournament Team
honors.

Against Shippensburg,

Longwood was down 30-50 at

halftime and could not catch up

with the Red Raiders. Brown led

Longwood with a game-high and

career-high 26 points. Brown

also added six rebounds, while

freshman Angel Johnson con-

tributed a career-high 17 points,

grabbing five rebounds, and

Younce added 1 2 points and four

rebounds for the Lancers.

Younce became just the 13th

player in Lancer women's bas-

ketball history to top the 1,000

point mark with the 17 points

against Saint Paul's. Younce's

career total now stands at 1,036.

The men will play again Fri-

day, December 10, against Pace

(New York) University during

the opening game of the

Bloomsburg (Pennsylvania)

Husky Invitational, a 6 p.m. tip-

off in Pennsylvania. Friday's

game will be broadcast locally

in the Farmville area on WFLO
Radio, 95.7 FM, beginning at

5:50 p.m. with the pregame.

The women will play again

Saturday, December 11, at non-

conference opponent Virginia

State, a 4 p.m. contest in Peters-

burg. This is the final game prior

to the Christmas holiday break

for the Lancers.

HOME GAMES IN JANUARY
WOMEN:

Jan. 8 High Point 2:00

Jan. 18 Queens 5:30

Jan. 20 Coker 5:30
-

Jan. 24 Abbey 5:30

Jan. 29 Erskme 4:00

MEN:
Jan. 3 Shepherd 7:30

Jan. 18 Queens 7:30

Jan. 20 Coker 7:30

Jan. 24 Abbey 7:30

Jan. 29 Erskine 7:30
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Wrestling Team Off

On The Right Foot

With 3-0 Record In

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
LONGWOOD/ DOMINO'S

Aug. 31-Sept. 7

ept. 8-14

Sept. 15-21

ept. 22-28

Sept. 29- Oct. 5

Oct 6-13

Oct. 14-19

Oct. 20-26

Oct 27-Nov. 2

Nov. 3-9

Nov. 10-16

Nov. 17-23

Dec. 1-7

Amy Kennedy
Katie Soule

Mark Markiewicz

Claudia Watt

Andy Hum
Erin Hirschi

Niklas Jansson

Vicki Matkovich

Jason Masi

Kinstler

Women's Soccer

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Men's Golf

Women's Golf

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey
Men's SoccerJason Helling

Cheryl Andrukonis Field Hockey
Blair Shadday Men's Golf

Mark Markiewicz

Kimlman
Aaron Bradley

JiUYounee

KaH Brown
Ben Summerlin

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Field Hockey

Women's B-ball

Women's B-ball

Men's B-ball

Dual Meet
SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood hosted the Long-

wood Duals December 4 and

went 3-0 defeating Anderson

(South Carolina) 43-7,

Cumberland (Tennessee) 38-6,

and Southern Virginia 46-6.

Against Anderson, junior

Aaron Bradley (8-0) at 149, and

freshman Ben Summerlin (12-2)

at 174 each earn pins, while

sophomore Jeff Kepler/

Haymarket-Stonewall Jackson

HS (4-2) earned a technical fall

at 141, and sophomores Larry

Haynes (7-4) at 125, and Randell

Sell (4-0) at 133 and senior Kris

Lucas (5-3) at heavyweight each

with a forfeit victory.

Scoring bonus points for the

Lancers against Cumberland
were Haynes at 125 and Bradley

at 149 with a pin, junior Walter

Hayde (4-3) at 184 with a tech-

nical fall, along with Sell at 133,

junior Shawn Hutchison (9-3) at

197, and Lucas at heavyweight

each earned a forfeit

Against Southern Virginia,

LC was led by Summerlin at 1 74

and Hayde at 184 each with a

pin, Haynes at 125, Kepler at

141, and freshman Craig Spruill

(6-4) at 165 each earning a ma-

jor decision. Sell at 133,

Hutchison at 197, and Lucas at

heavyweight put the Lancers on

the board with a forfeit victory.

Also contributing to Longwood
was senior Ivan Cruz (3-4) at

157.

LC, now 6-2, will host Ap-

prentice School December 9.

Action begins at 6 p.m. After the

Apprentice School match, Long-

wood will return January 7-8 to

compete in the Virginia Duals.

Photo by Anthony Cotucci

HOME MEETS IN 2000

JANUARY 10 6:00

PENSACOLA CHRISTIAN
JANUARY 19 6:00

UNC- PEMBROKE
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Longwood Theatre

Presents All in the Timing
PRESS RELEASE

Timing is everything. How
can socialist leader Leon Trotsky

talk with a mountain climber's

axe stuck in his head? And just

how long will it take three mon-

keys to type the entire script of

Shakespeare's Hamlefl Answers

to these bizarre questions and

more are answered with the clever

All in the Timing, a collection of

one-act plays by David Ives, run-

ning February 23-26 at 8 p.m. and

February 27 at 3 p.m. in

Longwood College's Jarman Au-

ditorium.

Each play starts as a joke

that unravels as the act

progresses. Ives was awarded me

John Gassner Playwriting Award

for this collection of short plays

that deal with romantic comedy,

sophomoric philosophy, and his-

torical hysterics. This critically

acclaimed, award-winning

evening of comedies combines

wit, intellect, satire, and just plain

fun.

The series of one-acts in-

cludes "Sure Thing," a classic

contemporary comedy, "Words,

Words, Words," which recalls the

philosophical adage that three

monkeys typing into infinity will

sooner or later produce Hamlet,

and "The Philadelphia," which

presents a young man who has

fallen into a Twilight-Zone-like

state in which he cannot get any-

thing he asks for.

Under the direction of

Longwood Theatre Professor

Pamela Arkin, AU in the Timing

features Amber Jones, Dan

Boland, Dennis Morris, David

Janeski, Lily Lamberta, Leslie

Cooley, Charlie Mingroni, Mike

Lassen, Matte Bolte, Samm
Weldon, Bobby Vrtis, and Libby

Sullivan.

Technical director and sce-

nic and light designer is Tony

Hardin, with assistance from Paul

Shreiner and Ellen Houseknecht.

Costume designer and costume

shop manager is Patt Ness with

assistance from Beth Hadrys.

Sound designer is Michael

Matthews. Stage manager is

Sharon Gregory with Jessica

Morris as Assistant Stage Man-

ager.

This production contains

adult language and is not suitable

for young audiences. There is

Umited seating. Tickets for A 11 in

the Timing went on sale February

9 and will also be available at the

door. For tickets or information,

call the Jarman Box Office at

(804)395-2474. Office hours are

Tuesday - Friday 3-5 p.m.

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

1. Afghany Plane Hijacked... Currently in London.

2. Tensions and Fighting Flare in Northern Ireland.

3. Derrick Thomas dead at age 33.

4. Latin America: Student Protests Die off, Parent protest kick up

5. Israel Bombs Lebanon

6. Ocalan's Rebels <PKK> Say they will stop fighting

7. Forbes pulls out of Presidential race

8. Alaskan Airlines Plane Crashes... "Divers recover damaged

screw from Flight 261*s horizontal stabilizer"

9. Scott Weiland of the rock band Stone Temple Pilots released

from rehab program

10. Four more internet sites are overwhelmed by hackers: eBay,

Amazon, CNN, and Buy.com attacked like Yahoo

Headlines in quotes are in thanks to CNN and the Richmond Times-

Dispatch. AU Headlines are local and world events of the past

week. These are in no way biased by Longwood College or the staff

of The Rotunda, —^—

Longwood Student Group

Seeks to Aid Inventors
PRESSRELEASE

Calling all inventors — a

student organization at

Longwood College wants to help

you. The Independent Innovation

Marketers* Association (UMA)
was formed last spring to aid the

development, production, and

protection of "products, innova-

tions, inventions, and software,"

said Karl Boehm, who heads the

group. Its main activities are in-

tellectual property protection, net-

working, and prototyping.

The 13-member group,

whose services are free and avail-

able to anyone, meets every

Wednesday evening and has a fac-

ulty adviser, Claire La Roche,

who teaches business law. Among

members' ideas are an alarm

clock for the deaf, a reciprocat-

ing motor, a new kind of dipstick,

and proposals involving footwear,

virtual reality software, musical

electronics, and optics.

IIMA is applying for a

$20,000 grant from the National

Collegiate Inventors and Innova-

tors Alliance, of which Boehm is

a member, which would fund a

computer, related equipment, and

a course next fall combining busi-

ness and science, Innovation and

Entrepreneurship.

"The organization is appar-

ently the only one of its kind on a

Virginia college campus," said

Carol Bollinger, Longwood's di-

rector of grant solicitation, who

is assisting the group. 'Too many

ideas die before any action is

taken," Ms. Bollinger said. "UMA
will provide students with the

education, resources and a mod-

ule to translate their ideas into

action.

While our students are get-

ting real-world experience, they

are also making contacts and get-

ting their foot in the door."

The group recently pre-

sented an "Innovation Fair" at

Prince Edward County Middle

School in which Boehm and two

fellow members spoke about in-

vention and intellectual property,

followed by a workshop in which

they worked with pipe cleaners.

Boehm, a sophomore majoring in

business administration and mi-

noring in physics, did an intern-

ship last summer at the U.S.

Patent and Trademark office, in

Crystal City just outside Wash-

ington, D.C.

"I learned about patents and

intellectual property protection,"

he said. "It's easy to obtain a cer-

Picture of the Week

tain amount of protection, but if

you want a patent, it can be ex-

pensive and time-consuming. We
can make it less expensive and

less time-consuming, and also

provide some guidance. I recom-

mend a certain amount of legal

counsel, but you can write a good

deal of the patent yourself. We can

do the patent search for free, or

teach you how to do it."

"A lot of people are reluc-

tant to come forward with an idea

because they are worried it will

leak out and the idea will be sto-

len, so we take a lot of precau-

tions for confidentiality. I know

there are students who have ideas,

and I hope they will come to us.

We are trying to make them feel

comfortable, since there are a lot

of scams with people stealing

ideas."

Last year Karl Boehm at-

tended the annual convention of

the National Collegiate Inventors

and Innovators Alliance, in Wash-

ington, D.C. He was one of only

three college students attending

the conference; the other two

were from Hampshire College in

Amherst, Massachusetts, with

which the Alliance is affiliated. In

March, he will represent Long-

wood as a speaker at this year's

convention.

Longwood Covered in Snow

\oto by Allison Beverley
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Longwood Theatre

Presents All in the Timing
PRESSRELEASE

Timing is everything. How
can socialist leader Leon Trotsky

talk with a mountain climber's

axe stuck in his head? And just

how long will it take three mon-

keys to type the entire script of

Shakespeare's Hamlefl Answers

to these bizarre questions and

more are answered with the clever

All in the Timing, a collection of

one-act plays by David Ives, run-

ning February 23-26 at 8 p.m. and

February 27 at 3 p.m. in

Longwood College's Jarman Au-

ditorium.

Each play starts as a joke

that unravels as the act

progresses. Ives was awarded the

John Gassner Playwriting Award

for this collection of short plays

that deal with romantic comedy,

sophomoric philosophy, and his-

torical hysterics. This critically

acclaimed, award-winning

evening of comedies combines

wit, intellect, satire, and just plain

fun.

The series of one-acts in-

cludes "Sure Thing," a classic

contemporary comedy, "Words,

Words, Words," which recalls the

philosophical adage that three

monkeys typing into infinity will

sooner or later produce Hamlet,

and "The Philadelphia," which

presents a young man who has

fallen into a Twilight-Zone-like

state in which he cannot get any-

thing he asks for.

Under the direction of

Longwood Theatre Professor

Pamela Arkin, All in the Timing

features Amber Jones, Dan

Boland, Dennis Morris, David

Janeski, Lily Lamberta, Leslie

Cooley, Charlie Mingroni, Mike

Lassen, Matte Bolte, Samm
Weldon, Bobby Vrtis, and Libby

Sullivan.

Technical director and sce-

nic and light designer is Tony

Hardin, with assistance from Paul

Shreiner and Ellen Houseknecht.

Costume designer and costume

shop manager is Patt Ness with

assistance from Beth Hadrys.

Sound designer is Michael

Matthews. Stage manager is

Sharon Gregory with Jessica

Morris as Assistant Stage Man-

ager.

This production contains

adult language and is not suitable

for young audiences. There is

limited seating. Tickets for All in

the Timing went on sale February

9 and will also be available at the

door. For tickets or information,

call the Jarman Box Office at

(804) 395-2474. Office hours are

Tuesday - Friday 3-5 p.m.

Longwood Student Group

Seeks to Aid Inventors

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

1. Afghany Plane Hijacked... Currently in London.

2. Tensions and Fighting Flare in Northern Ireland.

3. Derrick Thomas dead at age 33.

4. Latin America: Student Protests Die off. Parent protest kick up

5. Israel Bombs Lebanon

6. Ocalan's Rebels <PKK> Say they will stop fighting

7. Forbes pulls out of Presidential race

8. Alaskan Airlines Plane Crashes... "Divers recover damaged

screw from Flight 261's horizontal stabilizer"

9. Scott Weiland of the rock band Stone Temple Pilots released

from rehab program

10. Four more internet sites are overwhelmed by hackers: eBay,

Amazon, CNN, and Buy.com attacked like Yahoo

Headlines in quotes ars in thanks to CNN and the Richmond rimes-

Dispatch. All Headlines am local and world events of the past

week. These an in no way biased by Longwood College or the staff

of The Rotunda.

PRESSRELEASE

Calling all inventors — a

student organization at

Longwood College wants to help

you. The Independent Innovation

Marketers' Association (TJMA)

was formed last spring to aid the

development, production, and

protection of "products, innova-

tions, inventions, and software,"

said Karl Boehm, who beads the

group. Its main activities are in-

tellectual property protection, net-

working, and prototyping.

The 13-meraber group,

whose services are free and avail-

able to anyone, meets every

Wednesday evening and has a fac-

ulty adviser, Claire La Roche,

who teaches business law. Among

members' ideas are an alarm

clock for the deaf, a reciprocat-

ing motor, a new kind of dipstick,

and proposals involving footwear,

virtual reality software, musical

electronics, and optics.

IIMA is applying for a

$20,000 grant from the National

Collegiate Inventors and Innova-

tors Alliance, of which Boehm is

a member, which would fund a

computer, related equipment, and

a course next fall combining busi-

ness and science, Innovation and

Entrepreneurship.

"The organization is appar-

ently the only one of its kind on a

Virginia college campus," said

Carol Bollinger, Longwood's di-

rector of grant solicitation, who

is assisting the group. 'Too many

ideas die before any action is

taken," Ms. Bollinger said. "IIMA

will provide students with the

education, resources and a mod-

ule to translate their ideas into

action.

While our students are get-

ting real-world experience, they

are also making contacts and get-

ting their foot in the door."

The group recently pre-

sented an "Innovation Fair" at

Prince Edward County Middle

School in which Boehm and two

fellow members spoke about in-

vention and intellectual property,

followed by a workshop in which

they worked with pipe cleaners.

Boehm, a sophomore majoring in

business administration and rni-

noring in physics, did an intern-

ship last summer at the U.S.

Patent and Trademark office, in

Crystal City just outside Wash-

ington, D.C.

"I teamed about patents and

intellectual property protection,"

he said. "It's easy to obtain a cer-

tain amount of protection, but if

you want a patent, it can be ex-

pensive and time-consuming. We
can make it less expensive and

less time-consuming, and also

provide some guidance. I recom-

mend a certain amount of legal

counsel, but you can write a good

deal of the patent yourself.We can

do the patent search for free, or

teach you how to do it"

"A lot of people are reluc-

tant to come forward with an idea

because they are worried it will

leak out and the idea will be sto-

len, so we take a lot of precau-

tions for confidentiality. I know

there are students who have ideas,

and I hope they will come to us.

We are hying to make them feel

comfortable, since there are a lot

of scams with people stealing

ideas."

Last year Karl Boehm at-

tended the annual convention of

the National Collegiate Inventors

and Innovators Alliance, in Wash-

ington, D.C. He was one of only

three college students attending

the conference; the other two

were from Hampshire College in

Amherst, Massachusetts, with

which the Alliance is affiliated. In

March, he will represent Long-

wood as a speaker at this year's

Picture of the Week:
convention.

,onvwood Covered in Snow
vttU

Photo by Allison Beverley
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EDITORIAL
Who would have

thought that we
would have a

snowday in the second week of

school? I certainly enjoyed it.

Even after that one day off,

there were other days that (in my
opinion) should have been ex-

cused. No, this is not my lazy side

coming through. I just think that

everyone's well-being should

have been thought of more. Let

me explain.

First of all, the majority of the

campus was a sheet of ice for a

solid week. I do not appreciate

having to ice skate and slide all

the way to class. I saw so many

people fall flat on their faces (or

other areas) so many times it was

ridiculous. In places there was no

plowing and no salt, just ice. If

we have to brave the weather, can

we at least have a path? Just be-

cause the sidewalk outside of

Lancaster is crystal clear does not

mean that the roads are fine. The

cities around us (that some com-

muters drive from) were a lot

worse than Farmville. Many had

to deal with treacherous condi-

tions to be here.

Some would ask, why did

they drive if it was so bad? Be-

cause the Longwood Attendance

Policy states that if you miss x

number of classes you can be

dropped a letter grade or fail. It is

ridiculous to risk your life for a

class and some had to do that.

Way to watch out for your stu-

dents Longwood. A large part of

this college is commuter and I feel

that they were left out.

By the way, I always hear the

stereotype, "If we give them a day

off, they'll party all night and be

little heathens." Not that our snow

policy is based on this, but I am
sure it is in the subconscious of

some. This isn't true. Ijust wanted

to clear mat up. Until next time!

Melissa GiU

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters

G.I.V.E Office Recieves

Thanks for Support
Dear Editor

We would like to thank the

G.I.V.E. office for the food items

donated by their office for the

families in the area. The Thanks-

giving and overflow ofChristmas

food items were appreciated by

our clients. Some of the staff

shared with me the looks of utter

and sincere surprise and grateful-

ness on our clients' faces when

presented with these food items.

I am sure mat the community

has no idea how much this act of

kindness impacts so many of our

needy community members.

Please share with them that we

cannot say enough how much we
and our clients appreciate what

they are doing for so many
people.

Sherri H. Wise

Regional Manager

Family Preservation Services

ASA Sends Apologies
Dear Editor:

This letter is in reference to

the negative feelings and contro-

versy brought on by Fall

Semester's lip Sync. First, our or-

ganization would like to apolo-

gize for the delayed nature of this

letter. We, as a Greek Organiza-

tion, would like to offer our apolo-

gies for any behavior that may
have offended anyone. Though

we are not incriminating our-

selves for any specific or purpose-

ful wrongdoing, we realize that

we did not compensate fully for

the circumstances at hand that

night. We also understand that the

Panhellenic Council sponsored

this event, and mat we did not rep-

resent the Greek system, or our-

selves individually, in a positive

manner. We did not mean, in any

way, to offend anyone or tarnish

our reputation as a respected

Greek organization on this cam-

pus.

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Box 2901

Longwood College

Farmville, VA 23909

Editor-in-Chief

Asst. Editor

ChiefCopy Editor

Asst. Copy Editor

News Editor

Opinion Editor

Asst. Opinion Editor

Features Editor

Asst. Features Editor

Sports Editor

Calender Editor

Photo Editor/Business Manager

Asst. Photo Editor

Cartoonist

The Rotunda
Phone: 804-395-2120

Fax: 804-395-2237

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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Kristen Ingram

Mkbek Thompson
Jamie Turner
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Wendy Kirkpatrick

Ashley Brown

Kim Urann

George Lanum
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Allison Beverley
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Brian Jones
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood CoJkge, b published every two weeks during

the academic year (eacept holidays and exam period*) and is printed in me offices ©f the FarmvUU

Herald, Farmville, VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be received by five p.m. the

Sunday prior to the Thursday publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include

name and telephone number; Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear on the pub-

lished letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity employer.

<$>TO iBSJS
PROPS:
+To the new dining hall and its staff.

+To our upcoming Seattle Conference!

+To snow days.

+To the commuters that had to deal with driving in the messy weather.

DROPS:
-To having to wait in line to put your tray away in the dining hall. It would be so much easier to

have those tray carriers.

-To Longwood for having class when the sidewalks are a sheet of ice and unplowed.

-To having to go to class when practically the whole town was closed.

•To Longwood for making the commuters drive on dangerous roads to get to class.

-To the school for making students get an advisor's signature to drop a class one day, and allowing

it to be done on the phone another day.

-To the phone solicitors (such as GTE, VISA) who "magically" got our phone numbers.

Said yjayc Props and Drops to rotunda@k)ngvvc)ocLlwc.ecki,
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Parking and Towing Dilemmas
KRISTEN INGRAM

Asst. Editor

day morning at 10:40 a.m., might man, Mr. Scott, from my local

I add that my vehicle was towed towing agency paid my bill out

a mere twenty minutes later at of pocket and allowed me to write

Maybe calling this an Ac-

tivist Column is a bit ridiculous,

because all I really want to do is

to tell a story, just the exact way

it happened. In writing this I am

him a personal check.

When we went outside Mr.

Scott was curious as to how they

had towed my vehicle on a roll-

back tow truck without the key.

An employee ofThird Street said

1 1 :00 a.m. I asked the young lady

on the phone why they had not

called to inform me that my ve-

hicle was a problem. She told me

that they were too busy to call

not angry, hateful, or being vin- everyone and that it was not the

dictive I am just telling a little police department's responsibil- that it was simple; they slid the

story that happened to me, just ity to keep me informed about truck bed under the tires and

last week. things of that nature. I was then jerked it onto the backend. Well,

Over Christmas break I told that it was my fault for not this news was very disheartening

spent over $1000 to have my calling every day to keep them

transmission in my 1992 Ford informed about the status of my

Explorer rebuilt. I returned to car. I asked the young lady if they

had taken into consideration the

weather, she said yes, but that I

was still in violation of the hand-

book rule that states that any dis-

abled vehicles must be reported

and moved off of campus within

48 hours of the time reported.

I went to the police station

and talked to someone and was

told that all I could do at this point

would not shift into gear. I tried was to appeal the two parking towing damage from Third Street

my best, but the vehicle would not tickets. Third Street Towing had Towing.

budge each time I took my foot my vehicle on their lot While I

off the brake it just slide further was in class a friend called Third

school and everything seemed to

be fine, until the night of January

24, 2000. 1 parked my vehicle in

front ofARC, went inside to pick

up some items from my room, and

returned to my vehicle. My friend

and I entered the vehicle, I shifted

into reverse, then when I at-

tempted to shift into drive some-

thing very upsetting happened. It

to me because my vehicle was in

park, with the parking brake set.

Mr. Scott informed me mat this

is a very unprofessional and im-

proper way to tow vehicles and if

he were caught by his agency

towing a car in this manner then

he would be fired. This procedure

causes damage to the vehicle be-

ing towed.

S& as of the present I have

transmission damage, towing

fees, parking tickets, and possible

back, until I was almost touching

another car. Luckily, I had help

and we were able to push my ve-

hicle forward and I was able to

back it into a parking spot. It just

so happened that with the posi-

tion of my vehicle the only spot

that I could get into was a faculty/

staff parking spot behind the li-

brary.

I returned to my room very

upset. I called campus police and

reported my problem and added,

"IF THERE ARE ANY PROB-

LEMS, PLEASE CALL ME AT
..." That very night we had a

snowstorm and for the next week

or so, we experienced inclement

weather. This was very distress-

ing to me because, due to this

weather, neither my parents nor a

tow truck from home were able

to make it to Farm ville

.

I checked my vehicle each

day to make sure that there were

no tickets, despite the fact that I

Street Towing to find out the ste-

ms ofmy vehicle and she was told

that it was a $35 fine for towing

and an additional $15 for every-

day it sat on their lot. The very

next day my father had our local

towing agency to come pick up

my car.

This leads me to part two

ofmy saga. I arrived on the lot of

Third Street Towing and entered

into a small porch that was called

the "office." After waiting for

about five minutes a lady finally

answered the door. I told her I was

I understand that 1 am at

fault for not reporting my vehicle

each and every day that it sat in

the faculty lot and for not having

it removed within 48 hours. I also

think that by leaving my tele-

phone number that a simple two-

minute telephone call could have

saved everyone some time, espe-

cially since I requested that they

call me if any problems arose.

In closing I would like to

advise students that the very un-

professional Third Street Towing

Company is the company that the

police department uses to tow our

vehicles. I am by no means attack-

there to pick up my vehicle and ing family businesses; I have a lot

after I told her which vehicle was of respect for those trying to make

mine she said, "that one has been

on our lot for a few days, hasn't

it?" I told her no, it had only been

there overnight, she did not be-

lieve me and checked with some-

one inside of the home. When she

returned she told me that my to-

tal was $50. 1 began to fill out my
check when she told me that they

had reported it Then I awoke on did not take checks, I sighed and

February 2, 2000 to see my ve- reached for a credit card, and then

hide perched on the back end of

a tow truck and being carted down

the street I was immediately on

the phone with die police station.

I was told mat faculty members

had complained about my vehicle

and it had several tickets on the

windshield. I found this odd be-

cause I had checked Tuesday

morning after my 11:00 a.m.

class. I later found out that I was

ticketed at 3:36 p.m. Tuesday

she informed me that they only

take cash. It was at this point mat

I was ready to lose my temper, I

asked her why she had not told

my friend this when the phone

call was made. She said that she

an honest living, and doing it the

right way. But you cannot tell me
that a business that is using tow-

ing procedures that can cause po-

tential damage to your vehicle is

on the up and up. Not to mention

the fact that they only take cash,

yet do not tell you this when you

call to inquire about your vehicle.

Third Street Towing is NO
GOOD!! (This was my Activist

section!)

Well, I hope that my little

story has enlightened you. I have

explained it the exact way that it

happened from my side. I hope

that the lesson learned is that if

did tell my friend and that my your car ever breaks down yew

friend hadjust forgotten to tell me know that you only have 48 hours

(I later found out that she had to remove it from the campus (i

done no such thing, she never

mentioned that they took only

cash). Once again God was kx*-

evening and then again Wednes- ing out for me, and the very nice

is in the handbook), and you need

to call each day to inform the po-

lice station, so that you are not

faced with a similar fate.

Speak Out

What «9 y«u thUt ab«ut

the miMtfMR

'
i

V 7
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I would change the organization of

the serving area. It just gets too

crowded

Maya Miller

Sophmore N
Music

I think it's too crowded in the food

area, but I give credit to having

enough room for people to sit I

would also open a second dish

return so as to allow for quicker

.exit time.

Christopher Stanton

Senior

Anthropology

The new dining hall isn't too bad,

but there are a few problems

regarding space for food lines. You

can never seem to figure out where

one starts and where one aids.

Susan Steffenhagen

Sophmore

Education

The new dining hall seems to have

a friendlier and more open

atmosphere than Blackwell. The

crowds and confusion during the

rush are something I hate, but men

I guess some things never change.

Genii Grimsiey

Junior

Biology/Chemistry

The food is still real tasty, but the

lines are longer. 1 think that

Aramark should send all the

workers on a tropical cruise for

having to work so hard,

TontRadao

MM
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NEWS&VIEWS
STUDENT HOUSING & CLASS

REGISTRATION

Before 5:00 PM on April 4. 2000. all students must be registered for no fewer than 12 credits

for fall semester in order to participate in room selection.

As registration and roan selection have been integrated, students will be required to:

STEP1
20.

Pay $270.00 deposit to Office of Cashiering and Student Accounts by

STEP 2: Register for classes. See registration schedule below.

Seniors (89 or more credits) - March 23 and March 24, 2000

Juniors (56 to 88 credits) -March 27 and March 28, 2000

Sophomores (25 to 55 credits) -March 29 and 30, 2000

Freshmen (24 or fewer credits) -March 31 and April 3, 2000

Open Registration (to all students) - April 4, 2000

STEP 3: Select a residence hall room, a meal plan, and a roommate. The Housing

Office can provide assistance with finding a roommate. See "Room
Selection 2000-2001" flyer for deadlines, sign-up times and locations.

Failure to register for 12 credits for fall

in the following consequences:

before 5:00 PM on April 4, 2000 will result

1. No exception to the Longwood College residency requirement.

2. No consideration of preference for residence hall, room, or roommate.

3. Notification of housing assignment via a letter mailed in early August.

4. Placement in "expanded housing", if needed.

There will be no exceptions granted to the above outlined policy, including "hold flags".

Contact Mr. Bruce Jenkins at ext 2274 in the Office of Cashiering and Student Accounts, if

you require assistance regarding a "hold flag".

Lancer Productions February Events

2/1 0-Barbara Bailey Hutchinson-9pm

2/1 1 -2/14- Valentine's Weekend

2/1 1- Movie- Runaway Bride-Spm (Amelia)

Cafe Night- Junction-10pm

2/12- Valentine's Semi-Formal- 10pm

2/13- Singled Out Dating Game- 9pm
2/14- Ellen Gootblatt- Relationship Speaker-7:30pm

Movie- Runaway Bride-9pm

2/18- Movie- Blue Streak- 8pm

Dan Horn- Comedian- 10pm
Band (TBA)-11pm

2/19- Karaoke-10pm (Cafe)

2/21- Movie- Blue Streak-9pm

2/25- Movie- The Bone CoUector-fym (Amelia)

KJ James- 10pm

2/26- Jazz Poets Society-10pm

2/28- Movie-TJie Bone Collector-9pm

2/29- Richmond Boys Choir-(Jarman)-7:30pm

Crime Statistics
Subittedby

JAMES A. Husky
ChiefofPotice

Date

1-4-00

1-9-00

1-15-00

1-16-00

1-17-00

1-17-00

1-18-00

1-18-00

1-25-00

1-21-00

1-22-00

1-22-00

1-23-00

1-24-00

1-25-00

1-26-00

1-26-00

1-26-00

1-27-00

1-28-00

1-29-00

1-29-00

1-30-00

1-31-00

1-31-00

1-31-00

1-31-00

Location

Lancer Hall Larceny

Lancer Hall Vandalism

Cox Trespass Warning

Stanley Park Medical Call

Vandalism

Vandalism

Vandalism

Type of incident Disposition

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Curry

Curry

Frazer

Curry

StubbsMall

Pine St

Pine St

Main St

South Cunn

Madison St

Curry

Ruffher

Ruffher

Ruffher

Frazer

Franklin St

RedfordSt

Putney St

Main Cunn

Cox

Vandalism

Assault

DUI
DUI
DUI

Underage Poss

Hit-n-Run

Electronic threats

Larceny

Larceny

Larceny

Larceny

DUI
Underage Poss

Underage Poss

Injury

Vandalism

Cox Parking lot Larceny

Curry Larceny

Campus Streets Suspicious Vehicle Pending

Note: Assault was with snow balls on Stubbs mall.

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Campus Information
library Hours:

Monday-Thursday: 8am-Midnight

Friday: 8am-9pm

Saturday: 10am-9pm

Sunday: 10arn-9pm

Bookstore Hoars:

Monday-Thursday: 8:30am-5pm

Friday: 8:30am-2pm

Dining Hall Hours:

Monday-Thursday: 7:15am-7pm

Friday: 7:15am-6:30pm

Saturday: llam-lpm, 5-6:30pm

Sunday: llam-lpm, 4:30-6:30pm

Student Union Hours:

Monday-Friday: 8am-Midnight

Saturday-Sunday: Ham-Midnight

Intramural Schedule;

March-Flag Football

March/April-Soccer

April-Sand Volleyball
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Monday
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

6 p.m - 8 p.m.

8 p.m.- !0p.m.

10 p.m. 12 a.m.

12 a.ra. - 2 a.m.

2 a.m. -4 a.m.

Tuesday

10 a.m.- 12 p.m.

12 pjn. -2 p.m.

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

8 p.m • 10 p m.

10 p.m. 12 a.m.

12 a.m. -2 a.m.

2 a.m. - 4 am.

Wednesday

10 a.m. -12 p.m.

12 p.m. -2 p.m.

2 p.m. - 4 p m
4 p.m. • 6 p.m.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

.

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

10 p.m 12 a.m.

12 am -2a.m.

2 a.m. - 4 a.m.

Thursday

10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

12 p.m. -2p.m.

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

4 p.m. -6 p.m.

6 p.m. - 8 p.m

8 p.m. - 10
|

10 p.m 12

1

12 a.m. -2i

2 a.m. -4 i

Friday

8:18 am -9:19 am
10 a.m. - 12 p.m

12pjn. -2 p.m.

2 p.m. - 4 pjB.

4 p.m • 6 p.m.

6 p.m - 8 p.m

8 p.m. - 10 p.m,

10 p.m 12 a.m.

12 f — -»-«

2 a.m. - 4 a.m.

Saturday

10 am - 2 p.m

2 pjn. - 4 p.m.

4 p.m. • 6 p.m.

6 p.m, - 8 p.m.

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.

10 p.m 12 a.m.

12 a.m. -2 a.m.

2ajB.-4a.rn.

Sunday

I0a.m.-I2pjn.

12 pjD. • 2 p.m

2 p.m - 4 p.m

4pj«.

6 p.m.

10

12

6 p.m.

8 p.m.

• IQp.m

12

1

2i

2a,m.-4am

$bow>ftprs Format

OPEN
Blue Door on the 3rd Flow w/G-String & DdangJin

OFEN-—-—

~

Ben Lee ft Amanda lrvin

Absolutely Kkkirf Tunes w/Cate Light ft Krisri Cot*

Hemp Radio w/Emry

The Bedtime Groove

Vivarin w/Aliie (Cat

OPEN——

—

OPEN
The Disaster Area w/Litue Devil A Jello

The Smorgasbord w/DJ Thor

The Kat and Gerald Show

DJ Pinto, DJ Fonzi, A Pimp The Intern

The Turtle & Matt Show

The Pimp Session w/Big Daddy

Midnight Mix w/Mr. Mike A Magic 3

OPEN

OPEN—~~~
OPEN
The Stev ft Kev Show

The Jon B ft Wags FTB Show

Punkariffic w/DJs Pimp ft Hottie

Plain White Milk w/DJ Wonder Woman ft Hilary

BTifarDf*

Azuus Invazkm w/Kevm ft Trish

The Stalin Radio Hour With Special Guest Pepe the Mexican Hat Dancer

OPEN—"-—
Dustm Lowe ft Bishop

Morgan Mahan w/DJ •Mayhem

The John ft Ashley Show

Dance Explosion w/DJ Manatee

The Doable Power Hour w/DJ Thumper ft DJ Nacho

DJ "Bones" McCoy
The "Daddy Unlove" Show w/DJ Elliott

OPEN

6! Fabulous Minutes In The Morning w/Bubbtes AG. Fab

OPEN
OPEN——

-

The Moon Walk wrChris ft Joe

The Fallout Shelter w/DJs David ft Matt

The Seduction Twins, Anna Meadows ft Ariana Ortega

The Stanley Show w/DJ Stanley

The Farm vffle Fiujhouat w/DJ N-TeK

Audio Assault w/Nate Story

The Graveyard Shift w/Josh ft Logan

Frccfbnzi

Soft Rock

Reaaae

Dance ft Slow Jams

Alternative ft Requests

Fieefbrm

Freeform

Freeform

Top 40 StufFft Requests

Musk for Idiots (Requests)

Fieefbrm

Hip-Hop

Rock, Alternative

Freeform

Punk ft Emo Punk

Freeform

Freeform

Freeform

Freeform

Freeform

Fieefbrm

Pop Hits ft Requests

Dance, Home, Techno, ft 80*s

Rock, Alternative

Freeform Request

Metal ft Hard Rock

i Time for New DJs

The Frank ie and Kristyn Show w/Frankie ft Kristyn

OPEN
Here Me Now w/DJ Pinky

Saturday Night Live w/DJ Matt G
Raving w/Raveo

The Evil w/DJs Charies Bronson ft Liberace

Urban Manifesto w/DJ

:

SO's.oO's and today!

Classic Rock

RockftRofl

Frccfonn

ChwcRockftOhfaes
Dance, House, Techno, ft 80"s

Hard Rock A Metal

Hardcore ft Industrial

Freeform

Freeform

Techno, ft Pop

Call-in

Techno ft

OPEN -

DJPmto.DJ Fonzi, ft Pimp The Intera

2 Macs ft a Charlie

Golden Road w/Jaeki Paper

Edecbc Waves w/Maizy

Saturday Night Lrve w/DJ Mat! G A DJ

RapAUrban

Top 40 StuffA Requests

The Boy Toy

WLCX

Show w/DJ Bobby

The WLCX
uewDJ'K

(§ 8.-00 bob. m the

Carcass

Lane is *2475~—

Fa*.

Punk, Ska, Eaao, ft

Metal

Clawiral ft Movie Scores

«3052
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CAMPUSandCOMA
WV9:Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th

Citizen

Leader

Program

Presents:

Dr. Barry Z.

Posner

in Jarman

@ 7:30 p.m.

Coffeehouse

Night

with Barbara

BaOy

Hutchinson

in Ballroom

@9:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway

Room
@8:00-
9:00 p.m.

Challenge Job

Fair

Registration

Deadline

Callx2063

Longwood
Honors Band

Concert

in Jarman

Auditorium

@ 7:30 p.m.

Faculty

Recital

with Lisa&
Charles Kinzer

inWygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Movie

Runaway
Bride

in Amelia

Room
@ 8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night

with Junction

in Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.

Longwood
High School

Forensics

Tournament

in Hull

All Day

Women's &
Men's Tennis

vs. Anderson

10:00 a,m.

Baseball:

Pittsburgh-

Johnstown

@ 1:00 p.m.

Women's
Basketball vs.

Mount Olive

@ 2:00 p.m.

Men's

Basketball vs.

Mount Olive

@ 4:00 p.m

Children's Art

Activities

inLCVA
@ 11:00 a.m.-

5:00 p.m.

Valentine's

Day Dance

in Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.

Stephanie

Seamans'

21* Birthday!

Baseball:

Pittsburgh-

Johnstown

@ 12:00 p.m.

Game Show:

Singled Out
in Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

CamNg an
Orsai#zatKJNsn

Do qou want

mope people to

come to Moup

meetinqs/ I hen

e-mail us me

intopmation ot

when and whepe

qou meet, ana

we II put it inoup

calendar! Just

e-mail:

rotunda©

IcncjwocdJwcedu

Happy
Valentine's

Day
Longwood!

From The

Rotunda Staff

Challenge

Mandatory

Meeting

inABC Room
3:30 p.m.

Wrestling vs.

Pensacola

Christian

@ 6:00 p.m.

Relationship

Lecture with

Ellen

Gootblatt

in Ballroom

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Movie

Runaway
Bride

in Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Kevin Rock's

21" Birthday!

Women's
Basketball vs.

Limestone

@ 2:00 p.m.

Men's

Basketball vs.

Limestone

@ 4:00 p.m.

Challenge Jot

Fair

in Roanoke

call x2063

MAKE A DIFFERENCE THIS SUM?
VA) Summer Camp StafT Positions: V

Nurse/EMT, Store Keeper/Office Assista

Forestry, Fun with Fitness. Training indu

as soon as filled. Employment period: Ju

Program Director 804-248-5444, bbrancfc

www.extM.edu/resources/4h/hoUday/effl
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Thursday

17th

v. Putting Fun
Into Your

Organization

by Susan

Monahan and

S.E.A.L.

in Dining Hall

Annex

@ 5:30 -

7:00 p.m.

Women's
Basketball vs.

Belmont Abby

@ 5:30 p.m.

Men's

Basketball vs.

Belmont Abby

@ 7:30 p.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway

Room
@8:00-
9:00 p.m.

Friday

18th

LP Movie
Blue Streak

in Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Comedian/

Ventriloquist

Dan Horn
in Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday

19th 20th 21st 22nd

W.l Iy

23rd

Softball vs.

Catawba

@ 11:00 a.m.

Children's Art

Activities

inLCVA
11:00 a.m.-

5:00 p.m.

Baseball:

Southern

Virginia

@ 1:00 p.m.

Softball vs.

Kutztown

@ 2:00 p.m.

Commuter
Appreciation

Week
20th - 25th

Softball vs.

Kutztown

@ 10:00 a.m

Softball vs.

Catawba

@ 2:00 p.m.

Scholarship

Lunch

in Dining Hall

Salon A
@ 10:30 a.m. -

1:30 p.m.

Persuasiveness

Presentations

by Tammy .

Gingras

in Dining Hall

Salon B
@5:30-
7.*00 p.m.

LP Movie

Blue Streak

in Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

IER Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Appomattox,

aterfront Director, Resident Lifeguard,

it, Instructors: Ropes Course (high & low),

ied Application deadline March 3, 2000 or

w 5- August 18, 2000 Contact: Bryan Branch,

rioy.html EOAA

Congratulations to the November
VOLUNTEER OF THE MONTH

Tiara Fisher!

Tiara has contributed over 100 hours toward

assisting the Clean VA Waterways cleanup

days, ana has organized more than 2,700

volunteers to clean Virginia's rivers, creeks and

beaches. She is currently working toward

organizing an effort to collect acorns tor

Virginia's Forest Department.

The G.I.V.E. Office congratulates and

commends Tiara tor her dedication and

concern for the environment and community!

CONGRATULATIONS!

First Investors

Recruiter

callx2063

SouthsideVA

Learning

Network

in Hull 132

@ 8:00 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

Art for

Lunch:

Encaustic

Painting from

Egyptian Era

to Today

inLCVA
@ 12:00 p.m.

Women's
Basketball vs.

Anderson

@ 5:30 p.m.

Men's

Basketball vs.

Anderson

@ 7:30 pjn.

Chamber
Music Series:

MaUarme
Chamber
Players

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Women's
Tennis vs.

Randolph

Macon

@ 3:30 p.m.

Longwood
Theatre

Presents:

All In the

Tuning

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Limited

Seating

The night

before The

Rotunda

Editorial Board

Leaves for

Seattle!!

HMM
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FEATURES
Wellness Corner
Top 10 Ways to Have Safe Sex

During the Valentines Day Season

INGRID BfTTEL

Wellness Advocate

10. Abstinence

9. Become educated about your own body

8. Discuss feelings with your partner on the subject

7. Go to a local clinic/doctor to be checked for STD's

6. Get Birth Control for BOTH partners

5. Become educated about your Birth Control

4. Discuss and make a decision about Pregnancy

3. Help motivate each other to use Birth Control regularly

2. Use a Condom
1

.

Never have sexual intercourse without a condom

The Flu! What to do?

LWC Graduate Studies-Education Dept.

STUDENTHEALTH
Press Release

The Flu, or influenza, is

caused by a virus that makes you

feel lousy. Generally speaking,

the flu is not dangerous; however,

in a small percentage of cases, a

bacterial infection may follow the

usual flu symptoms.

Key symptoms of the flu in-

clude high

fever and

chills,
muscle
aches, head-

ache, dry

cough, and

weakness.

The
worst symp-

toms gener-

ally last only

a few days,

and most

people make

a full recov-

ery in one to

two weeks.

The
best cure for the flu is prevention.

You can decrease your chances of

getting the flu by:

1.Getting a yearly flu shot

2. Washing your hands of-

ten. The flu is spread through the

air by coughing, sneezing or hand

contact

3. Keep in good health. Eat

healthy foods, exercise and get

plenty of rest.

4. Don't smoke. Smoking

makes your respiratory tract more

prone to infections.

If you think that you have

the flu, see your health care pro-

vider within the first forty-eight

hours of the symptoms.

They can prescribe antivi-

ral medication foryou to take that

will lessen the symptoms and de-

crease the duration of symptoms.

If you

are at school

you can call

Student
Health Ser-

vices at

X2102 and

set up an ap-

pointment to

see a nurse

practitioner.

She can pre-

scribe the

medication.

Other mea-

sures to help

reduce the

symptoms
are: drink lots of fluids like water

and juice, take acetaminophen or

ibuprofen to reduce the pain and

fever, take cough suppressants

and warm steam to help with die

cough, and gargle with warm salt

water and drink warm liquids or

soup for sore throat.

Ifyou think you might have

the flu, it is important not to take

aspirin because it can cause

Reye's syndrome.

Q
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PUZZLerS
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor

\.
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Music Review: Lonestar

Lonely Grill
ALLYSON BLAKE

News Editor

With a platinum album and

a number one song, Lonestar has

been riding high on the

country road of success.

When Lonestar re-

leased their latest album,

Lonely Grill, their song

Amazed was already num-

ber one and my favorite

song. Amazed is a song

about finding true love and

the power of knowing you

have found your soulmate.

It is truly a beautiful

song and definitely a song

for those who have found

their one and only.

Another song I like

on this album is Saturday Night.

Its an upbeat song about working

all week and then going out on

Saturday night and partying the

night away, and, of course, rest-

ing on Sunday.

Simple As That is another

good song about how love just

hits you. It goes on to say that

even though you will be in love

forever, you can't promise you

will be there forever and it is as

"simple as that"

The song What AboutNow

is about just blowing everything

off and taking off to do what ever

you want to do. I like the free-

spiritedness of the song because

it just makes you want to put ev-

erything aside and take off.

I've Gotta Find You is a

song about knowing that that spe-

cial someone is out mere and that

they could be anyone or any-

where. It is kind of bittersweet

because you never know when

and where you will find that spe-

cial someone.

My second favorite

song on this album is

called Smile. It is about

how hard it is to break up

with someone and not

show your true feelings. It

goes on to say you should

smile and laugh it off, but

never let them see you cry.

It truly is a heartbreaker.

Last, but certainly

not least, is the song this

album is named after,

Lonely Grill. Lonely Grill

is about losing your one

true love and lamenting

about them in the "lonely grill."

It is a sad, but sweet song that is

sure to make you shed a tear or

two ifyou have ever lost that one

true love.

If you love country or just

want to try something different,

Lonestar's Lonely Grill is defi-

nitely the album for you. ***•

Movie Review:

Scream 3
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

Scream 3 is the long

awaited ending to the story of

Sydney Prescott (Neve Campbell)

and the psychotic kill-

ers in her life. The fi-

nal piece of the story

answers all the ques-

tions and reveals new

secrets. I especially

enjoyed the humor
and the charachters*

ability to laugh at

themselves. There is

also the pile up of murders and

suspects at every turn. This time

the action moves to Hollywood.

Suspicion shifts from suspect to

suspect as murders are commit-

ted on the set of Stab 3, the movie

within the movie. Old faces you

may recognize are Cotton Weary,

Dewey, Gail Weathers and of

course Sydney Prescott Sydney

is hiding out in her own isolated

fortress, recovering from the pre-

vious chaotic rampages in her life,

when the murders be-

gin again. She teams

up with Gail, Dewey
and Detective Mark
Kincaid, a homicide

detective assigned to

the string of murders.

Added to the mix is an

interesting group of

actors in Stab 3, who

are on the psycho's hit list based

on the order they are killed in the

movie. In the interest of selfpres-

ervation, they team up with the

others to solve the mystery and

finally reveal the truth.

***l/2

Beautiful Music
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

On January 31, Longwood

had the privilege of hearing the

Richmond Symphony play in

Jarman Theatre. They were ex-

quisite.

The Richmond Symphony

has always been

a collection of

the best musi-

cians around,

and that fact has

not changed.

The sym-

phony has un-

dergone one big

change though.

Last year Mark

Russell Smith

became their

new music di-

rector.

Both he ami the musicians

seem to have made the change

beautifully, and last Monday night

was proof.

The concert began with

Variations on a Shaker Melody,

written by Aaron Copland. The

tunes, coming from all the instru-

ments combined just took my
breath away. Longwood junior

Sarah Menkes agrees, "The mu-

sicians worked together with each

of their instruments so well that

it sounded like one person and

instrument making all that mu-

sic!"

The next tune was Piano*

Concerto No. 24 in C Minor, by

Motzart. The symphony once

again played beautifully, but they

also added the amazing talent of

Stewart Goodyear on the piano.

The audience was awe-

struck with the style and precision

Goodyear
showed on the

piano. He and

the symphony

went back and

forth playing

pieces of the

music.

After inter-

mission, the

symphony and

Goodyear came

back with

Variations on

La ci darem la

mono by Frederic Chopin.

Again the combination made

for some breathtaking music. The

symphony then finished with

Variations on a Theme ofJoseph

Haydn by Johannes Brahms.

Smith described it as a "fun

piece," and it was. It was a per-

fect ending to a wonderful night

of musk.

Thank you to the Richmond

Symphony aid Stewart Goodyear

for giving us their time for an

evening. We at Longwood would

love to have them back.
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SPORTS
Wrestling Retains Title for

Second Straight Year

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood won its second-

straight tournament title, win-

ning the Apprentice School In-

vitational and bringing home
three individual champions on

February 5 in Norfolk, VA.

Earning gold for the Lancers

were sophomore Randell Sell at

133, junior Aaron Bradley at

149, and freshman Ben

Summerlin at 174.

Others bringing home med-

als for Longwood were sopho-

more Larry Haynes at 125 and

freshman Zane Harshman at 165

finishing second, sophomore Jeff

Kepler at 141, senior Kris Lucas

at heavyweight finishing third,

and freshman Todd Leek at

heavyweight finishing fourth.

In the team standings, Long-

wood finished first with 93 1/2

points, followed by Anderson

(S.C.) (89), Western Maryland

(84), North Carolina-Pembroke

(57), Southern Virginia (34),

Apprentice School (28 1/2), and

Washington & Lee (24).

LC is led by Bradley, who is

24-1 overall with a team-high

nine technical falls, followed by

Summerlin (27-5), with a team-

high 14 pins, Kepler (18-7), with

a team-high four major deci-

sions, and Sell (14-6).

In the recent Southeast Re-

gional poll, Bradley and Sell

were ranked third and fourth,

respectively, while Bradley

earned a fifth-place ranking in

the most recent Wrestling USA
Division II poll.

After the Ed-South Tourna-

ment, LC will close-out its sea-

son at the NCAA Division II

Southeast Regional at Gardner-

Webb, February 26.

The regional is the qualifier

for the National Championships

which will be hosted by South

Dakota State on March 10-11 in

Brookings, S.D.

77k wrestling team receives an award Monday night at the men's basketball game. This was for the Washington and Lee

Tournament Championship. Photo by Anthony Colucci.

Women's Basketball Kickin Some

Major CVAC Butt, At 10-1

PLAYERS OF THEWEEK
LONGWOOD/ DOMINO'S

Nov. 10-16

Nov. 17-23

Dec. 1-7

Dec. 8-14

Jan. 5-11

Jan. 12-18

Jan. 19-25

Jan. 26- Feb. 1

Feb. 2-8

Aaron Bradley

Jill Younce

Kali Brown
Ben Summerlin

Lee Farrior

Jeff Kepler

Angel Johnson

Leigh Farmer

Zane Harshman
Angel Johnson

Jay Patrick

Jul Younce

Randall Sell

Wrestling

Women's B-ball

Women's B-ball

Men's B-ball

Men's B-ball

Wrestling

Women's B-ball

Women's B-ball

Wrestling

Women's B-ball

Men's B-ball

Women's B-ball

Wrestling

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL WINNERS!

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Longwood (14-5, 10-1

CVAC) earned its 1 1 th-straight

overall win, dominating Barton

(8-9, 5-4 CVAC) 94-47 in

women's college basketball

Monday night in Lancer Hall,

and senior Jill Younce tied the

school-record for three-point

field goals made in a game with

eight, Longwood took a 48-27

lead at halftime and outscored

the Bulldogs 46-20 in the second

half to win its lOth-straight

CVAC game. Younce led LC
with a season-high and game-

high 29 points. Freshman Angel

Johnson added 15 points, while

sophomore Jamie' Beale had a

season-high 1 3 points, and senior

Kali Brown added a double-

double of 10 points and a sea-

son-high and game-high 13 re-

bounds for the Lancers.

Longwood went 2-0 in con-

ference play this past week, de-

feating Lees-McRae (6-12, 5-5

CVAC) 80-54 on February 1 in

Lancer Hall before downing

Saint Andrews 83-58 on Febru-

ary 5 on the road.

Against Saint Andrews, LC
earned its lOth-straight overall

win and ninth-straight CVAC
victory. Longwood took a 40-23

lead at halftime.Younce and

Johnson led LC with a game-

high of 17 points. Sophomore Jill

Maholtz contributed 13 points,

freshman Tia Richardson added

12 points, and sophomore Jamie

Beale put 1 1 points on the board

for the Lancers.

Longwood was ahead 42-36

at halftime and kept the lead for

the victory over Lees-McRae.

Johnson led the Lancers with a

double-double of 21 points and

10 rebounds. Younce added 14

points, Beale contributed 13

points, and Price had a season-

high 10 points for the girls.

According to NCAA Divi-

sion JJ Women's Basketball Sta-

tistics as of January 30, Younce

ranked fourth nationally in Di-

vision U with her 3.2 three-point

field goals per game (45 in 14

games).
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Men's Basketball Hits Close to Bottom At Mid-Season
SPORTS INFORMATION

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood (3-16, 1-10
CVAC) dropped a 73-61 men's
college basketball decision to

visiting CVAC opponent Barton

(7-9, 4-5 CVAC) Monday night.

The Lancers trailed just 27-23 at

halftime before the Bulldogs
pulled away in the second half,

shooting 5 1 .7% ( 1 5-29) from the

floor during the final 20 minutes.

LC was led by senior Lee Farrior

with a game-high 17 points, add-

ing seven rebounds. Freshman

Jay Patrick added 13 points be-

fore fouling out with 3:42

remaining,while junior Jay

Louden contributed 11 points.

The men dropped a pair of

CVAC games last week, includ-

ing a heartbreaking 91-85 deci-

sion in double-overtime at St.

Andrews on February 5 after a

65-54 loss at home to Lees-

McRae on February 1.

At St. Andrews (7-10, 6-3

CVAC), the game was closely-

played the entire way, including

a 35-35 halftime deadlock, be-

fore Lancer senior Farrior hit a

three-point field goal at the regu-

lation buzzer to force the first

extra period tied at 66-66. A po-

tential game-winning basket by

LC at the end of the first OT was

ruled after the buzzer to extend

4 the contest into a second over-

time. The Knights secured the

win at the free throw line, mak-

ing 21-25 attempts during the

two OT periods.

Longwood was led by a

game- and career-high 22 points

from freshman Patrick, adding

seven rebounds, three assists,

and two steals. Farrior finished

with 18 points and seven re-

bounds, followed by junior B.J.

Buford with 13 points and a ca-

reer-high 12 rebounds, along

with sophomore Landa Martin

with 10 points and seven re-

bounds. Four Lancers fouled out

of the game, including leading

scorers Patrick, Farrior, and

Buford.

Longwood College is honor-

ing its 1979-80 men's basketball

team that advanced to the 1980

NCAA Division HI Final Four

National Championship in Rock
Island, 111. The 20th Anniversary

Celebration will take place Sat-

urday, February 12, begin ning

with a CVAC women's (2 p.m.)

and men's (4 p.m.) doubleheader

against Mount Olive in Lancer

Hall. The *79-*80 team will be
recognized with a special cer-

emony, including a presentation

of commemorative plaques,

prior to the men's game against

Mount Olive. The day will con-

clude with a dinner banquet at

Charley's Restaurant in

Farmville. beginning at 6:30

Photo by Anthony Cduca

p.m. with a cash bar social hour.

The dinner banquet is open to

the general public and will cost

$22, not including the cash bar.

The 1979-80 campaign was

a magical season for a program

in only its fourth year of exist-

ence. The team made believers

out of everyone while compil-

ing a school-record 28-3 cam-

paign en route to the Final Four.

In only its second year as an

NCAA member, the Lancers

came within three points of win-

ning a National Championship.

At the Final Four, LC played

two-time defending national

champion North Park (111.) in a

semifinal contest, falling 57-55.

Playing Wittenberg (Ohio) in the

consolation game, LC fell 48-47.

The unbelievable year witnessed

Longwood advancing further in

the Division III Tournament than

any previous Virginia school at

the time. The two narrow losses

at the Final Four concluded what

former LC SID Hoke Currie de-

scribed as an "unbelievable, in-

describable, and yes, amazing

season."

As of February 7, the College

has received commitments to at-

tend the reunion celebration

from former head coach Dr. Ron
Bash, assistant coach Mo
Schoepfer, team athletic trainer

HoIKs "Doc" Powers, and Final

Four team members Thomas
Alston, Byron Bracey, Kenny
Ford, Randy Johnson, Shack

Leonard, Ron Orr, Joe Remar,

Orlando Turner, and Mike Wills.

Longwood will play again

Thursday, February 10, atCVAC
opponent Coker at 7:30 p.m. in

a game that will be broadcast lo-

cally on WFLO Radio, 95.7 FM.

Spring Sports )ust Around The
Corner, Looking To Finish In Top

Five By Pre-Season Polls

SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood College spring

athletic teams have been se-

lected to finish among die top

five in four out of the five pre-

season coaches polls for the 1
2-

school NCAA Division II,

Carolinas- Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC).

The Lancers have been

picked to finish fourth in the

spring CVAC sprats of men's

golf, Softball, and women's ten-

nis, white tabbed to finish tied

for fifth in CVAC baseball, and

seventh in men's tennis.

The pre-season polls were

conducted among the respective

sports' conference coaches, and

released this week.

MEN'S GOLF : Longwood
finished third at last year's

CVAC Championship, firing a

54-hole total of 308-317-310-

935. Coach Kevin Fillman had

two individual Lancers earnAD-

CVAC accolades with top five

individual finishes at the con-

ference tournament in senior

Jason Copeland/Norfolk-
Granby-Dodge City CC and

sophomore Blair Shadday/

Madison, Ind.-Madison Con-

solidated HS Copeland finished

fourth at 77-76-77-230, and

Shadday placed fifth at 73-79-

79-231. LC finished this past

fall campaign with a school-

record 306.09 team average.

Pfeiffer was picked to finish

first mis year ahead of Barton.

SOFTBALL: Longwood fin-

ished tied for third during the

regular season a year ago and

placed fifth at the CVAC Cham-
pionship, compiling a school-

record 38-15 overall record, 15-

7 in the CVAC. Coach Kathy

Riley returns four starters among
five tetterwinners from last year's

team, including sophomores Jodi

Wolff Coussoulos/Marshall-

Fauquicr HS and Denise Wack/

Chesapeake-Great Bridge HS.

Wolff-Coussoulos hit .319 with a

school-record 36 stolen bases,

and Wack finished 17-7 on the

mound with a 2.03 ERA while

earning 2nd-teamAll-CVAC hon-

ors. Limestone was picked to fin-

ish first this year ahead of defend-

ing champion Coker.

WOMEN'S TENNIS- Long-

wood finished in a tie for third

during the regular season last

spring and placed fourth at the

CVAC Championship, compiling

an impressive 19-6 overall record,

8-2 in die CVAC. It was the fin-

est women's tennis record in the

commonwealth of Virginia

among Division U and JH insti-

tutions, and additionally was the

second-highest seasonal win to-

tal in school history. Coach Dave

Wolden returns bis top six singles

players, including senior Bonnie

Maholchic/Chesapeake-Indian

River HS (lst-team All-CVAC)

and junior Whitney Shaw/Forest-

Prince George HS (2nd-team All-

CVAC). Defending champion

Belmont Abbey was picked to

finish first this year ahead of

Lees-McRae.

BASEBALL: Longwood fia-

ished seventh during the regular

season a year ago before drop-

ping its first two games at the

CVAC Championship, compil-

ing a 25-21 overall record, 12-

15 in the CVAC. Coach Buddy

Bolding returns five starters

among 10 tetterwinners from last

year's team, including senior

captain Doug Kenney/Roanoke-

Cave Spring HS and junior-cap-

tain Travis Pfitzner/Woodbridge-

Gar-FieldHS. Kenney hit .338

with four home runs and 30 RBI,

and Pfitzner bit .312 with three

home runs and 28 RBI. Defend-

ing champion Mount Olive was

picked to finish first this year

ahead of Coker.

MEN'S TENNIS: Long-

wood finished in a tie for sev-

enth during the regular season

last spring before dropping its

first match at the CVAC Cham-
pionship, compiling a school-

record 13-11 overall record, 3-7

in the CVAC. Coach Dave
Wolden returns his top three

singles players, including junior

Igor Biuuagk/Glen Allen-Albert

Einstein (Germany) HS (honor-

able mention All-CVAC)- De-

fending champion Lees-McRae

was picked to finish first this

year ahead of Anderson.



Student Program Director
For LongwoocPs Alternative Spring Break?

For more information call Ellen Masters at tke

GXV.E. Office @ x2397

\**~*A*
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UNrTY ALLIANCE
LONOWOOD'S GAY. LESBIAN. *, AND STRAIGHT ORGANIZATION

LONGWOOD BOX 2034. FARMVMX, VA B39O0. <e04>3©a-Z5S2.

A Great Big

THANK YOU
For every campus organization that sent in a

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
YOU ARE HELPING MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN OUR COMMUNITY.

(We are still accepting these from everyone!)

Sign below if you want to help us out even more!

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

! DO NOT tolerate discrimination based on sexual

ORIENTATION, AND I THINK LONGWOOD COLLEGE

SHOULD PUT A SIMILAR STATEMENT IN WRIVNG.

Signature
"

I ah wgnino as a _Studcnt __Faculty/Staff _Concehmed Cman

Please o«op in Lonowooo Box 2034. Thank You.

* Counseling Center 4* Counseling Center 4»

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are-

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment.

+ Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center +
J

FUND RAISING

Need a unique fund-raiser? Tired of selling candy bars and t-

shirts? Too cold for a car wash?

Consider an AVON rund-raiser!

Products everyone knows, love and trusts with a money
back guarantee. Profits in as little as 3 weeks!

Custom-designed fund-raisers, supported by an AVON
Independent sales representative. For Details;

Call Sheila Hannah 392-1 912

AVON COUPON
Save 10% on your first order of $25 or more. See what's

new and exciting with AVON.

Fragrances for men and women Skin Care - Hair Care

NaUwear and Make-up Jewelry - Family Gifts

Collectables - Bath and Body

Call to receive a brochure

Sheik Hannah 392-1912

Independent Sales Representative
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Meningitis Cases Reported
MELISSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief

During the past week, the

University ofRichmond recorded

its third case of bacterial menin-

gitis in three months and the sec-

ond in two weeks when Benjamin

Tengwall, a freshman from

Arnold, MD, was diagnosed and

the other two students, including

one who was hospitalized early

last week, have recovered.

College freshmen who live

in dormitories are at higher risk

for the bacterial infection (fresh-

men are five to six times more

likely to catch it). Meningitis

strikes about 3,000 people a year,

including about 60 in Virginia,

and kills more than 10 percent of

those, according to federal health

officials.

The particular type of bac-

terium causing the UR outbreak

is serogroup C. It has been fin-

gered as causing an increasing

number of outbreaks since the

early 1990s, especially on college

campuses. That puts young col-

lege students on the list of those

at greater risk for meningitis,

which includes infants and young

children, refugees, military per-

sonnel, and household contacts of

infected individuals. College stu-

dents are at greater risk in part

because of the close quarters they

share. In addition, the students

frequently suffer upper respira-

tory infections, such as colds and

flu, which weaken their immune

systems. Smoking cigarettes,

binge drinking and bar hopping

also increase the risk.

Meningitis is an infection

of the fluid of a person's spinal

cord and the fluid that surrounds

the brain, caused by a virus or

bacterium. Viral meningitis is

generally less severe and doesn't

require special treatment, while

bacterial meningitis can be quite

severe and may result in brain

damage, hearing loss, and learn-

ing disability.

The leading causes of bac-

terial meningitis are Streptococ-

cus pneumoniae and N.

meningitidis. It typically strikes

in late winter to early spring. The

infection is marked by high fe-

ver, headache, and stiff neck,

symptoms that can develop

within hours or a few days. Other

symptoms may include nausea,

vomiting, discomfort looking

into bright lights, confusion and

sleepiness. Early diagnosis and

treatment with antibiotics are criti-

cal.

The bacteria spread through

the exchange of respiratory and

throat secretions, such as cough-

ing, kissing, sharing drinks, food,

utensils, toothbrushes, or ciga-

rettes. Meningitis is not as conta-

gious as colds or flu and does not

spread through casual contact.

The bacteria do not survive out-

side the body, so contact through

sharing bathrooms or touching

common items or environmental

surfaces does not spread the dis-

ease.

Longwood College has co-

operation/consultation with the

public health department and the

Menomune vaccine is available

on Tuesdays 1 -3pm. You may call

392-8187 to arrange for immuni-

zation. It is especially recom-

mended for freshmen residential

students, although any student

may receive h.

Thank you to Pom Higgins

in Student Healthfor ail ofthe in-

formation. Also, parts of this ar-

ticle were taken from the Rich-

mond Times-Dispatch.

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

StaffWriter

WORLD HEADLINES
1. Deaths reported as Christians, Muslims clash in northern Nigerian city

2. Avalanches in Swiss and Italian Alps kill at least four

3. KFOR troops, ethnic Albanians clash at Mitrovica bridge

4. Tree bark yields two possible AIDS treatments

5. U.S. ties foiled New Year's bomb plot to bin Laden

U.S. HEADLINES
6. Flooding kills 5 in Kentucky, West Virginia

7. Urban youths' use of guns likened to contagious disease

8. Shuttle crew manages to secure balky mast

9. PEANUTS creator dies of heart attack

10. 2 weapons incinerator workers exposed to nerve agent in Utah

Once again, the headlines are in manks to CNN and their website CNN.com.

Library to Continue

"Battle of the Books
PRESS RELEASE

This year the Library initi-

ated a "Battle of the Books" in

which our staff selected and pur-

chased leisure books for the

Longwood community. Readers

determined the "best" books by

the number of times they checked

them out and reviewed contest

books to compete for Library

prize drawings. We are pleased to

announce that there are 2 winners,

Celeste Smith and Judy Hines

Metcalf.

Now the student battle be-

gins ! The library invites students

to vie for the winning book(s) and

compete for prizes for the Fall

2000 semester. Students who
choose to participate will submit

their suggestion via the "request

a book form" on the library's

home page. If we don't own it,

then we'll buy it, and the fall battle

will begin. There will be prizes

for the books that circulate the

most and prize drawings for

people who review the contest

books.

So put on your battle gear,

suggest a book, and get your

friends to read and review great

books to win prizes. Sign up soon,

the library can only honor a lim-

ited number of requests. Look for

further updates in your email and

The Rotunda.

To enter: Go to http;//

web.Iwc.edu/administrative/li-

brary/librefrm.htm, click on

Reccommend a Book for the Col-

lection, and fill out the form.

Please type student battle book in

the helpful information box.

Contest Stipulations: you

must be a student who plans to

return to Longwood for the Fall

2000 semester. Sorry, graduating

seniors are not eligible. The li-

brary reserves the right to not or-

der suggested books that do not

comply with its collection devel-

opment policies.You may access

this policy at web.lwc.edu/admin-

istrative/Hbrary/eollpoI.htm.

Multicultural Advising

Committee to Sponsor

Trip to Washington D.C.
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

The Multicultural Advising

Committee will be sponsoring a

Diversity bus tour to Washington

D.C. on March 25. There wiH be

43 seats open to students who are

interested in taking the trip. The

trip wiH include stops at the Is-

, The Holocaust Mu-
a lunch stop at the Adams

Morgan Community, and the Af-

rican and Asian Art Museum
Complex. There may also be other

sites visited, but they are not con-

firmed yet.

Lonrue Calhoun, the Di-

rector of Multicultural Affairs,

said that tie purpose of be trip

to bring awareness of <

cultures, ne aiso nopeo inai

,

would "participate in

organize programs promoting a

'Diversity' or 'Multicultural*

theme as an individual within his/

her Residence Hall and in col-

laboration with other individuals,

groups or organizations within the

campus community.

"

Any interested students

should contact Lonrue Calhoun

via email at lcalhoun@

longwood.lwc.edu.

On April 3-7, theMulticul

tural Advising Committee will

also be sponsoring Diversity

Days. There will be a new theme

each day. For example, Thursday

will be International Day, There

will also be guest speakers and

activities open to ail students

during these days.

There wffl be more infor-

mation coming concerning these

events.
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EDITORIAL
Hello all. I hope this se-

mester is well for all of

you. I have some great

news for everyone! The Rotunda

is going on its first conference (in

a VERY long time). Because of

this, we have published the paper

one day early.

We will be leaving February

24 for the International College

Newspaper Convention in Seattle,

Washington. While there, we will

be learning a huge amount of in-

formation about journalism and

newspaper publication. There are

a group of great speakers and an

enormous amount of sessions to

help us better our journalistic

abilities.

One has to do many things

when planning a conference. We
don't take them every other

month or every year like some, so

we are a little inexperienced in the

plan-a-conference area. It has

been quite a difficult task-espe-

cially for The Rotunda s business

manager who has slaved away for

the past weeks (possibly months)

trying to get everything straight

for us. I would also like to thank

ourWONDERFUL advisor Hoke

Currie for helping us endlessly

with planning this trip. If it wasn't

for his help and advice, we would

not be able to go at all!

I will admit that I have never

flown anywhere on an airplane. I

love heights and roller coasters,

so I figure that I should be okay.

But, there are people telling me
otherwise. We'll see. I plan on

sharing our experiences from Se-

attle in an article in the next pa-

per.

Maybe after all of this, we can

become effective leaders. We may
finally be able to cross over that

line from Rotunda Staffmembers

to Longwood leaders, It will be

like a cross country citizen leader

workshop. 1*11 take pictures. We
will be so proud when we are fi-

nally done.

The Rotunda
Box 2901

Longwood College

Farmville, VA 23909
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On to other things. I would

like to give a personal PROP to

Lancer Productions. I am im-

pressed by all of the cool things

that are happening on campus.

They are bringing Jimmy Fallon

from SNL in ! I think that is great.

One really cool thing for me
would be to have a big band play

here. I LOVED it when the 2

Skinee J's played. Letters to Cleo

was here before I transferred here

and I was so jealous!

But we still have cool stuff

like Family Feud (another per-

sonal favorite), all coming soon.

People, these are cool activities

on campus for you. ..GO TO
THEM!

I am so disappointed when I

see low crowds. There are cooler

things than sitting in your room

like a slug. Check a few things

out. It can't hurt to get a Little bit

of fresh air occasionally.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

Your Letters
Women's Lacrosse Team

Deserves Recognition
Dear Editor:

I am writing in regards to the

last sports page of the last issue

of the Rotunda. I was excited

when I opened it to see the box

with the previews of the spring

sports teams. However, I was ex-

tremely disappointed when I re-

alized that lacrosse was left out

of this article. Lacrosse is a var-

sity sport and is just as deserving

of a preview write-up as any other

spring sport. We had a very suc-

cessful season last year, finishing

seventh in Division EL Our record

was 11-4, the eleven wins being

the second most in school history.

We also had two players receive

Ail-American honors. This year

our squad is looking even better,

as a new group of freshmen are

looking really strong. We have a

wonderful coach and a great team

of players who are working very

hard to take this program to the

next level. We would greatly ap-

preciate all the support you can

offer in recognizing the awesome

effort we are putting forth.

Natalie Smith

Longwood Women's Lacrosse

Editor's Note: Thank you for the

letter. We couldn't agree more.

The Rotunda as well as the cam-

pus should be extremelyproudfor

all of the hard work that the La-

crosse team has putforth.

TO ®d J)RQPJ

PROPS:

+To the graduate studies program for their efforts to make themselves seen and

heard.

+To bringing back Junior Option.

+To the Outta Here! Dining Hall staff-your smiles and conversation are appreci

ated.

+To the Counseling Center for all the efforts they are making to help students this

semester-Vocal is Good!

DROPS:

-To the Longwood Administration for playing Big Brother with sick leave for full

time faculty and staff.

-To the President's Office that won't let us Seniors help select our own Com-
mencement speaker. It is our graduation.

-Joe Koons: For being an anti-cheerleader, or "jeerleader," in the crowd at

basketball games. Please try to act like a supporter of athletics, not

like an athletic supporter.

Saidyag Props and Drops to rotureia@longwoodiwc.ecki.
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Fear and Loathing in Farmville

A.K.A This is a Waste
MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

On February 12, 2000, the

Rotunda received a page of the

paper taped to our office door

which called the Wellness Corner

and the Word Find a waste of

space "on behalf of all LWC."
We were concerned with

this, but since the person(s) were

too afraid to leave their name(s)

on the page, had no way of dis-

cussing this with them. It was

quite a bold statement, but unfor-

tunately it fizzled out because it

had no basis or backup.

First of all, I am concerned

that this person thought that safe

sex was a waste. They seemed to

feel that the talk of birth control

and condoms was not important

enough for the college to learn

about I would like to remind him/

her that cases of STDs are rising

(especially on college campuses)

and condoms prevent STDs. So I

would hardly think that is a waste.

Second, the word find.

What is a waste about an activ-

ity? Almost every newspaper in

America has a crossword puzzle.

Why is it a crime to have an ac-

tivity in The Rotunda! Is it that

hard to do? Would you rather us

have something a Hole less intel-

lectual? Come on people, we are

trying to'give the Graduate De-

partment a little recognition.

Finally, I would like to

close by discussing a long time

personal gripe of mine. We are

short staffed at the moment, so we

are struggling to fill space. People

tend to gripe about what is in (or

not in) the paper. My advice: DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT!

Don't sit in your room like

a slug, WRITE. Ifyou want to see

something done in the paper, get

some incentive and do it yourself.

So many people complain and

suggest, but it takes something

else to actually do something

about it. We have meetings every

Monday night at 9 p.m. in our of-

fice. We'd love to see you there.

Something you want to see,

but you don't want to write? Call

us, email us, come by and visit.

We will pay more attention

if you come reasonably as a per-

son. The anonymous scribblings

"on behalfofLongwood" are usu-

ally used as a form of entertain-

ment at our meetings. To the

anonymous writer: Thank you.

This has filled quite a bit of space.

Speafr Out

What is your major, and

wtyr didm chwse it f

"I'm an Anthropology

major. I chose

Anthropology because I

have always been

interested in it"

Kristin Ashley

"I am a Physics / Pre-

Engineering major. I chose

this because I have always

wanted to make things on

my own"

David Camp

"Biology because I

wanted a field that exists

outside of any given

society. I wanted to learn

about the natural world,

and how human kind can

better exist therein."

Lorien MacAuley

"I chose History as my
major because there was

little math involved and I

enjoy learning why things

are the way they are."

Brandon Walker
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Counseling Center

Offers Food for

Thought Series
COUNSELING CENTER

The Counseling Center is

pleased to offer the Spring Food

for Thought Program Series.

Please join us for the presenta-

tions and discussions. Extra

Credit may be given in certain

classes. Discuss this option with

your professors.

In addition to this menu of

programs, the Counseling Center

offers the following services free

ofcharge: Individual Counseling,

Group Counseling, Educational

Programming, Consultation, and

Crisis Intervenion. You can reach

us at 395-2409 or come by Suite

126 in Lancaster Hall.

February 23 from 12-1 pjn.

in Salon A, Dr. David Stein will

be presenting Unraveling the

ADD/ADHD Fiasco. Much of the

research and information about

ADD/ADHD has been inaccu-

rate. Dr. Stein will share his ex-

pertise on this important topic.

February 29 from 12:45-

1:45 in Salon B, Duston Morris,

the Wellness Coordinator, will be

presenting Taking the "Stress

Out" of Hectic Schedules. This

session will look at some causes

of stress, effects of stress, and

$ proven methods that can be

to relieve stress caused by

the hectic pace of college life.

March 8 from 12:45-1 45 in

Salon A, Cathy Layne, a

Physician's Assistant from Stu-

dent Health will be discussing The

Many Faces of Depression. For

anyone that knows someone

struggling with depression orwho

might be struggling themselves.

Feeling lonely? Lack of pleasure

or concentration? Learn about the

many faces of depression.

March 22 from 12:45-1:45

in Salon A, Angela Rawls, RD,

Nutritionist will be presenting

Nutritionfor the Year 2000: Sort-

ing the Facts. Confused about

whatls healthy and what's not?

Tirea of conflicting information

about proper nutrition? Over-

whelmed by fad diets? Hear the

latest information about nutrition.

A healthier you is a happier you!

Wednesday, March 29 from

12:45-1:45 in Salon A, Susan

Monahan, Director of Student

Leadership, will be presenting

Overcoming the Fear of Failure.

There can be no success without

failure. Failure is something we

all face, yet, how many of us were

taught how to deal with it? Learn

new ways of dunking about fail-

ures ami successes.

April 6 from 12:45-1:45 in

Salon A, Christy Callas will be

presenting Message for the

Millenium: An Approach to Ho-

listic Health. It is time to treat

yourself! Come and learn the

healing benefits of therapeutic

massage.

March Calendar ofLP Events

3/1- Jimmy Fallon-SNL Comedian-9:30p^i.-I«man

3/2- Eric Sapetson-Speaker-9 p.m.

3/3- Movie-End OfDays-S p.m.

Cafe" Night- Coloring Lesson 10 p.m. (Caft)

3/6- Movie-End OfDays- 9 p.m.

3/8- Wellness College Bowi-9:30 p.m.

3/10-3/19- SPRING BREAK
3/21-3/23 Family Feud Flayoffs-9:30 p.m. each night

3/24- Movie-The Vforld Is Not Enough-% pJ».

FAMILY FEUD CHAMPrONSHff-10 pjn.

3/25- Barry Drafce-Speaker-8 p.m.

3/27- Movie- The World Is Not Enough-9 p.m,

3/28- James Mafenchak-AH day

Chicken Soup for the Soul Mfttributrag Editor

3730- Harlem Globeirotters-7 p.m.-Lancer Gym
3/31- Lunch @ Lankfard-12 noon(Fatie)

Movie- House On Haunted HUl-% pjob.

Caf6 Night- Jangling Reinharts-lO p,m. (Caft)

Copyright 1999 EdU Boston Studio

Financial Aid Gives FAFSA

Application Infor on
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

Now is die time to be ap-

plying for 2000-2001 financial

aid. To be considered for finan-

cial aid, you must complete die

2000-2001 Free Application for

Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). If

you are currently receiving aid,

you may use the Renewal

FAFSA.

If you are renewing, you

should already have received the

Renewal FAFSA from the U.S.

Department of Education. If you

have not received one, please use

the regular FAFSA that is avail-

able in the Financial Aid office in

Lancater 150.

You may also complete the

FAFSA/Renewal FAFSA via the

internet at http://

www.fafsa.ed.gov. Be sure to in-

clude Longwood College, code

number 003719, as one of the

schools to receive your applica-

tion data. Longwood win receive

your data electronically and will

then be able to calculate your fi-

nancial aid eligibility.

The priority filing date

(mailed to the federal processor)

is March 1, 2000. Remember
grant funds are limited and ex-

pended quickly. File on time to

ensure full consideration.

Also, please remember that

Summer 2000 aid eligibility will

be calculated from the 2000-2001

FAFSA results.

If you have any questions

or concerns about the FAFSA or

any of your financial aid, come

by the Financial Aid Office.

i

i
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Fire Safety at Longwood College
GEORGE IANUM

Asst. Features Editor

In light of the recent fire at

Seton Hall, Longwood College

has taken a close look at the sta-

tus of our fire safety. In re-evalu-

ating and re-examining the situa-

tion, a few changes have been

mandated, raising the college

above and beyond the state re-

quired codes.

The tragedy at Seton Hall

involved two major failures; one

was in equipment and the other

was the difficulty with repeated

false alarms. Tim Pierson, Dean

of Students, could not reiterate

enough how important Long-

wood takes the alarm system.

"Students got where they didn't

know when it was real, so they

didn't respond," said Pierson.

"We have to take that situation

very seriously and that is why the

RAs are really programmed on

adhering to the procedures that we
have established."

There are extensive proce-

dures for contacting emergency

personnel and evacuating the

building. There has been concern

for students not being able to hear

the fire alarms. Dean Pierson

commented on the installation of

horns in die suite areas in the high

rises to prevent a two-door bar-

rier between the alarms. 'There

won't be a problem hearing

those," said Pierson. There are on-

going inspections of the entire fire

alarm system by facilities man-

agement and campus police.

"One of the most important

things to look at is how we moni-

tor the entire system," said

Pierson.

"We have requested for the

next budget a 24 hour, seven day

a week dispatch through campus

police that would allow us to have

constant monitoring of the fire

alarm system and the access con-

trol systems." This system would

allow for an immediate response.

"With this 24 hour dispatch, they

would have a TV camera they

could watch."

Additional alarm systems

have been added to security doors

to set off a sensor that says that

the door is open. Hopefully these

new alarms will provide for an in-

creased feeling of safety. There is

a safety and security committee

that is currently meeting and re-

viewing all the issues of all safety

and security on campus. The com-

mittee includes three vice presi-

dents, Mike Clements, the Direc-

tor of Housing, and students.

"I think that we have been

doing a lot of things right, but

these different things that hap-

pened here in the fall with the fires

we had in Curry, got us to scruti-

nize everything we could do. I

think we have a good program,

and we are doing a lot of good

things, but we look to do even

more," said Pierson.

The Richmond Times Dis-

patch reported nearly two years

ago on the dangers of high rises

throughout the Commonwealth
and the Nation. One of the initial

problems was the lack of sprin-

klers in the high rises. Dr. Pierson

remarked about President

Cormier's demand to install

sprinklers. "This was not the man-

date by code, but was something

we felt we needed to do to in or-

der to offer a safe housing pro-

gram," said Pierson.

Pierson reaffirmed, "Long-

wood will have very safe hous-

ing on this campus for the stu-

dents. If you don't feel safe, you

are not safe."

Tech

Classes to

hTOU!

Help

GEORGE IANUM
Asst. Features Editor

Welcome back to another

semester (version 2, if you will)

of Technology articles and up-

dates. We have a few things of

interest, going on or coming up.

FUN CLASSES/FREE
PIZZA. At the beginning of the

semester, we asked you what

classes you would like taught.

Your choices were, in order,

Frontpage 2000 and web design,

Powerpoint, and laptop care and

feeding.

We will be offering

Frontpage 2000 the week of Feb-

ruary 28. The classes will be

taught on Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday from 6:30 p.m. to

8:00 p.m. in Hiner room 212.

The following week, we
will be offering classes on

Powerpoint. These classes will

take place on Monday, March 6,

Tuesday, March 7, and Wednes-

day, March 8 from 6:30 p.m. to

8:00 p.m. in Hiner 212. We will

have a pizza drawing at the end!

ofeach week You must attend die

class in order to participate in the

drawing.

OFFICE 2000 CD's NOW
AVAILABLE. If you are still in-

terested in purchasing aCD copy

ofOffice 2000, the discs are avail

able at the help desk for three dol-

lars. The help desk is located on

the ground floor in the Coyner

building.

In addition, if you have any

questions or comments you want

address, you can contact the

helpdesk at x43S7 or email at

helpdesk@longwood.lwc.edu.

Only with your suggestions and

comments can we serve you bet-

ter. If you have a comment, send

it to us. Help us help you.

Are You Sick of Having
Your Ride Requests

Ripped Down?

If you would like to be able to place

an ad for a ride, then consider doing

it in The RotundaU You can place a

classified ad in the paper for $1 per

issue or $3 for the rest of the

semester. Just think.. ....you won't

ever have to worry about someone
ripping down your request or having

to get approval from the Student

Union. Save all the hassle and get

better results. Send us your ad at

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu or to

box 2901 . Call with any questions

at x2120

MAKE A DIFFERENCE THIS SUMMER Holiday

Lake 4-H Center (Appomattox, VA) Summer Camp
Positions: Waterfront Director, Resident Lifeguard, Nurse/

EMT, Store Keeper/Office Assistant, Instructors: Ropes

Course (high & low), Forestry, Fun with Fitness. Training

included. Application Deadline: March 3, 2000 or as soon

as filled. Employment period: June 5 - August 18, 2000

Contact: Bryan Branch,

www.ext.vt.edu/resources/4h/holiday/employ.html EOAA

Ride Board

1 can give rides to people who
to go to Virginia Tech. I go
every other weekend, so if

looking lor a ride, then give

Call Allison at X3979
a call!

* Have Your Ad Here! ! Send One In Today !

!
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CAMPUSandCOM
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

25th 26th 27th4tn

Longwood

Theatre

Presents

All in the Timing

Jarman@8 p.m.

Limited

Seating

AA Meeting

Nottoway

8-9 p.m.

The Rotunda

Newspaper

Leaves for

Seattle!

Longwood

Theatre

Presents

All in the Timing

Jarman@8p.m.

Limited

Seating

LP Movie:

The Bone

Collector

8 p.m.

Ballroom

Cafe Night

w/KJ James

Lancer Cafe

10pm

Men's Rugby Allm the Timing

Hampden-Sydney Jannan@8 p.m.

1:00 Limited Seating

Softball

Virginia

State® lpm
Bloomsburg

@4 p.m.

Baseball

Coker@ 1 p.m.

Children's Art

Activities

llam-5 p.m.

LCVA

Men's/Women's

Tennis

Queens@1 p.m.

All in the Timing

Jarman@8 p.m.

Limited Seating

Baseball

Coker@2 p.m.

Softball

Bloomsburg® 10am

VA State®2pm

Senior Recital

w/Rachael Parker

4 p.m.

Wygal

Let us in on
going arou

If you know of ar

days , to roeetin

events. . .anyth:

let usknc

rotunda©Ion

MM
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vnJNITYCALENDAR
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

28th 29th 1st 2nd

AA Meeting

Student Union

Men's Rugby
Virginia Tech

(xjllinjan
Lip Syne

Lancer
Nottoway Room 2:00 Organiza-

7 p.m.

8-9 p.m. tions!! $2 or $1 w/

f_ The Rotunda canned food

a^ will be meeting at Do you want

; CfSil^S^ 9 p.m. more people Note: Due to the

to come to unavailability ofa

Lacrosse

Lancer Field

your meet-

ings? Then

March calendar at

press time, the calen-

dar had to be cut
LP Movie: 4 p.m. e-mail us down. No other dates

7%*? Bone
the infor-

were submitted.

Collector Richmond Boys
mation of

o p.m. Choir
IT

Ballroom 7:30 p.m.
when and

IT

Jarman where you

meet, and
the hot details
nd campus . .

.

Managing we'll pit- it

Change and incur
ything frati bixth- Transitions by calendar!
gs, to off-cartpas

Duston Morris Just e-mail:
ng under the sun,

w! Brail us:
5:30-7:30 p.m. rotunda©

gwood . lwc . edu Dining Hall 2oogtaj±'hc.edi
Annex

%
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Chinese Heaven at the Royal Buffet
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

Tonight I, along with my
fellow staff members Allyson,

Allison, and Melissa, went to the

hewly opened Royal Buffet

It is a Chinese restaurant

with a wonderful variety of

Chinese dishes, as well as a more

traditional salad bar, and soups,

including egg drop and hot and

sour soups.

I discovered the existence

of this masterpiece of good food

when I was flipping channels and

happened to see a commercial for

it on Channel 2.

I was amazed at the idea of

an all day, everyday buffet of

Chinese food. I told my friends

about it, and we decided to try it.

For dinner the buffet is

$6.99 and for lunch it is $4.99.

Sodas are a dollar with free re-

fills. I am not quite a Chinese food

gourmet, but I do know alot about

it

Royal Buffet is definitely

the best Chinese place in town and

you get the most for your money.

The Egg Drop soup is delicious,

the Lo Mein is yummy, and the

Crabmeat Wontons are addictive.

All four of us gave effusive

praise to the food, prices, drinks,

and service. The smoking and

nonsmoking sections are very

well separated, giving consider-

ation to bom groups.

It is located next to the

Comfort Inn on Main Street,

where the Silk Road Restaurant

used to be.

The hours are 11-3 for

lunch, and 4-9 for dinner. On Fri-

day and Saturday nights the din-

ner buffet extends to 9:30.

If you are a fan of Chinese

food, you MUST try the Royal

Buffet! I give it four stars. ****

LWC Graduate Studies-

Library Media Instructors

A J R U B A s S U D B A H R O

G J W R R E G N u Y E F T G

A Q H J V D J U D S L D S V

O K F I D G I C L P B K s o

Y M E B S C J M M D S Y N E

K Y L V J K I U T P F R E M P

V H P X I Z T X T T U I A N X

A D Y N P H L Q G R J K K X H

B S S P D H H A B C H X R o C

F N X C A U M G S N N W K P

N F R u D H c R U H C E K J W
G L o J X G M J Q A O H Y F

W R W c I T O I Y K L I D I C

C T F G A T K J B U U C N P B

S L A R F Z W Y G u X S Q W G

ABDUSSABUR
DICKINSON

STWQDAH

CHURCH
HELLMUTH
YOUNGS*

CROUCH
HOWE

Wellness Corner: Top

1 Ways to Diet Safely
INGRIDBITTEL
Wellness Advocate

10. Set a realistic goal to obtain (weight, body fat, size, etc.)

9. Change your behavior (snack less, eat better, exercise, etc.)

8. Follow the daily food guide pyramid (2-3 servings from the

vegetable group)

7. Exercise regularly (2-3 times a week)

6. Eat at least three well-balanced meals a day

5. Prevent crash diets and starving oneself

4. Prevent excessive exercise and exertion

3. Eat a lot of fresh foods; avoid packaged and processed foods

2. When snacking, avoid large amounts of salt, sugar, & fat

1. Know that no size, weight, body fat amount is better than your

own

Home Remedies for Nausea

STUDENTHEALTH

Was it too much food, bad

food, or are you getting sick?

Whatever the cause, the treatment

remains the same for nausea.

Nausea is individualistic, and no

single remedies are guaranteed to

work for everyone, everytime.

But to judge how you are feeling,

and whether or not to try food,

follow this advice.

If you are vomiting or feel

as if you are about to, do not eat

or drink anything for a couple of

hours. Your stomach is telling you

it needs a break. Following a pe-

riod of 1-2 hours of no vomiting,

by sucking on a piece of hard

candy, ice cubes, or a juice

popsicle (no chewing). Then
progress to ice chips or sip some

flat soda, water, or chicken broth

once or twice every five or ten

minutes. Make sure that you only

sip a small amount of liquid each

time, and do not gulp so that the

fluid has time to settle the nau-

sea. If vomiting occurs, go back

to smaller amounts, or start over

by not eating or drinking anything

for two hours. Eating will only

help when the nausea starts to

level off or is not that strong.

Start with small amounts of

easily digested, low fat foods like

crackers, toast, bananas, rice, or

applesauce. Avoid dairy products,

spicy foods, and fried foods. If

your nausea and vomiting is ac-

companied by diarrhea, the same

advice applies. You should also

avoid foods high in fiber such as

fruits, vegetables, and dairy prod-

ucts.

Speaker Tim O'Brien
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

On Thursday, February 17,

award winning author Tim
O'Brien came to Longwood and

Hampden-Sydney. He spent the

morning at Longwood speaking

to classes in WygaJ auditorium at

9:30 and 1 1 . He told a few stories

and gave some humorous, infor-

mal writing tips. He also signed

books afterwards.

At 7:30 p.m., O'Brien gave

a formal reading of a work in

progress in John's Auditorium at

Hampden-Sydney. Longwood
Junior Jessica Gilbert said, "I was

so excited to hear him read. I read

one of his novels in high school

and thoroughly enjoyed it,"

The work in progress is

about Vietnam; like all but one of

his previous novels. Because the

war theme is prevalent in so many
of his works, critics tend to think

ofO'Brien as a writer ofVietnam.

O'Brien does not agree. Tve
never thought of myself as a

writer of Vietnam, I think of my-
self as a writer of the human
heart," he said to the morning

classes at Longwood.

Thank you to Tim O'Brien

for giving us his time. It was a

great opportunity to hear him

speak, both at Longwood and

Hampden-Sydney.

\
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PUZZLerS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

I would like to thank all those that read my column for three semesters. I have

decided to change my format to these little puzzlers. The answers to an issue's group

will be published in the following issue of The Rotunda.

torn of 210* s °w E *
H S

PMNT WALE
nam wale

HMOCSVE TTmumr

i ,

DANCING
AM

IMMMLPMNmt «*«*" C*KE

1

Answers to 2/1GKX) Puzzlers: 1. Sand Box, 2. Man Overboard, 3. 1 understand, 4. Long Underwear,

5. Crossroads, 6. Downtown, 7. Split Level, 8. Degrees below 0, 9. Neon lights

Tim O'Brien Visits Hampden
Sydney and His Memories

K1MBERLY URANN
Features Editor

Author Tim O'Brien visited

Hampden-Sydney college on

February 17, to read from bis

newest work and answer ques-

tions from the audience.

His appearance on stage

made him seem an approachable

man. He wore a sweatshirt, a

baseball cap, and jeans, and drank

a Diet Coke.

If he had been 30 years

younger, he would have fit right

in with the college crowd.

Of course, his realistic tales

about Vietnam experiences obvi-

ously prove that he would not fit

in here, no matter his age.

Having served in Vietnam

himself, O'Brien has captured the

gruesomeness of war in his many

novels, including The Things

They Carried and Searching for

Cacciato,

O'Brien read from his new-

est story that is not quite complete

yet. He said that he plans on writ-

ing this to compare the way his

characters were in the 1969 Viet-

nam era and how they are now in

the year 2000.

After the reading, he took

questions from the audience. He
did make sure to say that he would

not be taking many because he

had been on stage for a long time

and needed a cigarette.

The audience asked him

about his favorite books, bis de-

sire to write, and his style of writ-

ing.

O'Brien said that he had

wanted to be a writer since he was

a little boy, but he always thought

writers were people who lived in

big cities, not prairie towns. He

made the comment that his desire

to write and his experiences in

Vietnam simply crossed paths at

the correct moment.

Most of his books are

based on his personal experi-

ences, but he said that he often

draws from others' experiences

that they have shared with him.

He writes mainly about Vietnam,

but he has crossed genres to

write comedies such as Tom Cat

in Love, a story he says is about

a "horny professor."

When asked if he viewed

this book as a war story, too,

O'Brien said, "Anyone who has

been hurt in love knows the feel-

ing, at least in part, of being in

Vietnam."

His novels show war and

Life in a way that everyone can

relate to. His characters tell sto-

ries to themselves to help them

understand what they see around

them, in the same way that many

of us do.

Though some may find his

stories a bit too graphic, they can-

not deny the genuineness of what

is written and felt in those pages.

Music Review: Jucifer

MELISSA GILL
Editor-in-Chief

When I first saw the CD
cover ofJucifer,

I was intrigued.

Naturally, I am
a supporter of

women in mu-

sic. But some-

thing about a

woman point-

ing a gun at me
from the CD
seemed to catch

my interest

quickly. However, as I listened to

the music, my interest seemed to

disintegrate.

Jucifer is a very interesting

album, but it seems to lack that

punch in the face that other acts

possess. The music lives up to its

loud and obnoxious promise, but

it seems a bit repetitive after a

while and really, there is nothing

new there. The lead singer's

voice go between the siren-like

vocals of Veruca Salt and the

grainy screams of Courtney Love

during the 'Teenage Whore" era.

At times, I actually thought that I

was listening to Hole.

The general mood of the al-

bum is dark and

melancholy. It

stays that way

until the last

second. I don't

remember at

any time if there

was an actual

break in the

darkness. If you

like that kind of

thing, then this

album will be fine for you.

I have a personal gripe with

music. Everything that is new now
is actually a repackaged pretty (or

unpretty) version of something

else. I think that this is the one

negative thing about Jucifer-they

sound like a lot of other things. But

other than that, the album is very

open and extremely aggressive. I

call it "bad mood music." Some-

times everyone needs a little bit

of that. ***

Movie Review: Stir of

Echoes
ASHLEYBROWN

Asst. Opinion Editor

If you are in the mood to

be freaked out and

maybe have a few

nightmares, you

should check out the

movie Stir of Echoes

starring Kevin Bacon.

The movie is slightly

similar to The Sixth

Sense but has its own

eerie and disturbing twists.

It begins with Kevin Bacon

being hypnotized by his sister-in-

law. He comes out of the hypno-

sis and from that moment on he

begins to experience strange and

scary visions.

As the plot un-

ravels, you begin to re-

alize that all of these

visions form a disturb-

ing event communi-

cated from beyond the

grave. The result is a

movie full of suspense

that makes you jump

out of your seat more than once.

***

AVON COUPON
Save 10% on your first order of $25 or more. See what's

new and exciting with AVON.

Fragrances for men and women Skin Care - Hair Care

NaUwear and Make-up Jewelry - Family Gifts

Collectables - Bath and Body

Call to receive a brochure

Sheik Hannah 392-1912

Independent Sales Representative
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SPORTS

BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

Men's Sports

Baseball: 3-1

Coach- Buddy Bolding

The roster consists of nine

freshmen, three sophomores,

seven juniors, and one senior. The

captains are Doug Kennedy, Se-

nior and Travis Pfitzncr, Junior.

The next game is scheduled for

this weekend, February 26 (1 .00)

and 27 (2:00) against Coker.

Golf:

Coach- Kevin Fillman

The roster consists of one

freshmen, four sophomores, one

junior, and two seniors. Both the

seniors are captains for the team.

They are Jason Copeland and

Toby Towlcr. There first spring

contest will be March 6-7 at the

William and Mary Invitational.

This is a 36-hole course.

Tennis : 3-1

Coach- Dave Wolden

Having five freshmen, four

sophomores, and one junior this

appears to be one of the

youngest teams for IX this

spring. They play Hamden-

Sydney this Friday, February 25

at 2:30, away. They also

compete on Saturday, February

26 against Queens at 1:00. The

Lancers will have home court

advantage in this match.

Women's Sports

Softball:

Coach- Kathy Riley

^ This team is young inexpe-

rienced, but are looking to their

leadership to break them

through with hard work and

enthusiasm. The roster contains

ten freshmen, five sophomores,

and one senior. They play as

well this weekend, with a

doubleheader on both Saturday

and Sunday, February 26-27.

They play VA State and

Bloomsburg both days, each

once a day.

GpJL
Coach- Cindy Ho

Even though this team is

small, they are looking forward

to there upcoming competedve

season. They have two fresh-

men, one sophomore, one
junior, and one senior. Senior

captain Katie Soule is hoping to

lead the team to many victories

this spring. Their first spring

contest is Monday-Tuesday,

February 28-29 at the College of

Charleston Invitational This

will be a 36-hole course.

Tenius : 3-0

Coach- Dave Wolden

The women's tennis team

looks to junior leadership to

advance them through their

season. The team consists of

one freshmen, three sopho-

mores, five juniors, and two

seniors. They play today against

Randolph-Macon Women's

College. The tennis courts by

Lancer gym will be in action

beginning around 3:30.

Lacrosse : 2-1-1 (tournament)

Coach- Janet Grubbs

Having five freshmen, three

sophomores, four juniors, and

three seniors they have experi-

ence as well as inexperience at

almost every position on the

field. The captains are seniors

Tina Whitaker, Heather

Wentzel, and Heather Branson.

The first real contest is today

against Lynchburg at 4:00. This

game will be away.

Wrestling Coach Newell Gives

Insight About The Season

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

The other day I conducted

in email interview with the head

wrestling Coach, Brent Newell.

vly purpose of the interview

was to find out his feedback on

he season and the upcoming

>lay-off's. I have listed the

questions and answer for all of

ny readers.

, What was your prediction of

pour team at the beginning of

he season?

"Each year we set team and

ndividual goals. This year we

wanted to have a winning dual

meet record, have a winning

ecord for every starter, finish in

he top 3 of every tournament

wc entered, have a finalist in

^ery tournament, send wres-

lers to the NCAA Division II

Nationals (this will give them a

;hance to be a wrestling All-

american), and produce as

nany Academic All-Americans

is possible."

Are you pleased with the

esults?

"We set a new school record

or season dual meet wins with

1 1 . We won two team champi-

onships (Washington and Lee

Invite 1 st of 8 teams, Apprentice

School Invite 1st out of 7

earns), we have had many

ndividual champions in all the

ournaments, my 1741b wrestler

s second in single season wins

with 30 (Ben Summerlin) and

ny 1491b wrestler has the

lighest win percentage of all

ime (Aaron Bradley). We also

lave at least two wrestlers that

will be nominated for Academic

Mi-American, they have a great

;hance of receiving this great

lonor. I am very pleased with

his current year and hope to

continue our climb up next

fear."

How did the team do as

ndividuals? As a team?

"We won 2 tournaments

Apprentice Invite and Wash-

ngton and Lee Invite), new

ecord for single season dual

meet wins with 11, and had

many individual champions in

all tournaments entered."

Did you have any standouts

that are still wrestling? If so,

who and within what weight

class?

"Aaron Bradley at 1491b is

24- 1 with a team leading 9

technical falls. He is ranked 3rd

in the South-East Region and

5th in the country according to

the latest WrestlingUSA poll, he

also is our new career leader in

win percentage for a season.

Ben Summerlin at 1741b is 30-6

with a team leading IS pins, he

is second in wins for a season

all-time, easily the best season

for a freshman wrestler at

Longwood. Randell Sell at

1331b is 16-8 and ranked 4th in

the NCAA Division II South-

East Region. Jeff Kepler at 141

lb is 18-7 with a team leading 5

major decisions."

Do you have any members

of your team going this week-

end to the NCAA SE Regionals?

If so, who and how do you

predict the results?

"All the starters in each of

the 10 College weight classes

are able to compete in the

NCAA Division II South-East

Regional. This tournament is

our qualifier for the Division II

National Tournament. We take

the ten champions in each

weight class and then the

coaches choose ten additional

wrestlers (wild cards) to

represent our region at the

Nationals. Longwood College

will be represented in 8 out of

the 10 weight classes (we have

had season ending injuries at

1841b and 1971b). Everybody

that enters the tournament has a

shot at placing or winning. You

have to be peaking and wres-

tling your best to have the best

shot of getting a bid to the

Nationals."

Do you think your team has

improved together throughout

the season?

"We have come a long way.

We have new wrestlers in 5-6

weight classes and they have

been the key to our success this

year. The new guys have

brought the whole team to a

higher level.

What is your philosophy

towards wrestling, as a coach

for student-athletes?

Train hard, stay out of

trouble and make grades a

priority.

How do you predict your

team for next year?

"We should continue to

climb upwards if the wrestlers

continue to train in the off-

season. We are actively

recruiting to fill some weight

classes and to upgrade a couple

of our weaker weight classes for

next year. If this group stays

together and continues to train

to be champions they will be the

best ever at Longwood Col-

lege."

Are you pleased with how

the year went? Explain.

"I am pleased with this year

and excited to add some recruits

to this current team to continue

to elevate our level of success.

It was the best year in the 22

year history of the program."

Apologies to

Women's
Lacrosse

I just wanted to apologize to

the entire Women's Lacrosse

team for the absence of their

teams* Spring sports preseason

preview. All the teams that

were previewed are members of

the CVAC conference, and the

lacrosse team is not Therefore

when I received the preseason

polls, lacrosse was not included.

But that did not give me the

excuse for leaving the team out.

I did not do this on purpose, I

am on the team, so why would

I? But once again I am very

sorry for leaving the women's

lacrosse team out of the spring

sports preview in the February

10 issue of the Rotunda.

-Becky Taylor

Sports Editor
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HOOPS: Men's and Women's Basketball Seasons

Coming Down to the Wire: Playoff's Approaching
SPORTS INFORMATION

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

MEN:
Longwood dropped three

CVAC games last week, falling

75-62 at Queens, February 19, 83-

64 to Belmont Abbey February 1

7

in Lancer Hall, and 85-79 to

Limestone, Feruary 15 at home.

The Lancers, now 4-20 overall, 2-

14 in the CVAC.
At Queens (13-9, 9-5), LC

trailed just 29-28 at halftime be-

fore the Royals pulled away in

the second half on the strength of

64.5% (20-31) shooting from the

field. Junior B.J. Buford led LC
with a game- and career-high 21

points, while teammate Jay

Louden contributed 14 points.

The Lancers played without

the services of senior Lee Farrior

who had his career ended three

games early with a broken hand

suffered late in the Belmont Ab-

bey loss. Farrior finished his ca-

reer with 1,300 career points to

rank sixth all-time at the College.

Against the Abbey (15-9, 10-

6), LC trailed 46-32 at halftime

and never recovered. Louden led

LC with 16 points, while Farrior

added 15 points in what proved

to be his final LC appearance, and

junior Umar Bowers contributed

1 3 points.

Against Limestone, LC
trailed 41-36 at halftime and was

never closer than eight points un-

til the final minute. Louden con-

tinued with his fine play of late

and led LC with 13 points off the

bench, while Farrior and sopho-

more forward Landa Martin each

added 10 points.

Through 24 games, Farrior

leads LC in scoring at 13.7 ppg.,

followed by Buford at 10.6 ppg.,

and freshman Jay Patrick with 9.0

ppg.. Martin leads the Lancers in

rebounding at 4.6 rpg., followed

by Farrior at 4.5 rpg., and Patrick

at 4.2 rpg.

Following the Anderson (7-

17, 5-11) game last night in

Lancer Hall, Longwood will

travel to Belmont Abbey for the

final game of the 1999-2000 cam-

paign. The Lancers have already

been eliminated from the post-

season CVAC Tournament that

features the top eight teams in the

1 2-team conference.

WOMEN:
Longwood went 1-2 in con-

ference play this past week, de-

feating Limestone (11-8, 8-4

CVAC) 93-77 February 15, and

then dropping a hard-fought 102-

92 decision to Belmont Abbey

(20-3, 14-1) February 17 in

Lancer Hall, before losing 92-79

in overtime to Queens (12-10, 9-

5) February 19 on the road. LC is

currently 17-7 overall and 13-3 in

the conference.

Longwood will honor its se-

niors and host its final home game

of the regular season against con-

ference opponent Anderson, Feb-

ruary 22 at 5:30 p.m. in Lancer

Hall.

Longwood went ahead 46-34

at halftime and outscored the

Saints 47-43 in the second half to

earn its 14th-straight overall vic-

tory and 13th-straight CVAC win.

Freshman Angel Johnson led LC
with a game-high 19 points. Se-

nior Kali Brown contributed 16

points, while sophomore Jamie

Beale added a season-high 15

points, freshman Leigh Fanner

had a double-double of 14 points

and a career-high and game-high

13 rebounds, and senior Jill

Younce added 13 points for the

Lancers.

Longwood took an early 31-

18 lead at 6:59, but Belmont Ab-

bey rallied back with eight-

straight points to put the score at

35-27 with 5:17 left in the first

half. The Crusaders took the lead

with 45-42 at 1:08, but Farmer

scored two field goals to put the

Lancers back on top at 46-45 go-

ing into halftime. In the second

half, LC and BelmontAbbey were

tied 76-76 with 7:43 left to play.

The Lancers fought hard, but

couldn't regain the lead. The Cru-

saders shot 62.5% (20/32) from

the field in the second half to cap-

ture the win and break the Lanc-

ers' 14-game winning streak

which was second best in Divi-

sion JJ. Freshman Tia Richardson

led LC with a double-double ca-

reer high 23 points and 11 re-

bounds. Farmer contributed 19

points, while Younce put 13

points on the board.

In the first half, LC took a

tight 14- 12 lead at the 13: 15 mark.

The Lancers and the Royals ral-

lied back and forth, but Queens

went ahead and took a 48-42 lead

into halftime. Longwood came

back in the second half on a field

goal from Younce to tie Queens

at 77 with 20 seconds on the

clock to send the game into over-

time. The Lancers scored the first

field goal in overtime, but the

Royals scored 15-straight points

to capture the win.

Younce led LC with 1 6 points

and eight rebounds. Brown con-

tributed 1 5 points, Johnson added

14 points, junior Demietre Price

had a season-high 12 points,

while Richardson added 1 for the

Lancers.

Through 24 games, LC is led

by Younce with 16.3 ppg. and 5.

1

rpg., along with Johnson (13.9

ppg., 4.7 rpg.), and Brown (1 1.5

ppg., 5.8 rpg.). According to

NCAA Division II Women's Bas-

ketball Statistics as of February

13, Younce ranked third nation-

ally in Division II with her 3.4

three-point field goals per game

(64 in 19 games).

Following the Anderson

game, last night at 5:30, Long-

wood will travel to its final regu-

lar-season game against CVAC
leader Belmont Abbey Saturday,

February 26, for a 5:30 p.m. tip-

off. The Lancers will host a

CVAC Tournament quarterfinal

contest March 1 in Lancer Hall at

7 p.m. against an opponent to be

determined.

Baseball, Softball Begin Season

with Check in the 'W Column

Baseball wins 3-2 and 8-0. over Southern VA
Softball defeats Catawba. 4-3 and 8-0

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Longwood swept a college

baseball doubleheader from vis-

iting Southern Virginia February

17, winning the opener 3-2 and

the nightcap 8-0. The two-game

sweep improved the Lancer

record to 3-1 with three-straight

victories.

Against Southern Virginia,

LC was led by junior Travis

Pfitzner (4-6) who collected four

hits on die day to lead the offense,

adding three RBI, while sopho-

more Adrian Watkins (2-4) scored

five runs, adding two RBI. Fresh-

man Jason Hunsecker (1-1) got

the win in the first game with the

final 2- 1 scoreless innings on the

mound, allowing just one hit with

four strikeouts. Junior Derrick

Ellison (1-0) earned the win in the

nightcap with the first 5 innings,

allowing just two hits with 12

strikeouts, including the first nine

SV batters to the plate.

The Longwood College soft-

ball team (2-0) defeated Catawba

(1-2) in a season-opening double-

header at Lancer Field, winning

the first game 4-3 in eight innings

and taking the second game 8-0

in four innings. Sophomore Jodi

Wolff-Coussoulos was 2-4 with a

triple and a RBI in the first game,

freshman Tiffany Wheeler was 2-

3 with a double and a RBI, while

teammate Courtnee Booth earned

the pitching win. Sophomore Col-

leen Cooney and freshman Nicole

Nelson led the way for the Lanc-

ers in the second game each scor-

ing a run, finishing 2-3 with a

double and a RBI, while freshman

Jennifer Potts earned the pitching

victory.

Longwood will next host Vir-

ginia State and Bloomsburg. Ac-

tion will begin at 1 1 a.m. on Feb-

ruary 26 and at 10 a.m. on Febru-

ary 27.



Stanley Park

Townhomes
Great rental homes-reasonable rates

Available June 2000. New 2-story duplexes designed specifically for

Longwood students-just a short walk or bike ride from campus.

Carpet Throughout

Vinyl Floor

Kitchen w/ Cabinets

Two Pull Baths

Laundry Closet

Mini-Blinds at all Windows
Pre-Wired for TV & Phone
Patio

Full-Size Washer/Dryer

Coat Closet at Main Entrance

HVAC Heat Pump & AC

Furniture

living Room: Couch

Loveseat

End Table

Coffee Table

TV Stand

Bedroom: Double Bed

Night Stand

Chest Drawers

Desk & Chair

Dining Room: Dining Table

Four Chairs

Foor Bedrooms
Each Includes;

1 Telephone Jack

1 Cable TV Jack

1 Internet Jack

1 Fun-Size Closet

1 Ceiling Light

Call Lorrie Watson 392-1046for more information

FUND RAISING

Need a unique fund-raiser? Tired of selling candy bars and t-

ahirtg? Too cold for a car wash?

Consider an AVON fund-raiser!

Products everyone knows, love and busts with a money
back guarantee. Profit* in a» little a» 3 weekal

Custom-designed ftmd-nwers, supported by an AVON
Independent sales representative. For Details:

Call Sheila Hannah 392-1W2
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Comedian Jimmy Fallon

uns Longwood
KIM URANN

Features Editor
like Nicholas Cage. well. Would we really have re-

Everyone seemed to enjoy spected him in the morning if he

It is not often that themselves as Fallon joked on hadn't?

Longwood greets a famous guest Farmville ami surrounding cities. Probably the person who

had the mostfor entertainment. Last Wednes-

day, though,

that changed.

Saturday

Night Live co-

median Jimmy

Fallon filled

Jarman Audi-

torium to al-

most capacity

when he came

to perform his

stand-up rou-

tine.

Fal Ion

started off the

night with a

group of per-

fect imperson-

ations. H e

warped into other comedians such

as Adam Sandler and Jerry

fun was the

heckler in the

audience who

kept up a con-

versation with

Fallon for a

good ten min-

utes. Of course,

he did not es-

cape the mock-

ery either.

Fallon
put on a good

show, and I

laughed
through the

whole hour. I

don't think I

will be able to

Visitors at Longwood love to look at a Troll doll without gig-

make fun of this town, so it was gling for quite some time, though.

Seinfeld and poked fun at actors not too surprising that he did as

Longwood Tells Students

to "Swallow This"
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

Mike, Tracy, Brenda,

Samuel, Sanna, and Marcus, six

students from Stony Brook Col-

lege in New York City, visited

Longwood's campus to talk to

students about sex, drugs, and al-

cohol.

This small band of travel-

ing actors and actresses describe

real life events of abuse from al-

cohol, hallucinations from drugs,

aad STDs from unprotected sex

through character dramatization.

Led by Kathleen Flynn-Bisson,

along with Dustin Morrison, the

group discussed signs of the vari-

ous problems and the things you

can do, both personally and for

others, to get help.

In the confines of Lankford

Ballroom, the six students per-

formed for about an hour, and

talked for about a half hour to

forty five minutes. The skits per-

formed included those pertaining

to abuse from alcoholic parents

and significant others. Some of

the other topics performed were

the possibilities of receiving a

sexually transmitted disease from

unprotected sex, and the implica-

tions it could have to all those

around you.

The ideas of hallucinations

from droppingAcid and the flash-

backs that may occur later all

came up, along with some of the

other implications that it has on

life, especially after someone has

quit taking acid.

Out of all these problems

and topic*, it was mentioned that

sex, alcohol, and drop do hap-

pen on this campus, as well as all

What's All the Buzz about?

other campuses. The discussion of

places to turn for help included

the RA and REC of your building

and the on-campus meetings of

AA, or those in the Health Cen-

ter. Counseling is also available

for those seeking to talk about

their problems.

For more information on

the traveling group, its members

and information on me topics dis-

cussed, call Kathleen Flynn-

Bisson at 516-632-6682. To do-

nate a personal story to be used

in this group's activities, please

email the story to Kathleen Flynn-

Bisson as well at:

IO:ryrjiBasoB#no>esxcjum/sbedu

For more information on causes,

cures and prevention please call

the Wellness Center or Student

Health at 395-2509 and 395-2 1 02

respectively.

KIM URANN
Features Editor

We all saw the posters, and

we all heard the rumors: RA's and

REC's of Longwood College,

drunk and acting stupid. Who
could resist? Apparently, not

many people.

Students packed into the

Lankford Ballroom on tuesday

night to watch ten lucky people

drink free alcohol.

In theory, this seemed a

good idea. Dustin Morris, Direc-

tor of the Wellness Center, de-

signed the program to inform us

college students about alcohol

and its effects.

He invited Steve Clark, the

coordinator of Alcohol Abuse

Prevention at Virginia Tech to

host the event.

Farmville and Longwooc

police were there to answer ques-

tions from the audience and to

administer breathalizers to the

people drinking.

The program looked at five

different factors to compare the

rate of alcohol absorption. The

effects of the amount of food

injested prior to drinking, the

level of tolerance of the drinker

the different drinks, the difference

in gender, and the effects of drink-

ing water while drinking alcoho

were all tested.

At the end, Clark showec

the audience that how much fooc

you eat affects the rate of getting

drunk, a higher tolerance means

you can drink more and not feel

See BUZZ p. 12

Photo by Anthony Colucci

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

Worid News;

1. Lebanon welcomes Israel's decision on troop withdrawal

2. Chinese leader promises tough action on government corruption

3. Nelson Mandela hints at giving up Burundi mediator role

4. Police open fire on activists in India's Bihar

5. Persistent cyclone bears down on third Australian region

6. Defying sanctions, Iraqi pilgrims fly to Saudi Arabia

7. Russian forces bombard rebel positions in southern Chechnya

United States:

1. Hubble spies ghostly Reflection Nebula

2. Report* Army to shorten overseas tours of guard, reserve units

3. Auto plant explosion in Virginia leaves 1 dead, 2 missing, 6

hospitalized

4. Police in New Orleans crack down on exposure during Mardi

Gras

5. Student shunned by English teachers after controversial essay

6. Six children, one adult killed in California crash

-These headlines arc thanks to CNN and CNN.COM. For more

information, please visit Aemi
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EDITORIAL
I

hate computers. I especially

hate The Rotunda's comput

ers with a passion that can not

be put into words. I had just fin-

ished my happy editorial on our

Seattle Conference trip and how
much we had all learned. It was

truly my most positive editorial

yet, not one negative thought. I

was signing my name to it, and

the computer locked up. The rage

that hit me was unthinkable.

I was debating on throwing

the computer off the top of

thestudent union or perhaps

maybe beating it with a baseball

bat But what can you do but open

the program up and start again.

As I was saying (or typing)

before I was so rudely cut off. The

Rotunda recently visited Seattle

for a journalism conference.We

learned a lot while we were there.

I am so glad to have been able to

go and to share that opportunity

with my staff.

Seattle is a beautiful place to

me. I was so content there. I was

amazed at how many memories/

experiences you can cram into

four days worth of time.

One of my personal high-

lights was visiting the great Jimi

Hendrix's grave. I grew up listen-

ing to Hendrix's music, so I was

thrilled to have been able to see

his grave.

After that day, I was so happy

and content. I had thought noth-

ing ofLongwood. Then suddenly,

BLAM! Reality hit.

There I was at 2:30 a.m. in

front of Frazer with my luggage.

My ears were hurting and my
body was sick and exhausted. I

realized that I wasn't inmy happy

place anymore.

Phase 2: Jetlag. After crash-

ing in my bed around 5 a.m.

(thanks to Functions and Graphs

homework), I figured that I could

make it on Monday. Yeah, right. I

woke up at 2 p.m. realizing that I

had in fact slept through all ofmy

classes. I felt terrible. I suppose

that was my payback for such a

good time. But eventually, my
drab routine set in.

Luckily, there is Spring

Break. I plan on finding a travel

companion and trekking out to

some random location. I want rest

and relaxation sometime too, I am
not mentioning school, work, or

Longwood the entire time I am
gone. I plan on enjoying every

second of it.

I hope that you, my favorite

Rotunda reader, will do the same.

Enjoy your time off. Whatever it

is you are doing, be safe. Just re-

member that when we all come

back, we are past the halfway

point for the semester and almost

done with another year. By the

time that we return, it will all be

downhill.

Have a great Spring Break

whatever it is you are doing.

Melissa Gil!

Editor-in-Chief

TOaodJ)l$®
PROPS:

+To the students from Stoneybrook and their excellent presentation of Swallow

This!

+To Jimmy Fallon for coming to Longwood and making us all laugh and to

Lancer Productions for getting him here!

+ To Kamal Chantal, an Alpa Sig pledge, for flexing for all the ladies during Lip

Sync.

+To the Wellness Center and Residence Life Staff for sponsoring Buzzweiser!

+To The Rotunda for living through it all!

DROPS:

-To the SPE pledges getting thrown off the floor at Lip Sync.

-To the DZ's wearing tank tops, but not bras. Keep it in your shirts girls.

- To Aramark for changing to the "little bitty cups" that are used for box lunches.

Cans are better and easier!

-To Aramark for charging student organizations too much for catering. We're

poor people!

-To Aramark and the Student Union for having a contract on catering for events

in the Student Union. Can't I just get some cheap Subway?!

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda®longwoodlwc.edu.
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The Dangers of Legal Drugs
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

We all take drugs on a regu-

lar basis in this country and most

others. In any store you walk into

it is easy to find hundreds of over

the counter medications for any-

thing from foot fungus, to nausea,

to the common cold.

Most of us don't think about

the potential dangers of these

drugs. For instance, Tylenol,

which millions of people take on

a weekly basis for headaches, is

easy to overdose and causes liver

damage with prolonged use.

Many people are on a long-

term regimen of a specific class

of drugs called Psychotropic

drugs. These drugs affect the ner-

vous system specifically.

Examples of psychotropic

drugs would be antidepressants

such as Prozac, tranquilizers such

as Zanex, and stimulants such as

Ritalin.

Antidepressants are useful

in helping people with depression,

but they do have side effects.

Some of these side effects, which

your doctor might not be aware

of, are vivid nightmares, insom-

nia, agitation, and ironically, de-

pression.

These symptoms can go on

for months, and people naturally

think that they need the drug to

avoid being depressed. The truth

is, most depressed people don't

need to be on drugs for life. The
problem can be solved easily by

weaning yourself off of the drug,

decreasing the amount taken as

slowly as 1/2 a pill this week, 1/4

next week, 1/8 the next.

Tranquilizers are used often

in patients with anxiety

Sec DRUGS P.7

mm
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Hie ftptwst Zone
"If you're not mad, you're not paying i"

Stopping Starvation in the

Classroom and the Student-

Professor Rel lUIlaiUP
KIM URANN

Features Editor

There was a threat to take

away the student's right to eat

food in the classroom. Thefollow-

ing are several emails that re-

sulted in a decision to allow stu-

dents to eat in the classrooms.

Dear Dr. Harbour:

My professor of Western

Civ informed me today of the

regulation that food and drink are

not permitted inside the class-

room by order of you, the depart-

ment chair. I find this to be ex-

tremely offensive and perplexing.

I pay for my teachers to be here

because I pay for tuition. The ad-

ministration here at Longwood

has already set down more rules

than I can remember when it

comes to conduct and attendance,

and many ofthem are understand-

able.

However, because I am a

student, I have a very hectic

schedule, and I am often forced

to eat on the run while walking

from one class to another. I do it,

though, because I know that I

need nourishment in order to

maintain my energy. It just so

happens that I am not able to fin-

ish eating in time before class

starts, and I will bring food into

whatever class I may have at that

time. Now I Find I am not able to

do that in my history class, which

is an early class for me and the

first in a line of classes for that

day. If I am able to eat, take notes,

pay attention, and not bother the

other students or teacher, what

right do you have to tell me I can-

not eat (something, let me remind

you, that all humans need to do)?

I would appreciate it if you

would consider changing this

policy because it portrays you as

someone who does not care about

the health concerns of the student

population. I understand that they

are some good reasons for mak-

ing a no food or drink policy, but

I believe the benefits of nourish-

ment far outway any inconve-

niences. Most people do not eat

in class to be annoying or bother-

some; we are simply hungry.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Urann

Class of 2002

•••••••• • • • • •

Kimberly,

Those who sit on high are

usually too busy to respond to

slight breezes, but in this case an

exception is in order. You wrote

me a great letter, one of the best

petitions from my subjects this

high office has received in many

years. I would be honored if you

took one of my political science

classes, where, as an uncaring,

arbitrary despot, unconcerned

about the health of our students,

and having no wish to promote m
students the desire to act or be-

have in a professional manner, I

will allow you to eat junk food

(please, no apples) in class.

Sometimes local officials in

this kingdom of Longwood mis-

interpret imperial instructions.

By my leave, you are hereby free

to do to Dr. Munson (make that

Mr. Munson now) whatever you

and your comrades deem appro-

priate. Indeed, in the course of

time, perhaps you should have his

job.

Dr. Harbour, Master of the

Dark Side and your servant

• • • • • ••••••

Dear Ms. Urann:

Dr. Harbour has forwarded

to me a most eloquent communi-

cation from you to him that justly

protests against his truly despotic

attempts to prevent student nour-

ishment

As I expected, he tried to

shift the blame to yours truly,

which is precisely the sort of be-

havior that caused our department

to consider him especially quali-

fied for the position of chair. You

may rest assured that I will not

enforce his repressive policies,

unless the food in question con-

tains caffeine, sugar, aspartame,

chocolate, nuts, poly-unsaturated

fat, processed dairy products, hor-

mone-injected meat or fresh fruit

picked by non-union workers.

Don't be swayed by attempts at

intimidation by those tempted to

forget that their authority rests on

the consent of the governed.

Your most humble and obe-

dient servant,

J. Munson

Speafr Out

What are your spring

break plans >

"This spring break I plan to

spend time with my girlfriend

and her family in Herndon. We
are probably going to go

shopping and visit Great Falls.

Also, I am excited about

spending time outdoors fishing,

canoeing, camping, etc..."

Kevin Tschai

"I'm going to Flagler Beach,

Florida, for some fun and sun

with some awesome friends. I

also hope to catch a spring

training game while I'm there.'

Jeromy French

'Go camping and then spend

time with family"

Steven Tsai

"Over spring break I plan on

spending time with my family

and closest friends, and catching

up on lost sleep."

Stephanie Nelson

Mi
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Lip Sync Raises Laughs

and Over $1,000
WENDY K1RKPATRICK

Opinion Editor

If you weren't in Lancer

Gym on Thursday night, you

missed out on the fun!

Lip Sync, the rowdy con-

test between Fraternity and Soror-

ity pledge classes, was a huge hit

this semester. 14 social Greek or-

ganizations performed to a

packed, standing room only, gym.

Most groups had the audi-

ence laughing hysterically and

singing loudly to the music that

they were lip syncing to.

As usual, many songs were

repeated by different groups and

there was a heavy dose of recent

pop hits.

However, it was the unique

performances and the occasional

surprise move or old song that

kept the audience rolling.

Delta Zeta and Alpha Chi

Rho took first place for Sororities

and Fraternities, respectively.

The evening went off with

only a few hitches, and only one

performance being cut short for

content

All in all the event was a

success, raising $1,050 for IFC

and NPC and all the canned food

donations will go to F.A.C.E.S.

Photo by Genii Grimsley

Lancer Productions

Events for April

4/1- Comedy Jam-9 p.m.

4/3- Movie- House On Haunted Hill-9 p.m.

4/7- Lunch @ Lankford 12 noon(Patio)

Movie- Deep Blue Sea-% p.m.

Cafe Night- Karaoke- 10 p.m.(Caf<S)

4/8- BS9- 10 p.m.

4/10- Movie- Deep Blue Sea-9 p.m.

4/13- Scaventure Hunt-9:30 p.m.

4/14-4/15- Spring Weekend

4/14- Lunch @ Lankford- 12 noon (Patio)

Block Party-4:30 p.m.

4/15- All Day Festival 12 noon

4/20- Nikki Giovanni-Speaker-8 p.m.

4/21- Lunch @ Lankford- 12 noon (Patio)

Movie-S/eepy Hollow-% p.m.

4/24- Movie- Sleepy Hollow-9 p.m.

4/27- Fran Snyder-9 p.m.

4/28- Lunch @ Lankford- 12 noon-2 p.m. (Patio)

Movie- The Sixth Sense-% p.m.- 10 p.m.

All Night Band Jam- 10 p.m.-2 a.m.

4/30- Midnight Breakfast- 1 1 p.m.-2 a.m.
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Students become "A Little Richer"
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

"Who wants to be a million-

aire?" is the question asked to the

world every Sunday, Tuesday, and

Thursday night. At Longwood

College the question of, "Who

wants to be a little richer?" was

asked on March 1 to about 60 stu-

dents/faculty/ and staff in the

Hiner auditorium.

Amanda Stombaugh,

Bonnie Maholcic, April Powers,

Lindsay Fogg, and Mark Fisher

presented this game show replica

at 7:00 p.m. that night

Dr. Blauvelt played the part

of the host, while Bonnie

Maholcic was the hostess who ran

the evening. Scott Hopson, fea-

tured in the band First Floor,

played his keyboard adding sound

effects just like the ones from the

real show.

The game was set up almost

exactly to the one on television.

There were, however slight,

changes which were presented by

Mark Fisher. He told the audi-

ence, who all purchased a ticket

for a dollar, that they had the op-

portunity to win $ 1 6.00. They had

the choice of three life lines, but

could only use two of diem. The

life lines were 5060, ask audience

as a whole, or choose one audi-

ence member to ask specifically.

The questions were going

to be worth $.50, $1, $2, $4, $8,

and $16, the big money. Each

contestant was guaranteed to win

$2 as long as they got to mat ques-

tion.

When it was finally time for

the contestants to be selected,

Bonnie drew the first name out of

the "hat". Kurt White was se-

lected as the first candidate. He
made it all the way through all the

questions, winning $16.00, using

only one life line. The second con-

testant was Cindy Owen, who
walked away with $2. Kevin Arp

was third, and he won no money

at all. Drew Walker answered all

of his questions correctly, using

both life lines. He won $16.00.

Whitney Shaw, relying on the

help of her tennis coach, Dave

Wolden, won $16.00 as well.

Todd Wippy was the sixth com-

petitor, who walked away with

$8.00, he pulled away from the

last question, because he had al-

ready used both his life lines. Trip

Medagor and Nicole Jordan were

the next two.They both only won

$2.00. The tennis coach at

Longwood, Dave Wolden walked

away winning the big $16.00,

while lacrosse player Kris Denson

finished off the last bit of money

with the final question, winning

$12.00.

The questions ranged from

professional team names, to

Longwood athletes, to the Olym-

pics. They were all generated by

the presenters of the group.

This project was for an O
and A (Organization and Admin-

istration) class that is required of

all Physical Education majors.

Amanda Stombaugh con-

cluded, "I think we had a really

good turnout. Everyone seemed

to enjoy it. There was a lot of par-

ticipation and many people went

home with some money!"

Want to be an RTA?
GEORGE LANUM

Asst. Features Editor

Greetings user from behind

the terminal. This week's technol-

ogy article written on a lot of

espresso and little sleep, is geared

to the more experienced computer

user. In fact, this is a call to any-

one and everyone who feels that

he or she knows a thing or two

about computers and would like

to put his or her talents to work.

As the visions of graduation

dance in the heads and hearts of

many fellow RTAs, we are look-

ing to hire our replacements. The

workload is substantial, but very

manageable. The benefits and re-

wards far out weight any amount

of work.

One of the primary benefits

is free room and board, a prize

package worth $4400. In addi-

tion to these, one of the primary

rewards is getting to meet with

people that will give you jobs in

the future. Several members of

the RTA program have met with

and received job offers from in-

dividuals in high paying, well

known corporations.

Ifyou are knowledgeable in

computers and have an interest in

going into a computer-related

field (which field isn't a com-

puter-related field, I dare you to

find one), then this position is for

you.

If you are interested in this

opportunity or simply care to

learn more about the program,

please attend our open house on

Monday March 21st. The meet-

ing will take place in the B room

in Lankford Student Union from

6:30 pm until 8. Refreshments

will be provided.

On a light note, by now you

hopefully know how to develop

and design a web page. Your next

question (and I saw this one com-

ing): how and where can I host

my page for free? Let us forget

the word '"free", so the world can

see it. Long in the making,

Longwood College is proud to

announce Lancer Webr This is

free student web server. This

See WEB p. 12

The Rotunda Newspaper Takes a Trip to Seattle
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief
and

WENDY K1RKPATR1CK
Opinion Editor

February 24-27, The Ro-

tunda Newspaper had the oppor-

tunity to attend the Associated

Collegiate Press* 16th Annual In-

ternational College Newspaper

Convention in Seattle Washing-

ton.

While there, we attended

many breakout sessions that

taught us a little more about jour-

nalism. Some of the sessions in-

cluded. Ten Tips to Improve

Copyediting, Ethics in Action,

Covering Collegiate Sports,

Trends in Photo Technology,

Online Design, Ten Ways to Mo-

tivate your Unmotivated Staff,

and many more. The conference

took place in the Crowne Plaza

Seattle hotel in downtown Seatde.

There were other colleges attend-

ing from many areas of the U.S.

and beyond.

Of course, after the ses-

sions, there was plenty of

sightseeing to do. We were lucky

enough to have snagged reserva-

tions at the Space Needle. This

was a very yummy (but extremely

expensive) restaurant. Some of

the other sights visited were

Planet Hollywood, Old Navy, ethics, copyediting, webpage

Pike Place Public Market, Jimi

Hendrix's grave, Seattle Center,

The Seattle Aquarium, and

NikeTown. We had a great time

and were able to learn a lot about

tile journalism field as well as a

ton about the city of Seatde.

Personally, I had many new

experiences. I flew for the first

time (a very cool experience). I

also took my first trip to the west

coast. I also had never seen a sea

otter or seal before, so needless

to say, I took a half a roll of pic-

tures of seals and sea otters.

All of this traveling made

it quite difficult to come back to

Farmville. Some of us were plot-

ting to "accidentally" get on the

wrong plane and end up in some

random area (London anyone?).

But we somehow made it home.

We were tired, but smarter about

many things.

***************************

The conference provided

us all with a great experience.

Just the opportunity to talk to

students at other colleges and

see their newspapers gave us

plenty of fresh ideas to try here

on The Rotunda. We learned

from some of the best inthe

journalism field about law, libel,

design.and much more. For

those of us who are moving on

in May, the confernece also

provided valuable information

on the job market and ways to

find employment in the journal-

ism world. The staff is

lookingforward to implementing bonding with the entire staff,

some of the things we learned, Even though our staff does not

and if you want to hear more hang out all the time, we all got

about Seattle, please come find along. I am glad I was given this

one of us, because we are eager

to talk to anyone who will listen

about what a great time we had

on the West Coast!

***************************

"I loved our trip to

Seattle. We had so much fun

opportunity to fly to the west

coast and learn as much as I did

as well as have as much fun as I

did."

Becky Taylor, sports editor.

***************************

"Our trip to Seattle was

awesome because it gave us a

chance to have fun and learn

something at the same time. It's

a trip that 1 will never forget!"

Allyson Blake, news editor.

Photo by our kind waiter, Shawn, Ql I7*C 3P€*L r ifffulc Restaurant
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March 21 -March 24
9pm, Union Ballroom

Teams of 5 compete for fabulous

prizes. Open to faculty/staff and students

of Longwood College.

Applications are available at the

Student Union office or at residence hall

front desks.V /
\

' /
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disorders such as social

phobia, and in psychotic disorders

such as schizophrenia. These

drugs are highly addictive, both

mentally and physically. Their

side effects include irreversible

nerve and brain damage with long

term use, though in some cases,

and especially with children, this

can happen in a matter of weeks.

The stimulant Ritalin is

used mainly in young children

who are diagnosed with ADD/
ADHD. It helps them to focus on

concrete tasks such as math, but

tmmtmm
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inhibits abstract thinking.

Stimulants are the most ad-

dictive drugs known, and range

from caffeine, to amphetamines

like Ritalin, to cocaine. In young

children especially, they stunt

growth of the brain, skull, height

and weight.

Long term studies on these

drugs are difficult to accomplish,

and are not required for FDA ap-

proval. There are very few long-

term studies done, because it re-

quires in depth observation for at

least 30 years to know what can

happen because of a drug.

Your doctor doesn't neces-

sarily know about the side effects

of the drugs he or she is prescrib-

ing you. He/she knows how the

drug can help you, but may not

know how it can hurt you. Doc-

tors are not trained to know this

information, they leave it up to

pharmacists. Please, before taking

any drug, research it's effects. You

can look them up on the Internet,

or in the library in the Physician's

Desk Reference.

we're no longer

Tacoma's finest indoor

soccer facility.

Now we're Tacoma's
finest indoor flag football,

basketball, volleyball,

in-line hockey, lasertag

and soccer facility.

Call Arena Sports at 253*627*2255 today,

or visit our website at www.arenasports.net
arena

TACOMA • SEATTLE REDMOND • LANGLBY, B.C.

Crime Stats

Date

2-1-00

2-1-00

2-1-00

2-3-00

2-3-00

2-4-00

2-3-00

2-4-00

2-4-00

2-5-00

2-5-00

2-6-00

2-6-00

2-7-00

2-8-00

Incident

Assault

Assault

Fugitive

E-Mails

Harassment

Vandalism

Larceny

Larceny

Obscene calls

Fight

Under age poss

DIP
Under age poss

Drug poss

Suspicious veh

2-9-00 Trespassing

2-10-00 Auto accident

2-10-00 Accident/window

2-11-00 Larceny

2-11-00 Trespassing

2-12-00 Trespassing

2-14-00 Harassing calls

2=14-00 Threatening e-mail

2-12-00 D I

P

2-15-00 Hazing

2-17-00 Larceny

2-17-00 Hit-n-Run

2-18-00 Attempted b&e
2-18-00 DUI
2-19-00 Larceny

2-20-00 Under age poss

2-20-00 Larceny

2-20^00 Vandalism

2-21-00 Harassing calls

2-21-00 Missing person

2-22-00 Harassment

2-23-00 Harassing calls

2-24-00 Hit-n-Run

2-26-00 Vandalism

2-26-00 Vandalism

2-27-00 Under age poss

2-27-00 Disruptive acts

2-28-00 Harassing calls

2-29-00 Perjury

Location

Dining hall

S Cunningham

Lancer cafe

Frazer

Curry

Race st

Stubbslot

Wheeler lot

Stubbs

Stubbs mall

Frazer

Frazer

Frazer

SCunn
Cox lot

Cox/Wheeler

Wynne lot

MCunn
Curry

Lankford

Tabb

Wheeler

French

Cox

Stubbs mall

SCunn
Madison st

N Cunn

Pine & Franklin

Library

Spruce st

SCunn
NCunn
ARC
Stubbs

Redford st

Wheeler

Pinest

High st

High st

Pine & Redford

Lankford

MCunn
Dining hall

Chief James Huskey

Longwood Police Dept

Ride Board

I can give rides to people who want to go to

Virginia Tech. I go almost every other weekend,

so if you are looking for a ride, then give me a

call!

Call Allison at x3979

Disposition

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Geared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Geared

Pending

Cleared

I can gives rides to Northern Virginia whenever

we have school breaks. If you want to go to the

Hemdon, Reston, Centerville, Fairfax, or

Chantilly area, then give me a call!

Call Allison at x3979
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Ykdnesday

9th 10th llth 12th 13th 14th 15th

Create Your

Own Web ~*»v^^^^^v^*v^^v*v^^
Page

Hinerll

@ 3:30 p.m. PRAXIS
Tests

Hull 109, 129,

AA Meeting 245, 247, &
Nottoway 248

Room @ 7:00 a.m. -

@8:00- 5:00 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

SPRING BREAK 1

Baseball

vs.

Southern

Virginia

@ 1:00 p.m.

FUNDRAISING

Need i unique fund-raiser? Tired of seUing candy bars and i-

shirts? Too cold for a car wash?

an AVON fund-raiser!

Products everyone knows, love and trusts with a money
Profits in as little as 3 weeka!

Custom-designed fund-raisers, supported by an AVON
Independent sales representative. For Details:

CaU Sbefla Hannah 392-1912

•*•
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Yfednesdcy

16th 17th 18th 19th 20th 21st 22nd

TMFt Classes

Resume

Sherwin

Williams

Nutrition for

the Year

Recruiter 2000: Sorting

Lancaster 139 the Facts

Southern Softball Lacrosse
Baseball

by Angle

Piedmont vs. vs.
vs.

Rawls

Program- Anderson Colby
Saint Paul's

Dining Hall

ming Contest @ 1:00 p.m. @ 4:00 p.m. @ 1:00 p.m.
SalonA

Hiner @ 12:45 -

All day

Baseball

Softball

vs.

1:45 p.m.

Early vs. Belmont

Childhood Mount Olive Abbey Family Feud

Conference @ 2:00 p.m. @ 1:00 p.m. Playoffs

Workshop
by Mrs.

Job Search
Ballroom

@ 9:30 p.m.

Osborn
Lancaster 139

Hull
@ 3:30 p.m.

@ 8:00 a.m. -
Guest Artist

4:00 p.m.
Recital:

Btyth- Piano

Baseball Wygal

vs. @ 7:30 p.m.

Mount Olive

@ 1:00 p.m.
Family Fend

Playoffs

Ballroom

Softball @ 9:30 p.m.

vs. Children's
Coker Theatre: The

@ 2.-00 p.m. Treasure of

Craggy

Lacrosse

vs.

iriiuersviiie

Mountain

Jarman

@ 9:30 a.m.

@ 4:00 p.m.

. P^^WW

& 12:00 p.m.
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Organization Spotlight: The Peer Helpers

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

Do you ever have that day

when you arejust feeling so down

and your friends are just too busy

to talk to you? Everything in your

life has just crashed on you at the

same time. No one is available for

you to vent with, for you to get

advice from. What are you going

to do?

Well, the answer of this

scenario could be going to see a

Peer Helper. The Peer Helpers are

an organization on campus who,

in a situation like this, will just

listen to you. They will open up

their ears to listen to whatever is

on your mind. If you would like

to vent, scream, cry, or need ad-

vice and you either do not want

to talk with your friends/family

or they are not available, check

out a Peer Helper. It is FREE!

The Peer Helpers, about 15

of them, all have office hours that

are open to the entire student

body. The of-

fice is lo-

cated in the

Student
Union by the

mailboxes. It

is the door

directly
across from

the post of-

fice win-

dows. There

is a huge

sign, in case

you do get

lost. The of-

fice hours are

posted right

by the door,

so if no one is

there at the time you will know

when to come back.

What else do the Peer Help-

ers do on campus you ask? Well

they sponsor the Angel tree that

more than half of the campus par-

ticipates in around the holidays.

This project defines the principle

of giving back to the community.

Students buy gifts for a selected

person and

then the

Peer Help-

ers deliver

these gifts

to a certain

site where

the people

can pick

them up.

They also

consult with

the counsel-

ing center to

help them in

any way
possible.

One
of the ways

Peer Help-

ers benefit the students is through

RA scheduled programs. RA's

contact the office to schedule one

of the following programs: nutri-

tion, rape/sexual assualt, stress,

sexual responsibility, and alcohol

responsibility.

They are currently working

on a drug responsibility program

as well. Once the program is

scheduled, the Peer Helpers go to

the designated area and present

the program to the participants.

These programs are very informa-

tive, and yet very entertaining.

In conclusion, the Peer

Helpers are very beneficial to

people on campus. They are there

to help in whatever way needed.

If you are interested in hav-

ing a program, you can contact the

office at x2657 or the program co-

ordinator, Bevin Rice, at x3557.

Please feel free to contact the of-

fice if you need anything or ifyou

want to join this organization.

LWC Graduate Studies/Modern Languages

The Anthropolgy

Department
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer
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Unscramble each of die clue words.

Take the letters thai appear in k A boxes and unscramble them for the final message.

Hint; For help deciphering these names, consult the Spring and Summer 2000 schedule, and die

faculty/staff directory.

There are many different

majors one can have here at

Longwood College. Some choose

business, some theatre. There are

a few, however, that choose An-

thropology. This department, cur-

re-ntly located in the

Wynne building, is

small compared to

its counterpart. So-

ciology.

At last count,

there were +/- 50

people currently

majoring in Anthro-

pology. The concept

behind this department is to help

gain an understanding of human

development through knowledge

of the past. Using studies of

bones, tools, apparent patterns in

lifestyles, and climatologka! /

geological information, the an-

thropologist, if concentrating in

archaeology, can try to recon-

struct the images of the past. If

you are interested in the societies

and cultures of today, studies of

peoples and their habits, lifestyles

and traditions, the ideal concen-

tration would be Cultural Anthro-

pology. If you would rather work

in museums, there is a concentra-

tion for that; Museum Studies.

Currently there are three

professors of Anthropology. Dr.

Dalton sits as chair of the Sociol-

ogy / Anthropology Department,

and teaches many of

the upper level classes,

such as Folklore or

Language and Culture.

Dr. James W. Jordan

currently teaches most

of the Physical Anthro-

pology classes, such as

Archaeology in the

classroom. Dr. Jordan

also does many field digs to such

sites as The Sydnor Site and

Nomini Hall. Mr. Brian Bates,

who is currently studying for his

Doctorate, teaches many of the

Special Topics courses, such as

She Map Orientation and Cartog-

raphy or Artifact Illustrations. Mr.

Bates also runs field schools over

the summer at Staunton River

Battlefield Park and some at

Tortola in the British Virgin Is-

lands.
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PUZZLES
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor
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Answers to 2&3AX) Puzzlers: l.Tomb of Tutankhamen, 2. Scattered Showers, 3. Prince of Wales,

4. Jackson Five, 5. Tutti Fruttn 6. Dancing on Air, 7. Space, The Final Frontier, 8. A Slump in the

Maffcet,9.CatwtCate ____

CD Review: Smashing Pumpkins

MACHINAJThe Machines ofGod
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Drugs, death, firings, and

many other random controversies

couldn't hold them down. A mu-

tated form of the Smashing

Pumpkins just released their 5th

album, MACH1NA/The Machines

of God.

During the making of

this album, the band changed

drastically. Jimmy Chamber-

lain, the previously fired

drummer, returned early on.

A few months later, bassist

D'arcy called it quits after 10

years in the band (to late be

brought up on drug charges).

Shortly after her departure.

Hole bassist, Melissa Aufder

Mar quit Hole to join what is

now the new Smashing

Pumpkins. Somewhere along

the way, the album was made.

MACHINA proved one of

my theories on drummers in rock

bands-you gotta have one. Adore

was a rather disappointing album.

The drum machines and mushy

vocals didn't seem to cut it. This

time around, the Pumpkins opted

for a real drummer and some dif-

ferent topics. The album starts

with the catchy rock anthem The

Everlasting Gaze. In this Billy

Corgan exclaims, "You know I'm

not dead" proving that he is ready

to roll again.

The Everlasting Gaze was

also the first single released from

the album. I admk this ended up

being the fault to me. I heard me

song and was instantly expecting

to get my pants rocked off by me

album, but honestly, that is the

only truly hard rocking song on

the album. The other songs are

quite good, but they seem to be a

continuation of adore with a real

drummer and a faster tempo.

Some say that MACHINA goes

back to the old school Gish days.

I can agree in parts. I love the

older pumpkins material.

This seems similar to it in

that it has that spacy Pink

Floyd feel to it at times.

Other than that, I have a hard

time connecting it all.

The album does not

disappoint It has many good

songs on there that can be

quite addictive. One ex-

ample. Stand Inside Your

Love. As soon as I heard it, I

was instantly hooked. There

is no stopping it.

Some olds- Pumpkin

fans that expected Jimmy Cham-

beriain to rock the band silly may

be a little disappointed, but cUv

erwise, they are in store for a good

Pumpkin experience.

*»*l/2

Wellness Advocates
INGRIDBITTEL
Wellness Advocate

We are the Wellness Advo-

cates a.k.a WAP. Our job here at

Longwood College is to promote

wellness through programming.

We provide informative, educa-

tional, and entertaining programs

and forums to promote personal

health and wellness for all mem-

bers of the Longwood College

community.

As WAP, we have

sponsered and co-sponsed sev-

eral acti vites around campus. We
wear T-shirts to promote many of

our programs. We also have a

relatively small organization. At

the beginning of each year we

have an application process for

any interested individuals. After

being accepted, all of the WAP
members attend a retreat/training

session. This organization pro-

motes social gatherings and com-

munity living. We try to educate

as well as entertain students, fac-

ulty, and friends. We receive

grants from all over and use them

for programs such as Maria

Falzone "Sex Rules", Health

Challenge 2000, and many, many

more.

We hold meetings once a

week in Lancer Gym. Wediscuss

upcoming events and programs.

We discover new ways to adver-

tise other man Flyers! We have

officers and a sponser, Duston

Morris. We can also be found

working in die Wellness Center in

Lancaster. We also put up Bulle-

tin boards in the Residence halls.

Every semester each WAP mem-

ber is responsible for one bulletin

board.

These Bulletin boards con-

tain material from Nutritional,

Emotional, Intellectual, Social,

Occupational, Spiritual, and

Physical Wellness; along with Al-

cohol, Drug, and Safe Sex Infor-

mation. You can get all of this in-

formation and more from each

WAP member or from the

Wellness Center completely con-

fidentially.

If you would like to know

who is aWAP member this infor-

mation can also be given to you

in the Wellness Center. We hope

that through our efforts Longwood

College will become better edu-

cated and more involved in their

overall Wellness. Please visit our

Wellness Center for more informa-

tion on upcoming programs.

Movie Review:

Girl Interrupted
JEN BALLARD
Guest Writer

Have you ever won-

dered what it was like to be in a

mental institution? Winona

Ryder and Anjelina Jolie show

you what it is like to be in a men-

tal institution. These two girls are

different, but

they have one

thing in

common...being

'insane*.

After
seeing this film

you feel as if you

have been on a

wild trip with

these two crazy

*. >

k

two years of her life. Susan was

placed in a ward for teenage girts

and while mere she loses herself

in a disturbed world of troubled

teen women., among them Lisa

(Jolie). Lisa is a charming socio-

path who stages an escape that

ends in disaster. With the help of

Dr. Wick, the

head psychia-

trist, Susan finds

herself and re-

solves to reclaim

her life in the

real world.

There was

never a dull mo-

ment in this film

and it kept my
attention the en-

*

gals. This movie

is adventurous and exciting tire time. Ryder gave an absolutely

showing love, joy, and fun while stunning performance and JoUe

at the same time experiencing was ever so convincing as a so-

pain, unhappiness and hatred ciopath.

In 1967 Susan Kaysen Thu movie ts unique and

(Ryder) was diagnosed with Bor- possesses the quality of a captivat-

derline Personality Disorder and ing new film. I give it a hardy four

sent to a New England stars and my almost stamp of ap-

psyhchiarric hospital for the next proval. **** ^^^
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Co-Author of Chicken Soupfar the College Soulto VisitIWC
PRESSRELEASE

James Malinchak, recog-

nized as one of the top speakers

on the college circuit, will speak

at Longwood March 28 at noon

and 9:30 p.m.

The Career Center, Student

Union and Activities, and Greek

Affairs offices are co-sponsoring

this free event.

Prior to pursuing a full-time

speaking and writing career, Mr.

Malinchak was an award-winning

Beverly Hills stockbroker whose

clients included many famous ce-

lebrities, authors and professional

athletes.

He is a contributing author

to, and is currently serving as as-

sociate editor for,the number one

New York Times best-selling

book series, Chicken Soup for the

Soul.

He has appeared in USA
Today, The Wall Street Journal,

numerous college newspapers,

? nrt fa»nit*ntlv writes articles for

NACA's Programming maga

zine.

The first pre-

sentation, held at

noon in the Dining

Hall Annex, will

focus on how stu-

dents can be suc-

cessful in the job

and internship

search.

Specifically,

Malinchack will

discuss how candi-

dates can success-

fully compete for

positions, create

unique ways to

package, sell, and

market skills, and

how to find jobs

and internships

where no on else

looks.

"James
Malinchak has received rave re

views from students at other col

leges and universities, and his

From College to the Real World

message is the most requested pre-

sentation. I believe students will

learn career strategies that work.

What better way to find out how

to be successful

than from some-

one who's been

there," said Linda

Haas Manley, As-

sistant Director of

the Career Center.The
evening program,

held at 9:30 p.m.

in the Grand Ball-

room of the Din-

ing Hall, will be

an inspirational

talk that incorpo-

rates stories from

Chicken Soup for

the Soul.

Malinchak

will provide tips

on how to survive

difficult times, ap-

preciate loved

ones and help others, and the real

meaning of success.

According to James (JJ)

Manley, Assistant Dnector ofStu-

dent Activities, "I had the oppor-

tunity to see James Malinchak

speak at the Association for the

Promotion of Campus Activities

Conference (APCA) this year. He

is a very motivational speaker,

and I hope students will attend at

least one of the events. I think

students will find that it was well

worth their time."

James Malinchak Sum-

mary of Events

• From College to the

Real World, Noon, Dining Hall,

Annex
• A Taste of Chicken

Soup, 9:30 p.m., Dining Hall,

Grand Ballroom

DO YOUUKE TO WRITE? ARE YOU I

NTERESTED INPHOTOGRAPHY? ARE YOU CRE-
ATIVE? DO YOU WANT TO BECOMEMORE IN-

VOLVED ON CAMPUS?

THEN YOU BELONG ON THE ROTUNDA STAFF!

MEETINGS ARE MONDAYS AT 9:00 p.m.

Bring your dog!

How To Tell If It Is

More Than A Cold

BUZZ Cont. p. 7

the effects, carbonated

drinks (such as rum and coke)

will get alcohol into the

bloodstream faster so you get

drunker quicker, men can drink

more without feeling the same

amount of being drunk as a

woman, and alternating between

water and alcohol will slow the

rate of drunkenness.

The police adminis-

tered sobriety tests to partici-

pants and told what a person

should expect from a roadside

check such as walking the line

and the one leg stand.

The program was infor-

mative, but interest waned as

the night progressed.

Half the crowd left after

an hour or so of sitting patiently.

While the coordinators

tiied hard to make the program

fun and educational, there were

minor problems.

This being the first year

for BuzzWiser, next year they

can better anticipate these

problems and plan accordingly.

WEB Cont. p.5

server will provide you

with a place to host your personal

web page without those annoying

popup banner and cheap advertis-

ing.

For detailed instructions on

how to publish your page on

Lancer web, go to "http://

www.lwc.edu/helpdesk/ftp" If

you need further assistance, feel

free to contact the helpdesk be-

fore 5pm or your local RTA from

6pm until midnight.

That about does it for this

tech update. I hope to see a large

turnout for the open house. Until

time, update your virus scans and

don't delete anything.

STUDENTHEALTH

THE COMMON COLD: Usually starts as a scratchy

throat, followed by sneezing, runny nose, and stuffy head.

You may also have a headache, watery eyes, hoarseness,

fatigue, slight fever, and a cough.

INFLUENZA/FLU: Typically you have a headache, fatigue

chills, stuffy nose, dry cough, severe body aches, and fever

that can go as high as 104 degrees.

ALLERGIES: Symptoms are similar to those caused by

cold, except they tend to occur seasonally more often, and

include an itchy roof of the mouth and eyes, and more

sneezing.

MIDPLE FAR INFECTIONS ; Severe ear pressure or pain

sometimes accompanied by dizziness, fever, hearing loss and/

or drainage of blood, wax, or pus from the ear.

SINUSITIS

:

This causes post nasal drip, pain over or under

the eyes, or along the sides of the nose. Other possible

symptons include cough, fatigue, and fever.

BRONCHITIS: Usually have a dry or productive cough

along with pain in the back, pressure or burning in the upper

chest, sometimes wheezing, and low fever.

PNEUMONIA; Typically includes a high fever, shaking

chills, persistent wheezing, breathlessness, chest pain that

gets worse with breathing, cough, abdominal pain, and

fatigue.
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James Malinchak, recog-

nized as one of the top speakers

on the college circuit, will speak

at Longwood March 28 at noon

and 9:30 p.m.

The Career Center, Student

Union and Activities, and Greek

Affairs offices are co-sponsoring

this free event.

Prior to pursuing a full-time

speaking and writing career, Mr.

Malinchak was an award-winning

Beverly Hills stockbroker whose

clients included many famous ce-

lebrities, authors and professional

athletes.

He is a contributing author

to, and is currently serving as as-

sociate editor for.the number one

New York Times best-selling

book series, Chicken Soup for the

Soul.

He has appeared in USA
Today, The Wall Street Journal,

numerous college newspapers,

f»nd frwiiip.ntlv writes articles for

NACA's Programming maga
zine.

The first pre-

sentation, held at

noon in the Dining

Hall Annex, will

focus on how stu-

dents can be suc-

cessful in the job

and internship

search.

Specifically,

Malinchack will

discuss how candi-

dates can success-

fully compete for

positions, create

unique ways to

package, sell, and

market skills, and

how to find jobs

and internships

where no on else

looks.

"James
Malinchak has received rave re

views from students at other col

leges and universities, and his learn career strategies that work.

From College to the Real World What better way to find out how

to be successful

than from some-

one who's been

there," said Linda

Haas Manley, As-

sistant Director of

the Career Center.The
evening program,

held at 9:30 p.m.

in the Grand Ball-

room of the Din-

ing Hall, will be

an inspirational

talk that incorpo-

rates stories from

Chicken Soup for

the Soul.

Malinchak

will provide tips

on how to survive

difficult times, ap-

preciate loved

message is the most requested pre- ones and help others, and the real

sentation. I believe students will meaning of success.

According to James (JJ)

Manley, Assistant Director of Stu-

dent Activities, "I had the oppor-

tunity to see James Malinchak

speak at the Association for the

Promotion of Campus Activities

Conference (APCA) this year. He

is a very motivational speaker,

and I hope students will attend at

least one of the events. I think

students will find that it was well

worth their time."

James Malinchak Sum-

mary of Events

• From College to the

Real World, Noon, Dining Hall,

Annex
• A Taste of Chicken

Soup, 9:30 p.m., Dining Hall,

Grand Ballroom

DO YOU LIKE TO WRITE?ARE YOU I

NTERESTED INPHOTOGRAPHY? ARE YOU CRE-
ATIVE ? DO YOU WANTTO BECOMEMORE IN-

VOLVED ON CAMPUS?

THEN YOU BELONG ON THE ROTUNDA STAFF!

MEETINGS ARE MONDAYS AT 9:00 p.m.
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Bring your dog!

How To Tell If It Is

More Than A Cold

STUDENTHEALTH

1MJTJL Cont. p. 7

the effects, carbonated

drinks (such as rum and coke)

will get alcohol into the

bloodstream faster so you get

drunker quicker, men can drink

more without feeling the same

amount of being drunk as a

woman, and alternating between

water and alcohol will slow the

rate of drunkenness.

The police adminis-

tered sobriety tests to partici-

pants and told what a person

should expect from a roadside

check such as walking the line

and the one leg stand

The program was infor-

mative, but interest waned as

the night progressed.

Half the crowd left after

an hour or so of sitting patiently.

While the coordinators

tried hard to make the program

fun and educational, there were

minor problems.

This being the first year

for BuzzWiser, next year they

can better anticipate these

problems and plan accordingly.

WEB ConL p.5

server will provide you

with a place to host your personal

web page without those annoying

popup banner and cheap advertis-

ing.

For detailed instructions on

how to publish your page on

Lancer web, go to "http://

www.lwc.edu/helpdesk/ftp" If

you need further assistance, feel

free to contact the helpdesk be-

fore 5pm or your local RTA from

6pm until midnight.

That about does it for this

tech update. I hope to see a large

turnout for the open house. Until

lime, update your virus scans and

don't delete anything.

THE COMMON COLD: Usually starts as a scratchy

throat, followed by sneezing, runny nose, and stuffy head.

You may also have a headache, watery eyes, hoarseness,

fatigue, slight fever, and a cough.

INFLUENZA/FLU: Typically you have a headache, fatigue

chills, stuffy nose, dry cough, severe body aches, and fever

that can go as high as 104 degrees.

ALLERGIES; Symptoms are similar to those caused by
cold, except they tend to occur seasonally more often, and

include an itchy roof of the mouth and eyes, and more

sneezing.

MIDDLE EAR INFECTIONS ; Severe ear pressure or pain,

sometimes accompanied by dizziness, fever, hearing loss and/

or drainage of blood, wax, or pus from the ear.

SINUSITIS: This causes post nasal drip, pain over or under

the eyes, or along the sides of the nose. Other possible

symptons include cough, fatigue, and fever.

BRONCHITIS: Usually have a dry or productive cough

along with pain in the back, pressure or burning in the upper

chest, sometimes wheezing, and low fever.

PNEUMONIA; Typically includes a high fever, shaking

chills, persistent wheezing, breathles&ness, chest pain that

gets worse with breathing, cough, abdominal pain, and

fatigue.
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Government

Elections

equirements

To be eligible for this scholarship, you must:

1

.

Have been a Longwood undergraduate

student at least one academic semester

2. Have a cumulative GPA of 2.0 or above

3. Demonstrate financial need as determined

by the Financial Aid Office

4, Be active in campus life and student activity

How To Apply

Offices

Available

Offices Available:

Senior Class Officers

Junior Class Officers

Sophomore Class Officers

Honor Board Justices

Judicial Board Justices

Applications Due

Friday April 7, 2001

You can pick up an application for this scholar-

ship at your front desk. This scholarship is

worth $900 dollars divided over two semesters.

Applications are due 5pm, March 31, 2000 to

the SGA office in the Lankford Student Union. I

Applications can be picked up in the Student

Union Office. For further questions call the

SGA office at 21 11.
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SPORTS
2000 SENIORS OF WINTER SPORTS
ARE REMEMBERED IN STYLE

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

•.

Lee Farrior,

M. Basketball

Jill Younce,

W. Basketball

Dickerson,

Wrestling

The senior athletes of the

Longwood College winter

sports have earned a lot of

deserved recognition. Thanks to

the Women's Basketball Head

Coach, Shirley Duncan and the

Wresding Head Coach, Brent

Newell I was able to compile

the following information. This

page is designed to honor each

senior from each team of a

winter sport.

Shirley Duncan gave her

insight by saying: Kali Brown:

Kali capped off an outstanding

career with her best season,

breaking the 1000 point mark,

being named to first team All

CVAC, and helping to lead her

team to an outstanding 20-9

season record.

Jill Younce: Jill also capped

off an outstanding career with her

best season, breaking the 1000

point mark, being named to the

All CVAC second team, establish-

ing a new record for three point

shots, and helping to lead the team

to our 20-9 season record.

Terri Williams: Terrididnot

get the opportunity to play a com-

plete senior season due to a torn

ACL playing pre-season pick-up.

However, she was with the team

daily supporting in every way she

could, and worked to rehab her

knee with the hope of playing at

the end of the season, which she

was able to do.

Younce finished season with

team-best 16.1 scoring average ,

with 4.9 rpg and 3.5 assists.

Brown finished with 1 1 .3 ppg and

5.6 rpg. She also tallied 4.5 as-

sists and 2.7 steals. Younce tied

the school record for three-point

field goals with 225. Brown fin-

ished 9th all-time in career points

with 1,243. Kali and Jill will

graduate in May, and Terri has one

year remaining since she trans-

ferred to Longwood.

According to Brent Newell,

wrestling coach: Beau Dickerson

(Gloucester H.S., VA> pre-sea-

son ranked 12th in NCAA Divi-

sion II in the 1651b weight class.

Suffered a season ending injury

before the season began. His

Germaine Williams,

M. Basketball

Id II IWilliams,

W. Basketball

record was 18-14 as a Junior and

he placed in many tournaments

throughout his first 3 years. He

was a 3 year varsity starter.

Kris Lucas (Valley Central

H.S., NY> 4 year varsity starter.

Wrestled in the Heavyweight

division all 4 years. Placed 1st

in Washington and Lee Invite,

3rd in the Apprentice School

Invite and had a record of 18-10

his senior year. Helped Team

earn most dual meet wins in

history of the program and also

helped team to 2 tournament

titles this year (Washington and

Lee Invite and Apprentice

School Invite).

Using information from

Greg Prouty, sports informtaidn

director, the men's basketball

seniors tallied high despite the

injuries they faced.

Farrior and Hughes each had

their final season cut short by in-

juries, Farrior missing the final

three games and Hughes missing

the final 13 contests. Farrior fin-

ished his career ranked #6 on the

all-time scoring list at the College

with 1,300 career points. Addi-

tionally, he ranks #2 in career free

throws (295), and #5 in career

FT% (295-403, .732%). Hughes

finished his career with 54 blocks

to rank #4 all-time at LC. Will-

iams was the only senior to last

the entire season. With his lead-

ership, the men's basketball team

finished out the season with 4

wins.

Seniors,

The students at Longwood

have enjoyed watching you play

and compete throughout the

years. I know the coaches have

enjoyed every minute of your

time and effort you have put

forth on the court or on the mat

Your teammates will miss your

leadership and knowledge of the

sports. I personally wish you all

the best of luck with your lives

and athletic careers if any of

you dream of continuing them at

the next level. Congratulations!

- Becky Taylor,

Sports Editor

Jon Hughes,

M. Basketball

Kali Brown,

W. Basketball

Kris Lucas, Wrestling
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Men and Women
Tennis Teams Start

Off With A BANG!
SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood dropped a pair of

matches last week, falling 9-0 to

CVAC opponent Erskine, March

4 at the Lancer Courts after a 6-1

loss at Averett March 2. The
Lancers are now 4-4 overall, 1-2

in the CVAC.
Against Averett, LC got its

lone win from freshman Jeff

Henley at #4 singles, a three-set

dual with two tiebreakers needed.

Through eight matches,

Henley leads Longwood with his

6-2 record in singles, followed by

sophomore Mirza Iljazovic at #5

(6-5), freshmen Paul Petersen at

#3 (6-6), sophomore Gorjan

Bilalagic at #2 (5-6), and fresh-

man Matt Graham at #6 (4-1). In

doubles,junior Igor Bilalagic and

Graham are 4-4 at #3, as are

Henley and Petersen (4-4) at #2.

The LongwoodWomen (6-0)

remained unbeaten with a 7-2 col-

legiate women's tennis decision

past visiting Averett Monday at

the Lancer Courts. The Lancers

got wins in singles from senior

Bonnie Mabolchic (#1), junior

Whitney Shaw (#2), sophomore

Laura Veazey (#4), senior Jen

Morton (#5), and junior Tricia

Ramsey (#6). In doubles, Shaw

and sophomore Michelle Will-

iams- Tober won at #1, and

Maholchic and Veazey won at #2.

The ladies took a 9-0 triumph

past CVAC opponent Erskine,

March 4 at the Lancer Courts.

Against the Flying Fleet, LC got

wins in singles from senior

BonnieMaholchic at #1, sopho-

mores Whitney Shaw at #2,

Michelle Williams-Tober at #3,

and Laura Veazey at #4, junior Jen

Morton at #5, and senior Carrie

Armstrong at #6. In doubles,

Shaw and Williams-Tober won at

#1 , Maholchic and Veazey won at

#2, and Morton and classmate

Tricia Ramsey/South Boston-

Halifax County HSwon at #3.

Through five matches, Will-

iams-Tober and Veazey lead

Longwood with their respective

7-1 records in singles, followed

by Armstrong (5-0), Morton (4-

1), Shaw (4-2), and Maholchic (3-

0). In doubles, Shaw and Will-

iams-Tober are 7-2, followed by

Maholchic and Veazey (4-0), and

Morton and Ramsey (3-0).

Both the man and the women
of Longwood will play Friday,

March 10, at Barton : 12, noon.

Following the Barton match,

the Longwood tennis squads will

play six matches on Hilton Head

Island, S.C. next week, March 12-

16, during the program's annual

spring break trip.

HOME GAMES,
MARCH 20-25

MARCH 20:

LACROSSE- Colby, 4:00

MARCH 21:

BASEBALL- Saint Paul
f

s, 1 :00

SOFTBALl- Belmont Abbey, ?

IMARCH 24:

BASEBALL- Erskine, 3:00

TENNIS- Ml Olive, 2:00

IMARCH 25:

BASEBALL-
Erskine, 1:00

SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood shot 3 16-308-624

to finish in 12th-place among 24

teams at the Kingsmill/William &
Mary Invitational men's golf tour-

nament in Williamsburg com-

pleted Tuesday. The Lancers were

the highest-placing non-Division

I school in the predominantly Di-

vision I event won by Marshall

with its 300-298-598 at the 6,853-

yard, par-71 River Course at the

Kingsmill Golf Club. Senior Ja-

son Copeland (77-74-151) and

sophomore Blair Shadday (78-73-

151) led LC, followed by junior

Niklas Jansson (78-80- 1 58), local

senior Toby Towler (83-82- 1 65),

and sophomore Myles Jones (88-

81-169).

Longwood will next compete

at the Carson-Newman Invita-

tional to be played in South Caro-

lina next week, March 13-14.

Lax Finally Gains

First Win, Tuesday
OUR GAMES CONCLUDE WITH 10

BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

"It's about time we won! We
)layed our game, even though

toward gave us a fight. We took

control of the end of the second

lalf for the win. We have the skill

;o win. It's just a matter of stay-

ng mentally tough," commented

senior captain Heather Wentzel

ifter the ladies game on Tuesday.

In the game against Howard

Jniversity, a Division I school,

he lady lacrosse Lancers came

jut fierce. The team was ready to

)lay. Not only were the Lancers

eady to go, but so were the la-

iies of the Howard team. This

ivas proven when the halftime

scored was tied at 8.

The final score of the game

nded in Longwood's favor for

he 1 1-10 win. Leading the attack

ivere freshman Jen Hilbert with 3

goals and 3 assists. Sophomore

Jeth Hadyrs, Junior Natalie

Smith and Senior captain Tina

Whitaker each had 2 goals a

piece. Kris Denson and Anns

Harmon, defensive players talliec

out the final two goals, each scor-

ing one.

Against Mercy hurst, last Sat

urday, March 4, the Lady Lane

ers lost a heartbreaker in the fina

minutes of the game. The fina

score was 10-9. Goalie Rache

Bunn had fifteen saves in the

sontest. Hadrys had three goals

while Smith contributed two

Scoring single goals were Fresh

man Becca Woods, Krister

Beatty, Hilbert, and Traci Ryar

(her fist collegiate goal).

Finally against Gannon the

score ended at 10-4, agains

Longwood, even though the lane

ers led at halftime 5-2. The ladies

now have a record of 1 -2- 1 goinj

into their California trip ovei

Spring Break.

In conclusion freshman Jer

Hilbert stated, "We haven'

played to our potential yet, but oui

communication is improving,

have faith that we will be step

ping up the level of our play tc

the extent that I know we can.

Baseball

Goes 7-4

in First

Weeks
SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood (7-4) took a 26-2

collegiate baseball triumph past

visiting Southern Virginia Mon-

day at Lancer Stadium. Junior

Travis Pfitzner (4-7, 3 RBI) led

the Lancers by hitting for the

cycle with a home run, a triple, a

double, and a single, becoming

just the second Longwood base-

ball player to hit for the cycle in

the 23-year history of theprogram.

Sophomore Adrian Watkins (3-5,

6 RBI) added a homerun and a

double, while freshman Jeremy

Knicely (2-4, 4 RBI) added

ahome run and a triple. Junior

Ryan Costa (2-2, 4 RBI) added to

theeffort with a rare inside-the-

park home run. Local freshman

Brad Bolding (1-0) earned the

pitching win with a complete-

game effort, allowing six hits

witheight strikeouts.

Longwood will play again

Thursday, March 9, on the road

at Lynchburg beginning at 3 p.m.
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Basketball and Wrestling Seasons Come to an End
MEN' S BASKETBALL FINAL RECORD: 4-14 WOMEN'S BASKETB AI.T.FTNAL RECORD; 20-9

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR

Sports Editor

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Longwood dropped its final

two games of the 1 999-2000 sea-

son last week, falling 82-61 at

CVAC opponent Belmont Abbey,

February 26 after an 87-72 home

loss to conference opponent

Anderson, February 22. The

Lancers will not advance to the

postseason CVAC Tournament.

At the Abbey, LC trailed

34-25 at halftime before a 23- 1

1

Crusader run to start the second

half put the game out of reach.

Junior B.J. Buford had game-

highs of 17 points and eight re-

bounds to lead LC, while class-

mate Isaac Lartey added a season-

high 14 points.

Against Anderson , the

Lancer men trailed just 38-36 at

halftime before the Trojans pulled

away in the second half as Nelson

Joseph scored 25 of his game-

high 34 points after the intermis-

sion. Buford scored 21 points,

equaling his career-high, to lead

LC, while classmate Jay Louden

added 14 points and seven re-

bounds.

Longwood was led this sea-

son by senior Lee Farrior who av-

eraged 13.7 ppg., followed by

classmate Jon Hughes ( 1 1 .9), and

Buford (1 1 .5). Hughes also led in

rebounding at 5.5 rpg., followed

by Farrior (4.5), and sophomore

Landa Martin (4.3). Buford led in

assists with his 2.5 average, fol-

lowed by Farrior (2.2), while

Farrior led in steals at 1.7, fol-

lowed by freshman Jay Patrick

(1.5). Farrior also topped the team

in blocks with 15, followed by

Martin (12) and Hughes (11).

Buford led in three-point field

goals with 20, followed by Farrior

(16). The Lancers averaged 67.8

ppg., allowing 77.6 ppg.

Longwood could return as

many as eight letterwinners for

the 2000-01 campaign.

WRESTLING
Longwood closed-out its

season with a seventh-place tie at

the NCAA Division II Southeast

Regional tournament hosted by

Gardner-Webb, and brought

home two individual

placewinners February 26.

Junior Aaron Bradley at

149, and freshman Ben

Summerlin at 174 led LC with

fourth-place individual finishes.

Ashland (Ohio) won the tourna-

ment with 101 .5 points, followed

by West Liberty State(72.5),

Carson-Newman (60.5), Ander-

son (43.5), Gardner-Webb (38.5),

Indianapolis (37.5), Longwood

(20),and North Carolina-Pem-

broke (20).

LC was led by Summerlin,

who finished the season ranked #2

all-time in season wins for the

College at 32-8, amassing a team-

high 16 pins. Summerlin was fol-

lowed by Bradley (26-6), who set

a new record for season winning

percentage at .897%, and led with

a team-high 11 technical falls,

freshman Zane Harshman (20-9),

and sophomore Jeff Kepler (19-

9), with a team-high six major

decisions.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Longwood dropped a heart-

breaking 98-92 decision to

Belmont Abbey, March 4 in North

Carolina during the champion-

ship.

Lancers had advanced to

the tide contest with an 8 1 -70 tri-

umph past #3 seeded Lees-

McRae, during the March 3 semi-

final round before facing the #1

seeded Crusaders in the title

game. LC won its quarterfinal

contest March 1 past #7 seeded

Pfeiffer, 83-72.

AgainstAbbey in the cham-

pionship, the lady Lancers battled

tough early as the contest was tied

12-12 at the 15:46 mark on a

layup from Angel Johnson, this

year's CVAC Freshman of the

Year. Abbey led just 23-20 with

1 0:24 left in the half when senior

Jill Younce, a 2nd-Team All-

CVAC selection.buried a three-

point field goal. The Crusaders

then extended their advantage to

48-30; their largest lead of the

game, with just 3:25 remaining in

the first half. The Lancers, how-

ever, would not quit and managed

to narrow the margin to 53-44 at

halftime as Johnson nailed a trey

just before the intermission.

Belmont Abbey took its

biggest lead of the second half at

64-51 with 15:06 to play, and still

led by 10 points at 79-69 with

7:19 remaining, before Long-

wood again began chipping away

at the margin. A basket from

freshman Leigh Farmer at the

4:29 mark cut the lead to 81-78.

That would be as close as the

Lancers would get, though, as the

Crusaders madel 1-14 free throws

over the final 2:5 1 to seal the out-

come. Senior Kali Brown, a 1 st-

Team All-CVAC choice, scored

five late points to provide for the

final margin.

Longwood was led by

Farmer who scored 20 of her

team-high 26 points in the second

half, adding eight rebounds and

four blocks. Johnson tallied 14

of her 23 points in the first half,

adding seven rebounds, while

Younce finished with 15 points,

five assists, and three steals.

Freshman Tia Richardson added

a double-double with 13 points

and a game-high 1 3 rebounds, and

Brown finished with nine points,

six assists, and five steals. LC

shot 43.5% (37-85) from the field

during the game, including just 4-

26 on three-pointers, and added

14-17 freethrows (82.4%). BA
shot 48.0% (36-75) from the field

during the game, including 3-11

on treys, the difference in the

game coming at the free throw

line where the Crusaders made

23-30 (76.7%).

"Although we lost, I am
very proud of this team," said

Duncan, the CVAC Coach of the

Year. "They played their hearts

out and never gave up. We have

a young team and we will be look-

ing for bigger and better things

next year."

Johnson (52 points, 12 re-

bounds, five steals) and Farmer

(35 points, 11 rebounds, five

blocks) were each selected to the

All-Tournament Team over the

weekend. Belmont Abbey placed

three players on the All-Tourney

Team, including MVP Cissily

Hunter who had a triple-double

against the Lancers with a game-

high 27 points, adding 10

assists and 10 rebounds.

Younce finished the

season with her team-best

16.1 scoring average, add-

ing 4.9 rpg. and 3.5 assists.

Younce was followed by

Johnson (14.1 ppg. and 4.6

rpg.), Brown (1 1.3 ppg., 5.6

rpg., 4.5 assists, and 2.7

steals), Farmer (10.4 ppg.

and 7.0 rpg.), and

Richardson (9.8 ppg. and

7.3 rpg.). Younce totaled 84

treys this season to tie the

school-record (Cassie

Ensley "95), and finished 7th all-

time at the College in career scor-

ing with 1,380 points. Younce is

also the school career record-

holder for three-point field goals

with 225. Brown finished 9th all-

time at the College in career scor-

ing with 1,243 career points.

Longwood could return as

many as eight letterwinners for

the 2000-01 campaign.

The Longwood Lady Lancers played their final home game in the 1999-

2000 season. They won the game against Pfeiffer S3-72. This was the

seniors last home contest. Photo by Anthony Colucci.

-
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ousing

Include Three People

Per Room in Cox
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

The need for triple room?

and the spacious nature ofCox ac-

commodations, has again led the

Office of Residence Education

and Housing to expand the occu-

pancy of Cox Hall for the 2000-

2001 academic year. Those rooms

earmarked for expansion are the

odd numbered rooms on 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd floors. In other words, all

odd numbers 101 to 329 will be

designated as triple rooms.

During past fall semesters

(which has been die case for mare

than 10 years), expanded rooms

were taken off line and used for

housing incoming students

ONLY. This year in order to ac-

commodate the needs of students

currently residing in Cox Hall,

while still addressing die overall

needs of the College and the stu-

dent body, the Office of Resi-

dence Education and Housing

will allow students to squat in

Cox.

The caveat to mis arrange-

ment is that odd numbered rooms

will have three students housed

in them. If you wish to squat an

odd numbered room, then one of

two courses of action is possible.

You may squat with two room-

mates in addition to yourselfOR
you may squat wim one addi-

tional roommate and have a third

student placed with you. If ex-

panded rooms are not squatted,

then they will be open to within

and then between building

moves. Choosing to live in an

expanded room is considered per-

sonal choice and no refund will

be offered for voluntary tripling.

Headlines of the Week
cwmmmoN

SttgWrim

Wortd!

Man Convicted of Organizing Attack in Belarus

Poland Announces Crackdown on Corruption

Procreation

Slovakia to Form Commission for Restitution of Jewish Property

Vnlim i T1imi|ih tii Tiiwii

Seizures Suggest Drug's Flow Becoming Epidemic

Baseball Diamonds Are Well-Groomed ... Down to the Dirt

worker Pert BeaMi tasorsace for Fido and Fluffy

Court Blocks

9-year-oW Killed

Fires Destroy

Thanks once more toCNN and CNN.com

White Driving Car in Driveway

Pat McGee Band Returning to Longwood
WENDY K1RKPATRICK

Opinion Editor

Pat McGee is returning to

his roots. On Sunday

April 9, Pat is bringing

his band back to

Longwood as part of

the tour to promote the

Band's new album.

Shine. It is the Pat

McGee Band's first re-

lease since signing

with a major recording

label.

McGee came to

Longwood as a student

in 1991. By 1994, he

had made plans to pur-

sue a music career af-

ter spending his years

here playing solo

acoustics in local bars and restau-

rants. He released his first album,

From the Wood, in 1995 as a col-

lection of seven original songs

that he had written about his

friendships at Longwood.

It was in March of 1996,

after McGee had moved to Rich-

mond, that the band really came

together. Four years later, they are

malting it big. Two more albums

followed From the Woods and ex-

tensive touring has created a huge

fan base for them. The group has

traveled all over the country,

drawing crowds everywhere they

went - all without the benefit of

radio airplay.

Having gone as far as they

could on their own, McGee de-

cided it was time to sign with Gi-

ant Records. Since signing a deal,

McGee says, "the band has be-

come tighter ... the music more

mature."

He is clear in

saying that the band

has not lost control

over their music, but

that working with a la-

bel means doing things

that the band would not

be able to do on their

own, like radio airplay

and extensive public-

ity. 'There are so many

more people now."

says McGee.

Overall, McGee
says he likes* working

with Giant. The touring

i schedule has become

busier, but he doesn't mind. He

adds that his family is extremely

supportive of his career. In fact,

his wife, mother and father ail

work with the band on the busi-

ness and publicity side. The show

at Longwood begins at 9 p.m. in

Lancer Gym.

Spring Weekend 2000
JJ MANLEY

Asst Student Union Director

On April 14th and 15th,

Lancer Productions will present

the always popular Spring Week-

end celebration. Traditionally one

of the last large scale evens held

every spring, Lancer Productions

is hoping to make this event big-

ger and better than ever.

There have been some
changes this yea-. We hope that

this will add to the event while

still keeping with trie spirit of past

celebrations.

The celebration will be two

days long this year, starting on

Friday, April 14th at 4:30pm with

a Block Party and pig roast in be-

tween die new dining hall and the

Student Union. This event, co-

sponsored by ARAMARK and

Lancer Productions, will feature

lots of food and great entertain-

ment. Starting at 5 p.m. students

will be able to enjoy the perfor-

mance of the Drums of Polynesia

a group from New Zealand that

performs traditional Polynesian

dance and music, including their

famous fire dance. Following will

be the highly energetic, crowd

pleasing performance oflYavelin

Max, a Jimmy Buffet style musi-

cian. Throughout, the whole event

students can ride the M-4 Flight

Simulator, an interactive, virtual

reality ride that simulates the

flights of various aircraft. The

evening will end with an outdoor

movie (TBA) to be sponsored by

Greek Affairs.

The festivities will continue

on Saturday with a wide variety

ofevents. Ofcourse,ARAMARK
will be hosting their 16% annua)

Chili Cook Off. And various stu-

dent organizations will be running

booths, which will have activities

to take part in and various types

of food to purchase. The annual

Oozeball competition, sponsored

by die Longwood College Am-
bassadors will be taking place on

Saturday afternoon, as well as

performances by 5 different

bands. This years musical enter-

tainment will be provided by three

student bands: Junction, 8 Side-

ways, and BS9; and two main

stage acts: The Word (a hip-hop,

R&B singing group) and

Luckytown. The bands will start

around noon and go to 5 p.m.

Other activities happening that af-

ternoon include six inflatable ac-

tivities (a 100 foot obstacle course

including a maze and a rock

climbing wall, the veicro waif,

bungee run, and Off With Your

Head, ajointing game), Lester die

Professional Fool, Keychain
Keepers, and Funny Fotos. The

evening will end wim the NPHC
step show in Lancer Gym (doors

open at 6pm, event starts at 7

pja.).

Lancer Productions would

like to thank die following orga-

nizations for their co-sponsorship

of this event : Commuter Student

Association, Wellness Advocates,

SAFE., Greek Affairs, the

Rugby Team and the Student

Government Association.
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EDITORIAL
Just when I get comfortable

and happy with Longwood

College, something comes

around and makes me wonder

why I am still here putting up with

crap. I have spent 2 years in the

Frazer shoebox rooms. Wanting

more space and a little change of

scenery, I decided to make a move
over to Cox. I learned about the

SATISFACTION Hall and was

thrilled that my friends and I

could possibly get on that. After

applying, I learned that Long-

wood was going to triple all the

rooms (on the odd numbered

sides) in Cox.

Dorm rooms are meant for

two people. Maybe we should

have used the little thinker up

there before bringing in all of

these extra students. Enough of

my rambling, here is a more or-

ganized complaint list for you.

1.Notification: As of press

time, students received their room

selection cards, but no notifica-

tion of triple rooms. Very clever,

Longwood. Wait until everyone is

snuggled in their room and then

surprise them with a 3rd person.

Very nice, by the time students

find out, they will have no choice

because the housing deadline will

have passed. I think notification

with room selection cards or a stu-

dent notice email should have

been the least that was done. Al-

though I am not surprised that no

notice was sent out.

2. Dorm room size: Granted,

Cox is in fact a bigger residence

hall, but that doesn't mean that it

is meant to be crammed up. These

rooms are clearly made to accom-

modate 2 people, 2 beds, 2 desks,

and 2 dressers. By putting 3

people in the room, you have to

add another desk, dresser, and bed

(unless they want us to share beds

too which wouldn't surprise me).

All of that in one room is quite

excessive. I don't pay this college

money to cram me in so thatthey
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can fuel their money machine

with more students. This is notmy
problem.

This leads me to my main

point: IF THERE ISN'T
ENOUGH ROOM FOR STU-
DENTS, STOP BRINGING IN

MORE AND MORE PEOPLE
EVERY YEAR! And instead of

building a spacious dining hall

and whatever else is in the works,

maybe a residence hall should be

on the agenda. It is not my prob-

lem that you people can' t get your

numbers right I shouldn't have to

be forced to cram in for the sake

of the college.

This made me realize why

my Longwood College spirit

barely exists. I treat this place like

it treats me. I have noticed that

my attitude towards this college

has shot down tremendously and

it is spreading to my fellow stu-

dents. I wonder why.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

mhs*ym
PROPS:
+ To four weeks and counting!

+ To Spring Weekend coming!

+ To all student employees

+ To Blair Shadday, golfer, for breaking a school record!

DROPS:
-To Housing for tripling rooms in Cox and for the lack of notice

given to students.

-To the closed-minded jerk at the UA Discrimination Forum that

claimed to be anti-homosexual or bisexual. Hey man, grow up.

-To the "If you don't Uke it, transfer" attitude. That isn't why we

pay to go here, thanks.

-To putting student teachers in hotels

Send your Props and Drops to rotnnda@longwood.lwc.edu.

Letters to the Editor
Break The Chains Of Debt; Support Jubilee 2,000

Dear Editor,

It is my belief, and that of

many others, that the start of the

new millennium should be a time

to give hope to people living in

grinding poverty. People of flood

and hurricane ravaged countries

like Honduras, Nicaragua, and

Mozambique. Yes, and people

like the some 10 million orphaned

children ofAfrica, whose parents

have been killed by disease and

war. People with little or no health

care, education or decent living

conditions.

We must put behind us the

mistakes made by both lenders

and borrowers and cancel defini-

tively the crushing international

debt of impoverished countries

burdened with high levels ofhu-

man need and environmental dis-

tress.

We call up the leaders of the

richest countries, the commercial

banks, the Internationa] Monetary

Fund, the World Bank, regional

development banks, and other in-

ternational financial institutions

to write off these debts by the end

of the year 2000

We ask these leaders to can-

cel the debt in ways that benefit

ordinary people and without con-

ditions that perpetuate or deepen

poverty and environmental deg-

radation. We ask them to work

See DEBT P. 8

Piedmont Health District Sends Thanks
Dear Editor.

Over the past century, the life

span of the averageAmerican has

increased more than 30 years.

According to the Centers for Dis-

ease Control (CDQ, about 25 of

these additional years have come

from improvements in Public

Health.

In recognition of National

Public Health Week, April 3-9, the

Piedmont Health District, com-

prised of county health depart-

ments in Amelia, Buckingham,

Charlotte, Cumberland,
Lunenburg, Nottoway. Prince

Edward wishes to thank the many

people whose interest and support

help keep our communities

healthy and safe.

We would like to recognize a

few: Community Groups and

Concerned Citizens who
promptly report potential public

health hazards, help us identify

community health needs, and vol-

unteer their time, contractors who
properly install wells and septic

systems, dentists who prescribe

fluoride and apply sealant to pre-

vent tooth decay, employers who
adopt policies that support

healthy lifestyle behaviors at the

work site, Government officials

and employees who partner with

us to deliver needed services in a

quality and timely manner, gro-

cery stores that accept WIC
vouchers and stock WIC ap-

proved foods, hospitals who help

us make our prevention and out-

reach programs successful, par-

ents who keep their children's im-

munizations up-to-date and teach

them personal hygiene, physi-

cians and other health profession-

als who promptly report serious

infectious disease- , animal bites,

and encourage their patients to

adopt healthy lifestyles, and tax-

payers who provide the money for

our daily works.

To these people and more

who put the "public" in public

health, we say "thank you."

David Goodfriend, M.D.,M.P.H.

Director of Public Health

Piedmont District
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Two-Minutes Left...We Can't Serve You
WENDY K1RKI*TR1CK

Opinion Editor

Don't get me wrong with

the new dining hall - 1 think it's

great. It's new, clean, pretty and

all that, but there seem to be a few

problems. Like actually getting

food when I go there.

Twice last week I went to

eat and the servers would not

serve me because I was there too

early. The first time, it was about

4:40 p.m. and I wanted one of

those bowls of Chinese stir-fry

stuff ( I forget what it is called).

Anyway, the cook was standing

there with his apron on and all the

food was ready in the bowls, wait-

ing to be stir-fryed. I asked if I

could get some and he said he

wasn't open for another 20 min-

utes. The very next day at lunch

it was 1 1:40 am. and I foolishly

attempted to get food from the

main line but was told that I

couldn't for another five minutes.

FIVE minutes! Again, the serv-

ing ladies were all standing there

gabbing away and the food was

all out and ready (getting cold, by

the way), but they wouldn't serve

me because there were five min-

utes until lunch started. Please ex-

plain to me the point of having

all the food out and the staff ready

to serve it, if they aren't going to

let anyone eat it

So, I asked a friend ofmine

who works as a student supervi-

sor why they do this and she told

me that they are not supposed to

deny anyone food if it is ready to

be served, but not officially open-

ing time yet. Apparently the staff

has been told this repeatedly, but

disregard it anyway. Is it my fault

that I happen to get to the dining

hall five minutes before the ac-

tual start of meals? Do I not de-

serve to eat then?

I think it's great that the

new dining hall has these ex-

panded hours and I'm not saying

that meals should be served the

whole time, but five minutes

early? Really guys, lets be reason-

able. There is no point in having

the dining hall open those long

hours if you are going to be so

inflexible about serving times.

Now I have to be sure that I walk

in the dining hall at the exact start

of meals and not a moment be-

fore in order to beat the massive

crowds, but still get food.

My other little gripe about

the dining hall is not related to the

new builidng. It is the catering

prices. I recendy went through

hell to get a catering menu for an

event that I am trying to plan and

when I finally got it, I saw that all

the food was so expensive that I

couldn't afford it. I'm a student

planning an event for a student

organization. Maybe the college

hasn't noticed, but student orga-

nizations don't have that much

money - certainly not enough to

feed 70-some people.

Even the hors d'oeuvres are

outrageously priced! How does

anyone afford to have food ca-

tered from Aramark? Just another

small example ofhow Longwood

is out to screw the students!

SpeaSr Out

What is yfor fa?wife

spring actir

" I set aside my year round

activity-beer, and go straight

to sex drugs and rock

and roll."

Stu Martin

"I like any excuse to get

outside and enjoy the

sunshine.!

Kristian Schrader

"I like to get a good book,

sit under my favorite tree

and let the words on the

pages inspire me as a trout

filled bubbling brook

sputters down the mountain

side."

Mark Davis

"I like to steal good books

from people sitting under

their favorite trees and let the

words inspire me to throw

them in die trout-filled

babbling brook as they fall

down die mountains and then

step on their necks."

Charlie Hammond

Mut---:~r
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Ms. Nikki Giovanni Drill be

at Longwood College in

the Grand Ballroom of the Din-

ing Hall at 8 p.m. on April 20. She

Is oa* of tbe most widely read

American Poets. She prides bet*

selfon being a black Americttt, a

a mother, a professor of

In her lectures, she

speaks with great humor on her

fife and on the creativity in ev-

erything we do. She has received

many awards including being

named "Woman of the Year" by

three different magazines. As a

devoted and paialomre writer,

teacher, and speaker, she inspires

not only her students, but also

readers and audiences nation-

Longwood Hosts Patrick Henry Boys and Girls

Chicken Soup Editor Holds

for Students

a job afar college, treat the

friwHrrhip giriik
, and a

that focused on

Soup for the Soul.

Matinchak. s graduate of

Uaiversity of^Hawaii, co- him a
a stock brokerage firm in everyone

egas. He travels cne coua-

y grviag modvatiooal speeches tng in the

a variety of groups sad also

his experiences with feat the

oa She Chicken Soap Soap for the

ELLENMASTERS
GAVE Office

The Patrick Henry Boys &
Girls were invited to Longwood's

Campus on Tuesday, February 22

for a Longwood Night sponsored

by tbe G.LVE. Office.

Since Longwood students

are not allowed to volunteer at the

PHB&G Homes, the kids were

invited to campus for a night of

pizza, bowling, and basketball.

Members of Intervarsity

Christian Fellowship, Zeta Phi

Beta Sorority Inc., Crossroads,

Mary Kaye Cochran's LSEM
class, and the Big Sibling Pro-

gram volunteered to be matched

with boys and girls from the home

for the evening. Approximately

60 kids (ages 6- 1 7) came from the

Brookneal, Bedford, and

Rustburg homes along with their

House Parents.

The kids enjoyed pizza and

ice cream, bowling, pool, ping

pong, arcade games, etc. in

Lankford, and attending the men's

basketball game againstAnderson

College.

The students were asked to

wear Blue & White to show their

Lancer Spirit and several of the

students showed an interest in at-

tending Longwood one day.

Special thanks to the stu-

dent volunteers, ARAMARK,
Malvin Eanes/Lankford Student

Union, and the Athletic Depart-

ment for their continuous support

of such efforts to connect Long-

wood to the community.

RMWC to Honor Bangladesh Prime Minister

PRESSRELEASE

The Prime Minister of

Bangladesh, Sheikh Hasina, will

be on the campus of Randolph

Macon Woman's College on April

7 and 8 to receive the Pearl S.

Buck Award. (Pearl Buck was an

alumna of R-MWC; the award is

given annually to a woman whose

life and achievements reflect

Buck's commitment to human
dignity and understanding.)

The award ceremony is

scheduled for 4:30 p.m. on Satur-

day, April 8. The location is Smith

Auditorium, which is in Smith

Hall, on the Randolph-Macon

Woman's College campus.

There will be signs indicat-

ing where parking is available.

This ceremony and the reception

that follows are the only events

open to the public during her visit

Both are free.

The reception is in a ban-

quet hall in Smith Hall, so it will

be easy to find. It is recommended

that people arrive by 3:45 p.m.,

as auditorium seating is limited.

There is information on

Sheikh Hasina oa our Web site,

www.rmwc.edu. Look under

"News," or click on "Pearl S.

Buck Award Winner" in the

scrolling text on the home page.

There is also information

on the Pearl S. Buck Award. From

the home page, click on "R-MWC
Info," and you'll see it as one of

the choices.

There is also acampus map
on the Web site, as well as direc-

tions on how to get here.

t. Whit ii fiat inexpensive And legal?

2 How can you boot* morale an

at your next meeting?

3. What can a group of girls ait do together whkh it

and that which you can write home about?

4 Hew can a sorority raiae funds and have fun. at the

5. WTut is the answer to all ctf these options?

TheanaweritanAV^NaailpartyoranAVONfund-raiaer

Product Satisfaction or your money back! Custom designed

profits in as little as 3 weeks.

For more £ufl details call:

Sheila Hannah 392 1912

AVON

"It was the craziest and most valuable dang I've eve- done in

say Ike!"- former Camp Easter Seal counselor Xcjj *» can

make a difference this summer in Virginia. Camp Easter Seal

is looking for men and women to work as camp counselors

«idactivityW»denalresKier»^caii»pforchiklrenand

adults with disabilities Hard wort Great reward* Visit our

• at www.campeasfeerseaj-va.org

or call (804) 633-9855
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IfYou Dont Like It, Transfer
MEUSSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

A friend told me a very in-

teresting story. She and a male

friend were attempting to move

off campus for the junior option.

They were then denied (as were

MANY otherjuniors). When they

protested, they were told that if

they didn't like it, transfer.

Ofcourse after reading this,

one will say, Longwood would

never treat its students like that! I

recall the same phrase being used

at the Open Forum last year over

another concern. I have also heard

stories like this before and after

hearing the same types of things

happening over and over again, I

am starting to believe it I previ-

ously denied that Longwood
would ever stoop so low as to

basically screw over students on

a daily basis, but somehow, it is

starting to seem fitting.

What would outsiders think

about knowing how loved the stu-

dents are? "We made this new

policy. Of course it isn't fair to

anyone, but if you don't like it,

transfer." Yes, that is a great way

to run a college. I am sure that

people everywhere feel the love

in that statement.

So what would happen if

students started calling their

bluff? We could easily take our

money and minds to a nicer (more

friendly) place and continue there.

I have discussed this with people

and heard many others talking

about applying and transferring to

other schools.

It is pretty bad when a stu-

dent population's complaints are

so ignored by those who are sup-

posed to be there to help. I feel

that this college is completely ig-

norant and clueless to what is go-

ing on in student's lives and how
the campus feels.

People are worried that stu-

dents are getting more and more

angry towards the administration.

The school spirit and happy atti-

tude has lessened. There is a gap

between us. There always has

been and there always will be as

long as students feel that the ad-

ministration could give a crap

about them. So maybe the com-

munication is bad. I hate to say

it, but one forum a year won't cut

the division or the tension that lin-

gers between us.

I just find it so terribly dis-

turbing that a college would tell

its students to leave. It just blows

my mind that this could even be

thought up!

Students talk of hating this

place and wishing to leave con-

stantiy. There are still the remain-

ing few who carry the Longwood

Leadership torch, but their num-

bers lessen as the new classes

come in. Do you ever wonder

why? As the school crams more

and more people in, you'd think

that we'd get more leaders.

I was reading a senior sur-

vey and contemplating the future

answers that people will put

down. Are we satisfied? Were we

treated well by the staff? Were our

residence halls areas of personal

growth (and I don't mean putting

in a third person)? How was our

overall experience? I think the

answers may be startling.

Maybe I should put that in

another (more understandable)

context. Unhappy students equal

unhappy graduates that don't rec-

ommend this college to people

and don't give donations. Uh-oh,

no donations. I bet that got your

attention.

Longwood Theatre Presents

The Inspector General

PRESSRELEASE

Universally recognized as

one of the greatest European com-

edies of the 19th century, Nikolai

Gogol's hi-

larious farce

The Inspector

General
opens April

12-16 in

Longwood
College's
Jarman Audi-

torium. Show

times are

Wednesday-

Saturday at 8

p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.

Gogol's plot involves a pro-

vincial society mistaking an insig-

nificant nitwit for an important

official. Several bribe scenes and

two separate courtships contrib-

ute to the action. This high-spir-

ited and keen-witted satire on of-

ficial crookedness and human stu-

pidity will continue to play as one

of the most genial creations of the

theatre.

Directed by Theatre De-

partment Chair Gene Muto, The

Inspector General features Brian

McFarland, Amber Jones, Becca

Rutkowski, Leslie Cooley, Lily

Lamberta,
Cabell
Osborne,
Dennis Mor

ris, Brennen

Mullenix
J e n n a

Granger,
P a u

Schreiner,

James Hare,

Charlie
Mingroni,

Matt Bolte, Mike Lassen, Carly

Daniels, and Kerri Ann Dugan.

Technical Direction and Scenic

Light Design are by Tony Hardin

and Costume Design is by Pat

Ness.

For tickets or information

contact the Jarman Box Office at

(804) 395-2474. Tickets will be

available at the door. This produc-

tion is suitable for all audiences.

® TOYOTA

T0Y0TA-1O1
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCING ™ ALL NEW

TOYOTA
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks or\ the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MP(3*...ven/ thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 108 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all, Echo is the lowest priced Toyota!

New fl IB thru Toyota hAotor Credit helps those with limited

credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

r <S& TOYOTA woivobi—.•wydoy-! www.gettoyota.com

*EPA tainted 32/39 Oty/Hwy tuttHMtic, 34/41 Gty/Hwy naouil.

tm&m
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CAMPUSand
Th

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesdq

6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12ii

ACNC Lunch

Dining Hal

Salon B
@ 12:30 -

1:30 p.m.

"Message for

the Millenium:

An Approach

to Holistic

Health"

by Christy

Callas

Dining HaU
SalonA
@ 12:4^ -

1:45 p.m.

Work
Experience Job

Fair

Dining Hall

Lobby

@2:00-
5:30 p.m.

Senior

Banquet for

SOBE
@ 6:00 pjn.

East Indian

Dancers and

International

Coffee Hour
Ballroom

@ 7:30 -

9:30 p.m.

AA Meeting

Nottoway Room
@ 8:00 -

9:00 p.m.

Lunch at

Lankford

on the Patio

@ 12:00 -

2:00 p.m.

LP Movie:

Deep Blue Sea

in the Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night

with Seanchai

@ 8:00 p.m.

i

Karaoke Finals

in the Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.

SAT Testing

in Hull

@ 7:00 ajn. -

5:00 p.m.

Lacrosse

vs.

Limestone

@ 11:00 a.m.

Study Abroad

Pre-Departure

Orientation

inABC Rooms
@1:00-
4:00 p.m.

Concert: BS9
in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 pjn.

Concert: Good

Friday band

in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 pjn.

Concert: Pat

McGee
in Lancer Gym
@ 9:00 p.m.

Teacher

Preparation

Open House

in Hull

@9:00-
11:45 a.m.

Poetry Alive!

in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 a.m.

& 1:00 p.m.

Camerata

Singers

Concert

Farmville

United

Methodist

Church

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Movie:

Deep Blue Sea

in the Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

S-LATE,Students of Longwood
Association of Teachers of En-

glish, a professional teaching or-

ganization atLWC dedicated to the

idea of education through service,

will be sponsoring PoetryAlive! (

a dramatic poetry troupe out of

North Carolina ) This dynamic

group will be performing on cam-

pus on April 10, 2000 for two pre-

sentations, one at 10 a.m. and one

at 1 p.m. in the Lankford Ballroom

in the Student Union. Longwood
Students, Faculty, and Staff will be

admitted free.

Baseball

vs.

Elizabeth City

State

@ 1:00 p.m.

Transition to

the Workplace

in Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

Alpha Kappa
Delta Initiation

Dining HaU
SalonA
@5:00-
7:30 p.m.

Faculty

Colloquim

Dr. Judy

Johnson:
MOsteoperosis:

The Silent

Thief"

in Hull

Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

Teachers for

Tomorrow

Symposium
in Hull

@ 9:30 a.m. -

1:40 p.m.

Longwood
Theatre

Presents: The

Inspector Gen-

eral

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday

13th 14th 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th

Recruiter;

Quantum
Resources

@ 9:00 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

call x2063 for

details

"The Life and

Times of the

Student Non-

violent

Coodinating

Committee"

by Charles

McDrew
in Wynne

@ 3:30 p.m.

Longwood
Theatre

Presents:

The Inspector

General

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

Nottoway Room
@8:00-
9:00 p.m.

Scavenger

Hunt
in the Ballroom

@ 9:30 pjn.

Spring

Weekend!!
Spring

Weekend!!

Community Education

Breakfast Qpen House
Dining Hall in Hull

Salon B
@ 8:00 a.m. Board of

Visitors

Lunch at in Lancaster 215
Lankford @ 9.-00 a.m.

on the Patio

@ 12:00 -

2:00 p.m.

Spring

Weekend
KickofT: Block

Party

Dining Hall &
Lankford

@ 4:30 p.m.

Senior Recital:

Meredith

Mccrum -Voice

inWygal

@ 7:30 pjn,

Longwood
Theatre

Presents:

The Inspector

General

in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Civil War
Seminar

inWygal

@ 9:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

Spring Week-
end: with the

16th Annual

Chili Cookoff

Lankford Mall

@ 12:00 -

6:00 p.m.

Lacrosse

vs.

Pfeiffer

@ 2:00 p.m.

Longwood
Theatre

Presents:

The Inspector

General

m Jarman

@ 8:00 pjn.

National

Library Week

Student

Awards
in the Grand

Dining Hall

@ 12:00 p.m.

Alumni Event:

Ring Ceremony
and Reception

in Lankford

@ 2:30 p.m.

Longwood
Theatre

Presents:

The Inspector

General

in Jarman

@ 3:00 p.m.

Senior Recital:

Ricky Neller -

trumpet

inWygal

@ 4:00 p.m.

Baseball Lacrosse

vs. vs.

Virginia State Guilford

@ 1:00 p.m. @ 4:00 p.m.

Practicum Unity Alliance

Meeting Social Theatre

in Hull in Jarman

@ 3:30 - @ 8:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m

.

"Battle of the

Books"

Celebration

Library Atrium

Senior

Challenge

Social

Farmville Bowl

@ 3:30 p.m.

Guest Artist

Recital: James
Nalley - Piano

inWygal

@ 7:30 pm.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous U.S. Womens' Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the rum-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski

Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. Thafs right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is

chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is

maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is

easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For men
too!)

This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,

the Us Womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!

Right? So, give yourself the same break the US Ski team gets. Lose

weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other

diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US Womens* Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

Order today! Tear mis out as a reminder.

Send only $8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:

MIDWEST ASSOCIATES, 3318 S. Gtenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,

MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.
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$100 & UP PER PERSON
www.retreatmyrtiebeach.com

1-800-645-3618

JREMENT INSURANCE |
MUTUAL FUNDS I T R U 5T 5 E R V I C E S TUITI0.N FINANCING

Deferring taxes with

TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder

why you didn't do it sooner.

&Hj«for
a free

"Tsar

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is

through tax-oeferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities

(SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck, you

can easily build income to supplement your pension and

Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished by taxes

until you withdraw the funds.
1 Add to that TIAA-CREF's solid

investment performance, bolstered by our commitment to

keeping expenses low, and you have more money working

for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retirement

today with tax deferred SRAs. We think you will find it

rewarding in the years to come.

irS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH

THE POWER OF TAX OEFFRRAL

$102,068

$67,514
tW-fchlHdWIMP »(!*! t*««

After Mi SffHf*

541,232

$31,933

$13,052

$11,609 i
tOYEARS 2SYEARS 38 YEARS

INVEST AS UTTLE AS

$25 a month
through an automatic

payroVpUn 2

In tWs hypothetical uanple. setting asWi $100 a month

hi a taj deferred investment with an 1% return in a

21% tax bracket stows better growth than the same

net amount pet into a savings account. 1

842-2776

Pinnacle
SUSANMONAHAN

Guest Writer

Pin-
nacle is the na-

tional honor

society for

juniors, se-

niors, and

graduate stu-

dents of non-

traditional

age. This orga-

nization rec-

ognizes both

academic performance and out

of-class accomplishments. Those

chosen for membership have dis-

tinguished themselves as out-

standing students, campus and/or

community leaders, and role

models committed to the better-

ment of society.

Nationally, Pinnacle was

officially born in 1989.

Longwood received its charter in

March of 1994. Since that time, a

selected num-

ber of out-

standing stu-

dents have

been inducted

into Pinnacle.

C o n -

gratulations to

the newest ini-

tiates: David

Hall, David

Heider, Karil

Hightower, Margaret Lindsay,

Dianna Moore, Laurie Paquette,

Tammy Scott, Chris de la Cruz,

Selwyn Curtis, Lynnette Davis,

Heather Douglas, Deborah Griles,

Sharon Hendrick, Joanne Lafoon,

Melissa Layne, Judith Sams, and

Daphne Southall.

DEBT Cost, p 2

with governments and civil

society to prevent recurring

cycles of destructive indebted-

ness.

We are talking about for-

giving $220 billion of debt owed

by the 41 poorest countries, those

least able to pay back the money,

now or Utter.

People are suffering for

lack of government programs

while the money needed to fund

such programs goes to pay off the

debt We must STOP the cycle of

indebtedness NOW 1

The 41 poorest countries

are, in Africa: Angola, Benin,

Burkina Faso, Burundi,

Cameroon, Central African Re-

public, Chad, Democratic Repub-

lic ofCongo. Cote I'l voire. Equa-

torial Guinea, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya,

Liberia, Madagascar, Mali,

Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger,

Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome &
Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone,

Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo,

Uganda, and Zambia (33 coun-

tries, Total debt, $156 biflion).

In Latin America: Bolivia,

Guyana, Honduras and Nicaragua

(4 countries, total debt $17 bil-

lion). In Asia: Laos, Vietnam and

Myanmar (Burma) - 3 countries,

total debt $34 billion. In the

Middle East Yemen (oik coun-

try, total debt $6 billion).

Chun cwfcaVbffcwwumw-M <»•«*« "wwr* WOO TIM Off t«0

Committed persons around

the world, including more than 40

organizations in the United States

alone, proclaim Jubilee and ask

debt forgiveness by the end of the

year 2000. Among the sponsoring

organizations and denominations

are: United Methodist Church,

Episcopal Church, Presbyterian

Church USA, Church World Ser-

vice, Bread For the World and

Catholic Relief Services.

From an editorial about Ju-

bilee 2000 in the Portland Qrego-

nian, November 21, 1999, Mark
OTceefe wrote: The movement il-

lustrates what can happen when
the religious left and right unite

on an issue that makes sense for

everyone, not just church felks.

Virtually every principal religion

teaches that when we give, we
will receive. And that when we
receive, we have an obligation to

give - if not forgive.

Spencer Bachus, a Repub-

lican congressman from Ala-

bama, gives an almost prophet-

like warning that not following

mis principle could have a neg

tive effect on me United States,

ending this season of economic

blessing "If we turn our back on

human suffering and starvation,

God will basically turn his back

on us. I believe that," Bachus

says. Now there's another idea to

chew on.

Sincerely, Hoke Currie
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4e insanity

1. Round robin 2. Ariver runs through it 3. Rotting in jail

5. 100 yard dash 6. Shady caaractefs 7. Eye of the hurricane

9. Three wise men

Eminem: The Slim Shady LP
MELISSA GILL

Editor-in-Chief

Okay, this is not exactly a

new release, but it is something

that you must own in your col-

lection. I guarantee you will hear

nothing else like it

This is

what I call

crazy
messed up
but abso-

lutely hilari-

ous rap.

However,
this album is

not for the

meek. It is a

continuous

string of ob-

scenitiesand b-rfthuigs.lt is kind

of like South Park.,jo foul, but

so addictive to watch or listen to.

TheCD opens with his first

single, the very popular "My
Name Is." Here we get an intro-

duction to the alter ego Slim

Shady. For a newcomer to

Eminem, this song will kick you

right in the head But as shock-

ing as his lyrics are, you can't

help but to laugh at them.

One of the most disturbing

things about this album is "97

Bonnie and Clyde." This is a

messed up version of Will Smith's

"Just the Two of Us." Eminem is

proclaiming his love for his

daughter after he has killed her

mother. He
will be saying

things like

"DadawiU al-

ways be there

for you/Wave

bye bye to

mommy,
she's going

swimming in

die ocean."

One
cool thing

about the album is the many ap-

pearances ofDr. Dre. Eminem was

discoverd by him and currendy

resides on his label. Aftermath

Records. Eminem returns the fa-

vor by appearing on Dr. Dre's

newest album Chronic 2001.

This album will not bore

you by any means. I enjoyed ev-

ery minute of it. It took me a while

to stop laughing. ****

Graduate Studies/English
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Graduate Studies: Sociology

Unscramble each of die clue words.

Each due word is the last name of

A Sociology graduate faculty member.

Take the letters in the O boxes and

unscramble them for the final message.

Hints: For help on the names, consult the

Spring/Summer 2000 schedules and the

faculty/staff directory. The hidden message

has to do with the concentration offered in

graduate Sociology.
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SPORTS
RECORDS HOME A NOTE TOMY FELLOWATHLETES

Softball: 29-19, overall

11-5, CVAC
Baseball: 23-10, overall

10-8, CVAC
W. Tennis: 17-2, overall

7-1, CVAC
M. Tennis: 11-10, overall

3-5, CVAC
Lacrosse: 7-5-1

#5, IWLCA poll

GAMES
Softball:

All away in April

Baseball:

April 11- 1:00

Elizabeth City ST.

W. and M. Tennis:

All away

M. and W. Golf:

All away

Lacrosse:

April 8- 11:00

Limestone

April 15- 2:00

PfeifTer

April 19- 4:00

Guilford

en's Golf Captured

ourth Place Tie

lair Shaddav Makes New School

ecord in 54-Hole Course

SPORTSINFORMATION

Longwood men's golf team

find • 54-hok school-record of

301-283-302-886 is the Lancers

earned a 4th-place tie among 32

teams at the annual Camp

golf tournament in North Caro-

Along the way, LC additionally

act new team school-records for

II holes (283) and 36- holes

(584), along with a new indi-

vidual record for 54-holes.

Methodist won the event with its

incredible 832 learn score at the

Paradise Point Golf Club's

scartett and gold courses. Sopho-

more BUurShadday led the Lanc-

ers with his new school-record for

54-holes of 74-69-70-213 to fin-

ish in third-place individually.

Shadday was followed by senior

Jason Copeland (76-70-76-222),

junior Niklas Jansson (76-70-82-

228), sophomore Myks Jones/La

Moye, United Kingdom (75-77-

78-230), and local senior Toby

Towler/Puqua School (233).

Hello. Ijust thought I would pass

this poem along to all of my fel-

low student- athletes. I know it

is rough balancing our sports and

our academics. But we deal. We
have to. Well a friend ofmine sent

thus to me and it really opened me
eyes to some things. Some thing

about what we do everyday. Some

things about individuals and

teams. I hope it touches each one

ofyou in some way as well. Good

luck with the rest ofyour seasons.

I hope it all works out for each

and every one of you.

- Becky Taylor

Sports Editor

WHY WE PLAY
It's not about getting a scholarship, getting drafted, or making

Sportscenter. It's a deep need in us that comes from the heart.

We need to practice, to play, to lift, to hustle, to sweat We do it all for

our teammates and for the guy in our calculus class we don't even know.

We don't practice with a future Twins first baseman; we practice with a

future sports agent. We don't lift weights with a future Olympic wrestler;

we lift with a future doctor. We don't run with a future Wimbleton cham-

pion; we run with a future CEO.
It's a bigger part of us than our friends and family can understand.

Sometimes we play for 2,000 fans, sometimes 25. But we still play hard.

You cheer for us because you know us. You know more than just our

names. Like all of you, we are still students first.

We don't sign autographs. But we do sign graduate school applications,

MCAT exams and student body petitions.

When we miss a kick, or strike out, we don't let down an entire state.

We only let down our teammates, coaches, and fans. But the hurt in our

hearts is the same.

We train hard. Lift, throw, run, kick, tackle, shoot, dribble, and lift

some more, and in the morning we go to class. Still the next day in class

we are nothing more than students. It's about pride. In ourselves, in our

school. It's about our love and passion for the game.

And when it's all over. When we walk off that court or field for the last

time, our hearts crumble.

Those tears are real. But deep down inside, we are very proud of

ourselves. We will forever be what few can claim: college athletes.

WHYDO YOU PLAY?
- Amy Tice, Assistant Field Hockey Coach, Central Michigan U.

Lacrosse Team Sails With 3 Con-

secutive Wins, Now 7-5-1
BECKY TAYLOR

Windy and chilled air swept

through Lancer field yesterday

afternoon, while the lady lancers

swept by Randolph-Macon 12-

1 1. This brings their record to 7-

5-1.

Leading die way was junior

standout Natalie Smith, with 4

goals and 1 assist Following

her was sophomore powerhouse

Beth Hadrys with 3 goals, junior

Kris Deasoa (2,i), and fresh-

mac Becca Woods (2 goals) and

Jen HUbert ( 1 goal). Kristen

Beatty had 3 assists. Goalie

Rachel Bunn accumulated 16

saves in the match.

The other two wins i

tins past weekend. The ladies

stomped St. Michael's (11-1)

and Lockhaven (14-2).

The next contest for die

Lancers comes to Lancer field at

1 1 am on Saturday morning,

April 8. This contest was a very

physical one last year and die

prediction is the same again for

this year.
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Baseball (23-10), Softball (29-19)

Both With Over 20 Wins!

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

BASEBALL
The Longwood baseball team

won five of six games last week,

including two of three during a

CVAC series at Pfeiffer, April 1-

2. The Lancers won by scores of

5-1 and 7-2 sandwiched around

an 8- 1 loss, while also taking a 9-

3 triumph past Lynchburg, after a

doubleheader sweep past Saint

Paul's 6-2 and 15-0.

At Pfeiffer, sophomore
Adrian Watkins and freshman Jer-

emy Knicely each went 2-3 with

two RBI in the series opener,

while junior Derrick Ellison (4-

2) earned the pitching win with a

complete-game three-hitter,

Knicely (1-2) then prevented a

shutout in the nightcap with a 7 th-

inning solo home run.

In the series finale, Watkins

led the Lancers with his 3-4 ef-

fort at the plate, while classmate

John Myers (1-4) added a solo

home run in the 3rd inning. Jun-

ior Ryan Costa (2-5) added two

hits and two RBI, as did Knicely

(2-4). Local freshman Brian Th-

ompson (5-1) earned the pitching

win with a five-hit, complete-

game effort on the mound with six

strikeouts. According to coach

Buddy Bolding, the Lancers re-

ceived spectacular defensive

plays over the weekend from se-

nior third baseman Doug Kenney

(two) and sophomore center

fielder Willie Strickland on a div-

ing catch to end Sunday's finale.

Against Lynchburg, LC got

on the board early as Knicely (1-

4) hit a two-run single in the 2nd

inning. Classmate LaRon Wilson

(1-5) added a two-run homer in

the 5th inning, followed by a solo

home run from junior Travis

Pfitzner (1-4) as the Lancers led

6-1 through six innings. Junior

David Robinson ( 1 - 1 ) hit a pinch-

hit three-run home run in the 7th

inning to close-out the scoring by

the hosts. Additionally, freshman

Josh Herrman (3-3) collected

three hits and scored two runs for

LC, while classmate Tripp

Metzger (4-2) earned the pitching

win with 2.0 scoreless innings of

middle relief, allowing just two

hits.

Through 31 games, Wilson

continues to lead the Longwood

attack with his .440 batting aver-

age with four home runs and 23

RBI. Wilson is followed by

Watkins (.390, 6 HR, 36 RBI),

Knicely (.378, 7 HR, 28 RBI),

Costa (.372, 4 HR, 29 RBI),

Herrman (.356, II doubles),

Pfitzner (.354, 5 HR, 25 RBI),

Kenney (.346, 6 HR, 33 RBI), and

Strickland (.346). The Lancers are

hitting .347 as a team with 41

home runs, averaging an impres-

sive 9.29 runs per game. Thomp-

son is a team-best 5-1 on the

mound with a 4.79 ERA through

a team-best 56. 1 innings. Thomp-

son is followed by Ellison (4-2,

team-best 4.43 ERA, 42.2 in-

nings, 50 K, an outstanding 10.55

strikeouts per nine innings), and

Metzger (4-2, 4.54 ERA, 33.2 in-

nings).

SOFTBALL

Longwood (29-19) defeated

West Virginia State (7-11) 4-1

before dropping a 12-3 decision

to nationally-ranked California,

Pennsylvania (17-7) Saturday to

close-out first day action at the

California Tournament in Salem,

Virginia. LC went on to defeat

South Carolina-Aiken (27-18) 6-

4 before dropping a 4-2 decision

to West Liberty State ( 1 1 - 1 8) Sun-

day in the final day of action at

the tournament.

Against WV State, sopho-

more Jodi Wolff-Coussoulos led

the Lancers going 3-4 with two

RBI, followed by classmates Col-

leen Cooney (1-3) with a double,

and Jody Case (1-1). Freshman

Courtnee Booth earned the pitch-

ing win. Against Cal-Penn., fresh-

man Tiffany Wheeler went 1-3

with an RBI, while classmates

Shelby Ray, and Nicole Nelson

each went 1-3.

In Sunday's game against

Aiken, Cooney was 1-1 with an

RBI, followed by Ray (2-2) and

freshman Jennifer Potts (1-3).

Potts also earned the pitching

win. Against WLSC, Potts (1-3)

led the Lancers with a home run,

followed by Wolff-Coussoulos

(1-3) and sophomore Jamie

Donivan (2-3) with a double.

WHAT IS THE STORY WITH
yj/i.JV X • • •

WILL THERE BE SOMEONE
NEW? IS HE RETIRING?

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

MEN
Longwood men's tennis won

two out of three matches last

week, defeating visiting CVAC
opponent Coker 9-0, April 1 , and

nearby rival Hampden-Sydney 5-

4, March 30, following a 5-0 loss

to conference opponent Belmont

Abbey.

Against Coker,LC got singles

wins from junior Igor Bilalagic

(#1), sophomores Gorjan

Bilalagic (#2) and Mirza Djazovic

(#5), along with freshmen Jeff

Henley (#3), Paul Petersen (#4),

and Garrett Green (#6). Earning

wins in doubles were I. Bilalagic

and Iljazovic (#1), G. Bilalagic

and Henley (#2), along with

Petersen and freshman Matt Gra-

ham (#3).

Against Sydney, the Lancers

won their fourth consecutive

match over the Tigers during the

past two seasons. LC got singles

wins from G. Bilalagic, Petersen,

and Iljazovic, while getting

doubles wins from G. Bilalagic

and Henley along with Petersen

and Graham.

Petersen leads Longwood
with his singles record of 14-9,

followed by Iljazovic (13-9),

Henley (12-6), G. Bilalagic (11-

12). In doubles, G. Bilalagic/

Henley and Petersen/Graham are

each 4-3, followed by I. Bilalagic/

WOMEN
Iljazovic (2-6).

The women of the Longwood
tennis program won two CVAC
matches last week, defeating

Coker 9-0, April 1 following a 5-

1 triumph past Belmont Abbey.

Against Coker,LC got singles

wins from seniors Carrie

Armstrong (#5), Bonnie

Maholchic (#1), and Jen Morton

(#4), junior Whitney Shaw (#2),

along with sophomores Amie
Slaton (#6) and Laura Veazey

(#3). Earning wins in doubles

were Shaw and sophomore
Michelle Williams-Tober (#1),

Morton and junior Tricia Ramsey

(#2), along with Veazey and

sophomore Liz Siudyla (#3).

AgainstAbbey, me defending

CVAC Champion, LC got singles

wins from Morton and Williams-

Tober, along with a trio ofdoubles

victories in the match shortened

by rain. Winning in doubles were

Shaw and Williams-Tober,

Maholchic and Veazey, along

with Morton and Ramsey.

Williams-Tober continues to

lead Longwood with her singles

record of 17-3, followed by

Morton (15-3), Shaw (13-5),

Veazey ( 1 3-6), Armstrong (12-3),

and Maholchic (9-7). In doubles,

Maholchic/Veazey are 15-1, fol-

lowed by Shaw/Williams-Tober

(15-7) and Morton/Ramsey (13-

2).
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Featuring "RUNAWAY" and a new version of "REBECCA

in stores April 11 th

Appearing live at Longwood College on April 9

www.giantrecords.com • .www.patmcgeeband.com
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College Credit Courses for roth Men and Women
Course application forms are available from Linda Shank, assistant to

the president, Sweet Briar College, 381-6326, or lshank@sbc.edu.

More Information
Check out the website—

Summer Housing
Available to coflege-age students tor $5 per night in Dew Residence

Hal beginning Friday, May 15. Contact Jufie Hemsfreet, 3S1-6473, or

(Themcmmntf&<onditkmd,lrtte<mww$m'mDmwil
beak<onoWonedtogmstuden^apbcstogowhen¥f$aiheri$hot)

Courses

CSC190 Computus FuwMBnaLS, 3 credit hours.

• May 22-June 7t
8-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m, Monday through Friday

fNo ctm§ Monday, May 29)

RELG U7,Hmm hmnun Reuscws: Myth, Ritual And Chawm. 3 cuorr hours

• May 22-June 29, 6-9:15 p.m., Mondays and Thursday!

RDPR394, CoinaiROW*r Rnwc and School**, 3 cmon hours

May 8-26, 8 a.m.-1p.m„ Monday through Saturday

II a non-ditenmiaation *tat*maai, laclodtag M»axaal

orl»at«tioa,w eaa't b« included la Leeewood'* eoatlitstio n, H
•hoald Hill fe* put la

toMj|wa>d »**<i* f** ffM' oa «* J**«cy of mo«-di*ciuntnsti**.

Stanley Park

Townhomes
Great rental homes-reasonable rates

Available June 2000. New 2-story duplexes designed specifically for

Longwood students-just a short walk or bike ride from campus.

Carpet Throughout

Vinyl Floor

Kitchen w/ Cabinets

Two Full Baths

Laundry Closet

Mini-Blinds at all Windows
Pre-Wired for TV & Phone

Fall-Size WashezfBryer

Coat Closet at Mali

HVAC Heat Pump & AC

Furniture

living Room: Couch

Loveseat

End Table

Coffee Table

TV Stand

Bedroom: Double Bed
Night Stand

Chest Drawers

De&k&Chair
Dining Room: Dining Table

Four Chairs

Fom- Bedrooms
Each Includes:

1 Telephone Jack

1 Cable TV Jack

1 Internet Jack

1 Full-Size Qoset

1 Ceiling Light

Call home Watson 392-1046for more information
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Senator Chichester to Address

Longwood's Class of 2000
PRESSRELEASE

Virginia Senator John H.

Chichester will be the keynote

speaker on May 13 as Longwood

College graduates an ex-

pected 736 candidates.

Following
Longwood tradition, cer-

emonies will begin at 9:30

a.m. on Wheeler Mall

with Lancer Gymnasium

as backup location in case

of rain.

Longwood, in its

161 year, expects to con-

fer 625 bachelor 's and 1 1

1

master's degrees. In-

cluded are students who

completed their degrees

as of August 1999, De-

cember 1999 or May
2000.

The Honorable

John Chichester is presi-

dent pro tern of the Senate ofVir-

ginia where he has served since

1978. He is the senior member of

the Republican Party in the Sen-

ate and is Finance Committee

Chairman. He serves on four ad-

ditional standing committees:

Agriculture; Conservation and

Natural Resources, where he sup-

ports careful land use and pre-

serving open spaces; Commerce

and Labor, and Education and

Health.

Senator Chichester repre-

sents the twenry-eigth District

which includes the counties of

King George, Lancaster,

Northumberland and

Westmoreland, as well as a

southern part of Prince William

County, and the major part of

Stafford County. He is a member

of the Executive Committee and

the Governing Bond of die Coun-

cil of State Governments and

serves on the Southern Regional

Education Board.

Committed to education is-

sues, Senator Chichester

chaired the Commission

on the Future of Higher

Education in Virginia

(1994-96). He is co-chair

of me Joint Subcommit-

tee on Higher Education

Funding Guidelines and

has been instrumental in

providing resources to

improve technology in K-

12 and higher education,

including distance learn-

ing. Senator Chichester is

also a strong supporter of

increased state aid to lo-

cal libraries.

In addition to pub-

lic service interests, Sena-

tor Chichester sinp bar-

bershop chorus, follows baseball,

and has given up motorcycling to

concentrate on fishing.

Senator Chichester's wife,

Karen, a Longwood alumnae, is

president of die I-ongwood Col-

lege Foundation. They reside in

Stafford County.

Career Center Holds Mock Interviews

AMYCHAFFINS
Guest Writer

On March 22-23, 2000,

mock interview* were held in

the Lankfurd ABC rooms of

the Student Union. Over 110

students participated in the two

day activity.

* Themock interview pro-

gram was put of the Business

Communications class in the

Department of Business and

Economics. Dr. Nancy Haga

and the Career Center arranged

this valuable opportunity that

allowed students to practice

their interviewing skills.

The interviewers in-

cluded: Skip Begley, Casey

Blankenship, Bill Fiege,

Damien Duchamp, Susan

Sullivan, Maureen Walls, Pam

ffiggms, Amy Chaffins, Rachel Niki Fallis from the Career Cen-

Begley, Niki Fallis, and JJ ter helped to facilitate the pro-

Manley. Linda Haas Manley and gram.

"Spirit ofVictory" Concert

Free for All Students!

PRESSRELEASE

The Spirit of Victory tour

returns, with new selections but

the same rousing performances,

as Longwood College presents

the United States Continental

Army Band in a free public con-

cert on May
9, at 7:30

p.m., in

Jarman Au-

ditorium.

Tickets are

required and

are available

from the De-

partment of

Music,
X2504.

This concert offers light

classics, Broadway hits and pa-

triotic music. It begins with "Mas-

querade Overture" by Carl

Nielsen, includes the premier per-

formance of 'To a New Dawn"

by Philip Sparke and ends with

"Time to Take Back the Knightsf
by Stephen MelHlo.

Selections in between in-

clude marches, from "The Mis-

sissippi River March" to a "Sym-

phony of Themes of John Philip

Sousa," plus Intermezzo from the

opera "Vanessa," and Aaron

Copland's "Quiet City."

The sixty member United

States Continental Army Band is

based at Fort Monroe in Hamp-

ton, Vir-

ginia, and

has per-

formed at

national and

interna-
tional
events in

eluding the

Orange
Bowl, Cot-

ton bowl,

and Pasadena Tournament of

Roses Parades, the 1981 Presi-

dential Inaugural Parade, the

World's Fair, the Virginia Inter-

national Military Tattoo, and the

Nova Scotia International Mili-

tary Tattoo.

This concert is sponsored

by die Longwood College Depart

ment of Musk.

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

Stttff Writer

WORLD
Lisbon police identify attackers in disco tragedy

Ukraine vote snows support for more presidential power

Five convicted in Israeli bridge collapse

Gambia promises fiitl inquiry into student deaths

Eritrea struggles to feed itself due to war, drought

Papal skull stolen from Spanish Museum

US

Cttmon to announce plan far better phone service for American Indians

After South Carotins, another flag issue looms in Georgia

Michigan cops struggle to track down victims of accused serial killer

Federal and State Taxes due Have you filed?

fTnarttaffhifaCNN^^terArir
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EDITORIAL
Are you people as ready to

get out of here as I am?
Only a matter of time,

my friends. Exams are soon. I

hope you are ready.

We have been quite busy in

the office this week. Apparently,

the last issue of the paper caused

quite a stir. I want to update you,

my favorite reader, on what is go-

ing on. In this issue, you will find

a response and a great deal of

housing information for your

reading pleasure. Since the last

issue, Mike Clements has been

working hard to get information

out to you.

Also, Spring Weekend has

come and gone. I am very happy

to say that the rain didn't spoil our

parade. I was quite happy to see

everyone outside braving the rain

to have a good time. The Rotunda

had an Oozeball team as well.

Although we were spanked by the

opposing team, we still got

muddy and that was all that was

important to us. It's all about the

mud.

Other than a great time'and a

lot of meetings, I (as well as ev-

eryone else) have plunged

headfirst into a mass of papers,

tests, speeches, and other last

minute class stuff mat I forgot to

do earlier in the semester. Oh
what fun it is to have a list taller

than you of things to do. I have a

planner, but in my madness, I

have thrown it out ofmy window.

Not that I am that bothered. I

decided to not worry about pa-

pers, speeches, and tests...Instead,

I went to Richmond to see a band

called Orbit that I like very much.

I would have much rather been

there with those lovely hard rock-

ing gentlemen. It was quite nice.

I would encourage all to take

these kinds of trips. They are quite

therapeutic. That is my advice for

now. Have a nice week.

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

The Rotunda
Box 2901

Longwood College

Farmvilk,VA 23909

Editor-in-Chief

Asst. Editor

ChiefCopy Editor

Asst. Copy Editor
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Asst. Photo Editor
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood College, is

published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and

exam periods) and is printed in the offices of the Fermvtile Her'

aid, Farmville, VA,

All articles, advertisements, letters to die editor, and pictures

must be received by five p.m. the Sunday prior to the Thursday

publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include

name and telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/

her name not appear on the published letter must request so in

writing. All letters are subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity employer.

Your Letters

Students Should Stop Complaining
Dear Editor:

I would just like to take the

time to respond to the letter in the

Activist column of the last issue

of The Rotunda. First of all I

would like to say that I love this

school. I came here because it was

a small school with a great busi-

ness school.

I have never had a problem

with any of the school's policies.

It seems that people just like to

complain. The people who keep

saying how horrible this school is

would probably be complaining

no matter what school they went

to. I seriously doubt the majority

of the students here know exactly

what goes into running a college.

Sure, Longwood isn't perfect, but

what in this world is? I think the

administration is trying it's best

to accomodate all the students and

keep this place running and im-

proving.

The people who say that

Longwood is just out to screw the

student body probably have no

idea what the administration is

trying to do. Granted, I don't en-

tirely like the idea of increasing

the number of students here, but

I'm sure that President Cormier

does have the students' best inter-

ests in mind. She has to know that

without the students there would

be no college.

Now as far as the article from

last time about the dining hall

goes, I would just like to say we

are doing the bestjob we can. The

student employees and the

Aramark employees have been

doing a great job in transferring

See Letters Cont. p.2

Phi Kappa Tau Brother Auction
Editor

The Brothers of the Epsilon

Lambda Chapter of Phi Kappa

Tau held a brother auction on

March 29, 2000. The auction was

held in order to raise money for

the fraternity's national philan-

thropy which is the Hole In The

Wall Gang.

The Hole In The Wall Gang

is a camp founded by Phi Kappa

Tau alumni Paul Newman. The

summer camp is fee children liv-

ing with cancer. The camp allows

these sick children die ability to

have a real summer camp experi-

ence just like healthy kids. The

camp is held in several locations

including Florida, Connecticut,

Ireland and France.

An amazing crowd gathered

in Lancer Cafe to support Phi

Kappa Tau. We are proud to an-

nounce that Longwoods Phi Taus

raised almost $650 for die Hole

In The Wall Gang camps from

that auction. This would have

been impossible without the many

generous people who came out to

the auction to support the cause,

and to get some cleaning done by

their favorite Phi Kappa Tau

brother.

The Phi Kappa Tau fraternity

would like to thank everyone who

bid on a brother that evening.

Without amazing people like you,

sick children in this country

would never be given the chance

to experience what so many take

for granted. THANKS!
MattRinker

President

#TO<>xlJ)KQ®
PROPS:

+ To JJ and Lancer Productions for putting on Pat McGee on short notice and

making it free forALL Longwood Students

!

+ To Housing for their quick response to student rooming concerns.

DROPS:

- To Damjen Duchamp for being the first Greek Advisor to announce that he
wants nothing to do with Greek Week.

- To the people who broke into Responoer 1 (the First Response vehicle).

Seod%m Props and Drops to rotuncfa@loDgwotxLlw€^
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Parking Woes: Can They Be Fixed?

JONATHANLEVY
PATRICK O'NEAL

Guest Writer*

Parking Director

Longwood Police DepL"

Shortly after this email was

seat, cars at Wynne began to be

ticketed by the campus police.

This caused students to move

their vehicles into the designated

The following email was

recently sent out to sophomores

with vehicles on campus:

"Subject; Sophomores with sophomore parking areas, which spots in each lot and the number

formed a survey of the cars on

campus early on Thursday morn-

ing (4/6700). We found that the

overflow lot was completely full,

and the other lots had few spaces

open (see chart at center). We also

counted the number of available

Vehicles on Campus

Campus Police will begin

to ticket sophomore vehicles

found parked at Wynne. If you

will check your Parking Regula-

tions Question and Answer sec-

tion, it states that you can park at

Wynne when your lots are locked

or full. You are to call Campus

Police to tell us you are at Wynne

and you have

until 10:00

a.m. the fol-

lowing day to

move the car

back into the

Sophomore
lots. If your

car is in the

new section

marked
"Sophomore

Overflow",

you are in an

okay spot.

soon filled to capacity.

We, both being sopho-

mores, were curious as to whether

or not the campus police had over-

sold the sophomore parking per-

mits so we emailed Laura Rice to

find out This is an excerpt of her

reply:

of sophomore cars we observed

in other areas.

We learned that there are

324 sophomore vehicles on cam-

pus, while there are only 303

spaces available. Both of these

numbers are approximate as we

could only count cars that were

"If every student parked in on campus that morning, and the

the correct lot, there is enough gravel lots at Main St andHooper

St do not have

a set capacity.

Accord-

ing to these fig-

ures at least 53

too many park-

ing permits

were sold to

sophomores.

This problem

was partially

alleviated by

the recent con-

struction of the

overflow lot,

reducing the

Many of you have kept

your cars at Wynne for days and

longer. Few ofyou have called in.

A check of die Sophomore lots to-

Otherwise,
pkotocfthe Wynne overflow lot at 7:30 a.m. taken by Patrick O'Neal

you need to move.

spaces for the Sophs. The over- displaced sophomore vehicles to

flow was to move the Sophs out 21, where it seems to currently

of spaces for other decal groups stand. Quite possibly, more than

and to make them remember that 53 permits were oversold, as we

day resulted in finding 22 open Wynne is not a Soph lot. Over- could not have possibly counted

spaces in Vernon St. #1 lot, 1 flow was for those locked out of every vehicle with a permit One

space in Hooper St. lot, and the the lots at night or if, by chance, oftwo things has occurred, either

Main Street lot has about 1/3 of the lot was full. too many parking permits were

the lot available. We always have more sold on accident or someone was

By not parking in your Sophs in FaU than Spring because banking on writing a lot of park-

zone, you cause a great conges- decals are sold according to the ing tickets this semester.

number of credit hours the student

has completed. Only then would

we have to make a change to the

written policy. This decision is de-

cided by the VPSA along with the

Police Dept"

We found it hard to believe

that there are actually enough

for all of the sophomore

on campus, so we per-

tion problem for the others, this

includes the Commuters and the

Jr/Sr students. Campus Police will

not send you any more "Wake-Up

Calls" on this matter. The rules are

in the booklet you received when

you purchased your decals. Please

e-mail any concerns to:

hice@longwood.lwc.eda

Rice

Your Letters Cont'd

Bottom line, even if every

student parks in the correct lot

there are not enough spaces for

the Sophomores with or without

the overflow lot. Perhaps the

Campus Police should take this as

a "Wake-Up Call" on this matter.

For responses email

jilevy •loagwood.lwc.edu, or

jpoocal# longwood. lwc.edu.

from the old dining hall to

the new one. It has been a great

privelege for me to work with

these people. If it weren't for their

hard work none of you would be

eating.

The operation we have here

is slot better than alot of the other

colleges I have visited Did you

know that at ODU they have to

clean off and separate everything

on your tray?

As to the complaint ofhav-

ing to wait for food on the main

line, I would like to say that the

times the main food line is open

has not changed since we
switched from Blackwell. When
we were there lunch opened at

11:45 and dinner opened at 5:00.

The food is out there early so that

the employees can eat before their

shift And the reason the employ-

ees are "gabbing away" is that

they are on break from 4:15 til

4:45. It is one of the few breaks

they get all day and they deserve

it

Also die food is not getting

cold, there are steam warmers

underneath the food to keep it

warm. So nothing has really

changed, the same food is still

available at the same times as last

semester.

The person who wrote the

last article, I think, must not have

been shopping around much for

catering services because from

what I can tell, Aramark is pretty

cheap (catering prices have not

been raised in 4 years). For ex-

ample, meatballs here will cost

you S2,85/doz while at UVA it

wUl cost you $ 1 5/doz. And ifyou

bring in die social security num-

bers of students with a meal plan

you can get $1.10 credit

Alot of work goes into ca-

tering events. You have to pay for

food and the service, and after

working a catering event I can tell

you it is worth the money you pay

for it

I guess what I basically

want to say is mat people need to

realize that alot of work goes into

running die dining hall and we are

doing die best we can to ensure

that everbody is fed. We are work-

ing hard to improve things; a sec-

ond dish room is in the works. It

is just the fact that money is

needed to do all these things that

people want This school does not

have an unlimited amount of

funds. I just want everyone to

know that we have it good here,

and I am happy that I go here.

Ben Koontz

Head Student Supervisor

fofCari # of Spaces

Vernon Street 137 140

Main Street 80 82

Hooper Street 49 49

^Sfynne Overflow 32 32

Non-Sophomore Lots 26 ~

Total Prior to Overflow 324 271

Total Currcntlv 324 303

A Btt Off fta^ffkfc^ovin
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Muslim Association Booth. Photo by Allison Beverley

Council Boot} The Rotunda OozebaU Team. Photo by Allison Beverley
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Spring Weekend Winners

Chili Cook Off
1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

L.EAE

First Response

Alpha Phi Omega

Oozeball

Co-Ed Collonades Hall Council

W>mens

Mens

TR Junkies

Athlete s Feet

Booth Winner

Commuter Student Association

Many people braved the rain to come support organizations. Photo by Allison Beverley

mbaa attracted a crowd with their delicious cotton candy. Photo by A
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Thursday

20th
Nikki Giovanni

Dining Hall

Grand Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

Nottoway Room
@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Lunch at Lankford

on the Patio

12:00 - 2:00 p.m.

LP Movie: Sleepy

Hollow

in the Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

Saturday Sw
22nd

Baseball

vs.

St. Andrews

@ 1:00 p.m.

Bandfest

Stubbs Lawn
11:45 a.m.

2.

®TOYOTA

TOYOTA-101
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY

INTRODUCING ™E ALL NEW

TOYOTA HO
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG*...ven/ thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing {new) that kicks out 106 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all, Echo is the lowest priced Toyota!

New flH B thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

r®TOYOTAr>ttivqhi^.*vfy«iqy-l www.gettayota.com

t» 31/»C*yfflwy 34WI Ofyftfwy

Willi liiilin
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/[UNITYCALENDAR
tday Monday Tuesday
\rd th 25th 26th

Athletic Academic
Recognition Banquet

Dining Hall SalonA
@ 5:30 p.m.

Jazz Ensemble &
Concert Band Concert

in Jarman

@ 7:30 p.m.

LP Movie: Sleepy

Hollow

in the Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

no v+HnQUJL€OBenouj
ujiuuj.nv.cc.v «. ue

This summer,

earn college credit

dose to home!

Choose from

hundreds of

transferable classes!

tiiiiiiiti enrol? nowmiimTU
703-323-3000

Get free e-mail and Internet access!

Summer Sessions start May 15, June 12 and June 27.

Alexandria-Annandate
Loudoun-Manassas-Woodbridge

Children's Theatre:

The Magic ofHans
ChristianAnderson

in Jarman

@ 9:30 am.

& 12:00 p.m.

UA Presents Pain From Passion

Thursday-Saturday @8 p.m.

in Jarman Auditorium

Make A Difference This Summer; Holiday Lake 4-H

Center (Appomattox, VA) Summer Camp Staff

Positions: Resident lifeguard (training available),

Nurse/EMT, Store Keeper/Office Assistant, Instructors:

Ropes Course (high & low, training included). Available

deadline: as soon as filled. Employment period: June 5 -

August 18, 2000 Contact: Bryan Branch, Program Director

804-248-5M4, bbranch@vt.edu

vvww.ext.vt.edu/resources'4h/liolidav/'emDlov.htrnl

COOKWARE - WE STOPPED DOING

DINNER PARTIES! HAVE
BEAUTIFUL NEW 17 - PIECE SETS

LEFT! HEAVY SURGICAL

STAINLESS STEEL! 100%

WATERLESS! WAS $1600.00 - NOW
$395.00 LIFETIME WARRANTY!

1-800-434-4628

MM mm
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Longwood Bids Farewell to the Hurleys

GEORGELANUM
Asst. Features Editor

After 15 years, Richard

Hurley, Longwood's Vice Presi-

dent of Administration and Fi-

nance, announced that he would

be resigning, effective June 1.

Hurley announced that he

would be accepting the position

of Executive Vice President and

chief financial officer, a similar

position, at Mary Washington

College.

Hurley described the op-

portunity as being broader. He de-

scribed the position as "a profes-

sional growth opportunity for

me."

Outing his 15-year tenure.

Hurley has seen the transforma-

tion of Longwood College from

what it was, to what it is today.

The new Library, ARC, Hull edu-

cation building, and the new Din-

ing Hall were constructed during

this time, along with major reno-

In the 15 years he has been

here, the face of this campus has

truly changed. Enrollment then

was about 2800, now it is up by a

1000 at nearly 3800 students.

Rick Hurley stated that the

reasons for his move were very

complex. He said that he felt that

this was the next step in his ca-

reer and that it was the right time

in his life.

Being an avid boater, he

said that he looks forward to be-

ing closer to the bay and explor-

ing its natural beauty.

President Cormier released

a statement saying, "Over the

years, Rick's vision for

Longwood College has guided us

on a true course that saw great im-

provements in the appearance and

operation of our campus, as well

as in the fiscal health of our col-

lege."

When asked about his most

significant contribution to the

Longwood community, Hurley

sited his open door policy. "I feel

I'm a good listener and have been

Hurley is proud to mention

that he has borrowed ideas from

Mary Washington College in de-

signing his vision of Longwood.

Hired in 1985 as Vice Presi-

dent for Business Affairs and Leg-

islative Relations, Hurley was ap-

pointed in 1 996 to his current po-

sition.

When ask about leaving

Farmville, Hurley said, "This

doesn't mean I'm leaving, it

means that you have to get your

guest rooms ready."

Rose Hurley, manager of

User Support Services including

the Helpdesk, RTA program and

Switchboard will be leaving as

well. Rose said that she felt she

had learned a great deal about

technology and management

since being hired 10 years ago.

"Longwood College and

Farmville will remain special,"

says Rose. "I have met some of

the finest people in my life and

will treasure those friendships for-

ever."

The Rotunda, as well as the

nity, wishes the Hurley's contin-

ued success in any venture they

choose.

Congratulations Student Employees!
NADINE GARRETT

Guest Writer

In celebration of National

Student Employment WeekApril

2-8, Longwood staff and faculty

recognized the nearly 700 student

employees in the Work Experi-

ence Program, and their supervi-

sors, with an appreciation dinner

and certificates ofcommendation

to 1 5 students for outstanding

job performance.

Prizes for the dinner

and daily drawings were do-

nated by theAlumni Relations

Office, Wellness Center and

Barnes & Noble Bookstore.

Christina Layden, who
is employed by the School of

Business, was selected Stu-

dent Employee of the Year.

Runners-up were Steven Slump,

student assistant at the Help Desk,

and Eddie Webster from the De-

partment of Speech & Theatre.

The fifteen students nomi-

nated by their supervisors for the

Student Employee of the Year

must have demonstrated out-

standing job performance.

Each scored high on an

evaluation ofmore than 20 points,

including skills, attitude, indepen-

dence, job interest, and profes-

sionalism. They also wrote essays

on how the work experience has

influenced career goals, etc.

The supervisors submitted

letters ofrecommendations, along

with the students' evaluations and

written applications, to a review

Congratulations
panel who selected the winner and

the runners-up.

A factor which influences

the success of student employ-

ment is the quality supervision of

the student employees. Work Ex-
perience students submitted

nominations based on quality of

supervision, inspiration, training,

and many other qualities demon-

strated by their supervisors.

A committee of five mem-
bers (including one student), from

various areas on campus selected

the winner from nine nomina-

tions.

The Longwood College Su-

pervisor of the Year for 1999-00

is Joyce Trent from the Depart-

ment of Pyschology.

The Student Employ-

ment Office assisted almost

800 students with on-cam-

pus and off-campus jobs

during the 1999-00 aca-

demic year.

We are proud to honor

our Work Experience Stu-

dents and recognize them

for their hard work and con-

tribution to the campus and

local community.

We would also like to ex-

press our appreciation to our su-

pervisors for their cooperation

and efforts associated with the

Work Experience Program and to

everyone who helped to make
National Student Employment
Week a memorable observance.

Weyanoke Ian And ffi#i Street

Diner Have Rooms Available For

Rent -FaH2000

* Located at 202 High Street above High Street Diner

and Lounge
* Across from French Dorm and the Colonades

Two telephone Lines Per Room (Internet Ready)

•Cable Ready

Coin Laundry
* Private Sink and Mirror hi Every Room
* 10% OFF on Food in High Street Diner

* Resident Security Officer, Evening Ponce Presence

Central A/C (Included in Price)

* Rent Lofts ~ Bufid to Suit

* 3 Different Formats Available

VWySlcklriftW

/MhHi
Single Room

(
SuiteStyle It

14"

Single Room
Suit. Style

* Baaed oo Deeim ev Lee 1

—
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Education Through Irish Exchange Program: Siobhan Cremin
KENTBOOTY
Guest Writer

Longwood College's rela-

tionship with an Irish college

known for teacher preparation has

yielded the first student from that

school to study at Longwood.

Siobhan (pronounced

Shuh-vawn) Cremin, who wants

to be a special education teacher,

has been a full-time student in

Longwood's education program

during this academic year,

Siobhin U from Mary Immacu-

late College in Limerick, where

her father, Dr. Peadar Cremin, had

been head of education until be-

coming its president last year.

Last year Dr. Claire Lyons,

a member of Mary Immaculate's

education faculty, taught at

Longwood, and Dr. Luther Kirk

of Longwood taught there.

Some Longwood education

students have taught and done

their practicum course (observing

and teaching in schools for three

weeks) in and around limerick.

Another Mary Immaculate stu-

dent is due at Longwood in the

fall.

Also, Dr. Creimn and Dr.

Frank Howe, head ofLongwood's

Department ofEducation, Special

Education, Social Work, and

Communication Disorders, co-

taught a summer course at

Longwood; Dr. Cremin gave a

Simkins Lecture;

and in 1996, the

year the exchange

was signed, a

seven-member fac-

ulty team from

Mary Immaculate

came to Longwood

todo an evaluation

of the teacher

preparation pro-

gram, and a few

months later five

Longwood faculty

members went

there to do the

same. Longwood
President Patticia

Cormier spoke at

the Irish college for

its centennial cel-

ebration last year.

"Mary Im-

maculate is the premier elemen-

tary teacher preparation college in

Ireland," said Dr. Howe, who ini-

tiated the exchange.

Siobhin, 21, has attended

Mary Immaculate for two years,

and will return for one more year

before getting a B-A degree. She

originally had planned to teach

secondary school but now wants

to teach special education, which

is newer in Ireland, in a primary

(elementary) school.

One reason she came to

Longwood was to take special

education course*, and she is con-

sidering returning for a master's

degree in special education.

Education is the biggest

major at Mary Immaculate, which

was founded by the Sisters of

Mercy and has 2,800 students,

mostly female. The Sisters of

Mercy's role is less and less;

Siobhan's father,

who replaced a nun

from that order, is

the first lay presi-

dent

"It's a lot

like Longwood,
except that it's a

little smaller and

doesn't offer busi-

ness," said Dr.

Howe, who is tak-

ing Longwood
practicum students

mere next month

.

The primary

and secondary

schools Siobhin

attended also are

run by the Sisters

of Mercy. Classes

in her secondary

school are taught

in the Irish language, called

Gaelic by many Americans. Al-

though Ireland is officially bilin-

gual, most Irish aren't fluent in

that language. Siobhin's parents

often speak Irish at home, and she

has been giving lessons to Dr.

Howe, who has a longtime inter-

est in the language. Her mother

is the principal of a secondary

school in limerick, manyofwhose

students come from disadvantaged

backgrounds. Classes at her school

average 40 students.

"Competition for admission

to Irish colleges and universities

is stiff in general, and particularly

so in teacher education. Teaching

is still a revered profession in Ire-

land; teachers are accorded a great

deal of respect," said Dr. Howe,

who has visited Ireland several

times. "Tuition is free in Irish

higher education, the school year

begins and ends a little later in the

year man here, and most students

live off campus; only 115 Mary

Immaculate students live on cam-

pus," Siobhan said.

Asked the differences be-

tween Irish and U.S. colleges, she

said classes here are smaller, and

"you're asked to mink more here.

In Ireland it's mostly lecture;

there's little time for discussion or

questions. Plus, there are a lot

more opportunities here to do

well; extra credit, for example."

She has been surprised that so

much thought is given to salary

when choosing a career; many

Irish students pick careers without

knowing what kind of salary to

expect.

I

•

<
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SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS- CVAC CHAMPIONS!

SOFTBA CVAC RUNNER'S UP!

LACROSSE- #4 IN THE NATION!
W. Tennis: 23-2.9-1 CVAC Softball: 34-23 14-H CVAC Insmsse: 10-5-1

SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR
SponsWriter

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Longwood, the #2 seed, up-

set #1 seed and regionally-ranked

#5 Lees-McRae 5-4 Monday to

WIN THE 2000 CVAC
WOMEN'S TENNIS CHAMPI-
ONSHIP in North Carolina at

Barton College. It is die first-ever

CVAC Tournament Champion-

ship won by a Lancer program

since beginning competition in

die conference in 1995. Addition-

ally, die LC women established a

new school-record for season

wins by improving to 23-2 over-

all this year.

Longwood got the match-de-

ciding win in singles from senior

Jen Morton at #5, a hard-fought

3-6, 6-4, 6- 1 three-set triumph by

Morton who was named the

Championship tournament's

"Most Valuable Player". Morton

also teamed with junior Tricia

Ramsey at #3 doubles to gain an

important 9-8 win during the

closely-played contest. Also earn-

ing wins against the Bobcats were

senior Carrie Armstrong at #6

singles (6-2, 6-4) and sophomore

Michelle Williams-Tober at #3

singles (6-3, 6-4), while senior

Bonnie Maholchic and sopho-

more Laura Veazey teamed to win

at #2 doubles (8-2). The champi-

onship victory past Lees-McRae

avenged a 7-2 loss to the Bobcats

in Norm Carolina during the regu-

lar-season.

Longwood will now wait un-

til April 26 to find out if they will

be invited to participate in the

NCAA East Regional May 5-7.

SOFTBALL
Longwood finished second at

the 2000 Carolinas-Virginia Ath-

letic Conference Softball Tourna-

ment, April 16, dropping a 4-0

decision to #3 seeded Mount Ol-

ive (33-15) in the championship,

after advancing to the final by

upsetting #1 seeded Pfeiffer (28-

1 1 ) 6-5 in 10 innings in the semi-

finals. Longwood defeated #5

Queens (18-21) 5-4 in the

quarterfinal game April 14. LC
closed-out its season 34-23 over-

all, 14-8 in the CVAC.
Against #3 seeded Mount

Olive in the championship, the #4

seeded Lancers were led by

sophomores Jody Case (2-3) and

Colleen Cooney (1-2), along with

freshman Katie Agnew (1-3).

Against #1 seeded Pfeiffer in

the semifinal game, freshman Tif-

fany Wheeler hit a sacrifice fly in

die 10th inning to bring in class-

mate Ashley Atkins to win the

game 6-5. Longwood was led by

Agnew (2-4) with a run, a double,

and a RBI, followed by freshman

Shelby Ray (1-3) with a RBI, and

sophomore Jodi Wolff-

Coussoulos (1-3) with two runs

and a stolen base. Freshman Jen-

nifer Potts earned the pitching

win.

Against #5 seeded Queens,

Potts led die Lancers, going 2-4

with two runs and one double, fol-

lowed by Ray (2-2) with an RBI

and a double, and Agnew (1-2)

with a run and a RBI. Sophomore

Denise Wack earned the pitching

win.

LACROSSE

Longwood defeated Pfeiffer,

1 6- 1 April 1 5 at Lancer Field. LC
has won five-straight matches,

eight of nine overall, and is

ranked #4 in die Intercollegiate

Women's Lacrosse Coaches As-

sociation (IWLCA) Division II

Poll.

Against Pfeiffer, junior

All Tournament Teams
Women's Tennis:

Jen Morton

Bonnie Macholchic

Carrie Armstrong

Whiteny Shaw

Michelle Williams-Tober

Jodi Wolff-Coussoulos

Jody Case

Shelby Ray

Natalie Smith and freshman

Kristen Beatty each fired two

goals past Pfeiffers goalkeeper,

while sophomore Kris Denson

and freshman Jen Hilbert each put

one goal on the board to put LC
ahead 6-1M the intemission.

Denson land senior Heather

Branson each scored two goals in

the second half, followed by

Smith, Hilbert, seniors Heather

Wentzel, and Tina Whitaker,

sophomore Ann Harmon, and

freshman Kristin Wydra each

CONGRATULA-
TIONS TO ALL
THE FEMALE
STUDENT ATH-

LETES!

with one goal. Junior goalkeeper

Rachel Bunn had eight saves for

LC.

LC is led by Smith with 30

goals and a team-high 22 assists

for a team-high 52 points, Denson

with a team-high 34 goals and

seven assists for 41 points, fol-

lowed by Hilbert (20g, 11a, 31

pts.), and sophomore Bern Hadrys

(20g, 5a, 25 pts.). Bunn has ac-

quired 228 saves, allowing 124

goals against for a 8.27 average,

and a .648 save* for 900 minutes.

WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM 2000 LACROSSE TEAM 2000
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Men's GolfTeam Sets

New School Record

With Season Average

SPORTS PAGE 11H

SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood shot a 54-hole

score of 317-318-308-943 April

9-11 while finishing 7th among 11

teams at the annual CVAC Men's
Golf Championship in Fort Mill,

South Carolina. Pfeiffer won the

team championship at the 6,729-

yard, par 71, Regent Pat Golf

Club with its 299-288-285-872.

The disappointing finish leaves

the Lancers waiting until April 21

to find out if they will be invited

to participate in theNCAA South

Regional May 1-3, though it's

now unlikely.

At Fort Mill, LC was led by

local senior Toby Towler with a

75-79-78-232 to tie for 16th-place

individually among the 55 golf-

ers. Towler was followed by

classmate Jason Cope'and (78-

80-76-234, 19th), sophomores

Blair Shadday (82-83-76-241, T-

29th) and local player David Hite

(82-79-83-244,T-35th), along

with junior Niklas Jansson (86-

80-78-244, T-35th). The Lancers

had entered the tournament aver-

aging 304,67 as a team this spring

before completing the champion-

ship with a three-round average

of 3 14.33.

"We had gotten ourselves into

a position over the past month in

which we had a fairly good
chance to challenge for a confer-

ence title and earn a regional

berth," lamented head coach

Kevin Fillman. "Unfortunately,

we didn't handle things the way

we're capable of and never gave

ourselves die opportunity to be a

threat"

Through 23 rounds of golf,

Shadday led Longwood with his

76.22 average, including two

rounds under 70 with alow round

of 68. Shadday was followed by

Jansson (76.96, 70), Copeland

(77.35, 70), Towler (79.06, 73),

freshman Chris Pugh (79.91 , 75),

sophomoreJimmy Martin (80.00,

78), Hite (80.13, 76), and sopho-

more Myles Jones (80,46,75).

The Lancers established a new

school-record with their team av-

erage of 306.61 this year.

Baseball Team Still Finishing Out

Regular Season Play at 26-13

SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood swept a collegiate

baseball doubleheader at CVAC
opponent Belmont Abbey, Sun-

day, winning 2-0 in the first game

and 6-0 in the second game. Jun-

ior Derrick Ellison (5-3) pitched

a complete-game shutout on the

mound in the opener, while

sophomore Adrian WatMns deliv-

ered a key hit for the Lancers. In

the nightcap, freshman Jeremy

Knicely hit a two-run home run -

- his team-best and freshman

school-record 10th homer this

season, while classmates Brian

Thompson and Jason Hunsecker

(4-3) combined for the shutout on

RECAPFOR SPRING SPORTS OF 2000
RASRBATJ/

26-13, 12-11 CVAC
20 straight, 20 win season

10 straight, 25 win season

GAMES LEFT* 4/21, St. Andrews, 1&3
4/25, @ HSC, 3

4/27-30, CVAC tourney

MEN'S QOLF;
GAMES LEFT^ 5/1-3,

NCAA South Regional

5/16-19,

NCAA Championships

MEN'S TENNIS:

12-12, 4-6 CVAC
CVAC Qnarterfinalists

54 holes

72 holes

SOFTBALL;
34-23, 14-8 CVAC
CVAC Tournament RUNNER UPS!

WOMEN'S TENNIS:

23-2, 9-1 CVAC
CVAC CHAMPIONS!!!
NEW SCHOOLRECORD FOR WINS!
Second 20 win season in school history

LACROSSE;
10-5-1

#4 IWLCA, NATION'S DIVISION H POLL
WOMEN'S QOLF;

GAMESLEFT= 5/16-19,

NCAA Championships 72 holes

the mound. Hunsecker got the win

pitching win in relief with the fi-

nal two innings.

Longwood is now 26-13, the

lOth-straight 25-win season for

the Lancers.

Longwood (24- 1 3) stopped a

three-game losing streak with a

26-5 collegiate baseball triumph

at non-conference opponent

Randolph-Macon (8- 19) Wednes-

day in Ashland. Junior David

Robinson (3-4) led the offensive

explosion with three bits, includ-

ing two home runs and five RBI,

while sophomore Adrian Watkins

(3-6) and freshman Jeremy

Knicely (3-7) each added three

hits and five RBI as well. Knicely

also hit ahome run his team-lead-

ing 9th this spring, as did junior

Ryan Costa (1-3). Senior Doug

Kenney (3-5) added three hits,

four RBI, and five runs. Freshman

Tripp Metzger (5-3) earned the

pitching win with the first 5 in-

nings on the mound.

Game#l R H
Longwood 2 3

25-13, 11-11 CVAC
@Belmont Ab. 5

LC Top Hitter(s)

•So. Adrian Watkins

-LC Pitcher (s) of Record

•Jr. Derrick Ellison 5-3

Game #2 R H E
Longwood 6 9 1

26-13, 12-11 CVAC
@ Belmont Ab. 2 1

LC Top Hitters)

•Ft. Jeremy Knicely

HR- 10th of season

•So. Adrian Watkins

••LC Pitchers) of Record

•Fr. Jason Hunsecker 4-3

R
26

H
30Longwood

24-13

©Randolph-Mac 5 10 3

8-19

LC Top Hitters)

•Jr. David Robinson

3-4, 2 HR, 5 RBI

•So. Adrian Watkins

3-6, 5 RBI
•Fr. Jeremy Knicely

3-7, HR, 5 RBI

•Sr. Doug Kenney

3-5. 4 RBI

•Jr. Ryan Coata

1-3.HR

-LC PftcheKs) of Record

•Fr. Tripp Metzger 5-3
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Housing Update
Dear Longwood Students,

Resulting from some reali-

ties and some opinions expressed

in the April 6* issue of the Ro-

tunda, Melissa GUI and I worked

together to provide this response.

The major concern ex-

pressed was expanding (or tri-

pling) rooms in Cox, specifically

every odd-numbered room that

was not designated to house an

RA. The fact that students in Cox

were not notified of this plan prior

to days before the room selection

process is inexcusable. The rea-

son, though not a rationalization,

resulted from a false assumption

by the director of housing. Since

Cox has, for many years, been ex-

panded during fall semesters, the

false assumption was that stu-

dents would be aware of this con-

tinuing activity. "Hindsight is 20-

20," however, and everyone read-

ing this should know that in the

future every effort will be made

to communicate clearly and regu-

larly with students in residence

regarding policies, procedures,

and residential student issues and

concerns. This will happen as is-

sues occur, Communication will

be timely and thorough.

In this Rotunda issue, you

will find a list of important dates

and forums for next year during

which student-housing issues will

be the focus. The editor of the

Rotunda will assign a news cor-

respondent who will meet regu-

larly with the director of bousing

to research and report on issues

of interest to students related to

housing on and off campus.

Additional responses to stu-

dent concerns in Cox included a

Cox hall meeting with the direc-

tor of bousing. First and foremost,

it should be stated that the resi-

dents of Cox were a delightful

group to sit with and talk to about

their concerns. Rationale and pro-

cedures for expanding the occu-

pancy of rooms in Cox were ex-

plained in detail, as was the pro-

jected timeline and means by

which involuntarily tripled resi-

dents would be relocated. The

date on which students would re-

ceive room charge refunds and the

circumstances by which these re-

funds would be offered were out-

lined E-mail will be sent to those

students assigned to Cox during

"between building moves" ad-

dressing the same points Please

look forward to it, if you are one

of these students.

Lest dominating issues

raised in the Rotunda included

decisions associated with the

'junior option" and with student

teacher housing for fall semesters.

The practice of balancing

the needs of individual students

against the needs of students as a

group is ongoing. Therefore, re-

sponses are constantly being re-

evaluated. In the initial response

tojunior applications tomove off

campus, 50 students were offered

the option. Others were seat let-

ters and invited to have their

names added to a waiting list. On
April 12 and prior to room selec-

tion, the situation was reevaluated

and it was determined thatjuniors

on the waiting list would be per-

mitted to seek off campus accom-

modations. Presently, all seniors

who have applied to move off

campus have been approved. Jun-

iors, who applied on or before the

March 10 deadline and who re-

quested to be on the waiting list

have been offered the option to

Live offcampus for next academic

year.

Regarding the decision to

house student teachers at the Days

Inn for next fall semester during

modules resulted from ongoing

discussions that continue. As re-

cently as last evening, a very

pleasant conversation occurred

between the director of housing

and a group of fall semester stu-

dent teachers. Themove to house

these students off-site was ex-

plained completely and there was

no argument regarding the value

of this decision. Concerns were

raised about several amenities

offered to residential students that

are not standard fare at the Days

Inn Work on these areas is cur-

rently underway and progress will

be communicated to faQ student

teachers before the close of spring

semester. It should also be pointed

out that raised were several posi-

tive points about the arranged ac-

commodations. These included

double beds for every student, less

competition for nearby parking,

daily housekeeping in rooms and

bathrooms, free continental

breakfast, and an outdoor pool.

Not bad benefits... don't you

think'

We hope this letter serves

to bring clarification to the hap-

pening! and activities of and

around the programs, policies and

procedures of the Office of Rest-

iducation and Housing,

Yours respectfully,

Michael Clements

Important Dates for Students in

Residence Hall Housing

August 2000

25 -HaUs open at 9 am. to all new students

27 -Halls open at 9 a.m. to all returning stud

2000

11 to 15 -RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (time, date and

location TBA in Rotunda)

18 - First day to request room change (approval based on availabil-

ity)

October 2000

02 - First day to request meal plan change for Spring Semester

02 - First day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Fall Break

11 - Last day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Fall Break

13 - Last day to request meal plan change for Spring Semester

13 - Halls close at 6 p.m. for Fall Break

17 - Halls open at 2 p.m. after Fall Break

November 2000

1

3

- First day to sign-up to stay ori-campus for Thanksgiving Break

17 - Last day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Thanksgiving Break

22 - Halls close at 1 a ra for Thanksgiving Break

26 - Halls open at 2 p.m. after Thanksgiving Break

27 to 12/1 - RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (time, date

and location TBA in Rotunda)

December 2000

11 - Winter Break departure required 24 hoars after last exam

completed

17 - Halls close at noon for Winter Break

January 2001

14 - Halls open at 9 am. to all new students and 2 p.m. to all

returning students

22 to 2* - RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (ttae, date

and location TBA in Rotunda)

29 -First day to apply to live in ARC, a single room, or off-campus

February 2001

16 -Last day to apply tolrv'eittARC.asinglerooraoTC^-carnpui

26 -Approval tetters for ARC, single rooms, and off-campus

26 - First day to sign-op to stay on-campus for Spring Break

March 2001

05 - Last day to accept approval to live in ARC, single rooms or off

07 - Last day to sign-up to stay on campus for Spring Break

09 -Halls close at 6 p.m for Spring Break

18 -Halls open at 2 p.m. after Spring Break

April 2001

06 - First day of squatting room selection

09 - Special Interest, Sorority and Fraternity room assignments due

10 -Last day of squamng room selection

11 - First day of withmbniidmg room selection

13 - Last day of within building room selection

- Between omJomg room selection

20 -Late room selection begins

23 to 27 -RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (time, datt

May 2001

12 - Hafls close at 4 p.m. following Graduation

mm
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First Response Vehicle Vandalized

ASHLEYBROWN
Asst. Opinion Editor

Between 1 and 2 a,m. on the

Sunday of Spring Weekend,

Patrick
Simmons was

on duty for the

Longwood Col-

lege First Re-

sponse Team.

The First Re-

sponse Team is

responsible for

getting to medi-

cal emergencies

as quickly as

possible to pro-

vide care for the

person until an

ambulance ar-

rives on the

scene. In order

to reach these

emergencies as

quickly as possible (average re-

sponse time is 2-3 minutes). The

team uses a small emergency ve-

hicle, which you' ve probably seen

parked around campus. Including

medical equipment kept on the

vehicle its total worth is probably

close to $10,000.

This Sunday morning,

Simmons had parked the vehicle

under his dorm room window

behind the Cunninghams. He

glanced out of his window ami

saw that the dew to the vehicle

Photo by Anthony Coktcci

was open. Thinking it odd, he

took a second look and saw four

white males and one white female

tampering wim the vehicle.

Simmons describes that the

students had broken the door,

were rocking it, and pulling knobs

and handles inside. He headed

outside and called campus police

on his radio on the way out Once

outside, he confronted the stu-

dents, who denied ever touching

the vehicle. Simmons said that

when the students heard campus

police respond-

ing on his radio,

they all ran in

different direc-

tions.

Campus
Police, with the

help of the

Nightwalkers,

searched
around the cam-

pus for the sus-

pects but came

up empty-

handed. No
progress has

been made on

the case. Luck-

ily, nothing on

the vehicle was

permanently damaged.

"I'm disappointed that col-

lege students would abuse some-

thing so important that they may
need sometime themselves," said

Simmons.

Ifyou have any information

on the five suspecte seen tamper-

ing with me emergency vehicle,

call campus police at 2091.

Headlines of the Week
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

World:

Kosovo Serb Leader Plans First Refugee Return

Heavy Fighting in Birundi, Twenty-Seven Civilians Killed

Lithuanian Court Re-Opens Nazi War Crimes Trial

Uganda Police Lack Tools to Dig Up Mass Grave

Sudan to Invite Observers to October Polls

U.S.:

Supreme Court Hears Controversial 'Partial Birth* Abortion Case.

Fate of Elian, Now Reunited With Dad, Rests With U.S. Federal Court System.

Easter Bunny in shopping mall brawl.

Dorm Project Will be

to All Bidders
KENWOODLEY
Fmwmik Htmld

Longwood officials con-

considermg the possibility

of leasing land to a private devel-

oper who would construct a dor-

mitory on South Main Street,

Construction is not immi-

nent, however. Tfcougn die Gen-

eral Assembly approved the

project, the college's board of

visitors has not yet voted to pro-

ceed. There isn't even a fully de-

veloped plan yel

That hasn't stopped rumors

from spreading, including one

that alleged the college would is-

sue stale bonds to help finance the

project for a pre-determined de-

veloper who would then make a

substantial contribution to

"I can tell you 1

1

of these stories," s*rd

*s Vice President for

and Administration, Rick

His response to that ru-

"Me way,** No truth to that

st all and, m fact it would be ille-

gal f«Loagwood to proceed that

While there may lave been

ne initial interest shown by a

devtaper, Hurley said that if the

college proceed*, the project

would be and must be open to

anyone wMieMra.

m fact Hurley added, "I

bees working wim several

And Hurley repeated what

*d said in January: The college

i advertise for proposals, ac-

pt proposals fton anyone, le-

the project to the "vendor"

Hie college would lease

to the developer, who
betid the dorm, and

to use bond financing but, Hurley

said, "The bond authority Ian

guage was stuck in there, but we
have ne intention of exercising

that authority."

Huxley said college offi-

cials needto "go back to the board

of visitors and flesh the whole

thing out..and get their final ap-

proval to proceed. When we ini-

tially discussed it in a board

meeting.„there were some ques-

tions by the board about what we

were doing and how we'd go

about it We didn't have all

answers at that time, but we
them we couldn't do anythi

until we passed through this

(the governor and the Genera!

Assembly).

Those hoops have been

cleared. "That's where we are

bow." Hurley said, "We need to

get a fully developed idea aad

proposal."

And then take it back to the

board of visitors for action. Ap-

proval by the board could come

in "the next several months,"

Hurley said, "and men we'll tut

the streets with the RFP (Request

For Proposals from any interested

developer)."

Hurley said the college will

be looking for "the best proposal

and the best package."' But the

project is not a sure bet to hap-

pen. "1 mink mere's a long way

to go to get mere," Hurley said.

There are still unanswered

questions about the proposed site

itself, die former Coles Grocery

property owned by the college,

and whether the property is physi-

cally suitable forme project h" the

site is "amenable," Hurley said,

it will be "at least a year to 18

months" before the project be-

The college has pubbeaOy

for private to

to

The of-

Article taken from the

(toproeeedwim Wednesday, April 26, 2000 «
tdoes allow Longwood tton of Thm FarmvUk Herald
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FACE 2

EDITORIAL
Well, we finally made it.

After a long, but inter

esting year, we are fi-

nally closing up die semester and

year. Exams are soon and then we
will all head home. Some of us

will return in the fall, some may
not To the graduating seniors, I

would like to say CONGRATU-
LATIONS! I would like to offer

my best wishes to you.

I would very much like to

thank George and Wendy for their

hard work and constant helpful-

ness. We have all had some inter-

esting times around here and I am
glad to have shared them with

you. I am glad that I had the

chance to work with you two and

I will miss you tons. These lovely,

fun-filled deadline nights won't

be the same. I am assuming that

you bom will be back to visit (or

else).

To everyone, good luck on

those blasted exams. Hopefully,

by the time that May gets here,

the rain will stop and we won't

have to take boats out of this

town. The Rotunda will continue

as usual in the fall. Have a great

summer and be safe!

Melissa Gill

Editor-in-Chief

(^taduate
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publication. AM letters to the editor must be typed and include

name and telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/

her name not appear on the published letter must request so in

writing, AH letters are subject to editing

The Refunds "u an equal opportunity employer.

A Message from The Rotunda
WENDY KIRKPATRICK

Opinion Editor

As another year comes to a

close, the staff of The Rotunda

would like to thank all ofour read-

ers for another great year. We
would also like to address some

concerns that some of you have

expressed to us recently. This past

semester has been a busy one for

all of us and with a staff of about

8 to 10 people, it is hard to get

every thing done. In light of that,

we decided to move to a bi-

monthly publishing schedule and

save ourselves from the extra

stress.

Even then, we discovered that

covering news around the campus

was difficult with only 8 people

that have very busy lives outside

of the newspaper. We've had

some complaints about mis and

would like to encourage our read-

ers to become writers. If you

know of an upcoming event, or

attend one, please feel free to

write about it and send it into our

office. We would be grateful for

the help.

Also, there appears to be

some confusion about the content

and basis of some recent articles.

The staff would like to remind

everyone that articles appearing

on die Opinion pages, especially

ones in the Activist column, are

just that- opinion. These pieces do

not require hard facts, but are only

die author's opinion on some sub-

ject and reflect their own experi-

ences on the matter.

Again the staff wishes to

apologize for any confusion or

inconvenience we may have

caused and would like to encour-

age our readers to continue to of-

fer constructive criticism and sug-

gestions. There is always room for

improvement and we appreciate

hearing your view. However, we

do ask that you attach your name

to anything you may send into the

office. If you wish for your criti-

cism to be published, we do not

have to print you name, but we

must have it for our records. In

the world of journalism, any in-

formation without a concrete

source is useless.

We hope this clears up some

questions and concerns for all of

you. Thanks again for a wonder-

ful year and we look forward to

serving you next semester!

aM5"«dWS
PROPS:

+ To the people in the post office! We appreciate your hard work and kind gestures.

+ To the end of the year finally coming!

+ To the senior members ofCHI about to reveal themselves. Thanks for working to

increase school spirit!

DROPS:

- To the weather. YUCK!

- To having reading day on a Saturday.

- To the dining hall for not fixing the televisions. They've been stuck that way for

days.

- To the lack of a mens lacrosse team.

Soldyea Props and Drops to rotuiKk@longwood.lwc.eda
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The Joys ofGraduation
CHRIS STANTON

Staff Writer

Graduation is finally here.

Time to walk down the isle and

grab that piece of paper to say, "I

have an education from an accred-

ited college." Hope you have lots

of money! First there is the de-

gree application: $25.00. This

tells the college you might gradu-

ate, and that they should check to

make sure you can, then tell you

you can't after you sign up for

classes in your last semester.

On the chance you are go-

ing to graduate, you need to de-

cide whether or not to walk. I sug-

gest against it If you choose to,

you need a robe, cap, tassle,

bachelor's hood / sash: about

$50.00. If you want to tell the

family, besides the phone bill, you

need invitations. I didn't get mem,

so the price is beyond me. What

about a memory or two? Grab the

Longwood Class ring: $ 1 50.00 +.

In my opinion, its ugly. You can

add many more things, like t-

shirts, bumper stickers that say

you are an alumni, and the like.

This just adds more to your cost

of graduation.

No offense, but this is all

bullshit All the differing costs for

gown attire should be one, and

cheap. You did just spend about

$40,000.00 on the college so far.

The degree should be free. Hon-

estly, while it is an achievement

it is also a piece of paper with ink.

The college should also tell

you about a year before hand what

classes are needed and how many
credits. I didn't find out till this

semester I needed 4 more credits

above my original 1 6. That is too

many credits, and extra money to

the college. Just remember, in the

end, it just might be worm it

Summary:

4 yr College: $40,000.00

Bills: $5,000.00 <total>

Gown attire: $500.00+

Family coming to Gradua-

tion: $2,000.00

Knowing you will never

have to spend another dime on

this campus again: PRICELESS

They Dw't Just

Stuff Your Mailbox!

ALLISON BEVERLEY
Business/Photo/Ads

Have you ever thought

about where exactly your mail

comes from? For some of us, we
just know that it is there when we
come by to get it throughout the

day. Some of us though, have had

the pleasure of speaking with the

people who stand behind the

counter every day.

The day begins at 7: 15 a.m.

for Lisa Wells. You may have no-

ticed her pulling a large cart

through the mailbox area full of

bags and packages. She goes to

the Farmville post office and

picks up all of the mail for the

entire campus. This includes both

student and faculty mail.

Once Lisa drops off the

load of anywhere between ten and

twenty bags of letters and pack-

ages, Allen Franklin, Joe

Lammay, and Barbara Simmons

take it over from there. Along

with the help of a few student

workers, these three sort through

all of the letters and packages. The

mail that belongs to the students

is sorted and then placed in the

appropriate mailboxes. The rest

that belongs to the faculty and

staff members ofLongwood have

theirs sorted by building, and then

department. Lisa then comes back

and picks up the mail to distrib-

ute throughout the campus.

Once the letters and pack-

ages that come from the normal

mail delivery system are put away

in the mailboxes and packages

placed on shelves, the windows

open for business. The sign out

side of the post office states that

the hours are from 1 1 a.m. until 4

p.m. I, like many other people

who live on campus, have noticed

that the windows are sometimes

open when they are getting out of

their 9 a.m. classes. This cuts

down on the line waiting and

makes picking up mail more con-

venient for students.

Throughout the day, there

are various deliveries from places

like UPS, FedX, Air Mail, etc.

Simmons sits down and records

all of the names of the students

that need to sign for their mail.

Some people have noticed

another side to these people

though. Have you ever found a

piece of mail that you know
wasn't yours in your mailbox? It

might be a magazine or some sort

of interesting newspaper. For the

students that don't seem to re-

ceive mail very often, die kind

people who work in the post of-

fice make an effort to put some-

thing there. This is their way of

saying how much they care.

Sometimes it's nice to know that

you will have some mail in your

box. Let's face it we can't all be

lucky enough to have family and

friends writing us all the time.

The next time you see any

of the four people mat work in the

post office, say "hi" and "thanks'*

for the great job that they do. It is

definitely appreciated by the stu-

dents whose lives they have

touched. Thanks to all of you

from me and the rest of The Ro-

tunda for a job well done!

*»
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NEWS &VIEWS
Citizen Leader and Student

Organization Awards
FRESHMEN LEADERSHIP

AWARDS
Melissa Paige Belvin

Anc Marie Danvir

Matthew Ryan Garber

Cecilia Dawn Gibson

Aleisha Nicole Hundley

Jessica Loleta Jones

FREDO.WYjGAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Jennifer Mary Meunier

HONOR AWARDS
Jamie Ricardo Jackson

Jessica Lynn MayfieJd

Jessica Elena Payne

Jennifer Ami Rocheford

Dorian Mark Watson

Walter Edward Webster Jr.

CIVILITYAWARDS
Amir S. Abbassy

Umar Bowers

Lori Leigh Davis

Khuoag Trao Dinh

Douglas Gregory Edmonds

Stephanie Lynne Gilliam

Sherry Marie Gw&ftney

Rebecca Harriet Henshaw

Haywood Russell Hicks

Ronald Leroy Hill Jr

Brian David Jalbert

Sandra Lynn Moore

KdtyCScott
Amanda Faye Thomasson

LONGWOOD DINING AWARDS:
FRESHMEN

Elizabeth Anne Edwards

Kathleen Beth Gingrich

Ian Christopher Kraynak

Christina Rose Poythress

Chinita Daneyelle Ray

LONGWOOD DINING AWARD:
UPPERCLASS

Torrae Kristk Brown

Benjamin Earl Koontz

Gayle Marie Powers

Alexis Monique Randall

Elizabeth Louise Yorns

VOLUNTEER/EFFORT &
COMMUNITY SERVICE

AWARDS
Tiara Nicole Fisher

KmJmm ly Lynn Gearhcatt

David Currie Helfrich

llliiiiflilwitwiw

Anne Marie Semple

WELLNESS EDUCATION
AWARDS

MOST PROMISING NEW
COMMUTERS

Jennifer Lorraine Glasscock

Ashley Morgan Finelli

ROTUNDAAWARDS FOR
BUILDING COMMUNITY

Gerald Wayne Anthony

April Annetionette Atkins

Kali Pakash Brown

Monica Dolores Brownell

Amy Ellen Chaffins

Dana Nicole Dankls

Georgina Maria Gonzalez

Andrew Christopher Gray

Melissa Anne Lumhard

Bevin Ann Rice

Krisshorna Danelle Walker

KeUy Mark Whitmore

Leslie Clayton Wray

CinZEN LEADER AWARDS
Alicia Marie Bennett

Tiffany Aim Blair

Meredith Anne Bowman
Whitney Pendleton Browning

James Darnell Cabmess, II

John Edward Carbonneau

Briarme Michelle Carroll

Mary Catherine Julie Anna Czaja

Abigail Margaret Evans

Carrie Ann Fowler

Heather Ann Goins

Kellilyn Byrd Jones

Lynnea Marie Kinlein

Catherine Irene McRac
Amy Beth Mogetz

Cheryl Elizabeth Olson

Karin Robson Schwab

Kristina Michelle Skelton

Amber N icho le Stone

Kristi Marie Thomas

Ashley Elizabeth Toncy

Amanda Brooke Trivette

JocklynAIeathaWebb

John David Wiggins

FrederickW Winterraantel, III

JOAN OF ARC AWARDS FOR
VISIONARY LEADERSHIP

Karl Philip Boehm
Amber Carol Giles

Katherine Blaine Gilliam

Robert Edward Havey, HI

OUTSTANDING STUDENT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO

LONGWOOD
Amanda Mary Benedict

Kim Jean Bradley

EMzaiseffi

Jeromy Hart rrencn

CONTRBUTIONSTO
COMMUTER LIFE

Rawls

V^ady Sac Kifijwlricfc

.KayMarhu*
i
**- —

-

Mosy
iBUeal

PRINCEPS DISTINGUISHED
LEADER AWARD
David Steven Gingras

PRESIDENTS AWARDS
Amy Rene Bradley

Rodney Eugene Jones

CIVILITY
Alpha Phi Omega

Big Siblings

C1TI2EN LEADERSHIP
Equestrian Team

Resident Assistants

Women's Tennis Team

BEST NEW STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

Independent Innovation Marketers'

Association

MusliM Student Association

BEST PUBLICITY
Mortar Board

MOST IMPROVED STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

Phi Beta Lambda
Wellness Advocates

MOSTEFFECITVE
COMMUNICATION

Student Government Association

MOST CREAITVE
ORGANIZATION
Lancer Productions

VOLUNTEER EFFORT
Alpha Kappa Alpha

First Respondera

MOST SPIRITED
Orientation Leaders

OUTSTANDINGCOMMUNITY
BUILDING

ARC Hall Council

Commuter Student Association

Physical Education Majors Club

LIVING, LOVING, LEARNING
Students Educating for Active

DEANS' AWARDS FOR
ACADEMIC INVOLVEMENT

Beta Beta Bea
Dob's Student Advisory Board

.Pi

Redd

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
ADVISORS

DustiaD.l

Gary D
Donald L Trott

iDJ

Crime Stats
JAMES A. HUSKEY

ChiefqfPotice

Longwood College

DATE
"-01-00

3-02-00

3-03-00

3-03-00

3-03-00

3-04-00

3-05-00

3-07-00

3-08-00

3-08-00

3-09-00

3-04-00

3-09-00

3-14-00

3-14-00

3-22-00

3-22-00

3-22-00

3-23-00

3-25-00

3-26-00

3-26-00

3-26-00

3-28-00

3-29-00

3-29-00

3-30-00

3-31-00

OFFENSE
Harassing calls

Suspicious call

Underage poss

Larceny

DIP
Alcohol overdose

DUI
Lost property

B&E
Harassment

Underage poss

Larceny

Larceny

Vandalism

DUI
Larceny

Larceny

Drug poss

Vandalism

Hit-N-Run

DIP
Suspicious person

Larceny

Larceny

Harassing calls

Possible overdose

Larceny

DIP

LOCATION
Curry

ARC
Lancer Hall

Coyner

Hull Lot

Stubbs

Spruce SL

Wygal

N.Cunn
Dining Hall

M. Cunn

Spruce St.

FrazerLot

S. Cunn

Madison St.

Lancer Cafe

Main St Lot

Curry

Wynne Lot

Jarman Lot

Spruce St.

Wheeler Lot

Stubbs

Chambers St

Wheeler

ARC
Rotunda Office

Madison St.

DISPOSITION
Pending

Pending

Geared

Pending

Cleared

Cleared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Geared

Cleared

Pending

Pending

Cleared

Geared

Pending

Geared

Pending

Pending

Geared

Cleared

Geared

Pending

Pending

Geared

Pending

Geared

Fed up with the two-party, childish

wrangling? Put an experienced

independent for Virginians to consider

on the US Senate ballot.

This is not a debate club.

This is an active movement.

www.wood4senate.com

Mortar Board 2000

is now accepting Oktoberfest t-shirt designs!

Submit a design using the theme:

"Let The Blue Shine Through!"

Send design to Box 2914 by

Friday, May 5t 2000

Prize - $50 and a free t-shirt



To The Following Newly ElectedStudent Government Representatives:

I* President -Jessica Payne President - Peter Moon President - Guy Xrafton* Axteff

U

'Z VP - Kimberiy Gearhart VP - Heather Wffls VP - Patricia Monan

7<

Secretary - Chris McNulty Treasurer - James Beit

Secretary - Sarah Anastas

'Z
a

Brandy Brinkley

4 ^ Joe ckJen

Thomas Xhip" White John T. Hastingsm
4

19

•* Krtsnn Hefmstetter

Amy Kramer

BryanSheetz

Jeffrey Kepler

Chrissy Garvin

AnnaMick JamesHanson

Student Government Assoc
Leading The Force For Positive Omnge.

V*. **.»*.» r*.*
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CAMPUS andCOMA
Saturday Sw

28th 29th 3L
Student Composers

Concert

inWygal *

@ 3:30 p.m.

Commencement
Rehearsal

in Jarman |?

@ 4:00 p.m.

Coffeehouse Night with

Fran Snyder

in the Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway Room
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Alumni Event:

Milestone Reunion

Weekend

Lunch at Lankford

on the Patio

@ 12:00 -2:00 p.m.

LP Movie; The Sixth

Sense

in die Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

All Night Band Jam
in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.-

2:00 a.m.

PRAXIS Testing

in Hull

@ 7:00 am. -

5:00 p.m.

Athletic

Ban

in Dining I

@ 6:C

Midnight

,inDini

@ 11:0

1:30

Examin

Students having three examinations on one day may
arrangements with the student

Exam Day/Date

Monday, May 1

9 am-

ENGL
Conflic

I

Career Center News
Education Recruitment Fair, Wed, May 10, 8:30 a,m.-5 p.m., Lancer
Gymnasium, Call 2063 for details

Interested In Human Resources, Career Counseling, Recruitment?
Looking for an internship for mis summer or next year?

Career Center Intern wanted for summer, fall and/or spring semesters
(could be one semester internship).

Academic credit can be earned with proper arrangements.

For information contact Linda Haas Manley or Niki Fallis at 2063.

Tuesday, May 2

y, May 3

Tharaday, May 4

Friday, May §

Moaday, May 8

T/R

M/W/F

T/R

M/W/F

M/W/F
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day Monday Tuesday Vfabesday

th 1st 2nd 3rd
wards

let

[1 SalonA
p.m.

reakfast

I
Hall

p.m. -

m.

xam Time Again*

tion Schedule Spring Semester 2000

c one of the examinations during a scheduled makeup period. The instructor works

Day Saturday, April 29, 2000

tm

, lOland

8:00 am

:00 am

- i am

2pm 5 pm 7 pm -10 pm

f/W/F 10:00 am
M/W Classes with start times of

*:15 pm or later & Monday
Evening Classes

T/R 12:30 pm
T/R Classes with start times of

5:30 pm & Tuesday Evening
Classes

M/W/F %%m pm
M/W Classes win start times of

4:00 pm & 5:30 pm & Wednesday
Evening Classes

Tm 11:00 am

T/R Classes with start times of
•:15 pm or later A Thursday
Evening Classes A Conflicts &
Makeup

M/W/F 12:00 BOOM M/W/F 1:00 pm

M/W/F 3:0© pm T/R 2:00 pm, Conflicts *
Makeup

Your textbooks have
their highest
resale value

during finals week.

- Drop by during finals

| and get the most
bucks for

your booksi

Huvhack llmirK

May 1 Ihru May 5

9:00 am fa 6;fl0pm

May 6 (Sal.)

MiOOamto 2;00pm
May 8 thru May 1

1

9:00am to 5;00pm

Register for Prjyfs!

Sign up for Pre-Pflrkfirf

f all POORS
r

-

\

num..
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kevinm
Csilrndar Editor

AMY DOWN THE ROAD IAPULP

MUCH SOON

One smaH step fcr man, one giant leap for mankind 2, lb infinity and beyond 3. On the made 4, High feasai^
i. Peace on carts 6. Reverse psychology 7. Fttgn-me apartments 8. Season's Greetings 9. Eyes an fte road

Graduate Studies/Environmental Studies

YQUWELLSCGEKEBJ
PTDALMASCHOOZGB
D Z KNOT NE B S MAR KS
F I UAURKMAGJ XI BX
RCIJINBRSSEGRUB
I

N

B

E

E

M

HRCNOS UGREP
SHOVUYVOTRQ
YHTMTWPZAPF

Z Q E N

X I X E

Z G L L

X W I K

I J M R

B K M E

M W X M

BUCKALEW
FERGUSON
LEHMAN
MORIARTY

E H M A N M J I

F X G A R

D W H H X

X M C S P

S U D M T

CI A W V B

W P R E D B

Y K I N H F

T J Y F D I

u B U C K A L E W M Y

T T RAW
BENTON
DALMAS
KOSARCHYN
MERKLE
WELLS

E T S C H L

BURGESS
GARCIA
MARKS
STEWART

Movie Review:

Keeping the Faith
KIMURANN

Features Editor

Not being very involved in

one religion or another, I found

nothing offensive aboat Keeping

the Faith. Be warned, those of

you who are religious: You might

be greatly offended.

But it is all in good fun. As

long as you do not go

into the movie thinking

that the characters are

perfect examples of a

priest and a rabbi, you

should enjoy yourself.

The movie stars

Ben Stiller as the rabbi

and Edward Norton as

the priest. Not generally

known for being come-

dic in his roles, Norton holds his

own against heavyweight come-

dian Stiller.

The plot revolves around

Stiller and Norton, who grew up

as best friends, and a girl they

have not seen since eighth grade,

played by Jenna Elfman, I do not

want to give away the rest, but

you should know that two of

them fall hi love, and the third

falls in love with one of the other

two.

The offensiveness comes

with things like a rabbi scream-

ing, "Holy shit!" or a priest who

goes on a drinking binge.

These are not uncommon

things to hear on a college cam-

pus, but to hear them coming from

a person of the cloth can

be offensive, or humor-

ous.

I took the humor-

ous route. I really en-

joyed the movie, and

Norton and Stiller have

great chemistry. I al-

most believed that they

had grown up together

There are some

obvious one-liners in the movie,

and it drags a little towards the

end, but do not let that hinder you

from watching an all around fun

movie.

Not plagued by violence,

sex, or racism, Keeping the Faith

is a fresh romantic comedy that

shows a movie does not have to

w^ptPKPn

Shi
EVAMORELOCK

Guest Writer

Not being very familiar

with the Pat MeOee Band before

picking up the new CD, Shine, I

was a bit skeptical about the

sound mat me
projects.

After lis

tening to Shine

approximately

five times now,

I must say that

I am im-

Pat Mc-
Gee has t

sound that it

difficult to find

in the music

world the*

He ha* toe acoustics and

sound of Dave MhIIIm u * Band

with the melodies and words of

Hootie and the Blowfish.

To say that the music is

unique is an

Rather than having a highly

electric sound Kke most bands

now, Shine sounds primarily

acoustic.

Shine is fuB of interesting

and different sounds that range

from a banjo in

songs like

"Drivin*" to

chimes and

bongo drums
that are used in

songs like "Any-

body.'

Shine is

notaCDfuHof
"hard" music, so

if dial it what

yon ait k">Wg
for, mi* CD is

net for you.

However, if you an look-

ing for a quality CD that you can

Hstentoorttudyto.Steitfttdefi-

nitcly aCDtothink
***
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Learn German This Summer
AtURI

Contact: Or, Norbert Hedderich

Dept, of Languages,

URI, Kingston, RI028 -

Phone; 401-874-^7*0

E-mail; hedderk@uri.edu

Hearing impaired: 4<

II 111 ill III II
mil j< in it

Island

WE WANT TO HELP FIGHT THE HIGH
COST OF TEXTBOOKS!

Register to WIN
FREEandDISCOUNTED
TEXTBOOKS for FALL2000

'RESERVE your textbooks (we will

pre-pack them) and you are

registered! It's that easy!

First Place: Free Textbooks for Fall
Maximum Value $300

Second Place : (3 winners): 20% OFF
Textbooks for Fall

Third Place: (5 winners): 10% OFF
Textbooks for Fall

'Reservation forms in the Bookstore or

Reserve on longwood.bkstore.com

® TOYOTA

T0Y0TA-101
MOKE VALUE/LESS MONEY

NTRODUCINGtheaunew

TAm
THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruise the highway at 40 MPG\..very thrifty Power? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech

16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 108 horsepower

any time you want it. And best of all, Echo is the lowest priced Toyota!

New flBBBHB thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

r q&TOYOTA reotvalu—,«v»fydoy.-
1 wWW.gett0yOta.GOm

•m. limQSfMmj

i-
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SPORTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Carrie Armstrong, the only

member of the team for 4 years,

played #6 singles with a record

of 17-4, was a member of the

CVAC all-tournament team, and

academic all-american,

"Carrie lost to two good play-

ers from Pfeiffer and Lees-McRae

during the regular season and beat

them both in the CVAC tourna-

ment and raised her game at the

most important time. Her team

was 4-9 her first year and 3 years

later she plays on the best Long-

wood team ever at 23-2."

-Coach Wolden

Jen Morton: started all 3

years (graduating early), played

#5 singles with record of 21-3 in

singles and 20-2 in doubles. She

was the CVAC tourney MVP and

is an academic- all i

"There was no one else on our

team that I wanted out there when
the match was on the line. Dur-

ing the clinching match in the Ut-

ter pan of the second set and all

the third set she played the beat

SPRING SPORTS SENIORS
SAY THEIR LAST GOODBYES
tennis of her career when it

counted the most"

-Coach Wolden

Bonnie Maholchic, started

all 3 years at #1 singles, record

of 12-10 this year in singles and

21-1 in doubles. She was voted

2nd team all-conference, all-cvac

tournament team, academic all-

american.

"Bonnie is the emotional

leader and best player on a very

good team. She played excep-

tional doubles in the tournament

that helped set the tone for the

victory. She could have gradu-

ated, but came back to play one

last season." -Coach Wolden

Wentzel of Virginia Beach.

brought us from an unranked

team to #7 and now to #4. She is

aggressive, strong, and has good

judgement on the field. Sidelined

with a back injury her senior year.

Heather has continued to be a

leader and a strong force in the

success of the team!"

-Coach Grubbs

#14 Heather Wentzel

2000: Tri-captain... started in

15 of 15 matches... potent force

on defense... scored two goals for

two points... had 45 ground balls,

32 caused turnovers, and 12 draw

controls. Career: Started all 55

matches played in... scored five

goals with five assists for 10

points... accumulated 151 ground

balls, 68 caused turnovers, and 50

LACttOSSF
#26 Heather Branson

2000: Tri-captain... started six

of eight matches... excellent de-

fender... scored two goals for two,

points... acquired three ground

balls and five caused turnovers...

out most of season due to injury

... assists in coaching defense.

Career: Started 43 of 46

matches... scored two goals with

one assist for three points... ac-

quired 65 ground balls, 3 1 caused

turnovers, and five draw controls.

Personal. Liberal Studies major

with a concentration in elemen-

tary education... daughter of

James and Paulanae Branson of

Virginia Beach.

"Heather Branson has been a

major contributor to our success

in the last 4 years. Her outstand-

ing defease and leadership has ter of John and Mary Louise

"Heather "Smokey" Wentzel

is the pivot point of the defense.

draw controls... earned academic

All-American status as a junior.

Personal: Liberal Studies major

with a minor in biology..

She is fast, aggressive, and will-

ing to take a risk. In a tight situa-

tion, she will be the one to read

the attack and come up with the

ball. Heather Wentzel is the glue

that keeps the defense together!"

-Coach Grubbs

#17TlnaWhitaker
2000: Tri-captain... started in

all 16 matches this season...

scored 12 goals with five assists

for 17 points... had 35 ground

balls, 19 draw controls, and 16

caused turnovers. Career: Started

43 of 54 matches.,, scored 38
goals with 35 assists for 73 points

...accumulated 116 grounds balls,

34 caused turnovers, and 52 draw

controls... ranks #2 among LCs
elite in career assists with 35. Per-

sonal: Biology major with a mi-

nor in art., daughter of John **v]

Christine Whitaker of Virginia

Beach.

'TinaWhitakert3our(

tor. She makes things happen in

mid-field and is the brains behind

the movement on attack, Because

of her ability to see the play, she

has been ranked both at Long-

wood and nationally for her out-

standing number of assists. I can't

imagine a season without these

seniors. They made it happen!!"

-Coach Grubbs

WOMEN'S GOLF
Katie Soak, captain

2000 average of her years at

4/27/00 is 1579-83.11.

Throughout the spring she

was currently ranked third on her

team. She has an average this sea-

son of 588-84.00.

In the fall of 1999, she was

third on the team with her aver-

age of 991-82.58. She had scores

at TBI of 83-76-159, at Radford

(82-80-162), Perm State (83-83-

86-252), Charleston (84-79-81-

244), and then finally at ECAC
(86-88-174).

In her junior year, Soule had

an average of 1728-36.40. She

was then ranked number five. Her

spring average last year was 957-

87.00.

Then in her sophomore year

she was sixth in her squad. She

had an average of 85.41 through

her first two years. Her freshman

year, Katie had an average of

90.94.

Katie has improved every

year she has played and competed

on the women's golf team at

Longwood. She is a well rounded

athlete, including her spirit, and

enthusiasm for her team.

WOMEN'S TENNIS, LACROSSE, GOLF
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BASEBALL, MEN'S GOLF, SOFTBALL
BASE,BAfl,L

Doug Kennedy #7

team co-rookie year of the year

as well.

ion, and Td love to see that hap- ing 1537 shots in 20 rounds of

pen. He is a very good player and golf, last year he led the

All four years Kennedy has a key member of our lineup when

been a crucial part of the Long- bis confidence is riding high. We

Third base

2000: 42 games, 171 AB, 61

HR, .357 average, 43 RBI's, 48

runs, 1 1 doubles, 3 triples, 6 HR,
.561 -SLG%, 3 stolen bases, 4 sto-

len base atempts, 33 PO, 85 A, 10-

E, .922 field %
In 1999Kennedy had an av-

erage of .338. He played in 46

wood baseball team He was the

lone senior this year for the team.

He is from Roanoke, Virginia,

graduating from Cave Spring

High School.

MEETSWLF
TobyTowier

2000: His overall average is

1083-77.36. His year-to-date av-

erage is 1488-78.32. He had a fall

average of405-8 1 .00. He shot an

individual best in the fall of 77-

83-160 on a 36 hole course. He

also shot an individual best on a

54 hole course with a 85-79-81-

245.

In 1999 he won the Landing

View championship with a 67-73-

-142. In 1998-9 season he hit 18

rounds of golf, averaging a 80.72

with 1435 shots. In Towler's

1997-98 season he averaged

80.11. He had 721 shots in 9

rounds of golf. Then in his fresh-

man year he competed in ten

rounds of golf hitting 827 shots.

He had a beginning average of

82.70.

According to Coach Fillman

before this semester, "It's clear

need him in the form he was in

for several events last spring.''

Jason Copetand

2000: His overall average is

1061-75.79, the best on the team

this season. His year-to-date av-

Lancers during each tourna-

ment. HewasfourmintheCVAC

tournament. He had a average last

year in the spring of 923-76.92.

In the fall his average was 614-

76.75. Finally he was selected as

anAU-CVAC player as well.

SOEXBALL
Kelly Walsh

#13, first base

Prior to the spring semester

Coach Riley commented, "Kelly

played very good defense, and

provided stability at first base.

She has a lot ofraw power at bat."

2000: Kelly has started 12 of

21 games and earned five RBI,

eight hits, five runs,22 at bats for

a .364 batting average. Walsh has

114 putouts and five assists fora most outstanding player at first

.975 fielding percentage with an base that has accumulated 594

outstanding performance in a 10-

2 win over Belmont Abbey(went

3-3, with four RBI, one run, one

double, and two triples)

Throughout her career at

Longwood Walsh has started 78

of 94 games. She is one of the

putouts and 20 assists for a .995

fielding percentage.In her junior

year she was the team's first base

starter.

She is also a member of the

cheerleading squad atLongwood.

games, staring in 43. He also had that Toby has an intense desire to

136 Ab, 40 runs, 46 hits, 12 close out his career in strong fash-

doubles, 1 triple, 4 HR, and 30

RBI's. His field % was .884.

Doug in 1998 had an

outstnading year, starting all 37

games for the Lancers. He had

122 AB, 30 runs and 41 hits. His

average was .336. He had 12

doubles, 3 HR, 29 RBI's, and a

field % of .865. He was selected

to the AU-CVAC second team.

Beginning his college career

Kennedy started all 43 games of

the season. His average was .370.

He completed his freshman year

with 135 AB, 35 runs, 50 hits, 13

doubles, 3 HR, and 35 RBI's His

field % was .894. He was the

freshman athlete of the year of

Longwood. He was selected as

Yearly Records of 1999-2000

at Longwood College

Women's Soccer- 14-5-1, 10-1 CVAC, #5 seed

for ECAC

erage is 1922-76.88. But in the

fall his average was 861-78.27.

He shot an individual best on a

36 hole course in the fall with a

77-77- 154. He also shot an in-

dividual best with 80-75-79-234

on a 54 hole course.

He has only been at Long-

wood for two years, but in those

two years Jason has brought tal- Field Hockey- 1 3-8, ECAC runner S Up
ented aspects to the program. Ac- Somen's Basketball-20-9, 14-4 CVAC

ZZXZZtlZZ Softball- 34-23, 14-8 CVAC, CVAC
ample, and that means as much runner's up
to our success as the number!he ^ 10-5-1, #4 in the nation
posts. Although he struggled with *-**" vr»»w

this game during the fail, i know Women's Tennis- 23-2, 9- 1 CVAC,
Jason will do what be has to do to CVAC champs

!

elevate his play and continue to c rvAr
be a leader for us both on and off Men S Soccer- 9-10, 0-5 CVAC
the golf course." Men's Basketball- 4-22, 2- 16 CVAC

11-9In the fall, 1999, he shot 11

rounds of golf completing 861

hits. He had an average of 78.27.

Then in his junior year, 1998-99,

he had an average of 76.85, hav-

Wrestling-

Baseball-

Men's Tennis-

26-16, 12-14 CVAC (4/26)

12-12, 4-6 CVAC,
CVAC quarterfinalist

1FYI FORALL STUDENT-ATHLETES:
WOMEN'S GOLF, TENNISAND LACROSSE
TEAMS ARE WAITING TO HEARABOUT

POST-SEASON PLAY!

GOOD LUCK TO ALL!
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SPORTS INFORMATION
BECKY TAYLOR
Sports Editor

MEN'S QQLF;
rmiNCVAC

"We have gotten ourselves

into a position over the pastmonth

in which we had a fairly good

chance to challenge for a confer-

ence title and earn a regional

berth. Unfortunately, we did not

handle things the way we're ca-

pable ofand never gave ourselves

the opportunity to be a threat."

-Coach Fillman

23 rounds of golf, average:

Shadday- 76.22

• Jansson= 76,96

• Copeland= 77.35

• Towler= 79.06

•Pugh= 79.91

• Martin= 80.00

•Hite= 80.13

• Jones= 80.46

NEW SCHOOL RECORD
WITH TEAM AVERAGE OF
306.61 FOR YEAR

LACROSSE:
10-5-1. #4 nation

Stats leaders:

• Smiths 63 p«.
• Denson= 42 pts.

• Hilben= 34 pts.

• Hadrys= 26 pis.

• Beattys 25 pfe.

• Bunn= 232 saves, .646

save % for 930 minutes

NEW SCHOOL RECORD
FOR ASSISTS IN A SEASON
WITH 76

• Smith- 74 career assists,

30 season assists, and 7 match
assists

• Bunn- 632 career saves,

232 season saves, and .646 sea-

son save %
SOFTBALL;

34-23. 14-8 CVAC
CVAC ninn«-> up

Stats leaders:

• Wolff-Cottssoulos= team-

high 64 hits,.358 BA
•Whe*fcr= .352 BA team-

high 5 triples

• Rays ,343 BA, 19 RBI's
• Agnew= .327, team-high

12 doubles

• Potts* .322 BA» team-

high 26 RBTs, 5 triples, 14-11

pitching, 1.90ERA, 82 strikeouts

• Papadepoulos= .302 BA,
team-high IS assists

• Booths 10-6 pitching,

2.09 ERA, 69 strikeouts

-Wackp 10-6 pitching, 2,76

ERA, 61 strikeouts

NEWSCHOOL RECORD
FOR 57 SEASON GAMES, 1411

AT-BATS, 448 HITS, 72

DOUBLES, AND 367.1 IN-

NINGS PITCHED
• Wolff-Coussoulos- 179

season at-bats

MEN'S TENNIS:

12-1 2, 4-0 CVAC
Stats leaders:

• Petersen^ 16-10 singles

• Djazovie= 15-10 singles,

2-10 doubles

• G. Bilalagic= 14-12

singles, 6-5 doubles

• Henley= #3, 13-9 singles,

6-5 doubles

• I. Bilalagic= #1, 7-17

singles, 2-10 doubles

• Green= 6-7 singles

WOMEN'S TENNIS;
23-2. 9-1 CVAC

CVAC CHAMPIONS!
"The team believed in

themselves and played as close to

perfect as they are capable of

playing. For this team to improve

from seventh to fourth to first in

the conference over the past three

years is beyond our expectations."

- Coach Wolden

Stats leaders:

• Morton= 21-3 singles, 20-

2 doubles

•Williams-Tober= 21-3

singles, 18-10 doubles

•Armstrongs 17-4 singles

• Veazey= 1 7-7 singles, 21-

I doubles

•Shaw= 16-8 singles, 18-10

doubles

•Mahokhic= 12-10singles,

21-1 doubles

•Ramsey= 20-2 doubles

NEW SCHOOL RECORD
FOR NUMBER OF WENS INA
SEASON WITH 23 o

BASEBALL:

26-16,12-14 CVAC
Stats leasders; (42 games)

•WatkiBs*.403BA8HR,
50 RBI's

• WUson= .390 BA 4HR,
23 RBI's

• Knicely= .385 BA, 11

HR, 43 RBI's

• Pfitmes .372BA 9 HR,
36 RBI's

•Kenney=,357BA6HR,
43 RBI's

•Costa=.344BA,5HR,38
RBI's

•Hermans .333 BA

•Thompsori= 6-3 pitching,

4.96 ERA
• Ellison= 5-4 pitching,

4.21 ERA, 10.85 strikeouts/ 9 in-

nings

WOMEN'S GOLF
Stats leaders:

• Matkovich= 316-79.00,

YTD- 1245-77.81

• Beamer= 497-82.83,

YTD- 1456-80.89

• Soule= 588-84.00, YTD-
1579-83.11

• Shwen= 620-88.57, YTD-
1662-87.47

• Hussey= 676-96.57,

YTD- 1816-95.58

THE TEAM'S AVERAGE
IS CURRENTLY 2029-338. 17

CONGRATS
go out to Dwayne

Beam for receiv-

ing the title of

Head Athletic

Trainer at

Longwood.

Way to go!

PLAYERS OF THE
WEEK TOTAL FOR
THE 1999-2W0
SCHOOLYEAR

Soccer-

4

Field Hockey. 3
Basketball-

7

Golf-

2

Lacrosse- 3

Softball-

2

Tennis-

3

Men's sports;

Soccw- 5

Basketball-

2

Wrestling-

5

Golf-

4

Baseball-

5

Tennis-

1

CONGRATULATIONS!

Weyaaske Ira And High Street

Diner Have Rooms Available For

Rent -FaU

Street)

Dorm and the

Per Room

Laundry

Private Sink and Mirror m Every

»*GWobFi
* Resident Seeurny vm
• Central A/C (Included in ftfee)

-- Buad lo Suit

14'

i

I Shift*

S»m%k f f

14*

fHii»jli '
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Show Me the Money!
SUSANMUL
Staff Writer

Attention: Read this

article. ..it may SAVE YOU
MONEY...not to mention a little

bit ofheartache and regret

It is two and a half weeks

into die semester. Things aren't

going as well as you thought they

would? Thinking about dropping

a few classes to lighten you- load?

Thinking about dropping out of

college completely?

You might want to rethink

your choices. According to Jeff

Scofield, Director of Financial

Aid, when dropping out of col-

lege, "the student gets hurt the

hardest"

Recently, there have been

two major changes in Financial

Aid Regulations. The first, "Re-

turn of Federal Title IV Funds

Policy,"* basically states that if

you withdraw from all classes it

may result in a change in institu-

tional charges for the term.

In laymen's terms: If you

drop out, you still owe Longwood

College money for the classes you

did not attend. It is very possible

that you could drop out and owe

Longwood College anywhere

from $1,200-52,450 and maybe

more.

The bottom line is you

could owe a whole lot of money,"

says Scofield.

Now consider this: you

drop out, no degree, nowhere to

go-and you owe a few thousand

dollars to Longwood College for

classes that you didn't even at-

tend. Wouldn't you rather rough

it through the semester, try your

best, and learn something in the

process?

The Second change in Fi-

nancial Aid Regulations states

that "to continue to receive finan-

cial aid the students mist make

satisfactory progress.'*

Financial aid no longer re-

lies solely on your Grade Point

Average, but also on how many

ofyour courses you actually com-

plete.

As long as you complete

See AID p. 4

Freshman Enrollment Skyrockets
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

After braving entry into the

21st century, Longwood College

braces for the arrival of its larg-

est class in history.

The college received de-

posits from 90S freshmen, a 1 %
increase, bringing the number of

students to approximately 3650.

With this increase of fresh-

men, Longwood also saw an in-

crease rate for minority, out-of-

state, and re-admit students. De-

spite the continued growth,

Longwood fell in the rankings put

out by U.S. News and World Re-

port from seventh place to 1 1th.

Robert Chonko, Director of

Admissions, regarded the drop in

ranking as published by U.S.

News as a slight change, repre-

senting nothing to be alarmed

about

"Because of the manner in

which die schools are ranked, for

example, money given by alumni,

Longwood fell slightly," re-

marked Chonko.

He said that the numbers

this fall are better and be expects

a return to the top 10.

President Patricia Cormier

regarded this change as normal

based solely on the fact that

though we are continually grow-

ing, so are our competing schools.

"With 3662 students on the

Farmville campus and approxi-

mately another 250 students

served by satellites of the college,

the total number of student is

roughly 3900," Commented
Chonko.

Longwood College has

reached a milestone with over

3300 undergraduates. This in-

crease puts the college on or

ahead of the scheduled plan to

reach 5000 by 2007.

Chonko regarded the in-

crease in out-of-state students, up

from over 30 students last year to

60 this year, as an important

achievement in recruitment. This

increase shows that the strength

of the college's name has contin-

ued to grow outside of the state.

Chonko contributes this

growth to Longwood** increased

focus on technology.

Chonko praised the

college's endorsement of off-

campus living, stating that offer-

ing different styles of living not

only brings money into the town

and with it an increased wave of

development, but is also impor-

tant as a recruitment tool.

In addition, the number of

minority students rose 15% ac-

cording to President Cormier.

When asked about contin-

ued growth, Chonko remarked

that he expects next year's class

to be slightly smaller, at 885 stu-

dents as apposed to 896.

In addition to the growth in

enrollment, Longwood College's

standards have also increased.

The average SAT score is up 10

points to 1070 and the average

GPA rose to 3.2.

With the growth in stu-

dents, comes an increase in both

faculty and programs. Chonko

said, "Longwood is not large to

be impersonal, but large enough

to offer more opportunities."

Freshman enrollment has

continued to grow with 667 in

'96, 732 in '97, and 816 in '98.

The Five-Year Strategic

Plan for the college calls for a to-

tal enrollment of 5000 by 2007.

Protecting Yourself from Assault on Campus
UZRKHARDS

StaffWriter

After a summer of lying

poolside, or working to earn

money, it's that time again when

students start getting back to the

reality of college.

Being home over the sum-

mer may have supplied numerous

students with a security blanket

that their parents provided. Now
that everyone is back on campus,

the student body shouldn't be

snuggled under then "Wankies"

anymore.

Assault can happen to any-

one, but it can be prevented if stu-

dents take proper precautions, and

know what resources are available

to them in case an attack does oc-

Many steps can be taken in

order to avert an assault Discuss

your expectations about sex early

in a relationship. Bring it up while

the two of you are on a date, or at

a party.

Making assumptions in a

dating relationship can tend to

date rape. Communication is es-

sential in creating mutual con-

sent; with-

sex be-

comes date

rape.

Pay
attention to

your in-

stinctive

sense; if

something

does not

feel right, it

probably
isn't.

If either person does not

want sexual activity to take place,

the other person must accept and

respect that decision.

In some ways, ignoring

others' feelings can lead to date

or acquaintance rape.

The use of alcohol and

other drugs is a significant factor

in acquaintance rape and dale rape

on college campuses.

People who are intoxicated

sexual conduct may not necessar-

ily be voluntary consent

Report any incident or

threat of sexual assault to the Po-

lice, even ifyou are unsure about

how to define

what hap-

pened to you.

Report the in-

cident even if

the offender

is not a stu-

Farmville Police (phone*: 392-

3303) are also resources that stu-

dents can take advantage of if they

seed to report an assault.

The percentage of sexual

assaults related to Longwood has

gone up 60% over the past three

years, and the number of liquor

assault arrests has gone up 64%

in die past three yean.

This should give students

some insight on die dangers of

that are rapidly rising on

or under die influence of drugs

may not express themselves

clearly or hear others clearly.

If you choose to drink al-

cohol, know your limit. If your

partner is under the influence of

alcohol or drugs, recognise Aat

submission or participation in

Long-
wood stu-

dents have ac-

cess to

Nighrwalkers

(extension:

2091), a program that provides

students with free walks home

during the night hours.

This service is available

Monday through Friday, 8 p.m. to

12 a.m., and Saturday through

Sunday 8 p.m.-2 a.m. The Cam-

pus Police (extension: 2091), and

Everyone is entitled to ms

or her safety, however there are

those that get a rush from robbing

others of it

Students are encouraged to

take advantage of the

Nighrwalkers program and take

proper precautions when going

out especially if there is alcohol

involved.

If students make ate right

choices, they can all return home

safely this summer.
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EDITORIAL
Welcome, fellow Long-

wood students. I hope all

of your summers went well, and

that you are ready to come back

to classes, tests, essays, and stress.

Things I know I always look for-

ward to.

Already, this has been a hec-

tic year, which has seen many

changes to Longwood and The

Rotunda.

Our editor for the past three

semesters, Melissa Gill, has left

not only us, but Longwood as

well.

She will be missed by our

staff and many students around

campus.

Melissa was always the glue

that held this paper together, and

without her we have been left

slightly mystified.

When I was told of her depar-

ture, I wondered what would hap-

pen to the paper.

We have been running since

1920 continuously and suddenly

it seemed that it might all come

to a crashing halt.

So, I took the initiative and

asked to try to fill in for her. I was

excited about the opportunity and

scared to death.

Melissa did not leave an easy

act to follow, and the only thing I

can say about it is that I will try

my best.

After this semester, The Ro-

tunda staff will vote to decide if I

should remain editor or not for the

remainder of the year.

For right now, though, I do

not think it will help the situation

to possibly change editors again

in the middle of the semester.

I would also like to extend my
sincere thanks to quite a few

people on my staff.

Allyson Blake, Michele Th-

ompson, Kevin Rock, and George

Lanum have become institutions

of the paper, and God knows this

issue would not have come out

without their help.

The Rotunda
Box 2901

Longwood College

Farmville, VA 23909

Editor-in-Chief

ChiefCopy Editor
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Features Editor

Calendar Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor/Business Manager

General Manager

Sports Photo Editor
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Faculty Advisor

Phone: 804-395-21 2C

Fax: 804-395-223/

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Kim Urann

Michele Thompson
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Jared Underwood
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I also want to thank Jared

Underwood for stepping in when

our Sports Editor took a leave of

absence and doing a great job, I

might add.

He has already become one

of us, working more than 8 hours

Wednesday night with the rest of

the staff.

Stephanie Riggsby kept me
sane Wednesday night as well,

when I felt like I was going to tear

my hair out more than a few

times.

We, the staff, elected her Of-

fice Manager because of her

unique ability to remain calm and

know where everything is in this

cursed place.

And it was only her third time

in the office, ever!

Thanks go to Brian Jones and

Kevin Bopp for helping us out

with photos in a usual last minute

crunch. I said it last night, and

I'll say it again, you guys, rock!

Once more thank you to the

Intro to Journalism class for stop-

ping by and editing the rough

drafts. That helped immensely.

Okay, I think that's it for

thank yous.

I hope this paper will meet

with your great expectations of

what a college paper should be,

and I really hope you take into

consideration the fact that it has

been a hard transition for us.

But, we're making it, and all

in all, I'd say we did a fairly good

imitation ofjournalism.

We are going to have some

new columns this year. Make sure

to look for the weekly Lancer Pro-

ductions, Career Center, and

Sports Editorial.

I am looking forward to

working with this staff; they are

my friends, my co-workers, and

my partners in madness.

We plan to bring you more

investigative reporting, more

opinions, and more interesting

information about your alma

mater and mine, Longwood.

So, please try not to stress too

much and enjoy your year(s) here.

Remember, too, that college is

about fun (?) and we are all care-

free young adults (???).

Until next week, folks, please

remember this if nothing else:

TWELVE MORE WEEKS
LEFT!! (That's only, like, 3

months, too!)

Kimberly Urann

Greetings from

Longwood Dining
Dear Editor:

I would just like to welcome

all the new freshmen and return-

ing students to Longwood. I hope

that this year will be even better

than the last.

Things are pretty well geared

up in the dining hall. There is a

new batch of freshmen employ-

ees, who are doing a great job.

However, please remember

that they are new and are still get-

ting used to the place. Please have

patience with them.

Our other big news is the sec-

ond dish room will be up and run-

ning sometime this semester. Un-

til then one of our concepts is

plastic service wear. I'm sure it

will help everyone move through

the dining hall more efficiently.

Also, if anyone is interested

in some extra spending money,

the Cafe is hiring. Please call Pam
at x2640 if you are interested in

working.

Some other things that every-

one should know, but I would like

to remind you.

Please take up your own tray

to the dishroom window. The din-

ing hall employees are very busy

ensuring that the food is full and

the place is clean.

It is your responsibility to

clean up after yourself.

Also, please do not put ice

cream in the beverage glasses.

Those glasses have a tendency to

shatter if their temperature

changes rapidly.

So please use a paper or plas-

tic cup if you want a root beer

float.

Please remember to be con-

siderate to the employees. They

are people just like you. Please

treat them like you would like to

be treated.

Again I would just like to

welcome everyone back and say

that I'm sure we will have a great

year at the dining hall.

If you have any comments or

questions, please feel free to use

the comment box by the deli.

Ben Koontz

Head Student Supervisor

®gaodJ)RM3

PROPS:
* To the Movers & Shakers for moving freshmen and upperclass-

men in on move-in days

* To Stan Wilson for designing the Mover & Shaker logo

* To the dining hall employees for being courteous and helpful;

that's not part of their job, is it?

* To Lancer Productions for the great movies this year, and as

always, die free popcorn

DROPS:
* To parking, once again, or should we say the lack thereof

* To the summer hours of the dining hall and cafe

* To Desk Aides for not being courteous and helpful; isn't that

their job, anyway?

* To whoever decided to charge parents coming to Family Day
this weekend; note to parents: just take your kids to Charley's.

It'll be cheaper and much better food.

Send yjaff Props and Drops to rotuuTtk@longwofxLlwc.edu.
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Dispelling the Myths about Greeks
MEUSSA BROADUS

Guest Writer

With each new semester

come many things: new classes,

new professors, seem-

ingly more work, and

Sorority and Fraternity

Recruitment. Every

semester there is an ar-

ticle about how terrible

Greek organizations

are to join.

The truth is that there are a

lot of myths about sororities and

their recruitment process and it's

time to clear up a few of those

myths.

First and foremost let's dis-

pel the myth about strict contact

and strict silence, the period of

time during recruitment where

Sorority members are not sup-

posed to be hanging out with non-

Greeks.

First, this does not mean

that Greeks and non-Greeks can't

speak to one another; however it

does mean that they cant speak

to one another about recruitment

or sorority related things.

Sororities have gotten the

bad rep of being snotty during that

time because they are sticking to

their "Greek friends." The things

that must be realized is that these

rules were made to make recruit-

ment fair for all potential mem-

bers who are going through the

to many things such as, National

Organizations, Rituals, Philan-

thropies, Housing and yes, so-

cials.

This money goes to support

these chapters in all the things

they do; it is not simply buying

friends.

The friendships

that are made when join-

ing a Greek organization

are genuine and have

nothing to do with the

money that is paid.

All Greeks do is

party. This myth has

been around for so many years

and has been influenced by mov-
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like the one published in Rolling

Stone Magazine.

We are "Social Fraternities

and Sororities," but that is not

all that we do. Each Chapter

has a national philanthropy

and local philanthropies. Some

of these include Girl Scouts of

America, Breast Cancer

Awareness, Cystic Fibrosis,

Diabetes Foundation, Adopt-

A- Highway and the list goes

on.

By simply having philan-

thropies you must do something

for it whether it be donate money

or go spend time with people.

Every year Greeks

fundraise money for their chari-

ties, clean up their highways, and

participate in the community in a

positive way. So do we party?

Yes, but there is so much more

that we rarely get credit for, too.

The other great myth that is

associated with Greeks is that we

all haze. Time and again I know

people have read articles in maga-

zines and in newspapers about

hazing traditions. The fact is that

hazing is illegal.

All nationally established

Greek organizations have position

statements on hazing. Hazing is

not something that is taken lightly

and it is not tolerated on

Longwood's campus.

Every year these are the

same myths that show up. People

genuinely have been misinformed

about Greek Life. Going Greek is

a choice. At some point you de-

cide whether or not that is the

right choice for you.

Being Greek

offers many won-

derful things: life

long friendships,

leadership skills,

and support system

of about 30-50 other

individuals.

Some people

feel Greek life is just not for them.

This is a choice all people have

to make.

Whether you go Greek or

not, it's all up to you, but at least

you can make the choice without

all the myths to fog your decision.

Speafr Out

Hw dpm fwl about

the grating enrollment

9f tongtfPPd College/

" I think Longwood is trying

to grow without a plan. What

are they going to do with all

these people? I came to

Longwood because it was a

small school"

Uan Chen

Senior

"A lot more thought needs to

go into it There is an

overgrowth in the dorms and

in parking. The students are

unhappy with the professor to

student ratio."

Kat Stevens

Junior

The school is too small to

increase enrollment. Anytime

you have transitional housing

in the lounges, then it's too

small."

Taneshia Kirby

Senior

"I have been here for six

years and every year enroll-

ment has gone up, but the

amount of people allowed to

move off campus has stayed

the same. The rules are set up

against you."

Marty Boone

Senior
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Longwood Welcomes New Police Chief New Places to Study Abroad
ALLYSON BLAKE

News Editor

Ifyou have been to campus

police lately, you may have no-

ticed someone new. That some-

one new is Longwood's new po-

lice chief, Charles Lowe.

Chief Lowe came to

Longwood from the Medical Col-

lege of Georgia where he was the

assistant chief. Lo-

cated in Augusta,

Georgia, MCG is a

specialty school for

health sciences. Al-

though there are only

2,500 students en-

rolled at MCG, the

police department at

MCG consisted of

7,000 employees,

very much unlike

Longwood's police

department. The rea-

son there are so many

employees is because the campus

is surrounded by three hospitals,

so there is always a lot going on.

Chief Lowe decided to

leave the department at MCG be-

cause he wanted to be a chief and

to do that he knew he would have

to move to a different school.

"I wanted to come to a

smaller, residential liberal arts

school and I wanted to stay in the

southern region," he says.

With these requirements in

mind, he got on the Internet and

looked for ajob as a chief at a col-

lege and that is when he found

Longwood.

"I found a posting for the

job ofchiefat Longwood College.

I put in an application and came

to Longwood to be interviewed.

I fell in love with the campus,"

Chief Lowe says.

When asked how he liked

Longwood so far. ChiefLowe had

one thing to say.

"It's good!" he says.

Photo by: Kevin Bopp

Although he is still adjust-

ing to Longwood, ChiefLowe has

found Longwood and its students

to be very positive.

"I was pleasantly surprised

at how polite and courteous the

students are and how willing they

are to make input and tell me the

things they like and the things that

they want to see done at

Longwood," he says.

He is also very impressed

with the administration here at

Longwood.

"There is a commitment
from the top to the administration

to make Longwood the safest col-

lege in the country. They are very

ready to make an investment in

public safety," Chief Lowe says.

Chief Lowe has set many
goals for the police department

here at Longwood.

"I want to help bring some

modernization and professional-

ism to the department and I want

to create a safe environment for

^^ the students so they

can concentrate on

studies without worry-

Iing
about their own

personal safety or

property safety," he

says.

I

In order to cre-

ate a safe environ-

ment, Chief Lowe
plans to implement

many new safety mea-

sures. Two of his big-

gest safety measures

right now are to have

new emergency phones and extra

security in the dorms.

"I am currently working on

getting new emergency phones

that are easier to see and use and

available anytime. Another

project is to talk to organizations

as well as individuals about issues

they may have. It is very impor-

tant to me to get information from

students directly about the issues

they may have."

Ifyou would like to contact

Chief Lowe, you can call him at

Campus Police, x209L

New Voting Trends on College Campuses
KERIRESH
Jobtrack.com

MORE THAN 80% OF
COLLEGE STUDENTS PLAN
TO VOTE INTHENEXTELEC-
TION.

College students are eager

to participate in the election pro-

cess. Mote than 80% of college

students plan to vote in the up-

coming election according to the

results ofa survey released today

by JOBTRAK.COM, the nations

leading online job listing service

fbrstudents and alumni. 51% be-

lieve the Democrats will be bet-

More than 1,000 college

students and recent graduates re-

sponded to the questions "Do you

plan to vote in the next election?"

and "Which party do you believe

is better for the economy?" Fol-

lowing are the results:

"In the late '80s and early

'90s, when we had a Republican

president, many children saw par-

ents lose jobs, homes and their

self-esteem, when they were laid

off during the recession," said

Kathie Johnson of Pepperdine

University. "Quality of life was

dramatically reduced and families

struggled to survive.

These same children be-

came young adults over the last

eight years, and during this time

they watched as their families re-

gained the lifestyles they were

once accustomed to and some

experienced even greater prosper-

mf ^^ *f

VOTE
IB

ity.

So, why wouldn't many of

today's 1 8-24 year olds think that

die Democrats are better for the

economy?"

"These results are in line

STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
General Manager

The International Studies

Program at Longwood would like

to announce some of their new

and exciting programs for study-

ing abroad for a semester. The

program has extended students'

opportunities in England by add-

ing The Universities of

Sunderland, Leicester, Kent-Can-

terbury, York, Essex, Bradford,

and now includes the Mary Im-

maculate College of the Univer-

sity of Limerick of Limerick, Ire-

land. Longwood also has other

campuses in England, France,

Austria, Germany, Spain, and

Venezuela. Dr. Linda Goff, the

director of the department, would

like to remind all students that

studying abroad isn'tjust for those

students who speak a second lan-

guage. The key is early planning

in all aspects of studying abroad

and that includes fees, major and

general education requirements.

If interested, please speak with

Dr. Linda Goff, Director of Inter-

national Affairs at X2823, or visit

the web page:

http://web.lwc.edu/staff/

wtucker/studyabroad/index.htm

Cont'd from p.l

75% of courses you have

enrolled in, maintain a minimum
GPA of 2.00 (freshmen must

maintain a 1.80), and complete

160 total attempted hours by the

end of your four years here at

Longwood College, you'll be just

fine.

Anything short of these re-

quirements may result in Finan-

cial Aid Suspension.

So, are you still thinking

about dropping out?

information taken from

Financial Aid Issues Bookletfor

the fall of 2000 distributed by

Longwood College FinancialAid

Office.

**lfyou have any ques-

tions, feel free to contact Jeff

Scofield, Director of Financial

Aid, at x-2078 or at

jscofield®longwood Iwc.edu

"Do you plan to vote in

the next election?"

"Which party do you be-

lieve is better for the

Yes 83%
economy?"

No 12% Democrats 51%
Maybe 5% Republicans 35%

Independents 5%
Neither 7%

with recent student behavior on

the Cal State Fullerton campus

where we had a record turnout

this past year in student elec-

tions," said Jim Case, Director,

Career Planning and Placement

Center, California State Univer-

sity, Fullerton. "Our students are

showing that they are very inter-

ested in their citizenship roles,

whether they are participating in

a Service-Learning Internship,

exploring public service careers,

or voting in an election. They are

well on meir way to becoming the

next generation of civic leaders."

"Having a voice and par-

ticipating in the decision process

are important values of college

students, both in the political

arena and in work settings," said

Dr. Larry Smith, University of

Oregon, Career Center Director.

Ken Ramberg, Co-founder

ofJOBTRAK.COM connnented,

"Because of the Internet, today's

college students are very much in

tune with the upcoming election.

Never before have students had

an ability to so easily research

candidates* platforms and discuss

their views with other students

nationwide. This seems to trans-

late into a greater participation by

students in the political process."

One poll taker said. The
economy is in die best shape that

it has ever been! So, why mess it

up nowV
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New Source for Career Help
CAREER CENTER

In an effort to reach as

many students as possible and

help them to plan effectively for

careers, the Career Center is en-

couraging students to register

with JOBTRAK the largest and

most popular career site on the

web for college students.

This program was imple-

mented last year, but many stu-

dents either don't know about it

or have not used it To encourage

more students to utilize the site,

the Career Center has imple-

mented a new policy this fall. In

order for students to receive as-

sistance, such as individual ap-

pointments, mock interviews, in-

ternship opportunities, etc., stu-

dents will need to be registered

on the site," said Niki Fallis, Di-

rector.

The Career Center staffcan

sort the registrants by major, de-

gree, year in college, interests,

future educational plans, etc. This

allows the staff to send appropri-

ate e-mail messages to students

informing them of upcoming ca-

reer fairs, workshops, programs

and internship opportunities.

"Regular e-mail does not

allow us to sort information in the

same way that JOBTRAK does.

Many students who have regis-

tered on the program have com-

mented that they appreciate re-

ceiving information that is rel-

evant to them. Students are sent

briefreminders about CareerCen-

ter programs, events, and on-cam-

pus recruiters. In the spring, we
send information about internship

opportunities and summer jobs.

In addition, more than 300,000

employers have used the system

to post full and part-timejobs and

internship positions," said Linda

Haas Manley, Assistant Director.

Other benefits of the

program include the ability to post

resumes, obtainjob search advice,

network with professionals and

compare cost of living in hun-

dreds of cities.

Registration takes five

to ten minutes and can be done

from any computer that accesses

Expanded Hours at Career Center

CAREER CENTER

In order to meet the needs

of students as indicated by a sur-

vey taken last semester, the Ca-

reer Center will offer extended

hours on Wednesday evenings.

"We wanted to respond to

students* requests for later career

library hours, individual appoint-

ments and evening workshops.

We will monitor the number of

students who utilize the center

after 5 p.m. on Wednesdays and

evaluate the need to continue mis

service in the spring and beyond,"

said Niki Fallis, Director.

"It is sometimes difficult

for students to visit our office be-

fore 5 p.m. due to work schedules

and classes. We wanted to offer

students more options, and we

hope some students will visit us

during the later hours," said Linda

Haas Manley, Assistant Director.

Career Center hours for fall

semester are M, T, R, F 8:30 a.m.-

5 p.m. and Wednesday 8:30 a.m.-

7 p.m. For information on Ca-

reer Center programs or services,

students are encouraged to call

395-2063, send an e-mail to

lccareer@longwood.lwc.edu,

visit the website at www.lwc.edu/

administrative/career/
homepage.htm or stop by

139.

com**-
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Important Dates for Students in

Residence Hall Housing

August 2000

25 - Halls open at 9 a.m. to all new students

27 - Halls open at 9 am. to all returning students

11 to 15 -RESIDENTIAL STUDENTFORUMS (time, date and

location TBA in Rotunda)

18 - First day to request room change (approval based on availabil-

ity)

October 2000

02 - First day to request meal plan change for Spring Semester

02 - First day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Fall Break

11 -Last day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Fall Break

13 - Last day to request meat plan change for Spring Semester

13 - Halls close at 6 p.m. for Fan Break

17 -Halls open at 2 p.m after Fall Break

November 2000

13 - First day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Thanksgiving Break

17 - Last day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Thanksgiving Break

22 -Halls close at 10am. for Thanksgiving Break

26 - Halls open at 2 pm after Thanksgiving Break

27 to 12/1 - RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (time, date

aari location TBAmJbOtMa*)

1 1 - Winter Break departure required 24 boors after last exam
completed

17- Halls close at noon for Winter Break

14 - Halls open at 9 a.m. to all new students and 2 p.m to all

returning students

22 to 26- RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUMS (time, date

29 - First day to apply to live inARC, a single room, or off-campus

February 2001

16 -Last day to apply to live in ARC, a single room, or off-campus

26 - Approval letters for ARC, single rooms, and off-campus

permission

26 -First day to sign-up to stay on-campus for Spring Break

05 - Last day to accept approval to live in ARC, single rooms or off

07 -Last day to sign-up to stay on campus for

09 - HaUs close at 6 p.m for Spring Break

18 - Halls open at 2 pm after Spring Break

April 2001

06 - First day of squatting

09 - Special Interest. Sorority and Fratermrv

10-
11-
13-
17-
20-
23 to 27 -RESIDENTIAL STUDENT FORUM

i I'SAM MfSMMHy

12 -Halls close at 4 p.m.

MM



SPONSORED BY SGA AND SEAL

Students (Student Organization Members) are invited to

participate in Longvwxxfs tradition and signature program:

Citizen Leader Day. Please complete the Registration Form.

Registration Forms are available in Phyllis Mable's Office -

Lancaster 159 - Extension 2039.

BECOMING

THE PEOPLE

WE NEED
Committed people increasingly recognize

the strengths of both interpersonal and

systematic thinking."

- from Common Firs- Datoz, Keen, Keen, Parks

Join your peers fa this special student learning occasion. Our

teachers and leaders are from Appalachian State University -

Lee Burdette Wi&ams, Director of Educational Programs, and

Jenny Koehn, Community Service Coordinator.

AM Registration Forms are needed by 18 September. Please

bring them to Phyffe Mabte's Office - Lancaster 159.

SPONSORED BY SGA AND SEAL
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Welcome Back, Graduate Assistants
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Movie Review: The Perfect Storm
CELESTE CARD

Staff Writer

The Perfect Storm is based

on the true story of the Andrea
Gail, a fishing boat that sank off

the coast of New England. This

was a great idea, how-
ever, the finished prod-

uct failed to live up to

this potential.

The acting left

much to be desired.

George Clooney por-

trayed the captain of the

Andrea Gail. He did not

give his best performance in this

film. The only other recognizable

name in the film was Mark
Wahlberg, and face it, he's just a

pretty face.

All the characters were
flatly depicted. The writers are

partly to blame. They failed to

give the audience well-rounded

individuals to which they could

relate.

The viewer wasn't given

the opportunity to care about the

lives of these people. This was a

true story, a story about real

people. The film did not show this

to the viewer. None of the char-

acters seemed real.

There are a few touching

moments when the audience be-

lieves the characters may come to

life, but these are few and far be-

tween.

On a positive

note, the effects were
outstanding. A lot of
time and energy was put

into graphically recreat

ing the perfect storm.

The storm is portrayed

very well, as is the build

up to the storm.

In fact some of the scenes

were filmed during an actual hur-

ricane. The director did this in or-

der to make the movie more be-

lievable.

However, the moviemakers
should have focused a little more
energy on the development of the

characters.

All in all the movie has
great effects, but something was
left undone in the way of
storytelling. On a scale of one to

ten. The Perfect Storm rates a six

and that's being generous. In short

don't waste your money

- sTr&r-ioski—
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sw
14th 15th

Board of Visitors

Meeting

Convocation: Speaker

Linda Hitt Thatcher

Attorney & Alumna

in Jarman

@ 4:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in the Nottoway Room

@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

"Community

Breakfast"

with the

Board of Visitors

in Dining Hall Salon B
@ 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

LP Movie:

Shanghai Noon
in the ABC Rooms

@5:30&
8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night: featuring

Billy Joel Impersonator

- Carl Rosen

in Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.

LfT U& IN ON THe HOT dfTAilS

•••

If you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events...anything

under the sun, let us know! Email us:

rotunda@lonqwoodJwc.edu

16th
Board of Visitors Public

Scession

BBQ & Bill Kraus

on Lankford Lawn

@ 11:30 a.m. -

1 :00 p.m.

Family Day

on Lankford Lawn

@ 12:00 -4:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer

vs.

St Andrews

@ 2:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs.

St. Andrews

4:00 p.m.

Comedy Duo: Bill

Kraus Bean & Baily

in Lancer Cafe

@ 9:00 p.m.

V>
Field

Randol]

@ld

Coi

dinr

Hei

100°/

now
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dUNITYCALENDAR

m
tday Monday Tuesday

18th 19th 20th
Hockey Interviewing Skills Orientation to Career Authors Series:

vs. for On-Campus Center and JOBTRAK Peter Meinke
3h-Macon Employment Registration poet and author
00 p.m. in the Career Center in the Career Center in Wygal Auditorium

(Lancaster 139) (Lancaster 139) @ 8:00 p.m.

-

@ 4:00 p.m. @ 3:30 p.m.

Crossroads 1 Chamber Music Series:

Meeting Vogler Duo -

in the Amelia Room Cello / Piano

@ 7:30 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium
* @ 7:30 p.m. * ..

:

Dkware - We stopped doing

«cr parties! Have a beautiful

new 17 - piece sets left!

ivy surgical stainless steel!

'o waterless! Was $1,600.00 -

$395.00 lifetime warranty!

1-800-434-4628

7WC All HtwT
91.3fm

now with 350 watts ofPOWER. (

We are looking for a few good DJ's!
When: Every Sunday Night at 9:00 p.m.

Where: Hlner Auditorium
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Deluca Provides "A Blue Dream Experience"

BRYSON MINNIX
Staff Writer

One of the handful of truly

interesting events to occur on the

Longwood campus is the yearly

return of hypnotist Tom DeLuca.

Students were already abuzz

about the earlier show as they

packed into Jarman auditorium in

droves. Over 500 students

watched his 7:00 p.m. appearance

and the 9:00 p.m. show was per-

formed before a near capacity

crowd of approximately 1 100 stu-

dents.

The audience was so antici-

pating Deluca's entertainment that

they cheered loudly for some ran-

dom man announcing that seats

were so scarce that saving places

for stragglers would not be per-

mitted.

When the real Tom DeLuca

stood up he was resoundingly

greeted by a heart-felt standing

ovation. Most of that regard was

well-deserved for a four time

NACA Campus Entertainer of the

Year and Novelty Award winner.

In addition to his campus

and corporate circuits, DeLuca

has surfaced on the covers of Roll-

ing Stone, People, the front page

of The Wall Street Journal, and

once again the main stage of

Jarman Hall.

After the initial uproar, he

polled the audience for return at-

tendees. I was surprised to find

that I was a member of the small

slice of audience who was new to

the DeLuca experience.

After warming up with a time

prediction slight, Deluca asked

for volunteers to be the evening

entertainment. With that the

floodgates opened and students

stormed the stage like he was giv-

ing out orgasms. Through

what I'm sure to

be a very scien-

tific and formu-

laic process,

DeLuca cut a

choice twenty

from the herd to

join him on

stage. Once the

volunteers were

comfortably
seated, Deluca

tried to quiet the

audience and be-

gan to attain the

wills of the lucky

select. He
trimmed the fat of the group by

cutting the fakers, nonbelievers,

and unresponsive until he had

roughly a dozen wills to do his

bidding.

Content with this final col-

lection, Tom DeLuca took off his

jacket as if to signal that he was

now serious and ready to dive into

his exhibition.

The program started simple

with suggestions that all of the

volunteers could follow from

their seats. DeLuca had the par-

ticipants casting fishing lines,

driving a Ferrari, getting hotter

then colder by degrees, and smell-

ing odors coming from the audi-

ence and their neighbors. Three

guys on the row seemed to be tak-

ing too much delight in each
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other's aromas. I was relieved that

Deluca put a stop to this display

before a three-way erupted, al-

though I never would have imag-

ined that I'd be happy someone

actually prevented a threesome.

Now sure that the group

was receptive to his suggestions,

DeLuca had his entranced brood

become a bit more active by par-

ticipating in a bodybuilding con-

test. He asked some members

why they should win the contest

and two of the most convincing

arguments were "Cause I look

good, for real, come on" and my
personal favorite "I'm the best

momma in die house."

DeLuca started dividing

his tasks and had subgroups of

two or three volunteers perform-

m ing. Two students

were trying to

conceal priceless

art works, two lost

control of their

tongues when
asked to give their

names, three be-

lieved themselves

to be the most

beautiful people

in the world, and

two male partici-

pants acted like

professional bal-

let dancers.

Another

volunteer became a well-traveled,

compulsive liar who had been to

Hollywood, Africa, and the moon.

Through the course of the

show the audience was treated to

an alien and her translator, a mar-

tial arts display by "Bud Chan",

the self-assassination of a top spy,

and a visit from the Fun Police

Chief.

Hillary Thorpe described

being hypnotized as "falling

asleep and waking up."

When DeLuca woke the

volunteers from their trance they

appeared as if they had been

roused from a Van Winkle-like

slumber.

Most of the volunteers in-

terviewed claimed to have been

truly under the sway of DeLuca.

JeQuan Baul, known as J.B.

to his friends, was initially en-

tranced but mid-show "came out

of it" and stayed on stage.

Tia Richardson, a member

of Longwood's Women's Basket-

ball team, remembered nothing of

her performance, but her friends

told her everything. Based on the

facts relayed to her she wished she

could have seen it.

All of the interviewed vol-

unteers had seen Deluca's show

before and would be willing to

join the show again. Larry Sand-

ers, a Longwood student, voiced

that "it was a great show. I rec-

ommend anybody try it." rmwith

Larry on this one.

Next year 111 be back again

when Tom DeLuca rolls into

town. Ill can't let him make a fool

ofme on stage, at least I can laugh

at the fools whom he does.

The Sixpenny Publess

The best kept secret in Farmville

ILLUSIONS, INC.

Located m Soath Street behind Maeido's

We have i wide selection of....

iMdiei pftf, pMttst, NjutfS Mm bfwff
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NtfRT tfiirn, f'\»t f Mitchm! ctns dn« rap pcntt

Utbnj, BewY elfs , mitstie tHi tnd btra Brxfarti

College students reeeive a 10% disceant

ea every purchase !

0pe«TM$.$tt 10-6 391-3500 '

MICHELE THOMPSON
Copy Editor

Over the summer FarmvUle

gained a new eatery, the Sixpenny

Pub and Restaurant.

It is located next to the Ex-

ecutive Inn, just before Route 15,

on Third Street Simply put, take

a left onto Third Street from Main

Street and keep driving until you

see the sign for the restaurant on

the right hand side of the road.

The interior is beautiful,

with hardwood floors, soft light-

ing and an environment I did not

expect to find in Farmville. While

inside I could almost forget where

I was. The walls are hung with

photos and paintings, some of

which are for sale. Music in the

background contributes to the

"Old English" atmosphere.

The menu contains a wide

variety of items, including appe-

tizers such as potato skins, and

fried alligator tail; main courses

such as lasagna, cheese burgers,

steak, and swordfish; and desserts

such as Swiss chocolate mousse,

cheesecake, and berry rhubarb

pie. They also have an extensive

wine list, beer, and mixed drinks

including Tequila Sunrise, and

Martini.

On the other hand, though

they have a good variety of alco-

hol, they have no pub. It is only a

restaurant with no separate bar

The prices are very reason-

able considering die quality of die

food, but for one person h aver-

aged around $22 for drink (non

alcoholic), appetizer, meal, des-

See SIXPENNY p.ll
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Weekly Update from Lancer Productions
Welcome back all returning

students and welcome to the new
students as well. Lancer Produc-

tions would like to tell each stu-

dent bow pleased we are to see

the involvement of the students

during these first few weeks of

school.

The freshmen weekend
went over very well. It is great to

see such a high involvement from

our new students.

We hope that enthusiasm

continues throughout the rest of

your college career here at

Longwood.

Orange Crush got a great

response from the freshman. This

Eighties band gave a fabulous

performance Thursday night, Au-

gust 25th.

The movie Mission Impos-

sible 2, which played in the ABC
rooms, brought in a good crowd.

We are glad that the new

schedule for the movies (which is

5 p.m. and 8 p.m. every Friday)

is going over well. Junction's per-

formance Saturday night gave its

usual excellent turn out

This past weekend was

Lankford Live. Thursday night

we had Tom Deluca, the hypno-

tist, who always wows crowds

with the way he hypnotizes

people on stage.

Tom Deluca packed the

house as usual and gave two hi-

larious performances. Thank you

to all of those who participated,

and I hope that you enjoyed your-

selves.

Friday night there was a

BBQ out on the Lankford Lawn

which featured entertainment

such as Mike Williams, the come-

dian, and Dakkota, a country rock

band.

We also had the robot,

Gizmo, roaming around campus.

Also on Friday night at 8

p.m. the movie The Skulls played

in the ABC rooms of the Student

Union.

We would like to thank all

of those students who showed up

for Saturday night. The laser tag

was great, the star flicks were hi-

larious, and the buttons and car-

toons were great memorabilia.

The Friday night at 5:30

p.m. and 8 p.m. the movie Shang-

hai Noon will be playing in the

student union.

Also on Friday night in the

Lancer Cafe at 10 p.m. revel in

the music and style ofCarl Rosen,

a Billy Joel impersonator.

Saturday is Family Day

from 1 1 a.m. until 2 p.m. on the

Lankford Lawn where you can

enjoy the musical entertainment

of Bil Kraus.

In the evening at 9 p.m. in

the Lancer Cafe enjoy the musi-

cal stylings of Bean & Bailey, a

comedy duo.

We have worked hard to

provide a great variety of enter-

tainment.

Ifyou have any suggestions

or comments about any events

please feel free to stop by the

Lancer Productions office, room

207 in the Student Union.

If you are interested in join-

ing Lancer Productions, we have

meetings every Monday from

6:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. in the

"A" room of the Student Union.

We are looking forward to

a year of fun and excitement.

Rotunda Action Shot of the Week

Photo by. George!

Career Corner
Dear Career Corner:

I am a junior majoring in

psychology and I'm beginning to

think about careers.

I like my major, but what

kind ofjob can I get with this

degree, will it pay enough and

where do Ifind it?

- Clueless

Dear Clueless:

You have a lot of choices.

The challenge will be deciding

what you want to do and making

plans to achieve your goal. Your

ultimate career choice may or

may not seem related to your

major. Employers want to hire

people who can think critically,

write well, communicate effec-

tively and perform on the job.

Employers expect that you will

be able to do these things after

four years of college, regardless

of your degree. Your task will be

to articulate your skills and ex-

periences so the employer gets a

clear picture of what you can do

for the organization. If you have

not been involved in a group on

campus, held a part-time job,

volunteered or participated in an

internship, now is the time to gain

some practical experience. These

activities will help you to define

your strengths and interests. Of-

ten, volunteer and internship ex-

periences lead to full-time em-

ployment.

In response to your sal-

ary question, pay rates depend on

the industry, area of the country,

level of skills and education re-

quired, etc. What type of lifestyle

do you require? The answer to

this question will help you to know

if a particular field or job "pays

enough."

There are several ways to

find out more specific answers to

your questions, but particularly the

ones about "what can I do" and

"where to find opportunities." The

Career Library, located in

Lancaster 139, contains several

resources that outline typical and

not so typical careers for psychol-

ogy graduates as well as recent

salary information. In addition,

two events on campus would ben-

efit you in your research. We en-

courage you to attend the Career

Exploration Fair, Thursday, Octo-

ber 26, 3-5:30 p.m. ip Lancer

Gymnasium and Alumni Speak

Out: Formula for Career Success,

Monday, October 23,

7 p;m. in Lankford ABC
Rooms. During both events,

alumni from a variety of majors

will share information about their

career paths and what they did in

college to prepare. You will have

the opportunity to ask them ques-

tions about how their Longwood

experiences helped them profes-

sionally. These events offer you a

great way to start making contacts.

Of course, the Career

Center offers individual appoint-

ments and workshops that you are

welcome to attend. For a full list

of events, visit the web site at

www.lwc.edu/administrative/ca-

reer/homepage.htm, email us at

lccareer@longwood.lwc.edu, stop

by Lancaster 139 or call us at

2063. Good luck to you in your

career exploration and don't hesi-

tate to call on us!

SIXPENNY Cont pg. 10

aged around $22 for drink

(non alcoholic), appetizer, meal,

dessert and tip.

The food was well pre-

pared anddelicious, and the ser-

vice was excellent. What you get

for your money is an appetizer

large enough for at least two

people to share, main dish with

the vegetable of the day, your

choice of a side and a caeser or

garden salad, and ifyou have room

a delicious dessert.

If you cannot afford the

whole shebang, I recommend go-

ing in for just dessert and a cup of

hot tea or coffee.

***

[^A^>

Kevin Rock was attacked late Wednesday night in Lancer Cafe



RETIREMENT INSURANCE UAL FUNDS TRUST. SERVICES TUITION

It's a simple calculation:

TTAA-CREF's low expenses

mean more money
working for you.

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

fund can equal better performance.

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.

We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so

you can see for yourself that no matter what your

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF

variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

to 0.34%.'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,

superior customer service and strong performance.

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

$215,000

Low-Cost Account

$176,000

High-Cost Account

EXPENSES 2

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment

of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns

and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only

and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future

results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect uues.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

1
1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefufly

befoK you invest. 1 . Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1 .40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% h
mat, but not actuary at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distrib-

utes the CREF and TTAA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable

annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIM and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and
annuities, • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services, • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. O 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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Mens Soccer Makes the Rounds
PRESS RELEASE

Longwood went 0-1-1 during

the past week, dropping a 3-0 de-

cision to nationally ranked #21
Francis Marion (SC) September
9 at Lancer Field after

tying CVAC opponent

Limestone (SC) 2-2

September 6 in South

Carolina.

The Lancers, 0-1-2,

were scheduled to play

at non-conference op-

ponent Concord Col-

lege September 12 in

West Virginia before

returning home to host

CVAC opponent St.

Andrews (NC) at

Lancer Field Septem-

ber 16 at 4 p.m..

Against FMU, LC
trailedjust 1 -0 at the in-

termission before the

visiting Patriots secured the win

with two second-half goals.

Sophomore keeper Whit Morris/

Douglas Freeman HS made four

saves during his season debut for

the Lancers.

At Limestone, LC trailed 1 -0

at the intermission before twice

rallying from deficits with a pair

of penalty-kick goals -- the first

from junior midfielder Steven

Collett/Westem Branch HS at

Photo by: Anthony Coiucci

51:55 before classmate and

midfielder Andy Plum/
Brentsville HS forced the final

deadlock with just 5:20 remain-

ing.

The goal by Collett was his

collegiate first at Longwood. Jun-

ior keeper John Kennedy/Norfolk

Catholic HS made five saves as

LC outshot LM 27-8.

Darkness prevented the two

teams from playing overtime as a

Limestone women's
match prior to the men's

contest ran late after its

officials did not arrive on

time.

Through three

matches, Plum leads

Longwood in scoring

with two goals totaling

four points (1.33).

Collett follows with

a goal for two points

(0.67), and sophomore

defender Scott Spilman/

Oak Hills (OH) HS adds

one assist (0.33).

Kennedy has played 210

minutes in front of the

net, allowing three goals

(1.29) with 15 saves for an .833

save percentage.

Following the St. Andrews

match, Longwood travels to

Shepherd (WV) September 21.

Field Hockey Is On The Road Again
JARED UNDERWOOD

Sports Editor

Look for a bright season mis

year from the field hockey team.

"If we have any chance to go to

the NCAA (tournament), it's mis

year - in my opinion," said goalie

Stephanie Potter.

Potter is also one of three cap-

tains on what appears to be an in-

credibly talented field hockey

team. "This is the best team I have

been on since I have been here,"

exclaimed Potter. Cheryl

Andrukonis agrees with her. Ac-

cording to her, *The team is in-

credible. We have a lot of talent

and have the potential to go all

the way."

The team seems to be strong

in all facets of the game. They are

a more experienced team as well,

only having 5 freshmen on the

team this year. But the freshmen

are getting playing time too, and

they are making a contribution.

"Everyone is contributing. We are

all a serious threat on the field,"

says Andrukonis.

Winning may prove difficult

though. The ladies have only six

games here at friendly Barlow

Field. The team is on the road for

thirteen games this year.

Stephanie Potter says, "It would

be nice to be at home a little more.

Personally I don't mind the travel.

Of course we get on each other's

nerves, but who doesn't? We are

very close this year - like a fam-

ily."

Also, the team plays more Di-

vision I teams this year, includ-

ing games against Virginia Tech

and the University of Richmond,

as well as having already played

against Virginia Commonwealth

this year.

The ladies are already off to

a good start this season with wins

over Bridgewater College and

Eastern Mennonite University.

Women's Golf Dominates Invitational

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood won the team

competition of the Tina Barrett In-

vitational women's golf tourna-

ment on September 9-10 with a

two-day total of 6 16.

The score was 32 strokes bet-

ter man second-place Dartmouth

(NH), who finished with a 648.

Tusculum (TN) finished third

with a score of 693, Catawba

(NC) was fourth (714), Anderson

(SC) was fifth (724), Wmgate
(NC) finished sixth (742), and

Kutztown (PA) finished seventh

(860).

Head Coach Cindy Ho was

pleasantly surprised by the team's

performance. "I definitely did not

think we were going to be this

dominating so early,'' Ho said. "I

haven't seen scores in the low

300*5 here since 1995. Last year

we nay not have even broken 330

at our golf course."

Longwood woo the event on

the strength of junior Vicki

Matkovich/Wheeling Park (WV)
HS (76-73-149), local senior

Mandy Beamer/Nottoway HS
(75-76- 1 5 1 ), and freshman Ellen

Berg Berzeliusskolin (Sweden)

HS (80-75-155), who finished

first, second, and third in the in-

dividual competition.

Lancer freshmen Mary Mill-

age/St. Peter's Secondary

(Ontario) HS finished sixth (84-

77-161) and Katie Ladowicz/

Homewood-Flossmoor (DL) HS
finished 11th (86-83- 169).

Sunday's team round of 301

Sports Editorial
LWC GHOSTWRITER

Sports Editorial Columnist

Welcome to my world, my
house, my crib, whatever you

want to call it

When you read this article

every week, you will hopefully

find some insightful comments,

some trash talking, and maybe

even something to help you in

your fantasy football league.

Whatever.

You won't agree with every-

thing that I say, and that is your

opinion. I like opinions and I like

responding to opinions, so if you

have something you want to say

to me, e-mail me at

LWCGhostWriter@hotmail.com

and maybe you will be made fa-

mous. Now onto this weeks top-

ics!

The Redskins

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAH!!
100 gajillion dollars on players

and you lost to the Lions and let's

not forget the fact that you only

beat a mediocre and VERY old

Carolina team by 3 points??!

Note to Norv Turner, start

looking over your shoulders be-

cause some 30-something who
owns this living fantasy team is

watching and he doesn't like what

he sees.

Brad Johnson must have got

Neil O'Donnell-it is in the fourth

quarter because he couldn't tell

that his team was wearing white,

not blue.

LWC basketball hype

A new attitude, new uni-

forms, new players, everything is

new at Lancer Hall. Everyone is

looking forward to basketball sea-

son when Longwood is expected

to rise from the ashes and domi-

nate the CVAC.

With this squad, the Lancers

could at least finish in the top 6

in the ACC, but what happens if

they struggle?

Who is made the scapegoat?

Coach Leeder, who already looks

like a genius for this recruiting

class? The players who are sup-

posed to execute the plays?

Well, the first person always

blamed is the coach, so ifLC goes

500 or less, the ax might not be

far behind.

College football

Nebraska is showing signs of

being mortal. Florida State just

looks crappy right now and

should not even be in the top 5.

Miami got beat by

Washingdamn near forever, the

Big Ten and Pac- 10 will not be in

the Rose Bowl, but you could see

a Florida State-Virginia Tech

rematch in the "grand-daddy of

them all".

Bobby Knight

First off, I don't EVER agree

with a coach slapping his players

around (although some definitely

deserve it), but for some reason,

I don't believe a good portion of

the rumors that are out there and

the latest one I believe is a farce.

I believe someone had it out for

Coach Knight and he was set up

by one of his detractors. Just my
opinion.

Well, that is the first install-

ment, and I promise it will get

better. I want to know what you,

the reader, thinks.

Hit me with some e-mail and

ifyou have something mat doesn't

blow, I might make you famous.

Include your name and e-mail

address (you might gei a personal

response). See you next week.

The Ghost has flown.

Disclaimer.

The views expressed in the Sports Editorial do not reflect the views of Tht Rotunda

or its staff. The columnist wished to remain anonymous, and we complied. If you
find anything offensive about what U written, please fed free to e-mail us at

rotundaWongwoodJwc.edu with your concerns. This is the writer's opinion about

these subjects, and we believe everyone is entitled to express their opinion.

was tine second-lowest total over

1 8 holes in Lancer history, as was

the 616 total for 36-holes.

Longwood's four golfers

competing in the individual com-

petition would have combined to

finish tied for fourth had they

been part of the team competition.

They included sophomore Kacia

Shwen/Rock Springs, (WY)
(171), freshmen Korin Bennett/

Randolph-Henry HS (177) and

Tara Grassi/Vi!ia MariaAcademy

(PA) ( 1 79), along with sophomore

Brandy Hussey/Granby HS (187)

who all finished well in the event

Longwood will next be in ac-

tion September 18-19 at the

Radford Invitational.

PP" fPP
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Field Hockey Takes 3 Of4 Over Weekend
PAUL LYON
Assistant SID

Longwood won two of three

at the Best Western Invitational

for a runner-up

finish before defeating Slip-

pery Rock (PA) 3-1 in collegiate

field hockeyaction this past week-

end. Longwood, now 5*2, will

play again September 17

atBarlow field versus Randolph-

Macon at 1 p.m.

At Indiana, PA Saturday,

Longwood defeated Mercyhurst

(PA) 4-3 in itsfirst game and beat

Kutztown (PA) 4- 1 in its second

game. AgainstMercyhurst, Long-

wood was paced by goals from

freshman Julie Winslow/

Falmouth (MA) HS, juniors

Brianne Baylor/Frank W. Cox HS
and Cheryl Andrukonis/W.T.

Woodson HS, and senior Heather

Kinstler/Tallwood HS. Baylor

assisted on the first and third

goals, while senior Claire Reyes/

Tallwood HS and Andrukonis as-

sisted on the fourth.

In the second game of the day,

the Lancers defeated Kutztown

behind four first-half goals from

Winslow, Andrukonis, Baylor,

and sophomore Emily Prothero/

Princess Anne HS.

Andrukonis assisted on both

the first and fourth goals while

Heather Kinstler assisted on the

third. Junior Stephanie Potter/

North Kingston (RI) HS played

70 minutes in both games, mak-

ing seven saves against

Mercyhurst and another seven

against Kutztown.

Sunday morning, LC played

it's third and final match of the

tournament.

Against hosts Indiana (PA),

Longwood played a strong first

half but allowed three goals in the

second to fall 3-0.

Potter again played 70 min-

utes and made 11 saves for the

Lancers. The loss gave them a

second-place finish in the tourna-

ment. Claire Reyes, Brianne

Baylor, Heather Kinstler, andjun-

ior Megan O'Day/Annandale HS,

all were named to the All-Tour-

nament Team.

Sunday afternoon, Longwood

played another match, this one not

involved in the tournament The

Lancers defeated Slippery Rock

with three first-halfgoals coming

from Winslow, Heather Kinstler,

and Andrukonis. Baylor assisted

on the third goal.

Junior Laura Eynon/

Midlothian HS got the start in

goal for LC and played all 70

minutes, making six saves.

Through seven matches,

Andrukonis led the team in scor-

ing with seven goals and eight as-

sists for 22 points. Baylor is next

with four goals and six assists for

14 points, and Winslow follows

with six goals for 12 points. Pot-

ter has played 388 minutes, allow-

ing 10 goals (1.80) with 57 saves

for a .851 save percentage.

Following the match versus

Randolph-Macon, Longwood

will make another trip to Penn-

sylvania to face Philadelphia on

September 22, and then at

Millersville on September 23.

Women's Soccer Season off

to Tough Start This Year Matkovich Honored
SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood dropped a pair of

matches during the past week,

falling 2- 1 in overtime to region-

ally-ranked #1 Francis Marion

(SC) September 9 at Lancer Field

after a 5- 1 loss atNCAA Division

I Liberty Sep-

tember 5.

The
Lancers, 1-2,

were sched-

uled to play at

non-confer-

ence oppo-

nent Concord

College Sep-

tember 12 in

West Virginia

before return-

ing home to

host CVAC
opponent St.

Andrews
(NC) at

Lancer Field

September 16

at 2 p.m.

Against
FMU, LC led 1-0 at the intermis-

sion before the visiting Patriots

tied the match with a second-half

goal to force overtime. Patriot

Tristen Grooms tallied the game-

winner just 3:43 into the first ex-

tra period. Lancer sophomore

midfielder Brooke Cooper/Nor-

folk Collegiate HS put the hosts

in front early with a goal at the

7:40 mark, assisted by junior for-

ward Melodie Massey/Floyd E.

Kellam HS. Senior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Western Albemarle HS

made six saves during the closely-

played match.

At Liberty, LC and LLJ were

tied 1 - 1 at the intermission before

the hosts scored four unanswered

goals over the final 27:19 of the

contest.

Ironically, two of the five

goals scored

by the

Flames
were own-

goals (first

goal and

third goal).

Freshman
midfielder

Phoebe
Mu n son/
Tallwood
HS scored

the lone

Lancer goal,

unassisted,

while
Kennedy
made 14

saves. Lib-

erty outshot

Longwood
25-9 during the match.

Through three matches, Coo-

per leads Longwood in scoring

with three goals and one assist to-

taling seven points (2.33).

Massey, along with Munson, each

follow with a goal and an assist

for three points ( 1 .00), and sopho-

more midfielder Tricia Root/

Bishop Ireton HS adds one goal

(0.67). Kennedy has played 274

minutes in front of the net, allow-

ing seven goals (2.30) with 28

saves for an .800 save percentage.

SPORTS INFORMATION

Longwood junior women's

golf Ail-American Vicki

Matkovich/Wheeling, W.Va.-

Wheeling Park HS has been se-

lected as the Longwood/

Domino's 'Player of the Week' for

the week of Sept. 6-12.

The weekly Lancer honorees

are chosen by the College's office

of sports information.

Matkovich led Longwood to

the team championship of its own

season-opening Tina Barrett Invi-

tational Sept. 9-10.

She fired rounds of 76-73 to

total 1 49 en route to a two-stroke

individual victory among the 42

golfers playing at the 5,843-yard,

par 72 Longwood Golf Club.

Matkovich's 149 is her ca-

reer-best as a Lancer and equals

the fourth-best 36-hole effort in

school history.

Her first collegiate individual

title helped LC to a 315-301-616

team score and a convincing 32-

stroke triumph past runner-up

Dartmouth (N.H.).

Vicki is the daughter of Mat-

thew and Rita Matkovich of

Wheeling, W.Va. and is majoring

in business administration with a

concentration in marketing at

Longwood.

She is a two-time National

Golf Coaches Association

(NGCA) All-America selection

through her first two years at the

College.

* Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are-

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma
To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment.

* Counseling Center * Counseling Center 4»
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CAMPUS HOUSING HAS FOUND A SOLUTION!



Hours of Operation -Longwood Dininf Services

Main Dining Hail

CONTINUOUS SERVICE is from 1 1:00am to 7:00pm Monday through Thursday

Friday 1 1 :00-2:00. This includes:
• Pine St Deli

• Grille

• Pasta and Co.

• SaladBar
• Dessert Bar

• Baked Potato Bar
• NachoBar

CAFE BLVD. fttwfc main entree line) has the following hours of operation:

Breakfast

Monday to Friday 7:15-1 1:00

Brunch

Saturday and Sunday

11:00-1:00

Lunch
Monday to Thursday

11:45-1:15

Friday

11:45-4:00

Dinner

Monday to Thursday 5:00-7:00

Friday 4:00-6:30

Saturday 5:00-6:30

Sunday 4:30-6:30

Good For You! and Pan Geos have the same hours as Cafe Blvd. but they are closed on

the weekends.

Outta Here! Is open from 10:30am-6:30pm Monday to Thursday, and Friday 10:30am-

2:00pm

Lancer Cafe

Monday to Friday 8:30am to Midnight

Saturday and Sunday Noon to Midnight

y.1

CMck-fil-A/Freshens/TortUlas Express

10:00am-l 0:00pm Mon. -Thurs.

10:00am-8 :00pm Friday

Noon-Midnight Saturday & Sunday

Chick-fD-A is closed Sunday

Pizza Hut
I0:00am-Midmght Monday - Friday

Noon-Midnight Saturday & Sunday
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Vice Squad Terrorizes Longwood Students

BKYSONMINNtX
Staff Writer

This past weekend marked

the institution of the Town of

Farmville's selective enforcement

crusade, which campaigns by se-

lectively attacking college stu-

dents in an attempt to enforce laws

prohibiting underage drinking.

Unmarked patrols consist-

ing of one Longwood and one

Fannville officer will be target-

ing off campus "hot spots," ac-

cording to the September IS,

2000 issue of the FarmviUe Her-

aid.

Prom 10 p.m. until 3 a.m.,

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

officers will be raiding areas of

student occupied homes where

past complaints were received.

Beginning with this week, Thurs-

day nights will be added to the

weekly sector pattats,

Farmville's battle is being

funded by a $76,000 i^ant from

Virginia ABC, according to tibe

FarmviUe Herald,

Included in the pact are

plans to work with area business

owners to identify false ID's and

emphasize the importance of not

selling alcohol to underage drink-

ers.

Longwood officials sup-

port the town's scheme.

Longwood's Dean of Students,

Tim Pierson, declared "Students

venturing offcampus will find it's

no safe venture for them. I think

it's a good thing,"

Councilman William B.

Wall incited town residents to uti-

lize the nuisance ordinance. Said

ordinance states that any three

Farmville town residents can pe-

tition the oourt to have an mea or

property declared a nuisance.

The penalty for having a

property professed a auiiance on

only two occasions is a $1,500

fine m&ot six months of impris-

onment,

AUied with nei^iborhwri

raids is a proposed ordinance in

regards to the registration oftegs.

Registration of a keg will

require the purchaser to give their

name and address, the location of

the keg, and sign a statement stat-

ing then
- age to be over 21 and mat

no persons under the age of 21

will be allowed to drink beer from

the keg.

According to the FarmvUle

Herald, violating regulations en-

tailed in the ordinance may result

in a fine up to $500 or 90 days in

jail.

A public bearing concern-

ing the proposed ordinance will

be held in the Fannville train sta-

tion on September 29 at 1 :30 p.m.

during a special session of the

Town council.

If the ordinance is passed,

officers assigned to the selective

enforcement squad will be al-

lowed access to the teg registra-

tion list.

Officers will then storm the

keg location to ensure that the

purchaser has conformed to the

bylaws of the ordinanceand haul

away any violators.

See DRINKING pS

Werewolves in Europe, Africa and FarmviUe

PRESSRELEASE

m
Has contempo-

rary American culture

misread the evidence?

"The Werewolf

in Europe, Africa, and

FarmvUle" will be the

topic of a faculty col-

loquium by Dr. James

Jordan, Longwood
professor of anthro-

pology, on September

27 at 7:30 p.m. in

Wygal Auditorium.

Everyone is invited.

Wer, the Old

English word for hu- -

man blood, is the basis for the

name wereanimals. Belief in the

ability of humans to transform

themselves into animals is wide-

spread in human cultures, and di-

verse cultures have remarkably

similar beliefs.

Jordan will lead an exami-

nation of beliefs, field research,

and evidence on the relationship

Photo by Katie Jordan

between human and non-human

animals. Jordan says the justifi-

cation for such examination, lite

much of the work of anthropol-

ogy, "is not its ability to unearth

new facts about exotic groups of

people living in unusual cultural

settings; rather, its justification

lies in its ability ... to encourage

the self examination by modern.

Western, urban

people of their own

beliefs, values and

patterns of behav-

ior."

Jordan has

conducted field re-

search at archeo-

logicai sites in En-

gland, Syria, Jor-

dan, West Africa

Iand East Africa as

well as Georgia,

Tennessee, Ver-

mont, and Virginia.

In 1980, he

founded the Archeology Field

School at Longwood College. He
has been honored by the General

Assembly of the Commonwealth

and was selected Virginia Profes-

sor of the year in 1995 by the

Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-

vancement of Teaching.

Screw Metallica!

We Want Napster
DANA BAKER
Staff Writer

For those that tuned in to

the MTV Music Video Awards

earlier this month, it was difficult

not to notice the abundance of

references to Napster and the con-

troversy surrounding the com-

puter program.

The awards ceremony in-

cluded a visit by the creator of

Napster himself, Shawn Fanning,

who was a college freshman at

Northeastern University in Bos-

ton when he made his idea of a

web-based community for music

trading a reality.

Since May 1999, music

lovers have been downloading

and sharing music with Napster,

and its popularity has added a new

face to the music industry.

Widely popular with col-

lege students, Napster is a great

opportunity for those who do not

have enough money to buy every

album of every artist that sparks

their interests.

However, the Recording

Industrial Association ofAmerica

(RIAA) does not share the same

favorable opinion of Napster.

A recent lawsuit by the

RIAA has jeopardized Napster's

future, enraging many users.

Despite the fact that the

company is simply providing a

venue for music trading, the

RIAA claims that Napster is ille-

gally promoting the distribution

of pirated music.

Many popular artists share

these sentiments, arguing that

such a community is infringing on

copyright laws and stifling sales.

Scott Stapp, lead singer of

Creed, claims that Napster is

"robbing [him] blind." Art

Alexakjs of Everlast equates the

Napster community with "steal-

ing."

Luckily, Napster has sur-

vived the most recent battle in the

courtroom, but this is not a relief

for many college students. After

See NAPSTER p.5

Protection Better Than Before

AMYCHAFPMS
Staff Writer

Campus security has been

a pressing issue at Longwood, as

well as many other campuses

across the nation.

The administration here at

Longwood has heard the students*

concerns and has taken i

to curb them, i

last year at forums and focus

groups after fires were set in

Curry Residence Hail.

The question is what actu-

ally has been done to enhance the

Longwood community's sense of

security and what still lies in the

future?

One option that the College

U looking into implementing in

the near future is the locking of

parameter exterior doors of all

residence halls m the evening

hours after Desk Aide* have fin-

ished their last shifts around mid-

night on weeknights ami later on

weekends.

Students would be able to

access their hall with their room

key.

This is not a definite mea-

sure, hit rather one option the ad-

ministfation

iningveiy

Dean of S

Overthe summer many im-

provements wen made, and one

such advancement is the^ twenty-

four hour/seven days a week cam-

pus police dispatch operator.

Students no longer reach a

Fannville dispatcher after boon
when ani

By having a

is familiar with die campus the of-

ficers will be able to cut down oa

miscomrnunications and

S« SECURITY p. 12
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EDITORIAL
Wondering if anyone else

feels as confused about the future

as I do, I asked some friends. Sur-

prisingly, I am not alone in my
frustration and uncertainty. What

causes it, though?

Several answers came to

mind. Perhaps it's the fear of a

future fast approaching. Or the

anxiety involved with new
classes, new responsibilities, and

new stresses. Or the nervousness

of wondering whether this semes-

ter will help or hurt your GPA. Or

maybe it is simply the BLT and

onion rings I had for lunch com-

ing back to haunt my indigestion.

What I truly believe, how-

ever, it that it is a combination of

all four of these things- well, not

necessarily the BLT. I, and many

ofmy friends, are suffering from

what I like to call Mid-College

Crisis.

At the point I am at in my life,

I wish for just a glimpse of my
future to see if I am heading to

the correct destination, or to at

least know what road I will be on.

I drive by Sister Virginia's long-

ingly, wondering if she could

mystically find the answers in the

lines of my palm.

I've considered changing my
major, changing my school, even

changing my decision to commit

to my own education and becom-

ing a rambler, wandering the ma-

jor highways and picking fruit for

a living.

None of these things are pos-

sible, though, for me personally.

I love my major, too many ofmy
credits wouldn't transfer, and I

don't like manual labor.

This is a dilemma that I think

afflicts many college students.

Surrounded by pressures from

society, our friends, our profes-

sors, and (for some) our

employess, we lose the sound of

our own voice in the mix.

It is terrifying.

Some of us were blessed with

always knowing where our des-

tiny lay, but for people like me.
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it's not that easy.

And there are a lot of us out

there who feel as I do. When
asked by my grandmother what I

was studying, I told her English.

She asked what I planned on do-

ing with that I could only shrug.

It confuses me even more

when people ask me what career

I want to go into. Am I supposed

to know this now? I can't even

drink a glass ofwine at dinner, but

I'm somehow supposed to know

the direction of my life for the

next 30 years? Does this make

sense?

Most of the time, I am excited

about the oppurtunities that I

know are out there, but the more

choices I find, the cloudier the

outlook becomes.

I've been told that I analyze

my problems too much, but this

is something that truly bothers

me. It's an issue that needs to be

dealt with; the deadline is com-

ing closer day by day.

I know I cannot fix my con-

fusion over night, and I can't re-

member the number of question-

naires I have taken that are sup-

posed to deciphermy abilities and

find the "perfect" job for me.

They don't work.

I've been told I should go into

acting, writing, advertising, and

gourmet cooking by multiple dif-

ferent on-line surveys.

I don't even like to cook.

There are other minor things

of which I am worried. I don't

know where I want to spend the

rest of my life and saying I will

just go where the jobs are makes

me feel like I'm leaving too much

to fate.

Basically, all these anxieties

boil inside me whenever I have a

moment to relax and consider my
choices which leads to enormous

amounts of crying, throwing

things, and pissing offmy friends

who are getting sick of hearing

me complain.

So what is there to do about

this predicament?

Some would say not much,

but I tend to disagree with these

naysayers, though I am often one

myself.

The best thing to do is to try

not to think about it.A stupid sug-

gestion, I know, but what else is

there to say?

I've been attempting to keep

my mind clear by enjoying the

success of the paper and being

young and doing things I revel in

Disgruntled Desk Aides
Dear Editor.

I would first like to say that I

truly enjoy reading your publica-

tion. I think that it is great to keep

students up to date on their school

However, I do have a com-

plaint with this issue. In your

"props and drops" you "dropped"

the DeskAides here at our school.

I am myself a Desk Aide and

ever since I have started this job,

I have done nothing but go out of

my way in trying to be nice to the

students and their guests.

This includes when STU-
DENTS are very rude to me even

though there is nothing that can

be done because there are rules

that we must abide by.

I understand if some of your

staff has had problems with Desk

Aides, but I do not think that an

entire group of people should be

labeled "dropped."

There are a lot of people that

work in the desk aid position that

do not deserve this and I think that

those people should not be held

accountable for those students

that you and your staff have come

in contact with.

Do not let the actions of a few

"bad apples" cloud your judge-

ment of a large number of stu-

dents who have taken it upon

themselves to work for this school

and provide a service for others.

You were right when you said

that it is our job to be courteous.

So, take notice of all the Desk

Aides that do act in this manner, I

assure you that they will far out-

number those that do not.

I appreciate your time and I

hope that you will take what I

have said into consideration the

next time you take an entire group

ofpeople and label them as some-

thing that most of them are not.

I will still look forward to

your next issue because I think

you all do a great job.

Other than that. ..keep up the

good work.

Sincerely,

Jason Barnett

Dear Editor.

As a new member of the

Longwood community, this issue

of The Rotunda was my first ex-

posure to the school paper. I was

really impressed!

One section of the paper that

I was intrigued by was the "Props

and Drops."

Being a firm believer in the

power of positive reinforcement,

I think you have come across an

excellent way to recognize the

thoughtful and courteous people

on this campus. Along with the

"props," the "drops" can defi-

nitely serve as a challenge to

some. What seems to be impor-

tant, though, when you criticize a

person or group of people is that

your criticism be accurate.

As die supervisor of a friendly

and very hard working staff of

Desk Aides, I feel it is important

that I don't let your criticism of

the Desk Aides go unchallenged!

I invite all of you to visit our

Cox and Wheeler front desks and

have a chat with any of the Desk

Aides. I think that you'll find them

to be very friendly, courteous,

helpful, and just fun to talk with;

I know that I certainly enjoy

working with them and am al-

ways happy to see them at the

front desks.

It is disheartening to both

them and myself to read in The

Rotunda that Desk Aides on this

campus aren't helpful or friendly

when that is not the truth for our

staff. Such broad generalizations

misrepresent the hard working

staff here in Cox and Wheeler.

Again, accolades for your

premiere issue of the year!

Kathleen Edwards

doing.

What's the point of living

unless you spend every minute

trying to do so to the fullest ex-

tent and not worrying about find-

ing your path of destiny.

So I suppose what I am try-

ing to say is to enjoy your college

experience. It is only four years

of your entire lifethat will do

nothing more than dictate your fu-

ture, your success, and your epi-

taph.

So, really, it's not a big deal.

Kimberly Urann

Editor-in-Chief

"*—»
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The j&twst Zone
"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention;

h——w—mw

A Non-Greek Perspective
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

Upon being asked to write

this article, I had mixed feelings. I

am not a member of the Greek

system and have no real aspira-

tions to ever become Greek.

I entered Longwood at the

age of twenty-one and was told

by both Greeks and Independents

that I would be considered too old

to go through Recruitment. So

much for me then, huh?

I consider myself lucky,

however, to have friends both in

and out of the system, and mere-

fore have a good idea of what ex-

actly goes on during Recruitment,

the Pledge Period and the actual

Sisterhood.

This is not an article to

make anyone angry; I am not go-

ing to say the first bad thing about

any fraternity or sorority on this

campus.

What I would like to talk

about in this article is the great

deal of animosity that goes on

between Independents and

Greeks year round,

It seems that people just do

not have nice things to say to each

other during Recruitment Why?

Is it really a popularity race? Is it

really about snotty little girls vy-

ing for certain positions in this so-

rority or that one?

According to some people,

that's exactly what it's about. The

shirts that you see that say

"Friends come and go, but sisters

are forever" and the signs you see

that say "It's Not Too Late! Go
Greek! What Else is there to do

in Farmville?" leave some stu-

dents second-guessing their posi-

tions on this campus.

According some Greeks

that I have spoken to about these

signs and shins, they are simply

advertising, a way to get the idea

of the Greek system and what it

means to them out to those

women who are not Greek and are

thinking about going Greek.

But apparently, this sort of

advertising is forbidden for those

Independents who want to use

their right of Free Speech.

Many of you may remem-

ber the Rotunda's coverage last

fall about an infamous sign posted

by Longwood seniors T.J.

Ucciardi and Patrick McCloskey.

The sign stated "It's not too

late. Don't go Greek."

After being approached by

the head of the Inter-Fraternity

Council to take the sign down, the

boys decided to go out and video

tape some opinions.

The most interesting opin-

ion taped was that of Damien

Duchamp's, the Coordinator of

Fraternity and Sorority Life, who

stated to McCloskey "You better

watch your boys."

I spoke to McCloskey per-

sonally on Sunday, and in retro-

spect he stated that "I definitely

thought it was wrong." He also

stated that even though the sign

was posted on the very day of Fall

Walk, it was not planned that

way.

Duchamp was unavailable

for comment, though we played

phone tag from Sunday to press

time on Monday. However, the

question that remains is simply,

were the rights of these students

denied?

Both students were told by

the former REC of the

Cunninghams John Wescott that

since they did not ask his permis-

sion to hang the sign then they

must take it down.

But what about the Unity

Alliance flag that hangs from a

window in the same dorm?

Upon asking a member of

the Alliance whether or not they

had gotten permission, she an-

swered no, and after being asked

whether or not she had caught

flack for having the flag up, she

answered no.

After questioning the new

REC of Cunninghams, Kate

Heiscr, about this policy she did

state that permission must be

given to hang signs or flags out

of the window.

I could sit here and self-

righteously preach about why you

should or should not go Greek.

What I am going to tell you is that

I don't care. It is up to the reader

of this article.

Recruitment is now in full

swing. In fact, five hours before

Round Two starts, this paper will

be floating about Longwood.

I'm not writing this article

to change minds, but to make stu-

dents, both Greek and Indepen-

dent alike, think a little.

Forget about the strict si-

lence and the strict contact be-

cause those are rules that the So-

rorities have to follow to ensure a

clean Recruitment.

Forget about the signs, the

shirts, the letters, pins and

jumpers. Remember that being a

member of a Sorority or a Frater-

nity is not the end of the world.

Remember that simply an

education is the most important

thing you can ever rave, and that

everything else is incidental.

Making the decision to go

Greek will not make or break the

next four years of your life.

You can play a sport, join

the Ambassadors, become an Ori-

entation Leader, or become a staff

reporter at the Rotunda, Wemeet

every Monday night at 9:15 and

we look forward to having you.

Speak Out
How much wpuW it tale te get

m tP sell yew swill

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"If you have to ask, you

couldn't afford it anyway."

-Bill Stuart, Professor

Photo by Chris Paulsen

'There's a price for every

body, but Hispanics are

always priceless."

-Miguel Santavalla,

Sophomore

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"The sweet life of a child."

-Jennifer Geddes, Senior

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"Five dollars or a movie

ticket."

-Shannon Gallow, Senior

PROPS;
+ To all our wonderful readers for their many

compliments on our first issue.

+ To Dr. Woods for being a fantastically important

advisor.

DROPS:
- To the Pizza Hut worker who ran his hands

through his hair, wiped them on his shirt, and kept

right on making cheesesticks. NOT COOL!

SendyjMPfopsaKir>opstorottcKto#kyigwt)odJwc.edu.

»
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Need to Know Housing Info
HOUSING OFFICE

On September 13 at 6 p.m.

in the Curry/Frazer Commons the

first of four Residence Education

and Housing Forums for students

was held. On hand to answer

questions and solicit feedback

were the Residence Education

Coordinators (REC's) from each

residence hall, the Assistant Di-

rector and the Director of Resi-

dence Education and Housing as

well as Ms. Phyllis Mable, Vice

President for Student Affairs.

Unfortunately, student attendance

was minimal.

Q. Who are the new people

in the Office of Residence Edu-

cation and Housing ?

A. Doug Howell is the new

Assistant Director of Residence

Education and Housing and re-

sponsible for staff supervision,

selection, and training as well as

room selection, assignments, and

related issues. There are also three

new REC's this year— Kathleen

Edwards in Cox and Wheeler,

Lisa Farinholt in Frazer, and Kate

Heiser in the Cunninghams.

Q. How many students are

living on-campus? How many are

in transitional housing?

A. On September 4, occu-

pancy was at 2598 students, in-

creased from 2519 last year. Of
these students, 79 are in transi-

tional spaces, 56 at Stanley Park,

and 20 student teachers at Days

Inn. Our staff is working steadily

to offer permanent spaces to all

students in transitional students.

It is expected that that number

will be reduced to 25 or fewer

before winter break. Before Oc-

tober 1st, 24 upper-division stu-

dents will be moving to Stanley

Park.

Q. Whatpreparations were

madefor transitional students? Is

there any compensation?

A. In response to feedback

from the residents ofCox Hall last

year, this past summer measure-

ments were taken for every room

on campus to help determine the

best rooms for expansion. Addi-

tional furniture was purchased,

Internet ports were added, and

arrangements were made to clean

the bathroom in any suite where

two or more residents were added.

Students were notified that they

would be in transitional housing

via mail over the summer and

encouraged to make contact with

new roommates before arriving

Citizen Leader Day
CELESTE CARD

StaffWrittr

The third annual Citizen

Leader Day is going to be held

on Sept 23 from lOajn. to 5 p.m.

This program has become

a major part of Lpngwoocfs mis-

sion.

The leaders andteachers of

mis workshop are Lee Burnadette

Williams, Director ofEducational

Programs at Appalachain State

University, and Jenny Koehn,

Community Service Coordinator

dsoofASU.
They are both national lead-

ership consultants who deal spe-

cifically with college students.

Approximately 100 stu-

dents are expected to attend the

workshop.

It begins with an opening

lecture by leaders Ms. Williams

indMs. Kcehn.

In this lecture they explain

the concepts of leadership, some

of which are: Learning, Trust,

Diversity, and Creativity among

others.

Each year, a new interpre-

tation of the leadership concepts

are introduced to me participants.

After the introductory

speech, the group is asked to

break into smaller groups to

ticipate in exercises that put the

concepts to use.

The groups are lead by a fa-

cilitator, usually Longwood stu*

dents or staff members.

After the groups complete

their exercises, one person from

each group summarizes their

groups interpretation of die con-

cepts presented earlier.

The program is entitled

"Becoming the PeopleWe Need."

The idea of this program is to en-

courage students to become lead-

ers in die community.

This workshop program is

designed to appeal to student or-

ganizations.

The workshop focuses on

developing leadership skills em-

ployers will look for in the future.

In addition, it also works to

get Longwood students to make

contributions to the college and

eventually the workforce.

This is a fairly new idea that

has become a strong focus of the

Phyllis Mable stated, "Be-

ing involved in a Citizen Leader

learning experience is the head,

heart, and hands of the new

Longwood College experience."

on campus. All residents in any

given transitional room who have

not moved or been offered the

opportunity to move into a per-

manent situation before October

6 will be credited $353 into his

or her student account

Q. Why were upper-divi-

sion students not sent notification

ofroom assignment over the sum-

mer?

A. In an effort to use re-

sources more effectively, there

was a decision not to send a sum-

mer mailing reminding upper-di-

vision students of their room se-

lections. Many calls were re-

ceived this summer for remind-

ers of room selections and corre-

sponding telephone extensions.

Based on feedback from students,

we will again commence with the

practice of sending room selec-

tion reminder notices next sum-

mer.

Q. Does every student have

an Internet port-per-pillow?

A. Yes. In fact, 50 addi-

tional Internet ports were installed

this past summer to insure that

every first year student in transi-

tional housing and otherwise had

a place to plug in his or her laptop

computer. It is an institutional

commitment that each and every

student has a port As die fust two

weeks of this semester passed, it

was determined through interac-

tion with students that 1 1 students

did not have their own personal

port on opening day. Some of

these situations resulted from fi-

nal-hour transitional spaces cre-

ated for students. To correct this,

ports have been added.

See HOUSING pg 12

New Requirements for Career Center

CAREER CENTER

In an effort to reach as

many students as possible and

help them to plan effectively for

careers, the Career Center is en-

couraging students to register

with JOBTRAK the largest and

most popular career site on the

web for college students.

"This program was imple-

mented last year, but many stu-

dents either don't know about it

or have not used it. To encourage

more students to utilize the site,

the Career Center has imple-

mented a new policy this fall. In

order for students to receive as-

sistance, such as individual ap-

pointments, mock interviews, in-

ternship opportunities, etc., stu-

dents will need to be registered

on the site," said Niki Failis, Di-

rector.

The Career Center staffcan

sort the registrants by major, de-

gree, year in college, interests,

future educational plans, etc. This

allows the staff to send appropri-

ate e-mail messages to students

informing them of upcoming ca-

reer fairs, workshops, programs

and internship opportunities.

"Regular email does not al-

low us to sort information in the

same way that JOBTRAK does.

Many students who have regis-

tered on the program haw com-

mented that they appreciate re-

ceiving information that is rel-

evant to them. Students are sent

briefreminders aboutCareerCen-

ter programs, events, and on-cam-

pus recruiters. In the spring, we

send information about internship

opportunities and summer jobs.

In addition, more than 300,000

employers have used the system

to post full and part-timejobs and

internship positions," said Linda

Haas Manley, Assistant Director.

Other benefits of the pro-

gram include the ability to post

resumes, obtain job search advice,

network with professionals, and

compare cost of living in hun-

dreds of cities.

Registration takes five to

ten minutes and can be done from

any computer that accesses the

Longwood homepage. Students

can go to http://www.lwc.edu and

click on "Student Life," then "Ca-

reer Center." Click on the

JOBTRAK logo and "Students

and Alumni." Click on "Register/

Post Your Resume." Locate and

highlight "Longwood College."

Scroll down and type in the pass-

word "lancer." Fill in the contact

information. Students must type

in their full e-mail address, and it

is preferred that they use their

Longwood e-mail address during

the academic year and another

address if the Longwood address

becomes inactive. Registration

becomes invalid if the e-mail ad-

dress is inactive or incorrectly

typed. After registering, students

just need to fill in their user name

and password, which they create,

to access the program in the fu-

ture.

Students are encouraged to

attend the "Orientation and

JOBTRAK Registration" work-

shop on Tuesday, September 19,

at 4 p.m. in Lancaster 1 39. If stu-

dents cannot attend the program

and need help with registering, (he

Career Center welcomes the op-

portunity to assist! Career Center

staff can be reached in Lancaster

139, at x2063, or

lccareer91ongwood.lwc.edu

The Rotunda would like to

apologizefor accidentally cutting

off this article in last week's is-

sue.
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Top Tips for Attending a Career Fair
KER1RESH

JOBTRAK.com-—-------——-"--*——-—--——
internet, news sources, and career

Attending a career fair is fair materials to learn about the

just one of many steps in the ca- companies whose booths you plan

reer exploration and job search to visit. It is very impressive to a

and organizations prior to ap- fields (e.g., management, infor-

proaching the recruiters. Use me mation systems, or health care).

process.

Employers participate in

these events to meet job seekers

and recruit employees.

They can provide general

information about career

options, as well as specific

information about current

openings.

Job seekers can at-

tend career fairs to look for

a job, gamer career infor-

mation, and/or develop a

network ofcareer contacts.

JOBTRAK.COM, rated by

Forbes Magazine as the

best site for students and

graduates looking for their

First job or internship, pro-

vides these tips:

1. Have a pen/pencil and

paper available for notes.

2. Bring resumes and a

folder or portfolio to hold your

materials.

3. Take the time to find out

what companies will be repre-

sented prior to the day of the ca-

reer fair.

4. Research information

about the participating companies

recruiter when you know about

their company and can discuss

their current situation.

5. In a career fair, use the

time wisely. Determine where

employers are located and in what

order to visit them. Focus on three

companies that you are truly in-

terested in.

6. Broaden your focus and

include many types ofemployers.

For instance, you may not have

considered working for a hospi-

tal, but hospitals recruit and hire

professionals in many different

7, Be aware of time de-

mands on employers. Do not mo-

nopolize an employer's time. Ask

specific questions and offer to fol-

low up after die fair, as appropri-

ate.

8. Be direct. Introduce

yourself, including your

name and class year. If you

are job seeking, state the

type of position in which

you are interested. Ifyou are

gathering information, let

employers know that you are

only interested in materials

and information. Remember

to use good eye contact and

a firm handshake.

9. Make sure you
learn from the recruiter em-

ployment and/or hiring

trends, skills necessary for

differentjobs, current open-

ings, salary, benefits, training,

and other information about the

organization.Also make sure you

know whom to contact for fol-

low-up discussions.

10. Ask the employer for

the next steps in the recruitment

process and try to obtain the

employer
v

s business card for fol-

low-up discussions/correspon-

dence.

HtfSTER Confd pd

being targeted in the law-

suit initiated by members of the

group Metallica, Yale University

and Indiana University have

banned the program, and other

eofiegef have done the same.

Also, according to

TheStandard.com, it seems &at

Napster."

Richard Bratcher, Associate

Vice PresidentofInformation and

Instructional Technology Ser-

vices, notes that there is a crucial

difference between Longwood
College and those schools named
in the lawsuit Because mose com-

puters which students use to

the popularity of the program has download music via Napster are

in fact caused problems in net- property of the student, and not

works, compelling somecolleges the property of me college, the

and universities to ban the pro-

Longwood history major, com-

puter science minor, and frequent

ofNapster, feeb that the pro-

is "simply a means to spread

like the test of

the Internet. Banning Napster

seems adverse to what universi-

ties are supposed to support tech-

innovation and the shar-

01 iotas.

"I have been exposed to

genres I may never have
*

in

student should be worried about

facinc the wift^Mnjfflauu. of dis-

W$ stresses thai

Longwood** network is much like

any other latewel service pro-

things mat are going on, bat do

not "poBw" mose actions.

Bratcher also urges every-

to remember that when they

by the RIAA as one

student at the college has been re-

ported as having 2000 MP3 mu-

sic rites.

Most students don't feel

tfiat they are a probable target for

lawsuits, but it is in fact these in-

dividuals that are infringing on

copyright laws and if prosecuted

under the "No Electronic Theft

Law," could face three years m
prison, Bratcher states that the ab-

sence of intent of resale or redis-

im-

t©

that I would not have

: this exposure, via

agree to abide by the "acceptable

use policy," which includes the il-

legal distribution of musk.

But he is also concerned

mat students are not aware of the

consequences of their actions, sad

notes that Longwood has been ap-

that this contro-

versy wffif«vide the opportunity

strict the ttading ofmusk online

so mat they may not find them-

selves is a bad situation.

While Longwood students

do not need to worry about

Ion campus

; should be

aware that having any MP3s that

one has not purchased are in vio-

lation of copyright laws, and

make one subject to lawsuits.

mmmm

DRINKING Cont'd p.1

A popular quote reminds the proposed ordinance for the

that "you give them an inch and registration of kegs is passed, the

theyTI take a mile," safestfeetis to not purchase akeg*

Prevention of underage Ideally beer of any sort

drinking is a noble and worthy should be bought from locations

cause, but Farmville's guise of outside the Farmville city limits,

curbing underage drinking is just This is a hassle but it will

a stepping stone to terminate all hurt the profits ofarea businesses.

off-campus socal events. The business owner pos-

The spur behind the new sesses the power to influence city

campaign is not underage drink- officials that tbe college

ing, but rather the complaints of

neighbors about noise violations.

Several calls rave recently

been placed to the police depart-

ment, Longwood College, and

town council members whining

about noise.

C.H. Lafoon, town council-

man, voiced that The elderly, or

lacks and there is probably no

greater sway own a loss ofmoney.

5) Don't let unknown or

unwanted guests into the event

This will reduce the size, and

thusly the noise, of an event and

prevent any undercover agents

from attending.

6) Residents should provide

thing really

has to be done

about it be-

cause it's got-

ten to be a real

serious prob-

lem."

How-
ever, there are

tbe neighbors, are not being able a designated driver or guests

to steep and they're saying some- should prearrange for a safe ride

m or-

der to protect

legal

problems.

1) Check ID'S of all event

attendees and mark underage

guests. This will give the resident

some amount of protection,

tiwugfa not much, against charges

of contributing.

home to protect

intoxicated stu-

dents from legal

woes or injury to

selfand/or others.

7) Know
the laws of

Farmville and the

rights of renters.

College
Undent* may be

treated and

viewed as chil-

dren, but legally most are adults.

Act like an adult and demand to

be treated as one.

8) Be smart. Don't drink in

excess to at least reduce the ap-

pearance of intoxication.

9) Above all , be respectful

2) Keep all guests insideme and um>btruMve to keep the en-

residence to reduce noise and the

appearance of conduct deemed

improper by city officials.

The current ordinance

against noise runs from 10 p.m.

to 6 a.m. and sets any noise mea-

sured over 65 decibels from the

property boundary as m violation,

Common sense precautions

can be taken to keep events well

65 decibels.

The Farmville Police De-

owns a decibel meter to

noise and a resident should

a measurement if they

believe that noise coming from

their dwelling is under the allot-

ted decibel ceiling.

a neighbor awake

is not against the law as long at

the nose ordinance is followed

3) Iftaw <

to the door d

go outside to I

the door.An open door U as good

4) If, but most!

counter friendly.

Most law enforcement of-

ficers aren't looking to badger citi-

zens.

They are merely doing their

jobs by enforcing the law ami pro-

tecting the interest of the taxpay-

The

lawmakers

know the college community,

which provides a very large po»-

tion of the town's

idly sit by

slowly

Longwood

off campus and

dents attending off

tions should oreoare tor a loss

*AU quotes and a large

majority ofaromatic

within this article a
15,

**
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Beginning of the End
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

On Thursday, September

14, Longwood College held its

one-hundred-and-sixty-second

Convocation ceremony in Jarman

Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.

For myself, who actually

got capped on Thursday, it was an
interesting experience.

I had never been to a Con-

vocation ceremony before Thurs-

day and I was excited because

after five semesters at Longwood,

I am actually going to graduate.

The ceremony opened with

the call to order by Betty J.

Simmons, the chief faculty

Marshall, then followed by the

singing of the National Anthem

by student Elizabeth A. LeGrow,

class of 2001.

After the Posting of the

Colors by the Longwood ROTC
and the Invocation by student

Monica D. Brownell, also of the

class of 2001 , we were welcomed

warmly by President Cormier.

Remarks followed by Ann
G. Baise of the Board of Visitors.

Dr. Cormier then introduced our

speaker, Linda Hitt Thatcher, Esq.

of the Thatcher Law Firm, LLC,

of Largo, Maryland.

Her speech entitled Shoot

for the Moon, was inspiring and

thought provoking.

The faculty awards were

then given out, which included

the Maude Glenn Raiford Award

for Excellence in Teaching and

the Fuqua Excellence in Teaching

Awards.

Then the Capping Cer-

emony began with Norman J.

Bregman assisting Dr. Cormier.

After the capping, Jessica E.

Payne, Senior Class President,

spoke followed by the Alma
Mater, sung by Meredith T. Page

of the class of 2001, and then the

Benediction given by Jennifer A.

Rocheford.

A picnic and pictures taken

between Jarman and Lancaster

followed the ceremony.

Photo by Brum Jones

Toby's Pub and Eatery
And, yes, there is a pub in this one

is cozy, but not necessarily ro-

mantic.

The pub area is not sepa-

rated from the eatery, but this is

not bad. A television tuned to

sports is located over the bar, as

well as bumper stickers saying

things such as "Conserve Water,

Drink Virginia Wine."

Behind the bar is a vast ar-

ray of alcohol for enjoyment

MICHELE THOMPSON
Copy Editor

Just outside ofFarm viHe, in

the small town of Worsham, is

Toby's Pub and Eatery.

It is located about ten min-

utes away from Longwood Col-

lege, 5.2 miles past Worsham's

Grocery, and it is worth the drive.

The interior of Toby's is

reminiscent of a log cabin. The while watching television or talk-

high ceiling creates a roomy feel, ing to friends.

The lighting U very dim, with a The buffet consists of salad

candle on each table. and dessert, in addition to barbe-

cue chicken and pork, country

ham, macaroni and cheese, and

baked beans.

The food is obviously

home cooked and delicious; no

baked beans out of a can.

The menu also includes

appetizers and separate dinner

orders, besides the buffet, as well

as a variety of soups.

The service is courteous

and attentive.

For one person, the average

price is about $15, including tip.

***l/2

Comedians Play to Standing

Room Only Audience

MATTHEW TAYLOR
Staff Writer

The atmosphere this creates

The best kept secret in Farwville

ILLUSIONS, INC.

bated" on Sooth Street behind Meade's

We have a wide selection of...

Teddies Bras, osnties, boxers aid brief*

Gowns aid robes $teekta#i,tl«.iH«, %*tte belts

N#tMr|4«p MitebN awised tt» pttH

Lotions, Body ©Us , »«ss«ie otts %^ bitb owd«*«*

Books, giwes end Novelty Rem

Collefe students receive a 1 0% discoint

on every purchase

!

0h« Tees. • Set 10-6 391-3500

Kudos to Lancer Produc-

tions for snagging Bean and

Bailey, a musical comedy group

from Louisville, TN. This two-

man comedy act played at Lancer

Cafe on Saturday, September 16.

With their combination of

rambling monologues and comic

songs, Bradley Bean and Jackson

Bailey had the audience laughing

the entire time.

Bradley and Jackson

started playing together while

roommates at Carson-Newman

College in Jackson, Tennessee.

Since then they have been

playing college campuses and

coffee houses, while at the same

time keeping full time jobs back

in Tennessee.

Bean and Bailey's act was

a mixture of physical humor,

parodies of well-known songs

and humorous conversations in

between songs.

Bean and Bailey's greatest

strength was in their original

songs, like The Greeter which

was a love song dedicated to a

Wal-Mart greeter, and Some
Things a Man Can *t Do which

poked fun at the differences be-

tween men and women.

Bean and Bailey also

played a heartfelt tribute to road

kill, with their song Forgotten

Ones.

"The chicken crossed the

road to get his family a snack, but

I wonder if they know that Daddy

ain't coming back!"

Bean and Bailey also had a

number of funny parodies and by

far the best parody was their song

Krispy, a parody of Bush's Glyc-

erine. With lyrics like "Don't let

the glaze go dry, Krispy Kreme,'*

Bean and Bailey showed that they

could put a comic spin on popular

songs.

They incorporated physical

comedy into many of their acts,

like Bradley's impersonation of

Michael Jackson in The King

Meets the King, and Jackson's

dancing in My Body, which was,

um, disturbing, to say the least

Overall it was a great show

and it was a shame that more stu-

dents didn't show up. In die be-

ginning, Bean and Bailey joked

that mey weren't used to perform-

ing in front of such large audi-

ences. Yeah, right.
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HOUSING Cont'd pg 4

Q, Why is it taking so long

to get furniture moved or re-

placed, especially as transitional

spaces are eliminated?

A. At the beginning of fall

semester requests for furniture

removal, or to a lesser degree re-

placement, are more abundant

than at any other time in the year.

Housing employs two movers for

a total of 30 hours per week, Dur- Work on the elevator is

ing most of the year the requests scheduled to begin on October

for furniture moving are very 1st Barring any unforeseen de-

manageable. However, during lays, work is expected to be com-

the first month a backlog cande- plete by winter break.

Q. When is the South

Cunningham elevator going to be

fixed?

The a

tdedforthe

giving

It's a simple calculation:

TlAA-CREF's low expenses

mean more money
working for you.

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

fund can equal better performance.

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then caR us.

We'H send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so

you can see for yourself that no matter what your

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. Ami CREF

variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

to 0.34%.'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,

superior customer service and strong performance.

Add it aU up and you'll find that selecting your

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

THE IMMCT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

$215,000

EXPENSES 2

Tool »ccumuU) tons after 20 years bated on initial jnvesutem

of 150,000 and hypothetical anmal return* of S*. Total returns

and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is preKitted for illustrative purposes only

and does not teflect actual performance, or predict future

. of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect Ikies

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it'

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please cat 1 800.842 2733, ext 5509, to request prospectuses Read them earefuay

before you rwesl 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted Quarterly 2. 1 40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% 8

near, but not actuaty at the bottom of tf* mutual fund expense rate spectrum. »TlAAOEFhdMdualarxli^
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Changes in Student Health
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The Student Health Service

would lite to extend a warm wel-

come to all of the students. We
have always kept the students as

our focus and have especially

done so over this summer. This

has brought many changes in stu-

dent health. Many of the sugges-

tions were received from the stu-

dent body through the User Sat-

isfaction and Student Health Part-

ners surveys. We have greatly ap-

preciated the input

The health center changed

its focus this summer from nurs-

ing based care to total practitio-

ner based care. This has brought

about the addition of two new

practitioners to the center.

Returning this year we
have Dr. Varner, Dr. Willing, Pam
Higgins, Janet Gibson, Beth

Poore-Bowman, and Cathy

Layne. Dr. Varner is a graduate

of the Medical College of Vir-

ginia. He completed his residency

at the

Lynchburg

Family
Practice. He
practices

family
medicine
here in

Farmvilfc.

D r .

Willing is a

graduate of

the Univer-

sity of

Maryland Medical School. He
completed his residency at

Wheeling Hospital. He is also a

local family physician.

Pam Higgins, the Student

Health Services Director, gradu-

ated from the University of Vir-

ginia. Her background includes

public health and serving the

Longwood College Community
for many years.

Janet Gibson, die Assistant

Director, graduated from the

Medical College ofVirginia. Her

background includes family

medicine and emergency medi-

cine nursing. One ofher speciali-

ties is smoking cessation counsel-

ing.

Beth Poore-Bowman also

graduated from the Medical Col-

lege ofVirginia. Her background

includes critical care nursing.

One of her specialities is asthma

education and care.

Cathy Layne graduated

from die Wate Forest University

School of Medicine. Her back-

ground includes family medicine,

orthopedic surgery, and volunteer

rescue squad work.

Nurse practitioners and

physician assistants are certified

and licensed by the state. They are

able to evaluate, examine, and

treat patients, including writing

prescriptions and ordering x-rays,

labs, etc. We hope that anyone

with questions win come and talk

with us.

Our secretary, Peg

Giordano, continues to provide

excellent front desk support and

continues to be vital to the service.

We have also added two lab

assistants, Chastity Woody and

Pam Mann, who win assist stu-

dents in many ways.

A concern voiced by the stu-

dents on the surveys was difficulty

in obtaining an appointment With

the addition of the new practitio-

ners and the reorganizing of the

schedule, we have many more ap-

pointment times. We hope that

each student will be able to be seen

promptly. This, of course, is de-

pendent on each student respect-

ing his or

her appoint-

ment time. It

is also im-

portant for

each student

to under-

stand that

ALL ser-

vices will be

by appoint-

ment this

year.

A
central focus of Student Health

will continue to be prevention,

education, and wellness. We have

planned many more outreach pro-

grams for this year. New outreach

projects will include vaccination

clinics, family planning clinics,

articles in The Rotunda, expansion

ofour website to include self-care

tips and educational brochures

dealing with specific illnesses,

multiple group trainings, wellness

fair education booths, and expan-

sion of the Student Health partner

program. Projects will continue as

well, such as the HTV clinics,

emergency contraception pro-

gram, allergy shot clinics, student

health advisory committee, e-mail

special reports, and on-campus
leader trainings. Student Health

and the Counseling Center will

continue to support the Peer
Helper program. The college phy-

sicians will be providing clinical

experience for die athletic train-

ing students. We will also advise

students regarding self-care, inter-

national travel preparation, body

See HEALTH pg 13
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VIOLATE Cont'd pg 6

This little shock came to

my attention in communications

class. I was told to sign up for a

day in which I would "help earn

money for the college.** That was
about all die details I got, even

when I asked for more, I was help-

ing the college make money. My
worst fears were confirmed when
I asked other students what was
going on. One of them had done

this last year, and the basic idea

was we were going to call up

alumni of the college and ask

them to donate to the school.

I don't care how you
sugarcoat it. that's telemarketing.

All the words about "helping the

college" and so forth mean noth-

ing to me. The bare fact is that I

have to spend four hours of my
time being the kind of person I

hate. I have been told the hours

are 5:30-9:00 p.m., traditional

dinner and family time, just when

people don't want to be inter-

rupted. Because I'm in commu-
nications class, I have no choice.

It will help me develop "people

skills" as they say. Despite the fact

that I can already look people in

the eye and communicate clearly.

Don't get me wrong, I love

Longwood. My business commu-
nications teacher is great I'm glad

the college is trying to get money
to help fund us and build new
dorms or classrooms or whatever.

I say let whoever wants to do it,

do it Make it a voluntary activ-

ity. I'm sure there are plenty of

people who wouldn't mind spend-

ing three or four hours calling

people. I'm just not one of them.

Call me a whiner, or lacking in

"college spirit" but never make
the mistake of saying I compro-

mised on my ideals.

CE*EJ
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art, nutrition, sexual health,

herbal and diet supplements,

stress, sleep, substance abuse, and

areas of concern,

The waiting roomhas been

refurnished with new chairs and

wUl be updated with educational

ion. A fi-

was created.

offices were

ated and the ex-

are in the process

of being updated.

A misconception noted on

the Student Health survey we
would like to address is the issue

ofconfidentiality. All information

CONEGD^mAL between the

t and health care start. No
ation can be given out

witiiout the wtfttwtconsent of the

student This includes to parents,

coaches, professors, or other in-

dividuals.

This year the Health Ser-

vice will have student health part-

ners helping wim patient intake,

i will include

signs

is a

great service

learning opportu-

We would

to reassure

that these

individuals will

^g| not have access to

| w records and will

not know the rea-

son of the visit. If

terested in being a part-

ner, please contact us.

Please contact us at x2 102

if you have any additional com-

ments or questions. Wt also en-

courage individuals or groups to

contact us about educational pro-

youare

Current Olympic Medal Standing

Gold Silver Bronze Total

United States

Australia

China

France

Russia

10

8

6 4

6 7

OQO

23

22

17

16

16

These statistics are courtesy ofsportsillustrated.cnn.com

Career Corner
Dear Career Corner:

As a requirement for my
major, I have to do an internship.

Why do I have to do this? Where

do I start? How can Ifind an in-

ternship that's related to my ma-

jor?

Last and Confused

Dear Lost and Confused:

Internships provide more

than just college credit If you

plan well, you should come away

from mis experience with valu-

able skills that employers want

To fulfill your requirements, you

must meet wim a faculty mem-
ber and gain approval for college

credit This may take more than

one meeting with the faculty

member and the site supervisor.

Each department has different

internship requirements. To get

all of your ducks in a row before

beginning the internship, you
need to begin the process early

(usually the semester before you

begin the internship).

To find a meaningful in-

ternship site, you need to decide

what you want to do and where

you want to do it (near home, near

Longwood, out of state, etc.).

Then, make an appointment for

individual assistance in the Ca-

reer Center. In addition, you may
want to search the Career Center

web site, JOBTRAK, and on-

campus possibilities. For an in-

dividual appointment in the Ca-

reer Center, call 2063. To view

the web site, go to www.lwc.edu,

click on "Student Life** and then

"Career Center."

Finding an internship may
seem like a lot of work, but the

effort is usually worth the market-

able skills you will gain. Stop by

and visit the Career Center in

Lancaster 139 today!

Show Me
the Money!

SUSAN hnUL
Staff Writer

This week in Show Me the

Money: How to find out more

about your financial aid,..Now, I

know this isn't the most exciting

article you'll ever read, bat we all

have to deal with it sooneror later.

You should know what's going on

with your money and how to get

more money (isn't that what

we're all here to do anyway?!).

Look! Helpful websites that

students can visit to gain more

knowledge of their financial aid

!

(Thanks again to JeffScofield for

lending this info!)

www.students.gov

Access to all areas of the

federal government including fi-

nancial aid, IRS, Americorps, and

how to get a passport...

www.fafsa.ed.gov

Where to go to fill out the FAFSA
each year...

www.finanaid.org

This is the mother of all

sites...All aspects of financial

aid—scholarship searches, eligi-

bility calculator*, ban informa-

jtion and more. ,.

www.nasfaa.oig

National Association of

Student Financial Aid Adminis-

trators—lots of good reliable fi-

nancial aid information. ..

www.nagps.org

National Association of

Graduate and Professional Stu-

dents.

National Student Loan Da-

tabase—want to know how much
you owe? Visit NSLDS...

www.va.gov/vbs

United States Veteran's

www.schev.edB

mation.

L
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SPORTS
Sudden Death Overtime

IXULLYON
Sports Information

Longwood defeated

Randolph-Macon 3-2 in overtime

September 17 in its only match

of the week. The Lancers lost a

two-goal lead in the second pe-

riod before

before it rolled out of bounds and

slotting it between the goalkeeper

and the near post Junior keeper

Stephanie Potter/North Kingston

(RI) HS played all 79:53 minutes

and made nine saves in the game.

Through eight matches, jun-

ior Cheryl Andrukonis/W.T.

Woodson
battling

back in

sudden-
death over-

time to im-

prove their

record to

6-2.

Against

Macon,
LC took a

1-0 lead

into half-

time be-

hind a goal

Double Triumphs for Women's Soccer
GREG PROVTY

Sports Information

from freshman Erin Sixsmith/

West Potomac HS, assisted by

junior Emily PTOthero/Princess

Anne HS. In the second half,

Longwood got its second goal

from Prothero, with an assist from

junior Brianne Baylor/Frank W.

Cox HS. But R-MC finished with

a flourish by scoring twice in the

final 20 minutes to tie the score

at two.

In sudden-death overtime, on

an assist from junior Stephanie

Kinstler/Tallwood HS, Baylor

was able to put the decisive goal

away by chasing the ball down

HS leads

the team in

scoring
with seven

goals and

eight as-

sists for 22

points..
Baylor is

next with

five goals

and seven

assists for

17 points,
Photo by Anthony Cohtcci and fresn.

man Julie Winslow/West
Falmouth (MA) HS follows with

six goals for 12 points.

Potter has played 468 min-

utes, allowing 12 goals (1.80)

with 66 saves for a .846 save per-

centage.

LC is now ranked #4 in the

latest NFHCA National Poll.

Longwood next plays at Philadel-

phia (PA) on September 22.Fol-

lowing the game against Philadel-

phia, the Lancers will play at

Millersville (PA) on September

23.

Longwood took a pair of

shutout triumphs during the past

week, defeating

CVAC opponent

St. Andrews (NQ
7-0 September 16

following a 2-0 win

at non-conference

opponent Concord

(WV) September

12. The Lancers are

now 3-2 overall, 1-

in the CVAC, and

were scheduled to

play at CVAC op-

ponent Limestone

College in South

Carolina on Sep-

tember 19.

Against St.

Andrews, LC got

two goals each

from sophomore

Brooke Cooper/

Norfolk Collegiate

HS and freshman

Phoebe Munson/
Tallwood HS,

while senior Erin Hirschi/Salem

HS, sophomore Mia Capps/

Kempsville HS, and freshman

Erin Kennedy/Western Albemarle

HS each contributed one goal.

Erin Kennedy's goal was her

coflegiate first at the College as At Concord, LC got second-

the Lancers led 5-6 at the inter- half goals from senior Amanda
mission in front of anomer large Stombaugh/Park View HS and

and vocal crowd at Lancer FieM. sophomore Trick Root/Bishop

Junior Melodie Massey/Floyd E. IretonBS, assisted by Massey and

sophomore Irene

Vlasidis/James

River HS, respec-

tively. Amy
Kennedy made
two saves while

preserving the

shutout

Through five

matches, Cooper

continues to lead

Longwood in

scoring with five

goals and one as-

sist totaling 11

points (2.20).

Massey (lg, 5a)

and Munson (3g,

la) each follow

with seven points

(1.40). Kennedy

has played 449
minutes in front of

the net, allowing

seven goals (1.54)

Photo by Anthony Cohtcci with 30 saves for

Keilam HS added three assists, an .311 save percentage.

while senior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Western Albemarle HS
and younger sister Erin Kennedy

combined for the shutout in front

of the net.

Following the Limestone

match, Longwood returns to

Lancer Field to host CVAC rival

Queens (NC) this Saturday, Sep-

tember 23, beginning at 2 p.m.

•!• Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center •!•

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are-

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment.

Counseling Center + Counseling Center 4»

Men's GolfTees Off
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood
opened the cam-
paign with a 308-

307 September 11-

12 to finish with a

36-holetotaIof615

to tie for 11th place

in the Mars Hill In-

vitational men's

golf tournament in

Burnsville, NC.
Pfeiffer (NC) won
the team title with

its 296-280-576

team score.

At Mars Hill, sophomore
Chris Pugh/Cave Spring HS, who
fired a 72-76-148 at the 6,495-

yard, par-72 Mount Mitchell Coif

Club to tie for 1 8th-place, led LC.

Other Lancer scores included se-

nior Niklas Jansson/Balsta, Swe-

den (76-74-150, T-26th), fresh-

man Carl Magnusson/

Linkoping, Sweden
(78-76-154, T-40th),

junior Myles Jones/

La Moye, United

Kingdom (82-81-163,

T-57th), and fresh-

man Justin Cullivan/

Jamestown HS (84-

83-167. 59th).

Longwood will

next play September

30-October 1 at the

Billy Joe Patton Inter-

collegiate hosted by

Lenorr-Rhyne (NC), another 36-

hole event to be played at the

North Carolina National Golf

Club in Statesville, NC.

wm
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Longwood Domino's Player of the Week
John Kennedy and Amy

Kennedy (no relation) of Long-
wood College have been named
the CVAC Men's and Women's
Soccer Player of the Week, for

September 11-17, 2000. John
Kennedy, junior goaltender from

Norfolk, VA, posted two shutouts

while playing the entire 90 min-

utes for each game. John has

helped guide the Lancers to a 2-

1-2 record thus far.

His goals-against-average for

the week at 0.00 was tops for

CVAC Goaltcnders this week. He
ranks among top keepers in the

league in all statistics and looks

to continue his streak in upcom-

ing conference matches.

Senior Amy Kennedy from

Crozet, VA also tends the net for

the Lady Lancers. Coming into

the week with a 1-2 overall

record, Amy and the Lancers

looked to improve before Confer-

ence competition. The Lancers

did just that, as they rectified their

overall record to 3-2 with Amy
leading the way with back-to-

back shutout wins, including a

conference victory.

Amy looks to take her lead-

ership role to a higher level this

week with two upcoming confer-

ence games and continue her

well-deserved success.

Multiple Defeats, Men's Soccer Defense Rocks!

JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor

The team played stellar de-

fense die entire game in front of

another large and certainly vocal

crowd, Except for a short flurry

early in die second period, St.

Andrews really never had any

scoring opportunities. Junior

ATTENTION READB*S!

Do you like to wrfto?

Do you iiovo ojyoyiofico m
or wont to worn loyout?

Do you Wco to toko pictures?

If so, thou T7* Aofuooo is for you)

uv nsotMOjS ore ovory Monday nigtit

at 9:19 p.m. in tfct Rotunda Office

The office is located m the Student Union,

directly across from the post office.

We look forward to sookn voui

The Soccer team was able to

tally two shutout victories this

past week, first defeating non-

conference foe Concord (WV) 1-

0, followed by a 3-0

win over CVAC oppo-

nent St. Andrews
(NC). The two wins

bring the Lancers'

record to 2-1-2 overall,

1-0-1 in the CVAC.
In the game Satur-

day against St.

Andrews, Longwood
received goals from se-

nior Scott Hopson/
Brentville HS, junior

Andy Plum/Brentville

HS, and sophomore Fholo by Anthony Coined
Mark Connelly/Fauquier hs. keeper John Kennedy/Norfolk

The scoring started with

Plum's goal at the 21:44 mark of

the first period. The team had

more scoring opportunities, but

weren't able to capitalize.

The Lancers took their 1-0

lead into intermission and never

looked back.

Catholic KS made 2 saves to pre-

serve the shutout - his second

shutout of the week.

Longwood continued to put

the heat on with goals from

Hopson and Connelly at the 20:09

and 9:24 marks, respectively.

Connelly's goal was the first of

his collegiate career, while he and

Hum each contributed an assist

in the game as well.

At Concord, LC freshman

Shawn Spilman/Oak Hills (Ohio)

HS notched his first collegiate

goal in the 12th-minute of the

match to provide for

the win, assisted by

Plum. Kennedy made
eight saves while pre-

serving his first shutout

of the young season.

Through five

matches, Plum contin-

ues to lead Longwood

in scoring with three

goals and two assists

totaling eight points

(1.60). Connelly fol-

lows with his goal and

assist for three points

(0.60). Kennedy has played 390

minutes in front of the net, allow-

ingjust three goals (0.69) with 25

saves for a ,893 save percentage.

The Lancers will next play at

non-conference Shepherd Col-

lege in West Virginia on Thurs-

day, September 21.

Longwood Domino's Player of the

Week: March 31, 2000

Sports Editorial

Last year, in the March 31,

2000, issue o/The Rotunda, an

article was incorrectly printed.

Wanting to rectify this error to

give proper credit to the player,

we are running this article again.

The Rotunda staffapologizes

for any problems -

that may have

occured due to our

own mistake.

Longwood soft-

ball standout Katie

Agnew and baseball

standout John

Myers have been se-

lected as die Long-

wood/Dommo's
'Players of the

Week' for March 22-

28. The Lancer hon-

orees are chosen by

the College's office

of sports information.

Agnew, a freshman out-

fielder, led Longwood to five

wins in eight games last week,

including upsets past nationally-

ranked #1 Kennesaw State (GA)

and nationally-ranked #3

Armstrong Atlantic Stale March

25-26 in Georgia,

Agnew hit .368 (7-19) with a

home run, three doubles, eight

runs, and three RBI during the

week. Her home run came during

the triumph at Kennesaw State

during the Owls' Spring Classic

March 25. Agnew currently

sports a .316 batting average, in-

cluding the homer, eight doubles,

16 runs, and seven RBI. Long-

wood is currently 24-15 overall,

8-4 in the CVAC, and will play

its final two home games against

CVAC opponents Queens (N.C.)

and Lees-McRae (N.C.) March

30-31, respectively, at Lancer

Field.

Katie is the daughter ofJames

and Gloria Agnew of Chantilly

and is majoring in political sci-

ence at Longwood.

Myers, a sophomore first

baseman, led Longwood to seven-

straight wins last

week with a 7-4 tri-

umph past Erskine,

March 25. Myers hit

.538 (7-13) with

three home runs, a

double, six runs, and

eight RBI during the

week. He currently

sports a .286 batting

average, including

four home runs, three

doubles, 17 runs, and

17 RBI. Longwood

is currently 19-8

overall, 8-7 in the

CVAC, and will play

a three-game weekend CVAC se-

ries at Pfeiffer April 1-2.

John is the son of John and

Linda Myers cf Port Republic and

is majoring in business manage-

ment at Longwood.

LWC GHOST WRITER

Welcome back to the crib.

The Ghostwriter is checking back

in on the week that was in sports,

offering my loyal fan base some

insights, opinions, cheap shots,

and some free-floating hostility.

Now, I noticed that my e-mail

address was not exactly lighting

up this week, so just remember,

my loyal followers, you can al-

ways e-mail the Ghostwriter at

LWCGhostWriter@hotmail.com

and I might even be able to pub-

lish your hate mail, fan mail, opin-

ions, meatloaf recipes or what

have you in the next week's ar-

ticle. You might be made famous

by the Ghostwriter, so send some

mail. Now onto the topics for the

week.

77t* Redskins: It seems that I

am picking on Washington every

single week, but I think I have a

reason to now. I mean, let's recap

the season. You spent 100

gajillion dollars in the off season

to bring in veterans like Bruce

Smith, Deion Sanders and Jeff

George, to re-sign Stephen Davis

(probably one of the only good

moves you made) and sign your

rookies to overinflated contracts.

(Note to NFL owners: Until a

player proves it on the field at the

pro level, they do not need to be

making more than some players

who have played their asses off

for years.)

Now, in week one, you barely

beat Carolina, in week two, you

lost to Jason Hanson (Detroit's

kicker), and now you falter, AT
HOME, to archrival Dallas.

I don't think it gets much
worse for you guys. Now you are

1 -2 and behind the New York Gi-

ants by two games going into this

weeks matchup against the new
Thunder and Lightning tandem of

Ron Daync and Tiki Barber.

Doesn't look good. Stop

thinking Super Bowl rings and try

to make it to 9-7 if you can. I think

I hear the chants now clap, clap,,

clap, clap, clap, OVER-RATED,
clap, clap, clap, clap, clap.

The rest of the NFL: Don't

look now, but the two New York

franchises that share Jimmy
Hoffa's final resting place (the

Meadowlands people) are both 3-

0. Cleveland is (gasp!) 2-1, and

the once-downtrodden Tampa
Bay Buccaneers (Redskin fans

remember them VERY well! !) are

3-0.

Although I am not quite ready

for a bold prediction on who will

be there in January, I will say

watch out for the St. Louis Rams
and beware of the Baltimore

Ravens.

*
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mpus Elections Go

The Student Government Association of

Longwood College will be holding Cam-

pus Elections from September 27th - 28th

just outside of the New Dining Hall during

the lunch and dinner hours. The following

positions are open for election:

Freshman Class President

Freshman Class Vice President

Freshman Class Treasurer

Freshman Class Secretary

Applications are due by Friday, Septem-

ber 22nd at 5:00pm in the SGA Office

located in the Lankford Student Union.

Student

Government

Association

Run for Office!

Your Voice Counts

"Leading the Force For
Positive Change."

kwindaiipBKXESIxvmiH
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Meningitis Vaccine Offered

Being in college is a very

exciting time! Learning, being

around different people and hav-

ing fun- that's what it is all about.

But did you know that being a

college student, especially if you

are a freshman living in the resi-

dence halls, increases your

chances of contracting a dis-

abling, possibly deadly, disease?

That's right. That disease is men-

ingococcal meningitis.

Meningococcal meningitis

is a contagious disease and is

spread by direct contact with in-

fected individuals (i.e. sharing a

drink or cigarette or kissing) or

through the air via droplets of res-

piratory secretions (i.e. coughing

or sneering). It causes swelling

ad spinal cord

deadly in approximately 10% of

cases. It is estimated that the dis-

ease strikes about 3,000 Ameri-

cans and is responsible for 300

deaths annually. Approximately

100-125 cases of the disease oc-

cur annually on college campuses

and 5-15 students die as a result

It starts out like a cold or

flu with symptoms such as head-

ache, fever and an upset stomach,

which make it very hard to diag-

nose. Unfortunately, when not

treated early, there is a much

higher chance that the disease will

have long-term squalae or be

deadly- and the disease progresses

rapidly. "In eight hours, someone

could go from being perfectly fine

to being dead," sayi Dr.

MarJeanne Collins, director of

student health at the University of
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Leaders]
LIZ RICHARDS

Staff Writer

In hopes ofcreating a union

of leaders, Longwood College

conducted its signature Citizen

Leadership Day this past Satur-

day at Lankford Student Union.

Students were lead through

various activities under the in-

struction of Lee Burdette Will-

iams, Director of Educational

Programs at Appalachian State

University, and Jenny Koehn,

Community Service Coordinator,

also from Appalachian State Uni-

versity.

For the first half ofthe day,

the students were lectured about

perspective-taking, and how each

individual needs to see things

from other people's standpoint

before they can be a successful

leader. Williams stressed the im-

portance of seeing the world

through another's eyes, ami see-

ing yourself through someone

else's eyes.

One activity that the stu-

dent body participated in was a

card game called "Barnga." Sev-

eral tables of five were set up,

each table having a different set

of rules. The winner of the card

game at their table would advance

to the next table, and the loser

would fall back to the previous

table, however students didn't

know that etch group had a sepa-

rate collection ofrules. With ver-

bal communication prohibited, it

matte adjusting to the new set of

regulations difficult for many.

The idea of this activity was to

illustrate to students that if they

are thrown into a unique situation

where they think they know

what's going on, they have to be

open to me new system of opera-

tion.

"The game demonstrated

that new members need to be in-

corporated in die game plan, but

also that they can't come into the

new situation trying to boss ev-

eryone around," said junior,

Frankie Simmons.

Another game the students

took part in was "star power."

Participants were given colored

tokens, each color representing a

different value.

Everyone was given the

opportunity to trade their tokens,

and then were asked to tally up

their points. Three classes were

created, low range scorers, mid

range scorers, and high range

scorers. Once again students

were given tokens, and an oppor-

tunity to trade their coins. It was

observed that those who received

the high valued coins were un-

willing to donate their wealth to

the less fortunate, they just went

straight to the score board to add

See LEADER p.ll

Five (^e^ons with Di. Peter Mei
STEPHANIE RlOGSBf

On Wednesday, Septem-

ber 20,Justafew hoars before

his reading at Wygal Audito-

rium, Iwas given the opportu-

nity to six down with Dr. Peter

Meinke and ask him about

himself hit work, and his writ'

ing career.

SRi I understand that

you won the Flannery

O'Connor award. What is it

exacdy and what did you win

" \ iht award for

ground, and by that I mean, where I earnedmy MA at the Una-

did you go to school and things versify of Michigan-Ann Arbor

gketbat? «d my FhJD. from the Univer-

sity ofMinnesota, both in

Literature. I founded the

Undergraduate degree in

Creative Writing at

Bckerd College 1966.

S& (after mention-

ing my change in major

from Psychology to En-

glish) I wanted to go into

profiling and Forerttic

Psychology, but I decided

to write about it instead.

I've found tibat [after witt-

ing two short plays] my
character developn^nt is

so much mow importanL

uett«#

igfetAftpacts arc

nrofjhptj BOj return way.

as bran or

deafness or paralysis, and is See VACCINE p.5
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EDITOJUA
Sometimes, it can be under-

stood mat what a person says is

bis or her own opinion about a

certain matter. It seems, however,

that this is not die case when The

Rotunda is involved.

Last week we published a let-

ter to the editor in die opinion sec-

don of the newspaper. It has since

come to my attention that people

were not pleased with this article.

But, hey, I didn't write it

According to some, though,

because I printed it, I could eas-

ily be blamed for any problems it

may have caused.

So, I ask you, my loyal reader,

to take a trip with me into my per-

sonal thoughts about the reasons

for publishing such an offensive

letter.

I receive letters to the editor

all the time. People who are ex-

traordinarily pissed off will con-

standy write to me or someone on

my staff to let us know.

And that is fabulous.

I love to hear people's rants

and raves because it makes me
feel better for having my own.

When a person sends us

something, whether they are com-

plaining or offering praise, I be-

lieve that that person has not just

a privilege, but a right to have

their opinion published.

Whether I agree with it or not

is not the issue because I will cer-

tainly print something that I do

not agree with, and I have done

so a few times already.

Many people may not agree

with this, and I'm almost positive

that some on this campus would

much rather I suppress other's

views or censor what is published.

I refuse to do that, though. I

refuse to tell someone that since

his or her opinion does not agree

with the rest of the campus, it

should not be heard.

I refuse to be a scapegoat

when other people have no one

else to blame.

The Rotunda
Phone: 804-395-2120

Fax: 804-395-2237

rotun<la@iongwoo<l.lwc.edu

Kim Urann
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I completely refuse.

I see my job as Editor of your

college newspaper as an essential

one.

Because of the things I have

published, I have stirred people

into looking at their behavior,

questioning their beliefs, and ask-

ing themselves if they should ac-

cept things simply for what they

seem to be. This may sound

pompous, but what else is a col-

lege newspaper for than to spread

controversy?

This is why I printed the story

on Coach Bolding in the manner

it was presented to me.

This fan had an opinion. That

does not mean it was a reflection

of my staff or myself. And, to be

honest, I resent anyone who
thinks I, or my staff, were in any

way involved.

We were sent the letter. We
printed the letter. Case closed.

Kim Urann

Been There, Done That, Know Better

In response to A DisgrunUed

Fan:

Let it be clearly known up

front that a fan's perspective and

a loyal player's perspective are

two entirely different viewpoints.

It has been a reoccurring

problem over the last decade at

Longwood that "high school

standouts" entering the collegiate

baseball program have been un-

willing to allow Coach Buddy

Bolding and seasoned upperclass-

men to mold them into more re-

fined and disciplined athletes and

gentlemen.

However, those that have

been willing to improve them-

selves have found that Coach

Bolding's knowledge of the game

and of life to be second to none.

This situation is clearly more

comprehendible through day-in-

day out training, practicing, and

competing, than through the eyes

of even the most loyal of fans.

As a player and a student un-

der Coach Bolding, I have wit-

nessed the entire character of an

unselfish, devoted man with an

undying love for the game of

baseball. Bolding successfully

combines lessons on the ball field

with teachings for a successful

life after baseball.

These talents and abilities are

always instilled into those play-

ers who remain loyai and are will-

ing to work hard and improve

themselves. While not all players

that come to join the LWC base-

ball team have or learn to possess

these attributes, those that do find

baseball under Coach Buddy

Bolding to be a highly rewarding

and unforgettable experience.

Greg Edmonds, Alumnus

LWC Baseball (1996-1999)

Who Needs Football?
Dear Editor:

Without having the luxury of

a football team, the student body

here at Longwood College is

forced to expand its school spirit

towards the other sports.

Due to this lack of gridiron

madness in the fall season, fans

have turned towards European

football (in case you did not

know, that's what we call soc-

cer).

Once I arrived at the men's

soccer game on September 15

versus St Andrews, the atmo-

sphere was reminiscent of a

block party, as the "stadium"

was seated well past the capac-

ity (about 20 people can fit on

the bleachers). After walking

around for nearly 15 minutes

with no sign of any kegs, I re-

treated to my spot in the back

of my friend's truck atop the hill

in the front of Dairy Queen.

As I glanced beyond the

boundaries of the playing field,

many things caught my eye. I saw

maybe 4 or 5 couches, a grill, and

one guy was even in a recliner

right outside of the boundaries of

the playing field

What makes these games so

special, as I have attended several

in my tenure at Longwood Col-

lege, is not just the screaming of

the fans, but more what they are

hollering. One would expect to

hear things such as "Nice save,

Kennedy," "Good pass, Plum,"

orjust plain old "Come on, Long-

wood," but this wasn't the case

from where I've been sitting.

People, and I'll admit I was one

of them, were rooting more
against St. Andrews than for

Longwood. Even though the stu-

dents at Longwood are not quite

as vocal as Yankee's fans, phrases

such as "Way to go stupid" and
"Nice kick idiot" were still circu-

lated through the air throughout

the game. Seemingly due to the

fact that it was Parent Weekend,
certain 4-letter words were kept

to a minimum. Names were even
attached to these phrases at times,

as it is easy to obtain rosters con-

sisting of the visiting players'

names and numbers.

"I think the fans at the soccer

games create a great atmosphere

to compete in and the other teams

that play here are introduced to a

totally new playing environment,

one they don't see elsewhere in

the conference and don't want to

return to," said Junior Central

Midfielder Josh Powell about the

crowd support at the home
games.

At the end of the game, the

Longwood men's soccer team

journeyed to midfield and ap-

plauded the crowd for their ef-

forts, which Keeper John

Kennedy said was from the

suggestion of Coaches Todd
Dyer and Todd Crawford "We
were in the post game huddle,

congratulating each other,

when coach told us that before

thanking each other, we had to

thank the crowd" Kennedy
said after Longwood's 3-0 victory

over St Andrews.

Perhaps this article will in-

spire more of the Longwood Col-

lege student body, and possibly

some less conservative faculty

members, to attend Longwood
Soccer's home game this coming
Saturday at 2 p.m. against Lees

McRae.

I'm not saying you have to

participate in thejaunting ofLee's

McRae, but I'm sure it would be

appreciated and quite fun.

D. Jason Passabet
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, insteadofjust whining about them, Sospeakup

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

nmtnda@longwoodhvc.edu.

Some Things Never Change
Reprinted from the November 11, 1998 issue

GEORGE LANUM
and MEIANIE BARKER

As Longwood continues to

restrict alcohol consumption on

campus and news of the college's

expected growth makes its

rounds, die town of Farmville has

become more concerned with the

increase of off-campus parties.

The town intends to begin crack-

ing down on these 200 to 300 per-

son parties. With representatives

in the newly formed task force,

both school and town officials

intend to devise a solution to this

problem.

Gerald Spates, Town Man-

ager ofFarmville, remarked, "The

problem we are faced with now

is that we are getting complaints

from residents about the parties.

It's been building up with more

students moving off campus and

more houses becoming available

for rent in what are primarily resi-

dential ndgbborhoods. It's not an

every night or an every weekend

thing, but it's an occasion. We
have several places in town that

have been problems for some

time. We are taking the position

that we are going to address those

problem areas."

The first step in combatting

the problem is to begin strict en-

forcement of the nuisance sec-

tions of the Virginia State Code,

a solution that is concerning many

students. The ordinance specifies

a certain decibel level a certain

number of feet from the house.

Violation of this ordinance carries

a fine up to $2500 and up to 12*

months in jail.

Many students fed that this

policy is unfair. Current senior

E.G. Staton said that he felt par-

ties were much smaller and tamer

compared to visits in 1992 prior

to his enrollment in 1997.

T think the party scene has

diminished over the past six years.

I came to party here in 1992, and

if they consider now a problem, I

can only imagine what they

thought about it then," said

Staton.

Spates, however, disagrees

believing that the off-campus par-

ties have increased.

"I think [the problem of off-

campus parties] has gotten worse

because what is happening is that

we are getting complaints in ar-

eas that we've never had com-

plaints before,** commented

Spates.

Sydnor C. Newman, Mayor

of Farmville, appointed Spates

and Town Council members Wil-

liam Wall and Otto Overton to the

special task force to represent the

town. Representatives from the

college include James Huskey,

Chief of College Police and Su-

san Monahan, Director of Com-

muter Student Affairs. One of the

primary functions of the task

force is to combine the rules of

the state of Virginia and Town of

Farmville and die expectations of

Longwood College into some-

thing that's enforceable.

"One of the biggest ques-

tions facing the college," re-

<$ TOaodJ)RQ8$
PROPS:
+To the Student Union for putting soap in the

women's restroom.

+To Lancer Cafe for fulfilling our chocolate need.

+To all the professors who won the FuquaAwards. Con-

gratulations!!!

+To the RTA's for being helpful when the Help Desk

refuses.

DROPS:
-To the Dining Hall for not giving practicum students

decent lunches.

-To the mutant bees who swarm students wherever

they go.

-To the pool in Lancer. Too much chlorine!

-To the TKFs and the men's soccer team for shouting

insults at the women's soccer game.

-To the frats and sororities for having strippers, when

The Rotunda has to do without.

Send yaff Props and Drops to rotunda®tongwxxxUwc.edu.

Some Animal Trivia to K""* V""* B*»in

Pigs orgasms last for 30 minutes. ftphids are bora preg«flt~

without benefit of sex,

IT IS A BAD HEN THAT DOES NOT SCRATCH HERSELF.

-IRISH PROVERB

marked Rkk Hurley, Vice Presi-

dent of Administration and Fi-

nance, "is the extent to which the

college can extend its arm off-

campus."

Currently administration

intends to stand by the "Scope of

Authority" policy in the hand-

book which stales, "Criminal ac-

tivity by a student, whether it

takes place on or offcampus may

be causes for disciplinary action

if such activity impedes or affects

the learning climate or normal

operation of the College. This

principle also applies to other

forms of off-campus conduct or

behavior—especially in areas

contiguous to the College—that

would have an adverse effect on

the institution of its educational

effort"

TimPierson, Dean of Stu-

dents, along with other adminis-

trators, believe that off-campus

students should be treated like

Farmville residents, unless these

off-campus parties affect the

learning environment. Pierson

cited as an example the incident

that took place at Long Shotz last

spring where a fight at the bar

carried over on to campus along

with intoxicated students.

Patricia Cormier, President

of the college, also feels that stu-

dents should be treated as town

residents first, unless their behav-

ior affects the college environ-

ment
"Students should be treated

like you would treat any other citi-

zen in this community," said

Cormier.

Although administration

feels that off-campus students

should be handled by the town,

they are expected to comply with

regulations created by the college

for off-campus dwellers. These

regulations include no loud mu-

sk, no shouting or abusive lan-

guage, as well as compliance with

Virginia's alcoholic beverage

laws. In case of problems involv-

ing these expectations, the college

reserves the right to revoke off-

campus privileges.

For the most part Spates

believes that off-campus students

are responsible when it comes to

off-campus social life.

"It's not all college stu-

dents, because we have college

students that are good neighbors,

I consider ourselves lucky that

college students as a whole are

very weU behaved and the major-

ity ofmem don't cause any prob-

lems," commented Spates.
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Family Planning Options

in the Farmville Area
CoUcge students and young or available for less than $5/pack.

adults are called on to make many *Depoprovera injections

important choices about their life cost $54 but are free if you make
and their future. One of the most less than $9000/year.

important choices students make *The health department is

is aboutfamily planning. located at 111 South St on the

While the only guarantee ground floor. The office is located

against pregnancy is to avoid two blocks from campus in down-
vaginal intercourse, there are town Farmville.

Call 392-8 187 to make an

appointment

3. Women's Health Center

Appointments available

many effective methods of con-

traception.

The best contraceptive

choices are made by a woman and

her partner in consultation with a Monday-Friday from 8:00-4:30.

health care professional.

There are a number of lo-

cations in the Farmville area

where family planning consulta-

tion and exams are done.

1. Longwood College Student

Health Services Family plan-

ning dink scheduled Tuesdays

> 2:00-6:00

Cost $50 for exam
Birth Control Pills can be

Cost is based on income.

Insurance is accepted. With in-

come of <$10,000/year you pay

25% of the cost of the exam and

labs (approximately $25).

Birth Control Pills are

available by mail from the Cen-

tral Virginia Community Health

Center pharmacy at prices de-

pending upon income.

Depoprovera injections

cost $75, but are available to those

purchased through local pharma- with income <$10,000/year for

cies at a cost of approximately $18.75.

$25/pack

Depoprovera injections

cost approximately $60. Each

injection lasts for 12 weeks.

Call 2102 to schedule an

appointment

2. Prince Edward County
Health Department Family
planning clinic scheduled Fri-

days from 8:15-2:15

Cost is based on income.

Ifyou make less man S9000/year

services are provided at no cost

You can also choose to pay to full

fee. Bring proof of income to the

appointment.

•Birth Control Pills are free——

—

The Women's Health Cen-

ter is located within easy walk-

ing distance of the collegeat 800

Buffalo St

Call 382-8177 to make an

appointment

4. Private physicians

•Come by student health to

pick up a current physician direc-

tory.

5. Planned Parenthood

Clinics in Roanoke,
Lynchburg, Charlottesville and

Richmond.

*For information on these

locations call 1-800-669-0156.
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rounded by music and a warmm
that cannot be described in words.

At last count Alpha Delta Ft re-

Friday, September 22, craned six girls, Mffm Guam
Week came feasend Deha with tea, Alpha Sigma Al-

pha with eJeven.AiptMfigmaTnu

with one, Kappa Deta wim ten,

Sigma Kappa wffli flaw, Sigma
Sigma Sigma wfitr ffflru TffliTfilTil

Wsfic was by dl means a Tau Alpha wftnffl&eiLBetiratn

Walk was held on the

n.

Hi ail in atten-

ce and all fraternities in aasu-

faJ

matched with great antici-

s all the new Recruits

fosse sftrtrm with
i mvu4 Arltt!nttfl£iM Tft^a

wwimmediately welcomed

could not putierpafc as this

semester s Recruitment became
of going over (pint last semes-

ter. However, thoshtert attended

walk sporting signs encouraging

the new recruits.
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First Director of Internships Appointed
PRESSRELEASE

The Longwood College

School of Business and Econom-

ics has appointed Mr. Robert

Dame as the school's first Direc-

tor of Internships,

Dame will work with stu-

dents, faculty, and employers to

maintain and develop meaningful

internship experiences for under-

graduate students majoring in

business and economics.

Dame comes to Longwood
with years of experience as

founder, president, and CEO of

five major businesses and in ex-

ecutive positions dealing with

business turnarounds, mergers,

acquisitions, and franchises

throughout the U. S.

For seven years he was
president of Malco of Virginia

Inc. in Richmond before that

company merged with the manu-

facturer Mako Products. He had

previously owned and operated

Robert F. Dame, Inc., an educa-

tional publishing company even-

tually purchased by Prentice-Hall.

For the Richmond Small

Business Development Center,

Dame has conducted seminars on

franchising and entrepreneurship

and has been a guest speaker at

me University of Virginia Darden

School.

For two years he served on

the State Department of Educa-

tion Advisory Board for Propri-

etary Schools.

"You come to a point in life

when you need to pay back some
of the earned support and confi-

dence people have put in you-
particulariy the education com-

munity," said Dame.

Student internships are a

direct line between the world of

work and the education commu-
nity. According to Dean of the

School of Business, Dr.

Berkwood Farmer, Dame's per-

sonal contacts throughout the

country "will take our students

internship experiences and pro-

gram to a new level."

OfLongwood and the pros-

pect ofworking with she Business

School faculty, Dame said, "I

have great respect for the faculty,

and I know many of them."

He added, There are good

business students throughout the

country, but what you have here

is different These students are

trained and educated by associate

and full professors, not graduate

assistants, and that makes a tre-

mendous difference in ability and

attitude."

Dame is no stranger to

Longwood. The youngest of his

nine children attended die college

for two years. He and his wife,

Bobby Jean, Uve in Amelia at a

former stagecoach stop, built in

1810.
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college health

students.

For reasons no

understood, the nut

breaks of meningoc*:

gifts has been on th

cent years. While the

13 outbreaks during

period from 1980 to)

33 outbreaks hit in ji

between 1992 and 1'

ing to the Center for I

trol (CDC); and their

tirtue to rise.

College students are at a

greater risk for contracting men-

ingococcal meningitis than the
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1996 have occurred in schools,

universities, and other institu-

tional-based settings, according to

ACHA. Studies from previous

college outbreaks suggest that

college students are more suscep-

to such outbreaks hw*tw
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post-expo

too late to

tection. fi

may take i

velop.

In light of these facts and

the growing number of outbreaks

on college campuses in recent

years, ACHA hut fall announced

its new recommendation that eol-

to reduce their risk fori

fatal meningococcal

m addition,ACHA further recom-

mends that coSege heaMt direc-

tors!

argfc dvsn£ OH C3HIDIX&&S &CTOSJI

America from a disease that

might have been prevented by a

vaccine. Here at Longwood Col-

lege, our goal is to make patents

and students aware of meningo-

coccal meningitis and to encour-

age students to seek immuniza-

tion against this potentially de-

bilitating and deadly disease."

Longwood College is mak-

ing it easy for its students to ob-

tain protection against meningo-

coccal meningitis by offering it

right here on campus on October

5, 2000, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. in

the Student Union. The vaccine

will be available on a walk-in ba-

sis for a $75 fee and can be paid

by cash, check, or can be billed

to a major credit card. For more

information about meningococcal

meningitis or the vaccine,

caff Longwood College's

partner Vaccine

ante. Sic., at m® 237-3457 or

(S§8) 822-2*51 or Mat!

their website at

Body Art or Body Mutilation?

KIM URANN
Editor-in-Chief

For many students, Fall

Break is a time to express their

individuality through piercings or

tattoos. Unfortunately, these same

students will make uninformed

decisions about which studio to

use or what to look for in regard

to sterility and artist.

Student Health Services,

Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Caspian

Tattoo and Body Piercing from

Lynchburg, VA, are sponsoring a

Body Art forum on Wednesday,

October 4, from 5:00 to 8:30 p.m.

in the Lankford Ballroom.

Started in 1992, Caspian

Tattoo and Body Piercing was

established to bring their clients

a safe and knowledgeable envi-

ronment in which to make these

too artists about pricing and set up

appointments.

There will be a panel of stu-

dents to answer questions and dis-

cuss their own experiences with

the audience pertaining to their

diversive tattoos and piercings.

The rest ofdie forum will be about

removal of tattoos, choosing the

Where Will It Hurt?
•Least painful for tattoos are the

fleshy parts of the arms ami legs.

*i,nest ana oac* vest are more

painful. Sternum and rite are the

worst.

Areas over bone hurt more.

•Areas near joints hurt most

became more i

located there.

Cathy Layne, from Student

Caspian will be speaking about

the proa and cons of tattooing,

and branding. None of

son cam-

w BiwU %^aB§M wwe* ^B*^ww*Bw^a™aF **f aew*r •^»

correct studio and artist, and tat-

too cover-ups.

Four contests will be held

during the forum fee most tattoos,

most creative or original, most

piercings,

by the

Student Health believes

there are a tot of health issues in-

volved with tattooing and pierc-

ing that many students do not

know about. The number one risk

is HIV, although no documented

case of transmittal from tattoos or

piercings.

Hepatitis B is most often

transmitted, along with 21 other

documented diseases.

Perhaps the most disturb-

ing is that 65% of artists do not

use sterile gloves when doing

piercing and 40% were self-

taught their piercing procedures.

The administration in no

way endorses body art, but they

understand that students are go-

ing to do it. At least this way, stu-

dents will now be able to make

informed decisions about the art-

ist, the design, and the dangers

associated with body art

Ifyou would like to attend,

but are unable to, please go by

Student Health Services and pick

up a pamphlet. Remember the

best thing a person can do when

making a decision as permenant

as tattoos or piercings is to know

everythief be can before

Longwood Domino's Player of dieWeek
GREGPROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood field hockey

standout Brianne Baylor/Virginia

Beach-Frank W. Cox HS and

women's soccer standout Brooke

Cooper/Virginia Beach-Norfolk

Collegiate HS have been selected

as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Players of

the Week' for the pe-

riod of September 20-

26. The weekly Lancer

honorees are chosen by

the College's office of

sports information.

Baylor, a junior midfielder,

led Longwood to a pair of shut-

out victories on the road during

the past week at Philadelphia (PA)

(1-0 ot) and Millersville (PA) (2-

0). She scored the game-winning

goal in Philly in overtime before

tallying the decisive goal just be-

fore halftime at the 'Ville. Her ef-

forts also earned her ECAC Di-

vision II Field Hockey Player of

the Week honors. Through 10

matches, Baylor is second on the

team in scoring with seven goals

and seven assists for 21 points

(2.10), The Lancers are currently

8-2 and ranked #5 in this week's

NFHCA National Poll.

Brianne is the daughter of

William Jr. and Linda Baylor of

Virginia Beach and is majoring in

liberal studies. She is a transfer

student-athlete fromNCAA Divi-

sion I Old Dominion University

where she played on the 1 998 Na-

tional Champion field hockey

team for the Monarchs.

Cooper, a sopho-

more midfielder, led

Longwood to an 8-0

shutout past Queens

(NC) last week with

two first-half goals.

Her efforts also earned herCVAC
Women's Soccer Player of the

Week honors, including her first

collegiate "hat-trick" with three

goals at Limestone (SC) (8-0).

Through seven matches,

Cooper leads the team, and the

conference, in scoring with 10

goals and one assist for 21 points

(3.00). The Lancers are currently

5-2 overall, 3-0 in the CVAC, and

ranked #7 in this week's NSCAA
Southeast Region Poll.

Brooke is the daughter of

Bill and Karen Cooper of Virginia

Beach and is majoring in psychol-

ogy.

Opening of Oktoberfest Weekend

Alzheimer's Walk
Wednesday, October 4

• 5 p.m. In Front of Lancaster

Participation of Students is Valued

Come walk with the Alzheimer's Association and help make a

difference in the lives of people affected by Alzheimer's disease

Join the thousands of people nationwide participating in

Memory Walk, the largest fund-raising event for the disease.

Could You Use

$100?

Design the Website logo for the

$100 «ff Certifieete *m to

tHs VCHfeThC ofnu *t
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On-Campus Movie Review:

Galaxy Quest (Playing this Friday)

BRIAN KELLEY
Staff Writer

When I first saw the trailer

for Galaxy Quest, I was im-

pressed by the special effects

shown.

I was disturbed, though, by

the childish appearance of the

film.

The bask plot of the film

seemed to be this: S washed-up

adventure show
actors are mis-

taken, by real

aliens, for skilled

space travelers.

These actors

are taken to space

where they basi-

cally mess every-

thing up.

I saw Gal-

axy Quest and

found that the idea

I had about the

movie was true.

I was thoroughly impressed

to say least. Galaxy Quest is

probably one of the most subtly

brilliant movies in the past couple

of years. It has heart, it has ac-

tion and it has comedy that is

good and clean.

Jason Nesmith (Tun Allen)

plays Commander Peter Quincy

Taggart in the popular show Gal-

axy Quest.

Years after the show
Nesmith and his fellow crew

members (Sigoumey Weaver,

Alan Rickman, Tony Shalhoub,

and Daryl Mitchell) have devel-

oped sour relationships.

They are committed to ap-

pearing at conventions where ob-

sessed fans dress up as bit parts

from episodes long forgotten. It

is at one ofthese conventions that

real aliens approach Nesmith.

Nesmith embarks (some-

what unknowingly) on a mission

to help with peace talks between

these aliens and a nasty looking

character named Sarris.

Nesmith ends up firing

upon the evil Sarris and it is only

upon his return to Earth that .he

discovers he was actually in

space.

Nesmith convinces the oth-

ers to come back when trouble has

once again brewed between our

friendly aliens and Sarris. The

group joins him and hilarity en-

sues.

The sheer brilliance of this

film is that it mocks the same

thing that it uses for a catalyst to

its own popularity. Of course, I'm

talking about Galaxy Quest's

similarity to Star Trek and its fan-

obsessed underbelly.

Galaxy Quest openly pokes

fun at Star Trek, but the movie it-

selfcontains a Star Trek prototype

plot at its core.

Even a person

who was never into

Star Trek (me, for in-

stance) can appreciate

the solid writing and

dead-on satire of Gal-

axy Quest.

Galaxy Quest is

playing this Friday,

September 29 in the

ballroom. It is worth

every bit of your time.

Do not be misled by its

childish appearance.

It has a plot that

draws laughter and
even a tear or two. There's some-

thing for everyone here, some-

thing for every level ofStarTrek

fan.

The movie works so that

you can enjoy it even knowing

nothing about Star Trek. It does

this entertainingly and cre-

atively.

That is why I give Galaxy

Quest quite a solid A.

The bett kept teent ii Fermville

ILLUSIONS, INC
]jf|Uj _g SnaA Srr*M hah**^ Micaoa't

We have a wide selection of....
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brought

dents. Tf

cantaMd

5|
there

wasgc

Lancer Productions.

clue as to what he

1 do or say next.

mu Karaoke will be

on October20 at 10:00pm in the

Cafe. 8e sure not to miss this

event

The game show "Dash for

Dollars" got a great crowd, some

of whom walked away with

money in their pockets- One
gentleman walked away with

$242 and four other people

walked out with $25.

Even those students who
did not walk out with any money

left with a

1 be tree popcorn

^gk, in the Cafe,

. . •.. '•• tight, the band First

FlooJj^^lHb^s-
lay night yon ace in

Chicago Comedy
Company v f be performing in

the Si Ufttonai9:00p.ntff

you d^H ;h©w Whose line is

then you will enjoy

worked hard to

orovide a s variety of enter-

tainmeal.

ave any suggestions

or commfcAts about any events

please fed free to stop by the

Lancer Productions office room

207 in the Student Union.

Ifyou are interested injoin-

ing Lancer Productions, we have

meetings every Monday at 6:30

p.m. is the "A" room of the Stu-

will be piaj&fgthe mime Gulaxy

si in (he Su?$$t tJmm on *.;

and8^0

' are looking forward

i excttement.

.J

Late Nights at the High St. Diner

M1CHELE THOMPSON
Copy Editor

For anyone who has not

been to the High Street Diner, you

MUST GO NOW!!!
This restaurant is one ofthe

two best places to eat in

Farmville, that. I have been. I am
of course still searching for other

hidden havens in town.

The setup is casual. Fifties

style diner decorated with Betty

Boop lunchboxes, King Kong
movie posters, and more.

AH booths and a bar to sit

at, even though they don't save
alcohol yet

The food is excellent, espe-

cially die breakfast items, which

are the least expensive.

They have amating firench

toast, and their hash browns are

the shit.

I have yet to try a dinner en-

tree, rnainly because I love break-

fast foods, but also because they

stop serving them after 10 pjn.

My usual time for a visit to

the Diner is after 11 pjn. Many a

celebratory late night snack has

been had there after The Rotunda

staff finished an issue.

The last time I went was

after the September 21 issue had

been put to bed. The editor, Kim
Urann, and I had been sucked in

by Pagemaker all day, so by the

time midnight rolled around we
were starved.

I nought in the interest of

the public's need to know, we
should try something besides

breakfast foods.

We opted for the Hot Crab

Dip. When it arrived, it looked

iffy. But there was a ton of it, and

two mini loaves of trench bread

to go with it

We dug in and found that

looks can be deceiving. There was

nothing iffy about the taste. It was

magnificent.

The Diner also has home-

made desserts every day. I have

yet to by one, but I have heard

high praise from others who have.

High Street Diner has three

things I adore in a restaurant, its

inexpensive, has delicious food,

and its open from 6 a.m, to 3 a.m.

Out of four stars, I give it
*****.
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PUZZLePS
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor
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Available 4. When I get Around To It 5. Who's On first 6. Once In A
While 7. Long Way To Go 8. You Are Under Arrest 9.-Fcmininc Wiles

The Watcher
Movie Review

HEATHER ENROUGHTY
Staff Writer

If you are in the mood for

an action-packed killer-thriller,

then The Watcher is probably

right up your alley,

Through all its genericness

(it's along the lines of The Bone

Collector and Kiss The Girls) and

predictability, the gruesome de-

tails and suspense is enough to

keep the audience captivated.

James Spader

psychologically

scarred FBI agent Joe

CampbeS, who moves

to Chicago to escape

Ms job and tragically

haunted past in LA.

Justaslieis lill-

into a routine of

(if you call

excessive pilMaking and tips to

a psychiatrist normal), he feds

that a figurefrom hitpasthas fol-

lowed him to his new haven, In-

ter the killer, played by Keanu

Reeves,

Reeves does a creepyjob of

playing stalker/lalteDavidAJkn

Griffin.

In his sole intent to harass

and mentally destroy Campbell,

he targets young, single women
them to death with

a piano wire.

However, to make bis mor-

bid sport more interesting, he

sends photos of his potential vic-

tims to the FBI agent nine hours

prior to their deaths.

It becomes a game of cat

and mouse, in the attempt to find

and save dwse women, and catch

the killer.

The ending, which is as pre-

dictable as the rest of die film, is

lacking, bat satisfying.

The final con-

ation between the

two nemeses leaves a

lot to be desired, but is

Still perversely hnrigu-

As a finale to

a macabre film,

there could have been

more twists and turns in

the end, as well as in die entire

plot.

Though it is a simple and

conventional thriller, the dialogue

is witty and sardonic, the special

effects aft gruesome, and the

movie as a whole is entertaining

and disturbing.

It wiU likely leave some

audience members looking over

their shoulders to make

are not being watched.

Bela Fleck: Outbound
Album Review

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

In addition to the recent

opening spot on the Dave

Matthews Band tour, bluegrass

legend Bela Fleck and his band

the Flecktones will play at

Hampden Sydney College,

Thursday, October 6 at 9:30 p.m.

The upcoming tour is in support

of Bela Fleck's new release. Out-

bound.

Bela Fleck and the

Flecktones are a virtuosic, banjo-

driven, mixture ofjazz, bluegrass,

and beyond.

Their most recent project

represents a departure for the

band, including songs with guest

vocalists and musicians as well as

the use of orchestral instruments

such as the oboe, strings, and

more.

Fleck says, "It's very ambi-

tious; we have more of our friends

playing different instruments than

on previous albums."

The album features an all-

star cast including guest vocalists

Shawn Colvin and Jon Anderson

of the group Yes, guitarist Adrian

Belew, and John Medeski of

Medeski, Martin, & Wood.

The album opens appropri-

ately with "Intro," a 41 second

horn-laden melody and goes into

a banjo-driven crowd pleaser

"Hoedown." The third track, "A

Moment So Close," is a fusionist

track featuring Colvin and Ander-

son.

Because of the sound and

odd time signature (27/8), Bruce

Hornsby designed it as "Indian

raga rock."

"Zona Mona" features an

interesting sax melody and Fleck

described it as "sounding a lot

like the band."

"Hall of Mirrors" features

the organ-colorings of Medeski

and the wordless vocals of

Colvin.

"Earth Jam" is an interest-

ing tune which features extended

jam at the end.

"Something She Said," a

love song, almost didn't make it

on the album. The song was

spiced up by the guitar work of

Adrian Belew.

Track 8 is a 40 second per-

cussive interlude which leads

into "Aimum," an upbeat and

rousing song featuring great

banjo scampers, hip organ parts,

rippling tabla lines, and horn ar-

rangements.

The 42-second steel drum

laden interlude, entitled "Pre-

lude" segues into "Lover's Leap,"

a melancholy tune that has a

cabaret feel.

The title track, "Outboard,"

is a pop-jazz number. It's all about

a groove and a sound.

"Seratch& SnifT is a funky,

bass-popping tune. "Shuba Yatra"

is described as an Irish meets Af-

rican meets Americana tune.

The next to last track, "That

Old Thing," is a swinging song.

The band finds a groove in this

tune.

The last track is appropri-

ately entitled "Reprise" and is a

quieter 44-second reprise of Shuba

Yatra.

This track closes the album

with a sense of completion.

If you're looking for four-

chord pop songs, you've read too

far. If you are—and I assume if I

still have your attention—looking

for an album that is both musically

interesting and fun to listen to,

pick up Bela Fleck's Outboard.

Go see Bela Fleck at

Hampden Sydney. You won't be

disappointed.

Outbound is Bela Fleck's

Columbia Record debut. The blue-

grass superstar and band recently

inked a deal with Columbia
records and its sister label Sony

Classical.

"It was time for a change,"

remarked Fleck, "We had a really

good run at Warner Bros. We tried

a lot of the things we wanted to

try there, with varying amounts of

success. It's time for someone to

see the band with new eyes."

Outbound is Bela Fleck and

Flecktones 7th album following

the 1998 Grammy-nominated al-

bum Left of Cool and 1999's

Greatest Hits ofthe 20th Century.

Watty
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Thursday Friday Saturday Sw
28th 29th

LP Movie:

Galaxy Quest

in ABC rooms

8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night

featuring 1st Floor

in the Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.

Oktoberfest is October 7th

If your organization would like to participate in

the parade, let Mortar Board know soon!

The Organization that best displays the theme,

Let the Blue Shine Through,

wins a prize!

Please call x3 158 ifyou would like to participate.

LrT US iM ON THr HOT t>rTAiL3

GOitfG ASQUMd CAXFUS •••

if you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events—anything

under the sun, let us know! Email iis$

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

30th
Women's Soccer

vs.

LeeMcRae
12:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs.

Lee McRae

@ 2:00 p.m.

Chicago Comedy
Company

in the Commonwealth

Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Richmond
Symphony Pops

at the Carpenter Center

$11 -$46

for details call 225-9000

@ 8:00 p.m.

l

Sponsor your Lacrosse team here at

Hosting a raffle every day during N

(Tickets are $5 each)

Ifyour ticket is drawn Mon - Fri, yo

If it is drawn Sat - Sun, you wii

Ifyou win, your ticket goes back in tc

e-mail kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu ii
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member

win $50

$75

win again.

interested

\day Monday Tuesday

2nd 3rd
Longwood Day

Want to be a part of the

paper? Come to our

Monday night meetings!

in The Rotunda Office

across from the

Post Office

^ 9:15 p.m.

Pajama Day

Chi Alpha Christian

Fellowship Meeting

in Amelia Room
@ 7:00 p.m.

G.I.V.E. Service

Learning Reflection

Session

in Lankford Room C
@ 7:00 p.m.

Student Program

Directors Interest

Meeting

in Lankford Room C
8:00 p.m.

L

Booth Forms aro duo by
October 2nd in order to have a

booth for Oktoberfest.
Questions? Call Kelly at x3361 or e-mail her at

kwhitmor@longwood.lwc.edu

No questions? Then make sure
to be at Oktoberfest and Let

the Blue Shine Through!

Hawaii Day

Meal Etiquette

in the Dining Hall Annex

HAPPY 21st

BIRTHDAY to Trina!!

from Kelly

(Your roomie)

Alzheimer's Walk
Starts on Lancaster Lawn

@ 5:00 p.m.

International Coffee

Hour Featuring Dr.

Chris Bjornsen

in Hiner 107

@ 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Body Art Forum
in Commonwealth

Ballroom

@ 5:00 -8:30 p.m.

Cycling Club Meeting

If interested at all, come

and see what we are

all about

in Charlotte Room
8:30 p.m.
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OKTOBERFESTMEMORIES

• *

FRIDAY
6 OCTOBER
CHI's 100th Anniversary

Celebration

Dr. Jim Jordan's

Ghost Stories of Longwood

NAACP Ball

SATURDAY

7 OCTOBER
Alumni Breakfast

(Pre- registration Required}

Games and Activities

for All Ages

Biergarten

Athletic Events

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Deluding the bands

Jah Works,

Agents of Good Roots,

& Jimmie's Chicken Shack

For more information visit

http://wwwJwc.edu/

administrative/alumni/

Oktoberfest2000.htm

or call 1.800.281.4677

extension 3.
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TRUST SERVICES

Deferring taxes with

TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

you can easily build income to supplement your pension

and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished

by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that

TIAA-CREB solid history of investment performance,

bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,

and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you buM a comfortable retire-

ment today with tax-deferred

SRAs We think you will find it

rewarding in the years to come.

irS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$102,068

$67^14

$41,232

After ox

$11,609

INVEST AS LITTLE AS
$25 a month

through an automatic
payroll plan 1

iOYBARS 20YEARS 30YEARS

Denzel Washington (center), Witt Patton (left), and Craig

Kirkwood (right) star in the new release Remember the Titans,

opening September 29.

MEINKE Cont'd p.1

these students?

PMf I encourage them. I

have them contribute their writ-

ing to publications, read aloud at

gatherings with friends to make

them feel more comfortable, and

I have them read the biographies

ofomer poets. The Literary Com-

munity reaches back and marches

forward.

SR: Where do you see

yourself in five years?

PM: I hope to have out a

new work of fiction. I hope to

round outmy poetry, but not stop.

I would like to write one more

really good poem, but there's al-

ways thechance that I've already

written my best work. I'm just

going to die in the saddle.

Author's Series:

Dr. Peter Meinke
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

On Wednesday, September

20, Longwood College welcomed

Dr. Peter Meinke to Wygal Audi-

torium for the first of four

Author's Series sponsored by the

English Department

Dr. Craig Challender gave

a wonderful introduction for Dr.

Meinke, describing him as "hu-

morous, but serious underneath."

He also mentioned many of

Dr. Meinke's positions as an Art-

ist in Residence, including such

colleges as Davidson and

Randolph-Macon Women's Col-

lege.

Dr. Meinke has also been a

Fulbright Professor at the Univer-

sity of Warsaw in Poland.

Those in attendance lent an

ear to Dr. Meinke read selections

from bis many poetry collections,

which included, from his book

entitled Liquid Paper, such poems

as "Supermarket,
M
"Love Poem

1990," and "Magic Kingdom."

Liquid Paper features cover

art by Perrie Meinke, Dr.

Meinke's daughter.

He also read from Scars,

which included the title poem
about hk father and a poem he

wrote to his mother entitled "Art-

ist of die Heart"

After die reading, a recep-

tion and book signing followed

Note: Under later* tax law, withdraw* prior to age 59X may be

subject lo restrictions, andioa 10% additional tot

: $100 1 month »
i an t* retara m a 28% tu

tpa
to • taviagi account . Total

i will ftu&itate, and yield say vary. Tlie chart

, or predict fataw resata, of any

TMA-OQ33 aceoam , or reflect

S™' Rape Aggression Defense

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

to nwecart^Wormatkw on c*# secure
fufc before wutomtL l.Tburt^taabletoirr^uptotheittrrwwrwjm^

rn»#««i<ar*i»jtai,c^

teal Btate «ar«)te atmutfe. • feachen Personal Irweit^

tunes and fcilon savings agreements. • TIAA and TtAMTRff lite fcrsjrarw Co.. Nr* York,W issue irrsuantt

Canaan* RS proxies hist services. • Investment products are not FDK insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.

O 2000 TMArCriEF 08)03

When: October 21

Where: Curry Room 3

Coat: $10 (pay Continuing

Studies prior to class or bring

amount with you to first meeting)

Instructors; Sgt, Roger

Sudesberry & Officer Sandy Hall

with the Longwood Police

This is a 12-hour intensive

self-defense course designed spe-

cifically for women.

We will meet from noon on

October 21 till 4 p.m. Particpants

will decide the time and (hate of

the second meeting after we meet.

We have punch bags, lock

bags, and safety equipment that

allows the participant to use full

force in delivering kicks and

punches. We teach ground de-

fense, too. We have full contact

in the fmal simulation with as in-

structor in a specially constructed

suit for protection against attack.

This class is designed to

teach women mat they have a

CHOICE and to teach survival

techniques. This is a nationally

acclaimed self-defense course

and upon successful completion,

the participant will receive a cer-

tificate. The cost of $10 is for a

book, whichme participant keeps

as well as me certificate.

Any questions can be di-

rected to LPD at x2398 or e-mail

at sandyh9hsc.edu or

rsudcsbe®longwood. I wc.edu.



STUDENTTEACHING
PROVED Application

Deadlines

APPROVED applicant must have completed the

interview process and have made any required

revisions. It is to the student's advantage to

complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:

804-395-2331

2001 SUMMER
PRACTICUM

MEETING. FEB 6. 2001
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WLCX Turns Longwood On

KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

Turn on your radios once
again becauseWLCX is back and
better then ever. You may see stu-

dents walking around with

WLCX 90.1 FM t-shirts, but

don't let mat fool you.

WLCX has changed

meir image, their call sign,

their management, and is

now much better then could

have been imagined yews
ago.

You may recall a tiny

radio station that emitted 1

3

watts of power, and could

barely be head from many
parts of campus.

Now at a strength of

350 watts, and a brand new
antenna on the top ofFrazer,

WLCX 91.3 FM can reach not

only the entire campus of

Longwood College, but also the

surrounding area outside of

Farmville.

What used to be a Class D
radio station, has moved up to a

Class A station. Due to the in-

crease of broadcasting power,

WLCX was forced to change
from 90.1 FM to 91.3 FM to re-

duce the amount of interference

that caused many people trouble

outside of the Longwood board-

ers, mainly the cable and antenna

TV viewers in the town of

Farmville.

Along with the raise of

power to me station comes a raise

in the responsibility of the DJs

and the management. The DJs

who plan on broadcasting a show

have been required to undergo a

series of training sessions to en-

sure top quality broadcasting.

One of the ways the respon-

sibility has grown in the station

is the installation of a new Emer-

gency Broadcast System.

With this system now
in place, it will be required

to perform a weekly and

monthly test for its proper

maintenance, and is also re-

quired by FCC regulations.

As it stands now,

WLCX 91.3 FM has time

slots ranging from 1 :00 p.m.

Mondays and Fridays until

2:00 a.m.

Tuesday through

Thursday, it goes from 2:00

p.m. to 2:00 a.m. On the

weekend it varies depending

on the number of shows we
have.

Don't forget that if you

want to be a part of this fast grow-

ing organization, then please feel

free to go to any one of their

weekly Sunday night meetings at

9:00 p.m. in the Hiner Audito-

rium.

Book Review: Rebecca Wells

Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood

ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor

When I first picked up Di-

vine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sister-

hood by Rebecca Wells, I was not

sure if I would like it I usually

stick with mysteries, but some-

thing about this book drew me to

it.

Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya

Sisterhood centers wound the ups

and downs of a mother-daugh-

ter relationship.

The main character,

Siddalee Walker, had never had

the best relationship with her

mother, Vivi, but when an article

is printed in me New York Tunes

saying Vivi abused her, things

turn disastrous.

At the same time, Sidda is

also doubting her relationship

with her fiancee and ends up im-

mersing herself in work.

Sidda, who is a director of

plays in New York, reluctantly

asks Vivi for die Divine Secrets

of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood, a scrap-

book that was compiled by Vivi

detailing the memories of Vivi

and her three best friends, Caro,

Necie, and Teensy. Sidda asks for

the scrapbook so that she can use

it to help her direct her upcoming

play.

At first Vivi will not send it

to her, but after talking with Caro,

Necie, and Teensy, she decides to

send it to Sidda. Once it gets into

Sidda's hands, the story really

comes to life.

Sidda goes through the

book looking at the different

keepsakes, not knowing exactly

what memories they held. The

author brings the memories to life

so we, ttw readers, know what the

keepsakes stand for, but Sidda is

left to guess.

Sidda also finds keepsakes

of her own life within the book

and she travels back into her own

memories, which gives the reader

a window into her childhood.

Eventually, Caro, Necie,

and Teensy come to see Sidda and

they explain what the keepsakes

mean to her.

Sidda learns a lot of dungs

about Vivi's life that she did not

know before. By understanding

these things, Sidda finally gets her

life in order, which brings her and

her fiancee back together and

leads her to Vivi. The end of the

book is full of surprises and will

be sure to delight the reader.

This book made me laugh

and it even made me want to cry,

but most of all it made me real-

ize the importance of the

mother-daughter relationship:

that you only have one mother

and even if things get rough,

you have to fight these things

and not let them get between you

and your mother.

If you want to real some-

thing that is truly heartwarming,

then this is the book for you. ****

Side Note; Ifyou enjoy this,

you may want to also read Little

Altars Everywhere, also by

Rebecca Wells, which details the

character s younger years.

Tfrt exceptional ensemble

of actors only adds to the great-

of this film. The trio of

Lisa Kudrow and

Meg Ryan was a great casting

job, Diane Keaton portrays the

oldest sister, Georgia, who is ex-

tremely self-absorbed. Lisa

Kudrow plays die youngest sis-

ter, Maddy, who feels ignored by

the family. Meg Ryan depicts the

, Eve, who is fefling

apart trying to keep everybody

together. Waiter Matthau plays

wise cracking.

stay tine catrk* v<

ighout the movie. Thi«

: full of chaos that leads the

Aestey. How-

serious

deeper.

It grasps your attention from mo-

mem one and doesn't let go. The

audience is always wondering

possHMy go wrong. laisisawea-

written film with a wonderful plot

Definitely rent (his movie,

ft"s perfect for cutting ap on die

c^ucfe with a big bowl ofpopcorn

Turn off the ringer on the phone

sit back, relax and enjoy this

movie.

micbele:

Leverhoy is a mast see

movie fors^liffgtWsIimov-

ies. It stars Patrick D<

({Sen'fBi^ Me love, with Hon-

ors), with a support: titat

includes Kiisiie Alley (Look

Who's Talfdn/;), Kate Jackson

ytariie'sAi

jpifMrtidiCaf*

neither (iStor

Wars).

Dezrfsqr

portrays
Randy, a col-

lege feudefit

sridi no dtase*

nom who has

faftM nmtf of has ***•«« Hw>

Kaftan tepay his way any

» to order tomakc it back

m school and hack to hit pri-

frcead Jenny {jlancy Vales), he

Cweskallswrjnertotamtu-
money.

lb gets a job as a delivery

boy far Sent Vint but toon

l turner. "Rungs are tooMsg grim,

rheti hewl Alex, tflch, ghe^
orotts, iapnnwiai store owner.

Afterallttjssfaecontributes tohis

ealtge fund. Suddenly every uS
happijy marten w^Wtft m
Beverly Hilti is ordering pisa

with "eutra anchovies," at $200 a

piece.

TMs Movie had me rolling

wife Is

sec at

ana angry

ruishands. fe
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The Crib: A Different Look at Sports

LWC GHOSTWRITER

Welcome back to the crib.

Before we get into this weeks top-

ics, I received my first e-mail this

week and I think that this person

addresses something quit* valid,

He writes:

You want some mail,you got

some. Put your name onyour ar-

ticles. Stop hiding behind the

whole anonymous thing. I'm on

the newspaper staff, and I don't

respect you. I would like to be on

your side, and I think your blunt-

ness is refreshing, but neither I

or anyone else will respect you

until you put your name on what

you write.

This isn't high school. No
one is going to hunt you down

for writing something they don't

agree with.

PS. I'm a die-hard Skins

fan, and even I'm having trouble

believing here.

Good luck.

Patrick

While I respondedto Patrick

privately and I am not going to

print the entire reply in mis article,

the crux (good word, huh?) is this:

1 am not doing this to protect

myselfand when writing opinions

about national sports, who I am

is ofno relevance, but when writ-

ing about Longwood College

sports, my identity makesALOT
of difference, I am not protecting

myself, I am protecting the people

who print this stuff. They have

nothing to do with this, these are

not their opinions, but still, the

backlash ultimately will come

back to them. So, by doing this, I

feel like I am going a better route

than ifmy name was stamped on

this.

So thanks Patrick, I knew that

was going to come up sooner or

later. Remember, my loyal fans,

that you TOO can e-mail me at

LWCX}rK>stWriu»@hotmaU.com

if you want me to make you fa-

mous.

The Redskins
Seems every week.we start

off with these guys. So you are 2-

2 and you beat the Giants? YOU
WERESUPPOSED TO! ! You are

supposed to be Super Bowl bound

remember? 1 6-0, remember? You

were the team to beat in the NFL.

Now you are .500 with more

questions than answers and you

have a VERY angry Tampa Bay

team with something to prove to

play next week. My advice to you

Skins fans is to start drinking

heavily, it will be a long afternoon

and (write this down) you will

probably be seeing JeffGeorge in

this game because I do not see

Brad Johnson making it out of this

one.

The rest of the NFL
What a game between the

Bucs and Jets, huh? I bet

Keyshawn Johnson feels like an

ass now, but that was just poetic

justice that dieman he has dogged

for three years makes the winning

catch.

The Jets, who are starting 4-

for the first time ever, are sud-

denly the team to beat in the AFC.

Take heart, Bucs fans, you

guys will still be there in the play-

offs. The Rams still rule, and will

continue to be my pick to repeat

as champs until someone beats

them.

NFL Game of the Week
Lots of good matchups, but I

would have to go with New York

Giants at Tennessee. Two power

running games in a low-scoring,

hard-hitting affair. It will come

down to the battle of the defen-

sive ends, Jevon Kearse for the

Titans against Michael Strahan

for the G-Men. 1 take the Titans

in a close one.

NFLWho Cares Game
of the Week

Arizona at San Francisco.

Although this is an intriguing

matchup due to the Aeneas Will-

iams factor (he was the one who

ended Steve Young's career), it is

a game that features two bad

teams with two sputtering quar-

terbacks in Jake Bummer and Jeff

Garcia. Take the Niners by 10.

College Football

Same crap, different week,

the top teams win again. Although

I have to give props to South

Carolina. Lou Holtz has taken

them from 0-21 in the last two

years into the top 25. Go Cocks!

Also, for you ACC followers,

Clemson has pretty much dis-

mantled everyone they have

played, but don't get your hopes

up, Florida State is still the team

to beat. They handled Michael

Vick, they can handle Woodrow

Dantzler. Looks as ifmy Wiscon-

sin to the National Title game pre-

diction is done, so it is time to

gaze into the crystal ball. I am
seeing Nebraska and Washing-

ton. But, when was the last

time I was right?

Now onto a serious sub-

ject. Every single day for the

last week, you have been hear-

ing about athlete's that are get-

ting popped for drugs. While

you might expect this with the

Dallas Cowboys, this is far

more appalling. This has to be the

most drug-filled Olympiad in his-

tory. This has given the entire

games a black eye. Everyone

from weightlifters to friggin*

women's gymnasts are testing

positive for all sorts of perfor-

mance enhancing drugs.

I mean, tins is insane people.

First off, you have professional

athletes taking away the purity of

the Olympics in the first place and

now you have people taking ephe-

drine like it was Advil. Sickening,

just plain sickening, in my view.

I don't blame the societies in

which these athletes grew up, I

don't even blame SOME of the

coaches. I blame the athletes

themselves. Did you really think

you were not going to get caught?

You are supposed to be world-

class athletes, why do you need

an edge? Thankfully, the idols of

the games (Marian, Michael and

Maurice) are still clean, but is it

unfathomable to think that if one

of them tested positive that the

entire testing procedure would

come under intense scrutiny? Ei-

ther way, the Olympics are pro-

ducing more drugs than Michael

Irvin in a cheap motel in Dallas

with a couple hookers, and the in-

tegrity of the games has been for-

ever compromised.

That is all from the crib, keep

the e-mails coming.

The Ghost is out

M

Sport

Longwood won both its

matches last week to improve its

winning streak to four^straight

leasing CVAC opponents

Queens (NO 8-0 September 23

after an identical 8-0 triumph af

Limestone (SC) September 19.

The Lancers improved to 5-2

overall 3-0 in the CVAC, ranked

#7 in the latestNSCAA Southeast

Region Poll. LC was scheduled

to play on September 27 at con-

ference opponent Pteifler Univer-

ty in '<- - .

North
Carolina.

Queens,
Longwood
lad 6-0 at

reer-

her feat LOflagiitr hat-trick, and

a cftreet vo goals from

Lockett Cooper and Lockett each

tallied twice in the opening half,

as fhe Lancers tod 5-0 at the break.

Also scoring goals were

Stombaugh along with freshmen

Phoebe Munson/lallwood HS
and Erin Kennedy. Adding assists

were Massey along withCapps

and VTasidSs, each with two, and

freshman Holiy Betehea/Hickory

HS with her first collegiate assist

Amy Kennedy preserved the

shutout with one save as the Lanc-

• f s

outshot
the Saints

an incred-

Mi 43-3.

Braddock HS
with seniors E
HS-Virginia Beach and

Stomhtugh/Park View

phomore hene Vfeaa*s/James

iver HS, and freshman Erin

fvjBftllCCtyF^H^^^Ptt,AJBDCBMtfaC rl*>.

Hirschi and Vlaaidis each

added an assist, as did junior

ekxfae Massey/Ployd E. Keflam

HS with two, along with sopho-

more Mia Capps/Kempsville HS
and freshman Gina Powell/Eliza-

beth Seton (MD) HS.

Senior keeperAmy Kennedy/

Western Albemarie HS with four

saves Md sophomore Rigel

Lockett/North Stafford HS with

two stops combined for the shut

outinfroatofthenet

At Limestone, LC got a ea-

.00-

Longwood

ring with 10 goats am
st totaling 21 p
y(!g.9a)f*|

0-37),

(OK

Massey's nine assisfc

iished a new school- recc

season assists at the Colk

additionally, her 18

are a new

Kennedy has play

in front of the net allowing just

seven goals ( 1 , 1 1 ) with 35 saves

for as .833 save percentage.

Longwood returns home to boat

CVAC opponent Lees-McRae

(NQSepteaiber30,atl2pja.«

Lancer new.
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Expect a Big Season from Buford, Basketball Team
JARED UNDERWOOD

Sports Editor

Ifyou haven't heard the hype
about the Lancer basketball team
then you need to crawl out from
that rock you have been under for

the past few mouths.

Even The Rotunda's own
Ghost Writer has had something
to say about the team. The Lanc-
ers have bettered themselves witfi

the additions of transfers Hunter
Hoggatt from Virginia Common-
wealth University and Colin
Ducharme from the University of
Virginia.

But the success of the team is

also going to depend on the re-

turning players from last year's 4-

14 team.

Everyone is talking about the

additions of Ducharme and
Hoggatt; how much they will im-

prove the team. But they aren't the

only players on this team.

Everyone is going to have to

step up their game for this team

to improve on their record from

last year. One of the players hop-

ing to improve this team is senior

guard B.J. Buford. Buford is com-

ing off of a good season. He is

the team's top returning scorer

(11J ppg) and assist man (2.5 per
game).

Even though Buford was
third on the team in scoring and
led in assists last year, he felt he
let down the team in many ways.
When asked what his personal

goals for the season were, he re-

sponded, " My goal is to do what-

ever it takes to help the team
achieve its main objective and
mat is to win a championship.

Last season we went through

a lot, especially me. I felt that I

let my teammates down in a lot

of ways by not playing up to my
potential in some games but that

is going to change."

One thing already hindering

Buford this season is physical ail-

ments. Over the summer, he re-

injured the same foot that he

broke last year. He does assure,

however, that he will be ready to

play by the start of the season. In

fact he says he should be ready

to go as early as next week.

Buford thinks the additions of

Ducharme and Hoggatt are great

ones. They are both devoted to

winning at all costs. They both

bring a winning attitude to the

team," says Buford. "But you
can't forget the other new people

who will also give us a great lift

such as Marques Cunningham,

Russell Thompson, Moustapha

Toure, and Marek Zielinski," he

adds.

For the Lancers to be success-

ful, Buford says that they have to

be like a family and "stay close

and know if one person falls, we
all fall."

According to him, the team is

only as strong as their weakest

link.

Buford believes the hype

about the basketball team to be

true.. He thinks the team has a

great chance to be successful this

season. "Not only do I think we
will make it to the tournament, we
will make a lot of noise in the

tournament. We will make Long-

wood a force to be reckoned

with," says Buford.

So everyone should expect a

stellar season from the Longwood

Basketball team and from senior

B.J. Buford.

Men's Soccer Has One Win This Week
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

from Powell was his collegiate

first at the College, assisted by

Longwood won its only

match last week to improve its

winning streak to three-straight,

defeating non-conference oppo-

nent Shepherd 3-0 September 21

in West Virginia. The Lancers im-

proved to 3-1-2 overall, remain-

ing 1-0-1 in the CVAC. LC was

scheduled to play September 27

at conference opponent Pfeiffer

University in North Carolina.

At Shepherd, LC led 2-0 at

die intermission, getting first-half

goals from juniors Andy Plum/

Brentsville HS and Josh Powell/

Gar-Field HS, while classmate

Steve CoUett/Western Branch HS
added the final tally. The goal

sophomore Mark Connelly/

Fauquier HS. Junior keeper John

Kennedy/Norfolk Catholic HS
preserved the shutout with four

saves as the Lancers outshot the

Rams 29-5.

Through six matches, Plum

continues to lead Longwood in

scoring with four goals and two

assists totaling 10 points (1.67).

CoUett (2g) and Connelly (lg, 2a)

each follow with four points

(0.67). Kennedy has played 480

minutes in front of the net, allow-

ing just three goals (0.56) with 29

saves for a .906 save percentage.

Kennedy was selected as last

week's ECAC Goalkeeper of the

Week and CVAC Men's Soccer

Player of the Week for his two

shutouts against Concord (9/12)

and St. Andrews (9/16).

Following the Pfeiffer match,

Longwood returns home to host

CVAC opponent Lees-McRae
(N.C) September 30 at 2 p.m. on

Lancer Field.

fCurren t Olymoic M<?fi Ck\
i | *

JTtoCl

^

Gold Silver Bronze Total

-

United State

Russia

China

Australia

Gmmmm

29

IS

22

15

16

14

21

11

25

21

15

12

17

69

55

51

46

36

the touraa-

ting a 593 over the

sys.

gwood was led in the

event tryjuniorVicki Matkovich/

Wheeling Park(WV)HS (76-79-

155), who finished in a tie for 19th

in the individual competition.

and Lsdowicz (87.00). The Lane

ers are averaging 3 11 .75 as a team

this fall.

Longwood will nextbe in ac-

September 30-Odober 1 at

the Indianapolis Invitational infi

ON February 6. 1971 tH«

ISt goij baa Was H«t

ON tHe rn°°N bu AUfiN

.SHepard

Sports Trivia

ine 'BViBLe* in
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Field Hockey Gets It Done
PAUL LYON

Sports Information

Longwood won two matches

over the weekend in Pennsylva-

nia, defeating Philadelphia 1-0 in

overtime September 22 and

Millersville 2-0 September 23.

The Lancers improved to 8-2,

ranked #5 in the latest NFHCA
National PoU LC will next play

September 28 at Roanoke Col-

lege.

At Philadelphia, junior

Stephanie Potter/North Kingston

(RI) HS earned the shutout by

holding PU scoreless for 75:19,

making two saves, before class-

mate Brianne Baylor/Frank W.

Cox HS won the game in sudden-

death overtime. Baylor's game-

winner came off an assist from

senior Heather Kinstler/Tallwood

HS. For the game, LC had 16

shots versus Philadelphia's two.

At Millersville, Baylor struck

again with a goal wim less than a

minute remaining in the first half

lo give the Lancers a 1-0 lead at

the break.

Junior Cheryl Andrukonis/

W.T. Woodson HS assisted on the

goal. In the second half, Kinstler

scored in the final two minutes to

put the game away at 2-0. Assist-

ing on the goal was her sister

Stephanie Kinstler/Tallwood HS,

ajunior. Potter played all 70 min-

utes, earning her second shutout

of the weekend by making seven

saves.

After ten matches,

Andrukonis leads the team in

scoring with seven goals ami nine

assists for 23 points. Following

her strong efforts this weekend,

Baylor is next with seven goals

and seven assists for 21 points.

Freshman Julie Winslow/West

Falmouth (MA) HS (6g), and H.

Kinstler (5g, 2a) are next with 12

points. Potter has played 613 min-

utes, allowing 12 goals (1.37)

with 75 saves for a .862 save per-

centage.

Following the game against

Roanoke, Longwood will travel

to the University of Richmond to

take on theNCAA Division I Spi-

ders October 6.

fjMBM .,..



Ofc+o£erfe;t 1000 Schedule
"let the Blue Shine Through"

October 4-7, 2000

5:00pm
8:00pm

We4ne*4«Vt October ¥
Alzheimer's Walk (Oktoberfest Kick-off) Front of Lancaster

Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

7:00pm
8:00pm

TfcurrdfV) October 5
Campus Band: "Eight Sideways"-Student Union

Theatre Production, "Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

3:30pm
5:00prn-7:00pm

8:00pm
9:00pm
10:00pm
10:00pm-2:00am

Friday* October 6
Color Wars- Wheeler Lawn
Picnic Dinner (Longwood Jazz Band)- Lankford Mall

Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

Alumni CHI Walk- Lancaster Lawn
Dr. Jordan's, "Ghost Stones of Longwood"- Lancaster Lawn
NAACP Ball- Student Union

8:30am
10:00am- 1 1:15am
11:00 am
11:30am
12:00pm
12:00pm

12:30pm
12:30pm
12:30pm

12:45pm
1:00pm

1:00pm-3:00pm

1:15pm
1:20pm
2:00pm

2:00pm-6:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
3:30pm

4:00pm
4:00pm
5:00pm-7:00pm

5:30pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm
8:00pm

Saturday, October 7
Dick Williamson Golf Team Alumni Tournament- Longwood Golf Club

Alumni Breakfast- Grand Dining Room
Alumni Soccer Game- Lancer Field

Parade- Starting in Wynne Lot

Midway Booths Open- Stubbs Mall

Inflatable Games Open- Arc Lawn
Horse Rides- Wheeler Mall

Opening Ceremonies: Spirit Leader Dance and Kiss the Pig- Lankford Mall

Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)

Cheerleaders, & Presentation of Athletic Dept Logo- Lankford Mall

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR- Lankford Mall

Kid's Games- Wheeler Lawn
Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)

Campus Band: JUNCTION- Lankford Mall

Band: Agents of Good Roots- Lankford Mall

Biergarten- Lancer Cafe

Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)

Women's Basketball Alumni Game- Lancer Hall

DJ off of the Lankford Balcony

Women's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field

Band: Jah Works- Lankford Mall

Picnic- Lankford Mall

DJ off of the Lankford Balcony

Men's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field

Band: Jimmie's Chicken Shack- Lankford Mail

Step Show (Sponsored by NPHQ- Lancer Hall

Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theafre
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Werewolves* The Origin ofa Species

HICKJESTER
StqffWriter

Ever wanted to make your

nwii liiniiKniiiiiir

This was one of Ac massy

topics discussed in tbe recent fae-

ultv ^ «»flfeM*tlMM»lMilitiw fv inmes

form.

Next, a person set

jectiveexperience i

lodge. Art extended |

in a sweat lodgecan lead tomany

things, including the belief that

you are no longer in your human

form.

protcsjor oi aiunru-

pologv. In

Werewolves in Eu-

rope, Africa and

Fannvilie I Dr>for-

dan discussed in de-

tail the relationship

la have

had witfa humans
throughout history,

including the exist-

ence of

wereanknals.

According to

Dr. Jordan* there are set steps

e creation of wereammata, soflBr

generated by the individual*

themselves, and some things ha*

posed on the people by others.

The fast includes the use

of chemical agents. This includes

any psychoactive agent that would

lead one to believe that they had

been transformed into an animal

rtences on the

ease.

For example, according to

Dr. Jordan, a person who con-

saliva will thicken, and they wul

begin to foam at the mouth.

The
use of dis-

guises is the

step.

i can take

many
forms. One
popular dis-

guise is the

use of tat-

toos. Another

way is

through the

use ofanimal

disguises

can appear to have been trans-

formed into an animal i* through

tee use of "mimetic dancing."

This has been common in many

societies through time, ft iswhen

people imitate animals through

dance.

One of the imposed expe-

T*e last step is the easwst

one, accusations. Once a person

has successfully completed the

first five steps it shouldn't be dif-

ficult to find a person to accuse

them of

See WEREWOLF p. 4

Learning Center Turns to Group Tutoring

ANNA MEADOWS
Staff Writer

Could you use help in a

class? Would you benefit from an

organized study group? The

Longwood College Learning

Center has recendy changed its

individual tutoring to group tutor-

ing in hopes of making the expe-

rience easier and more beneficial

to all.

Beth Copperthite, tutor co-

ordinator at the Learning Center,

explained this process as being

more beneficial to both students

and tutors. A single tutor is as-

signed to a group of students in

need of studying the same subject

Copperthite then works with both

tutor and students to coordinate

meeting times.

A group often meets ap-

proximately once or twice a week,

depending on the group's needs

and flexibility. All arrangements

are made by Copperthite so that

students and tutors rnnst only pre-

pare for and attend the group ses-

sions.

What if a student needs the

individual attention of one-on-

one help? If so requested, indi-

vidual tutors are provided.

Group tutoring is thought

to operate as a modified study

group. Basically, one student may

think of an idea another did not,

so if placed together, these stu-

dents can "feed off" ofeach other

and come up with a variety of

questions and concepts.

They can present these

ideas to the tutor, or "teacher" of

the group, who often specializes

in the subject of study, and can

give an informed reply. Group tu-

toring is similar to working with

a professor and a few select oth-

ers for a class.

The tutors are also ex-

pected to keep in constant con-

tact with the professor of which

subject is being taught This con-

nection helps the tutor become

more informed of what exactly is

being taught in class and if there

are any prevalent areas of weak-

ness in which the tutor may help

with in the group.

By keeping in contact with

professors, the tutor sees exactly

what needs to be addressed in the

sessions. Copperthite also coordi-

nates the times in which profes-

sors and tutors meet, another

luxury of group tutoring.

Both students and tutors are

thought to greatly benefit from

this experience. Students have an

educated source of information on

the subject, aside from a profes-

sor, as well as a set group of peers

to rely on for support

Tutors are usually prepar-

ing for a career in teaching, and

get hands-on experience. They

also create a bond win a profes

See TUTOR p.4

Recognition for Women's Rights

SARAH WHITLEY

Staff Writer

Although Longwood Col-

lege is a predominately female

institution, its Women's Studies

program has receive! little atten-

tion over the years.

The School of Liberal Arts

and Sciences is trying to change

this, and tbe first of many mea-

sures was taken Wednesday, Sep-

tember 27 when Longwood was

represented at the University of

Richmonds "Building A Better

World: Women and Men Organiz-

ing For Social Justice" lecture

series.

University of Richmond

graduate and new member of the

Longwood teaching faculty. Dr.

Megan Taylor Shockley, and her

Women and World History class,

attended the opening lecture of

this series and met with the

speaker after the lecture.

The speaker for this event

was Ruth Rosen, a prominent

women's historian from the Uni-

versity of California a! Davis.

She discussed her latest book, The

World Split Open: How The Mod-

ern Women's Movement Changed

America, and the profound

changes that have occurred in-

American culture which resulted

from organization of feminist

groups over the last four decades.

Following the lecture,

Longwood representativesjoined

U of R students and participated

in a fireside chat with Rosen.

They were able to ask her ques-

tions on her Ufe, education, career,

and thoughts on women's issues.

An important highlight of

the evening was when students

met leaders of the Women In-

volved in Living and Learning

(WILL) program from the

University of Richmond's

Westhampton College.

This program, which the

Women's Studies Committee is

trying to bring to Longwood, be-

gan in 1 980 to help raise the self-

confidence of women and to pro-

mote the Women's Studies cur-

riculum.

Like U of R, Longwood

offers an 18 credit minor in

women's studies but currently has

only four participants. The WILL

See WILL pJ

Board ofVisitors to

Evaluate Cormier
PRESSRELEASE

In keeping with its respon-

sibilities to the Commonwealth of

Virginia, the Longwood College

Board of Visitors has the respon-

sibility of regularly evaluating the

performance of the President

As she looks forward to her

fifth year at Longwood, President

Patricia Cormier has requested a

formal, community-wide review

at this time, and one is scheduled

for the week of October 23, 2000.

A number of divase stake-

holders from within and outside

of the college will be interviewed

(either individually or in small

groups) by die review facilitator,

Dr. cawaro renson,

Dr. Penson is a recognized

authority on presidential review

in universities, colleges, systems.

boards, and commissions. The

purpose of a review is to aid in

the ongoing professional develop-

ment of the individual being re-

viewed.

It provides feedback about

the perceptions of stakeholders,

and offers constructive sugges-

tions to improve the effectiveness

of the rcviewee.

Although an estimated sev-

enty to one hundred people will

be invited to participate (many

of whom will be selected using a

Table ofRandom Numbers), there

is an opportunity for any member

of the college community to com-

municate in writing with the fa-

cilitator.

vjftt.,,.,,.— .

Commons....,

far tftlte Week...,™.,
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EDITORIAL
I am a huge fan of sports. I

love watching sports, and I thor-

oughly enjoy watching other

people play sports.

I do not, however, like watch-

ing people make a mockery of

Longwood.

This is something that has

gotten completely out of hand. I

went to the soccer double header

on Saturday and was appalled at

some of the comments I heard

directed at the players and refs.

While I agree that students

should support the athletes who
play for Longwood, does this re-

ally mean that we should bash the

other team?

I saw people looking at the

roster to find a specific person's

name from the opposing team and

then singling them out in the

heckling.

I know heckling is a part of

sports, too. I enjoy heckling as

much as the next person, but I

don't think it should be at the ex-

pense of Longwood and its repu-

tation.

And I am not a citizen leader,

nor am I all about Longwood. It

is a good school; I just don't have

much in the way of school spirit.

The thing is, though, when we

as students act rude to others, this

reflects not just on the students

but on the college as a whole.

When anyone sees a group of

students behaving like that, they

are bound to talk to other students,

faculty and administration in

other towns, cities, or even other

states.

What does this mean, you

might ask?

Well, for starters, it means

that we will not have a good repu-

tation.A good reputation is essen-

tial for quite a few reasons.

A school that is well-known

and respected will get more me-

dia attention, thereby bringing in

more students in the future.

It will also mean that more

The Rotunda
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business will know and respect

the institution and will lend a cer-

tain amount of prestige.

It wasn'tjust the students who

upset me and ruined my sports

experience, the faculty there also

did

I saw a ref shake his finger at

the people, but that was it It spe-

cifically said on the roster that

anyone who makes deragatory

comments to any player, coach,

or referee can be removed from

the game site.

So why didn't this happen?

I anticipated going to the soc-

cer field with my friend, basking

in the sun, enjoying two great

games, and having fun.

That was not meant to be,

though. Instead, I had to listen to

comments from the crowd which

were sexist and inflammatory.

If anywhere, the only places

these words belonged was in an

informal setting. I do not consider

a sporting event which directly

reflects on Longwood as an infor-

mal setting.

I know I can't say anything

about some woTds that were
spouted out because I have said

them from time to time myself.

The difference is, however,

thai I would never think about

saying anything like that in front

of such a large audience which

included parents, faculty, staff,

and administration.

Again, I'm not all "GO
LONGWOOD!" but come on

people. Use a little bit ofcommon

sense and think about how your

comments are going to reflect

back on this entire college.

This doesn't go just for stu-

dents. You faculty members there

should have known better, too.

I consider all of you just as

responsible as the students for let-

ting this occur, not just once but

at almost every soccer game, from

what I hear.

This cannot continue. If we

want Longwood College to be

seen as a professional institution,

then we need to make sure that

students and faculty conduct

themselves accordingly.

Please don't think I want to

take away anyone's fun, either.

There are other ways to have fun

then by making someone else feel

bad.

Kim Urann

Editor-in-chief

Another Baseball Letter
Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to

•'Been There, Done That, Know

Better." I just want to say that it

is wonderful that the baseball

team and it's former members are

so loyal to their coach.

I do understand that it takes a

certain kind of discipline in or-

der to win the game. I also know

that there are better ways of teach-

ing such discipline, than through

the use of humiliation and disre-

spect.

There is no need to shout

curse words from the sidelines of

a game in order to motivate a

player.

The better thing to do would

be to encourage the players to do

their best and not get discouraged

when they make mistakes.

I know that college baseball

players want to do their best in

order to be noticed by scouts, and

in order to give their program the

best possible reputation.

This can still be done by

working their hardest and being

satisfied with their best. Every

team loses sometime.

As for the high school base-

ball players who don't cut it on

the team, this is not because they

are disloyal or untalented.

It is because they have too

much self-respect to allow them-

selves to be treated with such dis-

respect

Perhaps the other players

should take a stand against this

kind of abuse.

A Loyal Fan

HelpDesk Offers Help
In an effort to respond to the

"PROPS AND DROPS" com-
ment about the RTA's and the

Help Desk in the September 28

issue, which read, "To the RTA's

for being helpful when the Help

Desk refuses," I feel compelled to

respond.

Please understand that it is

not at all our intent to refuseANY
opportunities for being helpful to

our student population.

Our students are our primary

customers, and we are doing ev-

erything possible to make sure

that their needs are sufficiently

met
The RTA's primary responsi-

bilities are to provide support to

students outside of our hours (6

p.m. to 12:00 midnight and week-

ends); however, in the first few

weeks of school they are often

called on to provide service out-

sick of these hours.

RTA's are also called on ifour

initial troubleshooting (over the

phone) warrants a visit to the

student's room to further assess

the situation, which we are not

able to do.

I regret that this may be

viewed as a refusal in service on

the part of the User Support Ser-

vice staff (Help Desk).

Please understand that this it

not at all our intent.

If students have any ideas on

how to improve any of the pro-

cesses that we have in place, feel

free to make suggestions at our

suggestion box: http://

web.lwc.edu/helpdesk/contact/

suggest) on. hun.

We would love to hear from

you if there are areas that we need

to improve upon.

Thank you Rotunda staff, for

keeping us informed of student

issues.

I look forward to reading your

news!

Joanne G. Worsham
Manager ofTechnology User

Services

FIRE REGULATIONS
REQUIRE THIS

SPACE BE CLEAR
AT ALL TIMES
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lt« Activist'lm
"If yw're not notyw're not paying attefltfaif

'

"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

Drinking Laws and Students:

When Will it End?
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

On Friday, September 29,

the town of Farmville passed an

ordinance which entails that all

kegs must be registered. In an

article published in the October 4

issue of the Farmville Herald,

town manager Gerald Spates

stated that "the intention is to pro-

mote responisble drinking and

being responsible for what goes

on on your property." However,

one student stated that "underage

drinking is going to continue with

this ordinance or not... it's not

going to stop underage drinking."

This ordinance, which was

initially reported on by Bryson

Minnix in his article "Vice Squad

Terrorizes Longwood Students"

in our September 21 issue, means

that a special group of officers

will have access to the list of reg-

istered kegs and can, at will,

check to make sure that the ordi-

nance is being enforced by the

person to whom the keg is regis-

tered

Many issues about this or-

dinance were brought up at the

meeting, one of the largest being

littering. One student stated that

"I am opposed to this ordinance

because I question the effective-

ness. If one will have to register

kegs, people will find a way

around it by not buying kegs at

all. They will switch to 12 and

24 cases of cans and bottles. I

don't think it will reduce the prob-

lem at all."

Another student slated

"When you buy kegs, you don't

litter as much."

In an effort to speak on be-

half of the students, School of

Business Professor Drew Harris

stated that the ordinance "seems

particularly targeted and prejudi-

cial."

So fellow Longwood stu-

dents, the inevitable and the un-

believable has happened. If a stu-

dent of legal drinking age goes to

Wal-Mart to purchase a keg and

fills out the necessary paper work

that goes with that, you officially

give up your right to privacy

while in your own home.

Is this a form of discrimi-

nation against students? Very

much so. How many middle aged

men and women do you see run-

ning out to the store to pick up

their Thursday night keg? How
many of these people do you read

or hear about getting thrown into

the local drunk tank over the

weekend because their field party

got just a little out of hand?

The main thing to keep in

mind here is that this situation can

in fact be avoided. Buy the kegs

out of town, way out of town.

Card all the people at your party.

Make sure that there is a desig-

nated driver for your guests. And
above all, stay alert and safe.

AH quotes were takenfrom

the Farmville Herald.

ro<»d.DRK5
PROPS:

+ To Laurie Sprosty, a Dining Hal! Student Worker, for

making a taco when everyone else said no.

+ To the Longwood Dining Hall for now having two

registers and two dishwashers.

DROPS:

- To the Longwood Dining Hall for not having both reg-

isters or dishwashers open simultaneously!

- To Farmville Police for attempting to ticket bicyclists

for what they thought to be improper hand signals but

were not.

- To whoever is responsible for not putting the direc-

tory on-line by now. What happened to the Sept. 9 dead-

line?

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda@longwocxJ.lwc.edu

Recently, the Rotunda was asked why we don't use the

new Longwood logo. To explain why, we went to the experts on

logos, graphic design majors, and asked,

"WHat do xjotf tHiNK °F

tHe N«W L N8W°°d" Logo?"

VS.

OLD NEW

"It looks like a third-

grader designed that. It

doesn't really

resemble...anything!"

-Garth Fry, Junior

"If I showed it to someone,

I don't think they would

know what it was."

-Jennifer Ward, Senior

"It's dumbed down- more

accessible to the numbnuts

and the simple minded.

Maybe they have a good

idea going there."

-Keith Brydie, Junior

"The new one is cleaner

but has less character than

the old. It looks a

little too much like UVA's

logo."

-Chris Register, Head of

Graphic Design
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Dr. Jordan's "Recipe for

Producing a Wereanima!" was

ftm a portioo of his colloquium.

& discussed the roles that ani-

mals have played in the many dif-

ferent societies throughout our

planet's history. For some, ani-

mals were loved and worshipped.

Pot others, the animals were

feared. This is where we get our

perception of die "werewolf."

Like many people, I went

to this colloquium thinking that

Dr. Jordan was going to bring in

bones from a werewolf, or some
other uadteptttable proofthat they

BBBasnnaHm
exist.

Senior Bob Gronksaid, "It

wasn't what I expected, but! still

really enjoyed it"

Or. Jordan did a good job

ofkeeping the audience interested

in hejngawersammal throughout

his presentation. There was one

surprising moment when the

lights of the auditorium mysteri-

ously came on. Dr. Jordan replied

that, "We must be on to some-

thing."

Dr. Jordan has won many
awards while he has been at

Longwood, his most recent being

a Puqua award at this year's con-

vocation.

TUTOR cont'd p. 1

-sor or professors who may
later be able to recommend them

for a job.

Tutors are expected to be

highly qualified for the position.

Many major in the subject in

which they are tutoring and have

some interest in teaching.

They are expected to have

good academic standing (3.0 GPA
pw utgser, oave received j

[me class in which they

ing), and excellent communica-

tion skills so that students feel at

Aside from benefiting from

the actual experience oftutoring,

there are other perks as well. Tu-

tors are paid $5.15 an hour and

have prior registration for classes.

Group tutoring is expected

to benefit both tutor and student,

basically making the process less

of a hassle aad more ef a com-

Greek Speak: The Facts
DAMIENDUCHAMP

Guest Writer

There has been a history of

mixed reporting relating to frater-

nities and sororities on

Longwood's campus. I thought it

might be helpful to point out a

couple of facts relating to our

community.

A lot of confusion tends to

occupy the minds of our students

as they try to differentiate be-

tween the organizations referred

to as "fraternities and sororities."

Fust off, there are only 21

social/service recognised groups.

They each fall into one of three

Greek councils.

The Panhellenic Council

(NPC) is me governing board for

twenty-six national historically

White sororities. We have nine at

Longwood. They are Alpha Delta

Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha

Sigma Alpha, Alpha Sigma Tau,

Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta, Sigma

Kappa, Sigma Sigma Sigma, and

Zeta Tau Alpha.

The Panhellenic Council

(NPHC) serves as the official co-

ordinating agent of the nine na-

tional historically Black fraterni-

ties and sororities.

Member organizations here

on Longwood's campus are: Al-

pha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma

Theta, Sigma Gamma Rho, and

Zeta Phi Beta Sororities, and Al-

pha Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma

Fraternities.

The Interfraternity Council

(IPC) is the collegiate represen-

tative body for historically white

fraternities at Longwood under

the North-American Interfrater-

nity Conference.

Currently, five IPC frater-

nities are in good standing at

Longwood College. They are Al-

pha Chi Rho, Alpha Sigma Phi,

Phi Kappa Tau, Sigma Phi Epsi-

lon, and Tau Kappa Epsilon. Pi

Kappa Phi is on suspension sta-

tus and is scheduled to return in

January 2001.

The only chapters sanc-

tioned to initiate members are the

21 IPC, NPHC, and NPC groups.

There is an interest group for

Sigma Nu Fraternity known as the

Longwood Gentleman *s Club, but

they are not a recognized chap-

ter. As a club, they can't "pledge"

See GREEK p. 5
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Excused Absences Policy
MMHIGGINS
Student Health

Every semester students

will come in the clinic to request

a "note" or "proof of visit" from

Student Health. I need to let you

know that the policy regarding

providing any kind of documen-

tation has not changed.

We notify the Dean of the

School if a student is being sent

home (or hospitilized) for a medi-

cal reason so that all faculty in the

student's schedule can be notified.

When we write a medical

order for limited activity (eg.

sports or bedrest) the student is

responsible for communicating

the information to anyone in-

volved.

All information about stu-

dent visits to the health service is

confidential and we cannot even

share the fact that a student was

here without the student's written

permission.

We talk to students about

self-care and responsibility and

the student knows at the end of a

visit if he or she should not par-

ticipate in an activity, class, etc.

We talk to students about the fact

that "this is not high school"

where "notes" and "excuses"

were a norm for many.

I hope this helps. If you

have any questions, please con-

tact me at the Student Health Cen-

ter or by sending an e-mail to

phiggins@longwood.lwc.edu. I

may come talk to groups and or-

ganizations as well.

Deferring taxes with

TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder

why you didn't do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

you can easily build income to supplement your pension

and Social Security.

And your contributk)re to SRAs grow undiminished

by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that

TIAA-CREF* solid history of investment performance,

bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,

and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire-

ment today with tax-deferred

SRAs. We think you will find it

rewarding in the years to come.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$102,068

$13,052

$11,609

IOYEABS 20YEARS 30 YEARS

INVEST AS LITTLE AS
$25 a month

through an automatic
payroll plan 1

*Nott:Undtofeoeraitaxlaw,wrth*awahpnortoa9e59)iti«ybe

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

In (hi* hypothetical example, tettinj wide $100 a month m •

a»-<fcfcTTed inveitt>em wtth«n8*reagTimt2fr»nw
bracket show* better powth thin the saa* net amount pul

am. Total retarre and principal value of

iwiHttactwac, aodykk) way vwy. The chart

abow i* preaeaatd Jdr illustrative pgrpoaea only ami doe* not

reflect actual performance , or predict 1

TIAA-CREF accost, or reflect t

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more compfcte Wormstion on our securities prc«iucts, please cal 18W 842,2733, err 5509, to rec^
fuiybetae you invest 1.¥ouma*beatteteirwestuptothe«BrT«rrw

maximum contrixjtion, call TIAA-CREF at 1 800 842-2776, • TIAA-CREF Wrvidual arid instituticrial 5en^
teal Estate variable amuroes.* Teachers Persortf invested Serwe, ire drstnoutes to

funds and tuition saw*? apwmrtts. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF life Insurana Co,. New VbriL. NY, iss^

Company FSB provide trust services • Investment products are not FWC Insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.

028» TIAA-CREF 0U>3

How do the Longwood-
sponsored carterfairs workt Do
1 need to sign up and when an
they held?

Researching Resources

Dear Researching Re-

sources:

The Longwood College

Career Center sponsors or co-

sponsors a few fairs each year. To
view information about each one,

visit our website at www.!wc.edu,

click on "Student Life" and then

"Career Center."

Each fair has a different

purpose, and most of them are

free or ate very low cost The next

fair is the Career Exploration Fair,

Thursday October 26, 3-5:30

pjn., in Lancer Gym.

Alumni and other employ-

ers will speak to students about

career opportunities m a variety

of fields.

Some of these

dons offer internships as well.

While this fair is not designed for

Htlrtrnft to interview for jobs, it

is a good place to make eontac

for the future. Students do not

need to register and the event is

Before attending any ofme
fairs, join us at "Preparing for

Career/Job Fairs," Thursday Oc-

tober 12, 3:30 p.m., in Lancaster

139, You will team bow to ap-

proach the company reprcsenta-

fives in order to rnaximize your

goals.

To arrange mock interviews

call the Career Center at 2063 and

schedule an appointment.

GREEK cont'd p.4

or initiate new members.

The groups known as Alpha

Beta Psi, Gamma Psi, and Delta

Tau Chi are not fraternities or so-

rorities as defined by the College.

They are not recognized in any

way shape or form by Longwood

or a national organization. This is

important to know for students

who are looking to get involved

on campus.

As for the recognized chap-

ters, there are many ways to get

involved and interact with the

700+ fraternity and sorority mem-
bers.

Over the next few weeks,

these chapters will participate in

and sponsor a variety of pro-

grams. These include the step

show this Saturday at 7 p.m., a

great event presented by our Pan-

Hellenic Council.

Up to ten collegiate step

teams from other colleges will

compete for $2500 in cash prizes.

"Stepping" is a form of dance

who's origins go back to African

tribal ritual.

The event will take place in

Lancer Gymnasium, and is free

to all Longwood students thanks

toSGA.

Next week, there will be

our Fall 2000 Lip Sync sponsored

by DC and NPC. The event will

take place at 9:30 p.m. on

Wednesday, October 11, in the

Lancer Gymnasium.

I hope that this has an-

swered at least a couple of ques-

tions for some people. Please fed

free to contact me at

greek@longwood.lvvc.edu or visit

our web page at web.lvvc.edu/ofsl.

WILL cont'd p.l

program is one of the larg-

est organizations at Westharnpton

College and not only provides a

minor program but also a Student

Leadership Organization and a

Women and Gender Relations

Program.

The Student Leadership

Organization runs the administra-

tive functions of WILL, while

members organize and participate

in events such as the Youth Femi-

nist Conference, mentoring in lo-

cal schools and spreading aware-

ness of worldwide womens' is-

sues such as honor killings, fe-

male circumcision, breast cancer,

eating disorders, and violence

against women.

The Women and Gender

Relations Program provides the

yearly lecture series and fireside

chats with prominent figures such

as Nikki Giovanni and Maya
Angelou.

After seeing how well the

WILL program has benefitted the

women ofWestharnpton College,

the students who went to the pro-

gram are eager to bring WILL to

Longwood. They believe it will

not only benefit the Womens'

Studies program but the student

body as a whole. All that is needed

now is school support, which

should be given once students

show interest

The WTLL program win be

open to all Longwood women
who are interested in gender is-

sues and participating in the

Womens* Studies Program at

Longwood. For more information

or to express interest, please con-

tact the director of Womens*

Studies, Dr. Nancy Krippel, at

nkrippel@longwood.lwc.edu.

i
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PUZZLES
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor
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Book Review: Good Omens

GGLOUEE

CD 01

/. Two For One Sale 2. Wall To Wall Carpet 3. Tiny Tim
4. Going In Circles 5. Skinny Dipping 6. A Bad Spell Of Weather

MICHELE THOMPSON
Copy Editor

Until recently, I had never

heard of Neil Gaiman or Terry

Pratchett. Then a friend recom-

mended I try reading their co-

written book. Good Omens: The
Nice and Accurate Prophesies of

Agnes Nutter, Witch. The way it

was described to me captured my
interest and so I decided it was

worth a try.

Within the book are several

different storylines which are all

connected. It's basic premise is a

humorous look at the end of the

world.

Crowley is Satan's repre-

sentative, and has been stirring up

trouble on Earth since Adam and

Eve got kicked out of the Garden

ofEden. Aziraphale is God's rep-

resentative, and has been doing

good deeds on Earth, ever since

he gave up his flaming sword so

Adam and Eve could keep warm.

Then one day, demons

bring a liny baby to Crowley; the

Antichrist, Armageddon is only

eleven years away. As time goes

by, the two supernatural beings

realize that they don't want the

world to end as they are much too

attached to their lives on earth.

So they team up to find the Anti-

christ, only he isn't where they

thought he would be.

Also included in the chaos

of mis search are Anathema De-

vice, descendent of the only true

prophetess in history; Newton

Pulsifer, witch hunter; the Four

Motorcyclists of the Apocolypse,

War, Famine, Pollution (Pestilence

retired after the invention of peni-

cillin), and Death; an order of Sa-

tanic nuns who accidentally lost

the Antichrist; and Adam, the An-

tichrist.

I enjoyed every page of this

book because it was completely

unpredictable, and had me laugh-

ing all the way through. There was

much chaos and misunderstanding

going on for the characters, but the

reader is never confused. In the

end everything is brought to a sat-

isfying, and completely unex-

pected, conclusion. ***I/2

CD Review: Bjork's Selmasongs
CHRIS PAULSEN

Staff Writer

Way back when, Bjork was

approached by director Lars Von
Trier and asked to create the

soundtrack to his experimental

movie. Dancer in the Dark.

Somehow she was coaxed

into starring in the movie and

somehow both Bjork and the film

won highest honors at the Cannes

Film Festival.

Soon enough, critics were

debating on whether this film is a

masterpiece or just a pretty hack

job. The soundtrack (dubbed
Selmasongs after the character

Bjork portrays) was almost for-

gotten, but upon its release it

proved to be just as debatable.

Selmasongs is a truly

unique piece of work. Bjork ap-

pears to have taken the chirpy

melodies from her early work,

added the ambient sounds from

her latest ventures, tossed in in-

dustrial beats, and then given it

all the flavors of a musical.

Does this sound scary or al-

luring?

Bjork is the most progres-

sive artist in the mainstream to-

day and she seems to relish her

opportunity to go wild in a side

project. The album consists of

bleeps and whistles and sounds of

heavy machinery that Bjork
shapes into ornate musical num-
bers.

The seven-song EP begins

with the **Overture," the instru-

mental theme of the film. This

seems typical

enough for a

soundtrack and

the only real

note to be made

is that the slow

build of the

music can eas-

ily lead to mis-

judged volume

control.

"Cvalda,"

the second

track, appears

to have been

ripped out of

the movie. We
hear the rhyth-

mic sounds of

machinery
from Selma's

job progress

into a full-scale

musical num-
ber.

Co-star Catherine Deneuve
even makes an appearance in an

attempt to bring Selma to her

All," a long anticipated duet be-

tween Bjork and Thorn Yorke of

the acclaimed band Radiohead.

It can be argued the EP is

nothing but an extended single for

this song and the others are just

Next comes the heart of the

soundtrack with "I've Seen It

garnish. "I've Seen It All" is a

masterpiece. The two voices

blend wonderfully and the lyrics

have a delicious cynicism about

It is fitting that a progres-

sive song like "I've Seen It AH"

be honored in a progressive for-

mat. As part of the last Video Mu-
sic Awards, MTV commissioned

a team to create a "webeo" to an

alternate recording of "I've Seen

It All."A webeo is a music video

on the web
that the

viewer can

interact with

by moving or

clicking their

mouse.

The
webeo is art-

ful and fun to

play with. It

can be found

at http://

wwwmtvxonV

m t v /

I tubescan/
v m a /

webeo/bjork/

index.htm!

The
fourth track

of the EP is

the sinister

"Scaoerheart."

The song grabs the listener with

seductive rhythms and then at-

tacks them with a chorus.

Some may find the song

brilliant, but the somewhat jar-

ring chorus could get on some
nerves.

"Into the Musicals" is Selma

explaining why she loves them in

a sweet track. This is another song

that would lose meaning for those

who know little of the film.

"137 Steps" is a reason to

hate musicals as it is nothing but

Bjork counting. When placed in

the context of the film, this song

could be the story of Selma walk-

ing bravely to Iter death, but on the

album it's just a bother.

The EP concludes with

"New World," whkh is nothing

but Bjork putting words into the

"Overture." Still, it is a fulfilling

conclusion to the story and
soundtrack.

This EP is certainly not for

everyone. The music appeals to

those who love the progressive,

industrial feel with a backbone of

pure melody.

Dave Matthews diehards,

however, would probably find the

album a bit confusing or annoy-

ing and those who love good old

country couldn't destroy it fast

enough.

This is not made for the

masses, but those who have me
taste for the interesting and experi-

mental will be greatly rewarded.

Rating:***l/2(outof5)or

***(outof4) orB.

- -
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Upcoming International

Affairs Events
October 12: Meet me at

the First Annual Study Abroad
Fair! Lankford Ballroom 11:00-

1:30 p.m.

Have you dreamed of see-

ing and traveling different parts

of the world, but thought "There's

no way ! I can never do this, I can't

afford it or I might not graduate

on time." Students who study

abroad come back raving about

the "experience of a lifetime!"

Come to the Longwood
College-Hampden-Sydney Study

Abroad Fair and meet represen-

tatives from some of the most

well known and respected study

abroad program providers, who
have worldwide programs during

the academic year, semester, or

summer. American Institute for

Foreign Study (AIFS), Beaver

••••••••••••••••a

College, Butler University, and

The Institute for Education of Stu-

dents (IES) representatives will

explain their programs, some of

which include internships, the

application process, program

dates, costs, including additional

financial aid for qualified stu-

dents, through their programs.

Both Longwood and

Hampden Sydney will feature

their own programs as well.

Longwood Study Abroad return-

ees will staff our table to talk with

students about their experiences

and display their photos and other

souvenirs!

Come to the Fair and check

out the international study pro-

grams and opportunities. How
can you afford not to?

••••••••••••••

Attention All;

Organizations:
If you have any old memorabilia that you

would like to remain with Longwood, please

contact the Archivist, Lydia Williams, at x2633

She will glady accept any donations from any

organizations for items they are no longer

using- such as old photos, Greek letters, etc.

Master's Program: Library Media

Welcome! This word search features a number of words found

in a library media student's vocabulary. These are important words in

the library media field. The words do not share each other's letters.

Have fun!
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Elevator Rises for 1st Floor
PATRICKHOWARD

Staff Writer

Before last Friday, I was a

newbie. I had never seen one of

Longwood's musical "institu-

tions", 1st Floor, Now I realize

what I've been missing, because

1st floor b amazing,

i walked in to the dimly Hi

cafe* at 10 p.m. not knowing quite

what to expect. I had no idea what

the band members
names were or what

kind of music they

played.

1st Floor is

headed by Lenny

Jarvis, playing elec-

tric guitar and singing

like Edward
Kowalczyk, the lead

singer of the band

live". Up front with

Jarvis are Mark Gre-

gory on acoustic gui-

tar, and Mike Wilber on bass.

Rounding out the group are Scott

Hobson on keyboards and back-

up vocals, and Clay Wray on

drums, attracting attention with

his black-lit shirt

Wray's shirt wasn't the only

eye-catching part of 1st Floor's

performance. The psychadeHc

video screen was also very promi-

nent I found myself staring at it

for minutes at a time, especially

opening medley. I say medley

because I thought they were

opening with a nice long jam to

get everyone in the mood. How
wrong I was. Medleys are what

1st floor plays* They almost

never stop. They roll from one

song to another with no pauses.

In fact the only time they did

stop was to make an announce-

ment that beer was available, or

to ALLOW the audience to ap-

plaud. That's not an exaggera-

tion.

Needless to say, I was on-

joying myself, but getting very

lost My salvation came in the

form of Marty Boone, of BS9
fante . Boone Bvet with l&t rteor

,

and was nice enough to name the

songs for me, and tell me the

band members* names.

song mat I just didn't know, but

then I realized that PinkFloydwas

all over 1st Ftoot's music. (Floyd,

along with Pat Matheny and Bela

Fleck, were listed as the band's

main influences according to

Jarvis. Wilber alsochimed in, say-

ing thai drummer Wray is driven

to become the next Carter

Beaufcrd). They did a reggae ver-

sion of Steve Miller Band's

"Joker", which had

the audience cheer-

ing, "Don't Fear the

Reaper" by Blue

Oyster Cult was also

one that got the feet

moving. They even

worked in "All Along

the Watchtower,"

with Gregory's

acoustics making

Jimi Hendrix proud.

The original

music wasn't far be-

hind. I especially enjoyed "2

glasses," but by far, the song that

took the show was the acoustic

heavy "Open Road," which fea-

tured a three part harmony of

Jarvis, Gregory, and Wilber.

The best part of the show
was when the band just started

jamming. No specific song, just

letting the music flow. The band

just seemed to know what all the

I honestly thought the others were thinking, and they fol-

during what I thought was their opening jam was a Fink Ftoyd lowed each other perfectly.

Chicago Comedy Company

Entertains LWC Students
DANA BAKER
Staff Writer

H U

N I

BOOKFAIR
COLLABORATION
EVALUATION
LITERACY

OUTSOURCING
TECHNOLOGY

Last Saturday night, the

Chicago Comedy Company per-

formed for a small, "intimate"

audience in Lankford ballroom,

delivering their brand of impro-

visational comedy.

In the spirit of the popular

British and American program

"Who's Line is it Anyway?," the

trio involved the audience in a

number of completely hilarious,

impromptu skits.

Their first bit included re-

enactments of roommate horror

stories, all of which were submit-

ted by the audience.

h was quite funny watch-

ing comedians provide their own

interpretations of those frighten-

ing roommate confrontatiorts!

Another act involved using

audience members to recreate an

encounter between a disgrunded

customer and a Chik-Fil-A em-

ployee-the students played the

part of a dead (but uncooked)

chicken and a ketchup packet

This obviously resulted in quite

a few laughs.

Abo, J.J., beloved Lancer

Productions advisor, was pulled

on stage and was asked to re-

count his day.

Then, the comedians acted

out his day, but in a dream-like

fashion, leaving the audience

roaring with laughter.

But the funniest part of the

show was probably the "Shoulda'

Said" game, in which two perform-

ers played the part of brother and

sister-from West Virginia-and a

third performer, who, at herwhim,

could make the characters back up

and change what they had just said.

And for all of us that find

humor in incest, this was abso-

lutely hilarious.

The only element of the

show that was less than hilarious

was one performer's rendition of

Katherine Hepburn.

While her impression was

rather impressive, it was a little too

dated for college students to en-

joy.

Regardless of that bit the

event was definitely worth attend-

ing. What else is there to do in

Farmville on a Saturday night?
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CAMPUS andCOM
Thursday Friday

5th 6th
Oktoberfest

Class Color Day
Red vs. Green

Barbara Bishop

Lecture: "East Asian

Traditions and Modern
Interpretations in Clay

and Ink"

by DnStephen Addiss

in Bedford

7:30 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

8:00 p.m.

Oktoberfest

Oktoberfest Shirt Day

Honor Choir Auditions

All Day

(and through Sat)

in Wygal

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

@ 8:00 p.m.

NAACP Ball

@ 10:00 p.m. -2:00 a.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway Room
8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

L*T US m OH YH* HOT t>*TAHLS

QOiMQ ASOUJto CAMMJ *••

If you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events—anything

under the sun, let us know! Email us:

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Oktoberfest

see p. 16 for event list

Surplus Property Sale

in Vernon Street

Warehouse

@ 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Longwood Company of

Dancers: "Total Praise"

in Lancer Dance Studio

@ 12:30, 1:15,

& 2:00 p.m.

Chi's 100th Anniversary

Luncheon

in SalonA
1:00 -2:30 p.m.

Women'? Soecer

vs.

Belmont Abby

@ 4:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs.

Belmont Abby

@ 6:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

@ 8:06 p.m.
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@

Join the
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Rotunda

MUNITY
lTfk\sasyx?

NDAR
inday Monday Tuesday
8th 9th 10th
¥ood Theatre

fcs: 7Vw Rooms
rman Studio

3:00 p.m.

; Running Club

at the Kiosk

Tier of Lankford)

e groups go out

n all directions

Jl distances

ability levels

3:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

@ 8:00 p.m.

Multicultural Dinner

in Dining Hall Annex

5:00 p.m.

Evaluating Work
Performance

(For Supervisors)

inLncaster 139

4:00 p.m.

Want to be a part of the

paper? Come to our

Monday night meetings!

in The Rotunda Office

across from the

Post Office

@ 9:15 p.m.

r your Lacrosse team here at Longwood!

ting a raffle every day during November

(Tickets are $5 each)

jr ticket is drawn Mon - Fri, you win $50

[f it is drawn Sat - Sun, you win $75

win, your ticket goes back in to win again.

ianrock@longwood.lwc.edu if interested

Depression Screening

Day
in Dining Hall Lobby

@ 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Children's Theatre:

"We Sailed to Virginia"

in Jarman

@ 1:00 -2:00 p.m.

Kaplan: Preparing for

Graduate School

in Amelia Room
@ 3:30 p.m.

Chi Alpha Christian

Fellowship Meeting

in Amelia Room
@ 7:00 p.m.

LP Movie: Sophie's

Choice

in the Ballroom

@ 7:30 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

8:00 p.m.

Children's Theatre:

"Let's Make Musik"

in Jarman

9:30 a.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

@ 8:00 p.m.

Lip Sync

Entrance fee is $2

or$l + canned good

in Lancer Gym
@ 9:30 p.m.

Cycling Club Meeting

If interested at all, come

and see what we are

all about

in Charlotte Room
@ 8:30 p.m.

Got Spirit?

Be an Ambassador!

Applications now
available at all residence

hall front desks.

Any questions?

Please Contact

Heather Alexander x4100
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Brock Commons: Uncommonly Disruptive
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

Longwood's new gift,

Brock Commons, will not only

cause major disruption to the

campus during the phases ofcon-

• struct ion, but will greatly aggra-

vate the already inflamed issue of

parking.

In addition, the new Brock

Commons, as it now stands, will

be closed to bicycles, skate-

boards, and the like.

Brock Commons is the

largest capital gift the College has

ever received. Former alumna

Joan Perry Brock and Macon F.

Brock, Jr., of Virginia donated $3

million dollars to create a land-

scaped, brick walk that would run

the length of Pine Street, closing

the campus to vehicles.

A large percentage of fac-

ulty and commuter students park

on what will soon be Brock Com-

mons. The College has, in the past

few years, changed a lot of the

residential on-campus parking to

commuter or facility status, thus

forcing students to park further

away.

With the decreased parking,

residential students will be forced

to park further away from the resi-

dence halls. Students will have a

bonding experience on their walk

across town to their rooms and

class.

With a larger number of

students walking further to their

vehicles, the risk for assault will

increase. As for increasing safety

on-campus, sure; however, the

trek to and from the car will be

treacherous.

With the recent and contin-

ued increase of off-campus stu-

dents, parking will be impossible.

Many students rely on their

bikes as a means of recreation and

transport. The prohibition of bikes

will force students to take an al-

ternate route around campus on

one of the main roads. This is

likely to increase the chance of a

biker being hit by a car.

As plans currently stand,

the roads which cross Pine Street

will be closed as well.

Closing these streets will

increase safety on this campus,

but will make maneuvering

around the college difficult.

In addition, closing the

streets will isolate Longwood
from the rest of the Farmville

community. The lack of cross

streets will also increase traffic on

both Main Street and Griffin blvd.

Another issue of great con-

cern is the disruption to this cam*

pus. In the past, isolated projects

like the Hull building, Hiner, and

most recently, the New Dining

Hall have caused a great deal of

disruption and made it much more

difficult to traverse the campus.

With the whole of Pine

Street—the heart of this cam-

pus—in shambles, the disruption

to campus life will be immense,

to the point of interfering with the

college's main purpose: the edu-

cation of it's students.

Unfortunately with the size

of this project, it is not something

that can be completed over sum-

mer.

According to president

Patricia Cormier, "this idea has

been a dream of ours for many

years and thanks to Joan and Ma-

con Brock, that dream will soon

become a reality. Brock Com-

mons will not only enhance the

beauty of our campus, it will also

make our campus much safer for

students with the closing of Pine

Street." She continued, "It pulls

the campus together, we will feel

more like a true campus commu-

nity now."

Mrs. Brock stated recently,

"Longwood College provided me

with not only a valuable educa-

tion, but lifelong friends. This gift

is my way of showing apprecia-

tion to Longwood which has

added so much depth to my life."

Joan Perry Brock received

her B.A. in mathematics from

Longwood in 1964. As a student,

she was senior class president and

treasurer of Kappa Delta sorority.

The Brocks are major

shareholders and co-founders of

Dollar Tree Stores, Inc. founded

in 1986. The company operates

over 1,600 stores in 35 states.

Architectural rendering ofBrock Commons, looking north on Pine street

toward High Street.

Longwood/Domino's Players of the Week
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood golf standouts

Mandy Beamer/Burkeville-

Nottoway HS and Niklas Jansson/

Balsia, Sweden-Westerlundska

HS-Dodge City (KA) CC have

been selected as the Longwood/

Domino's 'Players of the Week'

for the period of September 27-

October3.

The weekly Lancer honor-

ees are chosen by the College's

office of sports information.

Beamer, a senior, led

Longwood to its second team

tournament championship this

fall at the Greyhound Fall Clas-

sic hosted by the University of

Indianapolis (ID), September 30-

October 1 . She shot a 36-hole to-

tal of 79-77- 156 at the 5,850-yard,

par 73 Winding River Golf Club

to claim the individual title among

the 57-player field, her second

career collegiate tournament win.

Beamer 's 1 56 total also equals her

career-best for two-rounds. She is

currently second on the team with

her 77.67 scoring average.

Mandy is the daughter of

Ron and Gloria Beamer of

Burkeville and is majoring in so-

ciology.

Jansson, a senior, won the

individual championship at the

Billy Joe Patton Intercollegiate

hosted by Lenoir-Rhyne (NC),

September 30-October 1 , the first-

ever 36-hole tournament indi-

vidual championship by a

Longwood golfer.

He fired an even par total

of 73-71-144 at the 7,086-yard,

par 72 North Carolina National

Golf Club in Statesville, NC to

finish first among the 64-player

field. Jansson's 144 is a career-

best as a Lancer and equals the

second-best 36-hole score in

school history. He currently leads

the team with his 73.50 scoring

average.

Niklas is the son of Jan-

Olov and Kerstin Jansson of

Balsia, Sweden and is majoring

in business administration with a

minor in marketing.
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Spring 200
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Closed

Fall 200

1

December 8, 2000

Spring 2002

April 27, 2001

I

APPROVED applicant must have completed the

interview process and have made any required

revisions. It is to the student's advantage to

complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:

804-395-2331

2001 SUMMER
PRACTICUM

MEETING. FEB 6, 2001
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Movie Review; Remember the Titans

It's notjust another football

movie. Whether you are sports-

enthused or sports-confused, this

is a must see because it not only

deals with the game, bat it deals

with the challenge of life in the

early 7QY
Based on a true story, Re-

HEATHER ENROUGHTY
StaffWriter

ballcamp. The diversity of ail the

characters becomes obscured and

they become united as a team, and

as friends,

Together, the team and the

coaches must overcome the ill

will and criticism of the commu-
nity, and fight to become winners

of the game and conquerors in a

time of stoical morals.

While Washington does an

incredible job of playing a tough

FEATURES J
Theatre Programs: Fair and Tender Ladies

number the Titans is & story about

the emotional saga of the deseg- coach faced with adversity, Titans

regation of a high school in Alex- introduces a new spectrum of

andria, Virginia. young actors who do a wonder-

Denzel Washington por- fully believable job of portrayiag

trays Coach Herman Boone, who the young Americans who wttb-

PRESS RELEASE

lakes the job of head coach of a

newly integrated football team,

beating a much-loved and well-

recognized white coach (played

by Will Patton), who settles for

being an assistant, against the dis-

stood the trials and tribulations of

desegregation. This being a

Disney film, it was funny to see

football players who never used

a curse word.

This film had the audience

approval of the white community, laughing, in tears, and literally

At first, the players are in applauding and cheering through

constant animosity and distrust of the end. It's definitely oik ofmose
each other, until they are forced feel-good movies of the year, and

to get to know one another at foot- comes highly recommended!

Tony award nominated and

the fifth largest Shakespeare fes-

tival in the world, the Alabama

Shakespeare Festival presents

Fairand Tender Ladies\ as a spe-

cial engagement at Longwood
Theatre's Jarman Auditorium on

October 20 and 21 at 8 p.m. and

October 22 at 3 p.m.

Adapted from the Lee

Smith novel, with script by Eric

Schmiedl, and music and lyrics

by Tommy Goldsmith, Tom
House, and Karen Pell, Fair and

TenderLadies was first presented

by the Shakespeare Festival in its

Mongomery home as a world

premiere during the 1 998-99 sea-

son. The production was one of

its most popular that year, receiv-

ing critical acclaim and audience

raves.

Fair and Tender Ladies is

the story of Ivy Rowe, a Virginia

woman, who calls the Appala-

chian Mountains home. It is the

powerful tale of a strong and

resolute woman told through

memories, letters, and the music

of a remarkable life.

The stage adaptation taps

into the rich oral and musical tra-

ditions of the Appalachians and

evokes many of the rich and dra-

matic images that make the novel

so popular.

The touring production,

directed by Susan Willis, stars

Alabama Shakespeare Festival

Associate Artist Greta Lambert

as Ivy Rowe. Ms. Lambert origi-

nated the role in the 1998 pro-

duction.

Fair and Tender Ladies is

a product of the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival's Southern

Writer's Project.

Begun in 1991, the Project

seeks to explore ami celebrate the

rich cultural heritage of the South

through the commisioning, de-

veloping, and producing of new

works by Southern playwrights or

that speak of the Southern experi-

ence.

Lee Smith, a Virginia native,

is the author of eight novels and

two collections of short stories,

and has won the prestigious 0.

Henry Award twice.

The music for Fairand Ten-

der Ladies was inspired by gos-

pel harmonies, country, folk, and

pop music and caused author

Smith to remark, "It's like these

songs were in my head as I wrote.

These songs seem like a miracle

tome.

Ticket prices are as follows:

General Admission-$8;

Longwood F/S, senior citizens,

non-Longwood students-$6;

Longwood Students-$3.

For more information call

the Jarman Box Office at (804)

395-2474.

Theatre Programs: Two Rooms
BRYSON MINNIX

Staff Writer

The Longwood Theatre

Department will begin perform-

ing Lee Blessing's play Two
Rooms, which runs from October

4-12 with a student cost of three

dollars.

A slide show will accom-

pany the 80 minute performance

to give historical and contextual

emphasis.

The staging of the play will

be in the studio ratter than on the

main stage.

The emotional content of

the play was a major factor in the

decision to stage the play in the

studio.

Due to the limited area in

the studio, only 60 available seats

each night, there will be alley

seating for each show. Alley seat-

ing has the stage centered in the

middle of the seating rows.

The seating arrangement is

purposely combined with a

simple set to add to the intimacy

of the subject matter.

Two Rooms is a powerful

drama about Michael Weils, an

American held hostage in Leba-

non, and his wife Laney's

struggles to cope with his absence

and fight for his release.

Throughout the ordeal,

which last 2-3 years, Laney iso-

lates herself from the rest of the

world. Her only contact comes

from Ellen, a State Department

representative trying to pacify

Laney and keep Michael's captiv-

ity as low key as possible, and

Walker Harris, a reporter with

plans to convince Laney to let him

exploit her story.

The cast of Two Rooms is

mostly compiled of Longwood
stage veter-

ans.

David
Janeski, play-

ing Michael

Wells, Leslie

Cooley, as

Ellen, and

Bobby Vrtis,

portraying

Walker Har-

ris, have all

performed
previously in

Longwood
productions.

How-
ever, Beth

Hadrys, a

newcomer to

the college

stage, will portray the role of

Laney Wells. While Beth partici-

pated in high school theatre pro-

ductions. Two Rooms marks the

first time she has performed at the

college level.

Beth somehow finds time

for the play between lacrosse

practice ami her course load as a

communications major.

Jen Gallagher, stage man-

ager, and Samm Weldon, assistant

stage manager, both work dili-

gently behind the scenes to lessen

the actors' worries and ensure the

production runs smoothly.

Also helping the production

as student director is Charlie

Mingroni. TwoRooms is Charlie's

first experience as director of a

major Longwood performance.

So far, the experience has

been a pleasant one. Charlie re-

flected that directing "is better ex-

perience than any class I've

taken."

Professor Muto, Head of

the Theatre Department, reem-

phasizes the importance of hav-

ing a student director. Besides the

benefit to Charlie, Muto said,

"Putting a student in an admin-

istrative role helps the students

see things from a different per-

spective.'*

When asked why he se-

lected Two Rooms as the first

piece of the semester, Professor

Muto replied, "Lee

Blessing is one of

the best living

playwrights in

America. He cre-

ates pure natural

characters, his

plays have a classi-

cal construction,

and his language is

comparable to

[Arthur] Miller and

[Tennessee] Will-

iams. He is an

American voice."

Professor
Muto believes that

the fact that the

majority of

Longwood stu-

dents were unborn

during, and generally untaught

about, the tensions between

America and Lebanon in the

early 80*s, will not effect the im-

pact of the play.

Two Rooms is a political

play, but it is really about devo-

tion. While the play is superfi-

cially about the hostage crisis in

Beirut, the real core of the play

revolves around the torture of the

characters, not merely the physi-

cal, but also the emotional and

psychological.

With this in mind, Professor

Muto and Charlie stress the impor-

tance of each line building upon

the next to create the emotion and

pace to carry the scene.

The actors also know the

importance of selling the scene.

They are not shy about asking for

assistance in reading a line or re-

laying an emotion, nor do they re-

frain from vehemently defending

their own interpretations.

The cast takes the represen-

tation of their respective charac-

ters seriously.

David Janeski stopped clip-

ping his toenails and shaving in

order to sell his role as hostage.

Taking method acting to new lev-

els, David even had a friend tor-

ture him, but only slightly, so that

he would be able to relate to the

ordeals of his character.

Two Rooms is a moving
drama about the emotional peaks

and valleys in the plights of hu-

man beings in critical situations.

The shocking and surprising end

beautifully wraps up a well writ-

ten and wonderfully acted play.

Be sure to get there early

since the seats are limited, and

while you are at it, save me achair.

Wait, I already have my chair, so

take a friend. They can have my
seat.
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ebrating Diversity;

pus Week of Dialogue

MULTICULTURAL AFRURS

16-20, 2000: The Fall Fo
|rom, Examining thefWto

through Litefatttte for

fouth.

TheOfficeof.*' oral

Affairs and Dr. Ca- abb,

{Education Depar has

iijjuiy icvcis.

Aligned with the statewide

program All VIRGINIAREADS

,

that Is focusing on William

Styron's text, Sophie's Choice, the

Fall Forum can be experienced in

1. October 10/7:38 pm.
Longwood College,

ford Student Union/Ball-

A video presentation of

ri Choke.

2. October itftpm.

Longwood College,

Student Union/Ball-

. A general forum on books

youth concerning the WWII

in 4

ology, history,

3. October 19/4 p.m.

Performance: "Through

the Eyes of a Friend: Share the

*tortd ofAsm Frank." Produced

byLrvMV£§C8S.
We wish to thank two

agencies in particular for their as-

sistance wtdt this program. First,

the Jewish Federation of Rich-

mond whose funding has pro-

vided major support in bringing

the LIVING VOICES perfor

manee to Far und secondly,

the Longwood | who has

purchased a mber of new

titles to support uiis project.

Can we ignore controver-

sial themes and events in history

for the sake of presenting a "guilt

and blame free history?"

English Department

Welcomes New Additions
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

You may not have seen

them around, but Dr. Derek Tay-

lor and Dr. Rhonda Brock-Servais

are the newest additions to the

English faculty.

Just hired this semester,

Drs. Taylor and Brock-Servais

have helped a great deal by teach-

ing a lot of classes that are re-

quired in both the General Edu-

cation and Major and Minor re-

quirements.

Dr. Taylor hails from Nash-

ville and after completing his doc-

torate on August 5 reported here

shortly before fall semester and

began to teach British Literature

202, The Novel, and two sections

of English 100.

Dr. Brock-Servais comes

from Converse College, a

women's college located in South

Carolina and teaches three sec-

tions of Children 's Literature.

Upon being asked how the

adjustment has been, both profes-

sors have found the experience

"heartening" thus far.

Both students and faculty

have welcomed mem warmly, and

both said that this is the type of

place that they wanted to teach.

I'm sure mat the department

and students will join me in wel-

coming Dr. Derek Taylor and Dr.

Rhonda Brock-Servais to the En-

glish Department at Longwood

College and also in wishing them

all the best

International Studies Opportunities

cation Carolyn Gabb* The

Multicukuritl Advisory Commit-

tee, The Office of International

Affairs, The Longwood College

Library, The StudentGovernment

Association, The Jewish Student

Organisation, and The Jewish

Community Federation of

by the QS

*s (US) initiative to pro-

mote building "One American."

October 12: Meet me at

the First Annual Study Abroad

Fair! Lankford Ballroom 11:00-

1:30 p.m.

Have you dreamed of see-

ing and traveling different parts

of the world, but thought There's

no way ! I can never do mis, I can't

afford it or I might not graduate

on time."

Students who study abroad

come back raving about the "ex-

perience of a lifetime!"

Come to the Longwood
College-Hampden-Sydney Study

Abroad Fair and meet represen-

tatives from some of the most

well known and respected study

abroad program providers, who
have worldwide programs during

the academic year, semester, or

summer. American Institute for

Foreign Study (ATFS), Beaver

College, Butler University, and

The Institute for Education of

Students (IES) representatives will

explain their programs, some of

which include internships, the ap-

plication process, program dates,

costs, including additional Finan-

cial aid for qualified students,

through their programs.

Both Longwood and

Hampden Sydney will feature our

own programs as well. Longwood

study abroad returnees will staff

our table to talk with students

about their experiences and dis-

play their photo? and other sou-

venirs.

Come to the Fair and check

out the international study pro-

grams and opportunities. How can

you afford not to?

i.
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The Crib: A Different Look at Sports
LWC GHOSTWRITER

Welcome back to the crib!

I've got some more mail from the

public, so let'sjump right in, Re-

member, you can e-mail me at

LWCGhostWriter@hottiml.com

and I will make you famous.

"whats up man,

you dont know me, and I

can't really say if I know you so

this is me introducing

myself...my name Is John

Kennedy, and I have been read-

ing your column for a while

now...as a matter of fact, I just

read the mail that some guy

named Patrick wrotetoyou,..dont

listen to any of that man, seri-

ously, I believe that the anony-

mous have some of the most pow-

erful influences on people, and I

admire those who have some-

thing worthwhile to say, but don't

need to get the credit for saying

it. I think alot of your articles are

insightful and well written, and

to me it doesn't matter if there is

no name stamped to the end of

them. ..I will continue reading

anyhow...

Respectfully,

John Kennedy"

Thanks, John. I noticed that

you had a plug for Longwood

Soccer and seeing as you are a

player, you lead me right into my
first topic for the week.

Longwood Fail Sports

Looking across the board, I

can say that we totally kick ass!

Field hockey ranked #5 in D-D,

Women *s Soccer ranked #9 in the

Region, men's soccer, although

not ranked, is still smackin*

people around. The only problem

I see is lack of attendance at some

of the games, NOTALL!!

While you see all of the

couches and recliners at some of

the games played on Lancer Field,

you don't see the same enthusi-

asm at field hockey games. Not

being a field hockey connoiseur

myself, I am just as guilty as the

next person, but, HELLO??! They

are nationally ranked and I could

count the amount of people who
attend games on my hands and

feet sometimes.

My advice to all of my loyal

crib dwellers, go to a field hockey

game and tell them the Crib sent

you. Nothin* but love from the

Crib to our fall sport athletes and

thanks, John, for checking in.

College Football

How the mighty have fallen.

Upsets abound in the Top 25.

Florida? Bounced by Mississippi

State. Tennessee? Slapped around

by LSU. Washington? Beaten up

by Oregon. (THE DUCKS, are

you kiddin me?) USC? Stomped

on by the other Oregon school,

Note to people living in Or-

egon: Your top two college foot-

ball programs are nicknamed the

Ducks and the Beavers! Move to

another state quickly. This parody

in college football is killing me,

destroying my predictions, and

making me look like an idiot.

So as I gaze (AGAIN!) into

the crystal ball, I see Florida State

and Michigan?

Who knows. Here are some

rock solid predictions for the

week: Florida State over Miami,

Michigan over Purdue, Oklahoma

over Texas, Georgia overTennes-

see. Bank those, make bets on

Arose, make money off the crib,

we don't mind.

Kind of fitting mat Washing-

ton beats Tampa Bay on a field

goal by the kicker mat the Bucs

exiled in fevor ofmat cheerleader

Martin Grarnmanca.

Props to Michael Hutted for

sticking one to the Bucs, How-

ever, the Redskins stiH stink and

will not finish better than 9-7

while ti*e Bucs wffl recover and

be in the NFC title game against

that Rams juggernaut 57 points,

are you kidding me? Wefl, admit-

tedly itwas Sin Diego, but come

on.Who the hell is Justin Watson

and why is he running for 102

yards?

NFL Game of the week

There could be a lot, but the

Washingion-Philly matchup in-

trigues me. Eagles DE Hugh Dou-

glas will be bearing down on Brad

Johnson (as if Tampa Bay didn't

make him their girlfriend last

week) and die questsa

how long until JeffGeorge is out

mere? Take PWHy by 7.

NFL Who Cares Game of
#lm^ ifin n trine went

New OrtesBs-CMeago, The

baseball playoffs are on, watch

those, Goto a field hockey game.

Organize your sock drawer, this

will be painful.

So Oakland beats the mighty

Yanks, the Braves eat one in St.

Louis, and Seattle pimp" smacks

the White Sox. This is ifiierestmg,

ain't it? Underdogs fie hot sup-

posed to wm, but they ate. Look

for the planets to realign them-

selves,

Tiw only upset I am picking

is Oakland in 4. What is up with

all the managers being fired? Ari-

zona fires Buck Showate^forfin-

ishing 3rd in me NL West and

Jack McKeon loses his job in

Cincy, yet Tom ReUy loses 94

games with Minnesota and he

stays? Am I missing the boat

hens?

Oh well, they will resurface

somewhere on the manager ear-

in Cincy could

be interesting. Someone needs to

tefl Griffey to shut his piehole.

Weft ftat is all from the crib

mis week IS§ep tiw mail coming,

TheGfwstisout.

Men's Soccer Wins Fourth Straight Game
JARED UNDERWOOD

Sports Editor

Another game, another win,

another shutout. This seems pretty

much like the norm for the LC
soccer team. In front of

yet another packed house

at Lancer Field, Long-

wood notched one more

shutout victory to its to-

tal. The Lancers downed

CVAC opponent Lees-

McRae on Saturday, 3-0.

This was the Lancers*

fourth victory in as many

games.

The scoring started

early when junior Jay

Yount scored at the 35:04

mark of the 1st half. Both teams

played at a torrid pace through-

out the first period. The action

was fast paced.

LC was able to hold on to

their 1 -0 lead with great defensive

efforts and saves by goalie John

Kennedy. With these great indi-

vidual efforts, LC was able to

carry their slim 1-0 lead into the

intermission.

The fast paced action contin-

ued into the second period of the

match.

Photo by Kevin Bopp

Both teams were able to get

down field on one another, but

failed to capitalize on scoring op-

portunities,

LC was able to stretch their

lead early on in the period when

freshman Shawn Spilman scored

on an assist by sophomore Mark

Connelly at the 39:25 mark. Mo-

ments later Spilman tallied his

second goal of the contest on a

wonderful individual effort.

Spilman 's goals put LC up by the

final score of 3-0.

Goalie John Kennedy

continued his hot streak

Saturday with four saves,

bringing his season total to

33. The shutout was his

fourth of the season, all

coming in the last four

matches.

Junior Andy Plum
continues to lead the Lanc-

ers in scoring after seven

matches, followed by

Spilman and Connelly.

The Lancers are now 4-1-2

overall with a 2-0- 1 mark in the

conference. LC has a tough week

ahead of them though, playing

three games in six days next week

againstCVAC opponents Pfeiffer,

Queens, and Belmont Abbey.

Gould You Use

$100?

Design the Website Logo for the

Vlnwrio Comprehensive Health Education Training

and Resource Center

and win a

$100 Sift Certificate to use in

the Longwood College Bookstore

See your artwork displayed on the

World Wide WeW

For information on lego requirements and contest

rules contact the VGHETRC office at x2454 or

yclietrw@loiigwcod.twc.edii

^
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Longwood defeated
Roanoke 2- 1 September 28 in its

only match last week.

The Lancers improved to

9*2 and wifl be in aetflft am at

die NCAA Division I Unjvefdty

of Richmond on October 6.

LC is ranked #5 in the lat-

estNFHCA National Poll.

The victory at Roanoke did
not come easy as the Lancers

trailed at the half for onlydie sec-

ond time this season.

Junior Brianne Baylor/

Frank W. Cox HS then continued

her clutch play of late by scoring

both Lancer goals in the second

half to lead die team to victory-

Baylor has scored the

game-winning goal in each of the

team's last four games.

With less than ten minutes

remaining, she scored on an as-

sist from junior Megan OTJay/

Anrmndale HS to tie the game at

1-1.

Then in die waning mo-
ments of the contest, Baylor

struck again with an unassisted

goal to earn Longwood its ninth

victory of the year.

Junior Stephanie Potter/

North Kingston (RI) HS played

another strong match in goal,

playing 70 minutes and making

two saves for the Lancers.

In her last three games, she

is 3-0 and has allowed only one

goal.

Through 1 1 matches,

Baylor now leads die team in

scoring with nine goals and seven

assists for 25 points.

Junior Cheryl Andrukonis/

W.T. Woodson HS is second with

seven goals and nine assists for

23 points.

Freshman Julie Wlnslow/

West Falmouth (MA) HS (6g),

and senior Heather Kinstler/

Ttllwood HS (5g, 2a) are next

with 12 points each.

Potter has played 683 min-

utes, allowing 1 3 goals (1 .33 gaa)

with 77 saves for a .856 save per-

centage.

Following the game at

Richmond, Longwood will play

at Division I Radford October 1 1

.

Women's Soccer Falls to Lees-McRae
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood dropped its only

match last week, falling to CVAC
opponent Lees-McRae (NC) 1-0

September 30.

The Lanc-

ers are now 5-3

overall, 3-1 in

the CVAC,
ranked #7 in the

latest NSCAA
Southeast Re-

gion Poll. This

week, LC was

scheduled to

play October 2 at

conference op-

ponent Pfeiffer

(NC) and then at

non-league foe

Catawba (NC)

October 5 before

returning home to host CVAC ri-

val Belmont Abbey (NC) Octo-

ber 7.

Against the Lees-McRae

Bobcats, ranked #5 in theNSCAA
Southeast Region, tallied a goal

early in the second-half (50:46)

and made it stand the rest of the

way despite the Lancers

outshooting them 23-7.

Senior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Western Albemarle HS
made six saves as LC outshot L-

Photo by Bt

MC 23-7.

Through eight matches,

sophomore Brooke Cooper/Nor-

folk Collegiate HS continues to

lead Longwood in scoring with 10

goals and one assist totaling 21

points (2.63).

Cooper ranked in a tie for

10th nationally in goals per game,

and was tied for 12th nationally

in points per game last week. Jun-

ior Melodie Massey/Floyd E.

Ketlam HS (lg, 9a) follows with

11 points (1.38),

and freshman

Phoebe Munson/

Tallwood HS (4g,

la) adds nine

points (1.13).

M a s s e y

ranked in a tie for

4th nationally in

assists per game

last week.

Kennedy
has played 659

minutes in front of

the net, allowing

eight goals (1.09)

with 41 saves for

an .837 save percentage.

Following the three

matches this week, Longwood

will play at Presbyterian in South

Carolina October 10.

Final Olympic Medal Standings

USA
Russia

China

Australia

Germany

£oid

39

32

28

16

14

Silver Bronze

25 33

28 28

16 15

25 17

17 26

Total

97

88

59

58

57

Women's Golf First

in Invitational
PAUL LYON

Sports Information

Longwood finished first out

of nine schools in the team com-

petition of the Indianapolis Invi-

tational tournament September

30-October 1 after

shooting 323-329-652

in the 36-hole event.

The Lancers

were lead by local se-

nior Mandy Beamer/

Nottoway HS (79-77-

156) who finished tied

for first in the indi-

vidual competition.

Junior Vicki ©
Matkovich/Wheeling Park (VW)

HS (£3-78-161) was next for LC
and finished third in the tourna-

ment.

She was followed by fresh-

men Mary Millage/Ennismore,

Ontario (82-88-170), and Katie

Ladowicz/Homewood-Flossmoor

(IL)HS (88-86-174).

The team's third freshman,

Ellen Berg/Linkoping, Sweden,

was forced to withdraw from the

competition due to an illness but

shot a 79 in the first round.

Through three tourna-

ments, the Lancers

are led by

Matkovich with a

77JO scoring aver-

age.

She is fol-

lowed by Beamer
with a 77.66 aver-

age, Berg with a

78.60 average, Mill-

age with an 81.50

average, and Ladowicz with an

87.00 average. The team's over-

all scoring average is 316.50.

Longwood will next be in

action October 1 3- 1 5 at the Penn

State Invitational in State College,

PA.

Men's Golf Finishes Sixth

Lmfcoping, Sweden (77-77-154, t-GREG PROUTY
Sports Information 26) and Tee Miller/Robert E. Lee

HS (81-81-162, t-45), along with

Longwood shot a 36-hole sophomore Chris Pugh/Cave

team score of 306-307-6 1 3 to fin- Spring HS (84-81-165, t-54).

ish sixth among 12 teams Sept Through two tournaments,

30-October 1 at the Billy Joe Jansson leads Longwood with his

Patron Intercollegiate tournament 73.50 scoring average, including

hosted by Lenoir-Rhyne (NC). a low-round of 71.

Senior Niklas Jansson/ Jansson is followed by

Balsta, Sweden claimed the indi- Magnusson (77.00, 76), Pugh

vidual title among the 64-player (78.25, 72), Nemcosky (2-rounds,

field with his 76.50,
even par 71- ^_^ 7 6),
73-144 at the

|§f •—CT ) Miller
7,086-yard, y\ (^ ^ J ( 2 -

par 72 North ^^^ ^><^*1 ^""\
. rounds,

Carolina Na- ^^^^^^T" 81.00,
tional Golf T^j 81), jun-

Club in \ J iorMyles

Statesville, s\. jQQ Jones/La

NC. f ^*""

^>?-v, Moye,
Jasson's L KjV^ United

144 is a colle- /^
giate-best at '

^1 ^^^S. Kingdom\^m
( 2 -

LC and equals rounds,

the second- 81.50,
best 36-hole score in school his- 8 1 ), and freshman Justin Cullivan/

tory. It also marks the first-ever Jamestown HS (2-rounds, 83.50,

36-hole tournament individual 83).

championship by a Longwood The Lancers are averaging

golfer. 307.00 as a team, including a low-

Presbyterian (SC) won the round of 306.

tournament's team title with its Longwood will next con-

289-303-592 total. Other LC pete in the Bluefwld Invitational

scores included freshmen Mike Oct. 16-17 in Daniels, WV. at the

Nemcosky/Great Bridge HS (77- Glade Springs Resort

76-153, t-21), Carl Magnusson/

i



Ofctofrerle;* 2000 Schedule
Xe* the B(ue Shine Throush

October 5-7, 2000

rt

8:15pm
8:00pm

3:30pm
5:00f3m-7:00pm
8:00pm
9:00pm
10:00pm
1Q:0Opm-2:O0am

8:30am
10:00am-1 1:15am
11:00 am
11:30am
12:00pm
12:00pm
12:30pm
12:30pm
12:30pm

12:45pm
00pm
00pm-3:00pm
15pm

1:20pm
2:00pm
2:00pm-6:00pm
2:00pm

3

3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
8

00pm
30pfTI

00pm
00pm
00pm-7:00pm
30pm
00pm
00pm
00pm
00pm

Thursday^ October 5
Campus Band: "Eight Sideways"- Ballroom

Theatre Production, "Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

Friday* October 6
Color Wars- Wheeler Lawn
Picnic Dinner (Longwood Jazz Band)- Lankford Mall

Theatre Production, 'Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

Alumni CHI Walk- Lancaster Lawn
Dr. Jordan's, "Ghost Stories of Longwood"- Lancaster Lawn
NAACP Ball- Student Union

Saturday, October 7
Dick Williamson Golf Team Alumni Tournament- Longwood Golf Club

Alumni Breakfast- Grand Dining Room
Alumni Soccer Game- Lancer Field

Parade- Starting in Wynne Lot

Midway Booths Open- Stubbs Mall

Inflatable Games Open- Arc Lawn
Horse Rides- Wheeler Mall

Opening Ceremonies: Spirit Leader Dance and Kiss the Pig- Lankford Mall

Longwood Company of Dancers 'Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio

($1 admission)

Cheerleaders, & Presentation of Athletic Dept Logo- Lankford Mall

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR- Lankford Mall

Kid's Games- Wieeler Lawn
Longwood Company of Dancers 'Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio

($1 admission)

Campus Band: JUNCTION- Lankford Mall

Band: Agents of Good Roots- Lankford Mall

Biergarten- Lancer Cafe

Longwood Company of Dancers 'Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio

($1 admission)

Women's Basketball Alumni Game- Lancer Hall

DJ off of the Lankford Balcony

Women's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field

Band: Jah Works- Lankford Mall

Picnic- Lankford Mall

DJ off of the Lankford Balcony

Men's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field

Band: Jimmie's Chicken Shack- Lankford Mall

Step Show (Sponsored by NPHC)- Lancer HaH
Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre
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Chat with the President
UGGSBY
Manager

Iunc

had

that ha

Cormier

at Lou

and was

late bee*

mond. I

be in Ri

F the President

& as I came to

>ber 10 when I

^Hfewn with

!irst interview

inaugural year

Ui

11115

your

Man

jr show." 1

I

king for her

I want to og

and were th

f the parade.]

Jkj Hull

not even

mmons
;
issue is

ig done

we are

y which

y at 4:00

as running

sg in Rich-

she had to

she would

usually be ia fc&

She as .s she told he$

assistant, IS miasmsafter her call.

She then led me into her office

(which I most say is very nice),

checked her e-mail and asked her

assistant to pleas?, c%U House-

on befaarf of the Wheeler

Residence Hall to get the heat

turned on. 'The heat shouldn't be

on a time frame."

She then immediately of-

fered me my choice of coffee,

jukeorsoda. Afterse*tlingia,she

this interview by saying

sensational. I here was so mucn

excitement and diversity am

SR: May I ask you about

Brock Commons?
PC: Yes let's talk ab

Brock Commons. This college

has a lack of cenler. When you

tell someone to come to the main

entrance to the campus* how do

you tell him or her where thai is?

Is it High Street? Is ii

Boulevard?

SR: i usually tell

come down Redford Street

PC: You can tell people to

do that The intention of Brock

Commons is to unify this campus.

Let me say that I have no idea

what it will look like when it is

finished. I do know that I would

like to have a Befl Tower and

begin the £

Project until tl

settled.

SR: Wl
about that?

PC: Ri

awaiting a pai

will be com]

When we rec

will hold a for

options as I can. What I can as-

sure you is that we will not even

begin the Brock Commons
Project until we have settled this

problem.

SR: How loctgdoywtrhmk

it will take?

PC. Probably not for an-

other three years.

SR; I have had^aite a few

students ask me abouta Fraternity

and Sorority Row. Wffi that ever

happen here?

PC: I can tell you that the

idea has been considered a great

deal. Presently we have acquired

a set of bouses on Pine Street—

See CORMIER p. 15
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Commuter Student Association

Elects New Executive Board

CELESTE CARD
Staff Writer

The Commuter Student As-

sociation has elected a new Ex-

ecutive Board. The Board in-

cludes: Erin Rawls - Chair, Jen-

nifer Carpenter - Vice Chair,

Stacie Kirkpatrick - Director of

Support Services, Melissa Car-

penter - Director of Member Re-

lations, Trudy Berry - Director of

Information, Kendall Lee- Direc-

tor ofFinance, Jan Drake - Direc-

tor of Legislation and SGA rep-

resentative, Mindy Carpenter -

Director of Activities, Amy
Nugent - Director ofCommunity

Relations, Rachel Prateli - Direc-

tor ofAcademic Services, Ashley

Finelli - Director of Physical Re-

sources.

All members of the execu-

tive board will have office hours

for one hour a week in case there

are any questions about the CSA
meetings or other information is

needed.

If you have a conflict with

another commuter see Melissa

Carpenter, she is now in charge

of conflict resolutions.

Amy Nugent is going to be

on the parking appeals commit-

tee and Stacie Kirkpatrick will be

on the parking committee.

In addition, Ashley Finelli

will be on the Multicultural Ad-

visory Committee.

The Commuter Student

Association holds meetings every

Tuesday night at 5:00 p.m.

The General and Executive

meetings alternate every week.

Tuesday, October 24, is an Execu-

tive meeting, so the following

week will be a General meeting.

All commuters are able to

attend the General meetings, how-

ever, the Executive meetings are

only for Executive Board mem-

bers.

The Commuter Student

Association float placed second in

the Octoberfest Parade.

. On October 22 the Execu-

tive Board is going to hike the

Peaks of Otter.

They plan to meet at 7:30

a.m. so they can leave by 8 a.m.

A van has been reserved for the

trip.

Raising Holocaust Awareness
"What happened in the past,

what is happening in the present,

will inform the future," says Dr.

Carolyn Gabb, assistant professor

of education and one of the coor-

dinators for the Holocaust Project

at Longwood College.

The project includes a

viewing of the movie Sophie's

Choice on October 10, a forum

titled "Examining the Holocaust

Through Literature for Youth" on

October 18, and a performance by

Living Voices of "Through the

Eyes of a Friend: Share the World

ofAnne Front* on October 19.

The Holocaust Project is

part of Longwood's participation

in a Campus Week of Dialogue,

promoted by the U. S. Department

of Education, and in All Virginia

Reads, a joint project of the Li-

brary of Virginia and partners.

All Virginia Reads sets the

focus on the Holocaust by choos-

ing Sophies Choice, a novel by

Newport News native William

Styron, as the book to be read and

discussed statewide in this year's

project—a choice that they hope

will "begin a statewide dialogue

about indifference, intolerance,

hatred and injustice."

The movie, staring Meryl

Streep and Kevin Kline, based on

the book will be shown Tuesday,

October 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Longwood College Lankford

Student Union Ballroom. Coor-

dinator is Katrina Stevens of the

Jewish Student Organization.

To address the challenges

in leaching such controversial

topics, Longwood students in

eight classes in different disci-

plines have read literature for

youth related to the Holocaust.

These students win partici-

pate in a forum on Wednesday,

October 18, at 7 p.m. in the

Lankford Ballroom. Coordinator

is Dr. Carolyn Gabb."

"Through the Eyes of a

Sec HOLOCAUST p.4

Longwood Heads for the World of

Communications
ALLYSOS BLAKE

News Editor

re you undecided

maybe dunking about changing

a new major? If so, Commuhi

tiOOS mav be for you.

ucanons, waft stated

fall and is headed by Dr. G
Muto who also heads the The;

Department.

"It was great to help en

ograrr. and to work in

established theatre r.

)r. Mrto said.

ants

new

were

faeu.

Associate

wcatioafc

tetheLongwc

tr# Dr. Willis

iwier Potts, b<

BorsofComn

was drawn by the oppor-

tunity to,create a new program

from the ground up. I was also

very impressed by Longwood's

emphasis on citizen service," Dr.

Potts said of why he chose to

come to Longwood,

Dr. Stuart chose to come to

Longwood forsimilar reasons. "I

wanted to teach at a language arts

college and when I came to

Longwood, I was very impressed

by the faculty and tire school

wanting to have students competi-

tive in the market"

though the communica-

tions major is at masy colleges

across the country, Dr Stuart and

Dr. Potts have their own ideas in

mind for the communicationsma-

jor here at Longwood.

The strength of l

is that regardless of the com

the way human beings organize

and get things done is through

communications. Students here

will leam how commtmications

works or does not work across a

variety of these contexts,"* Dr.

Stuart said

According to Dr. Potts, "We

are not just focusing on getting

students good jobs, but more on

making students more aware, We
are not going to teach you what

to think, but get you to think on

your own."

In doing this, they hope to

prepare their students for jobs in

a varwty of fields. These fields

include advertising, public rela-

tions, law, political work, event

planning, radio broadcasting,

journalism, television reporting,

and more.

trung.

teach them their ideas

SeeCOMMp.4
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Follow Me into Citizen Leadership
Leaders are people who are

not afraid to take action.

Leaders lead others to do

better and show them the way.

Leaders stand up and take

account for themselves and the

people they lead

Leaders have certain char-

acteristics that make them quali-

fied to be leaders.

Things like the ability to

give orders, take criticism well,

tell others when they do wrong,

and a willingness to work hard.

People can tell immediately

who is a leader and who is not by

the way he or she holds him or

herself and the things he or she

believes in.

So, what then, is a citizen

leader?

According to Longwood, a

'citizen leader" is someone who
works well with other people,

who supports and nourishes

people around them, and who
commits him or herself to mak-

ing the Longwood (and surround-

ing) community even more of a

community than it already is.

This is not leadership,

though.

Being a leader means
someone is not afraid to put them-

selves on the line, who stands

apart from (not within) the crowd

and who does what they know
needs to be done.

A lot of people in the ad-

ministration are leaders, but most

of the students are not.

What they don't want you

to know is that they are teaching

you as "citizen leaders" to be

good people who do not question

authority or raise above the stan-

dards and norms set forth by the

college.

But I tell you to question

authority. These people are just

that- people. They do not have

any more right to tell us what to

do other than the fact that we let

them and we accept their rules

without question

It's not just Longwood, ei-

ther.

The whole country has

The Rotunda
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gone teamwork without us even

noticing it The people in positions

ofpower are trying to stop us from

reaching our full potential.

They do this by expecting

us, as students, to be as involved

as possible.

Every business, every in-

ternship, every higher education

institution, hell, even every other

person it seems are looking for a

"well-rounded" individual who
plays sports, has an active social

life, is involved in charity, helps

those in trouble, and manages

above-average grades.

This is not possible, though,

without losing a bit of your sanity

and a piece of who you truly are.

They figure that if they can

keep us busy enough, we won't

have time to stop and wonder if

what they have to say is worth lis-

tening to.

Because, really, moat of the

time it' snot.

And we all have to fight

that.

You, personally, have to re-

alize what is really important to

you, as an individual, not as what

the institutions mink should be im-

portant to you.

You have to decide whether

you would rather commit your

time and energy to one or two se-

rious organizations or events that

you can do to the best ofyour abtl

ity or commit to various multi-

tudes of activities which will

cause you stress, heartache, an in-

ability to do them well, but look

really good on a resume.

A resume should not be as

important as somany people make

it out to be.

I know I would rather be

proud of my one great accom-

plishment, which I am doing to die

best of my ability, then have lots

of different things that "the man"

tells me I should have.

I can respect myself andmy
abhties because I know that no

one has influenced my decisions

aid no one has held me back from

accomplishing all mat I can.

So ask yourself if you can

really lead us into the next

miUenium" when you are really

just following the examples set

forth by others.

Only when you question

authority and step up to try to

change things you know are

wrong, instead of wallowing in

brotherly love, will you be a true

leader.

Kim Urann

Editor-in-Chief

Leading theWay
Dear Editor.

These days it seems that

just about everybody accepts frus-

tration, aggression, rudeness, and

violence as part of our everyday

experience.

Dissing" others is just part

of life. Its rare, in an event where

wenowadays expect rudeness and

violence, to see someone actually

playing by a different set ofrules.

I saw an example of this

during a Longwood College

men's soccer match last week.

I played soccer in high

school, so I know what I'm see-

ing, what players are doing, and

how the game appears to have

changed since I played (back in

the stone age).

Most players today seem to

play a much more aggressive

game, not only with their bodies

but with their months, than we did

years ago.

I understand this; sports are

a reflection of society, not the re-

verse (yada, yada, yada).

Yet, there was one athlete

who was playing a different game

than many ai the other players.

Jay Yount did three things

the entire game: (a) he played

hard every play, (b) he played as

well as anyone else on the field,

and, most importantly, (c) he

played clean.

Most of the players played

hard and well.

But it was Jay's ability and

desire to play with integrity and

respect for himself and his oppo-

nents without resorting to what

used to be called "cheap shots"

that caught my attention.

Many players today, I think,

probably believe cheap shots or

unnecessary fouls are just "part of

the game."

In this sense, I'm not criti-

cizing the other players. I see the

exact same thing when watching

the men's and women's Olympic

teams.

But Jay played "clean" the

entire game, proving that, not

only are fouls not necessary to

play well (and score), but that

even if your opponent tries to

"goad" you into playing cheap,

you actually don't have to fall for

it

I was kicked out of more

than a handful of basketball

games in my time, and even

kicked out of a soccer match

when I wasn't even in die game.

I often didn't have the com-

posure and integrity on the court

or field that Jay demonstrates.

Recalling my own shortcomings,

however, helps me admire Jay's

abilities even more.

I knew the game and my
opponents deserved more respect

than I often demonstrated.

I like to think mat Jay sets

an example from which many of

us could learn.

I know the image and repu-

tation of Longwood College is

enhanced through Jay's represen-

tation as one of our student-ath-

letes.

Chris Bjornsen

Psychology Professor

Fraternities and Sororities Not

Just About Being National
Dear Editor.

I am amember of mi off-cam-

pus organization. Our members
attend classes at Longwood, wear

letters at Longwood, and are in

other organizations at Longwood
But there is a certain stigma

attached with being off-campus.

In most cases, as in ours, we are

off-campus because we are new
and we do not have the four ot so

odd chapters needed to be na-

tional.

We have NOT been kicked

off for any reason. In many in-

stances, we have tried to be on
campus but have been rejected.

We would like to do more
activities on campus but cannot
because we are an off campus or-

Most of our members have

very good grades and are highly

respected by faculty and staff.

We are accepted by our com-

munity through the community
service that we do, yet Longwood
does not accept us.

We may not be on campus,

but it does not take expensive

dues or national advisors to be a

fraternity or sorority.

It is a group of individuals

whocome together to support one

another through the sometimes

difficult college years.

All we ask is that you do not

stereotype us, but that you get to

know us before you pass judge-

ment

Who knows, we may be in

your class, on your hall, or in one

of your clubs.
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Be ActtvM Zone
If you're not mad, you're not paying ^enHoiir

"The Activist" is your outletfor battUng social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda®kmgwoodJwc£du.

Can I Choose None of the Above?
MELISSA GILL

Guest Writer

With the elections coming

soon,manyAmericans are delat-

ing, who do we vote for? With so

many eligible voters walking

around, one would think that this

election will be very ground-

breaking. But consider that many

Americans are choosing not to

vote in this election based on one

key factor lack of choice.

Even though I plan on vot-

ing, I am not completely satisfied

with my choices. I an not happy

with politicians as a whole. I feel

that our choices for a president are

not the best. You shouldn't have

to settle on the person who is run-

ning your country.

Personally, I think we have

voted in too many old white men

for our own good. You see what

that did to this country. We have

one guy getting hummers in the

office, we have one guy riding on

his fathers coattails, and we have

another guy who is just plain ig-

norant. So what can you do? Do
you pick the lesser evil? Again,

why should we, the American

voters have to setde for someone

to represent us.

I was watching a Rage

Against the Machine video (see

lads, you CAN learn from T.V.)

and the video depicted a "mutant"

that was attacking earth. Who was

this mutant? It was a mixture of

Bush and Gore, Two Mutants in

one! The video warned us that

PROW *«A PROP*

PROPSi
To the upcoming Fall Break!

To Mortar board for another great Oktoberfest!

To the National Pan-Hellenic Council (NPHC) for

starting the 2nd Annual OKTOBERSTEPon time!

DROPS*.

To the iown of Farmville for violating the rights of its

people. There are better ways to solve problems.

To the changing weather...pneumonia anyone?

Send vour Props and Drops to rotunda@lcmgwood.lwc.edu

these mutants claimed to be two

different people while speaking as

one. The video showed footage of

Gore speaking and then clips of

Bush speaking and they were re-

ally speaking of the same things!

I am not Suzy Politician,

but aren't the two parties sup-

posed to be seperate? If they are

not, then what i s the point ofa two

paly system? There are republi-

cans, democrats, and of course the

independents. They are spoken of

seperately and should act

seperately. If they didn't, the pur-

pose would be lost.

I also watched some of the

presidential debate. After that I

decided to skip the VP debate as

well as the presidential debate #2.

Webster defines debate as "A for-

mal contest in which twoOPPOS-

ING teams defend and attack a

given proposition" and it seemed

that the candidates did everything

but that. It seemed that the candi-

dates both avoided the issues that

concern us. There really seemed

to be no debating, just avoiding.

That seems to be all that occured

at this so called debate.

Overall I feel very disen-

chanted by this whole voting pro-

cess. I feel that voting is a civic

duty that is sometimes taken ad-

vantage of. We are very lucky to

be in a country that allows us this

democracy. Our forefathers

fought for us to have this freedom.

But something tells me that

George Washington wasn't get-

ting hummers from his interns

when he began his term, tf he was,

would we have voted for him?

Oh by the way, at the end

of dial RageAgainst the Machine

video, there was a statistic; Over

100,000 people will not vote in

the 2000 election because of die

lack of a real candidate Hmmm

oiif

or
?Um UwW ATWi-FTiC

vs.

OLD NEW

"It looks dangerous. I like

the dangerous style of the

knight"

-Caree Parker, Freshman

"What's with all the

changing of logos? They

simplified the Rotunda

logo, but made the athletic

logo more complex."

-Rob O' Connor, Senior

"I like the letters, and it

has more detail."

-Sarah Anastas, Sopho-

more

"It's more detailed. I like it

better. The other one is

plain."

-Nadiyah Salaam, Fresh-

man
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Do you like hot, sweaty men?

If you do, come see the handsome men of Phi
Kappa Tau compete in the SEXY PHI TAU CONTEST

Best Smile

Best Body
Best Buns

October 23 10:30

p.m. In the Cafe

Tlhd Girainidl Awmd D§ jgo¥@ini £® tb® mm
wto diems tlhi® totlt ®f Sossy Phi Tm a

E'MENT ' INSURANCE FUND TRUST SERVICES Tl N

Deferring taxes with

TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

you can easily build income to supplement your pension

and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished

by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that

TlAA-CREFs solid history of investment performance,

bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses tow,

and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire-

ment today with tax-deferred

SRAs. We think you will find it

rewarding in the years to come.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$102,068

$67,514

$41,232

TiunJefcnm laving*

Alter-tax aarings

$31,933

$13,052

$11,609

INVEST AS LITTLE AS
$25 a month

through an automatic
payroll plan 1

10YEARS 20YEARS X) YEARS

•Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59H may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

In thii hypothetical esampte, letting aside $100 • month in a

u« deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% lax

bracket show* better growth than the same net amount put

into a saving* account. Total return and principal value of

investment* wi II fluctuate . aad yield may vary. The chart

abow is presented far illustrative purpose* only and does not

reflect actual performance, or predict rutore result*, of any

TUA-CREF account, or reflect «

Ensuring the future

for those who shape ft"
1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete Wormation on our securities products, pteasecal 1.^842 2733, ert. 5509, to requ^
My before you invest l.tomaybeabtetoiwestuptotheRSmasOTtj^^
mi«mi*T>co*n1>uoon,ca«TIM<Rffat1800^^
IW Estate teriabte annual • feachers Per^
Jurat and ftition savtigs agreemertts. • Ty\A andT^
Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FWC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.mwmwMMmm

cont'd p. 1 for wha
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Potts at

goals in

says.

t future of

id goes, Dr.

lave many

ke students who study

ations more competi-

rdless of what they

Uons will t Dr. Stuart also points out

major at the it people don't realize just how

like to seei portant communication is.

students to

ence with

get practical experi- "T

media through the nic

x> many people take continu-

ation for granted and we teach

school papet, the school radio sta- ou r students to think critically

lion, and through social activism ab Dut communication choices

I would likt

more of a si

j to see students have the

ly about what goes on According to Dr. Muto, the

on campus , the nation, and the roaid ahead for the communica-

world," Dr. Potts said. tio

Dr. Stuart has his own per-

ris major looks great

"We are very excited about

sonal goal in mind, "My goal is the program and have a lot of

to be successful as a professor. I wonderful students."

want students to have a learning Fot

experience in this major where mu>

they come away knowing they

[learned a lot. I also hope to pre-

- more information on the Com-

nications major, e-mail Dr. Gene

to at gmttto® longwoocLlwc.edu

live him a call at x2?61.

Career Corner
Dear Career Corner:

What is the Career Empha-

sis Series and why should I at-

tend?

Clarification Needed

Dear Clarification Needed.

The Career Emphasis Se-

ries: Moves That Make Sense is

a month of programs designed to

meet a variety of student needs.

Your goals will determine which

programs will be of most benefit

to you.

If you are ajunior or senior,

you may want to attend, "Em-

ployers Speak Out: Marketing

Yourselffor the Interview." This

program is designed to help you

know what employers look for in

new hires. They will tell you what

impresses them in the interview.

This program is being held

Tuesday, October 24 at 7 p.m. in

the Lankford ABC Rooms.

If you are a freshman or

sophomore, you may want to at-

tend "Alumni Speak Out: For-

mula for Career Success."

Alumni will be speaking about

what they would have done dif-

ferently to prepare for their life

after Longwood.

All of the programs in the

series are free and are listed on

the Career Center home page. To

view the complete list, go to

www.lwc.edu, click on "Student

Life" and then "Career Center."

Also see the ad in this edition of

77ie Rotunda.

HOLOCAUST cont'd p,l Commi ttee, the Office of Intema-

Friend* ; uiii. ; Affaire, the Longwood Col-

Thursday, Octobei i p.m. lege ! .ibrary, the Student€toveri9h

in Bedford Auditorium. "Equal le Jewish Stu-

parts performance art and infor- dent Ore mization, and the Jew-

mational lecture," the one-wo: ; ish t LUI 1 : nation of

performance with slides and re- Rictanni
J

corded soundtrack tells the story For more information con-

of a friend ofAnne Frank, Sai tact Lonnie Calhoun, Director of

who survived the Holocaust by Multicultural Affairs, at 2394; for

hiding in a store basement. Pro- information specific to theforum

ducer Living Voices isA Seattle- on youth literature or tie perfor-

based company dedicated to mance by Living Voices, contact

"bringing life to history." Dr.Carolyn Gabb, 2279 or visit

The Jewish Community
Federation of Richmbnd and the http://web.Iwc.edu/staff/

Longwood Office of cgabb/HOLO AUST/
Multicultural Affairs are funding HoIocaustMAIN index.

h

mis performance. For alist of AH Virginia

Sponsors for the Holocaust Reads events and study guides,

Project are Longwood Office of visit the Library ofVirginia
the President, the Office of website at:

Multicultural Affairs, Dr. Carolyn http://www.lva.lib.va.us or

Gabb, the Multicultural Advisory caU 804-€92-3724.
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Celebrating £1 Dia de Los Muertos
INTERNATIONALAFFAIRS

October 12; Meet me at

the First Annual Study Abroad
Fair! Lankford Ballroom IhOO-

1:30 p.m.

Have you dreamed of see-

ing and traveling to different parti

of the world, but thought "There's

noway! I can never do this, I can't

afford it or I might not graduate

on time." Students who study

abroad come back raving about

the "experience of a lifetime!"

Come to the Longwood
College-Hampden-Sydney

StudyAbroad Fair and meet

representatives from some

of the most well known and

respected study abroad pro-

gram providers, who have

worldwide programs during

the academic year, semester,

or summer.

American Institute for

Foreign Study (AIFS), Beaver

College, Butler University, and

The Institute for Education of Stu-

dents (IES) representatives will

explain their programs, some of

which include internships, the ap-

plication process, program dates,

costs including additional finan-

cial aid for qualified students

through their programs.

Both Longwood and

Hampden Sydney will feature our

own programs as well. Longwood

study abroad returnees will staff

our table to talk with students

about their experiences and dis-

play their photos and other sou-

venirs.

Come to the Fair and check

out the international study pro-

grams and opportunities. How
can you afford not to?

November 1: Interna-

tional Coffee Hour, "Day of the

Dead" Celebration Lankford

Ballroom 7:00- 8:00 pan.

Join us for the Mexican tra-

ditional holiday celebration

known as "El Dia de los Muertos"

or Day of the Dead which is ob-

served November 1 and 2 and

coincide with the Catholic holi-

days of All Saint's Day and All

Soul's Day, respectively.

It is a religious holiday, a

time toremember and honor both

family and friends and a time of

celebration. The most well known

customs come from Mexico
where there are offerings of food,

drink, and other provisions for

their afterlife.

Dr. Lee U Hole's Spanish

202 class is building the tradi-

tional altar, which is customary

for Mexican families to build in

their homes in honor of loved

ones and friends.

Typically, the altars have

symbolic decorations including

photos of the deceased and their

favorite foods, drink, and other

symbolic offerings.

Dr. L* Hole's class is

building a typical altar,

which will be on display at

tihe coffee hour. Traditional

t£ Day of the Dead food will

be featured on the lunch

menu at the Pan Geos Bar

including Chickin Pipian

and 'Tan de Muerto" or Day

of the Dead Bread. Coffee

hour refreshments will also in-

clude 'Tan de Muerto."

Join us on November 4 for

what promises to be a fun, unique

celebration at the International

Coffee Hour sponsored by the

Office of International Affairs,

Spanish Language faculty and

students.

Bienvemdos!

APO: Service With a Smile

AMYCHAFFINS
StaffWriUr

A co-ed fraternity really

does exist. It's neither a myth nor

a fairy-tale, but rather it is a co-

ed National Service Fraternity.

Longwood has one such organi-

zation by the name of Alpha Phi

Omega (APO) on campus.

They are founded upon the

principles of the Boy Scouts of

America. Their three core prin-

ciples are leadership, friendship,

and service.

Every semester, APO
holds both an informal and for-

mal rush, in which they accept

new pledges to go through the six-

week pledging period

Service is their main focus

and they achieve it through work-

ing on several levels including:

campus, community, nation, and

brotherhood.

APO is able to build broth-

erhood through several ways in-

cluding fellowship activities, All

work and no play is not the way

they operate. APO likes to have

fun as well give to others through

service.

Some activities that the fra-

ternity has Daroapated in the past

include roller-skating, camping

trips, trips to Renegades games,

slumber parties, as well as many

other activities.

APO's service program is

vast and is able to accommodate

the interests ofjustabout anyone.

All service opportunities are open

to the campus at large.

They strongly invite any

who wish to come and learn what

they are about by giving of their

time to participate in service with

them.

After fall break the many
opportunities include:

10/17 Therapeutic Riding

6:00 pjn. (Meet at the fountain)

10/19 Holly Manor 1:30

pm (TBA)

10/19 Therapeutic Riding

6:00 p.m. (Meet at the fountain)

10/19 Newspapers for the

SPCA 9.00 pm (APO Chapter

Room)
10/20 Highway Qean-Up

2:00 p.m. (Meet at the Fountain)

10/21 CleanVAWaterways
10:00 am (Meet at the fountain)

Any questions regarding

service can be directed to Kelly

at extension x3046. The above

opportunities arejust a small sam-

pling of the ways in which they

serve others

"We are looking forward to

the campus joining them in ser-

vice," says President Dorian

Watson, "and please look forpub-

licity

I tCMHffi!
Hake College Easier* Beat the System,

""\^ and Get a Very Cool Job

sfe?

r in Succtss h as energetic as its «
exceptionally successful author, I wWi Ti

read ft back in 1960 when I headed off, r -3
, to college. Great stuff.- ^jH

Thursday, October

1 9, 3000 at 8 pan. in

sJarman Auditorium

*f/<

FaMS; Sensfe3

Patrick Combs is Coming Back to Longwood

On Thursday October 19, Patrick Combs will be coming back to speak to the

students at Longwood College, He will be speaking at 8pm in Jarman Auditorium.

Do you want to know how to get your "Dream Job?" Patrick will show you how.

He will provide you with strategies from his book "Major in Success." His lecture will

be loaded with suggestions that will virtually ensure that you'll get a great job after

graduation by providing you with a simple, powerful success plan, which will move you

out of the risk category into a good life. You will leave his lecture ready to make your

plan on how to move forward in getting your "dream job?" Don't miss this great event!

/

*m
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KEVWROCK
Calendar Editor

1. Qh, To Be Young Again 2. Safety In Numbers 3. Geez Louise

4. Rotten Apple 5. Broken Code 6. Just You And Me, Kid

Rental Review:

What Lies Beneath
ALLYSONBLAKE

News Editor

Have you even seen a

movie that was totally not what

you anticipated?

What Lies Beneath, starring

Michelle Pfeiffer and Harrison

Ford, was not what I expected, but

it was food nonetheless.

It opened up with Claire

(Pfeiffer) tak-

ing her daugh-

ter off to col-

lege.

As soon

as she returns

from taking

her daughter

to college and

gets back into everyday life,

strange things start to happen.

At first, Claire thinks these

occurrences are just her imagina-

tion, but when they start to get

worse, she finally tells her hus-

band (Ford) what is going on

.

He also thinks it is her

imagination, but as the things con-

tinue to get worse, he decides she

should go see a psychiatrist.

She sees die psychiatrist.

but it does not really help.

By this part in the movie, I

was beginning to wonder if the

movie was ever going to pick up,

but a short time later, I was in for

a treat.

It picked up when Claire

started to remember something

that had happened a year before

involving her husband and a

young girl and then things began

to make
sense.

Using a

lock of hair, a

necklace, and

a box, Claire

pieces to-

gether the

truth behind

the strange dungs that have been

happening. This ultimately makes

for a surprising and unexpected

So, if you don't mind a

movie that takes a while to pick

up, but still has a great ending,

then this is the movie for you.
**•

Lookfor this movie to come
out on video soon at a movie store

near you.

•••••••••••••••• TV" ••••••••••• • • •

Attention All
Organizations

:

If you have any old memorabilia that yon

would like to remain with Longwood, please

contact the Archivist, Lydia Williams, at x2633

She will glady accept any donations from any

organizations for items they are no longer

using- such as old photos, Greek letters, etc.

Treat yourself to a little something from

ILLUSIONS...FOR YOURSENSUAL SIDE

Teddies, babydoll pjs, silk boxers,

Books, games and novelty items

10%offwithacollegelD

Bring this ad foran additional5% off

Open Tues. - Sat. 10-6 108 N. South Street behind Macado's

Book Review: Breath, Eyes, Memory
LIZRICHARDS

StaffWriter

of her mother being raped as a

This past summer I hap-

pened to catch a rerun of Oprah

where she was promoting her

book club's new "project**

Each month she dedicates

an entire episode to explaining

how great some book is, in hopes

of getting Americans to read the

novel of her choice.

The featured story of the

month was Edwidge Danticat's

Breath, Eyes, Memory.

I figured since I had not

read any new books that summer,

I might as well pick this one up.

After all, it was being highly rec

ommended by Oprah.

The story starts in Haiti

where twelve-year-old Sophie has

been raited by her aunt, Tante

Atie, while her mother supports

the family with ajob inNew York.

Buinow her mother wants Sophie

to come and join her.

Sophie moves to New York

with her mother, where she is

placed in a new environment and

forced to develop a mother-

daughter relationship with some-

one she considers a stranger.

This is complicated by me
fact that Sophie was the product

Overall, I enjoyed reading

Danticat's novel. The book goes

into great detail abouthow one's

past can strangely influence their

actions in the future.

For instance, while grow-

ing up, Sophie observed the

struggle her aunt and mother
went through because they wen

myself confused about the events

that occurred throughout the

novel.

It was hard, and somewhat

confusing, to follow the plots

throughout the story. At certain

points they seemed tojump around

too much, making it difficult to

gain an accurate picture of what

was happening.

The traditions of Haitian

women are also described in this

book, and I must say some are

stomach churning.

To see what these women
went through and how they con-

tinued the ritual for the sake of

"tradition** is somewhat dtsturb-

ing. The book is suspenseful, and

at points you don't want to put in

down,

The ending is very thought

provoking. It's the kind where ev

eryaoe has his or her own inter

She takes it upon herself to

perform a kind of "self-libera-

tion" by mutilating her body.

Sophie described it as a
form of sacrifice to her female

ancestors for their snuggles.

From time to time I found

i a goodbook? Yes. Do
I recommend it for everyone? No.

I'm not sure everyone can accept

some of die gruesome situations

that are so vividly described in this

book.

However, if you have a

knack for culture, and enjoy read-

ing about struggle and triumph,

then I urge you to read this book.
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Dr. Jordan Delivers Thrills

and Chills to Students
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

I don't know about the rest

of you, but Dr. Jordan scared me
to death. For those of you who at-

tended his talk on the "Ghost Sto-

ries of Longwood" in Jarman

Auditorium, you probably were

too.

For those of you who live

in North Cunninghams, Tabb,

Curry ami French, let me apolo-

gize now: I am so sorry you go to

sleep every night hearing bumps

and knocks, and seeing women
and men standing by your bedand

pecking at windows.

I am so happy that I Uve in

Cox because as far as I know,

there are no ghosts there, and for

that I am very, very, very thank-

ful.

Though scary and enter-

taining, there were a few stories

that I was not familiar with.

The statue of the Confed-

erate soldier that stands beside the

Methodist church was one that I

had never heard of, as was the

case of our bell.

I will say mat now when I

hear the bell when I am running

for class I will listen to it toll, and

the next time I'm walking down
High Street past that statue I'm

going to look for the shadow on

Ruffner.

I wonder if anyone has told

him that the war is over and he

can clock out now? Probably not,

and hell probably never know.

I knew that there had been

fires on the campus, but I didn't

know that two servants had died,

and that because of one of those

servants, the door of Ruffner

sticks sometimes. Fve had it stick

on me a couple of times, and 111

never go through it the same way

again.

One comment mat I want to

make is mis. Any of you who are

a little familiar with ghosts know

that they don't get too excited

when they are disturbed by loud

noises and people going in and

out.

So what I think would be

really interesting is to ask the

people who are currently work-

ing on the Ruffner renovations if

they have seen orheard anything.

If the stories are in fact true, and

I believe that they are, it has got

to be an infinitley amazing expe-

rience to be a part of the renova-

tion process right now.

rm sure that there aremany
of you who will agree with me
when I ask Dr. Jordan in this ar-

ticle to write a book of the col-

lected Ghost Stories of

Longwood College.

Come on Dr. Jordan, think

about it. Please?

I know I would buy it, and

I am sure that your list of ac-

knowledgments would be very,

very long.

What I am very sure of is

that when I walk across this cam-

pus by myself again, be it at night

or day, I will never, ever look at

this campus the same way again.

MickyFinn,

Band, Gives

Longwood's Newest

a Premier Performance
JASON PASSABET

Staff Writer

In the midst of the

Oktoberfest madness here at

Longwood College, a new band

emerged onto our music scene.

While bands such as Jimmie's

Chicken Shack and Junction

hogged more of the mainstream

population of Longwood stu-

dents, a group, who call them-

selves MickyFinn, snuck in the

backdoor.

Friday night MickyFinn

r^orn^forttefrrsttimeinthe

group's one-month tenure, in front

ofa packed house at the Java Hut

They played a number of

cover songs, including "Jimi

Thing'
1

by Dave Matthews Band,

"Gumbo" by Phish, and Ben
Harper's "Steal My Kisses", while

also performing a few original

tracks such as "The Dream" and

"Coquito Vino."

Their music seemed to keep

the crowd's interest, as people ei-

ther stood up and danced, or

crammed onto one of the couches,

to hear them play. The songs had

a distinct harmony and were

painted with improvisational so-

los and a rhythm that sparked life

into the crowd.

Joey Eiden (Bass guitar,

vocals) said, "It is important for

us to have good stage perfor-

mance and do anything possible

to please the crowd."

In a daring promotional

campaign, glasses were offered to

students dressed in MickyFinn

paraphernalia.

After discussing it for some

time, band members Jason Masi

(rhythmic guitar, lead vocals) and

Eiden decided that MickyFinn is

an ."acoustic harmony driven

jazzy alternative rock group who

is still finding their style."

Masi, who was a member

of one of Longwood's more well

known bands, First Floor, for a

semester last year, went on to say,

"As far as lyrics are concerned,

we can't classify our songs in one

category, but we feel it is impor-

tant to evoke a positive message

and at the same time keep things

interesting."

MickyFinn came together

as a band just one month before

this inaugural performance at the

Java Hut
Masi and Eiden have been

playing together since their fresh-

man year on 1st Floor Tabb.

Spring Semester of 2000 marked

the introduction of the two to Seth

Thomas (lead guitar) through

First Floor member Clay Wray.

Drummer Don Raymond com-

pleted the group with his place-

ment with the three earlier this

semester.

When asked about what

groups have influenced their mu-

sic die most, groups such as

Phish, Dave Matthews, Vertical

Horizon, and Barenaked Ladies

were immediately mentioned

MickyFinn's next sched-

uled appearance is not until No-

vember 18th at the Student

Union. They stated that they

would play before then upon re-

quest and availability.

Hopefully something will

come up for the group before

November 18th, as it would be a

shame to keep one of Longwood's

best kept secrets on hold for an-

other month and a half.

Jimmie's Chicken Shack

Rocks the Coop
PATRICK HOWARD

Staff Writer

band came back with their second

album, "B.Y.O.S." and a third hit,

"Do right (What do I do?)." Since

Okay, let's be honest here, then, they have disappeared, al-

Longwood College is not the though a quick check of their on-

Nissan Pavilion, the Roanoke line tour schedule shows
Civic Center, or the Virginia Longwood ensconced right be-

Beach Amphitheatre. So it still tween a festival in Virginia Beach
dudes me as tohow we managed and the 9:30 club up in D.C.

to land Jimmie's Chicken Shack As for the show, it was in-

as the headline band for teresting to say the least IVe seen

Longwood's Octoberfest, but I'm their videos, and there were no
not going to complain, because live chickens, no feathers falling

they're famous, and they're good, from the sky, no chicken coop set

Jimmie's Chicken Shack is at all, which was mildly disap-

headed by James "Jimi Haha" pointing. Music video technology

Davies, who found his voice and has leadme astray again. But they

his talent for music only after be- played their three big songs, and

ing expelled from school. a host of other ones, and appeared

The band's line-up around to actually be into their music and

him has changed (he is one of two the show. That's not something

remaining original members) and you can always expect from abig

is currently made up of Che band playing a small venue. The
Lemon (the other original) on crowd was really pumped, as was

bass guitar, Dave "double D" to be expected, especially during

Dowling on guitar and back-up "High." Davies made a sincere ef-

vocals, and Mike Sipple on fort to play to the crowd, compar-

dmms. ing his taulti-dreadlocked hair to

For those of you who either a pineapple, and culminating the

didn't attend or were too drunk to, show with a few stage dives. He
let's flashback to who Jimmie's even managed to sign an auto-

Chicken Shack is. They stormed graph/CD (I couldn't tell) for one

the airwaves in 1997 with the hit lucky female who was up front

single "High" and followed with

"Dropping Anchor." Those two

songs were featured on the album

"Pushing the Salmonella Enve-

lope,"

After a brief respite, the

All the small things that make a

band look and sound good Uve,

they covered.

Let's hope we can get them

back next year.

WhatWould it Take for

You to Pucker Up to a Pig?

MATT TAYLOR
Staff Writer

While the bands and drink-

ing binges may have been an im-

portant part of Oktoberfest, any-

one will tell you that it was the

Kiss a Pig Contest that was the

highlight of the day.

Sponsored by the National

PanheUemc Council, the kiss a pig

contest benefited the Black Creek

Leadership Camp.

In the process, they raised

$7032 for the Black Creek Lead-

ership Camp.

In a school wide contest,

students voted to see who would

be the lucky winner of the kiss.

The lucky winner, Damien

Duchamp puckered up, and

kissed the pig at Saturday's

Oktoberfest activities.
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12th

CAMPUS and COM]

Stitwxkiy Su
14th 1th

First Annual Sudy

Abroad Fair

in Lankford Ballroom

@ 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Preparing for

Career / Job Fairs

in Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

Stress Management
by Damien Duchamp
in the Student Union

@ 7:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents: Two Rooms
in Jarman Studio

@ 8:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in Nottoway Room
@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

7a/j

Last Meal Before

Break: Lunch

in the Dining Hall

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Field Hockey

vs.

Shippensburg

@ 1:00 p.m.

Congratulations

VOLUNTEER OF THE MONTH

Amanda Glasscock

"Mandy gave Citizen Leader time to tke

College's Summer Mailing—witk a real touck

of care and dan, Ske did tkis witk service,

stewardakip, and spirit!"

Tke G.I.V.E. O&ce congratulates and
commends Manciy for ker dedication and

concern for tkis community!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Fiek

Loc

Sponsor

Hosti

Ifyom

Ii

Ifyou v

e-mail

VH



iotunda

VIUNITYCALENDAR
nday Monday Tuesdq

16th

?

§ Hockey

vs.

k Haven

:00 p.m.

17th

First Meal After

Break: Dinner

in the Dining Hall

@ 4:30 - 7:00 p.m.

PAGE 9

Minority Career Day
Information Meeting

in Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 & 6:00 p.m.

WWII Holocaust

Book Forum
in Lankford Ballroom

@ 7:00 p.m.

Midnight Madness

in Lancer Gym
@ 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 am

your Lacrosse team here at Longwood!

ng a raffle every day during November

(Tickets are $5 each)

r ticket is drawn Mon - Fri, you win $50

'it is drawn Sat - Sun, you win $75

/in, your ticket goes back in to win again.

kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu if interested

A big THANKYOU to Mortor

Board, all the spirit leaders, and
everyone else responsible for mak-

ing the Oktoberfest weekend pos-

sible! Props for that!

From The Rotunda
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Chi Celebrates its 100 Years of Service During Oktoberfest
Chi wasfounded on Octo-

ber 15, 1900. On Friday, Octo-

ber 6, 2000, alumni members of

Chi walked in observance of the

100th anniversary ofChi. Thefol-

lowing are the remarks given

prior to the walk.

Of all the events that have

welcomed new students to

Longwood, Chi's first walk of the

year was usually the most memo-
rable. Robed and ghostly, the pro-

cession down the Colonnade al-

ways brought at least a few

screams from excited students

awakened for the occasion.

The students have

changed, die robes have changed,

even the song has changed, but

Chi walks on, its presence strong

in a century of Longwood history.

In observance of the 100th

anniversary of Chi 100 alumni

members, representing 41 classes

from 1941 through 2000, have re-

turned to campus for this special

presentation and walk.

Throughout the century Chi

has endured, prompting the best

of Longwood. Each year, new

members sustain die organization

Indeed, our changing soci-

ety has been reflected in the evo-

lution of Chi, its practices, and its

continuing quest to honor and in-

spire the campus community. But

the underlying purpose of Chi has

remained the same.

Other secret societies have

been a part of Longwood's his-

tory.

In fact, the first known se-

cret society was formed in 1897

and called The Mystic Three.

The LK Society, with 11

members, was organized in 1901

by the LK of the College of Will-

iam and Mary.

In 1903, 12 members
started the GCGC, and 11 stu-

dents began the S.T.A.R.

That same year, the RPCPP
was also formed.

The I.M.P.S. was formed in

1909 and could be heard on cam-

pus chanting "Ginger! Ginger!

Pepper pot, I.M.P.S., Keep things

hot!"

Students in 1912 were fa-

miliar with the Black Cats, the

W.A.N.K., the FANGS, and Mu
Omega The latter organization's

motto was "Rather than live a

single life, I would die young!

"

Additional groups formed

were S.S. in 1914, the BOMO in

1916, the OWLS in 1920, the

ZTs and "Quo Vadis Ignoramus*'

in 1921.

In 1925.CA.LS was or-

ganized, but had a short life.

By the early 1930's all of

these secret organizations had

faded except for Chi.

The only other current se-

cret organization is Princeps,

founded in 1992.

Paying compliment by imi-

tation, "Cahoots" emerged as a

not-at-all -secret organization in

the 60*s and 70*s, a spoof of Chi.

It held freezings rather than

burnings, and its members bel-

lowed an irreverent version of

"Salvation Army," accompanied

by the beating ofkitchen utensils.

Chi is certainly the oldest

continuous service organization,

marking its 100th anniversary this

month.

Originally comprised of

representatives of the threeAlpha

chapters of Longwood's sororities

on October 15, 1900, Chi has

evolved with the college.

As society changes, so do

colleges and organizations.

Because of its own adapt-

ability within its pursuit of excel-

lence, Chi has endured.

We must remember that

prior to the 1950's colleges were

authoritative, and in those years

Chi reflected that It served as a

watchdog of student behavior,

leaving cryptic warnings for stu-

dents who breached the rules and

standards of the college.

As Chi's presence on cam-

pus became more publicly ac-

knowledged, an end-of-year bon-

fire became part of its rituals,

where specific individuals were

condemned by Chi for reckless

actions.

As Longwood folklore is

told, members of Chi condemned

a young lady and scared her liter-

ally to death. While the evidence

never supported that claim,

"condemnings" eventually be-

came outdated.

As the college expanded

and matured, Chi assumed a more

positive role, commending rather

than condemning students.

In the second half of the

century, Chi made late-night ap-

pearances on the colonnade, wear-

ing long white robes and singing

about watching and knowing what

their fellow students were up to.

The number of Chi mem-
bers revealed in any given year

has varied greatly, with as few as

two and as many as fifteen.

The skull and crossbones

symbol was with Qu from the

outset, perhaps initially as a warn-

ing, but also as a logical connec

tion with the Greek letter Chi,

symbolized by an "X."

It was the letter Chi that

eventually became part of the

robes donned for the

organization's public appear-

ances.

The skull and crossbones

were also painted in red on the

sidewalks at various places

throughout the campus, where

students automatically walked

around, not on them.

Chi's senior membership

also reflected the Roman numeral

"X," for decades revealing ten

members at burning.

As the campus grew, new
evidences of Chi appeared on

campus in the form of gifts from

Chi.

Some of these included the

Blackwell and Cunningham
planters; the cornerstones of

Stevens, Jarman, and South

Cunningham buildings; a sundial;

and a scholarship fund, among
others.

These Chi gifts became a

positive reminder of the spirit of

Longwood, an expectation of the

best the students and the college

as a whole could be.

The most remembered evi-

dence of Cm' to endure are the

walks, made in "the dark of

night."

When Longwood had a

curfew, Chi members could sneak

in and out of their dorms with

little fanfare. As the lights of the

Colonnade would go off, Campos
Police would walk the halls of

Tabb to announce Chi was walk-

ing.

Some students awoke from

sleep to see the robed figures

singing sofdy on the Colonnade

while others slept through the

event.

In the morning, word
quickly moved across campus

that Chii had walked in support of

some aspect of the college -

Oktoberfest, Honor Code sign-

ing, the Bloodmobile, or another

positive activity.

Chi's anonymous presence

was a show of support, commu-
nicated by eager watchers the

next day.

In the seventies, the Chi

symbol became the Rotunda, and

the robes were changed to blue

and white, Longwood's colors,

The lyrics sung to the tune of

"Chloe" changed as well, focus-

sing more on spirit and less on

spying

This was the decade of cur-

few cutbacks, and many specu-

lated that Chi could not continue

to operate in secrecy without ben-

efit of locked dorms. But it did

The Chi stylized Rotunda

has four columns.

The first represents LOY-
ALTY - loyalty to Longwood -

the student body - and the orga-

nization.

The second column repre-

sents CHARACTER - The mea-

sure of man's character is what he

would do if he would never be

found out".

The third column is sym-

bolic of RESPECT - the most

essential part of CHI. The fourth

stands for CHALLENGE - for

"nothing is impossible to the will-

ing heart".

The horizontal bar repre-

sents RESPONSIBILITY. And
the triangle represents Chi's pur-

pose - to promote and maintain a

spirit of cooperation among stu-

dents in every phase of college

life.

It is Chi's aim to foster re-

spect to Longwood and loyalty to

its academic programs and extra-

curricular activities.

The last and most important

part of the symbol is the dome,

which symbolized the ties that

bind each of us together to repre-

sent one— the student body.

Chi is not the individuals

chosen, but rather a spirit found

in the hearts and minds of those

who seek its real purpose.

The anonymity of Chi's

membership has lent an aura of

excitement to the group's image,

particularly for enthusiastic stu-

dents who try to track the organi-

zation and its individuals through-

out the year.

The secrecy ofChi is main-

tained for several reasons. Obvi-

ously, it relieves the group ofpos-

sible pressures by persons who
may wish to influence commen-

dations.

It also permits Chi to en-

courage involvement in activities

or events without drawing atten-

tion awayfrom the event and onto

Chi's members.

But most importandy, it al-

lows the members to act not as a

mirror of their own actions, but

as a lens to focus on others'

achievements, large and small,

which have enriched the

Longwood community.

By year's end the bonfire

becomes a celebration of those

whose involvement and respon-

sibility leave Longwood better for

their having been here.

The members of Chi are the

same as any other Longwood stu-

dents, using their time, energy,

talent and love to shape unique

contributions to their college.

It is in addition their privi-

lege to examine and applaud the

achievements and spirit of those

.

who give without promise of rec-

ognition

Achievement is not con-

fined to the classroom, and team-

work is more than sports or com-

mittees.

Just as personalities mesh

among those with similar inter-

ests, talents and skills must join

to create a balanced campus.

It is the distillation of tins

ultimate spirit of partnership, the

individual sacrifice for

Longwood as a whole, that is the

essence of Chi.

Chi, one of Longwood's

oldest traditions, continues not as

a constant but as an evolving tra-

dition that seeks to meet the needs

of the current generation of

Longwood students.

Chi comes together not to

recognize themselves, but in sup-

port of our college community.

This is not a group of indi-

viduals who, for one year, com-

pose its working staff. Chi is an

ideal— never attained, but always

sought

Tonight Chi walks again

through its alumni members to

celebrate you who strive for the

true spirit that Chi represents.

So erase from your mind

the personification of the idea,

and look instead to yourown soul.

"Hold the torch of spirit long;

Keep it strong!"

You are Chi.

The Rotunda staff

would like to congratulate

of Mortar Board who
Oktoberfest possible. With-

out your help, tt would never

be as much fan as it always

is. These members include:

Allison Beasley, Alicia

Bennett, Monica Browned,

Rachel Bunn, Lian Chen,

Tyler "Turtle" Collins,

Ashley Haiieas, Rob Havey,

Jennifer Howe, Lindsay
Kuhlmann, Amy Moye,
Cheryl Olson, Jessica Payne,

Elizabeth Pettway, Jeremy
Redford. Bevin Rke. Dorian

Watson, and Kelly
Whitmore.

Thanks to all of you,

Oktoberfest was a —mul
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Hitch Yourself to

the Hitchin' Post
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY

General Manager

Ifyou haven't treated your-

self to a meal at the Hitchin' Post,

then run, don't walk to your car,

and drive yourself out there. I

promise you that you will not be

sorry.

The Post,

as it is known by

regulars like

myself, keeps

hours of 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m.

through the

week and serves

everything from

salads to sand-

wiches to blue

plate specials.

I con-

vinced a few key

members of the

staff to go there

for dinner just

last week and

they all agreed that it is definitely

some of the best food you will

ever eat.

The Post offers your choice

of delectable appetizers and a

daily dessert special. Even the

number is easy to remember: 223-

1 234. 1 can guarantee that you can

eat on five dollars and be com-

pletely full and probably have

leftovers.

I personally suggest the

Poppers, the Chicken Filet sand-

wich, and if

you're lucky, the

Chocolate Me-
ringue Pie. Order

any soda, be-

cause the glasses

are so big you

won't need a re-

fill.

The Post is

conveniently lo-

cated on High-

way 15 South,

which in

layman's terms

means drive on

the main road out

to Hampden-
Sydney and take

a left at the red light.

Go, go now, and if you

can't do that then go soon. You
won't be disappointed.

****
stars

Theatre Review: Two Rooms
ALLYSONBLAKE

News Editor

but also being separated from his

Being one '

roallu Kf»f»n intf>ro<

Longwood, I

was in for

quite a perfor-

wife Lainie,

— Beth,

.'er wonderful p
to showing hov

<he

of

pel
an

rofessor, who was

in Lebanon,

cast, which consisted

vid Janeski, Beth Hadrys,

i Vrtis, and Leslie Cooley,

/lichael's dramatic story in

that had their audience

tivated from beginning to end.

David, who played

i.iel, gave a powerful perfor-

mance, showing the pain and

agony of not only being a hostage,

1 by Beth

linic, gave a

lance as well,

r

ul it is to have

and wait

md not be able

help

,ael, or

sven know if

ie is dead or

Bobby,
A'ho played

Walker, the

losy reporter,

i il U 1 -

ivho played

ill en. the

ie department,

formances.

to the acting,

to give the au-

derstanding of

agent from tli.

also gave great peri

In addition t

slides were shown t

dience a greater und

the play.

All in all, I have to say thai

with the enormous talent of the

actors and the emotion of the story

itself, this is one play I won ' I soon

forget. I give it
****.

Movie Review: Saving Grace
MELLEPEZDLD

Staff Writer

Saving Grace is a small

gem of a movie that I was lucky

to find recently playing in

Roanoke. It's an Irish comedy

about a widow, named Grace,

played byBrenda Blethyn, left in

tremendous debt after, her

adulteringhusband dies.

Her world is crashing down

around herears, and she attempts

to ignore it by hiding in her gar-

den. It's there that she discovers

her horticultural talents mightjust

be the way out ofher troubles.

Ireland does not take the

same firm anti-marijuana stance

the States do, and tend to look

the other way quite a bit. Grace

is brought some sickly plants to

revive and soon finds herself a

very talented pot fanner.

When she is alerted to the

value of her crop, she heads to

Dublin to find herself a buyer.

In her best white Sunday linen,

she travels through some of

Dublin's meaner streets and the

web begins to tangle.

The movie is brought to a

hilarious climax when the real

estate agents with a claim on her

house, drug thugs, and the po-

lice all converge on Grace's

house and she truly begins to

need saving.

The small cast is a good of-

fering of Irish talent especially

from Brenda Blethyn and Craig

FergusonIter handy man in crime.

It's rounded out by Martin Ciunes,

Tcheky Karyo and Valerie

Edmond.

Most of the comedy is the

unwitting sort, but watching two

elderly Irish shopkeepers get the

munchies is hilarious regardless.

Thefihn is directed by Nigel

Cole and John de Borman in the

same vein aspredecessors Waking

Ned Devrae and The Englishman

that Went MP a Will and Came
Down a Mountain,

It is playing currently in

Richmond as well as Roanoke.

Are you interested in graphic design, writing, photography, etc.?

Come out and join The Rotunda newspaper staff.

UKeetings euero jlConoau night at 9:15p.m. acrossfrom tne iPost Office

Now accepting applications for Photo Editor, Opinion Editor,

Asst. Photo, Asst. Editor, Asst. Opinion, Asst. Sports, Asst. News,

Asst. Ads, Asst. Business. Applications available on our office door.

Book Review: Tara Road
DANIELLE PEZOLD

Staff Writer

A chance transatlantic

phone call changes the lives of

two women in this charming

novel from author Maeve
Binchy.

Known for Circle of

Friends and Evening Class,

Binchy brings colorful land-

scapes and the characters that

inhabit them right into your liv-

ing room, lilting accents and

all.

Ria Lynch thinks she has

found domestic happiness, fill-

ing her kitchen with food, love

and children.

Then her husband decides

he prefers to eat out, and leaves

Ria. She is alone for the first time

in fourteen years and has to deal

with the world outside her com-

fortable cocoon.

In America, Marilyn Vine

has built an icy wall between her-

self and everything beyond after

her only son is killed on a motor-

cycle.

She preserves his room as

a shrine and goes through the

motions of life with mechanical

remoteness. More than anything

she needs to find the life within

herself.

Remembering a trip to Ire-

land many years before she tries

to contact the one real estate

agent she recalls, Danny Lynch,

to arrange a house swap for the

summer. Ria answers the phone

and a summer of healing begins

for both.

Life holds out its arms to

Marilyn and draws her into the

bustle on Tara Road. She is able to

be free with strangers who don't

know her history and finds the

warmth within herselfthat she

thought died with her son.

Ria is amazed at what

the foreign American soil

brings out in herself as well.

She uses her talent in the

kitchen to join forces with a

local catering team and dis-

covers she is much more self

sufficient than she ever imag-

ined.

As you read Tara Road,

you begin to feel like part of

the neighborhood. Binchy's

style is one that ingratiates itself

with familiarity and ease.

The characters are very real

and very human. It is a long book,

648 pages in the toft cover edition,

but by the end you are wishing for

more chapters, and finishing the

book feels like selling your house

and moving.
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New Design Unveiled

f<Of ewood Lane JL

Longwood College un-

veiled a new athletics logo for the

College Saturday, October 7, in

front of an Oktoberfest audience

on the Lankford Mall, announced

Director ofAthletics Don Lemish.

The new logo replaces an

old logo that has been used since

1982.

The new logo

features a medieval

figure on horseback

with a raised joust-

ing pole.

The logo is

designed in a semi-

circle with the bold

scripted word
"Lancers" incorpo-

rated into the figure

and horse.

The icon rep-

resents competition

and presents an im-

age of forward

movement, accord-

ing to Lemish.

The new logo

was designed and

drawn by a professional sports

logo artist in Oklahoma commis-

sioned by the athletic department.

"Nine different variations

were first presented to us," said

Lemish. "We took the best of each

of the things we liked and had

them incorporated into the final

design. It was important that the

final logo represent the quality

and progressiveness of the insti-

tution and athletics. It needed to

have strength and movement
while being somewhat simplistic.

Very importantly, it had to have

marketability as an identifier of

Longwood College intercolle-

giate sports."

Although the new logo will

be used with various options,

Lemish pointed out that the logo

LONGWOOD COLLEGE

is a registered trademark of Long-

wood College athletics and can

not be reproduced without per-

mission.

Its use on apparel and mer-

chandise will be licensed by the

College," explained Lemish.

Approved uses of the logo

include substitution of a sport

printed in one-color blue or black;

blue, silver, and brown; or in four-

color process.

"With the unveiling Satur-

day, we will phase-out use of

other athletic logos on uniforms

and warm-ups," added Lemish.

"Old logos will be retired imme-

diately and all newly printed ma-

terials will display

only the new trade-

marked logo."

The project

began last year as

part of an overall

re-design of the

Longwood College

imagery.

According to

Lemish, "We first

engaged in this

project as Long-

wood was creating

a new identity pro-

gram for the Col-

lege. The design

firm working with

the College in 1999

suggested that we

seek assistance from someone

specializing in athletic mascots

and logos. With the approval of

President Patricia Cormier and

our public relations office, we

engaged the Oklahoma company

to work with us.

"I think the final product

speaks for itselfand will be a posi-

name in place of"Longwood Col- tive symbol in the marketing of

lege" under the "Lancers" script. Longwood College athletics."

Also, the logo may be

Amy Kennedy Named Domino's

Player of the Week
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood women's soccer

standout Amy Kennedy/Western

Albemarle HS has been selected

as the Longwood/Domino's
'Player of the Week* for the pe-

riod of Oct. 4-10.

The weekly Lancer honor-

ees are chosenby the College's

office of sports information.

Kennedy, a senior keeper,

led Longwood to a 2-1 week, in-

cluding a pair of shutouts past re-

gionally-ranked opponents

Catawba (N.C.) on the road and

defending CVAC champion

Belmont Abbey at home.

For the week, she totaled

33 saves (1 1.00) and allowed just

two goals (0.65) while playing

275 minutes in front of the net.

For her efforts last week.

Kennedy has also been named the

CVAC Player of the Week and

the ECAC Division II Goalkeeper

of the Week.

Through 12 matches,

Kennedy has allowed 13 goals

(1.14) with 80 saves (6.67) for an

.860 save percentage along with

five shutouts.

The Lancers are 7-5 over-

all, 4-2 in the conference.

Amy is the daughter of

Charles and Rebecca Kennedy of

Crozet and is majoring in psy-

chology.

OCTOBER 12,2000

Longwood Crazy for

adness

jdness' for

ime ever

)ct. 18, in

pen at 9:30

on Prvor,

toLancerHalliLcn

is hosting 'Midnigf

only the secon

Wednesday nigh

Lancer Hall. Dooj

pan . . The event celebrates the up-

coming basketball seasons for the

Lancer men's and women's bas-

ketball teams. Admission is free!

Shootouts Could Total

Over $25,000Among Winners

In addition to the public

debut of the Longwood basketball

teams, theevening will feature

various contests and shootouts

with possible prizes totaling over

$25,000. There will be four

$2,500 shootouts over the course

of the night, leading up to the big

$10,000 "Pick Your Shot" contest

at 12:00 midnight. Scrimmages,

3-Point Shootout, Slam-Dunk

Contest

The two Longwood basket-

ball teams will be introduced dur-

ing the evening and will follow

with two five-minute scrimmages

each.

Preceeding the $10,000

shot at the end of the night, the

players will showcase then- talents

in a Slam Dunk Contest for the

men and a Three-Point Shootout

for the women.

The hypeharound the men's

basketball program is centered

around NCAA Division I trans-

fer Colin Ducharme from the Uni-

versity of Virginia, and junior

Mr. Basketball" in 3997.

These two, along with two*

more DI transfers, and two audi-

tional junior college transfers are

expected to lead the Lancers to

quite possibly their finest season

in the 25-year history of the pro-

gram.

The women's basketball

program returns three starters re-

turn from a year ago, including

senior center Demietre Price (6-

I ) and sophomore guard-forward

Angel Johnson (5-10). Johnson

was last year's CVAC i^eahman

of the Year*.

Midnight Madness Sched-

ule, Wednesday, Oct. 18, @
Lancer Hall

Doors open at 9:30 pm.
Dizzy Bat Contest, $2,500

Shootout, Longwood College

Cheerleaders, Introductions of the

Lancer Basketball teams, $2,500

Shootout, Scrimage* (two five-

nunute scrimmages each), $2,500

Shootout, Faculty/Staff Shootout,

Dance Team, Musical Hoops
(Fraternities and Sororities),

Blindfolded Shootout, $2,500

Shootout, Slam Dunk Contest,

Three-Poini Shootout, ^mid-
night- $10,000 shot plus drawing

for book vouchers

Field Hockey Still #5 in Poll

Sp>

defeated6-

i I the Um-
Dctober6in

week. The

and ranked

Longwood

at NCAA Divi

versity of Richmc

its only match ol

Lancers are now

!

#5 in the latest NFHCA Division

H National P
At UR, LC battled fiercely

throughout the first half and went

into the break even with the Spi-

ders, tied at (

However, the offensive

pressure applied by UR eventu-

ally proved too much for the

Longwood defense as the Spiders

recorded six secocd-half goals.

Junior keeper Stephanie

Potter/North Kingston (RI) HS
played 70 minutes and made 12

saves for the Lancers.

12 matches. juti-

aakW, Cox

- -
s

*
! — ^

: '~- with

i i

..yen jiGais am
points. Fres

w/West Fain

nej

ute:

crucial pair ofgames Oct

15 at Barlow Field when t

nationally-ranked Shipp

(PA) and Lock Haven (P.
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Women's Soccer Upsets Belmont VCHETRC Logo

Abbey and Catawba Last Week Design Contest Rules
GREGPROUTY

Sports Information

to preserve the team's seventh

shutout this fall and first victory

over the defending CVAC cham-

Longwood won two of pions since 1995.

At Catawba, ranked #6 in

the region,LC got the game-win-

ning goal from freshman Phoebe

Mtmson/TaUwood HS just 5:17

three matches last week, defeat-

ing CVAC opponent Belmont

Abbey (NQ 1-0 October 7 and

non-conference foe Catawba
(NQ 1-0 in over-

time October 5

following a 3-1

setback at CVAC
opponent Pfeiffer

(NQ October 2.

The Lanc-

ers are now 7-4

overall, 4-2 in the

CVAC, and

ranked #9 in the

latest NSCAA
Southeast Region

Poll. This week,

Longwood
played October

10 at Presbyterian

(SC) and will

travel to CVAC
opponent Ander-

son (SQ October

14. into the extra period off an un-

Against the Abbey, ranked usual double-assist from sopho-

#5 in the region, LC got the game- mores Mia Capps/Kempsville HS

Photo by Anthony Coined

winning goal unassisted from

sophomore Tricia Root/Bishop

Ireton HS 14:07 into the match

and made it stand the rest of die

way.

The Lancers got seven

saves from senior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Westem Albemarle HS

and Irene Vlasichs/James River

HS.

The Lancers got 13 saves

from Kennedy, including a phe-

nomenal stop on a breakaway

early in the OT, to preserve the

victory.

At Pfeiffer, ranked #8 in the

region, the Falcons tallied two

goals in die second-half to take

the victory after a 1 - 1 halftime tie.

The Lancers got their lone goal

from junior Melodic Massey'

Floyd E Kdlam HS off an assist

from Munson, Kennedy made six

saves for LC.

Through 11

matches, sopho-

more Brooke Coo-

per/Norfolk Colle-

giate HS continues

to lead Longwood

in scoring with 10

goals and one assist

totaling 21 points

(1.91). Massey

(2g, 9a) follows

with 13 points

(1.18), and

Munson (5g, 2a)

adds 12 points

(1.09).

Cooper and

Massey remain na-

tionally-ranked

among Division

ITs leaders in goals,

points, and assists per game, re-

spectively.

Kennedy has played 934

minutes in front of the net, allow-

ing 11 goals (1.06) with 67 saves

for an .859 save percentage.

Following this week's

matches at Presbyterian and

Anderson, Longwood will play at

conference foe Mount Ohve Oc-

tober 16.

The information below is

intended to provide you with a

description of theVCHETRC and

its purpose as well as to provide

you with ideas about what kinds

of topics could be part of the

website logo design.

While it is not imperative

that you include a depiction ofany

of the topics described below,

whatever creative way you dis-

play this information, an absolute

requirement is the inclusion of our

acronym, VCHETRC, some-

for the constituents mentioned

above and organizing and mak-

ing available resources on a vari-

ety of topics associated with Co-

ordinated School Health Pro-

grams.

The eight components of

the Coordinated School Health

Program are: comprehensive

school health education, school

health services, a healthful and

safe environment, nutrition ser-

vices, physical education, coun-

seling, psychological and social

Men's Soccer Endures FrustratingWeek
JARED UNDERWOOD

Sports Editor

After winning 4 in a row,

Longwood went 1-2 last week,

defeating CVAC opponent

Belmont Abbey (NQ 2-0 Octo-

ber 7 following back-to-back 1-0

losses to conference opponents

Queens (NC) October 4 and

Pfeiffer (NQ October 2.

At Pfeiffer, the Falcons tal-

lied a goal early in the first-half

and made the lead stand the rest

of the match despite the fact that

the Lancers out shot them 13-6.

LC got four saves from standout

junior goalie John Kennedy in the

loss.

Against Queens at Lancer

Held, the Royals talked a goal

late in the first-half (41:31) and

made it stand the rest of the way

despite die Lancers outshooting

them 13-10.

LC had a rather lackluster

first half performance. They

stepped up their performance,

though, in die second period, but

were unable to score.

Poor officiating may have

also played a role in the Lancer's

loss. LC got six saves from

Kennedy.

The Lancers were able to

salvage their week against

Belmont Abbey Saturday night

LC got a late first-half goal from

junior Andy Plum (44:50).

Senior Scott Hopson se-

cured diewm with his second goal

of the season in the second half

(64:20). Sophomores Mark

Connelly and Scott Spilman each

added assists. Lancer keeper John

Kennedy made eight saves to pre-

serve his fifth shutout this fall.

Through 10 matches, Plum

continues to lead Longwood in

scoring with five goals and two

assists totaling 12 points (1.20).

Freshman Shawn Spilman (3g)

and Connelly (lg, 4a) each fol-

low with six points (0.60) and

Hopson (2g, la) adds five points

(0.50).

Kennedy has played 840

minutes in front of the net, allow-

ing just five goals (0.54) with 51

saves for a .911 save percentage.

Kennedy remains nationally

ranked among Division ITs top 10

in goals against avenge.

The Lancers are now 5-3-2

overall, 3-2-1 in the CVAC. This

week, LC is scheduled to play

October 11 at NCAA Division I

Virginia Tech before traveling to

CVAC opponent Anderson (SQ
October 14.

Could You Use

$100?

Design the Website Logo for the

Virginia Comprehensive Health Education Training

and Resource Center

and win a

$100 6ift Certificate to use in

the Longwood College Bookstore

See your artwork displayed on the

World Wide Web!

For information on logo requirements and contest

rules contact the VCHETRC office at x2454 or

vchetrcilongwoil.lwc,efa

where in the design.

The Virginia Comprehen-

sive Health Education Training

and Resource Center

(VCHETRC) is an office located

on the Longwood College cam-

pus that has been in existence, as

a result of a grant from the Vir-

ginia Department of Education

and the Centers for Disease Con-

trol, for two years now.

Its primary tasks involve

serving the needs of all the con-

stituents involved in providing

Owrdinated School Health Pro-

grams in the state of Virginia:

teachers, administrators, school

nurses, counselors, nutrition ser-

vices providers, parents, etc., with

two main focuses: coordinating

and providing training sessions

services, health promotion for

staff, and parent/community in-

volvement.

The ten content areas that

should be covered in comprehen-

sive school education are personal

health, nutrition, growth and de-

velopment, alcohol, tobacco and

other drugs, environmental

health, consumer and community

health, injury prevention and

safety, family living, mental and

emotional health, and communi-

cable chronic diseases.

Requirements:

1. The logo design may be

in the form of a drawing or a

graphic design, or a combination

See CONTEST p.15



STUDENTmCHh
APPROVED Application

Deadlines

Spring 200

1

Closed

Fall 2001

December 8, 2000

Spring 2002

April 27, 2001

APPROVED applicant must have completed the

interview process and have made any required

revisions. It is to the student's advantage to

complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:

804-395-2331

2001 SUMMER

MEETING. FEB 6,2001
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CORMIER cont'd p. 1

they're three bedroom
houses, we' re thinking of expand-
ing die living room and building

on an enclosed deck—but I think

that it's a great idea.

Housing brought the idea to

me of making Cox a Fraternity

haU some time ago, but the idea

was turned down.

SR: Fm sure that this is a

question that's on everybody's

mind. I know if s on mine right

now. [laughs] Dr. Cormier, what

exactly do you do all day?

PC: [laughs] Well
Stephanie, for starters I fundraise.

I go to people and ask them to

support this school.

I try to attend as many open

houses, Admissions and Alumni
events and other things as I can.

The marketing of

Longwood College is very impor-

tant to me. It's all about the stu-

dents and their achievements.

The students are the prize.

Tm also exerted to mention die

acqusition of a farm in

Westmoreland County. Five-hun-

dred and eighty acres with five

houses.

SR: Are you serious?

That's amazing!

PC: [Nodding profusely]

Oh yes we are very pleased with

this gift

The farm itself borders both

the Potomac and Rappahannock

rivers.

SR So this will open up a

great deal of new minors and
majors for the college I suppose?

PC [Smiles]And hopefully

soon, the college's first doctorate

program.

SR How many days do you

get to yourself in the office?

PC: Not many. I'm here

seven days a week.

SR: Really?

PC: Oh yes, seven days.

Weekends are usually my catch-

up days.

SR I must ask on behalf of

ray editor, the staff and our spon-

sor, Dr. Woods. How do you think

the paper is thus far?

PC: I am very happy that

The Rotunda publishes regularly.

I believe in die student's

voice. The Rotunda is die key to

that voice. Without student pa-

pers, there is no steady voice for

the student's opinion.

SR I understand that you

have done work with the Medi-

cal College of Pennsylvania.

PC: I was Vice-President

(for development and alumni re-

lations).

SR: Have you ever been

asked to do work with the Medi-

cal College of Virginia?

PC: Stephanie, when
HMO's started up, there was a

change and shift in the medical

profession that did not fit in my
value system. When I chose to

come to Longwood and
Longwood came to me, 1 fee! that

j2l?mese c=r^uskkns in j2oncert

Saturday, Oct. 28,2000
7 p.m.

MtxDm Center for the Arts

University ofRichmond

L,

it was because we have the sane

value system

Right now I can honestly

say that I win not go back to the

medical profession because of

Longwood College.

Because of the college and

because of the people, die stu-

dents most specifically. Youguys
are the most well rounded, bright,

caring, and balanced individuals

that I have ever worked with.

This job that I have as Chief Ex-

ecutive Officer of this institution

is truly a labor of love for ok.

SR: I know that I really

can't keep you much longer be-

cause I know you are a very busy

woman, but the last thing that I

would like to ask you is very im-

portant. In your 5 years here at

Longwood, whathas been the one

thing that has stood out in your

mind? What is the one thing that

you can look back cm and say

"Wow that was really awe-

some!"?

PC: Well, the inauguration

was really great! [laughs] But I

must say that the one thing that

stands out in my mind as the most

important thing is that [in the last

five years] the pride built in this

institution with the community

has been great.

We have developed a belief

in this organization and that is

what it is all about Building pride

and belief is important because

that's how we build trusts, schol-

arships, earn gifts for the college.

I want more than anything

in the world for this school to

have a $50 million endowment
When we get this endowment we
will be one of 300 schools in the

United States with one. That is

my goal.

SR: Do you plan to retire

here Dr. Cormier?

PC: Oh yes, definitely.

**
«e\s an<f

X
Join us on SATURDAY
OCTOBER 28 FROM 2PM-
4PM in Lancer Gym for Hot

Wheels and Hoops. Beginning

at 2pm there will be two

Professional Wheelchair

Basketball teams competing

against each other. Then at

3pm watch a select group of

facuJiy/staff vs. students

[chair Basketball Game,

pi and cheer on your

faculty.

\
•0

</>

*mm gun; sr

A Bit Off SX-S^TYikSiS^oSir.

"I think I'll bottle feed tHis one

Admmkm. f15

Tickets

foamm Kong, Program Director

Orp^mzstkm of Chinese Americtmg - Centr*} Virgittm Chapter

fuCHfB0nm Chinese jCfMMf
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of both.

2. Prepare images of your

entry in JPEG or GIF format, and

submit it to our e-mail address as

an attachment, vchetrc

©longwoodlwc.edu, or drop it

off at our office (on disk) to Room
141, Longwood Library. Prepare

a short paragraph describing your

entry, a name if the entry has one,

and any pertinent information

about your entry that may help the

judges properly evaluate the en-

try.

3. The size of the logo must

not exceed 8,5" x 11" so that they

will be able to be scanned onto

our website.

Rules:

1. Entry is free and open to

all Longwood College students.

2. All entries must be origi-

nal. Any copyright violation will

be the responsibility of the partici-

pant aid not the creators of tins

contest.

3. The judges shall choose

a logo dot best represents the es-

sence ofVCHETRC. By entering

this contest you agree to allow the

judges to display your design on

our website.

4 AD rights pertauang to all

contest grannies shall be retained

by the VCHETRC and judges.

5. Entries will be accepted

until October 3 1,2000.

Judgement

1. Judgement of each entry

wiQ be based on originality aid

creativity as compared to other

entries.

2. All Judge's decisions are

final.

3. A winner will be de-

clared November 5, 2000.

Awards:

1

.

The winning logo will be

displayed with the designers

name on our homepage to be seen

on the WoridWide Web.

2. The winning logo de-

signer will receive a $100 gift cer-

tificate for the Longwood College

Bookstore.

If you have any other ques-

tions regarding this contest,

please contact Kristin Van Vorst,

Project Support Specialist,

VCHETRC, x2454. Or send an

e-mail to vchetrc

C41ongwood.lwc.edu
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October 9-26, 2000

Evaluating Work Performance
Mon., Oct 9, 4 p.m., Lancaster 139

For Work Experience supervisors: Getting

the best from your student employees

Kaplan: Preparing for Graduate

School
Tues., Oct 10, 3:30 p.m., Amelia Room
GRE and other test strategies covered

Jennifer ChiraeDo, Manager, Kaplan Center

Preparing for Career/Job Fairs

Thurs,, Oct 12, 3:30 p.m., Lancaster 139

Learn how to approach employers to

maximize success

From College to the Real World

Wed., Oct 25, 9 p.m., Grand Dining Room
James Malinchafc, former stockbroker and

current contributing author, Chicken Soup

for the Soul series

Learn street smart techniques that will

help you get hired and find internships

Employers Speak Out: Marketing

Yourself for the Interview
Tues., Oct 24, 7 p.m., Lankford ABC Rooms
Learn what employers look for in new hires

from this panel of professionals from:

Auditor of Public Accounts

Mastercard

SMI Steele Products

Workforce Strategies LLC

Career Exploration Fair

Thurs., Oct. 26, 3*5:30 p.m.,

Lancer Gym
Speak with alumni employers and others

about career opportunities in a variety of

fields

Find out about internship opportunities

Discover interesting career paths

All students are encouraged

to attend

—For an updated list of companies visit:

Alumni Speak Out: Formula for

Career Success
Mon., Oct 23, 7 p-m., Lankford ABC Rooms

Learn what you can do while in college So

prepare for careers and life after Longwood

Jennifer Guifl Steele (95 Psychology)

Amy Rigney (97 Business)

Shawn Smith (92 Biology)
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Traditions, Customs an

Origins of Halloween

A Special Thanks to Dr. Jim

Jordan from the Staff

BRING ME THEAX
The Decapitaior

Many people believe that

Halloween is a holiday based on

Satanism.

The true origins, however,

he in the Celtic heritage of Ire-

land, Northern France, and the

United Kingdom.

TWo thousand years ago,

the Celtic festival of Samhain

marked the end of the year's har-

vest and the start of winter. This

season is often associated with

human death.

November first was the

Celtic New Year. On the night of

October 31 it was believed that

there was a blurring of the bound-

ary separating the worlds of the

living and the dead.

The spirits of all those who

had died during the past year were

believed to come back looking for

bodies to possess.

Sacred bonfires were built,

and crops were burned and ani-

mals sacrificed to me Celtic gods.

During the celebration, people

wore ghoulish costumes in order

to frighten away these spirits.

At the end of the night they

would light their hearth fires from

the sacred flame.

When the Romans con-

quered Celtic territory their fes-

tivals were combined with

Samhain. One of these festivals

was Feralia, a day on which the

Romans remembered their dead.

The other was a holiday honor-

they were meshed with Native

American beliefs, as well as those

of other ethnic groups to create

something distinctly unique.

Trick or treating began dur-

ing All-Soul's Day parades in

England, when the poor would

beg for food, and were given

"soul cakes" in exchange for a

ing the goddess of fruit and trees, promise to pray for that family's

Sacrificing three hours of

his time to help out three desper-

ate staffmembers, Dr. Jim Jordan

proved indispensable to the cre-

ation of this week's issue.

Because of this, the staff

felt it necessary to send a thank

you, not just for Dr. Jordan, but

for all the campus to read

Pamona.

Pamona's symbol was the

apple, which led to the tradition

ofbobbing for apples on Hallow-

een.

In the 800's, when Pope

Boniface IV declared November

1 to be All Saint's Day, it is be-

lieved that he was attempting to

replace the Celtic festival with a

church sanctioned holiday.

This holiday came to be

called All-Hollows or All-

Hollowmas. The night before be-

came known as All-Hallows Eve.

Later November 2 was de-

clared All-Souls Day, to honor the

dead with bonfires and dressing

up in costumes. The three to-

gether became known as

Hollowmas.

When immigrants brought

their traditions over to America,

dead.

American children later

took up the practice ofgoing from

house to house in costume ask-

ing for food or money.

In the late 1 800's parents

were encouraged to remove any-

thing "frightening or grotesque"

from Halloween to make it more

of a family centered, community

holiday.

Community Celebrations

were taken into the classroom

during the baby boom of the

1950's when it became difficult

to accomodate the number of

people in Civic Centers.

So, though many people

think that Halloween's roots are

in Satanism and demon worship,

it is easy to see that in fact the

holiday came from early Euro-

pean and Christian tradition.

YOU WlLLMOWtO ME
Mvttnts ofthe Cmen

He has been recognized

across Virginia as an exemplary

leader and educator, being hon-

ored by the Senate of House of

Delegates of Virginia and

awarded the ViqpniaProfessor of

the Year in 1995 by tboCarnegie

Foundation forth©Advancement

of Teaching..

Societies here at

Longwood have honored Dr. Jor-

dan with commendations fromDr. Jordan has been a pro-

fessor here at Longwood since Chi, Princeps, the Longwood
1 978. From the beginning, he has Leadership Society, and Mortar

shown a fierce commitment to the

school, but more importantly to

the students

He has earned many
awards, recognitions, and been

the leader in developing the An-

thropology program.

Because of him, we at

Longwood now have 24 anthro-

pology courses to choose from,

an internship course, a summer

field school, and a chance to earn

aBA or B.S.

He created the Archeology

Field School for Longwood Col-

lege and studied archeological

sites around the world.

Recently, Dr. Jordan went

toGombe Stream Research Cen-

in Tanzania, East Africa to

gemmpanzees.

Board.

Aside from his accom-

plishments, though, the staff was

amazed at how readily available

he was with information to help

us on this issue.

Hoping to simply ask him

some questions, we were allowed

an entire slide show with stories

and the ability to interject when-

ever we wanted.

I was impressed with the

amount of knowledge he just

knew without notes or prompting.

Without Dr. Jordan's help

on these stories, we never would

have been able to do this issue.

So the start would like to

extend a thanks to him for aH

help- with The Rotunda and

A Different Spin on Halloween
YOU WILL BOW TO ME
Mistrtu ofthe Coven

Judging from the eclectic

origin of Halloween, it is not sur-

|/n*«iiB saa^an wv%aass* m**9 *^%^»a™^w3 *^%*a

own celebrate tins day, or a ver-

sion of it.

la England, Halloween is

somethina thev celebrate on No-

vember 5, and they call it Guy
rawxes Liny. Iney ngnt Donnres

and burn effigies, but this has little

oo wiui Be traoitonai naiiow-

een celebrations of America or

Ireland.

When Martin Luther and

the protestaat movement began,

the English stopped celebrating it

The new religion did not have any

belief in saints, soAll Saint's Day

was not celebrated either.

Guy Fawkes was an En-

glish traitor who participated in

the Gunpowder Plot which was a

failed attempt to blow up Parlia-

ment in order to gain more favor

for the Catholics. He was ex-

ecuted on November 5, 1606.

At first, the English burned

effigies of the rath"!** pope, but

tow evotveu uyougn me cencunes

into burning effigies of Guy
Fawkes himself. Children would

go from door to door ask for a

"penny for the guy" white cany-

ing the effigies of Fawkes, which

is ss dose to trick-or-treating as

the English get

While most pJafw around

the world celebrate something

that seems evil or frightening, the

people of Mexico, Latin America

and Spain celebrate FJ Dia de los

Beginning October 3 1 , and

lasting three days, this is a time

to honor the dead who return to

men*homes on Halloween. Fami-

lies construct an altar which they

decorate with flowers, candy,

food, drink, and fresh water.

Candles are left to burn

over night so the spirits can find

then* way home again.

A large difference for the
tf» .. » „a_ a_?_ - * _ _ _

they often go to the graventes of

die deceased and have a picnic.

They will clean the head-

stones, make repairs, weed the

site, and decorate it with flowers

These festivities, which

happen on November 2, can be

found dating back as far as Egyp-

ewMaw



Dear Editor:

I was writing in response to a

I heard that you all will be

;
a "Halloween" issue.

I want to say I think that's a

very bad idea. Halloween is not

something we should celebrate

because it goes against Christian-

ity.

Halloween is a pagan and

Satanic holiday that has its roots

in animal and human sacrifice.

The Bible itself is against

Halloween, and the Catholic

Church created All Saint's Day to

combat Halloween.

Any good Christian knows
that Halloween is an evil holiday.

I don't dunk you should print

a Halloween issue. It will make
this campus look like a bunch of

fools who dance naked in the

woods and murder virgins to ap-

thegods.

Please rethink this decision.

Your souls are on the line here.

Sincerely,

A Card-Carrying Member of
the Christian Coalition.

Dear Christian,

Allow me to respond to your

letter with all the grace and open-

mindedness I can muster.

I hope you noticed die article

on the front page about the true

origins of Halloween, and I hope

you understand that Halloween is

not Satanic in any way.

To be honest, I resent any

implication that says my belief in

Halloween is in some way per-

verted or Satanic.

That is a ludicrous idea, and

shows me that you obviously do

not want to hear anything other

than your own opinion.

As for other people, who

might have a little more common
sense about Halloween and what

it entails, I hope you stuck with

this little rant and are still read-

ing.

I love Halloween.

It is my favortie holiday of all

the holidays (except maybe
Christmas, but that's because I get

PRESENTS . . . which will lead

to another nasty letter, I'm sure).

Halloween is a time for hav-

ing fun, dressing up in a costume,

and getting free candy.

Costumes allow people to act

and be other than who they are. It

is exciting for people to pretend

they are someone else, at least for

one night

I know a lot of people use

Halloween as an excuse for drink-

ing and partying, and, although I

do not disagree with this idea, I

think this does have roots in the
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Mistress of the Coven

The Decapi tator

Melodramatic Murder Victim

Psychotic Mutant Fly Killer

Serial IGller

Satan's Concubine

Headless Horseman

Frankenstein's Monster

Welsh Witch

NecrophiUac Grave Digger

Grim Reaper

Kim "You Will Bow to Me" Urann

Michele "Bring Me the Ax" Thompson
Allyson "Sliced and Diced" Blake

George "The Swatter" Lanum
Kevin "Screams Like a Girl" Rock

Jared "Whipping Boy" Underwood
Anthony "Italian Stallion" Colucci

Allison "Urrrgghhh" Beverley

Stephanie "Rip 'Em a New One" Riggsby

Brian "Anna Nichole Smith" Jones

Bill "Lost in the Dark" Woods

The Undead: Dana Baker, Kevin Bopp, Celeste Card, Jessica Carter, Amy
Chaffins, Shelley Cosner, Kim Garrett, Caroline Head, Patrick Howard,
Nick Jester, Brian Kelfey, Megan Lauderdale,Amy McPherson,Anna Mead-
ows, Bryson Minnix, Jason Passabet, Chris Paulsen, DanieUe Pezold, Lk
Rkhards, Man Taylor, Michelle Venable, Sarah Whitley, Ked Whitmore,
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pagan rituals which celebrated

Harvest Time.

This holiday is not about

Satanism any more than Thanks-

giving is.

Ever since I was a little kid, I

have loved Halloween and all its

glory.

I have trick-or-treated since I

was old enough to walk. I still

want to trick-or-treat, but most

houses tell me I'm too old.

As for going to bell, all I have

to say about that is if there is a

hell, I'm already going there, and

it damned sure won't be from cel-

ebrating Halloween.

So, please, spare me your re-

ligious testimonies, and worry

more about your own soul and not

mine.

You Will Bow to Me
Mistress of the Coven

Books To Tjrill and Chill
Carrie

Cujc

The Exorcist

Gerald's Game
The Ghosts of [insert city here]

Intensity

It

Pet Cemetary

Point of Origin

Silence of the Lambs
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark (and Sequels)

Strangers

Sybil

Stephen King

Stephen King

William Peter Blatty

Stephen King

L. B. Taylor, Jr.

Dean Koontz

Stephen King

Stephen King

Patricia Cornwell

Thomas Harris

Alvin Schwartz

Dean Koontz

Flora Retta Schreiber

Movies to Put You in the

Halloween Mood...or Not
Dull
Bats

Deep Blue Sea

The Dentist

Halloweens 3-H20

Milo
Nightmare on Elm Street 2

Pigs

Salem's Lot

Ticks

Warlock 2, 3

Urban Legends

Beliciottg
Cat's Eye

Child's Play

Copycat

Demon Seed

Devil's Advocate

Event Horizon

The Exorcist

Friday the 13th

Halloween

It

Leprachaun

Nightmare on Elm Street

Psycho (original)

Prophecy 1,2, and 3
Rosemarys Baby

Sixth Sense

Stir ofEchoes

Texas Chainsaw Massacre ^••-^iKj
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Have you ever heard of the

man who walks around on first

floor North Cunningham and

stares at people as they sleep?

It is said that the residence

hall is built on the site of an old

house, which was ripped down
and the man who lived in it now
walks North Cunningham.

The problem is that when
you wake up and see him staring

at you, you can onfy see him from

the knees up, because he is walk-

ing on the floorboards ofhis origi-

nal house. This story has been

going around the first floor, but

not everyone believes H.

If you have ever been in

333 Main Cunningham, youmay
have gotten an eerie feeling. Ru-

mor has it that a prl committed

suicide in dwt room.

Right before she kiHed her-

Many students say that they can
hear babies crying, rocking chairs

rocking, medical instruments be-

ing dropped, and beds slamming
into the wall from 4th Wheeler,

the attic ofMain Cunningham and
4tn floor French.

Many Longwood students

say mat they rest uneasy at eight

hearing these strange sounds as

they Be in their beds.

Most of the stories teem to

happen inme Cimninghams or the

Colomfiades, but there is one story

raw takes place in Curry. It is said

mala boy was killed in the base-

U you ride the elevator

straightdown from the (emit floor

to the basement, when the doors

sen you will hear a tricycle bell

then a young boy scream.

he doors close and the el-

will go back up to the first

*tH»

aiso, props w»u oe missing

for weeks before a show, then on

exact spots. Before every produc-

tion, the theatre department places

a rose on Dr. Jarman's favorite

seat and it always disappears.

These stories, along with

numerous others, float around

campus, making many people a

little bit jittery.

Whether you believe in

ghosts or not, it will probably be

hard to lie down tonight and go
straight to sleep. Yourears will be

open as well as your eyes, either

hoping to catch a glimpse of

something or wishing you could

just stop hearing every little noise

on you- hall and fall asleep.

Next feethere is a produc-

tion in the auditorium, sit quiety

and pay attention, because it may
not he the person next to you that

is whispering m your ear.

Goodness, Gracious, Great Balls of Fires

—
RIP •EMA NEWOWE

Welsh WUch

One prominent story about

Longwood College ghosts is the

story of Edith Stevens. She was a

Professor ofNatural Sciences and

the Stevens building is named af-

ter her.

When the science labs were

located in the basement of East

Ruffher, Dr. Stevens was conduct-

ing an experiment with some of

her students, when the experiment

went awry and the lab caught on

fire.

Dr. Stevens heroically cov-

ered the fire with her own body

and hustled the students out of the

lab.

After insuring the safety of

her students, Dr. Stevens tried

desperately to stop the flames that

were consuming her body. She

ran to the fountain which was lo-

cated where the Barlow building

is today.

Unfortunatley for Dr.

Stevens, she didn't make it, and

was consumed by the fire. She

died on Halloween 1945.

This is where the story gets

interesting.

Edith Stevens was very

close to another woman on cam-

pus, Leola Wheeler, for whom the

Wheeler Residence Hail is

A monument was erected in

the sunken gardens in her

memory.

If ever the monument is

covered with debris, Edith

Stevens can be seen as a ball of

fire located over the front door of

the Stevens building.

Her spirit can also be seen

as a light in the attk of the Stevens

building.

She appears out of anger

over the treatment of the monu-

ment erected in memory of her

friend.

Coincidentally, Edith and

Leola are buried side by side at

the West View cemetary ia town,

and Tuesday win be the 55th an-

niversary of the death of Edith

Stevens.

Whether you believe this

story or not is entirely up to you.

However, if you walk along the

Colonnades and go down to the

sunken gardens, you will notice

that the monument that belongs

to Leola Wheeler is always well

taken care of.

You will also note that the

Stevens building is also in close

proximity to the Wheeler Resi-

dence Hall.

So guys, when you're walk-

ing late at night around campus

and you see a mysterious ball of

fire over the front door, you know

that Edith is upset, and she wants

everyone to know it

Psycho Cat Attacks Longwood Students
Photo by John Coffey

Stanley Park Scandal of 1875
Police officers who have

investigated these past events say

that the good Reverend was prob-

ably involved in autoerotic as-

phyxiation.

Cases like these have been

reported all around the United

States lately, but it is rare to find

a case of it so far in the past

A person who enjoys auto-

erotic asphyxiation often uses

some sort of outside influence in

order to cut off the flow of oxy-

gen to the brain, thereby increas-

ing the sexual pleasure.

Whether he tutored his girls

in this process or not is unclear. It

could be that he forced them to

asphyxiate him and then forced

them to go through the experience

themselves.

Or he could have used their

asphyxiation skills and the curi-

ous girls asked to try it them-

selves.

These were not, after all,

good little girls who wanted to

take classes ia posture and cook-

ing.

Most of them were sent

mere for being just the opposite;

Stanley Park was a kind of girls

detention hone of the 19th i

tury.

ing part of this story is not the

sexual nature or assualt, but the

fact that the building Stanley lived

in is still standing.

In fact, the new apartment

complex Stanley Park is guarded

by his old home.

Nobody knows what hap-

pened to Stanley after the town's

people ran him out not long after

he got here, but some people who
live at Stanley Park say they wake

up to me screams ofwomen in the

night

Perhaps Stanley has never

really left Fannville, aad those

screams are the sounds of his vic-

tims.

YOU WILLBOW TO ME
Mistress of the Coven

In 1875, a small school for

girls opened near Longwood.
Headed by Reverend John

Stanley, he named it Stanley Park.

This was not a school

meant to rival Longwood. Rather,

girls from other cities or girls who
did not have the clearest reputa-

tion were shipped here as almost

a last chance.

Stanley had come from a

town in Massachusetts, but to this

day no one knows what town or

if these strange happenings oc-

curred there as well.

The school had no more
than 15 girls at a time, which

meant that it was roughly one-

tenth the size that Longwood was

then.

When searching where the

house used to be, people have

found what looks to be remains

of fireplaces.

Dr. James Jordan, Professor

of Anthropology, believes these

artifacts to be small cabins or

bunk houses where Stanley may
have had some of the girls sleep.

Apparently, during the

night townsfolk would awake to

hear women's screams coming

from the direction of the cabins.

These girls, though, were

not thought of very highly be-

cause most of them were "outsid-

ers" or "bad girls" so they didn't

deserve to be noticed by the town.

. It got to be almost too

much, though, when a few girls

had near death experiences that

seemed decidedly suspicious.

Still, the townsfolk be

Sieved it was none of their busi-

ness and not their girls, so they

stayed out of it

Finally, the breaking point

happened when one of the girls

staying at Stanley Park died mys-

teriously.

I

mm
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Friday
17*

h

LP Movie:

Scary Movie

in the ABC rooms

@ 5:30 & 8 p.m.

Cafe Night

featuring Zoot

in Lancer Cafe

@ 10 p.m.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a • • • • • *

Saturday

18*b

Wheelchair Basketball

in Lancer Gym
@ 2:00 p.m.

#•#••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Halloween House

Party

in the Ballroom

10 p.m.-2 a.m.

over $400 in prizes

•••••••••••#*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••§••••••••••••••••••••••

Sunday
19fh

Ghost Stories

in the Ballroom

Hayrides and Donuts

(Oh, my!)

@ 9 p.m.

###«##»#»••#••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Monday
30*h

Open Forum
Lankford Ballroom

@ 6:30 p.m.

Want to be a part of

the paper? Come to

our Monday night

meetings!

in The Rotunda Office

across from the

Post Office

@ 9:15 p.m

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••*»••*••••*••««»••••••••••••*•«•»••••••»*••••*•••••••

(U£§QQSf Halloween Day

^ jS? go trick-or-treating!

Scream /, 2, and 5

in theABC rooms

@8pjn.



West NileVirus Found in

Prince Edward County

Volume 80, Number 6

The Rotun
Choosing the Lesser ofTwo Evils Since 1920 November 2, 2000

BRYSON MINNIX
Staff Writer

On September 29, 2000, the

Prince Edward County Health De-

partment was alerted to a dead

craw inDarlington Heights in the

southern are* of Prince Edward

County.

It was picked up bv health
* — -

' Mr *

officials and taken to the state lab

for preliminary testing and then

to the Center for Disease Control.

Qa October 13, the C.D.C,

notified the local health depart-

ment that the crow was infected

with the West Nile River Virus.

the West NBe River Virus

causes encephalitis, an inflamma-

tion of the brain.

Most people infected with

the virus experience no symp-

toms. Some of those infected will

experience mild flu-like symp-

toms or symptoms similar to men-

ingitis.

In rare circumstances, usu-

ally among the elderly or those

with prior medical conditions, the

West Nile River Virus may cause

seizures, paralysis, or death.

The vims originated in Af-

rica, Asia, and the Middle East.

It was first detected in the United

States in 1999 in the New York

City area. The Prince Edward

County case is the first confirmed

occurrence of the virus south of

Maryland.

Human h >ns and

deaths have occurred in New
York, but there have been no re-

ports of humans in Virginia con-

tracting the virus.

Birds are most susceptible

to contracting the West Nile River

Virus and crows are more likely

than other birds to become in-

fected.

Dr. David Good friend.

Health Director of the Piedmont

Health District, said, "it is un-

known why crows are more re

See VIRUS p. 10

Allison Joseph: Soul Writer
STEPHANIE AlGGSBY
Ads/General Manager

Allison Joseph is a very in-

teresting woman. The daughter of

Caribbean immigrants, she was

born in London and has lived in

Canada and New York, most spe-

cifically the Bronx.

She is very comfortable

to be around, very open, and

wise.

Her poetry is not what

you might call common, but

rather down to earth.

I had tried in vain prior

to my interview with her to

read some of her work online,

but to no avail.

However, I immedi-

ately learned that to understand

her work is not to read it neces-

sarily, but to hear her talk about

it

She teaches at Southern Il-

linois University at Carbondale,

a college of 22,000 students, in a

town very much like Farmville,

for the town grows in size upon

the arrival of students each fall.

She is a consummate fan of

the New York Yankees, and at the

beginning of her reading last

Thursday she began by stating

"1*11 keep you here, but not long;

there's a series on," which

Photo by George Lanum

prompted her immediately into

the reading of her poem "Bronx

Bombers."

This poem is included in

her collection of poems entitled

What Keeps Us Here, which co-

incidental ly was her thesis for her

Masters in Fine Arts and won the

Women's Poet Series Competi-

tion in 1992 held at Roger Will-

iams University.

Among many of the ques-

tions I asked her, one of which

was "What is your favorite

work?"

She answered, "I don't

know if I've written it yet."

She met and married

poet Jon Tribble at the Univer-

sity ofArkansas and describes

her love for him in the poem

"Learning the Blues."

Upon describing her

writing, she says that she is

"influenced by things that

have happened [to me]. I'll

just explore more types of po-

etry. I don't think I'll ever

stop writing."

When I asked her if she

ever has students come to her and

say something like "I know where

I'm going, I just don't know how

lo get there," she said "That's the

question you ask

See JOSEPH p. 10

Two LWC Business Students Win Scholarships to National Institute

PRESSRELEASE

Longwood School of Busi-

ness students Angela

Goodpasture and Amina Bayou

have won scholarships to a five-

day marketing seminar in Chi-

cago, the Direct

Marketing Colle-

giate Institute, No-

vember 8 through

12.

They are two

of 25 college se-

niors nationwide to

be selected.

According to

Longwood assis-

tant professor of

management and _
marketing Dr. Angela

Tracy Tuten Ryan,

scholarship selections were based

on student essays, extracurricular

activities, employment experi-

ences, faculty and employer rec-

ommendations and academic

standing.

Topics for the institute in-

clude database marketing, pri-

vacy, and testing and offers.

Angela Goodpasture, from

Richmond, says that her love of

sports has fueled an interest in

sponsorship and event marketing.

She studies

promotion

campaigns

ranging
from
NASCAR
corporate

sponsors to

Hallmark
cards.

I n

addition to

maintain-

ing a 3.8

overall
grade average and a 4.0 in her ma-

jor, Goodpasture is president of

the Longwood chapter of the

American Marketing Associa-

tion, public relations officer for

Phi Beta Lambda (an honorary

business fraternity) and business

manager of Longwood's Inde-

pendent Innovation Marketers'

Association.

Last summer, as a market-

ing assistant for Robinson Sigma

(now C.B. Richard Ellis),

Goodpasture
worked on a mar-

keting brochure,

ads, newsletter

and website.

This se-

mester she tutors

other students in

finance
coursework.

She has

worked in Rich- I

mondfortheVn-

1

Goodpasture Aminaginia Housing

Development
Authority; M. N. Corbin Broker-

age, Inc.; and Virginia Building

and Reconstruction, Inc.

Amina Bayou, from

Annandale, already has impres-

sive work experience in e-com-

merce and online customer ser-

vice thanks to internships the past

three summers with Sun

Microsystems, headquartered in

Burlington, Mass.

At Sun, Bayou helped or-

ganize and implement direct mar-

k e t i n g

campaigns

and trade

shows; this

past sum-

mer she

concen-
trated on a

project for

imple-
menting
email man-

agement
tools and

other web

tools such as interactive chat and

auto response.

She also researched other

companies with reputations for

good web-based customer ser-

vice.

In addition to honing her

marketing skills, Bayou is a mem-

ber of the Longwood women's

soccer team, the Greek Judicial

Board and Alpha Delta Pi soror-

ity.

She has received two Lead-

ership Awards from the college

and was chosen to serve as an Ori-

entation Leader.

Both Bayou and

Goodpasture are working toward

B. S. in business administration

degrees with concentrations in

marketing.

Each was recommended by

professors and former employers

for leadership, intelligence, char-

acter and motivation.
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EDITORIAL
It seems to me that the United

States has a pretty good idea go-

ing with this whole voting thing.

Every citizen is allowed to voice

their opinion anonymously and

without fear of persecution.

What worries me, though, is

the number of people who say

they are not going to vote.

Isn't this a right granted to us

by the Constitution? One which

we should not only respect but act

on?

I understand, however, many

peoples' concerns with the fact

that the candidates are not doing

anything for us as college stu-

dents.

I have yet to see any of the

candidates talking specifically to

college students about our issues

and the things we care about.

What they don't seem to un-

derstand is that, as awful as it

sounds, we don't care about

school vouchers or HMOs right

now.

We care about financial aid

and education, some of us about

abortion and school prayer.

So why, then, are the candi-

dates skirting the big issues? They

will not muke a stand one way or

the other about any truly contro-

versial issue.

I have learned from these

candidates that politics and po-

litical correctness have gotten

way out of hand.

The candidates are simply

playing to what they think the

public wants, and this is really

beginning to piss me off.

Now, in my family, if you

don't vote, you might as well just

move to Mexico because my par-

ents and siblings are going to

want nothing to do with you.

But what I don't understand

is how I am supposed to vote for

someone who is not truly a leader.

You will, of course, remem-

ber my rant on leadership a few

weeks ago. These candidates do

not fall into what I consider lead-

ership to be.

They follow the "majority

rules" idea; therefore, neither

Bush nor Gore deserves the presi-

dency.

They have yet to show me
that they care about anything

other than winning the votes and

being liked by all people.
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That's not what the presi-

dency is about, though.

Maybe I'm being too idealis-

tic in these cynical times, but why

is it so hard to find someone I can

look up to and strive to be like?

There are no more heroes and

no more people willing to take a

stand and tell people the truth.

So, will I be voting, you might

ask. Yes, I will. Mostly because if

you don't vote, you have no right

to bitch.

After all, what did you do to

try and change it? Nothing.

I think, though, that I shall

write in a candidate rather than

stand behind someone I don't be-

lieve or believe in.

Kimberly Urann

Editor-in-Chief

A Dash Can Make All the Difference

Dear Editor:

The issue looks great!

Ijust wanted to make sure we

put in a couple of corrections for

the next issue. Namely, Pig article

on page 7.

The "Kiss the Pig" contest

was sponsored by the National

Pan-Hellenic Council, and not the

National Panhellenic Council.

This is important to stress be-

cause this mistake has occurred

in the last two issues (also in the

Greek Speak article).

The National Pan-Hellenic

Council (NPHQ is the governing

board for national historically

Black fraternities and sororities.

The National Panhellenic Coun-

cil (NPC) is the governing board

for national historically White so-

rorities.

The fundraiser benefitted the

Black Greek (not Creek) Leader-

ship Conference (not camp).

The NPHC is the same group

that sponsored the

OKTOBERSTEP Step Show this

past Saturday.

I would appreciate it if you

put in a correction. The group is

constantly overlooked because of

it's name being so close to NPC's.

Damien Duchamp

Greetings from LW
Hello, everyone, I hope the

semester is going well for all. I

would like to take this time to

address a few comments we have

been getting from students.

We now have two fully op-

erational dish machines. This

should allow for better student

flow out of the dining hall.

Both machines are open

Monday through Friday from S
p.m. until 1:30 p.m. and Monday

through Thursday from 5 p.m.

until 7 p.m.

During all other times, the

machine closest to Ber is open un-

less it is closed for routine main-

tenance. If the machine by Her is

not open, the cash register clos-

est to Curry will be open instead

of the one near Iier.

We ask that you please not

use the dish windows by Curry

when it is closed and blocked off.

Please take your ttay to the other

dish room. Also, please always

Jake up your tray. Even if the lines

are long, it does not take that

much time to get through them.

I am sorry that we cannot

have both dish machines open at

all times, but it is just not cost ef-

fective.

Another issue brought up i*

the condition of the chicken

served on the main lioe. The
chicken appears to be under-

cooked due to thered color ofthe

meat, L; -m that it is

not undo i ed,

te ovens we use here are

meat but do not change the color

of it.

The hes my to tell if the

s to see if there it

bone. Otherwise,any blooo

it is safe to eat.

Here are a few quick com-

ments on some other issues

brought to ourattention. Chicken

nuggets we served in the dining

hall every other week, sugar-free

ice cream is now available, and

there is no longer any onion in the

chicken salad or tan* iatad.

If anyone has other concerts

about anything in the dining hall,

please feel free to use the com-

ment board by the deli. Mike
Lysaght, the Director of Dining

Services, regularly eheels the box

Mid responds to any tonoBBB.

Ben Kooott

Head Student Supervisor

AreWe Getting Our Money's Worth?
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

Why is it that some of these

so called "introductory classes"

are anything but?

You know there has been a

class you have had to sit

through, for one goal or an-

other, that you thought would

be a basic introduction to the

subject. Instead it turned out to

contain upper level, major

course information.

Somehow, as they are lec-

turing, the professor misses the

looks of utter confusion on the

face of every student

The students, meanwhile, are

copying notes off the overhead

and listening to the professor go

on and on.

This has the Same effect as

sitting through a 400 level Japa-

nese class, when you have never

heard a word of it in your life. Af-

ter a semester of this you can

vaguely recognize a few concepts,

but certainly not enough to

DANGER
EYE AND EAR
PROTECTION

REQUIRED IN THIS AREA

qualify you as fluent in the basics.

This kind of environment

equates with 2.5 hours of weekly

torture.

This frustrates students. They

doodle, read novels, contemplate

suicide, plan trips to Hell, etc.

I look back through my notes

and scattered in the margins are

"Short me now!," "My professor

smokes crack," "Somebody
please bit me on the head with

a tire iron," and "I dont NEED
to graduate in May."

This sort of dissatisfaction

leads to either a failing grade

or students who have passed a

class and learned nothing from

it

We pay our tuition for the

privilege of attending classes

that are supposed to prepare us

for the future. How can we be-

come well-educated and ready for

our careers by taking classes that

make us feel helpless and unmo-

tivated?

-
--
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The fipfiwst Zone
"If jwj're not mad,jw're not paying atfeflfiwf

"77i€ Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

roUmda@longwoodhvc.edu.

Company of Dancers Deserves

Better Support From Longwood

PATRICKHOWARD
Staff Writer

Raising money always

seems to be a central issue here

at Longwood. No matter what the

situation of the school's funds,

you can always use more.

Having recently completed

my firstjourney into the world of

telemarketing, I was able to learn

that (at least recently) it has been

going to the

Longwood
Fund, which
supports student

activities, schol-

arships, etc.

Enter the

Longwood
Dance Com-
pany.

TheLDC
is an open
group, meaning

tryouts are held

for all positions;

there are no

scholarships.

Admis-
sion into the

company is

very selective,

too selective in some cases, and

it is because of a lack of money.

This is not to say that they

are unsupported by the school.

LDC receives $6,0OO-$8,O00 per

year from the SGA, and another

SI 0,000 from the arts council for

guests and travel fees.

But consider the expenses

LDC incurs. To bring in just one

guest, they have to cover the plane

tickets, food, and accommoda-

tions for that person, plus what-

ever the fee is for the artist.

With only $10,000 for the

entire year, that's not much. Con-

sider that if the team wants to

travel, that also comes out of the

$10,000.

The SGA's contributions

cover costumes, props, and mis-

cellaneous expenses. Unfortu-

nately, dance costumes cost

around $50 per costume per per-

son.

Photo by April Parker

Performances need to be

eye-catching and have change in

them. The money doesn't spread

far, as evidenced by some of the

outfits, going as far back as the

1950's.

A few years back, the LDC
had only 18 members. $6,000-

$8,000 could cover them.

However, membership has

now reached 25 members and, ac-

cording to Rodney Williams, Tve
had to cut some people who de-

served to be in the Company. We
can't support any more people."

This is unfortunate, that

Longwood has this kind of talent

on campus but not the means to

support them.

So what to do? According

to Williams, the team could do

fundraisers, but they have no
time. Hours and hours are put into

choreography and routines.

Most members are also

dance mi-

nors, so they

have their

own routines

and dances

they must

practice for

classes.
"That's a lot

of work for

just one or

two credits,"

says Will-

iams.

The
LDC needs

more visibil-

ity, plain and

simple, and

we need to

show the

school that we support them.

$6,000-58,000 may have

been able to cover them a few

years back. However, dance par-

allels professional sports. As time

goes by in professional sports,

things like salary caps go up.

The money the LDC team

receives is generous, other

schools aren't as lucky, but it just

isn't enough anymore. Their cap

needs to go up.

Out
Witt? ibis yeaKs kKklusteR
candidates,bow will yov
feel afteR castingyew

vote?

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"Yay! Now I have an

excuse to bitch about

politics!"

-Jenny Zaremba

Sophomore

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"Relieved that all that

bashing is over."

-Camilla Giordano

Sophomore

Photo by Chris Paulsen

'It's over and there's more

TV time for sitcoms."

-Eric Bliss

Sophomore

Photo by Chris Paulsen

"Now there's only one

imbecile to worry about!"

-Matt Sobe

Sophomore



Free Room and Board
BRIAN KEU£Y

Staff Writer

Free room and board is very

appealing. Fortunately, for the

technically inclined, the first step

to obtaining this break is coming

soon.

On Wednesday, November

15 from 7-9 p.m. in the student

union ABC rooms, current Resi-

dent Technology Associates and

the IT department are holding an

RTA fair.

We are seeking roughly 6

RTA assistants and 1 RTA at this

time. Applications will be filled

out here and a short test will be

given.

What exactly are RTA as-

sistants and RTA's?

An RTA assistant will be

working around fifteen hours a

week. This will include shadow-

ing current RTA's, attending the

RTA meetings, and going through

training sessions.

RTA assistants will also be

required to spend some time with

User Support Services (formerly

the Help Desk).

Assistants do not get free

room ami board but have the op-

portunity to become an RTA next

fall after an evaluation of their

performance in the spring.

RTA's are the after hours

source of technical help for the

residence halls.

RTA's have set hours when

they are on-call. They are sup-

plied with pagers and have their

phone numbers posted in the

dorm they serve and on the RTA
information page.

There are a few general re-

quirements one must meet to join

the RTA program.

First, you must have and

maintain a GPA of at least a 2.5.

You must be in good standing

with the college. You must be

enrolled as a full-time student.

For a complete list of the

requirements please refer to http:/

/www. lwc.edu/hejpdesk/rta/

rtarequirements.htm.

If you are interested and

have questions before you decide

to attend the fair, please refer to

http://www.lwc.edu/helpdesk/rta/

meetthertas.htm and visit the cur-

rent RTA's pages.

Feel free to contact any of

us with your questions. Other-

wise, we encourage you to come

out and meet us on November 15!

^v^bmen's Studies Open House
Thursday, November 16

4-6 p.m, (come whenever you can)

Nottoway Room of the Ltekford Shident Union

Refreshmente wtii be served.

Feel free to bring a friend!

QureBt. Women's Studies rnlnors and faculty anigttff will be

on hand to share weir experiences and to answer some ofyour

questions. Males are also encouraged to attend. Courses of-

feredin the Spring wUl be highlighted.

Corner
Dear Career Corner:

This is my senior year and

I'm getting worried about thejob

search. I'm wondering what I

should be doing to prepare.

Worry Wart

Dear Worry Wart

You need to define what

you want to do and where you

want to work.

Ifyou are unclear about this

or feel that you have few ideas,

it's time to rush to me Career Cen-

ter for an individual appointment.

Ifyou know what you want

to do, you will need to take the

next step.

It's time to start researching

organizations, writing your re-

sume, attending job fairs and net-

working with professionals.

How do you do all this?

Find out by attending the follow-

ing workshops:

Resume/Letter Writing,

Tues., November 7, 3:30 p.m.,

Lancaster 139.

Job Search Strategies,

Wednesday, November 15, 6

p.m., Lancaster 139

Interviewing Skills, Thurs-

day, November 16, 3:30 p.m.,

Lancaster 139.

It's a lot less overwhelming

if you take a "step-by-step" ap-

proach to your search. Set aside

time each week to complete one

career-related task.

That way, by the time you

graduate you will be ahead of the

game.

Good fuck to you and don't

hesitate to call the Career Center

at x2063 for that appointment.

Presidential Candidates' Platforms
KIM URANN
Editor-in-Chief

On Thursday, November 7,

2000, everyone in the nation (who

is of age) will have a chance to

voice their opinions about the

candidates, and they will vote.

Unfortunately, most of the

college crowd have to rely on ab-

Issues of Election for

Thurs, November 2

ABORTION
Parental Notification for

Minors

Banning Late-Term Abortions

Rape/Incest Only

Appointing Pro-Life Judges

INDIVJPUALMQHTS
Gay Rights

Affirmative Action

EDUCATION
School Vouchers

Organized Prayer in Schools

CRIME
Death Penalty

Constitutional Admendment

Banning Flag Burning

£UN CONTROL
Require Trigger Locks

Extend Waiting Period at Gun
Shows

Require Safety Course and

Photo License

HEALTH CARE
Medicare Coverage of

Prescription Drugs

Require HMOs to Treat

Medicare Patients

W^FARE/POVERTY
Tax Breaks for Hiring Welfare

Workers

Welfare for Legal Immigrants

Federally Funded Child Care

for Mothers on Welfare

IAoW
Flat Tax

Cut in Capital Gains Tax

Tax Credits for Stay-at-Homes

Parents

ENVIRONMENT
Protect Environment, Even if

it Costs New Jobs

sentee ballots before the races people before they get in the

even got going. booth.

Some, though, might be So, following is a list of the

making the commute to their major issues of this election and

hometowns to vote, and me issues what the two main parties's can-

the candidates are addressing chelates believe,

should be known to college

Democratic Candidate

AlGore

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Oppose

Strongly Favor

Strongly Oppose

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Favor

Republican Candidate

George Bush

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Somewhat Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Oppose

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Oppose

Strongly Favor

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Favor

Somewhat Favor

Strongly Favor

Strongly Favor

No Preference Strongly Oppose
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school to no;

The student was assaulted assaults, hazing, sex

duct and harassment

hall Unfortunately, I could find

no information re-garding this act are aad wham you're with at all

within 24 hours of the initial at- in my own research, times.

tack, asd has been issued a "tres- However, froni what I un- And above all, if you see a

pass letter" which essentially derstand, the act esse,utially states suspicious parson on this campus

slates that if the suspect enters the that the schoolt^H gated under and you don't think they belong

campus again, the suspect win he this act to notify the s.tudentbody here, do not be afraid to report

arrested on sight. as a safety measure. them to the police

Both Dean Pierson and To most of yc>u, this will That is what they are here

thief Lowe were confident in probably be unimportant. for.

stating that this was an "isolated This will never happen to If the student body can

incident" iene," you might tbml work together, men maybe we

Dean Pierson also stated I'm willing to bet that the can help-toprevent this from hap-

that the trespassing letter is not victim said the same thing too. pening again.

uncommon in cases tike these, But on die night that this pa-

Motivational Speaker James

Malenchak Visits Longwood
BRYSONM1NNIX

Staff Writer

Last week James
Malenchak returned to the

Longwood College campus to

speak before a captive audience,

literally, since all Greek affiliated

students were forced to attend the

assembly.

Malenchak is a graduate of

the University of Hawaii and is

currently Senior Partner in his

own investment firm in Beverly

Hills, California.

He is the author of From

College to the Real World and

contributor to the Chicken Soup

for the Soul series, including

Chicken Soupfor the Kid's Soul,

Chicken Soup for the Teenage

Soul, and Chicken Soup far the

College Soul. Malenchak was

also Campus Speaker of the Year

in 1999.

To find their seats, students

serpentined through ill-placed

tables and chairs in the banquet

room of the Dining Hall.

Malenchak had appeared

before at Longwood College with

what seemed to be the same for-

mat
He repeated die same inspi-

rational and motivational anec-

dotes as last year's address.

The content ofMalenchak *s

lecture, to impress upon students

the importance of combining in-

side ofschool education with out-

side of school education, was

nearly identical to that of Patrick

Combs, who spoke in Jarman Au-

ditorium the previous week.

He stressed the importance

of using the Career Center to pol-

ish resumes by saying, 'The bot-

tom line of a resume is to get your

foot in the door."

Most of his focus fell onjob

hunting.

According to Malenchak,

Usee questions perspective em-

ployers ask about interviewees are

"Do I like you?," "Can this per-

son handle difficult situations?"

and "How can you benefit me?"

Students were also keyed

onto two important things that

employers hate about inter-

viewees: showing up unprepared

and acting like they don't want the

position.

In order to separate them-

selves from the hoard of appli-

cants, Malenchak suggested

knowing clearly for what position

one is applying and the responsi-

bilities of that position.

He also suggested sending

a Thank-you card immediately

after leaving the interview.

The lecture concluded with

three ways to increasejob offers.

The first was utilizing the

Alumni Office and Career Cen-

ter.

Second, Malenchak sug-

gested creating a PLU, People

Like Us, list to create and increase

business contacts.

Finding an interest and

joining groups associated with

that interest is key to creating a

PLU list. The example he gave

was his membership in a basket-

ball league for businessmen.

The third and final sugges-

tion was to develop a seven-sec-

ond commercial to be used for

introductions. The commercial is

structured by saying "I am (Se-

niOT) at fLonywood College^

majoring in (English and Jour-

nalism) trying to (acquire a

summer internship at a major

EW

Dispelling the Myths:

Part 1
CATHY IAYNE
Student Health

Although I am new to the

Longwood campus, I have al-

ready learned many of the myths

circulated about Student Health.

The New Webster's Dictio-

nary defines myth as "any in-

vented story having no existence

in fact."

These myths are often

passed from student to student

and have continued for many
years.

With this and other articles

to come I hope to discuss several

ofthese myths and stop this cycle.

"I cannot get an appoint-

ment with Student Health."

The new scheduling sysem

has caused delight and disgust for

many. For those ofyou who have

remembered that appointments

are now necessary and have called

for one, I hope you have been

pleased with the response.

Since the beginning of the

semester, we have had no longer

than a one day wait time, with that

occurring only on a few occasions

due to afternoon overload.

For the most part, we have

been able to see each person the

same day. However, there contin-

ues to be students who expect to

walk in and be seen immediately

or that call late in the day hoping

to be seen right away that become

disgruntled by our response.

We would love to be able

to see everyone immediately, but

that doesn't make the other people

who have an appointment very

pleased.

We try hard to see each per-

son at his or her scheduled time

because we know time is very

precious, but we also may have

the occasional emergency that

causes a delay.

Often our waiting room is

empty. This can give the impres-

sion that we are not busy. The re-

ality is that we are on schedule

and that you should not have to

wait long.

To get an appointment you

just call x2102.

If our secretary is on the

line with someone else, you will

get the answering machine.

See MYTHS p.10

S.A.F.E.
Students Advocating a Fearless Environment (SAFE)
promotes many different programs on campus, inch

ing sexual assault awareness, self-defense training, a
pus walk project, women's shelter volunteering,

Take Back the Night, which will be held on Novi

ber 2 at 8:30 p.m. in the Grand Dining Room of i

Dining HaH

We will have speakers who will share their sexualraW
experiences. With US,

There will also be written Stories and poetry of sexi

assault that will be read aloud. T-shirts will also be ava

able that have been hand-painted by those who have 1

sexually assualted.

If you have been sexually assualted and would like

speak or submit any written work or if you have aw
questions, please feel free to contact Susanne

at x33fl> or e-mail her at sethomas@longwood.lwc.e«to .

Written work can also be submitted anonymously to

j

2564 .

As a survivor, know that you have the

power to change someone else's life in a
|

positive way.

•
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Book Review: Hannibal
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

fURVE OOOUTLD
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/. Tiww Fty/i 2. Stepping Out 3. Are Youfar Real

4. Get OffMy Back 5. Very Intense 6. Split Way

REBECCA BRYAN
Staff Writer

On Thursday, October 19,

author and motivational speaker

Patrick Combs spoke at Jarman
auditorium about academic suc-

cess.

Mr, Combs has appeared on

television shows such as Hard
Copy, Real TV, and national talk

shows, including Donahue, Good
Morning America, and Montel
Williams.

Patrick is a writer for the-

National Business Employment
Weekly, a subsidiary publication

of The Wall Street Journal.

Combs book, Major in Success,

is a best seller and won aNY Pub-

lic Library "Best Book' award.

Patrick described his ap-

pearance as "A revival to remind

students that they are not here for

good grades or to do weU on teste,

but they are here to make sure

they do what they want after

graduation."

He begins his revival by
having students clasp their hands

together. If the student's right

thumb was over their left then the

student was labeled smart. If the

student's left thumb overlapped

their right then the student was

labeled sexy. Patrick used another

ice-breaker and then began his

program.

Combs went from his small

hometown in Oregon to San Fran-

cisco State College, where he re-

ceived his degree in speech com-
munications. After discovering

the typical problems of adjusting

to college, Patrick went to his

mentor, who clued Combs into the

importance of doing the "unas-

signed homework."

The "unassigned home-
work" are the intangibles that the

college student is not graded on.

Holding a chair position in an or-

ganization, completing intern-

ships, possessing computer skills,

and discovering a mentor are

some examples of "unassigned

homework."

Combs used a role playing

exercise to emphasize his point

The audience was asked to stand

up and imagine mat they had all

applied for the same job. Combs
then went through the procedure

of asking questions to eliminate

the applicants who would not be

interviewed. Each applicant was
asked to sit down if they did not

meet certain requirements, such

as intern, hold a leadership posi-

tion, member ofa professional or-

ganization, compile a database, or

See COMBS p. 7

JESSICA CARTER
Staff Writer

The first time I saw the

movie, The Silence ofthe Lambs,

I loved it. This summer, I finally

got a chance to read the book by

Thomas Harris.

I also discovered that there

was now a sequel called

Hannibal. I knew that I had to

read it as well, to see how the

story continued.

Hannibal was written ten

years after the first book was pub-

lished. But, unlike some readers,

I had the advantage of reading

Hannibal only a few weeks after

I read The Silence ofthe Lambs.

The story begins seven

years after Hannibal Lecter has

escaped from prison and has had

a chance to make an entirely new
life.

Clarice Starling relied on

Lecter to help her solve the case

of Buffalo Bill back then and is

now a young FBI agent who has

yet to pull her life completely to-

gether since those events.

Not far into the book, the

FBI receives information from

Chief Investigator Rinaldo Pazzi,

of Italy, that Lecter may be liv-

ing in disguise in Florence, Italy,

and going by the name Dr. Fell.

As Dr. Fell, Lecter is liv-

ing his life to the fullest by go-

ing to plays and buying expen-

sive artwork which be has always

loved.

This news sparks the inter-

est of one of Lector's many vic-

tims, Mason Verger, who has

been plotting to get revenge by

torturing him to death.

Verger had been one of

Lector's patients and was drugged

and convinced to slice off his

face. Lector also proceeded to

break Mason's neck causing him

to be paralyzed and on a respira-

tor for the rest of his life.

While Verger wants tile op-

portunity to kill Lecter, Clarice

Starling is anxious for the chance

to meet with him again and get in-

side his mind.

Both do their share ofdetec-

tive work to get as much informa-

tion as possible in an attempt to

find Lecter.

I don't want to give anything

away, but I will say that Lecter

made it back to the States by mur-

dering Pazzi, tricking the Italian

police, and changing bis identity

once again.

He also managed to find

Starling and they had a very inter-

esting reunion, which leads to the

ending.

Once I reached the last

chapter, I found it very hard to put

die book down. It is definitely a

shocking and very unexpected

ending.

But you will have to read the

book to find out what happens, or

if you aren't too fond of reading,

wait for the movie to come out.

This Week in Lancer Productions

Combs Motivates Longwood Hope everyone had a won-

derful Halloween weekend.
This weekend Lancer Pro-

ductions will be showing the

movie V-571 at 5:30 p.m. and

8:00 p.m. in the ABC Rooms.

At 10:00 p.m., there will be

Karaoke in the CafeWe hope that

all of you not attending the Vir-

ginia Beach Leadership Confer-

ence this weekend will attend.

We have worked hard to

provide a great variety of enter-

tainment

If you have any sugges-

tions or comments about any
events, please feel free to stop by

the Lancer Productions office,

room 207, in the Student Union.

We also have an e-mail account,

Iancepro@longwood.lwc.edu, if

you would prefer to send infor-

mation there.

If you would tike to talk to

someone personally, but cannot

get by the office, you should call

atx2110.

Ifyou are interested in join-

ing Lancer Productions, we have

meetings every Monday at 6:30

p.m. in the "A" Room of the Stu-

dent Union. We hope that you had
a great and safe Fall Break.

* Counseling Center * Counseling Center *
Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are-

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons
students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety
To recover from trauma
To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster
Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule
an appointment.

Counseling Center 4* Counseling Center 4»
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PROPS:
+To the RECs for allowing the children of Farmville to

trick-or-treat in the dorms.

+To the Career Center for all their useful programs.

+To the Dining Hall for having cotton candy and

candy apples on Halloween.

DROPS:
-To the people who ransacked the distribution center in

the Student Union!

-To the registrar s office for not having the schedule up

until a week before registration.

-To all the departments for the lack of classes offered.

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda® longwood.lwc.edu

Graduate Studies-Program

Coordinators

This puzzle features the last names of

the coordinators within the Graduate

Studies Programs. If you have questions

about a particular graduate concentration,

these are the people that you talk to, or

stop by the Graduates Studies office.
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Movie Review: The Contender
JASON MSSABET

Staff Writer

I'm not a professional

movie critic. I don't watch mov-

ies and think of how many

thumbs up or thumbs down I want

to give them.

All I want when I go to a

movie, except maybe when I am

with a member of the female per-

suasion, is to just enjoy the

movie.

Since I did take a course

last semester in the analysis of

movies for my communications

minor, I should have a few things

to say about The Contender,

which was produced by Steven

Spielberg's studio, Dreamworks.

The basic storyline is that

the president of the United States,

Democrat Jackson Evans, por-

trayed by Jeff Bridges {Fabulous

Baker Boys and Arlington Road)

is in the process of selecting a

candidate to fill the office of vice

president due to the recent death

of his former running mate.

He selects Democratic

Senator Laine Hanson, played by

Joan Allen (Nixon and

Pleasantville). A congressional

committee headed by Republican

congressman Gary Oldman's

(JFK and Fifth Element) charac-

ter Shelly Runyon, must approve

his appointment ofHanson before

she can take office.

An uncovered sexual scan-

dal from Hanson's past plays a

major part in the problems that

Hanson has in earning the sup-

port of Runyon's committee.

In my research on the

Internet (http://

www.filmunUmited.co.uk/Print/

0,3858,4078585,OO.html), I

came across the controversy that

has risen from this Rod Lurie

film.

It has been accused of fa-

voring Democrats over the Re-

publicans, in its arguably villain-

ous portrayal of the Republican

character, Shelly Runyon, who is

out to destroy Democratic Sena-

tor Hanson's political career.

This controversy has arisen

seemingly due to the upcoming

presidential election.

Let them argue about

which political candidate Steven

Spielberg and Rod Lurie favor.

Like it really makes a difference.

I'm just going to tell you

about what Jason Passabet, a

Longwood College student,

thinks about this film.

I thought it pretty much

sucked.

This is probably due to the

fact that I have little to no inter-

est in politics. Fancy politicaljar-

gon was used throughout the

movie, and I had to keep turning

to my dad and asking him "What

does that word mean?"

The acting was tremendous

though, but I had no emotional at-

tachment to any of the characters.

In other words, I didn't care

what happened in the end. I was

even able to predict the ending

about 2/3 of the way through the

movie.

I sat uncomfortably in my

chair awaiting the big twist at the

end, and it happened, sort of.

The only problem was that

it was as if they just put the end-

ing in there to finish the movie off

because it's deadline was in five

- minutes.

Iranian terrorists could have

maliciously killed all of the char-

acters, and I would' ve thought it

was a better ending.

One of my more favorite

actors. Christian Slater, was in the

movie but I still have no clue who

he is and what his role in the movie

was.

I'll admit it; I'm not a fan

of politics. I like movies, though.

Perhaps my indifference

overwhelmed my hopefully objec-

tive judgment on The Contender,

but I don't think that this is the best

movie for a college student to go

out and spend $6 on.

CORl'd p. 6

work^ .xceLAtthe

end of the ftxeioie, theapplicant

pool had beentrimmed from over

two hundred to less than twenty.

pMock said that "most coi

lege students beliew that if I go

to college to get good grades,

have a reasonable major and get

my degree, get me the

[ticket to ride.**

Combs pointed out that

most students pick their major

based oa what's practical, anart,

or pay*** best He m& lie
most saccesfful people in the

world pick their job or major

fatttfi or wnat's cool."

Patrick asked the audience

r«ttbemajoringm wjhat" Wr»i*Kf Vri

vOu icre majoring in if money

didn't HJaHer?" He then

where there are positions available

in an internship, paying $6000, in

Silkon Valley, CA,
Aiffinafid iojiiifigffepttd

as well as a weekly allowance,

adding up to$1000, and week-end

exctttiksBs

Patrick's book, Major in

Success, i* oa tafc »a the

Longwood eoBfsjp Bookstore and

bfherme area bmtotorm- To find

out more mbeef Pattiek Combs,

ted hofne*i

teraships who dad not get a great

h He added that64% of iidfeXBS

Oe

: Thursday, November 9 at 7 p.m. in Lankford Ballroom

Student Organization for Disability Awareness
There will be a panel

discussion and fireside

chat

Susie Rood and Lonnie

Calhoun, moderated by Dr.

Theresa Clark

This will officially iumpstart SODA for the 0(W}1 school year!
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CAMPUS and COM]\

Friday Saturday Sunday
3rd 4th 5th

Virginia Beach

Leadership Conference

Studies Abroad

Organizational Meeting

Jarman26

@ 5:00 p.m.

LP Movie: U-571

inABC Rooms
5:30 & 8:00 p.m.

Stepping into Hip-Hop

Weekend Dance

Festival

Lancer Dance Studio

@ 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Cafe Night: Karaoke

in Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Virginia Beach

Leadership Conference

International

French Week

Stepping into Hip-Hop

Weekend Dance

Festival

Lancer Dance Studio

@ 12:30 -2:00 p.m.

Study Abroad

Pre-Departure

Orientation

in ABC Rooms

@ 1:00 -3:30 p.m.

Senior Voice Recital

by Nicole Petraitis

in Wygal

7:30 p.m.

LrT m fN OH Ttte fio* t>rTails

If you know of anything from birthdays, tc

meetings, to off-campus events—anythin<|
under the sun, let us know! Email us;

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Virginia Beach

Leadership Conference

International

French Week

Join the Running Club

Meet at the Kiosk

(front comer ofLankford)

multiple groups go out

to run in all directions

of all distances

and ability levels

@ 3:00 p.m.

American Music

Week Concert

in Wygal

7:30 p.m.

Depress

6

inLan

@6

Internati

Week Mo
tion: L

inLankfi

• @7

Panel S

Groun

inH

@6:30

RA Intet

in Ji

@7
orARC

U
@9:

Want to b

paper? <

Monday n

inTheRc

acros*

Pos

@9

Hi
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iday Tuesday

th 7th

Thursday

9th
ton Support

roup

caster 126

:30 p.m.

sonal French

vie Presenta-

? Chamhon
Ballroom

:00 p.m.

peakers on

d Combat
iner212

- 9:30 p.m.

est Meeting

iva Hut

00 p.m.

Third Floor

Hinge

00 p.m.

t a part of the

Home to our

ight meetings!

*tunda Office

; from the

tOffice

;15 p.m.

Election Day!

Go out and VOTE!

Special Dinner

in the Dining Hall

SACS Kickoff

by Dr. Stephen Keith

in Hull 132

@ 1:30 -3:00 p.m.

International

Interest Meeting

by Dr. Stephen Keith

in Hull 129

3:30 -4:45 p.m.

Resume / Letter Writing

Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

RA Interest Meeting

in Lankford A Room
@ 7:00 p.m.

or Cox Glass Lounge

@ 9:00 p.m.

American Music

Week Concert

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Cycling Club Meeting

If interested at all, come

and see what we are

all about

in Charlotte Room
8:30 p.m.

Flu Vaccination Clinic

in Lancaster 139

@ 1 1:30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.

Student Open Forum
in the Lankford Ballroom

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

RA Interest Meeting

in French Lobby

@ 7:00 p.m.

or Curry Room 3

@ 9:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in the Amelia Room

@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Sponsor your Lacrosse team here at Longwoo
Hosting a ruffle every day during November

(Tickets are $5 each)

Ifyour ticket is drawn Mon - Fri, you win $50

If it is drawn Sat - Sun, you win $75

Ifyou win, your ticket goes back in to win again

e-mail kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu if interested

i

MP Ml MR
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VIRUS cont'd p.l

ceptive to the virus* bat ex-

perts believe that it is because of

their [crows] large population."

Mosquitoes tend to remain

close to their homes, but migra-

tory birds cany the virus further

south each year.

Mosquitoes contract the vi-

rus from an infected bird and can

then transmit it to humans.

Despite detection of the in-

fected crow* Dr. Goodfriend does

not believe that the virus has got-

ten nuo the mosquito population.

There have been no con-

firmed cases anywhere ofhumans

catching thle West Nile River Vi-

rus from animals or from other

humans, but Dr, Goodfriend and

the Virginia DepartmentofHealth

advise against handling dead

birds.

If a bird which seems to

have been dead less than 24 hours,

eyes are not sunken and no mag-

gotsare seen, is found, please con-

tact the local health department.

On weekends of after nor-

mal business hours contact the

sheriffs department for removal.

The best prevention against

catching the virus is to take com-

mon sense measures to avoid be-

ing bitten by an infected mos-

quito.

To date there is no vaccine

for the West Nile River Virus.

MYTHS cont'd p.5

Leave a message or con-

tinue trying. Your message will

be returned promptly. If it is not,

we need to know so we can fix

the situation.

Remember that Mondays,

afternoons, and Fridays are diffi-

cult to get an appointment be-

cause of class schedules and folks

wanting to be well or getting sick

over the weekend. Always call

early in the day and have some

flexibility.

"Suzie went there and they

totally missed her diagnosis."

My first response to this is

simple: Tm sorry."

My next thought however

is a cardinal rule of medicine,

RE ME NT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES U I T I N

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses

mean more money
working for you.

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

fund can equal better performance. .

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then caB us.

We'H send you a free, easy-to-use expense cakulator so

you can see for yourself that no matter what your

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF

variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

to 0.34%.'

For decades, we've been committed to tow expenses,

superior customer service and strong performance.

Add it aB up and you'll find that selecting your

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

$215,000

t oft*. Tool.

, mdyWdBMiy
w»y.Tfcec>»t^pweM |)ie«eaMd fariHwifwepwpotetow^
and doe* not reflect actual performance, or predict f«h*e

rendu, of any TUX-CHEF account, or reflect luea.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it"

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete Wormation on our securities products, pleas* <jMlSOO.BA2 2nXm.S^OS,y3req^apto^maj^^Mi«mT\CBteh*/

before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly 2. 1 .40% ts a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund, 40% is

n» but txtfattualy at the bottom of, temutu^ ***-

utes'r/w CREF and TIM Real Estate vanabie annuities. • teachers Personal investors Services, Inc. rtstriOutes tfie Personal Annates variable

art^ component, mutual funds and tuition savings aoreemertts. • TIM arrt TIAA^REF Ufe insu^

annuities • TWA-CREf Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FtMC insured, may lose value and are

not bank guaranteed. O 2000 TlAA-CRff 08/03

"90% of the diagnosis is based on

the history." This leaves 90% of

the visit up to the student and 10%

up to me.

Often individuals fail to

give the whole history.

This history should include

these items: all symptoms, even

those from days ago, self-treat-

ments, known exposures, current

medications, which should in-

clude over the counter and herbal

products, chronic medical condi-

tions, past medical history, and

other items.

Ji any parts are left out of

the history, I may very well miss

the diagnosis.

My profession involves

putting a medical puzzle together.

The first piece and largest

is the history. Next I put the piece

representing the findings from my

exam. Then I place any special

tests I may order and finally, the

results of the treatment

If I am missing a piece, the

diagnosis may be incorrect. No
medical practitioner is perfect, but

what each of us does is very de-

pendent not only on ourselves, but

on the patient as well.

Ifwe miss something, come

and talk to us about it We learn

everyday, too.

The truth is that Suzie came

in for the sniffles, but when asked

forgot to say that her boyfriend

had mono a few weeks ago.

Of course the mono test

was not drawn for the sniffles.

That piece of the puzzle was miss-

ing and the end picture was not

correct. We strive for the best out-

come for our patients.

There are so many more

that I cannot possibly cover them

all in one article. I do hope to

cover more in the future.

Why am I doing this?

Because I continue to meet

individuals every week that spent

hundreds of dollars going to the

emergency room for simple prob-

lems that could have been ad-

dressed here for free, simply be-

cause they believe the myths.

One truth that circulates,

YES, you have already paid for

the service here. It is part of your

fees. So why not use it?

Come find out for yourself

how things are down here. Re-

member that Student Health is

being run differently this year.

Give us a chance and if you

aren't pleased tell us why. We are

YOUR service.

Our director, Pam Higgins,

welcomes feedback. She may be

contacted by phone x2402 or e-

mail at phiggins.

You can also contact me

directly and share feedback at

x24O0 or clayne.

More to come:

"They think everyone is

pregnant or has an STD."

"All they see over there are

colds."

"The people that work there

are inferior practitioners."

Lambda Iota Tau Eta Theta Chapterm
sponsoring a campus wide Poefay contest.

•Maximum length of two pagw Sfped, 12 point font

•Maximum of two subriMsloBf per person

•Open only to Longwood Faculty/Staff and Stadents

•Name, phone number, address, and e-mail address must be included

with the work (this mformatioQ will not be disclosed to m* judges)

•Submit poetry to Usa Scanner, secretary of English, Modem Lan-

guages, and Philosophy on IrotHootGraingerloom 104, by SiOOpm

on November 17, 2000

Poetry will be graded on creativity, originality, and style

••Prizes will be awarded**

JOSEPH cont'd p.l

yourself the entire time

you're a writer. There is no desti-

nation; the work contributes to

the answer." Then I ask them,

"Can you conceive of not doing

it?'"

She also stated the fact that

"if they don't have an audience,

then they feel that they have noth-

ing."

A writer who not only em-

braces her background as well as

her surroundings, Allison Joseph

was described by Dr. Challendcr

as being "the homegirl who
dreams the perfect dance partner."

This might have launched

her into the reading of some her

poems from the collection entitled

Soul Train^ for in her opinion "I

think all of us, deep within, want

to be soul train dancers."

She is a writer who finds in

herself that special creativity that

not only prompts her to write

from the heart, but the soul as

well.



Commuter Student Activities
CELESTE CARD

Stttf Writer

The office hours for each

executive board member have
been decided. They are posted on
the CSA News bulletin board in

the Commuter Student Lounge.

Phyllis Mable attended the

general meeting held on October

10th. She discussed possible re-

placements for Susan Monahan's

job as Coordinator of Commuter
Programs

Every year the Student

Government Association (SGA)
gives each student organization a

defined monetary amount for the

organization to use on an activity

that does not involve drinking.

The money allotted to the CSA
this year will be used on a day trip

for all commuters.

The CSA is willing to pay

$40 of the cost of the attendance

of the Virginia Beach Leadership

Institute for any executive board

member who would like to go.

Kendall Lee is looking into

the specifics for a new networked

printer for the lab, before a deci-

sion is to be made on whether or

not a new printer is needed.

The CSA is looking into

getting a philanthropy program.

They have not yet been assigned

a program, but we are looking into

Patrick Henry Boys and Girls

home for our project.

COME AND CELEBRATE
INTERNATIONAL FRENCH WEEK

AT LONGWOOO COLLEGE

Watch a French Movie:

"LECHAMBON"
In French with English

subtitles

Lankford Ballroom

Monday November 6

@7 p.m.

WE WANT YOU

!

Ifyou are considering applying to be an

RA, come to one of the meetings below,

where you will have a chance to interact

with current RA s, ask questions, and have

a great time!

Monday, November 6

7 p.m. - Java Hut

9 p.m. - ARC 3rd Floor Lounge

Tuesday, November 7

7 p.m. - Lankford RoomA
9 p.m. - Cox Glass Lounge

Thursday, November 9

7 p.m. - French Lobby

9 p.m. - Curry Room 3

Pick up your application on October 30, at any Resi-

dence Hall Front Desk, the Lankford Information

Desk, or the Residence Education and Housing Of-

fice in Lancaster. Applications are due to the Housing

Office by January 16, 2001, If you have any ques-

tions, contact Lisa Farinholt, Frazer REC, atx2514.

STUDENTTMCHWi
APPROVED Applicati

Deadlines

• Spring 2001

Closed

• Fall 200

1

December 8, 2000

• Spring 2002

April 27, 2001

APPROVED applicant must have completed the

interview process and have made any required

revisions. It is to the student's advantage to

complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:

804-395-2331

2001 SUMMER
PRACTICUM

MHIINe.HB6.2001

ECP Now Available at Student Health
STUDENTHEALTH

Emergency contraception,

also known as the "morning-af-

ter pill," is a way to reduce your

risk of pregnancy after having un-

protected sex.

You may need emergency

contraception (ECP) because you

had unplanned intercourse and

did not use a condom, you used a

condom and it broke or slipped

off, or you were forced to have

intercourse.

Emergency contraception,

used within 72 hows of any of

these events, can reduce your

chances of becoming pregnant by

75%.

After 72 bourse, the effec-

tiveness of ECP is dramatically

reduced.

Emergency contraception

can be done by any of three meth-

ods: combination oral contracep-

tive pills, progestin-only pills, or

insertion of an IUD.

Emergency contraception

using combination pills is avail-

able through Student Health. No
one is sure exactly how ECP
works, but it may work by stop-

ping ovulation. ECP will not in-

terfere with an already established

pregnancy.

It is not the "abortion pill."

Ifyou need emergency con-

traception, call Student Health at

x2102 or come in as soon as pos-

sible. When you meet with one of

our providers, we will do a brief

history, discuss your options, and

write a prescription for the medi-

cation you will need.

Most ECP is done using

Preven, a kit which includes a

pregnancy test, the medication

needed, and educational informa-

tion. This cost is approximately

$25, and the kit is available by

prescription only at local drug

stores.

ECP has few side effeettr

which include nausea and breast

tenderness. It is not intended to

be a regular birth control method

and will not protect you against

sexually-transmitted diseases.

ECP is one way to help in-

sure your future, but it is no sub-

stitute tor making responsible

choices about your sexuality.

For more information on

ECP or other health issues, call

Student Health and ask to speak

with one of our clinicians.
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by Michael Dean Ester
NACA Southeast Regional Conference. Winston-Salem, NC Oct. 5-7, 2000.

WW* * For Lancer Productions at Longwood College * *

We line up the dates and do the publicity

for every imaginable student activity.

We unlock the doors and set up the stages
and it's never about money or minimum wages.

We work hard because we know what our campus deserves -

stuff to do when books and classes get on our nerves.
Our college supports the fine work that we do.

You should see the office they gave us - no windows, no view.

It's hard to know what our school's really thinking.
They keep raising tuition, but our budget keeps shrinking.

It's a thankless job, but someone's got to do it.

We gathered at this conference to learn tips to get through it.

We book carnivals, casino nights, concerts, and events -

shows in the student center and functions in tents.
We bring home music and comedy and lectures, too,
And still people bitch that there's "nothing to do."

But the truth of our job at the end of the day
is that it's not about praise and it's not about pay.

We add to the quality of life at our schools.
The events that we program can be great learning tools.

The college experience goes on well after class.

And campus life with no programs would be a pain in the - butt.

Imagine if college were all about studies...

No events, arts, or culture to experience with your buddies.
Imagine if the programming board weren't here...

college would be high school- just with tuition and beer.

So when students see someone on the programming board,
they should thank God we're working or they would really be bored.

And the best way people can support what we do -

is SHOW UPat our events. Bring a friend, hey, bring two.

Professors do it for tenure, administrators for prudence.
But we bring this campus to life - for the good of gjl the students!!

Michael Dean Ester. CAMPUS COMIC! Neon Entertainment 800-993-NEON «

You can contact Lancer Productions at x2110 or at lancepro@longwood.Jwc.edu or

come to our meetings, Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in the "A
M Room of the Student Union.

mm



by Michael Dean Ester
NACA Southeast Regional Conference. Winston-Salem, NC Oct. 5-7, 2000.

W^P * For Lancer Productions at Longwood College * *

We line up the dates and do the publicity

for every imaginable student activity.

We unlock the doors and set up the stages
and it's ne\/er about money or minimum wages.

We work hard because we know what our campus deserves -

stuff to do when books and classes get on our nerves.
Our coHege supports the fine work that we do.

You should see the office they gave us - no windows, no view.

It's hard to know what our school's really thinking.
They keep raising tuition, but our budget keeps shrinking.

It's a thankless job, but someone's got to do it.

We gathered at this conference to learn tips to get through it.

We book carnivals, casino nights, concerts, and events -

shows in the student center and functions in tents.
We bring home music and comedy and lectures, too,
And still people bitch that there's "nothing to do."

But the truth of our job at the end of the day
is that it's not about praise and it's not about pay.

We add to the quality of life at our schools.
The events that we program can be great learning tools.

The college experience goes on well after class.

And campus life with no programs would be a pain in the - butt.

Imagine if college were all about studies...

No events, arts, or culture to experience with your buddies.
Imagine if the programming board weren't here...

college would be high school- just with tuition and beer.

So when students see someone on the programming board,
they should thank Sod we're working or they would really be bored.

And the best way people can support what we do -

is SHOW UP a\ our events. Bring a friend, hey, bring two.

Professors do it for tenure, administrators for prudence.
But we bring this campus to life - for the good of ajl the students!!

V" Michael Dean Ester. CAMPUS COMIC! Neon Entertainment 800-993-NEON 5

You can contact Lancer Productions at x2110 or at lancepro@longwood.lwc.edu or

come to our meetings, Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in the "A" Room of the Student Union.

m



Women's S
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood won six

matches in the list two weeks.

Three were away games
played against Mount Olive
(NC), on October 16; Lenoir-

Rhyne (NQ, on October 18; and
Coker (SQ, on October 21.

The other half were home
games against Erskine (SC), on

October 23; Shippensburg CPA),

on October 25; Barton (NC), on

October 28.

At Mount Olive, LC got

three goals from senior Erin

Hirschi/Salem HS-Virginia

Beach ~ her first "hat-trick" of die

season - and one goal each from

classmate Amina Bayou/W.T.

Woodson HS along with fresh-

men Holly Belcher/Hickory HS
and Gina Powell/Elizabeth Seton

(MD) HS.

Powell also added two as-

sists, while Bayou contributed

one assist.

Lancer senior keeper Amy
Kennedy/Western Albemarle HS
preserved the shutout with one

save.

6-0.

The Lancers won the game

At Lenoir-Rhyne, LC got a

goal and an assist from sopho-

more Irene Vlasidis/James River

HS, and led 2-0 at the intermis-

sion during the match.

Others scoring included

Hirschi (goal), junior

Melodie Massey/Floyd E.

Kellam HS (goal), and

freshman Phoebe
Munson/Tallwood HS
(goal). Sophomores Mia
Capps/Kempsvilie HS,
Brooke Cooper/Norfolk

Collegiate HS, and Rigel

Lockett/North Stafford

HS — each added an as-

sist

Kennedy preserved

her eighth shutout this fall

with five saves. The final

score was 4-0.

At Coker, LC got

goals from seniorAmanda
Stombaugh/Park View
HS, along with Belcher,

Munson, and freshman

Erin Kennedy/Western

Albemarle HS.

Munson, Bayou,

Massey, Vlasidis, and

freshman Rachel Krekorian/

Kempsville HS each contributed

assists.

. Amy Kennedy made two

saves.

The Lancers took the game

at 4-1.

Against Erskine, LC got

second-half goals from Erin
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Kennedy and Munson, while

Stombaugh assisted on each tally.

Amy Kennedy made six saves as

the hosts outshot the Flying Fleet

17-8. The final score was 2-0.

Against Shippensburg, LC
led just 2-1 at the intermission

before Hirschi posted a second-

half "hat-trick" with three goals -

- her second such effort

this season.

The Lancers also

got goals from sopho-

more Irene Vlasidis and

Munson, while sopho-

more Mia Capps along

with freshmen Holly

Belcher and Gina

Powell each had assists.

Amy Kennedy
made 12 saves as the

hosts outshot the Red

Raiders 24-16.

Kennedy also was

credited with an assist.

The Lancers won at 5- 1

.

Against Barton,

LC got two goals from

freshman Phoebe

Munson/Tallwood HS,

and senior Erin Hirschi/

Salem HS-Virginia

Beach added a goal as

well.

Freshman Erin Kennedy/

Western Albemarle HS contrib-

uted an assist, while senior keeper

and sisterAmy Kennedy/Western

Albemarle HS made nine saves en

route to posting her school-record

10th shutout this season. The

Lancers won 3-0.

Through 19 regular season

matches, Munson leads Long-

wood in scoring with 12 goals and

four assists for 28 points (1.47).

Munson is followed by

sophomore Brooke Cooper (12g,

2a) with 26 points ( 1 .73), Hirschi

(lOg, 2a) with 22 points (1.47),

junior Melodie Massey (3g, 10a)

'with 16 points (0.84), Vlasidis

(3g, 8a) with 14 points (0.74),

along with Stombaugh (4g, 3a)

and Erin Kennedy (Sg, la) each

with II points (0.58).

- Cooper, unfortunately, is

lost for the remainder of the sea-

son with an injured knee.

. Amy Kennedy has played

1654 minutes, allowing 15 goals

(0.82) with 1 1 8 saves for an .887

save percentage and the 10 shut-

outs.

A Longwood win in the

conference tournament

quarterfinal would advance the

Lancers into this weekend's semi-

finals ami championship, Novem-

ber 3-4, in Wilson, N.C. at tour-

ney host Barton College.

Longwood Men's and

Women's Soccer Makes

CVAC Tournament 2000
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

The Longwood College

men's and women's soccer teams

have qualified for the 2000

CVAC Soccer

Tournament
October 31-

November 5.

The
Lancer women
(13-5 overall,

9-2CVAC) are

the #3 seed

and hosted #6

seed Erskine

(SC),(10-7,6-

5) for a

quarterfinal

match Tuesday, October 31, at 2

p.m. on Lancer Field in

Farmville.

The Lancer men (10-5-2

overall, 6-4-1 CVAC) are the #5

seed and will play at #4 seed and

Barton (NC), (10-7-1, 7-3-1) for

a quarterfinal match Wednesday,

November 1, at 2 p.m. in Wilson,

NC.
The

CVAC Tour-

nament semi-

finals and

champion-
ships fee both

men and

women will

be this week-

end, Novem-
ber 3-5, in

Wilson, NC at

tournament
host Barton

College.

Queens (NC), (10-6-1, 9-2)

is the #1 seed for the men's tour-

nament, while Pfeiffer (NC) (13-

5, 10-1) is the #1 seed for the

women's tournament.
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SPORTS
Madness Breaks Out At LWC

JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor

The madness has finally

caught on here at Longwood Col-

lege. Lancer Hall was rocking

October 1 8, as Longwood held its

2nd annual Midnight Madness
celebration in honor of the up-

coming men and women's basket-

ball season.

Lancer Hall was packed in

anticipation of introductions of

the Lancer Basketball teams as

well as the contests that went on

throughout the night.

The night began with a

beautiful rendition of the Na-

tional Anthem, sung by Jes-

sica Jones. Throughout the

night, there were numerous

contests and giveaways.

Among the contests

was the Dizzy Bat contest, in

which the contestants had to

run down the court, spin

around the bat 10 times, and

then run back down to the

other side and make a lay- up.

It wasn't as easy as it sounds

- let's just leave it at that.

Another event was
Musical Hoops- Basketball's

version of musical chairs.

This event was for Fraterni-

ties and Sororities. There was

a contestant from each Fra-

ternity and Sorority compet-

ing in the event.

There was also the

Blindfolded Shootout. Each

contestant had a member of the

men and women's basketball team

help him or her find the hoop and

sink the shot. The first one to

make a shot was the winner.

There were also perfor-

mances by the Longwood Cheer-

leaders and the Longwood Com-
pany ofDancers - and what lovely

performances they were. There is

nothing quite like a pyramid of

beautiful ladies.

The Dance Team's perfor-

mance was extremely entertain-

ing as well. The packed crowd at

Lancer really got into it.

The main point of the night,

though, was to introduce the new
Lancer Basketball Teams to the

students and faculty.

The team introductions

were followed up by two short

scrimmages by each team. Al-

though the scrimmages were

short, there were some exciting

moments and some great high-

lights.

Also, the students were able

Photo by Kevin Bopp

to get their first glimpse of

standout transfer Colin Ducharme

in action.

There is a lot of hype sur-

rounding both teams this year,

which made Mulnight Madness

that much more exciting.

There was also a Three

Point Shootout and a Slam Dunk
Contest for the entertainment of

the students.

Colin Ducharme from the

men and Leigh Farmer from the

women won the contest.

Ducharme edge Jason Pryor in the

individual scoring, making 15

compared to Pryor's 14.

Following the shootout was

the always - exciting Slam Dunk
Contest. Competing were
Ducharme, Isaac Lartey, Jay

Louden, and Marek Zielinski.

Louden emerged victorious

with many emphatic and thunder-

ous jams, bringing the crowd to

its feet.

All throughout the night

were $2,500 shootouts. TTw shots

the contestants had to make
were ridiculous though. Ei-

ther the person had to make

2 out of 3 half court shots

or make a lay-up, a free

throw, a three pointer,AND
a half court shot in a cer-

tain amount of time. One
contestant did come close

though; just missing the fi-

nal half court shot.

All contestants did

walk away with some kind

of prize though, whether it

be a shirt .video, or CD.

At Midnight one

lucky student had the

chance for a $10,000 shot,

but she has to choose one

spot on the court and make

a shot in each hoop from the

| one shot - almost impossible

I '; odds.

She gave it her best

effort but unfortunately was

not able to come away with the

$10,000.

All in all, it was a fun and

exciting night for students who
were looking forward to the up-

coming season, looking for some

fun, or just looking for a reason

not to do their homework.

Hopefully the crowd at

Lancer Hall will be as excited dur-

ing the games this year as they

were at Midnight Madness.

Lancers Place Third at ECAC Championships
mULLYON

Sporti Information

Longwood shot a 317-306-

623 to finish third among 13

teams attheECAC Women's Gotf

hampiooslups October23-24 in

Frederick,MB. NCAA Division

I Haftf*d<CN) won the tourna-

ment wim a score of 616.

LC was led by freshman

Hlen Befj/Unkoping,

Sweden who finished tied

for fourth with a score of 78-74-

>2, Classmate Mary MiHage^

smote, Ontario finished in

ninth with a total of 79-77-156.

Junior Vicki Matkovicfa's/

Wheeling Park(WV)HS finished

tied for 10th witfr a 81-76-157,

and local senior Mandy Beamed
Nottoway HS shot Sl-79-160 to

finish tied for 16th.

Freshman Katie Ladowicz/

Homewood-Ftesimoor (EL) HS
finished the tournament tied for

20th with a 79-83-162. The scores

by Berg, Millage, and Ladowicz

represent their respective career

bests at Longwood,

Through the fail tourna-

ments, Longwood was led by

ma
Berg with a 77.70 scoi

ag«, Matkovich was m
78.54 average, folk

Beamer with a 78.82

Milage with an 80.55

and Ladowicz with an 85.18 av-

erage. The team's overall scoring

average was 316.09.

This was ti» last

meat of the fall season for ae
Lancers. They will begin tiife

spring season on February 28-29

atPtnehurstO^matauraaffleBt

co-hosted by the College of

Charleston and North Carolia*-

Wilmington.

Farmville's

Best Kept Secret is...

ILLUSI0NS...F0R Y0URSBNSUAL SIDE

Located on South Street behind Macado's

Lingerie, Books, Novelties, Body Oils

1 0% off with a college ID

Open 10-6 Tuesday - Saturday

Basketball Preseason Selections

Men's
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Nem Sovic, (Pfeiffer Uni-

versity) the 1999-2000 CVAC
Player of the Year, leads this

year's CVAC preseason all-con-

ference selections.

Additional returning all-

conference performers Dan
Tollins (Lees McRae College)

and Nelson Joseph (Anderson

College) help compose an expe-

rienced group.

Newcomers include: Colin

Ducharme (Longwood), JR
Gamble (Queens), and Shawn
Hobson (St. Andrews).

Ducharme is a 6-9, 250-

pound forward-center who has

transferred to Longwood from the

University of Virginia for his fi-

nal season of eligibility.

He garnered honorable

mention, All-ACC Freshman

Team accolades following the

1996-97 season. Ducharme, a

graduate student-athlete at Long-

wood, is expected to be one of the

premier big men in all of Divi-

sion II this year.

Preseason All-CVAC Men's

Basketball Team Nem Sovic,

Pfeiffer University Nelson Jo-

seph, Anderson College JR
Gamble, Queens College Shawn

Hobson, St Andrews Dan Tollins,

Lees McRae College Colin

Ducharme (Gr., F-C, 6-9, 250),

Longwood College.
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Women's
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

ShemJria Reid (Barton), the

1999-2000 CVAC Player of the

Year, leads the preseason CVAC
all-conference selections.

Returning all-conference

selection Felicia Hallums (Lime-

stone) joins newcomers Nikki

Herron (Belmont Abbey), Missy

Mullis (Queens) and Leigh

Farmer (Longwood).

Farmer is a 6-0 sophomore

center who averaged 10,4 ppg.

and 7.0 rpg. a year ago for the 20-

9 Lancers, CVAC regular season

and conference tournament run-

ners-up.

She shot 55.1% from the

field while also handing out 40

assists along with 34 blocks and

32 steals.

Preseason All-CVAC
Women's Basketball Team
Shemkia Reid, Barton College

Nikki Herron, Belmont Abbey
College Missy Mullis, Queens
College Felicia Hallums, Lime-

stone College Leigh Farmer (So.,

C, 6-0), Longwood College

«m am



SPORTS
Soccer Team Enters Tournament on a Roll

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

The Lancers won three of

their five games of the past two
weeks, defeating CVAC oppo-

nents Mount Olive (NC) 3-0,

October 16; Cokpr (SQ 2-1, Oc-
tober 21 ; Shippensburg (PA) 7-2

October 25 in between losses to

CVAC foes Erskine (SC) 6-3

October 23 and Barton (NQ 2-1

October 28.

At Mount Olive, LC got

goals from junior Andy Plum/

Brentsville HS, sophomore Trey

Nichols/Lloyd C.

Bird HS, and fresh-

man Shawn Spilman/

Oak Hills (OH) HS.

Senior Scott

Hopson/Brentsville

HS contributed an as-

sist on Spilman's tally.

Lancer standout jun-

ior keeper John

Kennedy/Norfolk
Catholic HS pre-

served his eighth

shutout this fall with

three saves. The

stingy Longwood de-

fense has allowed just eight goals

in 13 matches this fall.

At Coker, LC got second-

half goals from junior Josh

Powell/Gar-Field HS and sopho-

more Mark Connelly/Fauquier

HS, while senior Juan Bernedo

JrVHayfield HS and Spilman each

added an assist. Kennedy made

two saves.

Against Shippensburg, LC
led 4- 1 at halftime and never was

threatened during the contest as

juniorAndy Plum/Brentsville HS
scored a career-best four goals ~

two during each half.

The Lancers also got two
goals from freshman Shawn
Spilman/Oak Hills (OH) HS and

one tally from junior Steven

Collett/Western Branch HS.

Spilman also had an assist,

as did senior Juan Bernedo JrV

Hayfield HS, junior Jay Yount/

CD. Hylton HS, sophomore Mark
Connelly/Fauquier HS, and fresh-

man Charles McCormick/Stone-

wall Jackson HS.

Junior keeper John
Kennedy/Norfolk Catholic HS
played 68 minutes and made three
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saves, while sophomore Whit

Morris/Douglas Freeman HS
played 22 minutes with five stops.

Against Barton, the contest

was tied 1-1 at the intermission

before the Bulldogs tallied the

eventual game-winner early in the

second half.

LC got its goal from Collett,

assisted by Plum. Kennedy made

three saves for the Lancers who

outshot BC 15-5. A win would

have kept the Lancers home for

the conference tournament

quarterfinals.

Erskine stopped a five-

match winning streak. The Lanc-

ers led 2-0 at the intermission,

and 3-0 early in the second half

before the Flying Fleet tallied six

goals over the final 42:36 ~ the

last 30:5 1 with LC playing a man
down due to a red card.

The hosts had allowed only

nine goals all season during the

previous 14 contests. LC got

goals from senior Scott Hopson/

Brentsville HS, Collett, and

Connelly.

Yount added an assist,

while Kennedy made six saves.

Through 17

regular season

matches, Plum con-

tinues to lead Long-

wood in scoring with

10 goals and five as-

sists for 25 points

(1.47).

Plum is fol-

lowed by Spilman

(7g, 2a) with 16

points (0.94),

Connelly (4g, 5a)

with 13 points (0.76),

Hopson (5g, 2a) with

12 points (0.75), and

Collett (5g, la) with 11 points

(0.65). Kennedy has played 1448

minutes, allowing 15 goals (0.93)

with 73 saves for an .830 save

percentage and eight shutouts.

Kennedy ranked #4 nation-

ally in goals against average

through October 22.

A Longwood win in the

conferencetournament
quarterfinal would advance the

Lancers into this weekend's semi-

finals and championship, No-

vember 4-5, in Wilson, NC at

tourney host Barton College.

GolfTeam Places Fifth and Seventh in Tourneys
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Field Hockey Continue

Catawba (NC) 4-0, completing a

regular season record of 13-5.

These 13 wins during the

regular season equal the most by

the program since beginning

NCAA Division B competition in

1982.

The Lancers have earned a

#2 seed for the 2000ECAC Field

Hockey Championships Novem-

ber 4-5 in East Stroudsburg, PA,

LC will faee#3 seed Assumption,

MA during anECAC semifinalon

November 4 at 2 pm
Against Mansfield, LC^ot

goals from senior Heather

Kinstler/Tallwood HS, junior

Megan O'Day/Annandale HS,

and freshman Julie Winslow/

Falmouth (MA) HS.

Sophomore Emily

Prothero/Princess Anne HS con-

tributed two assists, while junior

Cheryl Andrukonis/W.T.

Woodson HS added one assist.

Lancer junior keeper Stephanie

Potter/North Kingston (RT) HS
had 13 saves.

At East Stroudsburg, LC
only trailed 1-0 at the half but al-

lowed three second-half goals.

Potter made 14 saves in the

match.At Catawba, LC was paced

by junior Cheryl Andrukonis/

W.T Woodson HS who scored

Freshman Erin Sixsmith/

West Potomac HS assisted on the

goal. In the second half, senior

Heather Kinstler/Tallwood HS
scored on an assist from fellow

senior Claire Reyes/Iaflwood HS

.

Andrukonis men scored the final

goal of the match off an assist

from freshman Monique Shelton/

Albemarle HS. Junior

Stephanie Potter/North

Kingston (RT) HS played 59 min-

utes and male four saves, before

being spelled by classmate Laura

Eynon/Midlothian HS, who
played the final 11 minutes mak-

ing one save.

Through me regular season,

Baylor leads the team in scoring

with 14 goals and seven assists for

35 points. Andrukonis is second

with 10 goals and 11 assists for

31 pants. Next is Kinstler (7g,

3a) with 17 points, followed by

Julie WinslowWest Falmouth

(MA) HS (7g) with 14 points.

Potter has played 1,163

minutes, allowing 32 goals (1.93

gaa) with 156 saves for a .830

save percentage.

A Longwood win in the

ECAC semifinal would advance

the Lancers into die Champion-

ship November 5 at I p.m. for the

second-sttaight year.

Andrukonis Named
Domino s Player of the Week

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood field hockey

standout Cheryl

Andrukonis/Fairfax-W.T.

Woodson HS has been

selected as the Long-

wood/Domino's 'Player

of the Week* for the pe-

riod of Oct. 25-31.

The weekly Lancer

honorees are chosen by

the College's sports information

office.

Andrukonis, a forward,

scored two goals during a 4-0

Longwood triumph at Catawba

(NC.) Oct. 26 to complete the

regular season.

She finished the regular

season second on the team in scor-

ing with 10 goals and 11 assists

for 31 points (1.72).

Andrukonis
helped the Lancers to a

13-5 record and their

third-straight invitation

to theECAC Division B
Field Hockey Champi-

onship

LC will play As-

o sumption (Mass.) in a

semifinal match Saturday, Nov. *,

at 2 p.m. in East Stroudsburg, Pa..

TheECAC Championship contest

will be played Sunday, Nov. 5, at

1 1 am. in Pennsylvania.

Cheryl is the daughter of

Robert Andrukonis of Fairfax and

is majoring in history.
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Ru-486, Where are You?
UZ RICHARDS
Asst. News Editor

Unless you have been liv-

ing under a rock, you know that

there is a great deal ofhoopla over

the new abortion pill, Ru-486.

On September 28, 2000, the

U.S. Food and Drug Administra-

tion (FDA) okayed the distribu-

tion of the abortion pill to certain

clinics.

Since more than 50% of

Longwood's population is female,

it was only fitting that the news-

paper cover a story concerning a

woman's right to choose.

Ru-486, also known as

Mifepristone, is a drug that blocks

a hormone called progesterone

that is needed for pregnancy to

continue.

Ru-486, when used in con-

junction with another medicine

called mistoprostol, is used to end

an early pregnancy. (49 days or

less since your last menstrual

cycle.)

This pill is not being sup-

plied to every abortion clinic and

health care provider in America,

as there is a certain criteria treat-

ment centers must meet before

being authorized to administer

Ru-486.

The pill will not be avail-

able in pharmacies or over the

Internet, nor will every doctor

across the country be able to pre-

scribe the drug.

Doctors must have the abil-

ity to date pregnancies accurately

and to diagnose tubal pregnan-

cies. Doctors must also be quali-

fied to provide necessary surgery,

or have made arrangements for

any necessary surgery.

Doctors must ensure that

women have access to medical fa-

cilities for emergency care, and

must agree to responsibilities

such as dispensing the Medica-

tion Guide and reporting any ad-

verse side effects to the sponsor.

As of right now there is no

place on campus, or in the town'

of Farmville to pick up Ru-486.

This is mainly due to the

fact that these facilities do not

meet the standards in order to

supply the medication to the pub-

lic. Ifyou are planning on obtain-

ing this pill for yourself, the clos-

est places to go are the Medical

College ofVirginia (MCV) at the

Virginia Commonwealth Univer-

sity campus, and the health cen-

ter on the University of Virginia

campus.

In order to obtain Ru-486,

a woman who is in the early

stages of her pregnancy must go

on a series of visits to her physi-

cian.

At the first visit, a woman
receives a guide that informs her

about how the medication works,

possible side effects, etc.

She then signs a consent

form, and is given a dose of

mifepristone under the guide of

her clinician.

At the second visit, which

is three days later, the woman re-

ceives another dosage of 400 mil-

ligrams. Fourteen days later she

returns to her doctor for a follow-

up.

Many women are being ad-

vised not to take this pill due to

the potentially dangerous side ef-

fects. It's recommended that you

do not take Ru-486 if:

•It has been more than 49

days since your last menstrual

cycle

•You have a tubal preg-

nancy

•You have an intrauterine

device (IUD) in place

•You have problems with

See PILL p. 4

sion has been under stud

proved in 1999.

Ye do not see appropri-

ate competition in the sport (Wres-

tling) relative to the institutions

and possible conference

affliatsons we have targeted in our

athletic future," said Lemish, *1

sincerely regret ever having to

discontinue a sport; however, we

wffladd men's asd women's cress

country by 2002, giving us a net

w ofone sport and meelttff the

AA Division I minimum ofU

further emphasized

BUfrent wrestlers

with any wrestler to

transfer to other institutions offer-

ing wrestling as an totercoUegkse

sport.

Coach Newell said, "1 am
disappointed, but I understand the

reasons for this decision. Right

now I am interested in helpingmy
wrestlers determine the best tor

(heir futures."

White not willing

tify institutions, Lemish ii

mat he has been advised these are

other Division 1 programs in the

region also reviewing the status

of their wreF

Adopt-an-Angel

G.I.V.E. with Ellen Masters
MAR1SSA CLARK

Guest Writer

BRYSONMINNDC
Opinion Editor

The computer is turned on

and to the elation of the user the

speakers chirp "You've got mail."

Is it your test grade? A pick-me-

up from your mother?

Maybe your out-of-town

girlfriend telling you she's com-

ing in for the weekend?

No. It's a five-page e-mail

from Ellen Masters. It gets de-

leted, without being read, white

you're wondering "Who is this

woman and how can she find so

much to say?"

Ellen Masters is in her

fourth year as coordinator of die

GJ.V.E. office and she finds a lot

to say because she's practically

giddy about her job.

When talking to Ellen about

her job, the Longwood graduate

beams a smile and proudly ex-

claims, "I have the best job on

campus."

GJ.V.E., Group and Indi-

vidual Volunteer Efforts, provides

students opportunities to volun-

teer their services, mostly time

and effort, to those in the

Farmville area.

The GIVE, mission states

that the "purpose ofG.LV.E is to

positively affect the Longwood

community by promoting and en-

hancing campus-based commu-

nity service and service-learning.

The goal of the GJ.V.E. Program

is to enable students to help oth-

ers white incorporating service

into the learning component of

their classroom experiences."

Elten began working with

the G.I.VJE. Program as a graphic

design student recruited by the

past coordinator to create a ban-

ner for the program. She contin-

ued working with the program

and was a big sibling twice. After

that, she was hooked on giving.

Ellen points out that

G.I.V.E. "wants students to have

fun but at the same time get prac-

tical information." She adds,

"When students are out [there]

doing service, they are getting

more than giving."

The G.I.V.E. Program of-

fers a wide array of volunteer op-

portunities to suit any interest.

There are youth recreation

and education programs like Boy/

Girl Scouts, Make a Child Smite,

Big Sibling Program, Head Start,

and Mothers of Preschoolers

(MOPS).

Students can work with

adult education, like S.T.EPS., or

See GIVE p. 10

Last week marked the be-

ginning of Angel Tree, a school-

wide program designed to help

those less fortunate than we to

have a happier holiday season.

Every year the Peer Help-

ers sponsor this growing tradition,

beginning with the adoption of

over 300 "angels."

These "angels" are people

local to the Farmville area, rang-

ing in age from infant to elderly.

Some of these individuals

may not have other family mem-

bers to spend the holidays with,

while others just may not have the

extra money to buy gifts for them-

selves or their children.

When adopting an angel,

Longwood students, faculty, and

staff agree to spend approxi-

mately $5-$l 5 and buy a gift for

an individual they have chosen,

and bring it wrapped to a Peer

Helper before December 1.

After all the gifts have been

collected, the members of the Peer

Helper organization will deliver

the gifts to their recipients with

the help of various community or-

ganizations such as CrossRoads

and Eldercare.

This tradition has been go-

ing on for 12 years now, and un-

der the supervision ofBevin Rice,

this year's Angel Tree coordina-

tor, the Peer Helpers plan to make

the Angel Tree a bigger success

than last year.

With the help awl support

of the Longwood community, this

can be accomplished.

So come to the Dining Hall

all this month during lunch and

dinner, and adopt an angel.

Ifyou are short on cash and

still would like to participate, en-

courage your organizations or

your hall to do so.

This is die season for giv-

ing, and with your support we can

make this holiday season a little

happier for others.



I have decided that I will stay

in college for one more year than

I really need to.

So why, you might ask, would

I being doing something like this

which seems like a strange idea?

Well, I could give you some

very obscure thoughts abouthow
I want to raise my intellectual

level or how I enjoy the commu-

nity and the town of Farmvi lie.

These things, however, seem

incongruent to past editorials

which show my actual attitudes.

But, no, I will not give these

reasons because I still believe that

honesty is the best policy.

I am terrified of the real

world.

This is only my third year

here, but still I have planned to

be a fifth year senior.

I don't want to leave the com-

fort of school and be forced to

enter a condition of slave labor in

some random place that probably

won't even have a 401(k).

This troubles me greatly; the

concept of working and getting

paid for it are not foreign ideas,

but I don't have to like them.

In fact, if I had my way,

which I rarely do, I would be one

of those wonderfully dapper per-

sons who do nothing but take

classes, write essays, and

occasionally give a lecture and

live for their evening brandy and

cigar.

Dapper, however, is not the

word that people usually use to

describe me. Tacky, mean-spir-

ited, and politically incorrect are

definitiey words used to describe

me, and usually once or twice a

day.

So, my dream idea would not

only be insensible, but quite

unaffordable in the United States.

People who call me realistic,

though, I totally agree with, and

this has also influenced by rea-

soning for wanting to stay in

school as long as possible.

I am a woman. I know that

being a woman brings certain

problems, the biggest of which

being that it will be difficult for
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me to get a job or a job where I

make as much money as I am
qualified to make.

As a woman, I will have to

accept lower pay and discrimina-

tion. Naturally, I don't want to

accept these things, but there will

be both those things.

Women in today's work force

make $0.74 for every dollar a man

makes. No matter how much the

feminist movement has helped, it

obviously hasn't been enough.

Not only will I be making less

money, but I will also be passed

over for promotions when I begin

to have children, and there is even

the possibility that I will not be

hired because of the fact that I

have a uterus and ovaries.

Those two things are the only

difference between me and some-

one who might or might not be as

qualified.

So all of this boils down to

why I am staying at college longer

than I need to.

Of course, this will be a drain

on my family and on myself once

I finally graduate, but for now I

think it is the best course of ac-

tion.

Investments, credit cards,

mortgage payments: these are not

things I want to be worrying about

in the near future.

Besides all these reasons,

though, I really have fun at school,

and I know that will all end once

I leave. People forget to write, and

everyone drifts apart.

The party is over when you

graduate, folks, whether you re-

alize it or not.

So enjoy what you got now.

Kim Urann

Editor-in-Chief

Belated Thanks for Students
Dear Rotunda:

I would like to take a minute

to thank all the students on cam-

pus who put their time, money,

and heart into planning Hallow-

een festivities for our community

kids.

Every year I bring my son on

campus for trick or treat, and ev-

ery year he has a wonderful time.

Many students go out of their

way with scary halls, costumes,

and lots of candy.

I would like for them to know

how much I appreciate what they

do for our community.

Of course, Longwood stu-

dents contribute to the Farmville

community all year long through

different avenues.

Please allow me to say a big

"Thanks." I think students who
give so much deserve some
"props."

Linda Eanes

Circulation/Reserve

Longwood College Library

R-E-S-P-E-C-T for Speakers
Dear Rotunda,

Ijust wanted to express some

concern that I had last week when

I attended James Malenchak's

speech on how to be successful

in the real world.

As a Junior at Longwood, I

have learned that it is important

to appreciate the speakers that are

invited to speak on our campus.

Many others, however, obvi-

ously do not agree with me, and I

am sorry to say that I was humili-

ated last week while James

Malenchak was speaking.

Students all across the room

were talking and laughing while

our guest speaker was trying to

talk over them.

1 was especially embarrassed

when he had to call us out for talk-

ing, and invited anyone who
wished, to speak onto the plat-

form.

He also told the audience that

if we wished to leave then he

would not be offended.

Well, I was offended that that

had to even take place. He should

not have had to ask us to be quiet.

I know that some speakers are

not very exciting, and I also know

that many organizations require

their members to attend such

speakers, but we are college stu-

dents who should respect the

speakers that are brought here.

I know that many college stu-

dents still have quite a bit ofgrow-

ing up to do, but it was ridiculous.

I just hope that James

Malenchak does not decide to

give Longwood a bad name by

talking about how rudely we
treated him.

Not to mention that he will

most likely not want to come
back.

He travels to many schools

talking about how we as college

students can be successful in our

careers one day.

I just hope that the people

who cannot keep their mouths

shut for an hour can grow up

enough to hold down a job.

-anonymous-
.

Career Emphasis Series a Success
Dear Editor:

The Career Center would like

to thank the many people and or-

ganizations that helped to make

the Career Emphasis Series a suc-

cess.

The series took place Octo-

ber 9-26 and was extremely well

attended due to the efforts of stu-

dents, faculty, staff and alumni.

The Alumni Relations Office,

School of Business and Econom-

ics, School of Liberal Arts and

Sciences, and Student Union and

Activities deserve special thanks

for co-sponsoring many of the

events.

Also, special thanks to

Kristine Palmer, Associate Pro-

fessor of Accounting, Joanna

Baker, Assistant Dean of the

School of Liberal Arts and Sci-

ences, and Bill Fiege, Assistant

Director ofAlumni Relations, for

assisting with the coordination of

"Alumni Speak Out," "Employ-

ers Speak Out" and the "Career

Exploration Fair."

In addition, special thanks to

Damien Duchamp and the Greek

organizations who attended the

events.

Specifically, more than 200

students attended the "Alumni

Speak Out" and "Employers

Speak Out" programs, more than

600 attended James Malenchak

and 725 students attended the fair.

The evaluations were very

positive, and students gained

valuable information about how
to connect their citizen leadership,

academics, campus, and commu-
nity experiences to the career

world.

Thanks, too, to The Rotunda

for advertising our events. Your

staff has been great to work with

this yew.

It's so nice to be on a cam-

pus where collaboration occurs so

that students can reap the benefits.

We wish to thank everyone

who helped us with even the

smallest details; you are too nu-

merous to mention!

After this experience, we look

forward to working with mem-
bers of the campus community on

future events.

Niki Fallis, Director, Career

Center

Linda Haas Manley, Assistant

Director, Career Center
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou're not mad, you're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda@longwoodlwcedu.

Computer Competency

Requirement Testing
DAWNKANEHL

Asst. Opinion Editor

Computer competency test:

the very phrase causes my heart

to race, my palms to sweat, and

my stomach to churn.

Sure, I can work my way

around Word and I can shop

online with the best, but don't ask

me to make a spreadsheet or de-

scribe the toolbars at the top of

my screen.

And no, I don't know the

difference between the Internet

and the World Wide Web. These

are just a few of the topics cov-

ered on the vaguely described

Longwood Computer Compe-

tency Test

And guess what? If you're

a freshman OR a transfer here,

you have to take it to graduate.

My first knowledge of this

examination came in the form of

an email about a month ago.

The email says, "Beginning

with the entering freshman and

transfer classes of 2000, Long-

wood students will be required to

pass computer competency tests

prior to graduation."

It goes on to say mat "Long-

wood has contracted with Smart

Force for this testing system.

Smart Force is one of the leading

providers of e-learning in both the

corporate and higher education

sectors.

This is a Web-based testing

and tutorial system that not only

tests for computer skills but also

provides training in those skills."

The school also offers pre-

testing in which a student may

choose to try and pass the test

without taking any classes.

Regarding this, the email

says: "You will need to take pre-

tests in the following software

packages: Word, Power Point,

Excel, and Internet Explorer. The

deadline for taking the pretests is

October 31.

Ifyou pass die pretests, you

have met the requirement; if you

don't, the Smart Force Tutorials

will provide you with the infor-

mation you need to pass at a later

date. But remember that you will

have to pass the competency tests

before graduation."

Now, this wealth of infor-

mation leaves me with a few

questions.

First on my list is why on

earth would this new requirement

apply to freshmanAND transfers.

As a sophomore transfer

who came here with more than

enough credits to quality for

sophomore standing, I was as-

sured that I could enter under the

1999-2000 catalog and have the

same graduation requirements as

those in my class.

If other sophomores don't

have to take the test, then I (as

well as the other transfers)

shouldn't have to either.

This computer testing di-

rectly contradicts what die school

assured us when we came here.

My second problem deals

with the email itself.

First of all, I don't dunk it

is a wise idea to mass email such

an important document.

The subject should instead

be addressed through an advisor

during registration or even

through Longwood Seminar.

Secondly, the wording and

details in this email are vague.

For example, ". . .the Smart Force

Tutorials will provide you with

the information you need to pass

at a later date."

What later date? Who is

going to give us this test? I'm so

computer illiterate I couldn't even

figure out how to download the

tutorial to even START the pre-

test, which obviously could turn

out to be a big problem.

Computer competency is

actually a very important skill to

have in this day and age.

By the time most of us get

out of here, we won't be able to

get a job without having certain

minimum of technological skills.

So Longwood's idea is re-

ally a very good one, albeit a pain

in the derriere.

However, if Longwood
wants to make this a graduation

requirement, then they should at

least inform tine staff so that when

I ask my advisor about it she

doesn't have to give me a blank

stare.

Ifyou are a transfer student

here at Longwood, I urge you to

contact the office of Edward

Smith at extension x2319 to in-

quire as to why we were singled

out. And, if you so feel the incli-

nation to, fight this requirement

since it goes against what the

school told us when we decided

to attend Longwood College.

And, ifyou are a freshman,

make sure you look into this test-

ing and get die facts.

Even if the school doesn't

keep us very informed, it's ulti-

mately our responsibility to en-

sure our graduation.

Have you heard the buzz? The admin-

istration said they want Longwood to

become the next JMU! Misinformed

gossip or direct quote, either way it

calls for the question:

Do yov want Longwood
to become the nextJfQXi?

"No, 'cause I don't want to

live in a place where I

could actually have

something to do."

John Wen
Junior

"It's getting too big!

Bigger is not ALWAYS
better!"

Lance Bunting

Sophomore

"Longwood is a good

school. It doesn't need to

idolize another one."

Travis Durham

Senior

"JMU wouldn't set a $3

million cobblestone mingy

on the only road that runs

through campus"

Mike Bair

Senior
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Being treated with certain

steroid medications for a long

period of time

•Bleeding problems or are

taking blood thinning drug prod-

ucts

Some side effects experi-

enced have been abdominal pain,

bleeding and gastrointestinal dis-

tress.

This pill has not been stud-

ied on heavy smokers, so inform

your doctor if you smoke more

than 10 cigarettes a day.

Ru-486 is not a sterilization

pill. You can become pregnant

right after you have terminated

your initial pregnancy.

It does nothing that will

lently affect

duction system.

If Ru-486 is not for you,

there are still other forms of abor-

tion. There are abortion clinics

across the country that provide

women with anonymous, clinical

care. There are no abortion clin-

ics in Farm vi lie; in fact the near-

est one is about an hour away in

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Abortion is a woman's
choice, and some women have

emotional trouble dealing with

this kind of situation.

For this reason most abor-

tion clinics in Virginia offer coun-

seling to their clients.

Just remember that it is the

woman's choice, and her choice

alone, as to how she handles her

pregnancy._-_ _
[
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Commuter Activities
CELESTE CARD

Asst, Features Editor

On Thursday, November 16

the CSA is having their annual

potluck family dinner from 11

a.m. to 2 p.m.

All members of the CSA
an able to attend. All commuters

are automatically members of the

Commuter Student Association,

therefore they are qualified to at-

tend all CSA events.

Everyone who attends will

receive a raffle ticket for the com-

Lankford. Other prizes are also

raffled. They are usually related

to traveling and commuting.

The parking space raffle is

held twice a year, once during the

fall semester during the potluck

dinner and again in the spring dur-

ing Commuter Appreciation

Week.

This year Commuter Ap-

preciation Week is going to be

held from March 4 through the 10.

Each day a different event

is held. These events occur at vari-

ous times of the day so they can

accommodate almost everyone's

schedule.

For every event a com-

muter attends they receive a raffle

ticket for die reserved commuter

parking space. All commuters are

welcome to attend all events held

during this week.

More information on the

events being held during Com-
muter Appreciation Week will be

available closer to die events.

Alumni Remember When
KIM GARRETT

Staff Writer years, it was amazing how much

they remembered about their

teachers, dorm life, the many

harmless pranks that took place,

An informal reception was

held Friday night, October 20, in

the Haga Room of Wygal.

This was just the beginning and most of all-each other,

of activities scheduled for the mu- They spoke of the "Ghost

sic major alumnae of Longwood. of Cunningham," laughed about

From the first moment they ar- past incidents, and how certain in-

rived on campus, feelings of ex- dividuals earned their nicknames.

citement and dis-
>

belief took over.

Everything

had changed-

even the doors on

the Music build-

ing.

These stu-

dents graduated in

the early 80's and

never dreamed
such a beautiful li-

brary would be

built next to what

were once their

classrooms.

A special

treat was pretend-

ing they were stu-

dents again as

they dined in

Longwood's new-

est addition. There

was so much to see as the tour of

the campus continued and pic-

tures of how things "used to be"

flashed through their minds.

Throughout the weekend,

stories were shared, memories

relived, and plans made for a big

get-together next summer in co-

ordination with Longwood's 70*s

reunion.

While former classmates

reminisced about their college

Top 1-r: Betsy Duncan Foster '81, Glennis Jeter Pleasants

'83, Mike Lawson '83, Sandra Goodwyn Reams '82,

Michael Gould '83 ,Nadine Garrett, former Music

Department Secretary, and Tom Sullivan '81.

Bottom 1-r: Becky Helton '82 and Kristin Holberg '80.

Photo by Kim Garrett

One ofthem even parked in

the same spot that he parked in

20 years ago.

The determination of these

students was evident years ago

when they spent all night sleep-

ing under a tree near Wygal to

save it from being bulldozed.

That same determination

and the education they received

at Longwood helped each of these

students become successful in

their chosen careers.

They are truly grateful for

the experiences they had and the

"caring" of the professors who

kept them in school.

There have been a lot of

changes at Longwood, and

though the years have also

changed these former students in

many ways, the

spirit still re-

mains.

As they be-

gan to sing the

Alma Mater, the

halls of Wygal

seemed quieter-

perhaps in

memory of past

performances.

While
sharing personal

biographies, they

began to realize

how only four

years made a life-

time of friends.

Thanks to

Becky Helton '82

and Betsy

Duncan Foster

'81, who worked

so hard to make the past week-

end happen, many friendships

have been renewed, some lives

are a little happier, and a realiza-

tion of the importance of educa-

tion will be passed on to children

and grandchildren of the alumnae

of Longwood's Music Depart-

ment

After all, they remember

when...

WANTED:
A Student to sell telephone calling cards on campus.

HIGH COMMISSION!!!!

WORLD WIDE PHONE CARD CORP.

CONTACT:
James Turner

(804) 793-0946 (Colled)

Danville, VA
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cfer-

Jeoce to a group of minor, but

|
highly contagious upper respira-

jtory viral infections.

These infections cause ia-

I

flammation of the mucous lining

• of the nose, throat, and sinuses.

Symptoms generally de-

velop one to two days after expo-

sure to the virus. Most common
'symptoms last a week or less, bat

(two week colds are not unheard

fof. Anyone with a common cold

|is contagious for about two to

| three days, starting the day before

|
the symptoms appear.

Symptoms typically in-

|
elude a runny nose, sneezing, a

fsore or scratchy throat, often with

hoarseness, cou,

nasal and throat membranes caus-

ing marked discomfort, fatigue.

'muscle aches, occasional low

I grade fevers, decreased aDpftlites.

C ' ——

3CU"«©«iiHvni is we itvy *v

surviving die common cold symp-

toms. This is achieved through a

combination of medications and

home remedies. The following are

some tips to self-care.

•Don't just automatically

"take something" for a cold. Un-

derstand each medication and take

them only for the appropriate

symptoms.

•Garble m ease a s«»
throat Add 1/4 teaspoon of salt

or sugar to % o*,; of water. Also,

over the e«infefproducts, such as

Tylenol Sore Throat work very

well. The sprays do not last very

long.

•Saline nasal sprays help

clear nasal passages and replace

moisture. They are inexpensive

"iney help tfnn sec

drythroa!

f fluids.

i, sooth a

ire to the

•Soothe

A. Decongestant (i.e. pseu-

doepbedrine)- These agents con-

strict blood vessels and provide

temporary shrinking of the tis-

sues. They are great for nasal con-

gestion and sinus pressure. They

may be very drying, cause sleep

disruption, and are associated

with increasedheart rates and el-

evated blood pressure.

B. Pain Relievers (ke. ac-

etaminophen, jbuprofen)- fheae

agents relieve fever, headache,

sore threats, and muscle aches.

These products also help the m-

fiammation seen in the lymph

nodes, neck, and sinuses. Bach

medication has some side effects.

Check with a physician o

macist ifyou have any questie

C. Antihistamines (I.e.

dipnenhydramirie}- These drugs

8rt effective far alierty-reltiicd

symptoms, hut may v.
.

: -<'M

proves. This product also thins

a! drainage. Cough
suppressants, however, should not

be used for wet, productive

coughs. This causes the secretions

10 remain and can allow second-

ary infection. Hot drinks, steam

and other cold medications can

also help. Guaifenesin is a medi-

cation that works better with in-

creased fluid intake.

E. Combination Cold

Medicines- Although convenient,

many people believe these prod-

ucts should be avoided. Also,

these products often cover a wide

range of symptoms and may be

too broad faryour personal needs.

The active ingredients may work

against each other causing none

to be much good. It is recom-

mended that you take medicines

specific to your symptoms and

ask your physician or pharrniclst

if they can be taken togemcr.

Further medical caie should

be sought if any of the following

OFTEN!
keepacJ^H
cleaning your

ing areas such

telephones, ai

places with i

2. Try not to share objects
]

with cold sufferers . See above for
j

some ideas. Using disposable
j

products and discarding diem in i

die proper place,* also helps.

3. Avoid situations that pro-

preadmg. Also
J

ins and spray-

<

: knobs, the 1

nher common!
agents do help. I

mote infection or ill-

nesses. If a whole room is sick,

don't spend much tone there.

Also, second band smote is of- >

ten linked to secondly bacterial 1

infections. Avoid simatiOBS with 1

congested smote,

We here at Are Student
|

Health Service are available toj

discuss these symptoms, tteat-i

ments, and prevention farther,
j

1 2 1 02 to scliedate aa ap-

1

pointment. Also, w6
L
bave oro-i

enures available wtth self-care

!

tins. Be proactive, pactics pe-
J

Piedmont Health District Receives Partial Flu Vaccine Shipment
PRESSRELEASE

Piedmont Health District

announced November 3, 2000,

that a portion of this year's flu

vaccine shipment has arrived.

Dr. David Goodfriend, Di-

rector of the Piedmont Health

District, said, "The Piedmont

Health District will initially offer

the vaccine only to those at high

risk until we receive the majority

of our flu vaccine order."

Dates and times that the

seven counties in the Piedmont

Health District will be providing

flu vaccines are as follows:

Amelia County: Tuesday,

November 14, from 9:00 a.m. to

11:00 a.m.

Buckingham County:

Wednesday, November 15, from

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Charlotte County:

Wednesday, November 15, from

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Cumberland County:

Wednesday, November 15, from

9:00 a.m to 11:00 a.m.

Lunenburg County: Tues-

day, November 14, from 9:00 am.

to 11:00 a.m.

Nottoway County: Friday,

November 17, from 8:30 a.m. to

11:30 am.
Prince Edward County:

Thursday, November 16, from

8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Our next clinics will be

scheduled as soon as more vac-

cine arrives. These clinics will be

announced through your local

newspapers and radio stations.

"Although anyone can get

the flu, we want to be sure people

at high risk of complicatons from

influenza get their flu shot first,"

Dr. Goodfriend said.

Residents not at high risk

who come to these first clinics

will be turned away and asked to

return once additional shipments

are scheduled.

Those at high risk include:

•People over 65 years of

age;

Those with chronic lung

or heart problems, such as

asthma, bronchitis, emphysema,

or heart disease;

•Those with chronic meta-

bolic disease such as diabetes,

those with blood problems like

sickle cell disease, ami those with

kidney disease;

•Those with immune sys-

tem problems, such as HIV or

chronic steroid use;

•Residents and staff of

nursing homes and other facilities

that serve those with chronic

medical conditions.

The recent shipment is 16

per cent of the flu vaccine order.

The majority of the order is

expected to arrive in late Novem-

ber and a final shipment is ex-

pected in December, long before

the flu typically hits central Vir-

ginia.

"The delay is due to the dif-

ficulties experienced by manufac-

turers in growing one of the three

strains of influenza in this year's

vaccine," said James Farrell, Di-

rector for the Virginia Department

of Healths Division of Immuni-

zation.

Dr. Goodfriend said,

"Healthy people who are not at

high risk are expected to still be

able to receive the vaccination in

plenty of time to prevent illness,

because flu season typically does

not peak before late December

and lasts through March."

The flu vaccine takes about

two weeks to become effective

after the shot is given.

In fairness to our residents

and because of the limited ship-

ment, we request that residents of

counties not served by the Pied-

mont Health District obtain their

flu vaccine through their local

health department.
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CD Review: Radiohead's KidA
KENHERRON
Staff Writer

Perhaps one of the most

creative and innovative groups of

the past ten years, Radiohead may
also be one of the most resentful.

Resentful of being called a

rock band. Resentful that their

first big hit was the grunge an-

them "Creep." Perhaps even re-

sentful that the success of their

previous album, OK Computer,

has garnered such high expecta-

tions for their next release.

After years of rebuilding,

experimenting, and eager fans

expectations, Radiohead have fi-

nally released Kid A, an album

that's as ambient as it is unex-

pected.

Unlike OK Computer, a

concept album mainly about de-

humanization, Kid A has no real

theme other than loneliness and

isolation running through its

tracks.

Ultimately, the lack of co-

hesion proves to be KidA 's down-

fall. While Radiohead spent

months crafting the album, most

of the tracks seem unfinished, as

if they were blueprints for a mas-

terwork.

The album opener, "Every-

thing in its Right Place," is a

spacey keyboard track accompa-

nied by singer Thom Yorke's

wailing vocals, while

"Treefingers" is a pointless col-

lage of ambient sound effects.

Both tracks are intriguing

experiments in sound, but neither

one seems to gain any momen-
tum.

Surprisingly, for a band so

intent on transcending their past,

KidA's best tracks are those that

are most reminiscent of their pre-

vious work, "The National An-

them" is a commanding tune lay-

ered with beats and colored with

well-placed effects and horns.

"In Limbo" is an organic

jam that still thrives on being

unconventional. The album's best

track creeps up slowly. "How to

Disappear Completely" begins

softly with an acoustic guitar

strum and delicate strings, lead-

ing the listener to believe that ifs

just another bland ballad. By the

song's end, it has built up into a

frightening concoction, with

Yorke bowling wildly over the

now nightmarish strings.

Overall, however, the

tracks are, for the most part, frag-

mentary, and they fail to build

any real momentum. Kid A is by

no means a bad album, but there

is plenty of evidence that it could

have been much more powerful.

Rating: C

CELESTE CARD
Asst. Features Editor

No, this is not the Anne

Heche, Vlnce Vaughn, let's see

how many bright colors we can

fit into this film Psycho.

This is the original, the

only, and yes the black and white

Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho.

Alfred Hitchcock was a

master ofsuspense and horror. He
left the really horrible scenes to

the imagination and in my case

that develops much scarier events

than anything that can be depicted

onscreen.

This was one of his best

films. It stars Janet Leigh and

Anthony Perkins as the infamous

Norman Bates. Miriam (Janet

Leigh) disappears one Friday af-

ternoon with $40,000 of some-

body else's money. The audience

is partly aware of what happens

to her, but her family and friends

are left in the dark.

The unraveling mystery is

wonderfully entertaining and

suspenseful. Sometimes you

won't even realize that you are

holding your breath waiting for

the next revelation.

This film is loaded with

intensity, but you must pay atten-

tion. The plot is carefully woven

to bring you a surprising out

come.

This is one ofmy favorite

movies. It is also one of the most

frightening and suspensful. The

first time I saw it I wouldn't

shower afterward; I took baths

for at least a month.

For those of you who have

seen this you know what I'm talk-

ing about For those of you who

haven't, I hope I didn't give too

much away. And for those of you

who have only seen the newest

version, I beg you to rent this one.

I promise you it is much more in-

tense.

To all ofyou this will be one

of the best movies you have ever

seen. I'm warning you don't expect

to find lots of blood and guts; this

isn't that kind of movie, but it is

scary so don't let the lack of gore

turn you away.

This is a movie that scares

you with your own imagination

ami not with film. Rent this movie,

you won't be disappointed. If you

are wondering where to find it, I

found it under the Drama section

in the video store. If it isn't there,

try horror, suspense, or classics.

Don't miss out on one of the great-

est movies ever made.

Rating: A

CD Review: Ben Harper's Burn to Shine

LIZRICHARDS
Asst. News Editor

The fact that Ben Harper

remains largely unknown while

lesser talents are rising to

superstardom boggles my mind.

He has been called a com-

pilation of Jimi Hendrix, Bob
Marley, and Bob Dylan.

Burn to Shine, the fourth

album from Ben Harper and the

Innocent Criminals, was released

in the summer of 1999.

What's great about this CD
is that it doesn't fit into one par-

ticular genre. It taps into a multi-

tude of styles that range from

rock, folk, country, hip-hop, and

of course blues.

No song sounds the same

as another, which makes it hard

not to like this album. Regardless

of your musical preference,

there's something that will appeal

to you on this album.

It's hard to choose a favor-

ite song from such a diverse al-

bum, but if I had to pick one, it

would be "Beloved One." The

melody played from Harper's pi-

ano is so beautiful, and his voice

is exquisite.

However, I don't limit my-
self to this one song; all of them

deliver a unique sound that re-

flects the emotional intensity of

the song.

"In the Lords Arms" show-

cases Harper's acoustic talents,

while "Susie" provides some old-

time fun, and "The Woman in

You" exposes a softer side of

Harper.

There is the harshly-toned

"Alone," and the inspirational

"Forgiven." If you like music, not

the synthetic crap that's on the

charts now, but real, soul driven

rock n roll, Ben Harper's album

Burn to Shine is for you.

Rating: A

4» Counseling Center * Counseling Center •§•

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are-

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma
To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

Hall, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment.
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PROPS:
+ To the Field Hockey and Men's Soccer Teams for

winning their respective tournaments.

+ To everyone who sponsored Take Back the Night.

DROPS:
- To the administration for thinking (incorrectly) that

students don't care about what happens in the lives of

their professors.

- To Longwood for dumping wrestling without any

words of warning.

- To the registrar's office for not having the line open

on Sunday night for Seniors, when the other classes

could register the midnight before.

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Graduate Studie—Sociology/Criminal

Justice

Welcome. This word search features vocabulary

one would find in a Master's student who is in

Sociology with Criminal Justice Concentration.

Have fun!
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CORRECTIONS CRIMINOLOGY DURKHEIM
MARX POLICING PRACTICUM
REGRESSIONEQtMTJON SOCIALIZATION STRATUTCATKH
SURVEY THESIS ZTEST

Last Karaoke of the Semester the Best
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

One of Lancer Productions

most entertaining events is

karaoke. On Friday, November 3,

karaoke was held in Lancer Cafe.

It was sponsored by Alpha Psi

Omega, the co-ed theatre frater-

nity.

One ofthe highlights of the

evening was "The Macarena,"

sung by two girls calling them-

selves "The Twins." About fifteen

people got up and started danc-

ing, while everyone else cheered

them on.

Senior Cheryl Olson sang

"Charm Attack,"; she has a beau-

tiful voice and should make a

demo tape.

Singer Graves did an en-

ergetic version of "Secret Agent

Man," complete with dance

moves, and later an acappella

rendition of "What Kind of Fool

Amir
Damian and Jenna, a

member of Alpha Psi Omega,

sang "Two ofa Kind (Workin On
A Full House)," as a duet, which

I had never seen done, but which

worked out very well. The com-

bination of their voices and their

incredible onstage presence was

one of the best acts of the night.

Several audience members

pulled out their lighters and

raised flames during Genii

Grimsley's rendition of "The
Rose."

One of the final acts of die

night was an acappella version of

"You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'"

by the Sigma Kappa pledges.

Alpha Psi Omega was kind

enough to provide free nachos for

everyone, and Lancer Cafe pro-

vided free drinks to go with them.

This karaoke was the last for

this semester, but next semester it

will start up again, with a compe-

tition night which includes prizes

such as bookstore gift certificates

for runners up and three hours of

studio recording time for the win-

ner.

Longwood Students Celebrate

"El Dia de Los Muertos"
LORI BEAUCHAMP

Staff Writer

In honor of the traditional

Mexican holiday, "El Dia De Los

Muertos", the Office of Interna-

tional Affairs hosted a coffee hour

on Wednesday, November 1 in the

Lankford Ballroom.

"El Dia De Los Muertos"

which, in Spanish, means "The

Day Of the Dead" is a holiday to

honor the dead.

This is not a sad day, but

rather a time to remember and

celebrate loved ones that have

passed on.

As with every holiday,

there are many traditions involved

with celebrating "The Day Of the

Dead."

People parade through the

town dressed as skulls, mum-
mies, ghouls, and ghosts while

carrying open coffins.

Families arrange altars or

"ofrendas" in their homes to

honor their dead. The altars are

adorned with flowers, bread

(known as "pan de muertos"),

pictures of the deceased, candy

skulls, and candles among many
other various items.

In keeping with the tradi-

tions of "El Dia De Los

Muertos", the coffee hour served

traditional foods of the holiday

and also featured an altar con-

structed by Dr. Lee L'Hote's

Spanish 202 classes.

Students made candy skulls,

bread, tissue paper flowers, and

picture frames to decorate the al-

tar.

The altar also contained sev-

eral toy skeletons, that would be

given to the children to introduce

them to the idea of death, as well

as a bar of soap with a wash cloth

and bowl for the dead to wash

themselves.

If you were unable to attend

the coffee hour celebrating "El Dia

De Los Muertos," you can attend

the next International Coffee Hour

on November 28th from 6:30 -7:30

p.m. in the Lankford ABC rooms.

CD Review: Queens of the Stone Age RatedR
MELISSA GILL

Staff Writer

Queens of the Stone Age
will rock you. I was very im-

pressed by their latest album

Rated R.

As you may or may not

know, parts of QOTSA were ac-

tually parts of Kyuss until their

breakup in 1995.

If you are expecting the

OPTSA sound to follow, you may
be disappointed. You may hear a

little Kyuss influence, but over-

all, the album has a little more of

a relaxed vibe. But don't worry,

there will be nothing boring in this

album.

When I first received this

CD, I wondered if this album

would hold up to its RatedR title.

Was it bad or did it just have a

catchy tide?

Ten seconds into the first

song, I realized that it was very

naughty.

It opens with "The Feel

Good Hit of the Summer," a

catchy bttle tune that goes a little

something like this: "nicotine,

valium, vicodin, marijuana, ec-

stasy and alcohol."

I found it quite funny that

the feel good hit of the summer

involved drugs instead of a

catchy Santana/Rob Thomas
number (not that mere's anything

wrong with that). I like the hu-

mor.

The next song is the band's

single "The Lost Art of Keeping

a Secret" in which singer Josh

Homme pleads, "Whatever you

do/don't tell anyone" This is a

great song with a lot of catchy

vocal and guitar parts.

Homme's voice is very

unique because he has many dif-

ferent voice personalities. He goes

from the sultry crooner on "The

Lost Art," to a screaming homi-

cidal maniac on "Quick and to the

Pointless."

I haven't heard a screech like

that since Frank Black in the Pix-

ies era. It's almost scary.

There is a definite rock vibe

on this album that I enjoy very

much. It is a Utile messy at times,

but it still holds up with the best

of them.

Be forewarned QOTSA
aren't for everyone. You have to at

least appreciate the rock.

Listen before yew buy. Hey,

go to Napster and "steal" it (you

heathen).

Rating: B+

HI
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Friday Satwday Sunday Mo
10th lth
LP Movie

The Klumps: Nutty

Professor II

in ABC Rooms

@ 5:30 & 8:00 p.m.

Early Childhood

Conference

by Mrs. Marilyn Osborn

in Hull building

@ 8:00 a.m.-5 :00 p.m.

Senior Percussion

Recital

with Brian Sheetz

in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

Cafe Night

with Trey Epps

in Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 am.

Ventriloquist

with Ian Varella

in the Ballroom

@ 9:00 p.m.

Men's Golf

Pfeiffer / North Shore

Intercollegiate

LwJ VM 0i OU TH* WOT rrTAiLS

:•••

If you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events.-anythinq

under the sun, let us know! Email us*

rotunda^KongwoodJwoedu

12th 1-

************** **********

Join the Running Club

Runs begun at Kiosk

@ 3:00 p.m.

Senior Voice Recital

with Lori Davis and

Crystal Tucker

in Wygal

@ 4:00 p.m.

Men's Golf

Pfeiffer /North Shore

Intercollegiate

Wrestling

VMI Invitational

11:00 a.m.

Depressi

G

inLan

@6

20th Anm

Passos Pr

lence in

ceremc

Mc

in

@8

1

.

Manage yt

2. Do not pn

3. Plan on tir

4. Exercise--i

5. Watch yot

alert to deal

6. Maintain a

7. Reduce tir

8. Learn ho*

Tips
Alpha Lai

atsd intc

ters, Cor

-
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iday Tuesday Wafoesdcy Thursday

lOth

*### International Education Week******^**************^******

n Support

oup

ister 126

p.m.

il John Dos

:e for Excel-

Jterature

xyfor Jill

'orkle

fygal

K)p.m.

Chi Alpha Christian

Fellowship Meeting

in the Amelia Room
@ 7:00 p.m.

Job Search Strategies

in Lancaster 139

@ 6:00 p.m.

Chamber Music

with the Orfeo Duo
in Wygal

@ 7:30 p.m.

RTA Fair

in ABC Rooms

@ 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents

Life IsA Dream
in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m. J§

Freshmen Survival Tips
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta

ir time-time management decreases most stress problems.

^astinate-keep track of your assignments to not fall behind in work.

b for relaxation and fun—do not work too hard.

lysical activity has always provided relief from stress.

intake of non-prescription drugs and alcohol-you need to be mentally and physically

ith stress.

ealthy diet-sugary foods and caffeine increase nervousness, increasing stress levels.

s urgency-realize only so much can be accomplished-pace yourself.

to relax-take mini-breaks during the day, breath, and get enough steep at night

iken froe ht to:// abacon, coe/ first uearfocue/orade/streasaoq I »htel

Id Delta is a fresheen honor society that inuitee freeheen to be Initl-

-the society after earning a 3.5 GPfl in either of their freshsen seees-

inue to eork hard and me look forward to eelcoeing you into the group!
mmmm mm MHH

Flu Vaccination Clinic

in Lancaster 139

@ 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Interviewing Skills

in Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

Women's Studies

Open House

in Nottoway Room
@ 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

(come whenever it

is convenient)

Thanksgiving Dinner

in the Dining Hall

@ 5:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in the Nottoway Room
@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents

Life IsA Dream
in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.
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with the elderly in pro-

grams like SCOPE.
G.I.V.E. offers volunteer

opportunities to help alleviate

hunger, F.A.C.E.S. Food Pantry,

restore housing, Habitat for Hu-

manity, environmental protec-

tion, Adopt a Highway & SPCA
Animal Shelters, and community

collections, Angel Tree and Love

Lifted Me.

O n -

campus volun-

teer services

are also avail-

able through

NightWalkers,

Alpha Phi

Omega, First

Responders,

S.A.F.E.,
S.E.A.L., Peer Helpers, and

many more.

Opportunities are available

for individuals or groups.

G.I.V.E. works with the

Town of Farmville and the

Longwood Administration to al-

low students to complete Court

or Longwood sanctions concern-

ing community service.

Last year Longwood stu-

dents logged in 27,000 hours of

volunteered services, although

many people forget to turn in their

log sheets.

Ellen herself frequently for-

gets to turn in her own log sheets.

Curious to find out how
many hours she actually com-

pleted, she added her hours to find

that she had volunteered 118

hours last semester.

The
major pro-

gram being

organized

by G.I.V.E.

is Operation

Turkey
2000.

Stu-
dents are en-

couraged to

go to the G.I.V.E. office or the

Dining Hall between November

1st -10th to adopt a family for

Thanksgiving.

Students are then to go

shopping for nonperishable foods

and a turkey gift certificate to be

dropped off at the G.I.V.E. office

by November 1 5th at 5:00 p.m. in

either a box or basket.

Crime Statistics for October, 2000
Pate Location Type of Incident Disposition

10-01 Tabb Obscene Phone Calls Pending

10-01 Putney St. Underage Poss. of Alcohol Cleared

10-02 StubbsLot Larceny (Decal) Pending

10-04 WygalLot Hit & Run (Vehicle) Pending

10-07 Pine St. DIP Cleared

10-08 Spruce St. Underage Poss. of Alcohol Cleared

10-08 Pine St. Underage Poss. of Alcohol Cleared

10-10 Pine St. Hit & Run (Vehicle) Pending

10-13 Spruce St. Tamper with Emergency Phone Cleared

10-13 Pine St. DIP Cleared

10-13 Race St. Vehicle Damage Pending

10-16 ARC Vandalism Pending

10-16 Wheeler Sexual Battery Cleared

10-18 COX Larceny Pending

10-18 Lancer Gym Larceny Pending

10-19 S.Ruffner Vandalism Pending

10-21 N.Cunningham Obscene Phone Calls Pending

10-22 Race St. Vandalism (Vehicle) Pending

10-24 S.Ruffner Assault Cleared

10-24 Madison SL Vandalism (Vehicle) Pending

10-27 Chambers St. Underage Poss., Disorderly

Conduct, Vandalism (Vehicle) Cleared

Special thanks to the Longwood Police Department and Sargeant Anthony

Rhodes for supplying The Rotunda with this information.

® TOYOTA

SPENDING

www.gettoyota.eom

Most everyone has them...no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gallon"..that limits your spending

on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room...seating for 5. ..so it will hold a lot of something, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash Qow to further limit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota...\ery dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13^00 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion.. .A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer.

'EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-speed automatic. Even better with 5-speed manual.



Do you want to be

•V next sfafisfir?

*64% of violent crime on campus is alcohol related

*Five college alcohol related deaths occurred in

1997 in Virginia alone

Public Service Announcement Courtesy of the Student Affairs Office
Statistic: Report of the Attorney &tntntfs Task Force on DrWdng by College Students,

1997.

TRUST SERVICES TUITION M NAN

Deferring taxes with

TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg

is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,

you can easily build income to supplement your pension

and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished

by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that

TIAA-CREF* solid history of investment performance,

bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,

and you have more money working for you.

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retire-

ment today vvrrJi tax-deferred

SRAs. We think you will find rt

rewarding in the years to come.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$102,068

$67,514

$41,232

Tax-deferred saving* after taxes

After-Ma

$31,933

$13,052

$11,609

INVEST AS LITTLE AS
$25 a month

through an automatic
payroll plan'

I0YEAB5 20YEARS »\ MM

•Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59K may be

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

In this hypothetical example, Ming aside $100 a month in a

tu-defemd imtttmem with an 8* return in a 28% tax

bracket tno^s bener growth Chan the same net amount pyt

count. Total returns and principal value of

i will flirHwar, and yield any vary. The chart

tefleet actual perfanunce, or predict future mufti, of any

TIAA-CREF account, or reflect etpenaw.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape ft."

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more amptete ^formation on our securities products, please call 1 800 842.2733, ext 5509, to request prospectuses Read them care-

My before you west 1. Yew may be able to invest up to the (S maarnum of J 10.5TJ0 per year foreow a personai»d calculation rf

maaimum contobubon, rjl TTAA<ffiF at 1 S» 842^277^. • TWA<
Real Estate variable annuities • "feachers Personal a-ivestc« Savtces, inc. rJstnbutes ire r^^
hjnds and litim savings agreements. * TIM and TW^
Company, FSB provides trust services. • trwetmerrt products art not RWC insured, may lose value and art not bank guaranteed

O 2000 TIAA-CREF 0*03

Women's Studies Open
House Available to All

SARAH WHITLEY
Staff Writer

With class registration on

the minds of most, have you been

contemplating what minor may be

the best for you?

Are you interested in gen-

der issues?

Would you like to have

many internship opportunities

provided to you?

Well look no further,

Longwood College Women's
Studies Department is the right

place for you.

On Thursday, November
16, 2000, the Women's Studies

Department is sponsoring an

Open House in the Nottoway

'Room of the Lankford Student

Union.

It will take place from 4

p.m. to 6 p.m. and students may
feel free to come by at any time.

This Open House is an at-

tempt to recruit minors for a dy-

namic program that focuses on the

study of gender in history, litera-

ture, and society as a whole.

Current Women's studies

minors and faculty and staff who
were Women's Studies majors and

minors will be on hand to share

experiences and answer questions

about the program.

Spring Courses will also be

highlighted at the Open House.

Anyone interested in

women's studies, gender issues,

and internships in women's or gen-

der studies are encouraged to at-

tend this information session.

Male students are especially

encouraged to attend. Light re-

freshments will be served.

Formore information on the

Women's Studies Open House or

questions, please contact Ellen

Masters at x2397.

Take Back the Night

a Big Step for Victims
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager

What would you do if your

sister was raped? How would you

feel if your girlfriend was at-

tacked? How would you feel if

your baby brother was assaulted

while he was away at summer

camp?

These werejust a few of the

questions and topics featured on

T-shirts displayed on the tables at

Thursday evening's Take Back the

Night rally in the Grand Dining

Room.

Susanne Thomas gave the

opening and closing remarks and

speakers includedAna Crescenzo,

Beth McDowel, Shannon Scott,

and Dr. Carolyn Gabb.

Two students also contrib-

uted to the evening's events by

sharing their storks.

Poetry was read by John

Walrath and Jackie Way land and

Jessica Jones sang a powerful ren-

dition of Mariah Carey's "Hero."

The Candle Light Vigil was

led by Brian Todt and 1 00 people

participated in the walk around

campus.

After speaking with

Susanne Thomas, she said that she

"was very happy with the turnout

"

Sponsored by Students Ad-

vocating a Fearless Environment

(SAFE), Take Back the Night is

one of the many different pro-

grams it promotes on campus.

Other programs promoted

by SAFE include sexual assault

awareness, self-defense training

and women's shelter volunteer-

ing.

The mission statement of

SAFE says that "As a survivor,

know that you have the power to

change someone else's life in a

positive way."

An emotional, cathartic, and

enlightening experience, Take

Back die Night is a successful way

for victims to help other victims

to heal and to understand that they

are not alone.

In the words of one speaker,

"I didn't feel my story was impor-

tant enough."

Every story is important

Every victim is important

It is imperative for every

victim to know that they are not

alone and that they can get help.

Take Back the Night accom-

plished just that

I



Longwood Theatre's

Season Continues
PRESSRELEASE

What if our lives were only

a (beam? What ifwhat we thought

was the truth wasn't?

The Longwood Theatre

Season continues with Pedro

Calderon de la Barca's 17th cen-

love and treachery, as

Segismundo is reunited with his

father and falls in love with a

woman seeking revenge.

New York Times theatre

critic Ben Bratley wrote, "Three

and a half centuries after it was

written, Life « a Dream is a part

Ventriloquist Brings his

Zany Characters to LWC

tury drama Life is a Dream. This

play is the story of a young man morality play, part fantastical al-

who must find the answers to legory, and part gut-grabbing re-

these questions.

The production runs in

Longwood College's Jarman Au-

ditorium November 15-18 at 8:00

p.m. and November 19 at 3:00

p.m.

The young man is Prince

Segismundo of Poland. He has

spent his whole life imprisoned

because his father, Basilio, feared

his son would bring death and

destruction to their country.

On the Prince's twenty-first

birthday, however, Basilio de-

cides to release him.

What follows is a tale of

venge tragedy."

Directed by Longwood
Theatre's Pam Arkin, Life is a

Dream features a large cast of

Longwood College students, in-

cluding Matt Bolte, Beau Cislo,

Mike Lassen, Damien Morrison,

Anna Richardson, Hilary Smith,

and Bobby Vrtis. Technical Direc-

tion is by Paul Shreiner, Scenic

and Lighting Design are by Tony

Hardin, and Costume Design is by

PattNess.

For tickets or information,

contact the Jarman Box Office at

(804) 395-2474,

BY TOM t-UCtf£R A
JASONSHEARDOWN

CarwSy

PRESSRELEASE

Comedy ventriloquist Ian

Varella will bring bis cast of wise-

cracking characters to Longwood

College on Saturday, November

11 at 9:00 p.m. in the Lankford

Student Union Ballroom.

Varella, a "Transplanted

Texan" is a grown man who plays

with dolls for a living. "As long

as I keep getting paid for

it, the authorities have

agreed not to put me
away."

Within the past

few years, Varella has

become one of the most

popular entertainers be-

ing seen today at comedy

clubs, colleges, and on

television.

His opening act

credits read like a Who's

Who in popular musk.

His television credits in-

clude HBO, Showtime,

The Nashville Network,

and Fox Television.

He recently ap-

peared with Penn and

Teller on their Sin City

Spectacular Show and

with Donny and Marie

on their afternoon talk show.

Inspiration comes in many

forms. For Varella, it was a ven-

triloquist be saw while attending

Tower Heights Middle School in

his hometown of Dayton, OH.

Witnessing the wonders of

this art form had a profound ef-

fect on young Varella. The next

day he began devouring books on

the subject at his local library.

The desire to become an

entertainer was instantaneous

and probably had something to

do with his background.

Varella's mother, Jane, has

been a professional musician

most of her life. Appearing with

top-flight bands around the coun-

try gave her a great deal of expe-

rience, which Varella has learned

from.

Varella worked his way up

the hard way, preferring not to

use his mother's influence. Start-

ing with shows for his class-

mates, Varella began performing

at libraries around Dayton. These

quickly led to paid performances

with repeal engagements.

After graduating high

school, Varella won a grant to

study at the prestigious Berkshire

Center for the Arts in Massachu-

setts.

During his two-month so-

journ, Varella studied all aspects

oftheatre including voice

and acting.

In 1980, Varella

began attending Wright

State University working

towards a Bachelor's De-

gree in Communications

and Public Relations.

To finance his edu-

cation, he performed

shows in the evening and

on weekends. In the sum-

mer, he appeared at fairs,

festivals and theme parks

throughout the United

States.

In four summers,

he performed 3,000

shows at Cedar Point,

King's Island, and

Valleyfair Amusement

Park.

Upon graduation from col-

lege, Varella began performing

full-time and has been talking to

himself ever since.

Admission is free as Lancer

Productions will sponsor Ian

Varella's appearance.

This Week in Lancer Productions
This past weekend, the

movie U-571 played in the ABC
rooms at 5:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

Karaoke had its usual ap-

peal with Josh Howell being the

MC at 10:00 p.m. in the Cafe on

Friday night

Just a reminder that next

semester there will be a continu-

ous Karaoke contest for the whole

semester. At each Karaoke event,

a person will perform and be

judged. There will be a group cat-

egory and a singles category.

Prizes are yet to be annouced.

This weekend the movie

The Klumps will be playing in the

ABC rooms at 5:30 p.m. and 8:00

p.m. on Friday night.

At 10:00 p.m. in the Cafe,

Trey Eppes will be thrilling

people with his musk.

On Saturday night at 10:00

p.m. Ian Varella will be perform-

ing his ventriloquist act We hope

to see you at the events.

We have worked hard to

provide a great variety of enter-

tainment. Ifyou have any sugges-

tions or comments about any

events, please feel free to stop by

the Lancer Productions office

room 207 in the Student Union.

We also have an e-mail account

lancepro@longwood.lwc.edu, if

you would prefer to send infor-

mation there.

If you would like to talk to

someone in person, but can't get

by the office, you could call

x2110. If you are interested in

joining Lancer Productions, we

have meetings every Monday

night at 6:30 p.m. in the "A"

Room of the Student Union.



STUDIN1 mCHIKi
PPROVED Application

Deadlines

Spring 2001

Closed

Fall 2001

December 8, 2000

Spring 2002

April 11, 2001

APPROVED applicant must have completed the

interview process and have made any required

revisions. It is to the student's advantage to

complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:

804-395-2331

II li Mil W^2001

PRACTieilM

MEETING. FEB 6, 2001
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Farrnville's

Best Kept Secret is.

ILLUSIONS...FOR YOURSENSUAL SIDE

Located on South Street behind Macado's

Lingerie, Books, Novelties, Body Oils

10% off with a college ID

Open 10 - 6 Tuesday - Saturday

Lancers Win ECAC
Division II Championship

PAUL LYON
Sports fnformcoiom.

Longwood (15-5) defeated

hostileStraidsburg (PA) 5-4 in

sudden-death overtime Sflfljtay to

win the 2000 Eastern College

Athletic Conference (ECAC) Di

vision H Field Hockey Ctenpi-

The Lancers were tod by

aior Heather Kinstler/ftilwood

who scored four goals ewer

efs were paced bi

who scored * goal and

in the match.

way ftro^h the first hf

scoring thf.- -unaaswe

to take the fcfcfeJfV. Kit

Longwood gosag late n

tahwhfaaFoaiUJtirth

SI St

After a second East

Stroudsbttrg goal,Junior Brianne

Baykir/FraakW, Cox HS assisted

Andnikonjs, who went 25 yards

down the field, one-on-one, and

finished with Che Lancers third

goal of the half. LC want into the

break with a 3-2 advantage.

ESU scored first in the sec-

ond-half to tie the game back up

at 3-3 and the score remained ted

until Baylor recorded her second

assist of tin day, tins time setting

up Sixsouth on a goal with under

eight minjrtBS femssiiftg. ButEast

Sfroudsburg saved; again to tie

the match at 4 4 through regula-

tion.

That set the stage in over-

time for Kjatelw, #ho*s ganw-

winsing goal came off an assist

from her sister, junior Stephanie

Junior S+aftfanie Potter/

North KiiiBstoji iRIt Hh tjidVcd

Ghostwriter Returns After Hiatus

,r :,«

LWC GHOSTWRITE3R

Welcome back to the Crib.

Everyone needs some time off,

and the Ghost Writer is no excep-

tion, however, The Crib is back

open for business.

No new e-mail on the Crib-

line, but remember, you can sub-

mit some mail to allow me to

make you famous at

LWCGhostWriter@hotmail.com

Lots to talk about this week,

however, I am going to concen-

trate on Longwood issues for the

most part, so let's jump into it.

Cartman and The Freak

In case my crib dwellers do

not know, these two have a sports

radio broadcast on Mondays and

Fridays on our campus radio sta-

tion, WLCX.
Now, I heard this from a

friend, so naturally I had to listen

and find out how they were. I

must say that they are not bad.

They have fresh ideas and defi-

nitely work well with one another.

One of them seems to hold

down the interviews with the

coaches and throws the topics to

the other, who usually has some

good ideas and insights.

Definitely a welcome con-

sidering some of the hacks that are

on the radio these days. Anyways,

I salute two fellow sports junkies

and invite them to submit e-mails

Lancers Fall To

GREGPROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood dropped a 3-2

double-overtime decision to Lees-

McRae (NQ in aCVAC Women's

Soccer Tournament Semifinal last

Friday at Barton College in North

Carolina.

The Lancers complete the

2000 women's soccer campaign

with a final record of 14-6-1 to

equal the second-highest win to-

tal in the program's history — and

the team's sixth-straight season

with at least 12 wins.

Against L-MC, the #3 seed

Lancers got goals from senior

Erin Hirschi/Salem HS-Virginia

Beach and freshman Phoebe

Munson/Tallwood HS during the

disappointing season-ending loss

to the #2 seed Bobcats.

Senior Amina Bayou/W.T.

Woodson HS and junior Jennifer

Gombo/Lake Braddock HS each

contributed an assist, while senior

keeper Amy Kennedy/Western

Albemarle HS made seven saves.

to me whenever they would like, vegas with a 5-4 sudden death

Longwood Men's Soccer overtime victory on East

A favorite of the crib, John

Kennedy, stops two PKs in two

shootouts and Stew Gregory drills

the PK that brings home the first

of hopefully many CVAC tourna-

ment championships.

I salute that group for first

going to the tournament host,

Stroudsburg's home field when

senior and tournament MVP
Heather Kinstler hit the back of

the box with an assist from her

sister, Stephanie.

Earlier in the season, the

same Stroudsburg squad spanked

us, 4-0, and even in this game,

Barton and beating them on their Longwood was outshot 36-16

home field, then upsetting the #1 (keep in mind, mostNHL goalies

seed and then playing for nearly don't face that many shots a night)

four hours to beat Pfeiffer for the

crown.

Much love from the Crib to

the soccer team and coach Todd

Dyer.

I am not sure how the

NCAA works and whether auto-

matic bids go to tournament

champions, but could you not see

Longwood going into the

NCAA's and upsetting some

teams? Just a thought for you

bracket makers out there.

Women's Field Hockey

When a team gets taken

behind the woodshed like the la-

dies were a couple weeks ago and

then you find out you have to play

that team again, you would prob-

ably feel a bit of apprehension and

intimidation.

However, Longwood's

hockey team went to East

Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania and

brought the ECAC Field Hockey

so this victory had to be even

sweeter. Much love from the Crib

for the girls and Coach Nancy

Joel.

Longwood Wrestling

Much has been made of the

recent decision to cut the wres-

tling program here at Longwood

and I must admit, I was shocked

to learn of the decision.

My advice to the wrestlers

is not to hang your heads. Have a

good season and move on, while

you might not like the decision,

it has been made and you need to

move on to either a new program

or stay here and get your degree,

isn't that what you are here for

anyways?

I guess that about raps it up

from The Crib this week. Hit me
off with those e-mails and I will

talk at you soon. The Crib is

closed, the Ghost is out

Championship trophy to Farm-

Lees-McRae In CVAC Semifinal

Munson's tally came with

just 0:01 left in regulation to force

the extra periods - the first 15-

minutes going scoreless before L-

MC scored 5:40 into the second

OT.

Ironically, the Lancers

played a four-overtime shootout

during their quarterfinal contest

earlier this week.

Through the 21 matches,

Munson led Longwood in scor-

ing with 1 3 goals and four assists

for 30 points (1 .43). Munson was

followed &y sophomore Brooke

Cooper/Norfolk Collegiate HS
(12g, 2a) with 26 points (1.73),

Hirschi (Ilg, 2a) with 24 points

(1.41), junior Melodie Massey/

Floyd E. Kellam HS (3g. 10a)

with 16 points (0.76), sophomore

Irene Vlasidis/James River HS
(3g, 8a) with 14 points (0.67),

along with senior Amanda
Stombaugh/Park View HS (4g,

3a) and freshman Erin Kennedy/

Western Albemarle HS (5g, la)

each with 11 points (0.52).

Amy Kennedy played 1915

minutes, allowing 1 8 goals (0.85)

with 131 saves for an .879 save

percentage and a new school-

record 11 shutouts.

Kennedy finished her ca-

reer with a new school-record 25

career shutouts; Hirschi com-
pleted her career as the school's

all-time scoring leader with 44

goals and 13 assists for 101 ca-

reer points; and Massey estab-

lished a new school-record for

season assists (10).

Longwood's All-CVAC se-

lections include Gombo on the

1st-Team, Cooper, Munson, and

sophomore Rigel Lockett/North

Stafford HS on the 2nd-Team, and

Vlas idis andAmy Kennedy on the

honorable mention team.
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sason.

their

inference

title in a men's i

Against Pfeiffer, the #5
seed Lancers ao<i #3 seed Falcons

battled for 3:50 ag the iong-

est CVAC Chainpionship match

in history h* \ LC took the title

with a 6-5 edge in penalty kicks.

The two teams played the 90 min-
utes of regulation and were tied

1-1 asjuniM5tevenCollett/We«t-

ern BranchHS tallied at 35:39 of

the opening batf, assisted by

classmate layIStmBt/CD. Hylton

HS.

Through four 15-minute

extra periods, the two squads

werestillknottedatl-1, 150 min-

utes into the match.

In She first shootout, me two
schools matched each other at 4-

4 before extending into the sec-

ond, sudden death shootout.

Bach team made its first

PK before Lancer junior

conference championship.

Kennedy finished with six

saves - stopping a PK in the first

shootout as well.

^It was just a well-played

game," said Lancer head coach

Todd Dyer, "We've been one of

those stubborn' teams all year.

Ourresffiency and fortitude have

made us tough to beat this year.

**fcfere man anything, you

want it for your players, so I am
very happy for mem."

Longwood had advanced to

the tide match with an exciting 1 -

double-overtime triumph past

Queens (NC) in a semifinal con-

test last Saturday at Barton. LC

lViC\--0nv iHe/ofcnisvii

sophomore Scott Sp:

Hills (OH) HS were each named

to the All-CVAC Tournament

Team.

Through the 20 matches,

juniorAndy Plum/BrentsviileMS
(Ist-Team All-CVAC) led Long-

wood in scoring with 10 goals and

four assists for 24 points <L20).

Plum was followed by Shawn
Spilman (Sg, 3a) with 19 points

(0.95), Connelly (5g, 6a) wim 16

points (0.80), CoJJett (7g, la) with

15 points (0.75), and senior Scott

Hopson/BrentsviUe HS (5g, 2a)

with 12 points (0,63). Kennedy

played 1795 minutes, affiwiag 16

goals (0.80) with 95 saves for an

.856 save percentage and the 10

shutouts. As mentioned earlier,

Plum is the loneAll-CVAC selec-

tion for the Lancers.

G.I.V.E. A Helping Hand: Adopt a Family in Need this Thanksgivi

ODeration Turkey 2000 * Operation Turkey 2000 * Operation Turl

jiving Season

Operation Turkey 2000 * Operation Turkey 2000 * Operation Turkey 2000 *

Instructions * Instructions * Instructions * Instructions * Instructions * Instructions

1. Come by the G.I.V.E. Office or go to the Dining Hall November \
m
-\

th
to adopt a

family for Thanksgiving.

2. Go Shopping! Some suggestions include, but are not limited to the following:

-fresh/canned vegetables -mashed potato mix

-cranberry sauce -stuffing mix

-pumpkin pie (mix and crust) -gravy

-rolls, muffin mix -gift certificate for turkey

3. Deliver your donation to the GIVE office (Lancaster 1 58) NO LATER than

Wednesday November, 15 by 5:00 p.m. in either a box or a basket (no bags please)

4. Include the card provided with your name (optional) or the group's name who is

giving the basket.

THANK YOU! ! ! And have a great Turkey Day!

If you have questions call x2888.

Sponsored by the G.I.V.E. office, Cunningham Hall Council, and Krogers

Delta Psi Kappa to Hold

Volleyball Tournament
To Whom It May Concern:

Delta Psi Kappa is holding

a Volleyball Tournament at the

Longwood Volleyball courts on

November 27, 2000! For all of

you that are looking for some
competition and a lot of fun, we
hope to see you on the courts, and

to all who attended last year we
want to thank you.

Last year many organiza-

tions participated and it was a

good turn out so this year we are

hoping to have even more teams

enter!

This means that teams need

to sign up as soon as possible so

that their spot will be secured in

the tournament.

One rule in the competition

is that there must be a minimum
of two girls on each team and on

the court at all times, but the

whole team can be girls.

Also, every member of the

team and on the court must bring

one canned good for a donation.

Thank you for your time,

and we hope to hear from you

soon!

Please contact me, Carrie

Moore, by emailing me when you

get your team together.

You should include the

team members' names, what your

organization is, and the captain's

phone number.

Carrie Moore

cfinoore@longwoodlwc.edu

Longwood Wrestling Competes

In Coppin State Open
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood competed in the

Coppin St (MD) Open Saturday.

Sophomore Ben
Summerlin/Brookville HS fin-

ished second overall at 174, fin-

ishing 2- 1

.

The Lancers were the only

NCAA Division II team partici-

pating in the tournament and

competed well against their Di-

vision I opponents.

Also at Coppin State,

Randall Sell/William Byrd HS
finished with an 0-2 record at

125. Larry Haynes/Hopewell HS
(0-2) and Stan Wagner/Franklin

(MD) HS (0-2) competed at 133.

Jeff Kepler/Stonewall Jackson HS
was 1-2 at 141.

Aaron Bradley/Lee-Davis

HS was forced to withdraw from

the tournament with an injury af-

ter going 1-0 at 149. Dean Hall/

Christchurch HS finished with a

1-1 record at 157.

At 165, Craig Spruill/Lee-

Davis HS was 0-2, and Zane

Harshman/Middletown (MD) HS
was 3-2. Shawn Hutchison/James

Madison HS was 0-1 at 185 and

Todd Leek/Dinwiddie HS fin-

ished 0- 1 at heavyweight

Longwood will next be in

action Sunday, November 12, at

the VMI Invitational in Lexing-

ton, VA.

Longwood/Domino's Players

of the Week
The Longwood College

field hockey and men's soccer

teams have been selected as the

Longwood/Domino's 'Players of

aie Week' for the period of Nov.

1-7. The weekly Lancer hooor-

ees are chosen by the College's

sports information office.

The Lancer field hockey

team won its first-ever ECAC
Division II Field Hockey Cham-

hip Nov. 5 with a 5-4 sud-

den-derti overtime tmimpri past

host Bast Stroudsburg (Pa.). LC
tad advanced to the title match

or the second-sfiwghi year witii

3-1 victory past Assumption

Mass.) Nov. 4, last year's ECAC
3bampioB. Longwood, coached

y Nancy Joel, completed the

2000e*rapatg« with a finalrecord

of 1 5-5, themost wins for the pro-

gram since 1975 - also the sec-

ond-highest win tc

The Lancer men's so

team won its fin t AV&T £~*\fJk f*

Men's SoccerChanipkmsMpNov,

5 with a four-ovartiine, doable-

sudden -death shootout past

Pfeiffer (N.C) 6-5 on penalty

kicks. LC had advanced to the

title match with ii 1-0 douhle-

overtime victory

fKG.) Nov. 4, last

Champion. Longv

smpleted the

2000 campaign witi3 a final record

of 12-5 3,eipalMg

for the program sia

the most wins

se 1988 -also

the school's firsi : conference

championsnip in a
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SUNDAYS
12:00 pm -2:00 pm
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00 pm -12:00 am
12:00 am - 2:00 am

MONDAYS
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
12:00 pm- 1:00 pm
1:00pm -3:00pm
3:00 pm -4:00 pm
4:00 pm -6:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00pm - 12:00 am
12:00 am -2:00 am

TUESDAYS
12:00 pm -2:00 pm
2:00 pm- 4.-00 pm
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00 pm -12:00 am
12.-00 am -2:00 am

WEDNESDAYS
12.-00 pm- 2:00 pm
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
4:00 pm -6:00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00 pm -12.-00 am

2:00 am
10:00 pm
12:00 am

OPEN
Pimp Session with Big Daddy and Mike

S &M Radio with Stuart and Mark

The Country Show with Greta and Taylor

Punk Rock Academy with Manda, James, and Scott

The David and Gilliam Show

DJ Island and DJ Phat

OPEN
OPEN
WLCX Sports

OPEN
Mondays with Steve and David

OPEN
Rob Porter and Talmadge

The Long Haul with Bolte

Maye Ledbetter

Shane Adcock

Hilary Smith

Inside Joke with Dustin and Foot

Matt Rinker and Glenn Chapman
**'s for DTs Spike and Thorn

The Hot Box with Mr. Mike

Julie's Playtime Hour

OPEN
Hump Day Hot Hours with DJ Matt G.

Jon B. and Wags' Fleece is Cool Show
Azian Invazion with Trish and Kevin

The Turtle, Matt, and Rachel Show
The Show with Justin, Rachel, mid Ryan

My 2 Hours with DJ AJ

OPEN
Rob Rock on the Radio

DJ Dale's Show
The Kat and Gerald Show
Radio Show with Matt

Thursday Night Double Power Hour w/ Nacho A Thumper

Brian Kelley and Matt Luhrs

Andrea Robbins

OPEN
Gate Light and Kellen Shearin

WLCX Sports

Hip Hop Connection with Shane and John

The Nameless Show with Nameless John

The Seduction Twins

DJl

Lily'

OPEN

THURSDAYS
10:00 am - 12.-00 pm
1 2:00 pm - 2:00 pm
2.-00 pm - 4.-00 pm
4.-00 pm - 6.-00 pm
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00 pm- 12:00 am
12:00 am -2:00 am

FRIDAYS
10:00 am -12:00 pm
12.-00 pm- 1:00 pm
1:00 pm -3:00 pm
3:00 pm -4:00 pm
4:00 pm - 6:00 pre

6.-00 pm - 8:00 pm
8:00 pm- 10:00 pa
10:00 pm -12:00 am
12:00 am -2:00 am

SATURDAYS
12:00 pm -2:00 pm
2.-00 pm - 4:00 pm
4:00 pm - 6.-00 pm
6:00 pm - 8.-00 pm
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm
10:00 pm- 12:00 am
12.-00 am -2.-00 am

••••The WLCX Request Line is x2475"«

•^•WLOC is alwiys looking for new DJ's so come and see what we are all aeout!»*«*
i are every Sunday @ 8 pm in the Hiner Auditorium or call Matt Burton *3052

OPEN
Fear and

OPEN
Garth Fry

Daniel

OPEN
Chip Holt

mg with

and Jake Von Reyn
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Organization Claims that

History LiesAbout Holocaust
GEORGE LANUM

StaffAdvisor

November 9, 1938, the Na-

zis unleashed a wave of terror

against the Jews culminating in

the damage or destruction of thou-

sands of synagogues and Jewish

businesses and homes.

This event, which came to

be known as the

Kristallnacht ("Night

of Broken Glass"), re-

sulted in the burning of

over 1000 synagogues,

the destruction of

7,000 Jewish busi-

nesses and 91 deaths.

Thirty thousand more

male Jews would be

arrested the next

morning for the

"crime" of their reli-

gious beliefs.

The Night of

Broken Glass culmi-

nated in the Holocaust which re-

sulted in the deaths of over 6 mil-

lion Jews.

Sixty-two years later, fol-

lowing on the heels of Kristallnact

remembrances, revisionists (a sac-

General,AUS (ret), was part of a

force that liberated Dachau, a

Nazi death camp.

'

"As I turned to look over

the prison yard with un-believing

awaits proof (real proof) that dur-

ing World War II the Germans

gassed ONE human being as part

of a program of ethnic genocide.

Smith cites that the purpose

eyes, I saw a large number of of "gas chambers" was to fumi-

dead inmates lying where they gate with cyanide the clothing and

had fallen in the last few hours or barracks, bedding and personal

days before our arrival. Since all articles ofAuschwitz prisoners in

order to keep people,

including the Jews,

alive and healthy.

Smith and his

Committee for Open

Debate on the Holo-

caust provide an argu-

ment which, if not ac-

tually perceived as

truth by some, would

be laughable.

The horror that

his filth ieads some to

question the occur-

rence of the Holocaust

is appalling.

of the bodies were in various Dr. Jack Miller, professor of

stages of decomposition, the History, remarked with disgust,

stench of death was overpower- "No one in good conscience of

ing. The men of the 45th Infantry any political or religious persua-

Division were hardened combat sion could deny the horror and the

Two Americans among the corpses at Nordhausen.

veterans. We had been in combat

rilege to the educated to call these almost two years at that point,

people actual historians) not only While we were accustomed to

embrace, but attempt to sell the

ludicrous notion that the Holo-

caust did not occur.

History is best told by eye-

witnesses, people who were actu-

ally there.

Felix L. Sparks, Brigadier

death, we were not able to com-

prehend the type of death that we

encountered at Dachau."

Bradley R. Smith, famed

revisionist, leads the charge that

the Holocaust did not happen.

Smith says, "The world

obscenity of the Holocaust."

Dr. Miller continued, "Let

us not forget that it was not only

6 million Jews that died at the

hands of their German tormentors

but perhaps another 4-5 million

individuals of other ethnic origins

See HOLOCAUST p. 4

lers r inewoocfs Future

ixceed
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Three Accidents on
Campus LastWeek

JASON PASSABET
Staff Writer

week

m. -

hi1/» SI

ids the end of the first

ovember, Pine Street

attraction for automo-

Three unrelated accidei

xurred on Thursday, November

the following Friday here

Longwood College.

On Thursday, while parked

a commuter spot on Pine Street

near Franklin, David Swanson's

97 Chevrolet Cavalier was the

larget of a hit-and-run.

The driver side front feeder

Due to thepossible serious-

ness of a pedestrian being struck

by an automobile, Longwood
Chief of Police Charles Lowe
said, "We got lucky, we really

did."

The driver of the vehicle

faces reckless driving charges

from the FamTOllffPoHceDepart-

ment.

Monday of this same week

(prior to the occurrence of these

accidents), Lowe called a meet-

ing to discuss bis concern with

traffic enforcement.

He stressed, in an effort to

step up traffic enforcement, three

points during the meeting of thewas the focal point of the dam-

age. The perpetrators) have yet Longwood Police Department

to be apprehended, that must be focused on.

The comer of Pine Street The police were asked to

and High Street was in tarmoil better enforce motorists in 1) the

Friday over another accidert. obeying ofstop signs, 2)me yield-

One driver allegedly ran a ing of cars to pedestrians, «td 3)

stop sign and hit another car, and speeding.

Chief Lowe proclaimed

that ttere are two things that stu-

denfe can do in order tomate sure

that Longwood is a saffe campus

for bom pedestrians and motor-

is being ohaf^ed with failure to

yield.

The thud accident involved

a pedesfiflffi being stuck by a car

while erossrag Pine Street near

the foaolajn.

The pedtertBEu Longwood

studentMonae McBride, was re-

leased from SowEhside Commu-
nity Hospital metame day, with-

out any serious injuries.

Monae was battered and

bruised, but did not suffer from

Ffrst of all, »adrhw^ir«tke

sure you drive the speed Ihwt and

remain alert.

Secondly, pedestrians

should use the crosswalks and be

alert, and "don't assume someone

will see you and stop."

any broken oones.

LWC to Require Computer

Competency Testing
DAWNKANEHL

Asst. Opinion Editor

Longwood College, begin-

ning this year, is requiring all

freshmen and transfer students to

pass a series of computer tests,

known as "computer competency

testing before graduation."

The school feels the pass-

ing of these tests will give

Longwood students an edge in me

competitive workforce.

To achieve this goal,

Longwood has joined forces with

Smart Force, an e- learning com-

pany with national recognition.

Students must pass four

different tests: Internet Explorer,

Microsoft Office, Power Point,

and Excel. Students may elect to

try and "test out" of me require-

ments by taking a pretest and the

See TEST p. 5
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Men's Golf Stru
Sports Info

635 tej

amongl8teai

North Shorel

golf tourna

Pfeiffer (N.C

gwood
I
tAtgj

freshman Matt

xiwin HS (85-

was led by

Un

CjfffiQFiyif

Niklas Jansso

n (81-75-156) a

irl Magnusson/L

un-yard, pax 72 North Shore

try Club in North Carolina.

Other LC scores included

freshman Mike Nemcosky/Great

Bridge HS (80-8i-161),"sopho-

more Chris Pugh/Cave Spring HS

Piciocco (83.50), along with se-

nior Jimmy Martin/Loudoun

The Lancers averaged

307.60 as a team during the fall.

Longwood completed its

fall campaign with the tournament

on the east coast of North Caro-

lina.

MEN cont'd p. 13

1 4 points and a career-high

14 rebounds.

Louden averaged 23. 1 min-

utes a year ago with season-highs

of 16 points and 1 1 rebounds.

"All of these players (with

the exception of Donohue) had a

chance to play significant min-

utes last year," said Leeder.

"They all bring experience and

depth that you don't often have

as you move down the roster."

Longwood has been picked

second in the preseason CVAC
Coaches Poll and will be playing

a 22-game conference schedule

during 2000-01.

Coach Leeder feels the

conference has improved top to

bottom overall this year, adding

that he likes the opportunity to

play everyone home-and-home.

A big early-season test will

come from Charleston (W.Va.)

Dec. 9 in Lancer Hall.

The Golden Eagles finished

28-4 last year and were ranked as

high as #2 nationally.

The Lancers also play pre-

season CVAC #1 and defending

regular season champion Pfeiffer

(N.C.) early-on with a Jan. 8 date

in Lancer Hall.

"Charleston is one of the

elite programs in Division II and

it will be nice to see how we do

against a perennial top 20 team,"

added Leeder. "Pfeiffer deserves

to be ranked number one - they

play hard and are extremely well

coached."

The Lancers open with a

"FREE ADMISSION" exhibition

game against Court Authority

Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Lancer

Hall.

The regular season opener

is Nov. 21 at West Virginia Tech,

a 7 p.m. dp to be broadcast locally

on WFLO Radio, 95.7 FM begin-

ning with a 6:50 p.m. air-time.

COUNSELING CENTER
Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are

professionals who offer counseling services to

Longwood students. There are many reasons students

participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster Hall,

Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to scedule an

appointment.

Basketball Hits the Airwaves
PRESSRELEASE

The Longwood Sports Net-

work will provide live coverage

of all home & away men's bas-

ketball games — and all home
women's basketball games — dur-

ing 2000-01.

Eleven of the 13 away

men's games will be broadcast lo-

cally in the Farmville area on ra-

dio station WFLO, 95.7 FM.

The student-operated cam-

pus radio station WLCX, 91.3

FM, will broadcast all home
men's & women's games ~ plus

the two additional away men's

games -- this year.

WLCX also has plans to

simulcast its broadcasts on

Farmvillearea radio station

WPAK, 1490 AM.
Handling the basketball

play-by-play for the Longwood

Sports Network during 2000-01

is the College's sports information

director Greg Prouty, in his fourth

year as Voice of the Lancers,

joined this season by Longwood

assistant alumni relations director

Bill Fiege '95 as color analyst.

LC student Drew Walker

will serve as lead play-by-play

broadcaster for WLCX this year.

It should be an exciting sea-

son to listen to Lancer basketball

broadcasts on the Longwood
Sports Network via WFLO and

WLCX/WPAK radio stations. A
complete schedule of broadcasts

is below ...

Longwood Basketball Radio Schedule
WFLO, 95.7 FM (On-Air Time March January

Listed) 2 Men ©CVAC Semifinal 8 Women & Men -

November TBD Pfeiffer (N.C) 5:20 &
21 Men ©West Virginia 3 Men ©CVAC Champi 7:20

Tech 6:50 ©nship TBD 13 Women & Men -

January 8-11 Men- NCAA East Re Erskine (S.C) 5:20 &
4 Men @Davis & Elkins gioaal TBD 7:20

(WVa.) 4:5© 21-24 Men ©NCAA Elite 18 Women & Men -

1 1 Men ©St Andrews Eight TBD Queens (N.C) 5:20 &
(N.C.) 7:20 7:20

15 Men ©Belmont Abbey WLCX, 91.3 FM (On-Air Time 27 Men & Women - Ander

(N.C.) 7:20 Listed) son (SC.) 1:50 & 3:50

20 Men ©Coker (S.C.) November 29 Men ©Lees-McRae

3:50 17 Women - West Chester (N.C) 7:20

22 Men ©Barton (N.C.) (Pa.) 7:50 February

7:20 18 Women - C&L Cons, or 3 Men & Women - Lime

25 Men ©Mount Olive Champ. 1:50 or 3:50 stone (S.C) 1:50& 3:50

(N.C.) 7:20 30 Women & Men - Mount 6 Women & Men - St

February Olive (N.C.) 5:20 Andrews (N.C) 5:20

1 Men ©Pfeiffer (N.C) &7:20 &7:20

7:20 December 12 Women & Men -

10 Men ©Erskine (S.C) 2 Men@Limestone (SC) Belmont Abbey (N.C)

1:50 1:50 5:20 & 7:20

15 Men ©Queens (N.C) 5 Women & Men - Lees- 17 Men & Women - Coker

7:20 McRae(N.C) 5:20 (S.C) 1:50A 3:50

24 Men ©Anderson (S.C) **7:20 20 Women&Men - Barton

3:50 9 Men - Charleston (N.C) 5:20& 7:20

28 Men-CVAC (W.Va,) 7:20 28 Women - CVAC
Quarterfinal TBD 17 Men - Davis & Elkins

(W.Va.) 3:50

Quarterfinal TBD

J
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"Erica has been a very

pleasent surprise," Duncan said.

"She's got a terrific work ethic, a

great sense for the game, and has

been doing a good job of taking

care of the ball and directing the

offense."

Matkovich, 5-6, will be a

combo guard and can play at both

backcourt positions.

She has a nice three-point

shot and is a smart player on of-

fense and defense, according to

Duncan.

Smith, a 5-10 forward,

rounds out the class. She is a bit

undersized to play the power for-

ward position, but like

Richardson, is determined and

hold's her own well in the paint

The underclassmen will be

needed immediatly against a

tough non-conference schedule at

the start of the season.

The Lancers open at home

in the 9th C&L/Lancer Invita-

tional November 1 7- 1 8 at Lancer

Hall.

"This is probably the most

competitive tournament we've

had here yet," Duncan said. "The

three teams in addition to us are

extremely strong teams."

The Lancers start against

West Chester (Pa.) November 17,

at 8 p.m., and they are joined by

Carson-Newman (Tenn.) and

West Liberty (W.Va.).

All three teams are

percnially strong teams.

The team also plays in the

East Stroudsburg (Pa.) Tourna-

ment which includes host East

Stroudsburg (Pa.), Winston-Sa-

lem State (N.C), and Bowie

State.

The Lancers open that tour-

nament against Winston-Salem.

State.

The Lancers were picked

number two in the preseason

CVAC coaches poll and can ex-

pect an improved conference

overall.

Belmont Abbey (N.C.) re-

turns to defend their third con-

secutive conference champion-

ship in a row.

Longwood also expects a

stiff challenge from Pfeiffer

(N.C), a young team last year

who returns it's core of players,

as well as Barton (N.C.) and

Queens (N.C), who always play

LC tough.
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EDITORIAL NOV 16, 2000

I know most people are get-

ting sick of hearing about the elec-

tions and all the stuff that is hap-

pening in them, but doesn't it

seem a little strange to be getting

upset about the nation's most im-

portant aspect: namely, who runs

the damned country.

People keep throwing re-

marks back and forth and forth

and back about why they should

do a recount, why they shouldn't

do a recount, why we should just

give the presidency to whoever

takes it.

This is not American, though.

The one thing we should be

pulling for is the basic right of our

vote and the right to have that vote

counted. After all, isn't that why
we have foughtcommunism time

and time again? To give those

countries the right to choose who
will govern them?

Why, then, will people of our

nation be up in arms about the

recount thing?

I know I would be terribly

pissed off if someone said to me,

"Hey, damn, we're sorry, Kim,

but nobody feels like dragging

this election on and on, so we're

just gonna scrap your vote and go

with the numbers as they stand

now."

This is unconstitutional.

Everyone's vote is supposed

to count equally, though with the

electoral college the way it stands,

that is not always the case.

But I digress. My main issue

in this editorial comes from a let-

ter to the editor published in The

Farmville Herald on Wednesday,

November 15, 2000.

Ms. Jolie Shaw of Farmville,

VA, had quite a bit to say about

this election and her thoughts on

it.

Unfortunately, much of it was

incoherent and her ideas were in

direct conflict with her evidence.

She states that, "it is [not] in

the best interest of anyone to de-

stroy the connection between a

voter and his chance to have his

vote recorded accurately."

This, on first look, makes to-

tal sense and adheres to what I've

been proclaiming on my soapbox

The Rotunda
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for the last two weeks.

However, once you read the

rest of what she had to say, it

seemed to not make much sense.

Shaw seemed to think that the

recounts being done, which are

done to insure everyone's vote

was counted correctly, were cor-

rupt and directly attacked the

nation's policies of the freedom

to vote.

She claims that all of this

came about because of "Mr.

Gore's out-of-control obesession

for power" which will "destroy

forever this republic."

I don't understand how she

can claim this.

Vice-President Gore was not

the one to demand a recount, but

he understood that if these people

were misled then they deserve to

have their votes counted.

For Shaw to say that they do

not, in fact, deserve this, seems

to collide with her belief that ev-

ery vote counts.

It seems to me that people

need to just calm down and learn

patience.

People also need to realize

that just because the candidate

you may not like is the one who
is questioning the ballots does not

mean that that candidate deserves

it any less than the other.

To say that Vice-President

Gore is just a man obsessed with

power seems to me to be slightly

biased.

Why can't it be that Gover-

nor George W. Bush is power-

hungry because he continuously

demands they stop the recounts

and thereby halt the constitutional

process.

Not that I agree with either of

these men's practices or princi-

pals. I'll be honest when I say that

I was pulling for McCain to win

the primaries, but in light of his

medical problems, I understand

why he dropped out.

He wilfsull have my deepest

respect as a man who was distin-

guished time and time again in the

military, who was intelligent, and

who could have lead this country

on to great things if he had had

the chance.

This does not help me under-

stand the reason why people seem

so outraged that the elections 's

end is no where in sight.

It's akin to being mad at the

jury when both lawyers gave

weak cases, but they still have the

responsibility to decide which

was less weak then the other.

They are only trying to bring

justice, and so are the states de-

manding recounts.

Justice is one of the core be-

liefs of this country, and without

it we would be no better then

communist China.

And nobody wants the US to

be like communist China, now do

they?

One more thing that Ms,
Shaw had to say that deeply dis-

turbed me was her remark about

voting.

She writes,

"I had to fight back tears of

gratitude for the right and privi-

lege to vote. I had no idea at that

time of the vast differences be-

tween the two choices offered us

Americans as represented by Al

••••••••••• • • • • ••••••••••••

Gore and George W. Bush."

Okay, maybe this is hitting a

little below the belt, but if she did

not know about these candidates,

she really should not have voted.

This comment does not make

me feel any better about the state

this nation is in.

If this woman could publicly

announce that she was ignorant of

the platforms held by the two can-

didates before voting, who knows

how many other people were?

There is no need for people

to not know these things anymore.

That's why we have C-SPAN,

CNN, The Daily Show, and the

internet: so we can be prepared

and know what each candidate

will have to offer.

It is my opinion that Ms.

Shaw also represents the major-

ity of the population of the United

States who make an uninformed

decision based on only one or two

things, then have the gall to stand

up and declare they know what

and who is truly right or wrong.

For once, I would like more

people talking about what they

actually know not what they think

they know.

Not that I can really say that,

most ofmy opinions are based on

my own beliefs, but I still strive

to base them on actual fact.

This is not always easy to do,

though, so perhaps we can forgive

Shaw's obvious mistake in this

area.

Then again, perhaps not

Kim Urann

Editor-in-Chief

•••••••••••••••

The Rotunda staff would like to wisK all •

of our readers

Tft
~N

1A/TT2C

Enjoy gorging yourself on turkey and pumpkin
pie while you can, because breaks never seem

to be long enough!

It was never the intention of The Rotunda staff to offend anyone with our off-handed remark about those who
choose to eat meat. For aU you vegetarians and vegans out there, enjoy your tofu manufaciered to taste like

turkey andpumpkin pie made with soy milk. Happy Thanksgiving to you all, as well
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"V you're not mad, you're not paying attentiouf

An Entertaining Idea

"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

Longwood Puts Wrestling Program to Sleep

to Support Big Dreams From Small Minds
BRYSONMINNIX
Opimion Editor

So Longwood is dropping

wrestling as an intercollegiate

sport in order to include men's

and women's cross country rac-

ing.

Let me think... would I

rather watch fourty underdevel-

oped and stringy wannabe ath-

letes chase each other through the

woods for over an hour or watch

two athletes shoot and throw each

other in the purest form of indi-

vidual athletic competion?

As a spectator which is

more appealing to me. . . witness-

ing someone pull a hamstring or

dislocate a shoulder?

This semester Longwood

has put a premium on success af-

ter graduation. How would par-

ticipation in either sport help in

the future lives of the partici-

pants?

Wrestling, for instance,

builds strength and endurance,

and teaches leverage and strategy.

If all of that fails in a real world

situation, at the very least wres-

tling has taught how to just kick

someone's ass.

Let's face it. Cross coun-

try running is only useful if your

trying to escape from prison, a

psychotic weilding a machete, or

Longwood.

So now that we've estab-

lished why wrestling is better than

cross country, let's move on to

why the school is dropping wres-

tling in particular.

Personally, 1 think the wres-

tling team was targeted because

of the administration's open hate

policy against DehaTau Chi Fra-

ternity. A large portion of the

wrestling team are, or will be.

Delta's.

The administration vehe-

mently denies this, but to this day

I deny spilling grape juice on the

livingroom carpel 15 years ago

(but, guess what? TwasI).
Last year the Longwood

wrestling team set a school record

in wins. Good start, but it gets

even better.

20 members of the 32 man
roster are underclassmen and two

recruits have already signed the

National Letter of Intent

The administration should

drop a program that doesn't ap-

pear to be on the rise, like tennis.

The official stance of the

school is "Blah, blah, b.s., blah,

Division I, blah, blah, b.s."

By dropping wrestling and

adding both men's and women's

cross country the school adds one

sport to it's intercollegiate sched-

ule for a total of 14 sports, the

minimum reguirement for Divi-

sion I standing.

I'm an English major but

even I can tell that's some back-

ward ass math. 13-1+2=14.

Third grade minds should

keep to third grade math.

13+1=14.

Longwood College wants

to try to be Division I by 2002.

Some people can run,

swim, and bike, but it doesn't

mean they can compete in a

triathelon, or even finish one.

Having 14 sports doesn't

make Longwood a Division I

school.

But, just for the sake of ar-

gument, let's say it does. Across

country prgram is going to suck.

Cross counrty runners don't sign

with schools that just moved up a

division with a program less than

two years old.

As a matter of fact, I don't

think cross country runners sign

anywhere.

If Longwood wants to add

a sport, add football and add it

while we're Division II.

I've heard Dr. Cormier is

against a football program, but to

compete in Division I a football

program is crucial.

No, and I mean NO, Divi-

sion I school has any stones with-

out a football team.

Add football now because

adding a football team after mov-

ing to Division I is like wearing

your underwear on the outside of

your pants.

All it's going to do is get

you laughed at and beat up.

A football program would

increase student cohesiveness,

recruitment, alumni donations,

community involvement, and any

and everything associated with

Longwood college.

Everybody loves football.

It's all sweet and fine that

the Longwood administration is

looking forward with the plan to

move up to Division I and other

plans of the like, but it seems that

every plan for die future is at the

expense of students ofthe present

Add one sport to the exist-

ing 1 3. Keep the wrestling team

intact, recruit better, and by the

move to Division I they may be

able to tread water.

(NAPS)- In honor of this

Thanksgiving holiday celebra-

tion, why not mix up a cocktail

that features some of America's

most notable spirits, a bit of his-

tory and some typical Thanksgiv-

ing flavors?

The Wild Thanksgiving

cocktail recipe starts off with,

what else, Wild Turkey Bourbon,

appropriately named after the fa-

mous Native American game
bird. An appropriate beginning,

considering the fact that in 1961,

an act of Congress proclaimed

America's native spirit to be bour-

bon, a product as unique to our

shores as the corn that is used to

make it.

Historical Note: In early

nineteenth century New England,

Thanksgiving day usually began

with a religious service, followed

by a large meal in the afternoon.

Before or after the service, men,

usually with a musket in hand,

would take aim at a wild turkey

in the fields or at paper targets.

The winner usually won a turkey

as his prize for good
markmanship.

The second ingredient for

the Wild Turkey cocktail also has

an interesting history. Laird's

Applejack is an apple brandy that

is recognized by government

resolution as "the oldest native

distilled spirit beverage in the

United States." In fact the Laird

family has been producing Laird's

Applejack in Monmouth County,

New Jersey, since 1698.

Historical Note: In the ear-

liest days of the American colo-

nies, one could often guess a new

settler's nationality by what he

drank. Englishman quaffed ale

and beer, the Dutch, beer only.

Those from France and Spain

chose wine.

However, as the New En-

gland colonists found mat grains

and other traditional sources of

alcohol did not thrive in their cold,

sharp climate and were costly to

import, they began to abandon

their favorites in favor of "cyder,"

or what was to become widely

known as Applejack.

Along with a splash of lime

juice, our recipe features another

Thanksgiving favorite, cranberry

juice. Cranberries are also indig-

enous to North America and are

primarily cultivated in Massachu-

setts, especially on Cape Cod; in

New Jersey; in Wisconsin, and in

the Pacific Northwest.

Historical Note: Cranber-

ries were first cultivated in New
England in the early 1 8th century,

and cranberry sauce and jelly are

uniquely American.

Each ingredient lends this

cocktail the wonderful flavors we
tend to associate with Thanksgiv-

ing. Wild Turkey Bourbon is full

of flavors like caramel and vanilla

with a woody overtone, while the

Applejack lends the taste of a

crisp autumn apple. Combined
with the lime and cranberry
juices, it's a veritable cornucopia

in a glass.

Wild Thanksgiving

1 oz. Wild Turkey 101

1 oz. Applejack

Splash Lime Juice

Fill with cranberry juice

Serve over ice

If you are interested in

recieving more cocktail recipes

using Wild Turkey Bourbon, send

a SASE to Wild Turkey Drink

Recipes, 156 E. 46th St., New
York, NY 10017.

$ mn apdJ)RQB#
PROPS:

+ To the upcoming and long-awaited Thanksgiving

Break!!

+ To all the honorees at Best of the Best

DROPS:

- To the organization & food at Best of the Best; is

quick and edible too much to ask?

- To professors loading it on at the end of the semes-

ter. We just wanna get outta here; don't you all

understand that?!

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda®lorjgwoodlwc«te

—



HOLOCAUST cont'd p.l

that perished as well."

This farce, seeming hard to

swallow for any educated person,

is becoming increasing popular.

For groups like Neo-Nazis

andAnti-Semites, pretending (lets

not beat around the bush, pretend-

ing is a nice word) that the Holo-

caust never occurred is the only

way that these groups, which are

based on hate, can gain any

strength.

Attempting to delude one-

self is bad enough. However, at-

tempts to convince others to fol-

low mirror the course taken by

Adolf Hitler, among others.

With a rise in popularity of

Anti-Semitic groups and recent

mass ethnic genocides in Bosnia

and Rwanda, the memory to the

VI,

Holocaust needs to remain fresh

in order to prevent an event of its

magnitude from occurring again.

The horror and travesty of

the Holocaust is something that

can and should never be forgot-

ten.

George Santayana, an

American philosopher and poet,

said, "Those who cannot remem-

ber the past are condemned to re-

peat it" Those who try to con-

vince others that the past is not

real are those who will lead his-

tory repetition.

These are the people to be

most feared.

Allpictures were takenfrom

The United States Holocaust Me-

morial Museum web site at

httpUAifww.HShmm.org/.

SS officer Eichelsdoerfer, head ofKaufering IV, stands among the

corpses his camp was responsiblefor killing.

National Smoke OutWeek
LIZ RICHARDS

Asst. News Editor

If you've ever tried to quit

smoking, but failed, next week

may be your answer.

National Smoke Out week

is dedicated to getting smokers to

quit their addiction.

It's a full week committed

to informing

people about the

dangers of

smoking, and

supplying citi-

zens with vari-

ous methods of

quitting this

habit

En lieu of

Smoke Out
week, Health

Services will be providing "quit

kits" in the dinning hall this

Thursday.

90% ofitttoken Hart m high

school

10% of smokers starr

94% of regular mooters are

phyricaflf^addictedm nicottHS

Thejwenge person tries 7

one* before they quit for good

couraging smoking on campus.

They will be offering stu-

dents the opportunity to meet with

experts trained in smoking cessa-

tion.

There are also specialized

programs offered by Health Ser-

vices that assist students with

quitting.

If you are

thinking of quit-

ting on your

own, Health Ser-

vices recom-

mends quitting

cold turkey; this

method has

proven to be the

most effective.

There is

also a prescribed

available calledmedication

Zyban that can help stop cravings

associated with quitting.

The kits will provide infor- According to Health Ser-

mation on how to quit smoking, vices, Zyban has been proven to

and include things like gum and eliminate the craving for a ciga-

sugarless candy to help curb rette.

cravings. If you have any questions

Along with participating in about smoking, or how to get help

Smoke Out week, Health Services with quitting, call Health Services

is launching a new campaign dis- at 2399.

SOS

sto

anc

Dr. Candis La Prade and friend

and old professor Dr. Townsend

Luddington of the University of

Krth Carolina, Chapel Hill and

s Passos biographer.

After introductions by both

La Prade and Luddington,

McCorfcte rose and went to the

rum and stated "I'm kind of

that Fm taking a turn."

Earlier that afternoon,

cCorkle attended a reception

sponsored by Lambda Iota Tau,

which she answered questions

not only LIT members but

also Dr. Craig ChaUender's Spe-

cial Topics in Tennessee Williams

class.

One student asked her

ut her influences, and

McCorkle answered "Eudora

Welly, Katherine Anne Porter,

Harper Lee, Flanftery O'Connor,

early Truman Capote anr4 of late

William Trevor. Lee Smith is also

favorite."

Upon be ... $sked about her

writing style, « red that

"It's not so much the on aid off

: ,;U ItJ JC

up coming coll

ries entitled C
which also inc

story Starlings, whic

the awards ceremon;

One student qt

aspects of what typi

ern writer; McCorkl

they have a "wondei

in oral storytelling,"

She also alio

Smith's new collection of short

stories that is currently a work in

progress. Smith's collection is

based on die oral stories told by

the senior citizens of her home-

town, Grundy, VA,

In reference to this

McCorkle said that "ply] pand-

parana eonM never have written

the stories that they told."

tnen with a sparkle in her

eye she said that, "for good dia-

logue. I can ilways turn to Ten-

nessee Wifiiams," which paltered

a great laugh from Dr.

Chaiiendar'* class.

After Iquestioned her about

working with students at

Bennington College, she noted

nedm,"
I also questioned her

?•*

01

':<>

hails from

ihas acquired

rary history at

at the age of

usly published

brand novels,

and July 7th,

urthor's birth

I the day,

In her latest novel, Gamlina

Moon. McCoi k!e j uggles various

characters with very different is-

sues apdnst the background of a

murdei ngely resembled

me murder of James Jordon, the

father of Michael Jordon.

McCeiWe stated that "my

book was almost finished before

Mr. Jordan was killed, but my fa-

mer-m-law we worried. 'You're

not writir^abontsomething that's

going to get you in Grouble, are

you?* *Oh bo,' I add, They're

always puffing bodies firem that

river. Tfl©y*vfc been diaifqr it my

MeCoriiewB* ifitwededme

Dos Passoi Prise uadw #« crite-

ria that they lave"m »f»nse and

angina! etpk&t&gm-;ci ijftcift-

callyA^wfcaa fbcsiai,mexperi-

mental quality, fflda wide range
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Women's Studies: The History of a Minor

SARAH WHITLEY

Staff Writer

As the Women's Studies

program works feverishly to at-

tract minors, bring exciting new

programs and offer internships, it

is important to remember where

the program first originated at

Longwood and the changes it has

endured over the years.

In the early 1990*s Dr.

Kathleen Flanagan, Associate

Professor of English, decided that

a Women's Studies program

would be beneficial to the

Longwood community and set

out to start this program.

Flanagan set up a commit-

tee of professors from different

departments who were interested

in the program and then chose a

sub-committee to help in the re-

search and proposal phases of

bringing the program to

Longwood.

Dr. Sarah Young, Professor

of Social Work, and Mrs. Brenda

Cross, Director of Minority Af-

fairs, were appointed to this sub-

committee and worked with Dr.

Flanagan to determine how a

Women's Studies program would

best benefit Longwood and how

to persuade Longwood adminis-

trators of the necessity of this pro-

gram.

After diligent work and

much persuasion, the Women's

Studies program was recognized

by the school and began in the

Fall of 1992 with Dr. Flanagan as

its first director.

As part of the School of

Liberal Arts and Sciences,

Women's Studies is an Interdisci-

plinary Program providing a mi-

nor at the conclusion of 18 credit

hours of coursework.

Because Women's Studies

was designed as an Interdiscipli-

nary Program, courses are taken

in a number of different depart-

ments, allowing more students to

be exposed to the topic.

This is also why the

Women's Studies committee is

devised of professionals from dif-

ferent departments throughout

Longwood.

The program began with

approximately 13 minors, but

hundreds of Longwood students

took Women's Studies courses.

The program was also designed so

students could make substitutions

for courses within the minor with

advisor approval

.

Although women's and

gender issues had been focused on

by faculty through special topic

courses and campus programs, a

number ofcourses were added to

various departments and most of

these courses are still offered to-

day.

Introduction to Women's

Studies was added to the Anthro-

pology Department Mid Dr. Young

PLANS cont'd p.l

Soon, Longwood will re-

quire Internships to be fulfilled as

a graduation requirement for all

majors. Longwood has recently

won the 2000 Governor's Tech

Award. Prospective students can

now enroll online.

This is Longwood's third

year in US News College Report.

Longwood is ranked in the top ten

public colleges in the Southern

region.

Athletics were recently in-

troduced at Longwood.

Cormier announced that

football was not to be included at

Longwood since the administra-

tion does not want to channel

funding from academics into the

sport. Placing the school's teams

into Division I standing is the

main priority,

Cormier is interested in im-

proving the gym and sees the need

for adding more recreation cen-

ters on campus.

Concerning the dropping of

the wrestling program at

Longwood, Cormier felt that cut-

ting the program was a hard thing

to do, calling it a "no-feel-good"

decision.

The administration claims

that the decision to cut the pro-

gram was not made in the dark.

She stated that the decision

was based upon matter of com-

petition, not the issue of funding

based upon one sport over an-

other.

In addition to adding more

rec. centers, Cormier wants to

raise 4 million dollars to construct

a convocation center for the

school.

Three million dollars in pri-

vate donations have been ear-

marked for Brock Commons,
which is to serve as the school's

taught "Sex and Gender" and

"Working with Special Popula-

tions" in the Social Work Depart-

ment. Courses such as "Women
in Literature," "Women in U.S.

and World History," "Women in

Film," "Women in Philosophy,"

"Women in Psychology," and

"Women in Visual Arts" were also

offered and many of these

courses are still being taught at

Longwood today.

Dr. Flanagan and the

Women's Studies committee

worked continuously to improve

the program and make it most

beneficial for students.

When Dr. Flanagan tempo-

rarily left Longwood to pursue re-

search, the director position was

passed to Dr. Young. She was pas-

sionate about the program and

worked hard to bring exciting

classes and lectures to

Longwood.

She also worked hard to

recruit new minors into the pro-

gram. Young held the position

until she took a leave of absence

in 1998. She passed the torch to

Dr. Candis LaPrade, Associate

Professor of English. Dr. LaPrade

was eager to see the Women's

Studies program grow to its full-

est potential and she worked hard

to see this happen

.

She organized "Brown Bag

Lunch Lectures" for students and

faculty interested in gender-re-,

lated issues. Dr. LaPrade was also

instrumental in recruiting all of

the Women's Studies minors who

are currently at Longwood.

See WOMEN p. 12

pedestrian pathway on campus.

Hopefully, train service

will once again connect Farmville

to civilization in the near future.

There are currendy 2,445

spaces on campus to live. Cur-

rently, Longwood
overbooked 100 percent. The fu-

ture ratio of students will be 2,500

students living on campus and

1 ,500 off campus.

Unfortunately the adminis-

tration claims that it cannot fi-

nance new housing. Housing al-

ternatives such as private devel-

opers are increasingly being

sought out.

Looking at the bigger pic-

ture, the administration claims

that all private education housing

in Virginia is under pressure.

Other topics discussed at

the forum included strategies to

increase student body diversity

and campus parking,

eer i^orne:
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to set up
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he organization

S before the

w times.

for tile fair, ca

'Ae Career C<

ame

may

and career/job tairs just

a few.

You should visit tl

Center to see what metr

work best for you.

Also, you should attend the

CHALLENGE JOB FAIR that is

being held Tuesday, February 13

in Roanoke, VA.

This fair is open to ALL
MAJORS who are juniors and

seniors. Participation in the

CHALLENGE fca has tesufced

in employment and internships

for several Longwood students

The first part of ti» fair al-

lows you to speak wira company

representatives, and interviews

list of participate

sis now avail

aster, but this li

^proximately

jtrly January.
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>e linked to the

ser Center home

ter in Lanca?
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Longwood (

page.

To view the site, go to "Stu-T

dent Life'* ami then "Career Cea*

ter."

Good hick to you in your

search and dont forget to attend

"Transition to die Workplace,"

Tuesday, Dewntber 5 at 3:30p.m.

in Lancaster 139.

TESTING cont'd p,l

Smart Force site. These

pretests, however, must be token

by Thanksgiving break,

A grade of seventy is re-

quired to receive passing status.

Students may pass out of one or

even all of the tutorials if they so

desire.

Before taking any of the

tests, students may take an online

tutorial. Each hu i

rial that laste about four hours.

All of the teste and tetori-

ing the requirements or down-

loading the SmartFarce tutorials.

If this occurs, the best solution is

tocaflyourRTA.

The school has provided

them with extensive teaming of

this program and they can

yon with any questioBs yon may

ha¥e.

For those student* wJto

in§

f — * InAj ;•,.,;. ! There ss no
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Individual projupess ropotts
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selves in the cat!

>r example, sophomore

ttinsfers with enough credits may

decide to piatfubemselves in the

1999-2009 catalogue.

can be done in the Registrar's

. In this instance, the stu-

will be exempt from the re-

fteir

x fchool win offer a sur-

:
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remember, ft

Some students may find
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Movie Review: Charlie's Angels
MEUSSA GILL
Guest Writer

1, Folding Chain 2. Light at the End ofthe Tunnel 3. Quick turnaround
Tune 4. Chasing After Rainbows 5. United Airlines (J. Trmnph ofthe Spirit

[Book Review; Vinegar Hill
DAWN KANEHL

Asst. Opmion Editor

Vinegar Hill, by A. Manete
Ansay, is just one of the many
book s featured on Oprah
Winn-ey's Book Club list.

This striking novel follows

the sjline pattern as many of the

other books Ms. Winfrey chooses

as her monthly find: a strong char-

acter 'usually a woman) struck by

difficult circumstances must
scare!i her soul to overcome her

Ellen Grier ccrtainlv fits the

desci iptiOD as one of the

wome

beat

:n: she is stuck with a dead-

hope of escape from b

Wffle|»o»it. These include her

young, impressionable daughter

Amymd Ellen's harsh mother-in-

law, Mary-Margaret who also has

a few secrets of her own.

It is tiirough a more liber-

atedteaching colleague that Ellen

discovers her inner strength as a

unique individual, not an append-

age of someone else.

Vinegar Hill is aptly

named: the plot is bitter and hard

to stomach. As Ansay reveals

some of the past events the

reader's stomach will turn, as if

Drew Barrymore, Cameron

Diaz, and Lucy Liu star as the

beloved team we know as

Charlie 's Angels. For those ofyou

that don't know about the Angels,

here's a quick summary.

Charlie's Angels was basi-

cally a 1970's show. Charlie's

Angels are a secret agent type

group funded and led by Charles

Townsend, a mysterious million-

aire.

They and their sidekick

Bosley (played here by Bill

Murray) work together to save the

world from various bad things. So

with that in mind, here is my at-

tempt to explain how much this

movie rocks.

Within the first five min-

utes, you will discover that this is

not another boring remake of a

television show. The action starts

right at the beginning and pushes

ahead nonstop until the credits.

I was never bored at any

part of the movie, if anything I

was probably dodging and throw-

ing my own air punches in my
seat.

One thing became obvious

to me as I was watching Charlie's

Angels, which was that The Ma-

trix did a bell of a lot for action

movies.

Slow motion spins, bullet

dodging, gravity defiance, and

near impossible stunts fill this

movie constantly and unless you

don't like action, these will ex-

cite you a great deal.

Of course there really is

more to this movie than extreme

girl power.

There just happens to be a

very interesting plot in this

movie.

The Angels are hired to

protect the (previously kid-

napped) VIP of Knox Corpora-

tions from his business rival (the

bad guy suspect).

Things get a little crazy at

times with the slew of bad guys

including Marty McFly's dad from

Back to the Future, who plays a

creepy psycho with a hair fetish.

Towards the end, the plot

gets a little unexpected twist to add

to things.

The movie overall was filled

with action and comedy. There

was a very nice balance of smack-

down and laughs.

I personally enjoyed the

cameo of the beloved Tom Green

(as Chad). As bizarre as he is, he

added a lot of fun to the movie.

I would recommend this

movie for everyone. It covers all

areas of a great movie.

Each ofthe threeAngels are

very different and amusing in their

own way. I enjoyed it immensely.

After the movie, I was kic k -

ing and swinging at anything that

dared come near me. And after

years of debating, I finally know
what I want to do when I grow up.

Rating: A+

Gomez: Abandoned Shopping Trolley Hotline
KENHERRON
Staff Writer

'

Usually the term "big in

England" is immediately fol-

lowed by the phrase "but not in

America."

Groups like Blur, Oasis,

and the Verve have all fallen short

of their North American con-

quests, either giving up in futility

or breaking up in the process.

So why should this side of

the Atlantic care about a collec-

tion of b-sides and rarities from a

modest English pop quintet?

Because Gomez are per-

haps one of the most exciting and

inspired bands to come along in

years.

Take, for example, their lat-

est achievement, Abandoned
Shopping Trolley Hotline.

On the surface, it is simply

a collection of great Beatles-in-

spired tunes consistent with the

rest of their catalog.

But further inspection re-

veals the subtle genius behind the

group.

To begin with, Gomez has

a sound that is truly unique, a

grouping of many eclectic styles

that, unlike most genre-hoppers

out there, actually sound well to-

gether.

Their music is a seemingly

effortless blend of folk, pop, psy-

chedelic, and blues, with near-

Beatles quality songwriting and

jams reminiscent of the Grateful

Dead.

As with most groups,

Gomez's rarities collection is

most representative of them as a

band because they can work out-

side the confines of a proper al-

bum.

Hotline takes full advan-

tage of this fact and throws a

number of playful curveballs.

"Emergency Surgery" is a

percussion-laden lounge track

layered with low-key guitars and
playful lyrics, while "Flavors"

features bouncy acoustic guitars

and a full-sounding rhythm sec-

tion accompanying an infectious

melody.

Gomez even found the time

to rework a few of their more

popular tunes (in England, at

least), such as "Stone Shuffle" a

boisterous revision of "Stone

Wobble" this time featuring jazzy

drumwork and a more upbeat

mood and tempo.

Although it is a fantastic

collection, Hotline doesn't hold up

as well as their previous albums,

1998's Bring It On and 1999's Liq-

uid Skin, simply because, as men-

tioned earlier, it does not have

a constant, album length flow.

It is merely a collection

of great Beatlesque songs (they

even cover "Getting Better,"

with singer Ben Ottewell's

bluesy vocals beautifully pro-

pelling the track) with a few

lively oddities coloring the

mix.

As soon as Gomez learns

how to incorporate their more ex-

perimental tracks into a proper al-

bum, maybe the success they en-

joy over in England could be re-

peated here.

In the meantime, think of

Abandoned Shopping Trolley

Hotline as a blessing fee fans and
a starting point for the interested.

Rating: B+
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Chamber Music Series

Brings Culture to D

Known at

perfomers

visit the ca

nes.

It is a chance for soideots

to watch professional, well-

taown musicians in concert The

latest was a performance by the

violin and piano duo of Vita and

Ishmael Wallace on November

14.

Longwood music professor

Dr. Charles Kinzerhas w<«ked

with the series since 1992 ami has

been in charge of it since 1995.

The seriesbeganin 1987 by

Paul Hasserlmk, ex-chair of the

college music department and

professor Frida Myers.

Kinzer inherited his posi-

tion when Myers retired.

Funding for the aerie* is

limitedto around $ 1 0,000 a year,

a combination of a budget from

the Ajts Council and donations

from local patrons.

"Itpresents the best ofclas-

sical music to the Fannville and

ili>

coming to their concerts, says

Longwood music professor Df.

Joel Schocnhais,

a few exceptions, all

concerts take place on Tuesday

nights af 7:30 p.m. in the Wygal

recital hall, and all are free of

charge to Longwood studente.

The next Concert Series

event will be a performance of

operation choral music by faculty

members from five Virginia col-

leges and universities.

More ^formation on any

concert can be found on the mu-

sic department's page on the

Longwood College website.

•%'m pmxty fortunate to

have the Chamber Music Series,"

says Schoenhals. "Thereare qual-

ify grfJops, who you would prob-

ably have to pay ten to fifteen

dollars to see normally, playing

for free."

ABftOff&£r&£i%&n

Book Review; Night Tales
ALLYSON BLAKE

News Editor

Intriguing. Mysterious.

Passionate. These are all charac-

teristics I would use to describe

a book that I recently read titled

Night Tales by Nora Roberts.

Night Tales is a compila-

tion of four novels that all have

one theme in common: nighttime.

The first novel is titled

Night Shift. In Night Shift, Cilia

O'Roarke, a nighttime radio per-

sonality, and Boyd Fletcher, a

police officer, meet when Cilia

starts to receive threatening

phone calls.

As the investigation goes

on, Fletcher gets to know Cilia

and learns that she lost her par-

ents and is now taking care of her

younger sister Deborah. Cilia, in

turn, tries to get to know Fletcher,

but he doesn't seem to want to

open up to her.

As they begin to work

closer and closer together, they

give into their passion and their

one night together changes every-

thing. Will they find the man who

made the threatening phone calls

and if they do, will they give into

their passion again?

The next novel is titled

Night Shadow. In Night Shadow,

Deborah O'Roarke, sister of Cilia

O'Roarke, is now an assistant dis-

trict attorney in the city ofUrbana

and is investigating a gang-re-

lated murder.

When Deborah has to go to

a bad part of town and gets in

trouble, she is saved by a man

dressed in all black.

Before she can thank him,

he disappears. She realizes then

that she has just been saved by

Nemesis, the nickname for the

man that appears in the night and

fights crime in the city of Ur-

bana.

The next night, at a party,

she meets a man named Gage

Guthrie, who is very powerful in

Urbana and there is an instant

attraction. Before long, after be-

ing saved again by the man in

black and then running into

Guthrie again, she realizes she is

falling for two men. Dealing with

these two men and her caseload

has Deborah in a frenzy. Will she

decide between the two men and

at the same time wrap up her

case?

The next novel is Night

Shade. In Night Shade, Althea

Grayson, former partner to Boyd

Fletcher, is working on a case

involving porn being made with

young girls.

Colt Nightshade comes

into the picture when he ap-

proaches his old friend Boyd

Fletcher about finding a young

runaway, Liz; who may very well

be involved in the porn.

Fletcher assigns him to

work with Althea, and together

Althea and Cole embark on an

investigation to get to the people

behind the porn. As the investi-

gation goes on, Althea and Cole

become attracted to each other,

but when their investigation is

blown wide open; they have to

fight their own passion as well as

the people behind the porn.

Will they catch the people

behind the porn and bring Liz

home? Will they give in to their

own passion?

The fourth and final novel is

titled Night Smoke. In Night

Smoke, Natalie Fletcher, sister of

Boyd Fletcher and head of Fletcher

industries, meets Ryan Piasecki, an

arson investigator, when one of her

warehouses catches on fire.

At first, she despises

Piasecki, but as they continue to

work together to find out how the

fire was caused, their attraction for

one another starts to heat up.

After a second fire is set and

Natalie suffers from smoke inha-

lation, Piasecki goes to her apart-

ment to check on her and one thing

leads to another and they give into

to their passion.

But will they catch the ar-

sonist before he destroys every-

thing that Natalie has worked for?

Will Natalie and Piasecki let their

passion take them down the aisle?

To get the answers to all of

these questions and more, be sure

to get a copy of Night Tales, the

newest series by Nora Roberts. I

promise you will not be disap-

pointed.

Side Note: If you enjoy

Night Tales, then don't miss Night

Shield, the newest novel in the se-

ries!

Rating: A

Rental Review: Return to Me
LORI BEAUCHAMP

Staff Writer

Have you been looking for

that perfect movie to watch while

snuggling up with that special

someone?

Look no further. Return

To Me starring Minnie Driver

and David Duchovny is a ro-

mantic comedy that will warm

your heart.

In this movie, Driver

plays Grace, a young woman in

desperate need of a heart trans-

plant.

She is slowly dying while

waiting for a heart donor. Mean-

while, Duchovny's character,

Bob, is a construction worker

who is happily married to a zoo

keeper.

One night after a formal

fundraiser for the zoo, Bob's wife

is tragically killed in a car acci-

dent.

What is Bob's worst night-

mare becomes the answer to

Grace's prayers when his wife

becomes the much needed heart

donor.

The plot becomes even

more interesting when Grace and

Bob meet over a year later, and

begin dating.

Neither Grace nor Bob are

aware that Grace was the recipi-

ent of his wife's heart.

Adding to the fun and hu-

mor of the story is Grace's grand-

father and his good-natured poker

buddies, as well as Grace's best

friend and her husband, Joe

(played by James Belushi).

The humor in this movie is

very innocent. The jokes are not

dirty or disgusting as is the case

in movies such as Austin Pow-

ers. Not that there's anything

wrong with that kind of comedy.

If you're in the mood for a

good, old-fashioned romantic

comedy, this is the movie for

you!

It's perfect to watch with

your significant other because its

silly and romantic, at the same

time.

The onscreen chemistry be-

tween Driver and Duchovny is

wonderful and will have you

laughing and crying.

Rating: A+
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Friday
17til

Saturday
18th

Sunday
19th

Mo
2(

LP Movie:

The Perfect Storm

inABC Rooms

@ 5:30 & 8:00 p.m.

Admissions

Open House

in Jarman

@ 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

Ring Ceremony

Luncheon

in Dining Hall

@ 1:00 p.m.

Panal S

Special <

inH:

@6:30

Longwood Theatre:

Life is a Dream
in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball

in C & L / Lancer

Invitational

Cons. & Champ

@ 2:00 & 4:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre:

Life is a Dream
in Jarman

@ 3:00 p.m.

Jazz I

Fall i

inJ

@7:

Cafe Night:

1st Floor

in the Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.

Men's Basketball

vs.

Court Authority (Exh)

@ 7:30 p.m.

Senior Saxiphone

Recital

by John Westerhoff

in Wygal

@ 4:00 p.m.

•

Women's Basketball

in C & L / Lancer

Invitational

West Chester (PA)

@ 8:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre:

Life is a Dream
in Jarman

@ 8:00 p.m.

Cafe Night:

Mickey Finn

in the Lancer Cafe

@ 10:00 p.m.- 12:00 a.m.

-

End of Police Appreciation Week

k



WAR
nday

peakers on

Operations

iner212

- 9:30 p.m.

tasamble

Concert

arman

30 p.m.

Tuesday
21st

Last Meal Before Break:

Dinner

in the Dining Hall

PAGE 9

22nd
Thursday
23rd

Thanksgiving

Break!!!

UmX US iM OH Tile HOT details
GOiNG AftOUNe CAMFUS • ••

If you know of anything from birthdays, to
meetings, to off-campus events—anything
under the sun, let us know! Email usi

rotundaftongwoodJwcedu

,
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Farmville's

Best Kept Secret is.

ILLUSIONS—FOR YOURSENSUAL SIDE

Located on South Street behind Macado's

Lingerie, Books, Novelties, Body Oils

10% off with a college ID

Open 10-6 Tuesday - Saturday

M E N T INSURANCE TRUST SERVIti TUITION F

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

fund can equal better performance.

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.

We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so

you can see for yourself that no matter what your

investment you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF

variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%

to 0.34%.'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,

superior customer service and strong performance.

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your

retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

$215,000

Low-Coat Account

$176,000

High-Co* Account

EXTONSES

Total accumulations after 20 yean baaed on initial investment

of 150,000 and hypothetical anaaa) retina of 8%. TouJ return,

and principal value of investment! will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is preaented tor ifluaimm purpose* oary

i «oet not reflect actual |jetifmanre, or pretsct future

of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it."

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

to rrwre compete flfonnrton on ojt sea»iti«

before you invest I.Estirnirftd annual expenses are aojusted quarterly. 2. 1 .40% s a wry reasonable fee lev** for a typca! fund, 0.40% ts

r», but ntfactuaiy at the bottom of, the rrajtualfu^ &&&
iJte the CRfFarxiTlAArVa Estate variable anrwrties^.

annuity canponent mutual funds and tuitai savwr^ ao/eements, • TIM art
annufWs. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSfi provides trust services • krvtstmefit products are not FDtC insured, may lose value and are
net bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 06/33

Psychology
MICHELE THOMPSON

Copy Editor

One of the lesser-known

organizations on Longwood's

campus is the Psychology Club.

The group has not been

very active for the past two years,

due to the small amount of its

members.

This year junior Psychol-

ogy major, Maggie Tipton, de-

cided that she wanted more out

of the Psychology club than she

was getting.

She began emailing the

members of Psi Chi, which is the

National Psychology Honor Fra-

ternity, to ask their opinion on

getting more involved in the club

and on Thursday, November 9 the

Psychology Club had its first of-

ficial meeting of the year.

During the meeting Tipton

said that she needed all the mem-

bers to help keep things going and

that she could not do it by her-

self.

The subject of fundraising

was brought up, and members

tried to think of new ideas on what

to do to raise money.

Dr. James Scepansky, one

of the three faculty sponsors of the

club along with Dr. Eric Laws and

Dr. David Carkenord, asked what

everyone wanted out of the expe-

rience of being in the organiza-

tion.

One thing that all the mem-
bers agreed on was that they

wanted to do volunteer work.

Ideas on where to volunteer

included Eldercare, CrossRoads,

and the Rape Crisis Hotline that

is being developed on campus. Dr.

Scepansky and Dr. Laws dis-

cussed their recent experiences

during a conference at UVA.

One idea that was brought

up was for senior Psychology

majors to create a phone/email

tree to be handed out to the

younger students.

This way if a student felt

more comfortable talking to an-

other student than a professor

about resumes, internships, and

which classes to take, they could

email someone on the list and get

an answer.

Another topic was the idea

of working forAcademic Support

Services as tutors to younger Psy-

chology majors as well as stu-

dents taking Psychology 101 for

their goal requirement.

Currently there is one Psy-

chology tutor available to any stu-

dent who needs one. Tutoring is

available through Academic Sup-

port Services.

All that is needed to join the

Psychology Club is an interest in

learning more about Psychology

and a desire to help others.

Their next meeting will be

held Monday, December 4 at 9

p.m. Dr. Laws will speak about

his work on environmental per-

ception.

JobDirect.com Offers

Help for theJob Search

BRIAN KELLEY
Staff Writer

The World Wide Web is full

of useful and not so useful tools

of all kinds.

In thejob search field there

are several sites that say they are

the fastest and the biggest. For

ease of use, though, there is only

one that I have found to be the

best

That site is JobDirect.com.

JobDirect.com has a great

angle when it comes to your

search for an internship or job.

Instead of you searching

for jobs (which you can still do,

by the way), JobDirect sends you

e-mails of jobs matching the re-

quirements you set.

You can post your resume

and get e-mails from companies

interested in interviewing you.

There are also updated ar-

ticles pertinent to your particular

job search.

JobDirect.com has found

me several potential employers.

So many that I have become a stu-

dent representative for the site.

With so many options

worth checking out, JobDirect is

my first choice.

I have found that posting

your resume on many sites keeps

many options open and JobDirect

should be your first step.

So, take ten minutes to

check out www.jobdirect.com

and use referral code longl.

Good luck with yourjob hunting!

*.,



MavetoDivision I Forced Wrestling to be Cut
JARED UNneRwnnnJARED UNDERWOOD

Sports Editor

"This is the most difficult

decision I have bad to make," ex-

plained Athletic Director Don
Lemish, referring to the decision

to discontinue Longwood's wres-

tling program.

"It is never a popular deci-

sion. I truly feel for these men.
This puts their whole college ca-

reer in upheaval."

This all began about a year

and halfago according to Lemish,

when the move to Division I was
first proposed

A committee was formed to

look at the competition level of

three sports - lacrosse, field

hockey, and wrestling.The com-
mittee looked at present compe-

tition in the CVAC as well as fu-

ture competition possibilities

once Longwood makes the move
to Division I status.

The major factor is that the

competition doesn't really exist,"

explained Lemish.

There aren't many wrestling

programs in the CVAC. The wres-

tling schedule this season is filled

with Division I opponents be-

cause the competition in the

CVAC simply does not exist

It was proposed last year
around this time that the wrestling

program move to Division I but
that possibility died when it was
found mat the conference there is

lacking in competition as well.

The two major possible
conference choices for Longwood
are the Big South Conference
(which includes Liberty Univer-
sity and Radford University) and
The Colonial Athletic Association

(James Madison University,

George Mason University).

In the past few years, the

CAA has tost members from its

conference, leaving it only with

three schools that have wrestling

programs.

The Big South Conference

does not have sufficient competi-

tion in its conference either.

Before the decision was
made, Lemish had conversations

with wrestling coach Brent

Newell. He asked him about the

pros and cons of the move and

wanted to get the coach's input on

the proposed discontinuation.

Newell himself did not

wish to comment any more after

what was said hi the press release,

released last week.

Newell has own offered a

continuing position in the athletic

department. "Coach Newell has

been offered a position which is

a combination of coaching and

administration," commented
Lemish.

Lemish admits that the tim-

ing was awkward, being right be-

fore the team's weekend tourna-

ment at Coppin State (MD), but

it was made now to give the wres-

tlers time to make some difficult

decisions.

The wrestlers have the dif-

ficult decision of whether to trans-

fer to a school with a wrestling

program or to stay here at

Longwood.

Those who do decide to

stay will maintain their athletic

scholarships through completion

of their normal eligibility.

While some students are

not happy with this decision,

Lemish says "We made a commit-

ment to these students and we
need to uphold it"

These student athletes

made a commitment to

Longwood and as long as they

meet the criteria, they will be able

to retain their athletic aid.

On the flip side, Lemish

also says that a few wrestlers have

asked for releases, which grant

them permission to talk to other

schools about a possible transfer.

Many of the wrestlers have

wondered if Longwood could

keep the wrestling program going

until this year's freshman class

graduates. It just isn't possible to

do that though.

Lemish explained that each

year the number of wrestlers

would dwindle down.

First of all no wrestling

prospect is going to commit to a

school which he knows is discon-

tinuing its program, which means

Longwood will be losing wres-

tlers and won't be able to gain any

to replace those who have gradu-

ated.

By the time the current

freshmen are seniors, the team

could only have a small amount

of wrestlers.

In the last 3 years,

Longwood has forfeited 65 indi-

vidual matches with a full squad

so there is no way we could pos-

sibly compete with only a half or

a quarter of a wrestling team.

Of course this decision has

to have an affect on the wrestlers

this year.

"I don't see how it cannot

There has to be an obvious affect

mentally," said Lemish

However, on a good note,

Longwood has decided to add

men's and women's cross-country

possibly by 2001, but definitely

by 2002.

NCAA Division 1 requires

that a school have a minimum of

14 sports, which Longwood now
has with the addition of cross-

country. "Cross-country is a very

good fit" said Lemish. It is a com-

petitive sport in theCVAC as well

as in Division 1.

Longwood cross-country

will try to compete in 2001, us-

ing walk-on student athletes and

the minimum amount of athletic

aid.

The Athletic Department

will judge whether the cross-

country team will have enough

athletes to compete next year and

move from there.

Lemish sees no further

moves in the near future. He be-

lieves there is good potential for

field hockey and lacrosse in Di-

vision 1 and in the CVAC

®TOYOTA

SPENDING

www.gettoyota.eom

Most everyone has them...no one likes them. (Toyota Echo can help.) Echo gets up to 38 miles per gallon*..that limits your spending

on gasoline. (Good start.) Echo has an amazing amount of interior room...seating for 5.. .so it will hold a lot of something, like up to

4 paying passengers on Holiday trips home— positive cash flow to further limit your spending. (Another plus.) Now you try one.

(Hints: It's Toyota...very dependable. And its an Echo, starting around $13,500 well equipped.) So the next time your spending limits

come up for discussion, you'll be all set with a positive suggestion...A visit to your nearby Toyota dealer.

*EPA estimate 31/38 4 door, 4-speed automatic. Even better with 5-speed manual.
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FEATURE
Life is a Dream Opens at Longwood College

PRESSRELEASE

On Wednesday, November

1 5, Longwood Theatre premiered

Pedro Calderon de la B area's Life

is a Dream.

Written in the 1 7th century,

Life is a Dream is one of the most

famous plays ever written. Ironi-

cally, few people have ever seen

the play performed.

The play is the story of

Prince Segismundo of Poland.

His father, Basilio, imprisoned

him when he was born because

he believed that Segismundo
would bring death and destruction

to their country.

Now, on Segismundo's 21st

birthday, Basilio decides to re-

lease him. Segismundo is thrust

into a world that he knows noth-

ing about.

What he discovers is a

place where the rules that he has

lived by his entire life seem crude

and where honor exceeds what his

heart tells him is right.

The theme of honor is very

prevelant in the play.

In their own way, all of the

characters must recapture the

honor that they have lost: one

character must be reunited with a

daughter he has not seen in years;

another must choose between the

person he loves and the person he

is destined to be with.

Fate is another issue dealt

with in the play. Throughout the

play, the characters struggle be-

tween what God has decided for

them and what they must decide

for themselves.

Segismundo wakes up into

a predetermined existence. How-
ever, what he does with that ex-

istence shocks everyone around

him.

Unlike most female charac-

ters from this era, the women in

Life is a Dream are all strong

women.

One of the women even

goes into battle dressed as a man

(this was unheard of in this era).

Beau Cislo and Anna
Richardson, both Longwood Col-

lege freshmen, play the lead char-

acters Segismundo and Rosaura,

respectively.

Junior Theatre major Hilary

Smith also marks her debut on the

Longwood stage with this produc-

tion. Matt Bolte, Mike Lassen,

Damien Morrison, and Bobby
Vrtis, veterans of the Longwood
stage, complete the principal cast

of the play.

Also in the production are

newcomers Owen Davis, Josh

Howell, Charles Haigh, Nathan

Stockman, Nicole Barr, and Mor-

gan Smith, all Longwood College

students.

In addition, Daniel Bidwell,

son ofAssociate Professor of So-

ciology Lee Bid* ell, will be mak-

ing an appearance in a minor role

She is not only seeking vengeance created especially for this produc-

for her cause, but vengeance for tion of the play.

herself. She is a woman who has

come to Poland to confront the

man who left her at the altar.

This production of Life is a

Dream features a large ensemble

of Longwood Theatre newcom-

ers.

BY TOM LUCIER &
JASONSHEARDOWN

Pedro Calderon de la

Barca's Life is a Dream runs No-

vember 15-18 at 8 p.m. and No-

vember 19 at 3 p.m. in Jarman

Auditorium. For tickets or further

information, please call x2474.

UE KJOL.) RETURU
TO THE GODFATHER.
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THm dangers of interactive television

And Now... For Your Entertainment
Greetings from the Lancer

Productions office. Just a re-

minder that next semester there

will be continuous karaoke con-

test for the whole semester. At

each karaoke event a person will

perform and bejudged. There will

be a group category and a singles

category. Prizes are yet to be an-

nounced.

This weekend the movie

The Perfect Storm will be play-

ing in the ABC Rooms at 5:30 and

8:00 p.m. on Friday. At 10 p.m.

in the Cafe will be 1st Floor,

knocking you on your butt with

their exciting music.

The following weekend the

Acapella Showcase will be at 8

p.m. in Jarman Theater featuring

Blind Man's Bluff & Ball in the

house. Following the Showcase,

on the 28th, is Kerry Kennedy

Cuomo at 8 p.m. in Jarman.

We have worked hard to

provide a great variety of enter-

tainment. Ifyou have any sugges-

tions or comments about any

events, please feel free to stop by

the Lancer Productions office

room 207 in the Student Union.

We also have an e-mail account,

Iancepro@Iongwood.lwc.edu, if

you would prefer to send infor-

mation there. Ifyou would like to

talk to someone personally, but

can't get by the office, you could

call x2110. If you are interested

in joining Lancer Productions, we
have meetings every Monday
night at 6:30 p.m. in the

KA H

Room of the Student Union.
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Movie Reviewt Blair Witch 2
DANIELLEPEmLB

StaffWrmr

With not having seen any

coming attractions for this film,

I did not go with a great deal of

expectations.

1 enjoyed the first Blair

Witch movie, and I thought it

might be a fun way to spend a

Friday night Can we «y, "Sold

out?"

Post of

all.itmusibe fe
understood

that the m
quel has ab- ^Q
sohpely noth-

ing to do with

the first

movie. Sort

of the same

relationship

the C

had to do

with the first

one.

Blair Witch 2 is a

jmatketappeal, using a Rob

tbie toundiraek to hit a targ

They had the reqi

'goth' girl, and even inc

cheap attempts at nudity tb

ext to nothing to do witr

tibifig. It could have been

accurately titled Blair Witci

term,

Vx plot, if you can

that, was never tiiily evid<

seemed to meander from i

teresting took at reality vs.

into a downward

original Blair Witch^ which did

have a degree of creativity and

originality, one does have some
expectatiOBS,

The movie opens with cov-

erage of the hysteria that hit

Burkittsvitle, the swalf Maryland

town, where the original movie

was made.
It then shifts to a group of

people making money off of mar-

keting tihathysteria. They are sell-

ing little stick

people by the side

of the road, Blair

.Jt. Witch hats,

sweatshirt, mugs,

etc.

Now there

is a tour group

which will take

you to hunt the!

Blair Whch, fori

three days, two!

Hignis, meals, iu*i

cosoi and pot ap~f

drunken orgies You cc

tow what they were doing or why.

Maybe the point was not to

care, But after having seen the

*'. ail relative ;

%

,

s, but next time

o find some with

fud! \ writers win

Dnt lack of re-

by the creators is

ry view point, but

a when they have

tess invoking a
Iwseanstwodif-

none more so du
a Wiccan pries

Greek goddess. 1

ferent religions.

Overall, this movie left me
feeling cheated. As annoying as

she was, I missed Heather.
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Expectations Are High For Men's Basketball Team
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood College is cel-

ebrating its 25th-year of men's

basketball during 2000-01.

Appropriately enough, it

could prove to be one of the fin-

est seasons in school history - if

all goes according to plan.

The second-year coaching

staff of head coach Mike Leeder

and assistant coach Marc
Hostetter has brought in ~ with-

out question - the best recruiting

class of student-athletes in the his-

tory of the program.

The class includes four

NCAA Division I transfers, along

with twojunior-college transfers,

and one incoming freshman stu-

dent-athlete.

With two redshirt sopho-

mores re-joining the program, and

one walk-on as well, Leeder and

Hostetter will begin their second

campaign with 10 new players on

the roster.

"We're really happy with

this group," said Leeder. "It's a

very, very talented group — a

group that there are some very

high expectations for this year.

We're fortunate to have all of

these players here at Longwood."

The outstanding group of

transfers include: junior guard

Marques Cunningham/Danville,

Va.-GW-Danville HS-University

of Richmond (6-0, 180); gradu-

ate forward-center Colin

Duchanne/ Richmond, Va.-Dou-

glas Freeman HS-University of

Virginia (6-9, 250), junior guard

Jason Pryor/ Hampton, Va.-Fort

Walton Beach (Fla.) HS-Clemson

University via Gulf Coast (Fla.)

Community College (6-2, 180);

andjunior guard Hunter Hoggatt/

Glen Allen, Va.-Varina HS-Vir-

ginia Commonwealth University

(6-3, 190).

Ducharme started 48 career

games at Virginia, totaling 472

points, 343 rebounds, and 88

blocks (8th all-time at UVA). He
was an honorable mention All-

ACC Freshman Team selection.

Pryor was the state of

Florida's "Mr. Basketball" in 1997

when he led the nation in scoring

at 38.7 ppg..

Cunningham started 27 of

33 games during his season-plus

at Richmond, while Hoggatt

earned significant minutes at

VCU after scoring 2,073 career

points in high school.

"Colin is the centerpiece of

the recruiting class," explained

Leeder. "He is a proven low-post

scorer and defender at a higher

level with extremely high work

ethic and intelligence. Colin is a

guy we're fortunate to be able to

build around."

"It was good to have Jason

here with us for a year and prac-

ticing last year. His being here

was instrumental in helping us to

attract a higher quality of student-

athlete. Jason has had a great pre-

season and we're fortunate to have

him here at Longwood as well."

"Marques and Hunter are

two more players who have

proven that they can play at a

higher level. We have high ex-

pectations for each of them in

helping us to turn this program

around."

The class also includes a

pair ofjunior college transfers in

junior forward Moustapha Toure/

Dakar, Senegal-Yalla Sauren HS-
Champlain (Vt.) College (6-7,

210) and junior forward Marek

Zielinski/ Lublin, Poland-3rd HS-
Western Nebraska Community
College (6-5, 205).

The group is completed

with freshman guard Russell Th-

ompson/Richmond, Va.-Varina

HS (6-2, 185).

Toure led Champlain into

the 2000 NJCAA National Tour-

nament, while Zielinski helped

Western Nebraska to participation

in the 1999 NJCAA National

Tournament. Thompson led

Varina to the 2000 Virginia Group

AAA State Quarterfinals.

"Moustapha and Marek are

two foreign players who each

come from highly-successfuljun-

ior college programs," said

Leeder. "Both are hard-nosed and

can defend — I think they are the

right mix of two more juniors to

add to the turnaround."

"Russell is a tremendous

athlete and a good shooter with

an opportunity to learn from the

right players."

The two redshirt sopho-

mores are center Zech Boyd/Vir-

ginia Beach, Va.-Tallwood HS (6-

6, 220) and forward Chris Isaacs/

Fairfax, Va.-Robinson Secondary

HS (6-7, 200) who both missed

last season with injuries.

Boyd started five games as

a freshman with career-highs of

21 points and seven rebounds.

Isaacs started 1 7 games as

a freshman with career-highs of

IS points and nine rebounds.

"It may be a blessing that

they each got a redshirt year,"

explained Leeder.

"I think both fit-in really

well with what we are trying to

do, and each will contribute more

than maybe we originally

thought."

Three senior players return

from a year ago, including guard

B J.Buford/Bowling Green, Ky.-

Warren Central HS-Kentucky

State (6-2, 1 1 .5 ppg.), along with

forwards Isaac Lartey/Burke, Va.-

Lake Braddock HS-Fork Union

Military Academy (6-5, 6.7 ppg.)

and Jay Louden/

WilUamsburg,Va.-Bruton HS (6-

3, 8.0 ppg.).

The walk-on player is jun-

ior guard Matt Donohue/

Warrenton, Va.-Fishburne Mili-

tary Academy-Wilkes (Pa.) Uni-

versity (6-0) who played on a Di-

vision III Final Four team at

Wilkes in 1998.

Buford averaged 24.7 min-

utes a year ago with career-highs

of 21 points and 12 rebounds.

Lartey averaged 27.7 min-

utes a year ago with a season-high

See MEN p. 15

Women's Basketball Team Hopes to Succeed With Young Team
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

The success of the 2000-

01 edition of the Longwood Col-

lege women's basketball team

could be determined by its tal-

ented youth.

The Lancers will have nine

freshmen and sophomores on the

roster this year.

Of the five players return-

ing from the 1999-2000 team that

finished second in the NCAA Di-

vision II Carolinas-VirginiaAth-

letic Conference (CVAC) with a

14-4 record and a 20-9 mark over-

all, three are sophomores.

But they are an experienced

and talented group, that, com-

bined with the freshman

class,will be counted on heavily

this year.

There is no doubt that the

underclassmen are talented, but

head coach Shirly Duncan and as-

sistant coach Krista Jay will be

looking to senior Demietre Price/

Gladys-William Campbell HS
andjunior Jessica Roy-Harrison/

Columbia, Md.-Wilde Lake HS

to lead this team.

Price, a 6- 1 center and the

lone senior, started 1 8 games last

year with averages of 5.4 points

and 5.1 rebounds a game.

Hobbled by injuries for

much ofher career. Price will look

to finish with a strong senior sea-

son.

"I think Demietre can be a

very dominating player if she

stays healthy," Duncan said.

"She's a very strong inside player

and gives us good leadership and

experience."

Roy-Harrison, also a 6-1

center, played in 24 games in 99-

00 and started in 11.

She averaged 4.2 points and

2.6 rebounds a game.

She will be counted on to

help lead the team this season.

"Jessie did a great job for us

last year and really is a stabiliz-

ing force on the team, both on and

off the court," according to

Duncan. "She has a very nice,

consistant 15-foot shot and also

can score inside."

The sophomore tandem of

Leigh Farmer/Vansant, Va.-

Grundy HS, Angel Johnson/

Charlottesville, Va.-Albemarle

HS, and Tia Richardson/Ellicott

City, Md.-Centennial HS were all

effective as freshmen last year

and will look to continue their

success during the 2000-01 cam-

paign.

Farmer is a 6-0 center who
can be a dominating presence in-

side. She averaged 10.4 points

and 7 rebounds a game last sea-

son. Farmer has been named to

the preseason All-CVAC Team
for this year.

Coach Duncan describes

her as "pretty much unstoppable

when she gets the ball inside.

She's got great hands, great in-

stincts for the game, and is a won-

derful passer for her size and po-

sition."

Johnson, a 5-10 guard-for-

ward, averaged 14.1 points, 4.6

rebounds, and 2.2 assists last year

to earn the CVAC Freshman of

the Year award.

"Angel is very athletic, and

gives us a lot of speed," Duncan

said. "She is a quintescential

"three" player for us and does an

outstanding job both inside and

outside."

Johnson is a good defender

who will be a valuable asset not

only for her offense but for her

perimeter defense as well.

The third sophomore of the

group is Richardson, a 5-10 cen-

ter. Undersized for a post player,

she is able to compete with big-

ger foes because of her tenacity

in the lane.Ric! ardson averaged

9.8 points and 7.3 rebounds a

game last year.

"Tia is the kind of player

who will not be denied inside,"

Duncan said. She is a very aggres-

sive player and runs the court real

well."

The group of newcomers is

large and will be depended on

from the outset of the season.

"We have to have our fresh-

men," Duncan said. "It's critical

that they make the transition to

the college game quickly because

we're going to need them and

they're going to have to step up

and do the job for us."

The freshmen include

Adelina Abreu/Damascus, Md.-

Damascus, Kanee'Booth/

Woodbridge, Va.-Woodbridge,

Chelsea Bruce/Pittsburgh, Pa.-

Schenley, Erica Marcum/Charles-

ton, W.Va.-George Washington,

Toni Matkovich/Wheeling,

WVa.-Wheeling Park, and Ebony

Smith/Kents Store, Va.-Fluvanna

County.

Abreu, a 5-4 guard, will

primarily be a point guard but will

also move to shooting guard oc-

casionally, according to Duncan.

Booth, a 5-10 forward,

plays a little at both the small for-

ward and the power forward po-

sitions.

"Kanee can score from the

outside or the inside, " Duncan

said. "There's no doubt that we'll'

look to her for scoring but we'll

also need her to play defense as

well."

Bruce is a very athletic

guard at 5-8.Duncan notes that

she is a strong defensive presence

now and will become a good of-

fensive player from outside as she

adjusts to the college game.

Marcum, a 5-5 point guard,

has made her impression on the

team thus far.

The youthful Lancers

should provide plenty of excite-

ment during the 2000-01

See WOMEN p. 15
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LWC Ghostwriter Suffers Insults from Local "Fans"
LWC GHOSTWRITER

Greetings my loyal fan base

and welcome back to the crib.

Actually got some e-mail,

although it was quite abrasive.

Remember, you can e-mail me
about anything you would like at

LWCGhostWriter@hotmail.com.

Read on:

"Dear LWC Ghostwriter,

I'm writing in response to

your article in the Nov. 9th issue

of the Rotunda.

In specific, the way you

dealt with the issue of the wres-

tling team.

Obviously, you have never

been stripped of something you

love, or you wouldn't have made

the callous statement "whether

you like the decision or not, it has

been made and you need to move

on to either a new program or stay

at Longwood, and get your de-

gree".

Yes, that IS what we're here

for, but as you obviously don't

know, over 2/3 of the wrestling

team is in the education program.

Longwood has an outstand-

ing education program that is very

marketable.

But I pose a new question:

what is more marketable than a

teacher from Longwood??

Answer: a teacher from

Longwood that can coach.

So here are the idiotic op-

tions left by you and the Long-

wood administration: stay at

LWC and lose wrestling, or go

somewhere else and lose LWC.
Either way, our marketabil-

ity and preparation for the future

are being cut in half.

But hey, it's OK to greatly

impact the lives of at least 20

young men in a negative way, as

long as LWC gets some more

money, right????

Ghost Writer, get a clue.

Or if you're going to keep

making uneducated, uninformed,

and downright moronic state-

ments, at least put you're real

name on the article, so the rest of

the student body knows who the

king of the idiots is.

Ben Rogers"

Instead of firing back in-

sults at Mr. Rogers (alright, that

was hard to say with a straight

face), I am going to actually ex-

plain my feelings on the situation

in a more candid fashion now that

I have gotten to sitdown and think

about it a little more.

My reasoning for censoring

my comments the first time

around on this is the fact that I was

protecting the newspaper, but in

retrospect, as I stated in my sec-

ond article of the year, the reason

for writing anonymously is so

nothing could come back on the

paper because these are my opin-

ions and not theirs.

In my opinion, the wres-

tling team got an extremely un-

fair shake in all of this.

While I am sure die deci-

sion was based primarily on

money issues, I think that the

thing that has been covered up in

all of this is the Title DC issue.

No one is bringing that up

and I have noticed in some talks

with the administration and some

of the wrestlers themselves (yes,

I know a few of them) that the

Athletic Department is basically

sweeping this under the rug and

not wanting to deal with this.

I was at the Open Forum

when the wrestlers voiced their

concerns and I was appalled at the

way I felt they were being treated,

you guys are students here too and

deserve to be treated with dignity.

Being told you would keep

whatever financial aid you re-

ceived when you got here and giv-

ing Coach Newell a full-time po-

sition in the athletic department

is a sick consolation prize.

Most of the wrestlers came

here to wrestle for an established

program that would offer them a

good education and some people

do not have the scholarship

money and are here out of their

parents pockets, but they wrestle

because they love to do it

While bringing in two new

sports is a good idea, I think the

wrong two sports have been

added, you are taking away a

spectator sport

While wrestling draws

somewhat modest crowds, Cross

Country will draw nil.

Who the hell wants to go

out and watch someone run?

I applaud the school for try-

ing to go to a Division I level in

the next 5-7 years, but we are go-

ing about it all wrong.

You have soured the stu-

dent body's opinion of Long-

wood, and you sacrificed a tradi-

tion-rich program that was being

coached by anALUMNUS ofmis

institution.

And Ben, I know what it is

like to lose something I love, I

was an athlete once too.

As for your "king of the idi-

ots" comment that might be true,

but I know I am not the one who

set the wheels in motion for the

tragedy that occurred to the 33

members of the wrestling team

and Coach Newell.

Now, onto the rest of the

topics for the week:

Monday Night Football.

Alright so people do not

like having Dennis Miller in the

booth.

Big deal, the games have

been great this season.

The Jets comeback win

against Miami, Green Bay's win

on the circus catch by Antonio

Freeman and this past game when

Jason Elam kicked a field goal to

beat Oakland in the last Monday

night game to be played at Mile

High Stadium.

All of the jokes and stupid

references to literature aside, this

is football at its finest.

Cartman and the Freak,

Part II.

Another solid performance

this week with your interview of

Coach Duncan.

I do happen to agree with

whoever it was who said that a

playoff system would work bet-

ter, but we could all use a break

from your match-ups every week.

By the way, you guys are

not as funny as you think you are.

Sorry, had to fire a shot be-

cause you said you were going to

fire them at me. Decided I would

strike first this week.

Alex Rodriguez

Well, the asking price is too

high for the Mets.

So it looks like A-Rod is

either going back to Seattle, to the

White Sox, Rockies, or Braves.

Why he would want to go

to Colorado is beyond me.

I see problems with the

White Sox because Frank Thomas

may grumble about his contract a

little bit and the Braves need to

keep re-signing their pitching. A-

Rod, GO BACKTO SEATTLE!

!

Itjust makes me happy that

New York loses out no Yankees,

no Mets. I hated the Subway Se-

ries anyways.

Games of the week:

#4 Florida (9-1) at #3

Florida State (10-1).

Florida State wins, they are

in the ECS title game.

They lose, Miami is in.

Who do you think the Hur-

ricanes are pulling for?

In Tallahassee, FSU wins

by 1 4 and Chris Weinke solidifies

his bid for the Heisman.

The X-factor is whether an

inexperienced Florida quarter-

back can keep from getting killed

by Florida State's rabid defensive

line.

Oakland (8-2) at New Or-

leans (7-3)

Oakland loses to Denver,

Saints lose Ricky Williams, both

teams have something to prove.

New Orleans by 3.

New York Jets (6-4) at Mi-

ami (8-2).

Think Miami has forgotten

about Monday Night Miracle at

the Meadowlands?

Think again, but I still like

New York in this one by 3 in over-

time.

Who cares Game of the

Week:

Cincinnati (2-8) at New
England (2-8).

Go skydiving without a

parachute before watching this

game.

Have a root canal. Do open

heart surgery on yourself. Check

yourself for lumps. Anything but

this game.

Signing off from the crib.

Over and out

IWC Athletic Training Makes the Grade

PRESSRELEASE

The Athletic Training Edu-

cation Program of Longwood

College has won national accredi-

tation from the Commission on

Accreditation of Allied Health

Education Programs (CAAHEP).

Only 133 undergraduate

athletic training programs in the

country are CAAHEP certified.

James Madison University

has the only other certified pro-

gram in Virginia.

Program director Sharon

Menegoni led the four-year self-

study and review necessary for

certification.

Commission representa-

tives visited the program during

spring semester 2000.

Athletic training education

is a demanding program at Long-

wood.

To be accepted into the pro-

gram, a student must complete

100 hours of directed experience,

observed by the staff, in the col-

lege athletic training facilities.

A student may then make

formal application to the program

during spring semester freshman

year.

Majors work directly with

student athletes under the super-

vision of a certified athletic

trainer.

They gain 1000 to 1400

hours of practical experience and

then complete a full-semester; off-

campus clinical internship.

Students in the program are

proud of its reputation for rigor.

Says junior Kevin Arp, "I

love the program. It's the most-

respected major on campus. The

field is fast-growing and when we

graduate, the job or graduate

school we want is accessible."

According to program di-

rector Sharon Menegoni, in the

year 2004 athletic training pro-

grams will have to be accredited

in order for their graduates to sit

for the national athletic trainers

board of certification exam.
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shman Mike Nemcosky/Great
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ine Lancers averaged
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Longwood completed its

fall campaign with the tournament

on the east coast of North Caro-

lina.
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1 4 points and a career-high

14 rebounds.

Louden averaged 23.1 min-

utes a year ago with season-highs

of 16 points and 1 1 rebounds.

"All of these players (with

the exception of Donohue) had a

chance to play significant min-

utes last year," said Leeder.

"They all bring experience and

depth that you don't often have

as you move down the roster."

Longwood has been picked

second in the preseason CVAC
Coaches Poll and will be playing

a 22-game conference schedule

during 2000-01.

Coach Leeder feels the

conference has improved top to

bottom overall this year, adding

that he likes the opportunity to

play everyone home-and-home.

A big early-season test will

come from Charleston (W.Va.)

Dec. 9 in Lancer Hall.

The Golden Eagles finished

28-4 last year and were ranked as

high as #2 nationally.

The Lancers also play pre-

season CVAC #1 and defending

regular season champion Pfeiffer

(N.C.) early-on with a Jan. 8 date

in Lancer Hall.

"Charleston is one of the

elite programs in Division II and

it will be nice to see how we do

against a perennial top 20 team,"

added Leeder. "Pfeiffer deserves

to be ranked number one - they

play hard and are extremely well

coached."

The Lancers open with a

"FREEADMISSION" exhibition

game against Court Authority

Nov. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Lancer

Hall.

The regular season opener

is Nov. 2 1 at West Virginia Tech,

a 7 p.m. tip to be broadcast locally

on WFLO Radio, 95.7 FM begin-

ning with a 6:50 p.m. air-time.

r COUNSELING CENTER
Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls are

professionals who offer counseling services to

Longwood students. There are many reasons students

participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster Hall,

Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to scedule an

appointment.

Basketball Hits the Airwaves
PRESSRELEASE

The Longwood Sports Net-

work will provide live coverage

of all home & away men's bas-

ketball games — and all home

women's basketball games - dur-

ing 2000-01.

Eleven of the 13 away

men's games will be broadcast lo-

cally in the Farmville area on ra-

dio station WFLO, 95.7 FM.
The student-operated cam-

pus radio station WLCX, 91.3

FM, will broadcast all home
men's & women's games - plus

the two additional away men's

games -- this year.

WLCX also has plans to

simulcast its broadcasts on

Farmvillearea radio station

WPAK, 1490 AM.
Handling the basketball

play-by-play for the Longwood

Sports Network during 2000-01

is the College's sports information

director Greg Prouty, in his fourth

year as Voice of the Lancers,

joined this season by Longwood

assistant alumni relations director

Bill Fiege '95 as color analyst.

LC student Drew Walker

will serve as lead play-by-play

broadcaster for WLCX this year.

It should be an exciting sea-

son to listen to Lancer basketball

broadcasts on the Longwood
Sports Network via WFLO and

WLCX/WPAK radio stations. A
complete schedule of broadcasts

is below ...

Longwood Basketball Radio Schedule
WFLO, 95.7 FM (On-Air Time March January

Listed) 2 Men ©CVAC Semifinal 8 Women &Mm -

November TBD Pfeiffer (N.C.) 5:20 &
21 Men @West Virginia 3 Men @CVAC Champi 7:20

Tech 6:50 onship TBD 13 Women & Meo -

January 8-11 Men- NCAA East Re Erskine (S.C.) 5:20 &
4 Men ©Davis & Elkins gional TBD 7:20

(W.Va.) 4:50 21-24 Men ©NCAA Elite 13 Women & Men -

1 1 Men ©St Andrews Eight TBD Queens (N.C.) 5:20 &
(N.C.) 7:20 7:20

15 Men @Belmont Abbey WLCX, 91.3 FM (On-Air Time 27 Men & Women - Ander

(N.C.) 7:20 Listed) son (S.C.) L*50& 3:50

20 Men ©Coker (S.C.) November 29 Men @Lees~McRae

3:50 17 Women - West Chester (N.C) 7:20

22 Men ©Barton (N.C.) (Pa.) 7:50 February

7:20 18 Women - C&LCons. or 3 Men & Women - Lime

25 Men ©Mount Olive Champ. 1:50 or 3:50 stone (S.C) 1:50& 3:50

(N.C.) 7:20 30 Women &Men - Mount 6 Women & Men -St

February Olive (N.C.) 5:20 Andrews (N.C) 5:20

I Men ©Pfeiffer (N.C.) &7:20 &7:20
7:20 December 12 Women & Men -

10 Men ©Erskine (S.C.) Men@Limestone (S.C.) Belmont Abbey (N.C)

1:50 1:50 5:20 & 7:20

15 Men ©Queens (N.C.) 5 Women & Men - Lees- 17 Men & Women - Coker

7:20 McRae(N,C) 5:20 (S.C.)I:5Q<fe3:5Q

24 Men ©Anderson (S.C> &7:20 20 Women &Men - Barton

3:50 9 Men - Charleston (N.C) 5:20 & 7:20

28 Men- CVAC (W.Va,) 7:20 28 Women -CVAC
Quarterfinal TBD 17 Men - Davis & Elkins Quarterfinal TBD

(W.Va.) 3:50

WOMEN cont'd p. 13

"Erica has been a very

pleasent surprise," Duncan said.

"She's got a terrific work ethic, a

great sense for the game, and has

been doing a good job of taking

care of the ball and directing the

offense."

Matkovich, 5-6, will be a

combo guard and can play at both

backcourt positions.

She has a nice three point

shot and is a smart player on of-

fense and defense, according to

Duncan.

Smith, a 5-10 forward,

rounds out the class. She is a bit

undersized to play the power for-

ward position, but like

Richardson, is determined and

hold's her own well in the paint

The underclassmen will be

needed immediatly against a

tough non-conference schedule at

the start of the season.

The Lancers open at home

in the 9th C&L/Lancer Invita-

tional November 1 7- 1 8 at Lancer

Hall.

"This is probably the most

competitive tournament we've

had here yet," Duncan said. "The

three teams in addition to us are

extremely strong teams."

The Lancers start against

West Chester (Pa.) November 17,

at 8 p.m., and they are joined by

Carson-Newman (Tenn.) and

West Liberty (W.Va.).

All three teams are

perenially sfrong teams.

The team also plays in the

East Stroudsburg (Pa.) Tourna-

ment which includes host East

Stroudsburg (Pa.), Winston-Sa-

lem State (N.C), and Bowie

State.

The Lancers open that tour-

nament against Winston-Salem

State.

The Lancers were picked

number two in the preseason

CVAC coaches poll and can ex-

pect an improved conference

overall.

Belmont Abbey (N.C.) re-

turns to defend their third con-

secutive conference champion-

ship in a row.

Longwood also expects a

stiff challenge from Pfeiffer

(N.C), a young team last year

who returns it's core of players,

as well as Barton (N.C.) and

Queens (N.C), who always play

LC tough.
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Kennedy Cuomo Motivates Longwood
GEORGEIANUM

StaffAdvisor

Kerry Kennedy Cuomo,
daughter of Robert F. Kennedy,

daughter-in-law of former New
York City mayor Mario Cuomo,

and famed human rights activist,

presented "Making a Difference

in an Indifferent World," in

Jarman auditorium on January 22.

Kennedy Cuomo has

brought her power and integrity

to print in her newly published

bookSpeak Truth to Power, which

focuses on 51 human rights advo-

cates and Nobel Prize winners.

She feels that this book will in-

spire Americans to help right the

world's wrongs through example.

"This is much more of a

spiritual journey about the best

humanity has to offer," remarked

Kennedy Cuomo in regards to her

book.

Over a period of two years,

she has traveled to 40 countries

to interview Nobel Prize winners,

including Desmond Tutu and the

Dalai Lama.

Kennedy Cuomo inter-

viewed a variety ofpeople for her

book, many of whom are lesser

known, but very highly regarded

in terms of their accomplish-

ments.

Bobby Muller, a veteran

paralyzed in the Vietnam War,

who founded the Vietnam Veter-

ans of America Foundation, re-

marked, 1 was impressed with

her ability to penetrate and get di-

rectly to me."

On her celebrity status,

Kennedy Cuomo acknowledges

that being a celebrity helps open

doors. But, she says, for the right

cause she will happily trade on

what she calls "my fancy last

name."

In regards to her human

rights work, she said, "you can't

live in the past and say, 'if only,'

you have to pick up and move

along and make the world better."

Kennedy Cuomo has spent

the last 20 years in the field of

human rights. Working first for

Amnesty International and later

establishing the RFK Center for

Human Rights, she has worked to

make the world a better place.

Her interest in human rights

began at Brown University. She

participated in a summer intern-

ship with Amnesty International

and examined cases involving

abuses of Salvadoran refugees at

the hands of U.S. immigration

officials. "I was shocked and out-

raged, and determined to make a

difference."
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Mable's Protege Promoted
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager

Dean Tun Pierson, the cur-

rent Dean of Students, has been

named the official replacement in

the office of Vice President of

Academic Affairs, currently being

held by Phyllis Mable.

Mable will be retiring at the

end of mis semester. Pierson has

been working with students since

1975 and has been working at

Longwood since the fall of 1 992.

Pierson has stated that he is "ready

for the challenge."

Dean Pierson is very ex-

cited about "continuing with what

[ I ] know and care about" con-

cerning Longwood College.

The commitment to stu-

dents for him is "first and fore-

most." When he comes into office

in the fall of 2001 he will begin

working on reorganization in Stu-

dent Affairs. For example Student

Leaders, Greek Affairs, Com-

muter Students and Student Ac-

tivities under the Student Union

! hopes to organize all of these

aspects into teams.

He envisions that if a stu-

dent walks into the Student Union

and does not know where to go,

that any office located in that

building will know where to send

them and how to help them.

He also stated that the mis-

sion of Citizen Leadership will

not change. He anticipates a sort

of Speaker's Series in which pub-

lic speakers could talk with stu-

dents about their college experi-

ences and share their experiences

outside of the classroom as well.

Phyllis Mable is quoted as

saying that "Dean Pierson gives

his time and talent to our

Longwood students with his will

and way: service, stewardship,

and spirit. He cares about educat-

ing the whole student and chal-

lenges and supports each student

with a focus on knowledge, tal-

ents, soul and character."

Dean Pierson stated that he

has learned "a lot from Phyllis

[Mable]."

Dr. Cormier also stated that

"I think Tim Pierson is the per-

fect person for this job. After all,

his mentor for the past eight years

has been Phyllis Mable and it

doesn't get any better than that.

"Along with his existing

duties as Dean of Students, Dr.

Pierson will be promoted to Vice

President effective June 1.

"His new title will be Vice

President and Dean of Student

Affairs and he will serve on my
executive staff as a member of the

Executive Management Team.

"Over the years, Tim has

earned the respect of our faculty,

staff, and most important, our stu-

dents.

"I congratulate him on this

well deserved promotion."



EDITORIAL
Temptation Islandmay be the Devil's Work, but it's so Good

The First time I saw an adver-

tisement for Temptation Island I

remember thinking, How could

they do this to these four couples?

Who thinks it is a good idea to

try and break up these couples?

Who would want to go through

such an experience? Are ratings

really more important than rela-

tionships in our twisted society?

And, of course, WHEN IS

THE FIRSTEPISODEAIRING?
Now, I would like to say that

I watch this demeaning show for

the hot guys and the cool scen-

ery, but really, that's a crock.

I watch it because I want to

know how these couples are go-

ing to fare during the two weeks

that they are there.

This is one of the worst

shows, when it comes to moral-

ity, that could ever have been cre-

ated. The entire premise is just to

see how much stress these rela-

tionships can be put under before

they crack.

It makes me wonder what is

happening with the moral recti-

tude of our society that this tele-

vision show even got a green

light.

Then again, it is on the Fox
network, so maybe that explains

something.

As much as I know that this

is an evil show, and how evil I am
for watching it, I can't help it.

I'm hooked on Temptation

Island.

I argue with my friends about

which couples are going to stay

together and whether Mandy or

Ytossie is the bigger bitch.

Most of all, I laugh in the

faces of people who think this

show should be taken off the air

as soon as possible.

This is not just a television

show, folks. It's an addiction.

Every Wednesday at 9:00

p.m. I tune in with a soda and a

bag of popcorn, and I watch it

with my boyfriend.

Which, by the way every-

body, is a bad idea. Watch it with
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your friends, with your family, but

not with your significant other.

Way too much eye candy.

But I digress.

I have never been a big tele-

vision watcher, but I find myself

planning my Wednesday nights

around this phenomenon of

beauty, deceit, lies, and heartache.

And it makes me feel bad, for

a little while anyway.

I usually don't start to feel the

guilt creep in till Friday, but by

the next Wednesday morning, I'm

looking forward to it all over

again.

Sadly, too, I've never been a

fan of soap operas, but that is ex-

actly what this is.

A real soap opera with real

people, but just as much implau-

sibility.

So, yeah, I think that Temp-

tation Island had to have been

sent to the producers by way of a

neighbor's dog who was pos-

sessed by the soul of Satan.

But I don't care.

I will watch anyway, and so

will massive amounts of the rest

of you out there.

Don't be ashamed about it,

though, and don't knock it if

you've never seen it.

As another digression, if you

have seen it and you really didn't

like it, then please keep your

damned opinions to yourself and

let people like me just enjoy wal-

lowing in the scum of humanity.

It's fun.

Then again, so are most of the

other sins that the Bible says we
should at least try to avoid, so

what does that say about the

people who watch?

Kim Urann

Editor-in-Chief
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DZ's Daffodil Days
I flowers to some-

ght cancer at the

Wan
one sped

same time?

Delta Zeta Sorority is spon-

soring the American Cancer
Society's Daffodil Days and we
want you to bea partof it as well.

The American Cancer Soci-

of fresh cut daffodila (10 for $6)

or potted bulbs (3-4 per pot for

$$,59). AH orders must be re-

ceived by Wednesday, February

21.

Payment needs to be made
upon ordering. Please make
checks payable to the American

ety is the nationwide community- Cancer Society. All proceeds sup-

based voluntary health otganka- port research and local services,

tion dedicated to eliminating can- You do not even have to

cer as a major health problem. worry about picking up your or-

Daffodils were selected for ders because a Delta Zeta will be
this event because this flower rep- delivering them to you or the per-

resents the symbol of hope, in son to whichyou would like them
much tibe same way the Am«r|- deKveredl
can Cancer Society does.

Delta Zeta Sorority wiH be at

the dining hall February 6- 8 from

1 1-2 and 5-7. In addition, we will

alsobe mere February 1 3- 1 5 dur-

ing

ders.

same times taking or-

For further ordering informa-

tion on DaffodilDay*, please con-

tent Devon Ghenaner,.

Any support you could give

would be greatly appreciated!

Youcanchoo
Devon

dkoben

jer, X3083

ood.lwc.edu

Judicial Board Sanctioned Letter

about Alcohol and its Effects
Dear Student Body,

I am a sophomore student

athlete at Longwood College who
is going to tell my story of how
underage drinking drastically af-

fected my life, I am not going to

talk about statistics or tell you

what to do with your life.

I am going to tell how under-

age drinking affected me person-

ally, and how it will effect your

life if you continue underage al-

cohol use.

I am a student athlete with a

bright future who nearly lost ev-

erything due to the underage con-

sumption of alcohol.

I was nearly suspended for a

semester from classes, and from

the soccer team permanently.

Academics and athletics are

both very important to me, and I

have worked very hard to get

where I am today.

One more incident with alco-

hol and I will lose everything for

which I have worked so hard. I

have put myself in a hole, out of

which it will be rather difficult to

climb.

If I find myself in trouble for

anything in the future, I will cer-

tainly be suspended.

I also have to deal with the

fact that every time I apply for a

job the company will see my tran-

script, showing each incident with

which I have been involved.

The point that I am trying to

make is that underage drinking is

just not worth it It could have cost

me everything that is important to

me.

I want everyone to know that

underage drinking is much more
serious than most people realize.

I also hope that some people can

learn from my mistakes before

they make the same mistakes that

I did.

Anonymous
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"The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou're not mad, you're not paying attention E-mail activist ideas to

rotunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

Former Coke-Head Snorts at Constitution

DANIELLE PEZOLD
Staff Writer

I am not usually the kind of

person to fear for democracy as

we know it.

After President George W.

Bush's first day in office, I have

begun to doubt the possibility of

continuing this belief.

While I did not vote for

Bush, I am planning to pay my
taxes come April 15, as I do feel

that I cast my vote in one of the

remaining 49 states ofdemocracy.

Pulling that lever meant

something. At least for now.

On Monday January 22,

2001 President Bush presided

over the Oval Office for the first

time.

Now I know it can be a

tricky job and I certainly wouldn't

want to ask more of our President

than he is capable of handling, but

I want a do-over.

Or, I NEVER thought I'd

hear myself say this, just give us

back Bill.

I know Saturday Night Live

was beginning to run low on ma-

terial on him, but hey, at least we
weren't watching it around those

annoying censorship bleeps in the

name of national security.

January 22 upset me mostly

because of the symbolic quality

of President Bush's actions.

He revoked funding for any

international group that provides

abortion counseling to women.

Hejust happened to do this on the

28th anniversary of Roe v. Wade.

The message Bush sent was very

clear.

As governor of Texas he

has done more for anti-choice leg-

islation that any governor in his-

tory. I am desperately afraid of

what Monday says about his in-

tentions.

He promised not to fill the

Supreme Court with justices

whose sole intent was to overturn

Roe v. Wade. I'm not so sure any-

one should have believed him.

Upon the nomination of

Gail Norton for Secretary of the

Department of the Interior, the

chairman ofEarth First, a self pro-

claimed earth advocacy group,

said, "This is the end of environ-

mentalism as we know it."

I beheve he could have very

well been speaking ofdemocracy.

The Activist Zone is a place

for a call to action. I do not have

a specific one to make. I ask you

merely to keep your eyes and ears

open and to not sit by and allow

things to get out of control.

If Bush begins initiatives

that have you up in arms, say, the

Faith Based Charity initiative for

example, do something.

If you firmly believe that

the whole separation of church

and state tiling is there for a rea-

son, write your representative and

make sure the members of con-

gress know the American people

are watching and listening. Let

them know that we will not stand

for our rights to be trampled.

Bits from Brains and Brawn
DearB&B,
I am interested in pledging

a sorority this semester. The prob-

lem is that my non-Greek friends

feel this is a mistake and I've no-

ticed a change in our relation-

ships. What should I do?

-Between Friends

Brains says:

The decision to "go Greek"

is a very personal one and can be

controversial. I personally do not

choose to pledge a sorority be-

cause I don't want to limit my-

self to one group of people.

I'm a non-Greek student

living in Stubbs. There, I have

been exposed to Greek life. While

many of the girls are very nice, I

have found some stereotypes to

be true. But back to your prob-

lem.

Evaluate the importance of

your friendships to you. If you do

decide to pledge, you'll have to

make an extra effort to keep your

old friendships alive.

Brawn says:

I am in a fraternity so I can

give you some insider's informa-

tion.

While it is possible to keep

your old friendships intact, it is

much more difficult The fact is

that Greeks hang-out with Greeks

as a matter of convenience and

proximity.

The friendships made
within the Greek society are very

special, but the composition of the

organization can change faster

than Dining Hall food runs

through the:

This wilt be a weekly cot-

give our poors the advise thoy

necessarily be the advise thoy

need. Neither the writers nor the

advise followed or ignored.

brainsbrawn ffihotnuril root

Verbal Diarrhea
ROYAYRES
Staff Writer

Hello gang and welcome to

another edition of Verbal Diar-

rhea. Fm glad to see the semester's

going fairly well for everyone and

I hope everyone had a nice Christ-

mas Break.

Speaking of Christmas, I

don't know about all of yours but

mine wasn't as great as I'd thought

it would be.

First of all it didn't snow, as

it appeared it was going to all

through December.

Second of all, my family

and I didn't really go anywhere

except to my maternal grandpar-

ents' house to eat.

But to be honest, none of

those bothered me as much as the

thing that has been bothering me
ever since I was 10 years old: I

was not visited by Santa Claus!

I've never been the same

since I found out that Santa didn't

exist and that it was my parents

who gave me all those wonderful

toys.

Don't get me wrong, I love

my parents and appreciate their

sacrifice and devotion, but I re-

ally wanted to believe that it was

Santa who gave me those gifts. In

fact I still do.

Don't worry, I'm not so

emotionally distraught that I have

a book in the works. However,

there are several things I've al-

ways wondered about Santa

Claus.

Suppose, for a moment,

that he in fact was real. It wasal-

ways a mystery to me how he,

just one man, was able to deliver

presents to every child in the

world, assuming their religious

convictions didn't prevent this.

Personally, I think Santa

had a matter transporter like in

Star Trek and he could beam
things down from his sleigh at

will.

Perhaps he didn't even

have a sleigh; he simply had an

industrial transporter at the North

Pole that he used to transport all

the presents to all the houses.

Perhaps, but I think the

"sleigh" was really a spaceship

orbiting Earth and was populated

by an alien named Chris of

Cringle who subjugated thou-

sands of diminutive, pointy-

eared bovinoid creatures who
were forced to make presents in

order to eat.

Then we simply eradicated

Chris of Cringle and his

slaveship sometime during the

Cold War, payback for the foul-

up of the Apollo 1 3 mission that

could have led to colonies off of

Earth and Humanity's gradual

dominance of the Milky Way gal-

axy.

Then again, maybe it was

all a big magic trick. Any case,

it's all hogwash.

My parents got the pre-

sents, ate the cookies, drank the

milk, and that was the scam.

Ah, the destruction of a

beautiful and innocent fantasy.

Excuse me while I go cry.

§ im**ym<$
PROPS:
+ To the High Street Bar finally opening!

To the entertaining shameless hotties on 'Temp

tation Island"

+ To the Baltimore Ravens Defense, Super Bowl

XXXV Champions

To byLWC

DROPS:
• To Campus Police for not ticketing townaes who
park in on-campus spots

To the Creamery, simply for its name

To having Walk and Bid Night on the same day

Send vour Props and Drops to rotunda® lonewood.lwc.edii
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What Every Teacher Should Know
"What every teacher should

know: the National Board certifi-

cation process" will be discussed

at Longwood College in Hiner

Auditorium on Monday, February

5, at 7 p.m.

This symposium will be led

by Barbara Bannin Kelley,

Longwood Class of 1974 and

chair of the National Board for

Professional Teaching Standards.

All area teachers

are invited. The

symposium is

free and open to

the community.

Barbara
Kelley is an el-

ementary physi-

cal education

teacher in

Bangor, Maine.

In 1997, she be-

came the first teacher to chair the

National Board for Professional

Teaching Standards, succeeding

founding chair Governor Jim

Hunt of North Carolina.

In 1999, Teacher Magazine

named her one of "ten people who
shaped the decade in American

education." Kelley won a Milken

Family Foundation National Edu-

cator Award in 1998.

She is a former Maine
Physical Education Teacher of the

Year and past Maine High School

Coach of the Year. She has served

as vice-president of the Maine

Education Association and on the

board of directors of the National

Education Association. She

graduated magna cum laude from

Longwood College, holds a Mas-

ter ofEducation from the Univer-

sity ofMaine and a Master of Sci-

ence in Business from Husson

College in Maine.

About national board certi-

fication for teachers, Kelley has

said, "What the board has done is

develop standards for accom-

plished teachers

to be recognized

with advanced

certification at

the national

level, much like

certification for

physicians."

Ca n di -

dates for na-

tional certifica-

tion must suc-

cessfully complete a rigorous as-

sessment process and meet estab-

lished standards for what "accom-

plished" teachers should know.

As a student at Longwood,

Kelley was a member of the

symposium's sponsoring organi-

zation-Chi. A 100-year-old

Longwood tradition, Chi pro-

motes and maintains loyalty and

respect for the college.

This symposium is one of

several planned by the group to

celebrate Chi's anniversary during

this academic year. Symposiums

will feature members who have

excelled in their chosen careers.
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Trigon To Fund Community Health Practicum
Trigon Blue Cross Blue

Shield has announced a $ 100,000

grant to Longwood College to

endow a new Practicum in Com-
munity Health Education pro-

gram.

The grant will fund field

experiences in settings such as

schools, nursing homes, health

departments, and community cen-

ters for students studying to be-

come community health educa-

tors.

In November, Longwood
announced a new bachelor ofsci-

eneedegree in community health

education beginning fall 2001.

Community health educators are

needed in health departments,

community organizations, hospi-

tatti government agencies, and

corporations.

Longwood developed the

major in response to prospective

students' interest and expanding

career opportunities.

The U. S. Bureau of Labor

projects that health and allied ser-

vices occupations, which include

community health education, will

increase by 64.9 percent by 2008.

Longwood is

public Virgini

feranund'

second

believe that, in partnership with

Trigon, Longwood College can

make a fundamentaldifference in

community health education in

Virginia and prepare young pro-

fessionals who have the skills

necessary to continue that work

effectively once they leave

Longwood College,"

She added, "We envision

that the residents of these com-

munities will benefit significantly

from the Trigon Practicum in

Community Health Education as

well as the students who are in-

volved in this level oftraining. We
are grateful to Trigon for its vi-

sion in supporting preventive

health practices in ourcommuni-

ties."

The Trigon practica will

help students develop skills nec-

essary to assess individual and

community health needs; plan,

implement and evaluate commu-

nity health education programs;

coordinate provision of services;

help resolve community health

problems; and communicate

needs and resources through both

traditional means and new tech-

"At Trigon, we recognize

the rxnportance offield experience

as part of a complete education,

and we are extoernely pleased to

be able to support this hands-on

community health education for

students at Longwood College,

saidTom Snead, Trigon chairman

and chief executive officer.

"Upon graduation, these

new professionals will contribute

to improvements hi public health

all across the commonwealtii 1

providing health mforBiation to

people in their local communities

where care is delivered,"

Trigon is Virginia's largest

managed health care company,

providing a broad range ofhealth,

wellness, and health care financ-

ing programs and services to two

million members.

A Few Student Health Stats
The Student Health Service

would like to share a summary of

statistics regarding Student

Health encounters which oc-

curred 6-1-00 through 12-18-00.

(Encounters are recorded by di-

agnosis or by type of treatment or

service.)

Please note the variety of

college health concerns ad-

dressed.

One thousand one hundred

twenty four individual students

were seen for one or more ap-

pointments. Two thousand one

hundred fifty one total visits to a

health provider occurred.

One thousand seventeen lab

tests were performed as follows:

Coronary Risk Profiles-389, Strep

Tests-254, Urine Tests- 178, Mono
Tests-89, Blood Counts-42, HIV
Tests-47, STD Screenings-43,

and Pregnancy tests- 13.

Thirty nine students were

referred to specialists or the emer-

gency department for acute prob-

lems such as: kidney stones, frac-

tures, head injury, loss of con-

sciousness, eye pain, chest pain,

or appendicitis.

The most common medical

diagnoses were in the Upper Res-

piratory System. One thousand

one hundred thirty four diagnoses

included: pharyngitis, acute oti-

tis, sinusitis, bronchitis, asthma,

mono, conjunctivitis, flu, and

pneumonia.

Disorders of the skin are the

second most frequent diagnosis

category seen in Student Health.

Two hundred seven diagnoses in-

cluded: contact dermititis, skin

infection, folliculitis, boils, otitis

externa, fungal infections, sca-

bies, wound care, suture removal,

bruises, hives, ingrown nails, nail

infection, mouth sores, burns, and

insect stings.

Urinary tract conditions,

including bladder and kidney in-

fections, comprised 125 visits and

are the tfiird most common rea-

son for a student health appoint-

ment.

One hundred twelve diag-

noses related to sexual health in-

cluded: STD's, pregnancy coun-

seling, emergency contraception,

menstrual discomfort, Depo
Provera shots, family planning,

and safer sex practice.

One hundred six visits for

musculoskeletal problems in-

cluded: sprains, various extrem-

ity and back injuries, and neck

problems.

Mental health concerns in-

cluded: depression, anxiety/panic

disorder, stress management, and

earing disorders.

Wellness concerns and pre-

vention are addressed during vis-

its to Student Health and in cam-
pus programs. Examples include:

allergy shots-228, TB testing-34,

ear hygiene-5, travel safety-55,

blood pressure- 16, self care ad-

vice-50, nutrition-3, flu shots-

539.

A Cold Self Care Clinic

was held in the dining hall and

2000 care kits were dispensed.

The Great American Smoke Out
Table Fairs in November con-

ducted by Student Health Partners

signed up over 130 students to

quit and handed out incentive

packets.

See HEALTH p.5
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The Rotunda would like to inform our readers of up-

coming positions on our editorial board.

Following is a list of positions that will be available

next semester and for which we will begin training

people at the end of February.

Editor-in-Chief: Responsible for all things related to

The Rotunda

Ads Manager: Responsible for gathering and placing

ads on pages, creating ads, and dealing with people and

businesses outside of the newspaper and school

Business Manager: Responsible for maintaining

budget and ordering any supplies needed, plus generally

works closely with Ads Manager

Copy Editor: Responsible for proofing pages before

they are sent to print, occasionaly writing stories, and
editing grammatical errors

General Manager: Responsible for taking the paper to

the printer on Thursday mornings, and picking the

finished product up on Thursday afternoons, plus

keeping the office neat and orderly

If you are interested in any of these positions, please

contact us at rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu or come to

one of our meetings, Monday nights at 9 p.m. in The

Rotunda office, across from the Post Office in the

Student Union.

CHALLENGE
Job Fair

MAJORS!

Full-time

positions!

Juniors and

Seniors!

Internships!

On-site

Interviews!

Tues., Feb. 13, 2001

Roanoke, VA

Attend one mandatory meeting on
Mon., Feb. 5, 7 p.m. OR Wed., Feb. 7, 3:30 p.m.

Lankford C Room

Fof more information stop by the Career Center, Lancaster 139

Opportunities in Graduate Studies
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager

On Tuesday, January 30 Dr.

Carolyn Craft met with students

interested in Graduate Studies.

With Drs. Cook, Flanagan,

Frazier, and Taylor in attendance,

Dr. Craft presented the various

topics of graduate studies and the

many questions that come up

when considering further study

after acquiring the undergraduate

degree.

The graduate studies pro-

gram in English here at

Longwood offers two concentra-

tions: a 30-hour Literature con-

centration and a 36-hour English

Education and Writing concentra-

tion.

According to Dr. Craft,

"halfof the people who come into

the masters program [at

Longwood] do not teach, the

other half do."

For teachers, the Masters

program broadens the possibili-

ties of getting hired and also helps

in getting better pay. Getting your

masters degree also helps you set

up for doctorate work and accord-

ing to Dr. Frazier; "there is pres-

ently a great need for teachers

with secondary education doctor-

ates."

The masters program also

offers you a way of standing out

from the crowd of degree hold-

ing students, as well as personal

development and maturity.

The masters program is

usually no longer than 30 to 39

hours. Dr. Taylor stated that "it's

an OK idea" to get your masters

after you have finished your un-

dergraduate degree, but essen-

tially it depends on how ready you

are, financially, emotionally, and

in terms ofknowledge of the sub-

ject matter.

If you decide to work be-

fore forging ahead with your mas-

ters, then you have to play catch

up. You should really talk with

your advisor to make this deci-

sion, according to Dr. Cook.

When thinking about fund-

ing, Dr. Craft directs you to con-

tact the Financial Aid office,

which is better prepared to answer

such questions.

For teachers looking to get

hired and get their masters degree,

some schools will offer to help

out. There is also the possibility

of a Graduate Assistantship,

which lasts for two years. Pres-

ently, there is only one available,

but according to Dr. Craft, "hope

springs eternal," and there is al-

ways the possibility of getting

more.

It is also possible to take

graduate classes as an under-

graduate student. You must be a

senior with a "B" average and

only be enrolled in 500 level

courses with the permission of the

Director of Graduate Studies and

the department chair.

The Director of Graduate

Studies is Dr. Patricia Whitfield

and the department chair of the

English, Philosophy and Modem
Languages is Dr. McRae Amoss.

If you are interested in

graduate studies whether at

Longwood or elsewhere, please

contact the Graduate Studies of-

fice at X2707 in the Hull build-

ing or Dr. Carolyn Craft at X2162

in the Grainger building. Any
time is a good time to think about

your future and furthering your

education.

Longwood Alumnus to Take the Plunge:

Pat McGee to Play Casino Night/Reception
Erica Bershadsky of Burke,

Virginia and Kenneth Noe of Fal-

coner, NY have decided to take

the plunge of a lifetime at the 9th

annual Polar Plunge at the Vir-

ginia Beach Oceanfront.

They will exchange wed-

ding vows on the Polar Plunge

stage and then plunge into the icy

Atlantic with thousands of other

cold but excited polar plungers.

They will be married by

Sidney "Sid" Omen, Marriage

Commissioner, who is famous for

his spot in the Guinness Book of

World Records for being the

Mayor of two cities in two states

- Chesapeake and Elizabeth City.

An Elvis impersonator will

be on hand to serenade the happy

couple. The VIP Casino Night,

where national recording artists:

"The Pat McGee Band" will be

performing, will act as their wed-

ding reception.

The Wedding Couple:

Erica is 24 years old and'a 1998

graduate of Longwood College.

She is currently working as a

teacher in Northern Virginia.

Kenneth is 25 years old and

has been in the United States

Army since 1994, his MOS is a

12B. He is currently stationed at

Fort Belvior. The happy couple

met through a mutual friend, in

November of 1999 and has been

inseparable ever since.

The Poiar Plunge on Feb-

ruary 3, 2001 the ninth annual Po-

lar Plunge Winter Festival will

give thousands the chance to take

a chilling plunge into the Atlan-

tic Ocean to benefit Special

Olympics Virginia.
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This year's honorary chair-

man is the infamous Rudy Boesch

from TV's "Survivor." This all

day event starts at 1 1 :00 a.m. and

will be held at 7th and Atlantic

Ave.

The winter festival will in-

clude live music by Virginia's

own Carbon Leaf and Virginia

Coalition, rides and games, food,

car display, and a $5 hair cut-a-

thon by Hair Cuttery.

The Polar Plunge itself hap-

pens at 2:30 p.m. - minimum

pledge necessary for the bragging

rights ofjumping in the ocean in

February is $50. For all non-

plungers entrance to the winter

festival is $5.

Since 1992, the Polar

Plunge has raised over $600,000

for Special Olympics Virginia

with more than 4,000 people tak-

ing the plunge!

Come join in the fun indi-

vidually or as a team of friends,

family or co-workers! Plungers

could win a trip to the Grand

Bahama Island at Bahamia cour-

tesy of Grand Bahama Vacations

and other Polar Plunge parapher-

nalia!

This event is presented by

Cox Communications and The
Coast 93.7. Major sponsors in-

clude SunCom, Net2000 Com-
munications, The BUY.COM Vir-

ginia Beach Open, P&G, Mobil,

Mahi Mah's, Ramada Inn on the

Beach, and The Hair Cuttery.

This event promises to pro-

vide fun for both the plunger and

those that are not yet brave

enough to jump into the ocean in

February! For more information

call Special Olympics Virginia at

(800) 932-4653, ext. 14, or go to

www.poIarplunge.com.
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Friday Saturday Sunday
2nd 3rd 4th

Mom
5th

Dance Festival Admissions City Dance Troupe Commenceme

All That Jazz Open House Workshop in Lankfc

with Joe Istre @ 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Alt That Jazz Student Ui

in Lancer Dance Studio in Richmond @ 10:30 a.m.-:

@ 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Community Workshop:

(call x2548 for details)

@ 12:00- 1:30 p.m.

-

-

All That Jazz Marketing
LP Movie: 4th - 12th grades Leadership

The Original Kings cost$l LP Movie Dining Hall S

ofComedy
inABC Rooms

@ 7:30 p.m.

Richmond Renegades

@ 10:00 -11:30 a.m.

College students

workshop from

12:30 -2:00 p.m. (free)

The Original Kings of
Comedy

in ABC Rooms

@ 8:00 p.m.

@ 12:30 p

Resume Wi
.

in Lancastei

Hockey Game Men's Basketball
@ 4:00 p,

in Richmond vs.

@ 7:35 p.m. Limestone Challenge Ma
($6 & own transporta- @ 2:00 p.m. Meetin

tion) in Lankford "C

call x2138 for details Women's Basketball * @ 7:00 p,

Cafe Night: featuring vs.

Bill Krauss Limestone

@ 10:00 p.m. @ 4:00 p.m. Richard Shi

Guest Piano

Cafe Night in Wyg*

Micky Finn
* @ 7:30 p.

in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.
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Tuesday Wxhsdcy Thursday
6th 7th 8th

nt Fair

>rd

don

5:30 p.m.

Your

Skills

alonB

.m.

iting

r:139

m.

ndatory

g
!'
r Room
m.

uster:

Recital

a

Commencement Fair

in Lankford

Student Union

@ 10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

"Eating Disorders"

by a Longwood Student

in Dining Hali Annex
12:00- 1:00 p.m.

Interviewing Skills

in Lancaster 139

@ 3:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs.

St Andrews

5:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball

vs.

St Andrews

@ 7:30 p.m.

Challenge Mandatory

Meeting

in Lankford "C" Room
@ 3:30 p.m.

"Getting the Most Out
ofYour Membership"

Workshop for club and

organization presidents

and vice presidents

inABC Rooms

@ 3:45 p.m.

"Program Planning,

Promotion, and

Publicity"

Workshop for clubs and

organizations

in Dining Hall SalonA
@ 5:30 p.m.

Lift US lit OU TUs MOT WfTAKLS

GOiKG MOUNd CAWMIft

If you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events—anything

under the sun, let us know! Email us:

totunda@lonqwoodJwc.edu
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CD Review:

Ecleftic-Two

BAWNKANEHL
Asst, OpmkmE^taor

It's one o'clock on a beau-

tiful Saturday afternoon, the sun

is out, there's a fabulous breeze,

and you're in the mood to jam in

your dorm room or perhaps jump

in your ride with the windows

down and blast some bass while

you cruise down the street.

The perfect solution for

your great mood is the equally

preal Wvclefit ThrErU

mtributed

c, includ-

ftock, and

Jean's The

a Book

the College Television Network

in^m dmJBg haB,

One of" the more soulful

songs on the CD, "911" shows

what two greatR&B artiste of our

time can produce, bom pouring:

out their voices on the ttsek,

Wyclef acknowledges the

music industry's desire for an-

other "Fugees" album, but his solo

effort surpasses that of the Car-

nival and maybe even The Score,

depending on your tastes.

Wyclef Jean is definitely

one artist who knows how to com-

ta.M

1 jRinRiiite©

: "Thug Angels" a

sntleman", a sotig dedi- coming

lo hard- working;, disco one of 1

1 women come";

tony Longwood students wanna
j

obably seen the \ ideofor Friday?'

"eaturing May J. 1

Movie Review: Dracula 2000
MELISSA GILL

Staff Writer

Dracula 2000 has all the

potential to scare the pants out of

you, but it seems to stop short.

There was plenty of plot material

to keep one occupied, but to me
it wasn't used as well or as often

as it should've been.

Here is the basic idea: Van

Helsing has captured Dracula and

locked him in a vault. He takes

Dracula's blood (by means of

leeches) and injects himself with

it so that he can keep himself im-

mortal. This ensures that he can

guard the captive vampire forever.

Well, that is until thieves break

into the vault and steal the coffin

therefore unleashing the wrath of

Dracula.

After collecting a following

of prom-queen like vampirettes

(who are VERY annoying),

Dracula searches for the mysteri-

ous girl who ends up being Van

Helsing's daughter.

It turns out Van Helsing

decided to procreate in his immor-

tality and spawn a child with

Dracula blood. So of course,

Dracula is out to find the one who

shares his blood.

One of the more interesting

ideas of the movie was the idea

that Dracula was Judas, the be-

trayer of Jesus. Judas hung him-

self and became the undead that

we now affectionately call

Dracula.

This explained why
Dracula hates crosses or anything

having to do with Christianity. I

thought this was a fabulous plot

line capable of very interesting

happenings, but nothing else was

really done with it

It seemed as though Wes
Craven was saying. "Dracula is

Judas. Just thought that you'd like

to know." I expected much more

to come out of this, but unfortu-

nately I was left hanging.

When I started watching

this movie, I thought that the di-

rector had decided to make

Dracula "milleniumalized" and

hip. I was fearing that he'd bust

out a Brittney Spears album or

something. But actually, one of

the only things that was portrayed

was that Dracula blended in per-

fectly with our society.

He could be as evil as he

wanted to be and it wouldn't mat-

ter because we all suck. I didn't

know what to think about that.

Overall, I wasn't disgusted

with the movie. I quite enjoyed

some of it I just expected more

form a Wes Craven movie than

half-finished plots.

The movie kept my atten-

tion just enough. I give all the

credit to Dracula.

Rating: C

This Week in Lancer Productions
It's Spring Semester and

students and professors alike are

getting back into the swing of

things after the oh-so relaxing

winter break.

But it's not just the class-

rooms that are re-opening their

doors; so is the Lankford Student

Union.

Lancer Productions, the

campus planning organization at

Longwood, has kicked off the se-

mester with many events that

drew in large numbers.

Due to the blockbuster turn-

out, the first event of the semes-

ter on January 19 proved to be a

hit with the students.

The popular movie, Coyote

Ugly, brought in the largest crowd

LP has ever seen to a movie with

approximately 300 students in the

crowd.

Later that night comedian/

ventriloquist Taylor Mason enter-

tained a smaller crowd with bis

comedic routine and flashy pup-

pets.

The following night, Janu-

ary 20, magician Mike Super, al-

though performing for a lesser

audience, proved to live up to Ms
nickname "Super Mike."

He confused, stunned, and

bewildered many with his tricky

demonstrations. The already good

show was made even better when

he concluded his performance

with a display of how he "makes

snow" for his deceased mother at

the end of each show, just so the

students would depart the student

union to find it snowing outside.

Needless to say, it left many au-

dience members in a daze.

Sunday, January 2 1 , turned

out to be another high turnout

event for Lancer Productions.

Co-sponsored by Phi Kappa Tau

fraternity, the pay-per-viewWWF
Royal Rumble brought out ap-

proximately 300 students out of

their dorm rooms to watch the

highly anticipated event on the

big screen.

Although there were many

twists and turns and predictable

dramatic stunts, the crowd favor-

ite, Stone-Cold Steve Austin,

proved to be victorious. Phi

Kappa Tau will also co-sponsor

Wrestlemania on Sunday, April 1

.

Although once cancelled

due to illness last semester, Kerry

Kennedy Cuomo finally made it

to Longwood on Monday, Janu-

ary 22, to deliver her speech,

"How to make a difference in an

indifferent world."

With a packed theater, the

Jarman event brought in college

students and townies alike to hear

the Kennedy attempt to motivate

others to take a stand against un-

just laws, such as several immi-

gration clauses in which she

shared a personal story.

The following friday, the

Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority co-

sponsored the movie Nurse Betty,

featuring Morgan Freeman, Chris

Rock, and Golden Globe winner

Renee Zellweger. The movie was

played a second time that Sunday,

January 28.

The next night, Saturday,

January 27, Longwood students

had the opportunity to participate

in their very own game show! No,

not Who Wants to be a Million-

aire, but Think Fast, a challeng-

ing trivia game show that gave

away $200 to the winner.

Emerging as the victor,

Longwood freshman ElenaAsban

beat out a room full of tough com-

petition and took home the cash

Pictures of the night's actions will

be available for all to see on

www.smilepile.com within a

week.

For this weekend, Lancer

Productions has planned a few

activities for students to partake

in. On Friday, February 2, the

comedy, The Original Kings of

Comedy, will play at 7:30 at the

Student Union in the ABC rooms.

The same movie will run on

Sunday, February 4, at the same

time and place.

Following the Friday

movie, musician Bii Krauss will

perform at the Cafe at 10 p.m.

Saturday night the popular cam-

pus band, Mickey Finn, will jam

in the student union ballroom at

10 p.m.

Make sure to check out

these, along with other upcoming

campus events, brought to the stu-

dents by Lancer Productions!
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Life in General Generally Rocks
t*ATDir*V u/turi nnPATRICK HOWARD

Staff Writer
and a tambourine. Robinson" by Simon and

The band tours extensively, Garfunkel (anyone who thinks
very rarely does a small doing approximately 200 shows this song is a Lemonheads origi-

per year to promote their five nal should be shot) found
C.D.'s. They have criss-crossed Chapman allowing the audience
the states and Europe, opening for to sing the chorus, and the audi-

such acts as Barenaked Ladies, ence SCREWED IT UP!! How
Dave Matthews, The Wallflowers,

and The Allman Brothers.

Their best successes have

come in Australia, where they

opportunity to have a famous
band grace our presence.

As a school, we were
treated to Jimmy's Chicken Shack
at Oktoberfest, and Pat McGee
last spring. These opportunities

are few and far between.

Last Friday, we got another have been guest hosts on the Aus-

tralian version of MTV. "Our fa-

vorite show was when we played

an Australian version of

Woodstock" said Lavasseir.

"There were about 20 bands and

a ton of people camping out on

the grass. It was all about fun."

chance. Life in General isn't fa

mous in the traditional sense.

There are no television spots, no

hyped up, promoted tours, no glitz

and glamour. There is, however,

an incredible amount of fun and
a great sound.

Life in General is a multi-

talented duo out of North Caro-

lina. Multi-talented is no exag-

geration. Front man Jerry

can you screw up "Mrs.

Robinson?" I witnessed a cardi-

nal sin of music at that moment.

Despite these problems,

Life in General made the night

great. They tore through a list of

their original works, including

"Change," a song they wrote and

performed for the movie "Just

Right"

Other crowd favorites were

the acoustic-heavy "Big Sky,"

"You Ain't Missing Me at All,"The show itself was amaz-

ing. Life in General played to the and "Not Scared of Anything."

crowd like no band I've ever seen. Overall, I was happy I had

I was more than a little disap- gone to the show in lieu ofanother
Chapman took most of the lead pointed with the audience's in- night of Longwood's favorite ac-

vocals, in addition to playing volvement. tivity.

three different guitars, a har- At one point, while doing

monica, and beginning one song the Monkee's classic "Daydream
with a toy piano. Believer," Lavassier attempted to

Back-up vocalist Jason get the police officers watching

LaVassier complemented his the show involved, which was met
singing with a guitar, drums (a with silence.

normal set, and a set of congas), Another classic, "Mrs.

APA Holds Candle LightWalk in

Honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.

Anyone who loves a good

time and great music, please, if

Life in General comes back, skip

the beer for one night and go

watch them. Your ears and your

liver will thank you.

JAMIEJACKSON
Guest Writer

As classes began this se-

mester, the brothers ofAlpha Phi

Alpha were busily preparing for

the Martin Luther King Jr.

"Candlelight Walk" and program,

as we do every year.

However, this year we were

notified days before the assembly

that the "Candle Light Walk" was

to start from the new dining hall

instead of the fountain as usual.

This meant that two people

would be required to prepare a

hundred candles in bags and then

lay them out in about two hours.

So, as the day of the

"Candlelight Walk" approached,

we were focused on our objective

because we realized in order to

pull this off, we would need to use

every ounce of time we had

wisely.

As we began to fill the bags

with sand and set the candles in

them, a friend volunteered to help

us.

Then, as we began to set

them up two members of the

NPHC volunteered to help and

two people passing by stopped

and offered their assistance; and

one friend came to help.

Within those seven volun-

teers was a little of almost every

race and every gender on campus.

and because of their help the

"Candlelight Walk" was a suc-

cess!

The "Candlelight Walk" is

performed as part of a Martin

Luther King Jr. assembly and is

done yearly across the world, by

the men of Alpha Phi Alpha.

This is done first to make

sure that a,great man and frater-

nity brother is not forgotten, and

secondly, and most importantly.

to remember the dream ofUNITY
and EQUALITY among the races

and sexes that he fought and die

for.

However, I have never

taken part in any "Candlelight

Walk" that quite made an impact

on me like the one we held this

semester, because it truly exem-

plified what M.L.K. stood for.

Special thanks to Betty

Clay, Kathleen Edwards, Karen

Kim-Lian Chen, Terrenes Glass,

Tamara Mattox, Steve Donnigan,

and Donye Johns because it was

their selflessness and willingness

to help that really lit the way and

not die candles.

They not only showed they

understood the dream, but they

also showed the willingness, sac-

rifice, and passion necessary to

accomplish it

I would also like to thank

Tau Kappa Epsilon, NPHC, NPC,
NAACP, Phi Kappa Tau, and the

many other individuals who took

time out of their busy schedules

to honor a dream and a hope for

an equal and unified future. Thank

you all for your support!

ovie Review:

Miss Congeniality
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager

What do you get when you

cross a toughFBI field agent and

a beauty pageant wrought with

bomb threats and bikinis?

You getMiss Congeniality,

starring Sandra Bullock and Ben-

jamin Bratt Bullock stars as Spe-

cial AgentGrade Hart, whose tal-

ents certainly do not include mod-

eling and the ability to twirl a ba-

ton.

After disobeying a direct

order in a sting operation, Hart

finds herself on the outside look-

ing in at her field office while the

other agents dissect toe newest

threat sent in by the "Citizen," a

terrorist whose latest object of de-

sire is The Miss United States

Pageant

The FBI has been tracking

him for years and they realize that

this is the time to get him.

The special team led by

Special Agent Brie Matthews,

played by Benjamin Bratt, de-

cides on the perfect sting opera-

tion: Disguise one of their own

agents and make them a contes-

tant in the pagwnt.

But after discovering flat

mo§t of the female aftnts really

don't fit fileWl ofa beauty queen,

thoir ^tt hop* becomes Graeie,

Gracje Hart h oassfanned Into

NWr .Jersey's own Mis:

bush and the storv i„<

This is notjustacMck flick

boys, how many of you can re-

call Sandra Bullock in a bikini?

And ladies, how many of

yew missed seeing Detective Rey
Curtis on Law and Order!

Bullock and Bratt are ac-

companied by the very witty Sir

Michael Caine, who plays the

very fabulous Victor MeHing, a

pageant trainer with a few secrets

of his own; Candice Bergen, who
plays Kathy Moaingside, the

pageant coordinator with more
tricks up her sleeve thanjust hem-

orrhoid cream for wrinkles; Will-

iam Shatner, who plays pageant

announcer Stan Fields, who's a

little more than quirky; and Ernie

Hudson, who plays Head Agent

McDonald, the know it all who's

waiting for Gracie to fall flat on

her face, which eoincidentally

happens quite often.

Filled with laughter and ex-

citement and featuring a

soundtrack including artists such

as Tom Jones ("She's A Lady")

and Salt-n-Pepa ("None of Your

Business"), Miss Congeniality U
a movie that will keep you roll-

ing well after you leave the the-

ater.

The cast is wonderful, the

plot is awesome and the music

will keep you dancing. Brave the

oojsi.and run, don't walk,

neare-it theater and catch Mas I

Omgmmtfy, I prorate*
'

f<m woe\ j

he i'eeret it

String a
,„, *

Need to buy something for your

VALENTINE?
Delta Sigma Pi

presents

THE BODY SHOP
Tuesday, February 6th

in Lankford

kt ® ?



Men's Basketball Hits Bump in the Road; Still Ranked #15

GREGPROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood, ranked #15 in

the NABC/Division II Bulletin

National Top 25, won one of three

CVAC games last week.

The Lancers defeated

Anderson (S.C.) 81-75 at home
Jan. 27 after a pair of narrow dis-

appointing road setbacks at

Mount Olive (N.C.) 72-7 1 Jan. 25

and at Barton (N.C.) 85-82 Jan.

22.

Longwood, 12-4 overall, 8-

4 in the CVAC, and #3 in the

NCAA Men's Basketball Com-
mittee East Region Poll, was

scheduled to play at Lees-McRae

(N.C.) Jan. 29 and at defending

conference champion Pfeiffer

(N.C.) Feb. 1 before returning to

Lancer Hall to host Limestone

(S.C.) Feb. 3 at 2 p.m..

The Lancers continue with

their finest start to a season ever

as a Division II program, are av-

eraging 89.9 points per game,

sport an overall winning margin

of +13.1 per game, and own a re-

bounding advantage of +8.3.

Longwood has tripled its

entire win total (4-22) from a year

ago with the 12 wins.

Against Anderson, LC rode

a game-high 34-point

effort from junior Jason

Pryor/Hampton. Pryor,

with 18 first-half points,

also grabbed a career-

high nine rebounds

while making 13-20

shots, including 3-6 on

three-pointers, and 5-6 at

die line with two steals

and an assist

Longwood led 44-

43 at halftime in the

closely played game that

witnessed 14 lead

changes and 10 ties

droughout the contest,

last tie was 64-64

1 9:20 remaining be-

the Lancers ran off

'en unanswered

its to lead 71-64 at

The Trojans man-

td to close to within

t
73 with 2:04 left before Pryor

wded the outcome with 4-4 free

feews along with a steal and a

hyup over the final 26-seconds.

In addition to Pryor's per-

formance, 6-9 graduate Virginia

transfer Colin Ducharme/Rieh-

a»ond posted his 14th double-

double with 1 5 points and a game-

high 15 rebounds, adding four

assists, three blocks, and a steal.

Juniors'Marques
Cunningham/Danville and

Hunter Hoggatt/Glen Allen each

contributed 1 1 points for Long-

wood. Hoggatt also had five re-

bounds and three assists, while

sophomore Zech Boyd/Virginia

Beach added a career-high four

assists.

The Lancers shot 50% (31-

62) from the field, including

42% (8-19) on treys.

Anderson, limited to just

41% (32-79) shooting from the

field by LC, got 25 points from

Gary Bailey and 20 points each

from Clay Huggins and Nelson

Joseph— though Hugginswas

held scoreless in the second

half by LC.

At Mount Olive, LC
trailed 34-30 at halftime and

fell behind 43-36 with 15:57

remaining before rallying back

to tie the game 45-45 at the

9:39 mark.

LC last led at 5 1-50 with

7:27 left before the Trojans ,

forged back in front by as many

as six points three times over the

final 2:07.

Pryor scored 15 points over

the final 4:22 with three treys, in-

cluding two in the final 5.7-sec-

onds, but it was not enough.

Pryor led Longwood with

a game-high 30 points, tying the

school-record with six three-

pointers, adding five rebounds

and two steals, while Ducharme
had 1 7 points and a game-high 16

rebounds, adding three blocks.

The Lancers shot a season-

low 34% (20-59) from the field.

Mount Olive, limited tojust

39% (27-69) shooting from the

field by LC, got 18 points from

Tyrone Evans.

At Barton, the Lancers and

Bulldogs were tied 35-35 at half-

time before LC took a 60-49 lead

with 1 1 :35 remaining.

Barton rallied back to lead

75-72 at the 3:01 mark. A three-

pointer from Pryor tied the game
at 75-75 with 1:34 left before the

The Lancers are averaging

89.9 ppg., shooting 50% from the

field as a team, and 71% at the

line. LC is limiting opponents to

40% shooting from the field, in-

cluding 31% on treys.

Ducharme leads Division II

in rebounding and blocks, also

ranking 8th nationally in field

goal percentage and 13th in scor-

ing.

He was named the ECAC

Photo by Anthony Colucci

Bulldogs took the victory with 10-

10 free throws over the final 1 :20

— finishing 20-22 at the line in

the second half (91%).

Pryor led Longwood with

a game-high 25 points, adding

five rebounds and five assists,

while Ducharme had 17 points,

nine blocks, and five rebounds—
ending his streak of double-

doubles at 12-straight

Hoggatt finished with 16

points, including four treys, with

three steals and Cunningham had

1

1

points and three assists.

South Region Player of the Week
tor the 3rd-straight time last week.

Pryor ranks 2nd in Division

II scoring, while Hoggatt ranks

1 3th nationally in free throw per-

centage (86.7).

Longwood ranks 2nd na-

tionally in rebounding margin,

3rd in field goal percentage, 6th

in scoring, 11th in scoring mar-

gin, and 18th in winning percent-

age.

The two recent losses have

maybe made people forget the

fact that at this time a year ago;

at 3-13 overall and 1-7 in the

CVAC.
At the current 12-4 overall,

8-4 CVAC records, the Lancers

are enjoying their 2nd-best over-

all start in the 25-year history of

the program.

The CVAC record of 8-4 is

the first ever above .500 record

in the league since joining the

conference.

LC is also enjoying tre-

mendous fan support this year

with an average home attendance

in Lancer Hall (2692) of 1272

overall— though the attendance

is averaging an amazing 1649

with students on campus.

A year ago, the finest one-

season turnaround in Division II

was a +16-game swing by Mis-

souri Southern State.

Longwood is currently at

a +9-game about-face, and with

10 regular season games to play,

and most-likely at least two con-

ference tournament games — a

possibility of at least 12 more

games— it is highly probable that

the Lancers could win seven or

more of those games to complete

the finest turnaround in Division

11 men's basketball this year.

Following the Lees-McRae

and Pfeiffer away contests this

week, Longwood will return

home to Lancer Hall on Feb. 3,

hosting Limestone (S.C.) for a

rare early afternoon 2 p.m. con-

test to be broadcast on WLCX.
91.3 FM, and WEAK, 1490 AM.

The Limestone game is also

Alumni Day, and for ticket in-

formation on the Limestone con-

test, call 804.395.2429.

Barton, limited to just 39% Longwood was struggling along

(28-7 1 ) shooting from the field by

LC, got 23 points from J.R. Clark.

The Bulldogs won the

game at the free throw line, mak-
ing 26-33 for 79%.

Through 16 games, Long-

wood is led in scoring by Pryor

with his team-best 25.4 ppg.,

shooting 53% from the field and

82% at the free throw line. He
also adds 4.7 rpg. and a team-best

27 steals (1.8).

Ducharme follows with a

double-double average of 20.4

ppg. and 15.1 rpg,, shooting 64%
from the field and 75% at the line

He adds a new school-record for

season blocks with 65 (4.1) and

44 assists (2.8).

Hoggatt is scoring 13.0

ppg., shooting 86% at the line.

Cunningham is adding 11.4

ppg., with a team-best 3.7 assists

per game.

Important information for Clubs and Organizations

Citizen Leader Workshops
Thursday February 8, 2001

Citizen LeaderWorkshops for Clubs and Organizations

*/ • art 3.45pm in the ABC Rooms. This workshop is

for Presidents and VP. The topic is "Getting the Most From Yew
Membership" How to recruit and retain your members and once yon have
them bow to keep them motivated and contributing So your organization

Snacks provided.

The second workshop is onTfanrJlYS art LUpiu In TTilon JL The
Topic is "The Value of Co-Cumcutar Activities* The presenter will discuss
the tanfitWe and intangible benefits of campus involvement She will also

talk about utilizing and marketing those skills you developed through your
campus involvement once you graduate. Bring your dinner to Salon A.

Questions, please contact Susan Sullivan at exL 2107

A Citixen



SPOR1
Angel Johnson Named
Domino's Player of the Week

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood College

women's basketball standoutAn-

gel Johnson/Charlottesville-

Albemarle High School has been

selected as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Player of the Week'

for the period of Jan. 24-30.

The weekly Lancer honor-

ees are chosen by the College's

sports information office.

Johnson, a 5- 10 sophomore

guard-forward, led Longwood to

three CVAC wins during the past

week with averages of 21.3 points

and 8.3 rebounds.

She added 11 assists, four

blocks, and three steals as the

Lancers defeated Mount Olive

(N.C.) (69-61) and Lees-McRae

(N.C.) (82-68) on the road, and

Anderson (S.C.) (80-66) at home.

Johnson had a double-

double in Lancer Hall against the

Trojans with 25 points and 1 1 re-

bounds.

Johnson curently leads

Longwood with her 17.8 scoring

average, adding 5.9 rebounds, 2.9

steals, 2.3 assists, and 0.5 blocks.

She is shooting 45% from

the field and 80% at the free throw

line.

Longwood is currently 11-

6 overall, and 10-3 in the CVAC
for a second-place tie within the

conference.

Johnson is also this week's

CVAC Player of the Week.

Angel is the daughter of

Sheila Carr ofCharlottesville and

is an elementary education major

at Longwood.

Women's Basketball Take Two
of Three Over the Week

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood earned two vic-

tories late last week in defeating

Mount OliVe (N.C.) 69-61 Janu-

ary 25 evening and Anderson

(S.C.) 80-66 Saturday afternoon

in women's collegiate basketball.

The two wins came after

being defeated at Barton

(N.C.) 73-62 on January

22.

The Lancers im-

proved their record to 10-

6, 9-3 in the CVAC this

season.

At Mount Olive, LC
won with defense, holding

the Trojans to 29 percent

shooting on the evening

and 0-18 from behind the

arc. The Lancers contrib-

uted to Mount Olive's poor

night offensively by block-

ing seven shots.

Sophomore Angel

Johnson/Albemarle HS led

the Lancers with 20 points

and eight rebounds, while

senior Demietre Price/Wil-

liam Campbell HS re-

corded nine points and nine

rebounds.

Freshmen Ebony

Smith/Fluvanna County

HS, 12 points and seven re-

bounds, Erica Marcum/George

Washington (WV) HS, 10 points,

and four steals, and Kanee'

Booth/Woodbridge HS, 11

points, all turned in solid perfor-

mances for Longwood,

Against Anderson, the

Lancers were up four, 35-31, at

the break and continued to push

the margin wider as the game

wore on.

Longwood was able to es-

tablish control inside with strong

a strong performance from it's

front court players. Price,

Johnson, and Booth combined for

54 points and 3 1 rebounds, which

helped LC outrebound the Trojans

by 14 in the game.

Booth and Johnson each re-

corded double-doubles, with 27

points and 12 rebounds, and 25

points and 11 rebounds respec-

tively.

Sophomore Tia Richardson/

Centennial (MD) HS contributed

nine points and six rebounds,

while Smith finished with eight

points and seven rebounds.

At Barton, the Lancers

were done in by early foul trouble

and a quick start from the Bull-

dogs that LC never fully recov-

ered from.

Longwood was not able to

establish its usual advantage on

the boards and was outrebounded

49-35 in the game.

Booth recorded an-

other double-double with

23 points and 10 rebounds

to lead Longwood.

Johnson contributed 17

points and five rebounds,

while freshman Toni

Matkovich/Wheeling Park

(WV) HS had 11 points,

and four rebounds.

The Lancers are led

in scoring this season by

Johnson with a 17.7 points

per game. She is followed

by Matkovich a 14.3 aver-

age, and Booth at 13.3.

Booth continues to lead the

team in rebounding with

7.6 per game, and Price fol-

lows her with 6.8 a game.

Marcum, averages 3.8 as-

sists a game to lead Long-

wood.

Longwood was

scheduled to play at Lees-

McRae (N.C.) Monday, be-

fore playing at Pfeiffer

(N.C.) at 5:30 p.m. on February

1.

The game can be heard lo-

cally on WLCX, 91.3 FM, and

WPAK, 1490 AM.
Longwood's next home

game will be Saturday, February

3, at 4 p.m. versus Limestone

(S.C.) in Lancer Hall.

Ok sportsfans, here is the schedule for the final home gamesfor

the men 's and women 's basketball games; so do your part and

come out and cheer on the Lancers

February Men Women

3 Limestone (S.C.) 2:00 4:00

6 St. Andrews (N.C.) 7:30 5:30

12 Belmont Abbey (N.C.) 7:30 5:30

17Coker(S.C.) 2:00 * 4:00

20 Barton (N.C.) 7:30 5:30

This schedule does not include CVAC andNCAA tournament.

Pryor Named ECAC
Player of the Week

GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood College men's

basketball standout Jason Pryor/

Hampton, VA has been named the

Eastern College Athletic Confer-

ence (ECAC) Division II South

Player of the Week for January

22-28.

Pryor, a 6-2 junior guard,

averaged 29.7 points and 6.3 re-

bounds as Longwood won one of

three past Anderson (81-75) with

narrow losses at Barton (85-82)

and at Mount Olive (72-71).

He made 30-56 shots from

the field (54%), including 12-23

three-pointers (52%), and 17-19

free throws (90%), adding 19 re-

bounds (6.3).

Pryor tied a school-record

with six three-pointers at Mount

Olive — scoring 15 points over

the final 4:22 to almost single-

handedly bring LC back for the

win.

He currently leads Long-

wood, the CVAC, and is 2nd in

NCAA Division II with his 25.6

ppg., adding 4.9 rpg. while shoot-

ing 53% from the field, including

47% (35-75) on treys, and 82% at

the free throw line as the Lancers

are 1 3-4 for the first time ever as

a Division II program— ranked

#3 in the East Region (January

24).

Pryor has five 30-plus point

games this year.

•OFFICE PHONE #2110

•LP EVENT HOTLINE # 2734

•EMAIL "lancepro"

•IM Screen Name "LPatLWC"

•Meeting time: Mondays,

9:15pm "C" room
If you want to co-sponsor an event,

have suggestions for future events, or

comments on this year's programs
please contact us!

Enjoy the Spring semester!



Freshman Survival Kit
Alpha Lambda Delta would like to welcome you back to campus and wish you the very best in

your classes and activities here at Longwood. The following are some helpful hints you may
want to take into consideration as you begin a new semester.

In a new course...

Each student's attitude is some mixture of the following:

* wanting to learn the material.

* wanting to get a good grade.

* not caring.

Each instructor's attitude is some mixture of the following:

* wanting students to learn the material.

* wanting grades to be fair and reflect students' knowledge and abilities.

* not caring.

In order to do well in a course, it is up to you (the student) to do two things:

1. Learn the material.

2. Learn the instructor.

As for the latter, pay attention in class to the instructor's patterns, to what he/she emphasizes, etc.

Gather information about the instructor from other students. A good instructor, however, will

present their course in such a way that it will be of little benefit for the student to try to learn

him/her, thereby forcing their students to learn the material

.

While doing homework...

Keep in mind that your work is being graded by a human being. Thus:

- Write legibly, orderly, and coherently.

- Supply any commentary necessary to make it clear what you are attempting

to do.

Making the grader's job easier will more likely lead to you getting the benefit

of doubt when it's needed

Don't mink that getting the right answer to a homework problem implies that

you have mastered the corresponding material. All you have done is solve one particular

problem; that does not mean you have necessarily learned how to

solve all such problems (such as the ones to appear on your exams). Ifs up to you to view
the homework problems from this wider perspective.

If available, always go over die solutions provided by the instructor, even if you
did well on the assignment. He/She may demonstrate methods (perhaps more efficient) or

provide useful information that you hadn't thought of.
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Dean Farmer to Leave School of Business

ALLYSON BLAKE
Features Editor

At the end of this semester,

Longwood will lose one of its

most distinguished faculty mem-

bers.--

Berkwood Farmer, Dean of

the School of Business, has de-

cided to take ajob at Wrights State

University in Dayton, Ohio after

ten years here at Longwood.

Dean Farmer was one of

150 applicants asked to apply for

the position of the Dean of the Raj

Sion College of Business and

Administration.

He was chosen to take the

job and had this to say as to why

he decided to take it. "It's a large

urban university with an excellent

opportunity for the business col-

lege to become actively involved

in the business community in the

state of Ohio. It was also an op-

portunity to expand graduate

study programs in conjunction

with the Medical College and

Engineering College at Wrights

State University."

As the Dean ofLongwood's

School of Business since 1991,

Dean Fanner has seen the school

of business accomplish many

things including becoming

AACSB accredited.

"Only 25% of the business

schools in the United States have

this distinction," Farmer says.

He has also seen the busi-

ness program gain many strengths

since 1991.

"The program has devel-

oped a distinct vision and mission.

It is also supported with clear val-

ues. These values are the continu-

ous quality improvement and the

proficiency of students in com-

puter and communication skills as

well as team and leadership skills.

This program also has probably

the best internship program of any

school in the country. Also when

students graduate, they have

many high paying job opportuni-

ties," Farmer says.

While the program itself

has many strengths, it would not

have gotten to where it was with-

out the faculty and the three busi-

ness boards.

"The school of business has

a faculty that is as good or better

than any undergraduate school in

the country could have. The

school also has three strong and

effective boards. The corporate

advisory board, dean's student

advisory board, and alumni advi-

sory board are all key in develop-

ing and carrying out the school's

mission," Farmer says.

When he leaves at the end

of the semester, Farmer said he

will miss "the close association

and work with the students in the

school of business" the most.

Although he is leaving,

Farmer feels confident about the

future of Longwood's School of

Business.

"The total visibility and

quality of the business school has

increased tremendously and the

business community in Virginia

now knows that the business

school at Longwood is alive and

well and getting better everyday."

College Scholarships to Increase

W1LBERT BRYANT
VA Secretary of Education

The premier poet of the

Harlem Renaissance, Langston

Hughes, asked the poignant ques-

tion, "What happens to a dream

deferredr

For many people, it is the

dream of a college education that

must be deferred; all due to lim-

ited financial resources.

However, a bill making its

way through the Virginia General

Assembly addresses this issue in

an innovative and timely fashion.

In 1997, according to a re-

port by the State Council for

Higher Education (SCHEV), Vir-

ginia ranked as the third most ex-

pensive state for a college educa-

tion.

As a result of the combined

effect of Governor Gilmore's 20

percent tuition reduction and the

current tuition freeze, Virginia has

dropped to the tenth most expen-

sive. That shows positive move-

but tenth place is still too

high.

For that reason, Governor

Gilmore has put forward the

Higher Education Affordability

Act, which is being patroned by

Delegate Paul C. Harris (R) and

Senator Benjamin Lambert (D).

This bill takes a two-

pronged approach to addressing

affordability by combining a

need-based approach and a merit-

based aid program.

The need-based part of the

program provides $5.8 million in

additional student financial assis-

tance as part of a three-year

phase-in to meet 100% of each

student's true financial need ac-

cording to a "true need" formula

developed by SCHEV.

When fully phased in this

"true need" model wUl provide an

additional $17.3 million in stu-

dent financial assistance for

Virginia's students and their fami-

lies.

This "true need" model in-

creases student financial assis-

tance by an additional $4.9 mil-

Longwood Student

Sexually Assaulted
BRYSONMJNNIX
Opinion Editor »i

Although the suspect was

i custody, Dean Pierson said mat

ending the email was to "make

'-']:'['
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i.' tudents aware that this kind of

of Suaday, Jartuary 21 , a E ting could happen and what kind

"

wood College student was o4 decisions [they} need to make

1

1

Uy assaulted by a local resi- tt3 lower their risks."

Some email suggestions

.„« "wait- in wi=I1 ViahtfA »r*»»«"

lion over Virginia's existing finan-

cial aid policy.

Not only does the "true

need" model provide more finan-

cial assistance to the aggregate,

but it also better targets the most

needy and disadvantaged stu-

dents. Supporters ofHB2343/SB

1234 include President John

Casteen ofUVA, President Eddie

Moore of NSU, President Marie

McDemmond of NSU, and on

behalf of President Eugene Trani,

VCU Provost Roderick McDavis.

The merit-based compo-

nent of the bill provides Virginia's

students with an opportunity to

earn New Century Scholarships in

one of two ways. Fust, students

who score at an advanced level

on a high school end-of-course

Standard of Learning (SOL) test,

will receive a scholarship of $500

per test on up to six tests, mean-

ing a student can earn up to a to-

tal of $3000.

The other way in which stu

See MONEY p. 5

taken to Southside Community

Hospital, where she was treated

' released.

The suspect, a 36-year old

African American male

Cumberland resident, was later

apprehended and charged with

forcible sodomy and rape.

Dean Pierson stated that the

suspect was not a future threat to

the Longwood community. 'This

person has committed, allegedly

committed, thfe crime, was locked

up. and no bail was posted, so he's

act getting out of jay."

On Friday, January M*
;e students were

ed about the attack via

errau

lips on era

d in the email w«ft

prevention.

at all

times." Dean Pierson added "you

k ten beers- uttnthc

street your risk is high. Think

about where you're gonna be,

who you're going with, bow

you're getting back. It's an aware-

ness thing."

The email listed the forcible

sodomy and rape merely as a

sexual assault.

When asked about the dif-

ferences in language, Dean

Pierson explained that it was due

to a lack of information about the

charges and not an attempt to

downplay the severity of the as-

sault.

Because th* assault oc-

curred at an off-carttpus location,

Longwood's futane iwol«<fflmerrt

in prosecuting the crime will be

limited. Them is no

scheduled.

No More Dead Air
National Public Radio

(NPR) programming is on the air

in Farm ville and the surrounding

region thanks to a partnership be-

tween Longwood College's

WLCX (91.3 FM) and James

Madison University's WMRA.
"Morning Edition," "All

Things Considered," "Car Talk,"

and classical music can be beard

over WLCX in a time-sharing ar-

rangement that allows Longwood

College students to continue their

part-time operation of the station.

When students are not program-

ming WLCX, they will simply

switch the transmitter over to re-

lay the programming ofWMRA
from Harrisonburg.

"For years, we've been re-

ceiving requests from Farmville

for a better signal," said WMRA
General Manager Tom DuVal.

"One person had wires strung

around his living room, much to

his wife's dismay. We knew

people really wanted to hearNPR
news and classical music."

This partnership provides a

24-hour scedule for WLCX, to

complement its recent power up-

grade, and satisfies the desire of

many residents for NPR program-

ming. The community will ben-

efit from the increased services

of a larger coverage area, more

variety of programming, and a

full-time scedule.

During the academic year,

WMRA's programs generally

See DEAD p. 5



I looked through a book

called Page One: Major Events

1920- 1985 as Presented in The

New York Times.

Basically, this book has the

front page news for any event that

happened in those years that was

of large significance.

So, since it was deadline night

and I was burned out from the

work, I thought it would be "fun"

to check if anything cool hap-

pened on the day I was born.

Naturally, my birth was the

only cool thing that happened that

day, but The New York Times did

not find this important enough to

put it in the "major events" books,

and I know they regret that to this

very day.

So, I just went randomly

checking the rest of the pages,

and, lo and behold, my first birth-

day had a page in this book.

The headlines suprised me a

lot because of their nature, but I

guess that's because of my own
naivete.

The headline that got my at-

tention the fastest was the one that

discussed how Sandra Day
O'Connor was selected as the first

woman to be a Supreme Court

Justice.

Then, right beside that, I see

an article about abortion.

And was that article discuss-

ing the debate that waged over

whether or not this is a woman's

right or a child's right?

You're damned right it was.

It made me wonder about

what kind of progress we as a

country have made, and women
in particular.

Plus, I thought it was even
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more interesting that the Times

chose to put these two articles side

by side.

Since people involved in al-

most any kind of media are usu-

ally liberals, I wonder if the edi-

tors decided that it would be hu-

morous to put these two together.

Or, maybe I'm just hoping

they knew how ironic they were

being placing such a huge step

forward for women beside such a

huge problem for us.

Of course I always knew that

abortion was a hot topic for the

past 30 odd years or so, but I won-

dered how it is that this can still

be.

I could run through the vari-

ous list of reasons for abortion,

but honestly we all know what

those arguments are.

I won't bother insulting your

intelligence by bringing up these

facts that will obviously be argued

for the next 30 or so years, and

probably more.

What I think, though, is that

everybody was cool with it be-

cause they realized it happened

but as soon as someone stepped

forward and rubbed it in their

faces, they got irate.

Now people argue about it so

heatedly because Roe v. Wade

brought it to the fore front of

everyone's thoughts.

My thought is that if Roe had

not happened, people would not

be so angry and judgemental.

I am not saying it should be

revoked because it was so signifi-

cant for women, and I'm not say-

ing that I wish it had never hap-

pened.

I'm saying that I think it was

the instigator to a lot of arguments

that would otherwise have been

avoided.

Because face it guys, as long

as women can pop those little

suckers out, we are also going to

have the oppurtunity of abortion.

Whether these abortions be in

a carefully controlled, sterile,

medical environment, or in a dirty

garage with a sharpened screw-

driver, they are going to happen.

And so will the arguments,

I'm sure, but it still seems silly to

get so riled up about.

Kim Urann

Editor-in-Chief

Student Responds to Activist Column:

"Wanna-Be Activist Should

Activate Common Sense"
I would like to respond to

Danielle Pezold's column
"Former Coke-head Snorts at

Constitution."

While I am sure she found her

title witty, I would like to site that

president George "Dubya" Bush

is not nearly as delinquent as Mr.

Clinton was.

If Danielle would like to

criticize the manner in which we
elect our president than please do

it with common sense.

Danielle says, "I am planning

lo pay my taxes come April 15,

as I do feel that I cast my vote in

one of the remaining 49 states of

democracy."

I hope she realizes that our

electoral college has a purpose

and is not as flawed as some
might claim.

Out of 52 elections, we have

only had the popular vote differ

from the electoral vote three

times.

One might say this discrep-

ancy should not happen at all, but

as Winston Churchill said, "no-

body pretends that democracy is

perfect or all-wise."

For over two hundred years,

people have paid their taxes and

continued to vote without receiv-

ing the president they wanted just

like Danielle.

She complains of Dubya's

executive order revoking federal

funding to international groups

that provide abortions and abor-

tion counseling to women. Bush

did send a signal: the U.S. will no

longer waste pro-choice AND
pro-life taxpayer money to such

international groups.

This is the people's money.

I am sure, as a taxpayer, Danielle

would find it unfair to have her

money wasted on something she

strongly opposes.

Moreover, here is a wake-up

call for this aspiring writer:

George W. Bush is a conserva-

tive! Is it any surprise he does not

advocate abortion?

Amongst the number of in-

valid arguments Danielle makes,

her comment on Secretary of the

Interior Gail Norton is the most

eccentric.

She states that an environ-

mentalist chairman claimed

Dubya's appointment of Norton

as "the end of environmentalism

as we know it." This quote, in

addition to Danielle's follow-up,

"I believe he could have very well

been speaking of democracy," is

absentminded. It is a desperate

attempt by Danielle to enrage her

readers and impose her own fool-

ish beliefs.

She also whines about the

Office of Faith-Based and Com-
munity Initiatives (OFBCI), the

difference between this order and

her botched interpretation is that

it does not directly endorse Chris-

tianity, Judaism, Islam, or any

other religion.

The executive orders allow

faith-basedAND non-faith-based

organizations greater access to a

pool of 10 billion dollars to deal

with social issues.

Steve Goldsmith, a board

member of the Corporation for

National Service (an agency cre-

ated by then president Bill Clinton

promoting volunteerism) said,

"[the OFBCI is] not an office that

believes that we should tilt toward

religion, but it's an office that be-

lieves that we should remove the

obstacles for faith-based organi-

zations..."

Dubya has not tipped the

walls of separation between
church and state as Danielle

charges. The real problem is in

people like Danielle who choose

to activate slippery-slope argu-

ments to unecessarily strike fear

into people.

Danielle, ifyou are acquiring

your facts primarily from The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart and

Saturday Night Live, then you are

in the dark. It would serve you
well turn off the television and
read to acquire your facts.

While I admire your convic-

tion and passion, I find the twist-

ing of facts and scare tactics that

you employ very childish.

Furthermore, it is an irrespon-

sible fabrication to insist that our

democracy is in danger in the

hands of President George W.
Bush. It is in better hands than it

has been or could have been.

-Anthony Rivera
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'The Activist" is your outletfor battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your

chance to do something about societal evils, instead ofjust whining about them. So speak up

and act up. Because ifyou 're not mad, you 're notpaying attention. E-mail activist ideas to

wtunda@longwoodlwc.edu.
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ROYAYRES
Staff Writer

I have a problem with MTV
and have had one for several years

now.

My problem with MTV is

that it sucks. It's a worthless chan-

nel and offers absolutely nothing

entertaining.

Well, to be honest, Beavis

A Butthead, Jackass, and The

Tom Green Show are exceptions.

Since Comedy Central has

programs that deal with what the

name implies, shouldn't MTV do

the same?

Occasionally they DO
show music videos, but the vid-

eos they show are utter crap. How
many times can someone watch

videos from N'SYNC, Britney

Spears, and the myriad R&B/rap

acts there seem to be?

MTV seems to think that

there are only three or four musi-

cal genres out there. They've only

recently started playing some

more rock videos, but even some

of these bands aren't very good.

Take Creed for example. I

know, a lot of you like Creed, but

I don't And there are other people

out there that don't subscribe to

the bulk of die commercial crap

thatMTV constant] y bombards us

with.

MTV isn't being consider-

ate to the rest of America, and

they somewhat realize it because

they created MTV2, which from

what I understand plays nothing

but videos 24/7.

That's nice! I think when I

go home Til turn it on andjam out

to some of my favorite bands

but..OH YEAH! I forgot, I don't

own a satellite dish.

Let*s face it, MTV just plain

sucks and they need to change

their name to PCTV: Pop Cul-

ture Television. They are only ca-

tering to a small group of people

and are telling everyone else to

go to Hell,

Personally, I could give a

damn about 7 snotty assholes liv-

ing in a house and what otter col-

lege students are doing in Florida

during Spring Break. I don't care

about that crap.

What I care about is seeing

videos from my favorite bands,

but that doesn't happen very much

now.

If you really wanna see vid-

eos, you have to stay up til 3:00

a.m. and even then their selection

isn't very good.

With a channel called Mu-

sic Television, you'd think they'd

play music.

That's what could save

MTV: playing music videos. And

not just the latest ripoff of a fa-

mous song from Puff Daddy.

Play rap if you want, but

also play rock, metal, blues, jazz,

classical, bluegrass, polka, Afri-

can tribal music Ukrainian folk

music, Southeast Asian ragtime,

ANYTHING!
For crying out loud, CTN

has a better video catalog than

MTV does! That's really sad.

on

Okay, fa

merit, you're I

you are part of a 50-p£T3on tribe.

You all have been run out of

your eave by the Nomadic Smelly

Guys. Now you have to find a

new cave to live in.

You begin searching and find

e that looks good, but it turns

ooi that it's populatedby a family

of bears. There goes about five

members of your tribe.

Okay, now you have 45

tribespeople and continue to look

a cave.

You search some more and

find one that's good, but this one

is full ofpoisonous insects,

Yoe think Twy, *e can

tough H.' However, altar a few

days you decide to pack up after

8 firib«tf|iftOfk die in tiwir sleep

and nttw have biteinarks and boflt

mat make them look like huge

cobs of corn. You now have to

ftnda new cave for ail 37 of you

toHvein*

HOTJever, teee of the toss

intelligent tribespeople decide to

real one of the of dead bodies.

The? figure thi

tor the esson dint

poison is only

juice tor aii to enjoy.

A HiiO£> Ivwififf* t$ tit Aftfi fiV-

eryone gets drunk and naked and

start dancing around the fire while

smearing mud and lizard blood all

over each other.

Then Durn, die party animal

ofthe tribe, bets you a handful of

pebbles that you can't set him on

fire.

You then grab a flaming

splint of wood from the fire and,

as Durn merely stands there while

covered in mud, bzard blood, and

"berryjute," you proceed to burn

him.

Burn is now on fire and run-

ning around screaming "Durn on

fire, Durn on finer

He passes by lOotherpeople

who are also covered in "berry

juke" and are now ablaze mem-

selves. They soon start running

around and everyone but you is

on fire.

You, Murg, are the sole sur-

vivor of your tribe. You hpfce

played intelligence, cunning, and

a knack for survival. You are why

the Human race has ev

.

Then you stat eati;

is true,

Bits from Brains and Brawn
DearB&B,
Valentine's Day is coming

up and I'm in the early stages of

a relationship. What can I do to

impress her without overwhelm-

ing her?

-Timid Romeo

Brains says:

First of all, avoid contrite

tokens of affection: red roses,

candlelight dinner, the "teddy

bear I just bought while I was at

Walmart" stuff. You'll look like

you're trying too hard and she'll

get scared, even if it seems like

she appreciates your gesture. I

suggest casual and fun.

If you're staying local, take

her to dinner at Macado's or

Charlie's. Just make sure to keep

it relaxed! If you want to get her

flowers, try a bouquet of wild-

flowers in a funky vase. But

please, no 14 K gold! Save that

for your first anniversary.

Brawn says:

As a chivalrous man, I sug-

gest you follow the traditional

approach and do something nice,

romantic, original, and unex-

pected and at the end kiss her so

passionately that her thong melts.

As a man that has studied

the confounding female gender, I

contend that a modern woman

will consider you weak for doing

something nice.

I suggest you get a dozen

roses, with thorns, stroll up and

hit her like you're swinging a

Louisville slugger. As she lies

among the strewn rose pedals,

kick her in the ribs and tell her to

be ready at 8. Remember, nice

guys finish last.

*Longwood students

This will be a weekly col-

umn, composed by students to

advisefellow students. Neither the

writers nor the Rotunda accept

responsibility for advise. Please

e-mail your questions to

brainsbrawn@ hotmail.com

# tSK5wiJ)RDQ •
PROPS:

+ To the Cafe for letting the staffwatch Temptation

Island on Wednesday, deadline night

+ To all the new Mortar Board members!

DROPS:

- To Fox for making viewers wait for two weeks to see

the girls' selections on Temptation Island.

- To Phi Kappa Tau for not living up to their end of the

bargain for the auction last semester.

Send your Props and Drops to rotunda9longwoodlwc.edu

m
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Thinking of Moving Off-Campus?

4
Come to the Rental Fair

February 15from 3:30-5 p.m.

in the Lankford Ballroom

There will be representives from Utilities Companies and Legal Aid

owing lour

Need to Know Housing Info for Student Teachers

ALUSON BEVERLEY
Business Manager

For those of you who are

planning to Student Teach next

fall, there are some things that you

need to know about housing op-

tions.

For the first month or so of

the semester the Students Teach-

ers are required to attend modules

here on campus.

Ifyou plan to Student Teach

outside of Prince Edward County

or the surrounding area and not

live on campus, you will have to

provide your own housing.

The housing office has been

trying to work with some of the.

local hotels to see if a special rate

can be arranged for the

Longwood Student Teachers.

They hope that the rate will

be around $50 per night instead

of the normal $60 to $70 per

night

This rate, whatever it ends

up being, would apply whether

there was one occupant or up to

four. This would help ease the

cost some, and still give the stu-

dents a choice as to how many

roommates to have.

Unfortunately, those stu-

dents that cannot afford the pos-

sible $350 to $ 1 400 for the month

to stay in the hotel, are on their

own.

According to various un-

named faculty members, the

housing office was told what to

do, rather than being included in

the decision making process.

This is important because

Natural Does Not Mean Safe
In the past few years,

Americans of all ages have in-

creasingly been seeking out and

using alternative medicines. It is

estimated that one third ofAmeri-

cans take some herbal medicine,

vitamins, or diet supplements.

In response to this practice

the National Institute of Health

has established the National Cen-

ter of Alternative and Comple-

mentary Medicine to study the

safety and effectiveness of alter-

native medicines.

Herbal products are widely

available in drugstores and super-

markets. Only nine of approxi-

mately 1,400 available have been

judged by the FDA to be both safe

and effective. They include aloe,

cayenne pepper, cascara, psyl-

lium, senna, slippery elm, and

witch hazel.

Current studies are under-

way to evaluate other common
herbal preparations. There are no

standards controlling the quality

of herbal products sold in the

United States.

Herbal products can and

have been used safely throughout

history. Many of our common
medicines started out as an herbal

remedy. For example, willow

bark tea was used for pain and

fever. We now know that the key

ingredient in the tea is aspirin.

If you take any herbal

preparations, vitamins, or diet

supplements, follow the follow-

ing safety rules:

1. Tell your health care pro-

vider everything you take for

your health, including all vita-

mins, herbals, and supplements.

2. Do not take any herbal

preparations if pregnant or nurs-

ing.

3. Do not lake a large quan-

tity ofany one herbal preparation

or vitamin. Remember: the dose

makes the poison.

4. Buy only preparations

that list the plants and quantities

on the package. Do not buy or

take any supplement that doesn't

list all the ingredients.

5. Do not take anything

containing comfrey.

6. Herbal teas can be dan-

gerous if used to excess.

See HERBAL p. 5

these same faculty members
claim that the housing office

fought for the right to have ad-

equate on campus housing pro-

vided for the Student Teachers.

A hotel room has only one

phone line for up to four comput-

ers, only two beds, and not

enough space to fit all of the re-

quired materials like computers.

Anyone who has lived in a

cramped hotel room with more

See HOUSING p. 5
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sight-weight tables. The mea-

surement is based on the concept

mat a person's weight should be

proportional to their height.

The value ofBMI can serve
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The Rotunda would like to inform our readers of positions on

our editorial board that will be available next semester and for

which we will begin training people at the end of February.

Editor-in-Chief: Responsible for all things related to The
Rotunda

Ads Manager: Responsible for gathering and placing ads on
pages, creating ads, and dealing with people and businesses

outside of the newspaper and school

Business Manager: Responsible for maintaining budget and

ordering any supplies needed, plus generally works closely with

Ads Manager

Copy Editor: Responsible for proofing pages before they are

sent to print, oecasionaiy writing stories, and editing grammati-

cal errors

General Manager: Responsible for taking the paper to the

printer on Thursday mornings, and picking the finished product

up on Thursday afternoons, plus keeping the office neat and

orderly

Ifyou are interested in any ofthese positions, please contact us at

rotunda® longwoodtwc.edu or come to one ofour meetings, Monday
nights at 9 p.m. in The Rotunda office, acrossfrom the Post Office in the

Student Union.

HOUSING cont'd p. 4

than one other person and

ias had to share a bed, knows that

it can only be done without con-

liet for a short period of time.

For those students that can

afford this special hotel rate, there

needs to be access to computers.

The Student Teachers

tJntortunately, ibk is only

accommodating to people that

own laptops, Another option is fee

computer labs, but not everyone

can finish their work by the time

that they close for the night.

The students on this cam-

corru
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dents may earn a $3000
scholarship is by graduating as

one of the top twenty students in

his or her twelfth grade class.

In both cases, the scholar-

ship money is contingent upon ( 1

)

the student's good behavior; no

student who has been suspended

or expelled is eligible for New
Century Scholarship; and (2)

maintaining a B (3.0) grade point

average.

These two avenues to a

New Century Scholarship cannot

be combined, meaning that the

maximum for any student is

$3000.

Students would be able to

use these New Century Scholar-

ships at any two or four-year pub-

lic or private college or university

or nonprofit accredited career

school in Virginia

This merit-based scholar-

ship provides an incentive to mo-
tivate students to work hard, and

rewards their dedicated efforts.

This unique approach of

combining a need-based and a

merit-based approach to

affordabiUty in Virginia will help

to ensure that Virginia's neediest

students have the finanial re-

sources to attend college, while

at the same time encouraging
Virginia's best and brightest to

stay in the Commonwealth.

It is important to note that

this innovative program is only

one facet of an unprecedented

level ofsupport for Virginia's col-

leges, universities, and, most im-

portantly, students.

By all measures, the current

Governor and General Assembly

are providing more funds for

higher education today than at any

other time in Virginia's history.

The high water mark for tax

support of our colleges and uni-

versities occurred a decade ago,

in 1990, when Virginia's taxpay-

ers spent $855.7 million on pub-

lic colleges and universities, the

equivalent of $4, 191 per Virginia

student.

This year, Virginia's tax-

payers are investing $1.4 billion,

or $7,382 per Virginia student. In

inflation adjusted dollars, that

represents an increase of $1,765

per student, or 31.4%.

Since 1997, the General As-

sembly and the Governor have

increased operating funds for

public colleges by over $500 mil-

lion That is a 54% increase in just

four years.

Finally, the Governor's

budget provides a dramatic in-

crease in state funding for cam-

pus improvements totaling $249

million in new funding for the

construction ofnew buildings and

the maintenance of existing struc-

tures.

In the proposed amend-
ments to the bi-yearly budget,

Governor Gilmore has proposed

$187.8 million in new capital

projects for significant construc-

tion and renovation projects at all

Virginia colleges and universities.

In addition, $61 .8 million in

new funding is provided for main-

tenance on higher education fa-

culties.

By significantly increasing

funding for deferred maintenance,

Virginia's colleges and universi-

ties will be able to address needs

for infrastructure and building

systems that require continental

attention and maintenance.

These investments of the

Governor and the General Assem-

bly demonstrate our commitment

to ensuring that the dreams of our

young people don't have to be

deferred.

Virginia's colleges and uni-

versities are among the best in the

nation. The Higher Education

Afforda bi lity Act may be in jeop-

ardy. Members of the General

Assembly need to hear from stu-

dents who will benefit from these

opportunities. Please let your

voice be heard and help us to open

the doors of these fine institutions

to those students who have the

desire and dedication to attend

them.

DEAD cont'd p. 1

will be heard rom 2 a.m. to

1 p.m. and 4 to 7 p.m. weekdays.

Weekends will have somewhat

more student programming by the

WLCX staff. The weekend will

include many favorite public ra-

dio programs, such as "Car Talk,"

"A Prairie Home Companion,"

"Weekend Edition," and

"Whad'Ya Know?" When stu-

dents are out of school, WLCX
will carry WMRA's programming

full time.

"We are delighted that

Longwood College was eager to

bring NPR programming to

Farmville," said DuVal. "The ad-

ministration and students have

been extraordinarily coopera-

tive."

More information about

WMRA and NPR can be found at

www.wmra.org.

* Counseling Center 4» Counseling Center *

Dr. Wayne O'Brien and Dr. Maureen Walls arer

professionals who offer counseling services

to Longwood students. There are many reasons

students participate in counseling:

To understand themselves better

To improve grades

To relieve symptoms of depression or anxiety

To recover from trauma

To improve relationships

The Counseling Center is located in Lancaster

HaU, Suite 126. Please call 395-2409 to schedule

an appointment.

«§• Counseling Center * Counseling Center *
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Friday
9th

Saturday Sunday
1Oth Uth

Challenge Job Fair

Registation Deadline

Evening of Hip Hop
Featuring "Nick Fury*

and Michael Davenport

in the Ballroom

@ 8:00 p.m.

35th Annual High

School Forensics

Tournament

All Day

Special Olympics

in Lancer

@ 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

LP Movie

Bring It On
in the ABC Rooms

8:00 p.m.

Suitcase Dance

with DJ Big Daddy
Drew Walker
in the Ballroom

@ 10:00 p.m.- 1:00 am.

LP Movie

Bring It On

in theABC Rooms

@ 8:00 p.m.

CALEj
Mot
12

Teacher I

Scholars

inHu

@5:0

Women'sa

V;

Belmon

@5:3

Men's B;

v

Belmon

@ 7:3

6 April 2001 - Ql3f*
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&AM>ttSl 2001
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When:
wn#r».

Stay tuned for showtt
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iday Tuesday Vkdnzsday Thursday
th 3th 4th 5th

Education

hips Due

B239
frp.m.

Basketball

s.

t Abbey

9 p.m.

isketball

s.

tAbbey

p.m.

Challenge Fair

in Wyndam Hotel

in Roanoke

Call x2063 for Details

"The Cooperative

Business Model*

by
Executive-In-Residence

Mark Tubbs

inHiner

7:30 p.m.

Happy Valentines Day! Happy 22nd Birthday

to Kevin Rock!

Longwood Theatre

Presents

True West

in Jarman Studio Theatre

8:00 p.m.

LP Movie

When Harry Met Salty

&
Meet the Parents

in the ABC Rooms

@ 8:00 p.m.

Longwood Theatre

Presents

True West

in Jarman Studio Theatre

@ 8:00 p.m.

AA Meeting

in the Lankford

Dinwiddie Room

@ 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.

MWC
91.3 fm

ting for a few good DJ SI

Every Sunday Night at 9:00 p.m.

Hiner Auditorium

nes and music formats m the future issues ofThe Rotunda

I just want thank my friends and family for being

totally fabulous! ! ! I could never have gotten

though this week without you! I love all ofyou

so much!

1

LffT US itt OM Tfte HOT tftrftfLA

gomq *mm*> campus

If you know of anything from birthdays, to

meetings, to off-campus events—anything

under the sun, let us know! Email uss

rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

warn



ENTERTAI, IVT

I. Isnt it strange th

gypsy fortuneteller:

2. If a lawyer and an IRS ager

!
and you could only save one c

lunch or read the ps

3. Iftime heals all \

4. When you so tat

CORNER CD Review: The Nerve Agents'

I
I

Days ofthe White Owl

5. Have you ever wondered why it

all the difference between here aac

6. If procrastinafors had a club woi

meeting?

7. Why is there a road sign that sa>

Next Exit?"

8. Do you think Houdini ever lock*

car?

9. When an agnostic dies, does he go to fee "great

perhaps?"

10. Definition of Jury: Twelve people who determine

which client has the better attorney.

If you have any Deep Thoughts ofyour own...fee) free to e-mail kmroek

they ever have

Braille Institut<

us keys in^l^H

Movie Review: The

Wedding Planner
ALLYSON BLAKE
Features Editor

Steve (McConaughey) and Mary
(Lopez) are set up on a date by

Mary's assistant

They end up dancing under

If any of you saw tie com-
mercials on television for The
Wedding Planner, you probably the stars which makes Mary start

thought it looked predictable and to believe that maybe she can find

was just the typical Hollywood love,

love story.

Well,
you're right for

the most part,

but hey, even

Hollywood can

pull out the oc-

casional love

story that leaves

you wanting to

come back for

more.

Jennifer

Lopez and Mat-thew
McConaughey
star in this

funny and ro-

mantic movie
about a wedding planner and a

doctor who meet when they liter-

ally fall into the street after he

saves her from being hit by a run-

away trailer.

Shortly after rescuing her.

But all

of that comes

to a crashing

halt when
Mary realizes

that her new

client's
fiancee and

Steve are one

and the same.

Will
they find a

way to be to-

gether? You
can probably

guess the an-

swer to that,

but I won't

give it away!

So, if you like romance
with a lot of laughs mixed in, then

this is definitely the movie for

you!

I give it an A!

ROYAYRES
Staff Writer

Before you read this article,

I just want to say that I am in no

way nor wiU I never be a profound

critic of music.

There's simply music I like

(i.e. metal, rockabilly, punk, hard

rock) and music that I don't like

(i.e. rap, r&b, pop, country).

There are a few exceptions

to my likes and dislikes, but over-

all that's what my position is on

music.

If mis isn't as good a review

as the ones you are used to, I

apologize.

I've only just started to get

into punk music, and I'm still

kicking myself for not getting into

it sooner.

This is exactly the type of

music that I like to listen to: loud,

fast, and aggressive.

One of the bands that fits

this bill is The Nerve Agents.

The Nerve Agents are a

punk band from California and

play some kickass music.

Their most recent LP is

Days ofthe White Owl, and I have

to say that this album rocks.

The album begins and ends

with some rather somber piano

music, and in between is about 27

minutes ofeardrum rupturing, sei-

zure inducing punk music.

Some of the tracks that re-

ally stand out are "Next in Line,"

"Off Come the Blindfolds," and

"Fall of the All-American."

This album might be hard

to find, but ifyou're into punk mu-

sic and come across it, get it I

guarantee youll dig it

Advice from the Career Center
Dear Career Comer:
I'm a junior political sci-

ence major and I've started to

look into internship possibilities,

but I'm nervous about doing a

face-to-face interview. How can

I overcome thisfear?
Nervous Ned

Dear Nervous Ned:

The Interviewing Skills

program at the Career Center is a

great way to find out not only

what makes you nervous about

interviewing but also how to con-

duct yourself in an interview and

identify areas that need improve-

ment.

The best way to get over a

fear like this is to confront it head

on and learn how to sell the skills

that will make you a more mar-

ketable candidate.

Join us for our next Inter-

viewing Skills program on
Wednesday, February 14 at 3:30

p.m. in Lancaster 139.

Ifyou would like more per-

sonalized assistance after the pro-

gram, you can set up a time to

have a mock interview with one

of our counselors.

This gives you the oppor-

tunity to see how well you might

conduct yourself before you go in

for a real interview. Remember,

practice makes perfect!

If you would like to submit

a question to Career Corner, send

an email to

lccareer@longwood.lwc.edu

Lancer Productions
This pa«t weekend, Lancer

Productions had many Longwood
itudents turning oat for various

events including a hit movie, an

ever-friendly comedian/muaitiafl,

and a popular campus band.

On Friday, February 2, the

movie The Original Kings of
CnmsAv w» ehnu/n tn an niiHi.

popular campus band. followed by a Suit Catse Dance
MickeyFian , performed for a with DJ Big Daddy Drew Walker
;-,;' el ! *S( or so who relished

• Student
in their jams including an origi- Union from 10 p.m. to

nal spin on
""
fhe Hand Jive." Students have the chance to

of their songs, tegoBay
two member
likedLongwo -ebruary

uble Fca-

tfee/ the

lh will h

show their love for law enforce-

ment by having them give hugs

to the two campus police attend-

ing the event

Saturday, February 3, toe

Brmg it On
special Sati

p.m. in theA
dent Un i

day night, I

p.m. in the s

The Si

P ATllCTpfti

f showing at 8

oomsof thcStu-

be showed Sun-

ary II. at 7:30

room

ly movie wiU be

"13 WU£ S^JwIl

trie nnjucni

Make sure to check out

these, along with other upcoming

campus events, brought to the sto-

dentt by Lancer Product!

u. i . . .
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Bil Krauss Visits Longwood
KEVINROCK
Calendar Editor

ence members, amusing every-

one.

and though I have never heard the

original version, I found this song

After a little debate, he to be very good. Four audience
Bil Krauss has been sing- brought up a few ladies, Kate & members got up there to help sing

ing and entertaining for many Laura, to the stage to help him
years now. Krauss has only been sing "Brown-Eyed Girl."
performing stand-up comedy for Though putting up an argu-
four months now, but he is rap- ment at first, they had a blast and
idly becoming very successful, nearly had to be pulled off the
He is now one of the official writ- stage. Laura even performed a
ers for Jay Leno on the Tonight backflip on stage to express her
Snow- energy. Talking afterwards, they

He blessed the Lancer Cafe commented, "Good times are had
with his presence the evening of by all!

H
«

Friday, February 2. He started by

warming up the audience with his

stand-up charm.

Krauss has a thing with bor-

rowing other peoples' hats, and

wearing them for a song or two
He began by talking to the because he wants to "be that per-

two officers there, and everyone son for awhile."

that came in for the rest of the Though I was working in

night ended up going over to hug the cafe* that evening, he ended up
the officers. Officer Sudesberry with my hat for a few songs be-

has now run out of hugs for the ginning with one of his own
week.

He began his musical

evening with popular songs like

"Cecilia" and "Mrs. Robinson,"

along with making up songs on

the spot about many of the audi-

called "Squeeze Your Face." Just

like the others he instructed me
to give both campus police mem-
bers a hug.

Krauss moved on to per-

form a cover of "Proud Mary,"

the song with him.

These same four stayed up

on stage to help him sing "I Will

Survive," in which Krauss wore

a wig to help fit the part. Then he

sang "Joy to the World," and Kate

and Laura from earlier came back

on stage to dance and sing more.

He continued on with more

songs like "Build Me Up Butter

Cup," "American Pie," "Piano

Man," along with his own comi-

cal version of Jimmy Buffett's

"Margaritaville," and concluding

his show with "Rocky Mountain

High."

All in all it was a very mo-

tivational evening. He rocked the

house, and not one person I saw

left without a smile from ear to

ear. I would be one of the first to

welcome him back to the

Longwood Community for an-

other show.

Jazz Dance Festival Held in Richmond
ANNE BELL
Staff Writer

Joe Istra began these work- Istre's workshop, the dance rou-

The All That Jazz Dance

Festival with Joe Istre filled the

Lancer Gym's Dance Studio with

loud music and lively dancers all

weekend.

The Festival began on Fri-

day February 2 from 6:00-7:30

and carried on to Saturday from

12:30-2:00.

Also, on Saturday there

was a Community Workshop for

Fourth to Twelfth graders which

cost one dollar for admission.

On Sunday the City Dance

Troupe Workshop of All That

Jazz was held in Richmond from

12:00-1:30.

shops with a fast-paced warm up

routine, then moved onto floor

exercises to music including Jes-

sica Simpson.

Next, across-the-floor com-

binations were danced in lines.

This led into the last piece of Joe

Longwood Theatre Opens
Longwood Theatre opens

the spring semester with Sam
Shephard's True West, the Cain

and Abel parable set to the tune

of modem day Hollywood.

True West runs in the Nancy

Haga Studio Theatre, Jarman Au-

ditorium downstairs, February

14-17 and 21-24 at 8 p.m. and

February 1 8 and 25 at 3 p.m.

The production is "clear,

funny, naturalistic. It's also

opaque, terrifying, surrealistic. If

that sounds contradictory, you're

on to the one aspect of Shephard's

winning genius, the ability to

make you think you're watching

one thing while at the same time

he's presenting another" (San

Francisco Chronicle).

In True West, Austin, an as-

piring Hollywood screenwriter,

lives in his mother's house. He is

visited by his older brother, Lee,

a drifting drunk like their father.

Enter a trendy film pro-

ducer. Austin has sold a romantic

script to the producer, but Lee

convinces the guy to accept his

"script" instead, a contemporary

"true Western."

The tables are turned and

then turned again producing some

"brillantiy funny scenes" (Sacra-

tine.

One was done to a lyrical

piece by Katie Lang, which inter-

preted the lyrics by using certain

dance moves and steps.

A faster routine was done

to Pinks "There You Go," which

used steps at a much more rapid

pace.

The All That Jazz Dance

Festival proved to be worthwhile

and exciting to those watching

and those participating.

When the workshops were

done, Joe Istre received apprecia-

tive applause from the dancers.

These workshops left danc-

ers feeling tired and extremely

sweaty, yet smiling.

lrue West
mento Bee).

Directed by Kyle

Zimmerman, True West features

the following Longwood stu-

dents: Josh Howell as Lee, David

Janeski as Austin, Bobby Vrtis as

Saul, and Leslie Cooley as the

mother.

Seating is extremely lim-

ited, so get your tickets early for

this production, which is intended

for mature audiences only. For

ticket information, call the Jarman

Box Office at (804) 395-2474,

Tuesdays-Thursdays, 3:30 to 5:30

p.m.

CD Review: Collec-

Sonfs "Blende*>
y

MATT TAYLOR

Staff Writer

Collective Soul has been

one of die more enduring rock

groups of die 9Cs.

With four albums since

their first album December in

1994, Collective Soul has cer-

tainly kept busy.

Lent singer Ed Roland's

voice can go from deep to high

without musing a beat and ii

punctuated with addictive gui-

tar beats and drums in such past

hits as "The World I Know" "Pre-

cious Declaration" "Run" and

"Hea^

With tiwir newest albtrm

"Blender," CoHeetive Sam* sort

to branch out into pop.

They've cut their hair, »d
yes the flashy front cover makes

them look more like The

Backstreet Boys than a rock

group, but does mat mean mat

music sucks?

Collective Soul stiB proves

they can rpete with such songs as

"Boast" "Happiness" and "Why

The strangely addictive

Why pt. 2" has MTV hit written

all over it, and most closely re-

revious material.

The second song on the al-

bum "Vent" sounds normal

enough, however at times

throughout the song Roland's

voice ends up sounding like AC/
DC or some other high pitched

80*s rock band.

Other songs offar a widi

span of music types.

"You Speak my Language

is very aggressive* while "Perfect

Day," which feauues Elton John,

showcases the albums pop addi-

tions.

None of the pop irfditions

sound phenomenal; Collective

Soul could have done us $31 a fa-

vor by sticking 05 their tried and

tree rock formula.

Ifyou cant tell yet, Collec-

tive Soul's sound has changed in.

this album, but fie question still

remains, is it worth buying?

Blender may not rock as

hard as d»ir previous albums, but

d» songs se M^-quality, and the

vocals and gwar are still strong

For newer Bsteoers Blender

is still worth recommending

though I'd bsteo to a few tr

before you buy this album

Collective Soul still pr

that they can turn oat some

quality rock songs-hcit , that's bet-

ter than most new artists today.
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Men's Basketball Keeps Rollin' On

JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor

Longwood defeated Lime-

stone (S.C.) at home on Saturday

(Alumni Day) 89-79 after already

defeating Lees - McRae (93-74)

on the road earlier in the week to

give the team 2 wins out of 3

games for the week, their one loss

coming at nationally ranked #24

Pfeiffer (N.C.) February 1.

The Lancers are now 14-5

overall with a 10-5 record in the

CVAC. The Lancers are enjoying

fheir finest start to a season since

ihe 1993-94 season and the 3rd

best start in their 25-year history.

The Lancers were able to

defeat Limestone behind another

strong performance offensively

and defensively by center Colin

Ducharme. Ducharme had a game

high 22 points to go along with

IS rebounds in the game,

Longwood dominated the

first half of the contest, leading

45-32 at the half. Limestone was

able to rally in the second half,

though, due to outstanding shoot-

nig from the field and free throw

fiae.

The visiting Saints were

able to cut the lead to 66 - 64 with

7:22 remaining in the game. Able

to make shot after shot and take

advantage of Lancer miscues,

Limestone was able to keep the

game uncomfortably close

throughout the second half.

LC, in the end, was able to

hold on to the lead over the final

minutes of the game due to a key

sequence of events late in the

game, when guard Hunter

Hoggatt nailed a three pointer

from the corner and then seconds

later made a superb defensive

play, stealing the ball, and call-

ing a timeout before falling out

of bounds.

Hoggatt's efforts along

with flawless free-throw shooting

in die final minute assure the vic-

tory for Longwood.

Ducharme led the way for

LC with his 22 points and 1 8 re-

bounds, also adding a career high

7 assists, 5 blocks, and one rim

shaking, gym quaking emphatic

tip jam that brought the Lancer

Loonies to their feet late in the

game.

Ducharme received help

from junior point guard Marques

Cunningham, who had 20 points

and 6 assists and Hoggatt, who
added 19 points and 4 steals. Both

Cunningham and Hoggatt were

able to hit key shots to keep the

Lancers in the lead.

Also contributing to the LC
effort was CVAC player of the

week, Jason Pryor, who had 11

points and sophomore Chris

Isaacs, who came off the bench

to score 7 points.

The Lancers played an ex-

tremely physical game in defeat-

ing Lees - McRae. LC scored the

initial 7 points of the contest but

only led by 4 at the half.

But led by Jason Pryor and

Hunter Hoggatt in the second

half, the Lancers were able to

outscore the Bobcats 55-40. Pryor

scored 18 of his game high 28

points in the second half while all

1 9 of Hoggatt's points came after

halftime. Colin Ducharme helped

the effort with 17 points and 13

rebounds to go with 4 blocks be-

fore fouling out in die second half.

LC also had contributions

from Cunningham and Isaacs, and

Marek Zielinski, who was able to

score 6 points in only 9 minutes.

The Lancers' only loss of

the week was a tough one to na-

tionally ranked Lee's McRae.

After trailing 55 - 44 at the

half, the Lancers were able to

eventually tie the game at 62 with

an 1 8 - 7 run to start the second

half of play. Led by Hunter

Hoggatt's shooting, the Lancers

were able to come all the way

back to make a game out of what

looked to be a blowout early on.

The host Falcons were able

to push the lead back up to 12,

leading 79 - 67 with 8:35 left in

the game, but the Lancers made

on final run to keep the game tight

and make for an interesting end-

ing, but in the end losing a tight

battle 96-90.

Longwood was led by

Hoggatt, who finished with a

school-high 9 treys en route to a

career high 30 points.

In addition to Hoggatt's

stellar performance, Jason Pryor

added 25 points and a career high

8 assists along with 4 rebounds

and 2 assists. Ducharme ended the

game with 13 points, 19 boards

and 5 blocks. Cunningham con-

tributed 12 points and 7 assists as

well.

Through 19 games, Long-

wood is led in scoring by Pryor

with his 24.7 ppg., shooting 52%
from the field and 82% at the free

throw line. He also adds 4.8 rpg.

and a team-best 34 steals (1.9).

Ducharme follows with a

double-double average of 19.9

ppg. and team-best 15.4 rpg.,

shooting 61% from the field and

77% at the line. He adds a school-

record for season blocks with 79

(4.2) and 59 assists (3.1).

Hoggatt is scoring 14.6

ppg., shooting 85% at the line

with a team-best 54 three-point-

ers (43%).

Cunningham is adding 1 1 .7

ppg., with a team-best 3.9 assists

per game.

The Lancers are averaging

90.0 ppg., shooting 50% from the

field as a team, and 72% at the

line. LC is limiting opponents to

42% shooting from the field, in-

cluding 32% on treys.

Ducharme remains the Di-

vision II leader in rebounding and

blocks, also ranking 9th nationally

in field goal percentage and 23rd

in scoring.

Pryor remains ranked 2nd

in Division II scoring. Longwood

ranks 10th nationally in scoring,

and 11th in both field goal per-

centage and rebounding margin

(+7.7).

Next up for the Lancers is

St. Andrews on the 6th here at

Lancer Hall. Following the St.

Andrews and Erskine games,

Longwood will return to Lancer

Hall next Monday, February 12,

hosting CVAC foe Belmont Ab-

bey (N.C.) for a 7:30 p.m. con-

test.

Lancer Men Dominate in Win
GREG PROUTY

Sports Information

Longwood took a 91-69

*s college basketball victory

past visiting St. Andrews (N.C.)

Tuesday night in Lancer Hall, its

fourth win in the last

five games.

The Lancers, 15-

5 overall — the most

for the program

1995 — 11-5 in

CVAC, and #4 in die

Region, will play

again Saturday, Febru-

ary 10, on the road at

CVAC opponent

Erskine (S.C.) at 2 p.m

— a game to be broad-

cast on WFLO, 95.7

Against St.

Andrews, LC led 44-33

at halftime, closing the

half with a 17-5 run

over the last 4:49.

The Lancers then limited

the Knights to just 24% (8-34)

shooting from the field in the sec-

ond half, shooting 59% (19-32)

itself to pull away for the convinc-

ing home triumpn. LC finished

the game shooting 51% (32-63)

from the field, including 43% (9-

21) on three-pointers, and 78%
( 1 8-23) at the free throw line.

Longwood was led by jun-

iorVCU transfer Hunter Hoggatt/

Glen Allen with a game-high 20

points, including 5-8 on three-

pointers, while classmate Jason

Pryor/Hampton added 16 points,

seven rebounds, and a career-high

five steals.

Graduate Virginia transfer

Colin Ducharme/Richmond con-

tributed his 18th double-double

with 14 points and a game-high

1 5 rebounds before fouling out at

3:35, adding three assists and

three blocks.

Junior Richmond transfer

Marques Cunningham/Danville

had 1 1 points and a career-high

eight assists, while sophomores

Zech Boyd/Virginia Beach and

Chris Isaacs/Fairfax, along with

freshman Russell Thompson/

Richmond each posted eight

points— Boyd also grabbing five

rebounds.

Longwood College stu-

dents and fans are encouraged to

corns out and support the Lanc-

ers Monday night, Febrary 12, as

CVAC rival BelmontAbbey Col-

lege of North Carolina visits

Lancer Hall

for a bas-

ke tbal

1

double-
header.

The
women
play at 5:30

p.m., and

matches the

2nd-place

Lancers
against the

3rd-p!ace

Crusaders.

The
men follow

at 7:30 p.m.

and will

match two

teams tied for 2nd-place in the

conference.

It'll be important to have

the "Lancer Looneys" in full-

force in giving Longwood a "sixth

man" and true homecourt advan-

tage.

Home attendance this year

for men's

games has av-

eraged anim-

p re s s i v e

1,186 over 10

games, how-

ever, only a

disappoint-

ingly small

crowd of 507

watched the

St. Andrews
victory.

This is

an important

game for the

Lancers as

they take on

Belmont

Abbey, whom
the Lancers are currently tied

with for 2nd - place in the CVAC.

Come out and fill the building

(Lancer Hall) Monday night!



Women's Basketball Extends

Winning Streak to Five
GREG PROVTY

Sports Information

Longwood extended it's

winning streak to five games last

week with three more wins in the

conference.

The Lancers ended
Limestone's (S.C.) eight-game

winning streak with a decisive 86-

54 victory February 3 after win-

ning at Pfeiffer (59-55) February

1, and at Lees-McRae (82-68)

January 29.

The Lancers are now 13-6

overall and 12-3 in the CVAC,
and were scheduled to play Tues-

day, February 6, in Lancer Hall

against St. Andrews (N.C.) at

5:30.

They will return to the road

to face Erskine (S.C.) Saturday,

Feb. 10, at 4:00. Against Lime-

stone, the Lancers jumped out

quickly behind 61 percent shoot-

ing in the first half and established

a 50-31 lead at the break.

LC was hot from all over

the floor, shooting 63 percent

from behind the arc, 73 percent

from the foul line, and 52 percent

overall.

Freshman point guard

Erica Marcum/George Washing-

ton HS (W.V.) ran the team well,

dishing out seven assists against

only one turnover in the game.

Freshman Kanee' Booth/

Woodbridge HS did the most

damage for the Lancers, record-

ing 26 points and 11 rebounds.

SophomoreAngel Johnson/

Albemarle HS finished with 23

points, eight rebounds and three

steals, scoring 19 in the first half.

Freshman Ebony Smith/

Fluvanna County HS scored 13

points, and senior Demietre Price/

William Campbell HS finished

with 1 1 rebounds in the contest

At Pfeiffer, Longwood was

able to recover from a 17-0 sec-

ond-half run by the Falcons and

put the game away at the free-

throw line in the final minutes.

LC shot 77 percent from the

line compared to only 55 percent

by Pfeiffer.

Booth recorded 16 points,

nine rebounds, and two blocks in

the game.
' Johnson also scored 16

points to go with six boards, three

assists, and two steals. Johnson

was clutch at the line for Long-

wood, connecting on all six ofher

free-throw attempts.

Smith finished with nine

points and four rebounds in the

contest.

At Lees-McRae, the Lanc-

ers led 33-29 at halftime before

outscoring die host Bobcats 49-

39 in the second half, aided by 25-

28 free throws as LC finished the

game shooting 85% at the line

(34-40).

Longwood was led by

Booth who scored a game-high 24

points, adding eight rebounds.

Johnson scored 19 points,

adding six rebounds and five as-

sists. Price contributed a double-

double with season-highs of 15

points and 11 rebounds, adding

four steals as well.

Marcum added eight points

and six assists for the Lancers.

Through 19 games,

Johnson's 17.9 points per game
leads Longwood offensively.

Booth has now passed injured

classmate Toni Matkovich/

Wheeling Park (W.V.) HS in scor-

ing with a 14.8 average.

Matkovich follows with a 14.3

average.

Booth is also grabbing 7.9

rebounds a game to lead the team,

with Price, right behind her with

7.3 a game.

Marcum averages 4.1 as-

sists a game to lead the Lancers.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

for the Special Olympics Basketball

Competition

Place: Lancer Gym
Date: February 10, 2001

If you are interested, please contact Nicole

x3178

Come join and Support the

Therapeutic Recreation

Organization In Sponsoring
the Special Olympics

Longwood Wrestling

Won 2001 Apprentice

Invitational

PAUL LYON
Sports Information

Longwood won the 2001

Apprentice Invitational with a

tournament-record team score of

1 22 points in collegiate wrestling

Saturday in Newport News.

Senior Aaron Bradley/Lee-

Davis HS (149) was 3-0 with a

pin and two technical falls in be-

ing named Outstanding Wrestler

and sophomore Ben Summerlin/

Brookville HS (174) was 3-0 with

two pins and a major decision on

his way to being named Cham-

pion of Champions.

Also winning their weight

groups for LC were senior

Randell Sell/William Byrd HS, 3-

at 125 with a pin and a techni-

cal fall, junior Larry Haynes/

Hopewell HS, 3-0 at 133, and jun-

ior Jeff Kepler/Stonewall Jackson

HS, 3-0 with a major decision at

141.

Junior Darryl Graham/
Gloucester HS was 3-0 at 157

with a technical decision, and

sophomore Craig Spruill/Lee-

DavisHS was 3-0 at 165.

Damien Coy/Manchester

HS, a 197 pound freshman, fin-

ished with a 3- 1 record and a ma-

jor decision in placing 3rd in his

weight class and sophomore Ben

Sweeney/William Byrd HS fin-

ished third at heavyweight with a

5-1 record and three pins to lead

the team.

Senior Jon Tanaka/Tabb HS
(125) and sophomore Mike
Farnsworth/Brookville HS (149)

were each 1-2.

Freshman John Dennis/

MountVemon HS was 2-2 at 184,

while sophomore Johnnie

McKeller/Southampton HS was

0-2 at heavyweight.

Bradley leads Longwood

with a 20-1 record at 149 and

Summerlin is 20-4 at 1 74.

Graham follows with a 1
3-*

3 record at 1 57 and Haynes is 13-

11 at 133.

The Lancers are led in pins

by Summerlin with 12 on the

year, and Bradley with eight.

Sweeney is third with six after his

three at the Apprentice Invita-

tional. Bradley leads the team in

major decisions with five, and in

technical falls with five.

Coy is second in major de-

cisions with four on the year.

Longwood will wrestle

again next Saturday, February 1 0,

at the Ed-South Tournament

hosted by Carson-Newman (TN)

at 9:30 a.m.



OFFICE PHONE #2110
LP EVENT HOTLINE # 2734
EMAIL "lancepro"

IM Screen Name "LPatLWC"
Meeting time: Mondays,
9:15pm "C" room

If you want to co-sponsor an event,

have suggestions for future events, or

comments on this year's programs
please contact us!

Enjoy the Spring semester!
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